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Many, many
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it

is

"Merry Christmas"

ha/d to see how

this

as these editorials

I
I
E

Christmas season can be merry

From every nook and corner of this habitable globe comes a story of
human
human cruelty, human misery, and human suffering, until the heart sickens

hate,

(or,

inhuman)

and we cry

out,

"How

long, O Lord, how long?" How much longer can a
just and merciful God look down upon
these earth scenes, and withhold from action His mighty
arm? Human failure on all sides we

Every device that man

see.

-has ever created, every panacea that man
has ever concocted, everv
betterment, have proven themselves utterly worthless to
stay the avalanche
of extreme wickedness that threatens to engulf the
whole world and destroy the last

scheme

for

human

vestiges of
the world so far as man's efforts are concerned.
It seems the
moves, the deeper he sinks into the mire. It is surely time to
cry with the Psalmist as

There

civilization.

more man
of old:

"It

But,

let

is

no hope

is

time for Thee.

left

O

us not despair. It

Lord, to work!"
is

himself, and realize that apart

man

the declared purpose of

from God he

gets to that place, help will

vanity.

is

God

to let

man come

to a full end of

"Without Me. ye can do nothing!"

When

come from above.

happy that we know Him "whom

to

know

is life

eternar'-^happy

in the service of

God and our

fellowmen—happy

I

to

to know that the re^gn of all that is anti-Christ is but for
one brief day— happy
God has not yet abdicated the Throne that ruleth over all— happy in the
thou^-ht
by every possible sign that God can give us the kingdom of heaven
draws nigh—happy^in

know

that

that

the glorious expectation that ere the year 1945 shall

own from

this ^^•icked

awhile"— happ}jud,ged— happy

in

in

tending— happy
throw

all

to

world and

we

shall

press to

become history our Lord shall remove His
our bosoms those we have "loved and lost

knowledge that immediately thereafter the ungodly nations will be
speedily
the thought that then our Lord will come back to earth with all
the saints atthe

know

that then, as

He

sits

upon the throne

of His father David,

oppressors and speak peace to the nations—happy to

know

that then

He

will over-

shall all

men

"beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks, and nations
shall learn
war no more"—happy to know that in the Sun-rise of that approachin,g day. shall all

and

sigilTing flee

a

away!" Assuredly we wish every reader

H.APPY

NEW YEAR
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No. this Christmas season cannot be merry to any heart that has
within it any of the compassion of Christ. Only a heart calloused by utter selfishness can even
make a pretence of merriment. But, thanks be unto the God who hath given unto us of His
Spirit, we can be happy—
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millions have been wishing each other a
edStor,
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"except in the heart of an innocent child."
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SPEAKING
By

MISSIONARIES'

Dr. Louis S.

PEACETIME CONSCRIPTION

MOVEMENTS

As this editorial is being written (December 20, 1944),
a cable from Africa announces that the Sheldons have
arrived at Leopoldville, in the Belgian Congo. Only
the river separates them from French Equatorial
The Dunnings left Bangui several days ago
Africa.
by plane for Fisherman's Lake Africa) at which point
they are probably awaiting a reservation on a plane
i"

,

that will take them to Brazil. Several short plane trips
will be taken in Brazil before they board the plane for
a Florida landing field. The Dowdys are again back at
their post in Argentina, having landed (according to
our best information) in Buenos Aires on December 5.
The Fosters have gone to Cape Town, South Africa,
beginning their well-deserved furlough, long delayed.
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Hoyt, and Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Shrock, are finishing up their work in Grace Seminary,
and while doing so, are setting things in order for
leaving for Argentina, probably in May. Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Goodman, Jr. are gathering their outfit to leave
for Africa as soon as possible after the close of the

Seminary year.

AS TO SOUTH AMERICAN PASSPORTS
While he was

silent as to the

"why"

of the long de-

by Protestant applications for passports to Latin American countries, the newly-appointed
lays experienced

Secretary of State, E. R. Stettinius, Jr., declared that
passports are issued to Latin American countries without prejudice for or against any religious sect or denomination. R. B. Shipley emphasized her stiperior's
assurance, declaring that passports are issued "without
reference to the religious beliefs of the citizens involved." We are certainly thankful for this assurance,
given to a representative of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews, and emphasized in a letter to
Dr. Louie D. Newton, associate secretary of the Baptist

World

Alliance.

Secretary Stettinius declared that a check-up for
the period February 1 April 30, 1944, "reveals that 76
passports were issued to Protestant missionaries and
20 to Catholic missionaries going to West Indies, Central and South America." However, these last figures
mean little, inasmuch as there is scarcely any need for
any Catholic missionaries going to a land that Is
already overrun with papal priests and saturated with
their pagan teachings, while Protestant teachers of
any sort are few and far between. We only trust that
Secretary Stettinius will take some cognizance of the
rights of Protestant missionaries in Latin American
countries. He might meditate on the complaints' of
these American citizens that are being voiced by hundreds of letters from missionaries, such as was written
by our own brother Hill Maconaghy.

—

Bauman, Editor

It is certain that President Roosevelt is going to
press the matter and that peacetime conscription of all
our youth is going to be seriously considered by the
new Congress that is to assemble in January. This Ls
an issue on which President Roosevelt, with his usual
political craftiness, was more than silent prior to the

groups of every shade and color, all
over the nation, are rising up in arms against the proposal, and well they may. Military training never yet
has saved any nation from invasion or from war. The
nations, such as France and Germany, where military
training reached its highest efficiency, have suffered
most from the horrors of war. Military training instills
the spirit of battle into the veins of youth and promotes
war. There is only one stand that The Brethren
Church can consistently take on this subject.
election. Religious

"BOYS!

WE ARE GOING TO HAVE BEER!"

Those are the first words that Franklin D. Roosevelt
is reputed to have uttered upon his arrival on the floor
of the Convention Hall after being notified of his first
nomination in 1932. And, "boys," we have got it!
Whatever may be said of any other promises he has
kept or not kept, this promise for liquor seems to remain inviolate. At the 33rd annual meeting of the
Anti-Saloon League in Louisville, Kentucky last month,
I'lev. Sam Morris loosed a withering blast that thus
far has gone unchallenged. He said:
"Though we are on war time to save electricity,
there are 400,000 honky-tonks in the country drinking
up electricity. There's a sugar shortage but the distilleries

use 250,000 tons of sugar a year that drinkers

might not be thirsty." He noted also that "there was
no shortage of gasoline or tires for liquor trucks."
Will somebody please tell us how the liquor business
helps to win the war at home or abroad? And yet, it
seems to be the pet baby of the political leaders of the
nation. Sometimes we wonder how we can continue to
sing and pray, "God bless America!"

"THE

WAY OF THE UNGODLY"

According to a report of the General Federation
Club Women, a little twelve year old boy, by the name
of Bobby, was a member of a Vacation Bible School
clay modeling class in Galesburg, Illinois. The teacher
asked the class to make something that could be displayed in a store window, as an exhibit. Bobby turned
in a miniature slot machine, a gun, a pair of dice, and
a whisky bottle. The teacher was wondering how she
could tell him that his work could not be displayed in
a Sunday School exhibit. But, her problem was quickly

—

!
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solved

when Bobby turned

which was

in a sign tliat lie
to be displayed with the group.

had made
The sign

WAY

OF THE UN-GODLY".
read: "THE
Well, Bobby had a wise head upon his young shoulders. His exhibit would have been about complete had
he added a deck of cards, a package of cigarettes, and
a pair of slacks!

MONUMENTAL NONSENSE!
"I slept and dreamed, and lo, an angel led me to a
land far more beautiful than any I had ever seen.
"Children played everywhere. None were crippled
or unhappy. There were none from across the tracks.
There were no hospitals, no jails, no police, no crime,
.

.

.

.

no tears.
"Then I cried

out, 'Take me back! The land is beautibut empty. Here one could win no victory, because
there is nothing to defeat. Here one could have no
real friends, because the flower of real friendship is
watered with tears and blossoms only under the chill
wind of adversity. Here there could be no character,
because character stems from struggle. Here there
could be no joy, because there is no sorrow.' " Charles
ful

America emanates not so much from the priests in
South America as from a subtle, cunning Roman Catholic hierarchy in the United States. That is interesting.
Momentous days are ahead.
Rev. Dowdy and his family have returned to the field.
In the very near future two more fine young men,
graduates of Grace Theological Seminary, together
with their wives will be leaving for Argentina. Things
should begin to move in Brethren missions when all
these men are on the field. If the Roman Catholic
priests want to know it, nothing that they could possibly do would stir an interest and bring forth financial
and moral support for our missionary work in Argentine more than for Rome to begin to exercise her old
persecuting power. Brother Maconaghy is absolutely
right in the thought that "the blood of martyrs is the
seed of the church." We believe there is martyr stuff
in the veins of our missionaries, and the devil will defeat himself if he starts his old-time persecuting power
into action.

Here

is

the letter:—L.

—

F.

What monumental nonsense! What cunning
What beautiful falsehood! Words,

deceit-

words,

words, that would have us believe that the heavento-be, where "there shall be no more death, neither
sorrow nor crying, neither shall there be any more
pain", will be a "land beautiful but empty" that the
heaven promised us will be undesirable because there
mil be no little children "crippled and unhappy" there
no filthy, vermin-ridden slums "across the tracks"
no hospitals with doctors digging into our vitals, cutting and sawing away at quivering flesh no "jails"
"police", no "crime", no "tears"!
Yes. Then take me back where
Is this heaven?
women weep and children sob and men groan and
cripples hobble and slums stink and criminals fight
and jails are filled! Where we ever strive to overcome,
but never do for to overcome would be heaven, and
heaven is undesirable! If Charles F. Banning is right,
and there can be "no joy because there is no sorrow,"
then there can be no love unless there is hate, no
peace unless there is war, no beauty unless there is
ugliness, no freedom unless there is slavery, no sanity
unless there is insanity, no righteousness unless there

—

—

—

—

is

La

Banning, The Expositor.

fulness!

sin

We

only know that as long as there are thinkers like
Mr. Banning, there at least should be hospitals for the
mentally unbalanced!

READ THIS LETTER! DONT

FAIL!

anyone doubts that the hating, persecuting heart
cf Papal Rome has not changed since thousands of
Christians were burned at the stake, and put to death
in other horrible ways, let them read this letter which
the editor received just before Christmas from one of
(If

our missionaries in the Argentine.
And here is something interesting. In a magazine
published by the Holiness people, we read the statement from one who is in a position to know that the
opposition to the Protestant missionary work in South

S. B.)

Carlota, Argentina
December 1, 1944

Dear Brother Bauman:
You can imagine how we are rejoicing down here over
the news that the Dowdys are already on their way to
this land. It was just a week ago this past Wednesday
that we received a letter from Paul, sent from Pensacola, Florida. According to it, they had already been
traveling on the boat. We thought that perhaps they
had stopped there to load and he took the opportunity
to send the news. We are praying that the Lord may
give them journeying mercies and bring them safely

One gets all excited at the prospect of seeing folks that have been so recently in the States.
When I went over to Rio Cuarto to see the Sickels,
Mr. Sickel said: "Well, it looks as if Paul will get back
in time for the fireworks." And really. Brother Bauman, it does look that way. Perhaps no one can really
tell just what way this government is going; but one
thing is certain, that it is accompanied by, or is
accompanying, the Roman Catholic Church. Naturally
such a circumstance brings more opposition and persecution for the cause of Christ here in this country. We
are noticing it here in our towns in a tendency on the
part of people to avoid us and to stop attendmg the
meetings. They do this because of fear, since reprisals
are the order of the day in dealing with those who do
not agree with those in power.
to us here.

In Rio Cuarto the "Salvation Army" has a meeting
place now. One evening while the captain was bringing the message, who should enter and stand in the
doorway but one of the Franciscan monks. But he did
not remain quiet. Instead, he interrupted the speaker,
insulting him as well as the evangelicals in general.
Finishing, he said, in a form of a threat, that soon
none of the evangelicals would be allowed on Argentme
soil.

Well, it does begin to look like a systematic effort to
run us out. Before leaving Rio Cuarto to return here.
Brother Sickel received word from Brother Gamarra
saying that the authorities have ordered him to close

'
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the work in Canada Verde and not return. That follows the order to get out of "Italo," another town, with
the tent. Well, there is Another Who has given orders,
and we know that He has all power in heaven and
earth, even here in Argentina. So we rest in the certainty that no man is going to be able to get rid of
the Gospel of the grace of God. They may force us
out, but to get rid of the Gospel they will have to kill
the believers who live here. And if they should take
such severe measures, you know the result. The blood
of the martyrs is the seed of the Church.
We wanted to let you know what our plans are, the
Lord willing, in regard to our furlough. After talking
things over with the Sickels, we have decided to remain here until the first of April. In that way we perhaps can be of some help during the summer rush.
There will be tent meetings (if permitted), camps, summer vacation Bible schools', Christmas programs and
General Conference; so we felt that it would be better
to lend a hand here. Then we will have to pack our
furniture, etc., get all necessary papers from the authorities, make arrangements for passage, and visit
the different works on the field to have fresh information when we arrive in the States. We would like
to know what you and the Board think of these plans.
Here in Carlota we are not thinking about building
as yet, owing to the uncertainty of things in this country. We need a larger place, but will have to make the
present one do until things are more defined. We
desire to thank the Board for considering this project,
and trust that soon things will change and make it
possible. If ever there was a need of prayer, prayer and
more prayer for this field, it is at the present.
Yours in His blessed Name,

Dorothy and

Hill

Maconaghy.

WANT A DEFINITE WORK TO SUPPORT?
HERE'S

YOUR CHANCE!

From time to time people have written to the
Secretary-Treasurer of the F. M. S., asking for him to

name some

specific

work

some Sunday School

for

them

individually, or lor

class or Christian

Endeavor So-

ciety or church, to support. Sometimes we are at a loss
to tell them just what specific work they can do ror

the amount of money they have in hand. To support
a missionary costs considerable money. Sometimes the
individual or the Sunday School class is unable to rairo
the price of supportng a missionary, or of building a
church, or of providing for a school, or an automobile,
or one of the many needs. Now, we have just learned
where some money can be put in a way that certainly
will be pleasing to the Lord and helpful to His work,
and the total expense in this case will be $144.00.
The editor is in receipt of a letter from Elder Clarence L. Sickel, Superintendent of our work in the
Argentine, from which we will quote a paragraph and
let Brother Sickel tell, in his own words, of the need.

as well as the family. The girl has grown
the Sunday School in our Hunica
Church; and, from all reports, is very zealous
for the Lord. She has felt the call for definite
service for the Lord's work, so we decided lo
send her to the school in Rosario.
girl,

up

in

"The pastor of our work there. Brother
Gamarra, spoke to me of sending her to this
school, but at that time I told him that I did
not have funds on hand for that special need.
However, as it was time for the school to start,
and in order for the girl not to miss a whole
year, I told him that we would see what the
reports were from the States, and in the meantime would meet the expenses in one way or
another.

"So she

made no

at present in the school. We have
definite promises to her as to the

is

future.
"If you do not have any funds on hand,
perhaps you could present the need to some
individual or to a Sunday School Class. $16.00
U. S., with the present exchange, takes care of
all her expenses in the school for each month:
50 pesos for instruction, board and room;
10 pesos for miscellaneous expenses. This will
be for the nine months of school."

There you have it. Nine months, at $16.00 per
month; that is, $144.00. That is the cost of supporting
a fine, consecrated Spanish girl in Argentina to do
work for Christ under the direction of the Foreign
Missionary Society of the Brethren Church.

Who knows, but that, in the turn of events, our North
American missionaries may have to withdraw from
that field and leave the work to the native pastors?
V/hat a wonderful help this girl may then prove to be.
It goes without saying that the girl who was born
there, and grew up in an Argentine home, knows those
people, their habits, their customs, their heartaches,
their hopes and their fears better than anyone from
these United States of ours can ever know.
Here is a chance to do vital work, a real work that
,

God will
SERVED.

bless.

Now

then,

FIRST COME, FIRST

"Brother Bauman, do you have any money in
The Student Fund? If so, we could use some
it per month. We have sent one of
the girls from our Hunica Church over to
Rosario to attend the Baptist School for Girls,
a school for Christian training. We know the

$16 U. S. of

A

crude

little

Caiholic chapel

In

the

hills
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Mrs.

Wayne Beaver

Bozoum, French Equatorial Africa
October

28, 1944

Dear Brethren:

Lord and
Greetings, in tlie name of our blessed
overdue.
Saviour. This news bulletin from us is long
and
Getting settled here in Africa has been a busy
established
interesting business, but we feel like old,
news to
citizens now and it is time that we get some
we have so
you. The Lord has been so good to us and
much to praise Him for. We want to thank you all for
your prayers which followed us across the waters and

have landed us safely in Africa.
Two months and two weeks after we left Philagood
delphia, we were here at home in Africa. That is
time even in peace time. We praise the Lord; He unthe
asked
dertook for us each mile of the way. We
Lord for a safe trip; we didn't expect it to be especially
pleasant. He answered, as always, with so much more
than we asked or thought. We had one of the most
blessed trips, I think, it could be possible to have. Inhave
deed, some of the older missionaries aboard, who
crossed the ocean five or six times, said it was the most
blessed and happy trip they had ever had.
There were eighty missionaries on board all the

way. Our fellowship with the Lord was wonderful. We
had daily morning prayer services and nightly song
services. We had children's meetings with English
refugee children on the way from Philadelphia to Lisbon, and many of the Portuguese were contacted in
our evening meetings and personally. Souls were saved
and many others touched, which we pray have accepted
the Lord since. The atmosphere of absolute peace and
confidence in the Lord touched many nervous and
worried souls on board.

We also would like to thank the Lord for wonderful
saints that we met in our two weeks stay in Lisbon.
That is such a difficult field, because of the almost
universal hold of a pagan religion. Pray for the Christians there, brethren.
We will never forget our crossing, and blessed fellowship that we had together with the Lord. There
were almost as many denominations as there were missionaries, but we were one in Him. All loved the Lord
and wished to serve Him. We thank Him that these
friends, made for eternity, are remembering us in their
various fields of service and we are remembering them.
is going to be so wonderful, when the saints of
ages gather to worship at His feet. We thank you,
brethren, for your prayers for us on the way, and,
again, we praise our Lord for answering your prayers in
giving such a blessed crossing.

Heaven
all

Wayne Beaver

Now to tell you of our first impression of Africa
which we know you all want to hear. Our river-boat
pulled around the last bend before Bangui at 7:00 A.M.,
August 26. We were all so excited; there were nine of
our good Baptist neighbors with us on this last lap of
our journey.

We

were

all

straining our eyes shoreward.

we rounded the bend, before we reached
Bangui, we saw two figures standing out on a little
point, waving us a hearty welcome. One of the ladies
immediately recognized her husband, but we couldn't
make out the other figure until we drew a little closer
Just after

and the familiar black hair and mustache identified
our Brother Jobson. Our hearts were certainly full as
we saw "Home folks." Our journey was over.

We remained a few days in Bangui on business.
Bangui is quite a little city; it is laid out very prettily
on the banks of the river. We set out for Yaloke on the
thirty-first. On the way to Yaloke we saw one of the
prettiest and largest falls I have ever seen. It is so
lovely in its wil'd setting, with no sign of civilization
around. The road is little more than a trail leading into
it. As we turned the last little bend and saw it roaring
and tumbling over the rocks under a heavy overgrowth
of tangled vines and bushes, one has the feeling that
he has discovered it all by himself.
We arrived in Yaloke in late afternoon, and there received a royal welcome. About half of our entire staff
Vv'as there; the Dunnings, Miss Tyson, Miss Emmert,
Miss Byron, and Dr. Taber. It was wonderful to meet
all the folks. We all talked as fast and long as we
could. They wanted to know all the news in the homeland, and we wanted to know all about Africa. We certainly have a dear "Missionary Family" out here and
we are happy to be a part of it now.
We left Yaloke the next day after lunch for our last
bit of traveling.

We arrived in Bozoum in late afternoon.

Brother Jobson sounded the horn way down the road.
You can see quite a distance down the automobile
road from the small hill on which the station sits. We
turned up through the small workmen's village at the
foot of the hill and on up and over the hill, and there
was Bozoum station. A heart-warming sight met our
eyes. Mrs. Jobson had the flags out waving from the
veranda, the Christian, the American, and the Free
French. She stood waving to us and the drive was lined
with the station workmen and a large group of the
children singing hymns. Home at last Our hearts and
throats were so full we could hardly speak. Brother
Jobson wanted us to say a few words to the folks in
Sango, which Mrs. Hamilton had taught us in Semi!

(Continued on page

8)
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Bouca and Batangafo News
August 28, 1944
Since we are at Bantangafo for a few days two, in
fact I will start with Batangafo news.
We are initiating our new rest house this trip by
staying in it for the first time.
It is a one room mud building

—

—

and

is still

in

need of whitewash

-

both inside and out. Also,
window and door screens and
shutters and doors are still

her parents again, and the young husband wanted
know what to do. Should he be encouraged to try
and make things right again and take her back? If he
doesn't take her back, how long will it be before he
will want to take another wife? And, if told he would
be sinning to do so, he will no doubt take someone
anyway. Celibacy is hardly known in this land.
to
to

ing,

absent. It is something like living in a fish bowl; but, at that,
it is better than living in the old
chapel building. There the people
feel they have a right to the
Mrs. Lenore Wlllla

come and go as they
Here they at least stay

place, so
please.

outside.

We are indeed glad for this little house, as it will
give us a fairly comfortable place to live when we
come here to work in this district. We hope to spend
considerable time here in the near future. The mosquitoes and other insects are worse here than any
place else we have been in Africa. To have a screened
house will be a big help in protecting ourselves from
malaria and other insect-born diseases.

The Christians here are in great need of bible teaching. They have heard the Gospel and have believed;
having no resident missionary or native pastor to
lead and teach them, they are easily led astray. They
need to be taught how to live and walk as children of
God, that they may bear a likeness to the One Who
has begotten them. Nearly always when we come here
Bob spends most of his time listening to the problems
of the Christians.
but,

to do? What shall I tell them? How can I
them?" is the constant cry of the missionary.
How he needs patience, a knowledge of the Scriptures,
and wisdom to apply them, only he himself and God
knows. What would you do?
Here is a young man a Christian. He took a supposedly Christian girl for a wife. She refused to carry
his water, to make his food, to work in his garden, and
constantly jeered him because of the dowery price he

"What

advise

—

paid for her.

He whipped her, and she returned to her mother.
Her mother, a professing Christian, encouraged her to
go to other men, apparently for the cloth and money
she herself received. The girl was perfectly willing to
do as her mother wished. Finally the young husband
brought the affair before the church and missionary.
After much discussion, the girl was persuaded to go
back to her husband. He was willing to take her back,
in spite of her unfaithfulness to him.

On
story:

the next trip the missionary heard the pathetic
The young husband had contracted the dreaded
from his wife. The wife had gone back

social disease

Bouca, October 27, 1944
expect to be so long in getting the Bouca
news written. Since the above writing, the Dunning
family have been with us here and at Batangafo for a
Bible Conference. It was a privilege and blessing to
have them with us. The natives are still talking about
it. The middle of this month Mr. and Mrs. Jobson and
Mr. and Mrs. Foster were also with us for several days.
Brother Jobson came to look over the work here at
Bouca and at Batangafo, while the Fosters came to
say good-by to their many black children in the Lord
before going home to America. Those that missed seeing them felt so badly they hardly knew what to do.
The Lord has surely been gracious to us in sending
other missionaries around to see us this year. There
are special occasions in a missionary's life. Just now I
am the only white woman at Bouca.
I didn't

The first of August we resumed our school work.
Being limited to just teaching in the Sango, we thought
there might not be so many children wanting to come
(They have a desire for the French), but around 150
children came right along at first. It was more than we
could handle. After three months, around 100 are coming, which is a good number for us. We do not have a
native monitor yet. Abraham and myself are doing
most of the teaching. Abraham is the native pastor. We
are forced to miss classes quite often because of other
duties, but in spite of this difficulty the Lord is blessing
us.

Besides teaching to read the New Testament in the
Sango, we are specializing in memory work and Bible
story telling. They love memory work, and their ability
along this line causes them and us much trouble when
it comes to teaching them to read. For instance, the
other day in class I gave one boy a certain line to read.
He read every word wrong. Then I said to him: "Now
look at your book good and read what is there instead
of what is in you head." He did, and this time he read
every word correctly. It wasn't a case of reading the
wrong line first. It took less effort to give something
from memory than to apply himself to the printed
page. However, not all could have done as well as he
did the second time.
Lately some of our most faithful Christians have
suffered severe trial in the loss of loved ones a wife
01 a husband, and Satan hasn't lost any opportunity in
trying to ruin their testimony. The old men and old
women of the village have tried to force them to return
to their tribal customs, such as allowing themselves to

—
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more like a large beautiful tropical garthe "bush country," in which our work is
situated, isn't the barren wasteland of tall grass that
I expected. Around us here, we look out over soft rolling hills with trees scattered about and an occasional
cotton plantation. Everything is quite green now, as
we have arrived in the rainy season. Bassai station
looks out over a lovely panorama. You can see for
miles over a floor of hills and valleys and small villages.

be washed by the old women, or having devil medicine
put on to keep the spirit of the departed dead from
coming back to kill them. But these faithful ones are
standing firm and strong for the Lord and bearing a
fruitful testimony. Every Sunday finds many souls
being saved for the Lord.
The other Sunday evening after the preacher had
preached his sermon, the last song had been sung,
and the closing prayer offered, two lads came in and
sat down on the front seat just as if it were the be-

stead
den.

as possible out here. We never realized that one could
have such a nice little home here in the heart of
Africa.

Yes, the country
thought. Indeed, it

Just to show you a little of how these natives think,
due, of course, to their uncivilized background and
heathenism: The other morning, after reading in the
sixth chapter of Mark, the story of the birthday party
of Herod, and of how in the course of events the head

and dangers and

John the Baptist was brought in on a charger and
given to the daughter of Herodias and she gave it to
her mother, one of the women (the pastor's wife) then
wanted to know if they ate it. No one in a civilized
country would ever, ever think of asking a question
like that. But here, where the people have been so
long without a knowledge of the true God, and where
such custom had been practiced, it was only natural
will be able to use us to

teach

to these people.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
(Continued from page

so

much

nicer than

we

ever

hard

to realize all of the disease
evil that it harbors. But it truly is

The hunger of the Christians for the Word has been
the thing that has gripped us the most, I believe. Both
of us now have reading classes in the morning, and
the way they listen to our faltering explanations make
us hungry for the time when we can break the Word
to them aright. The native elder here, Noel, said to
Brother Jobson, "Let us do all that we possibly can of
your work, so that you will be able to give as much time
as possible to teaching us the Word, so that we can
carry it forth to our people." Two of the Bible School
boys, when they were returning home, said, "If any
more missionaries come, remember we haven't any in
our subdivision." Their subdivision is one of about
35,000 people. There are two of such size that are supposed to be under this station's care, among many
others. The same thing is true of all of the stations.
We have so much of this land that the Lord has given
to us, that we haven't even been able to really touch
yet. There are so many thousands without the Word,
and so few of us to break it.

for her to ask that question.

Word

is
is

Satan's territory. The marks of sin that you see on
some of these people are almost unbelievable. In contrast, what jewels we have seen among some of the
Christians. Some of the children most dear to our
Lord's heart, I know, are right here in Africa. Their
faith is so simple and great. They have so little of this
life and so much against them of heathendom and disease and poverty.

of

Pray for us that God

looks

All of our stations that we have seen are lovely. We
have seen Yaloke, Bassai, Bellevue and of course
Bozoum. How we appreciate the work of our early Missionaries in planting trees and landscaping and making everything as pleasant and homey and comfortable

ginning of the service rather than the close. The
preacher turned to them, saying: "When our wives
prepare food, they always save a little back for anyone
who might be late or a brother who might happen
along. And then when they come she will bring out
that which she has saved and offer it to them. I, too,
have saved back some food for you." Whereupon he
marched over to where the two boys were sitting and
preached a sermon on salvation just for them.

Kis

it

And

6)

nary. We managed a few words and the natives were
all so surprised and pleased. We surely thank the Lord
for Mrs. Hamilton's work as it has been invaluable to
us.

We shook hands with everyone. My such a greeting!
Each one clasped our hands so strong and smiled so
our hearts opened wide right then. Brethren, if
you could only see how they welcome the missionaries.
They are so hungry for the Word, and the workers are
£0 few. Those of you, whom the Lord has called, hurry
out in answer to their prayers.
After the natives left, the Jobsons introduced us to
big,

Pray, brethren, that the Lord will give strength and
to the few that we are here. But, above all.
pray that many others will hear His call to this land.
We were discouraged to hear that no more would be
coming right out. But this is His work, and He knows
the need and is ever faithful. Pray much that His will
will be done here and the work that He has given us
wOl be accomplished, in His strength that He might
find us faithful when He comes.
There is so much more that we would like to tell you,
but we will have to write more often and less lengthy.
Our love and prayers are with you all. Pray for us.
In His Marvelous Grace,
Dorothy and Wayne Beaver.

wisdom

a thrill that we never dreamed of for some months after
we were here, our own little home. A mud house, as
we had always thought of, to be sure, but the prettiest

mud house you would ever want to see. And that
symbolical of everything that we have seen in Africa.
It is all much prettier and nicer than we expected.
I thought this land was going to be barren and
altogether unlovely; the needy souls were the only
thing that looked lovely to us from the other side. But
we have been surprised all along the way. The jungle
country, which we pass through on the way inland,
is not the forboding, dense forest you expect, but in-

little
is
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By Miss

Estella Myers,

The past month

I

to be there three

French Equatorial Africa

have been staying with Mrs. Kenhave had a blessed time to-

nedy at BeMiller.

We

gether itinerating

among

the Kabba people. How eager
they are to hear the Word. The
desire they have to learn to
read greatly encourages those
who teach them. The women
also read and teach others.
How the natives like to sing. It
seems that they have extra
fine

voices'

up

These

here.

people know how to suffer for
His sake also, a^id testify to .His
name when persecuted or
whipped because they will not
give up their belief in the Lord.
Miss Estella Myei
When we visit other stations
and do not know the language of the people we use
the trade language with an interpreter. The women
and children do not understand this trade language,
Sango, well and it is necessary that they hear the
message in their ovni language.

As we were returning from our

last trip,

we arrived

in a village where they told us that a large elephant
had died in their manioc patch not far away. We all
went to see the animal and it surely was a large one.

We

seldom see them out here, although we see their
tracks and hear their voices in the distance while
traveling through the jungle. The natives' have a proverb "You follow an elephant you will never see cold."
This means that you will have enough fire wood for
the night, for they break down the wood as they travel.
To see their feet one sees clearly how they could break
down every thing in their way.

The very poisonous snake

lives

up here

also.

When

a

bitten they are brought to the station, a hypodermic of permanganate is given, at the place where
the patient is bitten and another up above the knee.

native

is

they do not have this treatment they begin to bleed
from the mucous membranes, blood comes from the
If

they bleed to death. How
well God cares for the missionaries up here.
Miss
Bickel and I have not been back home long, since we
went to the Cape for a vacation. We enjoyed our trip
down on the railroad and river boats, seeing the counti y as we traveled south. It took us six weeks to make
eyes, nose, ears, etc., until

.

you can find a place. One is permitted
months. How we did enjoy the fruit.
Vv'e spent six weeks at the Nurses' Home at Hermanus,
a sea side town about 85 miles from Cape Town. It is
the place where the wealthy people retire. The air was
great. God was good to permit us to be there for a
while. The sea was on one side of us and a mountain
the town is beautiful. We took walks
on the other.
and looked over in the beautiful gardens of the people.
Most every home has a wall around their grounds.
for a while until

MY TRAVELOGUE

.

trip. We stopped at the Victoria Falls and feasted
this wonderful piece of handiwork of God. The two
days spent there were a real rest. The hotel is considered the best on this side of Cairo. The railroad put

the

on

us in their hotel and we certainly were served in great
We visited the natural park and saw the large
giraffes there. Beside the falls is a wonderful statue of
David Livingstone. It is placed at the place where he
discovered the falls.
style.

When we arrived in Cape Town we went to the Murray Missionary Home where the missionaries go. They
cannot take all the missionaries, but they take you in

.

A

.

missionary came from the Inland African Mission

told of her experience of how God had wonderfully,
delivered her from "self". She spoke from the sixth

and

chapter of Romans. But the doctrine is all through the
Scriptures: to be dead to "self". A little revival started
among the missionaries and one by one we entered
into the victorious life. When it became a living reality
to me that Jesus took me, my sinful flesh which I inherited from Adam, and in that flesh I was crucified
with Him; by faith I identified myself with Him on
the cross and was buried with Him and arose with Him
into newness of life. Oh, the peace that ruled in my
heart and the joy that flooded my soul. The glorified
Christ has come into control of my whole being, and
I praise His name. Gal. 2:20 is mine now. Oh why
should one drag around self when it is a cursed thing,
and any work done through the energy of the flesh is
not recognized by God, but rather condemned.
How
gracious God has been to me in the past, how long
suffering and patient. How He has led me and worked
for me, especially in relation to the translating of the
New Testament in the Karre language. I gave myself
up to Him in this work. Just as He worked on the
translations now He is to do all things that He asks
me to do, for He is my life. His righteousness. His victory. His love. His faith is mine, for I am His and He
is mine. The blessing is for any one who is undone and
reckons themselves dead mdeed unto sin but alive
unto Christ. It is in the Word; take it by faith and
Christ comes to meet you.

have been preaching this truth every chance I get.
see with their eyes better than they hear
with their ears. I Illustrate this truth by fixing up a
chair like a throne. Beside the throne is a cross and at
its side is a basket that is the grave. For self I have
a
dirty rag. To begin with the ragged "rag," self, is on the
throne in the heart. As I speak I take the rag and put
it on the cross where Jesus took our sinful
self and
there it was crucified with Him. Then to the grave it
I

The natives

goes to stay. Since self is off of the throne Christ is
King and can reign in the heart. God is blessing and
I praise Him.

We are praying for a revival and know that it will
come when that which has been hindering is taken
away. He can make any mountain a plain. By faith
we walk and nothing is too hard for Him to do. He
works for any one who does not resist Him. The strongholds will be pulled down. Keep on praying.
There
is someone who gave $300 to me—
report anonymous.
.

.

Will you share this letter with them. I am
sending
copies to all who gave to
grouping a bit since I do
not know the addresses of these in the Long Beach

me—

church.
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BeMiller, Paoua, F. E. A.
September 5, 1944

Dear Friends,
At long last, the way has opened for me to visit one
to spend a
of our chapels here in Kabbaland. I hope
week with them if the Lord so wills. I may have to
stay longer than a week which
would suit me, but I must get
back to prepare for Miss Tyson's coming. She is spending
the month here, to care for some
special medical treatments.

haven't been able to do
like to do because
of the garden work. The cotton
gardens are not yet completed.

We

all

Mrs. Minnie

we would

But we have had some good
times with most of the village
leaders and have also had serv-

Kennedy

ices every evening.

We had

several children's meetings

have them every morning but
they had to help in the gardens too.
We prepared some lessons on prayer taken from Norman Harrison's book on "His in a Life Prayer." I received so much help and strength from it, I felt they
would too. We made mimeograph copies so that each
leader could have a copy of his own to study at home.
too.

We had

We had

hoped

to

to cover the lesson rather hurriedly but they

can take their time in going over them at home. Just
a little help gives them new encouragement in their
work. They all seemed to enjoy the short time we had
together. There were about twelve who were able to
be there. The Lord will bless His Word to their hearts.
They do need our prayers; their trials, testings and
temptations are great and fierce, but we praise the
Lord that He that is in them is greater than he that
is

little room to turn around. The
pounded hard which makes it so much easier
to keep clean. The door is just a mat held in place by
a stick. The veranda is so low that I have to stoop
quite low to get in and out. That's good exercise. I
don't have to waste time on my daily dozen! The worst
part was the running water every time it rained, but
praise the Lord, it didn't leak where the cot stood.
Everywhere else it dripped quite freely.
This is lion country, right close to a river. They say
the lions are not a bit bashful but so far we have had
no special visit from them. You can hear them down
by the river and we hope they stay there. Night before last we were visited by the driver ants. They got
into the chicken house and almost ate up a little
chicken before they were discovered. They surrounded
my house but didn't come in. Last night a wild cat
visited the chickens and killed three mother hens. The

my

NEWS

poor little peeps look so forlorn especially since it is
raining this morning.
I'm afraid I'm going to have some other undesirables too. Nothing less than bedbugs, but T\\ soon get
rid of those.
I must tell you about the Sunday service at the station last week. There must have been over 500 people
out all together. We had separate service for the children. There were 190, and 25 accepted the Lord. In
tlie after service, ten couples came forward to receive

the Lord's blessing as they started out in their journey
together. It was quite a sight to behold. They were all
very happy because some had waited six months for
this happy event to take place. And we were just as
happy for them. If I could tell you all the details, I
know you would be happy for them too..
I must close for this time, trusting that you may be
enjoying the Lord's richest blessings daily.
Yours in Him for these in Africa,

Minnie Kennedy

THE WATERS SHALL NEVER OVERFLOW

in the world.

Is

This is the height of the rainy season but we are
having a very exceptionally dry "rainy" season this
year. We haven't been hindered by rain so far.
The little house I am staying in belongs to the leader's helper. He was just married last week but his
bride remained with his father. Now she has arrived
and I'm in her new house. But she said she was happy

there any heart discouraged as

it

journeys on

its

way?
Does there seem to be more darkness than there is of
sunny day?
Oh, it's hard to learn the lesson, as we pass beneath
the rod,

That the sunshine and the shadow serve alike the will
of God;
But there comes a word of promise like the promise

have me sleep here. The leader's wife is happy to
have the company of another woman too.
The bride is a very pretty little lady. She has the
most beautiful eyes and what they call, a million-dollar
smile, with a big dimple in her cheek. I hope she
proves to be a great help in the work. She seems very
to

in the

bow

That however deep the waters they

shall never over-

flow.

When

the flesh

is

worn and weary, and the spirit

is

depressed,

And temptations sweep upon

interested.

house is built of mud block, about 12 feet
in diameter, with a little doorway one and a half feet
wide and about five feet high. No windows at all. It
is high enough to permit one to stand upright with
ease. The houses used to be so low that one couldn't
begin to stand up straight except right in the middle,
but that was always the fire place. I had room enough
to set up a cot, a table and chair, and a rack to hold

Her

other things, with a

floor is

it

like

a storm on ocean's

breast.

little

There's a haven ever open for the tempest-driven bird.
There is shelter for the tempted in the promise of the

Word;
For the standard of the Spirit shall be raised against
the foe,

And however deep

the waters they shall never overflow.
Ricker.
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OUT OF
THE

BOZOUM

i

By Mrs.

Orville D.

EDITOR'S MAIL BAG
Rev. Harold Dunning, wrote from Bangui, Africa,
under date of November 14, 1944, to "Dear Folks;" as

Jobson

follows:

„„

left Yaloke and are on our way home.
are coming by plane but cannot get a plane direct.
P'rom Bangui we go to Lagos, Nigeria; from Lagos we
go to Monrovia in Liberia; from Monrovia we cross
the ocean to Brazil; we change planes twice in Brazil
and then arrive at Miami. We have no idea when we

"We have

.

.

We
Dear Friends

We
you

trust this letter will reach you in time to wish
a very Happy and Blessed New Year. Truly, the

all

eyes of the Lord are ever upon His children, from the
beginning of the year even unto the end of the year.
Perhaps it will encourage you to write us more often
when we tell you that we now have regular mail service at the different stations. The DuJardin transport
truck comes to Bozoum every Thursday and leaves Saturday. However, that doesn't mean that we get mail
from the States every week. Yesterday when we sent

because travel is so uncertain and it is
impossible to reserve a seat on these planes ahead of
time. We will arrive when we arrive. We are coming
Please pray
home because of Marguerite's health.
much for her that the Lord will really undertake for
will arrive

.

her on this

Sibley Edmiston, a member of the First Brethren
of Long Beach, California, is in the service of
our country in Italy. He has written a letter to his
mother revealing the spirit of Roman Catholicism as
it exists in Italy. The letter will throw light upon the
foes that our missionaries have to face in the Argentine

our cyclist to the post office he returned with just two
local letters. Then too, the "Clipper" is again flying
from Leopoldville to the States every two weeks. It
is crowded with passengers and many on the waiting
list. It too carries mail, and our last air letters arrived
in less than a month. Cheerio! Dear friends, we shall
be waiting to hear from you!

Church

of Rome changes not. Even the
fond of saying that. If they dared, they
would manifest the same persecuting spirit that that
church manifested in the dark ages. But, we quote
from Brother Edmiston's letter:

as well.

"Today is certainly a time when we need to know our
power and standing footage against Satan, because he
is certainly at work to stop all blessing from reaching
lost souls and humanity. After seeing the priests go into action against the street meeting last Sunday, I am
convinced that Satan is using all his powers to confuse
those who believe or want to believe in the true Gospel

We have received the good news that the Sheldons
are now nearing our shores and will be with us for our
yearly conference, which will be held Thanksgiving
week at the Bellevue Station. We praise the Lord for
their safe return to the field after their long absence.

had finished preaching from the Evangel (Gospel), a priest who had been
patiently listening stood up and said the following:
'Citizens, these are the Protestants. They have come to
take you away from the religion of your childhood.
They are nothing but wolves in sheep's clothing. Now,
beg of your Mother Mary that she will forgive us this
great sin of listening to them.' Then he got all the
people to repeat some well known church prayer. He
said: 'We know that this Jesus is both God and Man.

Brother and Sister Foster plan to leave for vacation.
They will take the river boat November 11 at Bangui,
and perhaps spend some time at the Cape.
We are so happy to tell you that the Beavers are now
able to teach the different classes. Each morning
Wayne has a class with the workmen and Dorothy has
the women's class after the regular morning service.

of light. After our Italian friend

only studies Sango, but much of his spare
spent in making furniture for their little mud
house. He just completed a box for the icyball unit,
which was no easy task.
Last week-end Mr. Jobson and Mr. Beaver spent a
few days at Bassai Station caring for the church roll
and holding services for the Karre. The attendance
at the different chapels has kept up well during the
rainy season. However, as the dry season approaches
m.any of the Christians must work in their cotton gardens and will be away from their villages for some time.
Many of the Christians are suffering with colds and
sore throat. So often during the damp rainy days and
nights they do not have the necessary blankets to keep
them warm; and when one member of the family gets
a cold, all are sure to follow.

Wayne not
is

Luke

The heart

priests are

The Dunnings have booked passage on the plane;
and, the Lord willing, they expect to leave Bangui November 8 for America. Let us remember them in
prayer, especially that Marguerite may be completely
restored to health again.

time

.

trip."

We know

away sin.
I am not
but this much I could
understand. He also had several men with him, some in
front of the people by him, and others mixed in the
crowd stirring up their emotions as he spoke. One of
the men behind him looked almost crazy, and he would
cry loudly: 'Papa, Papa', with tears streaming down
his face. And then all the people would give assent
that

He came

just sure of all else

he

to take

.

.'

said,

and remove their

hats.
"Italian people, like the Jews, are very emotional.
They did maintain pretty sensible reasoning all the
while, though, because a Salvation Army Italian woman

was speaking against him as he spoke and they almost
left hearing him to hear her a couple of times. But

2:7, 11.
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they have a great fear down in their hearts for the
Cf.tholic church's teachings. If they, and we too, could
only be so stirred to return to Jesus, only asking forgiveness, rather than to the pope and the creeds of any
religion,

how much

better."

In the editor's mail, as we are about to go to press,
letter from an army officer, well known to the
editor, who is in his country's service in Burma. Here
to do
is a bit of heartbreaking information having
with Protestant missionary work in that part of the

comes a

He

world.

"It's so

says:

maddening and heart-breaking

to face the

facts of this world as they actually are. On the other
hand, I've met about two or three very well educated
Indians who are about the finest men I've ever met.
One of these, a former member of the highest caste in

India, told me some sad facts about the Baptist missionaries in his district— the Garo hills, which is all
Baptist now. It seems they are preaching one life and
living another on the Q.T., such as selling cigarette.s,
owning liquor stores, etc., and worse. He is quite
it himself, but not nearly so much as all of
the common illiterate natives who are now turning to
the Catholics in a positive state of shock. This is happening, only very slowly. The ordinary native, for the
most part, doesn't know yet that anything is amiss."
Surely, missionaries like that must be the exception
to the rule, even though they do happen to be sent
out by denominational mission boards that are in the
clutches of modernism. One sure thing, if ever such a
report would come to the Foreign Missionary Board of
The Brethren Church concerning any of its mission-

shaken by

or, for

remains true to the faith once for all delivered
unto the saints. Most of his work apparently is spent
in a city mission in Mobile.
In a recent letter to the editor,

mons

also his pastor.

full Gospel to the colored
people in the heart of Africa, is it reasonable that we
should forget that it is also our duty to give that same
full Gospel to the colored people here at home? Let
us pray for this lad. Who knows but that God is leading him out to start a Brethren mission work among
the colored people of the "Deep South".

guilt

to the heathen.

Dr. Paul R. Bauman, son of the editor, just received
a letter from one of the boys in the service in Belgium.
Here is a significant quotation from his letter:
"I sorely wish all those strikers in defense plants in
the States were over here in the front lines so that
every last one of them could be mowed down by the
Germans. If anything makes American soldiers overseas mad, it is to read of civilians at home striking,
regardless of what they may be striking for."
That is pretty strong language, but we might as well
know how the boys, who are out there standing in snow
and sleet and rain in the ditches and in the foxholes,
on their paltry pay, standing face to face with death,
feel when they read of the men at home, already having the largest wages ever paid to American workmen,
and still striking for more and more. There are going
to be things said, and said in strong language, when
these boys come marching home.

Dr. Floyd Taber wrote from Bellevue, F. E. A., on
July 26 to say:
"^y heart skipped several beats when I read
that you have several men in mind as possible
doctors on this field. I am feeling more and
more keenly my insufficiency for the task, first
of course as to its extent, but even more from
the standpoint of all the branches of knowledge and skills that I am lacking. If the Lord
would just give us a real doctor to take charge
of the hospital, so that I could be a roustabout,
covering the field, ferreting out beginnings of
disease in members of the body of Christ, so
they could be sent to the hospital before it is
to late that is the longing of my soul. May
God
the Lord send HIS man. Let him
has called him here. Otherwise he will find
give
up
plenty of discouragement to make him
before he has been here long. I believe God
has the man at least one. Be sure. Then send
him at once. The need does not wait."

—

KNOW

—

is a member of the First Brethren Church
Long Beach. For several years he has been living

Sam Doney
of

is

Deep South."
While we are giving a

would be an immediate investigation; and
were substantiated, some missionaries
would lose their jobs. But, we refuse to believe we have
missionaries whose lives are not, in themselves, serthe

who

Brother Doney says: "I thoroughly enjoyed the Brethren Missionary Herald of November 18. One article
especially sounds so much like my dear old pastor's
voice, speaking from a heart made strong by faith in
a risen Saviour. God bless the men who are not afraid
to preach the message of Grace. ('The Cowardice of
Expediency', page 699.) Another article by Brother L.
L. Grubb, page 711, thrilled my soul, for I have traveled
over very nearly all the south and am well acquainted
with the people and their needs. For years I have been
praying for a colored Brethren Church, and have
prayed much that the Lord would raise up an intelligent young colored fellow who could qualify for the
great privilege of a Brethren ministry here. I believe
the Lord has answered my prayer, for I have found one
of the finest, and I believe one of the most separated
and consecrated young fellows one could expect to find
any place. He is fearless and bold, well educated and
on fire for the Lord. He is being persecuted by many
cf his people because of his completely separated life
and his bold stand against sin. I am requesting that
this man be held up before the Throne of Grace; and,
should God so desire, this fine, young, colored man may
be the first to preach the Brethren message in the

aries, there
if

that matter, anywhere in the Deep South, yet

Sam

at 258 Congress St., Mobile 16, Alabama. Sam is one of
the most loyal Brethren we have ever known; and,
while he attends services at another church, due to
the fact that there is no Brethren Church in Mobile,

The editor can only say that it is his fervent prayer
that God shall give us a medical missionary a fullfledged doctor for our African field as soon as pos-

—

—

sible.
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THE TRUE RELIGION
(Translation of a pamphlet distributed among the school children. It is gotten up in an attractive form,
calculated to catch the children's eyes, having a much-valued print of St. Peter on the cover. It isn't
much wonder that we are finding it increasingly difficult to hold the children in our Sunday Schools who are

not from Christian homes.

—Loree

Sickel).

Be on the alert! Dear people, be on the alert, all of
you who are upright and thoughtful and know how to
appreciate the great value of the knowledge and practice of true religion for your family, your country and

examination; and as those things are not pleasing to
close their eyes and shout: "Out with it!

them they
That
with

society as a whole.

There

a

is

plot,

But, are there Protestants of good faith?

powerful and to be Reared, because of

the millions of dollars at

its

humble

—to protestantize

disposal

Out

the truth; that has been added on.

isn't

it!"

who

people,

not

are

Among

thoroughly, there are.

able

Among

the

study things

to

the educated and the

good Christians and Catholics of the Argentine and
other South American republics. Be on the alert, then,

study the origin and doctrine of Protestantism, there

with the preaching of these conspirators, with their

cannot

thinking people,

all

schools, with asylums, their Christian associations,

with

all

and

that has to do with them; because any of these

Why

some Catholics become Protestthey have before been bad
Catholics some for selfish reasons and interests—
never for better or to be more virtuous, etc. It was
Erasmus who, in his time, said: "Show me one single
man whom the new gospel has made more sober, more
honest, etc. In turn I will show you hundreds who have

it is

the sect

an apostate monk, a proud and dishonest man, and
class, who, under

a few others more or less of the same

the pretext of reforming the Catholic Church, rebelled

In order to do

this,

call

more

In brief:

to

much

make

If

less charitable, etc.,

than

Catholics.

you would be good, honest, virtuous, a
etc.; then you must not have anything

in the blood of Christ without the Confession, nor the

of Jesus Christ

Communion, nor the invocation of the most Holy Virgin
and of the saints; without the marriage sacrament,
v/ithout mass, without the Pope, and without priests

profits

that do not have a wife,

Be a

in vain that the Bible, Jesus Christ,

real Christian

!

etc.

Know and

His doctrine, because Christ

is

love Christ

and learn

the only Saviour of men.

And, His doctrine, studied and practiced as the Catholic

confess them, or in behalf of the dead.
It is all

the

of

that talk about faith without works, and of confidence

—far from

it is

leader

to do with the pastors nor with Protestant societies;
nor with their Bibles nor their books, nor their leaflets

and passions.

that Protestants call themselves Christians?

Yes, they talk

Luther himself,

more sensuous,

good Christian,

themselves that, but they are not

Gospel, but

selfish,

when they were

and of the
and ignorant fools. So,
they are satisfied that Christ should have died, shedding His blood for us and for our sins. They are so
satisfied, indeed, that they say we need nothing more;
that now there isn't anything more that we have to do,
or anything that we have to worry any more about.
They say that we are not to bother ourselves about our
bad lives nor our sins, nor do penitence for them, nor
it!

because

Reformation, lamented the fact that his followers were

—

They

then, that

been made worse."

they disowned the

Pope and the authority of the Church, the confession
and the communion, mass and purgatory, and even
oh, horrible!
of the most sacred Virgin, of the marriage sacrament and ecclesiastic celibacy; in a word they
disowned all that disturbed them and was in the way

How is it

is it,

Always

ants?

invented in the sixteenth century by Martin Luther,

of their desires

done, or become indifferent or

—

Protestantism? In a few words,

against her.

These either come over to Catholicism, as

be.

materialistic.

ot the true religion.
is

and without passion

serenely

many and many have

things might serve as the hook to catch you more easily
and snatch from you the treasure of inestimable value

What

who

Church teaches

will

make

dustrious

and the

all,

it

(She

and resigned

one that can teach us to

Gospel talk of and preach the necessity for penitence

is

the only Church of Christ)

good and honest, just and charitable, inin our work. She, alone,
live well

and

is

the

die in peace, look-

ing forward with full assurance to our eternal reward.

and good works. These gentlemen take the Bible and
them their own free and careless

the Gospel, focus on

(Printed with ecclesiastical permission)
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

Too many young people

communion

the real trouble

of this study is to help sincere
Christians to decide between right and wrong in
their daily lives.

PURPOSE: The purpose

SUGGESTIONS TO THE LEADER:
Christians are

2.

The Christian does not have power

live like

Godly

life,

but the Holy Spirit

in himself to

Who

is

his power— I Cor. 6:19-20.
Bible was given to us to be a GUIDE, our
decisions as to what is right or wrong must be based

The

upon the

5.

Bible.
is

II.

Apply this to some experiences from your own
and see what decision must be made.
I

do

it

in the

name

of the

life

Scripture: Col. 3:17.
1.

Read the above Scripture
Anything we cannot do in

carefully.

Jesus'

name must

be

left
III.

undone.
3.

Name some
Name.

be truly united with Christ. The partaking of the
bread and the cup symbolize this union. As these elements are assimilated into our bodies, and become our
flesh and blood, so may Christ be assimilated by our
spirits, that he truly become a part of us, and seen ir
us. Once we recognize the truth that "Christ liveth in
me," Gal. 2:20, and act accordingly, we are on our
way to truly victorious living. These elements remind
us of the cost of salvation— Christ's death on the cross.
They remind us also of the call of salvation "be not
conformed to this world, but be transformed"—into
His image. They also remind us of the culmination of
salvation His coming to receive us to Himself, for He
tUl I come."
said, "This do
So you see, there is a wealth of meaning in the communion service, and we as young people need its teachings. And if we love Him, we will want to meet with
Him at this service at every opportunity. He said, "This
dc, in remembrance of me."

"After doing it, can I get on my knees
and thank Him for it?"
Scripture: Col. 3:17.
1.
Read the latter part of the above verse.
2.
The Christian should do nothing that he cannot

thank his Lord for.
Try this test on your

life, can you thank Him for
your close friends, your amusements, your speech,

—

etc.

TOPIC FOUR: "What

if

Jesus comes while

I

am

doing

it?"

—

John 2:28.
coming at any minute, probably when we
least expect Him.
Read I John 3:2-3.

Scripture: I
1.

2.
3.

Jesus

UNION WITH CHRIST—THE BREAD AND THE

CUP. Matt. 26:26-29. Having been cleansed by Christ,
and enjoying fellowship with Him, it is logical that we

things you can and cannot do in His

TOPIC THREE:

3.

THE LOVE

All the gospel

:

Lord

Jesus Christ?"

2.

—

accounts give evidence that the
Lord Jesus ate a meal with his disciples in the upper
room when he instituted the ordinances that we Brethren practice. And church history confirms the fact
that the early church observed this symbolic meal as
a part of the communion ordinances. Is it not fitting
and logical that we, having been cleansed by Christ,
can have real fellowship with Christ? I Cor. 11 18-34 and
Jude 12 indicate that there were abuses of this ordinance and the fellowship it pictured in the early
church. These abuses we need to avoid. We need also
to remember that true fellowship is maintained by
walking in the light. I John 1:7.

cases.

TOPIC TWO: "Can

lies

us,

FELLOWSHIP WITH CHRIST

FEAST.

TOPIC ONE: "What would Jesus do?"
Scripture: I John 2:6.
To the saved Jesus is an example.
1.
The serious question, "What would Jesus do about
2.
this matter" will tell us what we should do in most
3.

a

feet washed after walking along dusty path5 with open
sandals, so we, although saved, need daily cleansing
from the defilement of sin.

important, you will be the kind of a
Christian you want to be. What kind do you want
to be? What kind are you?
Here are some "helps" for sincere Christians:
Sincerity

when

daily cleansing from sin. I John 1:8, 9. It teaches us
also that this cleansing is provided by Christ, through
the Word. Eph. 5:25b, 26. The foot- washing service is
a type of this daily cleansing from sin. Even as the
oriental, although freshly bathed, needed to have his

him

in

is

4.

our churches,

CLEANSING BY CHRIST—THE FOOT-WASHI.
ING SERVICE. The Bible teaches us that we need

Christ.
live a

in

is

at its teachings.

and should

1.

3.

service

church to amuse

Christs"

Can Mean

in the fact that we want the
rather than to help us. If we have
the right attitude of heart and mind, the Brethren
Communion service will be one to which we look forward with real anticipation. Let us look for a moment

3;

2-3.

"little

21

announced, take the attitude;
"Aw, that's for the old folks. There's nothing there for
me." Or some others might say, "Well, I guess I ought
to go, but I'd rather see the game, or go to the party,
cr something else." There seems to be nothing attractive about the service to so many young people. Perhaps

14

By Arthur N. Malles
SUBJECT: "HELPS FOR YOUNG CHRISTIANS."
SCRIPTURES: I John 2:6; Col. 3:17; I John 2:28;

Service

to a Young- Person

DEPARTMENT
PROGRAM FOR JANUARY

Communion

the Brethren

is

This is the "purifying hope". We should so live that
if Jesus came at any minute we would not be

ashamed.
14
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A REPORT FROM THE POLMANS

28

By Kenneth Ashman
Subject— "My

Limestone, Tennessee

TESTIMONY—WHAT DOES CHRIST

MEAN TO ME?"

—John 1:1-14.
—The purpose of this study to discover what
Christ means to us in the light of John 1:1-14.
"The Word" in John 1:1
Suggestions to Leader—
refers to Christ. Point out the Deity of Christ— He
Scripture

Purpose

is

(1)

Thoughts are expressed by means
is

3.
4.
5.

C.

—

God.

is
2.

God's "word-picture" to

of words.

Christ

us.

utters God in Creation—
utters God in Teaching—
utters God in Incarnation—
utters God in Judgmentrabove suggested outline from F. B.

Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ

The

Meyer

will

be the basis for the topics of this lesson.

One— CHRIST UTTERS GOD

Topic

HE

IS
Scripture
1.

2.

MY

IN

CREATION-

LIFE.

— John

Question

1:3-15.

—What can Christ, as LIFE, do for me?

finances.

As Life, He explains the problem of all things
where I came from.
As Life, He explains the purpose of all things how

—

I

should

live.

As Life, He explains the plan of all things— What
I should believe.
Therefore "The Lord is my life and my salvation."
3.

—

Two—CHRIST UTTERS GOD

Topic

HE

IS
Scripture

IN

TEACHING-

MY LIGHT.

—

John 1:6-10.
Question—What can Christ, as LIGHT, do for me?
1.
As Light, He dispels the doubts of life Read 2 Tim.

—

1:12.
2.

As Light, He dispels the darkness of

3.

John 3:19-21.
As Light, He dispels the dross

of life

life

—Read

—Read

1

John

1:5-9.

Therefore

—Christ

is

to us

what the sun

is

to nature.

Three—CHRIST UTTERS GOD IN INCARNA-

Topic

TION—HE

IS

—John
Question— What
Scripture

MY LOVE.
1:11-14.

can Christ as LOVE, do for me?
As Love, He reveals the heart of God Read John

—
the hope of God — Read
John
4:19; 2:15-17.
As Love, He reveals the home of God —Read John
^
1:1-6.
Therefore — The incarnation was the heart of God
1.

Mark 16:15.
As Love, He reveals
3:16;

2.

1

K?.

breaking in love for sinners like you and me.
Topic

Four—CHRIST UTTERS GOD IN JUDGMENTIS MY JUDGE.

HE

Scripture

—

—

Question What can Christ, as JUDGE, do for me?
1.
As Judge, He cancels the sentence of ^in.
2.
As Judge, He cleanses the stain of sin.
3.
As Judge, He covers the scar of sin.
Therefore—To the unbeliever, "The Word" becomes a
Judge of a different nature. Read Heb. 9:23-28:
Rev. 19:11-16.

k

Since last reporting in these columns, when we were
in the midst of a revival campaign, in our Brethren
church at Limestone, Tennessee, the Lord has been
more than good to us. A goodly number first-time confessions as well as rededications of life were made in
this meeting.
Visiting Brethren Students
Having two weeks free that Is, having no evangelistic meeting scheduled, we decided to visit our Brethren young people at Bob Jones college and William
Jennings Bryan University. At both of these schools
we were greeted like "Mom" and "Pop" by these our
young people. It was a real joy to see so many of our
Brethren young people so happy in their preparation
for the Lord's service. At Bob Jones college we found
thirty-two Brethren students. At William Jennings
Bryan University we found twenty Brethren. The
v/riter can surely recommend both of these institutions
for our youth as well as for Brethren support with
Rollins, Virginia

At Hollins, Virginia in our church. The Mountain
View Brethren church, we spent one week in revival
effort. Though but one week here the Lord blessed with
three souls who made their first-time confession of
the Lord, a mother and tv/o daughters about sixteen
and eighteen years of age. All rejoiced in their coming.
A very fine spirit was manifest in this church. Good
attendance and a real interest in every service. I do
not know of another church in our brotherhood that
has the record that this church has. This church has
had one pastor for over thirty-one years. Brother "Pat"
and Mrs. "Pat" (Patterson) as they are known among
these people are loved by the whole valley. Our brotherhood hasn't heard very much of these two servants
of God, but let me tell you when they get to heaven
there will be many stars for their crown for this patient and loving service at this place. While here we
learned that brother "Pat" in the days before the automobile walked many a time thirty miles round trip to a
Brethren work at Red Hill, Virginia. After these many
years of some real struggles at this place, our people
there sold out their interest in a very nice brick church,
which they shared for a good many years with a group
of the Church of the Brethren. Our people there purchased a very fine school building, brick construction,
which with very little changing will give them a much
larger building than they ever had before.

Public Schools Visited

At most of our meetings we have had the opportunity
to visit the grade and high schools. Here we presented
the Gospel through magic and music to the delight cf
hundreds in these assemblies.
Sacred Concerts
After a few sacred concerts at Buena Vista, Clearbrook, and Lexington, Virginia during the Christmas
season we head southward to Lakeland, Florida where
we are scheduled to begin a revival campaign with The
First Baptist

15

Church of that city.
The Polman Evangelistic Party
Leo, Leila and Elaine Polman

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
BUENA VISTA REVIVAL
"The Lord hath done great things
are glad" Psalm 126:3.

for us; whereof

we

Truly the Lord has done wonderful things for the

Buena Vista, Virginia. We
week revival campaign with
the Polmans, which undoubtedly was the greatest re-

First Brethren Church in
have just concluded a two
vival in this

on the

We believe that this great revival was the result of
the prayers of God's people before and throughout the
meeting. A revival spirit was manifest two months
before the meeting began. In our regular Sunday servconfessed
ices, since the first of October, thirteen have
Christ as their Saviour. During the two weeks meeting
with the Polmans, thirty-seven confessed Christ and
eighty one rededicated their lives to the Lord. This
was not a mass decision, for each individual came forward with a definite purpose. Several young people
laid their all

on the

altar,

presenting their lives for

full-time Christian service. One young man and his
wife intend to enter a Christian College in January
with the anticipaton of entering into the ministry. A

number gave up attending the movies and other
worldly pleasures which had been defeating their lives.
At least a dozen men and boys laid down their tobacco
habit. Also several women gave up their cigarettes. One
young man who was saved over a year ago has laid
down his cigarettes. He had smoked since he was a
boy. Someone outside the church noticed that he
wd-sn't smoking any more and said to a member of the
church, "What position does so and so hold in the
church,

BRETHREN LAYMEN NOTES

church since the present pastor has been

field.

I notice

he has quit smoking."

This revival has caused quite a stir in town. One
day this week while I was in the barber shop, the barber
said to me, "Say, you have had quite a revival in your
church. So and so has gotten straightened out, I see.
He used to come in here drunk but now he is sober. He
cf.me in here the other day and paid a bill that he had
made when he was drunk." The barber could see what
the Lord Jesus Christ can do and did do in the life of
this young man. At prayer meeting this week this same
man was present and with a smile on his face testified
how the Lord had saved and given him victory over
the sins which had been in his life. Now he is happier

Since our organizing into a church body we at Grace
Brethren have felt the need for some organization or
club for boys from our neighborhood of school age.
One day about six months ago Pastor Grubb received
through the mail some literature concerning a boys'
club called the Christian Service Brigade whose headquarters are in Wheaton, Illinois. First, a committee
was chosen from our Sunday school to study the merits
cf this organization. We found that the center of their
program was Christ with the Bible their guidebook
throughout.

Upon investigation we found that their program ineluded handcraft, stunts, study, and memory verses of
the Bible. Our first requirement was to secure a sponsor. Our own Sunday School was chosen for this capacity. A business or governing body was chosen who in
turn selected from our own group men who would
make good leaders, teachers, and all-around good
fellows with boys.

To our first meeting very few boys came out and only
those of our own church. Our attendance was very
poor the first few meetings. Our committee met and
prayed about the matter. Several of our own boys requested the local school teachers to announce the
meeting in the classrooms. At the next meeting our
prayer was answered with an attendance of 40 boys of
school age. They were presented the program of the
club along with its advantages. Since then our meetings have between 20 to 30 boys ranging from 9 to 12
years of age. They were divided into squads of eight
men, each having a flag of their choice. They are advancing steadily, learning the meaning of fellowship
and the results of working together with other boys.
is open to all boys of all creeds. Our desire
that every church in the Brotherhood would see the
need of such a club as the Christian Service Brigade
in helping to get the boys of America off the streets
and under Christian teachers and leaders. Any information concerning our work here may be had by writing E. G. Reese in care of the Grace Brethren Church,

The club

is

than he has ever been.

Wednesday night, following the revival, there were
prayer
one hundred forty present in our praise and
the testiservice. For one half hour we listened to
monies of many who told of what the Lord had done
over sin.
for them, and now they are having victory

First

Streets,

Hagerstown, Maryland.

R. F. Tewalt, Captain, Bat. No. 61.

Rev. Michael Walsh "Irish Evangelist and Youth
Leader" from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to speak at
Brethren churches in California.
January 1-14 First Brethren Church, Whittier, Cali-

We had a record attendance in this meeting. One
Sunday night there were three hundred, thirty-eight
present and another Sunday night there were three
hundred forty present. The average attendance for the
Christwo weeks was two hundred nine to each service.
were saved.
tians were revived and blessed, and souls
Truly we thank the Lord for all these victories and
blessings which He has given to us.
Edward Bowman,

and Spruce

—

fornia.

January

15-30

—Second

Brethren

Church,

Long

Beach, California.

February 1-14
fornia.

Pastor.
16

—First

Brethren Church, Tracy, Cali-

W. M.

C.

NUMBER

.... Though your
as

scarlet,

white
1:18.

as

January

sins

be

they shall be

as

snow .... Isaiah
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WITH THANKSGIVING
Job 42: 1-2. Then Job answered and said, I know
that thou canst do everything.
Remember God's chosen people, the Jews.
1.
Remember to place your prayer card where it
2.
v/ill remind you to pray daily for every Mission Pastor.
3.
Pray for our returned Missionaries that they may
.

By Mrs. John M. Aeby, Editor

A FAMILY ALTAR
worship
necessity in every Christian home. Family
member of
the time of sweetest fellowship for every
with the
the family. It is then we have fellowship
happier
Lord Jesus Himself. Our days are brighter and
when we set aside such a time in our daily schedule.
Are you enjoying this privilege of the saints?

A

is

.

.

have the much-needed rest and recuperation.
Pray that we as Christians may know the joy of
4.
the Lord and manifest it to those around us.
Pray for those engaged in the work of child
5.
evangelism.

Pray for the Brethren Broadcast at Cheyenne,
God will move on the hearts of the City Counto allow a Neon Sign to be placed on our Church

6.

WALKING MORE CHRISTLIKE
May we keep

this in

mind

for the year 1945.

also that

May

our testiothers really see Christ in us. In this way
mony will count in bearing fruit for Him. "Live every
Christ
day so that those who know you and don't know
want to know Him because they know you."
will

cil

building.
7.
Pray for the new Mid- west district Conference
just organized at Beaver City, also the new district
W. M. C. organized at the same time.
8.
Pray for the seminary students in their heavy

OUR MISSIONARIES

loads of studies, churches, and caring for families.
Pray for our work in Argentina that it may not
9.

they need our
Let's not forget them in daily prayer,
prayers whether on the foreign field or on furlough.
We can have a share in the spreading of the Gospel In

be hindered by governmental conditions.
Pray for every local W. M. C. meeting that the
10.
Lord Jesus will be seen and glorified.

way.

this

OFFERINGS
number 12—Offerings must be
sent in at designated time in order to receive proper
recognition. These monies should be sent to Miss
Donaldson, our National Financial-Secretary. Our
second major offering for foreign missions should be
sent in immediately after the February meeting.

Remember

objective

FOR FEBRUARY
PRELUDE
SCRIPTURE—Psalm 138
PRAYER CIRCLE

HYMN—"O Worship the King"

BIBLE STUDY—The Mark

DIME CALENDARS

SPECIAL MUSIC
MISSION STUDY—The

yours filling up? Don't put it away and forget it
until the end of the year. Get it out and check up on

HYMN—"Jesus

Is

of

True Heart Wor-

ship

OFFERING— Foreign

Life of Adoniram Judson
Missions

Shall Reign"

BENEDICTION

yourself.

under the
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(6th in a series on

Marks

Worship is the result of a natural instinct embedded
deeply in the heart of man. Regardless of station or
intellect,

man

will

are occupied with our blessings, but in worship
occupied with God Himself."

worship something or somebody.
The objects of his worship may
range from the rocks and trees
of earth to the exalted

God

of

heaven.

Worship LS a subject in which
most Christians need a special
course. There is a woeful lack of
acceptable and intelligent worship in most of our churches.
Unfortunately, very few Bible
Schools or seminaries give any
spcclal attention to this exL. L. Grubb
tremely important aspect of Christian service.
True worship has to do primarily and specifically
with the heart. Since Christianity is basically a heart
experience, it is expected that every disciple of Christ
will manifest the identifying mark of true heart wor-

li.

IS

are

of

man

covers a wide field reaching

from superstitious fear and fetishism to the highest
spiritual exercise of which man is capable. The Egyptian says, "Worship the sun." The pantheist worships
some deity through the rocks, stones, and trees. The
Mohammedan says, "Worship Allah."
According to the Scripture, God is the supreme
object of our worship, and He shares this worship with
our Lord Jesus Christ. The First Commandment demands the absolute, undivided worship of the Jews
(Exod. 20:3). Later, God frequently warned Israel concerning the gross sin of idolatry. Death by stoning was
the heavy penalty for idol worship (Deut. 17:2-5). God
is jealous, and will not tolerate the alienation of the
affections of His child without a resultant act of judgment. For this reason the worship of false gods receives primary consideration in the Commandments.
The Son of God rightfully accepted worship in
heaven and also while here upon earth. He did this
by virtue of the fact that He is God, fully equal in
every respect with the Father (Phil. 2:5-8). He deserves
our worship because of the work He performed for us
on Calvary. No other could qualify as Saviour (Acts
4:12). He accepted the worship of men while here
without the slightest hesitation (Matt. 14:33). The
Word informs us that the angels worship Him (Heb.
1:6). Prophetically we know that the day is rapidly
approaching when all men will bow the knee to Jesus
Christ as the Judge and Ruler of the earth (Phil. 2:10,

The answers to three questions will assist us in an
understanding of this much ignored service of the beWhom shall we worship?
liever. What is worship?
How shall we worship?

WHAT

we

WHOM SHALL WE WORSHIP?

The worship

ship.

I.

of Discipleship)

WORSHIP?

Professed Christians have varied and peculiar conceptions of the nature of true worship. Millions across
the land attire themselves in their choicest finery and
each Lord's Day join the fashion parade to and from
church. While in the Lord's house they grind out a
sort of bowing acquaintanceship with God through the
regular order of service and if you later ask them
where they have been, they piously reply, "Divine worship." Singing songs, reading Scripture, reciting creeds,
etc., is not necessarily true worship. The fact that we
have been to church does not in any sense prove that
we have worshipped.

11).

not necessary to be a sun worshipper in order
an idolater. We may have our own
idols without realizing it. Anything which hinders our
true, inner love and devotion to God, is an idol. Money,
It is

to be classed as

clothes, position, influence, politics, houses, lands,

fam-

friends, travel, passion, drink, tobacco, gambling,
intellectual things, ease, indifference, may be our idols.
ily,

The Old Testament word for worship means, "to bow
down" (Exod. 4:31). Speaking of the idol worshipper,
Isaiah uses the same idea (44:15).

To be

mark

Probably the best New Testament passage dealing
with worship is provided by John (4:24). These positive statements indicate that worship must be spiritual
activity. God is Spirit, and thus those who worship
Him must do so in spirit. Man's God-consciousness
through his spirit. It is this consciousness which
causes us to fall in humble adoration before the God
of the universe. Combining both Old and New Testament ideas of worship, yet without presuming to give
a complete definition, we might conclude that acceptable worship is the bowing of the heart in inner love
and devotion to God through the Holy Spirit. This
simply means that the Lord's disciple must manifest
more than the mere motions of worship in the devotion
of his whole being in adoration of Deity. "In prayer
we are occupied with our needs, in thanksgiving we

III.

fully occupied

HOW

"God

is

is

the

SHALL

WE WORSHIP?

and they that worship him must
spirit and in truth" (John 4:24). This

Spirit:

worship him in

verse confines in
true worship.

i;-;

with God and His Christ

of true heart worship.

its

scope

all Biblical

truth concerning

Included would be the fact that all true worship
in the name of Jesus Christ. No matter what
the nature of our dealings with God, there is only one
approach, through Jesus Christ (1 Tim. 2:5). This includes worship. Since Christ has opened the only door
into heaven, and He is that Door (Heb. 10:19-22; John
10:9), we must worship through Him. Only thus can
we worship in truth. What a blasphemous mockery of
God is much of the so-called worship of the modern
(Continued on page 21)

must be
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Adoniram Judson

-

at Maiden, Massachusetts
At the age of three he learned to
and
read. When ten, he was studying navigation
Greek soon after. Always a great reader, he began
with books of theology and Biblical exposition from his
Unifather's library. At sixteen he entered Brown
versity, and after three years graduated at the head
of
of his class and received his degree of Bachelor

convert,

Adoniram Judson was born

on August

9,

baptized. After a few
of converts increased to ten.

Because Mrs. Judson became very

ill,

more

and was ad-

vised to sail for America, her husband had to carry on
alone for four months. Then Dr. Jonathan Price, one
of the first American medical missionaries to any

Judson
of the Orient arrived in Rangoon.
accompanied him to Ava as interpreter, and while there
he bought land and decided that this should be the
permanent center for Baptist missionary labor in
Burma. He completed his translation of the entire
New Testament into Burmese while waiting in Rangoon for his wife's return from America. No other
translation has replaced this in a century.
After his wife's return, they left the church at Rangoon, under the care of Mr. and Mrs. Hough and set
forth to their new work at Ava. Three months after
arriving there, war broke out between Burma and
Britain, which caused Dr. Judson and Mr. Price to
be cast into the loathsome death prison at Ava. Here
they were chained for nine months in three pairs of
heavy iron fetters and for two months with five pair.
Judson might well say with Paul, "I bear about in
my body the marks of the Lord Jesus", for he bore the
marks of the fetters to the day of his death. During
the one year and nine months imprisonment, Mrs. Judson walked four miles every day to see her husband,
and constantly interceded before governmental authorities for his release. After the war was over, Mr.
and Mrs. Judson came back from Ava to Rangoon, and
found the Mission destroyed and the members scattered. Soon after this his wife and two children were
taken by death. In spite of these tragedies he carried
on for the Lord at a new point, Moulmein. He established schools for boys and girls and converts came to
the Lord, with two hundred seventeen being baptized
in one year.
1834 was a year of significant events for Adoniram
Judson. In January he completed his translation of
the entire Bible into Burmese. In April he married Mrs.
Boardman, after six years of loneliness. Of this union,
eight children were born. In December, the largest
group of Baptist missionaries ever to come, arrived.
Late in the autumn of 1846 he returned to the mission at Moulmein, accompanied by his third wife.
Early in 1850 his health failed. While on a long sea
voyage for his health, the Lord took him home on
April 12, 1850 and he was buried at sea the same day
Thus ended the life of a dauntless warrior of the truth
The accomplishments of Adoniram Judson for his
Lord were many. He laid the foundation of what is
part

One year later, in 1807, he published two books, "The
Elements of English Grammar" and "The Young Ladies
Arithmetic". In 1808 he closed Plymouth Academy, of
which he had been the organizer and teacher and entered the theological institution at Andover, Massachusetts. The following May he made a public profession of Christ and joined the Third Congregational
Church at Plymouth. In February, 1810, at the age of
twenty-one, he definitely dedicated himself to foreign
missionary service.
Since there was no foreign missionary society in
America at that time, Judson and a few other volun
teers offered themselves to the London Missionary Society, a Congregational body. While awaiting a reply,
they went before the Massachusetts State Association,
-

result the American Board of Commissioners
was
for Foreign Missions of Congregational Churches

and as a
formed.

Judson was appointed by this Board as a delegate
London Society. After going there, he and three

to the

ethers were accepted to go as missionaries to Asia.
5, 1812, Adoniram Judson was married
and accomplished Anne Hasseltine. Exactly two weeks later the young couple, together with
another, were bound for Calcutta, India.
Because of having studied, thought, and prayed
much during the four month voyage, Judson came to
the assured conviction that baptism by immersion was
the only true form. This brought the keen minded
and clear visioned young man to the Baptist position.

On February
to the lovely

result, he severed his connection with the Congregational Board, and with his wife, was baptized by
immersion. He immediately notified Dr. Baldwin of

As a

Boston, a Baptist leader, of his change of view, and
suggested the formation of a Baptist Missionary Society.

Since England and America were at war, Judson left
India and sailed for Burma, the scene of all his future
labors. For three years, in spite of illness, he wrestled
v;ith the Burmese language, a difficult tongue to
master. On July 13, 1816, exactly three years from the
day of his arrival at Rangoon, he completed a Burmese
Grammar and a tract entitled, "A View of Christian
Religion".

severe trials, Adoniram Judson saw the
labor for the Lord. In June, 1819, six
years from his arrival in Rangoon, the first Burman

many

Adu^ntun^eA.

Moung Nau, was

months the number

1788.

Arts.

After

S^inducd

-

now

the largest Protestant Mission Field in the whole
world. At the time of his death there were 7,000 living
converts, besides many who had died who had beer
brought to Christ through him. He had seen the churcl:
of one member grow to sixty-three churches under th<
oversight of one hundred sixty three missionaries anc
native pastors. He had translated the entire Bible int(

Burmese, written innumerable tracts, and had almos
completed the compilation of a Burmese dictionary.

first fruits of his
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THE AFRICAN MEDICAL

Reluctant to leave our
the lantern and went to see what
was wanted. There in an African ambulance, a large
basket tied to poles and carried on the heads of natives,
sat a poor old woman suffering from a poisonous snake
bite. Couldn't we help and give her some medicine? So
a syringe was sterilized and an injection of permangenate solution administered.
the native

When I was asked to write a few words about our
medical work in Africa, I felt unqualified to do so, not
having had any kind of medical training. One does
not live long in Africa before one realizes that there are
some emergency cases which come up where it is impossible to refuse medical help even though not trained
for

rest,

it.

As long as we

on a station with a medical

lived

worker, we little realized how much we depended upon
his advice and treatment when we weren't well; and
how easily we shifted the entire burden of the care of
the natives health upon him.
iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

should

I give for

to
is

should

I

should

I

the heathen.

pray for the heathen,

go to the heathen

was precious

to

village.

Some one has gone mad and

One day a young girl was helping her mother cooli
the food for the day. She picked up a pot of boiling
water and tripped with it, pouring the contents all over
her neck and body. When they arrived with her, her
body looked like a mass of blisters. Could we refuse
to render such aid as we would, were it our own child?
Several times we have been called out to assist in a
difficulty connected with child-birth. If the missionary failed to render help; if the missionary failed to
succeed in such a case, the victim would be taken to
the witch doctor and the next time they would probably go to the witch doctor first because the missionary had failed to help.
We praise Him that in these and many other cases
we were able to help. We believe that their faith in
our cause has been strengthened and we trust they
have become acquainted with the Great Physician, that
Great Healer of souls more intimately because of these

He came from the mansions of glory;
He cared for me dead in my sin;
He prayed for me, then went to Calv'ry
I

Djemangoes

killing everybody!"

Mr. Kiiever arrived, needless to say, the gun
left at home making clear to the messenger
that this gun was only for killing animals and not to
be shot at men. Two wounded men were found.

To tell them of His dying love.
To tell them that He Who is risen
Is coming again from above?

Because

of knocking.

lit

had been

That He, Who alone is the Way,
Might visit them with His salvation
And turn them from darkness to day?

Why

got up,

When

I

Dying without the true light.
Which brought me out of my darkness
And banished forever my night?

Why

we

One day just after our noon meal we heard a cry,
"Monsieur, Monsieur, get your gun and come quickly

WHY?
Why

way

WORK

Him!

such love not power constraining
To tell of a Saviour from sin?
Of all that I am, have, or hope for,
Is there aught that's too precious for Him?

Is

humble

efforts.

Then why should I not tell the story?
Why stay when He bids me to go?
hoard my poor perishing treasure.
Or waste it on mere worldly show?
Today is the day of salvation.

Who

Tomorrow the harvest is past.
Oh, be not "ashamed" at His coming!
"Approved" stand before Him at last.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS

This fact was brought home to us very forcefully
Mrs. Kennedy left on her last furlough and we
were left alone at Bekoro. Our first thought was that
it was necessary to close the dispensary and have no
medical work on the Station. I shall try to show you
just how impossible that was by merely citing a few

when

instances of

what might happen many and most any

day in Africa.
This particular day had been a busy one, we were
weary and retired early thinking to get a bit of extra
rest. It seemed we had just dropped off to sleep when
we were aroused by a clap clap, clap clap, clap, clap,

—

Awaiting the Healer of body and soul.
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NeuAi

W. M. C.

(Continued from page

The name

church.

mentioned

December

12,

1944

fellowship meeting of the Woman's Missionary
Council, of the Southeastern District, South, was held

A

sidering traveling difficulties.
resented.
The theme for our rally

We had

an
good conFive Councils were rep-

at Roanoke, Virginia, October 31, 1944.
attendance of sixty-nine which, we think,

is

was "Looking Upward",
and our theme song was "Turn Your
Eyes Upon Jesus". The President's message was given
by Mrs. Edward Bowman of Buena Vista, Virginia,
basing her remarks on the marriage of Isaac and Rebekah, which was most inspiring and helpful.
A business session was held in the afternoon at
which time it was decided to hold our Spring rally in
April, accepting the invitation of the Mountain View
ladies to fellowship with them. A motion was unanimously carred to purchase a communion set for Rev.
and Mrs. Paul Dowdy to take back to South America
Hebrews

12:1-2,

with them. We planned to have the Klievers visit our
churches and show their pictures of the African work
as soon as they can be in this District. A number of
gifts were donated for the Missionaries' home, in
Winona Lake, Indiana.
We enjoyed having the Councils of this District as
our guests, and we are looking forward with a great
deal of pleasure to meeting with the ladies of the

Mountain View Church

at Hollins, Virginia in April.
Mrs. J. Harold Putt,

CLAYHOLE
With all of our cold and snow we think of those La
need in the mountains. If you have warm clothing
going to waste get it together and send it to Clayhole,
Kentucky. One car-load of clothing was gone in a few
days time. This shows how much needed is anything
we can send.

an

not even be

entire service, except as

the name Jesus may occur in the recitation of a creed
or singing of an anthem. The unbelieving multitudes
which people our churches each Lord's Day cannot
worship God because they know not His Son in whose
name true worship must be presented.
True worship must find its source in the heart, be
sincere and unselfish, the pouring out of the fervent
devotion of the whole being in loving contemplation
cf Deity. Professional worshippers are an abomination
to God. There are certain church organizations and
sects in this day which engage in a stereotyped, professional worship with its cut and dried procedure
which is as little understood by the worshipper as the
"Theory of Relativity." This is absolutely unacceptable with God, and will bring an ultimate visitation of
His wrath. There are many sincere, orthodox believers,
who desire above all to do the will of God, and yet
who have been guilty of leaving their first love (Rev.
2:4), and engaging in professional worship.
It is also true that the Holy Spirit must instigate,
guide and control all true worship (Phil. 3:3). The
"flesh" which typifies all a man is by nature, is never
pleasing to God. The Holy Spirit must present God
and His Christ to us as they truly are. In turn He
must present our worship. It could not lie within the
scope of finite man's ability to alone and intelligently
worship our infinite God. It is just as impossible to
present true worship to God in the flesh as it is for a
man to save himself from the guilt of sin. This fact
likewise predicates that a true worshipper must be a
believer.

The true heart worship of God will result in great
blessing in the Christian life. David testified to this
fact (Psa. 16:11). Guidance, joy, pleasures, are the
blessings of those who live in His presence. The true
worship of God is possible outside as well as inside the

church and under any circumstances.

Do we

clearly bear the

marks

Lord Jesus in

of the

this?

Robert Moffat, the African missionary, on being
asked to write in an autograph album, penned the following lines:

JUST HIMSELF

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

in the course of

19)

may

of Jesus Christ

the Lord
Once it was the blessing now
Once it was the feeling now it is His Word;
Once His gifts I wanted now Himself alone
Once I sought for healing now the Healer own;
Once 'twas painful trying now 'tis perfect trust;
now the uttermost;
Once a half salvation
Once 'twas what I wanted now what Jesus says;
Once 'twas constant asking now 'tis ceaseless praise;
Once it was my working His it hence shall be;
Once I tried to use Him now He uses me;
Once the power I wanted now the Mighty One;
Once I worked for glory now His will be done!
The present circumstance, which presses so hard
against you, if surrendered to Christ, is the best shaped
tool in the Father's hand to chisel you for eternity.
Trust Him, then. Do not push away the instrument
Sel.
lest you lose its work.
it is

"My album is in heathen breasts.
Where passions reign and darkness
Without one ray of

To

rests

light;

write the name of Jesus there,
point to the worlds all bright
see the heathen bow in prayer,

And
And

Is all

my

fair,

soul's delight."

m

—

and

9R.

e

oficia.^

— —
—
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FEBRUARY
"LOOKING UNTO JESUS FOR AN OVERFLOWING HEART"
Memory

By Mrs.

Verse: Eph. 5:19, 20

Eph.

CHORUS Into My Heart
PRAYER OF DEVOTION
SONG SERVICE: Suggestions: L

Leila

Polman

5:19, 20.

:

In My Heart
there Rings a Melody. 2. Get God's Sunshine
Into Your Heart. 3. Since Jesus Came Into My
Heart.

HEARTS FOUND

THE BIBLE:

IN

Use

this for

your scripture lesson.

CHORUS:

I Have the Joy, Joy, Joy.
TOPIC: "Looking Unto Jesus for an Overflowing

Heart" by Mrs. Polmam.

THE HEART

NUMBER

SPECIAL

(Choose one with a message

on the heart)

HEARTS FOUND

IN

THE BIBLE

34:18.

Heart—Prov.

12:20.

Blind Heart^Eph. 4:17,

Forward Heart—Prov.

—Prov.
—
—
—
—
—

Foolish Heart

18.

17:20.

Heart—Prov.

Conditions for an overflowing heart.
First a heart given unreservedly to God. "My son
(or daughter), give me thine heart" (Prov. 23:26).

A

necessary to this victorious living.
me a clean heart O God." Also
a heart guided in the right way (Prov. 23:19) "And be
ye kind one to another, tender hearted, forgiving one
another even as God for Christ Sake hath forgiven
you" (Eph. 4:32). So a tender heart is the secret to a

19:8.

14:30.

—

3:11, 12.

forgiving heart.
"Apply thine heart to understanding" (Prov. 2:2,B).
It is so Important that we develope an understanding
heart. It is the opposite that so many times causes
friction and jealousies among friends.

35:5.

Results of the Overflowing Heart
"A good man out of the good treasure of the heart
bringeth forth good things (Matt. 12:35A).
In the parable of the sower it is the honest and
good heart that receives the word and "Having heard
the word, keeps it and brings forth fruit with patience'

C/lAlclaA*i
President: Elaine Polman. Winona Lake, Indiana
Vice-President: Ruth Ringler, R. D. No. 4, Johnatown. Pennsylvania
General Secretary: Mary Fritz. 79 West First Street, Rittman, Ohio
Financial Secretary: Evelyn Fuaua, 2500 East 113th Street, Lofl Angelea,
California
Treasurer: Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 Cheverly Avenue, Cheverly, Hyattsville.

is

:

—

Heart—Ex.

Clean heart

Ps. 51:10 "Create in

Understanding Heart 1 Kings
Upright Heart—Ps. 7:10.
Wise Heart Prov. 10:8.
Willing

an overflowing heart.

who commanded

15:7.

Glad Heart—Ps. 4:7.
Merry Heart Prov. 15:13.
Perfect Heart— 1 Kings 9:61.
Proud Heart Prov. 16:5.
Pure Heart Ps. 24:4.
Rejoicing Heart Ps. 105: Ps.
Righteous Heart Prov. 15:28.
Tender Heart^Eph. 4:32
Sick

of supply for

the light to shine out of
darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the light
of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
Jesus Christ" (2 Cor. 4:6).
Here we see very plainly the source of our joy is in
God our Heavenly Father, and may be obtained
through His Son. Jesus Christ reflects God to us, then
v;e as Christians reflect Jesus Christ to the world.
The song "If your heart keeps right," is the only way
to keep the reflector bright and shining.
"My heart is fixed, O God, my heart is fixed. I will
sing and give praise" (Ps. 57:7).

"For God,

—

Clean Heart— Ps. 51:10.
Deceitful

Jesus Christ."
Have you ever seen an artesian well? Just keeps
flowing and bubbling, never stopping. Thats an overflowing well, the source of supply is never ending. If
v/e want a Christian testimony, effervescent, we must
be connected to the supply. There is a Christian girl
who is nicknamed Effy, because of the very expression
of her face, the joy in her living shines out so plainly
they say she is effervescent, shining continually.

The source

MISSIONARY STORY: "Needs Today"
BIOGRAPHY: Mr. and Mrs. Lynn D. Schrock
PRAYER CIRCLE
SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION
Broken Heart—Ps.

"Speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns and
spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your
lieart to the Lord: Giving thanks always for all things
unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord

Maryland

(Luke 8:15).
An overflowing heart

Literature Secretary: Phyllis Lingenfelter. Claysburg. Pennsylvania
Senior Patroness: Mrs. Leo Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana
Junior Patronesa:
Mrs. Etnel Simmons, Liatie, Pennsylvania
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have inclined mine heart to perform thy statutes
always, even unto the end" (Ps. 119:112).
The Lord has promised a glad heart to his children
also in Ps. 4:7.

A prayerful heart will also result from an overflowing heart.
"When thou saidst; Seek ye my face; my heart said
unto thee, Thy face, Lord, will I seek" Ps. 27:8.

NEEDS TODAY
Bob Jones College, this missionary challenge was given by a student, Majean
Fleming, at a chapel service, and we pass it on to you
for our missionary story this month.)
(Note: While visiting

Do you know that two out of three Indians are unsaved? Although much has been done to make Christ
known to them.
The two greatest handicaps to Christianity are
heathenism and ignorance.
Heathenism still exists right here in the United
States among the Indians. Crude primitive forms of

story is told of a little street urchin in Genoa,
who played a fiddle on the streets for pennies
from which he bought bits of food, and slept in door

A

Italy

ways, a very meager existence: One day a master
violinist heard this lad and realized there was in him
a future musician. After making friends with the boy
he persuaded him to come and live with him, that he
might teach him to play the great masters' music.
After many years an announcement was made of the
debut of the young genius, a concert to be given at the
concert hall, sponsored by this master violinist.
After the concert, some one went up to the young
man and asked him why, as he played, he kept looking up, to the last balcony. From one concert to another he played, keeping his eyes fixed high up in the

religion are

the Indians.

Ignorance

1

2.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

Sai.i.

A Fretting Heart (Prov. 19:3; Ps. 57:1).
A Lif ted-up Heart That Forgets (Deut. 8:14).
A Deceived Heart (Isa. 44:20; Obad. 8:14).
A Troubled Heart (John 14:1).
A Hard Heart (Mark 16:14; Eph. 4:18).
An Evil Heart of Unbelief (Heb. 5:12).
A Sound Heart (Prov. 14:30).
A True Heart (Heb. 10:22.)
A Single Heart (Eph. 6:5; Acts 2:46).

2.

3-

4.

the Indians.

Me."

WALKING WITH GOD
Who

walks with God must take his way
Across far distances and gray
To goals that others do not see,
Where others do not care to be.
Who walks with God must have no fear
When danger and defeat appear.

Nor stop when every hope seems gone,
For God, our God, moves ever on.

PRAYER BOX

1.

common among

In

be done to meet this need unless it is done by
Christian missionaries. There is a great need for missions, both evangelistic and educational, among the
Indians.
Sisterhood girls, do you realize that you can be
a real missionary to the heathen right here in our
United States? Let us pray that out of our S. M. M.
girls might hear the Lord calUng them to these Indians
and answer the call by saying "Here am I, Lord, Send

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiio
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still

v,-ill

50:6).

3.

is

spite of our public schools and our special government
schools, there are still over ten thousand Indian boys
and girls not in school. This condition is especially bad
in New Mexico and Arizona. In many cases nothing

THE HEART
52:7;

is

This pagan practice is stUl fairly common in some sections. Only the Christian missionary can bring an end
to Heathenism and to its degrading influence among

those who are thirsty for eternal life and victory.
"Singing and making Melody in your heart to the
Lord."

(Numbers

favorite religion

sacrifice.

Let us pray for a truly overflowing heart which will
produce the effervescent life, that proves a blessing to

Discouraged Heart

One

Another form of Heathenism is found in the dog
Dogs are killed and eaten in religious feasts.

The young man replied, "That was where my
master sat, and if I kept my eyes on him, I knew
whether I was doing well or not. He encouraged me,
and helped me, smiled when I was finished, and I
knew it was 'Well Done'
"Fix your eyes upon Jesus, look full in his wonderful face, and the things of earth will grow strangely
dim, in the light of his glory and grace."

A

practiced.

cide.

hall.

1.

still

the Peyote Cult. Peyote is a small cactus plant which
has narcotic properties. When eaten, it causes a stupor
in which visions are seen and queer feelings experienced. Indians gather under the direction of a medicine man and eat the Peyote during a religious ceremony. They seem to believe that the trance is caused
by some spirit. But the tragedy is that Peyote finally
causes insanity. Many who have eaten it commit sui-

|
=
Thank the Lord for Sisterhood.
Ask the Lord to give you a heart like we are 5
=
studying about tonight.
Ask the Lord's blessing upon the two Mission- E
aries we are hearing about tonight.
E
Thank the Lord for all our missionaries and E
pray for them.
E

Who walks with God must press ahead
When sun or cloud is overhead,
When all the waiting thousands cheer,
Or when they only stop

When

to sneer;

the challenge leaves the hours
And naught is left but jaded powers.
But he will someday reach the dawn,
For God, our God, moves ever on.

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinT
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BIOGRAPHY OF
Ml. and

Mia..

Jlif,H>k

Lois E. Schrock

On August

1921 the youngest of three daughters
was born to the Peter Buikema family, of Chicago,
Illinois. After my parents and next to the oldest sister
accepted Christ, in 1936, they looked for a church that
preached the Gospel. They were led to one, and it was
at this church, that I accepted Christ in my Junior
year of High School, in 1937. The worldly pleasures

^. ScU^acA

my problem as I had the joy of fellowshipping
young people who were out and out for Christ.
enabled me to grow in grace and in the knowl-

were
with
This
edge

not

of Jesus Christ.

After

Lynn

D. Schrock

a family of boys came to the
Schrock home about twenty-four years ago. Only a
couple years passed until this North Dakota home was
moved to Waterloo, Iowa, where it has remained unto
the present.
fifth

and

last of

my mother

m

declares to this day).

Having told my parents that I felt the Lord would
have me in South America, mother told me that as a
baby I was the only one of the three girls that was

Having professed to accept Christ at the age of ten,
I attended Sunday
School and church regularly
throughout these years of my life. But this apparent
faithfulness was not so much voluntary as it might
seem. In fact my attending church and Sunday School
was almost purely a matter of duty. That is, my par-

dedicated for full-time service. Little did they realize
the Lord would take them at their word, though they
weren't Christians at the time.

ents and older brothers provided the motive. (Perhaps
you know what I mean) At the time this didn't seem
so nice, but how thankful I am, now, that when I was
at a careless period in my life my folks kept me in
contact with the things of the Lord.

To us a call is our Lord's command to "go" and hov/
we ask our young people here at home to give
their lives if we hadn't tested the Lord's will for us
and gone all the way. I'm happy that I'm an amcould

.

As a

bassador for

me

me

to serve

him

in Argentina.

to serve in

S.

Dear Sisterhood

was while attending the Moody Bible Institute
that my wife and I met. Soon after this meeting I
was graduated and came to Grace Seminary, at Winona
It

South America.

NEWS

We

always enjoy hearing from other Sisterhood soand the work they are doing. We thought you
might like to hear about our work in Tracy, California
In August we met at one of the girls' homes and

After Lois was graduated
married in September, 1943.

me

M. M.

girls.

cieties

Lake, Indiana.

joined

Him

on their part the
assurance of my salvation and has

result of that faithfulness

Lord has given
called

in

It was
my second term here that I met my husband. Before meeting we both felt the Lord was speaking to us about South America because of its great
need. From then on the Lord has led us so wonderfully. Having become acquainted with the
Brethren
Church and the great need in Argentina, I was impressed all the more.

This means that the writer spent his childhood and
youth in Waterloo. It was there that I attended grammar school and high school graduating from the latter
in 1938. These were years filled with baseball, football, and basketball, but with a minimum of school
study, (so

my

graduation from High School, I began to
an insurance office on the north side of
Chicago. I had become acquainted with a missionary
couple from Kentucky, so on my vacation I visited
them and worked some with them. It was here that I
received my first glimpse of what missionary life is
like. This had thrilled my heart so much that I
didn't
even want to go back home. This couple however,
urged me to attend Moody Bible Institute and complete
one of its courses.

work

The

17,

from Moody we were
She then, of course,
at Winona Lake where we are now living.

elected the following officers; President, June Lehman,
Vice-President, Dewey Quigley; Secretary June Quig-

As soon as possible after graduation in March we
hope to be able to go to Argentina to begin our language study and other necessary preparation for work

ley;

Treasurer Kathleen

Mrs.

Thomas Hammers. We

Thompson, and Patroness
are making the flannel-

ograph material for the child evangelism class in our
meetings. At our last meeting we had our candlellgnt
service. Each girl present received a blessing. Next
week we will start a Junior Society. We ask for the

in that field.

We hope to be seeing some of you young folks in your
churches before we leave. But if not now, wouldn't it
be wonderful if some day we would see some of you
down In Argentina as volunteers for that needy field?

prayers of the Sisterhood that this new society will be
a success, and that we might be a blessing for Him in
Tracy.
in Christ,

June Quigley, Secretary.
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"You'll never know what a wonderful surprise the
check was to me.
I want you to express my sincere appreciation to
every S. M. M. member. Truly God supplies every need
and that $100.00 comes in very handy."
Love, Kathryn Jobson

Do you

like to get letters?

Of course you

do.

And

so

Sisterhood
Girls. Here's how easy it is done. Take a piece of
stationery, a pen (a pencil will do) and sit in a very
comfortable chair (or at a table if you can write better^suit yourself). Now put the pen in your right

do we. Especially

when we hear from our
,

(unless you are left handed) and start writing.
Sisterhood. Your National
Tell us all about
Officers are waiting to hear from you NOW.

hand

YOUR

Time

is

growing short.

So get busy on Goal

6.

Do you often wish you knew

of a

good play to use

at a public service or joint meeting some time? One
of the best ones you can find is, "The Challenge of the

Cross."
It

is

a Sacred

Drama

for seven

young

ladies

and

chorus, or a soloist or trio could furnish the music,
written by Charles A. Marsh, Published by Eldridge. It
can be ordered through the Brethren Missionary Herald
Co. at 50 cents per copy.

If

there are any questions concerning this goal, your
President is ready to help you.

MERIT SYSTEM— Of
as well as the Junior

A little bird flew past our way the other day and
informed us that the Sisterhood in Garwin, Iowa has
been reorganized. Another Sisterhood Hurrah! We
will be looking for the mail man to bring us some news
concerning this new Sisterhood. Great work should
come from this S. M. M. We are all behind you Garwin
S. M. M.'ers in our prayers. May the Lord Bless you.

—

Problems"—a grand book for S. M.
Have you gotten your book yet and read it?

course

girls.

it is

for the Senior girls
arrived to your

Word has

National President that the Merit System this year was
lor only the Junior S. M. M. This is not true. The
Merit System is for ALL Sisterhood girls. So you Senior
societies that thought otherwise better get busy and
get your points recorded. Remember awards will be
waiting for all 600 and 1000 "pointers" at National
Conference.

"Christian Girls
M.'ers.

be sure to order it today for your Sisterhood
from the Brethren Missionary Herald Company.

If not,

January offering is to be sent in.
We hope you are making 100 percent this year
reaching the goal of 50c each girl for each project.
This means $1.00 for each girl for the first six months.

ViiiUii><f With ^laiti^
November 11—Just arriving in Roanoke, Virginia.
And as we stopped at the parsonage of the Ghent
Brethren Church, we were greeted with "You're just in
time for Sisterhood." And so we were. Our stay was
very short, but just long enough to meet the patroness,
Mrs. Powell, and the Junior President Fayth Ann
Comer. These girls have had a hard time with their
M. M. because of the Polio epidemic, but they have
been faithful and the Lord is blessing their Sisterhood.
Yes, on the road again. This time I dropped anchor
at Hollins, Virginia. What r. fine group of girls I found
at that Brethren Church— and no S. M. M. I had a
good talk with the girls on November 18th and now
they are going to get a real Sisterhood going.
December 4^"Will you help us organize a Sisterhood?" There was only one answer your President
would give and that was "I will be glad to help." And
what a turn out the girls at Buena Vista, Virginia had.
There were 33 girls present. Enough for two Sisterhoods a Junior and a Senior. After we had our S.
M. M. devotional program demonstrating how a regular
Sisterhood meeting is conducted, both groups elected
These enthusiastic girls elected for their
officers.
officers the following: Senior President Frances Tomhn, Vice-President Jean Gardner, Secretary Cecil Ryman. Treasurer Cecile Lawhorne. Junior officers are:
President Betty Ramsey, Vice President Hazel Lawhorne, Secretary Betty Gardner, Treasurer Lois Lynn.
S.

Bible Reading Chart for Seniors:

October

— 12

— 72 Chapters
— 84 Chapters
May— 96 Chapters
June — 108 Chapters
March

Chapters

November— 24 Chapters
December— 36 Chapters
January—48 Chapters

April

February— 60 Chapters

July— 120 Chapters

What is the General Fund for? A very good question.
And we are glad to answer it. Sisterhood needs
money for programs, constitutions, awards, conference expense, gifts— in fact it is for everything that
makes the wheels go round in S. M. M. This offering
should have been sent in to your National Financial
Secretary, Evelyn Fuqua by January 31. If, however,
you failed to do this, send your offering to her NOW.
This month starts on another project. The Higher

Educational Fund for Missionaries Children. Let's
this offering the biggest ever. Here in America

make

we have some

girls

and young men

in college

and

nurses training while their parents are in Africa or
South America. Every year Sisterhood has given these
young people a gift.
The following is a letter received from one whose
parents are in Africa:

—

With the help of their efficient pastor's wife, Mrs.
Edward Bowman, these two new Sisterhoods at Buena
Vista, Virginia will really go places. We hope to hear
more from these girls.
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is

placed in the center to

—

color of this heart

By
Greetings to

How

all

Mrs. Ethel

the Junior

than snow

girls:

eacli of the

323 girls who attended Junior Sisterhood meetings last
year. Wouldn't it be fine if we could double that number this year? Let's try!
I wonder if you Junior girls know why our Sistercalled the Sisterhood of Mary and Martha? Of
you remember that Mary and Martha were the
two sisters of Lazarus whom Jesus raised from the
dead. If you read Luke 10:38-42 you will see why Mary
is remembered for her devotion and love for Jesus,
vihereas Martha is remembered for her service to Him.
The aim of Sisterhood is to help the girls in their devotion and service to Him.
My prayer for each of you is that Sisterhood will
really help you love and serve Him better.
Looking unto Jesus,
Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Junior Patroness.

hood

is

course,

SPECIAL FEATURE ON THE TOPIC:

is

rule.

Leader or patroness:
February is the month of hearts. Around the 14 of
February, all kinds of Valentines are given and they
are always in the shape of hearts. Yes, all kinds are
given some of candy, some of lace, some plain, some
fancy, some comical, some serious. Since it is the
month of hearts, we are going to talk about two hearts.
(Hold up black lace heart) I have here a beautiful
lace heart. It is very lovely, don't you think? Yes, at
first glance it does look that way. But it is like the
Bible tells us a heart that is deceitful above all things
and desperately wicked (see Jer. 7:9). Wickedness is
in this heart (pin "wickedness" on heart) It is full of
hate, too (pin "hate" on heart). And that is not all,
for as we continue to look at this heart we see that
envy and strife are in it (pin these on heart). With
these sinful things in this heart it looks less beautiful,
doen't it? We also find that there is lying, cheating,
stealing, swearing in this heart (pin these on heart)
(More can be said about these different words if so
desired) Now, the heart looks as though it were filled
with many many sinful things and it is— for a black
heart that Jesus has not made clean is indeed sinful.
Black hearts sometimes look beautiful at first glance
for the lace and frills cover the ugliness of sin for a
moment. But it isn't long before we see the sin in a
black heart.
(Hold up white heart) This is a heart in which Jesus

it

whiter

is

;

(Note: This may be used as a flannelgraph lesson
by making the hearts out of flannel, and by pasting
flannel on the back of the "words").

CHORUSES FOR MEETING—Have
of

ness.

—

There

it. First, we see that it h'j.s
love (pin "love" on heart) it has a love for God and
for others. There is also joy, and peace, and longsuffering in this heart (pin these on heart). And here are
the twins, gentleness and goodness (pin these on
heart). Faith is also found in this heart (pin "faith"
on heart). This is not a heart of self pride; it is meek
(pin "meekness" on heart). Hope is likewise found in
this heart, for this heart has the hope of eternal life
and the hope of Christ's soon return. And the last, is
thankfulness (pin these on). Just look at this heart
now! You can easily imagine a heart like this "giving thanks always for all things," can't you? Yes, a
heart like this is an overflowing heart for Jesus is
right in the center of it, and this heart is looking to
Jesus at all times.

Jesus for

black paper (or cardboard) using paper lace doilies to
make it as attractive as possible. Print on slips of
cardboard or paper the words: wickedness, hate, envy,
strife, deceit, lying, cheating, swearing. Make the other
heart of white paper (or cardboard) perfectly plain.
Cut out a picture of Jesus and paste in center of this
heart. Print on slips of cardboard or paper the words:
love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness,
faith, meekness, temperance, kindness, hope, thankful-

made

no lace to make this
But as we see what is in this heart,

(Isa. 1:18).

heart beautiful.
we shall see the beauty of

"Looking Unto

An Overflowing Heart" Eph. 5:19, ?0.
Make two large hearts the same size. Make one

Notice the

this color because

Jesus has washed the sins away, and

Simmons

would love to personally greet

I

and

live

white. It

it is

each

girl

select

a chorus with the word "heart" in it. This idea comes
from the Junior S. M. M. at Waynesboro. Try it.
A VALENTINE
Decorate a box as you would
for Valentines. Write on white and red hearts the following verses for the girls to draw out of the box:
Eph. 1:18; Jer. 17:10; Pro. 3:5; Matt. 22:37; Deut.
30:2; Eph. 6:6; I Pet. 1:22; Pro. 20:9; Psa. 51:17; Rom.
6:17; Jer. 17:9; Rom. 2:5; Pro. 22:15; Psa. 95:10; Eph.
4:18; Psa. 101:5.
Thi^ Valentine box may be used after the meeting
for an exchange of Valentines.
INVITATIONS—Cut hearts out of red paper; cut
darts out of white paper. Write your invitation on the
dart; cut two slits in the heart and slide the dart
through. Make sufficient invitations so that each
member will have several extra ones to give to prospective members.

BOX—

PRESENCE
About, above me, evermore,
Christ's gentle presence broods.
He shares with me my silence.

—

He

.

fills

my

solitudes.

His face. His form, I can not see.
No spoken word can hear.
But with some finer sense of soul

Do

I perceive

Him

near.

how my heart within me burns!
What ecstasy is mine
That He thus vouchsafes unto me
Oh,

.

—

His comradeship divine!

Are not these joys too sweet to last?
May He not soon depart?
"Lo! I am with you all the days,"
He answereth my heart.
T. O. Chisholm.

—

—
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WINCHESTER, VIRGINIA
Again we come to you with news from below the
Mason-Dixon line. "The Lord hath done great things
for us; whereof we are glad" Psa. 126:3.
Our Fall Evangelistic meeting came to a close a few
weeks ago with Rev. Wilham H. Schaf fer, Berne, Ind., as

WEST KITTANNING, PENNSYLVANIA
With impressive ceremonies attended by a large sized
congregation, the West Kittanning Brethren Church
was dedicated Sunday afternoon December 10. The
services weer in charge of the pastor, Rev. Arthur N.
Malles. The dedicatory sermon was preached by Rev.
Squires, pastor of the Brethren Church of
Wooster, Ohio. Rev. Arthur Carey of Mundys Corners
presided at the piano and furnished special music.
Keys to the new building were presented to the trustees by the pastor.
Greetings were extended to the congregation from
the Armstrong County Ministerial Association by the
secretary. Rev. Walter Kennedy. Fraternal greetings
were expressed by Rev. Carey. The services were
brought to a close with benediction by Rev. John F.

John H.

Moore.

The congregation will be comfortably quartered in
the lower story of the building, although it is hoped
they will be able to complete the main sanctuary within
a short time.
In addition to substantial pledges, a cash offering of
$1,036.00 was received during the day.
Rev. Malles expressed the thanks of the congregation to all who had in any way assisted the congregation since the building was burned on November 4,
1943, to those who hade helped in the construction of
the new building, and with the services of the day.
Rev. Squires preached at the morning and evening

our evangelisi

Brother Schaffer presented the Word of God in a
and forceful manner. From the very start people
were touched, and this continued until the last message
was presented. Visible results during the meeting are
as follows: five first time decisions for Christ, eight
decisions for church membership, and twelve decisions
for a closer walk with the Lord. Following the meeting
it was the pastor's privilege to baptize nine and receive
ten into the membership of the church. Several others
are now waiting to be baptized.
It was the Pastor's privilege to have his sister, Mrs.
Clair Hunt of Conemaugh, Pa., during the two weeks as
guest soloist each night. Her messages in song were an
inspiration each evening.
During the two weeks meeting we had a daily radio
broadcast, "Revival Echoes." This broadcast proved
tc be a blessing to thousands of listeners each day.
When Brother Schaffer stepped to the microphone
each day the engineer would cut the power back about
as far as he could. After the one broadcast the engineer remarked "That's the kind of a voice I like, it
would even cut through static!" Well, we could go on
and on telling you of many interesting things that took
place during the two weeks but we must close.
Paul E. Dick, Pastor.
clear

services in the church.

REVIVAL SUCCESSFUL AT SUMMIT
MILLS, PENNSYLVANIA

COVINGTON, VIRGINIA

giving us some earnest, scripture-packed messages
every night we had the privilege of Brother Kettell's
ministry over the local radio station. Radio Station
graciously gave us ten, fifteen minute broadcasts, enabling us to get the message out to a large
number of homes. We also took Brother Kettell to
Clifton Forge to the C. and C. Shops for two noon day
meetings where he was able to preach to a large group
of the railroad men. Mrs. Kettell and their daughter,
Annabelle, came over for the last week of the revival
and helped us with the children's meetings and in the
Bible School. Mrs. Kettell gave some excellent Bible

WKEY

stories illustrated with the flannelgraph.

of Rev. Henry Rempel, Evana very blessed two weeks of revival have recently
been enjoyed at the Summit Mills Brethren Church,
Summit Mills, Pennsylvania. Especially enjoyable during the series, known as "The Bible Centered Revival,"
was the abundance of fine music. Brother Rempel assisted in the singing and on the accordion. Congregational singing was accompanied by both the piano and
organ, numerous specials were enjoyed besides the
nightly selections by the Church choir. True to the
Word messages came from the lips of our Brother at
each service. God kept His promise of honoring His
Word, twelve souls receiving Christ as their personal
Saviour, twenty stepping forward in genuine rededication of life. The attendance averaged 90 per night.
170 visitors enjoyed the services, 5,490 Bible chapters
were read by the congregation during the two weeks.
Much of the commendation for the success of this
meeting belongs to the faithful Brethren who gathered
each evening in definite prayer for the lost. These preprayer services witnessed a total attendance of 235.
The first Sunday of the meeting, November 19, was
devoted to the Sunday School Rally Day and the annual Fall communion of the Church. The largest congregations in the church's recent history participated
in these services.
Rev. Kenneth B. Ashman, Pastor

Under the leadership

recently completed a revival service of two weeks
with Brother R. H. Kettell as our evangelist. God certainly blessed the ministry of our brother among us
and gave us a gracious time in the Word. Attendance
at the services was good and many strangers were
noted in the meetings from night to night. Besides

We

Our church

is

indebted to these two consecrated workers for their untiring efforts during these special services. God blessed
their efforts with twenty-eight decisions, folks were
saved, some were added to the church membership and
many others were brought into a closer walk with the
Lord.
Jesse Hall.

gelist,
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Wliai ike nonevi See ^ai^
One
violets

to variety, these violets are delicate, artistic in structure, having short stems holding

close to the earth, cuddling

themselves down among the deep
green velvet-like foliage. In color and texture they are mild and
mellow, but best of all they are
rich in a delightful fragrance,
pleasant to all.

i\

As I stooped to pluck a flower,
a pretty bee gently buzzed herself on to the very one I was
about to pick. She was a nice
D. F. Eikenberry
jjj.^jg somebody; One of God's unassuming useful creatures, never molesting anything
or anyone, always busy at the work the Creator ordained should be hers. Like so many other essential
^'*'

'

creatures, it took man centuries to fully understand
the secrets of her life and mission.
This little bee was beautiful and interesting. She
minded her own personal affairs. And as she flew

from flower to flower, she hummed that soothing melody as only contented bees can.
Inquired I of this busy little lady, "And why are you
here this delightful morning?"
She replied, "I am gathering the soul of these violets,
the nectar, precious and sweet; for spring has come
and flowers are blooming. Then, our Mother Queen
is laying hundreds and hundreds of eggs every day
and the hungry growing babies must be fed."
Said I, "That is noble, indeed, of you to think so
kindly of the needs of your many thousands of baby

pensive mood she whispered, "You take the rare sweet
ne^s, the fragrance, the beauty of color and grace of
form to feed the soul which abides forever, but I take
the rich lifegiving nectar to feed the body that perishes. Each is necessary."
Then she went away and was lost to me in the multitude of things. As she left me there alone among the
humble little violets there came over me a calm loneliEven the little honey bee carries some of
ness.
heaven's sparkling rays of interest and companionship.
For she, too, is one of God's favored creatures and like
the flowers, is a benevolent gift to man.

Returning to the house I mused, "Food for the body,
food for the soul And God put a little of each in the
!

violet."

"Yes, Israel's shepherd did sing; 'The heavens declare the. glory of God; and the firmament showeth his
handiwork.' But, just as true, it is, that, the unassuming little violet, so bold to challenge the early springtime, also showeth forth His glory and handywork, declaring the goodness of God's providential care."
Then said I, "Marvelous! How imaginative and generous is the mind of the Holy Creator of all things.

tucked so snugly in their six-sided cradle cells."
Speaking in a joyful, yet calm, soothing, buzzing
tone, she answered, "Well that is my work and I enjoy
I, too, love the warm sunshine and all kinds of
it.
flowers since they give food for me and all our family.
Now may I ask, why are you here, seeing you can't sip
the nectar from the flowers?"

sisters

I

replied,

"I

came

to

gather these violets that

might give them to comfort the weary soul

3; gi^c

Presently, for by now she had sipped from the last
flower, she spread her frail, yet strong wings to return
to her home of many thousands of sisters. Then in

day I purposed to gather some
blooming near the back side of the lawn. As

early spring

them

68*, 6lci. a).

I

of a sick

See, they are delightful in fragrance,
"Oh," said the dear little bee, "these violets are
beautiful and have a most pleasing fragrance, but I
can't gather their beauty, neither their fragrance nor
their poise of figure. I gather that which is needful for
health strength and growth of body."
"Very well, indeed, but I am gathering their beauty
of color and texture, their sweetness of aroma to feed
and comfort the soul."
"So 'tis true for you, but I am only a bee. I have no
soul. I gather according to my nature, to feed my
nature. I am bound by what I am."
"So it is written of all things, 'In the volume of the
Book.' " Then after a pause I continued, "The Divine
decree proclaims to the whole earth, 'Man cannot live
by bread alone.'

friend.
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Christian Endeavor

Brethien National
PROGRAM FOR FEBRUARY

4
South American Mission Field— "Civilized
But Not Saved!"

Theme—The

— Rom. 1:1-16
— To become acquainted

Scripture

Purpose

missionaries,

and the needs

with the

of our

field,

the

South American

Work.
Prayer Changes Things— U) Pray for the Children's
Work, (2) Pray definitely for each missionary on
the field, (3) Pray for the National Pastors, (4)
Pray that more workers may be sent to the field,
(5) Pray for the new candidates who will soon be
leaving for the field.
Suggestions to leader— Why not have a sketch of
the lives of our South American Missionaries ready
for presentation at this meeting. Your Missionary
Handbook, available from your Pastor, will help.
If possible, mimeograph these sketches and give a
copy to each Endeavorer.

CIVILIZED BUT NOT SAVED
LEADER'S TALK —The Opportunity

in South America
from the United States observing the business life, the social activities and the general progress
in the large cities of South America begins to wonder
if the title "The Neglected Continent" should not be
changed to the "Continent of Opportunity."
Automobiles are running to and fro, limited now by
the gas supply, movies a plenty, up to date business
buildings with attractive window display, streets paved
and lighted make the visitor feel very much at home.
The use of modern conveniences such as electrical
appliances, bath room with running water, heating
facilities in countries where needed, such air conditioning and home furnishings all tell one that this is
a country of coming opportunity. The educational program especially in Argentina is developing rapidly and

A

visitor

missonaries and our property are not in danger but
the task of spreading the gospel has become much more
difficult and the opposition has shown itself as devilish as in the early days if there is the least chance of
carrying out such a program.
You have read from the missionaries in the pages
of the Herald how the Catholics have been granted
permission to hold classes in the public schools teacning their faith. While it is true that the children of
parents who object to their children attending these
classes may be excused it is just as true that great
pressure is used to make all boys and girls receive this
instruction and the promotion is governed by it.
To this we must add the writings and speeches of
unconverted protestants v/ho have been advocating
the recall of all Protestant missionaries from South
America is support of the "Good Neighbor Policy" and
leave the field entirely to Romanism. This suggestion
has received enough response from some so called
broad minded people to encourage its advocates in
louder claims for it and it just adds one more difficulty
to an already hard task of getting the Gospel of Salvation to every town and city in the district which
has been given us to evangelize in Argentina.

TOPIC II—The Missionaries in South America
We praise God that we have a group of workers on
the ground in Argentina that cannot be frightened
away or slowed down no matter how hard the situation
may become. Brethren Sickel and Maconaghy write
of these problems but they have no notion of letting
up. They understand from long experience how to
handle opposition and are planning bigger efforts than
ever and under God they will prevail. Then in the
face of these conditions the Dowdys are back on the
job. After over a year with the Brethren in the home
land they go back with no intention of letting down on
their program of spreading the Gospel.
The writer also knows most of the National pastors,
personally and he got acquainted with them when they
were going through deep testings and they stood true
then. They will do it again and we verily believe if it
ctme to the point where our North American Missionaries were compelled to leave they would carry on,
being Brethren to the core. We do not expect this to
happen but we have this confidence nevertheless. These
men know the Latin mind and are stalwart preachers
of the Gospel of Grace and we believe them capable
of directing the work should the need arise.

soon the children of these large centers will be able
to read and write and have some knowledge of mathematics. The United States can well look to her southern neighbor for large sales in the years ahead before
she develops production machinery for herself.
In the above field Argentina has led and need
not yield second place to any of the republics.
However in the field of religion she has gone backward.
For four hundred years Argentina has been held back
in religion, education and progress by the Roman
Catholic church. Several years ago she threw off this
yoke to some extent and immediately began to make
rapid strides ahead. Investors were not afraid that the
priests would seize their capital or take over their business once it began to show signs of success. Perhaps
the dangers along this line may not become a menace
to business again but one can never tell with Rome
seeking to return to power.
TOPIC I—The Field in South America
Argentina still claims religious liberty and so far our

TOPIC III—The Recruits for South America
Then, we are greatly encouraged by the two couples,
the Hoyts and the Schrocks, who we believe will soon
be on the way to the land of the Southern Cross. Those
of you who saw and heard these young people at last
conference know that they mean business and are not
going out just for a little trip or to have the pleasure
of learning a new language. They are going out as
soul winners and their every ambition will be to present
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the Lord Jesus Christ to a people who knows not God,
praying and working that some may be saved.

2.

a.

Prepare your topic

with

Bible

study and

prayer.

TOPIC IV—The Needs of South America
Are we at home going to, "Hold the Ropes?" Will
we furnish the prayer power? Will we supply the
funds? Will we keep on furnishing new recruits? If tne

b.

YES, then should the Lord delay His return
many souls in Glory, saved by the power
cf God, who have been gathered from Argentina because some had the faith to believe that, "It (the Gospel) is the power of God unto salvation to every one
that believeth; to the Jew first, and also the Greek."
answer

Suggestions to the Speakers:

is,

c.

there will be

3.

topic

—be

fully

prepared

Suggestions to Officers:
a.

Kimmell,
President, Foreign Board.

Do not read your

and present it as your own in order to make
it more effective and more alive.
Use the Scriptures mentioned skillfully. Tie
your topic up to these Scriptures, they are
more important than our own ideas.

Know

the responsibilities of your office and

fulfill

them.

A. V.

c.

TOPIC

We

suggest that the new president lead
this program and that the members of the executive
committee take active parts. Enjoy a good rousing
song service and have the society repeat the C. E.
Active Members' Pledge in unison. State the purpose
of the meeting to get better acquainted with the National Brethren C. E. Union. Suggest ways in which
all members may take an active part in National C. E.
endeavors by becoming members of that Union. (Information and membership cards coming to you under
separate cover) Set forth the plans of your local society for the months ahead. Check with your group
and see how many of the quarterly and yearly goals
you have met make plans for the completion of them
Scripture Lesson Romans 12.
all.

V—THE

FINANCES OF C. E.—Mai. 3:10.
Member should be a Tither.

1.

Every C.

2.

Our Society Should present four main

E.

offerings

during the year:
a.

—

b.
c.

—

d.

Fall Quarter Offering to Home Missions.
Winter Quarter Offering to Foreign Missions.
Spring Quarter Offering to Evangelism and
Jewish Missions.
Summer Quarter Offering to C. E. Promotion.

3.

.

—

Prepare your part of the meeting in advance

and know where you are going.
Be examples of prayerfulness by consistent
presence at the Pre-Prayer services.

PROGRAM FOR FEBRUARY 11
BRETHREN NATIONAL C. E. DAY
Leader:

b.

Our finances should be kept
a.
b.
c.

—

d.

A
A
A
A

orderly.

record of all offerings received.
record of all expenses cared for.
record of all gifts presented.
quarterly statement to the society of bal-

ance on hand.

TOPIC I—THE HISTORY OF

C. E. (See pamphlet on
by the Standard Publishing Co., a copy
sent to you in last letter from the President)
C. E. published

TOPIC II—THE PURPOSE OF
1.

2.-

C.

E.—Romans

—

TOPIC VI—THE PROMOTION OF
1.

12:1, 2.

To

2.

c.

Church.
3.

on time.

Willingness to be a personal worker.

POWER OF C. E. (Submit this topic
your pastor and ask him to speak a few words concerning the place and power of C. E. in the local
Church program.
Kenneth Ashman.

TOPIC VII—THE
to

of the projects.

TOPIC IV—THE METHODS OF
1.

—Closing

Speakers staying within time limits.
Enthusiastic Leadership and speaking.

C. E.

This is an opportune time to set forth the goals and
projects of the National Brethren Christian Endeavor
Union. Check your score on the goal chart. See the
Brethren Missionary Herald, November 25, 1944, for a
list

Wide-awake meetings.
a.
Beginning on time
b.

train us for active Christian service in the

TOPIC III—THE GOALS FOR

C. E.

in papers, bulletins, bulletin

boards.

To win young people to Jesus Christ Prov. 11:30.
To lead us to full surrender to Jesus Christ

2 Pet. 3:15-18.
3.

Weekly advertising

C.

E.— I

Cor. 14:40.

TO THE PRESIDENT—Why not ask your pastor for
the privilege of stressing C. E. before the congregation
on this "C. E. DAY?" Perhaps your Society might take
charge of the evening service. Stress C. E. in all the
Sunday School classes of C. E. age. Enlist the help of
all the departments of the Church in enlarging your
endeavors. Advertise more abundantly this day with
posters, bulletins, etc. Make your congregation conscious of your local C. E. and the Brethren National
C. E. Union.

Suggestions to the Leaders:
a.

b.

Prepare your program fully and purposefully.
Distribute topics

week
c.

d.

and assignments

at least one

in advance.

Advertise your meeting with posters, cards,
personal calls, etc.
Tie your program together with transitory
remarks between topics.
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C. E. CAN DO FOR SERVICE MEN

THINGS OUR

Purpose—To discover what we as C. E. members on
the "home front" can do to assist other C. E. members
on the "military front."

—Ephesians

Scripture Lesson

6:10-18.

not to glorify war nor participation therein. It is our desire to see how we can
best help our soldiers in walking close to the Lord in
spite of the added temptations confronting them. The
Leader of the meeting should have a list of all former
C. E. members who are in the armed forces and should
assign each name for definite prayer at the Pre-Prayer
service. Have the addresses printed upon slips of paper

Leader—Our meeting

is

society members to volunteer to write
during the week. Urge the placing of suitable tracts
in each letter to a serviceman.

and ask various

THINGS OUR C.
I.

II.

E.

CAN DO FOR SERVICEMEN

By Leo Polman
Remember them in our prayers.
Write to them often.

III.

Send them small

rv.

Report to local society any news concerning them.

V.

necessities,

Help those returning to get back into civilian

life.

Discussions.
I.

Remember them

in our prayers. 1

Write them often.
We ought to write them often. That letter from home
or home folk does something to those away from home
that is unexplainable. They want to hear from home
and home folk. Someone has well said, "If you don't
write, your wrong." The best proof of that statement
would be to send some of you away from home for
awhile and then through personal experience you
would realize just what is meant. Then too, when we
do write, let us be specific in your news. Give details.
Those away from home will enjoy this. Do not bother
II.

the troubles at home.

Remember

the

servicemen are up to their necks in trouble and they
do not relish more of it. Give them the reports of the
joys, happiness and such blessings that have come
to you and others at home. Tell them what is going
on at C. E., the local church as well as those things at

home.

the servicemen. These have also carried messages that
have been received from the servicemen. These have
been handed out in local society and sent out to every
serviceman. Good idea. Try it.

2:1.

cannot over estimate the need of prayer for our servicemen. Many have found themselves in some crisis
in their life and have testified that they have felt
that spiritual power being manifested for them. In
comparing notes, it has been found thatthey were being
held up before the throne of God, in prayer at that
very time, by some interested in them at home. Prayer
not only changes things. Prayer changes people!

all

Report to local society any news concerning them.
The very fact that you are informing the servicemen
of what is going on at home, we need to inform our
society of any news we have concerning them. This
information will give individuals some things to write
about, when writing to those away from home. I have
seen mimeographed news sheets which have not only
carried messages from the local society and church to

IV.

V.

Timothy

Intercessory prayer is commanded in the Word. How
dare we send them out and not pray for them. We
reed to read once again John 17:9-24, to see just how
our blessed Lord was concerned for His followers. We

t!:em with

Send them small necessities.
Here we have to use some real judgment. Send only
such things that will not spill or break readily. Cookies,
candy and other home-made goodies are tops with
servicemen. Tooth paste, soap, shaving cream, razor
blades and other such items are always welcomed by
servicemen. Keep in mind that they do not have a
store just around the corner as we have here at home.
Do they have a Bible?
III.

Have some part witnessing
near at home.

to servicemen stationed

Perhaps your city has a Christian Servicemen's Center. If so, here is a wonderful opportunity to witness

and testify to men away from home ties. Perhaps your
church or society can have many of these attend your
regular services. If so, what a privilege to minister to
many who are lonesome and many times homesick.
Have special services or social times for them occasionally. Many have found the Lord through such efforts.
Suggest what your society can do.
VI.

Help those returning to get baclt into normal
civilian living.

Too many times we make heroes of those who go to
service and then forget all about them when they return. Remember that there is no better group of people

who can

help to bring these boys PacK
than Christian men and women. It
IS a real job and a big one too, to help these men back
to spiritual things especially. We must remember that
many of these returning home have been away from
the regular attendance of church services and been removed from spiritual influences. Many, no doubt, will
be taking the course of least resistance and the result
of this will be a reluctance to go to services of themselves. Let's help them. And may it be that they will

in all

the world

into real living

not be disappointed when they do attend our services.
Let's not fail them!
Leader If time permits, point out the Spiritual
Armour needed for walking acceptably before the
Lord. Show how much more effective it is than the
worldly armour of men.

—
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ANOTHER SELF-SUPPORTING BRETHREN CHURCH IN FIVE YEARS
GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH, WATERLOO, IOWA

NO.

3

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

Congratulations to Waterloo, Iowa!
Missions Coun- raise the other half by January 1, 1945! Three weeks
Directors of the Brethren Home
ago the Council's check for their half was sent out
the Waterloo
presenting
in
cil take great pleasure
and the people already had their half ready. Today
congregation.
Church to the brotherhood as a finished
this Waterloo Church building is entirely free from
invitation we received
first
the
remember
we
Well do
group
debt and we are celebrating the occasion with a week
faithful
the
with
meet
to visit that city and
they
of special services.
that
faith
for the
v/hose hearts were burdened
of times before in
couple
met
a
had
folks
The
love.
Brother Frank Coleman was the first pastor of this
tentatively raised over
homes. They had already
congregation. Brother J. C. Beal, now wth the Lord,

The

lots they had in mind,
$2000 for the purchase of some
yet. On that first time
as
organized
not
were
but they
an organization. They
effected
them they

e met with
Church. Then they
chose the name. Grace Brethrn

V.

were off to a real

start.

which was
They began meeting in a school building
lots they had just purthe
from
stteet
the
across
just
and wait
These folks were not the kind to sit
chased.

happen. Soon

made things
for things to happen. They
the excavation ready
getting
flying
dirt
the
had
they
started, things kept
the foundaton. Once they
building with their
till they were in the
they dedimeetings. Beginning in October of 1939,
the frst
on
later
days
90
than
less
cated the building
have been
Sunday in January, 1940. Few churches
not
less time than this. Had it
built in the east
diand
leadership
consecrated
and
been for the able
Brother Cleve Miller such prog-

for

right on going

m

rection of affairs by
ress could not

have been realized at

all.

He

is

a

mem-

the Brethren
ger of this congregation, a Director of
by
Home Mission Council, and a building contractor

followed him.

ment has followed until, in just one year and four
months this tremendous accompUshment has been
realized. The church membership has grown steadily.
The Sunday School enrollment has risen to a high of
over 200. And now they have plans for a new addition
young
to the present building for Sunday School and
people's [work.

The

Home

Home

Missions Council rejoice

all

have enabled the directors to stand by faithfully. God
has been over all and without Him nothing could have
been done.

We

Brethren, the
It

that the

directors of the

these happy works under God, and express
The
Iheir joy in having had a part in this great work.
years
entire Brotherhood by their gifts through the

over

The work could not have been committed
and more devoted hands.

From the day

his share to the

Kriegbaum. From the day of his arrival on the field
the whole complexion of the work took on a new life.
Changes have come so fast; achievement after achieve-

profession.
to better

Each one contributed

progress of this work. Too much could not be said regarding the work of the present pastor, Brother Arnold

give

Him

all

the glory.

FIVE-YEAR FLAN WORKS!

worked at Waterloo.

Missions Council under-

Waterloo we have
took for this testimony for Christ in
this fine
finest of cooperation and unity with
tests
group of people. Of course there followed many

had the
and

trials, sacrifices

and

sufferings, heartaches

and

such
headaches, for Satan is always on hand to hinder
church never
works. But the real people of the
thin.
vavered, but kept right on through thick and

Imagine our surprise and pleasure just one year ago
received a letter from the pastor stating that

when we

Home Misthe congregation would like to know if the
remaining insions CouncU would provide half of the
would
debtedness on the building if the Congregation
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Waterloo
WILLING WORKERS

IN

Testimony

s

WATERLOO

OUR BIBLE SCHOOL
By

Arnold R. Kriegbaum, Pastor

A more

cooperative group of workers would be difficult to find than is found in the Grace Brethren Church
at Waterloo. Here one finds an energetic group of believers with a real vision for
Jesus Christ. "Where there is no
vision, the people perish." We
praise God, the Waterloo Churcn
is not without a vision.

The mortgage
ever,

is

burned. The

Howwe dare not become dor-

church

is

cleared of debt.

for the

future,

lest

when

W. Schrock

to supply all our needs
according to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus, be all
the praise for the victories won in Grace Brethren Bible
School during the past five years.

We shall never forget how on a stormy, cold January
day a small group gathered in our new church home
for the first Bible School hour. We were so filled with
love and thanksgiving for all His blessings, that that
first gathering was spent in praise and prayer.
From

we have witnessed a steady growth
we have a Bible School fully organized with
6 departments ranging from the Cradle Roll up to
the Adult Department. We have 19 classes, and our
that day on

until today

mant, and for us the future holds
out a challenge. Already we plan
the

average attendance
ance being 192.

Lord comes He should find us
Arnold R.

V.

To Him who has promised

Kriegbaun

unoccupied.
(1)
We rejoice in the Lord that we have three or
four young men and two young women who are definitely headed for full-time Christian service.
(2)
We praise the Lord that one of our young men
will graduate from Grace Theological Seminary this
March, and that God has permitted us to have the
privilege of sending forth Brother and Sister Lynn
Schrock as our missionaries to Argentina, South
America.
We thank Him that He has made it possible for
(3)
us to bear a testimony from our church nightly through
our new neon sign which can be seen for a goodly dis-

is

around

140,

our record atldnd-

We

do not have ample room to meet the demands,
Plans are being considered for a Bible
School Building, fully equipped to handle the children
and youth entrusted to our care.
of our work.

Each year the Bible School conducts a Daily Vacation
Bible School which has reached many children for our
Lord and has given us

many

fine contacts in this part

of our city.

Pray with us that our teachers may lead children to
the Lord and then out into full-time Christian service
as pastors, missionaries and workers for our fast growing Brethren Church.

tance.
(4)
We claim his grace to enable us to go forward
with plans for a $25,000 Bible School building, which is
badly needed to meet our present needs.
With the coming of post-war days we desire to
(5)
secure an electric organ which would greatly add to
our worship services.
(6)
Our eyes are not closed to the region about us,
and we plan to branch out and establish a testimony
in a neighboring town.
Brethren, pray for us as we remember you at tne
throne of grace. We have yet to see the depths of the
glory of God's grace

—

The Waterloo Choir

Waterloo Sunday School Group
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subject, so of
I have been asked to write on this
necessity I must relate how this man came into existence. Birth had to tal5;e place and the necessary facilithis new
ties and accommodations found to care for
born babe. The proper food had to be provided by competent doctors to encourage growth. All these were

necessary

if

this

babe were to mature to manhood, and

walk by himself.

The ultimate

birth of the aforesaid

man was

the out-

growth of the unhappy relationship that was experienced at the conference of 1939 at Winona Lake, In-

The controversy experienced there had a farreaching effect.
Upon my return from this never-to-be-forgotten
meeting the folks here wanted to know the proceedincs
of the conference. A meeting was called and after
relating to the group as best we could, our findings,
definite steps were taken. Immediately there was born
out of travail a new babe. After several meetings in
homes and after much prayer for wisdom and guidance
we were led to organize our group into a church. With
the fine help of the Brethren Home Missions Council
the work was completely organized and plans formudiana.

lated.

building committee consisting of Mr. Cleve G. MilMr. Louis E. Deits, Mr. Graham Hay, Mrs. A. A.
Bontrager and Mrs. Ben Wengard was chosen and in
several days lots were secured. A service of dedication
was conducted 6n the grounds. The plans for the
building were drawn. The work of excavation was begun. The work progressed rapidly and with the help
of tractors and teams which were donated, we went
steadily forward. The County even sent trucks to help,
because the Creator saw fit to make the soil which
was being excavated an unusual road building material
which was greatly desired by the County. The actual
construction went forward, and as a present day miracle unusual weather prevailed during the time of
construction and until the building was enclosed. The
first Lord's Day in January, 1940, we held our first meeting in our new home, although it was not completed.
Prior to the time of the completion of our building,
we held our meetings in the Lowell School which is
located across the street from our church. The Lowell

A

ler,

Adult Department

of

G.

Man

MILLER

one of the newest and finest in the city. Durtime the fundamental ministers of the City of
Waterloo responded in a very fine Christian way, and
v.'e have had unusual fellowship wtih the fundamental
churches of the city ever since.

School

is

"

iiig this

The late Dr. J. C. Beal came to us for several months
until Elder Frank Coleman could come as our first full
time pastor. During the ministry of Brother Coleman
we were able to finish the basement and complete some
of the other inside details. During this period the
charter membership was held open and a number of

came from other churches who proved to be
Our Bible School grew steadily.
When Brother Coleman left to take up radio work

families

a boost in our work.

AUentown, Pennsylvania, the church gave a unanicall to Dr. J. C. Beal to return for at least one
year or until another pastor could be secured. During
the ministry of Dr. Beal our church experienced a real
feast in the Word of God as well as a time of deepening
in the spiritual lives of our people. The article: "A

in

mous

Tribute to Dr. Beal" expresses the sentiment of the
congregation. Dr. Beal remained with us longer than
he had formerly planned but he felt it was his duty to
remain until a permanent pastor could be secured. It
was through the influence of Dr. Beal that our present
pastor, Elder Arnold R. Kriegbaum was led to accept
the call to become pastor of our church.

Immediately upon the arrival of our present pastor
a very definite surge of new life was felt throughout
our entire group. A sense of stability gripped our
people. A fine parsonage was purchased. Immediate
steps were taken to liquidate the church debt. The results are now a proven fact for on December 31, 1944
our mortgage was burned at an impressive ceremony
and the building presented to the Lord with much
thanksgiving for the wonderful way the Home Missions
Council gave financial and administrative aid until
this "five year old man" was able to stand alone.

We

covet the prayers of the Council

and

of the en-

Brotherhood that under God we may be able to
carry the message of Life and Hope to the people of
Waterloo as well as to open new fields in our district
which are so sorely needed.

tire

the
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JUNIOR CHURCH AT WATERLOO
By Ralph Grady
The Lord has blessed our Junior Church here at
Waterloo, and as a result we have a live and growing
group of boys and girls. Our group consists largely of
Primaries and Juniors, with an average attendance of
about

30.

is a member of the Junior Church. The
part of our service is taken up with choruses and
hymns', and musical numbers by the children. We are
reading Paul Hutchens' "Sugar Creek Gang" books
during the story period; about twenty minutes of the
service is devoted to simple Bible study. At present
v^e are studying the importance of tracts and memorizing of Scripture which fits in with personal evange-

Our

pianist

first

lism.

Many
have

of our children come from homes where they
or no Christian fellowship and a-s their par-

Bible School Bi

stormy day

— December

10, 1944. L. E. Deltz, driv

little

ents are unsaved and uninterested in the things of the
Lord, our responsibility toward them is doubly great.
Therefore our main object is winning the boys and

PUTTING WATER

IN

THE WELL

L. E. Deits

As a rule you take water from a well, but strange as
may seem we are endeavoring to put "water" in the
well. I have been asked to write a few words about
it

)ny privilege, for I count it a privilege, of bringing
children in the Sunday School bus to the "place of
filling."

Waterloo Junior

Christ.

girls for

as several
Saviour.

have

Church

Results have been a great blessing
accepted Him as their Lord and

Our prayer is that boys and girls of this age might
be saved, and render an entire life of service to Him.

Many are the blessings we have received in our
bringing to Bible School each Lord's Day from 30 to
55 children. It is the natural desire of a child to riae
a bus, thus a bus is a proven asset. On one corner a
family of four children were picked up and brought
to Bible School. Because of the expended effort d1
those four in their neighborhood there are now 18
picked up at that same corner every Lord's Day morning. Only eternity will reveal what further blessings He
has in store from that one stop, out of the many.
The use of the bus has proven a means of reaching
adults too. The first stop of the bus may be to pick up
but one child, but what a happy sight when finally the
entire family is seen driving to church, where the
'Water of the Word" is placed in empty wells.

A word

should be said about the place of "filling."
if we brought this precious load
to "bitter waters." We praise God our blesesd Lord
has answered prayer. Our teachers are spirit filled.
Our pastor keeps the teaching staff filled to overflowing with the "Water of the Word." To all God's bless-

What would be gained
I

FOUND THE LORD PRECIOUS
By

Elsie

Brandhorst

October 24, 1943 I found the Lord at the Grace
Brethren Church in Waterloo, Iowa. I remember the
day because my heart was heavy and the Holy Spirit
was working. Finally, I surrendered my all to Him.
Realizing I could not serve two masters, I yielded my
life into His hands. Jesus Christ is my Master. I'm
glad that the door of my heart was opened by the
Holy Spirit and Jesus Christ entered. Having accepted
Him as my Saviour I dedicated my life to Him to be
used as He desires. At present it seems the Lord is laying on my heart the missionary field in New Mexico.
His will be done. Young people, accept Him now and
give your all to Him. Don't wraste the years of your

On

ings

we

say,

"Thank you, Lord

The

life.
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A CHURCH MEMBER FINDS THE LORD
JESUS CHRIST
By Stanley McCallum
The Word of God tells us in Acts 16:31 "Believe on
the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved and thy
house."
this' testimony I find that it reads like so
others, first blindly trying to "do your best into
Heaven." Like so many other testimonies, the beginning was despair and confusion; the end, hope and
salvation. From boyhood I had been attending differ-

In writing

many

ent denominations seeking something that I could not
I was inconsistent, attending church regularly
for a time, then for perhaps a long time not entering
a church. To say the least, spiritually I was miserable.

find.

Waterloo Intermediate Department

I know now that I was under conviction, for in attending evangelistic services from time to time, I had
the greatest urge to step out. However, Satan won out
in each case simply because I did not know that salvation was a gift of God, and I always put off taking
this step, promising myself that I would "clean house'
and try to do better so that the next opportunity would
find me all cleaned up and in shape to go forward to
meet the Lord.
I failed utterly because I never could clean up, and
the more times that I tried, the more times I failed.
I had smoked cigarettes for years and many is the time
the pack was laid up at night for good, I thought, only
to be hunted up in the morning. This fight within my-

faith that Jesus would wash away my sin, and He did.
help, I was able to do away with the
things that prevented my testifying for Him. Where
in the past smoking had been impossible to control by
myself, with the Lord's help I was able to quit. Other

Through His

He

things were as easily overcome with God's help.

washed my

sins

away and He

will yours, too, if

you

Him as your Saviour.
As for my family, my oldest boy was saved during
Vacation Bible School at the Grace Brethren Church
which was being conducted by Paul Hutchens that particular afternoon. My wife was saved at the Grace
Brethren Church, too, where we later joined and have
been enjoying the Christian fellowship of God's people
ever since. Our youngest son is three and a half so
hasn't reached the age of accountability, but I have
faith that when he does, he will know Jesus as Lord
will accept

went on a number of years.
At last the truth was made known unto me, "Believe
on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou shalt be saved and
thy house" "For God so loved the world that he gave
His only begotten Son that whosoever believeth on Him
should not perish but have everlasting life." At last
the blindness had been removed. I could see that no
person could clean up his life in such a way that he
would be fit to come to God, and not only that, but
the Lord didn't want one to clean up his own life to
pay him for salvation. The gift of God is eternal life.
It is not of works lest any man should boast.
Needless to say, I stepped forward April 2, 1944 on
self

—

and Saviour.

ONE OF OUR BOYS AT THE FRONT
Freeman Moser,
"I

want

and the

to

little

everything

We

is

Jr. So.

M. United States Navy

much looked for letter
always good to hear how
coming along on the church front.

thank you

booklets.

for your
It's

are holding regular services on our ship now.

print our

we hope

We

own program

after field day each week. Soon
to get a portable organ and a public address

system. You see the ship's engines make so much noise
that it is hard to hear ten feet away. The services are
held in the mess hall and we have a little pulpit. I'm
not a very good speaker nor can I preach, but the Lord
is with us in our humble efforts I'm certain. Please
pray that the Lord will bless and that some good will
come of the whole thing. I say this because most of
the crew are devout Catholics and therefore it seems
hopeless."

Waterloo

Primary

Department

(Pastor's comment: This is one young man we hope
by God's grace to see in our Seminary preparing for
the Gospel ministry. Two others of our young men in
the United States Navy who feel called to full time
Christian work are: Kenneth B. Alderman R. T. 3/c
and Ensign Marvin Miller. We praise God for these
lives which have been dedicated to Him.)
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WINNING CHILDREN FOR CHRIST

IN

WATERLOO

By Mrs. Cleve G. MiUer
Older people of this day and age seem to have little
or no desire for the things of God. Many young people
are so taken up with the things of the world that the
call to worship and the study of God's Word have no
appeal. But, boys and girls are still eager to hear the
Gospel stories. More and more we realize the need of
winning them for Christ before Satan wins them. The
Child Evangelism Fellowship is meeting this need. It
has spread to 30 countries in eight years. Through this
endeavor thousands of children have been won for
Christ. In II Timothy 3:15 Paul speaking of Timothy
said: "And from a child thou hast known the holy
scriptures, which are able to make thee wise unto salvation through faith which

is

in Christ Jesus." It

must

have been his mother and grandmother (II Timothy
1:5) who taught him the scriptures in his childhood.
The home is the place they should first hear God's
Word. It should be the duty of parents to win their
child for Jesus Christ. If they faU, the responsimust of necessity rest on the teachers of Bible
classes or the minister.
Three Child Evangelism Classes are sponsored by the
women of our church. One of these classes has started
on its sixth year with an average attendance of 74.

own

bility

Waterloo

Vacation

Bible

School Band,

1944

WHAT THE GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH
MEANS TO MY FAMILY
By Claude Poyner
evident than
In this day in which we live it is more
we need a fundamental church and a
God-fearing preacher in its pulpit. I thank the Omnipchurch.
otent hand of God for leading me to such a
had our needs met in the Grace Brethren

ever before that

We

have
Church of Waterloo, Iowa.

Having been saved since I was fourteen years of age
was
and baptized in another faith, it appears that I
the Grace
led through the years from that faith to
food
Brethren Church where I might find the spiritual
me to
that my soul needed. The Lord definitely led
vicinity where
build a home for my family in the very
built; and where
this, our new church home, was to be
my wife and I were later to become members. Both
my wife and I and our eldest son have been baptized
the
and upon confession of faith have been taken into

Another class
attendance of

is

40.

in its second year with an average
The third class is one composed of

colored children in another section of our city with an
average attendance of 46. Out of these classes many
decisions have been made for Jesus Christ. We sow
the seed, and we let the Lord take care of the increase.

the mind is stored with God's Word whUe young,
there is material present for the Holy Spirit to use at
the appointed time. Some conversions have been the
result of scriptures stored away in their hearts at childhood. Let us not be weary in well doing for in due
season we shall reap if we faint not. Christ in the
heart of a child will help solve our juvenile problem.
If

fellowship of this church.

who have helped
I thank God for the men and women
make this church possible, and also for the called of
God who have faithfully laboured and preached the

It is here
true Gospel of grace within it's four walls.
brought face
in this church that men and women are
our Lord tarry)
to face with Christ and my prayer is (if

many more—yes, hundreds more might be built
pulpits
throughout this nation of ours where from the
dying world.
the grace of God may be proclaimed to a
that

me say, "thank you Lord for saving my
Brethren
for the ministry of the Grace
its harChurch; for I have seen some of the fruits of
vest in my home.
Again, let

soul;"

and

Waterloo Beginner's
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WE THANK THE HOME

MISSIONS COUNCIL

SEEKING A FUNDAMENTAL CHURCH

By Edwin Schrock

By Harold Parker

thank God always for you, brethren, and it is meet, because that your faith groweth
exceedingly, and the love of every one of you toward
each other aboundeth; so that we ourselves glory in
you in the churches of God for your patience and faith
in all your persecutions and tribulations which ye

my personal Saviour through the simple preaching of the
Gospel over the "Old Fashioned Revival Hour" conducted by Charles Fuller, my wife and I began seeking
a fundamental church, one that taught and preached
salvation through the blood of Christ.
In looking for this type of church we found many
churches with form but little power. We heard preaching about how to live the Christian life, but little sound
Gospel. We heard about how to get to heaven by doing good, but we heard little preaching about salvation
by grace. We were seeking a church where the contents
of Ephesians 2:8 and 9 was preached.
We were not satisfied, for although we were seeking
we were not finding. We were not being spiritually
fed and we were hungry for the Bread of Life. We
sought to know more of His Word. God definitely led
us to the Grace Brethren Church, where Christ is exalted, and where He has a work for us to do as colaborers in the Lord.
We look upward to that blessed day when Christ shall
come "in the clouds" to call His own unto Himselr.

"We

are

endure"

bound

to

Thess. 1:3-4).
of the maxim "a friend in need is a friend
indeed" has again been demonstrated in the help which
the Home Missions Council has been to the Grace
Brethren Church. I believe that had we been discouraged, instead of encouraged and assisted, when as a
band of thirty we were contemplating the work, that
today there would not be the Christian testimony of
the Grace Brethren Church on Williston Avenue and
Minnesota Street. For your confidence and faith we
(2

The truth

thank you.

We speak not as having attained, but we do thank
you for your prayers, constructive suggestions, encouraging visits to the field, and your financial assistance,
which makes it possible today thanks be unto God, to
look forward to a temporal "mortgage burning" and a
spiritual harvest of souls until He shall come.
We thank you brethren and hope to prove by our
support in the years to come our sincerity that it might
bring glory to
ties.

Him and

.

—

YOUNG PEOPLE AT WATERLOO, IOWA
By

N.

J.

blessed our family and the rest of the
congregation in many ways, mostly by answered
prayer. In answer to our prayers many souls have been
saved, and we are still praying for more, especially for
the young people.

Fike

Our High School class has been growing and we hope
and pray it will keep on growing.
Every Thursday night the young people from fourteen years on up have a time of fun and devotion. First
we play games, have quizzes, or special parties as the
occasion calls for it, such as Halloween, Christmas, and
Thanksgiving. Sometimes we have outdoor campfires,
and we had one hay ride and a barn party. Then, we
gather around and sing songs and have a short talk
from the Bible which usually includes pointers on how
to be saved or the walk and testimony of a Christian.
We close with prayer and by that time the girls have

thank my God upon every remembrance" of Dr.
Beal whose sweet ministry was used of God to enrich
our knowledge of the Word. His was preeminently a
ministry of teaching and soul wnning. His humble and
submissive spirit truly touched our innermost being.
His prayer life captivated our very souls and was the
"I

secret of his devoted life in Christ.

The Epistle of John, we cannot read, but what Dr
Beal's teaching illuminates every portion. The presence
of Dr. Beal in our home proved to be a great blessing
to our lives.

reveal

how

Curtis Glessner

The Lord has

TRIBUTE TO DR. BEAL

will

after accepting Jesus Christ as

opportunity to other communi-

Again we say "thank you."

Only eternity

Sometime

timely, fruitful

and

a

was to the Grace Brethren Church,
during his two year pastorate. Poor health made it
necessary for Dr. Beal to resign from this his last pastorate before his death. Through the efforts of Dr. Beal,
our present pastor was secured.
faithful his ministry

little

lunch ready for

us.

The young

people's work is under the direction of our
pastor who is assisted by two capable workers, Miss
Pauline Sutherland, a graduate of Iowa State Teacher's College and Miss Bernice Preble, a graduate of
Northwestern Bible College.

OPPORTUNITY

Waterloo

Junior

Did you ever stop to think, my friend.
This world is what you make it.
And any good thing you desire,
Is yours, if you will take it?
Why, you can make your soul so bright,
With such a glowing light.
That all your friends will gaze at you,
And think the sun is shining.
Edith R. Jenks.

Department
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MISSIONARIES HEADED SOUTH

Lynn Schrock
As we have been asked to write this article we have
been impressed with the fact that God's grace is not
limited to His saving lost sinners from an eternal doom.
It is also to be traced in the wonderful truth that He
condescends to us those same sinners, saved by grace,
to carry the message of good news to those who are
''in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria,
and
imto the uttermost part of the earth."
Since my wife and I are the two mentioned in the
above caption, we feel pretty well qualified to say that
our decision to preach the Gospel in Argentina, South
America was not a hasty one. We weighed the issues
carefully and were slow to make the decision. We
thought of leaving loved ones, the conveniences of the

home land, and the many other things involved. But
God continued to speak. By this we do not mean that
we heard His audible

voice nor did we see a vision.
Rather, God's call to us came through three unspec-

WOMEN AT WORK
By

IN

WATERLOO, IOWA

Jessie Bontrager

At the end of the year it is customary to look bacs
and cast up the accounts; so it seems good to us at
this time to review the work of the women in
Grace
Brethren Church from the beginning of the church in
September, 1939, to this time.

The Fidelis class, composed of the young married
v/omen of the congregation, has grown from a charter
membership of eight to twenty. They have had a
goodly number of projects among which were the sponsoring of purchase of Venetian blinds for the
main
auditorium, furnishing the study, equipping the nursery with books and toys, and providing new chairs
for
the Beginners department.
The other women's classes have also had their part
in furnishing and equipping such rooms as the
parlor

and kitchen, having cupboards installed, making rugs
and so forth.
Our Women's Missionary Council met for organization with nineteen ladies in attendance. At
the present time our roll carries thirty-seven names. We are
financed entirely by free will offering, and have been
privileged to contribute to the national work each
year.
We send bags of clothing and toys regularly to the
work at Clayhole, Kentucky. The senior sisterhood girls
sent a layette last year, and the juniors made
a baby
comforter for their gift.

Making

calls has been a major project of all groups.
contacts have been made and much good accomplished by the consistent calling of the ladies.
In the
final estimate, we consider our spiritual
growth the
greatest achievement in these past five years.
Our
highest goal is to serve our Lord and Master
acceptably until He calls us to our eternal home.

Many
Mr. and

Mrs. Lynn

D.

Schrock

tacular, yet convincing challenges.

There

is

the call

of a needy people. A people whose life is filled with
religion and religious rites. But the fact remains that
it is a people without the Saviour whom you and 1
know. The second challenge to us was the command
of our Lord, echoing across the centuries— "Go ye into
all the world and preach the gospel." These words had

become valid in our lives for we had professed Him as
our Lord and Saviour. How could we turn our backs
upon His command and yet maintain our profession as
His servants? But another call continued to pull at
our hearts. It was this call that gave added importance
to the other two in our eyes. This was the call of the

We feel confident that this subjective
as the former two objective imperatives.
How else could the issues of the unseen be impressed
upon our thinking if the Spirit of God did not make
them real? This call came through the agency of a
multitude of providential events. However, the climax
of all of these came in a chapel service here at Grace
Seminary when our Brother Dowdy spoke of the need
and challenge of our Brethren field in Argentina. That
noon I went home and mentioned to my wife that we
had better apply to the Mission Board as volunteers for
the Argentina field. She replied, "Yes, I heard that
Brother Dowdy spoke at the chapel period this morning." God had been speaking to her as well.
Of particular interest for this issue of the Herald is
the fact that our home church, yet a mission churcli
at that time, took on our support as their missionaries.
Spirit of God.

WATCH AND PRAY
Charles Wesley
Christian; seek not yet repose,
Cast thy dreams of ease away;
Thou art in the midst of foes;
Watch and pray.
Principalities

and powers,

Mustering their unseen array,
for thy unguarded hours;

Wait

Watch and

pray.

call is as real

Gird thy heavenly armour on.
Wear it ever night and day;

Ambush lies the evil
Watch and pray.

Hear the
Still

victors

who

one;

o'ercame;

mark each warrior's way;
one sweet voice exclaim.

they

All with

Watch and
Hear, above

pray.

hear thy Lord,
Him thou lovest to obey;
Hide within thy heart His word;
all,

Watch and

pray.

-
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Watch, as

Hung

if

on that alone

the issue of the day;
may be sent down;

Pray that help

Watch and

pray.
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TWO WEEKS OF

Paul MdUfi
BLESSING AT PORTIS-

the privilege cf
For the fourth time we have had
in a revival
working with the people of Portis, Kansas,
experiencp,
campaign. Each time has been a happy

no exception.
and we believe this was in many ways
in the
The success of a revival is not always measured
learned
number of those who make decisions. We have
that long ago.

numbers

Many

times meetings that have large

of decisions do not leave

any lasting benefit

with the church.
the situation in this
It is our feeling that this is
many more
meeting. Former meetings have registered
meeting was used of
decisions, but we believe that this
that
God to reach some situations within the church
God. None
should be corrected according to the wUl of
troubles, and Portis
of our churches arc without their
more, but we
has had her share and it seems a little
His own glory.
believe that God is working them out to
this
Some of God's choice saints form the heart of
and felcongregation and we cherish their friendship
spirit of loyalty
lowship through the years. The fine
is a
and patience shown in working out the problems
to see it.
great testimony to them all. We rejoice
inside
Brother Davis, the pastor, is loved by all, both
remarkable
and outside of the church. He has shown
years of ministry.
faith, patience and courage in his
uo
He deserves much credit for this. It is easy to tear
it through deep
a church, but it is not so easy to lead
love of all
waters and hold it together and hold the
faithful
concerned. He seems to be doing this. He is a

workman.
at these meetings was good, especithe men. The faithfulness of the choir was
We
exceptional. The hospitality of all was superb.

The attendance

ally

among

Brother and
greatly enjoyed the stay in the home of
of our Father
Sister Davis. May 'the abundant grace
God be with them all and lead them forth in the
greatest work for Christ that they have ever done.

within
of the word. God has wrought a real change
and without this church and in the community. Things
been changing and they are now in the course ol

have

changing. There is the finest spirit of confidence
within the congregation relative to their own work.
The same spirit is shown in the community toward
the church. This has not always been so, but it is absolutely necessary to have this confidence if the churcn
for Christ.
is going to enjoy success in reaching people
The atmosphere in the church was easy to preach in.
Never was there better attention to the preaching, nor
was there more faithful attendance at the meetings on
the part of the men of the community. That is a mighty
good sign as to a church's esteem in the eyes of the
town.
There were conversions, but we will let the pastor
talk about that. There were rededications. There were

homes transformed, and family altars established.
There were many hearts made mightily conscious of
the fact that all men outside of Christ were lost regardless of how m-oral they may be. That is a new
thing to a lot of people. There were some who were
n-iade conscious of the fact that God cares about their

stewardship and measures their love by their gifts to

Him.

All in all

many

ways.

It

was

really

it

was peculiarly blessed meeting

hard

to say

goodbye to them

in

all this

pastor and people and that
makes working in such a congregation a very precious
experience. May His abundant grace abide with them
It will, I am sure, and greater
all, until He comes.
time.

God

things will

is

blessing

come out

of Martinsburg.

GOOD NEWS FROM WADSWORTH—
"Just a line to tell you how the Lord has been working at our field in Wadsworth, Ohio. We set aside Sunday, November 5 for our Rally Day. We placed our goal
at 60 and prayed and worked to reach it. We fell short
of our goal by 2, but the Lord blessed our service to
His glory, for several hands were raised in decision for
Christ.

"During the month of November we have averaged
Church and Sunday School services.

41 in our

26, after much prayer
decided to hold a meeting in the local school auditorium. We invited a radio quartet and trio to help us
in this service. The Lord led marvelously in the meetA
i-(igs which were well attended by the community.
very conservative figure for the attendance was 250.
The meeting placed our work before the community
and will help us a great deal from now on.

"Sunday afternoon, November

v;e

THE REVIVAL AT MARTINSBURG—
This was also a fourth meeting. These good folks
have a remarkable gift of patience to put up with us
for four meetings.

We

told

them

so.

A

call to

Martms-

burg means the return to a fellowship with old friends.
It means the chance to renew our efforts to win some
souls who we failed to win before. This time it meant,
for the first time in my life, the privilege of holding
a meeting in a church of which my own son is pastor.
Needless to say, this meeting meant a lot to me.

are asking that you continue to pray for us here
Wadsworth. Though the Lord has been blessing us,
the Devil has also been doing his best to interfere, but
God is able. Pray that souls will continue to find Christ,
and that the work in general will continue to grow.

"We

at

Yours because

Not only was it a precious time of delight In his
home, but it was a rich time of blessing in the ministry

of Calvary,

M. R. Walter, pastor."
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A YEAR'S WORK IN THE NEW CHURCH
BUILDING AT FREMONT, OHIO

The rest, the church raised in offerings
Our original indebtedness was $3750 now
We hope to liquidate this debt
Our local income last fiscal year was $5300.

plied $2000.

and

When a home missions
Home Missions Editor

loans.

reduced to about $1700.

pastor receives word from
that "we could use a news
report of the work at Fremont" it is time to get busy
and review what has been done that is worth reporting
to Herald readers, and what in prospect worth announcing.
I have just completed a second year as pastor at
Fremont. The effort during the first year, both of
pastor and church, was concentrated upon construction of the building in which we now worship. The
second year has now been spent with effort concentrated upon filling that building with people from Sunday to Sunday and winning them to the Lord. And
difficult as it was to construct a church building in
times like these, we have found the second task, that
of building up the spiritual church, the more difficult
of the two. Our building now has accommodations to
handle with comfort a Sunday School of 150, and thus
far, though much progress has been made we are short
of keeping our building filled to capacity. We do
believe it would be of interest to Herald readers to
know what has been done in a year of labor, in a new
building, a new location, and a new community, by a

soon.

the

ORGANIZATIONS

We have

W. M. C, with an average attendance
at their meetings of close to thirty which has been a
real blessing in many ways. The ladies did most of the
painting and decorating of the building and have since
taken care of the weekly cleaning. A number of women
a fine

have been led to the Lord through this agency. A
Young People's Fellowship has been recently organized,
meeting each Sunday evening. A men's and boy's organization of some kind is much needed. Our Sunday
School is active and well organized, but still not completely staffed.

SPECIAL MEETINGS
Three special revival and evangelistic campaigns have
been held. Brother Henry Rempel was with us last
winter. Brother Bernard Schneider last spring, and
Brother John Squires this fall. God blessed with generally good attendance and the salvation of a good

many

church of 69 members.

souls.

SUNDAY SCHOOL AND CHURCH ATTENDANCE

ADVERTISING

The Sunday School began in 1940 with an enroUmient of 33 on the first Sunday. At the time we vacated
our old school building at the edge ox the city a year
ago October 3, the enrollment stood at 120. A few were
lost in the three mile move across the city, but more
were added from our new neighborhood and other parts
of the city, till the enrollment reached a peak of 173
(including 11 absent service men) last June 31. Since
then it has been revised slightly downward to about
156. That represents about a forty percent increase
in enrollment. Of course average attendance has been
less than enrollment, but till the past year has been
by far our best year in attendance. An Infantile
Paralysis epidemic which caused our Sunday Schooi
to be closed to children several Sundays in August
made bad work with attendance for a while cutting it
by 65 percent, with both children and their parents
out. Our record Sunday morning attendance was 145,
the average Sunday morning attendance has been 98.
Sunday evening attendance has gradually increased
till recently it has been from 55 to 60.

As far as possible we have tried to keep the name of
our church and its activities well advertised. Many
thousands of folders and leaflets have been distributed
house to house. Sunday School teachers and other
workers have canvassed almost our entire neighborhood at least once. For several months now, a large
ad has appeared weekly in the local daily paper. This
paper has also given us many very favorable notices in
its news column. Yet we feel that our presence is only
now beginning to be known in the city. We believe
God will bless this seed which has been sown.

PROSPECTS
Only God knows what the future holds, but we aie
praying for great blessings in the months and years
ahead. The community has only been touched. May
this congregation be used to reap many precious
sheaves in this white harvest field before Jesus comes.
Robert D. Culver.

CONVERSIONS AND CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
active membership a year ago was 69. Cmpeople have prayed, plead, and preached for the salvation of souls since that time. God has blessed the
"precious seed." Forty-nine have made public confession in our services, and of these 25 have been added
to the church. Of these 25, six are middle-aged or
older, five are young married people, seven are young
people of high school age, and seven are children nine
to twelve years old. Our active membership is now 94.

Our

FINANCES
Our building and

lot cost $12,000 in cash,

and much

The new KIttannIng Breth

additional in volunteer labor. Of this the Council sup43

cated

December 10, 1844
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The Final Punishment of the Wicked
We live in an era when it is a practice to set small
practical value upon the biblical doctrine ol the punishment of the wicked. In pursuing this subject I recently
called upon a certain promi-

wrath

of God, so

I

have never

enougn
to warrant buying any books
on the subject." A dean of a
well-known Christian college
studied the doctrine

Robert D. Culver

recently expressed the same
slant of opinion and demonstrated surprise that I
would be studying such a thing. One might search the
published sermon titles for years and never encounter
a title on the punishment of the wicked. We do not
argue here that we should emphasize it unduly, but

only that

we not neglect

it

entirely.

Grace Versus Wrath
deny that the grace of God is more palatable as an article of regular sermonic diet or of con-

None

vine revelation. Whatever the Word of God clearly
teaches we must accept in faith even if the human
understanding may stagger a bit. To neglect this truth
to

deny

1.

punishment

of the lost

\z

clear biblical description of the last resort of a loving
God in treatment of the incorrigibly wicked.
The state of the lost in final punishment is death.
1.

Death and Life

—Modes

of Existence

In our thought the two words "existence" and "life"
are often equated. Because of that, "death" has often
been misunderstood to be "no-existence." In the teaching of the Scriptures this confusion does not appear.
Life and death are not opposed as existence and nonexistence, but as two separate and distinct modes or
states of existence. A dead man is always one who in
real and concrete existence has passed from the state
known as life to another known as death, as for ex-

ample, ice is water in one state, the liquid we drink
in another state. It is clear that at death a man's

body remains in existence after death, though in a
different state or mode of existence. Death then is not
a cessation of existence, but existence in a different
state.

Death

To explain

is

Separation

mode

of existence known as death it
will be helpful to see just what happened when death
first came to mankind. Man made his appearance on
this

the planet as a tri-une (three parts in complete union)
being, body, soul, and spirit (I Thess. 5:23). God made

him

thus.

He was

also in spiritual union

and

fellow-

ship with his Creator, a union possible because like God,
man was a moral and spiritual being and holy in character. Death was then a state unknown, and would
have remained unknown if our first parents would
have maintained that original holiness by obedience
tc God's command. The result of disobedience was
immediate death, "for in the day that thou eatest
thereof thou shalt surely die." Death, when it came
following the sin was in essence a separation, and it
began a new mode of existence for both of them.

Degrees of Separation

That separation was

in two degrees, each degree involving a new experience. The first degree was spiritual, separation of fallen sinful man from his righteous

it is

and holy God. It was manifest immediately to them
and they sought remedy in a fig leaf covering. The
separation became a matter of understanding between
God and man at the next meeting (Genesis 3:8ff.), and
v/as rendered emphatic by expulsion from the garden

propositions:

2.

of the final

As will be seen, these propositions are not artificial
dogmas, spun of overheated ascetic cogitation by
denizens of some murky monastic cell, but rather the

blasphemy.
We now turn to study the Biblical doctrine of everlasting punishment.
The doctrine will be developed around five scriptural

is sin;

The place
"hell".

horrible certainty of hell.

Literature on the subject will not be entertaining.
Some will have already laid this writing aside before
these lines are read. Even as I write, alone in a small
room in an empty church, in the middle of the night,
the very stillness unbroken, save for the hiss of the
gas heater and the clack of the typewriter, seems
oppressive with the weight of the sinner's doom. No,
it is not entertaining to write upon this subject either.
But we must approach it with the respect due all di-

everlasting".

is
5.

will

templation. The way of salvation, the privileges of
sainthood, the future prospects for the believer in glory
are all more pleasant thoughts for the Christian's mind
than the wrath of God on sin. Nevertheless, behind
the grace of God for sinners stands the wrath of God
on sin. Beside the way of salvation and the path cf
life runs the course of this world and its end in destruction. Against the prospects and privileges of the
saints stands the doom and misery of the lost. And,
as certain as the wonderful fact of heaven poses the

of the final punishment of the lost is
"torment".
The duration of the final punishment of the lost

4.

nent protestant minister hoping to find some useful literature from his extensive library. I found nothing, and
he explamed, "I do not find
any preaching value in the

The nature

3.

The state of the lost in final judgment is "death".
The measure of the final punishment of the lost is
"according to deeds".
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The second degree of separation, another new experience for them, was physical death,
separation of the body from the spirit. All men are
born into a spiritually dead condition (Eph. 2:1-5)
and sooner or later experience physical death. The
only exceptions to date have been Enoch and Elijah
v;ho missed the second experience. Jesus our Lord,
was spiritually alive, in union with God his Father till
on Calvary he took our sin upon him and God turned
from him for an awful hour, and then physical death
of fellowship.

followed.
clear teaching of scripture is that when
are finally punished they shall be conforever to this state of death. And, death shall

Now, the

men

v,'icked

demned

be both physical and spiritual, rendered permanent by
the decree of Almighty God.
Death the Eternal State of the Lost
Let us examine the passage which describes this
condemnation. Rev. 20:11-14. It may be summarized
by the opening and closing words, "And I saw the
and
wicked dead, small and great stand before God.
were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second
.

.

death."

died once they shall die again, physically
and hell were cast into the lake

men

we mean,

for "death

of fire. This

is

the second death."

The wicked men who

suffer their final

punishment

men—spiritually

separated from
God, physically separated from their bodies, and that
forever. Spiritual death is perpetuated by the persistence of evil in their own hearts; physical death is imposed by destruction in the "lake of fire", and both
are rendered permanent by the decree of God.
"This is the second (and final) death."

shall suffer

This forceful

on

this

number

subject.
of

NEW SECRETARY

Mysterious, wonderful, and beyond human comprehension, is the working of our omniscient Lord. Yet
His ways are always right and must not be questioned
by finite man. The true servant of Christ will abandon
himself to the direction and leading of God as it is
revealed through His Holy Spirit.

This we have tried to do in accepting the high priviand great spiritual honor of Secretary of our Home
Missions Council. At the same time we recognize our
own utter inability and lack of wisdom aside from God,
and we reckon by faith on the divine provision made

lege

through James to meet this need.
For many years our retiring Secretary, R. Paul Milhas been mightily used of the Lord in building
strong Brethren churches from coast to coast. His
earnestness and zeal in pursuing his task have brought
ler,

increasing honor to the Christ of the churches. The
Brethren Church as a whole will always owe a great
debt of gratitude to Brother Miller and we hereby wish
to express our individual appreciation for his ministry as it has touched the life in a very practical manner.

The action here is brief and decisive. For a brief
moment all lost mankind of all the ages shall stand
before the judge of the universe. That all these shall
have been restored to physical life long enough to stand
in the judgment is clear from a reference to John
5:28-29. They shall stand— and then, just as truly as
these

A MESSAGE FROM OUR

the

able student

it

as dead

from our Brother Robert D.

article

The

Culler,

the

second
Missions

article appeared in the October Home
Herald on page 580. Brother Culver is a
Editor.
These articles should be preserved.

first

lldssionary

and writer.

is

—

most

Under the leadership of the Council Directors and
Brother Miller, our Home Mission work has grown from
a near cipher to twenty-six live churches and a rapidly
mushrooming program which argues great things for
the Brethren Church of the future. Where there is no
vision, the people perish. However, no vision is possible of accomplishment without the complete cooperation and support of the Lord's people. Here, in the
prayer lives and gifts of dedicated believers, lies the
key to even greater su^ccesses in the future.
So,

we accept the privilege God has thrust upon us
new work, at the same time reckoning on the

in this

full, loyal support of every child of God within the
Brethren Church including pastor and people, together
with the many friends of our church.

New Home

Mission fields are rapidly opening. More

and more young men are needed

to dedicate their lives
full-time service at the call of God. Additional
thousands of dollars must be provided to place them
in the field and to assist in building new churches. Indeed, the need is great, but so is our God!
What another year will bring forth in glory to God
in Home Missions will depend upon our complete collaboration, cooperation, and prayerful mutual support
in the tasks God has laid before us. As the new Council
Secretary I am claiming your support now in the Lord,
and from this time on and I am assuring you of mine.
May God receive abundant glory and honor as we join
in

our hands in His service.
L. L.

The

Christian

Service

The fine article to accompany
Issue of the Herald, page 16.
of space.
e

Brigade
this

of
pictui e

Hagerstown,

Maryland.

In the January
not Included then for lack

was published

The plctun was

Grubb.

"Things looked plenty bad at first, then I took it to
the Lord in prayer. The matter is altogether different
now and things do not look so bad. Everything works
out for the best to those that know the Lord and trust
in Him. I still want all of you at home to pray for me.
It is hard to live for Christ in the presence of so much
sin. I know the Lord will keep me because I am trusting in God for all m.y needs." A letter from Ralph
Dyer in the Buena Vista Bulletin.

—
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the Sign

In our last study we analyzed the first of the signs
our Lord gave His disciples in answer to their question: "What shall be the sign of thy coming, and of
the end of the age?" It was the sign of "global war",
recorded in Matthew 24:7. We shall now proceed to
an analysis of the second of the signs our Lord gave,
namely:

Famine

2a.

The

as a Sign of

Our Lord's Return

"What

disciples said:

shall be the sign of thy

coming?" The Lord answered: "There shall be famines." Friends, notice with us the language Jesus used
in

Matthew

24:8.

BY

He

said, "All these

R. E.

are the beginning

GINGRICH

of sorrows," referring to the signs of verse 7. The
expression, "the beginning of sorrows" is a technical
expression which is used to describe the state of the
world in the closing days of the age. Global wars,
famine, pestilence, and earthquakes in divers places,
while occurring occasionally throughout the age, must
appear in such magnitude and universality that they
become significant as such. When this occurs they
usher in the period designated by Christ as "the beginning of sorrows" that period immediately preceding the tribulation at the extreme close of the age.
Then, when this has occurred, Jesus said they shall be
followed by a wave of anti-Semitism and lawlessness
(verses 9-12).
That global war is upon us, none can deny, and
Jesus is our authority for concluding that such condition constitutes a sign of His approaching return.
Now on the heels of the world-wide holocaust of
war and death of 1914-1918 came the first great Chinese
famine of 1919-1920. Quoting from LIGHT FROAT

DF

W

CDiliG!

Now mind
recorded
eighteen
populous
other in

you, friends, these two greatest of all
famines up to modern times came within
of each other, the one in the most
nation on the face of the earth— China; the

months
the

most

Europe—the Volga

fertile

agricultural valley in all

and both on the heels of
the greatest war of all time (up to that time). Can we
be chided for allowing our thoughts to turn to those
valley;

memorable words of our Lord, so significant in the
light of the question asked Him: "What shall be
the
sign of thy coming?" .... "For nation shall rise against
nation, and kingdom against kingdom,"
there shall be famines."

He

said,

"And

But observe what occurred just eight years after the
Volga valley famine. A famine that made the former
Chinese famine appear small indeed, struck that unhappy land in 1928-1929. The Federal Council Bulletin
in an editorial dated May, 1929, said: "As
nearly as
can be estimated, over 20,000,000 women and children
in China are now not merely facing starvation,
but are
actually starving.

Many

of these are In regions too

far inland and away from
helped now."

rail

communications to be

—

BIBLE PROPHECY by

Dr. Louis S. Bauman, The Lon15, 1920 is reported as saying

don Times on December

in its summary of that famine, "The population now
totally destitute in Chihli is 6,000,000; in Shantung,
2,500,000; in Honan, 3,500,000; in Shensi, 1,000,000; in
Shansi, 500,000— a total of 13,000.000." The total number of all who starved will never be known.
Closely in the wake of this Chinese disaster came the
great Russian famine of 1921 in the Volga valley, the

most

land in all Europe. Commenting on this
of death and hell by famine, the Archbishop of
Canterbury in England said: "Never in the history of
fertile

march

the world has' a condition of things existed comparable to the ghastly death by famine of whole millions
of men, women and children." D. M. Paton of London
wrote of this condition, saying, "Thirty thousand Russians are dying of starvation every day." Dr. Bauman
says, in commenting upon the terror of that reign of
death, "The cemeteries had to be guarded to keep
them from being rifled for cannibalism. The horror of
it all beggared description."

(Matt.
(Matt. 24:44).

24:36).

JANUARY
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Famine Rehsf
In North China alone the China
in
with headquarters in New York, printed
over 8.000,000 human bemgs
its appeal: "The tragedy of
terrible in
having starved to death is one of the most
and then, in March 30, 1931, declared that

USA

history;"
there was a very real fear that 2,000,000
starve before another crop was harvested.

Dr Bauman, commenting on

this

more might

gruesome rider on

this famine
the black horse, says: "Certain it is that
Dogs, cats,
was the worst in all the records of man.
eating of
and rats were delicacies. The cooking and

Thousands

the flesh of dead relatives was common.
stuffed in their
died with tree bark, roots, and grasses
deaden
stomachs. White clay was made into soup to
slow suicide
the agonies of hunger. This meant only
and more agonizing death later on."
And now we are engaged in a still greater war of
world-wide proportions and no less an authority than
president Herbert Hoover predicts that on the

former

march
heels of this war the world will face its greatest
of death by famine.
Again we ask if you blame us for remembering our
the sign
Lord's answer to the question, "What shall be
phenomena?
of thy coming?" in the light of these
"There shall be famine" following in the wake of war.
marked this generation as at no other time,
Both have
and as such speak
the drawing night

to us of our Lord's return, and cl
of our redemption. "Be ye ready",
ask, "friends.
said Jesus, for that event. May we kindly
Him
Are you ready for His appearing? Have you met

from your
at the cross of Calvary, and been cleansed
appearing will
sins in His' precious blood?" If not, His
His coming will fill
fill you with terror; if you have.
ecstasies of joy. Be ye ready!
The third great harbinger of coming judgment and
by
of the return of the Lord from heaven presented

you with

our Lord to the disciples in answer to their question
"What shall be the sign of thy coming?" recorded in
Matthew 24, is that of pestilence.

was that of
the second was that of FAMINE, which
we presented in our last study. We now proceed to an
analysis of the third, namely:

The

first,

as you will doubtless recall,

GLOBAL WAR;

3a.

Pestilence as a Sign of

Our Lord's Return

to again sound a warning that we must
observe in this series of studies, that these signs are
only indicators of the approach of our Lord's return.
They are indicative of the beginning of sorrows—that
period just preceding the days of great tribulation and

We want

divine judgment upon the apostate world in preparation for the coming of the King of Kings and Lord of
Lords. When we see them appearing in a universal
extent then they become signs signifying momentous
events ahead: storm clouds rolling before the out-

pouring of judgment and divine wrath.
them is our earnest prayer.

May we heed

of war and famine is
doubt that a great war was ever fought
but that its companions were famine and pestilence.
History will bear that contention out through the centuries of time. And the more universal the war the
more universal is the sweep of its evil companions.
In 1914-1918 the first global war in the true sense of

The inseparable companion

pestilence.

We

that word occurred. Every continent was involved, and
fifty-two nations were embroiled in the contest of
blood. The holocaust was followed by the worst series
of famines in the history of man.
And then suddenly, without any warning, except
that which our Lord had given to His troubled disciples nineteen centuries before, a pestilence struck in
1918, the total mortality of which we are told reached
the stupendous figure of 12,000,000, placed by many at
even a higher figure. The medical correspondent of
the London Times, on Decmtaer 18, 1918, reported: "Six
million persons have perished of influenza and pneuThis plague is
monia during the last twelve weeks.
five times more deadly than war. Never since the
Black Death has such a plague swept over the face of
.

.

the world."
"But the student of history will recall that the Black

Death was

localized in

Europe—especially

in central

Europe. As observed by another, the Black Death was
epidemic. The 'flu' of 1918-1919 was pandemic" (Dr.
Louis S. Bauman) It touched every continent and isle
of the sea. We were told that the pestilence broke out
on ships two thousand miles from land,, and which
had not touched land for months. While in some countries it was more deadly than in others, none escaped
its deadly and irresistable sweep around the globe. In
India alone 4,933,133 deaths were recorded within a few
months. Whole villages became villages of the dead.
In the United States in many cities undertakers could
not provide coffins in sufficient quantity to care for
the victims of the pestilence. "It was an epidemic in
many respects without parallel in the history of disease,"
said Major Norman White, Sanitary Commissioner for
India during those memorable days.
Now we are engaged in a still greater war, and news
occasionally leaks out through cracks in the web of
censorship of threatening famine in many portions of
the globe. No less an authority than ex-president
Herbert Hoover, food commissioner for Europe following the war of 1914-1918, has predicted the worst famine
of history following the present sweep of the rider on
the red horse war. Speaking before the Overseas
Press Club of New York some time back Hoover said,
among other things, that Imperialism, Intolerance,
Atheism, Hate, War and Death are engulfing mankind,
and that after them wUl sweep famine and pestilence.
"These destroyers will profoundly affect American life
even if they do not visit our own shores", he concluded.
Now the writer of The Revelation, recording for us
the events characterizing the international situation
during the closing days of this age just before the
Lord returns to a reeling earth, pictures for us an earth
that is reverberating to the sound of galloping hoofs
as the four horsemen of the apocalypse Antichrist,
War, Famine, and Death ride forth on their gruesome march. Already for the space of a generation we
have seen the vanguard of this evil quartet. Surely it
shall not be long until the whole evil horde shall burst
into full view, and then cometh the end. Surely His
coming draweth nigh! Even so, come, Lord Jesus!
.

—

—

—

Come

quickly!

The ibove
let

oo
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JOHNSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

C. E.

People's Christian Endeavor and Fellowship Groups of the First Brethren Church, Johnstown,
held a covered-dish supper in the social rooms of the

The Young

church, December 28 in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
H. Moore and daughter, Linda Joyce. Leslie Moore was
formerly president of the Young People's Christian
Endeavor and is now a student at Grace Seminary,
preparing for the ministry.
Approximately 100 were in attendance. We were
privileged to have with us Rev. and Mrs. Ken Ashman and daughter; Rev. and Mrs. Norman Uphouse;
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Ashman and daughters; Rev.
and Mrs. Arthur Carey and sons; Rev. and Mrs. Gingrich and family and Mrs. Thomas Kerr, formerly a
Christian Endeavor member.

for the Brethren C. E. Meetings
a ten m.inute character study as a part of the
program each Sunday eevning. These studies were
promised to you through the pages of the Herald. However, it has become apparent that there will not be
enough room for all our materials each week and so
we are suggesting that each society purchase a book
of character studies from the Brethren Missionary
Herald Co., assigning the study each week to one or
several members of the society. Don't miss this part
01 the weekly blessing in your C. E. Suggested books

are as follows:

MEN OF THE BIBLE

GRAFTON, WEST VIRGINIA
December 10 brought to a close what we consider a
most successful revival in our church with Rev. Herman W. Koontz, pastor of Ghent Brethren Church,
Roanoke, Virginia as our Evangelist. The first of the
messages were principally to Christians and we feel
that many of oar members were strengthened spiritually. There were around forty rededications for which
we praise our Lord and believe that most of these
really mean business for Him. Then followed some of
the most appealing evangelistic sermons that we have
to. For several nights there were no visalthough there were several unsaved present for every service. On Thursday night of the second
week one young lady accepted the Lord, then the last
day of the series of meetings two accepted the Lord
the morning and seven others that night along with

ever listened
ible results

m

two dedications.
We were so glad

to have Brother Koontz with us
here at the parsonage as Mrs. Richardson and I were
members of his church for about ten years and it was
a great privilege to talk of old times and of how good
our Father God has been to us. We did quite a lot of
visiting, contacting several unchurched homes and we
are hoping to get these interested in spiritual things
and win them for Him who gave Himself that we
might live. We had several "special" nights and the
prize for the largest family on family night went to a
family of twelve present, three more at home and one
boy in the service of his country. Families like this
make us realize more than ever a need for a larger
-.

The enlarged plans

call for

church building.
No doubt most of you read in the Herald a few weeks
ago a short account of our Father's blessings upon us
here written by our corresponding secretary and we
do praise Him for all these blessings and want to be
used in a greater way this year than we were last year
and feel that this series of meetings is just a beginning
of a great revival here in Grafton, so will you pray for

By

D. L.

Moody

go

Contents
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.
VI.
VII.

Abraham's Four Surrenders
The Call of Moses

Naaman

the Syrian

The Prophet Nehemiah
Herod and John the Baptist
The Man Born Blind and Joseph
The Penitent Thief

of

Arimathea

SEVEN NEW TESTAMENT CONVERTS
By William

B. Riley

.60

This book deals entirely with variation in conversion and is adapted to the layman's use who would show
that way to others.
Contents
I.
Nicodemus—The Conversion of a Ruler
II.
The Sycharite—The conversion of a Harlot
III.
Bartimaeus—The Conversion of a Blind Beggar
IV.
Simon—The Conversion of a Sorcerer
V. The Eunuch— The Conversion of a State Treasurer
VI.
Cornelius— The Conversion of a Roman Centurion
VII. Lydia— The Conversion of a Saleslady

FOR GOD WAS WITH THEM
By T. E. P. Woods, Cloth Bound
$1.25
Through the ages, God's great messages to man have
come through men—such men as Enoch, Abraham,
Simeon and Peter, men whose hearts were filled with
the Spirit of God and whose words gave the divine
message. Just because the mesages were God's, their
value was more than temporary. We, hearing them,

can hear God's word for

The ten chapters

us.

book explore the lives and
messages of many heroes of faith. Our present problems of spiritual growth and decay, of doubt and asof this

surance, are the same sort of problem which faced
these men and women. God's answer is still the same.
Dr. Woods, a great Bible teacher, has written a book
which Bible students will enjoy greatly.

us?

K. E. Richardson, Pastor.
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condemned men in need of pardon, as DEAO
need of LIFE! This is the implication in Dr.
Palmer's closing ultimatum, "We must choose God—

them

men

as

in

or go to hell!"

CATHOLICISM BECOMES AGGRESSIVE
That the

Editorials by

"CHOOSE GOD— OR GO TO HELL!"
and
"These are the alternatives facing America
of the
every individual in it. Such is the judgment
"Quicken
Dr. Peter Marshall in an address entitled

Kev.
article in
the Spirit Within You" which is the leading
It is inthe current edition of the Reader's Digest.
indictment of
deed refreshing to read such a clear-cut
and
the materialistic philosophy, moral degeneracy,
land. He
spiritual apostacy which are sweeping our

prophecy made by

many

admits
who have seen preaching on hell disappear from the
overwhelming majority of pulpits in the land who
the
warned that it would break loose increasingly in
the
churches and the world at large. He denounces
widespread tendency toward being "More clever than
pleniy
honest." He inveighs against an economy of
which leaves its addicts spiritual paupers. He chalGod
lenges this nation to show its true colors. If "In
we trust" is still the slogan of our country, let us prove
abandon it! Let us be
it! If it is no longer true, let us

done with pretense!

There is, however, an ambiguity involved in the title
which, we believe, robs the article of much of its force
and Scriptural support. If, by "Quicken the Spirit
Within You", Dr. Marshall means to challenge the

rank and

file

American

citizen to stir

up some latent

the
divinity within him, then he is simply repeating
impotent plea of a palsied so-called "liberalism." This
the kind of ministry which has emptied our churches
and made "the average church member" forsake "the
old disciplines" and failed to arouse the unprofessing

is

writer's
If, on the other hand, it is the
purpose to incite the unbeliever to choose Christ as his
own personal Saviour from sin, his appeal is misleadhe
ing. The unsaved has no spirit within him which
can make to live. According to the second chapter o;
Ephesians, every individual is by very nature "DEAD
in trespasses and sins!" Believers alone are spoken of
as "quickened" and in this they are not the actors but
the objects of the quickening power of the Holy Spirit
it
of God. This is the real point at issue today and
has always been the real point. God does not appeal
accelerated
to lost men as living men who need an
tempo of hfe, nor as weak men needing strength, nor
yet as erring men needing correction, but He addresses
v/orldling.

Roman

prominent

Catholicism are determined

role in religious affairs

evi-

is

dent from a number of recent developments. The

Rev. John M. Aeby

the fulfillment of a

forces of

to take the

ris-

ing tide of persecution of evangelical missionaries in
Latin America, the increasing prestige of the Vatican
in world diplomatic circles, the predominance of Roman Catholics in the diplomatic services and the deliberate play for Papal favor by the Washington administration are all indications of the truth of this
assertion.

Those who are aware of these tremendous strides of
advancement on the part of Romanism and who have
ambitions for Protestantism are becoming somewhat
Jittery.

This

is

to be seen in the space devoted to dis-

numerous Protestant periodinterdenominational as well as denominational.
Who would have thought at the turn of the century
that the question as to whether Catholicism can win
America, would become important enough to warrant
a series of articles on the subject in a magazine as
prominent as The Christian Century? And yet, such
a series is in progress at the present time. This is
not because of alarm over any idle boast of Roman
leaders but because these liberal leaders see in the
present gains and strategy of Romanism a definite
threat to the unquestioned supremacy which Protestantism has held since this country was founded.
cussions of the matter in
icals,

It would be impossible for us here to survey the whole
problem and it is not our purpose to do so. However, it
ought to be pointed out that the reasons for the existence of such a state of affairs are not too difficult to
ascertain. The Protestant movement originated under
the leadership of Martin Luther and the other reformers not as a counter system to the Roman organization
but as a vigorous campaign of preaching the great truth
of justification by faith. The genius of Protestantism
was then and always has been not one of organization
but message German rationalism of the later part of
the last century and its present day successor, modern
religious "liberalism," have done their worst in undermining the authority of the message of Protestantism
with the result that the average sermon of the priest
!

carries more Scripture and a greater note of authority
than the average sermon of the Protestant minister.
If you want to make your own test, listen to the next
religious forum which is broadcast in your vicinity.
The Jewish Rabbi will spend his time pleading for race
tolerance and brotherhood and will point out the evils
The Protestant representative will
intolerance.
emphasize spiritual co-operation and talk some more
0.^'

about brotherhood, but the

Roman

priest will proclaim
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as always the praises of the Roman Catholic Church
as the true church and dispenser of salvation. He takes

advantage of the situation to expound the distinctive
doctrines of his church.
Since Protestantism generally has lost the note of
authority in its message and is still floundering in its
efforts to find a substitute in organizational prestige

under the Federal Council of Churches, Romanism is
becoming increasingly aggressive and confident because she knows that she has nothing to fear from a
competitor who is staking her hopes in a strategy that
is new to it while she herself is a past master at it.
This is the observation of Carl Mclntire in his new
book, "The Twentieth Century Reformation," a boob,
by the way, which ought to be read by every reader of
these pages. He says "The Roman Catholics, realizing
the confusion, the impotence, and the ransacked house
that the modernists have left to the historic Protestants, have taken courage and are on the march, actually being aided and abetted by the modernists who
have rendered such a magnificent service to the haters
of Martin Luther."

What is the solution to this ever-growmg problem?
Although it is necessary to have an organization such
as the American Council of Christian Churches in
make the voice of Bible-believing Protestants
articulate in matters of national policy and radio testiorder to

mony, we beheve that the lesser of two great needs.
The greater need' is for a renewed vigor in presenting
the great Bible teachings which have historically characterized the true faith. As we suggest above, it was
its God-given message and that
alone that the Protestant movement was born in the
midst of a corrupt Romanism and as long as that
message was maintained and propagated there was no
question such as "Can Catholicism Win America?" It
has only been since unbelief has taken the place of
belief in the Protestant colleges, seminaries and pulpits that this cry of alarm has been voiced.

through the power of

The answer
march as well

to the threat of a

Romanism on

WE ARE NOT DISCOURAGED
We cannot read the immediate future, and it is well
that we cannot, but we are not disheartened in the
event the apostacy deepens. We have been warned
before that the worst hour of trial cannot come to
this earth until "there come a falling away first." For
the world it is "Christ— or Chaos!," but for those of
us who are Christ's there is His promise, "I also will
keep thee from the hour of trial, which shall come
upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the
earth!" There may be some suffering for us in the
approaching night but a glorious Day is soon to dawn.
We are children of the day!

THE PLIGHT OF THE "BOBBY-SOCKSERS"
For many months we have given little attention to
the fanfare and newspaper comment centering around
the leading "swoon crooner" and his apparent power
over teen-age girls. In fact, we heard the "Voice" referred to without knowing just who was meant. However, the other day we read a short article in the
Reader's Digest by Bruce Bliven in which he gives
the Fsychological explanation of the phenomenon. The
v.'hole affair is, to say the least, disgusting! Those
of
us who circulate for the most part among Christian
people and especially Christian youth can hardly
imagine a father who "tried to buy an early place in
line for $8, but had been refused" or a mother "in
line with her daughter long before the doors opened"
because her daughter had threatened to kill herself
if not permitted to come. These and many
other equally
ridiculous episodes are apparently re-enacted every
time Frankie Sinatra makes a public appearance.

But the purpose

of

mentioning this matter at

all is

consider the observation of Mr. Bliven that his
"strongest impression was not that Frankie means so
much to the bobby-socksers as that everything else
means so little." If ever an admission that the life of
the worldling is an em.pty life escaped the lips of anyto

the

wave of immorality and
materialism is to be found alone in an all-out campaign
of Gospel preaching and Christian witnessing on the
part of every true church and individual Christian!

one, this is it! And it comes from one who leaves no
evidence that he is prejudiced against the world
through association with Christ and Christian people.
He continues, "Our civilization has produced an im-

A HOPELESS TASK?

pressive multiplicity of material things, and yet, if I
read the bobby-socksers aright, we have left them with
a hunger still unfulfilled: a hunger for heroes, for ideal

as to the tidal

things that do not appear, or at least not in adequate
Quantities, in a civihzation that is so busy making and
selling gadgets as ours." Yes, Mr. Bliven, you are right!
Youth today, in the overwhelming majority, has been

But someone will say, "Such a suggestion is hopeBut is it? Is the situation more desperate today
than it was in the days when the infant church m.ade
such phenomenal growth in the days of the apostles
and the martyrs who followed them? Then every governor was a terror to the new faith which was regarded
as the enemy of government and society alike. Is our
case more hopeless than that of Luther and his followers when he nailed the famous "Ninety Five Theses" to
the door at Wittenberg? The case is not hopelessprovided we today do what they did in their day! The
Holy Spirit is still indwelling the true church and, if
it is in the plan of God to do so, He can still send a
less!"

with a real hunger that is still unsatisfied. And
the finer cultural things of life are apparently not the
answer. So far as we have observed, the young person
that has a taste for jazz and the trappings that go
along with it usually wouldn't give a matinee admission to a second rate movie for a half dozen symphony
left

concerts. Free libraries containing the finest of literature are practically deserted while millions of copies
of pulp magazines are purchased from the news stands.
If there is still a hunger, it is not because the world
of culture has not tried to satisfy it.

world-sweeping revival before Christ returns for His
own! But if He sends it, it will be after the pattern
suggested above.

(Continued on page 62)
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written page after page and volume upon
to record the events of church history, and
rightly so. But I wish to call your attention to the

Men have

volume

fact that the Lord Jesus Christ used but two chapters
in the Word of God to give a most remarkable and accurate picture of the entire church age. This I assert
because of my conviction that the prophetic interpre-

and three has been justified
by the development of the church down across the

tation of Revelation two

us not forget that these letters were
v/ritten to actual historical churches existing in John's
day.
And still further, you and I will miss valuable in-

However,

let

struction and blessing for our own lives if we do not
recognize that these letters have a message and an
r.pplication for us as Christians today.
"The things which are" according to Revelation 1:19
are related in Revelation two and three in the form
of seven letters. However, in this message we will limit
ourselves primarily to the first epistle, the one to the

church in Ephesus.

Our

first

is

consideration

The Description

is

and

found
Lord of the Ephesian
in verse one,

of the

Church. This Lord is the same one that addresses the
other six churches, but in each case He addresses Himthe church in a particularly suiting manner.
church that had left its first love for Him
To
He describes Himself by the expression of two ideas.
In the first Christ reminds the church at Ephesus that
he holds the seven stars (angels) in His right hand:
in the second that He walks in the midst of the seven
golden candlesticks (churches). Thus the picture before us of the Lord holding the seven angels, or messengers, in His right hand and walking in the midst
of the churches brings an important truth. This is
that the Lord was manifesting His devotion and love
to His Ephesian church and saints. What an antidote

self to

this

for the

was true because they were doctrinto the core. The fact that a man
carried a string of degrees did not excuse him for
not believing in the virgin birth, deity and blood-atonement of Christ. They tested those who claimed to be
sent from God. But alas, today in all too many
churches the people in the pews don't know enough
about the Word to detect Modernism and unbelief m
This, doubtless,

fundamental

ally

the pulpit.
last bit of commendation that the Lord has for
assembly is found in verse six. Here we discover
that this church was a Brethren church.
It is thought by many of the late commentators that
the Nicolaitanes were those who sought to establish
a hierarchy over the people. Thus this was an attempt to divide an equal brotherhood, for in Christ "all
we are brethren." The Ephesian Christians hated the
deeds of such, but rather believed in the rights of all
brethren, so perhaps this may be called a brethren
church.

The

centuries.

that

Cku^ck

Ephesian

fault!

For love responds to

love.

And

these Ephesian Christians could not help but be stirred
as they read and heard of their Lord's present love and
care for them.
Next in this letter comes The Lord's Commendation
of the Ephesian Church in verses two, three, and six.
As one looks down through these verses there are
several things to be noted. First is the general statement of knowledge. Christ wishes the Ephesian Christians to realize that this Lord, though ascended, knew

what they were doing.
Next, we find that this church laboured for its Lord.
This means that they travailed and expended much
energy in wearisome toil. But still further, they did so
with patience. What an excellent quality in a child of
God! Remaining under the load and bearing through

this

Having now covered the Lord's commendation of this
church we are inclined to draw the conclusion that this
was an ideal church. But, the Lord looks upon the
heart and the motive. Thus in verse four we read of
The Lord's Rebuke of the Ephesian Church.

From

the reading of the Authorized Version one

might get the impression that

was

this

relatively

un-

the translators have interpolated
"somewhat" into the text. But rather the meaning Ls
tiiat Christ had "this grave thing" against the Ephesian
Church because it had left its first love for him. Her
first zeal had vanished. And though she worked and
labored patiently her work was not motivated by faith
in Him; her labor was not the outgrowth of love for
Him; and her patience, the former outgrowth of the
blessed hope of the return of her Beloved, had now
become purely a duty.
im.portant.

For

The severity of this sin can be seen in that it opened
the door of an ideal church to all the terrible apostacy
and sin that is to be traced in the letters that follow.

Now having laid open the sin of this church the Lord
proceeds to give the remedy. This He does in issuing
His Command to the Ephesian Church in verse five.
This three-fold
of the place

command

calls first for

from whence they had

fallen.

remembrance
The implica-

is that they are, for the time, to forget their work,
their labour and their patience and to recall to
the former days. For those were days of sweet fellowship with their Lord, days when their hearts overflowed
with devotion to Him. Christ desires that they re-

tion

mma

member

this, for

His goodness will tend to lead

them

to repentance.

This brings us to the second imperative, for Christ
upon them to repent. In the midst of all their
orthodoxy, morality, and labour Christ calls upon them
tc change their minds about Him.
(Continued on page 62)

until the completion of the job.

calls

Another fine quality of this church is that it was
morally pure. They were not able to bear those who
were evil no, not even for a single moment.

—
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Our Opportunity
Gal. 6:10

By Charles Bergerson, Student, Grace Theological Seminary
everywhere, and to all
for opportunity
is a chance. But opportunity is not chance, for chance
involves risk and can only be one method of going
about "buying up an opportunity," as is so often expressed. But opportunity is a condition created by one's
abilities, desires and motives to which condition one
responds or fails to respond. Opportunity is dependent
upon what one is. The civil engineer could not respond
to civil engineering unless he is a civil engineer. One
who has given his life to music would not seek to be a
janitor. What a person is creates his opportunity. If
a person can sing, there's his opportunity; if a person
can write, there's his opportunity; if a person can
carry on business, there's his opportunity.
Likewise, with the Christian. Our text, Galatians
6:10, has to deal with our opportunity as Christians.
"As we have therefore OPPORTUNITY, let us do good
to all men, especially unto them who are of the household of faith."

Opportunity presents

itself

people. In the dictionaries, a

synonym

of our opportunity is necesour course in our opportunity lies in the fact
of our relation to the Holy Spirit. The ministry of the
Holy Spirit is the method whereby we attain that goal.
When we glue ourselves to the practical study of the
Word, the Holy Spirit will teach us. He will radiate

But a third consideration

sary:

Christ in us. This, of course, implies and necessitates
yieldedness to the Holy Spirit. Paul admonishes, in
Colossians 2:6, "And therefore ye receive Christ Jesus
the Lord, so walk ye in Him;" but again in Galatians
."
So we see that we are
5:16, "Walk by the SPIRIT
to walk in Christ by the Spirit. Paul also presents to
us a beautiful picture of the unity of Christ and the
believer in the Spirit. Christ is the head of the body,
we are the body; the head and body are inseparably
joined together to make life in Christ. Christ is seated
at the Father's right hand, we are potentially there,
though now temporarily tenting in this world. Now
get the picture: here is one complete body with its
Head above the clouds, and the Spirit of Christ operates
the feet, the hands, the heart, the movements, and fulfills the purpose of the body of Christ in the world. We
have no eyes but Christ's to see the glories that are
ours; we have no nose but Christ's to smell the fragrance of His will; we have no ears but Christ's to hear
glorious things out of His Word; we have no mind but
Christ's wherewith to properly think and know our
walk through this world. And our new nature in
Christ makes it possible for the Holy Spirit to thereby
operate our hands, feet, heart and movements. Oh!
what a glorious privilege and opportunity is ours because of the grace of God in giving us His Son to die
in our place, that this union might be possible!
Brethren, this opportunity which we have is lifelong. It never knocks twice. It was created when we
first were converted; it is conditioned by reecmg
the pastures of the Word; its course is laid out lor us
as we yield our bodies to be temples of the Holy Spirit.
It is a life-long opportunity. It can not be taken and
laid down as we suit but it is there because Christ is
there, because the Holy Spirit is there in our hearts.
It is eternal, because Christ is eternal and our salva-

—

—

Now, the Christian's opportunity is dependent upon
the fact that we are "born again, not with corruptible
seed, such as silver and gold, but with the precious
blood of Christ," and is therefore not dependent nor
determined by worldly pursuits. Our opportunity is
presented to us by God Himself, who has caused us to
be "partakers of the divine nature," and we respond,
brethren, to that opportunity of "sowing to the Spirit"
(Gal. 6:8) "If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature." Therefore, we see, firstly, that the cause of our
opportunity lies in the fact of our relation to Chrisi.

—

—

Secondly, our condition in our opportunity lies in the
Word of God. Christ prayed,

fact of our relation to the

"Sanctify

them through Thy Word; Thy Word is
remarked "that He (Christ) might

truth."

Paul

sanctify

and cleanse

it

(the church) with the

m

washing

water by the Word." Brethren, not one thing shoula
ever take place in our lives but what it is in accordance with the Word of God. Our every action should
be guided by the great Guide Book of God's people.
The things we say, the things we do, the things we
think all these are to be in accordance with the Word.
The Word, moreover, is not only a guide book, but it
is also a goal book. A map wherewith to ascertain a
way of getting somewhere can only be a map or guide;
it is' not the goal. But the Word is both the guide and
the goal. "That I may know Christ ," was Paul's objective experience, and that goal was to be reached
only by knowing Christ. So the Word becomes the goal
of

—

tion

is

eternal.

"The grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righteously and godly, in this present world, looking for that
blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of our great
God and Saviour Jesus Christ; who gave Himself for
us, that He might redeem us from all iniquity, and
purify unto Himself a peculiar people, zealous of good
works'." "As we HAVE therefore opportunity, let us do
good unto all men, especially unto them who are of
the household of faith."

—

toward whose more perfect knowledge we strive; and
the guide, by whose precepts we anticipate that goal.
And we will reach that goal "by and by when Jesus
comes," "for then we shall know even as we are (now)
known."
53
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THE STEWARDSHIP OF LIFE
National Fellowship Message, 1944 by Kenneth B. Ashman, Class of

The Apostle Paul ministered too briefly at Crete to
care for all the details in the establishment of a permanent church upon that Island. Therefore, he appointed the young man Titus to care for these details,
writing the letter to Titus to supplement the verbal
instructions already given to the youthful leader. It
has been suggested that Titus became Bishop of Crete.
We doubt whether such was the case and feel that it
would be a lowering of the honor due the young evangelist to say that he became a mere "over-seer" of the
Church when in reality he was an aggressive young
missionary of the Cross.
Crete was a hard field. The people were guilty of a
return toward Judaism and also a "practical ungodliness" among the new coi:iverts there. It is Paul's
treatment of this latter fault that leads us to chose
this Epistle as a basis for a message on "The Stewardship of Life." Let us turn to the Epistle of Titus for
further study. (Please read passages referred to).

the

(2)
Sanctification which is God
us by the Spirit to take away the power oi
sin; and (3) Service which is God working through us
with Christ and the Spirit to win unto Himself, all
n.en. For the purposes of this writing. Stewardship
and Service shall be considered as one and the same.
Now, the Cretes, by refusing to Serve the Lord, denied
tlieir Salvation and their Sanctification. Note:

that the usual designation of the
contents of this Epistle are too limited. It has been
properly stated that this is Paul's instruction to Titus
with regard to order in the Church. But in these instructions, Paul gives us a treatise upon the subject of the "good works" of a Christian. Six times in
the Epistle, once in the first, twice in the second, three
tmies in the third chapter, he mentions the phrase
"good works" and brings instruction to bear upon the
subject. Paul maintained, and we believe him, that
should all be engaged in proper good works, there
would be neither a problem of order nor a problem of
ungodliness in the Church at Crete, or in any other
church, then or now.
Let me hasten to say that Paul does not make "good
works" the basis for salvation. He is writing to people
who claimed to be saved. Titus 3:4-7 should set our
minds at ease on this point. Our author is maintaining, however, that a proper evidence of that salvation
is the performance of works of righteousness by the
one who claims to be possessor. I fear that we who
know we are saved by grace, sometimes are unaware
of the truth that we prove it by our works of righteousness. In the midst of a generation which is trying to
lift itself by its own boot-straps, we who knew the
Truth, are in danger of preaching the Gospel of Salvation by Grace to the exclusion of the preaching of the
necessity of practical godliness upon the part of the
one who is thus saved. Professing to know Christ as
Saviour in our hearts but failing to enthrone Him in
righteousness in our lives is dangerously close to
"Cretanizing," which is to tell a half-truth or a lie.

(JODS DIVINE ORDER—
God has a divine order for His children: (1) Salvation
which is God working in us through Christ to blot out
54

of sin.

guilt

working

m

REPROBATE OF GOOD WORKS— Titus

I.

Here

1:16.

the lack of Stewardship. The Cretes proknow him with their lips but denied that they
knew Him with their lives. They were like the people
is

fessed to

spoken of by Ezekiel (33:31, 32), "they hear thy words
but they will not do them." They were "Cretanizing"
with their lives. Beware Brethren, lest we be guilty of
the same offense. "Be ye doers of the Word and not
hearers only."
II.

PATTERN OF GOOD WORKS—Titus

Here

CONTENT—
We are convinced

'38.

is

tlie

example

2:7.

of Stewardship.

Verses 2 to 6
in this second chapter are instructions to four different groups of people. Paul's special instructions to
Titus are to be found by combining verse one with
verses seven and eight. Read them. Three things Titus
is told to show himself a pattern in, namely; (1) Sound
Doctrine, "showing uncorruptness, gravity, sincerity,"
(2) Sound Speech, "that cannot be condemned." and
(3) Sound Life, "that he
of
contrary part ....
having no evil thing to say of you." We have long
since learned that while we might drive out one sin by
vmdictive preaching, we may draw out many sins by
doctrinal preaching. This is expressly what Paul is in.

.

.

.

structing Titus to do.
The early Church gives us a perfect example of "a
pattern of good works." Jesus said, "I am the Way,
the Truth, and the Life." This claim of the Lord was
the message of the early Christians who were scattered abroad. They preached the
Acts 8:4—
here is the Truth which is Christ. They preached the

WORD—

GOSPEL—Acts 8:25— here is the Way which is Christ.
They preached the RESURRECTION—Acts 3:15—here
is the Life which is Christ. In other words, their "sound
doctrine" was Christ Jesus.
Acts 18:11 tells us that Paul was with them "teaching the Word." Their very speech was Christ and was
thus "sound speech." Throughout the history of the
Acts we read of the "sound life" of those early saints.
They were so much alive for the Lord that men of every
walk of life were drawn unto Him. Their converts included the Eunuch, the Proconsulor, the Centurion,
the Seller of Purple, the Jailor, and the Ruler (Crispus)
The early church showed themselves a "pattern of
good works." They were busy proclaiming the Saviour,
and "the Lord added such as should be saved." We are
busy purifying Sodom, and 80,000 churches last year
reported not one single convert. They were busy sav-
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ing souls, and multitudes thronged to hear them; we
are busy salvaging society, and the multitudes turn

They were busy preaching a
saving Gospel, and men were asking "what must I do
to be saved"; we are busy preaching a social Gospel,
and men are saying, "why waste my time here?" They
v/ere busy proving the power of God, and they withstood even the Caesars; we are busy proving the power
of man, and we fall before the weakest of mankind.
Brethren, let us "show ourselves a pattern of good
works'," in sound doctrine, sound speech, and sound
their backs in disgust.

living.
III.

ZEALOUS OF GOOD

WORKS—Titus

2:14.

Here is the basis of Stewardship. In verse 9 of chapter 2, Paul introduces the subject of the obedience of
servants to their masters. In order to adorn their
servitude with godliness, they were to show themselves
obedient and pleasing. From this springboard, Paul
extends his point to our servitude to Christ, "whose
we are," having been "bought with a price." In verse
12 he tells us to live "soberly, righteously, and godly in
Verses 11, 13, and 14 give us the
reason why we should so live. Here they are: (1) Because His grace hath saved us from the guilt of sin,
Titus 2:11, and (2) Because His coming will save us
from the presence of sin, Titus 2:13, 14. As a good
earthly servant adorns his obedience and fidelity with
godliness, even so are we, the purchased possessions
cf the Lord Jesus, to be "zealous of good works."
this present world."

a fine illustration at this point. Two
kinds of people stood at the foot of Golgotha on the
memorable day when Christ "lay down His life for His
sheep." There were "the people" who gazed upon the
crucified Lord, declared in their hearts that justice
had been accomplished upon a traitor and a blasphemer, "smote their breasts, and return" into the
city. These were they who only looked at the Lord.
Then there were "His acquaintances and the women
who followed Him" who gazed upon the crucified Lord
and believed in their hearts that the Son of God was
shedding His precious blood for the remission of a
world of sin, and these "stood afar off beholding these
things." There is no record of their having returned
to the city, their old walk of life again. They, with the
Psalmist, could say, "yea though I walk through the
shadow .... I will fear no evil." Yes, because He died
for' us, death becomes only a mere shadow, a valley

Luke 23:46-49

is

road into glory. Christ bore the realities of death on
yonder rugged tree.
When I was a younger lad I obeyed my Father for
two reasons, first because I loved him, and second because I feared him. These same two reasons motivate
me to be "zealous of good works" by my heavenly
Father today. First, because I love Him for washing
away my sins, second, because I fear the day of accounting when He shall appear again, I must not "empty
handed be when I cross the crystal sea."
IV.

READY TO GOOD WORKS—Titus 3:1.

Here is the earnestness of Stewardship. Verse one
of chapter three introduces the subject of principalities and powers, unto whom we are to be in subjection.
He adds that we should speak evil of no man, realizing

that we too were once as they in our sins, but the kindness and the love of God, accepted by us, has made a
difference now in our lives. Our past unrighteousness
is the great reason why we should now be "ready to
every good work."
Look to Isaiah 6:1-8. Isaiah saw a vision of the perfect holiness of God seated upon His throne. This vision made him realize his utter worthlessness and uncleanness. He cried unto the Lord in repentance and
the Lord touched his lips with the cleansing fire. Immediately the Lord called him to good works, saying,
"Whom shall I send, who will go for us?" Isaiah just as
immediately answered, "Here am I, Lord, send me."
Note the progression here (1) Isaiah saw a vision of
God and became mindful of his own sin. (2) Isaiah

—

called in repentance unto God and became purified of
his own sin. (3) Isaiah listened to the voice of God
and became "ready to every good work." Christian, are

you wondering why God doesn't call you into some
blessed service for Him are you in position to be
called? Is your life free from sin, have you repented
of all self andworldliness? If we "get ready" by believing unto salvation, and "get set" by yielding unto

—

sanctification, we'll

"GO!"

MAINTAIN GOOD

V.

Here

WORKS—Titus

3:8.

the consistency of Stewardship. Paul was
anxious that Titus constantly affirm before the people
that they "maintain good works." Note the contrast
here with Titus 1:16 there they were "reprobate of
good works," having only a lip profession and not a
heart profession, here they are to maintain good
works," to prove to the neighboring Cretes the reality
of their salvation. The reason Paul wants them to
"maintain good works," is because this would be profitable unto other men. "Others will not often read the
Bible bound in leather but they are constantly reading
the Bible (you) bound in skin." This old world needs
a vision of righteousness. Every pastor will agree that
one of the great hurdles of soul winning is the inconsistency of members of the Church. Spasmodic goodness is the curse of modern Christendom, the greatest
barrier to the forward push of the militant church.
Brethren, the wandering sinner wants to see in us a
true, unwavering, faultless pathway to Christ Jesus.
Let us reveal that pathway before him by "maintaining good works."
is

—

VI.

MAINTAIN GOOD

Here

WORKS—Titus

3:14.

the test of Stewardship. To understand the
exhortation of verse 14, we must read verse 13.
Zenas and Apollos were evidently traveling evangelists,
going about preaching the Word to all men everywhere.
Paul was especially anxious that they be brought "diligently on their journey," and that "nothing be wanting
unto them." Therefore, he writes, "let ours also learn
to maintain good works for necessary uses." What does
he mean by "necessary uses?" Paul expressed a desire
to depart and be with the Lord in Phil. 1 :23, and follows
in the 24th verse, "Nevertheless to abide in the flesh is
more needful for you." While Paul would far rather
have journeyed to his reward with the Lord, he felt
that the heathen darkness of the day demanded his
prolonged staying there were necessary good works
is

—
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We

can think of no other reason why we
upon this old wicked earth. There
are needful works of goodness here to be done, thus
the Christian heart has a desire to stay and see them
to be done.

might desire

During the quarter from July 1 to October 1, the
and busiest season of the year, they had an
average of 73 in Bible School, 76 in morning service,
43 in evening service, and 29 in Bible Study and Prayer
Meeting. There were 11 first-time decisions for Christ,
8 baptisms, and 5 new members added to the church.
They now have a total of 82 official members. Cer-

to stay

hottest

accomplished.
It was a vision of the needful fields that sent the
Gribbles and all the missionaries, into darkened
Africa with "Undaunted Hope." It was the needful
fields of South America that gave our missionaries
there the extraordinary faith to continue in spite of
the seemingly unsurmountable odds against the true
Church of the Christ. It is the needful field of the
world that should give us a vision of thousands fewer
with bayonets and thousand more with Bibles, going
forth unto victory in the name of the Church of Jesus
Christ. Brethren, the needs exist at home and abroad,
therefore, we must "maintain good works for necessary
uses" this will be the test of our Stewardship.

tainly this

is

a fine report.

—

SUMMARY.
Two Greek words

are used throughout this text betranslated "good work." One is "Kalon" and means
"beautiful," with a secondary meaning of beneficial."
The other is "agathon" and means "profitable." In
1:16, "reprobate of good works," the word "profitable"
is used, meaning the professors only are worthless unto
the Lord. In 3:7, "pattern of good works," the word
"beautiful" is used, meaning that we as saints of the
Lord should maintain a beautiful pattern of life before men. In 2:14 "Zealous of good works," the word
"beautiful" is again used, this time meaning that our
appreciation for the saving work of Christ should
cause us to keep our lives beautifully pure in His sight.
In 3:1, "Ready to every good work," the word "profitable" is used, meaning that we should be profitable unto
God in that we will constantly be winning new souls
unto Him. In 3:8, "Maintain good works," the word
"beneficial" is used, meaning that by our consistency
in Stewardship, we shall become beneficial examples
unto those still in sin. In 3:14, "Maintain good works
for necessary uses," the word "beneficial" is again used,
meaning that by pushing forward the great missionary program of the Church, will make us of benefit
unto the Lord in the glorious task of completing His
Bride, bringing Him personally to us again. We as
Christians, therefore, are exhorted to be PROFITABLE
to man and God, BEAUTIFUL before man and God,

mg

Modesto, California

first

Dally

Vacation Bible

School

During August they had the privilege of conducting
the

first

Daily Vacation Bible School to be held in the

Modesto church. There were 92 enrolled and an average attendance of

49.

Three-fourths of the children

which attended were not members of the Sunday
School. Twenty made confessions for Christ during the
two-week period.

and BENEFICIAL unto man and God.
"Without a vision the people perish." A vision of the
early Church will give us a Pattern of good works."
A vision of Calvary will make us "zealous of good
works." A vision of the holiness of God upon His
throne will make us "ready to every good work." A vision of our past sins and our present inputed righteousness will help us to "maintain good works." A vision
of the needy fields will make us ready to "maintain
good works for necessary uses."

PETER BURY HAVING RESULTS AT
MODESTO
Peter Bury, class of 1944, was called in June to the

Brethren Church in Modesto, California. Already the
Lord has given evidence that He is blessing his ministry.
Rev. and Mrs.
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Peter Bury and

daughter

JANUARY

27,

1945

"AGAIN
Arnold B. Kriegbaum (Class of

Many verses of Scripture because they are classified
as controversial in nature are "by-passed" by the average commentator. Hebrews 1:6 is one such verse. The
is to present a critical examination

intent of this article
of this verse.

The King James Version reads: "And again, when he
bringeth in the firstbegotten into the world, he saith,
And let the angels of God worship him."
The American Standard Revised Version reads "And
when he again bringeth in the firstborn into the world
he saith. And let the angels of God worship him."
The problem confronting us is the meaning of the
word "again". Does the word "again" refer to the Incaration, Resurrection or Revelation of the Lord Jesus
Christ?
:

The Use

of

Words

Careful examination of the words of this text will
assist to clarify any apparent question which seems to
exist. In our study let us give proper analysis to the
problematical words as found in this verse, namely;

Hebrews

1:6.

"Again" COULD IT REFER TO THE INCARNATION? There are some who, in their case of argument
contend that the word "again" merely designates the
addition of another thought. They would cite such
pf.ssages as 1:5, 1:6, 2:13, and 4:17 from the book of
Hebrews. The line of argument is based upon the
premise that Christ was brought to the manger, but
at the time of the revelation He will come in power.
With this line of thought we will deal later.
COULD rr REFER TO THE RESURRECTION? There
are others who turn to Acts 13:33 to prove that Hebrews 1:6 has reference to the resurrection of Jesus
Christ. However, a careful study of the former passage
will reveal that the word "again" is interpolated, i.e.,
it does not appear in the majority of the accepted original manuscripts. Thus, we must of necessity conclude that the verse refers to the virgin birth of our
blessed Lord rather than to his resurrection.
COULD IT REFER TO THE REVELATION OF JESUS
(1)

CHRIST AT THE SECOND COMING? Having

cited

Acts 13:33, we draw your attention to verse 34, where
Dr. Luke, the author of the book, quotes Psalm 2:7. It
is interesting to note that the passage from the Psalms
is also quoted in our context, Hebrews 1:5. Charles H.
Spurgeon in his classic "The Treasury of David" forbears' to discuss the verse under study, but dealing
with the second Psalm, he throws considerable light
upon our subject matter. He very ably assigns the title
"The Psalm of Messiah the Prince" to Psalm 2. Then

he continues, as he discusses Psalm 2:7-9 by saying:
"God has laughed at the counsel and ravings of the
wicked, and now Christ the Anointed comes forward,
as the Risen Redeemer, 'declared to be the Son of God
with power, according to the spirit of holiness, by t*ie
resurrection from the dead.' Romans 1:4." It would
appear that Spurgeon would apply this Psalm to a

'40)

if

Waterloo, Iowa

period after the resurrection which would demand,
and properly so, we feel, that the incident in our problem would have reference to the "Revelation." In a
general description of the Psalm Spurgeon writes: "For
it sets forth, as in wondrous vision, the tumult of the
people against the Lord's anointed, the determinate
purpose of God to exalt his own Son, and the ultimate
reign of that Son over all his enemies .... Lowth has
the following remarks upon this Psalm: 'The establishment of David upon his throne, notwithstanding
the opposition made to it by his enemies, is the subject
of this Psalm!'" In other words, we might say, the
words of this Psalm are to be applied to the happenings surrounding the revelation of Jesus Christ as
"Messiah the Prince." This being true, it would infer
that the "again" has reference to the glorious moment
when Jesus Christ, the virgin born, crucified and risen

Son of God shall come in mighty power and wonder,
together with His saints, to establish His earthly kingdom of righteousness.
(2) "Bringeth in" The Greek word (ice-ag-a-ge) we
find to be a word of legal status which implies heirship. The whole thought seems to involve the idea of
mheritance. Dare we forget that the inheritance of
our Lord is still future when at the revelation of Himself, he takes possession of that which is already legally
His. The Greek form of this word is in the acrist-subjunctive tense which tense does not denote past time,
but is' present or future with reference to the principle
verb. This could imply that the right to the inheritance
was settled in the eternity past in the divine counsels
of God; but the realization of this inheritance by our
blessed Lord

is still

future.

A careful study of the use of this
v/ord by the Hebrew people reveals that it carried a
great significance. The first born in every family became the pirncipal heir and had peculiar privileges
unknown to others of the posterity. Jesus Christ, as the
(3)

"firstbegotten"

"only begotten Son" of God sustains and ranks in the
universe as the "heir" of all things. Hebrews 1:2
(A. S. R. V.)
"Hath at the end of these days spoken
unto us in his Son, whom he appointed heir of all
." We
things, through whom he made the worlds;
:

.

also cite

Romans

"And

.

children, then heirs;
joint heirs with Christ; if so be that
8:17,

if

heirs of God, and
we suffer with hm, that we may also be glorified together." As the "firstbegotten" he has not received his
inheritance. It seems that the best commentator on this

thought

is the Apostle Paul in his letter to the Ephesians (1:11-14): "In whom also we have obtained an
inheritance, being predestinated according to the
purpose of him who worketh all things after the counsel of his own will: That we should be to the praise of
his glory, who first trusted in Christ. In whom ye also
trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth, the
gospel of your salvation: in whom also after that ye

(Continued on page 62)
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Report of Gifts to Grace Theological Seminary
AUGUST, 1944
Name
Sam Hcrney,

Receipt

Church
Whittier.

6594
6505
6596

California

Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Myers, VVashingtan, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Sailwell, Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Williams, Thiladelphia, Pa.

6597
6598
6599
6600
6601
6602
Mis? Haztl Shively, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second) .... 6603
6604
Men's Bible Class, Uniontown, Pa
6605
Kentucky
Landrum,
Clayhole.
Mrs. Mize
6606
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Homey. Whittier, Calif
6607
Dr. and Mrs. Edgar R. Mathers. Lincoln, Nebr
6608
West Homer Brsthren Chnrch, Homerville, Ohio
6609
Paul McCuUough, Homerville, Ohio
6610
James D. Dixon. Wichita. Kansis
Calif.
Angeles,
Mark
D.
Early,
Los
and
Jlrs.
Rev.
6611
(Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clum, Cleveland Heights, Ohio ..6612
6613
Edward D. Miller, Win-^na Lake, Indiana
(First)
6614
A. V. Kimmell, Philadelphia, Pa.
6615
Mrs. Ve'ina Kent, Nappanee, Indiana
6616
Mrs. Elmer S;ull, North Liberty, Indiana
6617
Man- Stull, North Liberty, Indiana
0618
Offering
Conference
M'sc.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sansom, Long Beach. Calif. (First) 6619
6020
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Goodman, Sr.. Modesto, Calif
6621
Lulu Adler, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
6622
George Baker, Los Angeles. CaUt. (Second)
....6623
(Second)
Calif.
Los
Angeles,
Mr and Mrs Balzer,
6624
Ed Beard. L^s Angeles, Calif. (Second)
6625
Florence Bowhall. Los Angeles. Ca'.it. (Second)
(First)

Ruth McClain Ashman, Los Angeles.

Calif.

(.Second)

Helm. Peru, Indiana
Young People's Camp of Iowa "Camp lowana"
Buby Gresg, North Riyerdale, Dayton, Ohio
Moience W. Sandy, Palmyra, Pa
Mrs.

Lillian

and Mrs. C. Brown, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
,Iesse Briwn, Los Anjeles. Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. G. Caldwell. Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mildred Chesnev, Los Angeles, Calif, (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. V. Conk'e, Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
(Second)
Ida Conner. Los Angeles. CaUf.
Minnie Conner. Los Angeles, CaHt. (,Sccond)
Mr. and Mrs. William Fillion, Los Angeles, Calif.
(Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Max .Tones, Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones, Los Angeles, CaUf.
5(r.

.

F.

Barmore,

Whittier,

CaUf

Ruth Beeson. Whittier, CaUf
Mrs. E. W. Bushnell, Whittier, CaUf

Mr and

Coffman. Whittier, CaBf
Mr and Mrs George Comstock, Whittier, (3alif
Mr and Mrs. H. M. Crawford, Whittier. CaUf
Mrs.

E,

L.

Elizabeth

Gulp,

Whittier,

CaUf

Orlyu Gulp, Whittier, Calif
Willia Davidson, Whittier. Oaldf

8.30
5.00
8 00
50.no

00

5.00
6.00
100,00
9.87
6.00
30.00

10.00
25.00
8.50
6.00
5.00

10 00
5.00
115.37
10.00
10.00
2 00
10.00
300.00
2.00
5.00

6627
6628
6629
6630
6631
6632

10.00
10.00

W

5.00
5

00
.70

5.00

6633
6034

—

Mrs.

10.110

20.00

6807
8868
6689
0670
6671
6672
6673
6674
6675

Receipt No.

0676
6677
8878
6679
6680
8681
6682
6683
.8684
6685
6886
0687
6688
R. F. Kelly, Whittier, CaUf
6889
H O. KeS3ler, Whittier. Calif
6800
L-.yal Women's Class, Whittier. Calif
6691
Mr. and Mrs. DonaM MiUer. Whittier, Calif
8692
G. Earl MiUer. Whittier, CaUf
6693
Mr. and Mri. L. E. Mi'ler. Whittier. CaUt
6694
Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul Miller. Whittier. CaUf
6095
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Morr's, Whittier, CaUf
6606
Mrs. C. M. O'Brvon. Whittier. Calif
6697
Mrs. EUzabeth Ogden. Whittier. Calif
6808
Mr. and Mrs. G'en Petersm Whittier. CaBf
0699
Amy F. Richarlson. Whittier, CaUf
6700
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Rieherison. Whittier. Calif. ..0701
B^b Robinsm Wh'ttier. Calif
0702
Mr. and Mr',. Rov Rob'nson, Whittier, CaBf
8703
E. Root. Wh-ttier, Calif
J.
0704
Mr. and Mrs. E H. R^i^h, Whittier. Calif
8705
Mrs. Don Starkey. Wh'ttier. Calif
6706
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. 8 erllng. Whitt'er. CaUf
6707
Mr. and Mrs. H^rrv E. S roud, Whitt'er, CaUf
6708
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Thompson Wliittier, CaUf
6709
Mrs. George Fiery, Whittier. CaBf
8710
R. (A. Friend). Whittier, Calif
6711
A. D. Wame Whittier. CaUf
6712
Ernest W. Wood. Whittier. Ca'if
6713
C. V. Z->ok. Whitt-er. Ca'if
8714
Lcren Zook. Whittier, CaUf
6715
P'rst Brethren Church. Whittier CaBf
8716
Esther Kemoton. New Troy. Michigan
6717
B'aine Snyder. Lake (Messa. Michigan
8718
Mrs. Blaine Snvder. Lake '^de«s.i, Michigan
6719
Mrs. Phoebe Mote. Lake Odessa, Michigan
6720
Rev and Mrs. J. Frank Meyers Wateroo, Iowa ....8721
Miss Irean Deemv. Dallas Center Iowa
8722
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Morigen. Dallas Center, Iowa
.6723
Mr, and Mrs. J. S. Cook. Dallas Center, Iowa
8724
Mr. and Mrs. E B. Schroek. Waterloo. Iowa
8725
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Howard, Washington, D. C
6726
K. Sampson. Washington. D. C
...6727
Women's Mssionary Council. Washington, D. C
6728
M.argaret E. Sampson, Wasliington. D. C
6729
Frank Campbell, Red HiU. Virginia
6730
Bhoda M. Fletcher. Winchester. Virginia
6731
Mrs. H^rrv S. Fox. Jr., Winchester, Virginia
6732
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur S. Bostetter. Hagerstown, Maryland 6733
Nettle Brumbaugh. Port's, Kansas
6734
Mr. and Mrs. John Weed. Sunnyside. Washington ....6735
Earl Murray. Sunnyside. Washington
6736
Ge-rge M'Uer. Sunnyside. Wa.=hington
6737
Grice A'Ishouse. Sunnvside. Washington
6738
6739
Nettie H'rr's. Simnyside. Wash-nrton
Mr. and Mr-, E. W. Reed. Sunnvsiie. Washington ....6740
Washington
Mrs. Grace Turner, Sunnvside.
6741
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Tttmer. Sunnys'de. Wasliington ..6742
Mr. and Mrs. Fay Reed. Sunnvside. Washington
8743
Robert Lee. Sunnyside. Washington
6744
Fred O'Neal. Sunnyside, Washmglon
8745
6746
Mns. D^ra Kennedy. Sunnvgde Washington
6747
C. H. Padgham. Sunnys'de, Wash'ngton
6748
JuUan Ratajczak. Stinnys'de. Washington
8749
Fred Bykerk, Sunnyside. Wash-ngton
Clyde Sm-th, Sunnyside. Washington
6750
Mr. and Mrs. Art Nickel. Sunnvside, Washington ....6751
6752
Fust Brethren Church, .Sunny-ide. Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Flickinger, Lanark, IlBnois ....0753
6754
Mrs. Don Ashman. Nashville. Tennessee
,.6755
A. L. Howard, Los Angeles, California (Second)
6756
Kathrvn Lynch. Portsmouth, Kentucky
Rev. William A. Steffler, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third) ..6757
Mrs. William A. Steffer, PhiJade'phia. Pa. (Tlr'rl) ..6758
Mr, and Mrs. Char'es Sm'th, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third) 0769
Ella KimmeU, Philadelphia. Pa.
(First)
6760
6761
R J. MeDoweU, Philadelphia, Pa. (Frst)
6762
Men's Bible Class, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
8763
Lois Eleanor Seitz, Philode'phia. Pa. (First)

5.00
75.00

6

Church

Mr. and .Mrs. I. T. Day, Whittier, CaUf.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fralick, Whittier, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Glenn. Whittier, CaUf
George C. Haag. Whittier. Catif
Mr. and Mrs. John Gnagy, Whittier, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Hammer, Whittier, CaUf
Donald Hay, Whittier, CaUf
Deris Hay, Whittier, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hay, Whittier, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. John Hubbling. Whittier, Calif
In His Name, Whittier, Calif
Clyde Irwin, Whttier. CaUf
Mr. and Mis. F. D. Kelly. Whittier. CaUf

5.00

.6626

6635
(Second)
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hay, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second) 6636
6637
Ruth Headley, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
6638
Gladys Herzig, Los Angeles, Calnf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. A. L, Howard, Los Angeles, Calif.
6639
(Second)
6640
Bernice Maddux, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Martin, Los Angeles, Calif,
6641
(Second)
Mr. and Mrs. WUUam McMinn. Los Angeles, CaUf,
6642
(Second)
Calif.
Angeles,
Los
McDcwell,
E.
Mrs.
C.
Mr. and
6043
(Second)
Mr. and Mrs. William McNeil, Los Angeles. Calif,
6644
(Second)
6645
Ida Morrison. Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
LilUan O'SuHivan. Los Ange'es, Ca'if. (Second) ....6646
Mrs. Charles Purdy. Los Angeles, Calif. (Second) ....6647
6648
(Second)
.\ngeles,
Calif.
Ellen Ratekin, Los
Rev. and Mrs. George Richardson. Los Angeles, CaUf.
6649
(Second)
(Second)
6650
.lulia Rowland. Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Runyon, Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second) 6651
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Runyon. Los Angeles Calif. (Second) 6652
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Shively. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second) 6653
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Snyder, Los Angeles, CaUf,
6654
(Second)
6655
Hairy Solomon, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sovems, Los Angeles, Cahf.
6656
(Second)
6657
Grace Stee'e, Loa Angeles, CaUf, (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. John Tilney. L^s Angeles, CaUf, (Second) 6858
Mr. and Mrs. WilUam Treder, Los Angeles, OaUf,
6659
(Second)
Mr and Mrs, P, B. Whinery, Los Angeles, CaUf.
6660
(Second)
6661
Barbara Yerian, Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
....0602
Christian Endeavor. Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
6663
Second Brethren Church, Los Angeles, OaUf
Ashman.
D.
In Memory of Flora
The Ashman Family
6664
Los Angeles, CaBf. (Second)
6605
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hamilton. Whittier. CaUf
6666
Ruth E. Reddick. Winona Lake. Indiana

Mayme

Name

No

.

3.00

15.00

2.50
10.00
11.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
40.00
2.00

2.00
1.00
4.00

11.38

25.00
10.00
10.00
50.00

Mr.

6.00

and

Mrs.

Victor

E.

Marquart,

Philadelphia.

.

.

Croker, Philadelphia, Pa.
(First)
Ellen C. Grsaves Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
...
Ross L. Hunt, Pike. Mundy's Corner. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Rager, Pike, Mundy's Comer, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Walter. HopeweU, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Rempel, Uniontown, Pa
Rev, Clair Gartland. Leamersville. Pa

5.00

Mrs.

20.00
1,1.110

50.00
25.00
8.00
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10.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
40.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
11,00
5.00
10.00
5.00

5.00
25.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
181.02
1.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10 00
15.00
10.00

2000
10.00
10.00
lO.OO
1.00
3.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00

1500
15.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00

20.50
50.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

10.00
lO.UO
10.00
5.00

Pa.

(First)

Ruth

20.00

Amount

6784
6765
6786
6767
6768
6789
6770
6771

25.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10,00
10,00
10.00

-

JANUARY

27, 1945

Name

Church

Receipt No.

Mrs. Mary Bifano, Johnstown, Pa
Rev. aBd Mrs. A. L. Lynn, Johnstown, Pa
Mrs. L. H. Mitchell. Johnstown, Pa
Mrs. Eveb'n McClain, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. H. Leslie Moore, John.5town.

6772

Pa

Mr, and Mrs. N. H. Miller, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Byron E. Noon, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sowers, Johnstown, Pa
Mrs. Don Gindlesbereer, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sigg, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. Alonzo Ream, Johnstown. Pa
O. M. Smith, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Uphouse, Joluistown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Mas Probst, Johnstown. Pa
Mr. Harry D. Ringler, Joluistown, Pa
Mr and Mrs. Emanuel Blough, Johnstown, Pa
Bro. of Alex. Mack (Seniors), Johnstown. Pa
Bro. of Ales. Mack (Juniors), Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Blair Dick, Johnstown, Pa
Miss Fannie Klink, Meyersdale, Pa
Diberty

De

Valentino,

Meyersdiile,

10.00
24.00

6774
6775
6776
6777
6778
6779
6780
6781
6782
6783
67S4
6785
6786
6787
6788
6789
6790

5.25
10.00
13.00
20.00
25.00
2.00
20.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
2.00
20 00
5.00
5.00

....6791

0792

Pa

6793
Mabel Lindeman, Summit Mills, Pa
6794
Ethel V. Firl, Summit, Mills, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Zimmerman. Wasiiesboro, Pa. ..6795
6796
Miss BTorencc B. Small. Waynesboro. Pa
6797
No Name, Waynesboro. Pa
6798
B. L. Stains, Waynesboro, Pa
6799
Pa
Waynesboro,
Mrs. B. L. Stains,
Mr. and Mrs. Eniest H. Beaxinger, Waynesboro, Pa. ..6800
6801
Mr. and Mis. Glenn O'Neal, AslUand, Ohio
6802
Miss Naomi Bechtel, Ankenyto\ra, Ohio
6803
Cpl. Paul J. Cone, Ankenytown, Ohio
6804
George E. Cone, Jr., Ankenytown, Ohio
6805
Oliio
Ankenytown,
E.
Cone,
George
Rey
.6806
(First)
Dayton,
Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Underwood,
6807
Belle M. Ewing, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr and Mrs. Don Wolfe, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....6808
.6809
Mr and Mrs. R. J. Burnett, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mildred tSollenberger, Dayton, Ohio (No. Riyerdale) 6810
.

.

Elizabeth Slefer, Clayton, Ohio
Jliss Nancy Siefer, Clayton, Ohio
Mr and Mrs. W. C. Martin, Fairhaven,

.

Amount

1)773

1.00

1.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
25.00

20.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
5.00

.

6811
6812

Slias

West -Salem,

Ohio

Gordon Gonawein, Fremont, Ohio
Mrs Oliver Wintel-s, Fremont, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Hastings, Homerville, Ohio
Mrs. Eva Parr, Berne, Indiana
Mis.

Senior Christian Endeavor, Berne, Indiana
Christy, Berne, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Smitley, Beme, Indiana
Bethel Brethren Church, Beme, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Myers. Beme. Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Byrson Fetteri, Beme, Indiana
Naomi Sipe. Beme, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Sipe, Beme, Indiana
Adult Chrstian Endeavor, Beme, Indiana

Ruth

6813
6814
6815
6816
6817
6818
6819
....6820
6821
6822
6823
6824
8825
68^6
.6827

Mr. and Mrs. Archie Parr, Beme, Indiana
b8.i8
Delia Plummer and Doris Bunch, County, line, Indiana
6829
Mra. Charles Gillis. County L-ne, Indiana
6830
Mrs. Charles Walker, Flora, Indiana
6831
Mrs. Melvin Fisher, Flora, Indiana
6832
Mrs. Pearl Ervin, Fort Wayne, Indiana
6833
Paul Boyer. Fort Wayne, Indiana
6834
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Miller, Osceola, Indiana
683o
Seltha Dawson, Mariona, Indiana
Mrs.
6836
Ben Weaver, Nappanee, Indiana
6837
Indiana
Mrs. Ben Weaver, Nappanee,
6838
Mrs. F. E. Jones, Pern, Indiana
6839
Mrs, Lillian HeUn, Pem, Indiana
6840
Mrs. Charles Grandstaff, Pera, Indiana
6841
Mrs. George Huddleson, Peru, Ind
684Vem Stuber, Sharpsville, Indiana
....6843
Indiana
Lake,
Winona
Polman.
Mr and Mrs. Leo
6844
Calif
Gate,
Mr and Mrs. WilUam Densmore, South
Mr and Mrs. Marvin Goodman. Jr., Modesto, Calif. ..684o
-68*6
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Homer, Winona Lake, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Lance, Winona Lake, Indiana ..6847
.6848
Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Hutchinson, Winona Lake, Indiana
.

10.00
6.00
15.00
20.00
,

CLAY
A

November

Mrs.

Alva

J.

McOlam,

I'hiaucial

We praise God for each one of them.
At this writing we are preparing for another series
of meetings with the Polmans beginning February 12February 25. We are praying that this proposed series
of meetings may be the beginning of a real Holy Ghost
revival in our church and community.
Please pray with us that our hopes may be realized
and our prayers answered to the end that many may
m.eetings.

come to know Christ as Saviour and Lord, and that
m.any luke-warm believers may become on fire for God.
Twenty-seven young men have gone from our church

nnn

and are now serving

in the armed forces all over the
Needless to say we have missed their presence
in the church services, but we know our Heavenly
Father is watching over all.

n
5.O0

world.

,„„;!„
„
„
25.00

.io.OO

5.00
10.00

Mrs.

innn
10. ou

Leohr, Corresponding Secretary.

CONEMAUGH, PENNSYLVANIA
Brethren Church at Conemaugh has been
enjoying a wonderful time of spiritual blessings. Since
the arrival of our new pastor. Brother J. L. Gingrich
(who arrived the first part of August) an enthusiastic
spirit has prevailed among our members. The attendance at both Sunday services has doubled itself. Our
prayer meetings are evenings of great joy to both
young and old. Brother Gingrich conducts a Bible
study with time allotted to open discussion after which
we have volunteer prayers. It is with reluctance that
the people disperse after these meetings.

The

onnn
"=nn
a.m
o.

"

l.uo

10.00
o.ou
5.00
o.uu

"rno
o^nn
~Bn„
5.00
5.

1"0"
Secretao'.

First

We will long remember our Rally Day this fall.
Twenty-one people came out for the Lord. Two of
these weer re-consecrations and nineteen were new
converts. A mother and father together with three of

SARAH PRICE WILLIAMS

among the group. The following
Sunday the remaining two members of the family
took their stand for the Lord. It was a great time of
rejoicing and a real day of victory.
their childrn were

If

the Lord tarries,

we

will

evangelistic service with Brother

conduct a two-week

Lynn

as evangelist In

January. Pray for us that we may do our part in
bringing others to Him in Conemaugh for, "the har
vest is truly great, but the laborers are few."

—

death.

fool, let

Raymond

o "l-n

^.60
5.00
o.OO
l.oo
o.ou

Sarah Price Williams departed this life to the better
home, December 4, 1944. She was the mother of Dr.
Dwight Williams of Charleston, West Virginia, Mrs
Prank Donahue of Washington, D. C, Rev. Russell Williams of New Troy, Michigan, and Rev. Robert Williams, missionary in French Equatorial Africa. Mrs.
WiUiams was a member of the Brethren Church of
McLouth, Kansas where she served faithfully until her

Though the speaker be a

INDIANA

pastor of the Leamersville Brethren Church, Learn
ersville, Pennsylvania, as our evangelist and Woody
W. Newman of the First Brethren Church of Altoona,
Pennsylvania our song leader and soloist. This was a
return engagement with these two servants of the
Lord, their having served us here in a similar meeting in April, 1944. Two first-time confessions and
thirteen re-dedications were witnessed during the

$3,389,03

Total

CITY,

evangelistic meetings were held from
6 to November 19 with Rev. Clair Gartland,

series of

Mrs.

the hearer be wise.
59

Raymond Anthony,

Secretary.
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COMPTON, CALIFORNIA
about time that we break the silence and let
you linow that the Lord is still working at Compton.
In spite of the fact that we have lost several of our
finest families to other communities and states, things

PEOPLE'S RALLIES

It is

are progressing nicely.

Christmas eve, after a near record S. S. attendance
and a splendid morning church attendance, the
evening service was attended and enjoyed by a crowd
of well over 250 people. The attraction was the Christmas program, which had as its climax an original
pageant in poetry, written and narrated by one of our
members, Mrs. LucUle Newland Hart. It bore a real
of 221

message and was splendidly received.
Rev. Einar Mickelson, a missionary from Borneo and
Dutch New Guinea spoke on New Year's Eve, and attracted a good crowd. About 70 people stayed for the
watch night service, at which Rev. Mickelson spoke
again. The old year was closed, and the new begun,
in prayer.

We

now

looking forward to evangelistic meetings
February 11 with John Carrara, a youthful evangelist who was converted from Catholicism to
Christ. Pray with us for their success, won't you?
Ralph J. Colburn, Pastor.
are

January 24

to

The accompanying photos were taken of the group
of Pennsylvania Brethren young people who attended
the November District Rally held at the Uniontown
Brethren Church. Brother Henry Remple, his young
people, and the fine ladies of the Church were excellent
hosts to our group. These rallies have become a vital

—

part of the youth activities of our district the Lord
is blessing abundantly.
At rally time they came in

from

all directions, by bus, by car, by train, and on
Eighty to one hundred are from out of town and
are housed by the entertaining Brethren over night.
The program begins with a singspiration and devotional service on Friday evening, advances through
Saturday with prayer services, group meetings, recreational activities, and com.es to a close on Saturday
evening with a Victory Banquet. This banquet is
always ended promptly at seven o'clock to allow the
out-of-towners plenty of time to get home before Sunday morning.
Perhaps you can pick out someone you know in the
large group photo. The smaller group is that of the
ministers and wives present at the last rally and the
officers of the District S. M. M. and of the District
Fishermen's Club. They are named with the photo.
Besides the District rallies which are held quarterly,
local rallies of conveniently located churches, are held
each month. These have all proven of a great help to
our young people and will, we believe, be of untold
benefit to the churches of our district and of the
Brotherhood.
The Fishermen's Club is not satisfied alone with a
Summer Camp but will enjoy their second annual

foot.

Camp this year, January 24 to 27. About fifty
cf the fellows will spend three days at the Laurel Hill
Winter

Recreational Demonstration Area, near Somerset, having a good time skating on the lake, skiing over the
m.ountains, and enjoying other Winter sports. Devotional periods are included in the camp schedule, the
eats will be even better than last year when the boys
said they were good.
Other pagps of the Herald tell of the activities of the
S. M. M. groups.
Row

Top
and
and

—

Simmons.

Brethren
Middle

Bruce

Zimmerman,

MlPer,

Row

Zimmerman,

—

sisters

Rempel. Ashman. Gray,
Rempel, Richardson

RichardEon, Gingrich, and Carey.
Mrs. Miller, Fern Ringler,
Rosner, Eddie Cordell, Robert Griffith,

Brethren

Firl,

Ruth

Ringler.

—

Bo'tom Row
Leona
Lou Lorenien,

Doily

True repentance means not only a heart broken
from sin.

sin but

Compton, California Dally Vacation Bible School
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Mid-West Bible Conference
Through the marvelous and matchless grace of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ the Mid-west Bible Con-

ference of Brethren Churches met at Beaver City,
Nebraska November 24-26.
A special Young People's rally was planned for the
first evening with a fine banquet served by the Beaver
City Brethren. A fine inspirational service was held,
which was an encouragement to all.
The Saturday morning praise and prayer service was
led by Paul A. Davis, this was followed by auxiliary

meetings. The ministerial elected the following officers, President Ralph Rambo, of Cheyenne, Wyoming,
secretary-treasurer Herman Baerg, of Beaver City,
Nebraska.
The W. M. C. ladies met and devotions were con-

ducted by Mrs. Ralph Rambo, special music was furnished from the Portis S. M. M. organization resulted
with Mrs. Paul A. Davis as president, Mrs. Elmer Angell
as vice-president from Portis, Kansas and Mrs. J. M.
Davis of Beaver City, Nebraska, secretary-treasurer.
The women decided as a district project to pay $50
toward the purchase of a neon sign for the Cheyenne,

Wyoming Home

mission church.
Conference organization followed with Herman
Baerg of Beaver City, Nebraska as moderator. Rev.
Ralph Rambo brought a very helpful Bible lecture at
the 11:00 o'clock hour.
Saturday evening Rev. Arnold Kreigbaum of Waterloo, Iowa brought the first of a series of Bible messages
onHeb. 6:4-10. Sunday morning the service was in
charge of Pastor Baerg, the message given by Rev. Paul
A. Davis of Portis, Kansas on "Ten Basic Brethren Beliefs."

The afternoon and evening messages were given by
Rev. Arnold Kreigbaum, and were greatly appreciated
by

all

present.

closed leaving each with a deeper
vision for greater service for Him, here in this district
as well as elsewhere.

The conference

Mrs. Elmer Angell, Secretary-Treasurer.

Ol

Brethren

Young People attendlns

Rally
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Day at Unlontown, Pennsylvania
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NOT GRIEVED FOR ISRAEL?
Not grieved for

(Continued from page 57)
believed, ye were sealed with that holy Spirit of promWhich is the earnest of our inheritance until the
redemption of the purchased possession, unto the praise
of his glory." Earnest money is but a guarantee of

Israel!
Canst thou stand
Rejoicing in the light.
And nothing care for those who stray
In darkest shades of night?

ise,

future payment in full. Thus, the believer is given
guarantee that he shall be recipient of or actual partake in the Messianic blessedness by the grace cf
God, inasmuch as God has sent his Holy Spirit to indwell the believer who has put faith in Jesus Christ. In
view of the fact that we are in the "firstbegotten"
^Colossians 3:3-4), we too shall receive the inheritance

when he comes "again"
King

of kings

and Lord

at the revelation of Himself as
of lords (Revelation 19:11-16).

"saith"— We should not overlook the fact that this
word is in the Greek present tense (present indicative
(4)

active), and the question is raised as to
whether the
words of Hebrew 1:6b might not refer to the future
event as recorded in Philippians 2 10 "That att he
name
of Jesus every knee should bow, of things
in heaven,
and things in earth, and things under the earth;"
Now
we know not what that "Name of Jesus" might be.
possibly another name, but nevertheless,
every knee shall
bow, yea, even the angels of heaven. The thing
said
always in force by virtue of the Greek tense,
thus it
will always be present in tense
up until the very moment that the now-future event transpires.
:

!.=

(5)

"And"—Although

with, yet

it

stands

Not grieved for

Israel!

Thou wast

healed.

When broken, sick and sore.
How deep their wounds! Hast thou no balm
On their sad hearts to pour?
Not grieved for Israel! When thy cup
with mercy overflows.
Wilt thou not give from thy full
store
Some comfort for their woes?
Lo, JesTis grieves His flock to see
All ruined, lost undone.
And bids thee in the desert go

To seek them one-by-one.

Oh, holy task, His Name to bear
In all its healing power,
To "these His brethren" thus to haste
Their glad redemption hour!

—Jessie G. Weber.
this

the last word we will deal
our text. We merely state
be properly and more literally
is

literal translation of

Hebrews

1:6

would read: "But

when he again bringeth in the first bom into the
world
he is saying. And let the angels of God worship
him."
Concluding that this text refers to the glorious
revelation of our bles,sed Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ we
likewise acclaim him as the Son of
God who became
incarnate, later to be crucified and
raised from the
dead, to be revealed in due time as King
of kings

Lord of

Through whom thy Saviour came?

first in

that this word may
translated "but."

A

Not grieved for Israel! Having lost
Thy load of sin and shame,
Should'st thou not their salvation seek

and

lords.

CHRIST'S LETTER

TO THE EPHESIAN
CHURCH

(Continued from page 52)
A truly repentent mind always results in a moved
will, so Christ next commands
these folks to "do the
first works." Now this is not
an exhortation to give
more Christian service, but rather an exhortation
to
these Christians to give themselves in new
devotion to
Christ.

Accompanying this three-fold command we hear
a
warning in which the Lord promises to come
and to
remove their candlestick except they repent. This
was
actually done at Ephesus, as history has revealed.
For
today, on the cite of the place where Paul
labored day
and night for three years, there are but "a ruined
archway, a Moslem dwelling, and forbidden
castle"
No testimony and usefulness for Christ is found today

(Continued from page 51)

in that privileged place.

The answer, as some of us have learned through
our
own personal experience and have observed in the experiences of numerous other young persons is
to be

found not in an ideal but in the living Christ who
faves from the world and its empty manner
of life.
Thank God for a Saviour who can save youth from
such a barren existence as Mr. Bliven describes,
to a
life that is satisfying and filled
with purpose! Lets
put the lives and achievements of the heroes of
faith
in the hands and hearts of our youth and they'll
net
be interested in the idols of the bright lights.

May God guard

us from such a tragic end by giving
and hearts to feel, our Saviour's eternal
in return we cannot but shower our
devotion upon Him.
us eyes to see,

love for us.

And

GOD DOES NOT NEED

our money, for "the cattle
hills" are His, and the heavens
and
the earth are His" (Psalm 50:10, 89:11). But
he wants
our money, that through our money He
may bring
great blessings into our hearts. God gave us
money
that by giving it we might be blessed.—Newsette.

upon a thousand
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Facts Concerning Our Publications
Remarks

by

the

a report on the pubThere have been forty-five
churches which have reported the returns from a publication offering. This leaves about fifty churches
which have not yet reported. From the forty-five reporting there has been a total of $2,911.09 received.
This would amount to less than 33c per member. We
cannot believe that this is a fair estimate of what

The following

article

is

lication offering to date.

our people are going to give per capita for publications
in 1944-45.

On the other hand, some have told us that there will
has
be more coming. One little church of 26 members
sent in over $100 already. One mission point with less
than 10 members on the roll has sent in over $70.
One church has written into their budget $5 for every
family on the roll, making them a sustaining member.
Several churches have sent in an amount equal to
give $1 per capita
$1 per member. Why should we not
when our statistician reports that our per capita givOur
ing for all church purposes last year was $61?
24c per
gifts to publications last year amounted to
capita.

Are we evaluating the worth of our church publislack
cations properly? Surely we will not want to be
vital
in meeting our obligations to a work which is so
It is not for
to every interest of our denomination.
the purpose of paying deficits that we are appealing
ourselves
for funds, but rather that we might equip
denomito meet the present and growing need of our
national interests. "Where there is no vision the people
true of any bu.siness
which is in its infancy and facing a rapidly growing
constituency. We bring you these facts and figures
giving.
to help you to more wisely plan your future
perish."

The same

principle

is

do not consider any of the accounts closed. We
have endeavored to give credit to every church from
v/hom we have received a gift through any of their
members. The miscellaneous gifts are from those
whose membership we have been unable to determine.

We

hear
If your church is not on this list may we
you soon, or if the amount which you have sent
date does not fairly represent your interests in
lications, we will be glad to change it before it is

from
in to

pubpub-

lished again.

say a word about subscriptions. In our pubsubscriber
secure at least one subscription for the Herald. Many
have responded by sending in several new subscrip-

May we

lications

number we suggested that each

Some have sent in seven, ten, fourteen, and as
many as fifteen new subscriptions. But too many did
be.
absolutely nothing about it, and how easy it would
could not
Is there one subscriber of the Herald who
with a minimum of effort secure one new subscription
soul in
or make a gift of a subscription to some needy

tions.

community? If each one of you did that next
week we would be able to send out 10,000 Brethren
-Missionary Heralds the following week., . And_think
his

managing editor

to the publication interest. The
extra 5,000 magazines would cost the company only
32% of the amount the first 5,000 cost. That would
result in a financial gain to the company. It would
mean that the Gospel message and the missionary
appeal would be reaching twice as many people, thereby
broadening its ministry and increasing its benefits.
Can any one estimate the value of such an increase in
subscription numbers, and to think that it will so easily
be accomplshed if we all co-operate.

what that would mean

In the near future we plan to publish a list of the
churches whose entire membership is receiving the
Herald. Is your church 100%? If it is, we want to include it in the list, and request that you send us this
information immediately.

PUBLICATIONS OFFERING
Akron. Ohio, First Bremren
.\kron.
OWo. Firestone Pari Brethren
Anhland, Ohio. West 10th Street Brethren
BeaTer City, Nebr^stai, Grace Brethren
Berne, Indiana, Bethel Brethren
Byersiale. Pennsvlvania. Grace Brethren
Canton, Ohio. Frst Brethren
Cheyenne, Wyoming. First Brethren
Clay City, Indiana, Fir.«t Brethren
Clayt-n. Ohio. First Brethren
0l6ve:and Heisrhta. Ohio, First Brethren
Conemaugh, PennsylTania. Conemaugh Brethren
Dallas Center, Iowa, Brethren Chnrch
Danville, ' hio. First Brithren
Dayton, Ohio, Firat Brethren
Dayton, Ohio, North Riverdale Brethren
Fillmore. Catifomia, Firpt Brethren
Brethren
Indiana, Grace
Flora,
Fort Wayne. Indiana, First Bretliren
Fremont, Ohio, Grace Brethren
Rarwjn, Iow,i, Carlton Brethren
H^.gerstown, Maryland, Grace Brethren
Hfjllins. Virginia. Mountain View Brethren
HomoryiHe, Ohio, West Homerville Bretliren
Huntington, Indiana, Grace Brethren
Indianapolis, Indiana, Grace Brethren
Johantown, Pennsylvania, First Brethren
Juniata, Altoona, Pennaylvan'a, Grace Brethren
Lake Odessa, Michigan, Cpmpbell Brethren
La Verne, California, First Brethren
Leamersville, Pennsylvania, Leamersville Brethren
Ler-n, Iowa. Leon Brethren
Limestone, Tennessee. Vernon Brethren
Long Beach, California, First Brethren
LcrUg Beach, California, Second Brethren
Lob Angeles, California, Frit Brethren
Los Ange?es, California, Second Brethren
Mansfield, Ohio, Grace Brethren
Martinsburg, Pennsylvania, First Brethren
MrKee, Pennsylvania, McKoe Brethren
Middlebranch, Ohio, First Brethren
Milledgeville, Illinois, MiUedgeville Brethren
Modesto, California, LaLoma Grace Brethren
Mundy's Comer, Pennsylvania, Pike Brethren
Nappanee, Indiana, First Brethren
New Troy, Michigan, New Troy Brethren
fteceola, Indiana, Bethel Brethren
Peru, Indiana, Peru Brethren
PliUadelphia, Pennsylvania, First Brethren
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Third Brethren
Portis, Kansas, Portis Brethren
Rittman, Ohio, First Brethren
Roanoke, Virginia, Ghent Brethren
Sidney, Indiana, Sidney Brethren
South Gate, Cahfomia, First Brethren
Sunnyside. Wailiington, First Brethren
I'niontown, Pennsylvania, First Brethren
Washington, D. C, First Brethren
Washington. Pennsylvania. Chestnut Kidge S. S
Waterloo, Iowa, Grace Bretlwen
Whittier, CaUfornia, First Brethren
Winona Lake, Winona Lake Brethren
Yellow Oreok. Pennsylvania, TelloM Creek Brethren
jriBcellaneous
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Brethren

Ready

to

as Soon as Funds
Jtave.

you Beni

THE NEED

1.

2.

Go

Are Available
If0444, Qi^t?

5,000 Believers who will send in $1 monthly, beginning at once, to start the broadcast nationally.

Every Giver a Prayer Giver
the Brethren

THE REASON

1.

on the Air

Hour

in remembering
in their Daily Devotions.

Because the Brethren Hour cannot go on the air
until $5,000 is in the bank.

2.

A

contract cannot be signed until this initial
is deposited.

fund
3.

THE METHOD

1.

The radio stations cannot begin to clear the time
on any station until the fund is available.
Organize a Radio Club in your church, composed of all who give any amount in support of
the Brethren Hour. Elect a chairman and have
regular meetings for prayer and radio inspiration.

2.

Give envelopes to all radio donors and be sure to
them in so proper credit can be made. As far
as possible, send all gifts in envelopes.
fill

Remember, the Radio Hour was sponsored by the 1944 National Conference

and

committee elected to initiate it.
the "Missionary Herald" for
further announcements.
a

Watch

SEND ALL GIFTS AND COMMUNICATIONS TO

The Brethren Radio Hour — Box

2,

Winona Lake, Indiana

i
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THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

By

Dr. Louis S.

Bauman, Editor

THE PRICE OF PEACE
As the

MISSIONARIES "ON THE GO"

New Year dawns,

the government has released
figures as to the total casualties for the Army and
Navy up to date. The figure given is 646,380. These
figures do not include our losses during the great German counter-offensive in Belgium. Just how many
tens of billions, yes, just how many hundreds of billions
of dollars this war has cost to date, perhaps the Lord
only knows. The staggering sum has gotten beyond
the comprehension of man. Such is the price that
America, saying nothing about all the other Allied Nations, is paying to produce world peace! And as they
struggle a real lasting peace seems to be farther away

than ever.
Talk about sending money for missions, how insignificant has the expenditure been in both life and
money in comparison with what the world is spending.
As a matter of fact, all the efforts of men, all the vast
expenditures in blood and in treasure produces nothing
only seems to sink us deeper in seas of blood.
Some day, whether men believe it now or not, they

—

are going to find that the only real lasting peace that
the world ever knew, was purchased at the expenditure
of one single life and that life was spent on a cross,
driven into a rock called Calvary. The expenditure of
that single life, not only will finally bring peace between man and man, but between man and his God.

As these editorial notes are being written, the Dunnings are probably en route from Brother Dunning's
New Jersey home to Sunnyside, Washington, where
Mrs. Dunning will be "at home" once again with Mr.
and Mrs. John Weed; and where they will remain until
the "great event" is over. After that. Brother Dunning
will tour the churches of the Pacific Coast, talking
"missions."
The Klievers are making their headquarters in North
Long Beach their old Church home. "Jake," as everybody calls him, is now enroute to the east, where he
will "campaign" for a great Easter Offering. It is going
to be needed, for we predict a great forward movement
in our foreign work when this blood-letting old world
lets up killing men for a little while.
The Fosters are in Cape Town, South Africa, where
they went for a needed rest and acclimation, before
ccvming to their frigid homes (if newspaper accounts
here in Southern California are to be believed) here in
America. Money has been cabled them, that will enable them to come home by the air. It now looks as
if the "air route" will be used almost entirely by our
missionaries in the future. The cost of the ticket for
the plane seems a bit high, at present, but when we
take into account the loss of valuable time (a precious

—

(Continued on page 71)
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tists to practice in this territory in

mission work.

connection with

Once more, God had done the impos-

sible.

Only three—BUT THEY PRAYED— and GOD DID
THE IMPOSSIBLE.
If

3icmd

like

compared

DR,

\

—

FLOYD TABER,

much

m answer

to the prayers of

to

what God

is
is

of three

only a drop in the bucket
waiting to do.

ReUef for overworn missionaries? When the Sheldons arrive, there will be four pastors and a doctor to
grapple with the work that at the very minimum would
require ten pastors and two doctors. It is not the work
we do that wears us down; it is what we have to leave
ui'idone. It is not the calls we answer that burn out
our life, but the calls' we have to leave unanswered.
"Not that I speak in respect of want; for I have
learned in whatsoever stats I am, therewith to be content." God uses these circumstances to make us throw
ourselves on Him, and to reveal Himself as our suffi-

—

BY

so

what could He do if there was a group
that in each of a hundred churches?

What has been done

"Before they call, I will answer." Before I began
sending these appeals, there was already one prayer
band in existence. How our heart thrilled at the news.
Only three members. Now one of them has moved
away, leaving only two and the Lord. But in many
ways a small prayer meeting is better than a big one.
In all the history of the Church, I cannot think of one
great movement for God that began in a BIG prayer
meeting. But who can estimate the spiritual revolutions that have come about because two or three met
regularly with the Lord?
Only three ^BUT they meet every morning, giving
God the best hour of the day. Now only two only two
office girls, spending their days amid all the rush of

—

God can do

three,

ciency.

BUT WHO ARE YOU

to tell

me God

is

my

sur~

work of three men, if you
one man's job if you are not

ficiency in trying to do the

M.D.

are not doing a tenth of
even spending an hour a
as an intercessor?

Missionary to French Equatorial Africa
a modern business' office. But, no matter how much
business hangs over their heads, the first hour in the
morning is sacred. And that hour of waiting on the
Lord makes all the rest of the day go smoother.
Only three—BUT THEY PRAYED that God would
send relief to His overworn servants out here. The
Fosters, whose health has never been strong, had been
given the grace to hold on for seven years. In August
the pillar of cloud began to lift for them to move forward. But who could take their place? The prospect
was blacker than it ever had been. Yet they were sure
God was leading, and they made their boat reservations to go down river. They made all preparations.
Then, just before they were ready to leave, word came
that the Sheldons were on the way just the ones to
relieve the Fosters at Bellevue.
Only three—BUT THEY PRAYED that God would
revive the native church out here. Just like the Lord
He began to work in the hardest place. For years Bellevue has been considered as the most impossible spot
for spiritual revival in our whole territory. In the
early years of the work here, people flocked to tne
mission from every side. Then came the falling away.
Now we are surrounded by the most Gospel-hardened,
indifferent, backslidden sinners you could find anywhere. But the Holy Spirit has begun to work. Every
Sunday some come to confess their sins and declare
their Intention to return to the Lord.
Only three—BUT THEY PRAYED that God would
make it possible for another doctor to come to us. One
big obstacle was to obtain government authorization.
Now the decree has just come out providing for full
authorization for foreign doctors, mid-wives, and den -

—

month

to stand in the breech

Revival in the native church? "Mercy drops 'round
us are falling. But for the showers we plead." For the
tens that are coming back to the Lord, there are literally thousands of baptized people in our territory who
have fallen into a worse state of heathenism and are
ten times harder to reach v/ith the Gospel than the unconverted among whom they live. Teaching, preaching,
pleading will do nothing for these people; nothing
short of a great wave of the convicting power of the
Holy Spirit. Even the few who are coming back do not
see the exceeding sinfulness of sin, and the "elder
brothers" who have never fallen away are perhaps the
hardest of the lot. These people will never be reached
until a great burden of prayer sweeps over us, until we
are crushed by our owri faithlessness' as stewards of the
Gospel.
What cleansing, transforming, life-giving
power there is in the Gospel which has been entrusted
to us. And how little have we allowed it to show that
power in us and through us!

—

Another doctor? All obstacles at this end have been
removed. How about the home end? Will we be forced
to confess with shame that it is easier for God to
accomplish His purposes through a worldly government

than in the hearts of His own people?
WiU you share with me two burdens of prayer? First,
that God will call a doctor and thrust him forth. Second, possibly even more important, that God will not
allow any doctor to come to the field whom He has not
chosen and given the certainty of his call to be missionary.

How soon will we
PRAYER BAND?
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America,

Remember Washington
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It was the supreme
is, under the leadership of the poliheard his prayers that
whose hands the fate of America is now restforing, America has about
I=l:lliilnl!ilii
gotten Washington. And
WASHINGTON'S PRAYER FOR THE
when America once has comNEWLY CREATED UNITED STATES
pletely forgotten Washington,

fact of the matter

ticians in

iilllliiliiliiliilillii

the sun of our national grandeur will forever set. However, the

name

of

Washington

not fade, even with the
setting of that sun.

will

It

was the great English

barrister,

Charles

Phillips,

"No people can
claim, no country can appropriate him; the boon of Provi-

who

said:

dence to the human race, his
fame, his eternity, and his residence creation."

What

a pity

it is

that there

should be permitted to dwell
within the boundary lines of
our nation foreign isms whose
propagandists have been trying for a number of years to

smear the name of Washington. They stand opposed to
the ideals that will forever be
associated with his name.

i

c*n/^V» glorious
o'1n-»*ir*nc7 tri/^'fr^'pioi^" ^
such
victories,
such discouragements discouragements that oftimes
drove him out into the wilderness where he could be
alone with God and cast his burdens upon the Lord.

fVifa history
ViictnTTT' of
Hoov* a
a time
f imo in
in the
r\f the
tTin
has been
There never "hoc?
United States of America when more emphasis needed
"America, reto be placed upon those three words:
member Washington " than in the present hour. The

lllllllllllllllilllllM

OF AMERICA

"Almighty God, we make our earnest
prayer that Thou wilt keep the United
States in Thy holy protection; that Thou
wilt incline the hearts of the citizens to
cultivate a spirit of subordination and
obedience to government; and entertain
a brotherly love and affection for one another and for their fellow citizens of the
United States at large. And, finally, that
Thou wilt most graciously be pleased to
dispose us all to do justice, to love mercy
and to demean ourselves with that charity, humility and pacific temper of mind
which were the characteristics of the Divine Author of our blessed religion, and
without a humble imitation of whose example in these things we can never hope
to be a happy nation.
"Grant our supplication, we beseech
Thee through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen."

+r»
to

consciousness that God had
caused him to write, in 1792:
"There never was a people,
who had more reason to
acknowledge a divine interposition in their affairs, than
of the United States;
and I should be pained to believe that they have forgotten

those

that agency, which was so
often manifested during the
revolution, or that they failed
to consider the omnipotence
of that God who, alone, is able
to protect them."

In 1789 he was elected President of the United States of
America by a unanimous electoral vote, and by the same
vote again in 1793. This honor
was never accorded to any
other president, and perhaps
never will be. He positively refused a third term that the
eagerly
desired to
people
thrust upon him. Thereby he
established a precedent.

Washington saw the possibil
(Continued on page 76)
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Lincoln, and the wife of the man who struck
the hardest and bloodiest blow that was ever delivered
against the cause for which the great Northerner

Abraham

Gen. George E. Pickett was one of the bravest of the
Confederate commanders in the Civil War and one of
the bravest soldiers that ever drew a breath. Who has
ever visited the battlefield of Gettysburg and has not
heard the guide point out and describe the place oi

stood.

Doubtless, when Gen. Pickett came home and his
\vife told him the story, the heart of Gen. Pickett also
was emptied of its bitterness.
Long, long ago, in a manger in old Judea a little
Babe was born. The "kiss" of that Babe planted upon
a world that was none

"Pickett's last charge."

Here

a story that Mrs. Pickett related in her old
age, in a letter to Charles U. Gordon of Greenville,
is

expressing to the Southern States
publican League her
regret that she could
not attend a celebra-

Mississippi,

ILfiim(g(Q)I!oa

Re-

too friendly to

tion of Lincoln's birth-

day anniversary.
She relates that one
day in April, 1865, soon
after Lee's surrender at

Appomattox
House "a

Court
gaunt,

tall,

.

sad-faced man" knocked at her door at 6th

and Leigh

fWASA PRAYING AND
pIBLE-READIMG president
[CAND ONE WHO ABSTAINED

Streets,

Virginia.
Richmond,
With her baby in her
arms, she opened the

door,

when a

^TOTALLY FROM ALCOHOLIC
^DCINKS.

stranger

is

not

said the stranger, "but
I just wanted to see the
Down in old
place.
Quincy, Illinois, I have
heard the lad describe

the home. I am Abraham Lincoln." "The
President?", Mrs. Pick"No,
ett gasped.

ma'am,"

HEM ON

_ _

MAY;9.
IgtO, A COMMITTEE
WAfTErONHIMAT HIS

home in sprinsfield
tonotify him of his n0m/natk3w.
"somethins to prink" was s065estep.
AR-Wcolv ©(wvely saib:
'feENTLEMEW WE MUST PLED6E OUR
MUTUAL HEALTHS IN THE MOST HEALTHY
BEVERASE WHICH SOD HAS GIVEN TD
MAN. IT IS THE 0MLVBEVERA6E I
HAVE EVER USED OR ALLOWED IN

MY FAMILY ANft-l CANNOT CONSCIENTIOUS
DEfV\RT FROM IT ON THE PRESENTOCCASIONPURE ADAM'S ALE
FROM THE SPRING."

mS

the Northern

Army, under Gen.
Meade, and the Southern Army, under Gen.
Lee, met at Gettysburg
for one of the most decisive

war,

of the
related that
Meade
orbattles

it

is

Gen.
had
dered Gen. Daniel E.
Sickles

corps
tery

to

station

between
Hill

and

his

CemeLittle

came the

Round Top, with Gen.

"just

Sykes on the left. Gen.
Sickles, a bit over-zealous perhaps, moved his forces forward to another elevation which he thought it was desirable to hold. There
he was assaulted by Gen. Longstreet with 15,000 men
and driven back in confusion.
The historians tell us that it was but a temporary
misfortune, however; for the loss of the salient, instead
of really disturbmg the real front of the Union Army,
forced Meade, "who had shown hesitation, into decisive action all along the line."

answer,

gentle

Bethlehem.

When

"I

here."

know that, ma'am,"

hearts of men in
friendship and life. If
ever this' warring world
shall be cleansed of its
bitterness, it will be
drawn together by the
"kiss" of the Babe of

Why Lincoln Was Great

asked: "Is this George
Pickett's place?" "Yes,
sir," she replied, "but

he

Him—

world that denied His
mother anything better than a manger on
the night that her Babe
was born—has been the
most potent factor to
draw together the

Abraham Lincoln."
The tenderness in

the great haggard careworn face
something in the breast of
the baby in Mrs. Pickett's arms. He reached out his
tiny hands to the great homely-faced man. Lincoln
instantly took the little fellow into his arms. When
the baby reached up and planted an effective kiss
squarely on Lincoln's lips, Lincoln handed the little
boy back to his mother, and, with a smile breaking
over his sad face, said: "Tell your husband, the rascal,
that I forgive him for the sake of that kiss and those
cf Lincoln

seemed

to stir

bright eyes."

Gen. Sickles became the victim of a lot of criticism
in the official reports of the battle. In spite of the fact

written: "and a little child shall lead
A little child had locked together
in everlasting friendship the great leader of the North,

that Sickles had been officially cited for valor at
Antietam, Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, and in
(Continued on page 71)

Verily,

them"

it

is'

(Isa. 11:6).
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Missionary Agriculturist
Since the Bellevue natives are crying famine, we all
decided we should piish food gardens this year. It
seems strange that it should be necessary to "push"
people to grow enough food to keep from going hungry.
But, added to their natural indolence is the fact that,
since the white man has come in to administer and
supervise and force them to do certain things, tliey
just let him take all the responsibility. If the white
man does not force them to grow food, and if he does
not furnish it for them in some other way, then it is
his fault if they are hungry. They give other excuses:
"Animals destroyed our gardens last year, so wn/
should we plant any this year?" "People from a neighboring village stole all our food last year, so why should
we grow any this year?" You can tell them until you
are blue in the face that, although some was destroyed
and some was stolen, yet they had enough to keep them
from starving; while if they plant none this year, it will
be their own fault if they starve. The thought keeps
working in the back of their heads: "It is the white

man's responsibility, and he will have to do something
keep us from starving."
"Is not My word like a hammer that breaketh the
rock in pieces?" Only by the God-breathed Word can
this people ever be aroused from their lethargy.
The natives here have followed for generations a
system of rotation of crops. They know what plants
require rich virgin soil, and which ones can be grown
when the strength has largely been removed from it.
So, they take a plot of ground that for years has been
growing up to b\ish, and in August (the heaviest pari;
of the rainy season) they plant sesame on it. The sesame gets a good start during the rains', and matures
after the dry season has begun towards Christmas. It
is a rich grain, containing a large per cent of oil—so
much that when it is crushed it makes a paste like
peanut butter instead of a flour. On this ground from
which the sesame has feeen harvested, at the beginnmg
of the new rainy season (March to May) they plant
peanuts; and among the peanuts, depending on the
to

cassava root (manioc) or kaffir corn. The
peanuts are harvested from July to September, the
kaffir corn in the fall, while the manioc has the aavantage of being a stable crop, which never fails. The
kaffir corn may be destroyed by locusts, and then their
is a famine.
Or the granary may burn up. Or they
may eat it all up before the following harvest. But
manioc root, once it is large enough to use, stays in
the ground without spoiling, and can be used up to
five years old. So, a country where the people plant a
new crop of manioc every year never has a famine, for
there is always this food.
tribe, either

B^f^t^.^Uufd^jj^.M.'^.

evangelists, to try to teach them to use it as part o:
their food. They have so little variety, and never

enough meat, that we are trying to encourage various
kmds of beans, peas, and lentils, to furnish the neces
sary protein.

The hardest thing to teach them to grow is frui.
They have a proverb—the man who plants a tree w^
not eat the fruit of it. They argue that if fruit treeL
are planted in their village, in a few years the village
be moved and they can no longer protect their
fruit against theft. It is true that a fruit tree which
is not constantly guarded will never produce ripe fruit;
it will all be stolen green, and does no good
even to the
thieves. It is against this kind of a background that
the Lord has laid on my heart the burden to improve
the food of our Christians.
site will

But why am I suddenly so interested in agriculture?
Because half of the diseases from which these people
suffer come from mal-nutrition, and the other half are
much aggravated because the people are under-nourished. What can medicines do? Stimulate the defense
reactions of the body. Medicine is a whip. But what
good does it do to whip a man to make him go to work,
when he is too weak from lack of food? A man must
have food to live.

The work

to which the Lord is calling me seems
under five headings, corresponding to the fingers of the hand. First, treatment of the sick. That is
the little finger. Next to it, the ring finger, systematic
examinations to discover diseases before they are in
the last stages, beyond hope. Then prevention every
means to keep people from getting sick, to protect them

to fall

—

against contagion. The index finger is the teaching
of hygiene. Then the thumb, without which all the rest
of the fingers together are helpless to grip anything-

FOOD.
To accomplish anything in all these branches for the
Christian community as a whole, we must have a large
corps of native helpers— medical assistants, or perhaps
better, health agents. But when I begin to think about
the native nurses I have known— how quick they are
to any power to help people, as a money with which tu
buy advantages for themselves how they even use fear
of poisoning people as a lever to accomplish their corrupt ends it makes me almost despair to even thlnK

—

—

of

it.

ALMOST—until I remember that the work is not
mine, but God's. He planned it all the way through to
the end before He called me into it. He will call otheis
into it just as He has called me. And when He calls
a fellow, He never gives him any rest until He geis
him. Jonah could tell you that. He was a type of the
Jews, and they can tell you what it means to be called,
and then run away. Paul could tell you what it means
to kick against the pricks. And although experience is
a dear teacher; yet, because fools will learn from no
other, I had to learn the same way. So we don't need
to worry about it. When He calls helpers for this work,
they'll not get away not for long.

Since the government has introduced the culture of
it takes the place of the sesame, being planted
in the freshly cleared ground. They clear during the
month of June, and plant around the middle of July.
cotton,

The government has begun introducing soy beans,
and Brother Jobson got us some seed at Bozoum; so
v/e are having some planted by mission employees and

—
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But why, ever since the beginning of the work,
have there been so many medical helpers who stayea
with us just long enough to begin to learn how to be
useful, and then ran away to get a better job or,
worse, had to be dismissed for sin? Why? Why do I
now have to work with helpers who are just beginning
to learn the first rudiments? And the helpers I start
to train now how can I know they will not go the
way of all the rest? How can I know I have God-called,
God-given helpers?
As I was thinking and praying thus, not thinking of
anyone in particular, I was suddenly surprised to find
"Lord, send me
the words falling from my lips:
Nameganda tomorrow." No sooner had they come than
I began doubting. What right have I to put God to

—

—

the test? Why should I require a sign? And if I think
the time is ripe to talk with Nameganda, why should I
riot simply send for him? As a matter of fact, I did
nothing about it, but waited and wondered.

(Continued from page 66)
thing for a missonary of the cross), and the many Incidentals in connection with travel apart from ticket
cost, and above all, the health and wear and tear on
the nerves of these valiant soldiers of the cross, the
'air route," even now, may be far cheaper than the
land and sea route.

THE EASTER OFFERING
April first is Easter Sunday in this year of 1945. This
unregenerate world is pouring out billions upon billions
(it does not even stop to count the cost) for the purpose
of killing men, what ought we to "pour out" to save
men. Jesus, our Saviour and Lord, is the sole hope cf
the world, in this present time as well as in the world
to come. Even men of the world are beginning to say
so. If He cannot save, then this world is without hope,
now or hereafter. We know that Brethren believe that.
Shall we not again do our part in making His name
known wherever me may dwell? WE WILL!

Now, Nameganda was a boy about seventeen who
had been helping at the dispensary here for nearly a
year. He was not especially bright, but was very forward about going ahead and doing things, even sometimes seeing things to do without being told, which is
very unusual. However, he was also forward in other
ways, which made him rather obnoxious, and was a
regular smart-aleck. After a number of acts of minor
disobedience (if there can be such a thing) he had
been suspended from his work for going away on a
trip and failing to come back at the promised date.
After about two months, Mrs. Foster had suggested just
a few days before

this that she

(Continued from page 69)

thought his attituae

had been such that we might give him a new trlai.
But for several days after the time she spoke about It
he had not showed up, and I was waiting, uncertain.
Now the suggestion had come from somewhere from
the Lord? from my own subconscious mind? that
the Lord should send him to me tomorrow.
Next morning, when I went to the dispensary, before
anyone else was around, there was Nameganda waiting
for me. So we had prayer together, and he said he
believed God was calling him to this work and that he
wanted always to be obedient, and he was ready to Co
any work that was given him, no matter how meniax.

he had been shot in the right leg,
amputation later, yet his tactical conduct
was under such severe question that he asked President
Lincoln to grant a court of inquiry, in justice to himself. When Lincoln received Sickles' request, he wrote
this letter to the gallant commander of the Third
Corps of Meade's army:
"Sickles, they charge you with bringing on the battle. They say that you pushed out with your men too
near the enemy and began to fight just as that council
of war met. I am afraid that what they say of you is
true, and God bless you for it!"
Doubtless Sickles had made a mistake. He was a
man by nature impatient for action. President Lincoln
evidently knew that he had made a mistake. But,
because of his great heart he could wipe out the recora
that was against him and bring balm to his wounded
heart by saying: "What they say of you is true, ana
God bless you for it!"
The editor of this magazine believes that one of the
sweetest things' that will ever fall from the lips of the
Great Commander above, when we are called to give
an account of all our deeds, will be when He is gomg
to wipe out the record of many a mistake in our lives
by those simple words: "What they say of you is true,
but God bless you for it!" The idea is that when a.
man Is not wanting in loyalty, in courage, in valor,
and will sacrifice his body yea, and his very life to
bring success to the banners of the Kingdom of God,
it is not at all unreasonable for the Master even to
spite of the fact that

causing

—
—

—

(This is a very hard test for those who imagine they
are getting up to superior position in the world. Use
medical assistant). That did not mean Nameganaa
immediately became an angel, any more than I did
when I realized God was calling me to the mission field.
Since then he has been involved in a petty theft, and
has spent a month in jail. His mouth still sometimes
rims away with him. But underneath, there is the consciousness that God has called him. After thirty years,
I still need to sing the chorus:

know the Lord's laid His hand on me;
Sometimes I'm up, sometimes I'm down.
But I know the Lord's laid His hand on me."
"I

So

it is

not surprising

if

the native helpers

God

raises

up in this work will be singing it for some time to come.
Pray for Nameganda and his kind.
The Bangui Governor has authorized me to practice
medicine in the territory served by our mission.

its

—

—

bless
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The Brethren Missionary Residence
The purpose of this article is to
introduce you to and acquaint you
with the newly-acquired Missionary
Residence at Winona Lake. It was a
year ago from last conference that
the opportunity to purchase this
property was presented to the Board
of the Foreign Missionary Society.
Feeling that it was the part of wisdom, the Board lost no time in entering into negotiations for the
acquiring of the property. Before
Homer A. Kent
the Conference of 1943 had closed a;i
necessary arrangements had been made and the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church thus
came into possession of th6 desired building for the
sum of $7,500 which includes a lot adjoining the property on the east. A War:;aw appraiser is reported to
have said that the building could not be duplicated now
for more than twice that amount.
The acquiring

of this property in

the

summer

arose in our denomination and now Winona is the
headquarters of the vast majority of those who support the work of the Foreign Missionary Society. The
logical location for the MISSIONARY RESIDENCE is
Winona. Oftentimes returned missionaries desire to
take work in Grace Seminary. At other times these
missionaries are used as instructors in the Seminary.
And since Winona is a conference center, returned
missionaries find it an ideal place to spend their rurlough time. For these and other reasons it has seemed
best to dispose of the Ashland Home (which has been
done) and put those funds into a building in Winona.
The RESIDENCE is located in a very choice section
of Winona, just across the street to the north from the

MISSIONARY HERALD COMPANY'S

substantially
of the same

type of material as the BRETHREN MISSIONARY
building and the BEYER HOME. It can be
safely said that it is one of the best buildings in Winona
and built for purposes of comfort and security. It is
the sort of building that does not deteriorate with the
passing of the years. It has the appearance of stability and the Brethren Church can well look upon it
with a sense of satisfaction. Besides the three stories
already mentioned, the building has an excellent basement which is always dry and which has plenty of
room for laundering and storage, as well as for the
furnace and the fuel bin.

NAME

THE REMODELING PLAN

name of the property is THE BRETHREN
MISSIONARY RESIDENCE. The word RESIDENCE is
official

In accordance with a carefully worked out plan, the
building is being fitted into four apartments. Previous
to the purchase of the property, it was used to house
only a single family. Much space, particularly on the

being used because it is felt that it more clearly sets
forth the purpose of the building than the word HOME.
Unfortunately, the word HOME as used of some public
institutions carries with it the idea of penuary and
misfortune. Certainly this is not what is in mind in
the establishment of this institution. The purpose of
this property is to provide a place where our honored
missionaries may live comfortably whUe at home on
furlough. It is not always convenient or desirable for
missionaries when they return to this country to move
in with relatives or friends. They deserve a comfortable place which they can call their own until they are
ready to go back to the field of their choice. This,
therefore, is what the Foreign Mission Board has had
in mind in providing the Residence in Winona.
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ing reputable men to do the work, to say nothing of
obtaining the necessary materials in times like these,
have taken a good many months. But at this writing
the end seems to be in sight and we want the Brotherhood to know what they have in Winona for the care
of their furloughed missionaries.

ITS

It

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The building is a three-story structure
built of grey cement blocks. It is built

of

1943 did not mean that it would be ready immediately
to serve the purpose for which it was bought. It was
necessary to allow considerable time for the occupants
to vacate. Plans for remodeling the home so that ir
will serve as many missionary families as possible had
to be carefully considered. Then the matter of obtain-

The

building.

en the corner of Fourth and Chestnut streets and
Chestnut street is the second most Important thoroughfare in Winona.

h^-ii'^y^'3M

generally known, the Foreign Missionary Society owned a Home in Ashland, Ohio. It was the generous gift of the Sisterhood of Mary and Martha to the
Society. For a good many years it served its purpose
well.
Many of our missionaries found comfortable
quarters there. But then the unfortunate difficulties
is

wSk
WMm^SH
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inadequate. The Ashland Home had only two apartments, whereas, we need equipment for four. TheD,
too, some of the furniture moved is old and outworn.
It will have to be replaced. Furthermore, the reception
room is in addition to anything we had at Ashland.
Thus it can be readily seen, we are going to need some
new furniture in order to make these four apartments
and reception room comfortable. Some individuals and
organizations have already suggested that they would
like to help in furnishing the Residence. The committee in charge will present in a short time what the
actual needs are. This will be done through the pages
of the Herald. By this: method it is hoped that it will
not be necessary to draw upon mission funds for tnis
project and^will also avoid duplication of gifts.

was unfit for permanent occupancy ana
was not being used except for attic space. It is amazing
how this unused space has been transformed into a
beautiful apartment of three large rooms and bath.
In order to fit the building into four apartments has
meant a tremendous amount of rearrangement and
skillful planning. First of all, an entire new heating
third floor,

plant had to be installed, a plant sufficient to care for
all three floors. The former plant was old and entirely
inadequate to the task of heating the whole building.
The best it could do was to care for the first floor comfortably. We now have an ideal hot water heating unit
almost ready for full efficiency. Then it was necessary
to provide cooking, toilet, and bathing facilities for the
four apartments. This, of course, necessitated a good
many alterations. An entire new floor had to be laid
on the third floor and all floors had to be sanded and
refinished. One must see the work which has been
done to realize what a task it has been and why it has

DELAY IN REMODELING
has seemed to many that it has taken a
long time to get the Residence ready for occupancy.
It has taken a long time but there has been a reason
for this. It is very difficult to obtain materials. Tne
men in charge of the remodeling have had labor
troubles. We are living in unusual times. We wish to
assure our interested friends that the committee in
charge has been doing everything possible to get the
job done. Though at times progress has semed slow,
yet we have reason to believe that the work is being
done well and when at last it is' completed, our constituency will have reason to be proud of it.
It doubtless

much.
The arrangement of the four apartments is somewhat as follows: on the first floor there is one apartment with three rooms and bath. In addition to this
there is a large front room which is being prepared as
an assembly room or a place for board or committee
cost so

meetings, or it may be used for receptions or missionary meetings of various kinds. In time of emergency
this front room could become a part of the first floor
apartment. As one enters the first floor from the
spacious and delightful front porch, he finds himself
in a large vestibule or entrance room which leads either
into the front reception room, the first-floor apartment, or to the stairway leading up to the second and
third floor apartments.
On the second floor provision is being made for two
apartments or in case of a missionary with a family,
the two apartments may be turned into one large apartment. The front apartment consists of two rooms. The
larger of the two rooms is fitted to be a combination
kitchen and living room. It is large and may be arranged to suit the occupant. The second room is a bedroom with two large closets adjoining. This apartment
will be ideal for a single missionary or a couple without children. The adjoining apartment on the second
floor also has two rooms; one a large room suitable for
a combination living room and bedroom, with a spacious closet; the other a medium-sized kitchen. Both
apartments on the second floor will use the same bathroom which is conveniently arranged.
The entire third floor will be one apartment. It has
a large living room which looks out upon Chestnut
street, a well-equipped kitchen, bedroom and bath. In
addition this apartment is fitted with splendid wardrobe facilities. The work on this suite of rooms has
been beautifully done and will provide delightful living quarters for a missionary family.

SOLON HOYTS ARE CARETAKERS
During the process of remodeling it was necessary
to have a caretaker living in the house, someone witn
an ability to care for a multitude of details and emergencies incident to a remodeling program. The Lord
gave us just the right man in Arthur Nickel, who together with his wife, has served untiringly in seeing
that some order has been kept in the midst of the
chaos connected with the renovation of the house. Now
that Brother and Sister Nickel feel led to return to
Sunnyside, Washington, looking toward college work
before finishing their work at the Seminary, Mr. and
Mrs. Solon Hoyt have been secured to serve as caretakers until such time as they shall be, leavmg for
South America. It will be recalled that Solon and
Kathryn Hoyt were approved by the Foreign Missionary Society as missionaries to Argentina at the time or
the last Conference. After their graduation from the
Seminary this Spring, Solon will finish his college work
this summer at Huntington, Indiana. Thus these two
young missionaries will be in this vicinity for quite a
while and will be ideal caretakers for the Residence.

THE RESIDENCE COMMITTEE
should be stated in conclusion that the supervision of the remodeling program and the oversight of tne
Residence in general was committeed by the Foreign
Mission Board to a committee of thi-ee members of
which the writer is the chairman. The other members
of the committee are Dr. Alva J. McClain and Mrs. Leo
Polman. This committee feels its responsibility very
keenly and will appreciate the prayers and suggestions
of our readers that this project may be consummated
for the glory of God.
It

The house throughout is being repapered and painted
and is being done in such a way as to give the Residence an air of cheerfulness and warmth.
ITS FURNISHINGS
As yet the house is not nearly all furnished. When
the Home at Ashland was sold all the furniture there
was moved to Winona. But what furniture we have is
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—Thomas
God

(Note.

but
of
to

disposes."

the

First

kill

Japs.

MiiUattaA^

i4i.

upon me from their seats like pleased kittens express
satisfaction by their purring.

0*tdia

600 years ago, wrote: "Man proposes,
Man proposed to send one of the boys

A. Kempls, nearly

He was

right.

Brethren Church of Long Beach, California, out as a soldier
Behold, God sent a boy to save IndlansI

The

editor has Just received a letter from "Somewhere In India," written
last night of the old year, by Pfc. Edward
D, Riley, and another
several days later.
are going to share a part of the^e
letters with our readers, and we know that they will rejoice and not forget
to pray for this lad.
Perhaps
who can tell? God will "dispose" to keep
this lad In India as a real Brethren Missionary. His will be done.
L. S. B.

on

the

letter

We

written

—

—

—

"December

"We have another
week.

It is

service for the Naga Indians each
a preaching service in contrast to tonight's

Bible story service.

"These Indians wiU yet put the soldiers to shame,
and may win them to Christ.
"Your friend in the Lord Jesus Christ,
"Edward D. Riley."

31, 1944

"Dear Dr. Bauman:

"You may be many miles away, but you are with
in thought, especially tonight.

"God knows what the New Year may bring. I look
forward to increased military pressure with the greathave been

est spiritual inspirational experiences since I

in the

"Dr.

Army.

Bauman,

last night as I

I wish you could have been with me
preached the Word to the Naga In-

dians (using an interpreter) for the third time. 1
experienced a love and a joy which no one but true
shepherds of flocks can enjoy. I am sure that you, as
a pastor, understand. May God protect the sacred
treasures He has placed in my hands, and use me to
His glory as a faithful steward of His infinite grace!

The Indian people have such

SICKEL-CHURCHILL WEDDING

me

childlike personali-

ties that they often remind me of our Lord's using p
child as an example of faith. The average life
span of an Indian is twenty-seven years. So you see
most of them are quite young; in fact, little more than
little

children.

My

Hindustani friend, John Shepherd, the Indian
mine with a Christian name, does not expect
to be with me much longer. He expects to move. You
will recall that he was the one who was going to teach
me Hindustani in return for my teaching him music.
He asked me to write to him by Indian mail. I intend
to do so, and have bought some stamps for the purfriend of

Miss Miriam Aileen Sickel, youngest daughter of our
Superintendent of Brethren Missions in Argentina, became the wife of Corp. Jack Butler Churchill of Stockton, California, on January 1, 1945, at 8:00 P.M. The
wedding took place in the First Brethren Church of
La Verne, California.
Dr. Elbert L. McCreery, teacher of Greek and New
College, Los Angeles, read the
double ring ceremony. He was assisted by Dr. Kenneth
M. Monroe, pastor of the church.
This wedding is the culmination of a college romance. Miss Sickel was graduated last June from

Testament in Westmont

Westmont College,
trar of the school.

and is now Secretary to the RegisThe bridegroom also attended the
Westmont school prior to his induction into the Army.
We are very happy to say that this fine young couple
probably be full-fledged missionaries under our
in the Argentine in the not distant future. Assuredly, all the members of the Foreign Missionary
Society extend to them the very best wishes for a happy
journey together, walking within the will of God and
doing service for Him until He come.
After the wedding the couple left for a wedding trip
in the San Francisco area.
v4Il

Board

pose."

And

then, on January 3, 1945, he again writes:
something woke you up at 8:30 in the morning,
please realize that we had a meeting tonight with the

eHelp,

"If

Naga Indians that made us
lujah"

all

feel like

over God's universe.

.

.

Editorial Secretary

shouting "Halle-

Qualifications needed.

.

A good knowledge

"I tried to get some Assamese Bibles for the boys, but
none were available. Please pray that we'll get some
soon. I need the Aier dialect of the An tribe of Naga
Indians, but Assamese is a common language spoken
by all the clans (at least, most of them) of the differ-

of the English language in

composition.

Must be a good typist. Experience in proof readand editing preferred but not absolutely

ing

essential.

We prefer a lady who could be permanently
employed for a number of years.
A good opportunity for someone who wants to
dedicate her services to the Lord in this worthy

ent tribes of this area. So that will do.
"You make me a little suspicious. Dr. Bauman, that
some of you have been praying for the Lord to make
a missionary of me. At any rate, it is plain to see
what the Lord has done.
"Dr. Bauman, it would do my heart good if you could
be with me and see the radiant joy of the glory of the
Lord on the faces of the Indians.
"Three small Indian boys wanted to give me a special
treat tonight. They had rehearsed a hymn together to
sing to me. They're very shy, so it took about two minutes for them to thaw out the glue from their seats
and get up to sing. When they had finished, they had
a joy of triumph beyond words, and beamed smiles

cause of Christian Publications.

We
ately.

would

like to receive applications immediPlease give references.

There will be other openings in this growing institution in the near future. If you are interested
in Christian Publications, let us hear from you.
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New Books TorYour
The Foreign Missionary Society

of the Brethren

Church
NOVEMBER
Leper

African

AN OUTLINE AND ANALYSIS OF THE
FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN

Fund

The BaUroad Flat Union Sunday School, Calif&mia Distriot
Beaver Fund
Sunday School Claris, per Rev. R. S. Beaver, (Central)
District
(Special)
20.00

22.50

$

By Raymond
40.00

Byron Fund
Friendship

Missionary

Fund
Timothy 2:15

Circle,

Central

5.00

(Special)

District

Foster
II

Los Angeles,

ClaSs,

Calif.

15.00

(Special)

I

Fund

Sheldon
Christian

Endeavor.

La Verne,

South American Building Fund
Brethren Organization, Turlock,

The

with two problems before
How can one be assured
of his salvation? And how can one try the
"spirits" present in the world? Pastor Gingrich
has done a great piece of work in stating definitely God's answer to these problems. 191 pages.

many

500.00

California

November

Total Receipts for

set forth.

10.00

(Outfit)

California

$592.50

DECEMBER
African General Fund
Mr. Owen B. Fisher, Fort

$100.00

WajTie, Indiana

African Hospital Fund
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Lindblad, Harrah,

E. Ging-iich

This is not a book about First John: it is just
what the title indicates: An outline and an analysis. There is no evading of the more difficult
passages, as chapters 1:7-10 and 3:1-12. These
sections, along with the whole Epistle, are clearly
Epistle deals

Christians' today:

Price $2.
Washington.

.

.

100.00

.

African Leper Fund
Bible School. Long Beach. Oalifomta First
Junior High. Department of Bible School. Long Beach,
California First (American Mission to Lepers

Brethren Missionary Herald Co.
Winona Lake, Indiana

13.98

—

General Fund)

25.73

CHILD EVANGELISM

5S.T1
African Special
Bfble School, Long Beach,

California First

By

32.S5

(Children's work)

She steps
The child

General Fund
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Eiseumann, Long Beach, California I
5.00
50.00
Adult C. E., Long Beach. California First
5,00
John H. Salmi, Long Beach, California First

Kllever

Fund
Long

Beach,

California

.

15.00
5.00
67.05

.

-

205.00

(Charles)

100.00
11.58

(Special)

.

Taber Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Bible

First
School,

Bowman, Long Beach,

Long Beach,

Cahfomia

,

21.57
25.00

(Special)

Brethren Church. Middlebranch. Ohio (Speciial)
Friends and Members. Long Beach, California Second
First

Castle,

Long Beach, Oalifomia

Clayhole,

Kentucky

First

Williams Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Bowman, Ivong Beach, CaUfomia First

Sometimes He chastened me,
But never left me, never will
Through all eternity.

100.00

GIFTS OUTSIDE THE FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY:
China Inland Mission
Mr, and Mrs. T. E, Turpin, Long Beach, California
FiiBt (Food Relief)
Cabrillo and V. Park Housing Projects ( Daily Vacation
Bible School) Long Beach, Oalifomia First

Russian Missionary Society
Miss Grace M. Miller, Long

—

thank God for a Christian home!
would that this poor tongue
Could shout His praise because I gave
1

15.00

My heart

42.65

Him

while young.

Beaoh,

California

in this "Christian" land of ours,
O, pity them, dear Lord,—

First

Those countless lambs, all shepherdless.
Who never heard Thy Word;

5.00
10.00

18.00

Who sin, and there is none
Them to Thy fold—may we,

5.00
Receipts for

to

But

Pioneer Missionary Agency
Irene Lakey
Miss Catharine Hackett, Long Beach, CaHfomia First
Bible School, Long Beach. Cahfomia Fbst

ToUl

sinned and sinned again,

His tender patience never failed.._

5.00

(Special)

I

And fought for my' own will,
And often I neglected Him,
Yet He was with me still.

10.00
Church,

sometimes,

But worn with suffering, and etched
With lines of pain and care.

Although

(Special)

Brethren

past

yet my heart leaps up with joy
smile through thankful tears'
To think how safe I was, and how
He kept me through the years.

Wagner Fund
First

the
used to be,

I

111.58
Tyson Fund
Miss L. Grace

I

And

California

First

Nicholson, Wilmington, California

Until my candid mirror shows
A face no longer fair,

2.00

First

Fund

Pinebrook Broadcasting Corp., Eastern District (Special)
Pinebroofc Broadcasting Corp., Eastern District (Regular)
First Brethren Church, Meyersdale, Pa. (Special)
Summit Malla Brethren Church, Summit MiUs, Pa.

S.

from out

And for a moment I forget
What time has done to me,

60.00
Gribble Book
Miscellaneous,

Mrs. Martha

December

to bring

O, tender Shepherd of lost lambs,

$979.91

BauuLan, Secretary-Treasurer
Barbara M. Hunter, Financial Secretary.

I/Duis S.

Thine under-shepherds be!
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summer with an average attendThe average attendance in Bible School for
the past six months is 74, morning worship service 31,
evening service 18, and prayer meeting 15.
The population of Seal Beach is about 3000 and
ful D. V. B. S. last

ance of

IN

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
By Mrs. Gladys Lantz

77.

growing rapidly, due to the close proximity of a large

Four years ago the First Brethren Church of Long
Beach, opened a Mission Church in a store building at
Naples, a suburb of Long Beach and several miles from

permanent Naval Ba^e.

AMERICA,

Seal Beach.

REMEMBER WASHINGTON

(Continued from page 68)

Brother Ralph Colburn, then a student at Bible Institute of Los' Angeles, was given charge of the wori^.

a dictatorship growing out of the continuance of
for too long a period is so high an office.
America, remember Washingtion.
In a day when a genuine faith in God is fading in
America, it would be well to again remember Washington. Infallible records exist showing that he was
constant in his attendance at church, no matter where
he might find himself when the Sabbath Day arrived.
One of the immortal documents in the archives of
America is Washington's Farewell Address. From it we
ity of

any

man

quote:

—

—

"Be united be American Citizens by birth or choice
a common country, that country has a right to concentrate your affections. The name of American, which
belongs to you in your national capacity, must always
exalt the just pride of patriotism more than any
appellation derived from local discriminations. You
have in a common cause fought and triumphed together.
The independence and liberty you possess are the worii
of

—

of joint councils and joint efforts of common dangers,
sufferings and successes. Beware of attacks, open or
covered, upon the Constitution. Beware of the baneful

Mr.

With

efforts of extremes in party spirit. Keep the departof government separate, promote education,

ments

and Mrs. George Peek

faithful teachers, a Bible School

cherish the public credit. Observe justice and good
faith toward all nations; have neither passionate
hatreds nor passionate attachments to any. In one
word, be a nation, be American, and be true to your-

was conducted

each Sunday morning preceding the worship service. A
midweek service was held also. When Brother Colburn
left to take the pastorate of the First^Brethren Church
at Compton, California, Brethren L. W. Marvin and
N. J. Rich, consecrated young men looking forward to
fulltime service, took up the work as co-laborers and
continued in it until they left for Grace Seminary in
June, 1944. The work continued to prosper under their
leadership. Attendance increased steadily, and many
found the Lord Jesus as Saviour. It became necessary
to move the location of the Mission more than a year
ago, and in so doing the change has proven to be a

selves."

Read this quotation from his Farewell Address once
again and pause a bit too think as you read the words:
"Beware of attacks, open or covered, upon the Constitution." St'op there and meditate. Again: "Beware of
the baneful effects of the party spirit." Stop there and
rijeditate again. Again: "Cherish the public credit."
Stop there and meditate again. Again: "In one wora,
... be American"! Stop there and meditate again.
O,

my

country,

REMEMBER WASHINGTON!

wise one. The location is in
Seal Beach in a double store
building, providing an auditorium and seven separate
class rooms.

The work has been, and
now is, in charge of Stu-

dent-Pastor,

Brother
George Peek and his wife.
Brother Peek is a student
of the Bible Institute of Los
Angeles, and both are members of the Church at Fifth
and Cherry, Long Beach.
They conducted a success-

The Naples Dally Vacation Bible School
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A few of the evangelical churches today observe feet
washing as a church ordinance. The Roman Catholic
churches observe the so-called, "Blessed Sacraments,
as a means to salvation. They contend that if their
members faithfully partake of the different sacraments, they will thereby merit eternal life and gain
entrance into Heaven.
Protestant churches observe ordinances because to
them the practice is a privilege and duty which reminds them of the cost of a great salvation. Not hopiiig thereby to merit salvation, but to be obedient to
the great commission, "teaching them to observe all
things whatsoever I have commanded you."
We possibly ought to remind ourselves in this day
of formalism that Christian people must not depend
and hope to obtain salvation by merely partaking of
the different ordinances of the church. After all, the
ordinances' serve only as a symbol to remind us of the
ministry of Christ Jesus in our behalf.

THE SCRIPTURES
John 13:1-17

I

ITS ORIGIN
Feet washing as a church ordinance, originated on the night before
His crucifixion: "Jesus knowing that
His hour was come that He shouid
depart out of this world" (John 13:
11), took His Apostles apart into an
upper room, and there instituted the
ordinances which are to be observed
by the church.
Let us
time,

now turn back

and we note that

as an old-time custom,
in the days of

the pages of

washing
was practiced

Abraham

feet

(Gen. 18:4).

Here Abraham, "the friend of God,"
exercised hospitality and kindness to
the heavenly strangers which made
known unto him the birth of Isaac.
There are still some preachers and
teachers that believe Christ was only
performing an old-time custom when
He washed the disciples' feet. After
a careful reading of John 13:7, we
cannot hold to this interpretation:
"Jesus answered and said unto him,
What I do thou knowest not now;
but, thou shalt
if

Christ

We

know

hereafter." Now,
olddidn't Peter knov/

was only enacting an

time custom,
about it?
believe

why
the

practice

of

^aU

of the Lord with His disciples. The
language of the Bible is very plain and final. "If I
then, your LORD and Master, have washed your feet:
ye also ought to wash one another's feet."

room fellowship

THE IMPORTANCE:
"The importance of this service is set before us m
John 13:8b: "If I wash thee not, thou hast no part with
me." The Lord will not hold fellowship with unclean
or ungodly people. Therefore this ordinance so beautifully depicts to us the cleansing through the Word, and
the precious blood of Christ. This cleansing is very
important to fellowship with Him. (See: 1 John 1:7-9;

Eph. 5:26).

The mere observance of the rite will not cleanse your
and heart. However, it is this service which is to

soul

remind us of the fact that our lives can be cleansed in
the Laver of the Word. In other words, it is the practice which the Lord gave to us to keep ever before the
minds of Christians the saving power of Jesus Christ.

Genesis 18:4

Tim. 5:10
Prov. 28:13

I

Phil. 2:5-11

Church Ordinance

the

washing of saints' feet, originated as
a church ordinance in the upper-

John

1:7-9

(Continued on page 80)
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PROGRAM FOR FEBRUARY 25, 1945
"HYMNS AND CHORUSES WE LOVE TO
SING AND WHY"
By Robert

—

Scriptures Psalm
Opening songs:

"In

100,

My

A.

Ashman

Wondrous Story"
Life."

Purpose: The purpose of this program is to help each
one to learn and appreciate more fully the stories and
inspirations back of some of the familiar songs we
love to sing.

for each one.

By Lena
Scripture

Hymn:

"Sunrise"

story behind the
pel Hymn Stories")

hymn— (page

12

—"Forty

—

Stories")

—

The song A good one for the entire group to sing.
Third Hymn: "In the Garden"
The story behind the hymn— (page 14 "Forty Gos-

—

pel

Hymn

Stories")

Topic One

—sung as a soprano and alto duet. verses)
Fourth Hymn: "When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder"
The story behind the hymn — (page 84—"Forty GosThe song

pel

(2

Hymn

—

In this topic seek to determine who is' on the Lord's
by doing His pleasure. Note the following scriptures and thoughts:
1.
God takes pleasure in providing salvation Isaiah

The song

—

53:10.

—

—

2.

Hymn: "Lead Me

story behind the
pel Hymn Stories")

to Calvary"

hymn— (page

44

—"Forty Gos-

—

Hymn

—Mai. 3:10.
3.
God has no pleasure

—Psa. 5:4.

Stories")

—sung by the entire group.

The song

SUGGESTIONS TO THE LEADER—The book

15:

Your purpose is to point out the negative aspects of
God's pleasure. Note:
1.
God has no pleasure in those who re.fuse His offer
of mercy— Heb. 10:38.
2.
God has no pleasure in those who continue in sin

The song sung by mixed quartette, or soprano, alto
and tenor trio.
Seventh Hymn: "Since Jesus Came Into My Heart"
The story behind the hymn — (page 32—"Forty Gospel

—John

—

—

as a male quartette or mixed quar-

The

takes pleasure in separated lives

God takes pleasure in our service ^Hag. 1:8.
Topic Two "Some things that do not please God."
Text— 1 Thess. 2:15.
3.

tette.

Sixth

God

19.

Stories")

—sung

Pleasure"

103:21.

side

Stories"-

mixed quartette on the verse and all join
on the chorus. (2 verses)
Fifth Hymn: "The Old Rugged Cross"
The story behind the hymn (page 16 "Forty Gos-

Hymn

— "God's

Text—Psalm

The song

pel

Christian's Pleasure Stand-

Leader
Consider the parable of the sower (Luke 8:11-15)
especially verse 14, seeking to determine whether our
pleasures will build or destroy our Christian character.
Questions to be considered are Do we seek to honor
God in our choice of pleasure? Do our pleasures show
God at work in shaping our lives? Suggested scriptures are Phil. 2:13; 2 Tim. 2:4.

—

—

Kortemitfr

3:17;4:5.

ards.

—

Hymn

— Col.

Purpose—To evaluate the
Gos-

The song sung as a soprano or tenor solo. (2 verses)
Second Hymn: "Living for Jesus"
The story behind the hymn (page 24 "Forty Gospel

ONE.)

PROGRAM FOR MARCH 4, 1945
"MY FUN AND PLEASURE STANDARDS"

humns.

The

MAKE THIS PROGRAM A REAL MUSI-

CAL—SINGING

Leader's Remarks: A hymn or song or chorus is not
ju^t an excuse for music. They express the joy of
the Christian heart. They express the happy experiences into which Christ brings those who believe in
Him. Tonight we are going to hear of some of the
interesting stories behind a number of these familiar
First

a good one for your C. E. Library.

the scenes, if your society is large enough or (3) Give
out the hymn stories as topics to be given by members of your group.
An interesting variation for the beginning or closing would be to have your pianist start familiar
choruses and see how readily the group can guess and
join in on them. Or you may want to learn some new
choruses. If so be sure to have words mimeographed,

Heai't There Rings a Melody"

"Wonderful Words of

It's

The above program may be varied by (1) having a
reader present the stories behind the hymns or (2) Using a radio idea with all those who participate behind

Ephesians 5:1-2, 15-20.

"I Will Sing tlie

ORDER EARLY SO YOU'LL GET YOUR

Indiana.

BOOK.

in the death of the wicked

Three—"Finding Pleasure
Text—Ecc. 12:1, 13, 14.

Topic
"Foriy

Gospel Hymn Stories" in which the above stories are
found may be secured from The Brethren Missionary
Herald Co. You may order DIRECT at Winona Lake,

in Living for the Lord"

In this topic point out what kind of a life is pleasing
unto Qod. Here are some suggestions aroimd which
to build your talk:
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Recognize the greatness of God's power and good-

1.

ness

—Psalms

3.

of these

—

—

Topic Four "Separation
Fload of Happiness."

Text—2

given a stamped post-card on which to write to either
young people. We find this very interesting.
We have at the present time twenty young men and
four young women serving our country in the Armed
Forces. We have three young men preparing, for the
ministry at Bob Jones College, Wheaton College and
is

8:3, 4, 5.

Enjoy God's provision and blessing—Psa.
Seeking wisdom from God for gain Prov.

2.

From

36:8.

3 13-17.
:

—Our

the World

Only

Grace Seminary.
Every other Saturday evening, the Young People's
C. E. sponsors "fellowship" night in the social rooms
of the church. At these meetings we have singspira-

Cor. 6:14-18.

This topic is a summary to the preceding three and
points out the one way of life that is really pleasing to
God. Here are some pertinent points, enlarge upon

and a social time together.
are having an average attendance of thirty at these
meetings.
tlon, devotions, Bible study,

them:

We

God requires separation, Abraham is an example
—Gen. 12:1-3.
2.
God requires consecration—Romans 12:2.
3.
God requires testimony— 1 Cor. 10:31.
Leader Summarize this lesson in your own words, if
1.

—

time permits, conduct a discusson of the pleasure
standards of your group and how they might be
brought closer to the delight of the Lord.

A NOTE TO

C. E.

PRESIDENTS

Have you started to complete your new C. E. Chart?
Be sure to keep It up to date. Report names of tne
new officers to Rev. Robert Ashman, 545 East Fifth
Did you send in your offering
Missions through the C. E. Treasurer remember, we are counting all the goals of the first
quarter, September, October, November, completed if
you send in this offering. ALL goals from this quarter
forward should be met by your local society for full
credit and awards.
Street, Peru, Indiana.

for

—

Home

INTRODUCING THE

C. E.

BRETHREN CHURCH

IN

BRETHREN LAYMEN'S NOTES
The how

existing Brotherhood of the First Brethren
Church, 632-34 North Fifth Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania, is just four months old. This Brotherhood
arose out of several Brotherhood organizations previously established but remaining dormant. Today we
have approximately twenty men interested in this Fellowshin with a goal set for a membership of 50 for

OF THE FIRST

JOHNSTOWN

By Miss June Blough

We see that included in the National Goal of Christian Endeavor is a letter to the News Editor once a
quarter, so we are endeavoring to send you one for
this past quarter.
In our November social meeting, we elected our Christian Endeavor officers for the coming year. The president is Don Rager; Vice-President, Ada Mae Jones;
Secretary, Ruth Ringler; Treasurer, Rose Mary Bifano;
Pianist, Violet Ringler; Chorister, Hazel Ringler; Social
Committee Chairman, Dick DeArmy; Program Committee Chair lady, June Blough; Lookout Committee
Chairlady, Mrs. Earl Hillegass; Missionary Committee
Chairlady, Esther Byers. We also elected our Intermediate Christian Endeavor Superintendent, Carl Uphouse and his assistant, Margaret Cook. Then too, the
Junior Christian Endeavor Superintendent, Mrs. Carl
Uphouse and her assistant, Lois Reighard, were also
elected by our young people. We expect in the near
future, to have our officers for the past year meet with
our newly-elected officers to acquaint them with the
duties of each office before installation the first of the
year.

We

have in our Christian Endeavor room a news
board in which we post all items of interest to our
young people. Each week, there are posted two names
of our service-men and their addresses. Each member

Home

Mission Offering, we posted on our
huge map of the United States, with
etich Home Mission Church marked with a red dot.
For each dollar given towards Home Missions there
was a flag attached to each Home Mission Church. We
have at the time of this writing, approximately $40.
We are planning, the Lord willing, to try to enlist
every one of our young people of the church and Sunday School for Christian Endeavor in this coming yeai.
We thank our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ for all
the blessings we have received as a society and individuals in the past year, and covet your prayers that
His will may be done in the coming year.

For our

bulletin board a

1945.

An important project which has been officially adopted by the men is the creating of a fund, and the receiving of money toward that fund, for the support of
Brethren students and their families at Grace Theological Semnary, Winona Lake, Indiana. To the end
that this project might be a worthwhile one a committee has been appointed to plan the project which
is intended to reach out into the congregation proper
as well as Christian friends. This plan, when completed'
v?ill include systematic giving methods, publicity ideas,
Secretary of Students Assistance Fund, and the like.
In addition to the above project, a visitation program
has been accepted, a hymn sing for February or March,
and a men's chorus anticipated. The program committee under the leadership of Carrol Parks opens each
Brotherhood meeting with a devotional program with
special speakers and special musical attractions. This is
followed by a business session which in turn is followed by a recreational period under the leadership of
David Dettra, Sr. Refreshments are served by a committee of volunteers.
The officers are as follows George Seagreaves, President; Otto Kaepple, Vice President; William H.
Schaffer, Secretary; "James O. Huffort, Treasurer, and
our Pastor, Rev. G. Lawrence Lawlor, Counsellor.
:

James O. Hufforr.
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COVINGTON, VIRGINIA
blessing of

God

spoke thirty-five times in the two weeks at the meeting, over WKEY, and the C & O shops. During the last
week of the meeting, Mrs. Kettell presented the Gospel
message to the children by means of flannelgraph and
object lessons at the children's meeting after school.
The pastor. Rev. Hall, and his people prepared the
way for the meeting by an intense visitation campaign.
This was followed by daily Cottage Prayer Meetings.
Mrs. Hall conducted the Young People's Choir and had
charge of the speci'al music each evening. An organized
effort was put forth in every way. The Lord answered
prayer and especially the closing service was blessed
cf the Lord. There was not standing room at the altar
that night for those seeking salvation, church membership, dedication of life to Christian service and conRev. R. H. Kettell.
secration.

WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA
"I will go before thee, and make the crooked places
straight, I will break in pieces the gates of brass, and
cut in sunder the bars of iron; And I will give thee
the treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of secret

places, that
call

thou mayest know that

thee by thy name,

am

the

I,

God

the

LORD, which

of Israel" (Isaiah

45:2-3).

We have just closed a very wonderful revival. Dr.
Michael J. Walsh better known as "Mickey 'Walsh," the
Irish Evangelist of Philadelphia, was our Evangelist.
Rev. Jake P. Kliever, our own missionary recently returned from Africa was our Song Leader. The Lord
gave us two great weeks packed full of good things
from the Word. The meeting was truly a GOOD NEWS
MEETING. Our people were stirred the people have
caught a new visionMickey Walsh, is a Bible Teaching Evangelist. He
has an understanding of the Word, such as few men
have today. He is unique in the way he presents Christ
to his audiences from the Word. He loves the souls of
men. The people in Whittier fell in love with him when
he gave his first message. Attendance was good
throughout the two weeks. We began on December 31
and closed January 14. Seventeen were saved, all of
which were adults. One man, a doctor of 80 years was
saved; the other sixteen ranged in age from 25 years to
60 years. It was a remarkable meeting. I believe the
entire number will unite with the church. But the
greater blessing in the meeting, I feel, is the fact that
the Whittier Church has been stirred and many of
our people are now witnessing for Christ.
The year 1944 was a good year for our work, our
prayer is "Lord keep us humble, keep us busy, give us
a burden for souls and keeps us true untU Jesus comes."
Amen.
William H. Clough, Pastor.

—

—
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in the salvation of souls attended the two weeks meeting with Rev. Jesse Hall and
his people of the First Brethren Church. The attendance was good. Many Christians consecrated their
the part
lives. There was a deep spiritual interest on
of those who attended the services. The evangelist

The

o

g:
*t

(Continued from page 77)

The emblem continually sets before us the cleansing
of the believer from the sins which he may fall into as
he walks through this sinful world, and is contaminated by

There

it.

will

always be those who, like Peter, are ready

"Thou shalt never wash my feet"; but a kindly
explanation may change their minds, into a happy
to say,

Christian practice. Great joy has been my portion,
when in obedience to the words of Christ, I have
washed my brother's feet.

THE RESULT:
The

direct result of this Christian practice

is a godly,
peaceful and humble walk with your fellowmen.
Sanctified lives bring about sanctified living. If any
brother with authority and rank can humbly gird himself with a towel, bow down and wash the feet of the
brother with a common vocation, he will immediately
indicate that the peace of God which passeth all understanding, abides in his soul.
Once more, I believe there is no service in the

church which will do more to keep Modernism away
from the House of God than does the practice of th:s
ordinance. "Thus saith the Lord," is to be the style and
tenor of our preaching. Let us' shun Modernism.
Doesn't the occasion afford a wonderful opportunity
to confess our sins and short comings, both to God

and our fellow Christians, before we partake of the
Holy Communion? "If we confess our sins. He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us
from all unrighteousness." This cleansing is beautifully set before us in symbol when we put into practice
v/hat the Lord commanded us in John 13. (See also
Proverbs 28:13). As baptism pictures our justification,
£0 the washing of one another's feet pictures our sanctification.

THE COMMAND:
have given you an example, that ye should do as
I have done to you" (v. 15). Lowly and painful as the
service may seem to be to the carnal Christian and the
natural man, still, Christ's example teaches us that we
"I

should obey the practice. "Happy are ye if ye do thfem."
Many saints can testify to the fact that obeying the
Lord in this command brings true joy and happiness
to the soul.
This command asks God's people to perpetuate what
Christ has given to us in precept and example, just as
Christ intended them to observe the eating of the
bread and the drinking of the cup, "in remembrance ol
me." Happy are those that stoop and obey. "Have this
mind in you, which was also in Christ Jesus" (Phil.
2:5 R. v.).

W. M.

C.

NUMBER

^y^:

February

10,
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USE ME TODAY

THE SAVIOUR SPEAKS
me

YE," the Saviour speaks today!
Go tell of Christ who loves alway!

Use

Oh, tell of Him who saves from sin,
Of heav'n that blood-washed souls shall win.

Lord, with

"GO

Tell of a

Whose

Who

God who

today,

O

Saviour divine;

Cleanse and renew this servant of Thine.

Then

Thy Spirit fill me, I pray.
Thy service use me today.

in

will sustain,

toil and pain.
hope that cannot fail.

pressure sweetens

gives a

*

That anchors safe within the

"Go ye," for some have never heard
The promise of that blessed Word.
Tell of a Christ who satisfies
The heart, and every need supplies.

everywhere!

—Selected

to

Use

me

Thy

glory use

me

today.

today to scatter the seed.

Whether

tell of power from sin to keep.
Of grace for pathways rough and steep,
Of joy that will the heart o'erflow.
Of peace that the redeemed shall know.

it

And

today. Lord, use even me.

Bringing the blessing someone

And

Then Go! proclaim

me
me

to lead some lost one to Thee.
Lead where Thou wilt, Lord, open the way.

veil.

"Go ye," It is the Lord's command:
The Gospel preach in every land;
"Go ye," and tell of Christ the Lord,
"Go ye, and preach His pow'rful Word.
For when the heav'n and earth shall fail,
That Word shall stand and shall prevail.
'Tis remedy for earth's despair.

Use
Use

may

need.

I toil or quietly pray.

Blessed Lord Jesus, use

me today.

Gertrude R. Dugan

A SMALL CHILD'S PRAYER
Dear Lord Jesus in heaven;
We know that you might come for us tonight.
Even right now, to take us home to heaven.
Dear Jesus, we thank Thee we know we are saved.
We know that there are some people who don't
Believe that Jesus died on the Cross for them.
Help them to believe, Help us to do what You
Want us to do. For Jesus' sake. Amen!
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Wiinning

The Mark of Soul
apparent that the Church has very largely failed
God-given task for this age as expressed in the
our Lord (Matt. 28:19, 20). The denominalonal energy that is evident is often sadly and tragicIt is

1 its

'ords of

misdirected.
clear revelation of the Word of God distinctly
idicates that 'the primary task of the Church and
le individual believer is' to faithfully preach and teach
le gospel. The vpinning of souls is the part of wisdom
lly

religious

Through this method God is today takigout of the world a people for His name (Acts 15:14).
he Church is the God-appointed channel to take the
istrument, the gospel, to a lost race.
When we use the term -'soul-winner," we reserve no
ory for man in the salvation of sinners, but God
ways uses means to the end, talents, winsomeness,
jrsuasiveness, even in men, to assist in reaching others
ir His glory.
Study the missionary activity of Paul
Id Peter for abundant proof of this fact.
There are always some who immediately begin to
ake excuse. "I am not able to win souls." "I cannot
)eak." "I have no ability," etc. Regardless of the clrimstances or the excuse, every believer is expected to
mtribute to the accomplishment of this supreme task.
^lus every believer will bear the mark of a disciple
in
?irit-led soul-winning.
There are at least four good reasons.

BECAUSE CHRIST WAS A SOUL-WINNER.
1.
The bible teaches that Christ is the supreme
:ample of the believer (1 Pet. 2:21; John 14:12). Rectnizing that His exampleship is for the believer alone,
P are urged to get our eyes off the things
of earth
Id men and follow the Divine Example. What did
irist do as a soul-winner?
2.
He won the children to Himself (Matt. 18:1-14;
:14, 15). Whatever else this passage may mean, it
rtainly must have a strong reference to actual chil•en. Notice the use of the words "little" and "young."
lese must have been very small children. Yet they
(lieved (Matt. 13:6). One of the chronic mistakes of
•eachers, teachers and parents, is to upderestimate
e ability of the children to believe in Christ. Many
lult Christians testify to conversions as early as three
Id four years of age. The Holy Spirit is able to make
isic Gospel truths as apparent to the child mind
as to
at of an adult. Let us not treat our children like
iritual idiots, but present the gospel to them simply
Id clearly and give the Holy Spirit His opportunity.
3.
He won men to Himself (John 1), Andrew, Philip,
ithanael, Paul (Acts 9), Nicodemus (John 3). All the
sciples and probable thousands among the multides, were won by the winsome Saviour.
4.
He won women to Himself. There were Mary,
artha. His own mother, the woman taken in adultery
ohn 8:1-11), the Samaritan woman (John 4:6-29).
Christ moved into every realm of life and won indiJuals to Himself, rich or poor, educated or not, in

83

political circles, a

doctor,

etc.

We

exempt from the

is

BECAUSE THE WORD OF GOD MEETS EVERY

II.

The

Prov. 11:30).

circles,

then conclude that NO Christian
high privilege of soul-winning.

1.

NEED.
The need

of the soul-winner

is

amply provided

for by grace.
It is

not the will of

Pet. 3:9).

He

God that any should

desires all

men

perish

to be saved. His love

(2
i£

limitless, infinite, all-inclusive.

ALL

to

is

Therefore the message
(Acts 10:34; John 3:16). The world is the

field.

A

complete, adequate plan of salvation is pro5:20, 21). The vilest of men are reached
by the grace of God. The way of salvation is clearly
given (Rom. 10:9, 10). The instrument and invitation
are just as plain (John 3:16).
full,

vided-

(Rom.

Wisdom in speaking and holy boldness in approach
are alike proffered (Jas. 1:5; Matt. 28:18; Phil. 4:19).
of our own are necessary. Faithful presentation of the Word of God is the one requisite.
The special leading and revelation of the Holy Spirit
No words

is

guaranteed (John 16:13).
The need of the unsaved
There are various types of
2.

fully met.
unbelievers such

is

as

atheists, infidels, evolutionists, self-righteous, followers of isms, and sincere seekers. The Bible has an

answer and a message for each. Here we should be
reminded forcibly that the Word of God in the hands
of the Spirit is our one and only weapon in winning
men to Christ (Eph. 6:17b; 1 Pet. 1:23). We cannot
successfully fight the ideas and philosophies of men in
the power of our own reasonings. Again every believer is left without excuse and should be well
marked
as a soul-winner.

BECAUSE WE LOVE THE LOST

III.

1.
That all men are lost outside of Christ is one of
the basic teachings of Scripture (Rom. 3:23; Psa.
51:5).
Eternal death is set as the penalty from sin (Rom.
6:23). Therefore our love for the lost has a great
field

in

which

to function.

Millions languish in this lost

state, facing eternity

without hope.
Love for the lost is the logical result of our own
salvation. Immediately following his conversion, Paui
s
first thought was for the salvation of his
own people
2.

(Acts 9:20). Peter, Stephen, great missionaries of the
past and present, have manifested their burning passion for lost souls by giving all, even life itself,
that
brands may be snatched from the burning. One of the
very best indications as to the actual spiritual experience of any professed Christian, is his attitude toward
the lost. If he has sincerely accepted the results of the
love of God through Christ in salvation, then he must
love others, for the love of Christ will produce a compelling constraint to glorify the Saviour in conveying

(Continued on page 87)
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W.M.C. Program
PRELUDE— Piano Arrangement of
You Want Me

to

SONG—

Am

Go Where

1

:-7-12

MUSIC

OFFERING—Grace

of Soul-Winning

Theological Seminary

CHORUS—"Lead Me

PRAYER SESSION
the Cross for

Slessor

^^^^^ STUDY-The Mark

Praying for You"

CHORUS—"On

March

MISSION STUDY— Mary
SV^CXKl.

SCRIPTURE-II Timothy
"I

"I'll

Go"

for

to

Some Soul Today"

BENEDICTION

Me"

MliUo.A.alUl' Bi^tkdatf.1
By Mrs.
John 5:14 "And
Him, that, if we

1

in

He heareth

this
asli

Ralph Rambo

in

2.

planning to
Pray for other missionaries who are
take furloughs at the present time.

3.

April and
Pray for our new project during March,
May for the library at Grace Seminary.

4.
'

Seminary
Pray for those graduating from Grace
definite fields
this spring, that God may open up
of service for them.
Pray

6.

face
Pray for our National W. M. C. officers as they
the task of preparing our next year's work.

7.

they
Pray for the local councils everywhere that
of all the
will be working toward the meeting

10.

Pray for the rulers of our nation.
Pray for the wounded and dying boys of our battle
beareas that they might hear the Gospel Story

Oubangui-

Mrs. Lenora Williams, April 15

Bouca, par Bangui, Oubangui-Chari, French Equatorial Africa.

Mrs. Dorothy Maconaghy, March 21.
La Carlota, F. C. C. A., Velez Sarsfeld 1018, Argentina,

South America.

Miriam Sickel Churchill (daughter), February
650

for'

objectives.

9

Africa.

Mrs. Hattie Sheldon, March 21.
Bellevue, par Bossangoa, par Bangui,
Chari, French Equatorial Africa.

the Schrocks and the Hoyts as they minto their goister among the churches preparatory
ing to South America.

5.

8.

2.

Mission Evangelique de I'Oubangui-Chari, Bozoum,
par Bangui Oubangui-Chari, French Equatorial

us:"

prayer
Let us thank the Lord for answered
bringing the Dunnings home in safety.

1.

Dorothy Mae Beaver, March

the confidence that we have
anything according to His will,
is

Maltman Avenue, Apt, D. Los

THE POWER OF WORDS
"Death and life are in the power of
the tongue" (Prov. 18:21).
"'Twas only a word, a careless word.
But it smote the heart of one who heard
Like a fierce, relentless blow;
The day seemed overcast with gloom,
The sweetest songs seemed out of tune;

Solomon

The

said,

fires of

hope burned low.

"'Twas only a word, a loving word.

fore they pass into eternity.'

But a weary, sorrowing heart was

Pray for the Chaplains and Christian young people
in the service of our Lord everywhere.

And life took brighter hue;
And faith, triumphant, pruned her wing;

stirred.

Discouraged souls began to sing.
And hope revived anew!

^.

911.

e

0ffici«.c^

"Only a word, and yet what power
It holds to better or to mar.

Koontz, 105 Otterrt^w Avenue, Roanoie, Virginia
Robert Ashman, 545 East Fifth Street Peni, Indiana
Street,
Secretary— Mrs. William Schafter, 307 West Franklin

President—Mrs

Hermm

V^S-esident— Mrs.

S^or^T

The lives of those who hear,
What power for good—for evil too
Oh, may our words be good and true.
And spoken in God's fear!"

Garrison
Finan^LT°'Se°reUi^-Treasurer— Miss Mabel E. Donaldson, 4328
Street N. W. Washington, D. O.
, ,
t ,,
Mrs. Marvin Goodman Sr., Winona Lake, Indiana
Literature Secretary
Mrs. Ralph Kambo, 2301 Evans, Cheyenne, Wyoming
Prayer Chairman
Mrs. John Aeby. Winona Lake, Indiana
Editor

—

2.

Angeles, 26, Calif.

——
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NORTHWEST DISTRICT W.
It

C.

was our

when we

30, 1944 at

M.

THE W.

C.

privilege to reorganize our district W. M.
met for our district conference September

work done by

their respective councils.

The Spokane W. M. C. gives one day a month
"Welcome House" for soldiers. Free lunch is served

to
all

day, often as many as 225 soldiers are served in one
day. Sixty beds are stripped and remade. Advice and
help are given as needed.

The Harrah W. M. C. often have Mrs. Morrill tell of
her experiences as an African missionary. They also
entertained a lady from the Christian Mission of White
Sevan. They gave contributions to Nile Fisher and to
Grace Seminary.
to

M.

It

Home

We

have our meeting the third Thursday of every

Bible they have read the past month.

We are reading the missionary book, "Goforth of
China." We have miniature maps of Africa and South
America, with our missionaries' pictures on them;
these are used as prayer reminders and each month one
member gives the biography of the missionary pictured
on the card she has. Just recently we met for an allday meeting to mend and pack clothing for mission
points. After a covered dish luncheon we enjoyed a
program of short missionary stories and a Bible Quiz.
We praise the Lord that we have been able to meet
our objectives in the past year and we pray God will
give us grace to meet them in the future.

gives monthly contribution
in school. Jars for a Chilwere filled with fruit and vegetables.

was decided that our

district affiliate

Mrs. Henry Urban, Secretary.

BENE, INDIANA W. M.

with the Na-

tional organization as the Northwest District. For a
district project it was decided that we contribute at
least $30 a month to the support of Kenneth Sheldon
for a period of eight months.

The W. M.

—

C. of Berne,

C

Indiana has been holding

its

regular monthly meetings and receiving much spiritual
help from the Bible studies and missionary studies as
published in the Herald. At our January meeting we
had Mrs. John Suderman, a missionary on furlough, to
speak to us concerning her work among the Hopi Indians of northern Arizona. We wish the rest of our
sisters in Christ could have enjoyed this message, too.
We learned many things about people in our own country that we never knew. We feel a deeper need for
prayer for missionaries in our own U. S. A.
In February we will hold an all-day meeting with a
covered dish dinner. An interesting missionary pro-

The following officers were elected:
President Mrs. Will Stover (Harrah).
Vice-President Miss Lillian Bowers (Spokane).
Secretary-Treasurer Mrs. Willis Belcher (Sunnyside).

—

OF LISTIE, PENNSYLVANIA

month with an average of about fourteen. When our
roll is called each member answers with a verse of
Scripture and gives the number of chapters' of the

The Sunnyside W. M. C.
Grace Allshouse who is

dren's

C.

W. M. C. sends greetings for a splendid
New Year, and a prayer for the success of all sister
Listie

councils.

Harrah, Washington.

The meeting was opened with Mrs. Will Stover presiding. Mrs. Garber of Spokane, Mrs. Davis of Harrah
and Mrs. Weed of Sunnyside were introduced as presidents of their local W. M. C. Each president reported
special

The

C.

—

as a district group may we be of
greater service to our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.

Banned together

Mrs. Willis Belcher,
Sunnyside, Washington.

gram

is

being planned at

which time we

will receive

our foreign mission offering.

Mrs. Iva Sipe, Secretary.

Southeastern District

which was
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Roanoke, Virginia.
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•GRACE SEMINARY*
and Ma*^

Pnajeci ^o* ManxUtf Afxn4i
The following

are

of what,

testiiiio

the fellowship

and tnuniiig at Gr

MRS. MARVIN GOODMAN,

Bot

looked forward to coming to
For several years
Grace Seminary and in 1942 the Lord opened up the
way for me to come and study here. The two years
which I had in the classroom were times of great
spiritual blessing and joy in the study of God's Word.
One of the highlights to me has been the prayer
meeting and our days of prayer. These times have
drawn me closer to my Lord and Saviour and have
given me a desire to serve Him more. They have truly
been times of inspiration.
For the Seminary wives there is another thing which
has increased the spiritual growth of each one who
attended. These are our monthly W. M. C. meetings.
The Lord has blessed much in the devotional studies
and meetings.
It has been wonderful to make the acquaintance and
enjoy the fellowship of the faculty and so many young
people who are also looking forward to full time service
for their Lord.
I am also very thankful for Grace Seminary because
it was here that I met my husband, and we are now
looking forward to a lifetime of service in Africa.
a school
I truly praise God for Grace Seminary
which is efficiently preparing men and women for
service for their Master in the place where He has
I

and

students,

but

also

to

their

familiHs.

all, we praise the Lord for saving us
calling us into His service for we would not be

MOHLER

MRS. PAUL

forty-two and recalling
and anxieties that I experienced. I am
moved to bow my head in shame for having such a
small amount of faith and trust in my Lord's ability to

Looking back to the

the

many

fall of

fears

supply every need. For, indeed, He has abundantly
supplied, both spiritual and physical needs, since our
coming to Grace Seminary. Although we had to leave
loved ones in Christ, we have come to know and
members of the body of Christ, since here.
It was my privilege to attend the classes for one
semester and it was a real joy to hear the Scriptures
expounded by men who are consecrated to the Lord
Jesus and His cause. The Wednesday night prayer
meetings, the special speakers, and the Women's Missionary Council meetings have all been a real source

many

love other

of blessing to

me.

the three school years, it has been the
my life. In many respects I will regret
the time when I leave Winona Lake. I have many fond
memories and am sure I will miss the fellowship of
the students and faculty. On the other hand, the field
is ripe unto the harvest and I want to be doing my bit
in winning lost souls to Him. It is, with great joy and
anticipation, that I am looking forward to the day
v/hen we all shall be gathered around our blessed Lord,

Summing up

richest period of

called them.

MRS. GORDON BRACKER
my privilege to attend Grace

Seminary in the manner of attending classes but nevertheless many blessings have been mine for being here.

has not been

in precious

and unbroken

fellowship.

MRS. LYNN SCHROCK

of the students and especially the student wives has been wonderful. The monthly meetinss
of the Women's Missionary Council have given me a
wonderful time of fellowship with the student wives
around the Word. I never shall forget it. The services
I have been privileged to attend on Sunday and Weanesday nights have been a real source of blessing in
which the Lord Jesus has been made more real to me
and we have been brought closer to Him.
Then too, we shall always remember our stay here
the time when the Lord gave us our son, Benny. How
we thank the Lord for the fellowship of prayer here
in his behalf we are sure he is well and living because
of answered prayer. At the crucial time students and
faculty alike joined in earnest prayer for him and God
answered!
Amy Lou, nine, and Billy, eight, have also enjoyed
being here and have met many friends among the other
Seminary children. Their training and fellowship here
will stay with them the remainder of their lives.

The fellowship

—

the

here were it not for this.
"Blessed be the Lord who daily loadeth us with benefits even the God of our salvation" (Psalm 68:19).

—

It

to

Of course, above

JR.

at Grace Seminary have been
years of great blessing in my life. I praise the Lord for
the opportunity of studying and fellowshipping here.

The past three years

only

"What

Lord for all His benetoward me?"
Ever since I was a little girl I have belonged to a
missionary society. So due to this fact it was only a
natural thing for me to attend the W. M. C. here ax
Winona Lake. But I wish to say that never before did
I belong to a society where we would get on our knees
shall I render unto the

lits

and take the prayer requests individually to
To me this has been one of the greatest
blessings of the W. M. C.
The value of the W. M. 0. is not to be doubted, especially to those who will be pastors' wives and missionaries. This is true because it lifts our eyes from the
immediate circumstances in which we find ourselves
in prayer
the Lord.

—

beyond.
always enjoy biographies ot missionaries, so neeahave proved to be a
the
biography
studies
less to say,
blessing and also a challenge in view of our going to the
mission field.
to the needs' of the regions
I
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MRS.

MARK SENTER

called upon to write something
what a student's wife finds in the way of blessing
and fellowship while her husband attends Grace Seminary. In "counting my blessings," I have found them
to be even more abundant than I have realized, and
have really rejoiced to see the goodness of God in leadI

am

glad that

I

was

(Continued from page 83)

of

ing us here.
It is so good to learn to know and love other young
people who have given their lives to Christ to be usea
as He has planned, whether here in our own needy land
or in neglected fields afar, where it is our heart's desire to serve. Some friendships we have formed here
will, I am sure, be life-long.

And

the student body prayer meetings on 'Wednesday
nights! Only heaven will reveal the wealth of answered
prayer, the cleansing of heart and the new strength
of purpose which have resulted from those meetings,

and yet so packed with blessing.
The W. M. C. meetings stand out in my mind as
especially valuable and helpful times when my heart
was drawn to the Lord with a greater desire to witness
of Him and to read His Word more faithfully. Then,

so brief,

a future Christian worker's wife, I received such
valuable help in these missionary meetings, with their
opportunity for observing how such meetings are conducted, experience in giving Bible studies, reports, or

too, as

special numbers.
I feel that truly "the lines are fallen unto

pleasant places"

Grace Seminary, and

ment

me

in

(Psalm 16:6).
I

In our stay at the
praise God for our every mo-

here!

His message to others. Of course, no man will ever
become a soul-winner until his own soul burns in love
for the lost. Are you wearing the badge of love for
the lost? Do you claim to love them, and yet carelessly
allow members of your own family, neighbors and
friends all about you, to continue on their way to a lost
eternity without a word about Christ? Think it over!
IV.

BECAUSE WE DESIRE TO GLORIFY GOD.
God has one supreme purpose

in His universal
plan, to glorify Himself. This is not
selfish, but entirely legitimate, for only He deserves
glory. Adam and Eve were placed in the first Garden
for the fulfillment of that purpose. When man fell,
God designed Calvary to glorify Himself in his salvation. God is permitting certain conditions and circumstances in this world today in order that all might
1.

and sovereign

conspire together in glory to His name.
2.
There is a definite and true sense in Which the
riembers of the human race become the primary
source of glory to God on earth. It is entirely possible
for Christians to control the amount of glory to God
by their ovm individual service. Thus the clear injunctions of Scripture to all children of God to dedicate,
surrender, submit themselves to God, and be filled with
the Spirit (Rom. 12:1, 2; Eph. 5:18).
3.
Even the rewards of the faithful servant at the

Bema

Seat

glory in

A

TELL THE GOOD NEWS
There's only one way that the lost world can knov/
That Jesus for sinners had died;
To tell the glad story He's bidden us go.
And no other way doth provide.
If Christ's disciples had silently gone.
And been to their great trust untrue,
His plan of salvation we could not have known
His mercy for me and for you.
He's counting on us the story to tell.
His plan of redemption for man;
He's counting on me He's counting on you;
The Master has no other plan. Sel.

—

—

Able to do
All that

we

(2

Cor. 5:10) will reflect God's

making them

power and

possible.

personal question:

how many

Spirit-led contacts

have you made among the lost for your Saviour in the
past week ? Are you wearing your badge, and truly
bearing about in your body the marks of the Lord
Jesus?
This will be the prayer of the earnest Christian.
"Lord lay some soul upon my heart, and love that soul
through me; and may I nobly do my part to win that
soul for Thee." David H. Johnson.

—

NOTICE
The W. M. C. Constitution in booklet form has been
sent to the W. M. C. Presidents for the officers and leaders of their local W. M. C. Some have been kept in reserve for incoming officers and leaders of new W. M.
be organized in the future. If any president
failed to receive hers, please write to your Literature
C.'s to

ask.

Above all that we ask or think.
Abundantly above all that we ask or think.
Exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think.
According to the power which worketh in us.
Ephesians

Secretary. The Constitution was printed in the October
14, 1944 issue of the Missionary Herald, thereby making
it available to every member of the W. M. C.

3:20.

"Sow

A NOTE OF THANKS
thank every one who

in the

morn thy

seed.

At even hold not thine hand;
fear give thou no heed:
Broadcast it o'er the land.

To doubt and

sent

Mrs. Hamilton wishes to
her a Birthday remembrance. She received cards from
members of many of our councils, and was quite
thrilled each time some came in the mail.
Let's keep remembering the birthdays of our mission-

Thou canst not toil in vain;
Cold, heat, and moist and
Shall foster and mature the
For garners in the sky."

aries.^-Editor.
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and the country
dared to dwell in it.
belief,

itself

was so

distressful that few-

One day there flashed through the land a telegram
death of David Livingstone in the heart
of Africa. Everyone asked, "Who will take up the work
of the great pioneer?" Among those whose hearts
telling of the

7H^^^
bv mp^

franc ISE'

"My life is one daily, hourly, record of answered
prayer. For guidance given marvelously, I can testify
with a full and wonder-stricken awe that I believe God
answers prayer." This' was the testimony of Mary
Mitchell Slessor, that great soul trained in the schools
of poverty and adversity, who rose to become one of
God's most fruitful missionaries in Africa.
Born in Aberdeen, Scotland, in 1848, Mary Slessor
was in a sense a miracle, impossible to account for by
ordinary laws of nature and environment. She was the
child of an overtaxed, working woman, a drunken
father, and lived in an overcrowded home. Her mother
doubtless set the direction in which her genius was to
develop, being of a deeply religious nature. But she
succumbed to the wooing of a shoemaker, sharing none
of her refined tastes, but with a fatal weakness for
liquor which later degenerated into brutality and tyranny.
Under these adverse conditions one can picture the
childhood of Mary, living with six other children and
her parents in a perpetual struggle for existence. At
the age of eleven she worked in a weaving factory in
Dundee, where her mother was employed. The factory
child of those days worked as few men work today and
for longer hours. Little Mary rose before 5 A.M., helped
in the home, worked in the factory from six to twelve,
hastened to afternoon school till 4:30, then home to
take up the burden of children, cleaning and cooking.
What a contrast to the normal routine of our eleven
year olds today!
The dark shadow which hung over this home was
the constant struggle to keep secret from the neighSaturday
bors the father's lamentable condition.
nights were looked forward to with especial dread,
Mary and her mother sitting up to see that he didn't
disturb the neighbors as he stumbled home. The only
force that sustained them through these bitter years
was their faith in the power of prayer and to this they
attributed the fact that when the father died some
years later, no one, least of all the friends in the church,
where the family foregathered every Sunday witn a
sober and well brushed father, suspected the tragedy
.

of their lives.

To Mary and her mother, the bright spot of their lives
was their church, the United Presbyterian Church, a
place of spiritual refreshment which opened doors leading into wider fields, for this church had mission points
in India, China, and many parts of Africa. One m
particular, the Calabar mission, held great charm for
Mary. From her earliest childhood, she had heard constant talk in the church about Calabar, "the most Godforsaken spot on earth," the slum land of Africa, whera
the people were degraded and superstitious beyond

leaped to the call was Mary Slessor. Upon receiving
her mother's permission to apply to the Mission Board
as a candidate, she waited tremblingly for their reply,
when to her great joy she was accepted! So she, who
had waited so long, weaving the warp and woof in
the loom of the factory, was going to Africa to weave
there the lives of heathen people into new and beautiful patterns of Christian living.

One autumn day, Mary stood on the deck of the
steamer Ethiopa, which was to take her to Calabar
on the west coast of Africa. She was now twenty-eight.
After a month's sailing came the hot smell of Africa,
then the view of Duke Town, a queer muddle of mud
huts and palm trees, where Mary was to live with
"Daddy" and "Mammy" Anderson, great pioneer teachers. Mrs. Anderson told Mary of the conditions round
about them. "Millions of black people, mostly slaves,
whose religion is fear of spirits, cannabalistic feasts.

and hiding away little girls to be made fat for slave
wives." One practice which especially horrified Mary
wa^ twin killing, and during her life she rescued maiiy
baby twins thrown in the bush to die, and adopted them
into her

"The

own household.

first

thing

realizing the only

I

have

way

to

do

is

learn the language,"

to reach these people

was

to

speak to them from heart to heart. With extraordinary
success she picked up the difficult Efik. She found no
lack of religion but rather a superfluity of heathen
superstitions. Believing that even in a country where
women were slaves, it is the mother who imbues the
child with its first lasting impressions, she began on
the women. Over the grave of a child, buried a few
feet under the floor of the hut itself, Mary would tell
a mother that her child was safe with a loving Heavenly
lather. Going about among the diseased and unspeakably filthy, speaking to a widow mourning her
husband, as a decent Calabri, remaining unwashed for
weeks or months, telling these utterly unlovely black
people of the love of Jesus, she became "Ma" Slessor.
a synonym for love and hope for thousands of Africans.

Such arduous labor made her furlough
(Continued on page 91)
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SISTERHOOD SONG

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC
FOR MARCH

A. H. Ackley
Tune "A Memory"
Our Sisterhood is working for the Lord each day.
To gladly do His blessed will
In His own strength we follow in His chosen way

"LOOKING UNTO JESUS FOR
FAITHFULNESS"
Memory

Maniha

And

Verse: John 15:5

listen for His voice to call us

still.

Chorus

SCRIPTURE LESSON:

Heb. 11:1-3; 13:16; 32:40.

PRAYER
SONG SERVICE:
"My Faith Looks Up to Thee"
"How Firm a Foundation"
"Tis So Sweet to Trust in Jesus"
"I

Am

I"

THEME CHORUS:

Will
Will
Every moment, every hour and day His love will
Our Brethren Sisterhood is working
And our duties never shirking
With this blessed thought

To do God's Will.
Our Sisterhood is happy for we know the
That always comes by giving all.

Would Trust.Him"

"Safe

Do God's
Do God's

"Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus"

A

Chorus
Submitted by:
Mrs. Stanley F. Hauser,
Hustontown, Pennsylvania.

Ackley
for

joy.

richness in His service, peace without alloy
Our eager hearts are open to His call

MISSIONARY STORY: "Song Birds in a Cage"
SISTERHOOD SONG: Tune "A Memory" A. H.
TOPIC: "Looking Unto Jesus

fill"

Faithfulness"

(Mrs. G. E. McDonald)

BIOGRAPHY: Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Goodman,
SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION

Greetings in the name of our
Saviour and Lord, Jesus Christ,
whom we serve through the Sisterhood of Mary and Martha. I
am indeed happy to be able to
visit with
you through the
Brethren Missionary Herald. As
your Treasurer I feel I have a
place in each one of your meetings for in this office I do not
plan what is' to be your work
but wait upon you for your orMargaret Sampson
ders as to how and where you
wish the offerings you give to serve. This year,
the plan suggested and adopted by you or your representatives at National Conference gives you an outline as to where your offerings will go before you
take them, so you can know what work you are supporting as you give from month to month. I hope you
v/ill give freely to all our projects, for this is the work
of the Lord through missions, which is our first concern in Sisterhood and as your Treasurer I shall try
to fulfill your every wish.

Jr.

-rsTrrrrroTTTirysTnrsTnrrirr!^^

PRAYER BOX
;
'

3

Thank the Lord for the safety He gave
Beaver's in taking them safely to Africa.

the

Pray for your Missionaries.
Pray for your own Sisterhood group.
Pray for the Goodman's as they prepare to go
to Africa.

^
c
'

\
<

\

\

Do: Use the greetings of your National Officers. Get
acquainted with them in this way.
Do:

Margaret

Remember you are a Missionary society, so get
acquainted with your missionaries through their
topics from time to time.

E.

Sampson.

L/liXclo/ui

Do Use the prayer
:

requests published in the Herald.
President
Elaine Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana
Vice-President: Ruth Ringler, R. D. No. 4, Johnstown, Pennsylvania
General Secretary: Mary Fritz. 79 West Pirat Street, Rittman, Ohio
Financial Secretary: ETelyn Fuqua, 2500 East 113th Street. Los Angeles.
:

Don't: Forget your Bible reading.

Don't:

Be a defeated

society,

meet

all

your goals this

California

Treasurer:

year.

Don't: Forget your Sisterhood Birthday

Margaret E. Sampson,
Maryland

3303 Cheverly Avenue,

Cheverly, Hyatts-

ville.

is

Literature Secretary': Phyllis Lingentelter. Claysburg, Pennsylvania
Senior Patroness: Mrs. Leo Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana
Junior Patroness: Mra. Etnel SinunonB, LiAtie, Fennsylranla

next month,

April.
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SloomviQ unic

To
in

Him

jaiiMuiness

ioi

means that you no longer

and secure source
in season. If any

for all eternity.

sever

believe in the

Saviour

uffSl/S

Lord Jesus Christ as your personal
are dead, but alive
This belief is saving faith

of

its'

little

life by bearing luscious fruit
branch were silly enough to

connections with the vine, in order to be seit
it would immediately die and there would
be no fruit at all. This is a beautiful picture of us as
Christians who are so dependent upon Christ, the true
vine, that we cannot hope to be fruitful to be faithful in all things
unless we lean entirely on the source
its

but it is not your own, but that which God has given.
Eph. 2:8 "For by grace are ye saved through faith; and
that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God." Sometimes we are quite proud of ourselves for giving these
rebellious hearts to Jesus but faith itself is the fruit of
the Holy Spirit. "But the fruit of the Spirit is love, Joy,

sufficient,

peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith" (Galatians 5:22).

Travelers in an arid desert area of South America tell
of finding Oasis' with luxuriant tropical vegetation
dripping with moisture. The secret of this amazing fact
lies in the presence of the raLu tree whose limbs are
outstretched, attracting all atmospheric moisture and
condensing it, to become a continual source of supply
for the vegetation springing up around it. It reminds
me of Job 29:23.

—

—

of supply.

FAITHFULNESS ONLY REQUIREMENT
What is required of us once we are born into the
family of God through that God-given faith? Faithfulness is the requirement (1 Cor. 4:2). Moreover, it is required in stewards, that a man be found faithful.
Strangely enough, we search our minds to see what
great things we can do for the Lord. Youth, especially,
dreams and plans. Throughout the emotional adolescent period, we embark on what are to be great projects. Frequently these plans topple and fail and we
quiver at being so useless in the Master's service. But
God never asks big accomplishments of us. He only
asks that we be faithful and when we are so, in the
things at hand. He gives us greater responsibility.
"And so he that had received five talents came and
brought other five talents, saying, Lord, thou deliverest
unto me five talents; behold, I have gained beside them
five talents more. His lord said unto him. Well done
thou good and faithful servant: thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler over many
things: enter thou into the joy of thy lord" (Matthew

FRUIT OR MUCH FRUIT

We

note that John 15 speaks of "fruit," "more fruit,"

and "much

The Christmas tree has a form of
But it is all glitter, tinsel, and artificial.
It is tied on with strings. What tragedies result when
v/e find Christians' whose fruits are tied on with strings.
Then there are those who bear "More fruit." Many
young people choose God's second best for their lives.
But the Father is glorified only when we bear "much
fruit" (John 15:8). To do this, we must look unto
Jesus in absolute surrender. It must be a life of deep
restfulness IN HIM of close communion WITH HIM.
fruit

on

fruit."

it.

—

This means a constant prayer life as well as continual
feeding upon the Word of God. "Much fruit" is not
"activity" but "abiding in Him." It may mean much
pruning. We thriU at the sight of acres of beautiful
orange groves loaded with life-giving fruit. But each
individual tree must be washed, sprayed, fumigated,
pruned and irrigated to bear acceptable, abundant
fruit. The light must first burn before it can shine,
Burning suggests judgment. To look unto Him, though

25:20, 21).

AN OBJECT LESSON
When

Moses' own sister and brother began to oppose
him because they felt he was getting more notice from
God and the people than they were, he did not complain. He did not defend himself but refused to listen
i'j them. But God spoke the most wonderful words of
commendation that could be spoken of one. "My servant Moses is not so, who is FAITHFUL IN ALL MINE

deeply chastened, brings forth that desired faithfulness.
Our home is on the slope of a mountain range. Atmospheric conditions sometimes carry the peaks from our
vision but they are always there whether we see them
or not. Faithfulness is being WHAT, WHEN, and
V/HERE God wants you to be regardless of the storm
and stress about you.

—

HOUSE" (Numbers

12:7). He is honored in Hebrews 3
and again in Hebrews 11. As it was then, so it is now.
The child of God is subjected to constant criticism
through enemy and friendly sources alike. He is the
target for all Satan's attacks. But through it all, the
Christian can BE FAITHFUL IN ALL HIS HOUSE.

YOUTH'S EXPLOITS
To look unto Christ continually through the Word
and in prayer, results' in our knowing God. "But the
people that do know their God shall be strong, and do
exploits" (Daniel 11:32b). To abide in Him, means ej
become faithful, and when we are faithful in small
things. He often gives us the joy of "doing exploits,"
On this basis alone can the "Big Things" be accom-

CHRIST OUR SOURCE OF STRENGTH
Jesus said, "I am the vine, ye are the branches: He
that abideth in me, and I in Him, the same bringetn
forth much fruit; for without me ye can do nothing"
(John 15:5). The picture before us is a deeply rooted
vine so deeply rooted that its necessary plant food
and moisture come from a never-failing source deep in
the earth. The branch on the surface shows the deep

—

plished.

God grant

FOR Him
90

that this year be one of "Exploits"
because of faithfulness UNTO Him.

FEBRUARY

10

,

1945

BIOGRAPHY OF
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Marvin Goodman,

jn..

was born

God

_

Jr.

I was born in Modesto, California, October 22, 1921
to God-fearing parents. From the cradle, I was dedi-

cated to the Lord's service, and through the years my
parents prayers have followed me. In the spring of
1931, I was convicted of my own personal sin and the
necessity of accepting Christ as my Saviour. I accepted
him at that time and ever since He has grown dearer
each day. It is truly "grand to be a Christian." But.
though I accepted Christ as my Saviour, my life was
not dedicated to His service as it should have been. I
was still living my own life instead of allowing Christ
to live in

in LaVerne, California, June 12, 1919!
for Christian parents who took me to Sunday School and church ever since I could be carried
there. In 1926 I realized that I, too, was a lost sinner
and needed Christ in my heart. It was joyous to be a
Christian, but Christ wanted more than my heart, he
wanted my life, and after hearing the call to fulltime
I

Praise

me.

year in high school, the Lord pressed
the responsibility that was mine as a
Christian. As I listened to the testimony of returned
missionaries, the Lord gave me a special burden for
the blind, lost heathen over there in Africa. At that
time I gave myself to the Lord to be used of Him in any
way that he saw fit. However, the Lord didn't seem to

my senior
upon my heart
In

service, I yielded

my life

came

for service

wherever He would

many

missionaries speak I begreatly interested in Africa, and the Lord seemed

have me. After hearing
to be calling

me

there.

Through the years He was leading more
until

now

I feel

that Africa

is

the place

definitely

He would have

mc

serve Him.
After graduating from High School, I had a one year
pre-nursing course at Pomona Junior College and following this I had three years of nurses training in the
Huntington Memorial Hospital School of nursing in
Pasadena, California. A year later the Lord lead to
Grace Seminary where I took the Christian Education
course. I received many blessings here in the study of
God's word, in fellowshipping with others who are
looking forward to fulltime service also. Here the Lord
lead me to the one with whom I am to serve Him in
Africa.

Lord willing, we are looking forward to leaving for
Africa sometime thi5 summer.

The Lord has done great things
Him much.

for us

whereof we

praise

MARY SLESSOR
(Continued from page

Marvin

Goodman,

Jr.

be opening the way for me. There was something
wrong. Nevertheless, knowing that the Lord had something for me to do, I continued my preparation by going to the University of California.

Then, on Easter Sunday in 1942, 1 came to realize why
did not seem to be leading—I was in the wrong

God

church.
of the

On

this Easter

Sunday

I

became a member

Brethren church and also publicly dedicated

my

the Lord's service in Africa and signified my intention of attendiiig Grace Seminary.
Since then, the Lord has richly blessed in every way.
Not the least of these blessings was the Lord's giving
to me a spiritual young lady, who is also dedicated to
the African Mission field, to be my wife.
Soon after I complete my schooling (in July, 1945)
v/e expect to start for the field, the Lord willing.

life to

ties.

But this tiny, fraU, merry-eyed woman was forever
planning to do more for Jesus. Eventually her Mission
Board decided to follow her inland and consolidate her
work. Toiling beyond her strength, she became very
ill and was taken back to Duke Town in 1915 where
she slipped away to be with Him whom she loved and
served so faithfully.

Great Christian, missionary, mother, physician, Mary
Slessor once made this remark: "If you are ever inclined to pray for a missionary, do it at once, wherever

Dorothy Goodman
"For God so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten Son that whosoever believeth in Him should
not perish, but have everlasting life." How I praise Goa
that He gave His only Son to die on the cross that I

might have everlasting

I

years welcome indeed. But upon her return she asked
permission to go further inland to Old Town, where
even worse conditions prevailed. The Mission Board
had neither funds nor helpers to spare so she went
alone. From this time on she became more dependent
upon Jesus Christ and grew to be utterly fearless,
counting the Lord's care and comfort precious beyond
all human fellowship. She continued deeper into the
heart of the country, teaching natives, preaching the
gospel, and building churches. As the years slipped by,
the British government recognized her unusual ability
to handle even the fiercest tribes and made her a
British Consul with great administrative responsibili-

you are." Of such may be said:
"Through such souls, God stooping, shews sufficient
of His Light
For us in the dark to

life.
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JUNIOR SISTERHOOD CORNER
"Song Birds

in a

By

Cage"

Recently we heard this story, told by Mrs. Bessie Lee
Cowie:

Did you ever hear of the galley slaves? There

moment—but one man

is

talk about

—

said:

—

—

He

"Buy what you would

like best in this world."

And the slave realized with joy that the money was
his own —he could do as he liked with it. The stranger
wondered what a slave would like the most on earth.
Here were baskets of fruit. Fruit was an unobtainable
luxury for him. Would he buy fruit? With quickened
step the slave was hurrying on past the fruit. Oh!
here is' a bread shop. That was a luxury for him; perhaps that was where he was going. But in great haste
he hurried past the bread shop, past one luxury after
another until he reached a bird fancier's store; and
he looked around until at last he saw a little lark in a
cage, and he went in and asked the salesman the price
of the bird. The salesman looked at him and said

—

—

meeting March

would take every bit of the precious money; but
handed it over and took the cage.
And the gentleman was quietly watching him, and

POSTER—may

it

willingly the slave

(date,

be

(time),

made

(place).

of green construction paper

the shape of a shamrock.
ST. PATRICK
"Faith, an' it's surprised ye'll be" when you learn
that St. Patrick was not an Irishman but a Scotchman
But he was the first great missionary to Ireland
many years ago (396-493). In a mission book ("Tne
Progress of World Wide Missions" Glover) we are told
that everywhere he gathered the people around him
the open field and preached Christ to them. He was
sincere, loving, and kindly in manner so that the poor
and rich all loved him greatly.
ii'.

ON

thought:

"What is he going to do?"
The slave came out and there was a green field yonder, and he went over and knelt down and put the little
cage down in the field and then he opened the door of
the cage and turned it back. The little lark saw that it
was open and he saw out there the grass and the
flowers he loved so well and the little lark fluttered out,
and when it found that it was free, it just spread out
its wings and went winging like a feathered song, high,
higher and higher up, up, up and was lost to sight

—

—

m

"Why

did you spend that bit of money for just a
lark in a cage?"
The slave looked at the gentleman and said:
"Because I wanted to give something LIBERTY!"
Our beloved neighbors in Mexico and the land of the
Southern Cross are like birds in a cage. They are lovers
of song. In our hands is the power to open the cage
and give them their liberty— GOD'S
will free
their souls and they will rise and sing like the lark.

in the blue of the sky.

little

What did a slave prize most? Freedom! There was
nothing for himself; but he could have the joy of bestowing it upon another. The gentleman came and put
his hand upon the slave's shoulder and saw the slave
was looking up with his eyes filled with tears watching
the bird rising ever higher in the sky, and the gentle-

man

—

—

"Why? What use have you, a galley slave, for a lark
in a cage? What do you want it for?"
"Never mind what I want it for; what is the price
of it?" And the salesman named the price of it, and

—

"Looking Unto Jesus

In keeping with St. Patrick's Day, we are going to
two Irishmen. Their names are Mike and
(One
Pat. And here they are two Irish potatoes!
potato should have sprouts or at least be a good one;
the other should be shriveled and rotten in spots).
(Hold up the good potato) This is "Faithful Pat".
Mike". He will never be eaten. He will never be good
for planting. There is not much life in him, and he
But, he is still a
is just about worthless, isn't he?
potato! There isn't much a potato is good for except
to be eaten or planted again. That is all we expect
of it. But "Unfaithful Mike" won't be good for either
eating or planting. Some Christian boys and girls are
like him. There isn't so much that the Lord expects
tliem to do; but they don't even do those things. They
are unfaithful even in little things they might do for
Him. And it is because they fail to look to Jesus, for
without Him they can do nothing.
(Hold up the good potato) This is "Faithful Pat".
You can see at a glance that Pat is full of life. He may
be planted this spring and bring forth more potatoes;
or he may be eaten, and will give strength to someone.
He is valuable because he does all that is expected of
him; so we will call him a faithful potato. Jesus wants
each of us to be like "Faithful Pat" bring forth fruit
for Him, and give strength and help to others. But we
cannot do this by ourselves; we must look to Jesus for
guidance.
Let us all be like "Faithful Pat", the potato, who does
everything expected of him. If only we were that
faithful doing all that Jesus wants us to do! Remember, the only way we can be found faithful is by
looking unto Jesus "for without Me ye can do nothing."
INVITATIONS with green ink on white cards write:
"Faith-, and it's welcome ye'll be" at our Sisterhood

a

life
a slave what a life'"
could not unfasten his chains; he could not release him; but he thought he would do something, and
he went up to him and put a piece of money in the
man's hand. The man looked at it with amazementmoney given to him! And the gentleman said:

"That poor fellow! what a

Simmons

for Faithfulness."

story told of the Galley Slave of Marseilles. He came
on shore one day from the boat. The chains from
wrist to ankle clanked as he walked along the street;
he had bent his back to the lash of the task master; ne
had strained his sinews to the heavy oars; he was a
galley slave. And some turned away in scorn; others
looked at him with a little pity but they forgot him the

next

Mrs. Ethel
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Topic Five

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

1.

CHRIST?"

By Archie Parr

—Romans

showing how God

tion:

PROGRAM FOR MARCH 10, 1945
"HOW MAY WE INCREASE OUR SERVICE FOR

Scripture

this discussion,

pays well His laborers. Here are two things to men-

DEPARTMENT

Purpose—To

—"Rewards for Service"

Text—Matt. 25:31.
You are climaxing

2.

EternalRejoicing—John 4:36.
A Crown of Righteousness—2 Tim.

4:7,

8.

—

Leader In closing, speak of the example of Christ
(Phil. 2:5-7) and after the whole group has read together Isaiah 6:8, let each, in silent prayer, yield to

Him

for greater service this year.

12:1, 2.

give Brethren Christian Endeavorers

an

enlarged vision of service for Him.
Leader—Suggest to the group the meaning of these
are aimed
verses and point out that our topics tonight
of the Truth thus
at examining our lives in the light
(Luke 10:2). It
revealed. Enlarged service is needed
bring this truth home
is your desire in this meeting to
into such an enlarged
to your society and to lead them

C. E.
do you like your new programs by now? Of
course they make you get in and dig a little but that is
what C. E. is for. We hope that you are not just readmg
your topics and references— make the topics live by
making them a vital part of your own experience. Be
sure to speak from your own heart and not alone from

service.

these suggestions.

—"Consecration

Topic One

of Self to Him."

—Romans 12:1.

Text

full conPoint out that the basis for any service is a
full consecration unto the Lord. The meaning of this
secration is:
Giving ourselves to the Lord 2 Cor. 8:5.
1.
Yielding ourselves to the Lord—Rom. 6:13.
2.
Living our lives for the Lord Gal. 2:20.
3.

—
—

Two—Non-Conformity

Topic

Text—Rom.

Be sure to hear "C. E." Kliever when he comes to
your church, or nearby. Remember, he is our National
Brethren C. E. Missionary. When you present your
gifts for Foreign missions through your local Church,
mark them "C. E. Kliever," you, your church, and our
Union will then receive the credit. You secretaries be
sure to return the report blank forwarded to you from
our National Secretay, Bob Ashman. Is your society
meeting all the goals? Get busy!

to the World."

12:2a.

consecration means
Tell, in your own words, that
two
separation from the world. No man can serve
masters—no young person can go only half-way with
burden
the Lord. Lives lukewarm in His service are a

HOLDEN EYES
Anoint our eyes, lest we should go
Unseeing through the day;
And pass unheeding those who
Our help along life's way.

boost. Note:
Separation necessary to demonstrate our love to

and not a
1.

God— 1

The crushing burden, mutely borne,
The sigh suppressed, the tear;
O give u,s sight that we may see,
And ears that we may hear

—

Three—"Knowing God's Will for Our Lives"
Text—Rom. 12:2b.
Some young people wonder just what God does re-

Topic

quire of them.

them how

they

of a broken heart.
As heard in Heaven, by God,
Whose love sends answer to the cry.
Too deep for spoken word.

The language

in this topic is to show
find out. Here are some sugges-

Your purpose

may

tions:

Search the Scriptures—2 Tim. 2:15.
Obey the Scriptures—John 7:17.
Learn the Scriptures— 1 Cor. 2:13, 14.

1.
2.

3.

Topic

Four—"Love,

—

Text

need

Cor. 6:19, 20.

Separation necessary to demonstrate our good
works—2 Tim. 2:19-21.

2.

MEMBERS

A WORD TO ALL

How

So touch these holden eyes,
So lift our hearts above.

That we may

the Motive for Service"

And

2 Cor. 5:14, 15.

love as

see as

Thou

Thou

O

Lord,

dost
dost love.

see—

—Ethel

Find some fitting illustration of sacrifice because of
of
great love, then speak of Calvary—the manifestation
God's love to man. Our service should be motivated
by love. If love is not behind our service, then we

A. True.

Ed. Note: Miss Ethel True and her

sister.

Nella, carried the Gospel to the Indians of
until their health broke. Miss Nella is

serve idly and listlessly. Note:
Christians called to serve by love— Gal. 5:13.
1.
Cor. 13:l-a.
Futility of service devoid of love
2.

Glory,

—

an
93

now

in

a semi-invalid, livmg
for Mexico.

and Miss Ethel

intercessor's life

Miss

Mexico

is
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fundamentalism or

— )^hith'^
Modetnhm
v«« w
wfw^ww^
WW
"I charge thee therefore before God, and the Lord
Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick and the dead
at His' appearing and His kingdom; Preach the Word;
be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all long suffering and doctrine. For the
time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they heap
to
themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they
shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall
De
turned unto fables, but watch thou in all things, endure afflictions, do the work of an evangelist, make
full proof of thy ministry."— II Tim.
4:1-5.
The one great conflict of Christendom today and
one which vitally concerns all of us is that which exists

between Fundamentalism and Modernism. Never

before in all our history have we been faced
with a
condition of such great consequence and of such
giant
proportion. Today, throughout the world, a

wave

atheism and infidehty

cf

is sweeping many thousands of
off their feet and is leaving them to
the sea of unbelief even as the mightv waves

men and women
drift

upon

of the

ocean

would deposit

their

burden upon the

shores.

In spite of the claims now being
made as to the
"leniency" of the Soviet Union toward religion,
we note
with keen interest the great revival of
Atheism in
Russia today. We are convinced, however,
that this so
called "leniency" toward freedom of
religious expression and worship may best be explained
to be a matter
of expediency and convenience, since

war matters "of
more vital interest" now occupy her full
attention
The seeds of Modernism have been sown.
This seecT
has germinated and grown
and has borne its fruitage
in the form of Communism.
Communism and Atheism
go hand in hand with each
other. "Modernism leads to
Atheism, Atheism leads to

Communism,

Communism

leads to Nationalism, and
Nationalism leads to RUIN."
This statement was recently
made by Dr. Walter A. Mier
of the Lutheran Hour in a
radio address or sermon. To
this statement of Dr. Mier
we heartily subscribe. One
must be an Atheist before
he could become a true

Communist because Communism has set itself
against God and all that is
called God, and has opemy
vowed the complete extermination of all religions

^

^f
##f VfftiimiiMiiimimii

wf %»#

-^

aoMman,
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throughout the world. Following in the wake of Comthere have been shouting, shooting, dancing,'
drinking, hatred, violence, blasphemy, persecution,
death, and murder. Christians have been tortured and
put to silence, churches have been padlocked or destroyed. Bibles' have been burned, images of Satan
erected, children trampled under foot, men and women
have had both arms and legs torn from their bodies,
some have been buried alive, still others burned or

munism

frozen to death. Yes, these are some of the fruits of
in godless Russia, and now to realize that she
is our ally!
God knows what the end shall be of sucki
alliance. Yes, these things have been realized in this

Atheism

twentieth century of so called "civilization."
We are told that there are now more than ten miilions of converts to the "Society of the Godless," whose
stronghold is within the Soviet Union. Its moral corruption would stagger even the most elastic imagination of man.

Both Atheism and Communism are at work in
America today, but here it appears in a more "refined"
form. While we do many things' which the Russians
have done, we try to do them in such a way that they
would be made to appear "respectable." While in Russia the masses of common people are led to worship
the corpse of Lenin, here in America thousands are
worshipping a Jesus who "was martyred for His belief and whose body still lies smouldering in the
dust."
In Russia Christ

is

"crucified" in effigy,

whUe

in

America thousands are crucifying Christ afresh from
day to day by rejecting His salvation and by denying
His Word, His power, and His Deity.

—

—
FEBRUARY

10, 1945
will

Fundamentalism and Modernism are as different as
which is now
are Christ and Satan, and the conflict
m progress is not in the least an imaginary one. It
conflict.
is not a sham; it is a real
Now shall we raise the question as to what Modernism really
I.

Rule

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY "MODERNISM?"
is

a false religion parading under the

guise of Christianity.
Let me further state that

"Modernsm"

is'

of

Cain also embraced "Modernism"
upon having his own way in

The Modernist rejects the only way unto God
(John 14:6) which is through the blood ol
Christ, and has turned to his own way (Prov.
14:12), therefore his religion is a "bloodless"
religion and is completely impotent of salvation.

The Pharisees' were "Modernists" because
they denied the divine conception of Jesus
Christ as well as His Deity. The Modernist,
like the Pharisee, rejects: the Son of God ana
pretends to worship God the Father. Christ
said to those who denied His divine conception
and His Deity, "Ye are of your father, the
DevU" (John 8:44-45). Christ proved His Deity
by His many miracles, by His resurrection, and

3.

is

not Christian. It

is

anti-

counterfeit, and outwardly
closely resembles true Christianity. But Modernism denies the Christ of Christianity, the
It

is

Bible as the inspired word of God, and all the
cardinal and fundamental doctrines of Christianity itself. Modernism is but pure and plain
infidelity, and this infidelity under the guise
of Christianity is working havoc within Christendom today as a destroyer of the faith of

to,

and takes from the Word of God. His religion
faith. His
is a religion of "works" and not of
gospel is a "social gospel." His aim is "to build
a better world and to bring in the Kingdom."
He believes that the world is getting "better"
and that the cultivation of pure social habits
article,

Modernism

Christian.

infallible proofs" (Acts 1:3).

Dr. R. Ij. Rassmaii, writer of tliis splendid
Brethren Church of Clay City, Indiana.

a

Jesus Christ.

The great difference between Fundamentalism and Modernism is the difference between
belief and unbelief. The "Modernist" does not

He both adds

Him in their own generation.
No truly intelligent man would embrace

m

ment.

of God.

is

which offers salvation by works, because Cain had brought his offering of "good
works" to God and it was rejected. No truly
intelligent man would embrace a religion which
offers salvation through environment and heredity, because Adam and Eve were placed
a perfect environment and they were without
sinful heredity because they had no sinful ancestors, and yet they fell from their original
holy estate and sin came in and they were
driven out of the Garden of Eden and God
pronounced a curse upon them. The person
who is really intellectual is that person unto
whom God hath made His Son, the Lord Jesus
Christ, his wisdom, and who embraces Christianity which offers salvation by grace through
faith in the finished work of Christ on the
cross of Calvary— salvation through the substitutionary death and shed blood of our Lord

remission." Cain had invented for himself a
substitute religion— a "bloodless religion" which
led to his sin, his judgment, and his punish-

Word

Modernism

religion

God

believe the

in reality his religion.

is no mark of intelligence.
Doubt has never been a motivating principle m
any age. Faith alone reaches out seeking new
regions to explore and new realms to conquer.
In Hebrews 11, we are given a brief glance
down the "Hall of Fame" and there we see
those humble men and women of God who
were of Faith and who were blessed and used

his sacrifice of the fruits of
his own labours. His v/ay was a "bloodless way
deof approach and forgiveness, but God has
creed that "without shedding of blood is no

by "many

To him

progress. Skepticism

insisted

bringing to

his salvation.

not intellectual. Those men
the world's masses of
the ages were men of
faith in God. They were men of faith in both
the natural and the spiritual realms. Men of
faith everywhere are responsible for world
2.

and is now being propagated throughout the world
"religious"
by his demon powers, even through some
nien who are in places of ecclesiastical leadership.
three things
I should like for you to note carefully
about "Modernism"
The term "Modernism" is a misnomer,
1.
because "Modernism" is not modern. It is almost as old as the human race. Satan himself
was the first to deal with it. Mother Eve was
the first to embrace it in that she believed the

when he

him

who have done most for
humanity down through

self,

lie.

for

the great "Example," and the Golden

that it is "not of works," lest he should have
reason to boast (Eph. 2:8-9).

a clever,
agnostisubtle, and unique combination of skepticism,
which comcism, atheism, and Bolshevism, the fruit of
bination is Communism.
Modernism was conceived in the mind of Satan him-

Devil's

is

is

The Fundamentalist believes the Bible to be
the Word of God, and that therein God has
made known unto him the ONLY way of salvation which is "by grace through faith" in the
finished work of Christ on Calvary's cross. He
believes that salvation is "the gift of God" and

is

"Modernism"

work out

Christ

thousands of unstable

men and women

of the

Christian profession.
Modernism is the "seed bed" of Atheism, and
Atheism propagates the doctrine of evolution,
which in effect serves to nullify the Vicarious

pastor of the First

Atonement
95

since apes

and monkeys have no
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sin charged to their account,

and therefore

their descendants

have no need of a Saviour!
Modernism is the great and common enemy of
our Government, our schools, our homes, our
Churches, and of the souls of men!

WHAT IS FUNDAMENTALISM? A brief yet comprehensive definition we believe will suffice.
Fundamentalism is that faith which accepts
the entire Bible as being the inspired Word of
God.

Fundamentalism by faith accepts all the fundamental and cardinal doctrines of the Christian Faith some of which are: the total depravity of man and his need of a Saviour; that
"Except a man be born again" he cannot enter
heaven; that Christ died for our sins; a posiGospel message; a separated life; the New
Testament as our only rule of faith and practice; rewards for faithful service of believers;
tive

bodily resurrection for all mankind; eternal
punishment for the wicked and unbelieving;
and the everlasting bliss of the saved.

Fundamentalism today

is

"holding forth the

Word

of Life" to a wicked and unconverted
world of men, seeking to make God's Way of

salvation

known to

May He

keep us

until Jesus comes!

all

faithful to this our task

I

HAD PRAYED"

voice shalt thou hear in the

morning."—Ps.

5:3.

Perhaps the day would not have seemed so long,
The skies would have not seemed so gray.
If on my knees in humble prayer
I

had begun the

day.

Perhaps the fight would not have seemed so hardPrepared, I might have faced the fray,
If I had been alone with Him

Upon my

knees, to pray.

Perhaps

I might have cheered a broken heart
Or helped a wand'rer on the way.
If I had asked to be a light
To some dark soul today.

I

would remember just the pleasant things,
The harsh words that I meant to say
would forget, if I had prayed

I

think

I

men

everywhere. Fundamentalism is the herald of the Gospel unto the
uttermost parts of the earth. Fundamentalism
is vitally interested in evangelizing the world
for Christ in this present generation. Let Fundamentalism everywhere in united effort continue to "preach the Word," "endure hardness and affliction," do the work of an "evangelist" and prove to the world that her ministry is of God and unto the salvation of lost
souls everywhere.
all

"IF

"My

When

I

I

began the day.
could have met

life's

harder

With hopeful heart and cheerful
If I had spoken with my Lord
Just for a

And,

if I

little

pray,

I

trials

smile.

while.

find that

all

goes well:

All care at His dear feet is laid,

My

heart

Because

is

glad, the load is light,

I first

have prayed.

—M.

It is

Joyce Rader.

time to order your

faster Csirds

now \\'hile

the beautiful-

^unA-lUii^
is

j£.Ute.
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THANKSGIVING OFFERING MUST BE

FEBRUARY

By

The Home Mission Offerings taken up last Thanks
giving time have been very slow coming in this yea:
This means that the office will be swamped at the lasi
sn
iTiinute.
The comparative report should appear ou
March. If it does, we will need to close our receipts
for the Thanksgiving Offering on the twenty-fifth of
February. It will rush us badly then, for our copy for
the March issue goes to press on the second. It is impossible to work up a report of hundreds of items and
get out a magazine in one day. Reports cannot be held
till March 1 and expect them to appear in the comparative report in March. So, pastors, kindly make
inquiry to see if your treasurer has sent in the offering
from your church as yet. If not, have him send in
what he has at once and send the pledges that may be
out at a later time. Please help us in this.

R. Paul Miller

BROTHER LEW GRUBB
NOW SECRETARY—

IN BY.

25

IS

On Monday, January 15, Brother Grubb arrived at
the office of the Brethren Home Missions Council and
took over the work of secretary. Since then he has been
investigating every part of the work a5 fast as he can
to familiarize himself with the working of things. He
has been a mission pastor for several years and home
nussion work is not altogether strange to him.
Brother Grubb is a young man of unusual ability and
is already well known in our brotherhood. We believe
that he will find a loyal reception and that the work
of Home Missions will make great strides under his

R. P. M.

A FRIEND

leadership.

our earnest desire that all will get back of him
from east to west so that this great work not only will
avoid any setbacks, but that it may go forward to
greater achievements than have as yet been attempted.
He can't do it alone. He must have the united prayers
and help of all of us.
The office of the council is still in Berne, Indiana,
and will remain here until the heaviest part of tlie
year's work is over, perhaps early in the spring, when
a move to Winona Lake is contemplated. An announcement on this will be made later.

IN

NEED

Last night a son and daughter-in-law of a dying
woman called at the home of one of our Brethren pastors at different times and unbeknown to each other.
They told the same story and had the same request:
"Mother is dying in the hospital and is asking for you.
She knows that she is not a member of your church
but she attended occasionally when able and said she
felt closer to God in that little country church where
the Bible is preached than anywhere else. Her pastor
has called on her but she is not satisfied. She wants

It is

you."

FORMER SECRETARY ASSISTING—

OUR PRAYER FOR OUR BOYS

At the request of Brother Grubb, we have consented
February and March
issues of the Home Mission numbers of the Missionary
Herald. Being new to the work it is difficult for the
new secretary to prepare all the material for a Home
Mission number at once. We are glad to help and to
be of any other assistance possible.

IN

THE

SERVICE

to provide the material for the

Our Father God, protect from harm
Our boys who've gone from city and farm
In answer to their Country's call

Be Thou

to

them

their All in All.

Be Thou
iiiiiiitifiniiiiii

to them on battlefield
Their faithful Armor and their Shield;
In times of gloom, when sorely tried,
Be Thou a Comrade by their side.

IlllllUIIIIilllilll

WANTED TO BUY:
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
AND STILL CAMERA
The Brethren Home Missions Council

In distant lands, on deep blue sea,
they find peace and rest in Thee
While on the home front hearts still yearn
To greet our boys on their return.

May
is

in need of a portable typewriter, new or
used, and an ordinary camera with a

boys, O God, on sea and shore,
Save, bless', and keep forevermore;
And bring them safely home again
Through Jesus Christ our Lord Amen.

Our

Any information on where
be purchased will be appreciated. Write the Council office at Berne,
Indiana. L. L. Grubb, secretary.

good

lens.

these

may

—

Randall

L.

Rossman, D.D.
Clay City, Ind.
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Interesting Financial Plan That

The Grace Brethren Church of Hagerstown, Maryused a unique method of financing in connection
with its new church building. The method is known
as the Columbian National Institutional Financing
Plan and is especially designed and adapted for use
To
in. church building and refinancing programs.
those of the Grace Brethren Church the plan is better
nothing
known as the Insurance Savings Plan. With
Itind

ahead, but God overhead, materials were purchased
and construction work started on our new buUding.
Funds were soon to be needed. Doors had been closed
in the face of much prayer, but under the leadership
of a spirit-filled pastor with a passion for lost souls
and a desire to win them for Jesus, we were led to
lean heavily on the everlasting arms of Almighty God
and trust Him who is abundantly able to give even more
than we ask. It was under such circumstances that the
Insurance Financing plan was presented and needless
to say, we believe it was God's plan for the financing
of our new church building. Inquiries have prompted
this attempt to briefly outline the plan.

When a building project is contemplated and it is
necessary to borrow money, a first mortgage loan
customarily follows. A bank or investment company
is much more likely to grant the loan where a definite
plan for the payment of interest as well as principal is
provided. Such a plan is the Insurance Financing
method with the result that a profitable investment
has been made by members and friends of the church,
the bank loan systematically retired and acquired by
the investors whose trustees hold the mortgage for
their protection and interest until the church has
completed its obligation to pay the annual insurance
premiums. The savers or investors have made a profitable investment because they or their beneficiary will
receive one and one half times the original investment,
either at maturity or at death of the insured prior
thereto, and the church is provided with a less expensive and systematic plan of retiring the entire debt by
payment only of the insurance premiums on the lives
of the savers or the insured selected by them.

Succeeds

paid (at a time when it is most needed) $1.50 for each
$1.00 saved and invested in this mortgage.
The bank or Institution which makes the mortgage
loan does not make the church a donation of the
amount of the loan and this investment by the individual is not a donation to the church, any more than
any other investment they might make in other property or in life insurance. By this method, a member
or friend of the church is able to assist in the payment
of the debt without giving away money but instead
they will save it for future needs.
To pay for an undivided interest In the mortgage,
the investor executes a negotiable note for an amount
according to his or her desire and ability to save. For
example, say $333, which may be paid with a down
payment of $33 and convenient partial payments of
$5 a month for five years, or by a single cash payment
of $283. For this investment either he or his famUy
will receive $500.

This group of creditors select a corporate Trustee or
three individual co-trustees, to officially represent
them. The investor pays the Trustee according to their
subscription agreement and the Trustees alone direct
the disbursement of the funds so collected. None of
this money goes to the life insurance company but is
used only to buy and acquire an equity in the first
mortgage. When all of the subscribers have paid the
Trustees the full amount of their several subscriptions,
the Trustee has collected an amount necessary to complete the purchase and acquisition of the existing first

mortgage.
This new group of creditors, through their official
Trustee, thus acquire and retain all the right, title, in*
terest, claim and demand owned by the former creditor
or owner of this mortgage. The church and this new
group of creditors (who now own the mortgage, through
their Trustee, who holds this mortgage in trust for
them) agree in a legal Trust Agreement, that:

A.

The first mortgage note of the church held by the
bank is a negotiable instrument and any person or
group of persons could, if they had the money and
the desire, buy and acquire this mortgage. A number
of members and friends of the church agree to save and
invest over a five year period an amount in total sufficient to buy and acquire for them the existing mortgage, plus the interest during the five years of installment payments and the cost of financing.
The individual member or friend of the church, who
knows the value of the mortgage, would be interested
purchasing a participation in the ownership of the
mortgage not only to assist the church, but because it
would likely be a safer investment and a more profitable savings program than the average person has
made in the past. This is true because he or she will
have returned to them in their old age, when they need
it most, or, at their prior death, their family will be

shall insure the investment by
applying for thirty-three payment, thirty-five
year endowment life insurance on the life of the
investor, or someone designated by him, for an
amount of insurance one and one-half times the
amount of his subscription. The life insurance
company upon acceptance of the risk, issues an
insurance policy for this amount, payable to the
Trustee as original beneficiary in trust. The
Trustee retains the policy and issues the subscriber a Trustee's Certificate in which the
amount of the insurance and the insured's bene-

The Trustee

ficiary

is'

designated.

Upon the maturity

m

of the policy as

an endow-

ment, or at the prior death of the insured, the
proceeds are paid by the insurance company to
the Trustee, who in turn pays the investor or
the beneficiary he has named, the amount due
in full payment of the investor's undivided interest in the mortgage, in accordance with the
terms of the Trust Agreement and the Trustee's
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In this manner, the life insurance
paid, through the Trustee, to the
investor or to the beneficiary he has named, one
and one-half times the amount of the investment, after which the church has no further

values accrued) to fully prepay the entire insurance
of that fund.

obligation to this investor.

The plan is made effective after the subscriber has
made a down payment of 10%. The Trustee then issues
him a Trustee's Certificate, indicating the issuance of
a thirty-three payment, thirty-five year endowment

Certificate.

.

company has

B.

Instead of paying interest on the first mortgage,
the church shall, through the Trustee, pay out of
its income, not out of the trust fund, all insurance premiums throughout the life of the policy;
that is, until the insured dies or the endowment
matures. The premium for any individual is determined by his age, state of health and occupa-

m

Hazardis, those applicants engaged
ous or unhealthful occupations, or physically
impaired, are charged a higher premium than
unimpaired or standard applicants of the same

tion; that

age.
of a very wide experience it is know that
43 will be the average age of those on whom insurance will be placed, and that $30.00 per $1,000
of insurance put in force will be about the aver
age annual premium. Those who assist in form-

Out

know in advance the exact
have to be paid on the policy
of each apphcant, hence, there is no way that
the Trustee or the organization can or will incur
ing the syndicate

premium that

will

a questionable

premmm

obligation.

annual premium payment never varies
materially from 41/2% of the amount needed to
refinance the mortgage. It will average about
.3% annually for thirty-three years. As every

The

first

person insured will

die,

and as they

fairly regular intervals, the total

will die at

premium pay-

able each year steadily decreases.
C.

existing mortgage holds the property as
security for the payment of premiums on insur-

The

ance created by this Trust Agreement, and when
the church has paid the premiums, as they become due or are previously discounted, the mortgage is to be cancelled and made void without
further obligation to the church.
Insurance can be placed on applicants aged 10 to
60, inclusive. The right is reserved to ask for
medical examinations, but ordinarily about 90%
of applicants are accepted without medical examination, except in the state of Massachusetts.

The new obligation, that of an annual payment to
the life insurance company for thirty-three years, has
the decided advantage of being a small amount, averaging only about 3% of the amount used in the financing. All or any part of this new obligation may be discounted at any time at a substantial reduction to the
church, by making larger than required payments
whenever larger amounts are available.
The obligations to the new creditors may be paid
any time the money is available, just as the old mortgage obligation could have been paid any time. It will
take only about half as

much money

to discount the

would take to pay the old mortgage
obligation. At the end of the tenth year, 50% of the
new obligation will be sufficient (together with cash

new

obligation as

it

To illustrate: John Doe agrees to save $333 during
the succeeding five years, at the rate of 10% down
and $5 a month thereafter.

life

insurance policy, the $500 proceeds of which will

•
him or his family.
The money saved and invested by John Doe

be paid to

is used
by the Trustee only for the refinancing of the first
mortgage, of the church. The church instead of paying on the mortgage, now agrees to pay premiums on
the insurance thus put into effect. John Doe agrees
to accept $500 from the life insurance company in return
for the money he has saved and invested, which is
50%) more than the amount he has agreed to save and

invest.

Because of unwise investments, many men do not
have as much money as they have saved. By this plan
the return to them or their families, of $1.50 for each
$1 saved, is better than the average investment of those
men. Ordinarily, the amount saved by a participant is
one that would not otherwise have been saved, and since
about all most men hope to accumulate during life is
an amount which will provide for their families after
they are gone, this plan is undoubtedly advantageous to
the individual. None of the new funds can be used by the
Trustee until an agreed amount has been subscribed,
and on which a 10%; down-payment has been made.

The Trustee (of the new creditors who provide this
refinancing fund to acquire the first mortgage) agrees
that the church, instead of paying interest on the
Diortgage, pays the insurance premiums on the insurance put into effect. The church agrees to pay this
annual premium only as long as the insured lives.
If one of these insureds dies the first year, the second

premium is reduced accordingly. The total
amount the organization will pay the insurance
company during the thirty-three years is about 10%
more than the amount needed to refinance the mortgage. The insurance company will return to the par-

year's total

if they live, or to their beneficiaries at death,
one and one-half times their original investment.
The church now has a definite plan for retiring its
debt, which must be carried out, and can be done with
rehef and economy. The outstanding benefit to the organization is', that the former fixed charge of interest
and a payment on principal is immediately replaced by
the premium payment on insurance issued, and the
a;mual premium payment will never be as much as
the annual interest requirement. The church debt having been refinanced, no part of the income of the
church need thereafter be applied to the payment of
the debt.
The investors or the beneficiaries they have named,
who jointly have acquired the mortgage, receive from
the life insurance company, through the Trustee in
full payment for the undivided interest owned by them
in the mortgage, $1.50 for each $1 saved and invested.
Thus the fixed charge of the church has been immedi-

ticipants
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ately reduced and THE CHURCH NEVER HAS THE
REFINANCED DEBT TO PAY.

We

heartily

recommend

this financing plan to

of our Brethren churches contemplating a

new

any

build-

ing program or for refinancing an existing mortgage
debt and suggest that anyone interested should contact
the service office of the Columbian National Life Insurance Co.—Mr. Orra F. Kuight, 906 Union Trust Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania who will put
with the local director in their vicinity.

them

in toucn

New

tithes

and fewer

drives.

action and less faction.

workers and fewer shirkers.
backers and fewer slackers.
praying and less straying.
Modesto, California bulletin.

—

—

SENTENCE SERMONS Christianity isn't worth a
snap of your fingers if it doesn't straighten out your
character. D. L. Moody. If nine-tenths of you were
as weak physically as you are spiritually you couldn't
walk. Billy Sunday. Children brought up in Sunday
School are seldom brought up in court. Basil Miller.
Washington D. C. Bulletin.

—

E. G. Reese, Treajsurer

Trustees of

THE CHURCH'S NEED TODAY
More
More
More
More
More

Bldg.

Fund

Grace Brethren Church
Hagerstown, Maryland.

—

—

—

REMODELING THE

NEW TROY, MICHIGAN
BRETHREN CHURCH.

THE PASTOR,
RUSSELL WILLIAMS,
IS

A FAITHFUL

^^r

HELPER
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The

Sufficiency of God's Grace

By Leslie I. Hutchinson, Student, Grace Theological Seminary
In Gal. 4:4, 5 Paul makes this statement, "But when
has been necessitated by man's inability to keep the
the fulness of the time was come, God sent forth his
law. The sentence for breaking the law is death. Man's
Son, made of a woman, made under the law, to redeem
only hope was that someone save him. Someone must
them that were under the law, that we might receive pay for his sins if he is to live. Our Lord heard his
the adoption of sons."
cry; He came, and delivered him out of his bondage.
The works of God presented here are three in num- The consequence is "that we might receive the adoption
ber: Incarnation, Redemption, and Adoption.
of sons."
The order is logical so the Incarnation shall be con"Adoption" means "placing as a son" and

sidered first.
The "fulness of the time" suggests that the Incarnation of our blessed Lord takes place at a time previously
appointed by the Father. The period of time involved
is from Adam's transgression. During this' four thousand years man continues to sink deeper and deeper
into sin. Now the time has come concerning their fulfillment. They are now old enough so their happening
cannot be the result of mere human conjecture. The
world has had time enough to see its need of a saviour.
Men have had plenty of fair and satisfactory opportunities to try all their fruitless schemes of salvation.

Now

they should be ready to welcome God's plan. The
best talents of the world have been given their chance,
especially in Greece and Rome. The brain trusts have
tried all the various systems of religious men can deConsistent failure has been the result. Men have
not been able to meet and arrest crime; they have not
been able to promote national morality. Intellectual
power has proven valueless in its efforts to contact
God.
The world is at peace at this appointed time. The
Gospel can be proclaimed anywhere. Scattered Jews
are looking for the Messiah. What an appropriate opportunity for the "Prince of Peace" to come.
So "God sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made
under the law." The manner of this sending Is twofold. "Made of a woman" implies human nature, but
the very way of expression suggests divine nature.
Would one say today that a man comes, made of a
woman? If Jesiis Christ were merely a man, then this
expression is without meaning. But His is a peculiar
circumstance. He chooses to be born of a woman and
He chooses to record His birth in this way because He
is fulfilling the promise in Gen. 3:15 that the Messiah
should be the seed of a woman.
By being "Made under the law," Christ takes His
place that He might accomplish an important purpose
for those who are in like subjection. God gave the law
to man to show him his guilt, and now that man
knows, or should know, that he is guilty, our Lord subjects Himself to the law, that in Him all its designs
might be fulfilled.
Redemption might well be called the purpose of the
Incarnation for God sent His Son "to redeem them
that were under the law." To "redeem" means to "set
free by paying a price." Our 'Lord took upon Himself
the form of flesh and experienced all our trials, thus
qualifying Himself to pay the price. His own blood, to
redeem them that were under the law. Redemption
vise.
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has reference to position more than to relationship.
The act of adoption was frequent among the ancient
Hebrews, Greeks and Romans. It was the act by which
a person, usually a child, was taken out of one family
and incorporated into another, thus becoming the son
and heir of the adoptor. Such is the position of one
who accepts Christ's work of redemption. He becomes
"a son of God and if a son, then an heir of God through
Christ" (Gal. 4:7).

How could Paul pack so much into a few words? An
examination of the occasion gives us the answer. Paul's
concern for these Galatian brethren is' deep. Why?
These are they who received the Apostle "as if he had
been an angel," and, "if it had been possible would
have plucked out their eyes and given them to him"
(Gal. 4:14, 15). Moreover these fickle courageous, highstrung people received Paul's presentation of the cross
cf Christ frankly and enthusiastically. Now they are
falling easy prey into the hands of Judaizers, and
turning back to the law.
All around us today are the same pitiful and discouraging conditions. Modern Judaizers belittle the
Grace of God which is ours when we accept Christ's
work upon the cross where He poured out His blood
for us. They tell us we must keep the commandments
to keep saved salvation by works thus denying Pauls
words, "A man is not justified by the works of the law,
but by the faith of Jesus Christ, ... for by the works
of the law shall no flesh be justified." Oh, if Christians
could be convinced that Christ's work was sufficient.
Paul recognized the need in his day. As Christians
in our day are we convinced that God's grace is enough
to keep us in His fold? As ministers of the Gospel do
we, as Paul did, recognize the perverted gospel which,
according to Paul, is not a gospel at all? May God help
us to present the Gospel of Grace plainly and forcefully.
If grace is not our message, then we have no
message.

—

—

GIVE
"Give, give, be always giving;
Who gives not is not living.

The more you
The more you

give.
live.

Give strength, give thought, give deeds, give
Give love, give tears, and give thyself.
Who gives not is not living.

The more we give.
The more we live."

pelf.
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the birth-pangs, the season of travail. Did not Jesus
Himself point that truth out in graphic portrayal in
His answer to His troubled disciples? Global war,
famines, pestilences, and earthquakes, appearing in
such intensified form that they surpass anything
hitherto seen, and in approximate simultaneous action,
are "the beginning of the birtii-pangs" that shall issue
is Israel's national new birth (Ezek. 36:23-38).

The
Beginning
Of Sorrows

When these birth-pangs begin, so declared our Lord
tc Israel, "then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted,
and shall kill you: and ye shall be hated of all na-

(A Radio Message)

my name's sake." The world agony of Israel
'began with the advent of the violent anti-Semetic
Reichfuehrer, Adolf Hitler, who stepped into full power

tions for

By Rev.
This

Is

last article

R. E.

Gingrich, pastor of First Brethren
Church Akron, Ohio

Article VI in a series of Radio iVIessages by Rev.
was published In the January 20, 1945 Herald.

Gingrich.

in
The

wave

many, has

After Jesus had set forth global war, famine, pestilences, and earthtjuakes as signs of His coining and of

the end of the age, thus answering the question dealing
with that problem asked by His disciples. He then said,
"All these are the beginning of sorrows" (Matthew
24:8). Now the literal rendering of the expression,
"beginning of sorrows" in the Greek, is "beginning of
birth-pangs." That would be indeed a strange statement for our Lord to make if we did not consider it
in the light of associated passages of Scripture. This
we shall now do, under the title of:
5a. Anti-Semitism as a Sign of Our Lord's Return
We must bear in mind that Jesus Christ was speaking directly to Jews, not Gentiles, when He set forth
these signs. The expression appearing in Matthew
24:8 must definitely be understood in relation to that
fact: "All these are the beginning of birth-pangs."
The Jewish mind knew full well the significance of the
expression, and so do we. Wliat did it signify?
Consider with me a passage appearing in Isaiah 66 8,
:

a thing? Who hath seen such
a thing? Shall the earth be made to bring forth in one
day? or shall a nation be bom at once? for as soon as
Zion travailed, she brought forth her children." An
analysis of this passage, together with its context, will
reveal that it is dealing with the travail of Zion and
the birth of her children that shall constitute a nation.
So rapid and sudden is this travail of Zion and birth of
the nation that it is set forth as an unprecedented
event. Then this nation, born so suddenly and imusually of Zion, enters her millennial glory, and the
center of the national glory is Jerujalem. Note with
us the admonition appearing in verse 10 and following,
"Rejoice ye with Jerusalem, and be glad with her, all
ye that love her: rejoice for joy with her, all ye that
mourn for her: That ye may suck, and be satisfied with
the breasts of her consolations; that ye may milk out,
and be delighted with the abundance of her glory. For
thus saith the Lord, Behold I will extend peace to her
like a river, and the glory of the Gentiles like a flowing stream: then shall ye suck, ye shall be borne upon
her sides, and be dandled upon her knees." We are
herein told that this nation, born in a day, shall bring
consolation and blessing to the Gentile nations of that
age. It is a millennial picture.
But, friends, let us take note that before the birth
of the children and the attending joy and glory, come

"Who hath heard such

Germany on March

after
earth.

It

5,

1933.

From

that day, wave

of anti-Semetic hatred, starting in

Ger-

rolled out over the nations of the whole
is admitted
that at no period since the

prophecy was uttered by our Lord have so great

'sor-

rows' engulfed the 'brethren' of Jesus as the 'sorrows'
they have known since the German Jewbaiter began to
breathe forth his sulfuric hatred of all Israel, (LIGHT
BIBLE PROPHECY by Dr. Louis. S. Bauman).

FROM

and scoffer may reply to this presentanot only a recurrence of that which had
been so often before? Do not 'all things continue as
they were from the beginning of the creation?' " To
such we reply, "Not so! Heretofore when Israel was
persecuted in one nation some other nation offered her
a haven. Today, she is literally a vagabond upon all

The

skeptic

tion, "Is this

the face of the earth. No welcoming hand stretched
forth to help her, she is unwanted and unloved on
every continent and isle of the sea.
No, it has never been thus before The international
blockade is against the race that introduced us to a
living God, that gave us our Saviour, that penned for
us the holy Bible, and of whom the Master Himself
said, "Salvation is of the Jews" (John 4:22). Why is it
thus? The spirit of anti-Christ is abroad on the face of
the whole earth. Satan, unable to kill the Man-chiid
born to Israel over 1900 years ago, waxes fierce in his
hatred of that sun-clad women of Rev. 12 who gave
birth to that Man-child. Fiercer and fiercer will his
anger become, until, as the curtain descends upon his
vicious career, he shall seek to exterminate the people
who gave us our Saviour.
But he shall not succeed, for just when all hope
seems gone, and Israel's sun appears set, she shall cry
out in her agony to God, and Messiah shall come forth
out of Zion; He shall utter His voice and the nations
shall tremble; he shall smite them with the rod of
his mouth and they shall fall and shall not rise. Then
it is that the prophecy of Isaiah shall be fulfilled. In
that day the remnant of Israel's house, returned to
Abraham's homeland unconverted, shall look upon Him
whom they have pierced; they shall say unto Him,
"Whence are these wounds in thine hands?" He shall
answer, "Those with which I was wounded in the house
of my friends" (Zech. 13:6). And they shall weep because of the realization that He once appeared to save
them, and us, from sin, but was rejected. "He came
unto his own, and his own received him not. But as
!

(Continued on page 105)
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new direction— toward Godliness. Point out the following
1.
We exercise our liberty with expedience vs. 12a;
:

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

1

DEPARTMENT

Cor. 9:24-27.
2.

We

exercise our liberty with

A seemingly innocent
1000

PROGRAM FOR MARCH

Scripture

—

1

Three— "YE ARE NOT YOUR OWN!"
Text— 1 Cor. 6:19, 20
Question Why should we surrender wholly unto

18,

—

Godhead? These verses are the conclusion

—
—

1945

Ashman

—

STUDENT LIFE VOLUNTEERS

Leader—Point out that the B. S. L. V. is a fellowship of
j
those who have come to a knowledge of the above
Scriptures and have yielded themselves unto the Lor|
in full surrender. Read the B. S. L. V. pledge, on yoi;
goal chart, asking all who will, to thus pledge theii
lives unto the Lord. Names of those who respond

Purpose— To expose the

lesson of presentation of self
Lord found in these verses. To make known the
vvork of the B. S. L. V. among our Brethren young
people. To lead others to full surrender unto Him.
to the

Suggestions to the Leader— (The leader of this discus-

BSLV member

if

tne

to Paul's

thinking in the chapter. In your discussion emphasize
the claim of the Godhead upon our lives, because:
1.
We are Christ's property He has purified
(bought) us.
2.
We are God's new creation He has justified us.J
3.
We are the Spirit's temple— He has sanctified us.
Therefore vs. 20.

Cor. 6:9-20

sion should be a

12b;

soon becomes

Topic

that goal report back to the national secretary and
that foreign offering to the national treasurer. Thanks
for the fine way you Brethren Endeavorers have adopted and are pushing our new programs.

B.

vs.

in,

—

—

By Kenneth

indulged

a master over us and liberty is gone.
3.
We exercise our liberty with wisdom vs. 13;
Since the body of a Christian hath been purified, he
being a new creature, the exercise of sinful liberties becomes unnatural, the true Christian refraining therefrom. See vs. 15-18.

POINTS

Yes, your local society can gain 1000 points toward
your 10,000 point yearly goal— just be sure that the
goals for the winter quarter,
December, January,
February, are met. Time is short by the time you
receive this word the quarter will be about over. Get

Subject—BRETHREN

liberty,

—
caution —

should be sent to the National B.

possible, at least

one who has fully surrendered to Christ) Your pastor
has a list of B.S.L.V. members from your Church.
Secure the names from him and use them for this

S. L. V.

Superintend-

ent.

.

service.

Our Scripture

of self to

Him

UNRATIONED

calls for definite presentation
because "ye are not our own." Make this
discussion deeply spiritual, leading to consecration o;
life.
Suggest to the pastor that he might follow the
inspiration of the C. E. service with a definite call for
public decisions in the following worship service.

Topic One

Text- 1

—"WE WERE—WE ARE"

Cor. 6:9-11.

Question

—What

happened to us when we were savedv

Note the contrast in these verses:
1.
What we were before we believed

What we

2.

a.

We

are

lem of

We

b.

—
—
—since we have believed—
washed— by Christ—solving the

We

vs. 11.

3.

,

justified— by.

God—stopping

of meat and tea.
of the things that really last
world's supply is growing fast?

When
The

of sin.

—^Buena

—suppressing

—"ye

are not our own."

Two— "THE QUESTION OF CHRISTIAN

LIB-

ERTY"
Text^l Cor. 6:12, 13.
Question—What happens to our Christian liberty when
we admit that "ye are not our own?" That liberty to
is

Vista, Virginia bulletin.

sin.

Therefore, since the triune Godhead has been
engaged in our salvation, they rightfully become

act at will

By shortages

tne

are sanctified— by the Spirit

the owners of our lives

Topic

prob-

sin.

are

the power of
busily

While free for whosoever will.
The celansing fount is flowing still;
So why should we disgruntled be

vs. 9, 10.

are

punishment
c.

There's no rationing of God's grace;
No blackout of the Holy Place;
No coupons needed when you pray;
No taxes over love hold sway;
No priorities on God's power;
No limit when His blessings shower;
No shortage in God's Word is found;
No one on faith has set a bound;
No truth is interfered by quota;
Joy is not cut, no, not one iota.

not destroyed nor removed,

it is

given a

THE ASSOCIATE PASTOR

received

an interesting

Christmas time from his aunt, Mrs. W. D.
Barrett of London, England, in which she wrote:
"It was so nice to have news of dear Mr. and Mrs.
Harkness, also Paul Peterson. We have happy memories of their visit to us. It has also been a real joy and
privilege to meet Orville Lorenz and Sammy Waldron
(son of Mrs. Ralph Rambo) two of God's gentlemen;
and trust we may have the pleasure of seeing them
again before they return to America, please God!"—
Bulletin ^First Brethren, Long Beach.
letter at

;

—
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Modified Profanity

By Allen Fast

men
say unto you, ttiat every idle word that
in the day
shall speak, they shall give account thereof
"If any man
of Judgment" (Matt. 12:36). And again,
you seem to be religious and bridleth not his
"But

among

tongue, but deceiveth his
ligion

five

per cent of them would be safe to have on your

lips

when you

I

is

own

heart, this

man's re-

vain."

Most of us have heard the story of the woman who
went to her pastor and told him how she had spoken
take a handful
evil of her neighbors. He asked her to
Having done
of feathers and scatter them to the winds.
again. This
this he told her to go and pick them all up
scattered far and
is impossible, she said; as they were
once
wide. So it is with evU words and bad language;
they are spoken they can never be recalled.
When you say, "what the deuce" you are actually
Internasaying, "what the devil." (See Webster's New

Out of this life I shall never take
Things of silver and gold I make.
All I cherish and hoard away
After I leave, on this earth must stay.
Though I call it mine and boast its worth,
To hang on the wall, I must leave it there.
Thought I call it mine and boast its worth,
I must give it up when I leave this earth.
All that I gather and all that I keep
I must leave behind when I fall asleep.
And I wonder often what I shall own

we use these terms, we are very definitely transgressing the second commandment, "Thou shalt not
take the name of the Lord thy God in vain, for the Lord
in
will not hold him guiltless that taketh His name
vain." "Golly" is another term substituted by the profane for God's name and is very definitely recognized
fore, if

In that other hfe when I pass alone.
they find and what shall they see
In the soul that answers the call for me?
Shall the great judge learn, when my task is

What shall

by language authorities as meaning God.
George Washington in his day denounced profanity
and said: "The General is sorry to be informed that
the foolish and wicked practice of profane cursing and
little

through,

That my
Or shall
That all

known in an American
He hopes the officers

army, is growing into fashion.
by example as well as influence, endeavor to checK
reflect, that we
it, and that both they and the men will
can have little hope of the Blessing of Heaven on our
arms, if we insult it by our impiety and folly." From
a general order issued by General George Washington
in New York, July, 1776— Exchange. One should no
more think of treating the divine name of God disrespectfully than one would of dragging his Country's

(James 3:11 R.V.)

OUT OF THIS LIFE

.

swearing, a vice heretofore

3:17— "And now, brethren,

bitter?"

"Dickens" is another expression for
the devil. "Darn" according to Funk and Wagnali's
Practical Dictionary means "to damn." Many people
while in mental disturbance -have thoughtlessly been
saying, "gosh," or, "gosh dam it," not always knowing
they have been saying, "God damn it." Again, Webster
defines "gosh" as a substitute of God in oaths. Theretional Dictionary)

are dying.

I wot that through
ignorance ye did it." We trust that very few have been
guUty of presumptuous sin, and therefore we hope
and pray that this little ray of light on the subject
may help many to reverence the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ. But someone exclaims, "I don't mean it
that way when I use those terms." I gladly grant that
very few mean it that way. However, whether we dress
it is taking
it up in Sunday clothes or speak plainly,
the Lord's name in vain or using language which will
harm the Christian's Testimony. "Doth the fountain
send forth from the same opening sweet water and

Acts'

spirit

has gathered some

at last
I

it

had worked

will,

Flag along the filthy streets.

"Gee" commonly thought of as slang,

is

listed

in

Webster's Dictionary with a capital letter and said to
be a form of Jesus used in minced oaths. Men who are
authorities on etymology have traced these words to
their origin. All disputes can be settled by consulting

good dictionaries.

A
,

friend in California told me that swearing would
mental tension and nervousness while under

release

pressure. Now
turbances, good

bad language relieves mental diswords and language ought to do it more

if

not try it next time? You may ask
me, "What then should I say if I can't use any of these
irreverent terms?" "Listen, there are over 400,000 words
in the English language and I dare assert that ninetyeffectively.

Why

'7/te

riches, too?

be mine to find
for I'd left behind?

—Author not known.

J2e^fi*u^ o/

£o^iAanAd

(Continued from page 103)

them gave he power to beon
come the sons of God, even to them that believed
shall receive
His name" (John 1:11-12). Then Israel
born in a day, an
lier Messiah and the nation shall be

many

as received him, to

unprecedented thing, but true, praise God.
speaks to
Friends, the rising tide of anti-Semitism
the light of
us of the coming of our Lord. Surely, in
you who
these things, His coming draweth nigh. To
that day will
are hidden in Him because of Calvary
come as the fulfillment of your hopes, your dreams,
of
your longings, the end of your suffering, the goal

groan
your faith. Not so, however, to you who still
beneath the load of your sins. His coming will be a day
presHis
from
of wrath, and terror, and destruction
ence from which no remedy will then be available.
well.
Receive him now, just as you are, and all will be
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Sidney Brethren Church, (fop work not under the Council)
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Sick (G. E. DrushaU)
5 00
Mrs. Grace Sellers (Mildred Kuntz)
10.00
Mrs. Barbara Musser, Nappanee, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Prichard, Falls City, Keb.
Mr. and Mrs. 3. H. Crush, FaUs City, Neb
Mrs. Amelia Kimmel, Falls City, Neb
Dessie il. Hanna, Milhdgeville. Ill

INC.

NOVEMBER
E.

Melba Singley.

Portis.

Kansas

$

W.

R. Bonemous, Chaj-leston S. C
Mrs. N; Barnhisel, Santa Monica, Calif
Mrs. Ralph V. Aspinwall. Freeport, 111
Doris V. Bunch, Lakeville, Ind
Mrs. Delia Plummer, Lakeville. Ind

Agnes

Eftie

Senseumn,

Tipp

City,

Mrs. Lydia R. Dawson, Marion, Ind.
National Womans Missionary Council
Mrs. Vesta Cobb, Belt, Mont
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Miller, Shannon,

Ohio
.

25.00
lO.UO
30.00
10.00
20.00
1172.45
5.00
25.00

....

.'

111

Brethren Church, Portis, Kansas
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Doolittle
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Doolittle (Kentucky)
Associated Students of the Multnomah School
of the BiWe
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. TibbaLs. Panora, Iowa
Edith R. Hall, Williamsport, Pa. (Kentucky)
Mrs. Janie Palmer, Helena, Mont
Mrs. Ben Weaver, Nappanee, Ind

1.00
5.00
7^00

Winona Lake Brethren Church, Winona Lake,
Prof, and Mrs. J. M. Aeby (South Bend)
Marvin Goodman, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Homer
Dr. and Mrs. A. J. MoClain
Ruth E. Reddick
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Miller
MJSc

Portis

25.00
25.00
5.00
.

500
25 00

'
'

{^q

'

'

10 00

'

.

Brethren Church, Dayton, Ohio,
for Middletown)
Anna Beeghly
and Mrs. Charles Campbell
Mrs. Emma Gearhart
Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. Trissel
Misc

(Special

offering

Mrs.

g

Mr.

5.00

Total receipts for November

25.00
10 00

'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'..''.

First

45.00
5.00
10.00

.

Ind.

$1,430.45

1500
1000

'

.1 ..

a'nn

DECEMBER
Chestnut Ridge Sunday School, Amity, Pa
Mrs. Elmer StuU, North Liberty, Ind
Ingersoli Olmsted, National City, Calif
Mattie Miller, Twin Falls, Idaho
Mary StuU, North Liberty, Ind
First Brethren Church, Cheyenne, Wyo
First Brethren Church, Camden, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. S. Lowman
Opal Hardy
Mr. Ervin Flora
Mr. D. T. Cupp
Sunday School
Birthday Offerings
Dorcas Society
Mr. and Mrs. H. Flick (Evang.)
Mr. and Mre. G. Hickman (Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. O. Flora (Evang.
Mrs. Vivian Dane
Miso

33. G8

Nellie Kistner,

Morrill,

First

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
211.00

Molhe Sherman
Wheaton

Wolfoid
L. A. Wolford
Gifts less than

5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
7.00

five dollars

.

Mabel Jean Hardin
W. H. Haidin

Beaver

\

Mr

Brethren Church,

Cliftord L.

Sellers

Sidney,

t'

.

...\'.'.

^'qq
5'oo
in'nn
25

'.'.'.'.

'.

l

'.

;
;

.

*oe

.

Brethren

Emma

05
io:64

Church,

Beaver

City,

10.00
s'oo
5*00
10.00
5*00
25^00
17!oO
7*50
5:00

J.

\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

.

Church, Leon,

...[[][.[.[

'
'

100*00

2750

500
500

*
*

'

!!!!!["'

10*00

!.'.','!

1000
1000

......'.'..'.'.

5 00
5 oo

'.'...'.'.'.'.'.

1000

500
500
500

!!![!!

!!.'!'."*
!!!'.!!]**

5*00
oK'nn
"'k'XX

g'Xn

Kn^
,

::::::::::::::;
WiMamaport.

500
500

[
'
'

!!!'.!*

l!oO
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10 00
q'qq
10.00

la.

c^"--^
Edith R. Hall.

8 00
5 00

!

'

Martin E. Newlin, Jr
Mrs. Odessa Piercy
Miss Maurine Perks
Roscoe Scott
Rev. and Mrs. Taber
Rose Taber
Helen Taber
Bettie Taber
Sunday School
Birthday Offering

2000
69.00

[
'.

!

W. Larsen

„

Neb.

Atwood
d. Ackerman
Harriet Baer

and Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse P. Allred
Miss Leona Benning
Letha Bunch
Mrs. Adeline Chambers
Miss Imogene Frost
J. B. Larson
Mrs. D. F. Manchester
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Newhn

l!oO
2^00

on

loO

•

^

Loose offering

6^00
6^00
lo!oO

'.'.'.'.'.'.'..

2000

.

.

Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Miller
Mrs. Viva Kitchens
Mrs. Kenneth Nickerson
Mr. G. B. and Helen Seibert

10,00

[

o'oO

'

.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'.[[

Anna Manley

15.*00
,

1200

•

•

Tom Inman

Ind.

,

5*00
k'qo

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.

HaroM Inman

14,00
10.00
9.00
5]oo
l.Oo

and family

500

•

Beeler
Betty Lee Beeler
Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Baerg
Ida M. Canfield
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Davis ...

39.00

Richard Sellers
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Sisk
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Heckman
Sliss Enid Heckman
William Boyer
Mrs. Minnie Miller
Mrs. Grace Sellers
iliw

•

.

.eon Brethren

Sidney

•

Lucy M.

51. .iO
ilr.

1000

...'.!.'.*!!-

:;;::::::::

City

Mrs.

Mrs.

Brethren

Church, Wadsworth, Ohio
and Mrs. Melvin Walter
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde J. Rodgers
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Keyser
Mrs. Walter Leatherman
Mrs. A. H. Young

First

lo!oO

..'.

Loose

5.00
2.00
1.00
10.00
7.00
15.00
5.00
2.50
4.00

Barbara and Patricia Simmons

20 00

'.'.'.'.'.

?^

Myrtle Little
Mr. and Mrs. H.

Brethren Students of Bob Jones College
Grace Allahouse
Isabel Fraser
Ruth Grust
Mr. and Mis. Robert W. Hill (Osceola)
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Howard
Mr. and Mrs. True L. Hunt (Osceola)
Lester Kennedy
Margaret Lord

Ky.

'.'...'.'.

Lyle Quisenberry
Lize Sampsel
Mrs. George Sharenbrock
Charles Hardin

100.00
25,00
5.00
2.00

.

500

•

39T 00
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Long, Waterloo, la
Mr. and Mrs. Francis L. Royer, Morrill, Kans.
Suzanne Royer
Edith B. Hall, WUllamsport, Pa. (Kentucky)

28 00
'

5;50

Ruth Marie Landrum
Margaret Ann Landrum
Lois Kay Landrum
Mrs. E. Paul Landrum
Pfc. Marion Landrum
Mr. and Mrs. Mize Landrum
Juaneta Lomly
Mrs. Maude Haddix

50.00
125.00
20.00
50.00
5.00
50.00
20.00
25.00

Sinia

(Special

.'

Kansas

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winteninger

Dayton, Ohio,

Riverdaie)

Ciayhole Brethren Church, Clayhole,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Austermaii
Mrs. C. A. Hulburt
Rev. and Jlrs. SeweU Landrum

First

Mrs.
Mrs.

N.

and Mrs. Owen E. Hacker
W. C. Teeter and Grace Buck

MSS"

132.00
150.00
5.00

Carl

Church,

offering fop

Mis.

Mr. and Mrs. Micah HaU, Garwin, la

III

Brethren Church, Danviile, Ohio
Mrs. Hugh Banbury and daughter
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Conard
Dorcas Conard
Mr. and Mrs. Boas Mogers
Robert Makers
Wilma and Nellie Magers
Mr. and Mrs. Basil MoElory
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Folman

Brethren

Mr.

35.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
14.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.20
16.80

)

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph FUckiaiger, Lanark,

qq

7^00

.[....

Pa.

(Kentucky)

r'VV
?ft«

8^:30

6.00

20.00
20.00
1.00

35.00

(
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1945

17,

Mrs. Jesse
Mrs. Claude

Park Brethren Church, Akron,
Mr. and Mrs. T. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. A. Black
Mr. and Mrs. H. Joy
Mr. and Mrs. E. Wallace
Mrs. Russel Rymer
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Washburn
Mr. and Mrs. O. Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Hoyt
Mr. and Mrs. R. Hayes
Mrs. Sarah Brown

Firestone

Grace Brethren Church, Fremont, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Gonavein
Mrs. Oliver Winters
Mr. and Mrs. Iver Harland
Rev. and Mrs. E. D. Culver
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Hague
Sue Ester WeUel
Gladys MlUer

^nnn

Unn

„„„„
20.00
, ok
l-i°
«-^"

Hoffman
Hoffman

0"»
"-"JJ

"•""

Miriam Moyer
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moyer

Morrill Brethren Church, Morrill, Kans.
Mrs. Effie ElUott

^-J""

ioko
k'^R
°i,°

CMldren's Dept
Misc

^^"'
23'!.

Girls

First Brethren

JANUARY

^nn
l-'i'i
°°"

Class

MiB.

Mrs. Alva Home
Dolores Wertman

^•""

2nn
o.uu
^-"[J

|-""

'J___^-L_
132.10

Clayton Brethren Church, Clayton, Ohio
Miss LilUe Landis
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Loffman
Mr. and Mis. W. P. B. Shank

,

innn
^n'nn

too

EUzabeth Siefer
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Siefer
Nancy Siefer

an nn
5
00
_•„.
,
^^•""

Mrs. Ruth Waymire
Misa Susan Wysong
Mrs. Emma Weaver
Mr. and Mrs. Beryl Whiting
Mr. Ira J. Shank
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Huddleston
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Zeisert
Men and Women Bible Class

O.

5.00
10.00
5.00
35.00
77.80

.'

.

Brethren Church, Clay City, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Oberholtzer (Evang.)
Sunday School
Rev. and Mrs. R. L. Hossman
Mrs. Ruth B. Rentschler (Indianapolis)
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Luther
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Megenhardt
.^
.
Christian Home Builders Class
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Roush

First
i.'nn
"""
i

nnn

J"-""
J^"-""

•

.

oi i c
J -n
T
I8.0O

•
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Davis
;
Bond)
Rev. and Mrs. Paul Davis (U. S. War
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Monroe and Bobhy
Mr. and Mis. D. E. Brumbaugh
Mrs. Bertha Disney
Mr. Charlie KnoU
•

:

9Knn

Sills

Bessie

Long

Maletta M. Leohr
Peaceful Workers

•

•

300

00

g;^;,
7 oq
1
-^'-^o

231.65

Brethren Church, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Becker
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Carter
Eev and Mrs. James S. Cook and David
Mrs. Ida Good
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Gring
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Hawbaker
Mr. and Mis. Gtenn Hoover
Mr. and Mrs. I. R. Kilgore
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Randall
Esther Jane Randall (Evang.)
Mrs. Mary Robinson
Mr. and Mis. Charies A. Royer
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Supan
Mrs. J. Lloyd Wenger
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Wineland and sons
Junior Sunday School
v
Senior Sisterhood
Misc

First

War Bond 18.50

la.

»•""
•

„

?""
="»
:["•""

!»•""
o-""
lo-""
^n nn

-nn
=""
SO.OU
t'nn
°-)'"
•

Class

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Leohr
Friendship Bible Class
Martha E. Chillson and Norma G. Keiser
Lois K. Long (Evang. )

'•""

5
;

1-00
1-00
1-00
1-00
1-75
5.00
5-00
5.00

Miso.

102?

plus
English,
Pleasant Grove Brethren Church, North
WiUiam H. Faas
Russel Herdhcpa
Mr. and Mrs. Cloir Faas
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Cram
Mr. and Mrs. Eruin Lortz
Mt. and Mrs. Guy Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Alien Fast
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller
A Friend
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Erteld
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Erteld
Mr. and Mrs. Burdetta Lortz
Gail and Winnie Davis

Goldia

^-"^

-

.

(Indianapohs)

o-'nn

Tnnn
^nnn
-no
^u"
^-"J;

•

50.00
15-00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
1-00

Ever Welcome Class
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Hayman
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cooprider (Evang.)
C. U. KUngler

tn nn

Belle Thompson
Mis. Etta Smith
Mrs. Ira AngeU (Mission Point)
Mr. Clarence Akens
Mrs. Beulah RatUff and Dorcas
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Bodge and Marlyn
Misses Maggie and Emma Peterson
Third Year Juniors
Primary Cla3s
Berean Class
Gifts less than five dollars

church)

30. OW

E

Misc.

148.00

(Portable

5.00

5.00
75.00
50.00
5.00
25.00
50.00

J-"
"""

Portis Brethren Church, Portls, Kans.

Fred Smith
EateUe Myers

100.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Mr. and Mrs. Bradshaw
Mr. and Mrs. L. Brady
H. S. Crawford (East Pasadena)
A. L. Flory
B. B. Frick
E. W. Fuelling (East Pasadena)
Mrs. E. W. Fuelling (East Pasadena)
Vonda Lee FuelUng (East Pasadena)
Donald Fuelling (East Pasadena)
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham J. Garber
Mr. and Mrs. W. Haugh
Mrs. Mae Kendall
Rev. C. W. Mayes and family
Mr. and Mrs. R. McKinley
A Member (East Pasadena)
Sachs family
Miss Adda Saylor
Miss Lucie Saylor

85. GO

Mdsc

Calif.

....

Don Bishop

i^'""

Byersdale Brethren Church, Baden, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Ldnk
Mr. and Mrs. Lester R. Claycomb
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Matula
Mr. Bud Meales

5.00
3.00
1.00

Nappanee, Ind

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Adams (East Pasadena)
Betty Adams (East Pasadena)
Louise Adams (East Pasadena)
Albert Bigler

?""
fi"

Mck

Irvin Phillips,

AnnabeUe Philhps, Nappanee, Ind
Bob Jones College Students, (additional) ....
Fremont Avenue Brethren Church, South Pasadena,

»-°»
"•""
^-"^
°-""

Misc

•

5.00

20.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
40.00
1.00

Church, Cleveland, Ohio

\%'nn
JX'nn

Sunshine Class
King's Daughters Class
Beginners Class
Boys Primary Class
Elmer Aungst

Bay

10.00

Grace Brethren Church, Roann, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Albitz
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Baker
Mr. and Mis. Charles Baker
Mrs. Ores Flora
Mis. Elsie G. Fisher (Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. John Hood
Ethel M. Flora

(Entire offering

designated for some new work)
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Van Orman
Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Westman
Jr.

5.00
10.00
20.00
2.00

151.00

"•""
?•""
»•""

Mrs. T. W. Price
Ernest Wolfe
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs, Carl Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ash
Mr. and Mrs. John Comeskey
Adult Class

IWcKee, Pa.

700
25.00
10-00
50.00
2.00
20.00

»""
"""

Edna Teets

MoKee Brethren Church,

Ohio

-i"""
"''•"''

228.00
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5.00

?5'?2
15.00

".00
5„„I;
Tn on
J„ nS
10-00
?'n„
5.00
^-00

„i'nn
innn
-"•""
'•""

o-U"

'""
^'^^
'

'
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Brethren Church, Canton^
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Beacliy
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bechtel
Miss Opal Bechtel
Mrs. Evelyn Bell and Bobby
Miss Vickie Boboltz
Winiam Brothers
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Crawford

First

Mrs.

J.

DuBar and

Conemaugh Brethren Church, Conemaugh, Pa.

Ohio
6.00
15.00
10.00
27.00
5.00

Jules

Thomas M. Stump
Margaret Sutek
Don and Normadean Heaston
Bev. and Mrs. R. D. Crees
family

Stanford Dick (Winchester)
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Ford
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Faust
Mrs. George D. Ford
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Gingrich
Mrs. Ellen Grove
Mr. and Mrs. WilUam P. Gillespie ............
Mr. and Mrs. Clair Hunt (Winchester)
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hunt

.

Mrs. P. R. Knepper
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Killen
Mrs. Earl Knavel
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Plunk
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Plunk and Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. R, W. Reighard
Mr. and Mrs. 6. I. Rdbblett
Mrs. J. H. Reighard

Grover Snyder
Rose Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar B. Simmons
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Simmons
Robert E. Sigg

°00
5-00
10.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
5-00
84.10

Geraldine Rice
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Myers
SenioT S. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Hall (WadswortU)
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kejgiolds
Senior W. M. C
Misc

M

Church, Clayton, Ohio (additional)
(Byersdale)
Jliss June Bonser
Mrs. Nellie Wambold, Goshen, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Buckland, Cakland, Oahf.
Calif
Durham,
Boon.
Mr. R. R.
Mills Brethren Church, Summit lyillls, Pa,
Mr. and Mrs. Artur Ldchty
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Brenneman (ByersJale)
Fred Baker (Byersdale)

5.00
25.00
50.00
12.00

Mrs. Ruth McKenzie
Ethel V. Pirl (Byeradale)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Keim family (Byersda.e)
Mary W. Yoder (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Grew family (Byersdale!
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Fike

100.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00

....

Mr. Frank

7.0U
5.00
5.00
7.00
IG.OO

(Byersdale)
Mrs. Ellen Hennings family (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Furl family (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Yoder family

Leona

E.

Miller

Pirl

Ella

Mae

Miller

Shirley Imhof
Sunday School
Misc.

-

-

7.00
5.00
--83
2.00
2.00
4.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
l-4<»

1.40

Brethren Church, Harrah,
Mrs. Delia Coulson
Mr. and Mrs. Burdette Fishnr
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Labbee
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Lindblad
Mrs. Faye Helterbrand
A. O. Orchard
Rev. and Mrs. C. G. Morrill
Mrs. Victoria Pickett
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Early
Mr. and Mis. Harry Parton
Neil Paden
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Stover
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Stover
Mt. and Mrs. Mark Williams

Harrah

Anonymous
Anonymous
Mrs.
Mrs.

7.05

5.00
50.00
10.00
15.84
19.00

3.70

(Byer.jda.e)

(Byersdale)

O. P. West, Sr.
Effie Stover

Mr, and Mrs.
Misc

30.00
33.58
10.00
5.00
5-00

(Byresilale)

Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Swearman
Rev. Kenneth Ashman (Byersdale)
Carl E. Firl
Mrs. Russell Yoder (Byersdale)
Mr. H. S. MUler (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brenneman (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Firl family
Mrs. Homer Landeman family
Mrs. Ralph Nicholson family
Mrs. Galen Pack and daughter
Mr. Bill Yoder
Mrs. Paul Tresel and son
Mary Jane Miller
Mrs. Ida Pirl
Mary O. Firl and daughter
Urias Pirl (Byersdale)
Mrs. Addie Witt

(tSpokane)

Frank Cunningham

People's C.

E

Mr. and Mrs. George Welte
Mildred Emhart
Senior C. B
Mr. and Mrs. Phihp T. Pfaff
Mr. and Mre. P. Haines
Woman's Missionary Council
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Kolb
Mr. and Mrs. J. Horst
Harol Vassey
Woman's lYiendly Bible Class
Mrs. Joyce L. Rohrer
Mr. and Mrs. John Upright
Mr. Hugh McNeill
Mrs. J. Gault
Hev. and Mrs. W. A. Steffler
Mr. and Mi-s. Kenneth R. Kohler
Mr. and Mrs. Phihp Pfaff
S. O. S. Sunday School Class
Mrs. Clara Emhart's Class (N. Riverdale)
Beginners Dept
-Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Smith
I.
H. S. Sunday School Class
Mrs. Ruth Wise's Class
Mrs. Louise Kessler
Senior Sisterhood
Junior C. E
Mr. and Mrs. F. Kalesse
Mrs. Carohne Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Amey
Mr. and Mrs. K. Anthony
Ruth Deitz and Ralph Burns

25.00

Fike

J.

Emma

Mary

Young

30.00
7.20

Mrs.

Harry W. Emhart
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne C. Jones
Mr. and Mrs. George Struth

Wash,

Florence E. Mayr
Cradle Roll Dept
Sarah E. Romig
Mildred Horse's Class
Laymen's Organization
Mr. K. Kohler's Class

5.00
5.00

'

10.00
o'oo
50.00
5,00
5^00
50.00
8.55

50 00
.'

i

20.00
50.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
9.00
35.00
25.00
50.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
25,00
10.00
7.87

Mrs.

Irene

Romig

Barbara Kolb
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Lyday
Paul D. Anthony
Helen Marie Buchter
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilkey
Mrs. Ethel Whiteside
Mrs. E. Frey
Mr, and Mrs. John Bauers
Lt. and Mrs. W. T. Schwartz
Chrissie Dunyan
Mrs. H. Edelmann
Pvt. and Mrs. John Burns

Misc

108

sIqo

143.35
18.00

Gifts less than five dollars

Third Brethren Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buchter
Mr. and Mrs. H. Emhart
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Shaw
Bothwell family
Jacob MuUer
Mrs. Steftler's Sunday School Class

5.00
5.00
5o!oO
10.00
g.oo
10.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
20.00
5^00
20.00
10.00
lo!oo
40.00
2o!oO
10.00
25.00
25^00
20.00
10.00
10.00
50.00
60.00
10.00
10.00
5 oo

B. Stutzmau
Mrs. M. J. Stinson
Mrs. Howard Womer
Mrs. Ida Yeager
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Yeager, Sr
Florence Gribble Class
Daughters of Zion Class
Sunday School
Senior C. E
Congregation
F.

Clayton Brethren

Summit

100 00
60.00
20.00

Mrs. Ida Barkhimer
J. A. Bennett
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Custer
Mrs. B. B. Dick (Winchester)

5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
7.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
15.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Guittar
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Heaston
Mr. and Mrs. John Johnson
Mrs. A. B. Klddar
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Knop, St
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lape
Miss June Mareh
Mr. and Mrs. George MeJser
Mrs. Clara Miller
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Rice and Donald Jr
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Smith
Mt. and Mrs. R. B. .Smith
Miss Vina Snyder

Thomas Himes
Kuth Himes

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Anthony
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. BralUer
Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Byers

.

.

.

.

50.00
50.00
5o!oO
50.00
40.00
35^00
30.00
30.00
30.00
25!oO
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25 00
25.00
25.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
2o!o0
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
13.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
8.00
7.00
7. 00

7.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5. 00

5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00

214.83

^

FEBRUARY

17,

1945

?""
°-""
|;«^

Brethren Church, Indianapolis, Ind.
Gen.)
and- Mrs. K. H. Aeby (Indianapolis and
Gen.)
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Black (Indianapolis and
Mr. and Mrs. Cliarles Henderson (Indianapolis) ....
Sara Lynne DoweU (Indianapolis)
(Indianapolis)
Engle
Mrs. O.
Peggy Ann Black (Indianapolis)
Eev. and Mrs. Herbert ColUngndge

Grace

Mr

Clearbrok Brethren Church, Roanoke, Va.
Mrs. Isles Minnie

o- „n
60.UU
20.00
3.00
--55
-•""

-""
'""

°'i

^"^
}""

Mr. G. D. Donahue
Goldie Hurt
Daisy Calhoim

J^""
^•""

Kathleen Campbell
Margaret Calhoun
G. W. Hall
Frank Campbell

?""
^"^
|-^JJ

Brethren Church, Altoona, Pa.
_
Eev. and Mrs. Raymond Blood
Mr. and Mrs. WilUam Walters (Clayhole and Gen.)
Kitting
Harry
Mr. and Mrs.
Regina Kitting
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sorge
Mr and Mrs. Harold Stultz (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. MoQuade (Evan.', and Gen.)
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Flick (Byeradale)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller
Mrs. Clara Newman (Byersdale)
Effie Newman (Byersdale)
Bible School (Byersdale)
Mr and Mrs. Gochnour (Byersdale)
Miss Mae Smith (Olayhole)

First

,••;

Miriam Johnson
Mr. J. J. Wengert (Juniata and Gen.)
Mr. and Mrs. "WilHam Smith (Byersdale)
Mr. John Shope (Byersdale)

Woodrow Newman

Brethren Church, Hagerstown, Md,
and Mrs. Charles Angle
Mrs. Andrew E. Auxt
Mrs, Jane Annan
Mr, and Mrs, Henry Bis
John Biser
Elaine Benner
Mr, and Mrs, W. S. Bostet
Mrs. Ahce
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baumgardner
Mrs. Alena Cubboge
Mr, and Mrs, W, E, Diebert and daughters
Mr, and Mrs. H. G. Finfrock
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Green
Rev. and Mrs. L. L. Grubb
Mrs. Louie Grubb
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hershberger
Mr. and Mrs. William Hoover
Josephine Hungate

race

Grace Brethren Church, Sharpsvllle, Ind.
Mrs. Henry DeL ns
Martha Stubcr
^enie Stuber
Misc

tn'-n
j"-°"

-*="

„

"

17.75
Ib-OO
15.50
ii nn

,077
Jonn

„„„
10-00
1

V o-

„„

„-ni\
"o'nn
JOO

(Byersdale)

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Stombough
Mr. and Mrs. Charles GarUart (Evang.
Mrs. Edith Johnson
Mrs. Veora Larson (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mrs. John Enders (Byersdale)
Mr. and Mis. Walter Schmelzler
Woman's Misionary Workers
Golden Rule Class
Intermediate Christian Endeavor (Byersdale)

-„„„
oO.OO

Mr.

Merle Hopkins
L. E. Irving and children
and Mrs. Roy S. Long
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin L. Miner
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Mundey
C. Frank Myers
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Miner

Mr.

J.

Portis,

Senior Young People's
Young People's C. E.,
Gifts

....

5.00
5-00
5-00
"-"O
o.UO

Brethren

Church,

Brethren Church, Sunnyslde, Wash.

Mary Hostettler
Mrs.

Marie

J-OO
J-OO

Fay

Reed

Graff

Ralph Mowen

John Eos
Mrs. LilUan Cable
Ella Marie Turner
O.

H.

5.00
10.00
10.00
20,00
10.00

....

Bussert

Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Reed
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nickel
F. E. Dilling
Mrs. Esther Keller

(additional)

T.

Ind,

"-OO

J.

5.00

Green
E,

Chapman

Evang.

and

(Gen.

)

Antles

O'Neal

I'^ed

2u.OO
Rev. and Mrs. Don BarUett
10.00
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Catron
7.00
Leon Chngenpeel (Clayhole)
6.00
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crook
100.00
¥iU
Mr. and Mrs. Lester
5-00
Donald Fife
5-00
Doris Fife
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Dyson, Lynda and Marilyn Jean 100.00
75.00
Mr, and Mrs. Melvin Fisher
5,00
Robert Fisher
10,00
Carl Flora
50,17
Mabel Flora
10,00
Roy Garrison
5.00
C, T. Graham
5.00
Angeline Hanna
100.00
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Hanna
20.00
Mr. and Mrs. C. .4. Hendrlx
50.00
E.
Jackson
M.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
25.00
Cpl. and Mrs. Charles Kingery
25.00
Mildred Michael
100.00
Mr. and Mrs. Dalta Myer
50.00
B. A. Myer
5.00
Mildred Mullendore
5.00
Effie and Wayne Overholser
10.00
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Roskuski

Mrs. M. Hoffman
Mrs. Grace Turner
Mrs. C. E. Hansen
E. A. Rose (Evang.)
.Toyce L. Strout (Evang.)

.

Keith McDaniels
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Wright
Mrs. Fred Whitfield
Mr. and Mrs. Don Hadley
Mrs. Clara M. Feurst (Gen. and Evang.)
Joe Steringer
Mr, and Mrs. John Pisher (Gen, and Evang.)
Bessie Turner
Mrs. N. E. Bridgman
Mrs. Dora B. Kennedy

Eoderiok
Murray
H. Padgham

Vera
Earl
C.

Julian Ratajczak (Scripture)
Mr, and Mrs, H. E. Walker
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. FirestoUi
Elsie Early (Evang.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sharpe
Mrs. Carl Brewster
Mrs. John Weed (Gen.. Evang. Lit.
W. G. Belcher
1

:

Sarah Roskuski
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Smith
Mary M. Toler
Mrs. Charles Walker
Misc

l??'??
10.00

Lacey

E.

oOO

"00

Flora,

(additional)

Ohio,

25.00

5-00

Adams

E

C.

dollars

five

nvllle,

First
F.

Edward
Ceoil

than

less

Grace
Grace

8.65

56.76
6.80
50.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
5.00
55.15

E

.\dult C.

*''-^^

Kans.

9.00
8.85

29.00
13.75
10.00
41.50
21.45
30.85

Mrs. Beulah Forkner
Bible School
Soul Seekers Bible Class

J-OO

Ed Wolf

7.25

60.25
40.00
12.00
34.00
8.00
33.00
10.57
47.15
58.50
14.50
18.54
20.25

'

Friends
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Perry
Mrs. Lottie Powell
Mr. and Mrs. N. ^. Bottler
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Rock and daughter
Mr and Mrs. Harold Riley and daughter
Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and Patsy
Mr. and Mrs. L. Shingleton and Jack
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Shank
Mr. and Mrs. Max Spielman
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Stickler and Sonny
Mr. and Mrs. L. Waldo Stonffer
Mr. Hubert Stover
Mrs. Lilhe Stover and Carrie
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lewalt
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Wiles and daughter
William P. Wiles
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Zello

Cpl.

Brethren Church,
Elizabeth Saylor

O-JJ"

31.00
13.25
19.50
40.50
15.75
14.00
32.00

9'f
a.
55

Sisterhod (ByeKida.'e)
Senior Sisterhood (Clayho'.e)
Mr. aid Mrs. S. J. Davis
Men's Bible Class
M.sc (Byersdale)

Mis.
Mrs.

^^°?,?,

Jlr.

i.OO

.lunior

Poptis

1?'^2
33,45
25.20
14.50

Mrs.

^-00

)

il'oj
ii'in
}„ S„
10,00
^,00
9.50
38.00
8.20
68.00

.

50.00
15.00

.

,:

LeotTR. Walker
Mrs. E. Bowker

5.00

75.00
279.07

109

)

5.00
5.00
l?-??
5.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5,00
5.00
5.00
10.00
25,00
10.00
10.00
°9'59
5.00
J.OO
,„!;„
2'„„
5.00
5,00
15,00
10.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
75.00
5.00

i5'9?
114.75

BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

THE^
Brethren Churchi Waynesboro, Pa.
Lewis Aldridge
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bearinger
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bearinger
Mr. and Mrs. Scott W. Bingaman
Mrs. Grace Boyer
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Cordell
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Cordell, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. James Creager

First

Mrs. F. B. Foster
Mr. H. K. Ghearhart
Miss Elsie Good
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Heefner
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Heefner
Mrs. J. E. Kalter
Mrs. John Kelly
Mr. Robert Kesselring
Mrs. Robert Kesselring
Mr. and Mrs. John Kleppinger
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Manns

Rodney and Richard Manns
Charles E. Martin
Harry A. Miller
Alice Ann Minnich
Mrs. Lulu B. Minnich
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Minnich
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Musselman
Irene V. Oliver (Gen. and Evang.
Mr. Walter Oliver
Mrs. Walter Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Peiffer
Melvin Rock and family
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Rosenberger
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sheeley
D,
Sheeley
Hj-patia
Snider
Mrs.
Mamie Snider
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Stains
Dorothea Stains
Mr. and Mrs. George Sweeney
Mr. and Mrs. John WoTlard
Miss Hilda Tingling
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Tingling

)

5

Toung

Rev. and Mrs. C. S. Zimmerman
Junior C. E
Intermediate C. E
Young People's C. E
Signal Lights

.....]..[[..

W. M. C
J'unior W. M. C
Junior Dept. of Sunday School
Men's Bible Class
Friendship Class
King's Daughters Class
Sunday School Class No. 19
Mrs. Minnich's Class

[
'
,"

.

.

.

.

.

'

'

George Baker
Mr. and Mra. A. Balzer
Mrs. W. H. Beam

Clara
Troop
Jesse

.

.

.

.

'

.'

.

.

[

.

;

^^c

a

00

.'

','.,',

.'

[

125'oO
^'nn
Jg qq
i
n'nn
i

4000
oes'nn
innn
iW.UU

*
"

"

"

Brown
Rrniun
urown

Gloria Pillion
Mr. and Mrs. William Pillion
Mrs. Etta Goddard
Lt. Keith Gressley
Mr. and Mrs. E. Huffman
W. A. Hutchinson
Mr. and Mrs. Mas Jones
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones
Martha Kelly

40 00
ao'oo
og'on

'
'

'

5000
3540

'

_

^IH
g'^Q
.

15 00
10 00
s'nn

.

g

1000
"0 00
400(1
.'

.'

g JJq

.

;

'.'.'.'..'''

'.'.......

ggg
g'nn
loo'oo
lOo'oO
40 00
in"nn

'•

^nn

,„„„
loooo

Miller
'.'.'.'..[[['.

Minyard

10 00
.

IStIoI

50.00
5.00
25 00
25 00
10.00

.

.

;

;

.

.

1000
1

gifts

h.

A. Bldg.

^J

gn'ou
4o'oo

500
'
'

....'.
.

,

50 00
70 00
lOo'oO
yg'oo
25 00
^5 00
50 00
g'po

,

25 00
•; nn

'.'.'.'.'.'.

5000
'.'..'

for third

n'nt.

g
'.

Wrightsmon

Special

j^-Qfj

qq

5

'
'

Xeher

'.'..'.'.''

5 00

10 00
10 00
"i'oo

sou

100 00

)

10 00

n'nn

.'

Barbara Yerian
In memory of Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
A Priend (Cheyenne)
A Friend (Gen. and Eyang.
Misc

g'oo

.

1
.'

Anabel Purdy
Ellen Ratekin
Mr. and Mrs. D. Renter
Mr. and Mrs. W. Rubottom
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Bunyon
Mr, and Mrs. Ray Rnnyon ...
Mr. and Mr?. J. Schlegel
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Shiyely
Hazel Shiyely
Mr, and Mrs, C. L. Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. H. Sovems
Mr. and Mrs. E, Thomsen
Mr. and Mrs. John Tilney
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Treder
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Timier
Edith Wenner
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Whinerj-

Mary

500
10 00
10 00
10 00

500

'.'.

Ida Morrison
LUlian O'Sulliyan
Mr. and Mrs. O. Petersen

38 41

o'on

1

{^^^

Monroe

Lilly

40 On

2500
"500
5000
'O 00
25 00
4n'nn

and Mrs. K. Marksbury
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Martin ...
Joyce E. Martin
Marilyn L. Martin
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. McCall
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McNeil ....
Mr. and Mrs. C. McDowell
Mr. and Mre. W. K. McMinn
Martha Miller

MatWlde

qq

in'nn
..qqq

.

Pfc.

Claude Milligan
Mr. and Mrs. S.

n'nn

1

Bemice Maddux

..'.'.'.'.''

Fund

9618
600 00

IOqO
00
loioo
5

Clayhole

Church, Ankenytown,
Mrs. Florence Bechtel
Mr.
Harry Bechtel
Naomi Bechtel
Reta Brubaker

271.50

Ohio

\

Cone

Paul Cone
Mr. and Mrs. William Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Curie
Raymond Drushal
Ronald Drushal

Edna Guthrie
Wayne Guthrie
Edna Hardman

.....".......*"'

10
10
10
10

Church, Clayhole,
Blake Landrum

.

innn

^nn

Mrs. Ida
EIi2abeth

^'^n

:.:::::;;::

Mrs.

Aleppo Brethren Church, Aleppo,
Mr. and Mrs. William Cook
Key. and Mrs. William Gray
Mr. and Mrs. John Ross
Mr. WiUiam Bamhart

5o"oo

Richard Leedy
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Moses
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed

Brethren

and

Ky.

(addltionaf)

25.00

1200
10 00
K'nn
5 qq

;:::;;

Mr.

00
00
00
00

'.'.'.'.'.'.

Mrs.

^^^

2000
.'

g5(j

First Brethren

Tessa Brubaker
Rev. and Mrs. George E.
George Cone, Jr

',

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.['.'."'

)

65.12
5.00

Limestone Brethren Church. Limestone, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Armen trout
Daryl Armentrout
Lelia Arnold
M. D. Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Brobeck
L. H. Cartwright (Evang.)
[[
Edith Cartwright
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Guinn
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Henry ... \ .....
Mrs. J. M. Mongold
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. McCracken ...
Mary Pence
Mrs. R. H. KetteU
W. E. Swinney
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Adult
E

.'

.

10.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
50]oO
5.00
25.00
3o!oO
10.00
15.00
5*00
25 00
65!oO
6.00
15^00
25 00
loioo
25.00
22*98
25.00
5o!oO

W. Va

.'

.

',
',

Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Brydon ....
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Caldwell
Mildred Chesney
Barbara ConkJe
Mr. and Mrs. V. P. Conkle ...'.'.'.
Mrs. J. L. Conner
Minnie L. Conner
George Dworshak (Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Early
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Earnst ....
Mrs. Effie Paw
Mr. and Mis. D. FiUlon (Eyang.
Edrie Pmion
Mr. and Mrs. Carl FilHon

1153.0!)

Yellow Creek Brethren Church
Rev. B. H. Showalter. Palestine,

50 00
q'qq
ioo:oo
10 00

]

..........

Margaret Beard
Mr. and Mrs. C. Brown
Florence Bowhall

7.95
:

Jr

Edward Beard

10.00
5^00
5.59
51.15

Mrs. John Reiss Primary Class
Philathea Class
Mrs. Manns Primary Cl^sg
Gifts less than five d3llars

'

"

,

Onaries Ashman,

5."00

[[[[

C

Wayne

Second Brethren Church, Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Adams
Mrs. LuJu Adier
.'''''''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
?r- ''''\ l^""- °- ^- -^'''""a"

5.00
25^00
10.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
8.00
25.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
5.00
15^00
5*00
5.00
30.00
25^00
5.00
lo!oO

'

^onn
tnnn
l^^^
"0"
^
^On

Mr.

Pa.

.

.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

..'.'."'.*.'.'.'""
]

Ullom

Kuhn

M. King
Headley
Mr. Elmer Reed
Mrs.

"

*

J.

.

;

t'nn

Christian Endeayor

306 00

110

5*00
g'on
in'nn
o'os

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

'Sharon Taylor

ITo

Ofl

2500
in„
,„„

;

Delias

Sunday School
Mr. and Mrs. Perry

ion

'

'

Riffler

.'

200
.\k
gi 9?

gjo
17 86
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Main street Brethren, Myersdale,
designated for Byersdale)

Virginia Tresster
Charlotte Forney
Mr. and Mrs. Walter

Gertrude Beal
Mrs. Ada Lorentz
Mrs. Mary Sipple
Mr. Ross Weimer
Mr. and Mrs. E.

J.

M.

7.00
11.00
10.00
12.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
29.00
12.00
24.00
7.00
ll.OO
7.00
35.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
22.00
18.00
7.0O
20.00
13.00
5.50
7.00
6.00
8.03
-8.00
6.00
5.10
6.00
10.00
81-92

Phillippi

Bobby

Mrs. Harry Harris and boys
Mr. and Mrs. William West famUy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lorenzen family
Mrs. William Purbaugh
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Rickard family

Primary Dept
Misc

Eckstein and boys
Fyock
L. Plynn
Mr. and Mrs. H. 0. FarweU (Evang.)
Miss LaVore Pinnell (Evang.)
Rev. and Mrs, A. L. Lynn
Mr. and Mrs, J. C. Leckey
Mrs, L, H, Mitchell and family
Richard and William Mitchell
Mrs, Robert Merritt
Ui. and Mrs, H, LesUe Moore
Mr, and Mrs, Jesrow MiUer
Mr. and Mrs. N, H. Miller
Mr. and Mis. Richard Moore
Mrs. Emma Moore
Mrs, Evelyn McClain
S.

H.

Mrs,

WilHam

Emory Garber
Mr. and Mrs. George Garber
Mr. and Mrs. K. W. Holgate
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Stoner

Misc

'

L.

Henney

'

Mrs. Walter Brovant
Helen Bustance (Gen. and Evang.)
Mrs. Vinnie Lepard
Mr. and Mis. M. Carter and family
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Groff
Pvt. and Mrs. DeVere Marray
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Lester J. Miller (Gen. and
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Henney,
Mrs. Bert Lepard
Lewis Clum
Mrs. Ira HuDiberger
Mr. and Mrs, Calvin Nash

Gaylord Klophenstein
Mrs.
Miss Glenna Darby
Miss Meredith Darby
Congregation
Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pa.
A Friend
A Freind
Mr. and Mrs. M, B, Altemus (Evang,)
Mrs. V. A. Anthony
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E, Albert
Ira Bostian family
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Blough
Mrs. G. B. Bell
Mr. and Mrs. Clair Barron
Mrs, John Barron
Mrs. W. J. Bernett
Mrs. Walter Bracken
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bentz

32.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
6.00
o.Oo
1.00

Janet Houston
Katherine Howard
Mr. and Mrs. Myles Hammers
Mr. and Mrs, Allen Hostetler (Winchester)
Mrs,
Mr,
Mr,
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.

50.00
4.00

20
2.00
50.00
50.00
2.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
15,00
90.00
30.00
8.00
25.00
1.00

30.00
100. 00

10.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
5.00
2.50
6.50
1.00
10.00
25.00
25.2*
14.40

IjGVns

Hostetler

and Mrs. WilUam G. Horn
and Mrs. Earl HiUegras
and Mrs. George Hildebrand
and Mrs. Robert Hartwiger

13.6t»
.

.

5.00
5.00
5.00
2.50
.50

5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
15. Oo

5.00

5.00
2.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
25,00
10.00

Frank Henry
Mr, and Mis, Ed Hindman
Mrs, Margaret Irons and sons
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Imhoff

25.00
5.00
75.00
5.00
5.00
15.50
l.OO

50.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Mrs. WilUam Ivey
Intermediate C, E.
Intermediate S, M.
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Jacobs
Junior S. M.
Junior Brotherhood
Junior O. E

M

25.00
8.09
5.00
10.00
18.00
13.00

First

,

1.00

Mary Quinn

M

25.00
25.00
40.00
25.00
New Troy) 10.00
25.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
25.00
15.00
5.00
5.00

'.

Miller

Mrs. E. L. Reese
Mrs, Ethel Riddle
Mr. and .Mrs. Harry D. Ringler
Mr, and Mrs. Vincent Reighard and Lois
Mrs. OecU J. Regan
Mr. and Mrs. David Reighard
A. J. Ream
Mr. and Mrs. M, E. Rose
Ruth Ringler
Mrs. Marhe Bodgers
Hazel Ringler
Mr. and Mrs. H, A, Sohmucker
Mr. and Mrs, Herbert Sowers
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stutzman
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Stutzman
Mrs. Charles Sigg and family (Clayhole)
Bertha and Charles Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sigg
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Stump
Mr, and Mrs, J, W. Sell
Mrs. Ora .Shearer
Forest E. Strayer
Senior S. M.
Mr. and Mrs, Carl P. Furet
Mr. and Mrs, Frank L. Gardner
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Gwynn
Mrs. Anna B. Gardner
Mrs. Eugene Geibig and sons
Mrs. P. B. Goughnour (Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Gtnglesberger
Mr. and Mrs, Carl Good
Mr, and Mrs, Charles Habel
Mrs, Grace Heilman
Mr. and Mrs, Lem HUdebrand
Mr. and Mrs. Lem Hildebrand (North Riverdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Lem HUdebrand (Tracy)
Mr. and Mrs. I^em Hildebrand (Winchester)

20. 00

Campbell Brethren Church, Lake Odessa, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Price and Wendell
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Darby
Edger Strong (Evang.)
(Evang.)
Mrs. Edna Bustance
Mr. and Mrs. John Allarding
Mr. and Mrs. O. L. Henney
Rev. Blaine Snyder (Middletown)
Mrs. Blaine Snyder (Beaver City)
Karen Louise Snyder (N. Riverdale)

Mary

25.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
25.00

100.00
22.00
5.00

Friends

R.

Mr, and Mrs, Russell V. Redinger
Donald Rager

LaLoma Grace

Ralph Emig

P.

Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Miller
Linda Joyce Moore
Mr. and Mrs. BjTon R. Noon
Nancy Ruth Noon (Cuyahoga Falls)
Mr. and Mrs, Max Probst
Mr. and Mrs. William Phenecie
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Palliser
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Plummer

First

William Fountain
Byri Fountain
Raymond Fountain
Bertha Garber

1.00

20.00
5.00
5,00
5.00
25.00
35,00
46.00
5.00
5.00
5,00
10.00
23.00
8.00
2.00
15,00
S.OO
23.00
5.00
5.50
6,00
22.00
11.00
30.00
24.50
10.00
5.00
37.35
35.00
10.00
5.00
91.00
5.00
55.10
2.00
5.00
10.00

Mrs. Berwyn Evans
Mr. and Mrs. James

Mrs.

Brethren Church, Bellflower, Calif
Brethren Church, Modesto, Calif.
Rev. and Mrs. Peter Bury
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Bowman
Earl Bowman

20.00
20,00
25,00
1.00
28.27
25,00
5.00

Brotherhood of Alexander Mack
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Berger
George R. Croyle
Margaret Cook
Marian Custer
Mrs. Harvey N. Cober
Mr, and Mrs. Sylvanus Custer
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Custer
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Corle
Mr. and Mrs. Blair Dick
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. DeArmey
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. DeArmey
Mr. and Mrs, W. L. Eppley

14.00'

25.00

Pikem family

5,00

Ruth Grove Butler

Rosemary Bifano
James M, Bifano
Mrs, Mary Bifano
Mr, and Mrs. L. A, Blough
June Blough (Clayhole)

21.00
16.00
16.00
5.00
11.00

Mrs. Annie Miller
Mr. and ilrs. M. L. Barber
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hillegas family
Clara Hctchklss
ilrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Tressler
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Bowser
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Maust
Mrs. Grace Fike

Kuth Pyle and

Mrs,

(Entire offering

Pa.

Rev. and Mk. Kenneth Ashman
Mr, and Mrs. James Austin
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Knepper famUy
Mrs. D. O. Thompson
Irene Siegner family
John L. Meyers family
Mrs. Orpha Meyers
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Poorbaugh
Miss Emma Bowman
Mrs. Lloyd Forrest family
Margaret Deist
N. E. MiUer
W. H. Landis
Mr. and Mrs. Hilary Shuck
Albert S. Meyers
Gertrude and Leila Shuck
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Compton family

Mr,

Irvin Harbaugh
and Mrs, Ernest

M
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Halliwell

1.00
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Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Jones and -Vda Mae
Mrs. Robert Keim
Korlewitz
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Kyler (Gen. and Evang.)
Mrs. Daniel Kinsey
Verne F. Krouse

3'>.i

10.1
II-'

Mike

L,

T.

Kyler.

Jr

June Blongh's Class (Clayhole)
Gladys Palliser's Class
Dick DeArmey's Class

Emest

Halliwell's

C.

1.'
1.'

10.(
20.:

5.'

W. M. C
People's

38.

6.:
5.'

Class

Gleaners Class
Loyal Women's Class
Sunday School Officers
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Thomas
Henry A. Thomas
Mrs. Anne Uphouse (N. Riverdale)
Delores Uphouse {N. Riverdale)
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Uphouse
Blanch Vickory
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Watkins
Thomas Watkins, Jr

Young

....

E

19.
10.!
7.:

weeks were spent in teaching and in learning more
about our Christ in His Word. Through the faithful
witnessing of the teachers some fifty boys and girls
confessed Christ as their personal Saviour. May the
Lord continue to bless this group in its new-found joy.
As an outgrowth of this school we are conducting a
weekly hour for the children in which the testimony for

l.(
l-<
2.'.

10.

30.
9.i

93.
-5.:
50.1
8.5.

34.:

Misc

Christ
and Mrs. Lem Hildebrand (Special gift for
individual not under the Council)

Jlr.

GOD'S BLESSING

UPON UNIONTOWN

IN 1944

shall praise Thee, O Lord, and Thy
extend
saints shall bless Thee" (Psa. 145:10).
greetings in the name of Christ Jesus to the Brethren
everywhere. With David of old we desire to bless th3
"All

Thy works

We

of the Lord, for His wonderful works among the
children of men. A full year has rolled around since
the writer and his wife came to serve the Lord at the
First Brethren Church here in Uniontown, Pennsylvania. JVIany and varied have been the blessings which
God has bestowed upon us during the past year. Time
and space will permit us to tell only a few of these.
In God's providence we opened our ministry here on
the first Sunday of the year. During the first three
months much time was spent in calling on the membership to become acquainted and established. During
February the local congregation gave us a splendid
reception. A number of missionaries were present with
many members and friends of the local congregation
to enjoy the service. We thank God for the splendid
group of God's dear children we met in this church.
The Church requested the new pastor early to conduct
a revival, and this desire was carried out in April. The
attendance was gratifying, and as a result of two weeks
of preaching, a number of young people confessed
Christ as Saviour. Others made new decisions to be
more faithful to the Lord.
Easter Sunday marked a day of real blessing ana
rejoicing. The Children of the Sunday school took part
in the morning's program. At night the choir rendered
a splendid cantata. The initial Foreign Missions Offering was received, which finally amounted to $1030
Early in June we engaged our brother Herman Hoyt
in a week's Bible Conference. Much joy came to all
through the teaching of God's Word by our brother.
As a result this congregation and pastor received a
deeper desire and love for the precious Word of God.
Later on in June we took twenty-five of our young
people to our District Young People's summer camp.
The Lord worked in all of their lives and hearts ana
many new decisions were made to greater faithfulness
to their Saviour. During the month of July, with the
help of our Sunday school teaching staff we conducted
a Children's Summer Bible School. A fine group of
children were enrolled and a happy and profitable t.wo

is

given forth in song, object lesson, flannel-

graph and Bible story.
Another highlight of the year's activities was the
Rally and Homecoming day observed on October 1,''.
Members and friends gathered from far and from near
to enjoy the blessings of the day. Morning and evening
the regular .preaching services were conducted. The
afternoon service consisted of a singspiration led by
the Davis Gospel Party of our city. At this gathering
a bus fund was started which amounts at present to
$470. As soon as a suitable bus is available it is to be
purchased to transport children to and from our Bible
School. At the noon hour the ladies of the church
served a splendid homecoming dinner in the basement

name

of the church.

In the latter part of October, Brother William
Steffler of Philadelphia, conducted for us a very fruitful evangelistic meeting. Night after night our brother

brought straight-from-the-shoulder messages, which
were used by the Holy Spirit unto conviction of sin,
and unto salvation. Eight individuals confessed Christ
as Saviour and thirty-six stepped forward in rededication of life.
Many other lives were touched and
changed, and by all indications it was a real revival;
to

God be

the praise.

With Thanksgiving came the Home Mission season.
We set our goal at $800 and the Lord blessed us with
an offering of $860 for Home Missions. These people are
truly missionary minded, for this

is

evidenced by their

giving.

As we close the year we praise our God for His nearness, and for all His blessings in so many different
ways. In round figures some $9000 went over the books,
during the year 1944. All major special offerings, as far
3.fj we
know, were larger than ever in the history of
this Church. This indicates the Lord's blessing upon this
people in view of the fact that a good many families
and many boys were lost through the war. Twenty
new members were added to the church during the
year and it is our fervent prayer that the Lord will
keep these dear souls true and faithful unto Himself.
We boast in nothing save in the Cross of our Lord
Jesus Christ but present this partial report as an indication of God's faithfulness toward this flock. May
we as people and pastor be found watching and waiting, yet laboring for Him, until the Blessed Hope »
realized, is our prayer.
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pastor.
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BIBLE CONFERENCE FEATURE

T^n

SEMINARY

added feature during the Commencement Activi-

ties this

year

is

Prof.

Herman

A.

Hoyt

EfGHTH ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
'he

eighth year in the ministry of Grace Theological
will come to its close in the Commencement

Seminary

Services at

Winona Lake, Indiana, Thursday, March

an accelerated program of activity in conf(jrmity with present war conditions, the entire academic year was moved forward several months. Therefore, the Commencement Week comes earlier this year
than in former years. In some respects this will be to

22.

'

Due

to

the disadvantage of many who will wish to attend the
various events in connection with graduation. But we
trust that this will not work any undue hardship or
inconvenience on anyone vitally interested in attending these events.
The Baccalaureate Service will be held in the Presbyterian Church, Wednesday March 21, 7:30 P.M. This
arrangement is to enable many local people to attend
the service. The Graduation Service will also be held
in the Presbyterian Church the following evening,
Thursday March 22, 7:30 P.M. On Tuesday evening,
preceding these events, the Middler-Senior banquet will
be held at the Westminster Hotel, 6 P. M.
The Seminary faculty and Graduating Class join Iii
extending to all friends of the Seminary a cordial invitation to attend these services. The Westminster
Hotel provides rooms at reasonable rates or any who
may care to come early for the purpose of attending
all of these services. Reservations for the banquet must
be in by March 12. The price is $1.25. Tickets m.ay be
obtained by writing to Mr. Ward Miller, Winona Lake.
Indiana.

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS
speakers

for

these

various

services.

Students

and

faculty regard it a blessing in the providence of God
that these men find time in their busy program to grace
these occasions with their presence. Rev. Archie L.
Lynn, pastor of the First Brethren Church, Johnstown,
Pennsylvania will bring the main address at the
Middler-Senior Banquet on Tuesday evening. Rev. L.
L. Grubb, formerly pastor of the Grace Brethren
Church, Hagerstown, Maryland, and recently called to
the position of Secretary of the Home Missions Council,
will bring the Baccalaureate message. And Dr. H. A.
Ironside, of the great Moody Memorial Church in Chi-

cago will deliver the Graduation address. The faculty
feels certain that many will want to hear these men.

scheduled

Lynn

and

will

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT FOR

NEW STUDENTS
deliberation the Faculty deems it wise
ninth annual session (1945-1946) of the
school year earlier than last year. So the new school
in
year will be opened at least two months earlier than

^fter some
to begin the

1944.

March

22 will

mark

the close of this year, and

with only a few weeks intervening, registration for the
new year will come on April 30.
There will be three eight-week periods during the
groups of
first semester to accommodate the various
students. The first period opens on April 30 and will
conclude June 22. This period is especially designed
will be
for students now in the Seminary and who
Middlers and Seniors during the coming year. The
second period begins on June 25 and will conclude on
August 17. This session is' scheduled for new students
who will be graduating too late in the spring to
matriculate on April 30. The third period will open
on September 10 and the semester will close November

wi^ll friends of the school will be glad to learn of the

Ls

be the principal speakers during these four days. Dr. Ironside will open the conference with a Bible lecture on Monday evening, March
19. For exact time consult the program of events appearing elsewhere in this issue. All Bible Conference
sessions will be held in the Chapel of the Seminary
building unless otherwise announced. While this Bible
Conference has been arranged with the Seminary primarily in mind, all sessions are open to the general
public, and the faculty therefore cordially invites all
who may find it convenient to attend.

Rev. Archie L.

By

the Bible Conference that

in connection with these events. Dr. H. A. Ironside

2.

the desire of the faculty to accommodate insoenter
far as possible every new student who desires to
the seminary this coming year 1945-1946. However, for
It is

the sake of the incoming student, the faculty prefers
that the new student enter at the opening of the second period on June 25. This will fit best into the
schedule of courses and events planned for Juniors.
However, in case the student must enter at some other
time, then it is best to enter April 30. In a last resort,
the faculty will admit new students at the fall period,
September 10. Please write for information on these
matters.

Very shortly new catalogues will be available, which
the full calendar of events for the entire

will carry

year, 1945-1946.

Indiana UDderth.
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"PRAY YE THEREFORE THE LORD"

body being

While speaking of new students', the writer is reminded that there never was a time in the history of
the world that there is such a great need for "laborers"
ill the fields that "are white already to harvest." The
present conflagration that has swept across the world
has taken its toll in every country and clime, and the
spiritual and moral devastation will far exceed the
broken cities, the smoking ruins, and the decimated
ranks of humanity. Awful night has descended upon
the nations and the moral chaos that is now upon us
is the precurser of the perils that are prowling through
the pitch-black night of the near future. It is one thing
to sound the alarm, and it is quite another thing to
offer a solution. But the Lord has made it available to
us through his written word. Perhaps believers need
to be reminded of their responsibility.

Yes, and more than that, since the needs in the church
are increasing more rapidly than the student body is
growing, let the Church ask God to send forth many
more than before into avenues of preparation.

First of all there is need for a vision on the part of
God's people. In the words of Christ the injunction
comes, "Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for
they are white already to harvest" (John 4:35). God's
people need a clear, close, convincing vision of the great
host of millions lost and dying in sin, but even now
ripe for the harvest. The harvest fields are far away
and near. They are all about us and beyond the seas.
The harvest time is not far removed taut at the very
doors'. The season for garnering the precious grain is
upon us. But the unrelenting consciousness of these
facts is so surprisingly absent in the rank and file of
the people of God. Therefore, there is need for a vision
of the harvest fields. And the only way that vision will
come is to get close enough to Jesus to see the world
through His eyes.
is need for a realization that "The harplenteous, but the laborers are few" (Matt.
9:37). Few, so few, are the laborers to gather in the
harvest that is white already. That is true upon every
hand. From across the waters missionaries come home
broken in body but scarcely willing to leave the land
where benighted souls are crying out for soul-food
and with no one to minister to them. That is true in
the home-land. Never are there enough workers to go
around. All who see the tremendous need are working
overtime to fill the breach. But here again, only those
who get close enough to the heart of Jesus will realize
the tremendous need for laborers.

Second, there

vest truly

is

Third, there is the need for prayer to "the Lord of
the harvest, that he will send forth laborers into his
harvest" (Matt. 9:38). If there is need for a vision of
the harvest, and a need for realizing how few the laborers, there is even greater need for prayer that the Lord
cf the Harvest will send forth the laborers into his harvest. There is therefore a supreme need that the
church go to her knees in prayer, beseeching the Lord
to send forth laborers into his harvest. This then is
the challenge of the hour. It is high time that a great
outpouring of prayer ascend to the Lord of the Harvest
for the laborers needed to gather in the harvest.

Since the new school year has already been announced, it is therefore in order to call upon the people
throughout the entire denomination to beseech God
for men and women to fill up the ranks of the student

left

vacant by the graduation of others.

ATTACK ON RELIGIOUS BROADCASTING
A full-bloom public attack was recently made upon
the preaching of the Gospel over the air in the January
22 issue of Newsweek. It was featured as a news article
describing the movement on foot among three large
denominations belonging to the Federal Council of
Churches to enhance their own broadcasting programs
to the point of inviting the large listening audience
such as listen to the "Old Fashioned Revival Hour" originating in the studios of Rev. Charles E. Fuller ia Los
Angeles, California. But with this as a point of departure, the article branded with unsavory epithets
such as "Lucrative Brimstone," "Bible Pounders," and
"Revivalist Air Racket" the various Gospel broadcasts
tliroughout the nation that exalt the name of the Lord
Jesus' Christ and seek to disseminate the truth of the
Word of God. The news article centered its attention
upon Rev. Charles' E. Fuller and his great program
blessing so many millions weekly. But it was evident
from the tone of the article that the feeling was in no
sense personal so much as it was a moral antipathy for
the message that is being broadcast.
It must never be forgotten that the Prince of the
power of the air, old Satan himself, is not idle. It has
ever been his purpose and practice to snatch away the
word from eager hearers, and if unsuccessful in that,
then to blind the minds of them which believe not, lest

the light of the glorious Gospel of Christ,

who

is

tne

image of God, should shine unto them. This violent
attack upon Gospel radio broadcasting originated with
Satan. And he will not cease by means foul or fair to
shut the Gospel off the air. There is need therefore for
an unceasing volume of prayer to God, the One who
is above all, and who works all things after the counsel
of his own will, and by whose permission alone Satan
has freedom to carry on his traffic, that there will be
radio net works, individual radio stations, and radio
men who will aid and develop Gospel broadcasting.

A GOOD MOTTO
On

the Coat of Arms of the famous old Scottish City
of Glasgow there are emblazoned words, "Let Glasgow
Flourish". This motto is known around the world but
few people know the wording of the original motto of
which this latter is only an abbreviation. The original
motto reads, "Let Glasgow flourish by the preaching of
the Word". The motto goes back to the 6th century
and was made famous by St. Mungo, the Patron Saint
of the city. It was the preaching of the Word that
made Glasgow and all Scotland great, and it is the
preaching of the Word that will make America great.
Let's make everything else secondary to the giving out
of the Gospel.
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THE CLASS SERVICE
Sunday, March

10:45 A.M.

18,

At the Winona Lake Presbyterian Church

M. Ward, Student Body President, Presiding
-.
Mrs. Mabel Moody
Piano Prelude
*Hymn "Fairest Lord Jesus," No. 194
Clarence E. Wraight
_
*Invocation
*Response The Gloria
Responsive Reading No. 55
William R. Rice
Proverbs 3:13-26
Hymn "Faith of Our Fathers, No. 267
Marvin L. Goodman, Jr.
Scripture Lesson
Mark E. Malles
Prayer
Instrumental Duet
C. Lowell and Solon W. Hoyt

Riissell

—

—

—

REV.

'

Announcements
Russell M. Ward
*Doxology
Vocal Trio (Lola Goehring Hoyt, Alice Senter, Kathryn
Ruth Hoyt)

L. L.

GRUBB

Reverend L. Llewellyn Grubb
Baccalaureate Sermon
Secretary of the Home Missions Council of The
Brethren Church
Subject: "A Good Minister of Jesus Christ"

Offertory

ORDINATION SERVICE
Officiating Ministers

Homer

A.

Robert A.

Herman

Kent

Ashman

Candidates
Solon W. Hoyt
Lynn Daniel Schrock

Hoyt

A.

Arnold R. Kreigbaum

Hymn—"Saviour, Thy
Benediction
Postlude

-

-

'

Dying Love," No. 396
Reverend Randall L. Rossman

THE GRADUATION SERVICE
Thursday, March

22, 7:30

P.M.

At the Winona Lake Presbyterian Church_
LYNN DANIEL SCHROCK

Lynn Daniel Schrock
President of the Class of 1945
Power of Jesus' Name," No. 192
.
_
_
Benediction
Davis Olin McCamy
The

Class

Sermon

-

-

*Hymn—"All Hail the

*Congregation Standing

THE BACCALAUREATE SERVICE
Wednesday, March

21, 7 :30

Charles Bergerson
Prelude and Processional
Academic Procession (The congregation standing)
Invocation
Reverend Avery Miley, B.D,
Hymn "Jesus Shall Reign," No. 377
Scripture Reading
Reverend Carl L. Howland, Litt.D.

—

F. B. Miller
Annual Seminary Announcements
Treasurer of The Seminary Corporation

Hymn—"Be

Still,

My

Soul," No. 281

P.M.

At the Winona Lake Presbyterian Church
Prelude

-

_

_

-

Charles Bergerson

Processional (The congregation standing)
_
_
Invocation
Reverend C. M. Junkiii
Representing the Board
of Trustees
Reverend William H. Schaffer
Member of the Seminary Board
Hymn "How Firm a Foundation," No. 283
Reverend J. Keith Altig
Scripture Reading
Announcements President Alva J. McClain
Hymn "When I Survey the Wondrous Cross," No. 152
Prayer
Reverend Robert D. Crees

—

—

The Seminary Quartet

(Russell Ward, Gerald Polman,
Herbert CoUingridge, Charles Bergerson)

REV. ARCHIE

L.

LYNN

Reverend Archie L. Lynn, B.D.
The Seminary Quartet (Russell Ward, Gerald Polman,

Prayer

-

-

Herbert CoUingridge, Charles Bergerson)
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Youngstown College
Johnson Bible College
Ashland College
Univervsity of Michigan
Clarence E. Wraight, A.B.
Dallas Theological Seminary
Candidates for the Theological Diploma
Akron Bible Institute
Mark E. Malles
Piiul Lavern Mohler
Moody Bible Institute
Lynn Daniel Schrock

Jack Lee Shaffer, A.B.

-

cum laude
Ward

Moody

Russell M.

Bible Institute

Candidates for the Bachelor of Christian Education
Degree
Ashland College
Mabel C. Hamilton, A.B.
Bible Institute of Los Angeles
Lola Goehring Hoyt, A.B. Equivalent

Grace Theological Seminary
William Jennings Bryan University
Candidate for the Christian Education Diploma

Kathryn Ruth Hoyt
William Jennings Bryan University

PRESENTATION OF CRITICAL MONOGRAPHS
9:30 A.M.

The Seminary Chapel,
Graduation Address

Rev. H. A. Ironside, Litt.D., D.D.

Pastor of the Moody Memorial Church, Chicago
Lynn Daniel Schrock
Presentation of the Class Gift
Professor John M. Aeby, B.D.
Recognition of Honors
Presentation of Candidates
Professor Herman A. Hoyt, Th.M.
Conferring of Diplomas and Degrees
President Alva J. McClain, Th.M., D.D.
Assisted by Professors Homer A. Kent and John M. Aeby
Hymn— "O Jesus, I Have Promised," No. 268 (2d Tune)

Prayer and
Benediction

Reverend Norman H. Uphouse, Th.M.

STUDENTS RECEIVING DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS
Candidates for the Bachelor of Divinity Degree
Heidelberg College
Robert D. Culver, A.B.
Central Washington College of Education
Ashland College
University of California
Modesto Junior College
cum laude
C. Lowell Hoyt, A.B. William Jennings Bryan University
Kent State University
summa cum laude
Huntington College
Solon W. Hoyt, A.B.
magna cum laude WUliam Jennings Bryan University
Wayne University
Davis Olin McCamy, A.B.
Moody Bible Institute
Dallas Theological Seminary
Bob Jones College
WUliam R. Rice, A.B.
Faith Theological Seminary
Mark Houston Senter, Jr., A.B. University of Tennessee
Moody Bible Institute
Northern Baptist Theological Seminary
L.

'

—

Goodman,

Jr.,

A.B.

-

_

William R. Rice

Postlude

Marvin

February 21
.
Marvin L. Goodman, Jr.
"Whether we wake or sleep"—I Thessalonians 5:10
February 22
_
_
C. Lowell Hoyt
The Baptismal Formula in Matthew 28:19
February 23
_
Solon W. Hoyt
Did Christ eat the Jewish Passover? Luke 22:16
February ?7
Mark E. Malles
The Doctrine of Divine Healing in James 5:14-15
February 28
Davis Olin McCamy
The Parable of the Ten Virgins in Matthew 25:1-13
_
March 1
Paul Lavern Mohler
I'he Sin that "shall not be forgiven"—Matthew 12:31-32

The Problem
"No prophecy

„

-

..

of

is

2

1:2-3

March

-

-

_

Lynn Daniel Schrock

March

-

-

Wife—Hosea

of Hosea's

6

any private interpretation"

n Peter
Mark Houston Senter, Jr.
"If by any means I might

1:20
-

-

-

March

7

attain unto the resurrection"
Philippians 3:11

Russell M.

Ward

The Judgment

_

-

-

of the

-

March

8

Nations—Matthew 25:31-46
.

Clarence E. Wraight
"Then cometh the end"

_

-

March

9

Corinthians 15:24

I

SPECIAL LECTURES
March 19-22
The Seminary Chapel
Monday, 7:30 P.M.
Tuesday, 9:30 A.M.
Wednesday, 9:30 A.M.
Thursday, 9:30 A.M.
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Dr. H. A.
Dr. H. A.
Dr. H. A.
Reverend A.

-

-

Ironside
Ironside
Ironside
L.

Lynn
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Crucifixion Resulting in Recreation
Jesus Christ not only cleanses the heart, taut He also
cleanses the whole outward being. Men who have gone
so deep in sin that society has segregated them; men
that even the world has hated, and who have been
rebels against God, have become new creations in
Christ Jesus.
The apostle Paul was once such a rebel. It is true he

was not a social outcast. In fact he was high in society;
he was a moral man. But when God looked at his
heart, it was black, for all of Paul's righteousness was
centered in himself. He was self righteous.
One day while Paul was going to do the biding of his
self-energized soul, the Lord Jesus called to him from
the heavens, and for the first time he realized that he
too needed this Jesus whom he had been persecuting.
as his Lord. From that moment
forward, he ceased to be a rebel against God. In the
words of our text, he was crucified with Christ.

He accepted our Lord

and to follow His commands, and even go unto death,
was because Christ Jesus was living within. Indeed it
plain to see that Paul just didn't turn over a new
Something else happened. Christ took up His
abode in Paul's heart.
is

leaf.

We can say that a miracle happened in the case of
Paul. Miracles still happen today. When a man accepts
Christ, and is regenerated by the Holy Spirit, and
Christ takes up His abode in that life, a miracle has
taken place. There is a new life. All things become
new. Vile drunken men become Kings and Priests of
God. Dispised scarlet women become respected citizens
and useful channels for our Lord. The high and
mighty; the boastful and self-righteous become meek
and humble as bond-servants of Jesus Christ. When
an honest man sees such changes in the lives of those
v/ho have accepted Christ, he must believe in miracles.
II.

I.

CRUCIFIXION WITH CHRIST

FOR THE NEW

IS

THE ESSENTIAL

LIFE.

When

Paul said, "I have been crucified with Christ"
(R.V.) he certainly did not mean that his old nature
had suffered death. Had he taught this, he never would
have written the seventh chapter of Romans, for when
we examine it, we are forced to admit that Paul did
not believe his Old Nature had been crucified.
,

What

did he

mean? Paul meant that because he had
his personal Saviour, God saw in him
of His blessed Son. His sins had been
and Christ's righteousness had been
Paul meant that God saw him body,

accepted Jesus as
the righteousness
judged in Christ,
imputed to him.
soul,

and

spirit judicially crucified

FAITH

IS

THE SECRET OF THIS NEW LIFE

After explaining that salvation results in a new life
in which Christ lives, Paul goes on and explains that
the secret of this salvation and this new life which
comes as a result of salvation is faith "And that life
which I now live in the flesh, I live in faith" (R.V.).
From other Scripture we learn something of the quality of Paul's faith. Our faith sometimes wavers in the
midst of trials and temptations, but Paul's faith remained steadfast in spite of persecutions, in spite of
the dungeon, yes, even in spite of death.
Paul had great objectives for his faith. First we note

—

(Continued on Page 127)

on that cross with

Christ.

verse also indicated that Paul considered himbe identified with Christ. In those days, as is
true today, men hated Christ and everything for which
He stood. Paul was saying, "If you hate Him, you hate
me; if you've persecuted Him, you've persecuted me.

The

self to

Whatever you have done to Christ, that have you also
done to me, for I am identified with him."
Oh, that today we who have been "crucified with
Christ" might be eo.ually as willing to be identified with
Him as was Paul. Oh, that we too might be willing to
suffer physical and social reproach for his' cause.

What

the result of being crucified with Christ?
it is no longer
T that live, but Christ lives in me" (R.V.). The result
is a new life. Paul was saying that because God saw
Christ's righteousness in him, he had a new life, and
Christ was the source of that new life. No longer did
Paul work in the energy of the flesh as he once did,
but now Christ's grace resided within. Christ's principles incited all of his energy in traversing continents
with the Gospel. All of his zeal to live true to Christ
"I

is

have been crucified with Christ, and

.
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"Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which
are spiritual, restore such an one, in the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted
(Galatians 6:1).
To me the text divides itself naturally into these sections: The brethren, the deviation in a fault, the
restoration in meekness, and the consideration of self,
and it is in that order which we shall consider them.

THE BRETHREN.

I.

appears that Paul may not have originally
preached the Gospel to the Galatians through his own
choice, but rather on account of an illness which we
think was Paul's thorn in the flesh.
It'

Either just before entering Galatia or just afterwards, Paul contracted a notoriously prevalent disease
of the eyes known as ophthalmia. Even today the disease is widespread in certain sections of that country.
As the disease ran its course, the Galatians, rather
than being repulsed at the symptoms, were heart felt
in their sympathy and in their desire to alleviate his
suffering, even to the point as Paul himself says in
Galatians 4:15 that had it been possible they would
have plucked out their own eyes and given them to

Thus, whereas he has been a stranger when he
sick, yet at its close he found himself surrounded by loving friends, willing to make any sacrifice for him.
And now, years later, Paul writes to them. In our
text he is about to give a rule of conduct which must
be followed; but he appeals to them not on the basis
of a forced obedience, but on the basis of a loving spirithim.

became

.

,J

jS^

WiUu

&. BuUofi'

Organizations of the world seem ready to forforget the wrong of fellow members, but the
organization of the Living Church seems ever hesitant
to do so.
The Apostle Paul forcefully handles this matter in
this phrase "ye which are spiritual restore such an
one in the spirit of meekness."
First of all it is a Christian duty. The verb "restore"
is in the imperative mood and might better be translated "ye must restore." How much more should
Christians with eternal values at stake be ready and
willing to restore a fallen brother than an organization
of the world with only passing earthly values!
Secondly, it is not only a duty, but it requires skill.
Jesus, at the beginning of His ministry was calling the
disciples to service in following Him. One day as He
was walking by the sea he saw two brothers, Peter and
Andrew, fishing. He called to them with the challenge
to follow Him and become fishers of men; and they
left their nets and followed Him. Going a little farther,
Jesus sees two other brothers, James and John, the
sons of Zebedee, who were also fishermen.
Now, the nets they were using were home-made. It
requires a great skill to make and satisfactorily repair
them so that they are again thoroughly fit for use.
When Jesus found James and John they were engaged
in the skUlful task of repairing their nets. The Scripture says they were "mending" their nets. (Matt. 4:21),
(Continued on Page 124)

values.

give

and

ual remembrance.

THE DEVIATION IN A FAULT.
man be overtaken in a fault.

II.

"If a

.

."

an important distinction to be noted.
Christians do not commit sin deliberately as a part of
There

is

their plan of

that
1

life.

If

the fault

is

a habitual matter,

man is not

John

entitled to a place in Christian society.
3:9 makes this point clear. "Whosoever is

bom

God doth not practice (commit) sin."
But when we find a man who has fallen aside by
temptation, and is sorry for his misdeed, we have a diiferent case. Peter in his impulsive manner denied his
Lord, yet to him were given the keys of the kingdorh. of
of

heaven. David through his passion brought deliberate
death into a family, yet he was a man afxer God's own
heart.

What makes the distinction then? Simply that theirs
was not a continual love of transgression, but a griefstricken sense of sorrow at the fault which they had
fallen into.

TEDE

III.

RESTORATION IN MEEKNESS

"Ye which are

spiritual, restore

such an one

in the spirit of meekness."

Now

the strange part about

all this is

that there

an apparent contradiction of our usual conception
*ilr.

Bishop

is

is

of
What

a Middler student at Grace Seminary.
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Grace Seminary Alumni Association
ORD GEHMAN

RAYMOND E. GINGRICH

('35)

Rev. Ord Gehman graduated from Ashland Seminary in the Class of '35. The years since that time have
been busy and blessed years in the Lord's work. Upon
completion of his Seminary training he was called of
the Lord to Vinco, Pennsylvania, a rural church with

a constituency of about one hundred members. He
was located in a fast growing community about eight
miles Northeast of Johnstown, Pennsylvania. While
located there it was his privilege to lead many to the
knowledge of salvation in the Lord Jesus Christ.
After spending almost eight years in that field, he
the call of the Lord to the present field of labor
In Rittman, Ohio.
felt

In Otober 1942, he and his family moved to Rittman
where he is ministering in the Lord's name. He is
now in his third year of ministry there and the Lord

has been blessing.
It has been his privilege since being there to see

(Classes of

'32, '39)

Rev. R. E. Gingrich entered Ashland College in the
fall of 1924, graduating with the A.B. degree in 1928.
He was graduated from Ashland Theological Seminary
in 1932, receiving the B.Th. degree. In 1939 he received
his M.Th. degree from Grace Seminary and is now
working toward his doctor's degree at Grace. At present he is in his tenth year as pastor of The First
Brethren Church in the Ellet District of Akron, Ohio.
He has had the privilege of having his Master's thesis,
which was submitted at Grace Seminary, published in
book form by the Zondervan Publishing, House. The
title of the book is "AN OUTLINE AND ANALYSIS OF

THE FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN."
For several years he has been serving as dean of

The Akron Bible Institute, teaching in the fields oi
Bible Doctrine and Bible Prophecy. The Lord has
abundantly blessed in the school and he has been very
happy in his relationship there.
During the past year fifty-three were received into
the fellowship of the church in Ellet. In addition to
these there were forty who made decisions who have
not as yet joined the church.

They are

rejoicing in the Lord for this manifestation

of His Grace.

BLAINE SNYDER

The parsonage

at

Rittman,

Ohio

the church debt on the Sunday School addition erased
and a new debt contracted in the purchase of a lovely
seven-room semi-bungalo for the Parsonage.
Brother Gehman, upon seeing the Carey Quartette
in a recent alumni number, states that he is sorry he
isn't able to include a picture of the Gehman Quintet.
We trust this will be forthcoming.

ORVILLE LORENZ

IN

BELGIUM

Rev. Orville A. Lorenz, Th.B. (Class of 1934), a Chaplain in the United States Army, has recently been advanced to the rank of Captain. He has been with the
armed forces in the invasion of North Africa, Sicily,
and France. He is currently located with his division in
Belgium. During the invasion of Sicily, the Associated
Press reported that the Rev. Lorenz baptized five men
in the waters of the Mediterranean by the invasion
flarelights.
(Graduates and former students of both Grace Theological Seminary and
Ashland Theological Seminarj'. between the years 1930 and 1937, are invited
to send news of their activities to the Altunni Editor, Glenn O'Neal, 314 Dorcheater Street, Ashland, Ohio.

('40)

Blaine Snyder (class of '40) has served as the pastor
cf the Campbell Brethren Church out from Lake
Odessa, Michigan for the past three and one half years.
The church at that place faces all the problems of restricted driving as everyone comes to church by automobile- The weather is quite a determining factor in
the attendance, especially since the church is off the

main

road.

At the last quarterly business meeting several steps
were taken which should aid in the worship services.
A committee was appointed to investigate the problem
cf securing new hymn books. Also, it is hoped that
some work can be done on the interior of the church
building. The aim is to lower the ceiling and then redecorate the walls. Recently village water was piped
into the parsonage and it is the intention to complete
the plumbing as rapidly as the work can be done and
material supplied.

The attendance average did not vary greatly during
the last year from other years. Prayer meeting is
conducted regularly, the various ones attending leading
the meetings.
They face quite a handicap as so many people are
leaving the country and moving into town. Real faithfulness is necessary on the part of the ones who
remain.
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NORMAN UPHOUSE

pastor of the North River-

Rev. Norman Uphouse is
dale Brethren Church, Dayton, Ohio, having served
there over three years. There was no church building
prior to his coming.

However, there was a group of

people, thirty-five in number, who were willing to go
ahead in the establishment of a permanent church.
They have built a $30,000 structure to seat 400 people.
It is half

in 1937 received a Masters degree from Xenia
Seminary.
His next pastorate was in Winchester, Virginia. During the four years there many souls were saved, and a
fine seven-room parsonage was built.
He has now completed all resident requirements for
a Master of Arts degree at the University of Dayton.
On May 7, 1944 Rev. and Mrs. Uphouse became the
proud parents of a six pound girl, Deborah Ann. "When
asked where they found the name they reply, "In the

and

(Class of '35)

paid for already, and they have a church

Bible."

Brother Uphouse states that his hobby is getting his
into some home mission project, because he
likes to see new churches start and, of course, the
Gospel preached in new places for the salvation of

hands
Rev.

Norman Uphouse,

souls.

Pastor at North Riverdale,

JACK SHAFFER
holds Deborah Ann,
neeurly ten

membership of 94 and a Bible School

months

now
old

of 150 in attend-

ance.
of the Brethren Church in the
Church in Johnstown, Pennsylvania. It was there
he accepted the Lord as his Saviour, while Brother A.
V. Kimmel was conducting an evangelistic meeting at
the church. Rev. Kimmel baptized him in 1923 and
later performed his wedding ceremony, November 4,
1939, when he was united in marriage to Miriam Mc-

He became a member

First

Keefery of Philadelphia.
His education was started in Iowa, continued in Wisconsin and Pennsylvania. He entered Ashland College in 1928,

and was graduated from Ashland Ssmi-

('44)

Jack Shaffer was called in September to the First
Baptist church of Hubbard, Ohio. In addition to his
pastoral duties he is completing his college at Youngstown University, expecting
to graduate in the spring.
Since his arrival in his
pastorate three months
ago the work has been
growing slowly but surely,
especially in the mid-week
Bible study class where the
number has climbed from an average of a dozen to the
present average of thirty-five. This growth of mterest
in the vital mid-week service has encouraged and
stimulated him in all phases' of the work.
The pace, however, is quite severe, inasmuch as college work demands more than half of his time, leaving
just the remaining half to handle the work wnich
formerly was done by a full-time pastor. Nevertheless,
the people are co-operating in every way to advance
the work.
One of the newest accomplishments is' the establishment of a book table in the vestibule, featuring a firsi,class selection of sound. Gospel booklets', permastone
first

plaques. Bibles, etc.
Plans' are now under way to send out the "Visitor," f
four-page Gospel tract with the church weekly schedule
included, to every home in the city and township.
Within the "Visitor" sent to their own service men,
and also to inactive members, he expects to include

Interlor

of

North Riverdale Church, Easter Sunday, 1944. Roy KInsey,
Superintendent of Bible School

nary in 1935. After graduation he accepted a call to
preach in Green County, Pennsylvania, having four
churches' on a circuit, namely, Aleppo, Cameron, Quiet
Dell, and Sugar Grove. He attempted to preach one
sermon in each church each Sunday. It was during this
year he took graduate work in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania,

a "News Letter" about local events.
They have also undertaken the purchase of a new,
double-door, outside bulletin board, one side of which
wiU carry their church announcements, the other side
to be used to display E. J. Pace's Gospel cartoons. This
project should prove profitable, inasmuch as this
church is located directly across the street from the
local high school and the students pass the church
daily.

The six Protestant churches in that community have
suffered tremendously from within and without, until
now there remains not a single church with a wideawake, offensive program for Christ. The Lord helping,
they are hoping to make their church the first.
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NEWS FROM LAWRENCE LAWLOR AT
ALLENTOWN

organized under his ministry. This thriving mission
point was then meeting in a reconditioned, abandoned
school building, and for better than two and one-half
years was pastored by Mr. Simmons. He saw the Sun-

After Lawrence Lawlor was graduated from Seminary in 1943, he was called to be pastor of the First
Brethren Church of Allentown, Pennsylvania.
Since his call there in July, the Lord has blessed in
many ways. It is the church in which both he and his
wife were saved, and many of the people there prayed
for them prior to their salvation. So the Lord's call to
service
that church takes on a special significance
to them.
On January 7, a special day of prayer was held. That
particular Lord's Day was given over to prayer alone.
With Rev. P. C. H. Dreyer of the China Inland Mission

day School reach an average of 100 for the last quarter
of his pastorate there, where he was succeeded by
Robert Culver (Class of '42).

From Fremont, the Lord led to Listie, Pennsylvania.
Here Mr. Simmons is the first full-time pastor in a
church which held its fiftieth anniversary services a
few weeks after his arrival. The Lord has been richly
blessing this church, and it has rapidly taken on the
nature of a full-time pastorate. With a pastor on the
field it has been able to enter into the district fellowship to a far greater extent, and today stands well up
in average with our Pennsylvania churches. It has
been enabled under the Lord to increase its giving to
every national cause, and at the same time has made
some fine improvements in its own equipment. Last
spring it was listed with those churches giving over

m

as the sepaker at their services, 10:30 A.M., 2:30
7:30 P.M.

P.M

and

God has honored His Word. He has used His Word to
convict hearts and to bring Christians back into the
center of His will. There has been a demonstration
of signal victory in the Christian life. Souls have been
saved. There has been a noticeable increase in Church

$1,000 to Foreign Missions, and a glance at its Home
Mission offerings for the last four years will show an
average of an 80 7o increase for each year above the
preceding one.
The Listie Church, closed its fall evangelistic meetings in October with ev. Louis Paul Lehman, Jr., who

and Sunday School attendance, and God has blessed
with the largest Home Missions offering to date. Still
incomplete, the offering stands at approximately $570.

Thanks be

to

God!

Rev. O. E. Phillips held a conference with them
January 17-21. In April, Professor Herman A. Hoyt
will be there for a week, and Dr. McClain has consented
to give them a conference during the early summer.
Brother Lawlor tells, as an illustration of the functioning of the Spirit, about the confession of Christ
made by a young lady there in the Church. The decision was made during their last communion service
in the interim between the feetwashing and the love
feast. The young lady for whom they had been praymg constantly, came down tot he front of the church
and said very simply and sincerely that she wanted to
give herself completely to the Lord. Her confession was
taken, and by reason of this indication of the Lord'.?
grace and blessing, the rest of the service seemed more
precious and significant than ever. It was a marvelous
answer to prayer.
Brother Lawlor relates the following interesting experience occurring December 17 at the conclusion of
the Christmas message on the Incarnate Saviour. Following the invitation, a dove entered through one of
the upper windows in the Church, and perched upon
the chandelier in the balcony. From this vantage oint,
the dove calmly looked down upon those in the auditorium, and remained there even after the service was
dismissed and the people had gone. His comment was
that when one considers that there is no such thing as
coincidence with the Lord— that His is one great Plan
v;ith everything included in it— the coming of that
dove is, to him a significant symbol.

PHILLIP SIMMONS AT LISTIE,

PENNSYLVANIA
Simmons, after graduating in '41 was married
to Ethel Morrill (class of '39). They established their
home in Fremont, Ohio, where he had pastored the

Rev. and Mrs. Phillip

Simmons and Joyce

in former years has been known nationally as the boy
preacher. This was doubtless their best attended revival, during which it was necessary to use a public
address system for the basement auditorium.
At the present, Mr. Simmon is serving as the youngest member of the board of directors of our National

Home Mission Council. He is the vice president of the
East District Mission Board, and during the past summer served as dean of the newly organized Camp Blue
Knob, which had better than 200 campers during the
two weeks.

Phillip

Grace Brethren Church for a year and a half as a
student pastorate. The Fremont Mission Church was

NILE FISHER

('44)

IN

WASHINGTON

Following graduation last spring, Nile Fisher, his
wife, and little boy, made preparation for a move to
the West. In July they came to Washington to work
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under the Columbia Basin Mission, Inc., an independent Baptist Mission approved by the General Association of Regular Baptists. This mission is doing a splendid work in the establishing of Regular Baptist
Churches in Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho.

The mission recommended them to the First Baptist
Church of Kennewick, Washington, and the church
called them in August.
The field is one of great opportunity. Although there
are a number of churches in the town, it is a comparatively pioneer field, due to the large influx of population into this area. Kennewick and Pasco (twin cities
separated by the Columbia River) are in the very heart
of the proposed postwar industrial section, as well as

in a strategic location in regards to several hundred
thousand acres of farm land to come under irrigation.
The work is not bringing forth results of a spectacular nature, although it is very encouraging. The atis good. Many new folks are becoming inOne person was saved recently.
Mr. Fisher had the privilege, with others, to help

tendance
terested.

start the Regional Bible Conference for Bible-Believing iBaptists in Washington and northern Idaho. This

conference is held every three months. It has been a
source of inspiration and blessing.
The prospects for the future are favorable. One project in particular is now holding fire. Pasco, which is
just across the river, is planning a radio station. He
and the pastor of the new Regular Baptist Church in
Pasco, have applied for time for a daily "Bible Hour."
They are to divide the time between them. It is of
decided advantage to have the opportunity to begin

when the

station begins.
rejoicing in the goodness of
servants in the Gospel.

They are

God

to his

A PERSONAL TESTIMONY FROM HENRY
REMPLE ('40)
Only a short while ago, it seems, I was graduated
from our beloved Seminary at Winona Lake. Since
then nearly five years have elapsed. A year ago the
Lord led us into this field here in Uniontown where
we are serving the First Brethren Church. As we look
back over the past months we must say, "Great is Thy
Faithfulness, O Lord." Many and varied have been
the blessings which He showered upon us. Time and
space do not permit to record them all. I do want to
thank the Lord that He is still in the soul-saving business. We have seen a number of real conversions in
recent months. We received into our fellowship last
summer a family of three. Since then we have seen
this father, mother and daughter growing in Grace.
As a result of their witnessing, another family was
contacted and reached for Christ. The two men were
friends, working at the same employment and now
they are both busy in testifying to the saving power
cf Christ. Please pray that I shall be a real shepherd
v/ho will lead them and feed them and establish them.
During the month of November I had the joy of
laboring with our Alumni President, Rev. Kenneth
Ashman in a two weeks' revival in his Church at Summit Mills, Pennsylvania. It was a real joy to labor
among these Brethren in fellowship with a fellow

alumnus in reaching the unsaved for Christ. God dealt
graciously with us and a number of souls confessed
salvation, and Christians were edified. May God keep
them faithful in these days of unrest.
In closing I want to praise the Lord for the training
received at Grace Seminary. May God continue to bless
the ministry of this institution to the end that many
more souLs shall be reached for our Lord before He
appears.

THE LABORS OF THE BOWMANS SINCE

1940

Rev. and Mrs. Edward Bowman met at Grace Seminary in the second year of its existence when it was
located at Akron, Ohio. These two continued their
studies together until the Spring of 1940 when they
were graduated. Immediately after graduation. Brother
Eddie went to Beaver City, Nebraska to act as pastor
in the Brethren Church for the summer months. His
fiancee, Mildred Miller, went out in Iowa to work
under the Rural Bible Crusade in an effort to reach
children for Christ.
The four years of their ministry in this field have
been richly blessed of the Lord. The church has grown
steadily, not only in numbers but spiritually. Many
souls have been saved and a real testimony has been
established for Christ in this' town. This la^t year has

been an especially fruitful one. The membership of
the Sunday School has increased approximately one
hundred in number and now has an average Sunday
attendance of over two hundred. This increase in attendance is largely due to the use of a church bus
which was purchased this year.
The rapid growth of the Sunday School made it
necessary to enlarge the quarters. This was done by
purchasing the house next door to the church and
using the materials to build an annex to the Sunday
School. The vacant lot has been converted into lawn.
Brother Arthur Malles (class of '39) was with them
for the dedication service in October, at which time
the attendance reached a peak of two hundred, ninety
seven. Now they are looking forward to a meeting in
March with Brother Bob Hill (class of '42) who is attending Bob Jones College.

CAPTAIN CLARENCE NIDA

('43)

After graduation in the class of '43, Clarence Nida
enlisted as an army chaplain and has been serving in

the Pacific.
We are quoting in this article from a letter written
by his wife, Charlotte, who is now living in Wilmington,
Delaware.
After prowling the seas a while he landed in beautiful
Hawaii last March. He wrote "Kaloka" (Charlotte)
that it was wonderful but that he was "Kamehameha"
(very lonesome) We are so grateful for decisions made
for Christ and for victories won in the lives of men.
Concerning the Easter service he wrote: "It was unique
to sit on a hill overlooking the Pacific in an outdoor
theater. To the right of the men was a green hill which
could have been Golgotha itself, and there we read
and spoke of the passion and death of Christ. It is' one
of the experiences in the army that I shall not forget."
.

Then on
follows:
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Guam

in July.

The

picture in brief

is

as

"Observation from aboard ship of the soften-
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ing up of the island, shells exploding naval guns and
air corps working together.
The time arrives to go
ashore you wade in,tramp miles through mud, dig in
for the night. The long Toms shake all the sleep out
of you signs of death all about. Little sleep tonight,
the artillery is pounding unmercifully. It's wet and
cold in foxholes you hear the bullets whine overhead,
hear them pull the pins of the grenades and wait for
them to burst all too close. It's too wet to sleep dry
off next day if there's sun. You wash in a stream
but Jap bullets are suddenly present. Almost twenty
days of marching, fighting, eating those rations as
a Chaplain your duties are numerous and constant. A
Jap moves in at night on your group "Amelicans you
die," he shouts, but it's vice versa. You like the sound
of artillery because they are troubling the enemy
plenty great to be on the American side. Better still
to know Him as Saviour and Friend. All the promises
of God flood the mind as bullets sing overhead. When
tired, hungry, lonely, just reading about the coming
of our Saviour was a balm to the troubled soul. The
island at last is taken— you settle down after a fashion
many letters of condolence must be written This
is often heartrending.
But we can point them to

will always know this one is preaching God's word and
seeking to win men to Christ, not seeking for a Captaincy but to take captive men for Christ." (Since this
letter Clarence has been made a Captain. It pays to
put first things first!)
You've read about their surprise attack on Leyte and
the capture of Ormoc. The latest word is, "The Philippine natives are fine people. Already they are building houses to keep us dry."

—
—

—

—

SkaU

—

—

and

this

word "mending"

is

the same word as the word

in our text translated "restore." And I say to you that
this business of restoring a fallen brother requires
great skill also; not in anger nor overbearing attitude

—

—

We. ^oJUf,iue?

(Continued from Page 119)

nor fault-finding, but in forgiveness, prayer, confession, instruction, understanding, and all lowliness and
meekness.
IV.

—

THK CONSIDERATION OF SELF

"Considering thyself, lest thou also be
tempted."
first question that comes to my mind is "Who
isn't tempted?" Temptation is a universal testing for
even the Son of Man could not escape its reach. What
then is meant by this statement "lest thou be

Christ."

The

Later he writes, "Today I was able to win another
to Christ. If I can continue to win them one py
one I shall be happy because you know that is the only
reason for my being in the Chaplaincy. A fellow who

man

tempted"?

The
is sin.

was tempted to the point of yielawas overtaken by sin. It is the yielding that
The song writer had it right when he wrote

fallen brother

mg and

"Yield not to temptation, for yielding is sin."
James 1 14, 15, says that temptation comes first, then
the desire, and then the yielding which is sin. So we
conclude that there is no sin apart from temptation.
Therefore, the Apostle Paul is saying, watch yourself
lest you be tempted to the point of yielding as was
your brother.
There is a phase here which is not entirely warranted
by the text, and yet I feel that it does belong here.
Can we. think of all that the blood of Christ has removed and blotted out of our lives and then not be
v/illing to restore a brother? How much more fitting
:

and

harmony to let our love reach out to a
and in sympathetic understanding help
him to stand anew. Because we have been there, we
should all the more be able to. understand, and remembering the forgiveness we have received, gladly rejoice

accepted Christ last Sunday was the result of the
fruit from the boat trip over. His Word
does not return void! I can see Him working in the
lives of many of the men."
Another letter says, "We hit an all-time, high attendance today. What a thrill to preach the glorious Gospel
to four-hundred

in the restoration of a fallen brother.
As in the words of our text, as I then consider

men who need Him

as Saviour! Worth
everything to have seven decisions for Christ today. A
fellow just came in. Said he appreciated stirring messages. Dislikes cold, calm formality. God is honoring
His Word. Some cringe under the preaching of the
v/ord because they prefer the tickling of the ears to the
stirring of the heart. But I'll proclaim the Gospel mes-

sage and proudly confess my precious Lord before
Generals, Colonels and all. The word of God is my
authority, my message, and my life.
"Our Bible class is growing and has great possibilities. The Lord willing I'm going to organize them into
a personal workers outfit. This is really the need ^you

—

in spiritual

fallen brother

Word bearing

my-

and the marvelous restoration Christ has given
me, how can I do less toward my brother?
self

A SKEPTIC once derided a Christian by asking him:
"Say, George, what would you say if when you die
you found there wasn't such a place as heaven after
all."

With a smile the believer replied: "I should say
had a fine time getting there anyway."
Then the Christian sent a boomerang back: "What if
you found there was a hell?" How about it? Akron
well, I've

—

Ohio
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Keith

Altig, Class of '43

There are no new problems facing the human race.
There are only new people facing old problems. The
human race knows no problems and faces no difficulties which can not be resolved
in the light of the plain teachings
of God's word, the Holy Bible.

the house of

is

neglected and the private devoNot only that but people with

no special interest in Christian things

seize

upon the

Slightest excuse for staging a "blow off" in the name
leave
of recreation. These orgies of sin and dissipation

people unable to do their work efficiently and

never know

Be they the hosts of ancient Israel with their
swords and spears or modern "G.I's" with

glittering

their well nigh unending accounterments of modem
mechanized warfare the job of those who stay home
is "to keep thee from every wicked thing."
It is of the very greatest importance that we should
keep ourselves from rejecting the revealed plan of God
lor dealing with our sins. He has made known to us,
in an authoritative way through His word, the Holy
Bible, just what man should do to obtain favor in His
sight. First of all, each person should recognize himself as a sinner, for "all have sinned and come short
Of the glory of God." Then man should remember that
the "wages of sin is death," and spiritual death or

separation from God is the eternal destiny of those
who leave this life with the burden of sin still upon
them. Man cannot be saved by his own good works
for God looks upon the self -righteousness of man as a
'•filthy rag" and more than that, sin cannot be removed
except by the shedding of blood for "without the shed-

no remission

of sin."

Man

therefore finds himself a sinner in the sight of
God, unable to deal adequately with his sin, having no
alternative but to cast himself in simple faith upon
the mercy of God and accept the provision that Christ
made when "He bore our sins in His own body on ths
tree that we being dead to sin
eousness."

God

tional life is curtailed.

of the faithful discharge of that
responsibility is one of the greatest needs of this hour.

is

are
counsel of His own will" and doubt and unbelief
wicked things from which we must keep ourselves.
"Keep thee from SELF INDULGENCE" might well be
eating
read into the text, for that "wicked thing" is
like a dry rot.
Nation
our
of
heart
the
into
way
its
The love of ease and pleasure is sapping the moral

character of our Nation as nothing else can. People
who have worked long hours find it difficult to mainresult
tain their interest in spiritual things and as a

Over 15 centuries ago, God made
plain to us the responsibility of
those who made up the "home
front". when the hosts or armies
went forth to battle. This responsibility has not changed
with the passing of the years and

ding of blood there

Deuteronomy 23:9, "When the host goeth forth against
thine enemies, then keep thee from every wicked thing"

might

live

unto right-

Having once settled the sin question in God's way
there are other "wicked things" from which we should
keep ourselves and one of them is DOUBT. The temptation to doubt His love and to "charge God foolishly"
begins as we see our loved ones leaving, one by one,
and the temptation grows as we read and hear of the
hardships they are called upon to endure. The final
test comes when we receive the notice that the loved
one has been killed or is missing in action. What do we
do then? Do we question God's love? Do we lift up
our voices and charge God with forsaking us?
We should not, for "He worketh all things after the

how much

sorely

we

will

needed equipment never

reached our fighting men simply because the people
will power to deny themt..t home did not have enough

some of the so-called pleasures of life.
"Keep them from GREED is an admonition which
sliould be burned into the hearts of everyone in these
days. There is no place in decent society for the person
who will put his own enrichment above the interests of
those who are facing death for him. No one should
hope or work for this war to continue for one hour
longer than absolutely necessary in order that hp

selves

might enrich himself.

To keep ourselves from PRIDE and SELF GLORY is
something we should remember to do as the day of
victory draws near. We will be as ready to give God
the glory for any victory which may be ours as we are
to ask him for help in an hour of need? Will we be as
ready to sing "Praise God from Whom All Blessings
Flow" as we are to sing "God Bless America?" In the
hour of victory let us remember that "the battle is not
ours but God's" and praise Him for His wonderful
grace and mercy.
The inflexible determination of every American in
our land should be to keep themselves from IMPURITY
OF PERSONAL LIFE. Temptations of this kind mount
dangerously in days when home life is disrupied by
the absence of loved ones and by increased obligations
outside the home. No public disgrace and social ostracism could be too severe for the person who takes advantage of the absence of loved ones, either in the

armed services or at work in the factories to violate
the laws of morality and honor.
Perhaps other things of equal importance could be
mentioned, but at least enough has been said to make
each one of us realize that in this time of national and
world-wide distress and trouble, our responsibility to
God, our Nation and our loved ones is to keep ourselves
from every wicked thing.
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6849

California

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bailey. Berne, Indiana
6850
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hevel, North Liberty, Indiana
6851
Clark Property, Long Beach, California (First)
6852
Samuel Baker, Long Beach, CaUfomia, (First)
6853
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham Garwood, Long Beach, California

(^'^"
Mrs. Mary E.

6854
Miller, Long Beach, Cahfomia (First)
.6855
Mrs. Minnie Nelson, Long Beach, CaUtornia (First) ....6856
Mr. N. C. Nielsen, Long Beach, CaUfomia (First) ..6857
Mr. T. E. Turpin, Long Beach, California (First)
6858
Mr. Sidney B. Vaughn. Long Beach, Cahfomia (First)
.6859
First Brethren Bible School, Long Beach, Cahfomia
'*"^''. ;
6860
„.
V\ omen s Missionan'
Council, Long Beach, Cahfomia
6861
„.
'J^'*
Hurst Brethren Church, Long Beach, California (First)
.6862
Frank Coleman, Jr., Cleveland, Ohio
6863
First Brethren Bible .SohooJ, Altoona, Pennsylvania ....6864
Sam Horney, Whittier, Cahfomia
6865
EUzabeth Homey, Whittier, Cahfomia
6866
Mrs. Ann Swails, New Troy, Michigan
6867
Grover Snyder, Conemaugh, Pennsylvania
6868
Mrs. Behe Stoner, Morrill, Kansas
6869
Mrs. Dessie Bailey, Berne, Indiana
6870
Mrs. O. C. Eckelbarger, Peru, Indiana
!6871
Southern Virginia Young People's Fellowship
6872
Mr. William MiUer, Flora, Indiana
6873
Miss Kuth Kent. Nappanee, Indiana
^6874
,,

.

.

.

Amount
5

$

10
10
76
10

10.00
25 00
25 00
15 00

.

\

First Brethren Sunday School, Dallas Center, Iowa ....'8875
Mrs. Anna Fanvell, Johnstown, Pennsylvania
6876
Mr. and Mrs. David Craig, PliUadelphia, Pennsylvania
(Kl«')
6877
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Miller, Osceola, Indiana
6878
Sam Homey, Whittier, California
6879
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Aeby, Indianapolis, Indiana
6880
Miss Hazel Shively, Los Angeles, CaUfomia (Second) .. 6881
W. Wayne Baker, South Gate, Cahfomia
6882
Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul Dowdy, Eittman, Ohio (25.00)
HolUns, Vteginia (.$25.00)
6883
Clark Estate, Long Beach, Cahfomia (First)
6884
First Brethren Church,

Long Beach, CaUfomia (First) ..6885
Kev. and Mrs. Edward Bowman, Bueua Vista, Virginia ..6886
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Lynn, Buena Vista, Virgmia
6887
Mrs. NeUie Prj-or, Buena Vista, Virginia
6888
Mr. Graham Smith, Buena Vista, Virginia
6889
Mr. M. M. Teague, Buena Vista, Virginia
6890
Mr. George Smals, Buena Vista, Virgmia
6891
Mr. Kenneth Teague, Buena Vista, Virginia
6892
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vest, Buena Vista, Virginia
6893
Mr. Harry Ballard, Buena Vista, Virgmia
0894
•Mr. David Coffey, Bueua Vista, Virginia
6895
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bates, Buena Vista, Virginia
6896
Mr. J. F. Lynn, Buena Vista, Virginia
6897
Mrs. J. F. Lynn, Buena Vista, Virginia
6898
Mr. Talmadge Taylor, Buena Vista, Virginia
'6899
Miss Audrey Byers, Buena Vista, Virginia
'6900
Mrs. Audrey Staton, Buena Vista, Virginia
6901
Mrs. Katie Ryman. Buena Vista, Virginia
" 6902
Mr. W. S. Johns, Buena Vista, Virginia
6903
Mr. Wilhe Rowsey, Buena Vista, Virginia
6904
Mrs. Sarah Wiggleton, Buena Vista, Virginia
6905
Mr. Cleo Rowsey, Buena Vista, Virgmia
''6906
Miss Sarah Ohittum, Buena Vista, Virginia
6907
Mr. Ralph Dyer, Buena Vista, Virginia
!6908
Jimmie Smals, Buena Vista, Virginia
6909
Buddie Smals. Bueua Vista, Virginia
6910
WilUam Smals, Buena Vista, Virginia
!!69H
J. D. Conner, Buena A'ista, Virginia
!...!!' 6912
Young People's C. E. Society, Buena Vista, Virginia'
^6913
.

.

.

-.

500
206. S6

50.00

106 00

500
1400
00
00
100 00
50 00
lo!oO
5 00
5
5

I'uo

25 00
5.00
15 00
50 00
25 00

5.00
15 00
5 j)0

50 00
30 00

500

.

.

'

.

'

!

8 :;5
8 00
e'aO
6 01)

500
4'

73

430
4'lin

a'"^
^'nn
2'nn
1

nn

17"

I'nn

inn
I'oo
I'ljo

70

'

]

!

.'

'

'.

'.

.

.

.

.

:

]

First Bretlu-en

Sunday School. Oovmgton, Virginia

B. Hawkins, Covington, Virginia
Rev. Jesse HaU, Covmgton, Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Perdue, Covington, Virginia
Henry Radford, Covington, Virginia
Mrs. Nelson Seyemore, Covington, Virginia
Mrs. J. A. Myers, Covington, Virginia
Mrs. Martha Terry, Covington, Virginia
F^rst Brethren Church, Covington, Virginia ....
Mrs. W. Dankeny, Akron (Ellet)
Loraine Beard, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Mrs. iEldred Beltz, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Mrs. Thomas Carroll, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Casteel, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Mrs. Johanna Coast, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Mrs. Mabel Croyle, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Mildred Dobbins, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Edith Gingrich, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
Rev. R. E. Gingrich, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)

6922
6923
6924
6926
6926
6927
6928
6929

I.

.

'

fiV

50
25

'

Bethel Brethren Church, Berne, Indiana
6914
Rev. Robert W. HiU. Long Beach, Cahfomia (First)
..6915
Mr. J. H. Putt, Roanoke, Virginia
6916
Mr. W. V. Kndley, Roanoke, Virginia
6917
Ghent Brethren Church, Roanoke. Virginia
!6918
Mrs. Paul Kesling, Pern, Indiana
!]6919
Miss Angle Garber, Leon, Iowa
6920
Prof, and Mrs. H. A. Kent, Washington. D. O. !!!.'!
6921

'6930
!6931
6932
6933
6934
.6935
6936
6937
6938
!6939
6940

(Ellet)

Amount
5.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
10.00
10.00
15.00

6951

.

.

.

]

.

.

.

.

]

.

.'

Blanche Blair, Cuyahoga Flails, Ohio
6967
Mr. and Mrs. Earle R. Cole, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio ....6968
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Braucher, Cuyahoga FaUs, Ohio
.6969
Mr. and Mrs. K. E. Hancock, Cuyahoga FaUs, Ohio ..6970
Jlr. and Mrs. Donald Koplin, Cuyahoga FaUs, Ohio
.6971
V. HolSinger, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
6972
Mra. Grace Morris, Cuyahoga F'aUs, Ohio
6973
WilUam T. Morris, Cuyahoga FaUs, Ohio
6974
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Rupert, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
.6975
Clarence Wraight, Winona Lake, Indiana
6976
Solon Hoyt, Ashland, Ohio
6977
Rev. and Mrs. Hill Maconaghy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

W

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Krst)

West Homer Brethren Church, Homerville, Ohio
LoweU Hoyt, Firestone Park, Ohio
Helena, Montana

A FMend,

Philathea Bible Class, PhUadelphia, Pennsylvania (First)
Mrs. WilUam A. Siefer, Clayton, Ohio

6978
6979
6980
6981
6982
6983

50.00
5.00
6.00
50.00
5.00
15.00
15.00
7.00
10.00
io.no
10.00
50.00
5.00
2.00
3.00
10.00
15.00
0.00
2.00
5.00
1.00

5.00
10.00
3.09
10.00

10.00
20.01
5.00
20.00
5.00
20.00

Total
Mrs, Alva J. McClain
Financial Secretary.

1100

'

.'

.

Mrs. Hazel Woltenbarger, Akron, Ohio (Ellet) ......'. !6952
F'irst Brethren Sunday School, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
.6953
Flo Mellick, Greemvick, Ohio
6954
Mrs. Nelhe Kistner, MorrUl, Kansas
6955
Fh-st Brethren Church, Long Beach, CaUfomia ......
6956
Mra. E. Nowack, Dayton, Ohio (First)
6957
Ljnn Schrock, Waterloo, Iowa
6958
Huth Croker, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (First) ...!!!6959
Mrs. Charles Cook, Covington, Virginia
6960
Mr. and Mrs. Russell L. Hoover, Amity, Pennsylvania
.6961
RusseU W. Hoover, Amity. Pennsylvania
6962
Miss Florence E. Grimm, Baltimore, Maryland .!.'.'
.6963
First Brethren Church, PhUadelphia, Pennsylvania
6964
Sam Horney. Whittier, Cahfomia
6965
Anna V. Goodenberger, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
.6966

10 00
lo'oO

'.

.

.

.

Mary WUhams, Akron, Ohio

50 00
150 00
15 00

'
'

00

'>5

.

•

00
00
00
00
00

Church
^?-"'^„ ,
Receipt No.
.
Mrs. Zola
Hutton, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
6941
Mrs. Eva Moore, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
'.'.'.'.!!
6942
Mrs. Martha PhilUppi, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
....'.'.'. .6943
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pluck, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
6944
Mr. and Mre. Harold Quartz, Akron, Ohio (Ellet)
6945
Mrs. A. .4. Rausoh, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
6946
Mrs. Beulah Reed, Akron, Ohio (EUet)
6947
Mr. and Mrs. George Ripple, Akron, Ohio (EUet) '.'. . !6»48
Mr. and Mrs. WUUam Shchter, Akron, OMo (Ellet)
.
6949
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Turner, Akron, Ohio (EUet) ....6960

'-'0

'^5
'15

4'34
So'co
s'oo
20 00
s'llO
1 90

10 00
5 00
"0 I'O
5o'6o
5'uo
a'ul)

5

00

2 00
2 00
I'oO
1

00

2"oO
s'oO

500
2 00
5

UO

200
7

00

''OO
1 00
10 00
10.00
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ROBERT MILLER— (Class of '38)
Rev. Robert E. Miller, B.
B.Th.,
class

is

of

S.

(Wheaton

College, 1935),

a graduate of Grace Seminary in the
1938.

He and

his

-wife,

first

the former Althea

Schwartz, were accepted for the African mission field
but because of the war

it was not possible to go to the
with children. After serving the church in Tracy,
California, he accepted the call to Martinsburg, Penn-

field

sylvania,

where he has been since August of 1941.
blessed the church in many ways. The

The Lord has

church is now entirely self-supporting after having
been on a circuit for many years. This also means that
the Yellow Creek Brethren Church is on its own under
the leadership of Rev. Fred "Walter. The Martinsburg
church is known as "Morrison Cove's Bible Teaching
Center." It is the home of the Cove Monthly Bible
Conference which has for its speakers outstanding Bible
teachers of the world such as Col. F. J. Miles, Dr. Norman B. Harrison, Dr. Herbert Lockyer, Dr. Arthur
Forest 'Wells, Dr. Harold S. Laird, and others.
Each year at Easter Prof. Herman Hoyt is with them
for a week of Bible conference. The Lord blesses these
increasingly each year. Recently they experienced one
of the highlights of the church's history A 'Victory
Revival with Evangelist R. Paul Miller, the pastor's

—

father.

Rev. Miller teaches two weekly classes at the Altoona
Bible Institute and is the secretary of East Fellowship
of Brethren Churches.

—
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24,

Christian Endeavor

Brethren National
A

PRESIDENT

WORD TO PASTORS AND

C. E.
are you making out with your chart and goals?
You are almost through the second quarter, ending
with the last Sunday in February. Be sure that your
goals are all tnet and that your report and offering are
sent to the proper national officers on time. Our offering for this quarter goes to Foreign Missions. Please
send your society offering to the National Treasurer,

2.

How

3.

Isa. 24:23.
4.

Parr—this

Topic
1.

will help

2.

either "C. E. Kliever," or "Ann
Celeste. Kliever." Only if they are marked thusly will
they be alloted to these, the C. E. Missionaries.
Pastors, thanks for helping to line up the societies of

church, but

mark them

Four—LESSONS FROM THIS STUDY.
of prophetic fulfillment
Zech. 9:9.
Shows the fickleness of the ordinary crowd who
have not been "born again" by faith in the Son

Shows the exactness

of God.
3.

Shows how the Jews had deliverance

4.

tell oi

5.

Shows how Christ's own creation of nature was
more obedient than the people.
Shows how Christ is always triumphant, even in

—

Qnd^^djjxi/x>io-n

Scripture—John 12:12-19.

Purpose—TO SHOW THAT CHRIST
ALWAYS TRIUMPHANT.

Program

cludes both the past "Triumphal Entry" of the Lord,
and the coming of the Lord, yet future, to set up "His
Kingdom." Ask your pastor, if need be, for additional
help on this subject. Put a little time on the preparation of this study and make your program interestmg.

One—WHY IS THIS INCIDENT CALLED THE
TRIUMPHAL ENTRY?

Topic

—

was a time of tremendous rejoicing Matt. 21:9.
The stones would have "cried out" if the people
2.
had remained silent Luke 19:39, 40.
Matt. 21:7,8.
3.
It was a kingly procession
4.
Jesus officially offered Himself as King to the
It

—

—

Jews at this time.

Two—IN WHAT SENSE WAS
UMPHAL ENTRY?

Topic

2.
3.

4.

NOT A

TRI-

The enthusiasm was
The world had only
Him."—John 12:19.

short-lived.

Within a few days

this

"crucify

for a

moment "gone

after

same crowd was de-

Him!"

Three—WHEN WILL CHRIST

MAKE A PER-

Immediately after the great tribulation—Rev.
11-16.

—

—

us enough to die for us.
Paul's faith was also in the work which Christ did
for him on the cross. He says, "who loved me and gave
Himself up for me" (R.V.) The implication is that he
.

believed Christ's work on the cross was sufficient for
his salvation.
Notice that Paul says, "He give Himself up." We so
often think of the Father as sending Christ to the cross.
This is true, but do not forget, Jesus was a willing
sacrifice. It was love that sent Him to the cross, and
it was love that held Him there.
If you have faith in Jesus as the Son of God; if you

have a new

life

in

which Christ

lives.

Christians', this fact should cause us to

MANENT TRIUMPHAL ENTRY?
1.

that his faith was in the son of God. In other words,
he believed Christ was truly deity.
Again, Paul believed that Christ loved him "who
loved me." Notice how personal he is. He believed that
Christ loved him individually enough to die for him.
Christian, isn't it wonderful to know that Christ
loved each one of us individually? Yes, he even loved

trust that His atoning work was sufficient, and you
accept it, God sees you crucified, body, soul, and spirit
with Christ. And as a result of this crucifixion, you

See John 19:15.

manding
Topic

IT

(Continued from Page 118)

IS

Leader—Tell the incident of the Scripture above in
your own words, referring to the accounts in Matt. 21:
1-9, and Luke 19:28-40. Mention that this study in-

1.

hand

apparent defeat.
Leader Sum up the topic when all have spoken, and
lead the group in a discussion of the various' ways we
reject the Lord in our lives thus cutting short His
triumph in us.

PROGRAM FOR MARCH 25, 1945
CHRIST'S TRIUMPH, THEN, AND YET
TO COME

1.

at

but rejected their King.

your Church with the National Brethren Union program. We feel that your young people appreciate your
extra effort on their behalf; only eternity will
all the good that is thus accomplished.

His triumph at that time will be permanent, not
short-lived.

you reach your goal. Your
individual offerings may be presented through the local
Archie

Christ will at that time set up His kingdomRev. 11:15.
The seat of His Kingdom will be at Jerusalem—

19:

want

to praise.

over and over again. Our prayers and our lives
should express a moment-by-moment thanksgiving for
the loving kindness and grace of our God and Saviour.
It should cause us to be jubilant, happy Christians, so
that the man of the world who knows not our Christ
might be able to see Him in the face of a Christian.

Him
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A3t4
SECOND BRETHREN CHURCH, LOS ANGELES
We became

the Pastor of this church last October
Brother George Richardson had supplied for several
months and was used of the Lord in the transition
period to bring great blessings to the church. We have
15.

now

served as pastor for four months and report the
progress during this period.
This was the period during which elections came and
there has been some reorganization. But along with
this there has also been much of real Christian fellowship. Week by week we discover a greater spirit of
genuine Christian friendship prevailing.
Our annual Thanksgiving Offering was the largest in
the history of the Church, $2,842.98. The Christmas
and New Year's Services were well attended and full
of spiritual inspiration and instruction.
Our Victory Revival with John Carrara from New
Jersey as evangelist was full of real blessings. There
were twenty-one public confessions, twelve of whom

Gifts for the Brethren Radio
in

Hour continue

to

come

over the Brotherhood, but not in sufficient

all

number to make up the initial $5,000 necessary to
The project needs the prayers first of every
Brethren believer. Every effort is being made to select
the radio stations which cover the greatest number of
start.

Brethren people. Consideration

is also being given to
the large centers of population where the Gospel mes-

sage

is

especially needed.

Final decision on these matters must await the raising of the $5,000 fund.

Quite a few Brethren churches, however, are already
air with local radio programs which are paying

were first-time confessions. The members were edified. The people of the community were attracted and
prospects secured for follow up. It was a good revival,
an all-round Biblical revival in many ways. Sixteen
members have been added to the church and several
be baptized soon.
Our next special blessing

from

on the

good dividends in soul saving and growth in their own
church membership. The same dividends will pay nationally.

will

the "Youth Bible ConGilbert as speaker.
Once a month we plan something special for the young
people, either a conference, or a special Sunday evening service, something of a deeply spiritual nature instead of just recreational or athletic or social.
Looking ahead we see a Missionary Conference preceding Resurrection Day and then a Bible Conference
with R. D. Barnard of San Diego as speaker.
Charles H. Ashman, Pastor.

The Brethren Hour will originate in the closest large
Winona Lake, Indiana, and will be a LIVE
program as far as possible not transcription.

is

ference," February 14-18, with

Dan

station to

—

Let's all help put

Whatever

Rev.

Albert

Lantz,

pastor of

SHALL

The pathway

Whittier, California as evangelist. He asks the prayers
of the brotherhood in behalf of the evangelist and

church alike.
The time of the revival

air soon!

gift

I

to offer, just
2,

send

it

to

Winona Lake, Indiana.

PRAY ON?

For years I've prayed, and yet I see no change
The' mountain stands exactly where it stood;
The shadows that it casts are just as deep;

First Brethren

the

on the

you feel led
the Brethren Radio Hour, Box

FILLMORE, CALIFORNIA
Church of Fillmore, California announces the plans for
a "Good News Revival" with Rev. William Clough of

it

Shall

I

to its

summit

e'en

more

steep.

pray on?

Shall I pray on with ne'er a hopeful sign?
is

February 18-March

HOW MUCH OUGHT TO
I

GIVE?

4.

Not only does the mountain still remain
But, while I watch to see it disappear.

Becomes the more appalling year by

Give as you would if an angel
Awaited your gift at the door;
Give as you would

if

tomorrow

Found you where giving was

o'er;

Give as you would to the Master
If you met His loving look;
Give as you would of your substance
If His hand your offering took.

year.

Shall I pray on?
I Will pray on. Though distant it may seem.
The answer may be almost at my door.

Or just around the corner on
But whether near or far, yea,
I wUl pray on.
Edith

Selected

its

way.

I shall

L.

pray

Mapes,

Altoona, Pennsylvania Bulletin.
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^^t>lTORIAHiY spjj^KlNO
By

Dr. Louis S.

ALL PASTORS-- ATTENTION!
If you have not received your order form for
Easter supplies circular letter to membership,
offering envelopes, etc., order quantity desired
immediately. Send these orders to the office of
the Foreign Missionary Society, 1925 East Fifth

—

Street,

Long Beach

4,

California.

If

you desire

extra copies of the two special Easter issues of
the Foreign Missionary Number of The "Brethren Missionary Herald," order direct from the
Brethren Missionary Herald Co.

KLIEVERS HOMf:SICK FOR
AFRICA ALREADY!

dated January 12, telling us that the male student body
of St. Petersburg Junior College has risen up in indignation against the coeds of that school continuing to
wear slacks. To make their protest effective the boys
began wearing feminine apparel. The coeds retaliated
by threatening to cut their hair G. I. style. T. L.
Carter, representing the boys, came back with a counter-threat that the men would resort to lipstick and
If the girls only knew it, the average man
rouge.
whose opinion is worth anything does not like and
never did like to see the ladies trotting about in anything that looks like masculine garb. And slacks do
smack of masculine garb. Anyhow, the Editor prays
"God bless the boys and the more power to 'em!"

"THE POLITICAL AND RELIGIOUS
TENSIONS IN LATIN-AMERICA"

is now doing deputation work
the churches. His wife is holding the fort with
her two precious little girls in North Long Beach. She
is a member of the Second Brethren Church of Long
Beach. A letter from Brother Kliever, written from
Winona Lake on February 6, reveals the missionary
spirit of the Klievers. They certainly are impregnated
with it. After having extended talks with them both,
the editor wonders why they ever were sent home for
a furlough. They look as though they didn't need
a furlough. However, we presume they did; at
least they were under orders, and it is not their fault
that they are home. Missionaries indeed! God give us
more like unto them. But here is a paragraph from
Brother Kliever's letter which the editor has just received. It speaks for itself:
"Seminary closes and the new term starts April 30
for two months. That sounds interesting; I will barely
finish the eastern churches then. I still haven't talked
to the California churches. The next chance for a few
months' study wUl be September and October. But

Brother Jake Kliever

among

to get back to Africa. Freda and I will
CO whatever the Board is given in the way of telling us
how and where we can do the most good for the winning of souls out of Africa. We are, therefore, putting
ourselves under your direction, praying that He by His
Spirit will lead you into the best."

somebody has

AND THE MORE POWER TO

Bauman, Editor

'EM!

As we are writing these editorials the morning paper
prints a newspaper dispatch from St. Petersburg, Fla.,

George P. Howard, the Evangelical Lecturer of the
Committee on Co-operation in Latin-America, toward
the close of November 1944, after an extended trip
from the Rio Grande, all the way down to Argentina,
gives us a very interesting account of the reaction of
the people in Latin-America to the Roman Catholic
persecution of protestant missionaries. The readers of
the Herald will be intensely interested in what he has
to say on another page. Be sure and read it. Again the
Editor predicts, if our Lord shall tarry, the most
strategic and fruitful field for protestant labor in all

the world will be none other than the
continent of Latin -America.

now

neglected

COFFEE "WITH AN ESCORT"!
P. Howard, in a circular letter which has
come to the editor's desk, gives an interesting story
of an experience after he crossed the border into
Mexico. He says:
"At one little wayside inn where we drew up on the
bus trip to Chihuahua, a little Indian boy came running up and asked: 'Would you Uke some coffee,
senor?' I said I would. 'With an escort?' I didn't know
v.hat that meant, but I knew I was back in Latin
America where everything is different, and I couldn't
>see why I shouldn't have my coffee with an 'escort.'
My favorite sermon is 'Living with a Flourish.' Why
not drink coffee with a flourish? The coffee came,
but no escort. One mouthful, however, revealed Us

George

just

presence.

A

liberal portion of tequila, the native

had been added

rum,

to the coffee!"

the
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Well, well! "Live

and

learn," they say!

"Coffee with

would be something else in Hollywood. You
don't know just exactly how Mexican "tequila" might
taste, and as much as we are opposed to "rum," we
believe we would prefer Mexican "tequila" to the escort
they would furnish us in Hollywood.
an

'escort',"

CHILE

VS.

A young

UNITED STATES
Chilean

Franulic, a leading

woman by the name of Lenka
woman writer of Chile visited Los

Angeles a few days ago. She is touring the United
States from the East to the West, writing articles,
mostly interviews for Ercilla, a leading weekly magazine
of Santiago, ChUe. She says that she is in search of an
answer to the question "Why has the United States
the greatest divorce rate in the world. Is it the fauit
of the women or of the men or of both. Or are circumstances beyond their understanding or control?" As
we write she is in Hollywood! We can only say she is
in the right spot for her search. She declares that
"the women of Chile seem to be going in the same
direction that led American women to their present
situation so far as it can be judged." Well, as between
Chile and the United States getting into an argument
on this subject, it would only be a case of the proverbial
"pot calling kettle black." When the Editor was
Chile in 1923 he purchased a book "published by the
Chilian government" in 1915 furnishing complete
statistics on all phases of life in that country. As he
writes, this book lies open before him, and in the
chapter on "Demograchy" the government reports that
at that time there were only six marriages yearly to
every thousand inhabitants! When we were there in
1923 we were reliably informed that 90% of the children of Chile were illegitimate. So far as we have been
able to ascertain the conditions have not improved
since then. The percentage of illegitimate birth in the
cities' is not as high as in the back country. We learned
while we were in Chile that the percentage in Santiago,

m

the Capital, was 55%.

The conditions in Chile perhaps are not worse than
most other countries of South America. In searching
for the reason, Prof. Ross, an American and long resident in Bolivia has this to say: "In Colombia and

in

it is frequently declared that many local
couples live unmarried owing to the high cost of a
church marriage. Eight dollars, the minimum fee, is a
serious charge for a peon earning a few cents a day.
Yet after such allowances are made, the marriage institution appears to be weaker on the West Coast of
South America than in any other Christian land, in
the Mussulman Countries, or in the Societies of India,

Equador

.

.

China and Japan."
These terrible conditions prevailing in Latin America
can be laid largely at the door of the Roman Catholic
Church—a Church that is utterly without any saving
salt within it! The itching palms of the priests are
very largely responsible, in that a man and woman
simply decide to live together as husband and wife
and forget about the marriage ceremony. For there is
none under the laws that can legally perform these
ceremonies in most of those countries, save the priests
of Rome. When a man and a woman thus enter into

agreement with each other, to love each other until
death do them part and are faithful to their vows, the
Editor of this paper is not saying that they are living
in adultery or that their children are illegitimate in the-

sight of a just God. God alone knows how much of the
awful darkness, degradation, disease, and sin with
which all Latin America is cursed, can be laid at the
door of the church of Rome!

MODERNISM—A SIGN OF THE END
Bishop Francis McConnell of New York City, an
apostate Methodist Bishop, formerly President of the
"Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America,"
declared recently that future historians will "probably say that the most significant event of the
twentieth century was the founding of the World
Council of Churches [marking] the beginning of the
.

end of denominational antagonism."
Yes, Bishop, and likewise, may we say that it will
mark "the beginning of the end" of so-called Christians standing for anything or believing anything!
When the denominations once belittle and ignore all
the things upon which they disagree, what will there
be left? The Christian Victory, which just came to
my desk, commenting on this declares there will not
be much left "except the empty shell of religious
formalism." For once, we will have to disagree with
our good friend, the editor of Christian Victory. Not
even "the empty shell of religious formalism" would be
left; for, that whole conglomerate crowd could not
even agree on a form! There wouldn't even be the
rim left to the cipher! Imagine the Apostle Paul as a
member of such a church! Read the first chapter of
Galatians, and then do some thinking!
Bishop McConnell may sound broad and appear
charitable, neither of which he is. If you think he is,
ask him what he thinks of fundamentalists who still
believe the Bible! The time has come when we need
warriors again who will fearlessly "contend for the faith
once for all delivered unto the saints" (Jude 3). We
need Pauls and Luthers who will dig away all this
Modernistic rubbish, and get down to the old rockribbed Gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ;
and, standing squarely upon it with both feet, swing
their fists to the chin of the devil and all who are of
his non-faith men who will preach that Gospel, "letting the chips fall" where they may.
Compromise has been in the atmosphere of the
Christian Church now for the past fifty years, and
what a harvest we are reaping! All this may sound
very narrow in this broad-minded age in which we're
living, but it is not narrower than was that great
that piece
apostle "whom Jesus loved" (John 21:20)
of human dynamite who thundered forth to all men
the solemn warning: "Whosoever transgresseth, and
abideth not in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God.
He that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both
the Father and the Son. If there come any unto you,
and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into' your
house, neither bid him God speed: For he that biddeth
him God speed is partalcer of his evil deeds" (I John

—

—

9-11).

When Bishop McConneU says that "the most significant event of the twentieth century was the founding
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of the World Council of Churches," by which he means
the so-called "Federal Council of Churches of Christ,"
he is telling the truth. But what truth? Let the Word

God
"Now

answer:
the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter
times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to
seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils" (1 Tim. 4:1).
"But there were false prophets also among the people,
even as there shall be false teachers among you, who
privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying
the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves
of

itself give

swift destruction. And many shall follow their pernicious ways; by reason of whom the way of truth
shall be evil spoken of" (II Peter 2:1,2).

"Let no

man

deceive you by any means: for that day
except there come a falling away
[Greek apostasia] first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; who opposeth and exalteth
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of
God, shewing himself that he is God. Remember ye
not, that, when I was yet with you, I told you these
things?" (IIThess. 2:3-5).
One of the outstanding signs that the great apostasy
is at hand, that will bring forth the antichrist and
ring down the curtain upon our age, is to be found in
the so-called "Federal Churches of Christ in America,"
due to its apostate leadership.
shall not come,

and the condition under which we obtained the mandate, have both been violated by the government's proUnited States Senator. Clark of Missouri said
that unless the policy of the government as set forth
in the "British White Paper," is repudiated, or modified, the tragedy of the Jew in our time, will be infinitely worse than the tragedy of the Jew throi;ghout
the ages."
As this Second World War approaches its end once
again, the covetous eyes of the rulers of the nations are
being centered on Palestine, and they are thinking
more than they are saying. The Jews are demanding
a place at the coming peace table. The cause of the
war itself, declared Adolf Hitler, is to be laid at the
door of the Jew, and "the Jew controlled democracies."
And now what will the "Big Three and all the other
"Threes,*' do about it?
Well, we may not know much what they are going to
do about it, but we know what the Ruler of heaven
and earth is going to do about it. Verily, He has
spoken:
posals."

"Hear the word of the Lord,

and declare

.

.

"MAN PROPOSES! BUT, GOD!"
In the dark days of the first World War, on November 2, 1917, the British Government made a solemn
promise to the Jew. Historically, it is known as the
"BALFOUR DECLARATION." That declaration read
as follows: "His Majesty's government view with favor
the establishment in Palestine of a national home for
the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to
facilitate the achievement of this object, it being clearly
understood that nothing shall be done which may
prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing nonJewish communities in Palestine or the rights and
political status enjoyed by Jews in any other country."
This "declaration" was the causfe of tremendous rejoicing throughout the Jewish world. "A National
Home!" That has been the dream of the Jews for 2f)
centuries of time! At last they believed it would be

Meville

The recent Prime Minister
Chamberlain, the man of umbrella fame, who

sought to govern by appeasement, sponsored an act of
Parliament, which provided that only 75,000 Jews could
enter Palestine during the year 1939 to March 1944.
After that date, only by con.sent of the Arabs, could any
Jews enter the Holy Land. Moreover, land sales to the
Jews were to be restricted. Likewise, not more than
one-third of the population could consist of Jews. As
for the government in Palestine, the Arabs were to
possess the final decision in all matters.
Now that didn't sound much like a "National Home
for Jewish People." Winston Churchill, himself, called
it a "plain breach of promise, a repudiation of the
mandate;" and, in vehement protest, he said: "I regret
very much that the pledge of the Balfour Declaration,
endorsed as it has been by successive governments,

O

ye nations,

and say. He
gather him, and keep

in the isle afar off,

that scattered Israel will
him, as a shepherd doth his flock" (Jer. 31:10).
"For I will take you from among the
heathen, and gather you out of all countries,
and
and will bring you into your own land.
ye shall dwell in the land that I gave to your
fathers; and ye shall be my people, and I will
be your God .... And the desolate land shall
be tilled, whereas it lay desolate in the sight of
all that passed by. And they shall say, This
land that was desolate is become like the
garden of Eden; and the waste and desolate
and ruined cities are become fenced, and are
inhabited. Then the heathen that are left
round about you shall know that I the Lord
build the ruined places, and plant that that,
[the Jews] was desolate: I THE LORD HAVE
SPOKEN IT, AND I WILL DO IT" (Ezekiel 30:
.

.

.

24, 28, 34, 35, 36).

YES, YES,

Man proposes—BUT GOD!

SLAVES TO THE FLESH!
Among

realized!

But what happened?

it

to

the personal friends of the editor, he

number Herbert

famous missionary
precious

fellowship

is

happy

Taylor, the 82 year old son of the
J.

Hudson

with him

Taylor.
in

the

We

have had
Long Beach

church. Herbert Taylor was interned in Weihsien

camp

China by the Japanese. A number of other missionaries, as well as worldly people, were interned at the
same time. Describing scenes within that camp, a
Christian prisoner among them said: "it was pathetic
and amusing to see poor restless women not knowing
what a day might bring forth using make-up when a
single lipstick costs 1000 Shanghai dollars." Such slavery to the flesh was recently made evident when some
millions of people were unable to buy cigarettes, to
satisfy the craving of the Flesh. One was impressed
by the fact that many would prefer a bread famine
anytime to a cigarette famine. Millions of Americans
in

—
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PITY THE POOR

today are driven as much by the flesh as were the
black slaves driven by their taskmasters whip in the
Southland before the Civil War, in fact those Negroes
v/ere freer than these slaves of the flesh are today. It
woe-be-gone
is related that Mr. Taylor sang to these
slaves of the flesh in that interment camp at one of

DOVE

the services:
I left it all

with Jesus long ago;

sin I brought Him, and my woe;
When by faith I saw Him on the tree,
Heard His still small whisper, '"Tis for thee,"
All

my

From my heart the burden
Happy day!

rolled

away

with Jesus; for He knows

I leave it all

How to steal the bitter from life's
How to gild the tear-drop with His

woes.

smUe,
bloom awhile;
When my weakness leaneth on His might
All seems light.

Make the

desert garden

with Jesus day by day;
Faith can firmly trust Him, come what may;
Hope has dropped her achor, found her rest
In the calm, sure haven of His breast;
Love esteems it heaven to abide
At His side.

I leave it all

it all with Jesus, drooping soul!
Tell not half thy story, but the whole

O, leave

Worlds on worlds are hanging on His hand;
Life and death are waiting His command;
Yet His tender bosom makes thee room,
Oh, Come home!
Verily, "if the Son of man shall make you
shall be free indeed

free,

ye

BIGGER BRAINS FOR A BETTER WORLD?
great scientist, speaking at the Harvard Tercentenary celebration, said that if man's life is ever to be

A

lived along entirely rational lines, free

crime, his brain

Los Angeles Times

I

from war and

must be enlarged.

"It is tantalizing," Professor Adrian said, "to think
of the new relations we should see, of the new world

of thought we should live in, if our brains were bui
twice their present size. Our behavior would then be

superhuman!"

Gentle Reader, look upon this carton. It preaches its
the unregenerate newspapers of

own sermon. When

the world begin to visualize world conditions and the
world's hope for peace by cartoons like this, then

fore

Does the development of the brain keep men from
Ask the warden of a Federal penitentiary.

crime?

of his prisoners are well educated. He gets the
embezzlers, the forgers, and other dapper and developed criminals.

Many

Men need something more than an

enlarged bram.
They need a new nature. Crime and all the rest of
the world's evils are but evidences of the sinfulness of
the old nature. We must proclaim God's good news
that there is deliverance from sin even from crime
in Jesus Christ, and there is the impartation of His life
to all who will receive Him. Moody Monthly.

—

—

begm

to

God.

Pray

tell,

what chance has the dove

erate?

Verily, as the

Word

of

hope of the world

are carnal

God proclaims from

lies

—the Prince of

Lord Jesus Christ
Verily, the

Word

of

God

tells

of peace in a

—unregen-

men

world where the hearts of
to lid, the

The anthropologist, digging deep in the ground for
the earliest traces of human life, finds skulls with
exactly the same size brain cavities present day skulls
show. Not very encouraging to Professor Adrian.

it is

THINK! Perhaps, bethey think they had better examine the Word of

time for Christians to

in the

coming

lid

of our

Peace.

us of a time

"when the

Lord Jesus Christ shall be revealed from heaven with
His mighty angels, In flaming fire taking vengeance
on them that know not God, and that obey not the
gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ" (II Thess. 1:7-9).

Then, and not before,

will there

be a secure resting

place for the dove of peace in this blood-smeared world
of men. Then, and not before, will "the ransomed of

the Lord return, and come to Zion with songs and
everlasting joy upon their heads." Then, and not be.

fore, shall this

poor old world "obtain joy and gladness,

and sorrow and sighing
133

flee

away"

(Isa. 35:10).
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A

Daily Vacation Bible School in South America.

die for these also?

Did not Christ

But for our missionaries they would not hear.

La Virgin de

la

Rosa (the Virgin

of the Rose) one of

many South

American idols.

AT A WAYSIDE SHRINE

—

in Argentina, a missionary leaves a tract that
will tell some poor soul seeking peace, of the
living God, who can save "whosoever will.

These two Argentinos waited 109 years before

"How shall they

call

on

Him of whom

not heard?"

they heard the Story
184

they have
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South
to
visit
editor's
tho
During
1923, he saw hundreds of
In
Images of a dead Christ. In a cemetery
at Rio Cuarto, he took tho above picture
the only intimation ho saw op heard

America

—

of a

Saviour.

risen

Here

Is

Valparaiso,
cigarette

name,

a picture tho editor snapped In
Is
a picture of a
It
Chile.
and sold under the

advertised

"MY LORD." We

thought

It

ter-

then! But since then, tho olgarotto
become the "Lord" of countless milIn Valparaiso we
lions In our own country.

rible,

has

saw

also

tho sign,

a den of Infamy operating under
"Tho House of the Virgin Mary.
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^Take

Prophets''---A Sign

A RADIO MESSAGE DELIVERED

BY THE EDITOR OVER KGER
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1945

One

of the strange inconsistencies of

man,

erate

is tliat

he

an unregen-

will often loudly profess to believe,

and even

believe that he believes something that he
does not believe at all. Thus, hundreds upon hundreds
of thousands of professed Christians today loudly
acclaim their belief in the inspiration of the Bible,
and declare it to be God's book. But when you pin
them down, you will discover that they do not believe
the Bible at all. They will take issue with statement
after statement within the book statements that
admit of but one interpretation.
Now the Bible is largely a book of prophecy. You
take the pi'ophecies concerning events to come out of
your Bible and it will shrink to about half its present
size. Read these prophecies. Take them at their face
value. Proclaim them to the people, and you will soon
discover what we have said the mass of people professing to believe the Bible do not believe it at all.
Now, what God thinks of such people does not need
to be told over the radio. Jesus distinctly said concerning His return to this earth: "And there shall be
signs," but, let a man speak of those "signs," and up
jumps more than half of the professed Christian people
in our churches today to shout, "We do not believe in
signs!" Perhaps nine tenths of the preachers in owr
pulpits will shout the same thing.
Well, now if you do not believe in signs, you do not
believe the Bible. Why profess to believe what you do
not believe? It Will be easier for you in the day of
judgment to be an honest infidel than a dishonest
one. A wolf parading about in the garments that
nature gave him, is less deserving of a bullet than a
wolf that comes sneaking

—

—

"As a snare shall it come on all them that dwell or
the face of the whole earth" (Luke 21:35). And again;

"Watch

therefore;

for ye

know not what hour

youi

Lord doth come" (Matt. 24:42).

The parable of the ten virgins was given to show that
even some of the choicest saints, as were the five wise
virgins— that even they will be slumbering and sleeping, when the cry. shall resound through the sky; "Behold the bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet him"
(Matt. 25:6).

But now to take up where we left off last Sunday
evening and to continue to consider the answer of our
Lord to the question of His disciples: "Tell us, what
shall be the sign of thy coming and of the end of the
age" (Matt. 24:3).
Jesus further said of the last days: "Many false
prophets shall rise' and shall deceive many" (Matt.
24:11).

One

of the clearest

and most emphatic, and one

of

the most

frequently declared prophecies in all the
Scriptures, sets forth the fact that the very la^t days
prior to Christ's return to the earth, are going to be
marked by a multiplication of false prophets, or false
pi-eachers, or false teachers, and they are going to "deceive" (literally, lead astray) many souls and lead them
away from the pathway that leads home to God. Jesus
said, "As it was in the days of Noah, so shall it be also
in the days of the Son of man" (Luke 17:26). Now
how was it "in the days of Noah"? There were just
eight souls who had not fallen away into the gres

around in sheep's clothing.

The

most momentous

events

in

the

history

of

Jews and Gentiles are taking place on this earth today. The prophets of God
certainly did not overlook
these events. Yet the
preacher today who dares
to

open up the Word

of

God and

point out to people
the fact that these events

were foretold, and to show
unto the people their meaning well, such a preacher

—

is

regarded as a wild-eyed

fanatic by the vast majority of

preachers and church

members
this also

today.

was

However,

foretold;

for

Jesus said concerning His

return to this earth that.

THE

BLOODY WOLVES
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questionnaires to 1500 Protestant ministers, chosen

apostasy that brought on the flood. Again He said:
even
"Likewise also, as it was in the days of Lot.
thus shall it be in the day when the Son of Man is revealed" (Luke 17:28, 30). Now how was it "in the daj's
of Lot?" Just four souls fled from the wrath God
visited upon Sodom for her sins. Some that knew the
Lord, such as all but two of the children of Lot, haa
become apostate. Yes, just four souls fled from the
city, and one of them turned her face backwards, and
.

v/as
I

turned to a pillar of

would

.

random from twenty denominations.

.

were received. Professor Betts tabulated the answer
to his questionnaires in a volume, entitled.

my

the fulness of the old-fashioned Bible, is not merely
drifting, but is on the skiis, speeding at tremendous
speed toward the yawning gulf of infidelity and
atheism.

good Brethren in

us turn to the second epistle of Paul to
the Thessalonians and read, chapter 2, verses 1 to 4:
let

you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our gathering together unto him, that ye be not soon
shaken in mind .... as that the day of Christ

"Now we beseech

and 33% said "no";
.

9% were

but, of the students, 9% said "yes";
82% said "no."

"uncertain"; and

When they were asked, "Do you believe that Jesus was
born of a virgin, without a human father?" Of the pastors, 71% said "yes"; 10%, "uncertain"; 19%, "no";
but of the students, 25% said "yes"; 20% were "un51%

said, "no."

When they

were asked, "Do you believe that Jesus was
death on the cross, was the one act which made possible the remission of sins?" Of pastors, 707o said "yes";
6% were "uncertain"; and 24% said "no"; but, of the
'students, 29% said "yes"; 10% were "uncertain"; while

there come a falling away first, and that man
of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; Who
opposeth and exalteth himself above all that
is called God, or that is worshipped; so that
he as God sitteth in the Temple of God, shewing himself that he is God" (II Thess. 2:1-4).

61%

said, "no."

When

Now if those words mean anything, they mean that
the whole world is going to become apostate, and that
apostasy is going to head up in the reception by mankind of a false Christ, even the Anti-Christ. This will
be the signal for the falling of the curtain upon our
age. The expression here, "a falling away," is translated from the Greek. word apostasia, which, as you
will note, is the very word brought over into our lan-

—apostasy.

guage

Blind indeed, wilfully blind, are they who cannot
see that the greatest apostasy that truth has ever
kr.own is now darkening the whole earth. Remember,
that apostasy means a "falling away" from a faith that
once was held. That the Greek Orthodox Church of
Russia is apostate goes without saying. The church in
Russia has ever been in alliance with the unregenerate government of that nation. When the church joins
herself to an unregenerate nation, that church, once
the bride of Christ, becomes a harlot in the sight of
God. Revelation, chapter 17, confirms that statement.
The great harlot in that chapter is apostate religion.

not necessary to take time out to prove to the

American people that the people of Germany are
apostate. Taking them as a whole, they have gone
far astray from the rock-ribbed Gospel proclaimed by
Luther and the reformers, centuries ago.
But what about our own America? Ten years ago,
George Herbert Betts, a Methodist, professor of Rehgious Education in Northwestern University, sent

These "700 ministers" were 500 active pastors of
churches and 200 students of different Theological
Seminaries. When they were asked, "Do you believe
that the devil exists as an actual being?" Of the pastors 60% said "yes"; 7% said they were "uncertain";

certain"; and,

at hand. Let no man deceive you by any
means: for that day shall not come, except
is

It is

Beliefs

Abingdon Press (Methodist) of Cincinnati, New York
and Chicago. The result was startling evidence that
our America, founded by old-fashioned preachers of

looking for a great revival, just before the return of
our Lord. God forbid that I should discourage them;
but, in the light of the plain statements of Scripture,
I have my doubts, that the dream of my Brethren, as
much as we may desire it, will ever be realized. That
should not deter us, however, from doing our utmost,
to pull out of the fire the last soul that we can, ere the
j'jdgment of God breaks over this unregenerate world.

Now then

The

This volume was published by the

of 700 Ministers.

salt.

like to join a lot of

ax,

Replies from 700

out;

they were asked, "Do you believe that after
Jesus was dead and buried He actually arose from the
dead, leaving the tomb empty?" Of the pastors, 84%
said "yes"; 4% said, "uncertain"; and, 12% said "no";
but, of the students, only 42% said "yes"; 27% were
"uncertain"; while 317o said, "no."
Now, my friends, if the Bible does not teach that
there is a personal devil; and that Jesus Christ was
born of a virgin, and that He was conceived of the
Holy Spirit, and not of man; and that His death upon
the cross was for the remission of sins; and, that He
died, was buried, and arose from the dead, in the body
that was laid in the tomb; then the Bible teaches nothing. Any sure interpretation of it is utterly impossible.
Now the Bible is alright, the fact of the matter is
that great masses within the so-called "church," including the preachers, are rushing back into pagan
darkness at break-neck speed. Note that a majority of
the pastors still believe something, but the rising generation of teachers and preachers which must come
from the students the great mass of them have turned
their backs on the Bible as being "the Scripture that
cannot be broken."
When I was a young preacher, back in those days
vvhen the Presbyterian Church put on trial for heresy
a certain Professor Briggs of Union Theological Semnary in New York, and convicted him, back in those
days the churches still stood, as they had stood for
over 1800 centuries, for the principal fundamentals of
Ihe old-time faith. Imagine the Presbyterians in those
days, ordaining a man for the ministry who would
deny the deity of Jesus Christ, His virgin birth, the

—
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Inspiration of the Bible, Blood Atonement, or any other
of the great outstanding fundamental doctrines of the

Word. Today that church, and other churches, are ordaining men right and left who deny or doubt all these
things. The churches have just about struck bottom
doctrines of
ill their denial of the great fundamental
the Christian faith.
There is an organization in the city of

New

AS ROBERT QUILL IN SEES HER
True, private ownership has been abolished- in Russia
In theory the people own the railroads, factories, stores,
apartments, farms and everything else. Nobody can
establish a business or own a home.
But in practice the system is State Socialism, enforced by an absolute and ruthless dictator. All property was stolen from the original owners. When the
well-to-do farmers refused to "co-operate," their farms
were taken from them and they were killed or exiled in

York,

as "the Federal Council of Churches of Christ
in America." God spare the name! Paul talked about
"science, falsely so-called." Every time we use the

known

name of that "Federal Council," we should use those
words, "falsely so-called," in connection with it. That
Council of Churches of Christ in
is, "The Federal
America," falsely, so-called." That organization furnishes concrete evidence that we are in the apostasy
that the Word of God says wUl signal the drop of the

Siberia.

No man can change jobs or travel or move into another neighborhood without permission. The people
have no voice in the government. They obey or they
are "liquidated." They are owned body and soul by
the state which means Stalin. Maybe they like it;
but if Southern slaves in the old days had been told
they owned the plantation, and had believed it, their
status would have been very similar to that of the

—

curtain upon this apostate age.

was on a committee

of

men known

as

Years
"Fundamentalists" in the City of Los Angeles. This
committee was appointed to meet with a committee of
men known to be "Modernists" in that same city. The
purpose of this meeting was to arrange for a debate
between the Fundamentalists and the Modernists. The
Fundamentalists were to have Doctor Riley of Minneapolis as their champion. The Modernists had not yet
selected the man that was to lead their side of the
debate. As a matter of fact the debate never matured;
but, it was not the fault of the Fundamentalist group.
However, that is neither here nor there. The point I
want to make is that one of these Modernistic preachers was none other than Dr. G. Bromley Oxnam, then
pastor of "The Church of All Nations" in that city.
ago, I

While these two groups of

men

sitting

I replied:

Oxnam, there are four great doctrines, which
I believe make a man a fundamentalist. To deny them,
"Dr.

a Modernist.- These four doctrines are:
a belief that the Bible is the very word of
God—that 'all scripture is given by inspiration of
God'; that the Scriptures, as originally written, form
the inerrant Word of God.
"The second great Fundamental is a belief in the
he

justly.

The Greeks called Communists would fight to the
death rather than accept a dictatorship. It was hatred
of a dictator that made them as they are.
Their chief desire, and the desire of the majority in
ether lands, is economic and political freedom. They
may favor a large measure of state control, but that
doesn't make them Communists. ^Robert Quillin.

—

together,

casually talking prior to going into session. Dr. Oxnam
asked me this question: "What do you call the funda-

mentals?"

Russian people.
We are told that every liberated land in Europe has
a large "Communist" faction, and this seems to mean
that freedom-loving Europeans desire a system like
Russia's. But the label is used inaccurately and un-

is

"First,

deity of Jesus Christ; and, in believing that, we believe
Jesus Christ was born of a virgin who had never known
man; that Jesus Christ was conceived in the virgin's
womb by the Holy Ghost Himself, and that therefore
Jesus Christ was God incarnate.

"The third great Fundamental doctrine Is a belief
that Jesus Christ died on the cross to pay the sinner's
debt, and that He shed His blood for the remission of
sins. You can call it substitutional atonement if you
want to. But, without the shedding of that blood there
was no remission of sin, no pathway back to God.
"The fourth great Fundamental is a belief that the
body of Jesus Christ, which suffered and died on the
cross, was buried in the tomb; and that, after three
days and three nights, that body was raised from the

dead." Dr. Oxnam looked squarely at me and exclaimed, as nearly as I can recall:
"No one of which doctrines the Methodist Episcopal
Church any longer believes."
I will have to say that I was astonished; for it was
while yet a Methodist that I preached my first sermon.
It was in an old Methodist church back in old Lawrence,
Kansas that I surrendered my life to God for the
Christian ministry. My dear old Methodist pastor in
t.hose days preached, and preached with untiring energy and tremendous conviction, every one of those
doctrines. And, as I recall, in those days practically
every Methodist preacher that I knew did the satne
thing. That dear old church still had the old-fashioned
altar, up to which people came and knelt and prayed,
and believed to the saving of their souls. But, what a
falling away from that there has been in Methodism!
I said to Dr. Oxnam: "Doctor, will you sign a statement to that effect that the Methodist Episcopal
Church no longer believes those four great doctrines?"
He said, "Why should I sign such a statement?" I
said, "Because I happen to have a brother-in-law in
Cheyenne, Wyoming who is a strong supporter and outstanding layman in the Methodist Church of that city.

—

(Continued on Page 151)
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THERE
liif,

^n..

IS

A LAND

WaiUn. M. MMi<ni.o.

we
How vividly we remember an experience that
Peru. There wa5
had while we were working in Central
middle of a country
an Indian woman standing in the
before a wooden cross.
road, with arms outstretched,
in her
Whek she had finished her prayer, I asked her She
was domg.
native tongue, Quechua, what she

cross) is my
answered "This (pointing to the wayside
him." My heart ached
only God and I am worshipping
to explam
when I heard her reply and I felt constrained
wood, so crudely put toto her that these pieces of
as simply as I could,
gether were not God. I told her,
before I left her a light
the meaning of the Cross, and
the
her face and she said, "I shaU worship

came into
this wooden cross.'
true and living Christ and not
illustrations there
Let me give you one of the many
condition of the people
are of the moral and spiritual
years ago the police were
in the religious realm. A few
criminal and thief, a
sent to trace down a dangerous
After a long
capital enemy of the commonwealth.
jail, but before giving
search he was found and sent to
sent to
him the uniform furnished prisoners, he was
of the warden it was
take a bath, and to the surprise
images tattooed on
discovered that this man had seven
Rosary was on one
his body The Virgin Mary of the
other. On one
arm, and the Virgin of Carmel on the
cross and on the other
side of his chest there was a
his legs bore the
the Sacred Heart of Jesus; one of
was the
image of a rooster, whUe upon the other
all this were
image of a horse. And then, as though
sinister image
sufficient, he bore on his back the
not

When the warden asked the criminal the
reason for all these images, he replied: "The images of
the Virgins Mary and Carmel give me strength to fight
the police, while the cross and the Heart of Jesus on
my chest make me invulnerable to their bullets: the
rooster awakens me when the police draw near and
the horse enables me to escape them."
"Well," said the warden, "this is all very well, but
what need have you of the image of the devil?"
of the devil.

"That," said the criminal, "is my very last resource.
the other images fail to protect me, I ask the
devil to make me invisible in order that the police cannot find me."
There is a land where religion is imposed upon the
people by force. It is not a personal experience. You
know what the Inquisition means. Thus it is in Latin
America. One must acknowledge the beliefs of the
Catholic Church, whether or not he believes them, or
else he is excommunicated. This signifies no fellowship of services', no rites, and eventually no heaven, but
such an one is consigned to the place of torment.
If all

of our church in Lima went
another town, about one hundred miles distant, to
evangelize and distribute Gospel tracts. Right in the
middle of the road a fanatical public man, under the
influence of liquor, came to take the lay evangelists to
jail. There, where we have a small country church, the
believers, not realizing what was happening to the two
brethren, were praying with great devotion. The
humble place, built under weeping willow trees and
surrounded by banana plants and cotton trees, was
full of heavenly atmosphere. Suddenly, an infernal
voice began to disturb the solemnity of the meeting.
Vulgar words, awful expressions and menacing insults
were heard. A' policeman had come to take all the believers, men, women, children to jail, a filthy cell where
the other two brethren had already been left. He gave
orders that the church be closed forever and no one
come to worship there. They were accused of immorality because they had an immoral book called the
Bible; of being disturbers, because they were not in
accord with the Catholic Church; of being indecent, because they baptized in the river; of being thieves, because they sold an evangelical magazine.

One Simday two laymen

to

After six days of imprisonment, and after all possible
on our part, we were enabled to secure their
liberty. Nevertheless, these six days did not make the
brethren worry or unhappy; they were singing hymns,
praying and giving the Gospel message to the other
pi^isoners. The jailer himself was inquiring about the
Gospel and our brethren gave him a New Testament.
He arrived at the conclusion that the Gospel must be
efforts

Dr.

MonUno

In

his priestly

robes,

once worn.
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the true religion and was anxious to know more about
the saving power of the Lord.
While in Chile I was privileged with the fellowship
of one of the most prominent and influential membeil
of the National Parliament. He died recently, and until
the end he continued a most sincere and devoted follower of the Protestant Faith, having held his membership in the Presbyterian Church. On one occasion
when Congress was discussing some matters of great
importance, Senor Arnechino (that was the man's
name) rose to take part in the debate. One of the
representatives, taking the contrary part, said by way
of attack, "But after all, you are only an evangelical."
Senor Arnechino rose again, and with a powerful and
eloquent voice replied, "Thank you very much for that
remark. After all, I am only an evaneglical, but that
is the greatest honour that could be bestowed upon a
person, and the highest aspiration to which one could
attend. Yes, I am an evangelical, and as such, here in
the majesty of this Congress I wish to make a confession of my faith. If it were not for the Gospel, you
would find me, if not dead, at least lying in the streets
of Chile as a drunkard, disgraced, without a home,
without a name, without decency, just a burden and a
menace to my country. Thanks to the Gospel of Jesus
Christ I am here and occupying this seat in the Parlia-

Word

as* they were read to him. At such times
went home, even for half an hour, the car
of the Embassy would be waiting for me at
the
door. "Doctor Saenz is asking for you," the chauffeur
ivould say, and back at the hospital the
Ambassador
would ask me, "Please read me the 23rd Psalm, the
116th
Isa. 53, Saint John
." Very often as I
was
repeating the verses he would say "Amen! Amen!"
And in the midst of his intense suffering he did not
I

3,'=:

.

.

.

.

.

ask for either medical help or sedatives, but for the
of God, and instantly as I began reading or praying for him, he was able to sleep and rest. The diplomats and the visitors from the high social and intel-

Word

lectual circles, all of
(o time, how Doctor

them

Catholics, heard, from time
Saenz was asking for the Bible.
times when I was not there he asked even the
diplomats to read such and such portions of the Word
of God for him, and they were obliged to do so. What
a wonderful testimony for all of them!
Realizing that the end was approaching, I laid my
hand on his head, and taking the Bible in my other
hf.nd, I was about to read to him from the 14th
chapter
of John, when in that very moment there appeared
at
the door three priests who had been sent to the bedside
of the dying man by the representative of the Pope in
Peru. Two of them remained at the door while the
third, who was the Rector of the Seminary, entered
and asked me if I was ministering to Dr. Saenz. Before
he could proceed in telling me that he had been sent to
officiate in Dr. Saenz' funeral, I invited him to kneel
down with the diplomats while I read the 14th chapter
of John followed by prayer. When I said in closing

Many

ment."
Everybody was silent; not a single word was spoken
afterwards. Congress was dismissed, but not until after
Christ had been exalted. Senior Arnechino, before his
conversion, was only a poor drunken shoemaker, and
only the power of the Gospel could have cleansed his
soul and changed him into an honorable citizen. It is
worth making sacrifices to support the work of the
Gospel in Latin America? Is it worth praying for those
missionaries who are giving themselves to the work of
the Lord in these fields? Is it worth saving our pennies
to send more missionaries to work in Latin America?
Moises Saenz was one of the great contemporary
Mexicans which this century has produced. He inaugurated secondary schools in Mexico and was several
times Director of Education, President of Public Welfare, one of the greatest professors, Ambassador in
Europe and for the last seven years Ambassador to Peru,
and Vice-Dean of the Diplomatic Body, whose President
was the Papal Nuncio. Seriously ill from pleurisy, ho
submitted to several operations, but an infection and
gangrene became so advanced that the various doctors
feared he could not live but little longer. He was only

my prayer,

"Lord, receive his soul," Moises Saenz made
a special effort to say "Amen!" and then immediately
that the word was pronounced he passed away in the
m.ost peaceful manner. Even the priest had to say
"Amen!" to a Protestant prayer. The representatives
of the United Press were in touch with all the details,
and they sent the information out to the world that
the Mexican Ambassador had died in the arms of a
Protestant minister.

So not everything is black and sad in Latin America.
Right in the midst of the battle the Lord supports our
faith. And always in such occasions we can hear the
Lord whisper in our ear, and even clearer and stronger
to our spirits: "Fear not little flock; it is your Father's
good pleasure to give you the kingdom. Be of good
cheer, I have overcome the world."

fifty-three years old.

Shunk Downs, Pastor, First Presbyterian Church, Berkeley, CaliIn
his Introduction to Dr.
iVIontano's weil-K'nown book, "The Monk
Lived Again," says of the author of this article:
"I did not know Dr. IVIontano in the days that antedated the great
revolution that tooV place in his own life.
He had a goodly heritage. His
fa'.hep was of patrician lineage, a scholar and gentleman in
his own riglit,
Francis

Dr. Moises Saenz had honored me with his friendship, so as soon as I learned of his illness I went to see

him. The first thing that he asked was that I pray for
him. He was suffering constant and awful pain, as the
wound opened by the operation remained so large that
two hands could have entered freely. The diplomats.
the government officials and the people from the
higher circles were all gathered there when I arrived.
Dr. Saenz grasped my hand and said, "Please pray for
me and read the Bible, I need it." From that moment
I began praying for him and reading the Scriptures to
him day and night, without even sleeping, until my
throat became very sore.
How he did grasp at the promises of the

fornia

Who

and for many years was the Regent of the University of Cochahamba.

His

uncle, Eiiodor Viliazon, the distinguihed head of the family clan,
was a
former president of the Republic of Bolivia.
As for Walter IVIontano, he
was In the early years of his manhood known as "Fray Luis," one of the

Monks In the iVIonastery of Santo Domingo, near the city of
It was within tho-e wails that Christ, the Great
Emancipator,
mercy to him; it was Christ and His truth that set the captive free;
Christ and his message of redeeming love that Walter IVIontano
went

Dominican

Cuzco, Peru.

came
it

is

In

forth to
Dr.
Is

proclaim with

IVIontano has

holy

passion

become

a close

dangerous

priests

of

Rome,

thralldom of that church.
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and transforming power."
personal

the church that can secure him to

—

and

Ed.

toll

friend of the editor.

the story of his

fought

his

battle

for

life as

Fortunate
he faced the
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THE PROBLEM OF REAL RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Condensed Irom Liberty
spent a large portion of his life in Central and
South America, and is a sincere friend of the Latbi -American peoples. We
wUi
are glad to present him to our readers, and think no fair-minded person
misunderstand either the contents or the spirit of Doctor Howard's contribu(Dr. Georse P.

Howard

lias

In certain quarters there has been agitation to have the people and the
GoTemment of the United States insist that no Protestant religiotis teachers
America.
be sent from our country to our neighbors in Central and South
Sometimes attempts have been made to have it appear that Protestants nro
not we.come in the lands to the south of us, where Roman Catholic believers
We think that the men whose words have been
are in tlie great majority.
Quoted by Doctor Howard represent the real spirit of the intelligent Catholics
Editors of "Liberty.")
of our sister republics.

—

of democracy appear in
Spain and Italy during the Middle Ages. As far back
as the seventh century in Spain, the Fuero Juzgo stated

The

earliest expressions

the principle that
"the people were not
made for kings, but
kings for the peoples,
nor did the kings create the peoples, but
the peoples made

them kings."
The democracies

has

_peared

trouble

all liberals.

very reluctantly to include a clause in the new constitutions granting the

leges.

litical

privi-

As the church

gained

greater

po-

these
were in-

power

privileges
creased. But the fight
for religious freedom
and equality has never

ceased. Latin

The only

dnswer:

the

America

a stage upon which
is still being enacted
the great drama ot
the struggle of men
for freedom.

is

bounds of Christianity, nor will it prosper
where personal religion is unknown.

The

of the independence

America were

Church certain

yet ap-

outside

The leaders

in Latin

Roman Catholic

A democracy

never

LATIN AMERICA

moveBut they were
only anticlerical, not antireligious. They had to make
concessions to the Church and act cautiously. They
had to consolidate their gains and secure recognition
for their newly organized governments. They wanted
complete separation of church and state. That was
what they saw in the countries from which they had
received much of their inspiration, France and the
United States. But they dared not emphasize too much
the question of religious freedom. Hence they agreed
established.

ment

of

the Middle Ages, like
every democracy, were
the product of Christianity.

IN

Juan Bautista
the

Alberdi,

Jefferson

of

Thomas
Argen-

tina, pletvds for a

with

tinent

Latin America is that
neither the saving influence of the great
Latin mystics who
tried to turn the tide

without

conbar-

and expresses
the views of the majority of the great
leaders of the inde-

riers,

'

back in Spain and
Italy, nor the invigor-

pendence movement
when he says in his

ating breezes of the

Bases:

ever
Reformation,
reached its shores. On
this point Dr. Enrique
Uribe, director of the
National Library of
Bogota, Colombia, in

I had with him
time that the winds of the
Reformation reached our lands. They have delayed too
long. We need them to blow through some sections of
our country that still struggles along lines of the

recently, remarked, "It

an interview
is

sixteenth century."
Religion was a constructive, creative force from the
very beginning, in the life stream of North America.
It was no less so in South America. When a little over
a hundred years ago the fight for independence in
Latin America was won, the leaders of this revolution
faced great difficulties'. They found the church well

"If
you want to
have settlers who are
moral and religious,
do not foment atheism.
If
you want
families who will help create good private customs,
respect the altar that you find at the center of ever^'
belief. Spanish America, limited to Catholicism with
the exclusion of other forms of worship, will become a
solitary and silent convent of monks. The dilemma is
fatal: to become exclusively Catholic is to remain a

thinly peopled country;

to be tolerant in religious
matters will people our country and make us prosperous. To invite' to our shores members of the AngloSaxon race and the people of Germany, Sweden, and
Switzerland, while we deny them freedom for the exercise of their own forms of religion, is the equivalent
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of not inviting them, or

an invitation

in

Roman

form

only or a demonstration of hypocritical liberalism.

Catholic Church in this country and recognizing the advantage of religious freedom, he says:

"Is it, by any chance, common sense to desire to
foment morality in everyday life and then to proceed

different

to persecute

it

is

"The Catholic Church
from what it

churches that teach the doctrines of Jesus

clude in their constitutions a clause guaranteeing re-

Regarding the suggestion from the
Catholic heirarchy that South

Roman

Am.erica should be declared a closed continent,

it

is

early part of 1943. He says:
"I believe that the importance of the protest against
the activities of the Protestants in our countries has

been exaggerated.

must awaken from the sleep into which it has fallen
as a result of its isolation from other currents of
Christian thought. When the Roman Catholic Church
was the state church of Brazil and all other religions
were prohibited, Catholicism fell into a state of decadence. The freedom which was later granted to other
religious faiths to enter our country, and the separation of church and state, have been favorable to the
Catholic Church. She has been compelled to open more

more dioceses, and to build more
churches."
On his return from a visit to the United States in
1941, Manuel Seoane, editor of Chile's most popular
weekly, Ercilla, wrote a book. El Gran Vecino (The Big
Neighbor). He is a Roman Catholic, and one of his
sisters is a nun in a teaching order in the United
States. Commenting in his book on the situation of the
schools, to establish

in clean

racy in Spain were. I asked him if he thought that
Protestantism had amission to fulfill in Latin America.
With a slight twinkle in his eye he answered:
"On this point you and I will differ. As I respect entirely the dogma and organization of the Catholic
Church, I think that the Protestants have nothing to
gain here or anywhere else. But as you are a protestant, you have the right to think that you are free to
preach your doctrine wherever you like. That is to say,
from a religious standpoint our two questions are irreconcilable; but from the standpoint of civil right, I,
v/ho am a sincere liberal, must respect liberty of worship, preaching, and propaganda. Naturally it is only
right that I should wish you to fail in your efforts;
but legally I must not allow anybody to molest you in
the exercise of your rights."
That is a Christian gentleman's attitude, and it is
the spirit which is daily gaining strength in the countries with which we are anxious to behave as good
neighbors.

some of the innumerable testimonies that we have received opposing or ridiculing
any such idea. Mr. Benjamin Subercaseaux is a distinguished Chilean writer and a Roman Catholic. He
was invited to this country as a guest of honor in the
interesting to recall

We in Latin America have duly appreciated and recognized the value of their work, particularly in social service, and in no instance have they
endangered the stability of our Catholic faith. On the
contrary, they have alleviated both the physical and
the spiritual need of the masses and have helped to
give impetus and strength to the somewhat feeble
activities of some Catholic groups. Besides this, the
constitutions of our conutries, being openly democratic,
have never exerted official pressure to stop Protestants
from acting freely in South America. Any inclination
of our governments to limit the freedom of any religious sect would be very unfavorably viewed and would
raise a storm of protest."
While in Brazil recently I interviewed Dr. Manuel
Carlos Ferraz, president of the court of appeals of the
state of Sao Paulo. I asked him if he thought it would
be wise to close the frontiers of Brazil to all other religions but the Catholic. His answer was: "Protestantism has been a stimulus to the Roman Catholic Church
in this country. It is a warning to that church that it

own

and honest competition with other churches, she has
had to improve her methods. Her clergy lead an exemplary life, adapting themselves to American ways."
The spirit that is gaining strength constantly in
Latin America was represented delightfully and somev>fhat humoroiisly by that grand old man of Spain, Dr.
Ossorioy Gallardo, former ambassador to Argentina
from the Spanish Republic. He Is a sincere and loyal
Roman Catholic, as many of the supporters of democ-

Today the great weight of the best opinion in Latin
America is ranged on the side of absolute religious freedom. Nine of the twenty southern republics already
have separation of church and state, and they all in-

American

in

obliged in the former country to hold her

Christ?"

ligious freedom.

United States is very
South America. Being

in the
is

/JU ^UUtfi Satfe One
By Mary Snell Nicholson
Written for The Brethren Missionary Herald
All things are

mine through Him who died for me!
round earth, and ui the sea,

All things in this

And

all the treasures of the widest sky
Are mine. Croesus were poor beside me.

Am

heir of God, joint heir with Christ the Lord,
all. And yet I find a word

Who made them
Which says

Bought with a

My

feet,

Of me.
But O,

are mine through His save
—things
"For ye are not your own."

all

Save only one,

my

price, I

Why Thou

do not own my heart,
head, not any part

my

hands,

I gladly give

my

them

precious Lord,

I

Thee,
cannot see

all to

shouldst prize them, nor

pay
Such dreadful price

one,

for

why Thou

them that awful

didst

day,

That wondrous day which bought all things for me,
But naught but this poor soul of mine for Thee!
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THE INDIGENOUS CHURCH
gates of hell shall not prevail against it." The rain
of disappointment may descend, and floods of sorrow
may come upon it, and the winds of questionings may

C. J. Glittenberg, District Secretary
for the Middle West, China Inland

By

Mission

"And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and
upon this rock I wiU build ray church; and the gates of
hell shall not prevail against it"

—Matt.

16:18.

Indigenous is a word which has been grossly misused
speak
in connection with foreign missions. People often
mistakenly of a church as being indigenous when it is
merely self-supportiiig or self-governing. These characteristics, as fine as they are, do not in themselves
make a church indigenous. Indigenous means something produced, growing, or living naturally in a country, not exotic. "Self-supporting" and "indigenous" are
certainly not synonymous terms when applied to
churches. The difference between a self-supporting
and self-governing church and an indigenous church
can, I trust, be seen in the following simple illustration:

Some time ago

I lived in

a beautiful city on the

of our house were beautiful
hills covered with all sorts of trees and native flowers. I
used to love going up into those wooded hills to look
very carefully at those native flowers, because they
were so unusual, so different from our western flowers,

North China

and

coast.

Back

yet there they were, throwing forth their wonder-

ful fragrance all over the countryside.
From time to time I also visited a Chinese

hothouse

and looked at the plants and flowers the gardener had
there, which were all imported. This man used to tell
me how careful he had to be in growing these imported
flowers ^he had to nurture them, he had to watch
them, as it were, day and night; but in spite of all he

—

did for them, many of these plants died. Why? Because they were exotic; they were not indigenous.
I feel confident that after this awful war is over and
the story of Mission life and work is told, we shall find
that the truly indigenous church will have stood the
test far better than the churches built according to
occidental plans and ideas. When we hear wonderful
reports of indigenous churches in the various parts of
the world, let us ask the question, "Is this church
acclimatized to the soil of the land and is it well rooted
the hearts of these people?" Only thus can it rightfully be called an indigenous church.
In days gone by we have been too eager to plant and
build up churches In the likeness of those we have
known at home. We have been too eager to see a
church arrive at some such form of completeness as it
took hundreds of years to attain in our western world.
We have been so eager to take the poor, struggling little
mission church in our arms, to save it from every wind
that blows, and carry it to what we consider its safe
goal; and thus it misses all the discipline of struggle
and conflict with hostile environment which is so

m

essential to its development. Let us
v/ords of our text, which are the Lord's

"And upon

this rock I will build

my

remember the

words to Peter,
church and the

beat upon that church; but it will not fall if it is
founded upon the Rock, even thpugh it may be organized along different lines from our occidental
churches.
Many missionaries are not content to scatter the
seed: they feel they must stay to put up a fence and
keep the birds away, or that they must dig up the stony
ground so that the seed will have a chance to grow, or
weed out this patch of thorns so that the seed will not
be choked. And they spend their time doing these
things when they ought to be out sowing the seed. The
devil

came and sowed

tares

and went his way

—he knew

perfectly well that they would grow. He did not worry
and sit down alongside them, to water, tend, and cultivate them; not at all, for he knew the seed he had

sown would spring up and bear fruit. Why do we missionaries not have the same faith in the seed that we
sow, which is the Word of God, to sow the seed, go our
way, and keep on sowing.
To produce an indigenous church we must study and
know the people among whom we bear witness, and
think and work along their racial grain and not against
it. In other words, when we deal with Chinese we have
to think Chinese, and learn their mode of thought and
outlook on life.
We must be content to preach the gospel, leaving
Christ to build His church out of that material and
according to His pattern. To paraphrase our text,
''Thou art Petros, and of this kind of material, of which
you are an outstanding example, I am going to build a
church against which the gates of hell shall not prevail." It takes a man of genius, a man inspired by the
Holy Spirit, to lay the foundation for an indigenous
church; to see it grow out of the very soil, as it were,
and keep his hands off; to have the sense to stand
back and watch Christ build His church with all the
characteristics of that land.

An indigenous church can and should be organized,
not according to western ideas, but according to the
customs of the land and in which it exists.
Let us redeem the time, sowing the seed in season
and out of season and God will give the increase and
establish a church against which hell itself shall not
prevail. From "China's Millions."

—

WATCHING
May

Lord Shaftesbury's testimony be ours: "I de-

light in the belief of the personal reign of our blessed
Lord on earth. There is no remedy for all this mass of
misery but in his Return. Belief in the Second Coming

has been a moving principle of my life; I have not
spent one conscious hour during the past forty years
without being influenced by the hope of the Lord's
Return."
London, England.
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O Jesus, Who

hast said

all

that

S

you ask of

.1

My

Name, He will grant you
through the intercession of Mary Thy Most
Holy Mother, I humbly and urgently ask
Thy Father in Thy Name that my prayer
the Father in

E

=

I*

be granted.

(Make Your Request)

O

Who

Jesus,

hast

said,

"Heaven and

Earth shall pass away but My word shall
not pass," through the intercession of Mary,

Thy Most Holy Mother,

my

that

I

feel

confident

prayer will be granted.

(Make Your Request)
Nihil obstat
Arthur J. Scanlan, S. T. D.
Censor Librorum.

Imprimatur

^Francis

J. Spellman, D. D.
Archbishop, New York.
York, January 2, 1942.

New

iHtrantlouiS Ittfaut Wesus of J^ragut

The Theotokia
O. Box 1313,

P.

New

Haven,

Press
5,

Conn., U.

S.

A.

"The more you honor Me,

the

more

will I

bless you."

Leaflets Are 50 Cents Per 100
Enclose Offering for Mailing Expense

(Words

Discalced Carmelite.)

EFFICACIOUS PRAYER

TO THE HOLY CHILD

PRAYER
TO THE INFANT OF PRAGUE

JESUS

(A revelation said to have been made by tlje
Blessed Mother to the Ven. Servant of God,
Father Cyril a Malre Dei)
Child Jesus,
by

I

have recourse to Thee
I implore Thee to

Thy Holy -Mother;

assist me in this necessity, for I firmly believe that Thy Divinity can assist me. I
confidently hope to obtain Thy holy grace.

my whole heart and my
whole soul. I am heartily sorry for my sins,
and entreat Thee, O good Jesus, to give me
strength to overcome them.
1 am firmly resolved never to offend Thee
again and to suffer everything rather than
displease Thee. Henceforth, I wish to serve
Thee faithfully. For Love of Thee, O divine
I

lo^ve

Child,

O

Thee with

I

Jesus,

again

to

my neighbor as myself.
omnipotent Child, I entreat Thee

will love

come

to

my

assistance

in

cf the Infant Jesus to F.ither Cyril,

this

O

Divine Child of Prague, and still the
God, I implore through
Thy Most Holy Mother's most powerful intercession and through the boundless mercy
of Thy omnipotence as God, for a favorable
answer to the intention I so earnestly ask

-

great omnipotent

for in this

O

Novena.

Divine Child of Prague, hear

my

and grant

my

prayer

petition.

(Say Three Times)
(Our Father and Hail Mary

— Once)

POWERFUL NOVENA
OF CHILDLIKE CONFIDENCE
(This Novena is to be said at the same time
every hour for Nine consecutive hours
just

—

One Day.)

O

necessity.

Jes.us,

"Who

hast said, ask and you shall

and you shall find, knock and
opened to you, through the intercession of Mary, Thy most Holy Mother,
receive, seek

(Mention

It)

Grant me the grace of possessing Thee
with Mary and Joseph, and of
adoring Thee with Thy Holy Angels and

eternally
Saints.

it

shall be

I

knock,

I

seek,

I

ask that

my

prayer be

granted.

Amen.

(Make Your Request)

Jf
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LATIN

WHY NOT SEND THEM A

BIRTHDAY GREETING?

NEIGHBOR

mail to reach
(Note: Count on thfrty days for regular
months to
Argentina, and at least ten weeks to three
Africa.)

Birthday

Missionary
Beaver, Dorothy Mae
Beaver, Samuel Wayne
Bickel, Florence
Byron, Grace

Dowdy,

J.

-------------

Paul

-

-

-

-

Mrs. Dortha
*Dowdy, J. Paul, Jr.
*Dowdy, David Roger
Dunning, Harold Leroy
Dunning, Mrs. Marguerite E.
*Dunning, Marguerite Ruth

-

August ^6

H

November
December

-

-

-

-

June

-

----------

Kliever, Jacob P.
Kliever, Mrs. Freda K.
*Knever, Anne Celeste
'Kliever, Donna Marie

-

-

Morrill, Curtis G.
Morrill, Mrs. Bertha

May

*

-

-

-

-

-

November
March
-

-

-

December

-

-

.

-

25
21
12
22

January 22
August 8
September 23
August 17

Myers, Estella
Schrock, Lynn D.
Schrock, Mrs. Lois Evelyn
November 8
Sheldon, Chauncey Burt
March 21
Sheldon, Mrs. Hattie C.
June 4
*Sheldon, Kenneth
June 5
_
Bert
Donald
*Sheldon,
November 21
*Sheldon, Carolyn Ruth
_
August 11
_
Sickel, Clarence L.
September 10
Sickel, Mrs. Loree
December
8
*Yocky, Loraine Irene Sickel
February 2
'Churchill, Miriam Aileen Sickel
September 8
Snyder, Ruth
August 16
Taber, Floyd William
July 8
Taber, Mrs. Ada D.
1
November
Russell
Charles
*Taber,
April 11
_
'Taber, Marguerite Phyllis
May 8
*Taber, Lois Irene
February 14
*Taber, Allen Bennett
August 25
Tyson, Elizabeth
(?)
Wagner, Ricardo
June 17
Wagner, Mrs. Laura Larson
January 2
*Wagner, Elena Ruby * Wagner, Mildred Isabel
_
May 11
May 2
'Wagner, Victor Ricardo
July 15
Williams, Robert S.
April 15
Williams, Mrs. Lenora
'Children of missionaries.

----..

---------

By Rev.

E. A. Prentice,

Colombia, South America

Many Latin American republics have broken relations with the axis powers, thus associating themselves
the great struggle to assure the world of the
with us
continuation of democratic liberty. So appreciative
are our southern neighbors of our culture and way
of living, that ever increasing numbers of the flower
of her youth come to our schools and universities to
learn of us.
Shall we fail them? Shall we give these seeking
neighbors the mechanics of our civilization and through
false modesty not share with them the secret of our
blessed liberty? Jesus, the great Good Neighbor, said:
"A new commandment I give unto you, that ye love one
another; as I have loved you, that ye also love one
another."
"As I have loved you." Here is the secret: Christ, the
gift of God's love, through His sacrificial death offering us freedom from all the shackles of sin and selfishness. Well do we remember being almost startled a lev/
years ago by hearing several men of influence in one
republic say, as they studied the baffling social problems of their country, "What we need is regeneration."
In Christ alone is this need met.
Thus it has come to pass that in live of South
America's nine republics, missionaries of the Christian
and Missionary Alliance are faithfully proclaiming the
good news of the regenerating and sanctifying power
of Jesus Christ received through personal and direct
appeal to Him. Furthermore, this liberating messagre

m

is

bemg
It is

April 18

August

-

-

---------

John Stephen

21
12
13
May 9

November
November

-

.^8

August

-

-

9

July 4

December

-

-

U

January 28
-

-

18

July
July 21

February 19
February 9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

May

-

-

-

*MorrUl, Elaine Christina
*Morrill,

-

-

-

April 2
July 2y

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

Maconaghy, Hill
Maconaghy, Mrs. Dorothy

i^'^^„V
21
November

-

Hoyt, Solon
_
_
Hoyt, Mrs. Kathryn
*Hoyt, Rita Dorene
Jobson, Orville D.
Jobson, Mrs. Charlotte
'Jobson, Kathryn
David
Orville
'Jobson,
^Jobson, Joseph Roger
Kennedy, Mrs. Minnie
*Kennedy, Lester Washington
^Kennedy, Louis Paul

12

-

-

-

4

l^^^oH
2i
October

-

-

1

August 20

-

-

-

Goodman, Marvin Lester, Jr.
Goodman, Dorothy Ethel
Hamilton, Benjamin A., Jr.
Hamilton, Mrs. Mabel

January 27
November!

-

-

-

,.

^^^^F-°^^ 29
October

-

-

'V^i^,,

u
tj
13
October

-

-

-

Poster, Joseph H.
Foster, Mrs. Rose

-

2
f
7

J™^

-^

-

-

March
-

-

-

-

-

L.

-

-

Dowdy

Emmert, Mary

-

-

AMERIGA-OUR GOOD

received.
gladly received by the dwellers of the great

Argentine pampas. In the fruitful valleys of Chile,
thousands have been gladdened by it. In the cold, high
plateaus and hot, tropical valleys and plains of Ecuador
and Peru, a multitude has discovered a new life of freedom through it. In ambitious, progressive, democratic
Colombia, scores of ever-expanding congregations now
rejoice in the message of Jesus, our glorious Good

Neighbor-Saviour.
And what a variety of people receive the Gospel of
Jesus Christ! Here you will find the cultured, courteous
gentleman, who, as such, has no peer anywhere. Over
there in the vast Amazonian basin you wUl see the poor
savage being freed from his ferocious ways through
faith in the shed blood of Jesus. Up there in the mighty
Andean mountains, it will gladden your hearts to see
the downtrodden, almost animahzed, Quechua-speaking Indian becoming transformed. Over there on the
coastal plain of Ecuador and Columbia, you will join
the colored man in rejoicing over the freedom just received through the Gospel.
Yes, let us continue to be in the vanguard of our
times by giving to our Latin American neighbor's the

Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Good Neighbor, who paid
the ransom in full for the eternal salvation of all mankind.
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TENSIONS PERSIST
Condensed

(Note:

from

a

circular

IN S. A.
by

written

letter

Cooperation

Evangelical Lecturer for Committee on
November 1944.)
written from Buenoi Aires, Argentina,

The

political

as also in Peru

Pient

George

P.

Howard,

Latin America. Lettsp

and religious tensions persist in Mexico,
and Argentina. The Mexican Govern-

began by prohibiting the publication

Roman
finally

in

of

Catholic-Fascist paper "El Sinarquista"

the

and

ended by closing the headquarters and branches

of this organization.

The report

is

that the postal cen-

general
sors intercepted letters that revealed that a
massacre of Protestants was being planned for the
anniversary of the massacre of St. Bartholomew at the
end of August. In spite of the bitter propaganda
against them, the Mexican Protestant churches report

membership increases
years, and an increase

of
of

45% during the
200%

last three

in finances.

In Peru the attitude of the government has become
more friendly, and the crusade against Protestantism
seems to be weakening. "When we started to hold
open-air services in one of the Lima parks," said one of
our Protestant pastors, "a Spanish Jesuit priest established himself near us for the purpose of running a
in
rival meeting. But the public was more interested
knowing what we had to say than in listening to him.
the
So he has given up his competitive effort." Before
school year was half over, enrollment for 1945 in our
mission school for girls in Lima was complete, with a
waiting list of 120. I wish you could have seen that
inspiring and attentive group of nearly tiOO girls, as I
spoke to them on the Master's statement, "I have come
that ye might have

life."

On my arrival in Argentina, I find the Protestants
positively happy in the vigorous campaign which the
Roman Catholic hierarchy is directing against them!
One missionary said to me, "We ought to send the
Catholic authorities a vote of thanks." Never has so
much interest been shown in religious discussion. So
much attention has been directed against us that many
who formerly were indifferent are wanting to know
what Protestants teach and what they stand for. So
many vicious and unkind things are being said against
uj that it is rallying a surprising amount of interest
and friendship for our work, and the cause of religious
Both the Uruguayan and Brazilian governliberty.
ments have issued special postage stamps to commemorate the centennial of the founding of the Y. M. C. A.
by George Williams, while Argentina has issued a special
stamp to commemorate the huge eucharistic congress

which has

just been held.
In Argentina a more liberal religious policy on the
part of the government is evident. All the liberal public school teachers and especially those of Jewish descent, who were dismissed by a previous and fanatically
Roman Catholic Minister of Education, have been reinstated. A Catholic priest who had been appointed
principal of the vital University preparatory school has
been dismissed. In a public address he had declared
that what Argentina needed are not elections and de-

It is sometimes remarked or implied that the qualifications for Christian work on a foreign field may be
lower than for Christian work at home the heathen
Vi/on't mind if the mis.sionary is below par. This is most
certainly a misapprehension of the whole matter. The
missionary is confronted with the same essential task

—

of presenting the truth for the regeneration

and

spir-

development of m.en as confronts the pastor or
evangelist at home. The difficulties in his case furthermore are greatly increased. He must learn a foreign language and bridge the gap of different customs.
He becomes the founder of institutions and the advisor

itual

of the indigenous church. He must be the man of
affairs that is needed to deal with problems of transportation, to interview governmental officials, to nurse

the sick, to educate his children, et cetera, ad infinitum.
MisJ. Hudson Taylor, founder of the China Inland
sion, gave the following twelve-point standard for candidates for the mission field:
1. A yielded and Spirit-filled life.
2. Restful trust in God to supply all needs.

A

3.

4.
5.
6.

sympathetic

spirit.

Willingness to take a lowly place.
Tact in dealing with men.
Adaptability to circumstances.

8.

Zeal in service.
Steadfastness in discouragement.

9.

Love for communion with God and Bible study.

7.

Some

10.

experience and blessing in the Lord's

work at home.

A
A

healthy body.
vigorous mind.
added by Arthur J. Brown in "The
Other
Foreign Missionary" are:
1. Executive abOity and force of character.
11.

12.

,

requisites

2.

3.
4.

Common sense.
Steadiness of purpose.
agreeable, cheerful, non-morbid tempera-

An

ment.
Regarding point three, Dr. Brown quotes a paragraph
from a veteran missionary, "Send us a despiser of difficulties, who will not be discouraged under the most
adverse circumstances, who will unite unflinching courage with consummate tact, know how to do impossible
things and maintain a pertinacity that borders on stubbornness with a suavity of manner that softens
asperity."

Commenting on the policies of boards in examining
missionary candidates. Dr. Brown says, "The boards do
not send the pale enthusiast or a romantic young lady
to the foreign field, but the sturdy, practical, energetic man of affairs, the woman of poise and character."

Considering these statements of standards the reader
be affected with such a sense of insufficiency as to
shrink from the call of missions. It is well for him to
learn this lesson of his own insufficiency even though
Havmg
it may lead to temporary discouragement.
learned it, he will be in position to recognize that it is
utterly futile for one to engage in the ministry of the

may

(Continued on page 151)

(Continued on page 152)
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Home From
By

Africa

PI ane

By HAROLD

L.

DUNNING

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiBiiii
Harold L. Dunning

All the

passage on our
tral

Africa there has been one Scripture
cenhearts, Lamentations 3:21-26. The

way from

"Great is Thy
thought of that wonderful pasage is,
And true it is! As we think back over
but praise Him.
that He led us we cannot help

faithfulness."

the

way

Truly "His compassions fail not."
in exactly
We left our station November 8, 1944, and
January
8, 1945. When
York,
New
reached
two months
to wait months withwe think of how others have had
somewhere down the line,
out end and are still waiting
mercy toward us^
we cannot help but wonder at His
that Mrs.
When it became apparent to all on the field faced the
home immediately, we

Dunning had

to

come

home in time. At first it seemed
remains true that "the Lord is good
it seemed that
unto them that wait for Him." When
our eyes to see the
there just was no way. He opened
As with every open
possibility of coming home by air.
These seemed
door there are apparent hindrances.
the way we saw
legion to us, but as we advanced along
evidence that "it is good that a man should
problem

of getting

impossible, but

in

them

it

all

of the

salvation
both hope and quietly wait for the
Abraham:
Lord " When we started we felt much like
uncertain and
we could not see the way. All seemed so
Reports reaching us spoke of many who
indefinite.
that it was
were stranded en route. All we knew was
way,
apparently the Lord's will that we come home this
so trusting Him, we started.
We had hardly gone 150 miles— from Yaloke, our stafirst planetion, to Bangui where we were to catch our
blunder
before we began to meet difficulties. Due to a
same
on our part our passpprts were delayed. At the
take
time we heard that the plane service we were to
was undergoing a change, and when it would begin
again was uncertain. Because of these difficulties we
we
were delayed two weeks at Bangui. Yet here again
saw His faithfulness, for when the plane service did
open up again He saw to it that our passport arrived
and we secured seats on the very first plane.
The trip across the heart of Africa from Bangui to
Lagos, Nigeria, was very pleasant. We traveled on a
13-passenger Douglas plane run by the SABENA (a Belgian line) Company. The first lap of the journey
lasted about 20 minutes, from Bangui to Lebenge, Belgian Congo. At 7 the next morning we took off agam.
It was thrilling to us novices to soar above the morning
clouds. We came down for about 20 minutes at Douala,
French Cameroon, and then went on to Lagos. We were
located in our room by 2 o'clock that afternoon. In a

that
over six hoiirs we had covered a distance
usually took two or three weeks.
We beUeve Lagos is about the hottest place on earth.
Had we known the difficulties we were to face there,
I'm
and the hardship it was going to cause Marguerite,
the trip. But
afraid we would never have started on
never lets
again we saw the kindness of the Lord; He
the future.
us see far enough ahead to be startled by
Three days after arriving in Lagos we secured a plane
was to
booking through British Overseas Airways that
Since the
take us to Fisherman's Lake, in Liberia.
Dunning
plane was not to go for several days, Mrs.
little

examinaentered the European Hospital for medical
diseases.
tions by doctors who specialized in tropical
because it
This was to prove a great blessing to her
heat to
gave her just enough relief from the Lagos
to our
enable her to endure it. Then came the blow
the
hopes. Twelve hours before we were to go aboard
plane the service was called off for the next six months.
This left us high and dry. I visited office after
consul and other
office, agency after agency, American
from Lagos
officials, but none knew of any way to get
was black—
to Fisherman's Lake. Truly the outlook
and walking 12 blocks in the heat three times a day for
told
meals did not help it. The only way out, we were
the
by all, was to go on to England and then across to
United States; but even this route was clogged for the
next three months. Then when it seemed as if there
underjust was no way and would be no way, the Lord
Sierra
took. We heard of a boat leaving for Freetown,
FreeLeone. Could one get to Fisherman's Lake from
town? No official knew. Recently-returned missionwalk
aries told us there was, but it involved a 60-mile
through the jungle. What could we do? The American
Consul suggested that we wire the one at Freetown and
the
a£.k him for information. The return wire brought
good news; there was a way into Fisherman's Lake
from Freetown. There was a plane service (RAF) once
a week. Now, could we get passage on the boat to Freetown? After waiting several days, finally the ElderDempster Lines informed us that they could squeeze us
on. Praise the Lord! We were on the move again!
This was an old St. Lawrence River boat now used as
a' British troopship— and her nickname is "Naughty
Nancy"! We had to travel blackout, and that meanc
no air in our cabins at night. It was also necessary to
carry life belts around every place one went on board.
The trip took us eight days (not nearly as far as that
covered by plane in six hours before) and was not too

uncomfortable or unpleasant.
At Freetown the Lord blessed us beyond our
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dreams, in the person of Rev. Schutz, of the United
Brethren Mission. I'll never forget the moment we met
him. The native porters were haggling with us about
the

amount we should pay

into a storm,

were

at 6 A. M.!

baggage. Since the currency was still unfamiliar, and
the prices they were asking seemed so outrageous, we
it

when among

have ever seen. This brother took charge of us like a
father. He knew all the ropes and had all the tricks
up his sleeve. We breezed through customs, through
censor, through currency problems, through booking

—in fact, things went

we had

were not dreaming.

was made known

Lake

to pinch ourselves to see if we
How great a boon this really was,

As

relaxed for the first time in several weeks.

Marguerite

finally

reached

that

elusive

place,

FISHERMAN'S

LAKE!
Upon

arrival here we were told that it would be ten
days before another Clipper would pass going west. We

down in a barracks-like hotel and waited. Then
came rather disturbing news: there were four highbooked on the next Clipper, and
settled

priority passengers

they might not be able to take all of us (now seven
missionaries with nine children). For the rest of the
time we prayed that the Lord would arrange all matters.
Then came the day. The Clipper landed from
Portugal, and in another 12 hours would take off again
for the U. S. A. Would we go on it? The Lord
again
worked in His mysterious v/ay. The high-priority passengers had to be flown in from Monrovia. Liberia,
but.
at the last minute, the plane that was to bring
them'
developed engine trouble and could not make the trip:
The P. A. A. officials then told us we could have the
space. Then, just a couple of hours before flight
time,
a special army plane arrived with these
passengers.'
Our baggage was all tied in, and they took us anyway.
It was safe to carry the extra weight
since the weather
report was good.
At 6:30 Friday night we boarded the Clipper
to hop
across the ocean. After about two hours
out we ran

off again

:

I sat inside of it I

arrived at

could hardly believe

New York

it

would

fly.

there were 57 passeng-

gers on board (16 of

them children) besides a crew contwo pilots, navigator, and radio man.
The lower deck has a freight compartment, small
kitchen, two washrooms, five compartments capable of
sisting of captain,

crated man. He does this work for transient missionaries along with an already heavy missionary program,
often working late in the night to keep his work up.

had come down with malaria on Christmas day and
was glad for a good bed in which to rest. We had

a

When we

by the American Consul there:
he said that without this gentleman and his organization we would be there months before the official doors
would be opened to us. Thank God for such a conseto us

It was a grand and happy morning when we left
Freetown at 5 o'clock, December 26, to go to the airport
by truck. We flew in a paratroop plane and landed an
hour later at Roberts Field and were traveling in motor
coach to the Pan American base at Fisherman's Lake.
Here we sat down to a real cup of American coffee and

and took

this gain of three hours, the plane

Spain, Trinidad.

we had

United Brethren Mission. When the natives saw we
knew him peace reigned immediately; and, for the next
week we were to witness one of the best organizations we

for the plane to Fisherman's

During

There

in Natal,

A first-class hotel was provided, and
much-needed sleep. At 11 15 we took off again,
stopping at San Juan, Puerto Rico, for afternoon refreshments and arriving at Bermuda about midnight.
We were to go right on through after refueling, but
because of bad weather it was decided to wait until
morning. We were takeri to a hotel and got to bed at 3.
We were called at 6 A. M., given breakfast and taken
aboard the plane. We took off about 8, and arrived in
New York a little before 2 in the afternoon.
The Clipper itself is too colossal for me to describe.

us (five

introduced himself as Rev. Schutz, of the

£0 smoothly that

We landed

refueled and the passengers had breakfast. We had
lunch in Belem, Brazil, and stayed overnight at Port of

missionaries and six children) walked a portly gentle-

man who

air-sickness.

storms that night.

Brazil, at 6 A. M., spent three hours,

for the porterage of our

were having quite a time of

and we experienced

five or six

seating 10 or more passengers in each, and a large
cloakroom for coats and overnight bags.

To us the marvel

of the trip is that Friday night we
overheated in the tropics Ruth was covered with
prickly heat— and Monday afternoon we were standing
in snow in New York! So quickly was the trip made
that Ruth still had the prickly heat on her body!
Having arrived at New York the next problem was to
get to Sunnyside, Wash., Marguerite's former home.
The Lord again stepped in and undertook for us. Those
who must travel these days in the States kno^ that it
is not easy to secure train accommodations
on short
notice. The Lord led us to a Christian woman who
is
connected with reservations on the Pennsylvania Railroad. With much prayer and all her influence, she got
us the only available reservation, a compartment,
straight through to Washington. When we went to pay
for the ticket the agent looked at our reservation
and
said, "How did you get this? It is almost impossible
to
get through connections like that these days without
very high priority." All I have to say is that the Lord
knows how to arrange things. We had the intervening
time— slightly over two weeks—with my parents in New
v/ere

—

Jersey.

Truly the Lord led us all the way. When we think of
the journey we can but marvel that He got us through
so quickly these hectic days.
Both Marguerite and
Ruth stood up under the strain very well, but the last

day or two was just too much. Both are down now, but
are getting better. We are sure it has been your
prayer
help through these days that has sustained us all.
Now
we know that you will continue to pray for us that the
Lord will undertake and restore us to full strength
again within His own time that we may be heading
out
again soon. Truly we can say, "GREAT IS THY FAITH-

FULNESS."
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Following the annual meeting of the African Field
Council, Brother Orville D. Jobson, Field SuperintendDecember 21, 1944:
ent, wrote from Bozoum, F. E. A., on
"Our gathering for this year, as a Mission, is now over.
of
Eellevue proved to be quite delightful for this time
the
the year. It was cool, as tropical evenings go, and
days were not too warm. Being only a few, the accom-

modations were adequate. The new building, which is
Miss Bickel's home, provided an attractive meeting
were
place. We regret that Brother and Sister Sheldon
not with us. The presence of those who have through
Disthe years impersonated the spirit of the Bellevue
bearing of the
trict, would have greatly added to the
Conference.

"The Lord blessed our souls with the study of His
Word, led by Brethren Taber, Williams, Beaver, and
dentyself. The lady missionaries brought us helpful
votional thoughts at the beginning of our Prayer and
Bible study sessions. Misses

Emmert and Snyder and
Mrs. Beaver brought messages on practical Christian graces at three of our

This
evening sessions.
part of our program consumed the four days following our arrival. The
Lord's

Day followed.

Brother Williams brought
one of his practical messages to the native church
in the morning on the
Christian's walk,

and led

^LelnthfafSlmoL'prrcommunion meeting. Love
Feast followed at

6

I
%
5
R
$
§
i^

deputation worker. She will be the first of the lady
workers to take furlough since Miss Crawford in February 1942.
'
A Missionary Sizes Up Himself, and incidentally sizes
up missionaries in general. That is what Dr. Floyd W.
Taber (Africa) did in a letter from which we quote a

paragraph:

"The enclosed letter to Brother Bauman, which will
you a lot of work, will also open your eyes to what
some missionaries are hke. Since entering the office,
ycu have certainly had som% disillusions. But you had
not yet seen the depths. One of the most humihating
things for us is to know what most people in our
churches at home think about missionaries. Of course,
there is none other like me. But even as a lot we are
If
far from being the tin angels people think we are.
give

people could only know us as we are, to be able to pray
if they
for our deepest needs. But, on the other hand,
really knew us they would
probably give us up as

harder

give one's life through eighty years is
Than to give it in one moment gloriously;

To

,

should

To make each instant a brown willow basket
Heaped with fresh flowers and ferns; to stilly be

A cup

hopeless. Perhaps after all
it is best that only those

of never-failing, cool spring water

To those who walk a dusty road alone;
To succor with life-giving bread, rewardless,

know the exceed-

in g sinfulness of our
hearts who have learned
something of their own.
The others would not understand.
have got

And

those

who

^ Those who expect a stone;
days and hopeless;
^ To give one's life, on weary hour— and be
hour after
^ To give one's life,
harder

a gUmpse of
their own hearts will know
without being told that an
ocean voyage could never

moment gloriously.
—Mary Carolyn Davies.

cure that. 'BUT GOD
The God who transformed

"A

Ready again, again—is

5 Than 'to
5?

give

it

in

a

L«.,«««CS,«..«^^

o'clock,

led

by the missionary

elders.

for
"Miss Tyson, according to contract, is now due
December
furlough, having sailed from the U. S. A. in
furlough
1940. She has continually looked forward to
now the
in the U. S. A. The loss of her brother, and
news of the loss of her father, has increased her desire
she, too.
to get home to her mother, if possible, before
passes on. Besides these personal factors is the fact
that Miss Tyson has been the impersonation of the
Mission's medical work during the two years Doctor
Taber has been out of the work, which has been a conby
tinual strain. The Mission's medical work is judged

the activity of the Yalokfe Dispensary.

She has done

her work well, thoroughly and unstintingly. The end
of the four years finds her under a nervous strain,
which we feel can only be relieved by a speedy furlough
as a
to the States. You know the value of Miss Tyson

.

.'

.

.

the craven denier into the
herald of Pentecost, a son
scheming supoi thunder into the Apostle of Love, the
He has
planter into a Prince with God, is still at work.

never given up a case as too hard."
here is
"This Thing of Being a Missionary"—Well,
something more concerning it! Under date of October
"After we knew the
11, 1944, Dr. Floyd W. Taber wrote,
go
Dunnings were leaving, it was decided that I should
the chapels with
to Yaloke and make a rapid visit to all
his
take
to get the work in hand and be able to

Harold,
might seem
place in case Field Council so decides. It
less than
that since I left the work there in his hands
his shoes
three years ago I could immediately step into
in the
without any explanations. But 'things change
Congo': they keep changing all the time.
has
"Since I left the work the Evangelistic Committee
new
worked out a new system of church organization, a
dealing with
of church finance, a new system of

system

(Continued on page 150)
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SOME DREAMINGS

/V<^t

By JACOB P. KLIEVER, on Furlough From Africa
When Joseph was in the prison in Egypt's fair land,

harvest of spiritual things that will surely come.

Cdiiat'd,

NEW

Could it be that the Lord is opening
DOORS for
us soon, and that He is moving His people to preparing
for greater things ahead? We surely would not want to
fail Him then.
is

preparing for a season
whom the Church ha.s

of greater fellowship with those

each station, a group of believers is there. The interpreters are on hand, and everything is set for a week
of Bible Conference. The week is over, the plane picks
up and drops dov/n until each pastor has changed
places again, etc., until each Station ha? had each pastor, and each pastor has had a little of each Station.
Then with a little camping, hunting, and fishing
thrown in, I am sure that pastor would come back to
his church with quite a little more point to his preaching, and better yet, your brethren in Africa would
ne
greatly strengthened. Best of all, our foreign churches
and home churches would know each other better.

—

men; to recognize this job as coming from Him, not
from the force of circumstances nor from those in authority in the Mission; and to assure myself constantly
that I have no responsibility except to obey Him moment by moment. The responsibility for strength and
for results is all His, and He never failed on a job yet.
I am frequently reminded of a word Studd wrote
to his
to

been helping? With all the improvements in travel,,
with all the possibihties of being able to own a small
transport plane, with young Christian servicemen coming back trained to fly them, with plenty of funds on
hand (if people really give now), I dreamed a little
dream with my eyes more or less open!

Open because I was thinking of what would be something to really help our believers in South America and
in Africa. I dreamed that the Board could buy one of
these planes, that a young serviceman was willing to ao
his part and that some of our home churches thought
it would be a good thing to have their pastor spend
about three months in a mission field.
Thus the
Church would get together a special Vacation Fund;
the Board would help according to its means of transportation and otherwise, and then, when about six
churches had their pastors ready to go, why this plane
would bring them over to Africa. A pastor is landed at

Moii Box.

(Continued from page 149)
converts, a new system of church records, etc. Since
coming back to the Field I am not yet in direct touch
with all these things, since I have been exclusively in
the medical work. When you add to all these changes
in form the inner spiritual changes and growth
that
have been taking place in the churches, among a people
where what seems Uke a thriving church one month
may be on the rocks the next, and a chapel where you
see no signs of response of spiritual life one year will
be
a shining example of zeal the next—when you add
further the fact there are now two brick houses under
construction in the Yaloke District, to be supervised at
two points 45 milss apart, whereas I never before had
anything to do with building; and when you add still
further the fact that laws governing our relationship to
our employees are being revolutionized— then you get a
faint glimpse of a few of the jobs I have to add to my
regular medical work.
"At time when I look at it, I am tempted to feel overwhelmed. The only salvation is to look to the Lord, not

I wonder sometimes at the plenty that there seems to
be at this time in spite of the OPA and others. There
seems to be plenty of money, at least, and the Lord's
people seem to be moved with a generous spirit of
giving into the funds of the Church. Our last missionary offering also was a milestone in giving. 'We seem
to see the balance on hand increasing some in spite of
the high cost of travel for missionaries, and other expenses. Could it be possible that God is preparing his
people for a time of leanness, but moving God's people
to fill certain granaries that the Lord's purpose suffer
not because of the lack of these things later? If so,
then we should pour into the coffers as never before
and thank the Lord that we can.

be that the Lord

Jfape!

^

nation.

it

We

But what a shame it would be if the opportunity;
came and we as a Church could not buy it up. Let us
prepare in the years of plenty and fill the Treasurer's
storehouse so that we can sow and reap that abundant

he was called to interpret some dreams that had been
troubling the King. Then the wisdom of God was re\'ealed as Joseph was given to show the King that there
v/byld be a season of plenty and then a season of want.
God was providing a way to keep his chosen ones, and
to get them into Egypt where they were to grow into a

Could

a AlfUtma^,

wife, "If

God

too

it is

make the mistake of trusting
us be the first in the history of the

possible to

much,

let

world to make it."
Mrs. Robert Williams writes from Bekero, F. E. A., to
to the Financial Secretary to say, "We appreciate gettmg our allowance so promptly and regularly. But
although we are glad to get our money and need-a little
filthy lucre occasionally to keep things going, the thing
we really need is missionaries. You couldn't cable about
a dozen, could you? I hope to spend a large part of
this coming dry season in the bush. There is so much
to be done and it seems that so far we have accomplished so little. We can hardly realize that our term
is nearly half over already.
EDITOR'S NOTE: It Is the same old story—every missionary that goes
to Africa sends torth the call for more and more missionaries.
It Is the old
Biblical cry. "Come over Into Macedonia and help us."
Rarely do we get a
letter askrng for us to send them more money, but
scarcely ever a letter comes
that does not call for more and more missionaries.
How we wish that we
could "cable" to Sister Williams "about a dozen" of fine, young missionaries,
and

among them

a couple of good missionary doctors.
It
Is
being freely
a very few years after this present World War comes to
a
are going to go hunting for jobs.
Well, there's plenty
of room on the mission fields of the world.
Young men and women. If the
right sort of stuff Is In you, and you have been born from above,
there Is a
life Job
awaiting you.
Are you ready to fill It?
The Foreign Missionary
Board of the Brethren Church wants missionaries. Qualifications? On another
page you will find them.
Read them, and If you believe that with the help or
the Spirit of the Living God you can qualify, write to our candidate director,
Dr. Alva J. IWcClaln, Winona Lalie, Indiana.
L. S. B.)
predicted that

close,
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"False Prophets"

MISSIONARY DIRECTORY

(Contiued from Page 133)
four of those doctrines, and
I know that he beUeves all
no longer believes in those
if the Methodist Church
Perhaps a signed
things I think he ought to know it.
statement by you will convince him."
anyone else
He replied- "If your brother-in-law or
Episcopal
wants to know whether or not the Methodist
hmi go to
Church any longer believes those things, let
are built and supour seminaries and our colleges that
text books that
ported by Methodist money. Get the
bishops. There you
were written or are endorsed by our
are denied."
wUl find that every one of tliose doctrmes
Now my friends, that man (Dr. Oxnam) was later
Methodist College
on made the President of a great
position he was exthe state of Indiana. From that
a bishop in the Methodist Episcopal

SOUTH

433, Rio Cuarto, F. C

Rev
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L. SicKel
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Rev and Mrs. Robert
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Williams

par Bangui, Oubangui-Charl, F.
Address: Yaloke, par Boali,
Dr. and Mrs. Floyd W. Taber
Miss Elizabeth Tyson
Miss Mary Emmert

so-called,'-

Churches of Christ in America," "falsely
an apostate organization.
Now this "Federal Council of Churches of Christ,
most of the great
"falsely so-called," composed of
about thirty of
Protestant Churches of this country—
the
them— and ten or twelve organizations, such as
that are
Young Men's Christian Association, and others
great Counprofessedly Christian organizations— this
for 25,000,000 church memcil declares that it speaks
for the entire
bers. It professes to be the mouthpiece
this is
body of Protestantism in America. Of course,
of churches
not true, inasmuch as there are a number
who are proand hundreds of thousands of individuals
now!
testing and organizing against right
the
"What shall be the sign of thy coming, and of
shall be a
end of the age?" The sign, said our Lord,
Scriptures, by
great falling away from the faith of the
teachers, who shall
the coming of a multitude of false
that alone
lead vast multitudes away from the faith

of

Afric

MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH

is

13

.-

™„ri

Mt«

Curtis

G

Morrill, Harrah, Wasliington

S 93^,lif»: S^e-ry^ SCi^t:e.^tr

Celiforma.
Rev. and Mrs. Harold L.

^
Dunnmg.

,

Mr. John Weed, Rt.

2,

Beacb
Sunnyside,

PREPARING TO LEAVE
MlTsfoNARIES UNDER APPOINTMENT AND
W.nona l.a.e.

Grace Theological Seminary.
Rev. and Mrs. Solon Hoyt.
Indiana
Tbeologi al Seminary, Winona Lake,
Grac
Rev. and Mrs. Lynn D. Sebrock,
Indiana
^
^
eorge D. Hay, Kt. 1, Box
Goodman,
L.
JIarvm
Mr".
and
Rev.
181, Chino, Calif.

(A Testimony)

By Carmen

Piussi,

Los Cisnes, Argentina

to
about two years ago since I yielded my life
myself to Him
the Lord. Since then I am dedicating
With
more and more each day. And now I can say:
Christ my life is happy.
I was
During Conference in Rio Cuarto last year
I was able to
baptized, and I felt a great joy that
It is

not becan bring salvation to sinners. If that sign is
there is no such
ing fulfilled in the world today, then
words that have
thing as a fulfUlment of a sign, or of
meaningless
certain meaning. The Bible becomes a
sign is meetbook, which, by the way, it is not. If the
get right
ing with fulfillment, then, men and women,
that ls
with God, and prepare for the great change
forever go
scon to come. This wicked old World cannot
of God,
on as it is now going. And who but the Christ
command peace.
v/ho commanded wind and wave, can
When He comes He will "speak in righteousness, mighty
and come quickly!
to save." Come, Lord Jesus, come,

9t

RVc'l^do

JIH

Pro». Cordoba, Argentin

A..

Argentina,
AH-^-i^m^uer .^v-'^^SX.ba,
(Wife of National

and mChurch; and a few days ago he was elected
the Federal Council of
stalled as "The President of
so-called." 1
Churches of Christ in America," "falsely
"The E'ederal Council
leave it with you whether or not

What

Clarence

lira.

anil

Rev! and Mrs. J. Paul Dowdy
A.,
Address: La Carlota, F. C. C.

m

alted to

AIVIERICA

Address:

the command of the Lord.
Upon my conversion I encountered many

fulfill

difficulties

myself.
from my relatives and friends, and also from
When
But God is able, and dissipates every difficulty.
for us to
wc are still in the world it seems impossible
rebecome Christians, like those who have already

ceived Christ in their hearts.

And

it is

true, because

we

in Christby our own means never would be able. But
Him. Paul said,
yes for there is nothing impossible to
Who strengtheneth
"I can do all things through Christ
me " Therefore, we should always remember this and
Christian must
we shall always triumph; because a
man be
change his past life. "Therefore if any

laku—

m

(Continued from page 146)

From
Gospel of Christ apart from the indwelling Spirit.
realize a power that
this point he may by faith begin to
to the purpose of
is adequate for all occasions related
God. Bible Vision.

—
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are passed
Christ he is a new creature: old things
away; behold, all things are become new."
Now I ask all my brothers and sisters in Christ to
may come to
for my loved ones, so that they too

pray

Christ as I have.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

NOTICE— BIBLE SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENTS

7<4e lin^U%^eit

Thanks

who have made possible the
the Brethren Radio Hour through their
$4,000 to go until the program is on the

to all donors

first $1,000 for

generous

in.

A
now

gifts.

won't

It

air.

Doubtless you have noticed that there are but twelve
Sundays in the First Quarter, 1945, consisting of the
months of January, February, and March, while there
are fourteen Sunday in the Third Quarter, 1945, which
quarter includes the months of July, August, and September. The two other quarters have thirteen Sundays
each, which makes a total of fifty-two for the year.
The irregularity in the First and Third Quarters does
not occur very often.
It will be necessary, therefore, for you to use the last
lesson in your first quarter quarterlies for the first

talce long,

the

way the

gifts are

coming

Have you sent yours?
list

of all

who have

sent in gifts

is

being prepared

for publication in the Missionary Herald.

Every

no matter how small, will be listed.
Excerpts from letters received:
'I have been waiting to begin my support of the
Brethren Radio Hour. Here's my check for $10 to help
it on its way."
From Washington.
"Our Sunday School class has been receiving regular
offerings for the Brethren Hour and we want to hear
it on the air as soon as possible.
We will send -your

Sunday

gift,

—

them."—Prom Pennsylvania.
wish to hear a national Brethren

offerings as you desire
"It

my

has been

and I am so happy
way for it. Enclosed is
From Iowa.

radio program

to

are under

a five-dollar

help."

—

know that plans
bill

And many

others like them.
Pray for the Brethren Hour

"I

to

explained to all concerned, especially the teachers, they
be complaining to the officers of the school that the

will

have don't have the correct number of
We feel certarn that you will co-operate with us
by having a conference with all of the teachers whose
classes study the Closely Graded Lessons before the
Jraiuary-February-March Quarter ends so that a thorough understanding of the situation can be had by all.
quarterlies they

lessons.

Polvtico-l '^e4i,i,lan6.—

WONDER"

could hear my conversation
Repeated at the end of day.

in April.

At the beginning of the Third Quarter you will have
one lesson left from your April-May-June Quarterly
which should be used the first Sunday in July. From
this point on the lessons will correspond to the number
of Sundays in the Quarter.
It is of extreme importane that this plan be followed
by every teacher and pupil in classes where the Closely
Graded Sunday-School Lessons are used. If this irregularity and the plan to overcome it is not carefully

(Continued from page 146)

If I

Would

it

make

In saying what

to
I

me

a difference

say?

Would I say that little thought
That's lurking in my mind?
Would I say those words of truth.
Even though it be unkind?

Would

I talk

Whom

I

about that person
claim to be my friend?
Would I say that fatal sentence
Bringing friendship to an end?

mocracy,

but

order

and

discipline.

His outspoken

Fascist ideas angered the people and students of Argentina and he was eventually removed from office. An
extremely radical political group tried to start a street

meeting and parade. In the rioting there was an exchange of shots. One policeman was wounded and one
of the paraders killed.

On

the following Sunday the

police officer in charge of that ward sent for the pastor
who was planning to hold his regular open-air service
in an important plaza.- "There will be squads of

mounted police to see that no one interrupts or disturbs your service,'' he said to the pastor. "But would
not be' wiser to postpone your service for this Sunday? Political agitators are liable to mingle with your
it

could hear as others hear me.
could see myself as you,
wonder if there'd be a difference

If I
If I

I

In doing what I do?

— Cpl.

James Hendricks.

group and start trouble." The vast majority of the
Argentine people and officials are not in sympathy with
the policy of persecution and intolerance inaugurated
by the Catholic hierarchy.
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7/we 2>aed Mat Wait

^^!f

SUall A/at

I'm sure

I

^aiftf?

want

to give good

measure running

o'er.

I

shall not pass again this way.

want to give to others hope and faith;
want to do all that the Master saith;
want to live aright from day to day

"I
I
I

I'm sure

set apart,

I

shall not pass again this way."

A aiul

Breaking His heart.

What

are you bearing for Jesus?
Think what He bore for you.
His measure of sorrow and anguish
Only the Father knew.

If
If
If
If

We

cannot know
The depths of His woe.

If

will see

Him!

No one

so tender as He,
But think of His voice as He asks you,
"What have you done for Me?"

Think

fears.

I

And into hungry hearts I want to pour
The answer soft that turneth wrath away!

are you doing for Jesus?
Think what He did for you.
Bearing your punishment too.

Think of the day you

to g

give alway
I'm sure I shall not pass again this way.

What

From God

.

shall not pass again this way!

Beauty for ashes may

I'm sure

you

I

"I want to give the oil of joy for tears;
The faith to conquer cruel doubts and

—

/J^e

.

.

"The bread that giveth strength I want
The waters pure that bid the thirsty live
I want to help the fainting day by day—

You cannot relive yesterday, it is gone. Tomorrov/
has no power to change the record we write with the
thoughts and deeds of today. Time cannot be changed.
It has been wisely said, "You may move the hands of
a clock to suit you, but you do not change the time."
Time hastens and leaves us empty handed. We think
we will always have time to do what we need to do
but we forget that "the night cometh, when no man
can work." Let us remember time is passing and it
is not what we are going to do tomorrow but what we
do today that counts.

Wltat

Pau

of that day.

What can you say?
Martha

Snell Nicholson.

If

If
If
If

—

you have a work to do do it now.
you have a witness to give give it now.
you have a soul to win win him now.
you have an obligation to discharge— discharge
now.
you have a debt to pay—pay it now.
you have a wrong to right right it now.
you have a confession to make make it now.
you have a preparation to make make it now.
you have children to train—train them now.

—

—

—

—

—

it

I

(The above two items were taken from an article in
Christian Reader's Digest "It Is Later Than You Think"
by Ralph Laurin.)
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W.M.C. Program
SCRIPTURE— Psalm

SPECIAL MUSIC— Vocal Duet
BIBLE STUDY—"The Mark of

9:1-14

SONG— "In the Cross"
PRAYER CIRCLE— Using

for April

SONG— "Amazing Grace"
MISSION STUDY—David

Requests

Humility'

Livingstone

Sfifiin<^
We

thank Thee, Lord, that Thou dost
Us with this springtime loveliness,
These
These

skies,

fields

By

bless

Mrs. Ralph

Ramba

Psalm 55:17. Evening and morning, and at noon,
pray, and cry aloud: and He will hear my voice.

the bluest ever seen.
and pastures tender green.

will

Where the cattle drowse and sleep.
And the meadow grass is deep.

Pray that God will thrust forth laborers among the
Jews that they may know Jesus as their Saviour
and true Messiah.

Countrysides in golden broom.
all a drift of bloom,

Pray for the broken hearted and bereaved.

Orchards

Pray for our Brethren ministers and their wives.

Buttercup and daffodil.
Grasses blowing on a hill.

Pray for our missionaries in South America and
Africa.

We thank Thee for remembering
Us with thees gifts, this lovely Spring!

Pray for the native Evangelists and Christians of
our foreign lands.

Martha Snell Nicholson

Pray for our project during March, April
for the library at Grace Seminary.

and May

Pray for our National W. M. C. Officers as they are
preparing our next year's work.
1

Peter 5:5

Pray that carnality may be put away and we become Spiritual Christians.

Required by God (Mic. 6:8).
Exemplified by Christ (Matt. 11:29; Jo^n 13: 4, 5).
Beginning of Salvation (Job 22:29; Luke 18:13

1.

2.
3.

14).

^fl^ln(f>

Brings Answers' to Prayer ((2 Chron. 7:14; Psalm

4.

9:12).
5.
6.

I'm almost distracted,

Secret of Revival (Isa. 57:15; 66:2).
Characteristic of Greatness (Prov. 18:12; Matt

How can

Road

Have

And

18:4).
7.

to Exaltation

(James 4:10;

1

Pet. 5:6).

—N. H.

Camp.

My
The

do not ask that He must prove
His Word is true to me.
And that before I can believe

I

my

do housework

?

life's all

The blue

awry!
of the sky

the green of the earth and the flutter of wings
set me to dancing: I do shocking things!

housewifely spirit is drunk with Spring
place is a sight, and I don't even care

air.

I

He

— —

first

m

must

let

me

No house can take precedence
This morning

I left

my

over the sun
dishwashing half done

Because a bright rainbow arched over the skies.
I tripped on the dust mop, and there it still lies.

see.

—Selected.

found a white crocus pushed up through the green
Of the lawn, O the whitest that ever was seen!

I

911. e.

ItCUXXK.

And pink

PreBident
Mrs. Herman Koontz, 105 Otterview Avenue. Roanoke,
Virsinin
Vice-President
Mrs. Robert Ashman, 545 East Fifth Street, Peru Indiana
Recording SecreUry
Mrs. William Schaffer. 307
West Frankui Straet
Berne, Indiana
Financial Secretary-Treasurer—Miss Mabel E.
Donaldson. 4328 Garrison
Street N. W. Washington, D. C.
Literature Secretary— Mrs. Marvin Goodman Sr..
Winona Lake, Indiana

—

I

found

I

tulips lifted their cups to the sky

was trembling, so

foolish

am

.

.

.

I.

'

O, please

tell

my

family

To be a good housewife,

Chairman—Mrs. Ralph Rambo. 2301 Evans, Cheyenne. Wyoming
raf'
tditor
Mrs. John Aeby. Winona Lake, Indiana

—

it's

just

such a hard thing

now when

it's

Spring!

—Martha Snell Nicholson.
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THE FAMILY ALTAR
By Mrs. H.W.Koo„tz, Our National W.M.C. President
In the hurry and confusion of today we are in danger
of losing sight of the spiritual, the eternal. We say,
"How we wish we had time for this or that spiritual

up so quickly and the interruptions are so many that we never get around to
them." We need an anchor that will hold us steady
and will keep first things first. This anchor may be

exercise, but the

days

found in the family

Any

fill

altar.

Christian will readily admit the advantages of

this time of family fellowship in the
It knits

Lord Jesus Christ.

the family together, making

it

a unit against

the sins and temptations of the day. It proves to the
children in the home that the parents believe in the
Bible. It makes prayer and Bible reading a natural,
spontaneous, important spiritual exercise. It is a testimony to all in the home and outside it, that the Lord
Jesus comes first. When the children go out into the
world it strengthens them to know that prayer at the
family altar will be offered daily for them.

The difficulties may be great but the rewards are
correspondingly valuable. To those who feel that their
lives are too busy it might be said that family worship
need not take a great amount of time. It can begin
with a few verses of Scripture and a heartfelt, earnest
prayer, and may be extended to include hymn singing
and memory work as time permits and the members
of the family realize its value. Those who have never
prayed aloud may be assured that this type of prayer
in which all the little and large home events and desires and necessities are mentioned to the Lord, is the
easiest and best kind to learn to pray. One great barrier
to family worship is an unbelieving father in the home.
Those who have read "Goforth of China" know how
his own home by taking
he overcame this handicap
the lead himself, and how, to his surprise, his father
co-operated with him. Many others can give this testimony about their own homes. Perhaps the greatest
difficulty today comes because the working hours of
different members of the family may not coincide,
thus making it impossible for every member to be present every day. In this case a time should be chosen
that will suit the greatest number. Even the absent
ones will derive benefit in knowing that their names
will be brought before the Throne.

m

A

tendency to make family worship formal should
be avoided. If a child wishes to ask a question on the
Scripture portion it should be answered. The intimate,
daily happenings should be mentioned in the prayer.
Sally's test in school, and Tommy's habit of losing his
belongings should be mentioned. Joys and blessings,
testings and problems, should all find their place as
the family unitedly kneels before the Lord.
Our homes need the family altar; our churches need
it; our country needs it. Let us pray that every Brethren home will establish it, in His power and for His

OF

^^^^^ THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
Mabel

C.

Hamilton, Librarian

Church we are all vitally
interested in the work that is being done in the preparation and training of our future ministers and missionaries through the medium of our seminary at Winona
As

women

of the Brethren

Lake. The women's Missionary Councils throughout
a substantial
the brotherhood have each year shown
v/ay their interest in our growing seminary. This year
we are thinking especially about the library and its
relationship to the value of the seminary.
One of the primary requirements of a strong seminary is a well-equipped, well-balanced library. There
is an occasional person who thinks that a Bible teacher
needs nothing but his Bible to help him in his study
However, I do not believe any thoughtful Christian
would ever take that position. The Bible is an infinite
Book, written under the direct guidance of an infinite
God. Man is, and always will be, a finite being. No
such finite person can hope to fathom the depths of
the infinite Book. But God does give to His servants,
through the illumination of the Holy Spirit, glimpses
into the rich truths of that Book. To one man he reveals one truth, to another man another phase of
truth. I believe He expects His children to compare
notes, as it were, and profit by His revelations to each
one. In a day of darkness He revealed to Luther that
"the just shall live by faith" not penance. Still later he
revealed to a little group of seeking men and women
the blessed truths of John 13. Down through the years
truths have been revealed and books have been written
about those truths. I believe that from early times
Christian leaders have felt the need of commentaries
in their training. In II Tim. 4:13 we find the Apostle
P;-..ul, in prison at Rome, writing to his trusted Tim"When thou comest bring the books but
othy
especially the parchments." Commentators are agreed
that the "parchments" were the Old Testament Scriptures and the "books" were probably commentaries
upon them. Even the Apostle Paul felt the need of
books to aid him in his study of the Word of God. How
much greater is the need of the young man or woman
preparing for Christian service today. To meet this
need during preparation days is the purpose of the

m

—

'.

.

.

.

seminary

The

library.

Grace Theological Seminary has been
growing steadily through the past few years. At the
present time because of the arrangement made with
the Winona School of Theology, which meets in the
same quarters during the summer weeks, we have
access to their library as well as our own. Our combined libraries total more than 8,000 volumes of which
about 3,500 belong to Grace Seminary. For the most
part our books have been carefully selected and of
greater value than the larger number in the other
library. We look with satisfaction upon our expanding
library for the time is fast approaching when we will
library of

(Continued on page 161)

glory.
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HONOR OF THOSE

IN

UNIFORM

IN
"I

am with thee

and

will

keep thee in all places whither thou
(Genesis 28:15)

goest.'

TO MY BOY OVERSEAS
Sometimes I used to say to you
When you went out to play,
"Good bye, my child, be careful and
Be my good boy today."
And then I tried to school my heart
And trust you to God's' care.
Again I send you forth, again
I trust

Him

.

.

.

This

my

prayer

"Dear Lord, be with this boy of mine
Wherever he shall be.
And keep him straight and strong and
Incline his heart toward Thee.

When
When

he

is

weak be Thou

fine;

his strength.

tired, his resting place;

The above

In battle be his sure defense.

And

give to

him Thy

Teach him to pray,

A. Lorenz

peace.

to seek

Thy

face.

Ah, Lord, the thought is sweet
That tliey may meet, his prayers and mine,
Before Thy mercy seat!

Nor

for

my

boy alone

I

In tears before Thy face
For every mother's son I plead,
Lord, save them by Thy grace."
Snell Nicholson

TO MY MOTHER
When

was

just a little boy
used to seek your arms
For refuge from my little woes
In childhood's small alarms.
I

found their tender shelter sweet,
that I am grown
My country calls, but mother dear,
I do not go alone.
Nor unprepared I buckle on
The armor of the Lord
I

—

in

my

lessons

heart are promises
from His Word.

battles rage,

my soul

—

have inside barns, hospital tents, attics,
Attendance is good, but not as good as in the
summer time when the weather is better. Still, if we
had some of those 'uncomfortable pewes' people have at
home, I know the men would enjoy it a lot better. Some
of the places we have had for Church are not very
conducive to worship, especially when you sit on your
helmet, hold a hymn book
one hand, your carbine or
rifle in the other and are pestered by gas masks and a
few shells flying overhead or landing in your area.
services I

m

We

often think we are the 'forgotten Division' when
of men who are home on furlough after being
overseas for a year. They give us the news always that
you don't take out the first team until the game ia

we read

His everlasting arms shall be
My refuge, my defense,

Though

Germans out of north Africa. He also
took part in the invasion of Sicily and Normandy. Except for a few months of rest in England he has seen
active service for almost two and one-half years.
In a recent letter he writes "I generally have about
5 to 6 services a week, many of them having to be
conducted outside. It is too cold to use the organ the
Army gave me, so we just sing a few songs. Some of
etc.

And now

And

His division was credited with having the largest part

tiie

I

Deep

Chaplain Lorenz has been serving with the 9th
Infantry Division Artillery overseas for over 28 months.
in driving the

pray

—Martha

is a picture of Captain Chaplain Orville
taken "some where in Belgium."

won."
will trust

EDITOR'S NOTE

In God's omnipotence.

O

living Christ,

my

strength,

my

stay

No depth of deepest sea,
No bursting bomb can separate

My

mother's Lord from me!

—Martha Snell Nicholson.

make

page helpful and worthwhile! Send
in suitable poems, pictures and letters from your boys
and girls in the service of our country. Add a note
concerning each one's previous activity in your local
Let's

church.

this
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DAVID LIVINGSTONE

By Mrs. Herman
David Livingstone will always be associated with Africa, for he was one of the first mission-

The name

aries to the

Dark Continent, and

in

many

respects the

all

power of conscience. These, and many others, make
singular person. But his name will ever be associated with the evangelization, exploration and emanci-

him a

pation of Africa.
I.

THE LIFE OF LIVINGSTONE.

David Livingstone was bom March 19, 1813 at the
village of Blantyre Works, in Lanarkshire, Scotland.
He was the second child in a family of seven children.
At the age of ten David entered the neighboring cottonmill, and by strenuous efforts qualified himself at the
age of twenty-three to enter college. About the age
of twenty, a great spiritual change took place in his
life. His parents' had taken great pains to instill the
doctrines of Christianity into his mind, but not until
this time did he feel the necessity and value of a personal application. Soon after, he felt called to be a
missionary.
Livingstone had set his heart on China, but this door
was closed due to the opium war there. He wanted to
go as a medical missionary as well as going as a messenger of the gospel, so he attended for two sessions,
the medical and Greek classes in Anderson's College,
Crlasgow, and also a theological class. In September,
1839, he was accepted by the London Missionary Society as a candidate. After taking his medical degree
in the Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons in Glasgow
in November, 1840, through the influence of Mr. Moffat
and the decision of the Society, Livingstone's heart
turned toward Africa for which place he set sail on

December 8, 1840.
About five months

later he arrived at Kuruman,
Bechuanaland, the mision station established by
Robert Moffat twenty years before. The next two years
Livingstone traveled about the country to the north

searching for a suitable place for a mission station.
During these two years he was convinced that his work
to pioneer, to open up and start new stations
train native agents to work them out in detail.

was

and

In
married Mary Moffat. After sixteen
long years of toil, at the age of sixty, his body ravaged
with sickness, he was found dead, kneeling in the act
of prayer. His earthly remains are in Westminster
Abbey, but his spirit is with the Lord whom he served.
1844, Livingstone

II.

THE WORK OF LIVINGSTONE.

Livingstone's first few years were spent in regular
m.issionary work among various tribes. He then began
tc push northward, bent upon getting farther into the
heart of Africa. After several preliminary trips, dur-

A.

Hoyt

ing which his family suffered much from illness, he
decided to send them to England, while he gave himself to further exploration with a view to opening up
the interior to missionary work. In 1852 he entered
upon his first great journey, which occupied four
years. He traced the Zambesi to its source, proceeded
then to the western coast at St. Paul de Loanda, in
Angola, and then recrossed the continent to the Indian
Ocean, discovering on the way the famous Victoria
Falls. This was a journey of 11,000 miles covered entirely on foot. In 1856 he made his first visit home,
and upon his return, it was suggested that he should
give up missionary work and give himself solely to discovery. In reply, he said, "I would not consent to go
simply as a geographer, but as a missionary, and do
geography by the way." The remaining fifteen years
of his life, except for a brief visit home in 186465, were spent in persistent exploration, during which
he discovered the sources of the Nile, located the great
lakes' of East Central Africa, and verified the upper
courses of the Congo. For long periods of time he was
cut off in the far interior from communications with
the outside world. He was racked by disease, attacked
by wild beasts, threatened by savages, robbed and betrayed by carriers and tortured in spirit by the horrors
of the slave hunters. What his Mission cost him, few
if any will ever fully know.

of

the missionaries to this vast region,
opening it up to the gospel of the grace of God. He
was a man of the people, with never the least hankering
for any title or distinction. His was a calm, self-reliant,
preserving nature, possessing all the qualities that
make a great pioneer missionary. He displayed the true
meaning of self denial, thus giving evidence that the
secret of his life was the glow of divine love and the
greatest of

Mil6.U)'naM^ aaJt Co/ixlo^efi

III.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF LIVINGSTONE.

Livingstone himself traveled twenty-nine thousand
miles in Africa, and added to the known part of the
globe about a million square miles. He discovered
Lakes Ngami, Shirwa, Nyassa, Moero, and Bangweolo;
the upper Zambesi, and many other rivers. He made
known the wonderful Victorian Falls, also the high
ridges flanking the basin of the central plateau. He was
the first European to travel the whole length of Lake
Tanganyiska. The continued cry of his heart to finish
his work was answered, though not in the way he
thought. It was the touching circumstances of his
death that did more for Africa than he could have
done had he completed his task and spent years in
this country following it up. From the worn out figure
kneeling at the bedside in the rude hut in Ilala, hearts
were quickened on every side. The statesman felt it;
it put new vigor into the dispatches he wrote and the
pleasures he devised with regard to the slave-trade.
The merchant felt it, and began to plan in earnest how
to traverse the continent with roads and railways, and
open it to commerce. The explorer felt it, and started
with high purpose no new scenes of unknown danger.
The missionary felt it,— felt it a reproof of past languor
and unbelief, and found himself lifted up to a higher
level of faith and devotion.
When ministers and teachers speak of this man,
when parents tell their children what Africa owes to
him, and when the question is asked what made him
so great and so good, the answer will be that he lived
by the faith of the Son of God, and that the love of
Christ constrained him to live and die for Africa.
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The Mark

that gift of the Holy Spirit
to prostrate itself at
God's footstool in utter self-abnegation and submission to His wUl.
God has chosen humility as a foundational virtue in
His great plan. There are distinct references to it
among the fruits of the Spirit (Gal. 5:22), as "longsuffering," "gentleness," "meeicness." Aside from hundreds of references which describe the same attitude,
the word "humility" in some form is used in the Scripture no less than seventy times. From various passages
it seems to be the fount from which many other virtues
Christian humility

is

which causes the human heart

flow.

True humility as a Christian grace, originating
through the Spirit in a deep consciousness of sin past
and present, and leading us on to. discover our utter
nothingness in the sight of God, will indelibly marU
the life of every surrendered believer. The proof of
this fact

is

the basis for the study.

IS ESSENTIAL TO SALVATION.
The natural tendency of the human heart is toward
fleshly pride and arrogance, which do not lend themI.

HUMILITY

selves in the least to the submitted attitude essential
to the realizations of salvation. Far from receiving
the blessings of God in salvation, the proud man will
proclaim his own ability to save and keep himself
tlirough human works and God will fight against him
(1 Pet. 5:5). He will fail to admit his hopelessly depraved and lost condition, and thus will be unable to
see his need of the only Saviour.
The Pharisee and the Publican of Luke (18:9-14)
dramatize the contracts between pride and humility
and their results regarding salvation. God could not,
and would not pierce the wall of pride erected by
Pharsaical righteousness, but He did hear the cry of
the Publican who applied for his blessing in lowliness
and submission of soul. Job plainly says that God will

save the humble (22:29). It was the very humility of
Jesus Christ in the emptying of Himself which made
Paul must be
(Phil. 2:8).
possible our salvation
humbled by the Lord on the Damascus road before his
conversion (Acts 9:1-19). Naaman was forced to
humbly wash in the Jordan before he received his
blessing (2 Kings 5:1-15). God giveth grace to the
humble (1 Pet. 5:5). This unmerited favor makes itself supremely mainfest in regeneration. The picture
Oi a humble, meek, submitted little child describes

those who enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Only when
the heart is a broken vessel can it carry the water of
Thus we are well within the precincts of the
life.
Word when we hold that humility is an absolute essential to salvation.

Daniel Webster once said, "Heaven's gates are not so
highly arched as king's palaces; they that enter there
must go upon their knees."
II.

BY

of Humil

HUMILITY IS ESSENTIAL TO
CHRISTIAN SERVICE.

SUCCESSFUL

Christian service is obeying the will of God through
the Holy Spirit while true obedience is the child of

L. L.

GRUBB

humility. Details for the believer's service are only revealed to him as he submits his will to God's. Even
though it may seem to be successful, much of what
we call service unto God is merely the energy of the
flesh because

it is

not produced by a humble

spirit

and

acceptable
with God. The most successful service is so because
underlying it is the most abject humility which produces full obedience.
Jesus Christ humbled Himself, and it was then that
He became obedient unto death, even the death of the
cross, and thus made possible our service as well a.A
salvation (Phil. 2:8). A constant attitude of servility
colored every detail of Christ's ministry. His utterance in Gethsemane just before Calvary struck the
keynote of His whole life (Matt. 26:39). He is our example! The early servants of Christ such as Paul gave
glowing pictures of humility in service (Acts 20:19,
"serving with all humUity of mind;" 1 Cor. 15:16.
"But by the grace of God I am what I am;" 2 Cor.
11:7, "in abasing myself that ye might be exalted."
Paul did this by his frugal living). Evidently the
branches that bear the most fruit hang the lowest.
True humility is essential in our service to God because it gives Him all the praise for every success (Gal
therefore

6:14;

1

is

Cor. 15:10).

other attiude
III.

not true obedience nor

is

Any

believer

who

is

is

it

guilty of

any

not truly humble.

HUMILITY

IS

ESSENTIAL TO FULL FELLOW-

SHIP.
Barriers against fellowship which exist between the
Lord's own who are sound in other phases of the
Christian life and testimony, are often erected by unwillingness to admit mistakes, jealousies because of
the successes and advancement of others, unkind and
careless words, backbiting, gossip, etc. Denominations
and local church organizations are alike guilty. Even
in the early Corinthian church there were some who
v/ere guilty of these gross sins (1 Cor. 1:10-15). It is
well to remember that when our fellowship is thus
broken with each other because of sin, it is also broken
with God! The heart of our Lord must be sorely
grieved frequently at this lack of love and humility in

His people.
Pride and humility are constantly referred to as
direct opposites in the Word of God, and as being respectively the bases for God's judgment (Prov. 16:18),
and His blessing (Psa. 34:2; 69:32; 1 Pet. 5:5). We seem
to forget that when a spirit of jealousy is manifested
toward others, our own pride is automatically declared
in bold headlines. True humility will recognize the
leading of the Spirit in others, and the resultant successes with ascriptions of praise to the glory of God.
Full humility and ungodly jealousy cannot exist in
the surrendered heart. Instead, complete resignation

admit that He is not divided, and
affirm afresh the fact that all believers must fellowship in service to His honor. Then our intimacy
with fellow Christians and with our Lord will be sweet
to the Saviour will

will

(Continued on page 161)
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Work

Deputation

of

OUR NEW MISSIONARIES
Kathryn Hoyt
I

am happy

Him enough.

to take this opportunity to write in re-

spect to our deputation work.

I

want

to

thank

all

'As for

few,

Ohio, Fremont, Ohio and perliaps Allentown, Penn-

churches, especially to Summit
Mills because they have adopted

cate their lives to full-time service for the Lord.
far in our services

We

members gave

of the

us trunks which they were not

using.

Our days in the homeland are numbered but we go
lorth trusting that God's children will be holding us in
prayer continuously.

Lynn, and I thank the Lord
the opportunity and privilege of going to our Brethren
churches to present the needs of
Argentina. He has blessed and
done "exceeding abundantly
above all we could ask or think."
At each of the churches the response in interest to the field has
been an encouragement. In helping to gather in the funds toward our outfit, the churche.s
'-^'^ schrock
have given in a wonderful way.
In addition to this we have obtained several muchneeded trunks. 'O give thanks unto the Lord for he Is
for

good."

Our

deputation meeting was in Fort Wayne.
the missionary message in the morning and a
gospel message at night.
first

We had
The

and we had three meetings in Kittanning,
Pennsylvania. This was the frist time the four of us
with

DOROTHY GOODMAN

home when we go
to

witnessed God's blessing in Kittanning as some

truly received a blessing

churches in Pennsylvania. It Ls
always a joy to go to these two

As we go we are encouraging young people to dedi-

field.

we

from each of them.
One Sunday we were at the
Meyersdale and Summit Mills

sylvania.

tions.

perfect" Psa. 18

We praise the Lord for the
deputation meetings which we
have been privileged to hold this
year. Although they have been

have had and shall have a part in helping us get our
problem in these days.
Thus far we have had meetings in tlie Brethren
Churches of: Rittman, Huntington, West Kittanning
and Winona Lake. We shall soon be going to Ashland,
outfit together. It is a difficult

us to influence volunteers for the

is

I

who

Thus
we have seen three such dedicaOur prayer is that God will in some way use

God, his way

30,

me, and it is almost like going
Last Sunday we were happy

there.

do our deputation work right at

home

in the

Winona

Lake church.

One purpose

of deputation work is that the members
of our churches might become acquainted with the

missionaries. I believe the missionaries themselves receive the biggest blessing in becoming acquainted with

the church members.
We are looking forward to doing more deputation
work in California during the next four months while
Marvin is finishing his college at the University of
California at Berkley.
It also might be possible to visit a few of the Pennsylvania churches while we are completing our la,s(
minute preparations for the field.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Go

ye into

all

every creature.

Now then we

the World, and preach the gospel to

Mark

16:15.

are ambassadors for Christ, as though

God did beseech you by us: we pray you in Christ's
stead, be -ye reconciled to God. II Cor. 5:20.
But there is a greater hunger than for bread. It is
the hunger of the soul for Christ— the Living Bread.
Two thirds of all who die, die in that hunger—without Him. 26.000,000 a 5'ear, 3.000 every hour. Surely
this is the greatest need of the hour in the world today.
Jesus said "feed

my

sheep."

Hoyt's

little

Rita were in a meeting together.

The last deputation meetings we had were in Sterand Rittman, Ohio. We held services at Sterling
in the morning and afternoon. In the evenmg we were
at Brother Gehman's church.
The Lord has led us in our deputation work and His
hand of blessing has been upon us. How can we praise
ling
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"Christ has 'no hands but your hands, to do His work
today;
Christ has no feet but your feet, to guide men in His

way;
Christ has no tongue but your tongue, to

He

tell

men how

died;

Christ has no voice but your voice, to call

men

to His

side."

Annie Johnson

Flint.

'

"
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*7^e

7^0 Semi*ia^4f JUil^aMf
access to the booljs

no longer have
of the other school, and will have
will

depend upon our own library. Plans for our new
seminary building call for library rooms with the very
latest equipment and conveniences. When we move
into that building we want a library worthy of the
to

place

Our

it

will occupy.

library has been growing by several methods.

P'irst of all,

there have been

many

gifts to

it.

I

cannot

has been a
substantial one to be used as a memorial to our late
friend here
minister
Dr. Beal. A retired non-Brethren
at Winona gave us several hundred volumes from his
own library. A Brethren minister sent us a very fine,

mention

all of

them but among the

gifts

expensive set of rehgious encyclopedia this past year.

Each year the Senior Class adds a goodly number

of

valuable volumes to the library a^ its gift to the school.
Thus by the gifts of interested groups and individuals
our library has grown.
Another method of growth has been through the

purchase of second-hand

libraries.

We

o/ JiumiUiif

(Continued from Page 159)

(Continued from page 156)

have our new building and then we

Mank

were able

to

purchase, several years ago, several hundred volumes
on Archaeology and Ancient languages which have
added tremendously to the value of that department
of study. When we can buy these libraries directly we
can save much more than when we have to buy our
bool5;s through second-hand bookstores. Many of the
finest commentaries date bacl?; into the last century,
are no longer in print, and must be obtained second-

among the ruins of our pride we shall erect
a monument to His glory through our close fellowship.
IV. HUMILITY IS ESSENTIAL TO THE FULLEST
BLESSING OF GOD.
indeed and

The reason some possess so little both spiritually,
and materially is because they are too proud
to ask for and receive the blessings of God. The Father
physically

has not promised a single blessing to the proud, but
He does promise that the meek shall inherit the earth
(Matt. 5:5), and that those who are humble in the fear
of the Lord shall have riches, honor and life (Prov.
22:4)'. Why not use this golden key that opens Heaven's
storehouse?
It follows that those who are truly great have first
been truly humble (Matt. 18:4; 23:12; Isa. 2:9). This
will be a greatness of humility, and is fully possible of
attainment by the power of God. Whom He greatly
exalts, He first humbles. It has been said that the
truly great man has no conception of his greatness.
This is true of the believer for humility is the finest
grace when it does not realize itself to be a grace at all.
We must guard against a Pharasaical pride in humility.
The really humble believer will never feel proud when
praised for his humility, nor will he pride himself upon
its

A

fitting conclusion is found in the commands of
(4:10), and Peter (1-5:6). Humble yourselves in

James

the sight of the Lord and men! This obedience in humility may include a high price of longsuffering but
iL is well worth it in the end.

The perfect servant knows both how to be abased
and how to abound as Paul (Phil. 4:12).
Are you wearing your mark of humility? May God
grant that you are without even realizing it.

hand.
Thirdly, there are being added to the library many
new books that are being needed and recommended
from time to time in the courses being studied.

We appreciate the interest of the W. M. C. in the
seminary and its library. In addition to your financial
help we would like to encourage each one of you to
keep the needs of the library in your thoughts. Perhaps you may know of some old saint of God, a Christian worker, who has gone home to glory, or is about
to go home. Does he have a library he no longer needs?
Could that library be obtained for Grace Seminary'
Often books of great value to a seminary are sold when
a home is broken, for a mere song, to some second
hand bookstore. These stores know the value of old
commentaries and when we have to buy from them
the price is sometimes prohibitive. Perhaps, again, you
yourself have stored away in an attic or unused bookcase boolcs that have belonged to someone dear to you
who is no longer with you. Do you not believe that
those books would be of greater worth training Brethren ministers and missionaries than collecting dust in
some dark corner?
We here at Grace Theological Seminary will appreciate your interest in our needs and will always be glad
for any information you can give us to help us add the
great works of Christian literature to our seminary

degree.

"Make me a

little child.

Humble, teachable and mild;
Seeing only in Thy light;
Walking only in Thy might
John Berridge
!

—

A TIME TO TRUST
"When nothing whereon

to lean remains,

When strongholds crumble to dust;
When nothing is sure but that God still
That

is

reigns,

just the time to trust.

'"Tis better to

walk by faith than

sight.

In this path of yours and mine;
And the pitch-black night, when there's no outer
Is the time for faith to shine."

light.

Five hundred people are dying of starvation every
In Shanghai alone there
over one hundred fifty camps for refugees and
there are estimated 250,000 around the city with
enough bread to eat. Now read Matt. 25:31 to 46.
in the streets of Athens.

library.
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"LOOKING UNTO JESUS FOR VICTORY OVER

Dear Sisterhood Girls:
Another year, together, in service for our Wonderful
Lord and Saviour! May we do great and mighty things

The following

Verse John 11:25

DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM
SONG SERVICE Some Suggestions

HOW MUCH SHALL

me"

"Higher Ground"
"There's

Power

Him

Blood"

Rom.

CHORUSES:
"Lost but Jesus found me" (Prayer chorus)
"Jesus Said that Whosoever Will"
"For God so Loved the World"

PRAYER:

how

all,

in the

Using the prayer requests given and
own group may suggest.

those your

TOPIC: "Looking Unto

I

GIVE?

"He that spared not His own
Son, but delivered Him up for us

:

"Christ Liveth in

Him

during this year 1945.
little poem has
been a real blessing to me. I hope
will
blessing
to you as you
it
be a
think of your offerings in Sisterhood.
for

DEATH"
Memory
OFFICIARY

and Manika

'Go break
For giving

"And must

to the
is

I

shall

He not

also with

freely give us all things?"
8:23.

needy Salvation's blest bread

the angel said.
be giving again and again?"

living,"

—

My

peevish and pitiless answer ran.
"Oh, no," said the angel, piercing me through,
"Just give 'till the Master stops giving you."

—

—Selected.

Jesus for Victory Over

Death" by Loraine Dyer.

A SPECIAL INSTRUMENTAL NUMBER: "He

SfiBcial A/o-ilce

Lives" or some other number.

MISSIONARY STORY: A

Broken Japanese Home.
The Baptist Foreign Missionary Society.

miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiisiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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J\fatlce

Attention All Sisterhoods

5 Sisterhoods sending flannelgraph lessons co
= Soutli America or Africa, please send finished
E lessons before July 1 to the National President,
= Elaine Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana. By sendE ing them to Elaine, the lessons will be given to
s new missionaries leaving for the field right away.
E Also it will save the high postage of the missionE aries heavy duty prices.

New emblems have been made. Thank you

We

for being

do our best to get them out to you
who have earned them.
As for the "nicer gift" due to war conditions we
have been unable to obtain the gift chosen for you
girls. But we are still trying to find a Company that
have some (surprise) in stock.
Our constitutions have been printed and are now
ready for ^. M. M. use. Some have been mailed. If
your society has not received theirs, please write to your
so patient.

will

—

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION
BUSINESS SESSION

i
=

!

=
=
=
=
=
=
E
=
E
E

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEiin

Literature Secretary Phyllis Lingenfelter, Claysburg,

Pennsylvania and ask for as many as you need. Please
note If your society received more constitutions than
can be used return all extra ones to the Literature
Secretary right away.
Extra programs have been printed. If you need more
for your society, your Literature Secretary can furnish
you with more.
Senior Girls Have you noticed the Junior Girls
Corner? If not, take a peak. Those ideas could very
well be used in your Sisterhood. Just because it is
marked Junipr is no sign Senior Girls can't use the

—

—

ideas.

L/iltCUl4^
President: Elaine Polman. Winona Lake. Indiana
Vice-President: Ruth Ringier, R. D. No. 4, Johnstown. Pennsylvania
General Secretary: Mary Fritz, 79 West Firet Street, Rittman, Ohio
Financial Secretary: Evelyn Fuqua, 2500 East 113th Street. Los Anfoles.
California
Treasurer:
Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 Chcrerly Avenue, Cheverly, Hyattaville,

Maryland

Literature Secretary: Phyllis Lingenfelter, Claysburc, Pennsylvania
Senior Patroness:
Mrs. Leo Polman. Winona Laice. Indiana
Junior Patronesa:
Mrs. Etnel Simmons. Liatie. Pennsylvania
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You will see the letters from three Sisterhoods in
the Herald this month. Read them and then sit down
and write your General Secretary a letter about your
Sisterhood.

Your General Secretary organized a new Sisterhood
at Sterling, Ohio on Sunday afternoon February 11,
1945. Pray for this new Society that it may grow and
do great things for our Lord.
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fookma Unto JeSlfS
"Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection and the
he that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet
shall he live." As we look about us' at this time of the
year, the whole earth seems to be coming to life. As
we see the flowers springing up and the trees budding
forth, we are reminded that this is the time when the
Lord Jesus gave His life for us, and rose again triumphant over sin and death. At the Easter season our
thoughts are centered upon Him who is the resurrection and the life. Where else can we look for victory
life:

over death?

unto Jesus: When we were dead in sins.
There was a time when all of us were dead! The
word "death" means separation, and all of us, from the
youngest junior girl, were dead in our sins before the
Lord Jesus found us and gave us new life. Now we are
new creatures in Him. Let's look into our hearts and

I—Looking

be sure we are living victoriously. When people look
at us do they know we have been made alive through
the Lord Jesus, or flo they wonder about us?
When a person dies, the undertaker can fix him up
and make him look very attractive. Folks remark about
how natural he looks. Often the person looks better
than he did when he was alive, but all the work of the

should be our attitude toward death.
should we fear the unpleasant experience we call
death, when we know at the end of the journey we'll
be with the Lord Jesus.
Ill—Looking Unto Jesus: That we might have life.
We wiU never have to experience spiritual death,
eternal separation from God, which will be the condemnation of those who know not the Lord Jesus. In
John 10:28, we read: "And I give unto them eternal
life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any man
pluck them out of my hand." What a glorious time that
will be, when we shall be forever with Him.
As we live day by day, looking unto Jesxis, He will
give us victory in our lives, and we need have no fear
of death, physical or spiritual. He is our Victory.
Because He lives, I too shall live,
The same life quickens me
That held His spirit all-secure
Above the death-boimd tree.

HOME! That

Why

Because He

Death

this

new

life

and

cannot

die;

loss;

Because He

And

lives.

His cross transmutes

for me;
failure, fear, disease

Death into

life,

and death

Love crowns with VICTORY!
Lorraine E. Dyer,
Bob Jones College
Cleveland, Tennessee.

\

but one. way to receive
victoriously by Looking Unto

There

live it

no

soul shall know but spirit-change
Because He knew the cross.

people who reform themselves and make themselves
over by changing the outside. If we are dead in sins,
as God's Word says we are, we need new life. We need
to be made alive. "Look unto me, and be ye saved,
all the ends of the earth; for I am God, and there is
else" Isa. 45:22.

lives, I

signifies

My

urjdertaker toward improving his appearance cannot
give him life. He is still dead! This is also true of

none

Ooei Deaik

|ct Vicio>i^

is

—

Jesus.

n—Looking

Unto Jesus: Though we walk through the
shadow of death.
us as young girls think of death as an experi-

valley of the

Most

of

ence in the distant future. Many of us give it little
thought. Yet we should consider it. Physical death is
the separation of the body from the soul. To us, as
Christian girls, death means going to be with our Lord.
Why then should we fear death?
This winter I have been away from home for the
first time. When Christmas came, I found that if 1
were to go home I must travel under unpleasant conditions. I knew I would be tired, sleepy and dirty
when I got there, but those things seemed very unimportant to me. At the end of the trip I knew I'd be
iililliiliilliliiliilitinliililliiliiliiliiiiiiniiiliililllilillllliiiiiiniiilllllllliliiliiiHgillllliiiiiliilill^

I

I
I
I
i

I
I
I

PRAYER BOX
Pray for the new Sisterhoods at Buena Vista,
Virginia; at Waynesboro, Pennsylvania; at Sterling, Ohio; also pray for the Sisterhood at Flora,
Indiana, they are a working Society, you can tell
by the letter. Pray for your National Officers;
especially Evelyn Fuqua as you read her greeting
you see she desires to serve Him.

|
I
|
|
|
|
|
|

liiliiliililltililliiliiiiiliiliiDililliiliiliiliilnlilliiliiliiliiliiliilMliiliiliiiniiiiliDlliiliiliiiiililliill

Do: Have a business session after every devotional
meeting. Have a report from each officer and
committee.
This is one way of keeping your officers and committees working.
Go over your goals and see that you are meeting

them

all.

Don't: Expect your officers to do the work of your
society, but

each

girl

do her share.*

Don't: Forget your Bible reading. Have you completed
yours yet? By this time 72 chapters should be
read. Let's not wait until the last minute to reach
this Goal. Don't forget the Seniors are reading
Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Acts, and 1 and 2 Cor. The
Juniors, Joshua, Ruth, and Acts.
Do you have yours made yet?
Don't: Forget Goal 6!
Some Societies are busy, we know. But how are
you getting along with yours?
Do: Remember this is the last month that our offerings go toward the Higher Education of our Missionary Children. Let us join together and make
this offering top any that we have ever given.
!
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-^ A BROKEN JAPANESE
The missionary
August afternoon

was in lier study at work one
far-away Japan when she realized

teaclier
in

Class the missionary conducted for high school boys.
There he made friends with the Christian boys who
loved him as a younger brother. He followed Jesus in
baptism and became a fine Christian. Gradually this

tlie door-bell was ringing. On answering the ring, she
was surprised to see standing on the porch a father,
two daughters and a son, all of them strangers.
It was not unusual for a Japanese man to introduce
himself to her by using the English language; and this
father's accent, while somewhat better than the average, was nevertheless what one would call broken English. However, on entering the house, after a few words
had been exchanged, the elde.st daughter began to
explain in perfect English that she had come to inquire
about entering Seinan Girls' High School. It was then
the missionary knew that this was without doubt a
family of children whose land of birth was no other
than America, that of her own.
Mary, the older girl, explained that only a few weeks
before the little family had moved into the community,
and that all except one of the children had com.e from
California just recently. The one remaining in America
was an older brother who was twenty-one years old
and had a good job there. Now that the funeral ceremonies in memory of the mother were over, Mary
wanted to start to school.
After assuring Mary that she would be accepted as
a visiting student until she had secured enough knowledge of Japanese to carry the regular high school
course, the missionary asked the two younger children
whether or not they would also start to grammar school
at the earliest opportunity. The boy did not wait for
Mary to answer the question. He responded with the
accent and manner of any other twelve-year-old
American boy: "No, my sister and I do not like Japan.
We want to go back to America. We don't know how

fourteen-year-old boy had become accustomed to Jap-

anese ways and through the loving and patient guidance of his Christian stepmother his attitude toward
the land of his parents had changed. But there was
one thing he could not become reconciled to: he was
an American citizen by birth and education; he would
become of military age before many years and then
he must go into the Japanese army; this he could not
do. So finally the father saved enough money to send
his son back to America to live with his brother. But
when the Pearl Harbor attack came, he and his brother
were evacuated from the west coast. They were placed
in an assembly center and later went to Idaho to work
on the farms, helping gather crops of sugar-beets and
potatoes. While in that state the younger brother attended high school, graduating in 1943 with honors.
In June, 1944, or i-eaching the age of eighteen he put
on khaki and entered the American army, going into
the medical corps because of his convictions as a conscientious objector.

Mary's problem was solved after several months of
prayer and thought. She, too, had a chance to return
to America. A former neighbor and friend in California
obtained a scholarship to a Christian college and
offered to put Mary through school. But Mary, too,
had convictions. She had felt the call to missiona>y
service. Her father was willing for her to return to
the land of her birth, but her Lord had said, "No". So
she followed His leading and went into a Christian
hospital to prepare to serve God in the land of her parents as a trained nurse.
I
War has come between the two countries that Mary

>

to talk Japanese."

Just at this' point the father explained that for the
present he intended to secure a private teacher to help
the two younger children get a speaking knowledge
01 the language and to learn to read it a little perhaps.
He felt he could not and should not force them to go
to school against their wishes.
The missionary began to suspect from the sympathetic and understanding attitude of the father that
tl:is must be a Christian family. And she was correct
in thinking so. Mary was not long in getting adjusted
to life in the mission school. She became one of the
most loved and respected girls in the entire student
body and was an active Christian leader.
Two years passed. A Christian stepmother had come
to the home. Mary had graduated from the mission
high school and was facing a momentous question that
would determine her life's future. The brother had
never consented to go to a Japanese school but had
sent to California for an English book and had almost
completed the eighth grade work under the guidance of
the missionary friend. He had become a man in size
during the two years and had grown spiritually as well.
V/'hile he would never consent to go to the public school
he gladly went to church and joined the English Bible

HOME ^

OneTnessage came through from Japan in JanuMary was a Red Cross nurse and
that the rest of the family were well and safe. Her older
brother works in a defense factory in Chicago while
the other one is serving in the American army. She
cannot hear from them, yet because of her faith in
loves.

ary, 1944, saying that

their Christian character she believes they are serving
their country and their Lord. She once remarked to

her missionary friend: "Whatever happens to my
brothers, I know they will live honorable and Christian
lives,"

—

This is a true story of a broken home broken not
because of divorce but because of war. The same is
true of almost every third home in America. Loved
ones are scattered all over the world. But while southern Baptist women are praying for homes in the United
States and others on our different mission fields, I
plead with them to remember families in these enemy
countries like the one just described. Please ask God
to unite broken Japanese homes again through Christ,
if not in this life, at least in the world to come.
Miss
Cecile Lancaster, Kokura, Japan. Baptist Foreign Missionary Society.

—
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By Mrs. Ethel Simmons
JUNIOR GOAL CHECKUP!

Have you read the book "South on Silver Wings
your
It is goal 3 and 50% of
b'v Ruth Overholtzer?
Send to
membership must read it to meet this goal.

S.

M. M. NEWS

1

book
the Brethren Missionary Herald for this

if

you

do not have it.
Have you sent a complete flannelgraph lesson to
2
or Kentucky?
a mission field— Africa, South America,
This is goal 6 don't miss it.
Watch your offerings! The offerings should aver3.
order to
age at least 15c per member each quarter in
an
meet the Honor goal, 9. Remember, you send in

—

offering for two quarters by July 31.

OBJECT LESSON ON TOPIC: "Looking Unto

Jesus

for Victory Over Death."
Make a large cross of red construction paper. Print

the word "VICTORY" on the cross.
Cut out of black paper the letters of the word
"DEATH". These letters must be small enough to be
on
placed in a small envelope concealed (by pasting)
the back of the cross. Cut a slit through cross to the
envelope.

Patroness or leader:
Did you ever know a boy or girl who didn't ask
questions? No, of course not! People have always asked
questions. Years ago, a man named Job (in the Old
Testament) asked a very, very important question. He
asked, "If a man die, shall hel ive again?" He wondered about DEATH just as people, today, wonder about
or let 5 girls

(Hold up the black letters "death",
stand in a row and hold them, facing the rest of the
group)
Many years after Job lived, Jesus was sent to answer
this question about death and life after death. Jesus
did not evade death. He willingly went to the cross.
(Hold up the cross) He was cruelly nailed to the cross,
not for His sins, because He was sinless, but Jesus died
on the cross for each of us. He took our sins upon Himself—took all the ugly, black sins of our lives and died
the death we deserved. He paid the penalty for our
sins. Then Jesus was put in a grave.
But Jesus didn't stay in the grave. He was VICTORIOUS OVER DEATH and arose the third day!
God tells us many things about death, victory, and
15.
life after death in the last 8 verses of I Corinthians
One of these verses tells us, "Death is swallowed up in
victory by the cross of Jesus! (Take the black letters,
"death", and slip them into the envelope on the back
of the cross by sliding them through a slit in the cross i
Notice, girls, that victory over death is only by the way
of the cross. There is no terror of death for one who
has Jesus as her Saviour, lor the cross of Jesus Christ,
always spells victory over death and sin.
"Thanks be to God, which giveth US the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ" (I Cor. 15:57). Isn't it
wonderful to know that God will GIVE US VICTOR-^
death.

.

OVER DEATH

if

we

LOOK TO JESUS who

said, "I

am

the resurrection and the life: he that believeth in me,
though he were dead, yet shall he live: and whosoever
liveth and believeth in me shall never die."

Dear Sisterhood

Girls:

Our Junior Sisterhood has just recently been organorganized by Miss
ized. We had the privilege of being
Elaine Polman in December.
Our officers are: Betty Ramsey, President; Hazel
Lawhorne, Vice President; Betty Gandnen, Secretary
and Lois Lynn, Treasurer. Our pastor' s wife, Mrs.
Edward Bowman is our patroness.
We enjoyed the programs in the Herald very much,
to belb is our desire to learn more of God's Work and
come better servants of His.
Yours in Him,
Betty
First

Gandmen

Secretary

Brethren Church

Buena Vista, Virginia.
The Senior Sisterhood of Mary and Martha

of the

Waynesboro, Pennsylvania church have reorganized
and are now planning on doing great things for our
Lord.

Yours in His

Name

Irene Sweeny, Secretary

Greetings from the Flora S. M. M.
We always enjoy hearing from other Sisterhood
girls and the work they are doing. It has helped our
Sisterhood girls, when at some times it seemed as
though we weren't making any headway in doing work
for our Saviour

and Lord.

In January we met at the home of our Pastor. We
enjoyed a very Spiritual and heart lifting meeting.
We have been having visitors at our meetings. The
Lord has richly blessed us thus far and if we will only
let

Him He

will continue.

have a grand set of officers and ai;i are working
complete a hundred per cent of all the goals this

We
to

year.

Continue to pray for us and we will continue to pray
you girls also.
Kathleen Clingenpeel, President.

for all

•

*

from Bellevue Station, Africa.
In a letter from Mrs. Foster we read— In the last big
hunt they had, 2 villagers came in contact with one

A

letter

vicious leopards. When they were
carried into the Dispensary they were more dead than

of those terribly

and we wondered whether they would rally xo
treatment. They had so many scalp injuries, that the
doctor did not discover all of them for several days. One
wound was about eight inches long right along the
forehead, and the longer it got the deeper the leopard
sank his claws. One must see these injuries to see
how terrible their claws are. We praise the Lord that
the patients are making splendid recovery and will be
alive

ready to return to their
165
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PROGRAM VOR SUNDAY, APRIL
Subject—"HE IS RISEN AS
Scripture

—Matthew

HE

PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY, APRIL

1

SAID."

Subject— "CROWNS

—

28.

Purpose—To "COME AND SEE" and "GO
Leader— It is your desire in this meeting

Scripture

AND TELL!"
to

make

the Resurrection of Jesus Christ in the minds of all
demands a "living faith" on our part.
1.
Man's age-old question (Job 19:25) has an answer
(Mt. 28:6).

19;

John

2:19-22.

Resurrection necessary to

4.

fulfill

Scriptures—Luke

Resurrection

proof that Christ
God— Psa. 2:7 with Acts 13:33.
is

is

the Son of

One—PROOFS OF THE RESURRECTION.

Topic

Si'ripture

—Acts

rewards to the saved.
Salvation is a free gift and cannot be earned

3.

Rev. 22:17; Rom. 6:23.
Rewards are earned by the works

Deception
Witness of
Witness of
Witness of

2.

3.

for a certainty that Christ

Ono— "THE CROWN OF JOY, OR REJOICING"
Scripture— 1 Thess. 2:19-20; Phil. 4:1. This Crown is
the reward you can earn for faithfulness in soul-winTopic

—

was impossible Mt. 27:62-66.
the women Mk. 16:9; Mt. 28:9.
the apostles— Lk. 24:34; John 20:19-26.

—

ning.

company— 1 Cor. 15:1-6.
Topic Two— POWER OF THE TRINITY EFFECTIVE
IN THE RESURRECTION.
4.

—

5.

arose?"
Points
1.

of saved people
Rev. 22:12.
Salvation is a present possession John 3:36.
Rewards are to be a future possession—Matt.
16:27; Rev. 22:12.

4.

1:1-3.

Question— "Can we know

Cor. 3:11-15; Eph. 2:8-10.

2.

24:46.
5.

8

CHRISTIANS'"

—

Resurrection foretold by the prophets— Psa. 10:
10; Acts 13:34, 35.
Resurrection foretold by the' Christ— Mt. 20:17-

3.

1

WON BY

Purpose—To point out from Scripture, the Crowns that^
may be won by Christian Endeavorers.
To the Leader Invitations for this meeting may be
printed on crown cut-outs. Large crowns bearing the
titles of the various topics may be made and placed on
display as each speaker presents his topic. And now
some pointers for your introductory talk:
1.
The Bible offers Salvation to the unsaved, and

real

present. His life

2.

&nJiCCM^/t

the great

1.

First,

2.

There

the joy of salvation.
There is a greater reward, a Crown, awaiting you
over tliere for soul wijining.
Discuss some ways of effective soul-winning.

3.

Scripture—Acts 10:24-43.
Question— "By what power was Christ raised from the
dead?"

have YOU ever won a soul to Christ?
is' a present reward in seeing a soul saved

4.

Two— "THE CROWN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS"

Points

Topic

By the power of God—Acts 2:24; 3:15.
2.
By the power of Christy-John 2:19; 10:18.
3.
By the power of the Spirit— 1 Pet. 3:18.
Topic Three— RESURRECTION CERTIFIED

Scripture—2 Tim. 4:6-8; 1 John 3:1-3. This is the
Crown that you can earn by loving the return of our

1.

Lord.

2.

Points
1.
Attested by the angels—Mt. 28:5-7.
2.
Affirmed by the apostles— Acts 1:22; 2:32; 4:33.
3.
Attested by His enemies— Mt. 28:11-15.
4.
Affirmed by believers— "I serve a risen Saviour

3.
4.

Scripture—James

BELIEVERS.
Scripture—John 11:25,

26; 1

John

Question—"What does the Resurrection mean

to

me?"

Gives assurance of our resurrection— 1 Cor

1.

2.

Gives assurance of eternal life—John 5:29; John
Gives assurance of glorified bodies— 1 Cor.

3.

4.

Gives assurance of eternal glory— Col. 3:4.
this meeting with a consecration servurging all to "live for Him," who is alive for us.

ice,

is

for

and

Christ has provided a

way

for us to bear

tempta-

10:13.

Testing proves the worth of a Christian, whether
it is suited for a Crown.
Testing,

when we have been

victorious,

makes us

strong.

154.

42-49.

Leader— Climax

LIFE"

Rev. 2:10. This reward

are faithful in enduring temptations

tion— 1 Cor.

15-

6:39, 40.
3.

CROWN OF

1:12;

trials'.

20-23.
2.

who

those
3:1-3.

Points
1.

Three— "THE

Topic

Four—RESURRECTION GIVES ASSURANCE TO

Topic

If you knew that Christ were coming tomorrow
Hov/ hard would you work today?
If you knew that Christ were coming tomorrow
How clean would be your life today?
The hope of His Coming is a "purifying hope."
Discuss things that the Endeavorers would not
want to be doing, saying, or believing when the
Lord comes.

1.

Scripture— 1 Cor. 15:58.
Question— 'Have we accepted the proofs?"

Topic

Relate tests and temptations in your
that God has helped you overcome.

Scripture— 1 Pet. 5:1-4. This crown
166
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Four— "THE CROWN OF GLORY"
is

the reward of
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1945

10,

Perhaps the Lord
the faithful minister of the Gospel.
Society into full time service.
if calling some from your
who have
God's highest rewards will go to those

Q^Ji
*/»»*

^^
P(UUen>
t*W» * Ui>

/

DENIALS

1.

2.

3.

4

served Him fully.
called—
This crown may be won by all who are
Matt. 10:41.
Discuss the qualifications of a minister.
Determine whether or not you, or other society
members, are being called of the Lord for tne
ministerial or mission field.

—Arthur

A

Wo-^d

to-

N. Malles.

the P^elideitt

There are several things that you should be caring
report blank to
for right now, namely: (1) Return the
points atthe National Secretary and mark up the
Society
tained on your own local chart; (2) Urge your

members to mark their Easter gifts "C. E. Kliever," or
"Ann Celeste Kliever." (3) Send your Society gift ror
Foreign Missions to the National Treasurer; (41 Start
planning now for the Summer Camp in your District
and the National Brethren Camp at Winona Lake,
Editor;
Indiana. (51 Get that news report to the News
and (6) Check upon your yearly goals and see how
many have been met and how many still stand open
honor
before you. Meet them all and thus be a "highest
society" at conference time.

—

Do you have your chart up to date? Get
busy today on this quarter's points and goals. Urge
your members to sign their Easter gifts for "C. E.

President

Kliever" or "Ann Celeste Kliever." Your society gift
should be forwarded to the National C. E. Treasurer.
Archie Parr, Berne, Indiana. Thus you will be meeting
one of your goals. Return the completed goal sheec
that you receive from Bob Ashman, National Secretary.

—Lena Kortemier.

Sophie had been praying for twelve years to become
One day she had so prayed, ana
the heavenly Father seemed t6 say:
"Sophie, stop! Where were you born."
"In Germany, Father."
a foreign missionary.

"Where are you now?"
"In America Father."
"Well, are you not a foreign missionary already?"

Then the Father

said,

"Who

lives

on the

floor above

you."

"A family of Swedes."
"And who above them?"
"Why, some Switzers."

"Who

'

"And a block away?"
"Some Chinese."
"And you have never

know that thou canst do all things,
And that no purpose of thine can be restrained"
"I

(Job

42:2).

led
In a story called "Routine Patrol," a Ueutenant
men in reconnaissance through arctic country
should ordijust as winter was breaking. This patrol

twenty

but the
narily have taken twelve days to accomplish,
order
lieutenant pushed them on at a killing pace in
to bring

them back several days ahead of time. During
march he denied them many comforts and

the hard

of the
the rest which they so badly needed. In spite
nagging suggestions and pleadings of one of his men,
turned aside
a sergeant, he absolutely refused to be
from his purpose to push on rapidly, or to alter any
unfeeling
of his decisions. He was considered hard and
was best
but, as it turned out, each time his judgment
he understood the country. If he had yielded

because
would have
tc the requests of the sergeant, disaster
when
followed. Although tlie men were nearly dead
soon
they arrived in camp, they were not a moment too
The lieutento escape the first hard blizzard of winter.
its, approach
ant, knowing local conditions, had sensed
and had realized that his men without shelter could
human
not survive it, so he pushed them to the limit of
ail
endurance and thereby saved their lives. This fact
could see plainly at the end and were grateful.
The lieutenant and the helpful sergeant remind mc
We reof God and one of us praying for deliverance.
member God's promises and begin to pray for whathealth, or
ever it is we want; perhaps more money, or
associations.
different employment, or more pleasant
We
desire.
We pray and pray but do not receive our
to accomplish
pull wires and make every effort possible
Lord
our purpose for ourselves, but nothing budges. The

seems not to hear our
doubt God.

petition,

and

so

we begin

to

The thing we fail to see is that God is almighty. He
to, becould do what we wish, but He does not choose
purpose
cause He "understands the country" and the
goodness toward us
of all the hardships. His power or
refuses to yield to our reis not limited because He
are estabquest but, rather. His power and goodness
His Firmness. He is no weakling that He

of Almighty
leading us: Humbleness before the majesty

said a word to these people

God.

Son? Do you think I wUl send you thousands
of miles to the foreigner and the heathen when you
never care enough about them at your own door to

about

California

lished by
which would
should give us a lesser good, or a good
in His power,
lead to our destruction. If we will trust
unyieldmg
and regard His denials as evidence of
which He was
strength, we come at last to the place to

in the rear?"

"Italians."

By Dorothy Robinson, La Verne,

my

BEEN

E.

HOT WATER?

water. I think
"I believe in getting into hot

speak with them about their soul?

W.

IN

you clean."— G. K. Chesterton.

Schuman.
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THREE YEARS AND THREE MONTHS OF

Blessings
Dear Readers

Cleveland

B-^t
-t

of the Herald:

Greetings in the
the sweetest

in

afc

name

name which

is

..

above every name,

ever heard by mortal ear, with the

prayer that every reader shall have the joy in this year
of 1945, to witness the power of that name. What this

which blend perfectly with the fixtures and arrangement of the main auditorium.
The many precious souls which accepted Christ or

world needs is the Lord Jesus, and it is He who giveth
beauty for ashes.
We are not blaming our extremely cold winter ror
this late report from Cleveland, but simply say that
since leaving there we have had a difficult time
catch our breath. By no means would we infer that
we have caught up with all of our work, but rather Vv-e
realize that the time has come that we must send in a
report, and this we do gladly and to the glory of Goa.
That we left Los Angeles in the fall of 1941 and lined
up our Pontiac toward Cleveland was as much unexpected on our part as our leaving Cleveland on the first
of January in 1945 for Hagerstown. We had no earthly
or human reason to leave Los Angeles when the call

and wUl be made manifest before the Bema Seat of
Christ. We regret to say that we also lost some, "for
they went out from us, but they were not of us; for If
they had been of us, they would have continued with
us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of
us, they would have continued with us." Of our little
flock, seven members responded to the call of the Lord
and left for school in preparation for full-time Christian service. Two more had to post-pone that preparation for Uncle Sam called them into service for our
country, but their purpose remains unchanged. One

w

came from Cleveland, and we felt exactly like that
when the call came from Hagerstown. This was evidenced in abundance when the Cleveland church voted
to ask us to reconsider our resignation. But the brethren in Cleveland were most gracious to acknowledge
the will of God in the matter and that made our leaving much 'easier. The very generous farewell cash gift
that was presented to us shall never be forgotten and
proved to us beyond all doubt that we were leaving
many friends and that they wished us nothing but the
very best.
Our ministry in Cleveland was such a blessing and
joy to us that any heart-aches which may have been
involved were speedily forgotten. The co-operation we
received and the willingness of the members to follow
our leadership would be a joy to any pastor's hearc.
Suggestions we made were quickly put into effect and
that without murmuring. Generosity
giving was
always excellent and soon the church building and
property were greatly improved. The message "Jesus
Saves" radiated from the church by day and by night
by the beautiful neon sign which identified the church
over the whole city and suburbs. Installation of
a
baptistry magnified the testimony of our church and it
was a real joy to minister in this respect to a goodly
number. The great moment came when the congregation voted to adopt the plan of store-house tithing
and
thus became a self-supporting church. How the Lord
did bless from the moment the church began to
follow
God's financial program for His Church, is too long
a

m

stoi-y to tell here.

Suffice

it

to say.

He

did

more

for

us than we ever expected or thought. The
indebtedness on the property was reduced considerably
and
plans were laid immediately, looking forward to
the
day in the very near future when the property
should
be clear of all debt. In addition to all this, there

rededicated their lives to Him, are recorded in heaven,

other will enter school soon, looking forward to going
It humbles us greatly to think
that God could use us in this way to lead souls out
into full-time Christian work.
The last services we had the privilege of conducting
there shall never be forgotten. The attendance was
good at all services and the spirit that prevailed was
excellent. At the close of the evening service twelve
Christians rededicated their lives to Christ. We dedicated a child to the Lord, and baptized two and received
them into the membership of the church. And the
decisions that were made at the candle-light service
later were precious indeed. There was one decision for
.ull-time service in God's whitened harvest fields.
The two regrets we had when we left Cleveland were
that we would not be able to be present at the Tenth
Anniversary of th Church, held on January 28, for
which we had made careful plans and looked forward
to a great day of home-coming, and that another
pastor had not yet been secured. But the Lord knew
about both of them and gave us the assurance that He
v,'ould supply the need in due time. At the time of this
writing we do not yet have word that a pastor has been
obtained, so we urge readers to pray that God's will
shall be done in the matter, and that the church shall
not suffer beyond that which it can bear.
We shall always hold a very warm place in our hearts
for the Cleveland church and its friends, and it has
been our constant prayer that it shall prosper in even
greater measure than heretofore. In the near future
we shall share our blessings here in Hagerstown with
readers of the Herald.
In His Matchless Grace,
Rev. Walter A. Lepp and family.
to the mission field.

REMEMBER

was

sufficient reserve in the treasury to buy a folding
organ
to be used especially by the young people,

most active group, and

100

who are a
new comfortable chairs
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you have something good to tell about your
tell it to others. When you have something bad
about your pastor, tell it to Jesus.
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land is. Only one -tenth of the population is in
the churches. The other nine-tenths are out."
This seems like a terrible state of affairs spiritually
has hitherto been outstanding as a
Christian nation, and it is tragic. But it is not as bad
ES America, at that. From a statistical report just received we learn that it is evident that only one-fifth
of the members of the Protestant churches of America
attend services. This means that in this land only
one-sixteenth of the population as a whole is really
affected by the churches!
How Britain and America can expect God to favor
them with deliverance and bless them with peace and
prosperity is hard to understand. One of two things
must inevitably come to pass soon. Either a great revival must sweep b^th countries to stay this awful drift
away from God or there will develop such an intolerable situation of opposition against the Christian faith
all over the world that only the Lord's return can meet
the situation.
What a day in which to live and preach the Gospel!
for a nation that

By

R. Paul Miller

THE EVANGELICAL FEDERAL
COUNCIL—
The

and

pitiable display of confused thinking

polit-

by the Federal Council oi
Churches at their recent meeting at Pittsburgh should
be enough to awaken the dullest Protestant church
leaders. The Russian Orthodox Church of America and
the Universalist church, together with a few smaller
national church groups in this country applied for
membershrip in the Federal Council. After deliberation the Russian Orthodox group was accepted and the
Universalists were rejected. Can you beat that?
As reported, the reasons for rejection of the Universalists were that the Universalists were not "evangelical," and the Federal Council claims to be just that!
As defined by the Federal Council, to be "evangelical"
meant to claim that Jesus is Divine. Of course, the
Universalists do not believe Jesus to be more than an
exalted human teacher. But the marvel of it is that
the very group of men in the Federal Council who rejected the Universalists are themselves honeycombed
with men who do not believe that Jesus is more than a
man either! Among them are many who are also Universalists in their own ideas, believing, as a Methodist
delegate said, "they (the Universalists) are thoroughly
ical floundering displayed

evangelical, just as much as we are.
Somehow,
God is going to bring all men into His Kingdom."
.

.

.

And while they rejected the Universalists, they accepted the Russian Orthodox Church, which teaches
that salvation is by faith plus works, that the living
should pray for the dead, depend upon canonized saints
to answer prayer, to pray to the Virgin Mary instead of
Christ, penance instead of repentance for believers, and
the vicious doctrine of transsubstantiation. Yet these
are accepted as "evangelical," while the Universalists
are banned.
any more evident example of a spiritual
which "every unclean and hateful bird" of
imbiblical teachings has found refuge we would like to
know where it is. There is a reason, brother, why our
Brethren churches avoid any and all dealings with the
Federal Council of Churches of Christ of America.
If there is

Babylon

in

TRAGIC STATE

IN

BRITAIN—

Dr. Bryan Green spoke to the Federal Council meeting on behalf of the British Council of Churches.
Among other things in a stirring address he is reported
to

have

said:

"You do not

realize

how nonchristian Eng-

THE DEVIL PASSES
ZONING LAWS—
One of the most difficult obstacles that we have to
deal with in establishing new Brethren churches in
hitherto unreached fields among the cities of America
has been the modern "zoning" law. Hundreds of thousands of people have been shifted from one part of the
country to another these last few years. They have
been forced to leave their old home countries and move
to what amounts to practically new cities wholly built
for war production. These newer sections are evidently
planned, according to government spokesmen, to be
permanent, and that when war production is over it
is planned to turn the factories into civilian production
to refit the rest of the world with our products'.
The "zoning" law has been vigorously used in all of
these new communities built by the government so far
as our experience is concerned. In place after place
where we 'have seen precious opportunities to reach
people by the thousand who are wholly without benefit
of the Gospel, we have found this vicious zoning fence.
We have found sections where there are as many as
2,000 homes filled with the younger element of American families in government-established communities
totally without Sunday School or church facilities.
Thousands of children with no Sunday School. Many
of these new projects are built so far from any city that
it is impossible for the people to get to church even if
they are devoted Christians. The restriction on gas
for cars is a real obstacle.
But the zoning law has not originated with the government planners. It has been growing in use for 20
years in cities everywhere. The ostensible purpose of
this law is to keep objectionable businesses out of resiThe subdivision plats are laid off
dential districts.
with these restrictions written in restricting the plat
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to residential purposes only. Some allow a few spots
These spots are usually too small for a
for stores.
church at all, and then they are often badly located for

There is no place else for them to
There never has been, although many have not
realized it. Jesus said, "He that is not for me is against

a church.

me."

Of course, we could use the means of law and claim
our constitutional rights of religious' freedom and contend that a church is not a business. Such a course
would create a bad feeling against us in a community

The idea of Christian communism, like Christian
evolution is a lot of bosh. Jesus Christ was no communist, nor were any of His disciples. The pooling of
material resources as recorded in the first Jerusalem
church was soon abandoned. Nor can that effort be
termed communism in the slightest sense in which we
know communism today. They made no attempt to
influence the Roman political world whatever. The
entire project was confined to the Christian church.
The leadership was not directed by those who rejected
Christ as the Son of God believing that faith in Him
The lines are being
is "an opiate to the human mind."
drawn tightly today and unbelief is having a harder
time than ever to parade under the banner of the

out communism.
go.

we got started.
could aLso start in by buying a residence and
having a family move in and then start a church in
their house. That has been done. It is far from satisfactory. This method has received a serious challenge
in a case in Redford Township, just outside of Detroit,
Michigan, a short time ago. Rev. Henri F. Pol, who is
associated with the Independent Fundamental
Churches of America, is living in a new section such as
we have described above. He started a Sunday School
in his home for the countless children in the commuHe obtained permission
nity without such benefits.
from the local Trustee. Soon a few unbelievers, including a Christian Science woman, got out a petition
against the new work and took it to court. The church
work was ordered stopped and the pastor was fined
$100. We understand that the case is now being apbefore

We

Gospel.

The December issue of the "Nashville Banner," a
southern paper, reports the drift of Southern Methodism into socialism and communism. They have a conference organization caUed "The Fellowship of Reconciliation," which is sponsoring a speaking engagement
in Nashville for Norman Thomas. The paper reports
that 80% of the members of that organization of Methodist leaders are either socialis'ts or communists.

pealed.

adds up to just one thing so far as our judgconcerned. Satan has cunningly devised this
scheme as a strong means to keep the Gospel awfty
from millions of unsaved people. Hundreds of thousands of folks have been transplanted away from all
of their former religious associations, such as they
were, and are now transplanted into a new environn'lent into which every evil institution may thrive and
the Gospel is shut out. Never before have the efforts
of the churches to establish new works in new communities been so utterly blocked. The Devil knows that if
he can keep one more generation of American children
away from the real Gospel he has achieved a great step
toward the destruction of America and the bringing in
of the reign of Antichrist.
This

ment

all

The

is

movements

of socialism

and com-

those who are already
rebels against faith in Jesus Christ as' the Son of God.
These schemes are born as substitutes for God's way of
doing things. They are wholly materialistic and aim
their entire project toward this world and this life.
They are humanism pure and simple. How natural,
then, that as soon as clergymen forsake the true Gospel
in their hearts and ministry, that they reasonably are
drawn right into these materialistic beneficent
schemes.

Many are the sharp barbs cast at the preacher who
refuses to be drawn aside after these futile "will o' the
wisps." How often has the writer been held up to ridicule by these liberal preachers stating that they are not
dreamers about a world to come, but that they are
trying to bring a little Heaven on earth and to make
this world fit to live in. The statements of such men
sound good and catch the ear of the worldling or the
uninstructed Christian. We can look back through
these years of ministry and see how these men have,
one by one, finally found their place where they fit in
among the materialistic crowd. The social gospel
finally takes the dominating place in their ministry
and the fires of evangelism are become a strange thing.
Here's the true apostasy.

This constututes a new and greater challenge to our
to pray for God to overrule this situation speedily or our program for 100 new churches in
the next ten years will suffer an ignominious defeat.
Satan can "devise" but God can "revise," and that is
what we must storm the gates of Heaven for Him to do
and that at once!

Brethren people

CHRIST OR COMMUNISM—
There is today no other alternative for those who are
forsaking faith in the supernatural character of
Christ and the Gospel that He brought to us. There
are just two great economic principles in the world
today, and they are capitalism and communism. There

May the Brethren Churches of our Fellowship ever
be lashed to the Old Rugged Cross, and may our
1 reachers ever preach nothing but the "faith once for
all delivered unto the saints." Nothing else works!

are two dominating spiritual philosophies, supematuralism as found in the person of Christ, and stark mateAll other halfway ideas' have, through the
generations, been sifted out and dropped out of sight.
That is why we see a constant procession of those who
have been associated with evangelical Christianity, and
jet who have departed from orthodoxy, joining the
ranks of the socialists, near-pinks, pinks, and out-and-

materialistic

munism have been developed by

rialism.

IHE TRAGEDY OF INDIFFERENCE—
When the writer was a little boy there was a murder
committed several miles from our home. A whole famwas wiped out. The entire section of the country
was shocked. For months it was the outstanding topic
ily
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Of general conversation.
a horrifying thing to

my

The McGlinsey murder was
young mind. Today such an

incident would be forgotten almost over night right in
that very community.
We were calling one afternoon in an eastern city. We
noticed a police car next door and a couple of people
standing around. We asked the occasion of the lady of
the house where we visited and she casually said, "Oh.
tliere

killed his wife there last night." She
about her work as though nothing had hap-

was a man

v/as going

pened.

We went into a rooming house one day to call. We
saw an officer standing in the doorway of one of the
rooms. Pausing, we saw the dead body of a man on
the floor. He had just committed suicide. In the reception room of the house several young people were
playing on a player piano and talking loudly and singIt sort of made me sick.
made us think of Henry Grady. He had left his
southern home to work on a New York paper. One day

ing jazz.
It

to his office he noticed some people on a lower
floor carrying a little baby's casket to an elevator. Arriving at his office he asked several fellow workmen

coming

No one knew, and seemed to laugh
He finally went to the managing
editor and asked him. He was told that he didn't know,
that it was of no consequence, anyway, and to get to

whose baby
at

him

it

was.

for asking.

Henry promptly resigned and walked out. They
were amazed. He replied, "I am going back down south
where, when a baby dies., it Ls' somebody's business."
In the morning paper Henry Wales carries a column
on Monte Carlo, Monaco, the gambling center of the
world. He states that while out on the surrounding
hills American boys were being blasted to pieces by
German shells, inside that casino war-rich Frenchmen
and their female companions were recklessly gambling
and living as though there were no U. S. boys nobly
dying just outside the doors. Their mad obsession for

work.

indulgence in their sins made them utterly indifferent
to the tragedies going on all around them, while they,
themselves, were standing at the gates of hell.
But it made us think of a worse tragedy right here
in this land. With thousands, yea millions, of lost souls
dying all around us, the average professing Christian
goes right on about his own absorptions, paying no
heed, nor trying to do anything about it. If there is
such a thing as sorrow and remorse at the judgment
seat of Christ, it will be deeply suffered by the careless
and indifferent Christians who have done nothing to
bring the souls to Christ who are perishing at their
doorsteps. It will be felt by the defaulting preacher
who has been content to drift along enjoying the benefits of an indulgent congregation while he wholly
misses the great work of winning souls, for which the
Lord has called him.
"O, careless man, what will you say.
at the dreadful judgment day.
They charge you with their doom?"

When

STANLEY JONES A DANGEROUS

MAN—

ive

"Russia has taught us that the individual
can be changed by the changing of the economic order. We may not like the lesson but it
is

there."

we would Uke to have Dr. Jones trot out one
example of a Russian who has been brought into
faith in Christ and true fellowship with God, and been
transformed from a life of sin by the changing of the
"economic order." He goes further and states that
salvation cannot be had by individual faith alone, that
Well,

it

isn't

is

enough.

"Religion expressed in purely personal terms
simply not big enough to fit the facts of

Page 11.
Russian Communism as the one great
movement to bring about the "Kingdom of God on
earth", wherein equality of all men is realized, he
life."

Extolling

Undoubtedly Dr.
public speaker

is also the most prominent and ef f ecibecause of his elevated position and his strong
background. He has been a missionary in India for
many years, it was during those years that he gained
the enviable reputation as a sincere and devoted leader
among those of evangelical faith. However, during tne
last ten years he has developed a dangerous swing away
from the gospel and has steadily grown in prominence
snd power among the extreme liberalist group.
We consider him extremely dangerous because of
several characteristics. To begin with, he has a most
engaging personality. This disarms many. That is
why Satan parades as an Angel of Light. Further, his
very evident sincerity cannot be questioned. While this
deceives many who look for insincerity in every
apostate, yet it only makes his error the more alarming. Saul of Tarsus was very sincere, and very religious,
but he was wrong, fighting the very God he hoped to:
please. Dr. Jones' deep interest in the winning of men
for Christ during the earlier years of his ministry
built up a tremendous confidence in himself among
thousands' of true believers. This confidence promotes
faith in his present course of departure from truth.
Again, he uses the phraseology and terms of evangelical faith, better known as fundamentalism, in his
books and public addresses. It is a case of using the
lamb skin of the old gospel in which to hide away the
wolf of the social gospel. There is no other man in
tlje modernistic camp who holds such sway over fundamentalists and modernists as well in the modem
world of moral interest outside of religious fields. This
makes him extremely dangetous to the evangelical
truth, especially when he is built up by the publicity
forces of the Federal Council as "The modern St. Paul
the Apostle".
Dr. Jones has apparently lost sight completely of the
great commission to get men ready for Eternity by
accepting Christ as Saviour. He has now evidently but
one passion, and that is to bring about an ideal situation among men on earth socially and economically.
He has embraced Russian Communism enthusiastically. He advocates it for the whole world, with such
changes as he would adjust to it. He apparently has
lost faith in the transformation of the individual
through the working of the Holy Spirit. In his book
"The Choice before us," on page 9 he writes:

popular, but he

Jones is the most popular
modernists. Not only is he

E. Stanley

among the
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declares that it can only be brought
about by world wide revolution. He has
evidently now turned from preaching the
gospel to war and bloodshed as the only
means to the end. Then when all men
are equal in all lands the world will be
He ignores
one grand brotherhood!
utterly the age-old fact of sin in the human heart. Selfishness, greed, and unbelief seemingly do not exist. When he
talks about the noble Russian system, he
says nothing about the awful crimes
committed in its name. He says nothing
of the fact that Communism has closed
the doors of the gospel and admits none
but the godless. He says nothing of how
the Communists literally starved millions
of peasant farmers simply because they
were hopelessly believers in God. He says
nothing of the way they burned heaps of
Bibles in the public squares, closed thousands of Christian churches, and slew
thousands of Lutheran and other preach-

"A jsower

Evidently to him God
means of bringing in
His will on earth!
No more need for
preaching the gospel of faith "isn't^ big
enough to fit the facts." We could go
on and fill pages with such statements.
It is simply the natural resort of a man
who once saw the light and has now
turned to darkness. It is the normal
course of a man who holds' the unscriptural view that God's plan is to transform this world
system into the Kingdom of God on earth, and that it
is the work of the church to do it, and if the church
can't do it, he of course turns to the means of revolution!
This is the sinister harvest of a perverted view
of God's purpose on earth. It shows clearly that vital
difference between the Postmillennarian and the Preniillennarian interpretation of the Scriptures. It is a
serious business. Dr. Jones is a stem example of it.

"wewt forth to 50W:

ers of the gospel.

is

now using

this

A

BUT WHAT 5HALL IHE HARVEST BE?
times of war

There

is

misfortune.

fin-

ished listening to a beautiful reading given by a gifted

young woman at a

service for

wounded veterans

is

to give

them who do

all comwas assumed that all souls arrive
the city of God and that they are there

pletely ignored.

to those in

have just

die

ment, the necessity of faith in Christ were

desperate circumstances whether there can be any

We

many

holy nature of God, the sin of man, the fact of judg-

no doubt but that there are many people

genuine basis to that comfort or not.

so

a false hope.
This young woman in a very touching message gave
a picture of a soldier's spirit after death as he is supposed to approach the gates of the City of God. The

THE HARM OF TRYING
TO DO GOOD—
who have great sympathy for others in
The natural tendency is to give comfort

when

die in the struggle,

of the

present war.
Certainly too much praise and credit could hardly
be given to these boys who have been drenched in the
awful hell of war for the sake of protecting their country. Every scar that they have gotten in defense of
those at home constitutes a debt of gratitude upon
every citizen. But about the worst thing that could
be done to them is to lie to them about the way to
God, and conditions of entering heaven. It seems that
about the first thing that many folks want to do in

It

at the gates to
permitted to enter or are barred according^ to the kind
of lives they have lived. In this case the Keeper of the
gate asked what he had done to merit acceptance to
Heaven. Replied the soldier, "I gave my blood for my
country". Came the answer, "That is enough, enter".
With no Christ, no repentance for sin, no humiliation
before God, he is offered entrance to Heaven through
self-sacrifice. As though because a sinful world gets
itself into a terrible situation and gets into war, that
those who fight and die in the effort to stay the course
of injustice and slavery in a cause that God never
authorized, should therefore be accepted in heaven!
To speak out against such false assurance of eternal
life only draws to yourself the criticism of being cruel,
and of robbing these boys of hope. Even though we
tell the truth we are condemned for it. They who lie
to them are praised for it. True prophets have always
been hated, and false prophets have been loved and
rewarded. But it is better to be true to God and de-
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THEY STILL THROW STONES
Ru
A

Man4<t4^ Metfefi,

she roughly
from the stream.
your
"You dirty Jew", she cried, "how dare you put
The man was Rabbi
filthy hands in my sacred river?"

Stephen Wise.

people that has
Yes, they stUl throw stones at a

keeping

heritage by
tried to preserve its religion and
About 6,000 years ago a message was given to
to itself
"And I will bless them that
a man named Abram
th thee; and in
bless thee, and curse him that curse
blessed"
thee shall all the families of the earth be
the
The persecution of the Jews was foreshadowed at
they still
very beginning of the Hebrew race. And
.

.

.

throw stones.
take much thought to discern one of the
outstanding features of World War II. Daily we reaa
Hebrews, and it
of the brutal massacres of helpless
sorry for
doesn't bother us too much. Oh, yes, we feel
after all, they're Jews.
them, but not overly sorry
a name spoken with contempt by more people
Jews
than is actually conceivable. From the beginnings of
It doesn't

.

.

.

time they have been persecuted.
History records the story of two millenniums of such
surtorture as never another nation has endured or

Calle<fe.

up in the commercial and professional world.

the dust of
Russian peasant woman, covered with

straight from New
long travel, and an American man
the banks
York knelt side by side some years ago on
as devout pilgrims to
of the Jordan. Both had come
each lived by
worship in the land where the faith that
As he
had its origin. They had never met before.
water to his lips,
stooped to carry some drops of river
seized his wrists and dragged his hands

WiUxut

Whole families made suicide pacts, all lay
down together on the floor, the gas turned on,
every door shut, and in a few hours all was
over."

are in the midst of another war ....
a war with "stamp out the Jew" as one outstanding
battle cry. Although an excuse given is religion, it is
really economic fear and hatred that has motivated
this persecution. Adolf Hitler has stated the evils
of the Jews in Mein Kampf, but not an argument of
his can stand against the facts. In Germany, they still

And now we

throw stones.
In this country, we are inclined to believe that we
are being overrun with Jews. This is especially true
of those on the Eastern Coast, because most of the

American Jews live in and around New York. But here
what Dr. Daniel Poling, President of the World
is
Christian Endeavor Union says, "The Jew is not an
international conspiracy', and Jews do not run the
country. In 1936 only 4.8% of 80,000 directors of corporations in the United States were Jews. Only three
of the eight major motion picture companies are controlled by Jews, and that of 1,700 newspapers, only
In answer to the
fifteen are published by Jews."
charge that Communists are predominantly Jewish,
Dr. Poling said that only 15% in the whole world are

Jews.
original source of Jew hatred is the group inwhich forms men into an harmonious whole,
and causes them to distrust and dislike others. The
strangers, unJews came to Europe as strangers

The

stinct

.

vived:

hundred men were butchered
in cold blood. The women and children were
sold among the Bedouins in exchange for
horses and arms. That was in 627 A.D. One of
the most horrible of all the scenes of massacres
that they have suffered in 2,000 years followed
the Russian revolution. The Ukranian forces
that fought the Bolshevists in 1918 massacred
Between 1917
Jews with hideous tortures.
and 1921, over 1500 pogroms in more than nine
hundred places in Bolshevist Russia resulted in
the massacre of a least 100,000 Jews and left
not less than a third of a million orphan chil"More than

six

.

.

.

dren.
families forcibly separated, masses
1938
of Jews in the streets, and driven like cattle
to concentration camps .... their money and
their property have been confiscated. They
have nothing left. Nor are they allowed to engage in any business or employment so as to
make a livelihood. Suicides are commonplace.
For weeks on end, Vienna was averaging one
hundred suicides a day; the high mark was
one hundred and seventy suicides in one day.
.

And

.

.

these suicides were

men and women

.

.

willing because of their religion to participate entirely
in the very different Western culture. Because he is
different, the Jew has become the scapegoat the sus-

—

pected cause for every disaster.
If we analyze the situation more closely, we can see
another cause for this Jew hatred. That is economic
hostility due to their financial skill. We forget that it
v;'as the Christian, who, not being allowed to deal with
money, had the Jew do it for him. No wonder the
Jew is skillful with it. Shall we in free America hate
men for being loyal to their faith, or clever in their
business?
A curse was put upon every nation oppressing the
people of God's choosing. Let's not follow the example
of Poland just because we think we're the land of
plenty the favored country, and can do no wrong. We
must watch ourselves, for we are fast falling into the
practices that we condemn in other countries.
"Well", you say, "What are the Jews valuable for?
They are clannish because they came as strangers to a
strange land, and no one would take them in. They are
aggressive because of a subconscious expectation of

—

hostility.

Imagine .... God's anointed nation

living

in fear of persecution!

The Jews worth nothing? Are the

high
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by Spinoza, Mendelssohn, Heinrich Heine, Disraeii,
Ehrlich, Sara Bernhardt, Einstein, Sigmund Freud,
Bruno Walter, Madame Curie (half Polish and half
Jewish), Elizabeth Bergner, Arnold and Stefen Zweig,
Sholem Asch, Jacob Wassermann, Ludwig Lewissohn,
Walter Lippmann nothing? If we discredited the work
of these people, our advanced culture would be set back
not a little.
Yet, they

still

throw stones.

Have you ever stopped to think what the Jews have
given to you as individuals? These Scriptures were
penned by Jews under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

We

couldn't get along without them. Paul, the great
evangelist was a Jew. Peter, James, John and all the
other disciples were Jews. And through the Jewish
nation, God gave the Greatest Gift of all, Jesus Christ.

We, with the clang of swords and rush of fire in our
ears, with the accomplishments of these people before
our eyes, with the knowledge that theirs is the precious
heritage from time immemorial of the coveted covenant
with God, I would propose, for the Jews, and all downtrodden peoples, a Fifth Freedom freedom from perse-

—

cution.

What

will

happen

to the

Jews? Has God a plan for

His people? Let us turn to the Scriptures. Have the
Old Testament prophecies been fulfilled? Can they
ever be entirely fulfilled?

Concerning Jesus the Messiah

Prophecy

Fulfillment

Isaiah 40:3
Isaiah 7:14
Isaiah 53

Matthew 3:1, 2
Matthew 1:18, 23,
Matthew 27:12-14

:

25

Concerning the partial return to the land: Zechariah
There is today what is known as the Zionist
movement. It has as its goal the reestablishment of
the national home of Israel in Palestine under a British mandate. It was started by Theodore Herzl after
the tragedy of the Dreyfus case. The Zionist organization started by buying land and colonizing it. One of
its supporters was Dr. Chaim Weizmann. After he had
perfected a method of obtaining alcohol from wood,
the British government offered him any reward he
desired. His wish was that Palestine might be given to
the Jews for a national home. Many Jews have already
gone back to the land of their fathers. Tel Aviv has
become the cultural center, and there is now a large
Hebrew University on Mt. Scopus. The harbor at Haifa
has been improved. Electricity is brought from the
Jordan Valley, and huge groves of citurus fruit trees
are being cultivated. Palestine is to be once more the
spiritual and national center of Hebraism.
8:7, 8.

urging that Palestine be given entirely to the Jews
with no strings attached) after the war. Has it not
been prophesied?
And best of all, we can show the Jew, Jesus ChrlsB,
the promised Messiah of the Hebrew people. Many
don't realize that the Christian Church is keeping
alive the ancient Hebrew spirit. The basis of the New
Testament is the Old. We still rely on the Ten Comm.andments, the Psalms, and the Prophets.
Jesus preached first to the Jews. No nation was
equipped so well to grasp the knowledge of God in
Christ. Christ wanted to fulfill on a world scale the
heritage that small nation had.
Why try to Christianize the Jews? Aren't they satisfied with what they have? Think of what Christianity
did in Paul's life he was a very strict Jew. But what
a transformation was wrought in his life when he found
that Jesus was not just another prophet, but the Incarnate God the suffering, crucified, triumphant love.
Through Him we come to know God. No Moslem ever
sings "Mohammed, lover of my soul", nor does any
Jew say to Moses, "I need thee every hour."
Christ is the only solution to the world's problems
and needs common to all men, for we are brothers in
the Cross His blood was shed for all. The Jew needs
Kim too. Christianity is completed Judiaism (Disraeli)
For the Jew to accept Christ means' for him to come out
from the bonds of the law into the love and redemption
of the Father.
The modern Jew has not rejected Jesus, for he has
had no opportunity to even see Him. Christian countries have persecuted him, doors to professions have
been closed to him, and Christians have never thought
of introducing him to the only One Who can save him.
Let us no longer throw stones. Let us show him
Jesus by the love He has put in our hearts for all mankmd. Let us show him our Christ and his. Just a lowly
Jew sitting by the calm blue lake of Galilee, a little
circle of friends about Him, talking. Just an humble
Jew giving words of cJmfort, healing broken bodies
and spirits. Just a despised Jew, hanging upon a
Cross silhouetted against a darkening sky. Just g
Jew God's Son.
I

—

—

—
—

—
—

!fd,

7f(U4^ eiut^uUt

foo%?

Please enter my subscription to the Brethren
Missionary Herald for one year. One dollar ($1)
enclosed.

Send

it to:

The Jewish people have been a blessing to us in the
past and the present. In the future, according to the
Prophecy, they shall be missionaries to the nations we

now

call Christian. Thus shall they once more be restored to their original high calling. Zech. 1:23.

In view of the present situation of the Jews, what
can we do? Shall we still throw stones?
First, we can aid these people in getting back to the
land of their fathers and of their God. A movement
was started six months ago to write to Washington
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The Final Punishment of the Wicked
By ROBERT CULVER,

Pastor, Fremont, Ohio

(In the second of this series it was shown that the state of the wicked 5n
their final pnnishraent is ta be death, and that death is not annihilation of
being, but a conscious state of spiritual separation from God, physical separaThe lost may be described as suffering then final puntion from the body.
ishment as disembodied spirits, banished forever from the spiritual presence

the Lord.

of

The Scriptures further declare that:
The measure of the final punishment
2.
"according to deeds."

is

This

is

of the lost

most concisely stated

2:6, "Who (God)
render to every man according to his deeds."

in

Romans

will

Easy Rooms in Hell?

The first noted American
poet was a Puritan preacher
and physician named Michael

^^^^^
^KBkL.

J^Hftk

I

9k w^^a,
mjHB

,|^^^^M.wM^B
ROBERT

D.

CULVER

Wigglesworth,
fS'^o^s poem,
titled

who wrote
still

"The Day
name ought

a
read, en-

of

Doom"

to qualify
him. for Something). In this
poem, an imaginary descrip-

(that

"Judgment Day," the least depraved of lost
are said to be assigned "the easiest room in
Fell." Now, I am not sure that this grim old saint was
right in some of his theology (he taught that all unbaptized babies go to Hell), nor am I sure that Hell

tion of the

mankind

have various rooms as Heaven has its "many manpunishment is a
sound and scriptural one.
Proportionate Rewards and Punishments

will

sions," but his idea of gradations of

The history of God's dealings with men reveals that
He has always recognized degrees of merit, whether it
be of reward or punishment. He has outlined degrees
and proportionate rewards as well as degrees
unrighteousness and proportionate punishment. By
the Law of Moses, some sins were to be punished with
death, some with banishment, some with fines, some
v/ith amputation of limbs. In the New Testament the
church is instructed (I Tim. 5:17) to give special honor
to certain faithful servants, and, Christ has promised
rewards and crowns in Heaven in proportion to service

of virtue
of

done.
Justice,

Not Correction

Modern criminology and theology have attempted to
take punishment out of the realm of justice and retribution. All punishment is said by some to be for the
purpose of correction, not of just retribution. They
say we send the thief to prison, not to pay his debt to
society, but to correct his thieving habits. So we have
come to call some penal institutions "reformatories,"
"houses of correction," and other similar names. Some
modernistic theologians have flatly asserted that God's
punishments for sinners must be corrective in purpose
not for justice.
Nevertheless, the laws of God stand. And His justice
demands that penalties be applied to the one who
breaks them. The lost will be punished as lawbreakers,-jiot as erring children in need of correction.
God

SERIES

will punish men according to
their deeds and so He will do. God, at the judgment
day, will be no moral doctor passing out bitter moral
pill to cure immoral men of their errors, but an outraged Deity dispensing justice in exact proportion to
their deeds as sinners.

has proclaimed that he

Extenuating- Circumstances
of guilt (obligation to suffer penalty) in
a given case, of course, cannot be set till all the circumstances in the case are given full consideration. Even
our country's law admits this. Accordingly, mankilling
after deliberation is punishable by death, mankilling in
the heat of anger by long-term imprisonment, mankilling through neglect of duty, as when a speeding
m.otorist kills a law-abiding pedestrian, by short-term

The degree

imprisonment. Mankilling through unavoidable accident is not punished at all. We call these first-degree
murder second-degree murder etc.
God will take circumstances into consideration in
the judgment and punishment of the lost. He shall
consider the person's knowledge and ability. Greater
knowledge and ability shall be counted against him not
in his favor. In Lukei 12:47-48 we are told that "that
servant which knew his lord's will and prepared not
himself, neither did according to his will, shall be
beaten with many stripes, but he which knew not, and
did commit things worthy of stripes shall be beaten
with few stripes. Likewise, the cities of Palestine and
Phoenicea which heard Jesus and saw His miracles
shall find the punishments of God less "tolerable" even
than Sodom and Gomorrha which did not have that
privilege. See Luke 10:15 and Matthew 11:20-24.

Building a

Home

in Hell

Judas was said by the apostles to have gone "to his
own place" (Acts 1:25), implying that Judas' "room"
or "man-sion" in final punishment shall be one of his
own making. Thus, the believer, by his deeds of righteousness, in God's grace, obtains a better mansion in
glory, and likewise the lost sinner, rushing on in
Christ-rejection builds his own house of torment in
everlasting punishment by his every carnal deed. So
said of the hypocrite in Romans 2:5, 6, "after thy
hardness and impenitent heart treasurest up unto thyself wrath against the day of wrath and revelation of
the righteous judgment of God; who shall render to
every man according to his deeds."
it is

The Weighing

of Deeids

evident that only God Himself could posto assign proper punishment
to every sinner, in just proportion to his deeds. Only
God can know the hidden weaknesses, the faulty training, the quirks of disposition, the forces of heredity,
and the effect of environment which have had their
share in making the man and shaping the record of
the deeds by which he shall be judged. It is well that
we know that the final judge of all lost mankind will
have the knowledge and the ability to be just. Otherwise, how could he "render to every man according to
his deeds?"
It is quite

sibly
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9.00
20.00
16.00
25.50
10.00
10.25
7.75
26.00
20.00
28.48
6.12
8.40
32.51
18.90

MARCH
First

17,

1945

Brethren Church, Canton, Ohio

Lois Robinson, Ruth, and
Mrs, Ira Rice
lire.

Brethren Chureh, Fillmore,
Mrs. Nelhe ArundeH
Mrs. Edna Barden
0. E. Bafford and Family
First

"nnn
^"''

J-OU
2. 00

S^nn
,„„„

A.
Mr. and
Frances
Mr. and
Mr. and
Mr. and

•

W.

Stevens
Mrs. M. L. Lackett

•

Trout

Mrs. R. R. Williams
Mrs. R. S. Warren
Mrs. F. Webb
Toung People's O. E

Senior
Bible School

Adult O.

Sam Doney and Family

2'nn
J-O"
5-00
5-00
5-00
20.00
15.00
i*'"?
20.00
18.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
,"-00
10.00
35.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
14.77
10.00

E

7.d3

Miscellaneous

R. S. Douglas
Mr. and Mre. E. M.
Russell Eaton
Mrs. K. E. Ebers
Mrs. William Eisenmann (Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Esser
Mr. and Mre. E. W. Everley
Mrs. Christie Eye
Mrs. C. F. Fairbanks
Mary Lu Fairbanks

Dmm

(Additional)

Ind.

39.50
100.00
10.00
38.50

Mr. and Mrs. Karl Fretcher
PauUne Fretcher
Wanda Dale Fretcher
Prof, and Mrs. H. A. Hoyt
F/lna Jenz
Prof, and Mrs. H. A. Kent

WendeU Kent
Lyle W. Marvin,

.45
.*5

50.00

H-OO
25.00
5.00
3.25
3.00
85.55

Jr.

Lcuis Alan Marvin
Rev. and Mry. Leo Pollnan, Elaine, and Joyce
Su2zanne Miller
F.

B.

-'5

15.00
5.00
5.00

MiUer

Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Goodman, Jr
D. S. Marshall

Brethren Church, Long Beach, Calif.
Miss Wayme G. Adema
Mrs. Susie Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Andrews

.

-.

.

.

Bud Andrews
Mr. and Mrs. Chfford Andrews
Mr. and Mre. Lewis Andrews (Gen. and Bvang.
E.

)

Asch

Mr. and Mrs. Homer B. Askins
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Auge
Mrs. T. E. Austhl
Miss Mary E. Bailey

Royal H. Bailey
Samuel Baker
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Bascue
Mrs. Louis S. Bauman (BeUtlower Building Fund) ....
Paul R. Bauman
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bearss
W. W. Beaver
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Belt
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Benner
Elaine Benson
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Benson
Mrs. T. H. Bergen
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Btevins
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie N. Booher (Gen. and Evang.)
Mi^ Virginia M. Booher
•
Mr. Abe Bowman
Mrs. Charlotte Bowton
•

.

noyd H. Brakeman

:

Paul H. Brakeman (Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Brown
Robert W. Brown
Everett H. Buckley
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Buerkin
Mrs. Eva E. Bulach
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Burch

Richard L. Burch

John and Emma Carman
Mr. and Mrs. Erich Chri.=itiansen
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Cltmk

•

Mrs. Ruth E. Cole
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Cole
Mr. nad Mrs. B. W. Coon
Mr. and Mrs. WilBam B. Coon

'

5.00
5.00
3.00
5.00

100.00
5.00
25.00

-

C.

5.00

.

5.00
15.00
30.00

Fhck

0.

3.00
5.00
11.00
11.00
6.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
30.00
25.00
5.00
100.00
50.00
5.00
'25.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
25.00
20.00
5.00
5.00

Mr. and Mre. C. A. Frost
Mrs. Pauline Galbreath

Garwood
Mrs. W. E. Garwood
Mrs. Zana Y. Gill
EUzabeth Gnagy
Mr. and Mre. Howard Goble
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. GodaU
Mre. Betty Goode
Mrs. Valeria Gordon

W.

E.

Mr. and Mrs.

J.

W.

•

Griffith

Frona M. Grove

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Gunn
Miss Catherine Hackett (In Memory of Sarah A. Martin)
Mr. and Mre. C. F. Halberg

M. M. Halpin
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Hansen
H. B. Harm
Mr. nad Mre. O. Hathaway and Boys
R. 0. Hayden
Mrs. Carolyn Heater
Mr. and Mre. Walter Herring
Mrs. Lenore Hill

Leon

O. Hill

Mrs. Helen Hinckley (Clayhole)
George Hocking
Mr. and Mre. G. M. Holland
Mrs. Leone Howard
Dr. and Mrs. M. W. Huges
Mr and Mis. Keith Humphreys
Mre. H. E. Jacobsou

216.77
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
11.50
10.00
5.00
20.00

Mrs. W. B. Jenison
Mrs. A. M. Johnson
Mrs. F. E. Johnson

First

Kenneth

•

H. P. Fariss
Rev. Allen Fast
Jesse Felter and Family

Mrs.

Winona Lake Brethren Church, Winona Lake,
Prof, and Mrs. J. M. Aeby
Edwin Cashman
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Cashman

•

-

Mr. and Mre. J. C. Derrick
R. E. Dickinson
Mrs. D. D. Didricksen (Spokane)
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Didriksen (Cheyenne)
Ml-, and Mre. C. S. Doney (Bvang. )

, n'nn
10-00
10.00

Natalie Holts
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Kreit«r
Kev. and Mrs. A. L. Lantz .(Spoliane)
Ml. and Mrs. H. A. Loy.sdon
Mr and Mre. Howard McDonald
Charles Neve and Family
Mr, and Mrs. B. R. Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rice
Clova B. Potter
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Scott
Mr. and Mrs. James Strickland

Da™

Marjome Davis
Nat Davis
Mrs. L. L. Dean (Evang.)
Mrs. M. W. Denlinger

Calif.

Kate Cosner and Family
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Currier
Robert Caison
Audrey L. Holts
Maxine Holts

Mrs.

Ore

Mrs.

Olhi Bums
Perry Bums
Christine Bennett

25.00
10.00
20.00
19.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
20.00
50.00

Mr. and Mrs. W. L Coplin
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence (yorrlgan
Roy T. and Harold Crozier

(Additional)

Leah

....

50.00
12.00
250.00
5.00
25.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
35.00
5.00
5.00
100.00
25.00
25.00
28.00
125.00
30.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
30.00
15.00
25.00
50.00
30.00
15.00
50.00
35.00
30.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
5.00

350.00
35.00

Mr. and Mrs, J. I. Judd
Geraldlne Judd
Mr. and Mrs. A.-W. Karraker
Mr. and Mrs". Dean R. Karraker
F. E. Keeler
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Keiaer and
Mr. and Mre. M. S. Keiser
Eleanor G. Kent
Mr. and Mre. D. L. Ketohum
Mre. Jane E. Kinasz (Evang.)
Mr. and Mre. F. A. Kindig
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. King
•

5.00

10.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.00
50.00
10.00
51.00

LoweU

John King
ilr.

and Mis. F. L. Kinsey

G. L. Kodear
John Kradjian
Mr. and Mre. Robert Kriegbaum

Margaret Krieser
Mr. and Mrs. Nicolaus Krohn
Mrs. Imo A. Lakey
Mr. and Mre. Roy LaNobs
Gladys Lantz
Mr. and Mrs. P. T. Laughlin
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Leigh
Mr, and Mrs. I. C. Levegue
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Levering
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lichti
Paul Lichti, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Liser
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Ldggett
Joann Lockhart
Mr. and Mre. L. M. Lockhart
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Loef
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Lorenz
Mr. nad Mre. W. J. Lozier
Mr. and Mre. H. R. Lovejoy
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Luther
Mr. and Mre. J. S. McClellan
Mr. and Mre. Ralph MoConahay
C. S. McConnell
Mre. M. R. McKee
Mr. and Mre. H. L. McNeely
Donald McNeely (Evang.)
Richard McNeely

179

-

'

5.25
5.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
6.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
100.00
100.00
10.00
5.00
75.00
10.00
10.00

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
W.

20.00

F. McPheeters

5.00

Mrs. A. E. Madison

30.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
50.00
37.50
10.00
5.00
8.00
5.00
40.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5-00
25.00
30.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
40.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
13.00
5.00
200.00

Miu. E. E. Madison (Gen. and Evang.)

Mr. and Mi-s.
Mr. and Mra.
Joan Mellen

W. E. Magera
W. H. Mellen

Mrs. Mary E. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Milton (Gen. and Evans.)
Mr. M. O. lUtchell
Mr. and Mrs. Quinton Mitchell
Mrs. L. M. Morgan (Gen. and ETang.)
Mrs. F. I. Mulherron

Marv Ann Mnlloy

•

Beulah F. Nelson (Gen. and Evang.)
G. H. Nelson
Mrs. M. R. Nelson
Ur. and Mrs. O. A. Nelson
Cbarlcs J. Nichols
N. C. Nielsen
Johanna Nielsen
Mrs. Nellie North
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Norton
•

H. J. Opperman
H. K. Opperman
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Page
J, H. Pasohall
Rev. and Mrs. A. S. Peaice
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Pearson (Evang.)
Mr. and Mra. George Peek
Mrs. D. J. Peninger
Dale Peters
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Pettit
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pieritz
Mrs. Florence Powell
C. F. Preshaw (Gen. and Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. Rees E. Price
Mr. and Mrs. V. C. Purvis
B B. Quaintance (Gen. and Lit.)
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Rath
Mrs. Hen Eatcliffe (Evang.)

•'

-

n

Mis. JuUa A. Reaugh
Mrs. Marguerite Reed
Mi. and Mrs. G. Rensink (Gen. and Evang.)

W. Richardson
Rohinson
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Ross
Mrs. Minnie Roy
Ethel Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. John Sansom
Mrs. H. E. Scheid
Lenora Scheid
Mr. and Mrs. G.
N.

•

•

Mabel

•

Era Simms
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Smallwood
Evelyn Smith and Sons
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Smallwood
Mrs. S. P. Smith
S. D. Smith

A

Sorenson
Billy, Dora, and Noreene Spanglei'
Mr. and Mrs. A. Steffen
Ml-, and Mrs. W. T. Stettenbenz
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Stevens
Pearl Stevenson

-

-

.

Luella M. Stever
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stous
Ccnard S. Stover (Evang. )
Mr. and Mrs. C. Strobele
Mrs. S. L. Strong
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Strong
Mr. and Mrs., Ivan Sturdivant
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sundstrom
Tillie Surface
Mrs. Edith M. Sutherland (Evang.)

Robert Swagerty
OUie R. Tinsley
Thomas William
Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
S.

B.

.

Thome

Vaughn

and Mrs. M. E. Veale
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Voorhees (Olayhole)
Mrs. E. L. Walck
Mrs. Maurine Walken
J.(r. and Mrs. D. E. WaUer
Sgt.

A. E. Ward
Bob F. Walters
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Welton
A. Wetherbee
Nettie I. White
Bessie Whitsett
M. L. Wilbur
Mrs. P. E. Willcuts
Laura and Merle Willcuts

Mary

S. Wilson
Mrs. C. M. Winnemore
Elmer J. Wintersteen

Mrs.

7.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
75.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
40.00
33.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
100.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
6.00
26.00
300.00
100.00
6.00
5.00

6.00
10.00
5,00
5.00
5.00

Lena E. Wormer

J, S, Yeager
Mrs, Sarah C, Yoder (Gen, and Evang,)
Georgia Younger
Mr, and Mrs. Neri Zahn
C, E. C. (Gen. and Evang.)
.

,

First Brethren Church, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. J. Keith Altig
Mr. and Mrs, 0, N, Agler
Jackie Agler
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Armey
Mr. and Mi3. N. Baxter
Mrs. Robert Briner
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyer
Mr. and Mrs. R, Boone

20,00
5.00
10.00
5,00
11,00
5o!oO

18.56
35,00
5,00
100.00
26.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
6.00
5,00
10,00
30.00
26.00
10.00
20.00
45.00
11.00
51.50
25.00
50.00
30.00
5.00
100.00

Mis Nora Dudgeon
Mrs. Pearl Ervin
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Etter
Mr. and Mrs. James Ervin
Mrs. Evans
Phyllis Elder
Mr, and Mrs. Floyd Kerns
Mis Delia Kerns
Louise Kimrael

Geneva Kuhn

(Wadsworth)

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kaster
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kreich
Mr. and Mrs. George Lord
Harold Mason
Mr. and Mrs. A. Mason
Miss Izorah Myers
Mrs. A. J. Nelson
Mrs. E. M. Osbom
,

100.00
10.00

".

A. Seeling
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Shuff
Mrs. Walter Siebert

.

7.55
5.00
5.00

Auhrey and Hazel Richardson
C.

6.600.01
Brethren Church, Long Beach, Calif. (Funds sent In designated for
work extraneous to the Home Mlsions Council).
Mrs. T. E. Austin (Hawaiian Gardens Mission)
50.00
Mrs. M. L. Carr (Hawaiian Gardens Mission)
23.00
Mr. and Mrs. W. I. CopUn (Hawaiian Gardens Mission)
25.00
Mrs. EUzabeth Friesen (Hawaiian Gardens Mission) ....
5.00
C, F. Preshaw (Hawaiian Gardens Mission
10.00
Hawaiian Gardens Bible Schol Mission (Hawaiian Gardens Mission Building Fund)
10.00
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Drum (Mildred Kuntz)
10.00
Mr. and Mrs, Merrill S, Keiser (Mildred Kuntz)
5,00
Mrs, Helen Service (Mildred Kuntz)
5.00
D. L. Van Buskirk (Mildred Kuntz)
5.00
Grace and Alger Whidden (Mildred Kuntz for car) ....
25.00
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Hinkel (South Pasadena)
300.00
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Hoffman (Seal Beach)
20.00
Mrs, Estella E, Madison (Jewish Work, Cleveland) ....
10.00
First

Mrs A. Payne
Betty Reisen
Mrs. D. Seibert
Mrs. Frances Sigman
Mrs. Bertha Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. V. Springer
Mrs. W. Van Dissen
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Virts
Sunday School loose offering

5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
100.00
40.00
10.00
17.50
74.49
30.00

Labonah Bible Class
Berean Bible Class

.

W. M. C
.Wult C.

E

Y'oung People's O.
Intermediate

E

:

MisceUaneoua

Sunnymede Brethren Church, South Bend,
Mrs. Lenard Engstrom
Mrs. Martha Engstrom
Paul Eaton
Mrs. Bertha Ball
Rev. and Mrs. Lester E. Pifer
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Crawford
Miscellaneous

Breahren Church, Martlnsburg, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Ira .\mick
Mrs. Preston Black
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beach
Mr. and Mis. H. M. Beach
Mr. and Mrs. .John Baker
Mr, and Mrs. John Brumbaugh and Sons
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Dilling

35 00
15.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
13!30

Ind.

1.76

5.00

500
2^00
2o!oO
10.00
2.77

First

Mariam

,

Dilling

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Dilling, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dilling
Mrs. Clair Dick
Mrs. H. R. Delozier
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Bbieght
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Fishel
Mrs. Sadie Fj'ock
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Greaser
Reginald Greaser
Mrs. Martha Keim and Sons
Christine Klefiser
Sannie Klefiser
Mrs. John F. Loose and Sons

William Looser
Minnie Longenecker
Rev. and Mrs. R. E. Miller
Robert Miller. Jr
William Ward Miller
David Scott Miller

180

10.00
10.00
12.26
17!2o
5.00
5.65
32.40
11.65
5.00
5. 00

5.00
10.00
11.85
36.25
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
14.00
6.00
12.00
3o"oO
5

00

5I00
5,00

C
((
(
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.

.

.

i"-*;

-S.C

it
?-J
"-i

.

Paul Stem
Mrs. Edith Stoudnour
Florence Wineland
Mrs. Alice Wisler

J-'
B'^
o.l

•<

'

^-^

3

IjJ
***
^-^

?;
°"

Miscellaneous

Brethren Church,
Mrs. Wilbur

Mlddlebranch, Ohio.

5.00
13.33
10.00
5-00
5.00
16.00
5.00
5.00
50.92

Haldeman

Lou James

Eev. and Mrs. G. W. Kinzie
George Kinzie, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Kinsley
Mr. and Mrs. John Royer
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Royer (Eyang.)
Mr. and Mrs. Da-rid WatSins
Miscellaneous

•

•

Brethren Church, RIttman, Ohio.
and Mrs. W. V. Armstrong
and Mrs. Charles Baker
Bula Blatter
and Mrs. Fred Blatter (Gen. and South Bend)
and Mra. J. A. Blatter
Jtr, and Mrs. Maynard Blatter
Mr. Herl Bricker
Mrs. Herl Bricker (Cuyahoga Falls)
Mr. and Mrs. William Brown

.

5Irs.

Mrs.

24.00
20.00
5.00
.

'2-99
7.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
61.00
11.25

Clair Brickel

Paul Castor
Mr. and Mis. Roy Fix
Mis Mary Fritz (Gen. and South Bend)
Rev. and Mrs. Ord Gehman (Firestone Park)
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Gish
Mrs. Ida Harter
Mrs.
Mrs.

27. oO

Ruby nd Owen Haxton
Rodney Hayden

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hoover
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hoover
Miss Marlys Hoover
Miss Gladys Hoover
Mr. and Mrs. A. Hostettler
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Houck
Mr. and Mrs. Verle Rosier
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Kunkler
Mr. and Mrs. Kennetli Lance
Mr. and Mrs. Oro Lance
Mr and Mrs. Owen Landis
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Moine
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moomaw
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Pifer
Mis. Clifford Spaulding
Miscellaneous

Brethren Church, Tracy, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ryhiner
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Lehman
Rev. and Mrs. George Richardson
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Wampley
Mr and Mrs. J. B. Coykendoll
Miss June Lehman
Rev. and Mrs. Tom Hammers
Sgt. Warren A. Coykendoll
Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Lehman
Mrs. Roy Ferguson
Mrs. George E. Pepper
Frank S. Coykendoll
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Spencer
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Clary
John W. Coykendoll
G. Herbert Pepper
Ramon Coykendoll
Mrs. H. L. Coykendoll
Mrs. Grace Olson

'

.

.

.

'

10.00
T.50
10.50
5.00
5.25
20.00
40.00
5.00
20.00
21.00
25.00
65.00
24.00
5.00
5.00
35.00
11.00
60.00
5.00
5.00
.13.46.

First

W. M. C

First

75.
26.
25.
25.
30.
20.
25.
15.
10.
10.
10.1
10.(
5.(
7.(
5.(
5.1

.....

6.1
3.'
5.i
5.1

Brethren Church, Washington, D. C.

Homer A. Kent
Mr and Mrs. M.

L. Myers
and Mrs. F. M. Spitzer
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Wood
•»r.

100.

10.00
5.00
15.00
25.00
50.00

Frances

.

May

Bin Mayer

•

•

Rev. H. O. Mayer
Mrs. H. O. Mayer
.

•

:

Mr. and Mrs. Ivan B. Munch
Mr. and, Mrs. Roy P. Myers
Mr and Mrs. B. F. Newcomer

Frank Quinn
Mrs. James Qumn
Mr. and Mrs. Lee

Raum

....

The Richters
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scheyett
and Mrs. J. M. Stillwell
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tamkin
Miss Rebecca Tice
Mr. and Mis. Prank Weaver
Mr. nad Mrs. T. R. Welsh
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. West
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Wiles
Intermediate C. E
Junior C. E

.

Primary Depactment

Sunday School
Miscellaneous

First

Mrs.
Mrs.

Church, Whittler Calif.

Brethren

200.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
20.00
10.00
75.00

Mayme Fleming Barmore
Ruth Beeson

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Bowman
Ethel Brown
E. W. Buslmell
Mrs. Fern Cauffman
Rev. William H. Clough
Mrs. Elizabeth Coffman
Mr. and' Mrs. G. M. Comtock
Cari Oouoh
Mr. nd Mrs. M. W. Couch
Virginia Couch
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crawford

B.OO
50.00
5.00
60.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

•

E. D. Culp
Mrs. E. L. Culp
Orlyn L. Culp

Robert Culp
WUlis Davidson
T. Day
Mrs. J. E. Dear
Mrs. Agnes Downs
Donald Driver
D. O. Epperly (E. Pasadena)

I.

Helene Epperly (E. Pasadena)
James O. Epperly
Mrs. MUdred H. Epperly
Christian Endeavor
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Plory
A. Plory
Mr. and Mrs.

3.00
19.60
5.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
10.00

•

(i.

•

PraUck
Mrs. Charles) Garwood
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Gault (Gen. and Evang.)
Mr. and Mra. J. L. Glenn
Mr. and Mra. John Gnagy (Mayes and Flory)
EUzabeth Guest
Walter Haag
Mr. and Mis. Ben Hamilton Jr. (Evang.)
Gerry Hamlett
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Hammer
Donald Hay

Sam Homey

R.

(

C.

3nd L. A.

)

Ehzabeth Hubbling
Mr. and Mrs. John HubbUng
Mr. and Mra. P. J. Hubbling
Clyde Irwin

181

5.00
5.00

5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
125.00
20.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
60.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
38.16
47.22
18.25

Sin: L. Mayer .
Patricia Mayer
Mrs. Elsie T. Merrick and Mary
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Merrick

First

Mr.
Mr.
Mis
Mr.
Mr.

/

DonaMson

Mrs. Alverta Fairall
Miss Edith Geske
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Gilbert
Miriam Gilbert
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Hale
Viola Hancock
Mr. and Mrs. Floyde Hartman
Ptf. and Mrs. Ralph Hommel
Mrs. E. A. Hospelborn
Ruth N. Hostetler
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Howard
Mrs. Martha Keller
.•
Mrs. A. B. Lemon
Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Manhetz

,

^I:)-'

W. M. C

E.

R.

l-J-'

Circle Class

First

1

24.45
50.00
50.00
5.00
40.00
20.00
5.00
18.00
5.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Aubrey B. Dooley
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Dooley
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Dyer

°-J
20.(

.

Ivinda

L

Mabel E. DonaMson
^-J
•

Ladies Bible Class
Men's Bible Ctoss
.Tunior Bible Class
Beginners Class
King's Daughters
Timothy Titus Class
Willing Workers
Intermediate

Mr and

Mis Beulah Sampson
Mrs. Daisy B. Sampson
Mis Katherine Sampson
Miss Margaret Sampson
Miss Mildred Bayless
Sgt.a nd Mrs, A. C. Berg
Miss G. Katherine Chamberlin
Mr -and Mis. J. B. Deloe
Robert Deloe

-8.0

Bov. R. J. Shaffer
Dr. and Mrs. C. K. Snider
Dafid Snider
Wajne Snider
Alice Snider

15.00
30.00
20 no
20.00
20.00
10.00
10.00

Helen D. ,\ndorson
Mr. and Mrs. Austin C. Munch
Mrs.

2-

Doratheann Miller
Mr. and Mre. Oscar Nicodemus
Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Replogle
Audrey Replogle

'

200.00
10.00
25.00
100.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
15.00
20.00
100.00
25.00
7.00
0.00
6.00
5.00
5.0U

10.00
25.00
100.00
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Mr and

Mrs.

W. Johnson

C.

(Gen. and Evang.)

....

Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Kelly
F. Kelly

Mrs. Elizabeth Knipp
Mrs. L. A. Koon
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Kreiter
Mrs. Slinnie M. Lotspeich
Loyal Women's Class
Evelyn Miller
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Miller
Mrs. and Mrs. Glenn E. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Needham
Mrs. Elizabeth Ogden
Albert L. Patching

•

•

Mrs. Johanna Ratliff
Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson
Mrs. Myrtle W. Hideout

Robert Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. Roy R. Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Root
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Rough (Gen. and Evang.)

W.

Sliierj'

H. H. Showerman
John Shultz

Pasadena)

(E.

Royce Shultz
Louise A. Singer
Mrs. Don Starkey (Gen. and Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Sterhng
Mr. rind Mrs. H. E. Stroud

Dcrothy Thompson
Raymond Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Thompson

Mrs

George Ulery
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Wame
Me. and Mrs. Ralph Wohlford

B W. Wood

(E>pang.)

Mr. and Mra. C. V. Zook
Miscellaneous

First

Carrie

)

-

-

Edna DuMond
Louise Dobson

Thu Dunn Family (3rd

L. A.)

Mr. and Mrs. George Force (Gen. and Lit.)
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Giesler
Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Giesler
Mrs. Donald Grauel
Grace Grauel
Kathryn Grauel
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Hiikey
'

C«cil

Kime

*

Mr. and Mrs. L, H. Leek
Mrs. Etta McNeil
Mrs. Randall
Mr and Mrs. George Redd
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Rettig
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Schmidt
Mrs. Lucille Shepley

Wyley Smith

W.

Mr. and Mrs.

E.

Ward

George Webb
Mrs. M. E. Wells
Aune and Doyle White
Rev. and Mrs. EUas D. White
Mrs.

Anna

C.

Perue Brethren Church, Peru, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson
Rev. and Mrs. R. A. Ashman
Harley Black
Mr. and ilrs. Marion Clark

Madelyn Comerford
Mrs. J. D. Comerford
G. K. Cbnstable

Louvenna Cordrey
Mrs. William Deisch

Frank Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dawalt
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Engelman
Charles Grandstaff

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hartleroad
Mrs. Lillian

Helm

-

.

Senior W. M.
Miscellaneous

-

5.00
5. 00

56,0fi

Brethren Church, Seven
Walter Paige

Fountains,

Va.

5.00
10.00
5.00
2.00

Lucy Barr
Sarah McClanahan
Miscellaneous

First

Brethren

Mrs. C.

Church, Covington, Va.

W. Cook
Mrs.
Mrs.

B.
J.

V.
J.

15.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10 00
10.00
5.00
10.00

Craghead
Craghead

Dimcan
Mrs. Charles Gross
Mrs. Jessei Hall

Ruth Han
Paul

HaU

B. Hawkins
Mrs. O. H. Hill
Mrs. L. R. Hill
Miss Ina Humphries
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Lacks
Mre. C. E. Leape
I.

Mark

Slartin

00

21.00
5. 00
10.00
25.00
5.70

C

Trinity

Mr. and
Mr. and
Everette
Mr. and
Rev. and

5

6.00
5.00

20 00
5. 00
5. 00
50.00

E

Adult C.

7.00

25.00
25.00

and Family

Pearman
Milbume Perdue

5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
8.00
8.00
5.00
7.00

I'aul

-

C. A. Perdue
Mrs. Nelson Sizemore
Mrs. Martha Terry
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Thomas
Ycung People's Class
Miscellaneous

Church, Cheyenne. Wyo.
Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pa. (Additional).
and ilrs. Herbert Sowers
Janet Huston
First Brethren
First

Mr.

First

Brethren Church, Ellet, Ohio

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bry
Miss Martha Carniazin
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Carroll
Mrs. Johanna Coast
Rev. R. E. Gingrich
Mrs. R. E. Gingrich
Raymond Gingrich
Miss Angie Garber
Mrs. M. A. Hutton
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kurtz
Miss Doris Mishler
Mr. and Mrfe. Charles Pluck
Mr. and Mrs. Walt.er Pluck
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Quartz
Mr, and Mrs. S. G. Rcdinger
Ml-, and Mrs. George Ripple
Mrs. O. L. Sanderfer
Mfes Alvalee Sigmon
Miss Rosalee Sigmon
Mr. and Mrs. Wilham Slichter
Mr. and Mrs. At!ee Speioher
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tumefl
BIrs. Hazel Wolfenbarger
Sunday School

00

100.00
80.21
23.25

Bible School
Miscellaneous

25,00
15.80
10.00
5.00
10.00
5. 00
20.00

Beverly Tyre
Bobby TyTe
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Tyre
Mr and Mrs. Earl Webb
Richard York
Mr. and Mrs. Paul York
A Friend
Junior C. E

8.00
8.00
7.00

Anonymous

Alma Kamelim
KesHng
Mi-s. W. A. McCain

John Worl Stuber
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Stuber

6^50
10.00
10.00
6.10

Whitney

5.00
5,00
5.75
10.25
6.00
12.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

-

Hoppes

Mr. and Mrs. O. S. McCliu-ei
Mrs. Regina llorria
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Merritt
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Miller
Mrs. Clyde Pries
Mr. and Mrs. Willand Secaur
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. SheUer

11.00
10.00
13.50
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
30.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
15.00
22.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
6 00
5.00
25.00
5

Marie Wilson
Mrs. Hope Wolf
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Zimmerman

Mrs.

Mi-s.

Brethren Church, South Gate, Calif.

Babcock
Waj-ne Baker {Evang. and Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Beatty
Mrs. George Bramaric
Mr- and Mrs. R. H. BulKs
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colbum
Mr and Mrs. J. W. Cooley
Mrs. Susie M. Crane
D. vW. Cunningham
Mrs.

Hiatt

Hiers

C.

Mr. and

20.00
20.00
10.00
30.00
10.00
25.00
29.55
35.00
50.00
30.00
15.00
30.00
25.00
50.00
30.00
43.50
8.00
27.55
5.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
50.00
61.00
35.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
493.93

•

W.

L.

ilrs.
I.

Mrs. Paul

5.00

Primary Department

Rev. F.

Mrs. A.
Mrs. R.

100.00
75.00

Peterson

L.

Mr. and

Mr. and :Mr-: George Huddleston
Mrs. Lloyd Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Gilbert;
Richard Gilbert
Mrs. F. E. Jones
Mr. and Mr.s. Roy Jones

10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
15.00

Glen Peterson
R.

15.00
5.00

100.00

R.

H. O. Kessler
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kirkland

5.00
19.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5,00
5,00
5.00
5.00
10.00
7^00
33.00
5^00

.

5. 00

...

5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
1(MI.(KI

50.00
58.29
19,00

Banks
MtaAslIaneous

First Brethren Church, Glendale, Calif.
Mrs. M. M. Whitney
Irvin Masters and Family
Rev. and Mrs. G. E. McDonald
•
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5.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

-

5. 00
100.00
10.00
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Meyer

Flora H.

Mrs.
C. J.

1945

».00

(Gtn., Evang., Lit.)

""

Knutson

50.00

o-nn
^JJ-""
30.00

5""
25.00
»•""

.

10.00
10.00

Mrs. Henry Richardson
Miss Mary Ware
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Goodion
Mr. and Mrs. Albert SUyers
A. Gordon
H. N. and Elsie "Whitney
Miscellaneous

*2nft
»•""

t^n
5""

.Junior

Mrs.

co
n«
""-"o

^nn?
^°2nn
500
l^OO

5.00

5.00
15.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
.

.

•

Lee Smith's Class

E
B

Under Five Dollars

Mrs. Edwin Kime
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Walters
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Mcllnay
Mr. and Mi-s. V. R. Nivich
Ringler Family
Mrs. Martin Brumbaugh
Clem Walters* Jr

o^Url
25.00
50.00

,

„„;;„
^0.00
lO-""

Harold Yohn

Tbelma Nivich
Miscellaneous

11.00
6.00
10.00
10.00

o.oo

Class

Grace Brethren Church, Juniata, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Dively
Mr. and Mrs. William Dively
Mrs. Eva Harpster
Rev. and Mrs. Forest Lance
Mr. Earl Summers
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Holmes
iMr. and Mrs. Lester Garwood

25.00
_2 „
50.00
30.00
10.00

George Forney
Corp. and Mrs. Harry Fox
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Frye
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Garber
Donald Hildebrand
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hildebrand
Mis Janet Hildebrand
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Holsinger
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Legge
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Lockhart
Miss NeUie Ixjokhart
Betty and Nancy Lyie
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Lyle

Young People's

Senior C.
Junior C.
Gifts

•

^"O
_„„„
50.00

Sunday Scoliol
Young People's Class

oc'nn

First Brethren Church, Winchester, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Anderson (Evang.)
Mrs. Daisy C. Boyer
Miss Gladys Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Guy E. Coffelt

Kenneth L. Ooffelt
Miss Pesgy Comwell
Rev. and Mrs. Paul E. Dick
Mr and Mrs. Holmes Fletcher
Miss Rhoda M. Fletcher

"•

Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Shircliff
Mrs. Lee Smith
Mr. ajld Mrs. D. D. SpiUman
B. W. Strawderman
Mrs. Eula SUawderman
Willard Strawderman
Mrs. Emma K. Stultz
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Suddlth

_S-*'^

Alpha Londogin (Ky.)
Ray and Esther Klrby
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Berkey
N. K. Matson and Family

^^.I
1.00

Mrs. lice Manuel
Miss Elsie Mogle
Mrs. P. C. Petrie (Winchester)
Mrs. Ruth Shaner

;]

WiUiam Hengerer

•

6-»^
25.00
6.55

'"5"

30-00
-O.OU

innn
in'no
i„ nn
^0.00

nn
^-00
5.00
5.00
o.OO
r

°00
"•""
*-00

^00
oq'v^
*''*

words the Senator struck at the heart of the entire
world problem. It showed conclusively that all men
the
at the head of our nation are not blind. He spoke
(Continued from Page 173)

your soul than to have to meet God at the end
of the race and be found unfaithful. Jesus said,

liver

"I am the way, the truth and the life, and
NO MAN Cometh unto the Father but by me"

John

14:6.

War

conditions do not change the word of

God.

ONE SENATOR HAD THE
ONLY ANSWER—
The Town Hall program

of Readers' Digest

fame

cer-

has great national merit. It would be a great
eye opener to millions of Americans and perhaps be
a means of avoiding many national mistakes if Ameri-

tainly

it and act accordingly.
Another program has just been concluded. The question under discussion was what American peace aims
j&hould be. Many and specious were the ideas set forth.
The Atlantic charter should be applied to the whole

cans would really listen to

Every nation should be left free to follow its'
Arrangements should be made to prevent the rise of any aggressor nation! Very simple.
All went well until Senator Charles W. Tobey was
asked how, in view of the way Russia has already
shown the spirit to do a-s she pleases in Europe aggression, could any or all of the proposed plans be made to
actually work instead of being just lip service.
Quickly, and truly, and courageously came the
answer, "There is absolutely no chance for any plans
for a better world to succeed except the nations embrace Christ and manifest His spirit". In these few
world!

own

destiny!

shining truth, the basic reijuirement necessary to suchope
ceed. Since no world plan of peace and equity can
of men,
to be realized without Christ in the hearts
then why go on till that one thing is accomplished.
There is no use in going on. Would to God our President would stand up and make such a statement and
to its
call a halt to proceedings and call the nation
knees before Calvary. He would go down as the greataccomplish
est statesman in all history. He would
more toward world peace than all the armies, and air
armadas that fly. He would prove himself the wisest
man in world leadership, and the man with the most
courage. Until the sin question, and the Son question
are settled, nothing- can be settled in this world. The
nations of the world "must" kiss the son, lest He be
angry with them and they perish in the way when His
anger be kindled but a little."
But nationsi have always been directed largely by
the personal convictions of their leaders. It is still
that way. To insist on making a sound world arrangement would mean that the leader who made the refirst confess his own sins and humbly
before Calvary's Christ. Find that man and you
could start, taut it would be but a start. The problem
would be to get all world leaders to bow humbly before
Jesus Christ and with Thomas cry, "My Lord, and my
God". Then it would require that all the people of the
nations accept Christ truly. Without this, greed and

quirement should

bow

selfishness would again drench the world in blood.
After all the true gospel preacher who cries, "Ye must
be bom again", is doing more to bring about world
peace than all the statesmen that ever lived.
God give us more Senators with the conviction and
courage to speak out for Christ in high places. How
we need them now! Pray for the rulers of thy people.
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NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP
The program

?^

the meetings of the National
Fellowship of Brethren Ministers at General Conference this year is now being arranged by the Program
Committee. In order to arrange for the best possible
use of the ministers' time all matters of special business, not matters of regular routine, should be presented to the Program Committee. Then they can
arrange for a suitable place for these matters in the
program. Those who represent groups or organizations' which wish to present special items for the consideration of the National Fellowship of Brethren Ministers at the conference meetings should take the responsibility to see that their matters are presented as
soon as possible. Give the name of the person, group,
or organization presenting the item of business, and
also the subject of it. Please see that this is done
before the first of June. Address communications to
Eobert D. Culver, 615 Union Place, Fremont, Ohio.
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Booki, <U

25c— 0hI^
(Values

up
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to $2.00)

THE SHADOWING WING, Wynema Atherton (novel>.
IN THE SWELLING OF JORDAN, 14 Sermons by Texas
Presbyterians.

PERSONAL CHRISTIANITY, W.
THE CHRISTIAN AS WITNESS,

T. Conner.

Conference Addresses

by Loveless, Van Gorkom, Lyter, Hottel, and others.
Clark J. Forcey, Pastor, Church of
the Air, Washington, D. C.

PALACES OF GOD,

ALL THE DAYS, Clark J. Forcey.
THE BIBLE AND THINGS TO COME, David Freeman.
UNDER FIVE FLAGS, Lera B. Friedemann (ExperiSelling Price, 25c

ences of Missionaries to Central Europe.

Each

MEET THE WINNERS AND LOSERS OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE YOUTH OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE WOMEN OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE COMPANIONS OF JESUS
MEET THE LITTLE KNOWN PEOPLE OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE VOICES OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE MAD MEN OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE RAISED FROM THE DEAD PEOPLE OF
THE BIBLE
MEET THE MARRED MEN OF THE BIBLE
MEET THE ENEMIES OF JESUS

YOUR SERVICE

— Enjoy reading
scriptions.

We

MEN---

the Herald. Please check their subdo not want to remove any of them

from our mailing-

list.

THE ANXIOUS INQUIRER AFTER SALVATION,

J.

A.

James.

ROARING WATERS, Kuipers (Novel About an Indian).
THE LORD'S PRAYER, E. A. Landwehr.
THE HIGHWAY TO HAPPINESS, A. A. Little.
THE SEVEN R'S OF THE FULL GOSPEL, M. A..
Matthews.

AM
WHY
I

JESUS,
I

J. C.

Massee (Evangelistic Sermons).

BELIEVE THE BIBLE, Michael Mar

MOODY, WINNER OF SOULS, Mann.
THE NATURE OF RELIGION, E. C. Moore

Yosip.

(Selection of

the Religious Book Club).

CROSSROADS ON
gelistic

LIFE'S
Sermons.

HIGHWAY,

Series of

Evan-

AT THE GATES OF MERCY, John H. Webb.
THINKING MISSIONS WITH CHRIST, S. M. Zwemer.

We Have a Few
Of These Beautiful

EASTER CARDS
Price per box

Order

50c

Now From

THE
BRETHREN MISSIONARY
HERALD CO.
Winona Lake,
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SPEAKING
By

Dr. Louis S.

Bauman, Editor

OUR RISEN LORD'S FIRST WORDS

sent" (Rom. 10:15)?
tian can

—

And what were they? "All hail!" which was the
Greek form of salutation. It was the "How-do-ye-do"
of our Lord to His own. Then "Be not afraid." Verily
what was there now to fear? Death, man's great
enemy, lay dead in that opened tomb! Nothing more
Hallelujah!

B^tttg in Barkn^ss

at last found a conqueror.'

"GO
Glory to God
TELL!" "GO TELL!" "GO
TELL!"
!

"NECESSITY IS LAID
UPON ME!"
No man or woman has
seriously

read

inspired

the
o

f

God, without having been
brought face to face with
the solemn duty of either
going with the Gospel, or
sending the Gospel to all
the world of men for
which Christ died. Every
born-again Christian is in
reality
an "ambassador

By FLORENCE

For poor,

fallen, sinful

Not one gleam shines through the blackness
At the end of life's hard race.
Struggling 'gainst what fate awaits them,

They are clasped in death's embrace.
Dying, with no hope of heaven!
Dying

,

with no word of grace!

They are dying!
Is there naught that you can do?
There's a secret place of power;
Have you learned to pray clear through?
Pray that God will send forth lab'rers
Fields are vast, and lab'rers few;
Millions wait in densest darkness.
As you pray, God may call YOU.
Friend, they're dying!

!

.

man.

They are dying! Yes, they're dying
Horror's stamped on each dark face.

that fails to fulfill his commission. Verily, another
great ambassador said: "Necessity is laid upon me!
Yea, woe is unto me if I preach not the Gospel" (1 Cor.
9:16)
But, "even so hath the Lord ordained that they

:

HILBORN

Oh, they're dying
In that darkened, Christless lahd!
No one near to tell of Jesus;
No one near to hold their hand.
And to point, with heavenly comfort.
To that precious, crimson strand
Where Christ bridged death's chasm safely

Woe unto an ambassador

which preach the Gospel should

A.

They are dying!

for Christ" (2 Cor. 5:20).

Cor. 9 14)

mean when

that

the

day of judgment comes?
God alone can answer

—

Scriptures,

to leave the

—

will

then—"GO TELL!" There

ever

is

some man to whom he
could tell it, or could send some one to tell it; You
cannot escape it! "Necessity" is laid upon you! You
must either go or send! Failing to do so well, what

And

is the supreme duty of
every on© who has heard
the greatest piece of news
that ever fell on the ear
of man. .On an earth that
contains countless millions more within the
graves upon her green
bosom than walk above
those graves, there is news
glad news! Death has

tragic failure a Chris-

The most

this side the grave

story of salvation go untold to

—

to fear!

make on

live of

the Gospel"

(1

And, "How shall they preach except they be

that question!

CANNOT YOU
COME OFTENER?"

"O,

A Christian missionary's
wife recently wrote from
India: "The other day, as
my husband was entering
a Hindu village to preach
Christ there, he met a
Hindu farmer just leaving
it with his oxcart, on busThe farmer could
iness.
not stop, but he called to
my husband: "We are
glad that you have come.
None of us in this village
has worshipped any idol
or god since you were
here last year, and we
heard what you said about
Jesus Christ and what He
did for us sinners. And

we

all

want

to

become

when we hear
more and know enough.
Christ's

Oh,

cannot

you

come

oftener?'

"Oh, cannot you come

oftener?" is not a cry that
pierces the hearts of the
missionaries In India only. How often have our own
missionaries in Africa heard that cry a sob borne on
the air as they walked away from some African village.

—

—

TOTAL

WAR

by Miss Mary Emmert, missionary in
French Equatorial Africa, printed elsewhere in this

The

article

a«oond-claM mitUr April 16, 1943 at the poatotfice at Wmona Laie, Indfama nnder tlu
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issue,

reveals

a battle with Satanic power

that

is

OUT OF
THE

to take the heart out of any missionary. However, over against the losses they sustain is the joy
they have in the few that remain faithful to their

enough

vows.

EDITOR'S MAIL BAG

One wonders when he

considers the awful
depths of the raw heathenism out of which these souls
being
lifted,
are
that the discouragements are not even

worse than they are.
However, the picture of the Prodigal returning home
is a very old picture.
It was first drawn by our Lord
Himself. Returning prodigals are not seen in Africa
only. What church is there in the homeland that has
not seen a similar sight coming down the aisle, sick
and weary of sin and wanting to get back to God.
What pastor is there in the homeland that has not
wept with sorrow when his bitter grief was expressed
in the words: "Demas hath forsaken me having loved
this present world (2 Tim. 4:10). With the missionaries in heathen land the existence of a personal ruler
in the Kingdom of Darkness by the name of Satan or
the Devil is no joke. It is a terrible reality. Verily it
appears that the hour is at hand when it is an all-out
total war with him. Thank God the war will be short
for "he knoweth that he hath but a short time'' (Rev,
12:12).

OLD ROME

IS

STILL OLD

"I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet-colored beast". The
Antichrist, the Beast of Revelation, will be ridden by
a "harlot," Papal Rome, in the time of the end. The
Antichrist will, for a short time, be dominated by Papal

Rome, and then, according to Revelation 17, when ten
kings shall form a federation and place the Antichrist
at their head,

he

is

going to smite the

him— to

dominate

9,

MACONAGHY WRITES:

1945,

and written

at

La

Letter dated February
Carlota, Argentina, South

America.

Dear Brother Bauman:
Just a line this morning to let you know that we
have secured passage for the States. The boat leaves
the latter part of March and will no doubt arrive at a
southern port sometime the early part of May.

The Dowdys are already established in their home
here in Carlota and have taken over the work. That
has left us free to get our furniture, etc., moved and
stored away at some friends in Los Cisnes. This afternoon we leave by train for Rio Cuarto to visit a few
days with the Sickels and then we will visit around
among the congregations in order to say farewell and
learn a little more about the condition of the work in
our district.
Dolly joins me in sending greetings to you, your wife
and family and all our brethren in the homeland.

ROME

Miss Dorothy Black, member of the First Brethren
Church of Long Beach, is' a missionary working in the
Orinoco River Mission of Venezuela, South America.
Under date of June 2, 1944, she wrote a letter to the
Editor, who is also her pastor, to say:
We see so much the need for more missionaries. Now the door is closed to th« entrance
of any, and we ourselves have no assurance of
re-entrance. Do ask the folks to pray for the
opening of the doors. We'd like to be a multiplicity of persons to do all that is necessary.
And there you have it! The old-time power of Papal
Rome is being restored to her throughout all Latin
America. Thus the prophetic word is being fulfilled:

strives to ride

HILL

woman

him— for,

that

in fact, he

loved her not a little bit
In the meantime, Rome is still Rome. Miss Black and
her fellow missionaries are preaching Jesus Christ and
Him crucified to the millions in Venezuela who need
His salvation; but old Rome, professing to be Christian but ever more pagan than Christian, objects to
these missionaries. Consequently, the doors close to
the entrance of new missionaries of Protestant faith,
and the Protestant missionaries dare not leave the field
lor fear they will be unable to re-enter when their
furloughs are over.
What are we to think about the loud protestations
emanating from the Roman Catholic clergy, trying to
assure us here in the United States that Papal Rome
is opposed to dictatorship, oppression, and stands for

freedom. Utter nonsense! It is the boast of old Rome
that "Rome never changes"; and, the Rome that
"never changes" would not only bar Protestants from
the entire continent of South America; but, if she
could, would drive every Protestant in North America
either into the Roman Catholic Church or into the
sea! What is happening in Venezuela is happening
throughout all South America. It certainly concerns
us, since we have established a mission in Argentina.
What the future holds, no one can know; but, thank
God, we have led hundreds into the knowledge of the
truth down there, and even though old Rome would
drive out every North American Protestant from Argentina, we believe that the truth will survive. Pray for
our missionaries that are there. God is blessing that
work, and we will have to pray through the barriers to
get helpers to them. Those of us who know how to
pray, pray as you never have prayed that God maydefeat, as He has defeated in centuries gone by, the
dominating old "harlot" that has put to death in the
name of Jesus Christ, tens upon tens of thousands of
Christians, and still reigns on the banks of the Tiber.
Thank God, her judgment is sure. See Revelation 17:16.

GEN. DOUGLAS A. MACARTHUR, speaking at the
University of Michigan in June 1932 said: "Pacifism
and its bedfellow. Communism, are all about us. In
the theaters, newspapers and magazines, pulpits and
lecture halls, schools and colleges, Communism hangs
like a mist before the face of America, organizing the
forces of unrest and undermining the morale of the
working man. Day by day this canker eats into the
body politic."
While these words were spoken by General MacArthur 12 years ago, the passing years have only emphasized the truth of General MacArthur's statement.
His words are truer today than when he uttered them.
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Never have the communi&tic forces of this nation been
more active. Never have they had so much to encourage them. Never have they found so much sympathy
in the White House as today. And, worst of all, never
have they found so much sympathy in the pulpits of
America; and never within the circles of professed
Christians have they found a more effective tool than
the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America.
If Communism is right, Christianity i^ wrong, and
vice versa. The slogan of Communism, from the days
of Karl Marx, has ever been "Religion is the opiate of
the people."

We

predict that the forces of

Communism

will

grow

more and more strong

until finally Gog, at the head
of its marshalled forces, is cut to pieces and fed to the
fowls of the air on the hills of Palestine (Ezek. 28, 39)

"MOTION PICTURES PURVEY FILTH"
The editor of this magazine confesses that he is
old-fashioned. For years he has opposed the movies
and has believed that, unless something can be found
to counteract their influence, they will head a whole
generation of youth toward hell. That language may
be strong, and some may say that only a preacher
talks that way. However, we stand now to quote several testimonials from men who cannot be regarded
as any too friendly to preachers.
Hendrik Van Loon, who surely cannot be charged
with Puritanic tendencies, says: "The moving picture
producers are a group of money chasers who are turning an entire race of youngsters into hysterical little
psychopaths, whose ears and eyes must forever be
glued to something that can only be described by a
single word, 'ignoble.'
Also, out of Hollywood itself comes the testimony of
the editor of the Hollywood Spectator, Welford Beaton,
says: "The screen is' a menace to the growing
population. ... It aims its products at those whose
low tastes make them impervious to the vulgarity of
pornography, passion masquerading as love, discussions of the double standard, and other unlovely aspects of modem civilization
The producers of motion pictures purvey filth for the sole purpose of reaping profits. They have delved into the garbage cans
of our social structure and extracted from them, as
story material, everything that stinks."

who

.

.

.

THE "BETRAYED GENERATION"
Edgar Hoover, the man who ought to know, recently
spoke of the rising generation as the "lost generation."
A young lady, addressing a convention of educators,
defended her generation in words to this effect:

"They

the 'Lost Generation.' We are not the
We are the Betrayed Generation.'
We were not taught concerning the exceeding sinfulness of sin. We were told how to sin and get away
with it."
call us

'Lost Generation.'

It is said

alike

Shalt

that she upbraided parents and teachers

—

who had miserably failed in their duty "Thou
diligently teach them [God's words] to thy

chUdren." There is not a doubt in the world but that
the young lady was absolutely right in her defense!

ADOLF HITLER'S MISTAKE
The public press has much to say these days concerning the mistakes of Adolf Hitler. They are busy
pointing out many mistakes that he has made, among
the most prominent of which is his launching two
offensives at the same time, believing that he could
take Stalingrad and at the same time take the rich old
fields in the Caucasus Mountains. Had he centered on
the one offensive instead of undertaking two, he probably would have succeeded.
Another one of his principal mistakes was staking
his personal prestige on the capture of Stalingrad. A
third big mistake was his failure to sense the time,
the power and the importance of the Russian counterblow on that, for him, fateful November 19. However,
few are the newspapers and magazines that point out
the one overwhelming mistake that this would-be
world ruler made. From the beginning, he had centered his attack on the Jew. Had he believed the Word
of God, he never would have been guilty of this serious
offense. Had he read and believed the 27th chapter
of Genesis, which relates the blessing that Isaac bestowed upon Jacob, his neck would not be so near the
noose as it is today.
"And his father Isaac said unto him. Come near now,
and kiss me, my son. And he came near, and kissed
him: and he smelled the smell of his raiment, and
blessed him, and said, See, the smell of my son is as
the smell of a field which the Lord hath blessed:
Therefore God give thee of the dew of heaven, and the
fatness of the earth, and plenty of corn and wine Let
people serve thee, and nations bow down to thee: be
lord over thy brethren, and let thy mother's sons bow
down to thee: cursed be every one that curseth thee,
and blessed be he that blesseth thee" (Gen. 27:26-29).
Who has ever perused the pages of history and does
not know that that blessing stands: "Cursed be every
one that curseth thee, and blessed be he that blesseth
thee"? And again, over a thousand years later, and
still seven hundred years before the birth of Christ,
the Prophet Isaiah said of Israel: "No weapon that is
formed against thee shall prosper (Isaiah 54:17).
Adolf Hitler should know that now— too latd!
:

A BOY WITH A "CLASS A" HEAD
According to a report of the General Federation Club

Women, a little 12-year-old boy by the name of Bobby,
was a member of a Vacation Bible School clay modeling class in Galesburg,
to

111.

The teacher asked the

class

make something

that could be displayed in a store
window as an exhibit. Bobby turned in a miniature
slot machine, a gun, a pair of dice, and a whiskey
bottle. The teacher was wondering how she could tell
him that his work could not be displayed in a Sunday
School exhibit. But her problem was quickly solved
when Bobby turned in a sign that he had made which
was to be displayed with the group. The sign read:

"THE

WAY OF THE UNGODLY."

Bobby had a wise head upon his young shoulHis exhibit would have been about complete had
he added a deck of cards, a package of cigarettes, and
Well,

ders.

a pair of slacks!
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TOTAL WAR
should the churches in the homeland send
recruits to the mission fields?

Why

money and

When
tions,

it

comes

to barbarities
to re-

and harrowing condi-

we have nothing

port that would begin to equal
the stories filtering back from

Europe and the Far East. The
"civilized" nations have outbarbared the barbarians.
Nevertheless,

we

too, are

en-

gaged in total war against the
common enemy of mankind,
the Devil. He it is who is
turning the "Christian" world
upside down. But he is not
""^"^ " ^""""^
neglecting his old strongholds
Knowing that
contrary!
the
Quite
lands.
heathen
in
his
his time is short (Rev. 12:12), he is redoubling
efforts along all fronts.

this particular battlefield, removed as it is someof European warfare, we realize only
clearly that "we wrestle not against flesh and

On

what from the din
too

but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against

blood,

Never has it
seemed to us that the spiritual conflict has been so

spiritual wickedness in

high places."

fierce.

The enthusiastic reception that the Gospel story
enjoyed during the early years in our African work
has long since subsided, at least on and around the
older stations.

The

soil

was too often shallow, and the

quick growth withered away, in many cases, with the
heat of daily testings. Also the ever present tropical
thorns of lust and avarice choked the good seed. "O
my son Absalom, my son, my son Absalom!" has often
been our wail, as we see our spiritual children drifting
away one by one.
One of these, named Boui, once said, "I told the
people of the village where I preached so long, 'The
Gospel is true. You must believe it, whether I, myself^
Do not look at me, but listen to what i
fall or not.
He was afraid he could not hold out, and
tell you.' "
consequently he did not. Today you would never recognize him as one who had once been a very tenderhearted and effective messenger of glad tidings.
Another one, Boumelly, once said in answer to some
words of counsel, "Do not fear that we shall fall. We
are just as anxious to see the church prosper as you
missionaries are. We should be very much ashamed
to fall into sin after all we have preached to others."
But alas, that idea was not enough to keep him from
falling. There came a day when he saw that he could
no longer expect money from the white man, for the
native church was asked to support itself. He said to
a friend, "There is no more meat on the bone."
Soon afterwards, his younger brother, his Benjamin
in the faith, died very suddenly, and he went "haywire." He, a leader in the work next to the top in this
district, fell into adultery; and later he took the young

MARY

By

L.

EMMERT,

Yaloke, F. E. Africa

widow, left by his brother, as his second wife. Today
he is miserable because of the disease he contracted,
and doubtless he is sick at heart also.
These two cases could easily be multiplied by a hundred without exaggeration. Christians of long standthe
ing, many of them active workers, have given up
fight, and instead of falling into the Saviour's armsj
and relying on Him for victory, have fallen into sin.'
Oh, that they might be established and learn how to
rely on the Lord to keep them! We enlist your prayers
to this end.

Yes, there are some casualties. But we praise Him
that there are many victories, too. Some of those reported missing in action, although held in captivity by
Satan for a time, are being recovered day by day.
One of these, whose name is Andrew, was one of the
of our younger workers. He was zealous to learn the Word, and went to Bible school for
several terms. He also did good work, seemingly, at 'a
chapel point. But he, too, began to "turn back" in his
heart when he learned that the native church was to
be entirely self-supporting. He and Boumelly are the
only two casualties on this score that we know of in
this district two out of thirty.
So he purposely began to gamble and drink in order
to be dismissed from church work. He soon got his
desire, taut the love of gambling and drinking gained
the mastery over him and he was completely enslaved

most promising

—

by

it.

my

gambling debts paid
"I vnll continue until I get
But he
off, and then I wUl stop," he told someone.
didn't.

"I will quit this coming January," was his next word.
didn't. Different ones tried to. deal with him
spirituaUy, but words were futUe. The prodigal son

But he

had not yet come down to husks.
Last week we were standing on the veranda talking
to someone, when we glanced up and saw an unkempt
stranger coming down the walk.
Andrew," said my companion.
"No!" I ejaculated. But it was. He was a picture of
the prodigal son ravaged by disease—weary from his
journey, hobbling along on a staff, only a few rags
for clothes— a mere gaunt shadow of his former self.
He said he had nearly died of the grippe and that he
two
still had trouble in his chest, although nearly
months had elapsed. An examination by the nurse
"It's

later revealed that he also had scistosoma.
through," he said. "I have no more strength
"I
to fight against God. I resisted Him all the time, but

am

I got

nothing from

Even

my

it.

Everyone turned against me.

brothers would not raise a

hand

to help

me

wanted them to bring me to a
hospital, but they refused. So, when I got somewhat
better, I came hobbling in the best way I could."
"Nothing prospered in my hands," he later told the
pastor. "I had planted some tobacco in my yard, but
my eldest child pulled up the stalks. I replanted, and

when
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the baby pulled them up. Then I tried again, but with
the same results. So I said to my wife, 'It is of no use
to continue to get after the children. This thing is
beyond them.'

M© MAJM
F®IE

Yesterday Andrew confessed his sins in the church.
No doubt they felt he was sincere, and they promised
to pray for him, but they did not make any move to
restore him to church membership immediately.
"He is still a sick man," they said. "When he is well
again, we shall see his sincerity by his actions." We
feel it is a wise decision, for once before he made a
confession but without any real repentance. But we
trust that this time the Lord has really met him and
that he will be established.

Complete victory

©AIEIilO)

M¥ ©©OIL

may

depend upon your prayers.

The same Sunday

service

saw two other wayward

children come back to their Father.
One was the
native pastor's daughter. She broke down, sobbing for
her sins, which were many. Her father had disowned
her because she was not leading a Christian life. This
had brought her to her senses, and she wanted to get
right with the Lord, and wanted the church to look
upon her once more as a child of God.

The other one was a native worker's nephew, Sakombo, who said he had once promised the Lord to
serve Him, but instead he had lived in sin for several
years. He now wanted to serve the Lord. To you, the
church may seem hard-hearted when they ask for
fruits, but to us it appears that they are usually guided
by divine wisdom, and we know that by long experience
they have gained Insight into their brothers' hearts.
So this young man, too, was put on probation.
So you see that we are engaged in a real battle, but
praise the Lord, we are not fighting against insurmountable odds. No, the odds are all in our favor, for
we are on the Lord's side. The work is His, and the
victory is certain. We need only to prosecute the victory He has already gamed, and for this we beseech
your prayers', your sacrifical giving, and your recruits.

Psalms 142:4; Ezekiel 3:18

By

MARTHA SNELL NICHOLSON

A man

knocked at my door today
And begged for bread.
Because it is my pride that none
Shall go unfed.

and meat, and poured
steaming drink.
He thanked me as he left. But I
I set out bread

A

I sit

O

and thmk.

starving host of

men

to

whom

I never broke

The bread
I

YOU MEAN TO

of

life,

doomed

souls to

whom

never spoke.

The saving word! I never bade
Them dine and sup
With Thee, my Lord, nor held to them
The blessed cup

SAY YOU BELIEVE

THAT?

From

living springs which, drinking, they

Thirst not again.

My shamed and

shuddering heart can feel

The mark of Cain.
Upon my brow. I see them stand
Before Thy throne,
Arid plead,

"No man cared

for

my

soul!"

I gave a stone

When
I

i^^teai
TJsed

by Permission

of

they had need of bread!
hear Thee say:

O

"Their blood will I require of thee
Upon that day!"

REVEILLE
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^ BEGINNINGS
By DR. FLOYD TABER,
At

first

glance the

formly black.
black that

map

of

Bellevue, F. E. A.

appear gray by contrast.
These splotches of jet black
surround the government

rest

p&sts, the mines,
ters

and

all

cen-

of activity of the white

man.
The heathen

village

pre-

serves a tradition of custom

it

to the Holy Spirit, asking

and

tell

fathers until they could be

restraint

is

thrown

off,

some

hardy spirits in every village become restive. Restraint
becomes more and more irksome to them, and some of

own

lives in their

own

to speak to

Then

to do.

asked them what they thought was right to do.
said they would have to send the

moral standOf course they are not

Him

them what

of restraints, of

all this

them break free to live
way in this new world.

to leave

their consciences,

ards.

Christian standards, but they
are something.
As long as the heathen
FLOYD TABER
know of no other world, they
respect these restraints. But the minute they hear of

a world in which

All that remained for me was to rejoice in
what God had wrought, and teach the babes in Christ.
Of course, it was a case of like pastor, like people.
Only the small children had a straight record, from
the moral standpoint. Many of them seemed to be in
inextricable marital situations. What should I tell them
to do? The problem was too hard for me, so I decided

founded.

heathenism appears uni-

Closer scrutiny reveals splotches of jet

make the

-

OF THE M'BAIKI CHURCH

some

of

them

this

women back

to their

properly married.

meant a long

1

They

wait, for they

For

had

to

gather together a lot of dowry money. I trembled for
them, knowing their background and surroundings

and temptations, but the Lord brought them through.
Thus the M'Baiki Church passed its first crisis. It
was indeed a day of rejoicing, on earth and in heaven,
when 12 of them entered the waters of baptism. It was

These are the natives who flock around the white
man, whether he be administrator, trader, or missionary. And if the white man to whom they flock allows
them complete moral license, their utter rottenness
soon stinks to heaven and makes the ordinary corruption of heathenism seem like a sweet perfume.

indeed true of them, as Paul wrote to a similar church:
"Neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor
effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with men, nor
thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revUers, nor
extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God. And
such were some of you: taut ye were washed, but ye
were sanctified, but ye were justified in the name of
the Lord Jesus Chrst."

M'Baiki is just such a center of rottenness. It is in
just such soil that the Son of Man delighted to plant
the good seed.

The M'Baiki Church is not perfect yet. The Christians there face temptations every day that to you and
me, with our upbringing in Christian homes in a

In the early '30s two of these emancipated spirits,
thousands of others, left their home in the bush to
go to the cesspool called Bangui. Incidentally, their
home village was near Bellevue. There are no longer
in our territory any whole tribes without a Gospel witBut there are still hundreds of villages, even
ness.
near our mission stations, without a witness. So these
two, although they came from near Bellevue, had never
heard the Gospel.

churched community, would have no attraction, would
be repulsive. Sometimes they fall. But when I visited
them about 10 days ago the Lord gave me this verse
for them: "He Who began a good work in you will perfect it until the day of Jesus Christ."

their

like

rr

^>

A

God works in mysterious ways. Soon after these two
arrived in Bangui, they were converted. They learned
as much of the Gospel as could penetrate darkened
minds and consciences by regular church attendance
for several years. Then they moved to M'Baikai.

poster caught

my

eye today;

all your pay
To buy war bonds. Come, do your share
To let our boys know that you care."

"Give ten per cent of

did two things, which to us would be
They took unto themselves
incompatible.
women (two sisters) without the formality of marriage,
and they began preaching the Gospel! Stranger still,
God honored their testimony. Believers were added to
the Lord. They sent several letters and two telegrams
to the missionary pastor in Bangui, calling on him to
come out and baptize the new converts!

Then they

I

utterly

thought of folks this country

Who

give a tenth,

For bonds; and that's as

But then

this

o'er

and even more,
it

should be.

thought occurred to me:

Did these same folks in days before
This awful tragedy of war.

By understanding between the Baptist Mission and
ours, it was agreed that M'Baiki was in Yaloke territory.
So I went to see what should be done about
starting a church there. But the church was already

When

asked to tithe unto the Lord,

Say, "That's

more than

I

can afford"?

—Moody Monthly.
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I first visited M'Bail^i,

children, to brothers

Rachel Ramou-

tou was one of the most radiant Christians.
Her past had best not be mentioned. After

Lord has forgotten
better than His?

When

it.

Why

the

perception, to the help she gave her

learned that

husband

ing the Word, to her place of leadership

Christian

But

she was

ill.

to start

on a

thought they

learned also that

word came

just

when I was ready
make medical

another station to

Could I leave the

On my

the one?

had been

this

did.

in teach-

among the

I

of the district.

trip to

examinations.

many

to minister to

return, other duties

called

— or

I

months later I learned she
Bossangoa, where she was receiv-

Several

carried to

ing care.

When
when

I

came

I

away.

went to see her, I was thinking of
would give her for not going sooner. But

I finally

the excuses'
I

into her presence, the excuses all fled
sit in silence.

could only

all that was left of the Rachel I had
Only a frame, constantly shaken by coughing. She was literally coughing her life blood away.
What excuse could I give for not having found time to

Was

this

known?

my dying sister?
For a long time no one spoke. The group of natives
who had gathered to comfort her sensed, just as I did,
go to see

that only silence was adequate.
sure the Lord was giving His message,
At
so I asked her, 'Rachel, do you remember the time at
M'Baiki you poured boiling oil over your hand?"
"Oh, yes. The flesh fell away and I could not use it
for a long time. But it is all well now. See, there is
last I felt

only a

little

sisters,

love of

strong.

but only hate,

who

God than those of us who remain well and
You are learning that you cannot do a thing,

And, while you are torn by
coughing during the long sleepless nights, you find

get well?"

She seemed deep in thought, and her husband
prompted her: "The medicine the doctor put on."
She slowly shook her head. "The Lord restored my
hand."

Now all the pain
swallowed up in the knowlJust as the oil burned up your
hand, so now fever is burning up your body. Just as
the Lord gave you a new hand, so He will give you a
new body. All that wiU remain of the suffering will
be the memory of His goodness.
"Why do any of us want to remain in this life, except to learn more of love? In a village without love,
where nobody showed love to father or mother, to
"Yes, the Lord restored your hand.

only a memory, and
edge of God's goodness.

that He

"So

with you, and He

is

He

than in the

is

is love.

accomplishing in you, more completely

is

rest of us, His purpose for keeping

us in

this vale of tears."

But God had another purpose for Rachel, which only
the Holy Spirit breathed to her.
Some time later her husband came to me saying
they wanted to take her back to the village where he
had been preaching. I told him it was best for her to
stay at Bossangoa, where she could be taken care of by
an old friend of hers from M'Baiki.
Next time I went to see her she said, "If the Lord
wants to take me to heaven, it is alright. But, until
He takes me, I want to go back among the people to
whom we have been teaching the Word."
"But who will take care of you?"
"I want to go back."
So Rachel went back, among a people that until two
years ago were just as much foreigners to her as the
Japanese to us. If her mother had gone to that village
a generation ago she would have been eaten. But
Rachel went back.
And when she got back! It was a scramble to see
who could embrace her first. "Mamma has come back!
Mamma has come back! Praise the Lord, Mamma has

come back
If

God

truly as

to us."

make me a father to this people, as
He made Rachel their mother, it would be
could

worth a hundred deaths.

FACTS ABOUT AFRICA

— 12,000,000 square
as Europe.
Population— 150,000,000;

mUes; three times as large

Area

scar left."

"What made your hand

is

and

to live?

only lean on His breast.
I

she had come with her husband back to his old home
near here, where he is an evangelist among his own
people. I heard testimonies to her depth of spiritual

women

would want

Bellevue, F. E. A.

"In your suffering you are learning far more of the
all,

should our memories be

came to Bellevue a year ago

I

^emfilel

By DR. FLOYD W. TABER,

gLA^

RACHEL RAMOUTOU
From the time

^attend^axj,

Arabs,

Berbers,

Negroes,

Bantu, Pygmies, Bushm.en, Hottentots.

—

History Before the time of Joseph, 200 years after
Pentecost 900 churches in North Africa. First missionary training school at Alexandria. Today "Dark Con-

—

tinent."

—

Religions Pagans, 80,000,000;
000 Christians, 10,000,000.

Prominent

Mohammedans, 40,000,-

— George

missionaries"

Schmidt,

Robert

Moffat, David Livingstone, Alexander Mackay.

—

Unoccupied territory Nearly one-half of population
out of reach by missionaries.

—From Progress of World-Wide Missions.
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LITERAL WORD-FOR-WORD

Ehe Bedo, Chapel Leader
Literal translation
The writing is by one taught by the missionaries. A
in the Bekoro Section.
judge Ehe to be abnut
few years back this one didn't know how to write.
28 or 30 years of age. The language is Sango, a trade language understood
in all our districts into which the New Testament has been translated and the
The phrases within brackets
Old Testament is now being translated into it.
are to make clearer the meaning of preceding words if the native construction
J. P. K.
seems a little involved.

of the BeJolin (Jean) Mane. Chapel Leader at Benamkor
Communion
This man is ordained as a Deacon, and the other
services,
Communion
and
baptismal
in
help
them
him
to
asked
Centers have
The writer has been trained by the missionaries writing and all.
etc.
o£

letter

of

letter of

We

TRANSLATION
Of

W^u^

/^eda
(word for word)

koni Section.

—

—

Jacob P. Kllever.

(On Opposite Page)

Benmakor the

September

5th.

Mr. the Pastor Jacob Kliever.
Brother of me in Jesus Christ

I

am

1944.

with joy

<

of

you

is

all

much

joyous

us finished.

for

I seek:

me

way

told

For in the moon of

r^"'-*'
,^t^-j
"
Jt .-/

May

[each one] and things

I

walked to chapels

all

are O. K.

>'^<-. .»•.-»

And

of August also Mr. Jobson come to Bekoro so I
and he and Mrs. of him and Mrs. Kennedy we go to
land of Laka we eat food of God [Lord's Supper] and
things all are well. And we eat at Benamkor also and
things all are well. But in the land of Kabba will we
start in moon of September this. But work of God still

But things

twenty [couples].

work

of

God

at place this

atj

^^'^ -i/dAe' .zee

,'V,/.'-'-*'

'^

a at

fi^i-CiJai.

/^r-l*'

g t -t/

/g'/t' eu*'^

fa

still

walk [goes onward]. Even so we ask you to pray God hard for us
that God might give strength to us to do work of him..
also to

me

But Mr., God gave child to me
was born to us], name of child name Madelene.
and wife of

'r- />
f/^'ff-Aiii'

[a child

But

God called child of brother of us Andrew Mbou [baby
of Andrew Mbou died] done, child of his of boy thl3
But words done right now,
brother of you with in Jesus.
Jean Mane at Benamkor.

[his son].
I

-<-*•-'»-'

"'

''«V

c i^ctf a^

walk well days all in midst of us. In midst of Kabtaaa
and Lakas converts many are. And people doing marriage [getting married the Christian way] come close
not, but

.i.

//ill J a/'

to

changed

7-yte^yan^

'?/v'

.

/'

moon

to

i?<?

/,C^/e-'

send letter to Mr. even
I found way not until

to

and as Mr.
all

f.gL. f.^cn't"

f/tf

formerly but

right now.

one one

'

>>''

get letter that Mr. [Kliever] sent

we

And

U' i/c4t

^'/H^,^

much

you and Mrs. of you and children
in name of Lord of us Jesus. Heart of us

to give greeting to

.

Bedaia

the 20th September 1944.

I

Mr. and Pastor Jacob Kliever.
I

am

with joy

much

greetings to you
lievers all in

to give

We

news

of us at place this

we want to give
and Mrs. and children of you and be-

that you hear good.

Name

all

are well

of Jesus Christ

Lord of

us.

Believ-

ers at Bedaia I they all give greetings to you in
of Jesus Christ also.

THE GOSPEL THROUGH NATIVE EYES
native on a winding jungle path in Africa prayed
as follows: "Father God, in the name of the great one

A

Jesus, long ago I waited in the dark.

Now
so

I

I

knew you not.
Thank you

have come into the light of Jesus.

much, Father.

I

am happy

in

my

heart because

I

Father God, you know truly, many
people know you not. O God, open a path that they
can know you, too, that all people that wait in the dark

know

Jesus Christ.

may have joy

in their hearts.

one, Jesus Christ.

Amen."

In the

name

of the great

Now

Name

here in inside week [right

now during the week] people many come to inside
house of God even with day dying [during the evening
hours]. Even so God still to do work done [God has
been and is working]. But we want you pray hard. At
Bedaia we are eating food of Lord [Communion servthe 19th September we are eating food. We are
with joy much because ye see some affair of dividing
rising in midst of us not. But in inside prayer of me [in
my prayer] I forget on head of you not [forget not to
pray for you] that you return to midst of us another
day, another day as God wills. Now then word is finElie Bedo.
ished.
ice] in
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ajf

Ma/Uka BHeU
"I

JAMES GRIBBLE IN GLORY
(A

r

Brethren

Missionary

Africa

to

a seat at the right hand op
left hand of Jesus in Heaven
I
wiii oniy asV. to
sit at the gate and see the redeemed of the Lopd
come in fpom those parts of Central Africa whepe
I
have been privileged to be a pioneer missionary"
James S. Gribbie.
fop

'ili

—

—

What

should

I

do with crowns, Lord,

Only to cast at Thy feet?
Bid me not come up higher,
But give me a lowly seat.

Where

can see Thy redeemed ones
As close to the throne they press,
No longei- filthy and naked,
But robed in Thy righteousness.
I

No

longer lost in the darkness.
in their long, long home.
Their glad hosannas ringing
To Heaven's vaulted dome!

But safe

Lord of our fulfilled visions.
Lord of our answered prayers.
Thou Who hast never forsaken
The soul that trusts and dares.

What was our little anguish.
What was the grief we bore?
Gone like the darkness at dawning.
With the opening of a door!
Thine was the blood that bought
them.
Mine but a tongue that cried,
Mine but a poignant longing
That thou shouldst be satisfied.

me

not come up higher.
But O, it would be sweet,
Should I be given a crown, Lord,

Bid

To

cast

it

at

Thy

feet!

ONLY A LITTLE WHILE
Only a little while to work,
Only a little while;

Then the harvest

reaped,

and the

reaper home,
King's rewarding smile.

And the

AficU<U4>aH, TiJll^ftUt^^ta^t, Call^o.^*i£a

do but sing because

I

must"

—Tennyson

THE VOICE OF ONE WHO WEPT
Today

heard the voice af one
Who wept in far-off lands
Because of sin and misery,
And begged with outstretched
I

NOT TAPS BUT REVEILLE
(To Dp.

I

have

slept.

So stopped my ears, but in
heart
That sobbing voice still wept.

Who

my

Hark!

world?

My word
.

.

to

all

How
How

could I know any peace.
could remorse ever cease
If even one soul were out there
Because I neglected to care.
Crying and calling!

me

a passion to save
Those who go down to the grave
know
not Thy grace and Thy
And
Word,
Lost, and apart from the Lord,
Crying and calling!
196

Him

light

Through

No

all eternity.

dirge for them, but psalms of
joy.

Not taps, but

reveille!

A PLEA FROM AFRICA
because our skn

Is it

is

dark

Our souls are darkened too?
White brothers, do you have a Light
Our fathers never knew?
We heard it whispered there was

One
Could turn our night to day.
must be that He died. At least
He never came our way.

We

King,

—

of

For Whom their lives were spent.
For them no night, but morning's

CRYING AND CALLING
Louder than cherubim sing.
Out in the dark far away
Souls that are lost, night and day
Crying and calling?

last.

Their songs of praise are blent.

It

Shall I hear in the courts of the

breaks at

heart with him she

They look upon the face

the

the
earth
Who never heard His name.
And still the world spends lavishiy
In every crowded mart.
And still the voice of him who wept
Is sobbing in my heart!

reveille!

loves,

.

O, bitter be our shame!
hopeless millions walk

Give

O'er her grave the bugles
play

And mornng
Now heart to

Still

Missionary

She has not laid her down to sleep,
For her the night has past.
For her the sunrise paints the sky

heard the voice of One
counted not the cost.

To preach

Pioneep

for her who passed today
to ecstasy.

Not taps, but

I

But left His ivory palaces
To seek and save the lost.
He said, "The sound of one who
weeps
Is coming up to Me.
Dost thou forget that last command
Which I gave unto thee

Gribbie,
Africa)

to

For one small lamp to light his
dark.
Now fain would

Flopence N.

No tears
At last

hands

And then

VERSE

IN

If

even heard it said that He
Could wash us white as snow!
we but knew the way to Him
How gladly we would go!
said that He was lifted up,
Light upon a hUl.
a crown! O, can it be

Some

A
A

cross,

That He

is

living still?

Was

it for us as well as you?
cannot be. We know
You would not fail were it for us
You would have told us so!
White brothers, we whose skin is

It

—

dark.
souls are darkened too
forever plead in vain
WE'RE TRUSTING
For light?

Whose
we

IMust

.

YOU!

.

.

—

!
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Cliristmas Day,
is the original poem sent to the editor on
mth the Lord on Septemher 13, 1936. Time may he
The poem as Sirs.
healer hnt it certainly heals slowly hetimes.
Nicholson has sent it out in tract form all over the world and which has
proved to he a comfort to so ma.ny, simplj' changes the first hne to read, "I
would not hare you to grieve for me today," and wholly omits the second
print it that it may comfort many
verse, which, of course, was personal.
ng heart among tlie readers of the Herald.

The foUoirtng

Iva went to he

1937.

a

MR. AND MRS.

great

We

I

would not have you grieve this Christmas Day,
Nor weep beside my vacant chair,

my

Could you but know

You would

daily portion here

me

not, could not, wish

Do you remember

all

In those long days

there!

we had
was ill?

the talks

when

I

(Ah, do not ever think I could forget.

Their
I

memory

is

precious

know now why He

still.')

said "ear

hath not heard!"

have no word, no alphabet
Or even if I had I DARE not tell
Because you could not bear it yet.
I

So, only this, I

am

.

.

.

the same, yet unchanged

HIM! A joy so rich and strong
never dreamed that any heart could
And all my life is one glad song
Like

I

hold,

Sometimes when you are talking to our Lord
He turns and speaks to me
Dear heart.
In that rare moment you and I are just
The distance of a word apart!
.

And

so,

my

.

.

loved ones, do not grieve for me,

Around the family board today;
Instead, rejoice, for we are one in Him,

And

so I

am

not far away!

Martha

Snell Nicholson.

HOWARD NICHOLSON

We

regard it as a real privilege to be able to present
to the readers of The Brethren Missionary Herald the
faces of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Nicholson, of Wilmington, California. Mrs. Howard (Martha Snell) Nicholson's verses are eagerly sought, published, and read
wherever evangelical literature is published in all the
English-speaking world. It is probably true that no
living person is speaking so widely with poetic voice
of the loveliness of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
and of the hope and salvation that He has brought to
man, than does Mrs. Nicholson.
It is the honest conviction of the editor that no
sweeter poetic voice has spoken to the world since the
Psalmist David laid down his inspired quill. Mr. and
Mrs. Nicholson have been close personal friends of the
editor for many, many years. When they lived in Long
Beach, and she was stronger in body, they attended the
church of which the editor is pastor. All these years
Mrs. Nicholson has suffered intensely in the flesh. Her
close friends that know of her constant wrestle witii
the infirmities of the flesh, marvel that she is still with
us instead of being where she so longs to be ^with Him
Whom her soul loveth in glory. For years she has lived
in almost daily expectation of being "loosed away upward to be with Christ." But the Lord thus far has
said "No." And, undoubtedly, the divine reason was
the need of his sorrowing, suffering people for the
sweet sympathy, faith, love, and hope, with which her
messages overflow in comfort to the broken-hearted.

—

Mrs. Nicholson seeks no applause of men, and doubtnot thank the editor for saying this in print,
but a sweeter, more lovable, cheerful spirit, in spite of
a body racked with constant pain, he has never known.
And we believe all who know her will join us in that
lessly will

(Continued on Page 214)
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By
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HOMER A. KENT,

Winona Lake,

By

Ind.

There appears to be a very definite increase of missionary zeal and interest in Grace Seminary during
recent monthis.

Several young ministers and their

very definitely the matter of dedicating
their lives to service on the foreign
mission field. These are, in addition
to the Marvin Goodmans, the Lynn
Schrocks and the Solon Hoyts, who
are already committed to foreign
service and will be going to the
field as soon as their preparation is

wives

«», '^'

.,

4^

.

•'

Wjk

>A,fll

rlWH

are

completed

considering

and

their

outfits

are

gathered.
Definite prayer has often been
PROFESSOR KENT
voiced in the regular seminary
prayer meetings of late that the Lord will supply
through the student body recruits to minister to the
spiritual need of unevangelized lands. Special prayer

meetings have been held each week at an early-morning hour imploring the Lord to raise up new missionaries and to enlarge missionary vision in the school.
The Lord is answering these prayers.
What has contributed to this added interest in missions? Several things may be said in answer. First
of all, it is the operation of the grace of God in our
midst. Young men and women being equipped with
a knowledge of the Word of God have felt the impelling urge to share it with those who have never had an
opportunity to hear it.
Then, too, the presence of Brother and Sister Dowdy
among us for a year has been greatly used of the Lord
It appears
to stimulate interest in South America.
certain that several couples will soon be going to Argentina because of the Dowdys' stay in Winona. Then
we have had Mrs. Ben Hamilton to keep Africa ever
before us, and, since Brother Jake Kliever has been
among us, missionary enthusiasm has stirred anew in
the student body. The Lord seems to be stirring up the
nest in Grace Seminary with respect to the missionary
,

enterprise.

This being

so, it rests

upon the Brotherhood

at large

to provide the funds so that just as soon as these new
recruits are ready they may be sent across the seas to
the fields of service appointed unto them. We should

be ready to send them, by ship or plane, at the earliest
possible moment. The Easter appeal presents an unusual challenge this year in view of the

many

pros-

pects which are appearing to answer the missionary

As long as we keep the vision of missions clearly
before us, the Brethren Church will receive the Master's benediction. This is no time for retrenchment.
call.

A. V.

How

shall they call on
they believe In him of

without

a

preacher?

KIMMELL,
him

Philadelphia, Pa.

they have not believed? and how shall
they have not heard? and how shall they hear

In

whom

whom
10:14.
— Rom.

The creation of the human race and God's plan of
redemption after the Fall as revealed in the person of
Jesus Christ, and the message of the inspired Word, is
of such great importance that practically every non-Christian religion
has introduced a story of creation
and woven imaginary events about
the lives of their leaders, whicli
claim for them the powers of the
supernatural. Strive as they may,
these false religions cannot present
a leader who has lived, died, was
buried, and then arose to live forevermore. True, some have tried
it, but only Christianity can preKIMIVIELL

many infallible proofs"
satisfy the believer that "He ever liveth to make
intercession for us." The efforts of others to imitate
this miracle of miracles all the more fixes the faith of
sent "the

which

the believer in the risen Saviour.

He

"Up from the grave

arose."

In the lands where non-Christian religions prevail
there are millions of souls— in fact the majority of the
human race is of this number each of more value
than the whole world, who never have heard that
Christ came to save them. They are entitled to know,
for the Lord Jesus is no respecter of persons. They
are expected to know, for the Lord gave the command
to take the Good News to them. They have a right to
know, for Christ died and rose again for them. "How
shall they hear without a preacher?"
Many under the non-Christian religions are becoming sufficiently enlightened to recognize that something is wrong. Some are so definitely convinced that
their religion is insufficient that they are giving it up.
Knowing nothing of the Gospel which saves and keeps,

—

they drift about in unbelief, without God, and without
hope in the world.
In situations like this the Brethren Church finds her
greatest opportunity, both in Argentina and Africa.
Argentina is making rapid progress in education and
Rome cannot much longer deal with the
industry.
people of Argentina as ignorant dupes. Many already
have thrown off her yoke, but they find nothing to
take its place. Here is the great chance for the
church to step in with the true Gospel. Otherwise
they will feel sufficient unto themselves and say they

have no need of any religion, and remain in unbelief.
When the church opened the mission in French
Equatorial Africa, thousands of natives never had seen
a white man. Secretly some tribes practiced cannibai198
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ernistic palaver of the world hirelings has been to us a
greater curse than a blessing. This adds up to the conclusion that there is no greater need than to scatter

ism and demon worship knew little restraint. Today,
the ways of the white man are known to most of them.
They have heard about hours of labor. They have
They have seen
introduced money-making crops.
civilized inventions in operation,

and other things

the true seed of the Word of God into the Satan-controlled field of the world.
The hope of the nations is not Dumbarton Oaks, the
peace table, or a world organization. The hope of the
nations is still the Gospel of salvation.
We Brethren cannot evangelize the entire field of
the world. But we can evangelize that portion for

also.

them of the plan of salvaJust a few spots here and there
where the misionaries have stopped know the plan of
salvation. All the rest lies in darkness. What can be
done about it?
The Bible plan for evangelizing the world has not
changed. Those who follow it are most successful.
Those who try a different method soon faU. Note the

But what has
tion

?

order:

this taught

NOTHING!

which God holds us responsible.
Even though America and the other nations may
appear to have set the devU in the place of God, there
are still millions who have not bowed the knee to
Satan. We may be in the minority, but we are on
God's side, nevertheless. If we are on His side, we will
be doing His business. That business is sending out
His precious Word. This we will do until He returns to
take over the earth, to judge, and make war.

GO—GIVE—PRAY.

This calls for the giving of life. Let the call
ring out in all the churches and related organizations
this resurrection time. Who will go? "Here am I! Send
me!" That large group, mostly young people, will need

GO!

help as they answer the

call.

Make

them need further preparation They
will need help. The cost of outfit and transportation
comes very high these days. Then they must be cared
GIVE! Most

of

the foreign missionary offering at Easter the

biggest ever!

for while on the field as their time is too valuable to
at home must "hold tne
use it in earning a living.

lUz ^idd

We

ropes"—BY GIVING.

By RUSSELL

PRAY! This Christian grace within the powers of
every believer counts the most. You literally can pray
the Gospel into the non-Christian lands of the world.
Will you do it?

*7U Bamz out

women have
American mothers.
Multitudes are profiting from the
very blood of their sons on the battlefield. Unfaithfulness to the marliquor-soaked
typical

riage relation

is

everywhere.

of
If

way; there

is

Diego, Calif.

to the Gospel viewpoint in at
a world-wide outlook. All too

militarily the field

is

the world.

the field is the
world bank, world credit,
world trade, world reconstruction

A

and rehabilitation

common terms

—

all

these

are

to us because, ecofield is the world.

nomically, the
Quite frequently we're hearing such

statements as these, "He found a
wife over in Australia," or "He's
D. BARNARD
fallen in love with the Dutch people." Such attitudes as well as the fact that the lads
returning will know other parts of the world as well or
even better than their native land, can only say one
thing socially, the field is the world.
The Church, your Church and mine, must now rally
to her world-wide, God-given mission. She has always
known it to be true, but sometimes the silhouette of
responsibility has been rather indistinct. But our mission is just the same as when the Lord gave it, "Go ye
therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you alway.
even unto the end of the world." It was never less our
mission, but it becomes more impressively important

—

Men

swap wives and think nothing
Such is our modern America.
it.

Wadi

Politically,

world.

Calif.

drunkards', revilers, and extortionCigarette-sucking, beer-guzers.

the

Our President has Just returned
from another meeting of the Big
Three, and has reported to the Nation.

By CHARLES W. MAYES, Pasadena,

coming

is

06,

BARNARD, San

we know that

well do

.

These are awful days. They are days of slaughter
and war They are days of deceit and hate. They are
days of carnage and destruction. They are days when
men hunt other men as dogs have
hunted foxes. These are days -of

become

least one

WoM With the

Bame Old Meed

zling

The world

D.

C.

W. IVIAYES

the leaders of society in Noah's day could be told of
the "progress" in America they would become green
with envy to think that they could be outdone by
others. Now consider!
If this is America where the
light of the Gospel still shines brighter than in any
other nation on top of the earth, what must be the
depravity and darkness in nations' without that Gospel
light!

Amid all the empty theories, ideaologies and panaceas
for the purpose of fixing up the old sinful world, every
thing fails miserably but the Gospel of the grace of
God. Some are even discovering that the pretty, mod-

as

we come

to the

end

of this age.

the world, to evangelize. Many Christian
boys will be released from the armed forces soon, we
hope. They have a world--wide outlook. Their wives
and sweethearts have caught the same outlook through

Our

field

is

(Continued on Page 201)
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AN INDIGENOUS CHAPEL
By MRS. JACOB

P.

KLIEVER, Missionary

to Africa

African
If you have been following our doings on the
mission field I know you have come across the word
"indigenous." I certainly ought to know all that the

word

implies, just

coming from the

field

where we are

putting everything, so to speak, on the indigenous
Still, when I picked up my material to start
basis.
writing, I felt the need of again looking up the word
in a dictionary. What did I find?— "Indigenous, ad.i
inherent." From there I turned to the word "inherent," which my dictionary says means "existing in."
That is all I found, because my dictionary is a very
small one. However, that is enough because the "existing in" is exactly what we want to "bring out" in the
,

indigenous method of working the African field.
The chapel which I am going to describe is located
My
in the Lakka tribe, adjoining our Kabba tribe.

road with us and see in village after village these sticks
which so often are the forerunner of a chapel.

Because of the acute shortage of missionaries,

many

months elapsed before we could again visit the Lakka
You can imagine our surprise when again we
field.
could visit them to find in the place of the "Kike ti
Mzapa," a really splendid "Da ti Mzapa" (House of
God).

How the natives enjoyed our surprise;
anxious they were to tell us all about their
Mzapa.!

and how
new Da ti

The Christians had gathered and decided that they
They agreed to
to worship.
build a chapel. They also agreed to build a good one.
Yes, they had much work required of them by the
government, but they would do that and still build the
chapel. The women and children agreed to help, too.
Right away their spare time was used to gather poles
and roof sticks, grass and bush rope. Bricks were made
and whitewash gathered. It was a pretty big order
along with their other work, but they went to work
with a will, and the finished product wouldn't have
needed a better place

been any better with missionary supervision.

The chapel is built of sun-dried brick in the shape
magnet or horseshoe. It is whitewashed inside
out, and seats between 200 and 250 persons comfortably. The inside of the chapel ls very nicely ar-

of a

and

ranged. Across the front is a raised platform. On the
platform are three chairs and a pulpit and the offering plates! The seats in the auditorium are logs, but
logs all of equal length, placed in a forked stick buried
in the ground.
Thus it raises the seat about three
inches off the ground. This makes for a neat and orderly appearance in the chapel at all times which is

—

1^
THE NEW BRICK (BURNED BRICK) CHAPEL AT BOZOUIVI. BUrLT
BY NATIVE LABOR AND NATIVE IWONEY. OVERLOOKS BOZOUIVI POST

—

unusual for natives.

husband was the

first

missionary to do any extensive

evangelizing in that tribe.

M'bou, the evangelist who is mainly responsible for
the building of the chapel, received training in our
mission for some years. After attending several ses-

must go back to his
own people and teach them what he had learned. He
returned to his home village and the people there re-

sions of Bible school, he felt he

ceived the Gospel with joy.
I

Besides building the chapel they had helped the
evangelist build his house, his helper's house, and had
cleared all around the chapel and made paths from
the road to the chapel and from the chapel to the
evangelist's house.

Soon after the chapel was finished, the administrator
of the subdivision drove into the village. He couldn't
understand this new building for which he knew he
hadn't given permission. Of the first native he met
he asked, "What's that?"
Native

remember the first trip we took to M'bou's village
The people gathered at the "Kike ti Mzapa"

from the misThe arrangement of these sticks was the
sionary.
natives' idea of a meeting place to worship until they
could build a more suitable chapel. The sticks are
with the
usually arranged rectangularly
Here the
pulpit, a post in the ground, on one side.
Christians meet every Lord's Day, and once every day
during the week, morning or evening, whichever their
work permits, to worship together.
How I wish every one of you could trek the African
(the sticks of God) to hear the message

|

.

j

"Da

ti

Administrator

together.

Mzapa."

—"Who

gave you permission to build

it?"

Native— "The

Chief."
—

Administrator "No white man had anything to do
with it?"
Native "No, the Christians in the village built it."
The Administrator went to the Chief and got the
same story. Then he asked if the people had all their
work done. The Chief said, "Yes." This seemed to
satisfy the administrator, and so far as' we know, nothing more was said about it.
ChapeLs such as this one are "existing in" many
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Gioe

It'ltu

the

the contagion of their letters.

If

we mistake

Mission Boards will be challenged by those

not, our

who would

go to every part of land and sea, carrying the Gospel.
we'll be helpless unless you and we together have

And

Shame on us, if our vision is less
than that of those who return Shame on us if a godless world has a world-wide outlook, and we in matters

supplied the means.

FOREIGN

MISSIONS

!

of Christian service, are satisfied to care for our

W. KOONTZ, Roanoke, Va.
This spring we are asking the members of our church

By

HERMAN

little

die in sin!

for the largest Foreign Offering in the history of our
church. There are many sound reasons for increasing

We

more groups

and why shouldn't they? Why should
they take months to travel to or from the field when
embassies of this world make the same trip in hours
and days? Great Christian corporations are now being
formed for the transportation of missionaries. A national Christian publication recently told of the establishment of an air school for missionaries near Winona
Lake, Ind. But such travel, and the preparation for
greater amounts of it tomorrow, is most expensive.
But since the "King's business requireth haste" we'll
need to haste with our tithes and offerings to care for
these great challenges.

human life as the world has never
being made. And parents and sons are doing
it without flinching.
But will the same parents and
the same sons be willing for comparable sacrifices that
the Gospel shall go to the ends of the earth. We trust
so, we believe so. If we are to meet the challenge of
godlessness in the post-war world it will take such sacrifices and dedication as has not been known since the
Such

known

lighthouses

Pray for our missionaries who are out there helping
those people to learn to help themselves. Pray for us,
who ought to be out again soon, that when the time
comes to go, nothing shall hinder. Pray for our new
missionaries that they may soon be sent forth. They
are needed now as never before.
Pray that at this Easter time, many shall give themselves unreservedly to go wherever the Lord may call
field

is

the world

—and

His

command

still

sacrifice of

is

first century.

them.

The

years Africa and

transportation,

of the Gospel that

Go!"

many

lag behind, the Lord's leading.
And possibly we'll be able to learn a few things from
the world without becoming worldly. The whole world
There's probably no tribe in the most
is air-minded.
out-of-the-way clime, but has seen those mighty birds
They're carrying death and destruction
of the air.
now, but they must be made to carry the carriers of
the Gospel. Already our own missionaries are using air

of Christians throughout our mission.

may spring out and become
many may yet hear.

doubt not but that for

South America will be the principal fields for the missionary endeavor of the Brethren Church, and it should
be. We've covenanted with God, and with those faithful friends who have gone to those fields that we will
stand faithfully by until they are fully claimed for
But believing this, we dare not forget that
Christ.
the field is the world. We'll need to prepare for the
greater challenges, as the greater challenges come to
We should not rush ahead of, neither should we
us.

our offerings to Foreign Missions each year; a few of
these reasons we shall mention.
The Bible commands believers to go into all the
world with the Gospel. Surely Foreign Missions is one
of the greatest ways of carrying out this command.
To obey God's commands always brings blessings,
blessing to those who obey and to those for whom the
command is given. Therefore we are sure that our
church will be blessed of the Lord in giving and our
gifts will be used in the hands of God to bring salvation blessings to the lost in foreign fields.
The commonly held feeling that when a church gives
liberally for Foreign Missions it is a case of "robbing
Peter to pay Paul," is not true. The Ghent Church has
discovered by practical experience that the more it is
led of the Lord to give for Missions, the more there
comes into the local treasury for local needs. The
pastor has also discovered that missionary giving does
not tend to diminish his salary, rather the salary has
increased along with the increased giving of the
church toward missions. All of our churches, with few,
if any, exceptions, can give much more for missions as
well as local needs. When the heart-rending cry of
the millions who have never heard about Christ Jesus
touches the hearts of the children of God to the extent
that they will give sacrificially, their hearts will also
be opened to the various other needs of the church. It
is God's will that the church evangelize, and He will
not withhold His blessings from the church that gladly
obeys His command.

Pray that they

own

vineyard; willing that the rest of the world shall

is

The coming of the Lord draweth nigh. If we believe
that in heart as well as in head we'll want to come
before the Lord this Easter season with such a presentation of tithes and offering as shall honor the risen,
living, and coming King.
The time for world evangelization must be very short, hence the great need
that we shall pray and pay, and Pray and Pay and
PRAY and PAY, as we present our lives in it.
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SICKEL, Rio Cuarto, Argentina

In aU the world, these days, there is much that
would suggest "that the gates of Hell" are prevailing.
Yet, with the eyes of faith we look up and remember
Him who said that, so far as His
eternal purpose is concerned,
"the gates of Hell shall NOT preMore than ever we must
vail."
take our stand in the victory of
our risen Lord. Satan is out to
destroy the Testimony of the
Lord, and, like Jehoshaphat, we

have to

say,

BUaU Mat

the secular press. Every effort is made to arouse the
people against the evangelicals. We are accused of
being Fifth Columnists, and of working with the Communists and the Reds. They have tried to show that
the liberty accorded by the Constitution is not, in reality for the evangelicals, since we proselyte the faith
that the Constitution upholds" as the state religion.
The following extract is a sample of much that has
been printed. It is taken from the Buenos Aires daily,
El Pueblo, and written by our own local Bishop... He
says in part:

"The Protestant pastors carry on their camis more irritative
than that of any filibuster whose purpose is to

"We have no might

paign with a passion that

against this great company that
Cometh against us," that is, in
ourselves; "but, our eyes are
IVIRS. CLARENCE SICKEL
upon thee" and that is where
the strength and victory lie. "And they shall fight
against thee; but they shall not prevail against thee:
for I am with thee, saith the Lord, to deliver thee."

—

trap our commerce, or rob our chickens or

They disintegrate the Argentine spirit,
sowing disagreement in the faith that is the
basis of our social tranquility, our peace, our
union and our brotherly love, for whose de-

—

herds.

fense

We

are finding out these days the force back of the
statement made by Father Ronald Knox in his book.
The Belief of Catholics: "A Catholic State will not
shrink from repressive measures in order to secure
domination of Catholic principles"; and we can almost
feel that the day to which another writer, Hilaire Bel"the return of perseculoc, looked forward hopefully
tion" is now upon us. We could, at times believe ourselves living back in the Middle Ages, as we view the
fury of the Roman Catholic Church against us, and the
systematic opposition to and persecution of, all evangelical witness.
We can just feel some freedom and
tolerance-loving brother lifting his mental eyebrows at
that statement, which to those who have never lived ir.
a land where Rome holds sway, must seem like a gross
exaggeration.

—

die

if

necessary.

That their

unite us.
"The Protestant pastors pervert the soul of
the poor criollo, making him change the nobleness of his regilious and moral ideal in exchange for a pair of shoes or a kilo of yerba.
The procedure commonly employed by the
Protestants is to give playthings to the children on the condition they leave off the classes
in doctrine, the mass, and avoid the Catholic
priests, or offer the grown folks other material
benefits if they abandon the sacraments and
other Catholic rites. Can you think of any plan
more iniquitous? It is plain to be seen that it
isn't the duty of the clergy alone to stamp out
thisi real spiritual scab that has been forced
upon us through expenditure of foreign dollars. I am even ready to say, for I know that
it is absolutely true, that the Protestant pastors are gradually forming with great patience
and stubbornness, that is paid for with foreign
gold, the enemy Fifth Column on our country's soil, so that on the morrow, when we find
ourselves in difficulties, we will begin to fight
among ourselves, while a foreign usurer landing his troops on our shores, invites us to a
brotherly embrace at the cost of our liberty.
"This Fifth Column is much more real than
might seem at first thought. These men are
going in and out among us, and anyone can
see that they are in perfect harmony and alli-

Let me tell you of the recent experience of a Christian worker in this -very city. He was canvassing the
town, and at a certain home where he called, the

woman

said: "Do you know what I would like to give
you?" When the worker inquired what that would be,
she said: "If I could, I would scratch out your eyes, and
burn you alive!" The worker tried to pass it off lightly
by saying: "Well, that would be rather terrible, but
tell me, why it is that you want to do a thing of
that sort to me? What liave I done to you?" She replied: "What about those girls you have stolen, and
have imprisoned in your home? What about the souls
that you are dragging to hell with you? Don't try to
deny it, because I know it is the truth the Padre has
toid me " The law of the Roman Catholic Church that
all heretics, that is, Protestants, who refuse to submit
to the teaching of Rome, should be put to death, has
never been rescinded. It is only in abeyance. Fortunately, Rome has no power to enforce this law, or this
v/ould surely be the hour when we would be feeling it

—

!

here.
is

we would

purpose is underhanded isn't hard to prove. If
they were sincere, why don't they try to convert the 70 million of unbelievers that they
have in their own country; or, if it is Catholicism that bothers them, don't they have 25
million Catholics in their own country from
whom to snatch away their faith? You may
see that I am referring to the Yankee Protestants who are the ones who are trying to dis-

—

There

P^eo<id

continuous propaganda against us through
and tracts, and even through

their weeklies, pamphlets
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scum
ance with the Communists and the social
common enemy,
of the underworld against a
the patriotic sentiment of our country.
Yankee gold flows here in torrents to buy the
souls of our countrymen."
.

.

.

He ends with a plea to all to arise in defense against
the invasion of the Protestant heresy.
Cancer
In others, the people are told that we are the
join us are disloyal
of the country; that those who
Masonry;
Argentines; that we are the advance force of
personified
that we are the expression of hatred
Church
against the Church of Rome, which is the only
the great
of Christ, and was recognized as such by
the stack
heroes of the past; and so on, and on, from
weeks.
that has been written about us in these past
Theur opposition takes other forms. When the Salthat
vation Army began working in this city, the fact
to
they were drawing money from the people seemed

hurt more than the fact that they were winning away
;
some souls, judging by the propaganda against it. The
sought permission for outdoor meetings and succeeded
plaza.
in being granted a place ia an out-of-the-way
This evidently was displeasing to the church authortheir meetities; for they soon organized to disrupt
One time the priest went with a group of
ings'
rowdies, and marched round and round the little group
gathered about the preacher, laughing as loudly as
possible. They didn't succeed in breaking up the meeting entirely, much to their surprise, for the worker

showed a very Christian

spirit.

The following Sunday

the priest appeared again, having purchased all of the
tin horns he could find, and distributed them to his
group of boys on the condition that they use them
during the service, which they did. You can well
imagine the result. The following two Sundays the
priest was present with his pockets full of candy, which
he threw during the service, and the boys scrambled
among the people to get it. Soon after, they were
ordered by the police authorities to discontinue their

outdoor meetings.

same time, we were holding the tent
Canada Verde. Everything went off well,
there was fine attendance and interest. But when

Just about the

campaign
.nd

in

ONE
By MRS. CLARENCE

L.

faces.

they kept calm and smiling, and this only irritated him
the more. To appeal to higher authorities would have
made a long delay in the summer program, so the
Coach moved on to the next town, out of the jurisdiccontion of that particular officer, and were able to
tinue the work.

When

Senor Gamarra returned the following week

hall, he was
to hold the regular weekly meeting in the
informed by the police that he could neither hold meetings nor give out tracts. Again he was unable to find

out any other reasons for the action than that proselyting was against the Constitution. An appeal was
made through the proper channels to the authorities
in Cordoba, along with that of the Salvation Army,
invoking the liberty given by the Constitution. It
wasn't long untU there was a response in our favor.
Since the Constitution had already granted freedom
of worship, there was nothing else that they could do.
But it started a wave of protest all over the country
from the clergy, followed by the pastoral letter from
the Cardinal Primate Copello, archbishops and bishops.

Petty persecutions had been under way for. some
Just recently the bishop ordered a census taken
His workers, invoking his name, deof this city.
manded rather detailed information. Among other
things, if the parents were married by the church and
the children baptized; if the children attended the
classes in religion; the husband's business address; his
financial standing; and, numerous other details. This

time.

prelude to more severe measures of
The propaganda against us has only
served to stir up interest in the Gospel, and will prove
The
to be for the glorifying of the Saviour's name.
fight is on, but we are looking up, and know for a cer-

sounds

like the

persecution.

tainty that the victory is ours in His name.
thee, saith the Lord, to deliver thee."

"I

am

with

SOUL'S STRUGGLE

SICKEL, Rio Cuarto, Argentina

'•We wait for light, but behold obscurity; for brightness, taut we walk in darkness."

often asked, "Why is the Argentine
field so unyielding? Why is the heart of the Roman
Catholic so cold to the Gospel message?" This is hard
to answer. Its answer has been variously attempted,

The question

found
the tent moved on to the next town, Italo, they
and
that they couldn't get permission for the meetings,
in
they were referred back to the district authorities
Canada Verde. When the men returned to talk tO' the
give
Jef e Politico they found him in a rage, refusing to
them any reasons for his actions, ordering them out of
their
his presence immediately, thrusting his fist in
The workers didn't have a chance to speak, but

is

but no answer or set of answers seems to fully satisfy
the problem. To help you understand the Argentine
field and the Argentine heart, and to enable you to
find the answer to their peculiar hardness, I will take
you to an average Argentine woman that you might
see her in all her ignorance, superstition, and prejudice; feel the chains of darkness that bind her so com-

and know the
Rome, as we have

pletely that the light cannot penetrate,

struggle of a soul under the yoke of

known it in months of dealing with her.
Dona Mieta is a young Argentine woman, very

reli-

and very devout, the mother of two small children. Her husband is a hard-working brick mason,
v/ho even in times of scarcity of work has always kept
busy. Through hard work and economy they have
come to own their own home, of which they are very
proud. Their children are being educated and they
have great plans for their future.
She is an orphan, whose mother was taken from her
at an early age. The only memory that she has of
childhood and girlhood is of hardships. When only
gious
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more impressed than she cared to admit. There
was a tone of optimism and a hope that she had never
heard before, but she could not be persuaded to come

work as a servant
mother is that of devotion to
her religion. As the mother had faithfully attended
mass Sunday after Sunday, so has her daughter. As
the mother paid for indulgences, went to the confessional, and followed the prescribed rites of the church,
so has the daughter. This she has done more in memory of her mother that she really never knew, than for
any spiritual satisfaction that she received from it. In
her own words, "It would be disloyal to my mother if I
were to fall short in any of these thmgs." She worked
hard to raise flowers which she faithfully and religiously carried to the cemetery each week to place on
her mother's grave. This, in her mind, had a vague
something (which she could not define to me in words)
to do with the mother's release from purgatory.

service,

eight years of age she started to

The only memory

of her

again for a long time. However, her children were
allowed to attend the D. V. B. S., where the oldest girl
accepted the Lord, and when school reopened, insisted
that her father sign so- she would not need to attend
the classes of religion. When the teacher, herself, tried
to dissuade the child, she said, "I am an evangelical,
because the Gospel teaches me how to be saved and to
know that I am saved."

began attending the meetings with
and reading book after book from our library.
It wasn't long until he had made profession of faith,
and was testifying to the Gospel among his fellow
workmen. Then Dona Mieta, who as she said, could
not permit her children and her husband to follow one
way of life and she another, also began to frequent the
But it was very difficult for her to underservices.
stand the Gospel message. She, who all her life had
worked so hard for the salvation of her soul, could not
understand the simple work of grace. She said to me,
Later, the father

interest,

Just as many another Roman Catholic, she considered any irregularity in her conduct as nothing, so long
as it could be confessed to the priest. Just as a sample
of this, let me mention one thing that occurred just
before she came in touch with the Gospel for the first
time. They had their little home, but not all of the
conveniences. These they expected to acquire bit by
bit as time went on. To economize, she baked bread
for the family, and to do so, had to walk about a mile
to the home of a friend in order to use the oven. One

have such a burden on my heart. All my life I have
attended Sunday Mass, and now I haven't gone, and I
just know my soul is lost." We talked with her and
explained the Gospel, but somehow the message didn't
touch her. We visited her frequently and read the
Word and prayed with her. Then we realized that a
great obstacle in her way was the fact that she could
not read for herself. We undertook to teach her to
read, for we believe that teaching an illiterate is the
most effective and Christlike form of personal evangelism one can desire. We had some wonderful hours
together reading and talking about the Word. She was
led step by step to an acceptance of the Lord, and both
she and her husband requested baptism. This was too
much for Satan and he, who does not allow his prey
"I

day a neighbor, who is a Christian, said to her, "Why
don't you get a few bricks and have your husband build
you an oven? In that way you would save all of the
time and trouble going to use someone else's." To
which Dona Mieta replied, "That is just what I expect
to do some day, whenever the fellow gets ready to build
on the vacant lot next door." Time went on, and one
day the bricks were brought. The neighbor was ready
to build. That afternoon the children went out to play
school, using the bricks of the new neighbor for seats.

The school was gradually moved closer and closer to
their home, and when they were through, the mother
told the children not to take the bricks

back

to slip so easily

but leave them right where they were.

That night they disappeared, and in a few days
a nice new Dutch oven was standing in the comer
cf their back yard. The following Sunday Dona Mieta
went to confession and came back home feeling very
happy. The little matter had all been fixed up, and
the bricks no longer lay as a weight on her conscience.
The walls of her home were covered with pictures of
the saints and with crucifixes. The cross was there,
but it had no relation to her daily work and life or the
happiness of herself or her family. Though priding
herself oft her deeply religious life, she thought nothing
of untruthfulness, fraud, unfulfilled obligations, or
Sunday desecration. After having attended early
m.ass, she had all of the rest of the day to herself, and
every kind of work was performed regularly. Nothing
in her religious life had awakened her to a vision of

right living.

One day her Christian neighbor
to attend the despised Gospel Hall.
what a sin it was, but had so long

upon her
She knew full well
accustomed herself

prevailed

and resorting afterwards to the confessional,
she yielded to her curiosity and went to see for herself
what the heretics were doing. She sat through the
to sinning

from his grasp, began

to place obstacles

in her way.

to the pile,

She began to invite her neighbors to attend with her
and one of them said, "I go to a Gospel service, and
then have some punishment from God fall upon me?--NEVER!" Dona Mieta went bravely on, but her little
daughter soon

fell grievously
doctor despaired of her life.

ill;

so

much

so that the

The neighbors', one by
one, said, "I told you so! I knew that it would come!"
And each one had a dire tale of woe to tell of some
other one who had dared turn evangelical.
The Christians met for prayer and little Beatriz' life
was spared. The mother's heart seemed definitely
touched, but she could never get away from the words
of her neighbors, who began a definite campaign to
get her away from the Gospel. If we called, two or
three of them would drop in, so that we could not have
a personal conversation with her. On meeting nights,
they managed to detain her on one pretext or another.
An opportunity finally came to talk with her, and a
more confused or bewildered soul would be hard to
find.
Her closest friend with whom she had been
attending Sunday morning Mass all of her life, had
been pointing out to her all of the reasons why she
should not leave the Catholic Church the- thought of
how grieved her mother would be that her child had

—
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and shortcomthe faith of her fathers; the faults
small number of evanings of certain evangelicals; the
left

comparison with the large number of Robeyond a shadow of a doubt
slighting of
which of the two must be the truth; the
after all she had
the Virgin Mary, the Mother of God,
given her a
done for her, etc. She, the Virgin, had
have
happy home, a husband and children. Didn't she
but the
everything that a heart could wish? and, who
the evanVirgin had given it to her? If she followed
have in life? She
gelicals, what pleasure would she
have to
would be ostracized by everyone, she would
took her step
give up all her worldy pleasures, etc. We
prayer
by step and answered all of her doubts and had
matwith her. But Satan was not satisfied to let the
others of her
ter rest there. My visit was followed by
Catholic friends, and the special friend even came to
Satan gradually gained the victory.
live with her.
When we called again, she was not wUling to talk
with me. She admitted that she had stopped reading
the Word, which by that time she was able to do, slowly
but surely. This she had done because of an article
written by the Bishop, in which he warned of dire
things for those who read the Protestant Bible, which
the Protestants, so he says, have wUlfully mistranslated to further their own ends. She had been thinking aver that, and decided that there must not be any
gelicals in

man

Catholics, proving

The Story of a

took a hike up over some of the surrounding hills.
After awhile little Roger began to complain about being
tired and not wanting to walk any more. When asked
as to what was the matter, his astonishing answer
was, "I'm getting old, I guess"! Those are somewhat

when I look over the past year and
far I've fallen behind in the matter of

sentiments

discover

how

correspondence and other

VvTiting.

message to Herald readers was
written after our eventful tent campaign here in Berrotaran last year. At the present writing we are here
again conducting a 10-day Vacation Bible School, this
time without the tent. We are having quite a peaceful
time now, partly due, I believe, to an interesting little
sequel to events last year in which I'm sure you will bo
I

my

believe

last

interested.

and even violent oppowhich we encountered last year. So unjust
were the measures used against us that the large
majority of the Catholics themselves were ashamed of
the actions of their leaders. But a few months later,
other things began happening that have thoroughly
disgusted a great many of them. It seems that for
quite some time the Executive Committee of the Electric Corporation had been suspicioning the priest of
dishonesty in his lighting system. Investigations and
observations were quietly made, and finally a techniAs a final proof that the priest was lightcian called

You

will recall the energetic

sition

.

.

—

about the Gospel.
She soon sent word for me not to come again until
she sent for me, and so the matter rests. She admits
that she has no peace or joy in the Roman Catholic
faith, and yet denies entrance to the very Light of Life.
How blinding is the thralldom of Satan upon the
human heart, especially when his medium is the bondage of the

Roman

By MRS. RICARDO WAGNER, Almafuerte, Argentina
One afternoon during adult camp, the Dowdy famUy

my

foundation at all for the evangelical faith. Moreover,
the same article pointed out that they must beware
of the methods used by the Protestants, calling them
"sticky fly-paper tactics." That they lure the people
on by being very kind to them, doing all manner of
service for them, giving them things, pretending to
love them, until they have them safe in the trap, and
then take from them theii' most precious possession—
their souls. She had been thinking over that, too, and
remembered all of the things that the evangelical
workers had done for her during the illness of her
chUd, the hours that had been spent teaching her to
read, etc., and their efforts to get her to accept the
Gospel message, and she decided that in all probabilit was the work of Satan to
ity the Bishop was right
During all of this time her
get her soul into hell.
husband had been gradually falling into the same
doubts and finally left the services. The children were
sent away to another town so that they might forget

Roman

Catholic faith!

Catholic Priest

ing the church from the power current instead of the
ceremony
light current, one night while a marriage
was being performed, members of the committee removed the fuse from the power meter three times, and
three
all three time the church was totally darkened—
blackouts during one marriage service!
Immediately after this test had been made, a letter

was written to the priest informing him of the discovery and requesting him to rectify the situation. Allowance was made for the possibility of such an installation having been put in without his knowledge. Nevertheless, it was the duty of the committee to collect the
difference that that would make in his electric bills
during the years of consumption. The priest's reply
sarcastic: that the great discovery was an emergency installation, put up at the last moment before
the wedding because! of a defect produced in the regular installation; that had anyone taken the trouble
to ask about it, they would have been informed without

was

interrupting his sacred service, and that, in, any case,
the corporation should be donating the light to the
church instead of trying to collect more money than
had already been paid.
A series of letters were written; the Executive Committee insisting that the explanation given did not

account for the unbalanced consumption of light and
power indicated on the meters each month, and the
priest insisting that their contentions were false and
that he had become the victim of a group of antiCatholic men. An interesting sidelight in the connec205
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tion is the fact that one member of the Committee, a
doctor, is the nephew of the bishop in Rio Cuarto. Finally, the priest undertook to discuss the matter in

both his Sunday services, whereupon the Committee
gathered together all of the correspondence they had
had with him and published it in booklet form, sending a copy by mail to every member of the Corporation.
After a time, as the priest continued to refuse to
recognize any indebtedness and to make any settlement, the Committee cut off all electric current from
both church and parsonage. The priest, not to be outdone, then connected up with the installation of a
neighbor, resulting in the current being cut off from
her home also.
The priest, not being able to stand his ground alone,
the bishop was called. His comment on the situation
was that ihe church was not so much interested in the
payment of a few (some over 200) pesos, but rather in
the outrageous treatment of the priest. He insisted
that the Committee would have to retract their statements against the priest and make amends for theii'
treatment of him. When the Committee refused to do
so, a lawyer was consulted by the bishop as to the
advisability of fUing a suit. He advised them not to
do so, saying that, while the priest might possibly win
the suit because of the help of the bishop and present
politics, he would do himself no end of harm in the

way

of standing, etc.

hard for us to understand just on what grounds
the priest thinks he might win a lawsuit, but he has
finally decided to launch out in it and the case has
been filed. Since court does not convene in vacation
time, the case is still pending. In the meantime, upon
payment of the bill presented by the Committee, the
priest has been connected up with the current. However, a document with very specific requirements and
conditions was presented to him.
Lately, in preparation for the trial, a delegation
consisting of a secretary representing the court, both
lawyers, an electrical technician, and a member of the
Committee in Berrotaran went to the church to inspect
the installation, and to settle a dispute as to whether
or not a change had been made in the wiring. The
electrician discovered that the wiring as it now is', had
been changed recently, in spite of having been whitewashed to make it appear as though it were of long
standing. During the inspection, the electrician asked
the priest what the watt power is of the bulbs in use
in the two light fixtures in the auditorium, each having
a capacity of a number of bulbs.
"Those are 15-watt bulbs," replied the priest.
"No, they are 40-watt," interrupted the Committee
It is

member.
"You lie, they are 15-watt," insisted the priest.
"You lie, they are 40-watt," was the answer.
"Might we be permitted to have a look at those
bulbs?" asked the electrician.
"Of course," assented the priest. "But they are up
so high and I have no ladder."
"In five minutes I'll have a ladder here," offered the
Committee member as he started for the door.
In a few minutes the ladder was there and the electrician climbed up, unscrewed a bulb and brought it

down.

"Forty-watt" he read. "Do you see, Mr. Priest?"
holding up the evidence before his eyes.
"Why it really is," replied the priest while the
lawyers' cast significant glances at each other.
Now, just what effect does a case like this have upon
our work? We are sad to say that we cannot note
much of a change. One would think that after such
an eye-opener, people would be flocking to our meetings in search of the truth, but they do not. In fact,
the majority of the people know only too well the deWhy, then, do they
fects of their religious leaders.
follow them? For one thing, it has been drilled into
them from infancy that the Roman Catholic clergy, no
matter what they may do, are still God's representatives on earth, and are the final and only authorities

on things spiritual. Moreover, it is most convenient
and soothing to the conscience to hide behind such re-

when they wish to use graft, etc., in their
business dealings. So, while a crimp has been put
in the matter of persecution, and many folks show
themselves much more friendly, yet the indifference
to spiritual truth is appalling.
I do not mean by the above that these things do not
affect the people here. They do, definitely, but for
evil and not for good. The moral tone of the people
cannot help but go down. It seems to me that their
idea of God must more or less correspond to their idea
of the priests, and that is likely to drive them ultimately to atheism.
So pray for us, brethren, as never before, that those
of us who know the Lord in this land may not fail to
hold up Christ the Light of the World so that some
might be attracted to Him. Our group of believers in
Berrotaran is small and some are being sorely tested.
Pray that they may be kept firm in faith and beyond
reproach in deeds so that their testimony in the town
might be powerful and bear fruit for the glory of God.
ligious leaders

own

THE BIGGER SHOVEL
The story is told of a good farmer who loved the Lord
and believed in stewardship. He was very generous
indeed, and was asked by his friends why he gave so
much and yet remained so prosperous. "We cannot
understand you," his friends said, "why you seem to
give more than the rest of us, and yet you always seem
to

have greater prosperity."

Oh," said the farmer, "that is very easy to explain.
You see, I keep shoveling into God's bin and God keeps
shoveling more and more into mine, and God has the
bigger shovel." Dr. Herbert Lockyer.

—

WHY THE DEAD

SEA DIED

The Dead Sea died because it has no outlet. The
water from the several rivers flows into that sea, but
It keeps all it gets. That is the reait never runs out.
son why the Dead Sea is dead. It has a large lesson
for us. It tells us that a life which is always receiving
but never giving will sometime become like the Dead
Sea. It will begin to decay and die. Christ would have
us live running streams through which His love and

—

His messages can be carried to others.—From First
Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pa., Calendar.
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A FAMINE IN THE LAND
By REV. CLARENCE
Superintendent of

L.

SICKEL

Brethren Missions in Argentina

future,
Daniel, the inspired prophiet, looking into tlie

described tlie character of the last days of "The Times
words:
of the Gentiles" in these very significant
"Many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be

an outstanding momentous
period in the world's history. Men and women are
running "to and fro" as never before since the beginning of time. Men, using this "increased knowledge"
have conquered land, sea, and air. That which in

increased."

Truly, this

is

times past was considered as impossible has now become a common event in our daily life. Those who are
are
in a position to speak with authority tell us that we
just at the beginning of events.
But in the midst of these astounding things there
exists a strange reality. It can be better expresed in

the words of another of God's prophets of old, even
Amos, who speaks of a peculiar incident in the life of
the Hebrew nation: "Behold, the days come, saith the
Lord God, that I will send a famine in the land, not a
famine of bread, nor a thirst for water, BUT OF HEAR-

ING THE WORDS OF THE LORD."
of Israel, they can easily be applied
especially so where Rome rules.
in the land ... of hearing the
"There is
words of the Lord." Famines come through lack of
that which is essential to nourish the body. The same
can be applied to that which is spiritual, though in the

Though spoken

and
a famine

to this our day,

spiritual

realm there can exist another strange phe-

nomenon—famine in the midst of spiritual abundance.
In Argentine we would not say that the latter is true,
though the Word of God has been proclaimed in one
way or another in almost every town, city, and village;
but, and we speak in general terms, the first is a vivid

reality:

ING

"There

the

Word

would include

is

a famine in the land ... of HEARIn that word "hearing" we

of God."
all

that can be applied— a ttentiveness,

understanding, reception, obedience. "They have ears
to hear but they hear not." Were the Apostle' Paul to
minister to the people in this land under the Southern
Cross, he would write of them as he did of his own
people in Romans 10:2, 3: "For I bear them record that
they have a zeal of God, but not according to knowledge. For they being ignorant of God's righteousness,
and going about to estataUsh their own righteousness,
have not submitted themselves unto the righteousness
Though surrounded by all the signs and
of God."
symbols of the Gospel, we believe them to be religiously
traveling the road that leads to eternal destruction.
Terrible, indeed, are the results of famine!
During the past year or two there has been an intensive campaign on the part of the Catholic Church to
stamp out Protestantism and the evangelical movement in all of Latin America. South America is presented as an intensely Roman Catholic continent, with
happy, devout peoples asking only for peace and quiet
to worship God in their own way, as their fathers ha\e
done for centuries, and bitterly resenting the "insult"
to their culture and their religion, implied in the idea

sending "missionaries" to them as to heathen lands,
who do not have the light of salvation.
There is no question that this demand for South
America as a strictly Roman Catholic field will make a
powerful appeal even to Protestant thought, ignorant
as most folks are of the true character of the Roman
Church and its teachings. We believe that the crisis
fight, at
of this issue has not yet been reached; the
each
least in this part of the field, grows warmer with
of

as to those

passing day. The time has come when we must face
the issue with bare facts and plain words. Does she or

<s9n.c?

EASTER PARADE IN

ROMAN CATHOLIC ARGENTINA
THE "DEAD CHRIST" AND THE
LIVING "VIRGIN"

(SJlltP>
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does she not teach the truth? Are evangelical missions esential to the spiritual welfare of the souls of
this land?
In answer to the latter question, I would
give a strong and emphatic affirmative. Years of experience with this people and the Roman Catholic
Church has led me to the deep conviction that they
are utterly lacking in THREE ESSENTIAL REALITIES

OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH, namely, THE PERSOK^
OF CHRIST, THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST, THE PRESENCE OF CHRIST. To know the joy of salvation there
must be in the heart of every man and woman that
right attitude toward the

PERSON OF CHRIST
The Christ that you and
people in this land.

Way, the Saviour,
better

is

known

is

to

I

know

is

known by very few

Christ the Redeemer, the Only

almost unknown.

them

is

The Christ that

a dead Christ that hangs

on their crucifixes in their homes, schools, churches,

The Christ that they
the hideous figure of the miracle working

hospitals, places' of business.

know
saints.

is
'

There

is

nothing in

motely suggests the

all of this

GREAT CHRIST

from the sacred Scriptures.

as

that even re-

we know Him

The people are taught

nothing but the barest facts about Christ. About His
real character they know nothing. There is indeed a
famine in the land regarding the PERSON OF CHRIST.

To them He

is not "the fairest among ten thousand,
the Lily of the Valley, the Bright and Morning Star."
They render not unto Him the glory due to His name
because they do not know Him!

Roman

Catholicism has given His rightful place to
She is the one that they
know. She is the one who occupies the supreme place
in their religious activities, thoughts, desires, and meditation.
She is the Queen of Heaven, the Mother of
God.

another—the Virgin Mary.

Well spoke a certain scholar of high authority on thLs
continent, "My people are not Christians, they are
Virgin-ians." They place the Virgin Mary above Christ
as an intercessor, teaching that she is the mediatriv
in heaven for sinner, that her intercessions are allpowerful, that the Father and Son obey her slightest

wish and prayer. We have had this brought home to
us again anc^ again. Almost the first question that a
new inquirer asks as we seek to exalt the PERSON OF
CHRIST is: "What about the Virgin Mary?" The
theme of Christ is not a new one to them, but it is
such an inferior one to that of the Virgin Mary that
they are not interested. The divine order of the Holy
Spirit's work in this dispensation as set forth by Christ
himself is "He shall glorify Me." This fact alone justithe work of evangelical missions in this land, for
the very life of the Christian faith. Neglect the
teachings of the PERSON OF CHRIST and the faith
that "was once and for all delivered unto the saints"
becomes as the other religions of the world, a mere
system, such as we have in this land.
fies

He

is

Knowing not the PERSON OF CHRIST, it is not surwho are acquainted with the Scrip-

prising to those

tures to find that there
cerning the

is

a "famine in the land" con-

MESSAGE OF CHRIST
"Ye must be bom again." This is one of the most
emphatic teachings of the Gospel of the Lord Jesus
Christ—might we say the keynote— for without this
experience "no man shall see God." The new birth is
that spiritual act by which we are united to God
through the Lord Jesus Christ, thus made a partaker
of God's very life. Life comes through birth. Therefore, it is impossible to possess life without birth.
Our
Lord emphasized this important fact in His conversation with Nicodemus: "EXCEPT a man be born again,
he cannot enter into the kingdom of God." Not a belliever in Baptismal Regeneration, I contend
that all
who have never experienced the NEW BIRTH do not
belong to the family of God, or as Paul has it, the

Body of Christ. Therefore, they are not Christians.
More than once the question has been asked by the
people in the States of those who labor in this field:
believe a Catholic is a Christian ? Do you be-

Do you
lieve

he

is

saved?"

I

tions by asking one:

would only answer these ques-

Can a

soul find salvation in the
based upon the pure, unadulterated
God? God alone knows the 'exact answer to
these all-important questions. Some Protestants would
answer in the affirmative; others would be doubtful;
while still others would say, "NO"! Shall we listen
to
the testimony of a former priest ? Here is his
answer
to the above questions, as it appeared in
the Brethren
Missionary Herald, March 27, 1943, under the title,
"A
Great Difference":

Catholic Church

Word

as-

of

"A single word, 'regeneration' explains the
great difference between Protestant and Roman Catholic faiths," says Dr. Leo H. Leh-

mann.

Writing in Revelation he says, "As a
former priest of the Church of Rome, I have

many times been asked to explain the reason
why the Catholic Church insists on its outworn
teachings and practices— why purgatory, confession, indulgences, worship of
saints and
their images, transsubstantiation,
infallibility
of the pope, mass, fasting, penances,
rosary
beads, and the many other man-made devices
in Catholic practice which are a puzzle
to most
Protestants.
.

"The

.

.

answer

is
simple.
Each of these
strange practices is necessary in the Church
of Rome
because it is WITHOUT THE

REGENERATIVE MESSAGE of the true Christian Gospel. Men born again, made new
creatures,^ having direct

contact with God through
Jesus Christ, do not need them. They are substitutes for the true teaching that is WHOLLY
LACKING IN CATHOLIC LIFE. If a man is
saved he becomes a new creature, whole and
complete; he can then do all things because he
possesses the power of God within him. He
needs no human agency, no one to act for him
as a 'spiritual power of attorney.' If he is imsaved and knows nothing of the power of the

new

creature,

he naturally looks

to other

men
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him and

to do everything necessary for

him."

Now,

my

friend,

how would you answer

these ques-

These people call themselves Christians and we have
no reason to doubt their sincerity. We believe that the
majority are expressing the deep conviction of their
hearts. This was brought very vividly to my attention
in reading a recent book on the religious conditions of
South America. In the testimonies of eminent men
and women that were published therein the one thing
most emphasized was: "I am a Christian." Were we
to ask these men of learning upon what they base their
assurance, they without doubt would answer as did a
man with whom we were talking just this last week:
"My mother made me a Christian when I was a baby,
taking me to the church where I was baptized." Many
things are placed before this people as essential to
salvation baptism, confession, fasting, mass, communion, but recently the local bishop added to the list.
Attending the evangelical hall for even one service
automatically closes heaven's gates, as does reading the
"pernicious literature" of the Protestants. Also, in a
great gathering on a special feast day, he told his
people that in order to be a good Catholic, yes, migh>,
we say, in order to get into heaven, whenever they meet
an evangelical they must turn their backs and make
the sign of the cross!

—

this, there aren't many "good Cathonly one, to my knowledge, has had the courage to do it in my presence. They are suffering the
results of the "famine that is in the land" regarding
THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST. What a tragedy!

According to

olics," for

Christian friend, at this Easter season, may God
help each of us to realize the spiritual standing of this
people before Him. "Except they be bom again by the
workings of the Holy Spirit of God," they are lost,
whether they be Catholic or Protestant. God help us
to more fully realize our tremendous responsibility,
glorious privilege, unparalleled position as set forth in
2 Cor. 5:18-20: "And all things are of God, who hath
reconciled us to himself by Jesus Christ, and hath
given TO US the ministry of reconciliation; To wit,
that God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto
himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them; and
hath committed UNTO US the word of reconciliation.
Now then we are AMBASSADORS for Christ, as though
God did beseech YOU BY US; we pray you in Christ's
stead, be ye reconciled to God."
This reconciliation
must come through THE NEW BIRTH. This is the
message these people need.

What about

the third reality of the Christian faith?

The

PRESENCE OF CHRIST

am

with you alway." Naturally, being ignorant concerning THE PERSON OF CHRIST, not having
accepted THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST, they cannot experience the reality of THE PRESENCE OF CHRIST.
They behold His figure on the steeples of their shrines
and churches, on their altars, on the crucifix; but, in
reality, He is a God afar off in the heavens and can

known

Speak to them of this glorious
truth, "Christ in you," and they must answer, "I know
It cannot be otherwise, having not experiit not."
enced the New Birth, by which act Christ comes to
to

tions?

"Lo, I

only be reached through one of His agencies,

them

as "saints."

I well remember a conversation I had
with a sister of one of the faithful members of the
First Brethren Church of Long Beach at the close of
a meeting I held during our last visiit in the States. She

dwell within.

objected very severely to the slides I
to her

mind were not a

olic faith,

had shown, which

fair representation of the

she herself being a

Roman

Cath-

Catholic.

I as-

sured her that they were actual photographs taken by
myself here on the field. We spent some time conversing on the subject of salvation, and as we compared her faith and that of her sister, she admitted
that her sister had something that she did not have.
Her testimony must be the acknowledgement of all
those who have placed their trust in ceremonies, rites,
and works. In reality, it isn't something it is SOMEONE! .."CHRIST IN YOU, the hope of glory"!

—

It is this glorious reality that makes possible such an
experience as that of which a faithful believer testified this past week. Speaking of the great difference
that the coming of Christ into her heart has made in
her life, she said: "Before my coversion, whenever my
husband or any of' the children were ill, I had such a

burden

I lighted candles, said prayers,

and

cried

most

always imagining that the very worst was
going to happen. Now, the Lord seems so near, and I
just lift my heart to Him and leave my burden there;
and, the other day when my husband was ill in bed, I
found myself going about my work actually singing."
It is this same glorious reality that makes the difference between the death of a Roman Catholic and that
The Roman
of one who goes trusting in the Lord.
Catholic calls in the priest for the last act of cleansing
out, as we
but
goes
and preparation to meet his God,
have seen them, with a terrible fear in his heart. The
bridge of human works, connecting him with heaven,
looks so very thin at that last solemn moment. He
does not trust it, but he has no other one. While the
Christian can look up as did a dear old Italian lady,
a member of the church in Alejandro, saying, "I am
He is mine! He is mine!" and thus she
so happy!
of the tune,

went into His presence.
Great is the "famine in the land" regarding this glorious experience of the true believer in this present
life.
Rome has sought to fill this "emptiness" in the
her followers by substituting images and medals
which bear the image of some saint. These are worn
on some part of the body by men and women in every
walk of life, from the humble worker to the high official.
To them it serves more as a charm, giving them
life of

protection or good luck. What a poor imitation!
Are these not sufficient reasons to convince us of the
need of including the millions of Latin Americans in
the number of those who still need to be evangelized?
The doors are at present open. Let us endeavor to do
anything and everything in our power to reach these
souls with the precious Gospel of Salvation.
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NEWS FROM THE WAGNER
ELENA
the smallest town that we attend, and the
farthest away. It is also where we have the smallest
group at present. I think I am not wrong in saying
that it is also the place where
the moral and intellectual
level is the lowest. Nevertheless, we have always had a
small group of faithful believ-

This

is

The atendance at this
ers.
time of year goes down rather
than up because many poor
families go to the country to
work and stay away during
the whole harvest season.
The most

faithful

member

ricardo wagner
here is Mrs. Ermelinda Lucero,
a woman who does not know how to read or write, but
who understands and reasons better than many who
do know how. She was one of the first converts, but
for a long while could not be baptized and admitted to
membership because of not being legitimately married.
Her companion did not wish to legalize their matrimony, but she so desired to obey the Lord that she did
not cease to pray and insist until one day she got him
to promise to put things in order, and later she was
baptized. My, how happy she was! She came singing
Now she
all of the ten leagues back to her home.
memorizes the hymns and texts that she has read to
her by her little daughter who started school last year.
She is also praying that her husband and others of her
family (she has grown children, all married, and a
large circle of grandchildren) may be converted.
Of the first group only a few are left. Some have
died, others have moved away and still others have
gone back to the world. The present members come
from four families. The candidates for baptism and
admission to membership (now on probation) are
three young girls from different homes. There is also
a woman who was converted at the beginning of the
work here (in 1938), but she hasi not been able yet to
legalize her matrimony.
There are about 3,000 inhabitants in this town. Several years ago, construction of a Catholic church was
begun, for which, from time to time, money was collected and various kinds of social functions held. I
believe it was last year that I read in a program more
or less the following words, "Come to the dance and
help to raise the temple." But the church is not finished.
The hall that we rent here was formerly a
"sewing shop, pro-temple." It seems that the dressmakers got tired of sewing for the "temple." In the
meantime they hold services in a hall fixed up for the
purpose. The priest in charge here is the same jealous
"father" of the flock in Berrotaran.

BERROTARAN
This town is a little larger than Elena. Our field of
labor here is very different and more difficult. The

CIRCUI

have always been the object of ridicule and
attack, thus proving the words of our Lord: "Ye shall
believers

be hated ..." But I am glad to say that they are
very faithful and courageous up to what they have

been able to learn.

The group here represents seven families at present,
which 12 are members. At times we have in attendance others brought in by the members. There are
some who have made a profession of faith a long time
ago, and also a couple, who have seven children, v/ho
accepted the Lord during the tent campaign last year
when the Catholic Society stoned us. The people are
generally slow to learn and find it difficult to give up
their old habits and sins, so we always have a long wait
before we can baptize them. Nevertheless, we see the
power of the Lord in behalf of those who have trusted
Him.
The ninth of February we finished a 10-day Vacation
of

Bible School with the following record: Enrollment,
40; average attendance, 27; notebooks completed, 24.
The record includes the night classes, but does not
count more than one attendance per day for all of the
children who came to both classes. All of the children
in my afternoon class accepted the Lord when given
the opportunity. Laura's class was made up of the
tiniest children and she said that only one little girl
showed any signs of being moved when the call was

made. At the close, we had a
any for such a long time.

social,

not having had

ALMAFUERTE
Now

I

come

to the place

where we

live.

Thus

I

should have a great deal to say. To begin with, I am
going to use the words of one of the members here
when she said goodbye to us last Sunday: "When you
return we are going to lock up the house so you can't
go away any more." Well, I guess these Brethren have
a right to "protest" since, in the 52 days of 1945 that
have passed, we have been there for Sunday School
five times, for preaching services four times, and for
prayer meeting three times. The rest of the time we
have been in the camps for young people and families,
in the D. V. B. S. in Berrotaran, and now in Elena for
another 10 days since the 20th. I also have before me
an invitation from Brother Dowdy for a campaign
with the tent in La Carlota or Los Cisnes, if we can
arrange the dates. Truly I am sorry not to give these
brethren better attention, but that would mean tying
myself down to two or three places and abandoning
the rest, and that is not possible as long as there are
no more workers. We are praying that the Lord may
soon send out more missionaries and call more workers.
I see that I am getting a little away from my report,
so I had better get back. The flock here is' more or
less the same.
One of our young men who was one
of the most willing to cooperate, finished his military
service a short time ago, but has entered the military
factory in Rio Tercero to work, and he can only come to
services some Sundays. Another of the yoimg men was
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have done his mUitary service this year but was
did not
released because of being ruptured, but he
more
escape from faUing into transgressions, so he is
on the outside than in. We are very sorry for him,
knowing how weali he is, and we are trusting that the
Still
Lord will help him to see his perilous situation.
to

another young

man moved

in Berrotaran.

away,

Thus our group

taut

we have him now

of

young

folks

has

been weakened.

Among the older members there are also problems.
who has also given us
But, thanks be to the Lord
those who can be used as an example. There is one
sister, among the last to be baptized, who is a blessing
testito the congregation and a joy to us; faithful in
,

mony, in attendance, and in offerings. I do not wish
Coming
to omit that her favorite theme is the Second
when
of the Lord. She has a radio in her home and
she uses it it is not for herself alone, for she opens the
window wide so the whole neighborhood can hear
of course it is an evangelical message that she has on!
She says that she would be able to help much more in
the work if her husband were converted, for they are
quite well off. The believers are learning a little more
about giving offerings. We hope that the offerings
the largest ever
during this financial year
given here. Apart from the regular offerings, they
are giving a specal offerng each month for Rio Tercero. The believers are from 11 different homes, there
being in attendance, also, representatives from other

even though the project was way beyond the limits of
our capacity. The campaign was begun in July of
1944, the Brethren from Berrotaran also being invited to cooperate. Since then we have gathered in
This includes offerings from indi$545.60 (pesos).
viduals in other places and also one from the Sunday
School in Rio Cuarto.
We are very grateful to the Lord for what has been
done. Li this way we are reaching two goals: A place
to preach the Gospel in Rio Tercero, and the believers
stimulated to give with greater enthusiasm. It has
been arranged to take up the special offering for said
fund the first Sunday of each month. With the small
amount that is taken in in this way we are stUl a long
way from having our hall in Rio Tercero, but we are
not trusting in what we are able to do, but rather in
Him who can do all things. We are confident in the
Lord, that, if he tarries, we shall see fulfilled our longing to see a work begun in Rio Tercero.
R. E.

By MR. AND MRS. HILL MACONAHY,
La Carlota, Argentina

How many
of the Lord,

when one

times

he

is

a mysterious way

moves in

There is something interesting taking place in a certain to-wn of our district and
are wondering what the
outcome mil be. The to-wn
priest has asked for copies of
our literature and is reading
and if he never had an
it;
opportunity before, he has
now to come to a knowledge

we

RIO TERCERO
the largest town in our zone, and I believe
that I am not exaggerating in saying that it is now
double what it was a few years' back. This has come
about as the result of the installation of a military
factory, and now there are rumors that construction
will soon be started on an oil (peanut) factory. The
population that was formerly some 4,000 can now be
estimated almost twice as much.
We had a nice campaign with the tent there two
years ago. At that time we were not able to rent a
hall, nor have we been able to do so since because of
the great influx of families who are looking for work
in the military factory or in the building that is going
on. For this reason it has not been possible to begin
holding meetings, although we have three members
and various interested folks there. This situation was'
weighing upon our hearts and we have been praying
(as we continue to do) that the Lord would provide a
way of carrying His Word to these thousands of souls.
Finally we felt led to speak to the believers' in Almafuerte about the idea of collecting funds toward the
building of a hall there. We are sure that the Lord
was leading us for the Idea was met very favorably

thinks upon the workings

led to exclaim: "Truly He
His wonders to perform."

materals.

This

Almafuerte, Argentina.

Wkcd Will Re the 0utcO4fi^?

will total

interested families.
As far as the public is concerned, I have the impression that there is some change in the general attitude
toward us "Protestants." Personally, I am keeping up
contacts and establishing more friendships, for I find
that in this way the people feel more at liberty to ask
questions about the Gospel. The town is growing at
present. It is strange to see the number of houses in
construction in spite of the high prices and scarcity of

WAGNER,

of the truth as

is

it is

in Christ

That is why we are
wonderuig what the outcome
Jesus.

HILL
will be,

lYiAcoNAGHY

and are praying that

it

may mean

the salva-

blind."
tion of another of those "blind leaders of the
His request for our literature came about in this
way: A widow, mother of six young children, who
made a profession of faith in the Lord Jesus in a tent
meeting last year, moved to the town of which I speak.
Being entirely alone in the world, and -with these children to provide for, she came to us to see whether
there was any way in which those children could be
given some kind of preparation for life in a Christian
environment. Through a friend who is a member of

another denomination in Buenos Aires it seems very
possible now that the four older chUdren wUl be received into a fine Christian home that is supported by
that denomination and given a practical training and
at the same time sound Christian teaching.

However, these things take time to arrange, and
whle the necessary preparations are being made, Dona
Amalia has had to find some kind of work. Since
housework is the only thing open to a woman without
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any preparation

in these towns, she

was looking

for

One day a boy who knows her
asked if she would work for the priest and his mother.
She said, "Yes," and got the job.
that type of work.

efkbt

She wasn't there very long before she started singhymns and choruses as she went about her work.
The old mother liked the hymns, but, being a little
deaf, she asked Dona Amalia to sing louder. Imagine
ing

a servant singing evangelical hymns in the priest's
house, and his mother liking them!
Of course, they
learned then that she is an evangelical believer.
When the priest asked her if she were, she replied,
"Yes, thanks be to God!"
The priest expressed his
surprise that she, an Argentine and a Catholic, would
sell her soul for the material benefits she received
from the evangelicals. She insisted she came because
of her spiritual need rather than the material.
Then he told her that we were against the Bible, but
she replied that that couldn't be. We love the Bible
and preach from it, and she had learned to love it too,
since attending evangelical meetings.
Although an
unlearned woman, she had an answer for every objection.
The Lord surely put the words in her mouth.
'When he spoke to her about the necessity of doing
good works she told him that good works were of no
avail if there was not first faith, and that we couldn't

any good works until we had received the
Lord Jesus Christ as our Saviour.
Finally, they discussed the attack of the visiting
priest last winter, when we were distributing tracts
along the street, and the town priest confessed that
really do

.

the other priest was entirely out of place in what he
had done. Then the priest said he would like to have a
copy of the tract we were distributing that day, and

have some

also

and a hymn
book. We gladly gave them to her and she said he immediately took them into his room to read them. The
last time we saw her she had not yet had an opportunity to speak with him about what he had read.

We

of our other literature

know his motive in askng for this literawe do know that he has' been ill, and who
knows if the Lord is not dealing with him and has sent
Dona Amalia there to witness to him and also through
her to get some good Gospel tracts into his hands?
We do not know what the outcome of this will be,
don't

ture, but

but will you not pray with us that this soul that is
precious in God's sight may come to know Him whom
to

know

aright

is life

eternal?

Dorothy and

Hill

Maconaghy.

REMEMBER
That man

poor indeed who lives without Jesus:
and he alone is rich with whom Jesus lives.
In the morning praise God for opportunities,
but
make some use of them before the morning goes.
More people are slain by suppers than sword.
Let's be careful that we don't get to doing our
Christian
If

kite

is

work in ragtime.
Saul had destroyed
would have

all

the Amalakites, no Amale-

lived to destroy him.

Show no mercy

to little sins.
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By MILDRED
Missionary,

P.

KUNTZ

Good News

Mission, Lupton, Ariz.

The joyous Easter message of "Christ Is Risen" is
bringing joy to some hearts of the Navajo people in
this land of darkness. This is a new message to them;
so different from the one the medicine
telling them all these centuries.

man

has been

Recently, while doing camp visitation work the
writer came to a Navajo hogan (hut made of logs and
dirt) and as she entered, she was moved with compassion at the sight of a little baby covered with awful
sores. After greeting the family, the father informed
the visitor that they were going to have a heathen
,

ceremony and the medicine man was there to make a
sand painting. The medicine men do make beautiful
designs with many colored sands it is real art but
is performed to appease soine heathen god causing the

—

—

sickness.

Since the missionary had brought her portable phonograph and Navajo Gospel records, she was allowed
to play for all present. The medicine man also listened
for a time, and then went out of the hogan. This gave

the father better opportunity to hear the real Way of
and after the Gospel was clearly explained,
he bowed his head and asked our Lord Jesus to cleanse
him from his sins and to help him to live a good Christian life.
This discussion was possible because the
father could speak English, as quite a number can do
in this district. However, he told me it was harder for
his wife to understand, since she did not know our
language.
salvation,

Will you join us in prayer that our Lord will supply
His choice of a Navajo interpreter for the outstation at
Lupton, Arizona, and also for other places where interpreters are needed? Another request is for the missionaries to be able to really learn this difficult Navajo
language. This father was able to intelligently answer
questions concerning his acceptance of Christ, and was
happy to know that Christ died, arose, and is in Glory
interceding for His own. He desired to have the baby
taken to the hospital, but the mother refused, and in
Navajoland the mother generally has authority over
the children.

God is honoring His Word in Navajoland, and souls
are acknowledging Christ in the camps and at the mission stations. Much prayer is needed that these babes
in Christ wUl grow in the love and knowledge of our
Saviour, and that they will be willing to take their
stand for Him. They are at a disadvantage, since most
of them are unable to read, and live so far away from
the missionary.

———
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TA7"T-TQ

W^ILL GO'^

A few days ago we were at Waterloo, Iowa. The Lord
met with us and we had wonderful fellowship and joy
as we reported the effect of the Gospel in the lives of

_

our African Brethren.
I am sorry I am not able to
quite the exact words of the
Pastor, but the thought was as
follows:

made

Two

young

He

before

How

people are ready to
leave for South America from
this church. Now some more

JAKE KLIEVER

seem to be looking beyond
homeland shores. The Pastor remarked that he was
not anxious for a church of thousands attending services if people were coming in, accepting Christ, then,
yielding to Him, they went forth to serve in the regions
afar. In other words, a rotating group, souls coming
in, finding the Saviour, others going OUT presenting
the Saviour. A small home membership, but many
arms reaching into many lands. What a vision! Is it
any wonder things' are beginning to happen?
Then at Dallas Center we had another blessed remembrance. Miss Emmert is a member here. I happened to mention that Miss Emmert is past 35 and that
some day she wuold be graduated. Who then would
take her place? The Lord had been speaking, not to
one life, but to two who came and said they should
have volunteered long ago. I know this will make Miss
Emmert happy, and I have confidence enough to expect more than just two to enter in and follow on from
this place. I wish I could write about each place; the
Lord is blessing; I am having the time of my life.
Yours for souls in Africa and ALL places where His
yearning and loving heart expects. Your brother in
Christ,

Kliever.

EVANGELIZE

may

be faithful.

A REVELATION FROM THE INCOME
TAX BLANK
By

Henry Limouze

Dr. Arthur

Anyone who. has filled out an income tax return
knows that Uncle Sam allows us to take an exemption
of 15 per cent for gifts made to churches and charitable organizations.

How much

taxpayers give away?

of that 15 per cent do

Less than 2 per cent.

Over a

recent 15-year period the average per capita income

annual deduction for

was 1.83 per cent.
American giving habits we

gifts

we probe further

into

taxes reported any deductions whatsoever. That is,
143,422 good Americans said that during the entire

and with an income of over $5,000, they did not
enough to warrant taking a deduction in their
income tax returns.
Pushing back into the smaller incomes we find that
in one year, several years back, over five and a half
million people filed returns on income of less than
year,

give

The call is given Ye hosts arise
Our watchword is Evangelize!
!

—

The glad Evangel now proclaim
Through all the earth in Jesus' name;
This word is ringing through the skies:

per annum. Of this number 42 per cent never
sort of deduction for any gifts to any cause.
This indicates that many people in America, many

.?5,000

made any

Evangelize!

of them good church people, give nothing at all. It
also Indicates that as a people we do not begin to
measure up to our own Government's faith in our willingness to give. The best we do is less than 2 per cent
of the 15 per cent we are allowed ^and this is the
richest country in the world.

fallen race,

Make known the gift of Gospel grace.
The world that now in darkness lies.
Evangelize!

I

me

find that in 1937 the salary group reporting incomes in
excess of $5,000, only one-fifth of the persons paying

Give us a watchword for the hour,
A thrilling word, a word of power
A battle cry, a flaming breath
That calls' to conquest or to death
A word to rouse the Church from rest.

To dying men, a

too late.

I praise

called

that

If
J.

it is

the Lord that
forth to this
great service. At the age of
16 I was converted in the
Mission School at Lost Creek,
fCy., through the faithful ministry of Mr. and Mrs. Drushal
mrs. sheldon
and other workers. During
this same year I felt the call to go to Africa. After
three years of training at this school I went to the Los
Angeles Bible Institute and from there to Ashland, and
then to Africa in 1925. How I do praise the Lord for
the place He has given me in His vineyard and do pray

He

so led.

Two young

Evangelize!

At this Easter time as we think of the risen triumphant Christ, let us give a moment's thought to the
many in the regions beyond who have never heard of
Let us not ignore His last command to go
and take the Gospel to them

their decision for Christ

if

liecameaMUllc^ii'CL^

By HATTIE COPE SHELDON

this Saviour.

lives

and one committed herself to
the Lord for full-time service,
as a missionary

Jio-iAJiO

—

Evangelize!

Henry Crocker.
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siderate husband, just as fine of spirit,

had.

JANUARY
African Bible Translation Fund

Mr. and Mrs.

W.

the

^

Cameron, W. Va

A. Henderson.

$25.00

African General Fund

2.00

Lone Beach, CaHf., First
African Leper Fund
Women's Magnify, Long Beach, Calif., First
Miscellaneous,

10.00
(For

Bethlehem Brethren Church, Harrisonburg, Va.
American Mission to Lepers)

130.17
140.17

Beaver Fund
Mrs.

Amy

122.51

and Miss Jayne K. Ringen, South Gate, CaHf

Fund

Bickel

100.00

Gleaners Sunday School Class, Johnstown, Pa., First..

Byron Fund

Women's Magnify, Long Beach,

CaBt.,

10.00

First

Dunning Fund
50.00

Mrs. 'WiUiam Dunning, Eastern District (Special) ...
Mr. and Mrs. J. Robert Russell, Middletown, Ohio

51.00

(Special)

101.00

Fund

General

B. Boon, California District
First Brethren Church. Cleveland,
Miscellaneous, C.alifomia District

30.00
50.00

R.

Mr. and Mrs.

W.

First
Miscellaneous,

Long Beach,

Ohio

86.31

Godman Fund
Cameron, W.

Miscellaneous,

'7a

Kennedy Fund
CShoiT

Class. Berne,

District

(Special)

Mennonite

Brethren

—

(Boys

Ind.

KHever Fund
Mennonite Brethren

Church,

Special)

Church,

Dallas,

Sheldon Fund
Mr. and Mrs.

Women's

Sam Homey, WhitUer.

Bible Class,

La

'Verne,

Calif.

CaUf.

(Special)

(Special)....

fit)

Miscellaneous,
Miscellaneous,

La

Verne.

Caht.

Long Beach,

(Sickel
First

(S.

—

Hoyt

—

My Boy

13.95
10.00
61.00
13.56
82.71
•

12.86

20.00
10.00
3.50

5.00

31.28
3.50
40.78

Ohio

Taber Fund

16.00
^

H. V. Goeke. Memorial Gift for Mrs. Matilda Gunlach.
Long Beach, CaUf., First

1

0.00

Wagner Fund
Mrs.

Frank Larson. Modesto,

First Brethren Church.

(Special)
Ky. (Special

Calif.

Clayhole,

30.00
10.00
40.00
$1,004.16

GIFTS OUTSIDE THE FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Miss Mildred Kuntz, Good News Mission, Lupton, Ariz.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Heltman. Turlock, Calif
Miss Dorothy Black, Orinoco River Mission, Venezuela
Women's Magnify. Long Beach, CaUf.. First
H. V. Goeke. Memorial Gift for Mis. Matilda Guulach,
Long Beach, Calif., First

20.00
10.00

10.00

20.00
Miss Irene Lakey, Pioneer Missionary Agency
H. V. Goeke. Memorial Gift for Mrs. Matilda Gtmlach,
Long Beach, CaUf., First
Total

ceceipts

for

January

10.00
1.054.10

Louis 9. Bauman,

Edna M.

Beverly,

13, 1936,

voice apart

1.00

South American Students' Aid Fund
Miss Ruby Gregg, Dayton (North Riverdale),
(For Schoohng of Carmen Piussi)

"When You Come Home,"
From God," "My Advocate,"

Overseas,"

and grief seemed too heavy to bear, no
from the voice of the inspired Scriptures
brought such comfort to his heart as a message from
Mrs. Nicholson, written in verse, and entitled, "From
Iva in Heaven."
(We publish it elsewhere on this
page.) Mrs. Nicholson made a very slight change in
this poem so that it would become a message from the
Christian boys who have given their lives for their
country to their loved ones who weep beside their
vacant chairs. This was also published in tract form,
under the title, "From My Son in Heaven." Mrs. Nichtember

Out-

Special) ....

are

Mother," "Apart

13.50
South American General Fund
Reavis. Midwest District
First Brethren Church. Rittman, Ohio

J.

in tract

and

"Today," and "The Red Sea." Every one bears a real
Gospel message.
When the editor's daughter. Miss Iva M. Bauman,
was "loosed away upward to be with Christ" on Sep-

.

.

to the boys overseas,

"To

265.89
Bible Fellowship Club, Dayton, Ohio, First.

form have been sent

Price, $1.)

poems

My

Magazine Fund

Women's

Calif.

"To

5.00

.

Wilmington,

of thousands of her

are:

33.41

Evangelical Church. Dallas. Ore.. Northwest District.
First Brethren Church, Sunnyside, Wash
First Brethren Church, Spokane, Wash
First Brethren Church, Harrah, Wash. (Special) ....
"Valfeetz
Community Church, "Valsetz, Ore., Northwest
District

Street,

8.00

Northwest

Ore.,

District

Lagoon

being used in evangelical churches throughout the
world. Some of the poems that have been thus used

33.40

Beacon Bible School, Dallas, Ore., Northwest District.
Christian and Missionary Alliance Church, Dallas, Ore.,
Northwest District (Special)

her companion.

3.00

Northwest

Ore.,

Dallas,

ever

of Mrs. Nicholson's

Many hundreds

.81

no 'woman

of her inspiration has been caught from

poems 'were first sent to
the editor of this magazine, and to the pastor of the
First Brethren Church of Long Beach, for their first
publication. Many others were sent to The Sunday
School Times, ever to receive "first column space" in
that famed Christian paper. Several years ago, the
editor urged her to collect her verses into a book of
poems, which she did, entitling it, "Wings and Sky."
It received such a hearty welcome by the Christian
public that she was encouraged to publish a second
volume under the title "Threshold of Heaven." Ha'ving
for years lived on the "Threshold of Heaven," it was a
very fitting title, and indicative of the substance of
the songs within the covers. (Either of these volumes
can be had by writing direct to Mrs. Howard Nichol-

Calif.,

First

life of

Many

5.00
Calif.,

Much

son, 1406

.50

Eisenmann, Long Beach,

G.

(Continued from Page 197)
Moreover, a more patient, loving, and con-

testimony.

Secretary- Treasurer.
Financial Secretary.

olson, however, always refers to this poem as "Iva's
poem." In a letter received from her several days ago
(as we write), she says:
"I keep getting more and more letters about Iva's
poem. One spoke of the sudden death of a loved hus-

band last June, and as she knelt beside his empty
chair, she couldn't even pray, and even the Word
seemed to mean nothing to her. Then, stUl kneeling, she
reached for the Sunday School Times in the hope that
there might be a comforting poem, and found that one.
She said it seemed as though her husband wasi talking
directly to her. She had it used at the funeral service.
So many speak of using it that way. One woman
opened a telegram telling of the death in the service
of her dear son, and when she passed the wire to her
husband he died right there of the shock. So, she had
that double grief. She, too, used the verses at the
funeral services. And so, God works." ^L. S. B.

—
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HE BORE HIS TESTIMONY
"I just asked the Lord to help me —step by step," was

I may

not go to Africa,
To China or Japan,
ro work for Jesus here at

the way Gilbert Dodds explained it on Saturday night,
March 18. He had just broken the world's record for

home

running a mUe on an indoor track at the Chicago
Stadium in 4:06.4 and was being interviewed by the
sports writers. A minute later he was called to the
microphone and there the modest little theological
student from Boston who had set another record only

do the best I can.
of His great love to
me,

I'll

I'll tell

And how I love Him too,
And better far, I'll show

a week before, accepted the congratulations of the
sports world and again bore his testimony.

my love
In

all

The

that I may do.
water-drops

It was a simple, straightforward declaration of his
confidence that God had run the race with him as he
made the supreme athletic effort of his life. As he
spoke a hush something like the quiet one sometimes
feels in church came over the vast crowd. As he turned
away from the microphone and started for, his dressing
room, reporters and enthusiasts swarmed about him.

little

come down
To make the flowers
grow;

The little rivulets flow on,
To bless wher'er they
go;

The

seeds

little

make

"Excuse me, please, I'm in an awful hurry," he
got to catch a train. You see, I'm
preaching tomorrow morning at Goshen, Ind."
pleaded. "I've

mighty trees,
To cool us with their
shade;
things like these
do good.
To try I'm not afraid.
I'll be a missionary now,
And work the best I may,

Gilbert

My

are

offering, too, I'U send.

within my power I'll do.
This great bad world to mend Selected.
all

is

a Nebraska farm boy

few,

who

belongs

Because Brethren churches

and usually rather

small,

Gilbert

Dodds

has grown accustomed to standing alone, and, perhaps for that reason, has cultivated the consciousness of the presence of God. One must have convictions to be a member of the Brethren Church, and
deep consecration is needed to enter its ministry. Gilbert Dodds has convictions and consecration.
This is the reason he seized the most unlikely occasion one could imagine as an opportunity to bear his
testimony. At any rate, the 13,286 fans who crowded
the Chicago Stadium, and the scores of thousands who
listened in by way of the radio, will never forget the
champion's sincere and honest testimony at the end
of his record-breaking run. From "The Christian Ad-

So if I want to work for God,
There surely is a way.
I'll pray for those who cross the sea;

And

Dodds

to the Brethren Church.

If little

—

THE MISSIONARY'S BURDEN

—

the work that wears us.
At least not what we do;
But that which is left undone
When our busy day is through.
It isn't

vocate."

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

the work that kills us
But the strange, indifferent life
Of those who, too, are Christians,
But stand aloof from the strife.

Those who see God's hand in everything can best

It isn't

leave everything in God's hands.

seeing the sin and sorrow
That even children must bear;
And saying, "No" to the people
It's

Who

beg for loving care.

keeping up the struggle.
That we abroad must live;
Without the friendly backing
Which you at home could give.

Its'

—Gospel Herald.
REMEMBER
This world

is

no place

for a

man who

cannot say
MISS TYSON

"No."
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AND HER HELPER AT HOSPITAL AT VALOKE
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Grace Theological Seminary
Editorials

by Prof. Homer A. Kent

A GLORIOUS TIME OF REFRESHING
A new feature in connection with the Commencement festivities this year was a brief Bible Conference
beginning on Monday night of Commencement Week
and continuing through Thursday morning. Dr. Harry
A. Ironside, beloved pastor of the Moody Memorial
Church of Chicago and the Commencement speaker,
opened the Word on Monday evening and again on
Tuesday and Wednesday mornings at the chapel hour.
He spoke on each occasion from Paul's Epistle to the
Colossians. Then on Thursday morning at the same
hour, Rev. Archie L. Lynn, pastor of the First Brethren
Church of Johnstown, Pa., delivered a heart-warming
message from the Fortieth Psalm. The Lord manifested His presence very definitely on each of tljese
occasions and put His approval upon the new undertaking. Since Grace Seminary is founded upon the
Word of God it seems most fitting that the year should
close with just such a conference as this. The conference demonstrated anew the attractiveness of the Holy
Scriptures and how they can satisfy the deepest longings of the human heart.

OBSERVANCE OF THE ORDINANCES
At the close of the last day of school, at the end of
a week of examinations, students and faculty, together
with their families and members of the Winona Lake
Brethren Church, sat down together around the Lord's
Table. This observance of the ordinances of our beloved church at the conclusion of each school year has
come to be a precious tradition at the Seminary. The
gathering was held in the basement of the Presbyterian Church. Eighty-one persons participated in the
three-fold service. Those who were present were re-

in this wonderful way of what Christ has
done for us in the past through His precious blood; of
what He is doing for us now through the cleansing
power of His Word, and of what He shall yet do for us
in the future through the glory of His coming. God's
children need to be reminded of these great things
again and again. Brethren folks are peculiarly blessed
in that the Lord has laid it upon their hearts to ob-

minded again

serve these sacred ordinances which so vividly stress
the threefold ministry of our Lord. We at the Seminary
believe that there is a special blessing that comes from
stressing these precious symbols. Many who are not
Brethren worship with us in these ordinances and testify to the blessing which they receive. May we never
cease to emphasize these distinctive things which have
brought such a benediction to the Brethren through
all

the years of their history

ANNUAL CLASS DAY
Commencement Week opened with the annual class
service, held Sunday, March 18, at 10:45 a. m. at the
Winona Lake Presbyterian Church. The graduating
class had complete charge of the service, with Lynn D.
Schrock, president, delivering the sermon on "The Suffering Church," from Rev. 2:8-11. It was a deeply spiritual service and those who were there will not soon
forget it. A new feature of Class Day was an informal
service in the evening, also in charge of the senior
class, devot ed to praise and testimony. Each member

OUR COVER PICTURE
thatch-roofed chapel designed and built by men
of a Marine Corps aviation unit on a Pacific isle. May
we not forget to pray for the spiritual welfare of our
boys in the armed forces.

A
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of the class gave a brief testimony and the hour was
interspersed with special music that thrilled the soul.

This gathering was held in the Seminary Chapel and
took the place of the regular Sunday evening service
of the Winona Lake Brethren Church.

MIDDLER-SENIOR BANQUET
event always looked forward to at the close of
each school year Ls the Middler-Senior banquet. It is
a time of relaxation and social fellowship at which time

An

the Middler Class of the school seeks to show honor to
the outgoing class. The Middlers spared no effort in.

making the occasion this year a delightfully wholesome affair. It was held in the ample dining room of
the Westminster Hotel at Winona. Over 150 people
were in attendance, including many alumni of the
school and several members of the Board of Trustees.
A delicious meal was served and all the appointments
characterizing a gathering of this kind were admirably
cared for. After the meal had been served, Willis E.
Bishop, the toastmaster, had charge of a delightful
time of music, fun, and spiritual blessing. The leading
feature of the evening's program was an address by
Rev. Archie L. Lynn, pastor of the First Brethren
Church of Johnstown, Pa. He stressed the glorious
privilege of the minister's work. Because of his many
years of practical experience in the pastorate and in
evangelism he was able to impress his' message upon
his hearers in a most gripping manner.

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE
The Annual Baccalaureate Service of Grace Seminary
was held Wednesday evening, March 21, at 7:30 o'cIock,
at the Winona Lake Presbyterian Church. Following
the processional, the invocation was offered by Rev.
C. M. Junkin, of the local Presbyterian Church, who
also extended to the assembled group and Grace Seminary, in particular, a warm word of welcome. Rev.
Archie L. Lynn, representing the Seminary Board of
Trustees, responded. The Scripture was read by Rev.
J. Keith Altig, pastor of the First Brethren Church of
Fort Wayne, Ind., after which President McClain made
the announcements, calling attention to the rearrangement of the Seminary schedule made necessary by reason of the government's demand for an accelerated
program of training in colleges and seminaries. Rev.
Arthur Malles, pastor of the First Brethren Church of
Kittanning, Pa., offered the evening prayer, after
which the Seminary quartet sang a beautiful number.
The sermon was delivered by Rev. L. L. Grubb, secretary of the Home Missions Council of the Brethren
Church, who used as his subject "A Good Minister of
Jesus Christ." Because of the very practical nature of
this message it is being included in this number of the
Herald. Every minister will derive especial blessing
and profit from a careful consideration of its content.
Immediately following the sermon a service of ordination took place, at which time two members of the
graduating class were set apart publicly to the Gospel
ministry. This solemn and impressive service is described elsewhere in this number. The benediction was
pronounced by Rev. Frank G. Coleman, Jr., of Chicago,
219

the director of the Child Evangelism Fellowship of that
city.

HOYT AND SCHROCK ORDINATION
At the close of the Baccalaureate Service two members of the graduating class, Lynn Daniel Schrock and
Prof.
Solon W. Hoyt, were ordained to eldership.
Homer A. Kent read the authorizations for the respective ordinations. Rev. Robert A. Ashman, pastor of the
Peru Brethren Church, Peru, Ind., read the Scripture
setting forth the qualification of elders, after which
Prof. Herman A. Hoyt, brother of one of the candidates,
questioned the candidates. During the act of laying
on of hands. Rev. Arnold R. Kriegbaum, pastor of the
Grace Brethren Church, Waterloo, Iowa, of which
church Brother Lynn Schrock is a member, offered the
prayer in his behalf. Rev. Norman Hirschy, pastor of
the Baptist Church of Evans City, Pa., and father-inlaw of Brother Solon Hoyt, offered the prayer in the
latter's behalf. Professor Kent then gave the charge
to both men. The service closed by singing "Saviour,
Thy Dying Love" and with the benediction by Rev.
Frank G. Coleman, Jr.
As is well known, these newly ordained men and
their wives are looking forward to early service in the
mission field of Argentine. Only eternity itself shall
reveal the far-reaching effects of the setting apart of
two such men to the ministry.

THE GRADUATION EXERCISES
Once again the Lord favored us with a beautiful
early Spring day for the Commencement exercises. At
the close of the day, Thursday at 7:30 o'clock, March
22, the academic procession marched from the Seminary buUdmg to the Winona Lake Presbyterian Church
for the final graduation exercises.

For the seniors the

was symbolic of the pUgrimage of service
upon which they were about to enter in a new way.
After entering the beautiful Winona church, wellfilled with an expectant congregation, the Invocation
was offered by Rev. Avery MUey, pastor of the First
Christian Church of Warsaw, Ind. Following the singing of the hymn, "Jesus Shall Reign," the Scripture
was read. by Rev. Carl L. Howland, Lltt. D., editor of
procession

the Free Methodist, the weekly magazine of the Free
Methodist Church. Brother F. B. MUler, treasurer of
the Seminary Corporation, then made the announcements in which he noted the evidences of God's blessing upon the work of the Seminary since its beginning
and in particular during the past year; In which he
also stressed the need of a Seminary building which we
can call our own, and outlined the plan for procuring
such a building. The evening prayer was offered by
Rev. Archie L. Lynn, after which two numbers in song
were presented, one by the Seminary quartet of 1945,
the other by an octet composed of the jomt quartets
of 1945 and 1937. Who can forget such singing?
The graduation address was given by Dr. Harry A.
Ironside, pastor of the Moody Memorial Church. President McClain introduced him as the "dean of expository preachers in this country." Dr. Ironside spoke
from the third chapter of Colossians and stirred his

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
torate." Until that call

audience with the true significance of the. Christian
life.

Following the address, Lynn Daniel Schrock, president of the Senior Class, presented a class gift to the
Seminary in the form of over 50 choice volumes of
various kinds for the library. Dr. McClain accepted
this handsome gift on behalf of the school with deep
appreciation.. Prof. John M. Aeby then spoke in recog-

ma cum

C. Lowell Hoyt,

Sum-

The presentation of candidates was made by Prof.
A. Hoyt, whereupon President McClain conferred the diplomas and degrees upon the 16 graduates. Professors John M. Aeby and Homer A. Kent collaborated in placing the hoods upon those receiving
degrees and in changing the tassels of all the graduates.

As is customary at the close of this occasion, the hymn
was sung, "O Jesus, I Have Promised."
Rev. Norman H. Uphouse, pastor of the North Riverdale
Brethren Church of Dayton Ohio, pronounced the benediction. Thus ended the eighth year of the history of
Grace Seminary, and who could doubt the blessing of
God upon the institution as he looked into the faces
of dedication

FUTURE PLANS OF THE GRADUATES
The immediate

members

class of 1945 into various fields of activity.

Marvin Goodman,

Jr., is

Already

enrolled in the University of

have been appointed to labor under the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church. Mabel Hamilton will remain in Winona Lake helping in the Seminary library until such time as her husband has completed his Seminary work, when they both are looking
forward to work in Africa. Lowell and Lola Hoyt are
moving to Ohio to take up full-time work in the pastorate of the Firestone Park Brethren Church. Lowell
expects to be ordained to the eldership some time
during the summer. Solon and Kathryn Hoyt, who arc
under appointment to missionary work in Argentina,
will devote their time until July touring some of the
churches in behalf of the work in South America, getting their outfit ready, and also Brother Hoyt has a few
weeks of college work to complete at Huntington College in Indiana. They hope to leave for Argentina in

pastoring two churches

Lynn D. Schrock,

ac-

wife, Lois, will

•

.

I

upon their new spheres of service.
In addition to these whose names have been mentioned, two former graduates of the Seminary returned
to take their B. D. degree, having completed their college work since graduation. They are Robert D. Culver, now pastor of the Grace Brethren Church of Fremont, Ohio, but who has been called to teach Hebrew
and the Old Testament in the Seminary; and Jack
Shaffer, who will continue as pastor of the First Baptist

Church

of

Hubbard, Ohio.
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i
July.
=
Mark Malles will continue in his pastorate at the
i
Brethren Church of Sterling, Ohio, where he is enter=
ing upon his fifth year of service. Davis O. McCamy,
=
for the present, will continue as pastor of the Cleveland
=
Avenue United Presbyterian Church, Milwaukee, Wis.,
i
but is contemplating the army chaplaincy or further
says, "I

now

enter

of the

California at Berkeley, where this summer he will complete his college work and then, with his wife, Dorothy,
will be expecting soon to sail for Africa, where they

study.

is

for such a responsible but glorious task."
The prayers and interest of all their friends in the
Lord will follow each one of these graduates as they

of the 1945 graduating class?

future will take the

He

Monon, Ind.

do deputation work
immediately following graduation and will be making
all necessary preparations for sailing to Argentina,
where they are under appointment to serve their Lord
as missionaries. Mark Senter says, "I have applied to
the Navy for the chaplaincy. If this is not the will of
the Lord, Mrs. Senter and I hope to be permitted to go
to the mission field. We have applied to the Central
American Mission and hope to go to that area, if not at
once, then after the war."
Russell M. Ward expects to devote his full time after
commencement to the pastorate of the Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio, Grace Brethren Church. He may also pursue
some work at Kent State University in the near future.
Clarence E. Wraight has accepted a call to the pastorate
of the First Christian Church of Glendora, Mich. "In
view of this," he says, "Mrs. Wraight and myself are
now moving to that community and looking forward
with eager anticipation to service on that field. We are
indeed grateful to Grace Seminary for the preparation

companied by his

Herman

members

re-

Winona.

in the vicinity of

laude.

of the 16

in

will in the matter.

nition of the students who have distinguished themselves scholasticaUy during their three years of study.
The names of these students and the honors which
they have won are as follows: Marvin L. Goodman, Jr.,
Cum laude; Lynn Daniel Schrock, Cum laude; Solon

W. Hoyt, Magna cum laude; and

comes he and his f amUy wUl

His ordination vnll take place in his
home church, the Brethren Church of Middlebranch,
Ohio, some time in April. William R. Rice has applied
for a chaplaincy in the Navy and is awaiting the Lord's

main

GRACE SEMINARY APPROVED FOR
VETERANS' TRAINING

Under Federal Public Law 346, provision has =
been made for the education of War Veterans =
with Government financial aid. Even chaplains =
may return to Seminary for refresher courses. =
Such education must begin not later than two =
years after discharge or the end of the war, and E
must be taken at schools approved by Govern- =
=
ent agencies. We are glad to announce that
Grace Theological Seminary has been approved =
by the Indiana State Department of Education E
for this purpose. Besides academic expenses, the E
Government will pay a living allowance of $50 per E
month for single men, and $75 for men with de- E
pendents. For further information those inter- E
ested should consult the Veterans' Administration E

Ei of their

Paul L. Mohler has no definite plans as yet, but
am awaiting a call from my Lord to some pas-

|
=

home

States.

=
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A GOOD MINISTER OF JESUS CHRIST

(Baccalaureate Sermon Delivered by Rev. L. L. Grubb
at Grace

Seminary Commencement, March

21, 1945)

The epistles of Paul to Timothy are among the most
The
practical exhortations of the New Testament.
great apostle manifested a special interest in his spiritual son, Timothy, who was entering the Gospel minFrom past experiences Paul knew what this
istry.
tender young preacher was facing, and, basing his
Spirit-led admonition on that experience, he proceeds
in his First Epistle to lay down certain principles and
characteristics which wUl always label a good minister
of Jesus Christ.
four.

This

is

The key phrase

the special theme of chapter
found in verse six, "a good

is

minister of Jesiis Christ."
Sound and false doctrine are also here brought into
contrast with their respective results. Sound doctrine
makes itself manifest in morality, purity, and holiness
of life, whereas false doctrine results in the grossest
sins and the vilest immoralities. Ashtoreth, the early
goddess of immorality, finds her posterity in the ad-

herents of many current cults and isms and sometime
in the modern Church.
It is our aim to be exceedingly practical, with Paul,
and so we conclude that as he spoke to Timothy he
may as well have been speaking to any young man or
woman graduating from Grace Theological Seminary,
one ready to meet and cope with the problems of the
active ministry.

The Apostle appears to be concerned with Timothy
from three viewpoints, doctrinally, morally, and spiritually.
I.

THE WORD.
In chapter three, verse sixteen, Paul covers the whole
scope of Christ's ministry in one short verse. Wrapped
up in this verse is all the sound doctrine of the Scripture, for it brings Christ from Glory, performs His ministry here, and takes Him back again from whence He
shall come to receive us unto Himself.
With this background he launches into a—

Prophecy of departures from the faith.
The Agent of this message is the Holy Spirit, v.l.
a.
This is not the word of man but the Word of God.
Nor was it new in the preaching of Paul (II Thess. 2:5).
He reminds them of the previous times when he
preached the same truths.
But in these days warnings of apostasies to come are
met with the countercharge that such an attitude is

1.

and purely imaginative, and those who dare

preach these facts are branded as fanatics. It is high
time that we impress upon both the professing Church
and the world that the Holy Spirit of God is the source
of this truth and not the fertile imaginations of men.
"He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit
saith unto the churches."

The Method is, "speaketh expressly."
This inspired m.essage was not given in vague hints
or shadowy, ambiguous statements concerning the fub.

emphasis was laid on the whole picture by
an open, plain statement. In concise words the Holy
Spirit presented the truth through Paul.
Obscurity in any theme of our preaching is an abomture. Divine

God speaks expressly, clearly, in the cardinal
things of the faith. So should we. The fact that He
does' not tell us
so many words where Cain got his
wife, or some other minor things concerning characters in the Word, does not argue against this practice.
God's labels are clearly read. What the Church and
the world need today is the strong ministry of those
who speak plainly, expressly, simply, understandably
in the words of the Spirit, words that men in the pew
can understand, labeling sin, salvation, apostasy, and
prophecy In unmistaken terms. Let Paul's lesson to
Timothy be ours.
ination.

m

c.

The Time

is set

forth as "the latter times."

Perhaps a better translation would be "in after
times." This seems to refer to the time Immediately
following that when Paul wrote to Timothy, but it
application to any time
certainly reaches forward
when the coming of Christ is imminent. Following
Paul came Arius and other outstanding heretics of the

m

early centuries

who attacked the person

of Christ.

Through the years to the present the stream of apostasy has continued to flow unabated beside that of
the truth. Need we then be deluded in our ministry as
to when these things wUl happen? They are upon us
now, and must be faced today by every true minister of
Christ. The issue cannot be avoided even though it

may

be ignored.

The Apostasies are enumerated by Paul. v. l-3a.
"Some shall depart from the faith." The word "depart" is derived from that which means apostasize."
Certain men will decline those Gospel truths which
faith embraces. They will turn away from the "faith
which was once delivered unto the saints." The Indication is that the number of apostates would be cond.

DOCTRINALLY, TIMOTHY MUST BE SOUND IN

pessimistic

^

Has this prophecy of Paul been fulfilled?
In a recent issue of the New York Sun there were

siderable.

announcements

for over 170 religious services in

Man-

hattan alone. Of these 65% had to do with cults, isms,
Any page of religious
etc., all aside from Christianity.
announcements in the average newspaper of this day
will be sufficient to provide proof that an epidemic of
apostasy is sweeping across our land. America has
long been the peculiar sanctuary of these astonishing
cults.
It seems that the religious appetite and the
gullibility of the average American make him an easy
prey for the religious racketeers.
Paul specifically mentions:
"Giving heed to seducing spirits." In distinc(1)
tion to the Holy Spirit they were rather led of evil
spirits whose power lies behind the apostasy.
"And doctrines of devils." In distinction to the
(2)
teachings of the Holy Spirit these were the doctrines
of demons.
Spiritism, astrology, etc., certainly are
taught and propagated by demonic power.
"Speaking lies in hypocrisy." False teachers,
(3)
many times, are hypocritical liars. This may seem to

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALO
be an overlapping of terms, but we are convinced that
Paul has exactly this in mind. It is conceivable that
the Apostle was striking at the early practices which
led into Roman Catholicism. Some years ago a young
man whom I knew, sincerely entered the Catholic
priesthood. At the conclusion of his training he was
brought face to face with some of the scandalous sins
of the clergy and the impossible claims for certain
shrines. Realizing the spiritual farce by his own admission, he stiU continued to teach these things. He
Nor is the Protestant Church
is a hypocritical liar.
without its share of those who know the truth and yet
willfully teach lies. The Lord help them!
"Having their conscience seared with a hot
(4)
iron." The picture is that of applying a hot, cauterizing iron to the skin. The part touched becomes rigid
and hard and dead to sensibility. So it is with the
consciences of the apostates.
"Forbidding to marry, and commanding to ab(5)
stain from meats." Such commands are the logical
result of legalistic teaching. But they resulted in the
worst possible sins of licentiousness, fornication, and
vulgarity.

This is only a part of the dark, forbidding picture of
apostasy as given by Paul to Timothy.

The Part

2.

of a

Good Minister

of Jesus Christ,

"Nourished up in the words of faith and of good doctrine, whereunto thou hast attained." V. 6. Continue
to train yourself in the words of faith and good instruction, the course of which thou hast followed.
Timothy had followed the instruction of the Old Testament in accepting Jesus Christ as his Messiah and
Saviour. He now accepted the New Testament theological instruction of Paul and he must continue seeking

it.

The good minister of the Gospel must be nourished
in his own soul by the truth he preaches. He needs
spiritual food as well as themes for the pulpit. Th;
danger of neglecting the devotional life faces both
those who are extremely studious and those who are
lazy.

The minister must

personally express and

man-

Lord each day if he will effecpreach His Word. The Ephesians were indicted

ifest his love for his

tively

thirteen repeats the

same admonition.

b.

To

"If

thou put the brethren in remembrance of these

P!reach these things.

V. 6. The faithful instruction of others lies
at the heart of the minister's task, here especially the
brethren. Light is given to the servant of God that he
may shed it on others, and not alone for his own mental enjoyment.
Everything constructive he reads
should be turned into a sermon. The deepest knowledge and the greatest learning should be desired only
to set forth the Saviour better. In a later admonition

things."

Timothy Paul says, "Preach the word." The Great
Commission demands the teaching of all nations in the
Word. Verse thirteen demands that attendance be given
to exhortation.
In his epistle to the Romans, Paul
to

to be Prepared.

a.

watched the pile on the right decrease and had hoped
and prayed for the final success of the one on the left.
When, therefore, the last leaf was carefully laid to the
left, the minister lifted his face and said, 'And so, my
brethren, on this wonderful theme I could go on and
on and on.' It was too much for the impatient boy,
and so he shouted down, 'No you couldn't; you are out
of stuff and you know it.'" The impression on the
part of self and also on the part of the audience that
one is out of stuff will not endanger our ministry if we
heed the command of Paul. The Word of God will
endure eternities of examination and still provide
abundant wheat for the gleaner. Be studious every
day. Remember, the water-carrier must go to the well
often because he carries the water to others. Verse

on this very score. They left their first love. More
than any others, God's under-shepherds need this spiritual refreshing in order that sufficient Christian grace
may be manifested in coping with the knotty problems

of the pastorate.

CONTINUAL

study and instruction in sound doctrine
are indispensable to a good ministry. No Seminary
purports to teach everything about the Word of God
in three or four short years, although it may sometimes seem to the student that they are endeavoring
to do so. Theological training is simply the door '.o
the treasurehouse of God's Word. We have actually
heard ministers say that they had experienced difficulty of finding some preaching material. At such a
time I always think of the incident narrated by Dr.
Will Houghton. "A small boy sat in the gallery and
watched the preacher read a carefully written sermon.
One page was laid aside after another until 30 or 40 of
them had been piled to the left. The youngster had
222

SEMINARY CATALOGUE FOR

1945-1946

The new Seminary catalogues for 1945-1946 are
now available. They contain the calendar for the
Ninth Annual Session of the school, together with
the curriculum and all other information necessary for those interested in study in the school.
Pastors or prospective students interested in obtaining a catalogue should write to the Registrar of the Seminary, Prof. Herman A. Hoyt, ai
Winona Lake, Ind.
The Summer Session, scheduled in the catalogue calendar, June 25 to August 14, is intended
primarily for incoming Juniors, and therefore all
new students should plan normally to enter June
25, if possible.

In case of necessity, new students may also be
admitted on April 30 or September 11, but the
latter date is not advisable except by special permission of the Faculty.
The Seminary does not operate dormitories,
but is glad to render aid in the location of suitable rooms and apartments. Since the summer
Bible Conferences bring large numbers of visitors to Winona Lake, new students are urged to
arrive one or two days in advance of the registration date in order to facilitate this matter.
If students coming by train or bus will notify
the Registrar of the time of their arrival, arrangements will be made to meet them at the station.
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Jude was ex(4:16).
Even
earnestly for the faith.
though we now speak expressly to ministers, every
child of God is included in this comtmand. All believers are evangels and torchbearers in a world
steeped in the darkness of sin and sickened by the
poison of apostasy. If we claim to have the Lord's
message, then we are only logical when we give it to
stresses preaching

supremely

horted to contend

others.

"Neglect not the gift that is in thee." V. 14. This
on the preaching of the Gospel by
reminding Timothy of the gracious gift of God in this
context
The
must determine the use of this
respect.
word which is taken from the root meaning "grace."
verse lays emphasis

seems to refer to Timothy's qualifications and
the ministry. God never calls a man to the
ministry of His Word without providing the ability to
produce. This ability may legitimately be called a gift.
Paul says, "By the grace of God I am what I am." It
is well for every minister to echo those words freHere

it

ability in

quently. Then God calls upon the servant to make full
use of that gift as he is set aside to the ministry by the
elders of the Church. There also seems to be an element of possible rebuke here for the preacher who fails
to fully use the gift God has given. He is lazy in his
study, in the administration of church affairs, slow to
take advantage of opportxmities to preach the Word.

Our Lord expects

us' to use every ounce of energy for
His glory as the Spirit leads, and He has no use for a
lazy servant. Stir up your gift and get busy.
The
field is the world, but the laborers are few.

MORALLY, TIMOTHY MUST BE SPIRITUAL IN

n.

HIS WALK.
1.

Paul begins by referring to his Youth.

V. 12.

"Let no man despise thy youth."
Certainly it is
possible for the indiscretions and the levities of youth
to cause the ministry to be regarded with contempt on
the part of some. We have no sympathy with the
chronically unhappy, sour-faced, woe-begone Christian.
He is a bad testimony. Neither have we any
sympathy for the silly, wise-cracking preaching which
keeps the congregation in stitches for an hour and
sends them home remembering nothing more than the
funniest story narrated. More than one preacher has
greatly circumscribed his ministry by these extremes.
There is a middle course which will easily be found by
the sober student of the Word.
There is also that ever-present danger that the dignity of the ministerial office may be lost by the indignity of youth. Whatever else the minister may desire
to be, he is first of all a minister of the Gospel. This
he should remember under all circumstances. Such an
attitude will encourage the respect of young and old
alike.

In order to fortify Timothy against these possibilPaul tells Timothy in the same verse that

ities

He must be an Example to the believers.
"Be thou an example of the believers." The minister
should be an example for others in deed and word.
However, this does not predicate that the congregation
should be any less an example.
One standard of
morality is recorded for all children of God, whether
2.
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The minister should so
him they
the highest piety and morality.

in official positions or not.
live

that

if all

his congregation should follow

would attain
In the next few words the Apostle covers about the
whole gamut of the exampleship.

"In word"; his statements in public and private; his

whole conversation at any given time should be free
from those things which brand the worldling in the
public eye.

"In conversation"; better, in behavior, or the out-

ward evidence of the life and holiness within. The two
could be combined as word and deed. An inseparable
connection exists between them. Each must support
the other, else the testimony will be of no avail as
Lot's in Sodom. The sad epitaph which could be inscribed on the "last-pastorate tombstone" of many
preachers is, "His untimely demise was caused by failure to practice what he preached." It is amazing that
men with some of the finest intellectual acumen in
the world, would allow such simple indiscretions as
failure to control a family, failure to pay honest obligations, careless neglect of promises and business' affairs, to completely ruin their ministry.
God must be
severely disappointed with some of His servants.
"In charity," or love. This is the great spring of
Christian conduct. The one grace which seems to be
foremost is least practiced by brethren in Christ. Petty
Jealousies, resentments, pride give birth to unloving
acts and statements against brother ministers. One of
the favorite pastimes of ministerial gatherings is dissecting the brethren.
Of course, when any pastor
reaches the place where he will not accept construetive criticism, he is "on the shelf" from that point on.
But, much of our conversation is unloving gossip and
usually results in some strained feelings. The love of
Jesus Christ will constrain a life of love to the brethren
in Christ, and if allowed to properly function, it will
make itself manifest in every detail of the ministry.
"In faith," unshaken confidence in God and daily
trust in the promises of Christ should characterize the
minister. Above all others he should manifest prac-

the One on whose altar he has placed his
The pastor has seen the power of Christ in action
as a result of prayer. He should lead his people into
the deepest meaning of an intelligent reliance on all
the Godhead claims to be and will do. In verse ten
tical belief in

life.

is the example of suffering reproach in service
through trust and hope in the living God. Our faith
is our mainstay in facing the hard tasks which lie

there

ahead.

In

its

ultimate operation this faith will result

in the salvation of precious souls.

"In purity." The word is self-explanatory. But, it
should be stated that it seems to include both the outer
and inner life. Every realm, the thinking, the overt
acts, the soul, all must be partakers of this purity. It
is a saturating force which fills the life as water fills
the sponge. Such chastity will do away with unholy
fleshly alliances and countless indiscretions which
have resulted in staining the Christian ministry and
its Lord.
Pure minds and pure hearts produce pure
acts and resultant glory to the spotless Lamb of God.

Morally, then, the minister's standards should be

a.s

•
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elevated as those of the
ence thereto practiced.

ni.

Word

of

God and

strict

adher-

PHYSICALLY, TIMOTHY MUST BE STRONG IN
BODY.

This angle of the ministry is often neglected, but
ranks high in importance with the doctrinal and
moral attitudes of the preache..
1.

Because the body

is

the temple of the Godhead

(I Cor. 6:19, 20).

The Scriptures teach that from the new birth on the
body becomes the temple of the Holy Trinity. We are
not our own because we have been purchased out of
the marketplace of sin by the precious blood of Jesus
Therefore, we must glorify the members of
Christ.
the Godhead in the body. They must have the free,
unhindered use of every member of the body (Rom.
6:13).
2.

Because the body

is

the instrument of service.

,

given us no other medium of service. We
preach with the lips, the tongue, the mind. We carry
the instrument of service to the place of service by use
of the limbs. The hands, arms, eyes, ears of the servant, all perform their peculiar functions in the unit of

God has

service called the body.
From this it is easy to understand

why God has exhorted us in His Word concerning the proper use of
the body, for if it is strong, so will our service be; if
our service will
it is weakened by excesses and neglect,
be weak. To attain and maintain this needed strength
of body there are some things every believer should remember.

sated in clearer, quicker thinking later. It is especially
when the minister leaves the halls of the Seminary
that his time should be budgeted so as to include regular intervals for recreation and exercise. Being temperate in this will preclude the possibility of his playing golf when he ought to be winning souls. Indeed,
we agree that we should burn out for Christ, but one
can bum longer and brighter by being temperate in
all things.

We
ter,

conclude with the two closing verses of the chapwhere a continuance in these exhortations is

strongly stressed.

"Meditate upon these things." Exercise thyself in
these things. Reflect upon the train of events which
have led to your ministry and then let your mind be
deeply impressed with your responsibilities for the
future. Make this the subject of serious thought.
"Give thyself wholly to them." "Be in these things"
The time, attention, talents and abilis more literal.
ities of Timothy are to be concentrated on these things.
ptDlitics, civic enterprises, will be lost
in his complete devotion to the ministerial office. Unfortunately the clergy of this day spends a great deal

Fame, pleasure,

of its time beating the air. Out of 12 monthly meetings of a ministerial association with which I was
famUiar, only one had to do with any attempt to
reach the lost and that was nullified over differences
about how far to go in what was called evangeUcal

Give yourself wholly to the preaching of the
Gospel and let the altruistic reformers care for the

religion.

Paul strikes the keynote (I Cor. 9:25) where he says,
"every man that striveth for the mastery is temperate
in aU things." The figure of the striving runner in
the Greek games is used to teach the spiritual runner
a lesson in temperance, or absolute self-control in all
things. Ten months of rigid training under trained
judges was required then. Now Paul asks all believers
to exercise their

body must have its normal functions. Systematic calisthenics and bodily exercise, participated in temperately, will assist in doing a better job for our Lord. The
time spent in a little exercise will be amply compen-

own

self-control continually.

This should be done in the diet. Simply because the
minister is accorded the privilege of being invited to a
chicken dinner, he is not duty bound to eat a whole
chicken with all the trimmings. Some ministers have
dug their own graves with their teeth and greatly limited their ministry by improper diet. The minister is
subjected to severe drains of nervous energy which in
turn often affect his digestive tract. The importance
of care and temperance in eating cannot be stressed

other items.

"That thy profiting may appear to all." The progress of Timothy wUl appear to all. No minister should
be satisfied with present attainments, but should strive
for progress doctrinally, orally, physically, and this to
the extent that it may appear to all. This is not
ostentation, but the proof of growth.
"Take heed unto thyself, and unto thy doctrine."
(Continued on Page 229)
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too emphatically.
On the other hand, bodily exercise would solve many
of the minister's gastric problems. We recognize that
much controversy has centered in verse eight of our
chapter in Timothy. What is this bodily exercise?

iOO%?

IjouA. eiui^uUt

enclosed.

Send

One

dollar ($1)

it to:

Some hold that Paul

referred exclusively to asceticism,
others that he spoke directly of physical exercise,
Greek calisthenics. It is not our task now to solve this
problem, but we do believe that we are well within the
borders of the context when we conclude that there is
some profit in bodily exercise, and that Paul may have
had this very thing in mind for Timothy. After all,
there is no profit in asceticism. If the minister's mind
is to be keen for Christ and the study of the Word, the

State

Box 544
Winona Lake
Indiana
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Report of Gifts to Grace Theological Seminary
December 1944 and January 1945
Name and Church

Mrs. Eveljii McClain, Johnstown, Pa
Mr and Mrs. N. H. MiEer, Johnstown, Pa
Mrs. Wm. R. Miller, Johnstown. Pa
Mrs. Wm. E. Miller. Johnstown, Pa
Senior Christian Endeavor, Johnstown, Pa
Mrs. Rollin Swihart, Howe, Ind
James G. Dixon, Wichita, Kans
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Alexander, Dayton, Ohio
KeT. and Mrs. R. D. Barnard, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Baker, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Burnett, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Bowser, Dayton Ohio
Mis. EMzabeth Camphell, Dayton, Ohio
Mrs. Mary Davis, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. George Drahman, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Gruhbs, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Haller. Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Owen E. Hacker, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lentz. Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schaeft, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Towner, Dayton, Ohio
Mrs. W. C. Teeter-Grace Buck, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Shipley, Dayton, Ohio

^^"iJ^i?""
6884

,

Ohio
Ch. P. W. Shiery, Whittier, Oahf
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Lewis, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. MUler, Lanark, In
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Tihbals, Panora, Iowa
Mrs. H. J. Prichard, Falls City, Neb
R. P. Hofmann, Payne, Ohio
Mildred M. Cook, Dallas Center, Iowa
Ralph R. Haney, Winona Dairy, Winona Lake, Ind
First

Brethren

Church,

Dayton,

Mrs. Vesta Cobb, Belt, Mont
Rev. and Mrs. Miles Taber, Leon, Iowa
Nancy Louise Manchester, Leon, Iowa
Mildred L. Jones, Leon, Iowa
Leon Brethren Church, Leon, Iowa
A Friend, Winona Lake, Ind
Mr. and Mis. Lester Piter, South Bend, Ind. (Suimymede)
R. R. Boon, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Clark Estate. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Clayton Brethren Church, Clayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Royer, Morrill, Kans
Ens. W. G. Eisenmann, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
Mrs. Barbara Muser, Nappanee, Ind
Mrs. Glendoris Baum, Harrah, Wash
Rev. 0. G. MorriU, Harrah, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Burdette Fisher, Harrah, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Ck>lby, Harrah, Wash
Mrs. Effie Stover, Harrah, Wash
No Name, Harrah, Wash
No Name, Harrah, Wash
No Name, Harrah, Wash
Norwood Cunningham, Harrah, Wash
Harrah Brethren Church, Harrah, Wash
R. Paul MiUer, Berne, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Bryson O. Fetters, Berne, Ind
Rufus Leiehty, Berne, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Schaffer, Berne, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Leistner, Berne, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Frank I/eistner, Berne, Ind
Mrs. Glen Myers, Beme, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. John Leistner, Beme, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmer Smitley, Beme. Ind
Glen Agler, Beme, Ind
Archie H. Smitley, Beme, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S. Myers, Beme, Ind
Alice Bailey, Beme Ind
Ralph Christy, Beme, Ind
George W. Sipe. Beme, Ind
Roy McDaniel, Beme, Ind
Bethel Brethren Church, Beme, Ind
Don Bishop, South Pasadena, CaHf
W. J. Garber, South Pasadena, OaUf
Rev. Chas. W. Mayes, South Pasadena, Cahf
Fremont Avenue Brethren Church, South Pasadena, C3a]if.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Heltman, Oakland, Calif
Mrs. Gordon Gonawein, Fremont, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. Robert D. Culver, Fremont. Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hague, Fremont, Ohio
Mr. and Mjrs. Carl Brooks, Fremont. Ohio
Mrs. Nettie Barttett, Fremont. Ohio
S. Sgt. Beryl Price. Fremont, Ohio
Grace Brethren Church, Fremont, Ohio
Bethel Brethren Church. Beme. Ind
Rev. and Mrs. H. O. Mayer. Washington. D. C
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Myers. Washington. D. C
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Myers, Washington, D. C
.

.

Sam Homey,

Whittier,

.

Calif

Claude MiUigan, Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
Hazel Shively, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Shively, Los Angeles, CaMf. (Second)
Sam Homey, Whittier, CaUt
Wayne Snyder, SharpsviUe, Ind
Mrs. Wayne Snyder, SharpsviUe, Ind
Vem Stuber, SharpsviUe, Ind
Giace Brethren Church, SharpsviUe, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. Peter H. Bury. Modesto, Calif

.

.

6985
6986
6987
6988
6989
6990
6991
6992
6993
6994
6995
6996
6997
6998
6999
7000
7001
7002
7003
7004
7005
7006
7007
7008
7009
7010
7011
T012
7013
7014
7015
7016
7017
7018
7019
7020
7021
7022
7023
7024
7025
7026
7027
7028
7029
7030
7031
7032
7033
7034
7035
7036
7037
7038
7039
7040
7041
7042
7043
7044
7045
7046
7047
7048
7049
7050
7051
7052
7053
7054
7055
7056
7057
7058
7059
7060
7061
7062
7063
7064
7065
7066
7067
7068
7069
7070
7071
7072
7073
7074
7075
7076
7077
7078
7079
7080
7081

Amount
3.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
23.27
5.00
30.00
5.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

40.50
26.00
10.00
15.00
18.50
7.00
10.00
17.00
20.00
3,00
5.00
45 00
10.00
5.00
200.00
15.00
5.50

10.00
5.00

5.00
38.25
25.00
10.00
125.00
225.00
10.00
50.00
15.00
2.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
2G.00
15.00
68.42
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
56.68
10.00
10.00
5.00
25.45
30.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
9.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
35.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
11.00
5.00

Receipt No.

Name and Church
Mr. and Mrs. George Garber. Modesto. Calf
Martin Garber. Modesto. Callt
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Fountain. Modesto. CaUf

A

Friend. Modesto, CaUt
Friend, Modesto, Calif

A

La Loma Grace Brethren Church, Modesto, CaUf
Mary M. Toler, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Maty Lou Best, Los Angeles, CaUf (First)
Mrs. S. Bryant. Los Angeles, CaUf. (First)
Angeles, Calif. (First)
G. M. Gunderson, Los Angeles, Calif. (Ph-st)
MaybeUe Harrison, Los Angeles, CaBf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hoffman, Los Angeles, CaUf. (First) .
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jones, Los Angeles, CaUf. (First) .
C. A. McFariand, Los Angeles. Cahf. (First)
H. R. Newland. Los Angeles, CaUf. (First)
W. A. Ogden, Los Angeles, OaUf. (First)
JuUa Rowland, Los Angeles, Calif. (First)
First Brethren Sunday School, Los Angeles, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Armentrout, Limestone, Tenn
Miss LeUa Arnold, Limestone. Tenn
^
M. D. Arnold. Limestone. Tenn
Rev. R. H. KetteU. Limestone. Tenn
Miss Mary Pence. Limestone. Tenn
Adult Christian Endeavor. Limestone. Tenn

Dan W. Graybm, Los

.

.

Brethren Church. Limestone, Tenn
Miss Hazel Shively, Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Miss Jo. L. Morris, Clay City, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Rossman, Clay City, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. John Luther, Clay City, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Hayman. Clay City. Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Leohr. Clay City. Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Oberholtzer. Clay City. Ind
Mrs. Ruth B. Eentschler. Clay City. Ind
Christian Home Builders Class, Clay City, Ind
Ever Welcome Class, Clay City, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Roush, Clay Oity, Ind
Sliss Lois Long, Clay Oity, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Cooprider, Clay City, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Backfish, Clay Oity, Ind
Mra. Norma Gene Keiser. Clay City, Ind
Mrs. Raymond Leohr, Clay City, Ind
Mrs. MOdred Stunkard, Clay City. Ind
Mrs. Martha ChiUson. Clay City. Ind
Mrs. Flossie Bamett, Clay Oity, Ind
Mrs. Bessie Long, Clay City, Ind
George Long, Clay City, Ind
First Brethren Church, Clay City, Ind
M. J. Heckman, Sidney, Ind
C. T. Sisk, Sidney, Ind
Mrs. Minnie Miller, Sidney, Ind
W. R. Smith, Sidney, Ind
Grace Sellers, Sidney, Ind
Sidney Brethren Church, Sidney, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Kinzie, Middlebranch, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. William AUen, Middlebranch, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. PMlUps, Middlebranch, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mohler, Middlebranch, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. John Royer, Middlebranch, Ohio
Mrs. Netta CorreU, Middlebranch, Ohio
Hrst Brethren Churh, lUddlebranch, Ohio
Harold Inman. Beaver City. Neb
Lucy and Earl Beeler. Beaver City. Neb

Vemon

Tom

Inman. Beaver City, Neb

Myrtle Lyttle, Beaver City, Neb
G. B. Seibert, Beaver City, Neb
First Brethren Church, Beaver City, Neb
Oapt. B. F. Pine, United States Armed Forces

Rita Brubaker, Ankenytown, Ohio
Tessa Bnibaker, Ankenytown, Ohio
Geo. E. Cone, Ankenytown, Ohio
Paul J. Cone. Ankenytown. Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. c5ook. Ankenytown. Ohio
Ms. and Mrs. Albert Carrie, Ankenytown, Ohio
First Brethren Church, Ankenytown, Ohio
Albert G. Hann, Pittstown, N. J
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Weber, Pittstown, N. J
Brethren Fellowship Class, Pittstown, N. J
Mrs. NeUie Kistner. Monill. Kans
Mrs. Marie Black. La Veme. CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. BoUing. La Veme. CaUf
P. E. Brower. La Veme. Calif
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Clifton, La Veme, CaUt
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Colbum, La Veme, CaUt
Sid Colbum, La Veme, CaUf
E. J. Dahlem, La Veme, OaUf
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Dailey, La Veme, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Fox, La Veme, CaUf
i£r. and Mrs. D. H. Frantz, La Veme, OaUf
Mrs. Viola Gump, La Veme, CaUf
Mrs. O. E. Haines, La Veme, CaUt
Rosemary Haines, La Veme, CaUt
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Hay, L^ Veme, OaUf
Irene M. Hodge, La Veme, CaUt
A. W. Keating, La Veme, CaUt
C.

McMahan, La Veme, CaUf

(Continued on Page 232)
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7082
7083
7084
7085
T086
7087
7088
7089
7090
7091
7092
7093
7094
7095
7096
7097
7098
7099
7100
7101
7102
7103
7104
7105
7106
7107
7108
7109
7110
7111
7112
7113
7114
7115
7116
7117
7118
7119
7120
7121
7122
7123
7124
7126
7126
7127
7128
7129
7130
7131
7132
7133
7134
7136
7136
7137
7138
7139
7140
7141
7142
7143
7144
7145
7146
714T
7148
7149
7160
7151
7152
7153
7154
7155
7166
7157
7158
7169
7160
7161
7162
7163
7164
7165
7166
7167
7168
7169
7170
7171
7172
7173
7174
7175
7176
7177

Amount
6.00
7.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
25.00
37.66
10.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
12.66
30.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.50
.50
.50
.75

6.50
6.00
2.00
3.00
20.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
10.13
10.00
10.00
6.34
5.00
6.00
14.06
15.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
3.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
15.00
12.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
8.00
5.00
10.00
6.20
5.00
5.00
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Prof.

he was

Herman

A.

Hoyt has been going

five years of age.

31 years.

And

that

is

to school since

now more than

After graduating from high school in the

spring of 1927, he spent the next year teaching in a

country school near Dallas Center, Iowa, before proceeding on to college. During the final year of his
seven-year theological education he assisted Dr. J.
Allen Miller in the teaching of Greek in the undergraduate department of Ashland College. In March of
that same year. Dr. Miller, the head of the department
of New Testament and Greek in Ashland Seminary, departed to be with Christ, and before graduation the
college board of trustees had called Professor Hoyt to
the position he now occupies.

language, and to make available truth otherwise obscure and inaccessible.
Professor Hoyt, however, though an ardent student
of the Word, spending long hours in the study, sometimes well into the night, is by no means a recluse. He
loves people, and especially the fellowship of his students. Preaching the Word is not a second love. For
he believes that preaching and teaching go hand in
hand. He believes that they supplement and safeguard
each other. Teaching supplies substance and is a safeguard against thinness, while preaching supplies reality and is a safeguard against musty scholarship. He
believes that formal education is excellent and can
rarely ever be successfully eliminated from the preparation of any minister of the Gospel. But besides,
since life is real and scarcely ever approaching the
ideal, education obtained in the more informal and
everyday experience of the world is imperative. He
therefore expects to be in school the remainder of his
days.

During the summer following graduation and prior
up full-time activities in Ashland Theological
Seminary, a course in graduate work was completed at
the University of Michigan. After two years in Ashland Seminary, his responsibilities as professor of New
Testament and Greek were transferred to Grace Theological Seminary, first meetin'g in Akron, Ohio, and for

'43

to taking

the past six years located at Winona Lake, Ind.
New Testament Greek is the special field of Professor Hoyt. But his interest in this language is in no
sense simply for the sake of language. It is- because
this language opens up vast, undiscovered regions of
biblical truth, unveiling the precious image of the Lord
Jesus Christ mirrored in its depths, that Professor
Hoyt keeps poring over these foreign syllables. If diligent pursuit of this language will enable his students
to become better acquainted with the great Person of
of the Book, and will enable them to be more successful in pastoral and preaching ministry, then he will
regard the energy devoted to this task as well worth
while.

At the present time he is engaged in laying the foundation for a number of commentaries on various books
of the New Testament. One is already completed and
others will be forthcoming in tlie near future. The research in these books is basically in the original language, with the hope that truth otherwise hidden will
be brought to light. The practical and homUetical approach, along with the exegetical, is designed to stimulate others to study the New Testament in the original

RIGHT AND WRONG MEN
There are several phrases used every day which are
very expressive and full of meaning but which are
rarely if ever used in the pulpit or in Christian discourse. For example, we often hear someone say of
another, "He is a right guy," meaning that he is dependable and trustworthy. And, on the other hand,
the expression is frequently used, "He is a wrong guy,"

meaning

just the opposite.

apply these expressions to four
characters described in the New Testament and see
just what they signify and what lessons we can learn.
Judas was a "wrong" man who wanted to do wrong
and did it. He is perhaps the most thoroughly detested in all of man's experience. Completely bad from
the center of his black heart out, he has not one lovable or redeeming characteristic. Many great sinners
do have some redeeming feature, but not Judas. In
this respect he will be joined by Adolf Hitler and the
Antichrist in the devil's hall of infamy as the finest
examples of satanic power permitted to operate to the
It is interesting to

full in

human

lives.

No one admires
and no one longs
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when he died,
but he differs from

Judas, no one wept

to go

where he

is,
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the ordinary sinner only in degree, not in kind. Every
person without Christ is potentially a Judas. The sin
that stained and marred the life of Judas and made his
name fit only for the goat who leads the sheep to their
death in some slaughterhouse is the same sin that blasts
and ruins the lives of every unbeliever in the world.
Given the same circumstances and the same motives,
every unsaved person is capable of deeds: as vile as the
deeds of Judas. The "new creation in Christ Jesus" is
the only remedy for this condition. Never a noble impulse, never a generous thought, never a magnanimous
deed, to him aptly could be applied the description of
the human race in the days of Noah when God said of
mankind that "every imagination of the thoughts of
his heart was only evil continually."
Another character looming large on the horizon of
the last days of our Lord upon earth is Pontius Pilate.
He was a "wrong" man who wanted to do right but did
not do it. We customarily think of him as being a
weak-willed person, but this is not necessarily so. He
was just not strong enough. Remember, he was undergoing a terrific test. If he were to decide for Christ
both his public and private life would undergo a comHe knew what was right, but the
plete upheaval.
strength of character which would enable him to do
it simply was not there when he needed it.
As such, he is the picture of many men and women
today.

They know what is right. They know what
They are fully conscious of the fact
are not what they ought to be, yet the

they should do.
that their lives
power and the
to enable them
This power can

strength of character is not available
to do what they know they should do.
come only through the complete abandonment of self to Christ. The difference between
Judas and Pilate can be seen by contrasting two statements made of them. Of Judas we read in Matt. 26:16,
"And from that time he sought for opportunity to betray him." But of Pilate we read in Luke 23:20 that he
was "wUling to release JesTis."
But Pilate must share equal guilt with Judas, for
although he did have a noble impulse and although he
did seek to do what was right, he failed. Had this man
been a "right" man he could have emerged from this
test as the greatest champion of Christ that the world
hasi ever seen. His name would have been revered by
aU generations of the church and the memory of his
noble deed would have inspired all nations of men.
Into his hands was given the golden opportunity of the
ages to perform an unselfish and magnanimous deed,
but even though he was willing to do the thing he
should have done, he did not have strength of character enough to do it.
Noble impulses, generous thoughts, and willing
hearts are not enough to cause men to do what they
should do. It takes the regenerating power of the
Spirit of God and this is' what Pilate lacked. If the
man is "wrong" he cannot do that which is right.
We will come over to the other side of the fence now
and think for a little while of the Apostle Peter, a
"right" man who wanted to do right but who did
wrong. We are not forgetting the many times he did
right in mentioning his downfall, but for the purposes
of this message we will think for a while of the time he
denied his Lord. Who of us is qualified to "first cast a

stone" at him for his sin and failure? Perhaps everyone of us under the same circumstances would have
done just as he did. Erratic and unstable by nature,
excited by the events of the past hours, irritated by the
taunts and jibes of the people around the fire, apprehensive about coming events and developments, physically weakened by the exertion and sleeplessness of the
long night just passing, Peter was a "natural" for the

snare of Satan.

Here we have the heart-breaking spectacle of a
great spirit, meant to soar in the heavenlies far above
the clouds of sin and worldliness, groveling in the mire
and shame of sin. As if a great eagle, meant to be
king of the air, were to break its wing and fall, floundering helplessly in the dust of earth.
But how many of us, under far less provocation, have
denied the Lord just as effectively as Peter did. We
deny Him by failure to testify of His saving grace. We
deny Him by seeking out the pleasures of the world,
saying, in effect, by such a deed, that the Gospel does
not satisfy and it does not solve the problems of men.
We deny Him by living for self instead of for Him who
loved us and gave Himself for us.
The thing that proved that Peter was a "right" man

was his subsequent action. When he realized his sin
"he went out and wept bitterly." Here is the mark of
a man in the right relationship with God. When he
sins he repents, confesses, and forsakes his sin never
to go back to it. We read in Psalm 37:23-24 that "the
steps of a good man are ordered by the Lord: and he
delighteth in his way. Though he fall, he shall not be
utterly cast down: for the Lord upholdeth him with

—

his hand."
is the blessed provision made for every man
truly trusts in the Lord. He may fall, but he will

This

who

never be utterly cast down. He may stumble and slip
on the path of life, but his: steps are ordered by the
Lord so that the outcome is certain and sure.
The last of the characters we want to consider is a
"right" man who wanted to do right and did it. To
find this character is no easy task. We must pass up
all the other disciples, for as Peter denied the Lord
they aU forsook Him and fled. Our search does not
end with the Apostle Paul, for with great anguish of
spirit he confesses that the good he would do he did
not do and the evil which he would not do, he did. We
must continue looking beyond the Old Testament characters for their inconsistencies and sins are only too
apparent on the pages of Holy Writ.
But we need not despair, for there is one "right" or
righteous man whose life glitters and shines with the
He is none
light of holiness like a beautiful jewel.
other than our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. He is a
"lamb without blemish and without spot." And we
read again that He "did no sin neither was guile found
in his mouth: who, when he was reviled, reviled not
again; and when he suffered, he threatened not; but
committed himself to him that judgeth righteously."
A study of these characters is valuable for us for one
thing especially. It brings out in sharp relief the inadequacies and failures of man and reveals in all its
fresh and sparkling glory the marvelous grace of God,
which so operates in the lives of men that some day
"we shall be like him for we shall see him as he is."
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BERNE REVIVAL

program, with 93 young people present. On March 11
we had 75 people present to hear Fred R. Sacher, a
representative of the Gideons and warden of the Nev;
York City Boys' Reformatory. Everyone enjoyed hearing these two wonderful speakers and we are looking
forward to having them come again to visit us.
Our C. E. will have charge of the Easter SunrLse
Service and we are praying for a great victory. We
are trusting in the Lord for strength to go out and do
bigger and better things for Him.
•

To the Brethren Missionary Herald:
"Great is Thy faithfulness." These words express
our feelings with regard to the Brethren of the Bethel
Brethren Church, Berne, Ind., with whom we have had
the privilege of serving in a revival meetings. The
fellowship enjoyed was indeed rich, the faithfulness of
the people in attendance, prayer, and service in spite
of inclement weather and sickness, is something that
we will long remember. Our home during our stay with
the Bethel Brethren was at the home of Brother and
Sister Forest Leistner, whom we learned to love in the
It was a real pleasure to labor again with
Lord.
Brother Schaffer, pastor of the church.
The Lord blessed the preaching of the Word with
the salvation of some souls and the reconsecration of
several others. We were especially gratified to note the
earnest of the prayer life of the people, and their
desire for the whole Word of God.
We wish to thank the church for their generosity in
caring for all the needs of the evangelist while on the
field, and also for the abundant provision made for the
services rendered. May the Lord continue to bless the
Bethel Berne congregation.
Kenneth Ashman, Meyersdale, Pa.

Violet Ringler.

SOUTHERN VIRGINIA BRETHREN YOUNG
PEOPLE'S FELLOWSHIP
The young people of the Southern Virginia Brethren
Young People's Fellowship met at Buena Vista Church
Friday night, February 23, for a rally which we have
every three or four months at each of the five churches
which are represented as follows: HoUins, Buena Vista,
Covington, Red HUl, and Roanoke.
Brother and Sister Bowman were the hosts, along
with the young people of Buena Vista. The speaker for
the service was Rev. Jake Kliever.
There were about 125 present. After the service, a
reception was given for the young people of Buena
Vista and the visiting churches.
Everyone enjoyed themselves very much.
May God bless all you Christians the world over.
Dorothy Burnette, Secretary.

TRACY, CALIFORNIA
The Lord

The Bethel Brethren Church, near Berne, Indiana,
was spiritually refreshed and numerically strengthened
during a three-weeks' meeting with Bro. Kenneth Ashman as evangelist. Six members were received into
membership. There were 12 definite presentations of
a closer fellowship with Jesus and an uncounted

life for

number presented themselves

for

more

definite soul

winning.
Brother

Ashman spoke in a number of schools where
his messages were always appreciated. His choruses
and object lessons in the church and schools will long
be remembered.

His messages were sound and inform-

ing.

The Bethel Brethren have now heard as evangelists
the father. Rev. C. A. Ashman, and two of the sons,
Robert and Kenneth. All have proved themselves
worthy of the ministry of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
W. H. Schaffer, Pastor, Berne, Ind.

JOHNSTOWN,

PA.

Greetings from the Young People's Christian Endeavor of Johnstown, Pa. We are very glad to report
that the Lord has been blessing us in our Christian
Endeavor work here in Johnstown. We have been
having an average attendance of 47 young people each
Sunday night and wonderful programs in which the
majority of young people participate. The C. E. members serving in the armed forces of our country are
being remembered by letters, cards, and our prayers.
On March 2 we heard Rev. L. L. Grubb, of Winona
Lake, Ind., our guest speaker. We had a wonderful

recently blessed the First Brethren

Church

Tracy with one of the most heart-searching and
stirring ministries of the Word that we have ever exof

perienced.
Dr. Michael J. Walsh, the Irish evangelist of Philadelphia, was the speaker. God used him in a most
unusual way to open up the Word in dealing with some
of the most fundamental hindrances to real spiritual
revival in this place.
In the main the messages were directed to God's
people that they might be stirred to go out and "witness" for the Lord. Not only were we stirred but deeply
convicted of our failure in this regard. A wide range
of subjects were studied in the light of God's Word, the
"question box" affording an excellent opportunity to
help those with sincere problems.
Clear-cut messages on salvation left no one in doubt
as to his own standing before God and provided real
opportunity for decisions for Christ.
Publicly, there were no decisions in the meetings,
however some privately expressed the fact that they
had accepted Christ. We expect to see real fruit from
these meetings in the days to come.
From the many testimonies on the closing night it
was apparent that the people had been greatly benefited.

Dr. Walsh preaches a message from the Word which
greatly needed in our churches today. We shall be
praying that God may use him mightily to stir both
the "pulpit" and the "pew."
Since November first we have been using a chartered
bus to bring in both children and adults to our serv-

is
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which has helped to both increase and sustain
the attendance. At the same time we adopted a unified service plan for our morning service, with the
sermon preceding the Bible classes, bringing a greater

ices,

of children and young people into the worship
than previously.
During the past year we have received 15 new members, 10 of whom came by confession of faith and bap-

number
service

tims, the others

by

letter.

Financially the Lord has blessed us with gifts totaling slightly over $5,000 for all purposes, of which

amount

$1,435.75

this being about

went for missions and benevolences,
30% of the total.

of Tracy as a mission field continue to
In recent months the section in which our
church is located voted to go into the city, so that now
we are assured with the year of definite improvements.
This opens up a great territory around and beyond our

The needs

grow.

church for new homes as quickly as restrictions are
modified. The H. J. Heinz Company, of Pittsburgh,
has recently purchased a large tract of land just on
the edge of the city and soon will erect a modern packing plant, which in itself is stimulating expansion.
To meet these new opportunities our church must

become a great "Soul-Winning Church," and to this
end we urge that you join with us in earnest prayer.
For all that has been done we give glory to our wonderful Lord and Saviour. And only He can give us "victory" in the future.

Tom Hammers,

Pastor.

(Continued from Page 224)

phrase we have discussed. The former no
doubt refers to Timothy's personal appearances, habits,
neatness, courtesy. Some may not think so, but clean-

The

latter

liness

and neatness

m

be no argument for the Gospel. If Christianity
does not have a refining effect on the minister and his
family, not much may be expected as a result of his
message. This "taking heed" should be continuous.
"For in doing this thou shalt both save thyself, and
them that hear thee." Paul cannot mean that men
are saved by works for with the same pen he teaches
that salvation is the free gift of God through Christ.
But, it was through the very doctrine he now holds
and preaches that he was saved and others with him.
If others wUl be saved, it must be as a result of the
preaching of the same doctrine. Our security for today
and tomorrow rests upon this doctrine. This is the
ultimate goal of all our preaching and energizing for
Christ, that He may be glorified in the salvation of
May we accept the challenge and meet it by
souls.
His grace.
The poet has given an appropriate prayer in that
beautiful

hymn

"Oh Jesus, I have promised to serve Thee to the end;
Be Thou forever near me, my Master and my Friend.
not fear the battle

At a social gathering held during the closing days of

shall offer.

Thinking that their names

will

be of in-

and the objects of earnest prayer,
they are herevsdth presented: C. W. Grepp, president;
Willis E. Bishop, vice president; M. L. Myers, secretary;
Gerald Polman, treasurer; Vernon Harris, Gospel Team
chairman; H. E. CoUingridge, social chairman, and
Merle Wood, missionary chairman.

if

thou art by

Nor wander from the pathway

if

my

side.

Thou wilt be my guide."

REMEMBER

the last semester the student body of the Seminary
elected officers for the coming year. In a large measure the maintenance of the school's faithful testimony
depends upon the leadership which these elected folks

appearance are

will

I shall

NEWLY ELECTED STUDENT BODY OFFICERS

in a minister's

essential to his success. His wife will also do well to
remember that this is true of her and her home. Carethe home and uncouthness of the person
lessness

It is

men

of war.

who have saved the world, not
Wilfred Grenfell.

of faith

—Sir

men

The Bank of Heaven is still doing business! The interest rate has not changed; the dividends have never
failed.

terest to our readers

The

world's joys cause sorrow. Hell

is

truth seen too

late.

God never

calls

youth to venture for Him, hut with

Him.
His heart cannot be pure whose tongue

TRACY BRETHREN
BUS AND MEMBERS
OF THE
CHURCH SCHOOL
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Christian Endeavor

Brethren National
NOTICE TO

C. E.

PRESIDENTS

—

Lake, Ind. These supplies are necessities for you to
maintain a well-rounded C. E. program in your church.
Order your needs today to insure quick delivery and

immediate use:
"The Tenth Legion Pledge"
75c per 100.

—a

man.

tithing pledge card,

"ChrLstian Endeavor Pledge Card" a C. E. membership card each should sign 75c per 100.
"Quiet Hour Pledge Card" a covenant card for Bible
study and prayer 75c per 100.
"Endeavor Greeting" a visitor's welcoming card
75c per 100.
"C. E. Standard Plan Book"^a general C. E. manual
with information needed by every officer and committee 15c each.

—

—
—

—

—

PROGRAM FOR APRIL

15

Unfortunately, program materials have been delayed,
making it impossible to print a new program for this
date. It is suggested that your society go back and use
one of the topics missed, or that an original program
be supplied by your own leader. We would appreciate
a copy of this original program, perhaps other societies
may be able to use it too. Don't forget to send your
news items to Rev. Arthur Malles, Kittanning, Pa.
—President.

PROGRAM FOR APRIL
Subject—"ISRAEL IN GOD'S

ETERNAL PLAN."

WORLD THROUGH THE

JEW."

Scripture Gen. 12:2, 3.
Points 1. Musical blessing

—Felix Mendelssohn and
Medical blessings —Wasserman, Cohen, and
others.
Scientific blessings— Einstein and others.
others.

2.

3.

—

HOW

TION BE BROUGHT TO AN END?
Scripture—Rev.
Points

WORLD THROUGH THE

—

1.

2.

3.

1:7; Zech. 13:6; Psa. 192:13, 16.
Christ shall return to reign, they shall
recognize Him as Messiah.
At that time the nation and the land shall be
restored unto them for all the millenium.
Through much suffering they shall thus be

When

brought back to God.
your concluding remarks, stress the opportunity we have of spreading to them the Gospel,
thus avoiding a great measure of this suffering on the
part of individual Jews (Rom. 10:1).- Ralph Colburn.

—

PROGRAM FOR APRIL

29

Subject— "LOOKING BEYOND THE CURRENT WORLD
STRIFE."
Scripture—I Thess. 4:13-5:11; Rev. 22:20.
Purpose To make prophetic truth a point of conversation and not controversy Mai. 3:16.
Leader You can make this topic live for your society
if you put a little extra effort and prayer into your

—

—

—

preparation. Point out the desire for prophetic study
at the present time. Show how the Word has given
Present the Word of the Lord as
sufficient for the heart needs and the world needs.
Topic One—"WE ARE LIVING IN SERIOUS TIMES."
Scripture Isa. 21:11, 12.
Question Can we look beyond the current strife?
Points 1. Sorrow has been the world's history for

you real comfort.

—

—
—

6,000 years.
2.

Outstanding contributions in every field of human
progress have been made by Jews.
Topic Two—"GOD HAS BROUGHT SPIRITUAL BLESS-

INGS TO THE

—

Scripture Matt. 24:9.
Points 1. The Jews have nationally rejected Christ as
their Messiah, therefore they have persecution, Christ not being king of their hearts
and their nation.
2. The Jews have forsaken their land, Palestine, their national home.
God is allowing
persecution to drive them back again.
3. Remember, let the persecution be brought
by God in His own methods and ways and
not by Christian people.
Topic Four— "WHEN AND
WILL THIS PERSECU-

—For

—
—

—

WE EXPLAIN PRESENT

JEWISH HATRED?

Leader

22

Scripture—Romans 11:1-5; 11-15; 26-36.
Purpose To show God's past, present, and future dealings' with the Jev/s.
Leader In the light of present Jew hatred, it is well
for Christians to determme definitely what our attitude is and should be. It needs to be remembered that
God still loves the Jew, His chosen people. Their
trouble is because of their rejection of Him. Through
the Jews salvation has been brought to us, therefore
we should be ready to take the Gospel to them. Our
attitude toward the Jew should be one of love and
understanding, not hatred as of the world.
Topic One— "GOD HAS BROUGHT TEMPORAL BLESS-

INGS TO THE

Three—"HOW CAN

Topic

—

—

Scripture Romans 3:1, 2; 9:4,5.
Points 1. Our Bible came through Jewish men who
were inspired of the Holy Spirit.
2. Christ was born of Jewish blood.
3. Christ has used Jews for the spreading of
the Gospel, even to this day. Examples
Paul, John, etc. Currently, Hyman Appel-

The following useful supplies can be purchased from
The Brethren Missionary Herald Company, Winona

3.

There is a brighter time promised in the
Word.
The morning cometh with greater joy.
Mai. 4:1,2; Rev. 22:16.

(Continued on Page 232
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BIBLE SCHOOL

DEPARTMENT

IDEA

Sponsored by the National Sunday School Fellowship Board of the Brethren Church
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DAILY VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
The close connection that the D. V. B. S. sustains to
the Bible School and Church warrants our devoting
some space in this department to a few suggestions
relative to your summer Bible School.
Step

On

It

Plans for your D. V. B. S. are probably under way.
you have not yet made plans don't delay another
week. Through the pastor, Bible School superintendent or Bible School cabinet make arrangements for a
meeting of all those who are available for this summer's D. V. B. S. Start making plans now!
If

Don't Be a Loser

cabinet and by public announcement find out just how
many will be available as teachers and helpers. The
number of teachers available will determine to a great
degree the type of D. V. B. S. you will hold and the
kind of program you will follow. For instance, if you
have enough helpers you will probably want to include

the four- and five-year-olds in your school. If you
have very few teachers you may have to limit your
school to those who fall between the ages of six and
fourteen. Meet with the staff and plan your program.

Do it now!
The program.' See that each

day's

work

is

thor-

oughly planned. Here is one great advantage of the
graded D. V. B. S. program which supplies teachers and
pupils quarterlies. Your work is already planned for

Of course, you may alter it in any way you care
Whatever program you adopt, don't fail to provide some type of expressional work. All ages should
have plenty to do. As much as possible correlate your
handwork with the Bible study. Give special attention
to your opening and closing exercises. Oh yes, there
Is that all-important program on the closing night of
the school. Don't wait until the final week of D. V. B.
S. to plan it. Work on it during the first week of the
D. V. B. S. Talk it up to the boys and girls during the
you.

Regardless of the size of your Bible School and the
number of helpers you may be able to count on, plan
to have that D. V. B. S. What a tragedy it would be to
call off or do away with your summer Bible school. Ig
would mean a tremendous loss to your Bible school, to
your church, and to your community. D. V. B. S. is one
of the greatest recruiting agencies for your Bible school
and church that is in existence today. It reaches children that cannot be reached any other way.

Last-Minute Tips

The Staff. Organize your staff of teachers now.
Enlist your teachers before other interests or activities
rob you of your prospects. Through your Bible school

IMPORTANT!
This page is to be a regular feature of the Herald
You can help make it of real benefit and value to
the entire Church. Here's how:
1.

Send us those questions and problems that conPerhaps you are a
front your Bible school.
teacher or a Bible school superintendent and you
are looking for an answer to some particular
difficulty. Let us know about it. We vnll give
that problem and question our closest attention
and try to give you the latest information available from those who are considered authorities

in this field.
2.

•

3.

Send us those ideas and successful methods that
have helped build your Bible schoql so that we
may print them and pass them on to others. Be
brief and to the point.
Send your questions or ideas to John H. Squires,
937 Spink

St.,

Wooster, Ohio.

to.

Make a big thing out of it. It will help
first week.
hold your boys and girls and give you a packed house
on the closing night. As to the type of program you
shall use you may find some help in the suggestions
that appear under "Suggested Programs."
Your enrollSupplies. Order those supplies now!
ment last year should give you a fairly accurate estimate of how much you will need to order this year.
Order too much rather than too little. It is embarrassing not to have enough to go around and it may cost
you some pupils. Paper is difficult to get so start looking around for it now. You can always use construcDon't let someone else beat you to it.
tion paper.
Other things you may need are Bibles (for thsse that
have none), song books, enrollment cards (by all
means), handwork supplies (crayons, pencils, scissors,
paste, paper, etc.), visual aid material (object lessons,
etc.), awards, and certificates.
Let all the boys and girls in the community know that you are putting on a school that they
can't afford to miss. The success of last year's school
will make a good talking point for the one this year.
Use posters, the newspaper, the church bulletin, public
announcements, letters to the parents, cards to the
chUdren, car stickers, etc. Write up your school for
the local paper. During the first week of the school
have the press photographer come up and take some
pictures of the children or take some snapshots of

flannelgraph,
Advertise.
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yourself and turn them in to the newspaper. Make a
regular campaign out of your arvertising.
Suggested Program and Helps. We are often asked
to recommend some type of program for D. V. B. S.
of program you use will depend upon (1) The
your teaching staff, (2) housing facilities, (3)
the length of your school, (4) the type of approach or
appeal you think will best reach the community. (Example: If you feel that the military approach will
capture the attention of the chUdren in your locality
then you will choose a program with the military

The type
size of

£

Q.

(Continued from Page 230)

design.)

schools.

BRINGS COMFORT."
Scripture—I Thess. 4:18.
Question ^What did Paul mean by "comfort ye one
another with these words?"
Points 1. "Comfort" means to come alongside with

—

recommended by successful summer Bible
The Brethren Missionary Herald Co. will be

able to supply you with all the listed material
all obtainable.

if it is

Two—"KNOWING THE PROPHETIC WORD

Topic

The suggested programs that follow may help you
to arrive at some definite conclusion as to the type of
course you will follow. We list those that have been
highly

pfioxf^aitt

—

at

strength.

World never needed comfort more than now.
Read
is the source of our comfort?

2.

Programs
Systematic Bible Course, 3 Vols., by Alveretta

man

I

(Eerdmans).

The Superior Summer School

Three— "WHAT DID THE LORD REVEAL TO
PAUL?"

My Voyage on the Blood Line, by Helen A. Maxfield
(Zondervan).
The Garden, by Helen A. Maxfield (a companion
study to "My Voyage on the Blood Line." Centered
about God's Garden. Studies for ten days)
Troop School for Christian Soldiers. Summer Bible
School Manual by Lieut, and Mrs. Wilber B. Wallis.
all pupils.)

(Christian

I

did Paul receive His comfort?
the comfort?
Paul received his comfort from Christ v.
16.
He is' the source of all comfort.
Paul's comfort was smnmed up in the expectation of the Lord's soon return v. 17.

What was
Points

—

4: 16, 17.

—

1.

2.

—

Topic Four— "OUR ENCOURAGEMENT."
Scripture—Roman 8:38, 39; Luke 21:28.
Question Can we be encouraged for a better outlook
for the futiure?
Points 1. The Christian has real source of courage^

—

Teaching the Word of Truth, by Donald Grey Barnhouse (Revelation Book Service). (This book can be
used as the basis for the course of Bible study for primary ages on up. Should one not want to use it as the

it is

in Christ.

Nothing, not even death, can separate us

2.

from Him.

Bible course it still provides excellent material
for illustrating Bible truths.)
Color Booklets (for small children) by Helen A. MaxIncludes 1st Psalm, 23rd Psalm, Lord's Prayer,
field.

main

,

of the

— Thess.
—From whom

Scripture

Question

—

Helps:

and Books

Thess. 4:13-18.

Topic
Series for D. V. B. S.

(Scripture Press).

(Includes soldiers work book for
Pub., Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.)

—

Where

Bow-

New Testament.

Therefore

3.

eyes

"lift

up your heads," fixing your
waiting, watching, and

Jesus,

praying for His coming.
Leader Conclude this topic with the words "He that
purifieth himself
even as He
hath this hope

—

—

.

From Dot-to-Dot in the Life of Christ, by Sylvia
Stewart (Standard Pub. Co.). 52 sheets of basic dot
drawings.
(Object lessons
Gospel-Graphs (Scripture Press).
for the flannelgraph board for Junior and Intermediate age level. Here's something we aren't afraid to
recommend either for D. V. B. S. or weekly Bible
school.)
Includes following four sets:
No. 1 Sin, Salvation, Judgment, and Guidance.

—

upon

.

.

.

.

.

pure."
WhUe we watch and wait and pray, we
should put our prayers into motion, garnering in as
many precious souls for Him as possible, before the
triumphant cry that heralds His return for his own.

—
No. 2 — Christian's Two Natures.
No. 3 —^BuUdlng Life Temples.
No. 4—Sowing and Reaping.

is

-

Leo Polman.

REPORT OF GIFTS TO GRACE THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
(Continued from Page 225)
Name and Church

there are many useful visual aid helps, too
numerous to mention here, that may be useful in your
D. V. B. S. Write the Missionary Herald Co. for information.
Above all, have a D. V. B. S. and make it a good one.
It takes lots of work, but then it is worth it. Look at
the boys and girls that will be won to Christ and the
contacts you make for your church.

Then
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Receipt No.

Class, La Veme, OaUf
First Brethren Church, La Veme, OaUf
First Brethren Church, Cleveland, Ohio. .

7178
7179
7180
7181
7182
7183
7184
7185
7186
7187
7188

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Boyer. Dallas Center, Iowa.

(sH)

Dr. and Mrs. K, M. Monroe. La Veme. CaBf
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Paulson, La Veme, OaJif
Mr. and Mis. V. Raley, La Veme, Oalif
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Schrock, La Veme, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. P. Thomas, La Veme, Oalif
Mrs. C. C. Thomason, La Veme, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. G. Walter, La Veme, CaHf
First Brethren Sunday School, La Veme. Oalif

Women's Bible

.

Mrs. Alva J.
S.

Bond

10.00
5.00

100.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

100.00
13.95
40.88
105.00
370.00
$3,429.50

Total)
:(;U.

Amount

(present value).

McGlain, Financial Secretary.

W. M.

C.

NUMBER
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yoM—

lo-

iDAiLeimriEip

yHCTlHIElP
a beautiful thing called friendship,
In this world of gladness and woe;
It surrounds me, enfolds me, protects me,
And is with me wherever I go.

Theres'

There are poems sublimely written.
And my spirit is Ufted above

The sordid, the petty, the wicked,
To the heights of infinite love.
There are marvelous paintings hanging.
In the galleries and halls of fame.
And I gaze with awe and with wonder.
And with) praise for the artist's name.

hovered on her lips tender and sweet.
Brighter than a score of sunbeams when they mee
Just a tiny glimpse of heavenly bliss,
As tho caused by the touch of a baby angel's kiss.
And who may this tiny cherub be?'
Your baby daughter, my baby daughter—priceless

A smile

memory.

A

little girl

of these beautiful friendships,
the joy which they bring to me.
Back of the poems and the paintings.
And the songs of glad victory,

But back

And

Is

a mother's love-light burning,
mother's ceaseless, tender care,

A
A

life of sacrifice

And a

and

service

Christian mother's holy prayer.

So back of the good in this world.

Back of the great, the clean, the true,
The banner of motherhood waves, unfurled.
Because of mothers just like you.
Mildred Michael.

—

9
"Dear Lord,

I

0fd4f

Alk ...

do not ask

give me some high work of Thine,
noble calling, or some wondrous ta^k.
Give me a little hand to hold in mine:
Give me a litle child toi point the way
Over the strange, sweet path that leads to Thee;
Give me a little voice to teach to pray;
Give me two shining eyes Thy face to see,
The only crown I ask, dear Lord, to wear
Is this: That I may teach a little child.
I do not ask that I may" ever stand
Among the wise, the worthy, or the great;
I only ask that softly, hand in hand,
A child and I may enter at the gate."

That Thou should'st

Some

frock;

Always ready for a chat, busy doing this and that,
Never, never in the way, mother's helper

And who
Your

is

little

helper,

There are wonderful things invented.
There are beautiful hymns composed.
There are acts of mercy and kindness.
There are deeds of greatness untold.

with touseled locks.

Smudgy hands and gingham

A young

she I pray?
daughter,

my

little

all

the day.

daughter—precious

merry and gay.

girl,

eager, restless, beset by

many

girlish

dreams,
Questing, seeking for adventure, upsetting all our cherished schemes;
Dreaming, longing, for some strange faraway place.
How we love her eager face!
And who is she? mayhap you ask.
Your daughter, my daughter, lovely, carefree; the
image of what we used to be.

A

courageous young woman, brave and strong,

Toiling, serving all

day long;

Cherishing traditions of home and church,
Busily planning her future work.
She may will to dedicate her life
To God as' a business woan, teacher, or wife.
And who is she of whom you speak?
Your daughter, my daughter, sweet and fair,
A replica of daughters everywhere.

1

Yea! Here's to our daughters.
May they realize the dreams, the precious hopes

of

their youth,
Always seeking divine guidance—ETERNAL TRUTH,
May their lives be perfect in every good work to do His
will.

Looking to that day when every promise of His

will be

fulfilled.

Yea! Here's to our daughters!

may

Whose daughters? you

say,

Your daughter,

my

daughter,

all

throng the great highway.

the daughters that

—K.

Murphy.

EDITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT—We
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indebted to Mrs. Murphy, of Roanoke, Va., for material
used in this issue concerning the May W.M.C. program.
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Su^^gcsii^h.S'
Invitations

^

l/hMkc^-dau^hie^

—

and the Sisterhood colors may be used
to advantage in making invitations for the MotherDaughter meeting. Use one color for the folder and

The W. M.

C.

the other color for cutting silhouettes, one to represent a mother and one for a daughter. (I am enclosing a sample invitation.)
Paste these inside the
folder, one on each side, and under them print an
appropriately worded invitation. Do not decorate the
back of the folder. Fasten the edges together with a
small strip of gummed paper and write the name and
address of the one who is to receive it on the back.
Th invitations may be sent by mail or passed out some
other way.

Place Cards

—

The following suggestion makes a very nice substitute for place cards. As a rule roses are plentiful in
May. Select pretty red or pink rosebuds for the daughters and full blown roses (preferably white ones) for
the mothers. Tie the buds with the Sisterhood colors
and the others with the W. M. C. colors. Insert a pin
at the back of the bow. Place these alternately at the
back of each place, thus pairing a mother and a
daughter. After the guests are seated they may pin
the roses on for bouquets.
This arrangement makes a very pretty banquet table.

1/lficeiUig^

—

Choosing Dinner Psu-tners

A novel way

above seating
arrangement may be carried out as foUows:
Write familiar scripture verses on strips of paper,
leaving a large blank space about the middle of the
verse. Cut these strips in two. Have the mothers form
into a group and give to each the first half of one
scripture. Then pass out the remaining strips to the
daughters who have formed another group. Now the
two groups go to work seeking to match their strips.
When a coupe has succeeded they form a line. When
the last couple joins the line, it is fun to have the
master of ceremonies read the scripture verses and
watch those who have erred in matching scramble
around to find the right partner.
to choose partners for the

The couples now take their places according to the
flower arrangement on the table.
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CHURCH

BRETHREN

Vu4MncnA c/IUMlanotif Council

By Mrs. Ralph Rambo

—

THEME—"THE MARK OF PEACE," JOHN 14:27
PIANO SOLO—"La Madonna."
POEMS—"To You—Mother," "To You—Daughter."

SCRIPTURE—John

PRAYER— (Cycle

POEM—"My

14:23-27.
of Prayer).

2.

Peace."

BIBLE STUDY—"The Mark of Peace."
MISSIONARY STUDY—"Dr. Gribble and Daughter."

DUET— (Special

3.

5.

uates.
Pray for our national W. M. C. officers.
Pray for each local council that real growth will be

6.

made.
Pray for the service

4.

Selection).

BENEDICTION.
Each council may wish to call a short business meeting after the program to call the roll and lift the usual
offering.

8.

THANK YOU
Kliever and

Anne

Celeste

To every W. M. C. we say, "Thank you" for the lovely
birthday cards sent to Anne and me for our birthdays.
We also received quite a number from different Sisterhoods. Needless to say each and every one of them
was appreciated and enjoyed. One day we received
23 at one time and Anne asked, "Mama, does everyone
in America know us?" It did begin to look that way
before they were all in!
I have been attending a number of the W. M. C.'s
here in California and enjoy their programs a lot. It
seems to me that the W. M. C. is responsible in a big
way for making the churches acquainted with the individual missdonaries and with the work of our missions
in Africa and South America as no other organization
in our church does. Over and over again I have met
different ones who have said, "I had you as my missionary to pray for," or "I have been praying for you
for a long time," etc. How could one feel a stranger
to one who has been praying for you?
After one of our meetings a lady came up and asked
ever so many questions and was so interested in the
work. She told me she wasn't of our denomination, so
finally I asked her of what denomination she was. She
said she was a Presbyterian. I proceeded to tell her
that her denomination had one of the very best missions in Africa and asked her if she didn't know a
number of different missionaries with whom we had
become acquainted. "Or," she said, "I know we have
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men and women from among
may be greatly

our churches that their testimony
used in these days of great need.
Pray for the ministry of tracts.
Pray for the rulers of the nations.

7.

Songs and music selected are merely suggestive.

From Mrs.

Pray for the Easter offering.
Pray for our final offering for our national project,
Grace Seminary.
Pray for the Seminary faculty, students and grad-

1.

Peace."

HYMN—"Wonderful

Isaiah 41:18 "I will open rivers in high places and
fountains in the midst of valleys; I will make the wilderness a pool of water and the dry land springs of
water."
Perhaps this beautiful verse can be applied to the
experiences of many of us if we are faithful in prayer.

a work in Cameroon, but you'd have to ask our pastor
about those people.',
I do want you to know that we missionaries do appreciate the "Missionary Education" that the W. M. C.
is

giving the churches.

—The above

[Editor's note

Mrs. Kliever.
I

I

am

is cut from a letter from
sure you are blessed through it as

have been through reading

it.]

MY PEACE
My

peace I give in times of deepest grief.
Imparting cahn and trust and my relief.

My peace I give when prayer seems lost, unheard.
Know that My promises are ever in My Word.
My
The

peace I give when thou art left alone
nightingale at night has sweetest tone.

My

peace I give in times of utter

The way

My
Thy

loss,

of glory leads right to the cross.

I give when enemies iDlame,
fellowship is sweet through cruel shame.

peace

My

peace I give in agony and sweat.
For mine own brow with bloody drops was wet.

My

peace I give when nearest friend betrays
Peace that is merged in love, and for them prays.

My

peace

when there's but death for thee
the cross to get to me.
L. S. P. Streams in the Desert.

I give

The gateway

is

—
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JU^.

liwbMa ana
JJaMontc^
Marguerite

About the close of the first year of their furlough in
America on October 29, a little missionary. Marguerite
Edna, was bom to Dr. Gribble. Had she been a boy her
to have been Louis Bauman Gribble, but
being a girl she was named in honor of her mother's
dear friend, Dr. Marguerite Everham, who was one of
the attending physicians at the time of her birth. The
mother's convalescence was long and slow, due to complications caused by African fever.
Very soon Dr. Gribble was taken to Battle Creek
Sanitorium for hospital care because of f aUing health
and while upon the examination table was taken very
ill.
The Lord was faithful and in answer to prayer the
extremely high hospital bills were paid. The "Little
Missionary" had shared her mother's confinement in

name was

the hospital and had become much thinner. When
she was able to be released from the hospital they went
to a quiet peaceful country town in Illinois, Dr. Gribble's childhood home, and there convalescence was very
rapid. The next few weeks were spent in traveling,
and consequently some illness came to Marguerite.
Dr. Gribble began doing deputation work and she
and her husband were separated for some time, he
She wrote at one
also being engaged in that work.
time that whenever little Marguerite, about 22 months
of age, sees' a Bible she says, "Daddy." In sharing her
mother's devotions she would kneel like a flash and
repeat a few words that only Jesus could understand.
After three years in America, on January 17, 1913,
the family, with other missionaries, boarded the "City

DR.

GRIBBLE

AND
MARGUERITE
IN

AFRICA

Dunning

of Cairo" to sail back to their field of service.
trip was made in total darkness, for it was during
and very dangerous. They went to Brazzaville by
of the Congo River, which was a
sake of Marguerite's health.

little

The
war
way

better for the

The continued health of the "Little Missionary" was
indeed the cause of much praise to God. There was a
long wait for the permission to be granted to go into
French territory, Oubangi-Chari, during which time
the Spanish influenza, which had been brought from
Europe, spread rapidly along the coast of Africa and
Brazzaville was' terribly stricken. Dr. Gribble and Miss
Myers labored with the sick continuously imtil about
Thanksgiving time, when they both were taken severely
ill and it was not until January of the following year
that they fully recovered.
the arrival of the RoUiers, who had experivaried hindrances in getting to Brazzaville, a storm in unprecedented fury fell upon them.
the
mission
party was housed only in temporary
Since
quarters, everything in the bedrooms was soaking wet,
with one exception. The little bed in which the
youngest missionary lay was absolutely dry. A whole
day of tropical sun and hard work restored order and
cleanliness to the little camp.
To Marguerite the coming of the Rolliers was a
source of great joy as she then had two playmates,
Marie, aged 8, and Julia, aged 5. She showed them
her great snowpile which was only white sand. They

Upon

enced

many and

(Continued on Page 241)
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GRACE SEMINARY
i
escaped the lips of these students. In fact, even the
information was concealed. In case information did
reach other students, it was usually the signal for a
social gathering of students and faculty at the home
of the needy, when the rest shared their substance with
those in need. Since removing from Akron to Indiana,
the Women's Missionary Council of this district has
done work that is most commendable, furnishing supplies of food and clothing for those in need.

By PROF. HERMAN A. HOYT
There was a convergence of events which brought
promiGrace Seminary into existence. And figuring
students who
nently among these was a group of 22
needed a seminary to which they could safely entrust
When Grace
their spiritual and theological interests.
Seminary opened its doors for the first annual session
(Akron), Ohio,
in the First Brethren Church of EUet
October 4, 1937, this group made up the nucleus of the
then
student body which then numbered 39. From

4.

know.

The numbeo- of students. Grace Seminary has
1.
during
just completed eight full years of ministry, and
that tie 204 students have participated in this ministry.
class
for
All of these have been officially registered
are others who auOne
is no record.
hunder twenty-four of those who were registered have
been Brethren, and 80 came from other evangelical
denominations. During the eight years of the school
72 have graduated, 48 of these being Brethren. Twelve
of the 48 Brethren are already on the mission field or
are en route to the mission field. The other 36 are
serving in Brethren pastorates, which means that at

work.

Besides this

dited classes

and

number there

of

whom

The working hours

of students.

Undoubtedly

many wonder what

now, a continuous stream of students has entered
Concerning
the school and have gone forth to serve.
would like to
this group there are a few things many
until

there

and perhaps more, of the Brethren minhave received part or all of their instruction in
Grace Seminary.
The number of denominations. Insofar as it is
2.
possible to check, students from at least 21 denominations other than Brethren have been matriculated in
the institution. This group includes the following:

least a third,

the weekly routine of the student
must be. His schedule is full, much fuller than he ever
imagined he could fill it. And it far exceeds what
others think. Every student is expected to carry a
weekly schedule of class hours amoimting to an average of 17. For each hour spent in class, the student is
expected to average two hours in preparation. For
some classes it will be more and for others less, but
usually it will even exceed that. Forty, fifty, and sixty
hours of preparation is a near estimate. Some students
It can safely be said that 80
will even exceed that.
hours of the student's time is given to his school work
each week. Out of the other 88 hours in the week he
must sleep, eat, attend to his spiritual duties, and make
a living. Any man who spends only 40 to 50 hours per
week working for a living, and the remainder is his to
spend in pursuits associated with the home and community, can well realize how little time remains for
the student to make a living for himself and his family.

istry

Baptist, Bible Presbyterian, Christian, Congregational,
Church of the Brethren, Disciples', Evangelicals, Evangelical Mission Covenant, Free Methodist, Independent,
Lutheran, Methodist, Mennonite, Missionary Church,
Nazarene, Plymouth Brethren, Presbyterian, Reformed,
United Brethren, United Lutheran, and United Presbytferian.

Circumstances of students. Every student who
3.
has come to Grace Seminary has stepped out in faith,
turning his back upon a comfortable living, conven-

and congenial surroundings, to give himself to
further preparation for the ministry. In many cases
this was a difficult decision to make, for it involved not
only himself, but also a wife, and in many cases, a
family. Very few students in Grace Seminary are unmarried. None of these students has come to school
with sufficient funds to see them through the entire
period of schooling, and therefore, they have had to
work for a living. In the early years of the school,
when the entire land was feeling the effects of the depression, when work was scarce and pay was poor,
many were the cases of dire need. But complaints never

ience,

238

The response of the students. The response on
5.
the part of the students to this rigorous program of
long hours spent toiling over studies, few hours spent
in laboring for a living, and much inconvenience, discomfort, and difficulty in living is most unusual. One
wUl never be able to find anywhere a group of God's
people who are wUling to undergo as much and continue to be as happy. Dire need sends them to their
knees in prayer, and prayer sends them forth with a
song. When the answer to their prayer comes, a new
fervency and a new jubilance manifests itself in their
testionies.
A deep devotional atmosphere prevails
among them. When it would appear that difficulty
and defeat would drive them to despair, these things
only drive them closer to the Lord, and victory is the
sure outcome.
Extracurricular actdvities.
One wonders, after
6.
surveying the heavy schedule of the students, how they
could manage to squeeze anything further into their
program. But they do. So conscious are they of the
supreme calling to spiritual ministry, that they are ever
seeking to buy up the opportunity for witnessing tc
some lost soul or for edifying the saint. This leads tc
a wide testimony of personal work, tract distribution
teaching of Sunday school classes, preaching, gospe:
team work, and many other activities. The diligencf
(Continued on Page 246)
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(Ninth in a Series on "Marks of Discipleship")

THE MARK OF PEACE

llllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Peace is a vital subject at any time in. the history of
a war-torn world. There have been some cross sections
of humanity seeking for permanent world peace ever
since the first declaration of war among primeval
"World peace" has been the theme of thoutribes.
sands of school essays. It is discussed in open forum
by the most brilliant intellects in the world. Imposing
conferences of the heads and emissaries of world governments are held periodically in an effort to mold the
perfect plan of peace for the future. The professing
Church, not to be outdone, throws in its unbiblical
proposals for world peace. Yet, despite all this, wars
come, and each succeeding one is more devastating,
costly, destructive, and ghastly than that which precedes it. The lesson of history tell us of an earth constantly bathed in its own blood and argue nothing less

and is at peace with Him. The wicked are like the
troubled sea when it cannot rest (Isa. 57:20; 48:22).
But Jesus Christ brings deep and abiding peace to the
heart of sinful man which cannot be disturbed by any
act of Satan or operation of the flesh, for salvation is
based on the acceptance of the grace of God through

for the future.

upon

Christ.

Peace with God is given in fullest abundance
God's gift of peace is not by measure.
The picture of the copious, never-ending flow of the
river and the fullness of the sea waves tells a story of
everlasting peace with God for the believer. He needs
never fear that he will be at war with God again as to
the guUt of his sin. The issue has been settled once
for all and the peace pact signed forever (Rom. 8:1).
The seal of the Holy Spirit and the blood of Christ are
4.

(Isa. 48:18).

the difficulty? Why do the nations of the
earth on the least provocation rend and tear each
other instead of enjoying the pleasures of peace? To
the Bible student the answer is plain. They have
ignored the Source of peace.
At the birth of Christ a message of peace and good
will was given to the earth (Luke 2:14).
This peace
was to come through Jesus Christ and His work as
God's ambassador on the earth. As He is the source of
every good and perfect gift, God must also be the
source of peace (Rom. 15:33; I Cor. 14.33). But both
the Source and the Channel of peace have been gen-

What

is

Peace with God should be allowed to rule in our
hearts (Col. 3:15). Let this peace with God be a ruling

any course of action or decision. Realizing
are eternally secure in Christ wUl produce
added inspiration in His service. Complete, momentary assurance of our peace with God in salvation is
absolutely essential to the most effective Christian
testimony. The disciple of Christ should never enterfactor in

that

by men.
recorded in the Scripture in at least three
ways', every true disciple of Christ will bear the identifying mark of inward peace which has its fruit in
it is

external

text

is

Full Salvation!
given by Paul (Rom. 5:1).

Peace of God Means Freedom from Anxiety. Again
Paul provides the keyt text (PhU. 4:7).
1.
The peace of God is' the gift of the Heavenly
Father through Christ (John 14:27; 16:33). This is
the direct result of peace with God. No doubt Christ
spoke with His death, resurrection, and ascension in
mind as He thus reassured the hearts of His' disciples.
He knew what they would be facing by way of trials,
anxiety, and heartaches. Those who are searching for
real peace of mind in a topsy-tur'vy world wUl find it
alone in Christ. It will be as enduring as the One Who
promises it.
II.

and eternal peace.

L Peace with God Means

we

tain a single doubt as to his standing in Christ. Doubts
give birth to unbelief and unbelief begets' overt sin and
backsliding. Far from producing what some Bible interpreters claim, this rule of peace with God will demand consistent righteousness and holiness in the life.

erally rejected

As

(Eph. 1:13).

it

5.

The key

1.
Peace with God comes as a direct result of the
preaching of the Gospel (Rom. 10:15). This is a quotation from the Old Testament (Isa. 52:7). Without
the preaching of the Gospel of Jesus Christ there can
be no peace. This fact lies at the base of all true
peace. Remembering the apostate condition of the professing Church, we easily see the reason for the triumph of strife over peace. Preach the Word, else
there can be no peace.
2.
Peace with God must be accepted in full belief
(Rom. 15:13). As a pardon is only a scrap of paper
until accepted, so no message of peace can be effective
until it is accepted by faith. It is "in believing" that
God is able to make the word of His promise good.
3.
Peace with -God comes through His appointed
channel, the Lord Jesus Christ (Eph. 2:14; Rom. 5:1).
We have peace with God "through our Lord Jesus
Christ." "For he is our peace." Man is separated from
God and His enemy under condemnation because of
sin (Rom. 3:23). The unsaved are constantly at war
with God. By an acceptance of the finished work of
Christ in paying the debt of our sin and redeeming us
from its power, man unconditionally surrenders to God

2.

The peace

of

God

is

perfect (Isa. 26:3, 12).

It is

possible to have peace with God and yet be without
the peace of God. The human heart in xmbelief may
limit God in His bestowals. There are many believers

who sinfully

languish under the load of their own sordaily. God has ordained peace for
His children and failure to possess it means faUure in
trusting Him. The plain promise of our text guarantees the provision of adequate peace in any given case,
no matter what the circumstances. The peace of God
is only imperfect when it is made so by the believer's
unbelief. Such a disciple of Christ spends more time

rows and burdens

lamenting than serving.
3.

The peace

There

is

no

of God is for all His people (Psa. 29:1).
partiality with God. Any believer of any

race or clime
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for this peace.

God's grace

is
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all-sufficient in supplying adequate portions to meet
the peculiar need.

The peace of God is our comfort in slumber and
4.
death (Psa. 4:8; Jer. 34:5). The slumber of the believer may be free from all anxiety through the peace
of God. As the head is laid on the pUlow every burden
and sorrow may be delegated to the great Peacegiver.
In death Zedekiah was promised peace. The passing
of a soul from this vale of tears into the presence of
God is tempered by His peace. Thus one of the greatest sorrows known to man may be mitigated and alleviated for both the dying and the survivors. Believers
certainly should be more practical in the appropriation

The peace

5.

of

God should be

entreated for others

of God's children (Num. 6:26). Moses was commanded
to bespeak this peace for Aaron and the people. This
is a precious and fruitful ministry of the Christian.
Pray that God may give the fainting soul in His household this sustaining peace as the Holy Spirit leads.
III.

Berne.

Buena

Peace by God Means External, Physical Peace
Isaiah gives us the key text (2:4).

Among Men!

Ind
Vista.

Clayhole,

2.

Peace by God

is

commanded

as a daily practice

(Psa. 34:14; II Cor. 13:11; I Thess. 5:13). These direci
leave no doubt as to what God expects.
do well to take heed to such specific statements re-

We

commands

corded by our Lord.
judgment of God.

Disobedience will

provoke the

Peace by God is His way of life (I Tim. 2:2).
3.
Believers are commanded to pray for those in authority, for nations and rulers, that all may lead a quiet
and peaceable life. Of course, God knew in His foreknowledge that men would war against each other, but
this is not His

way

of life

and

is

against His

will.

Ya

Ky

Conemaugh, Pa.
Conemaugh, Pa.
GoTington, Va
Olearbrook, Va
Dallas Center,

(

Sr.

Iowa

Ohio

Ellet,

.

.

Ohio

Fillmore, Calif
Flora, Ind

Fort Wayne, Ind
Fremont, Ohio
&arwijl, Iowa
Glsndale, Calif

Grafton,

W. Va

Hagerstown. Mr
Harrah, Wash
HoUins, Va
HomerrlUe. Ohio
Huntington, Ind
Ind.

Johnstown, Pa

Amount

Church
Listie.

Pa

9.30 Long Beach, CaH., 1
8.00 Long Beach, OaUf., II
20.80 Los Angeles, Calif., 1
5.50 Mansfield, Ohio
10.00 Martinsburg, Pa
11.91 Meyersdale, Pa. (Sr.)
7.10 Meyersdale, Pa. (Jr.)
3.50 Middlebranch, Ohio
Mundy's Comer, Pa. (Sr.)
13.60 Mundy's Comer. Pa. (Jr.)..
16.00 Xew Troy, iUch
3.11 North Liberty, Ind
26.00 Peru. Ind. (Sr.)
9.64 Peru, Ind. (Jr.)
22.17 PhMadolpliia, Pa. (Sr.)
17.00 Portis, Kans. (Sr.)
17.00 Portis, Kans. (Jr...)
5.00 Pattman, Ohio (Sr.)
13.61 Rittman, Ohio (Jr.)
14.00 Roanoke, Va. (Sr.)
1.401 Eoanoke, Va. (Jr.)
5.24 San Diego, OaHf
10.00 Seven Fountains, Va,
3.00 Sharpsville, Ind
19.33 South Gate. Calif
8.20 Spokane, Wash.
10.00 Sterling. Ohio
17.79 Sumitt Mills, Pa
8.28 Tracy, CaHf
4.53 Uniontown, Pa. (Sr.)
60.00 Uniontown, Pa. (Jr.)
7.75 Washington, D.
8.00 Waynesboro, Pa
7.00 Winchester, Va
5.00 Winona Lake. Ind
27.73 Whittier. CaUf
3.54 Wooster, Ohio
11.05 Wadsworth, Ohio
.

(Jr.)

Dayton, Ohio (First)
Dayton, Ohio (N. Eiverdale)

Indianapolis,

Peace by God is the result of peace with God and
the peace of God through Jesus Christ (Eph. 4:3).
There can be no doubt that the pleading of Paul here
is for external unity. This unity among all would preelude the possibility of external disputes between the
children of God, which often become such a sorry, Goddishonoring spectacle to the world. Conversely, the
fact that strivings and fightings are found among the
people of God is proof that many do not have the
peace of God and perhaps not even peace with God.
1.

$15.00

Oanton, Ohio (Jr.)
Canton, Ohio (S
Clay City, Ind

Danville,

of this peace.

Amount

Society

AUentown, Pa
Ankenytown, Ohio
Beaver City. Neb

.

.,
'

Juniata, Pa
Kittanning, Pa. (Sr.)
Kittanning, Pa. (Jr.)
Lake Odessa, ilich
LaVeme, Calif

Leon, Iowa
Limestone, Tenn

.

7.00
50.00
20.34
35.00
5.00
8.11
10.00
12.00
10.00
15.82
7.00
11.S5
10.00
16.20
12.80
20.00
11.18
16.80
8.36
8.00
10.00
18.00
20.00
4.25
3.35
10.06
5.00
22.05
19.48
3.00
11.00
7.00
22.41
17.15
17.78
16.64
42.23
34.75
7 00

WADSWORTH, OHIO
Greetings in the Name of our Blessed Lord whom
we serve through the W. M. C. at Wadsworth, Ohio.
Just a word to let you know how the Lord has been
blessing us here.
We have been holding our meetings the second
Thursday in each month and have an average attend-

ance of ten.
We have nearly completed reading our book, "Goforth of China," and are planning a review soon.
As a project each individual member has adopted a
missionary to remember in prayer and write to.
Being a new council, we would appreciate your
prayers in our work for the Lord.
Mrs. Walter Leatherman, Secretary.

It

certainly right to pray for those who may assist in
bringing some semblance of peace to the earth, remem.bering always that the source of this peace is in Christ.
is

not always the portion of men
This is quite obvious. There
have been few years in the history of the world when
aU nations' have been at peace. Even though new
plans for world peace are formulated periodically, they
always fail in practice. Let the informed believer recognize the falsity in these cries of peace when there
4.

Peace by God

(Jer. 6:14;

is

no

is

Isa. 59:8).

in

which the

will is yielded to

Him

Is

worth

a hundred of toiling self will.
To put off repentance another day means one more
to repent of and one less to repent in.

Thus saith the Scripture

(Isa. 9:6, 7;

11:1-12).

Paul gives us a fitting conclusion to such a study

(H Thess.

peace.

Peace by God will come permanently to the earth
with the eternal presence of the Prince of Peace (Isa.
2:4). After the War of Armageddon Jesus Christ will
set up His earthly kingdom and will rule the world with
a rod of iron. Only then will permanent peace come.
5.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
One day

As a

3:16).

disciple of Christ, study to be

marked with the

fullnes of His peace.

"Peace, peace! wonderful peace, coming down from
the Father above; sweep over my spirit forever, I pray,
in fathomless billows of love."
W. D. Cornell.
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were all looking forward to a wonderful place to which
they were going that was even more wonderful than
Brazzaville. One day while Miss Myers was talking of
spiritual things to the little girls she asked, "Marguerite, where do people that love Jesus go?" Quick
as a flash

came the answer, "To Outaangi-Chari,

of

course."

While waiting to go into Oubangi-Chari they
preached the Gospel at Carnot. One day Marguerite
asked her parents if she could be baptized, and not
being five years of age, they just answered, "Perhaps."
A few days later she became very ill with fever, it even
little life might slip away. When she
asked again a little later if she might be baptized, they
felt they could not refuse; the longing in her heart to
bear her testimony in thus obeying her Lord. So on
January 30 at 4 P.M. Mr. RoUier baptized the three

seemed that the

little girls.

Dr. Gribble's continued Ulness and the need for recuperation, also the desire of placing Marguerite in
school, led her to go to the United States. Mr. Gribble
had received the necessary permission to go Into
Oubangi-Chari and he had been on a trip for 14 weeks
to find a location for the mission station. In 13 days
after his return they were ready to begin the long
journey home and Mr. Gribble to return to his mission
field alone.

In America there were many speaking engagements
missionary conferences. Underlying was the
thought of where the Lord wanted to have Marguerite
stay. Through Mrs. William Bell they were referred to
a couple in Washington with whom they got in contact
and made arrangements to meet. When Marguerite
and Mr. and Mrs. Weed met it was love at first sight;
prayers had been answered again for God's own. Her
mother left her and returned to Africa to labor with
her husband.
When Marguerite was about 11, her mother returned for furlough; most of her time was spent in
France studying French, so she took her daughter with
her. After Marguerite finished high school in Sunnyside, Wash., she decided to go to Moody Bible Institute,
where she met Harold Dunning, who later became her
husband. After graduating from Moody she attended
Ashland College for one year and in the summer of
1938 she and Harold were married. They saUed from
Florida on December 28, 1940, and arrived on the
African field in March, 1941.

and

Dr. Gribble lived to see

dreams become a

reality.

many

^^MW&\^

of their cherished

She saw the land entered,

the founding of mission stations, the erection of good
buildings. Best of all she saw the founding of a native
church, its growth in grace and numbers, and the
training of a native ministry. But the crowning blessing was the arrival on the field of her own daughter
and son-in-law to take up the work for which she and
her husband had given themselves.

CONEMAUGH BRETHREN CHURCH
of the Brotherhood is always appreciated by
those interested in the general progress of the Lord's
work. Conemaugh Brethren extend warm Christian
greetings to all those of like precious faith and kindred
minds. May we all endeavor to know the mind of
Christ in all our interrelationships. A report from this
portion of God's vineyard is long overdue. Briefly we
shall attempt to give a summary of events since as-

News

suming the pastorate here August 1, 1944.
Conemaugh was no stranger to us for it was our
privilege to serve in another section of Johnstown for
10 years. In many respects it was like a homecoming.
Many in Conemaugh were no strangers. From the very
beginning the Conemaugh church did everything humanly possible to make pastor and family welcome and
comfortable. Every effort was exterted to supply the
temporal and physical needs of their pew pastor. A
formal reception was tendered the pastor and family
to officially make them feel welcome. This was greatly
appreciated. Now that the formality was cared for the
pastor and church settled down to a systematic, constructive, and positive program which God has been
blessing.

A very successful Rally Day program was conducted
which was sponsored by the Sunday School and
Church. Besides elevating the spiritual atmosphere of
the church, there was an impressive Decision Day service conducted which resulted in 22 first-time decisions
and 20 of them baptized and added to the church.
The pastor was asked to conduct a revival effort for
the Aleppo Brethren, where Rev. William Gray is the
This was no new combination and so we
pastor.
Extreme bad
thoroughly enjoyed this fell(owship.
weather hindered the meeting, but God overruled and
got glory to His name. Rev. Gray wUl report this
meeting.
Rev. A. L. Lynn was asked to conduct the revival for
the Conemaugh Brethren in February. Old Man Winter blew in with a vengeance and remained as an unwelcome guest for the entire duration. The coal situation was such that we literally lived day unto day
praying for and receiving enough coal to keep warm.
As a result of this meeting there were five first-time
decisions and one decided to come by letter. A large
number of church members rededicated their lives unto
their Master and laid their lives on the altar for servBrother Lynn's typical Gospel messages stirred
ice.
hearts and the entire church was encouraged to launch
out into deeper and more progressive efforts' for Christ
and His Church.
Since last August we have had the pleasure of receiving into church membership 30 people, and others
are awaiting baptism. After the revival effort was
over the pastor and people arranged a reception program for all new members who came into the church

(Continued on Page 248)
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SISTERHOOD PROGRAM FOR MAY
"LOOKING UNTO JESUS FOR THE
PRIVILEGE OF A CHRISTIAN HOME"
Memory Verse—Prov.

MY DEBT TO MY MOTHER
Tune— "Sweet Hour

life to me has been sublime.
In mem'ry's hall thy deeds are hung.
And in my heart shall e'er be sung.
I praise thee for thy loving care,
I thank thee for each fervent prayer.
All that I am, or hope to be,

Thy

31 :30

"Happy Day"
"I Need Thee Every Hour"

Am

Ps. 16

My

SPECIAL NUMBER: "My Debt to My Mother"
(The whole group may sing this)
for the Privilege of

Home" (Mrs. W. A. Ogden)
MISSIONARY STORY: "A Daughter of a Shinto
Home" (Esther Stearn Bower)
a Christian

Our boys and

It

For

PRAYER BOX

I

girls in

the armed forces of our

Girl in our Mission Story tonight,

"Setsuko Tanaka."
For our Christian Mothers.

That our

ay be such that others will want to
secret of a victorious life in Christ.

lives

know the
'riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

all I

owe,

am, or hope

my Mother

to be,

dear, to thee.

Dear Sisterhood girls:
As our group is not very old or very large, we have
been reluctant about writing, but we do enjoy fellowshipping with the rest of you all over the nation
through the printed pages of the Herald, and especially do we enjoy the programs as presented in the
Herald.
We follow the programs and suggestions
offered and are striving to attain the goals.

country.

The Missionary

—

never can the debt repay
groweth still from day to day;
But as thou once didst guide my feet,
I'll seek to make thy way more sweet
Which thou hast still on earth to go
Ere life is ended here below.
I

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION

PRAY FOR^

dear, to thee.

In righteous paths life's ways to meet.
I'll walk the way that thou hast trod
mother's God shall be my God,
All that I am, or hope to be,
I owe, my Mother dear, to thee.

Using the Prayer Box requests and

others

TOPIC: "Looking Unto Jesus

my Mother

Thy precepts, based on Holy Word
And lived by thee, as down life's road
Thou led'st my young and tender feet.

"I'm So Happy"
"Safe
I"

PRAYER:

owe,

I

CHORUSES:
BIBLE READING:

of Prayer"

Dear Mother mine, dear Mother mine.

DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM:
SONG SERVICE:
.

Ma^ and Mafiiha

0^

iiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

Our

officers for the year are:

VicePres.,

Thelma Weierick; Sec,

Pres'., Eileen Logan;
Shirley Sommer, and

Treas., Lynette

Shoemaker.
pray that we might be used mightily in the servour Lord and Master, especially for the winning
of the lost to Him. Will you pray for us, too, that we
may grow both in numbers and in His grace?
In His Hatchless Name.

We

ice of

Do: Meet your Literature Secretary in the "Little
Greeting" she has given us this time.
Do: Write to your Gen. Sec'y; she wants more news,
news, news.
Look! Two more Sisterhoods have written us letters.
Where's yours???
Don't: Forget your offerings. Give as unto the Lord.
Sisterhood needs your support in this' way.
Don't: Let the summer heat and rush keep you from
working harder for Sisterhood. Get busy on
those goals and that flannelgraph material
should be on its way to a Mission Field by now.
Don't: Forget your Merit System.
Work hard and
you'll win.

Shirley

Sommer, Secretary.
Juniata, Pa.

vJillcitViu
President

:

Elaine Polman,

Vice-President:

Winona Lake, Indiana

Euth Eingler, R. D. No.
Mary Fritz, 79 West

4,

Johnstown, PennsylvanU

Genera) Secretary:

First Street, Eittman, Ohio
Evelyn Fugua, 3237 Fernwood, Lynwood. California.
Treasurer: Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 Cheverly Ayenue, Cheyerly, Hyattsyille,
Maryland

Financial Secretary:

Literature Secretary:

Phyllis Lineenfelter,

Senior Patroness:

Mrs.

Junior Patroness:

Mrs.
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Claysburg,

Pennsylvania

Leo Polman, Winona Lake. Indiana
Etnel Simmons, Listie, Pennsylvania

\
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Dear Sisterhood

We

S.

Girls:

always enjoy reading in the Herald

letters

from

the other girls telling what their societies are doing.
We thought you may be interested in our society here
at Garwin, Iowa.

M. M. NEWS

We

reorganized in September, 1944. Virgia Wallen
Our Junior and Senior soWe have 14 members and have
cieties' are combined.
had very good attendance.

was chosen as patroness.
Dear Sisterhood

We

girls:

usually have about as
at our meetings.

may

We

enjoy our Sisterhood meetings very much.

many visitors

as

Will you pray with

members present

usi

that these

accept Christ as their Saviour so they

eligible for

girls

may

be

membership?

Meetings are held the last Thursday in every month
at one of the members' homes. We follow the devotional topics' as given in the Herald after which our
pastor. Rev. H. S. Parks, brings us a short message.

We thank the Lord for the blessings he has given us
and pray that he will continue His blessings.
Yours in the Lord,

March we are planning to meet as soon as school
out on March 12 in our church basement to pre-

Ii\Dr

lets

Mary Etta Dobson,

Secretary.

pare our flannelgraph lesson for our missionary. After

a pot luck supper we
also plan to

MARY AND MARTHA

will have our regular meeting we
have an installation service for two new
;

members.
Yours in Christ.

Annie Johnson Flint
"Mary

bered about

Ilene Bodge, Secretary,
Portis,

little

year;

you trust in Him for everything.
You will never need to fear.

and heard HLs Word.
(Luke 10:39. 40).

But Martha

But Mary was quiet and peaceful.
Learning to love and to live.
Mary was learning His precepts,
Mary was letting Him give

He died upon the cruel cross.
And paid the price for you.
Let's

feet,

serving"

But Martha was careful and anxious,
Fretted in thought and in word.
She had no time to be learning
While she was serving the Lord,
For Martha was "cumbered" with serving,
Martha was "troubled" with "things"
Those that would pass with the using
She was forgetting her wings.

Written in a Christian way,
I'm sending now to every one
Of you Sisterhood girls today.

If

much

Serving the Friend Divine,
Cleansing the cups and platters.
Bringing the bread and the wine;

greeting;

Turn your eyes upon Jesus,
Is our theme throughout the

at Jesus'

Martha was busy and hurried,

Kan.

A LITTLE GREETING
Here's just a

sat

do our best while here on earth
he comes through the blue.

Give of the riches eternal.
Treasures of mind and of heart;
Learning the mind of the Master,
Choosing the better part.

Till

Dear Sisterhood girls:
I am happy to be your Literature Secretary, and by
the help of the Lord I'm going to try and do my best
for Him. I just pray the Lord's blessing upon each and

Do we

ever labor at serving

TUl voices grow fretful and shrUl,
Forgetting how to be loving,

every Sisterhood society.

The Lord has been wonderful to us the past year,
and let us see if we can't have a better year of Sisterhood than last year, and do more for Christ. We can,
girls, if we just put our effort towards it.

Forgetting how to be still?
Do we strive for "things" in possession,
And toU for the perishing meat.
Neglecting the one thing needful

In His care.

Sitting at Jesus' feet?
Phyllis Lingenfelter,
Literature Secretary.

is good when He asks it.
Labor is right in its place.
But there is' one thing better.
Looking up into His face;
There is so much He would tell us.
Truths that are precious and deep;
This is the place where He wants us,
These are the things we can keep.

Service

MERIT AWARDS
Additional names of those receiving 700 points last
year include the following:
Dolly Low Lorenzen, Meyersdale, Pa.
Mrs. Ashman, Meyersdale, Pa.
Eleanor Seignu, Meyersdale, Pa.

—Leaflet.
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OF

PRIVILEGE
What Makes

a

Home

A

a heart in them, that they would fear me and keep all
my commandments always, that it might be well with
them and with their children forever." We hear a
great deal these days about the lack of appreciation of
the home. The work of the day and school keep the
members of our modern home apart through the day.
The social life and various obligations in the evening
deprive our children of the privileges of fellowship with
their parents at home. Fathers and mothers are the
most natural agents for God to use in the salvation of
their children. What a precious memory for those who
have had a mother who prayed for them and with
them. Many Christian parents have falsely assumed
that to send their children to Sunday School Is enough.
What we need today for strengthening the church, for
the protection of our children, for saving our nation,
is a return to sacred precepts laid down by God Himself concerning the Word of God in the home.

(Have a short discussion by group.)
Christian home is not one where only a form or
profession of religion exists, but is a home where the

A

members

of the family

know

Christ as Saviour

and

have fellowship with Him and with each other. How
important then that young people take heed to II Cor.
6:14, "Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness?" God has commanded it, but so few
heed the warning and shun the consequences. The
question comes, "If there is true love can't the home
be happy even though my companion is not saved?"
Present-day conditions have proved that human love,
alone, cannot stem the tide. It is only when husband
and wife both know the Lord that Christ can be made
preeminent in their lives and in the home. The love
and understanding that He gives is abiding and meets
every need.

A nation is built on its homes and as the home goes,
so goes the nation. The character of the church and
the state depends on the character of the family. When
Christianity dies out in the famUy it cannot elsewhere

"Man

looketh on the outward appearance, but the
Lord looketh on the heart" (I Sam. 16:7). Many companions are chosen because they seem to fill the requirements of the ideal "dream girl or boy" in appearance, and little thought is given to the more important

be maintained.
of fellowship

God'si specification

Testimony of a Christian

The family

is

the most intimate bond

among men and

It is of greatest importance that it be hallowed by Christian ideals and
Christian love.
Mrs. W. A. Ogden.

"One that feareth the
Lord." Can you, Christian young person, afford to
take less? Let God choose your companion for you and
you cannot make a mistake.
qualities.

HOME

CHRISTIAN

Christian?

is

Home

Upon

entering our homes, others should be able to
detect that Christians dwell there. What evidence is
portrayed in your home that gives a testimony for
Christ, or against Him.
When G. Campbell Morgan
was married his father visited his home and after looking in each room said, "It is very nice, but nobody will

know, walking through here, whether you belong to

God or to the devil." He
ately that there should be

made up his mind immedino room in their house that
did not give a message that they would serve the King.
There are many things that give a false testimony,
such as questionable magazines and books, certain
types of music and radio programs, and unfit pictures
on the wall. One whose taste is cultivated by spiritual
food will want to carefully select any ornament or
means of entertainment for the home.
The Word of God should not be a strange subject of
conversation, but should be a^ natural, and as easily
approached as any other subject. When we make our
Christianity practical it wUl cease being something
strange and difficult to discuss with our children and
those about us. Very close ties are formed between
mothers and daughters who share their burdens in

prayer.
Privileges in the Christian
Civilization is turning

who has pleaded

Home

away from and

forgetting God,
in Deut. 5:29, "O, that there were such

<M'04fte
By ESTHER STEARNS

BOWER

(Former Missionary to Japan)

Among the girls who entered the Azabu Professionsl
School in Tokyo was Setsuko Tanaka. Because she
loved to read, and enjoyed knowing about people in
other lands, she had decided to specialize in literature.
Among other books introduced In the course was the
Bible.

my having
my home all

"Imagine,

been in

looked at

it,"

the Bible for study when it has
these years and I have never
she thought.

She recalled it now, a thick, ponderous volume which
always had stood with others on her father's desk. He
had been graduated from a Christian college years before and had no doubt purchased It at that time, but
as far as she knew he never looked at it now. Instead,
an ardent believer in Shinto, he pursued that subject
with such zeal that he was called on in place of the
Shinto priest for school and other community ceremonies.
He had no time for Christianity, or for
Buddhism, either.
"I should like to know more about the Bible before
we have it in class. Do you know what it is?" she
asked a classmate.
Setsuko's
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journey from the city, but she found among her classmates those who had attended churches in Tokyo.
"There is a school not far from here," one told her,
"where there is Bible teaching."
"Can anyone go?" Setsuko asked.
"Yes; you don't have to be a Christian."
Setsuko was a little timid about going among the
people of this sect, but she continued her inquiries
until she learned about a Sunday Bible class for young
people and was; enroUed.
The young Japanese tea,cher was a scholarly man,
very much interested in his class of students.
For several weeks Setsuko attended, listening earnestly to the teaching of John's Gospel. She was discovering that the Bible was more than literature. Yet
she was becoming decidedly tmcomfortable, she
scarcely knew why. All during the week at school, and
at night when she tried to sleep, the Lord Jesus Christ
and His words were in her mind. Never had she been
so

My

—^today."

followed.
•The midwinter school holiday in Japan begins with Christmaa because the
former emper^>r died on December 25.

would you

like to really

do something in

You would? Then here

are some suggestions for you:

Plan a good Mother's Day program. Yoil should
speak to your pastor about this; we are sure that
he will readily agree to this. No doubt the best time
for this special program is tn the opening service of
1.

first

your Sunday School, or morning worship on Mother's
Day. Special numbers. Scripture verses, poems, prayer
all on Mother—will make up your program. Practice

—

much, and do your very

Why not make

pin them on all who
Day morning?
3.

A

best.

carnations, or purchase them, and
come in the church doors Mother's

basket of flowers given in honor of your

mothers would be a splendid thing to

do, also.

MOTHER-DAUGHTER MEETING
If your mothers have never attended one of your
Sisterhood meetings this year, invite them to come to
your May meeting. Here are ways to make it extra

special!

should bring her mother, or a "substiher own cannot come.
Appoint a committeei to make corsages for the
2.
mothers. These can easily be made with small paperlace doilies. Cut small slits in the center of the doily,
through which small sprigs of flowers can be thrust
and pinned. A gold, silver, pink, or white ribbon wlU
put the final touch on them.
Appoint a committc* to welcome the mothers,
3.
and pin the corsages on them when they arrive, or at
an appropriate time during the meeting
Make a poster and invitations. These can both
4.
be in the shape of carnations of pink paper, or white.
Only one invitation is needed for a mother and
1.

Christmas night* she reached her country home
happy in her new-found peace.
Trials came. Because of her father's! antipathy to
Christianity she sought a position in the city after her
graduation, but this gave her opportunities for Christian fellowship through which she grew spiritually.
She became acquainted with American and English
missionaries, and during the months after Pearl Harborj was one of those who continued faithful, seeking
as she could to ease the discomforts of the months that

On

girls,

appreciation of your mothers?

2.

please

Simmons

FOR MOTHER'S DAY
Junior

unhappy.

One Sunday after class Setsuko stopped by her
teacher and bowing low, thanked him for his kindness
in teaching her, but she said that she would not be
there again. He looked surprised and hurt, urging her
to reconsider, but as she persisted in her decision he
assured her that he would remember her and pray
constantly for her.
Several weeks went by, and it wasi early Christmas
morning that Setsuko found her way to the Bible
teacher's home. Sarcely waiting to finish their formal
greetings she said, "Teacher, I want to be baptized,

Mrs. Ethel

Each

girl

tute mother,"

if

daughter.

"VISITING

This

No, your President has' not been lying down on the
But the month of January she spent in Florida,
where there are no Brethren churches. (And she
was lost when she couldn't talk Sisterhood!)
On her way north she stopped a few hours at Bob
Jones College, where again ^e saw several Sisterhood

job.

girls.

girls

Let's not forget to

who

are

—A

away

remember

all

our

S.

M. M.

at school.

Sisterhood meeting. What a joy it was
and National Patroness to attend
the Sisterhood meeting at Clay City. The girls had
their Sisterhood on Sunday afternoon so we could be
with them. Clay City may be isolated from other
Brethren churches, but they have a live-wire Sisterhood. Lois Long, the President, had charge of the
Feb. 18

Appoint a committee, also, to make programs.
a special meeting, so extra work should be done
to make it a success. Use white or pink paper for the
programs. Use half a sheet (the size of typing paper)
for each program. Fold in half; print your program on
the inside. Cut out pictures of women and girls (from
catalogues) and paste a "mother and daughter" on the
front of each program. If you wish, you may use white
or pink ribbon to make the program more attractive.
Also appoint a committee to decorate the place
6.
5.

WITH ELAINE"

is

of meeting.

for your President

meeting.

The Sisterhood

girls

have purchased their

own song

books,

and they

certainly

know the new

There were 17 girls present at that afternoon
meeting at the home of Maletta Leohr. Also, pictures
were taken, and I do hope you will be seeing them ai
the Herald soon.

songs.
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PROGRAM FOR MAY
Subject—"THE QUIET

Matt. 6:5-8.
Question How should I conduct my Quiet Hour with
the Lord?
Points 1. With humility, submission to His will, listening as well as speaking v. 5.
2. With secrecy, shutting the world out; get all
alone with God ^v. 6a.
3. With expectation, looking for blessing from

—Matt. 6:5-15.
—To learn the secret of close communion with

Scripture

and

to allow that

communion

to enrich our

lives in His service.

—

Have on hand a supply of the pledge cards,
"Comrades of the Quiet Hour." Your society should
have these in stock; if not, ask your executive committee to order a sufficient supply from The Brethren MisLeader

Winona Lake,

sionary Herald Oo.,

Ind.

It

is

who are so moved.
Topic One— "THE QUIET HOUR."
Scripture "Be still and know that I am God."
Question—What is the Quiet Hour?
cards'

by

—

—

—

Him—V.
4.

your

desire in this discussion to point out the necessity and
blessing of a quiet time each day with the Lord, then
to climax the meeting with the signing of the Quiet

Hour pledge

—
—

Scripture

GOD."

Purpose
Christ,

Three—"THE NATURE OF THE QUIET HOUR."

Topic

6

HOUR—ALONE WITH

—

It is a

Points

Two^"THE TIME OF THE QUIET HOUR."

n Thess.

5:17, 18.

Question—When should I enjoy the "Quiet Hour?"
Points— 1. The Christian should be in a continual attitude of submission
Christ.
2.

and communion with

However, a definite time, that most convenient to each, should be set aside for definite Bible study and prayer.

prayer brings

is it

necessary to spend time alone witli

God?

—

1.

2.

—

For power to overcome the Devil v. 7.
For closer fellowship with our Lord, the one

—

who
3.

cleanses from sin v. 8.
For humility leading to added blessings

V. 10.

BOOK OF THE QUIET HOUR."

Topic Five— "THE

a prayerful, personal study of the Word
of God, for a definite period in each day,
consistently maintained.
3. It is getting alone with God, as we sing
"Alone with God, the world forbidden.
Alone with God, Oh blest retreat;
Alone with God, and in Him hidden.
To find with Him communion sweet."

Scripture—

—Why

time spent alone with God, listening

2. It is

Topic

—

—James 4:7-10.

all

and praying.

definiteness; aimless
little result
^v. 7, 8.

Scripture

Question

.

1.

6b.

With

Four— "THE NEED OF THE QUIET HOUR."

Topic

—

Points

©tiilccMJa^

—II Timothy 3:14-17.
Question —What profit has the
Scripture

Word

of

Points

—

God
1.

2.

for

personal study of the

me?

We obtain salvation through the Word
God—V. 15.
We obtain satisfaction through the Word
God—V. 16.

of

of

"Study to show thyself approved unto God,
a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the Word of Truth."
Leader Sum up the discussion, pointing out that the
"Quiet Hour" is' a period of each day, definitely set
aside for Bible study and prayer, urging all to read and
then sign the "Quiet Hour Pledge." List the names of
those who so pledge on your C. E. Goal Chart. Reports
of this meeting should be submitted to your pastor, who
wUl appreciate the interest in the Word and in prayer
thus manifested.
Kenneth Ashman.
3.

—

.

tained.

—

Let Brethren people never forget that only a
ever-enlarging stream of students

continuous and

(Continued from Page 238)
with which these students attend to their studies, together with their deep interest in disseminating the
Word of Life, argues favorably for a rich ministry once
they leave the halls of learning to enter the field of

fuU-time service.
These are the students for which Grace Seminary
primarUy exists. It is for these students that the doors
of this institution are kept open. It is for these students that the prayers of God's people have been
ascending. It is for these students that money is being
given. It is for these students that a buUding has been
planned. It is for these students that a faculty is re-

through this institution wUl accomplish what the
Brethren Church under God should accomplish.
Therefore, let Brethren people continue to pray the
Lord of the harvest. Let them continue to give of their
sons and daughters. Let them continue to pray for
and give for the education of these students.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The Spring Rally of the W.M.C.'s of the Pennsylvania
District wUl be held Thursday, May 3, in the church
at Martinsburg, Pa. A day of fine Christian fellowship
and spiritual refreshment is planned.
Mrs. R. V. Redinger, Secretary.
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BIBLESCHOOL

IDEA DEPARTMENT

I

Sponsored by the National Sunday School Fellowship Board of the Brethren Church

I

Young People's Literature
QUESTION: Can you recommend some
ture for a

young people's Bible school

good

class?

people.

|

Last year we sent a questionnaire out to all the Bible schools In the
The purpose of this questionnaire was to give your
Brethren Church.
National Bible School Board some Idea of the Important problems you
The response was oxcellent. We have
face in your local Bible school.
received many questions and pleas for help In the solution of vexing
It is the purpose of this
problems that face the modern Bible school.
We may not be able always
department to deal with those problems.
to solve your problem but we can pass on to you some of the suggessuccessful
In handling that
have
been
who
tions that come from those
New problems are constantly
particular problem In their own work.
Perhaps
arising.
Send us your problem and let us share It with you.
we can help. Send all questions and problema to John H. Squires, 937
Spink St., Wooster, Ohio.
Members of your National Sunday School Fellowship Board are: Henry
Rempel, Arnold Kriegbaum, Glenn O'Neal, John R. Garber, Ellas White,
Thomas Hammers, Arthur Malles, Harold O. Mayer, John H. Squires
(Chairman and Editor).

litera-

— Ohio.

ANSWER: It is a diffucult thing to find a course of
study that will prove profitable to the present-day
young person. Many of the prepared lessons are
either too "staid" in content or are not written with
the present slant of teaching in mind.
We would like to recommend very high-ly a course of
study which we feel will meet the need in any high
school or college Bible class. It is a work prepared by
Henrietta C. Mears entitled, "Highlights of Scripture."
The material comes in a very attractive pupils' quarterly (15c each) and a teachers' quarterly (50c each).
The course takes one "Through the Bible by Periods"
and "Through the Blood Line of the Messiah." Introduced into the lessons are outlines, material on archeology, science, and evidence. As additional material
which appeals to the young mind are such as: "Believe It or Not," "Do You Know That," and problems
which cause the young person to think. All of these
"helps to the lesson" make it fascinating to young

|

SiSiSiSiSUiSiSiSiSLSiSiSLSJLSiSiSiSUiSUiSLS^^

teachers. Contrast this, if you wlU, with the requirements for the average Sunday School teacher.

In most of our Sunday Schools the superintendent
compelled by circumstances to press into service
young men and women v/ho readily confess their unis

preparedness and inability to teach. The Teacher
Training Class is the solution to this great problem.
Every Sunday School ought to have a Teacher Training
Class.

Some may ask, "What is a teacher training class
"What is the course of study?" The Teacher Train.'"

We

would suggest that you supplement this material with incidents from "Archaeology and the Bible,"
by George Barton, especially showing your class the
plates in the back of this book, as they are referred to

The material suggested above iz
published by the Gospel Light Press and can be ordered
through the Brthren Missionary Herald Publishing
in the regular lesson.

Company.
Arnold R. Kriegbaum, Waterloo, Iowa.

Teacher Training
QUES'TION: State the importance
Training Class

of the

Teacher

—California.

great problem of the Sunday School
not to be found in the attendance nor in administration, but in its teaching staff. The success or failure
of the Sunday School depends largely upon its teachers.
The teacher stands central in the whole Sunday School
program. The entire organization is built around the
Sunday School teacher. If the teacher fails, the class
fails. If the class faUs, the Sunday School fails.
The average pastor spends from three to seven years
in preparation prior to entering the ministry. Four
years are spent in colloge and three years in the seminay in order that he might be properly prepared to
preach. The public school teacher must spend at least
four years of strenuous study in order to prepare for
the task of teaching. The requirements for teaching
in the public schools are constantly being raised, thus
pointing out the importance of proper preparation for

ANSWER: The

is

is a planned course to give the teacher a good
working knowledge of the material which wiU be
taught in the Sunday School. It will also give the

ing Class

teacher the best method of the presentation of the
material to be used. It wUl also enable the teacher to
understand the mind of the pupil to which the mateWe might summarize brletty
rial will be presented.
for you. The Teacher Training Class should provide:
(DA good outline study of the Books of the Bible, C2)
a good study oi the pupil in all stages of his development, (3) a good method of lesson presentation, (4) a
general knowledge of Sunday School administration.

In planning your teacher training class due consideration should be given to two groups, namely, present
teachers and prospective teachers. The present teachers are already serving to the best of their ability. No
doubt many of them are excellent teachers due to careweek.
ful, conscientious preparation of the lesson each
Even so, many of these present teachers would welcome
the opportunity to develop and improve their teaching
These teachers are quite naturally occupied
ability.
during the regular Sunday School session and training
for them would have to come at a tune other than the
Sunday School hour. Perhaps an hour during the week
could be arranged. Many would prefer the hour before
or the hour after the mid-week prayer service.
The wise Sunday School superintendent, with a
vision for the future, will carefully scan all depart-

'
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A careful survey ol
for prospective teachers.
each class should yield a number of people who, with
a little training, would develop into fine Sunday School
teachers.
These candidates should be carefully selected by the pastor and the Sunday School superintendent and then be placed in a class meeting at the
Sunday School hour with the pastor as the teacher.
Why not organize a teacher training class in your
Sunday School?
Harold O. Mayer, Washington, D. C.
ments

iiiiiiii

(Continued from Page 241)
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during 1944 and up to and including this revival. We
plan to make this an annual event. Somehow we feel
that we don't make enough fuss over new members
coming into our fellowship. We must make them feel

Teacher training must precede and not follow an attempt to solve
Sunday School problems.
Because It Is the greatest aid In meeting
difficulties, It must be recognized as the first and most essential step
toward a bigger and better Sunday School.
No Institution can be
truly called a school without real teachers and real pupils, and real
teachers are Impossible without teacher training.
Clarence H. Benson.

—
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FLORA, INDIANA, W. M.
Dear W. M.

C.

C. Sisters:

Greetings through our precious Saviour from the
Flora Women's Missionary Council.
We realize we
have been negligent in sending in a report concerning
our work here. Nevertheless, we are praising Him that
He Is continually bestowing blessings upon us and our
labors.

We

hold our meetings the first Wednesday of each
We enjoy a fellowship meal at noon, and have
our business and devotional programs in the afternoon.
We follow the Bible studies published in the Herald.
Our members are enjoying the reading circle books.
Our president, Mrs. Howard Hanna, gave a review of
the mission study book, "Goforth of China." This was
certainly a blessing to all who heard it. We added
several new members to our Council this past year, for

month.

which we praise Him.
It was our privilege to have had the

fall rally of

the

Women's Missionary Council
meet here

in October.

We

of the Central District
enjoyed a wonderful time

members from these Councils.
that the Lord may continue to bless
every one of our Councils in our labors for Him, and
that we may be found faithful at His coming.
Yours in our blessed Lord.
Mrs. Dorothy Marvin, Secretary.
of fellowship with the

Our prayer

is

THE BRETHREN HOME MISSIONS COUNCIL ANNOUNCES

THE REMOVAL OF ITS OFFICE
FROM BERNE, INDIANA, TO
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA, EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1945.
PLEASE SEND ALL FUTURE

COMMUNICATIONS
NONA LAKE.

TO' WI-

welcome and at home. There is far too much long-distant treatment and suspicion in most churches. Consequently we arranged to overcome this feeling. The
secretary called the roll of the names of all new members. The, pastor presented them to the church family who, by the way, were also made to feel welcome
this is important, too. A short appropriate program
was rendered and the evening was climaxed by fellowship, visitation, and light refreshments.
We heartily
recommend this program to other churches.
One commendable feature of this congregation is the
manner in which they speak well of their former pastors. This encourages the present pastor to do his' best
in every respect. We are enjoying the fellowship of the

Conemaugh Brethren and God is honoring our combined efforts to win souls and edify His Church. A
recent community religious survey revealed many new
unchurched homes. We are contacting them for the
church.
Pray for us that we may keep humble, true to His

Word

in this day of apostasy, and tireless in efforts to
win souls and reach the unchurched. Our people are
willingly following proper guidance in caring for the
denominational goals, including a heavy missionary
program. Recent outside speakers in our pulpit include
Dr. Judson Rudd, from Bryan University; Rev. Jake
Kliever, missionary from Africa, and a Gideon who
stressed the need of placing the Word' of God in Army
camps, etc.
In conclusion, we must say that the church and
Sunday School are thoroughly organized to care for
every need of our church. We have four women's missionary organizations. The Sunday School has a superintendent over every department and we conduct
monthly cabinet meetings with Gen. Supt. Ross Hunt
presiding. A junior church has been organized, which
conducts the entire church worship once a month. The
pastor preaches an object lesson sermon to them on
this occasion.

This
its

is

way

pretty good for our first report. If this finds
into print we may promise to supply our
,

readers with another edition. Thanks for listening.
Fraternally yours in His blessed hope,
Jos. L. Gingrich.

THANKS.
L, L. GRUBB, SECRETARY.

REMEMBER
Love for God takes in everybody
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NATIVES OP A SOUTH SEA ISLAND, TAUGHT ENGLISH BV MISSIONARIES, WRITE IN THE SANDY BEACH OF THEIR TROPICAL HOME
"THANK YOU" FOR ALLIED AVIATORS TO SEE. THE PROMISE OF PRAYERS IN RETURN FOR AID WHICH "HELPS VERY MUCH TO
US" PROVES THAT THE MISSIONARIES WHO TAUGHT THE NATIVES DID THEIR WORK WELL. THIS IS AN OFFICIAL O. S. NAVY PHOTO.
MAY WE IN AMERICA BE AS FAITHFUL IN PRAYER FOR THE NATIVES AND THE AVIATORS AND ALL OTHER SERVICE MENI
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EDITORIAL COMMENT
By

L.

L.

GRUBB,

Editor

Home

Council in continuing this condition as an effective
Solid and whole-hearted cooperation means
reality.
death to the enemy and glory to our Lord.

issue.

with

As the recently chosen Secretary of the Brethren
Missions Council, and thus editor of the Home
Mission number of the Brethren Missionary Herald, we
meet our friends editorially for the first time with this

We believe we are in the will of God and this certainly brings real assurance to the human heart. Thus
we fully trust God for the provision in each need, and
we earnestly solicit the prayers of every Herald reader
which lie ahead.
This is the proper time and place to set forth in
brief a few of the policies and plans which will be pursued in the will of God.
First We must emphasize the fact that there is one
salient, primary purpose in all our Home Mission activity, namely, to fulfill the Lord's will and thus glorify
His name. Everything else must be subservient to this.
Second We intend to promote a program of intense
evangelization. We must win souls! Our Home Mission churches must be soul-winning churches where
the lost will find eternal life and satisfaction of heart
in Jesus Christ. Thank God that not only our Home
Mission churches but every church in our Brotherhood
is manned by a dedicated servant of God with a passion for the lost.
Third It must be definitely stated that this evangelization includes the Jew. The brethren of Christ
according to the flesh must be reached. We believe
the Scripture teaches that no plan of evangelism can
be complete without the specific and outstanding message of life in Christ for Israel. Any other attitude
would be a betrayal of the sacred trust vested in us by
our Lord Jesus Christ.
Fourth It is our firm conviction that no fundamentally minded group of churches in this day has
adequately met the challenge of evangelization without
placing a Gospel testimony on the air. The support of
the Home Missions Council will undergird such a project in every way possible. We believe the Brethren
Hour is the key which will open the door to the greatest
growth ever to be realized within our borders.
Fifth We will certainly encourage complete and mutual cooperation between all of the outstanding agencies of our Church. The Home Missions Council, the
Foreign Missionary Society, Grace Theological Seminary, the Brethren Missionary Herald Company, the
Women's Missionary Council, the Sisterhood of Mary
and Martha, the Laymen's organization, Christian Endeavor, and all others must act as a unit if the greatest
success is to be achieved. We are not primarily individuals, but units in a master plan for the salvation
of souls. We pledge the support of the Home Missions

in the tasksi

—

—

—

—

—

Sixth—We anticipate

the* closest sort of cooperation
Mission Boards and are certain of a
The building of Home Mission
reciprocal attitude.
churches will strike a new high on this basis and many
problems and difficulties heretofore encountered will
disappear. Local churches and districts are encourall District

aged to search for new fields and possibilities. From
the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada to the
Gulf these opportunities are before us.
Seventh—It is our desire to see more of our youn?
entering the fill-time service through
the halls of Grace Seminary. When it is impossible
for the Council to possess a certain field, the hindrances are usually found at two points—lack of men
and money. If these were supplied in sufficient quantity there would be no limit to the growth of our
churches. As we approach the coming of our Lord,
apostate conditions are intensifying and thus the need
for true ministers of Christ is increasing. Pray that
God will ordain many more to the greatest task this
side of Heaven and that sufficient funds will be pro-

men and women

vided to possess scores of

new

fields.

DENOMINATION WITHDRAWS FROM
FEDERAL COUNCIL!
This

is

news!

When we

read of great denominations
we are not

joining the Federal Council of Churches
surprised, but

when one withdraws we take

special

notice.

The Syrian Antiochian Orthodox Church, beginning
January 5. 1945, has withdraw from the Federal CounIn a recent letter the reason given
cil's membership.
for the Orthodox Church's action was "the possibility
that membership in the Council might be thrown open
to certain other religious organizations which do not
regard belief in the divinity of Christ as a required
article of faith." This is certainly a splendid reason
for withdrawal, but we wonder how a church which
believes in the divinity of Christ ever joined hands in
the first place with an organization, most of whose
outstanding leaders deny the deity of our Lord. Already the Federal Council is saturated with this infidelity, and Christ, the Son of God, coequal with the
Father, has become a plaster-of-paris man. Any denomination or group of churches which throws its
sympathies in that direction will be joining in the support of the Satanic antichristian poison of apostatizing

under the
second-clam matter April 16, 1943 at the poBtoffice at Winona Lake. Indiana,
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the person of our Lord,
churches are not guilty!

Thank God

the Brethren

fundamental doctrines of the early church, the separaChurch and State. Leaders of the Church have
no business at the peace table. The Church should
have a wholesome effect on those statesmen who do
go, and on the people who elect them. In this way she
makes her influence felt. Not until our Lord Jesus
Christ appears and incorporates in Himself all three
branches of government, will the merging of religion
and the State be safe. Even so, come Lord Jesus!
tion of

RUSSIAN EXAMPLE OF SOBRIETY
The following statement has not been absolutely verbut comes from the report on the Soviet Union

ified,

States.

woman offers

a soldier liquor she has
she actually gives it to
him, she is shot. There can be do drinking while the
war is on, for men must be strong, healthy, and fully
possessed of every whit of their strength and ability."
Tliis is the ruling of a government which makes no
Cliristian profession, many of whose leaders are
avowed atheists and infidels. Aside from the moral
degradation induced by the habitual use of alcoholic
beverages, Josef Stalin and his advisers have made sure
that there will be no befogged brains behind the controls of a bomber, the wheel of a battleship or a tank.
Tlie implements of war must be manned by those
whose bodies are free from the injurious effects of

"In Russia,

to serve six

if

a

months

in prison

;

if

137

Latest reports tell us that there have been 137 so-'
called rebel Lutheran clergymen who have either been
expelled from their parishes or thrown into prison by
the bestial, unbelieving Nazis in Norway. Even the
Quisling-ordained clergymen who preach a mild form
of Nazism as outlined in Mein Kampf are somewhat
uneasy. Hitler and his henchmen are becoming so incensed at anything which even savors of the Church,
no matter how remotely, that even the "yes-men"
quislings may be in for it.

alcohol.

On

apparent that no such restricamong our armed
services.
We have seen officers being dragged out cf
taverns, carried to waiting automobiles, and transported back to camp. Good gasoline and bombers paid
for by Christians have been used to transport beer to
the remotest corners of the South Pacific islands so
that our boys may have the rotten stuff that damns
both body and soul. Rather than discouraging the use
of alcohol, we have the opposite attitude.
Breweries
are not greatly affected by a sugar, power, or coal
sliortage, but are practically considered essential industries. Is America a "Christian nation?"
tions

the contrary,
are laid

Prominent Danish clergymen are being used as
"train hostages," being handcuffed and placed behind
bars in the forward cars of troop and military trains to
forestall sabotage.

it is

down

or enforced

Every child of God should do all within his power to
lay the axe at the root of the tree of alcoholism by

LUTHERAN CLERGYMEN

JAILED BY NAZIS

Hitler is simply providing us with a vivid illustration
of what would be done with the Church and its exponents in every nation if men were not restrained by
law. The Antichrist will emulate and far exceed his
predecessor in persecuting and murdering all those who
refuse his mark and turn to Christ during the Tribulation Period.
But the Great Restrainer, the Holy
Spirit, is at work today and He alone wthholds the
tides of sin which otherwise would sweep across the
world. However, the time is coming when He will be

(Continued on Page 257)

spreading the Gospel message.
'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

POPE WANTS SEAT AT PEACE TABLE
News

Service recently, in a copyrighted
the information that the Pope seemed to
infer in his Christmas message that he desires a seat
at the peace table. The sources quoted seem to indicate that the Pope has abandoned his previous neutral
attitude in that now he recognizes that democracies
hold the key to the future. Does he?

Religious

article, gives

We are not firmly convinced nor overjoyed at this
manifestation of pontifical love for the democracies.
If the history of the Roman Church is remembered, it
will be observed that dictatorship has always been

THE BRETHREN HOME

preferable heretofore. The sudden change in attitude
to love for the democracies can be interpreted in only
one way by the thinking, Bible-loving believers. Rome
sees some benefit for its future in it. Ecclesiastical
affection for the great democracies may lead to cir-

cumstances which will call for the presence of the
Pope at the peace table. What more strategic position
could be desired to mold the future economic, political,
or religious structure of the world in favor of Rome?
This attitude certainly vividly demonstrates the fact
that the Roman Catholic Church denies one of the

MIS-

SIONS COUNCIL ANNOUNCES
THE REMOVAL OF ITS OFFICE
FROM BERNE, INDIANA, TO
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA, EF-

FECTIVE APRIL

1,

1945.

PLEASE SEND ALL FUTURE
COMMUNICATIONS TO WINONA
LAKE. THANKS.
L. L.

GRUBB, SECRETARY.
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MUiUm TRAVEL TOPICS
BY THE SECRETARY
that pastors are too much at a premium to call one,
this is one of the liveliest churches in the Brotherhood.
Just recently they voted to give $10.00 per week to the
Radio Fund and set aside $1,000 in cold cash for the
new Seminary building and then pledged another
$1,000 on top of that. If every church in the Brotherhood of similar size would do likewise there would be
few financial difficulties among our organizations.

hope our readers enjoy these columns filled with
news concerning our travels and contacts

We

brief bits of

as far as gasoline supplies

and transportation

facilities

permit in these days.

Our

trip

from Hagerstown

to

Winona Lake was one

of the worst we ever experienced. Moving in the dead
of winter is certainly not pleasant. Nor is driving 550
miles on ice easing to the nerves. But the Lord was
with us all along the way and we finally arrived in

NEW TROY ARE
SYNONYMOUS

WILLIAMS AND

Winona on the tail end of a blizzard during the first
week in January. Since then we have gotten settled at
204 13th and we hope our many friends will visit us

Our excellent Home Mission pastor in New Troy,
Mich., Bro. Russell Williams, is doing a fine piece of
work with the new building project, both from the
standpoint of new members and the material house in
which they meet. We spent Sunday, February 11, in
New Troy and had a fine opportunity to meet these

there as soon as possible.

SOUTH BEND

IS

MOVING FORWARD

Mission church to be visited in our
travels was the fine little group at South Bend., Ind.
Bro. Jim Dixon is now the pastor of that work and the
Lord is blessing in touching new folks weekly in the
community. At the time of our visit Bro. Lester Pifer
was pastor and we heard him preach a splendid sermon
in the morning, while in the evening we took over in
the entire service. We enjoyed meeting the folks at
South Bend and were greatly impressed by the field in
the north end of that growing city. Of course, the
need at South Bend is^ that of many other Mission
points, a building in which to worship. But buildings
cost real dollars which are not available in sufficient
quantities. Pray for the work at South Bend, especially now in its infancy, just a few months old.

The

first

Home

sterling people of God. Even though working hard on
the farm and at war jobs every day, these folks find
time to come out and swing a hammer or push a saw

making possible the fine structure which was moved
a long distance to the present site. The building was
moved some mUes intact and then began to cut into
in

the road. The Highway Commission insisted upon
having the building torn down, so Brother Williams
his helpers rolled up their sleeves and went to
work. The completed building is to be dedicated April
22 with appropriate services. Attend if possible. Certainly a great deal of commendation belongs to this
courageous pastor and people for their determination
and faith in completing the task before them.

and

CENTRAL DISTRICT MISSION BOARD MEETS

NORTH RIVERDALE A CHALLENGING FIELD

In the course of a splendid overnight Young People's
Rally held in the Forth Wayne church, the Central
District Mission Board met to discuss some matters
incidental to Home Mission work in that district. It
was my first opportunity to meet with this group of
wide-awake Brethren ministers. We found them deeply
interested in Home Missions and anxious and willing
to cooperate with the National Council in any project
as the Lord might lead. This is the attitude which
argues great things for Home Missions in the future.
Thank God for these men and their churches who
stand behind them in making possible the carrying
of the Gospel to tha ends of our land.
During the rally at Fort Wayne and later in some
other services it was a joy to fellowship together with
the boys who made up the 1937 Ashland Seminary
Quartet. Kenneth and Robert Ashman, with our excellent missionary, Jake Kliever, and myself did a bit
of reminiscing about the "old days."

Febraury 14 we had the privilege of fellowshipping
with many of our friend^ii in North Riverdale. This is
one of the most beautiful of our Home Mission churches
and faces one of the greatest challenges. Bro. Norman
Uphouse is making good proof of his ministry there.
A short drive through the Castlewood section of Dayton
was sufficient to convince us of the splendid opportunities for evangelization in a communiy almost completely unchurched. Pray that God will give the means
and the grace to meet the challenge in this needy field.

BYERSDALE

IS

HELPING TO WIN THE

WAR

From North Riverdale we headed straight for Ambridge, orByersdale, as the nearby community is called.
Ice and snow jammed the roads and we arrived too late
to have a meeting with the! group so we went directly
to the home of our generous friends, Brother and
Sister S. W. Link. For some weeks and months these
folks, together with other stalwarts of the Lord, have
been the mainstay of our work.
For some months Bro. Ward Tressler, of Myersdale,

WINONA LAKE CHURCH A WIDE-AWAKE
ORGANIZATION
Even though our church at Winona Lake has just a
few members and no pastor because the membersi feel
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Pa.,

now a

work

student at the Seminary, did a fine piece of
Recently Bro. Charles Bergerson

in Byersdale.

j
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took over the work there, and indications are that a
real increase is in, the offing.
Our church lots in Byersdale are not far from the
great steel plants which are turning out the material
to win the war. Most of our friends there are employed

such plants.

in

cry in Byersdale is, "We have our lots, give us
a building." How we wish this were possible immediately. Pray again that God will place the tools in the
hands of the Byersdale brethren so that the great task
which faces them in three connected communities,
Byersdale, Baden, and Ambridge, Pa., may be met.

The

FIRE BUILDS A CHURCH IN KITTANNING
Upon

arriving at Kittanning, Pa., who should we
Malles, pastor of the church, carrying out the ashes. After his first shock of surprise at
seeing us he invited us into the home and we enjoyed
a, brief time of fellowship with him and his good wife.

meet but Bro. Art

Later we looked at the site where the old church had
stood, now burned to the ground. Then we looked at
the new building which now" stands straight and high
on the hill, really a take-off of the North Riverdale,
Dayton, church, and we were impressed once more with
Romans 8:28. From a fire and incidental circumstances came a beautiful, new, and spacious building.
Brother Malles and his people are to be commended
for rising from their disaster and making of it a blessing by faith in our Lord. This is the spirit of the
Brethren Church!

TWO WEEKS

IN

EAST DISTRICT MISSION BOARD MEETS AT
JOHNSTOWN, PA.
Most of the members of the East District Mission
Board met in session at the First Brethren Church of
Johnstown following our evangelistic meeting. These
brethren also have a real Home Mission vision. Men
came from a distance of 200 miles to be present at the
meeting.

Home Missions in the Pennsylvania District were discussed and new plans laid for the future. We were assured of the full cooperation of this board in the
national task of Home Missions. It was a great blessing
to fellowship with these brethren who man active, missionary churches in their home fields.

HAGERSTOWN MOVING FORWARD UNDER
THE LEADERSHIP OF BROTHER LEPP
It was a great joy to visit with Brother and Sister
Walter Lepp and so many of our friends in the Hagerstown field. Even though the stay was very brief, it

was sweet.
Brother Lepp is doing a great job of handling a daily
radio program with regular Sunday broadcasts and a
thriving congregation. Already souls are being won
and the Lord is blessing the ministry with gains in
every aspect of the work. Storehouse tithing has been
instituted and is proving a great blessing.
God bless both pastor and people in this wonderful
field!

CLEARBROOK,

JOHNSTOWN

great weeks and three Sundays were spent in
fellowship with Brother and Sister Archie Lynn and
the congregation of thd First Church in an evangelistic effort.

The Lord was with us in power and we greatly appreciated meeting these fine folks and enjoyed their
fellowship to the full.
Never a dull moment with Brother Lynn around and
we were almost flooded out in "flood-free" Johnstown we had some thrills mixed in with our evangelism.
The Johnstown church is doing a great job for our
Lord. The congregation is growing under the leadersince

ship of the pastor.

STEUBENVILLE, OHIO, A NEW CHALLENGE
TO HOME MISSIONS

VA., IS

MISSION

Two

ON THE HOME

MAP

Not long ago we received a call from this field which
be known to some as Red Hill, located near Roa-

may

noke, Va.
A careful investigation of the field and the circumstances proved its worth and its need. The Clearbrook
folks, about 75 strong, left the Church of the Brethren
in which they had been worshipping and bought an old
school building which Ls admirably adapted to house a
church and its agencies. Immediately they set to work
to revamp the building in certain sections.
We met with this congregation and discussed the
possibilities of a Home Mission work and found them

(Continued on Page 254)

The Monday following our meeting together with a
special

committee of the East District Mission Board

we

investigated the field at Steubenville and foxmd
another ripe piece of fruit ready for the picking. A
great, new section of this city of nearly 40,000 people
needs a Brethren church with its testimony of the full
Gospel.

The Lord has already spectacularly opened the way
for the renting of a spacious storeroom for this work
right in the very section where the church should be
located, a beautiful section of

new homes which

is

rapidly expanding. This is just another of many such
spots which are absolutely open to the Gospel message.

Brethren, pray that

money

to possess

God

will give us the

men and

the

them!
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where. We have been living in one room since returning from Conference last fall.
The United Air Line main shops are located here.
The Union Pacific have their shops in this city. There
This is the extent of our industries.
is also a refinery.
Of course, being the State capital, there is quite a bit
of activity at certain times of the year. The city is
surrounded by plains, with very few country homes.
The land is mostly owned by large cattle companies.
Cattle and sheep raising are the main industries. The
altitude is quite high, something over 6,000 feet. The
air is pure and the water cold and sparkling. All in
It is located on U. S. highall, Cheyenne is a fine city.
way 30< and we are hoping that as soon as the war is
over many of you will be traveling through and will,
stop in to see us. We long for fellowship with our own
In the meantime, remember us before the
people.

News

Field
PASTOR AND MRS. RAWISO AND

IVIISSION

Throne of Grace.
Yours in His love,
Ralph and Grace Rambo, Cheyenne, Wyo.

suppose the Herald readers are wondering what
the
has become of Cheyenne. Well, we are stUl on
plains 400
map. We are sitting away out here on the
I

miles from the nearest Brethren church.

Although this

is

a difficult field,

God

is

blessing our

Since
effort and our little group is growing slowly.
moving to our new location in September, we have almost had to start from scratch, as the saying is. We
have had a few faithful ones, but the Brethren Church
is

not generally known in this part of the country.

We

have a good location and a very pleasant and comfortable place in which to meet. Our attendance runs
from 12 to 20 in the morning and from 20 to 25 in the
evening.

have had two mountain-top experiences recently.
few days of December Professor Hoyt was
with us for a short Bible Conference, and how we did
enjoy his ministry! It was just like an oasis. We have
not been the same since. Then, on January 24, we
were blessed by having Bro. Jake Kliever with us for
one night. I do not believe these two gentlement will

We

The

(Continued from Page 253)
willing to cooperate.

FIRESTONE PARK READY TO BUILD

last

ever know this side of glory just how much of a blessing they were to us. You know, we are almost foreign
misionaries out here. Sometimes I think we should
be under the Foreign Board instead of the Home Board,
for there are surely many heathen out here. However,
we are learning, to love the wide-open spaces, and we
assure you who are supporting the Home Mission work,
that with God's help we will do our best to establish a

Brethren church in old Cheyenne.
We have a radio broadcast each Sunday morning
from 9:15 to 9:30. Our station is KFBC, 1240 on the
Tune in some Sunday morning.
dial.
Now, maybe you would like to know something about
our city. Cheyenne is strictly a western city. The
people are very friendly and courteous. The population is about 35,000 at the present, not counting the
armed forces at Fort Warren, which is located about
one mile from the city. There are ustially about
20,000

men located

The housing

at the fort.
situation is quite acute here, as else-

An agreement was reached and

report another full-fledged Mission church
to a substantial growth with a good congregation at the outset.
Brother and Sister Frank Taylor, former members
of the Hagerstown church, are going there immediately
to assume the pastorate and leadership of this fine
flock.
Pray that God will pour out His blessings in
many souls won and believers restored to full fellowship with their Lord.
We must not forget Brother and Sister Harvey Hartman, who manifested some real southern hospitality to
Mrs. Grubb and myself.

now we can
on the way

After dodging the flood waters in Virginia and West
Virginia and almost sleeping in the river one night,
we came to Firestone Park Church in Akron, Ohio,
where Bro. Lowell Hoyt is pastor. Having just graduated from Grace Seminary, Brother Hoyt, with his wife,
takes up the fuUtime pastorate.
We enjoyed a day of real fellowship with the members of the church in the services as well as in their
homes. After spending much of the Sunday afternoon
with the members of the Church Board we found an
enterprising, willing attitude in meeting the challenges
which face those who try building even a chicken coop
at this time. So anxious are these folks to go ahead
that they are planning a weekly radio program in the
very near future. At present the meetings are held in
a large storeroom.
From these experiences one may easily glean that
one of the major needs of our Home Mission churches
is

BUILDINGS!
full month

A

God

is

able!

in the field convinces us that there

is

absolutely no limit to the growth of the Brethren
Church with opportunities presented by the scores on
every side. May we join our hands and hearts in this
gigantic task for the glory of Christ!
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By CHARLES W. MAYES
Fremont Avenue Brethren Church, South

Pastor,

Pasadena, California
"Therefore
wiiPTein

for

thiTii

art inexcusable,

thnu judsest another,

judgest doest the

same things"

O man,

whosoever thou are that judyest;
thou conderanest thyself; for thou that

(Rom. 2:1).

Two

great principles have made the Gospel necesThese two are known only to God, and never
even faintly understood by man till God reveals them.
These two principles are the

sary.

holiness of God and the total
sinfulness of human nature. By
the latter term we mean that
every part of man's nature has
been affected by the fall, and
man is totally incapable of doing
anything of himself to extricate
himself from his sinful condition.
Of every member of the
human race since the entrance
of sin into the race it is true that
chas. w. iwayes
"the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately

wicked
In the
.

.

."

(Jer. 17:9).

chapter of Romans we learn that all the
Gentiles are sinners. In the second chapter we learn
that all the Jews are sinners. In the third chapter God
with one great universal sweep declares that "all have
sinned and come short of the glory of God" (Rom.
3: 23 J.
It is concerning this universal sinfulness of all
men that we are especially concerned in this particular
text. Three great principles are to be found here.
first

L The human

race

is

under universal

responsibility.

The passage before us declares, "Thou art inexcus."
This makes
able, O man, whosoever thou art
.

.

no innocent intelligent beings in
all the human race.
The Jap, the German, and the
American are equally and similarly inexcusable and
equally alienated from God because of sin. In the
eyes of men, some may be greater siimers than others.
clear that there are

are even rated as "good citizens," or men
The rating may be justified in
the eyes of men, for business or social reasons, but to
the infinitely holy eye of God there are no good men.
Some may be down and out and others may be up and
out, but in God's sight neither is any more out than
the other, for they are both completely out.
Mel Trotter rated himself properly when he said of
himself before salvation, 'No one could talk character
to me, I had no character." Yet the sinfulness of Mel
Trotter was no different than the sinfulness of the
most beautiful flower of unsaved humanity, execpt in
a man-made distinction of degree. So God's Word reveals that the human race is not only under sin, but
inexcusable in that condition.

Some sinners

of "good character."

II.

The human race

is

under

un-iversal

condemnation.

In order that the infinitely holy God may remain
holy. He must take the same attitude toward all sin

c7llan

regardless of

what men might

call a difference of

qualthe same in all
missing the mark, or
falling short.
If God would let one sinner slip by
without exacting the penalty for sin, God would immediately lose His own holiness. Although such a
thing is, of course, unthinkable, it would be so disastrous as' to literally wreck the entire universe, both
moral and physical. But we need not worry, God will
maintain His ov/n holiness even though it would require the condemnation of every intelligent created
being in the universe, each of whom would be personally consigned to the lake of fire in punishment which
would be never ending.

quantity or degree. To
members of the race. It is
ity,

III.

The human race

is

God

it is all

sin, or

under universal

sin.

Thus it is revealed in this portion of God's holy
Word. Wherein one man may Judge another, he is
guilty of the same thing. This does not mean that to
point to a thief makes us thieves, or to expose a lie
makes us liars, or to criticize a drunkard makes us
drunkards. The purpose of this passage goes deeper
than these things. The fact here revealed makes it
clear that as sin manifests itself in other men, it is
also in us likewise. The sin which m.akes one man get
drunk may make another to be puffed up with pride
that he does not get drunk. The^ sin which makes one

man lie to deceive people may make another man tell
the truth to deceive people. The sin which makes one
go out into the world of fleshly lusts may make another satisfy his ego by joining a religious society
where the reality of sin is denied. Sin is universal and
there is no escape from it by any member of the human
race. We are all under sin's power; we are responsible
for our condition, and God's condemnation is universal.

the Bible stopped with this revelation we would be
and hopeless misery. But God has another
chapter to this story.
About 1900 years ago, God Himself, infinitely holy,
left the place of His heavenly glory, came down to this
earth, became incarnate in the human body of a baby.
He lived a sinless life. He was a man, but more than a
man. He was' (and is) God. As the God-man, He hore
all the penalty for all sin to an extent which is infinite.
God cannot overlook sin. He cannot forgive sin just
for the sake of forgiveness. God punishes sin to the
fullest extent. That punishment was accomplished at
Calvary. There He paid for all guilt, maintaining the
holiness and justice of' God, but freeing the sinner by
If

in eternal

the penalty paid by another. Because of all this, salvation is a free gift offered to all. Om- problem ceases
to be a decision as' to what to do with our sin. Our
problem is what we will do with God's Son. Can you
say with the writer, "I have received Him as my Saviour and there is therefore now no condemnation to

me?"
255
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JUDGES

6,

By ALBERT KLIEWER, Pastor East Los

great military genius? Gideon was a young man, the
son of Joash. Certainly it seems strange that God
should choose this man to be the leader of the IsraelThe account tells us that he was of a poor famites.
ily of the tribe of Manasseh.
This tribe was greatly
oppressed by the Midianites. We might well say, "Can
anything good come out of Manasseh?" But more
than that, he tells us: that he was the least in his
father's house. Gideon was a laborer, threshing wheat
when God spoke to him. His spiritual background was
not one in which he could boast, for he was a member
of a family that worshipped Baal. With these few
statements before us we can readily see that God calls
without respect of person.

7

Our Government,
in a great war.
realizing the tremendous need for men, has called
millions to represent our land upon the battlefields
of the world. Many of our loved
Today we are

ones have left our homes because they have been called to
serve our country. After these
men are called out from among
us they are trained in preparation for the work they are to do.
Having been properly trained
they receive a commission, a
task, and are sent out to accomALBERT KLIEWER
plish things for our land. Very
often God has been in desperate
need of men, and He has called, commissioned, and
sent them out to accomplish things' for Him.
It seems that many of us have been misled In one
way or another. We have the thought in our minds
that God cannot use an ordinary man. However, as
we study the Word of God we readily see that the men
God used were just ordinary men. Men and women,
as ourselves, can be mightily used of God as we heed
the call, accept the challenge presented in the commissiori or task, and then go out to accomplish things by
faith. In Judges 6 and 7 is recorded the account concerning Gideon, which will enable us to understand
that God uses men and women who are willing to be
used and filled with the Holy Spirit to accomplish the
great things included in His plans. Gideon, the man,
not a supernatural being, but a man in the flesh as
ourselves, accepted the challenge presented in the commission, and went out to accomplish things for the
Lord, not in his own strength, but by faith, believing

We

Let us consider

are reminded of great

men

of

God known

to all

We

think of Moody, a
common man, but one who heeded God's call, accepted
the commission, and by faith accomplished things for
God. Many others are called, as Spurgeon, the heir of
the Puritans, having a background suitable for great
accomplishments as they are geared to God's plan. It
is true then, God needs and calls men and women out
of us, illustrating this truth.

of

God.
I.

Angeles, Calif.

first:

THE CALL.

Because the children of Israel did evil in the sight
of the Lord they were delivered into the hands of the
Midianites. They would come into the land at regular
intervals to spoil the land, to bring the Israelites into
poverty and despair. The children of Israel were in an
apostate condition. They had turned away from the
Lord and His commandments, but, as always, in the
time of distress, they returned to Him for aid. How
characteristic it is of many Christians today. We are
so prone to turn from the Lord when all is satisfactory,
bud as soon as we meet opposition we quickly turn to
the Lord to seek His aid. Likewise, the Israelites' cried
unto the Lord because of the Midianites. The Lord rebuked them by His prophet in recalling His dealings
with them in the past. He pointed out the fact that they
were the ones who had sinned and turned from Him
and that the result of disobedience was oppression.
Because of the existing conditions God needed a man
through whom He could work, therefore He extended
a call to Gideon.
Who was this Gideon? A great man of God? A

all

walks of

life

to serve

Him.

Let us note, also, the call was extended by God and
not by men. All too often, it seems. Christians enter
the Lord's work because a denomination or church is
calling for them.
It is the call of God that really
counts. Others lean too much in the opposite direction*
fearing that it may not be God Who is calling them.
Christian, when God calls it pays big dividends to heed
His call.
As we glance back to Gideon's time for just a moment, we see the tremendous need for a man as a
result of the apostasy. The one who was called had the
same weaknesses which are familiar to us. He was
called to attention, to arms, by God. Christian, God
is calling you today to accomplish things for Him by
faith.
Our young men heed the call of our country,
leave homes, loved ones and families. Can we do less
when God calls us? He calls each one of us to give our
all to Him. Will you heed His call?

H.

THE COMMISSION.

Gideon, in view of the tremendous need, stopped
to listen to God's messenger. These were the words
which he heard, "Go in this thy might, and thou shalt
save Israel from the hand of the Midianites." He must
have stepped back a few steps' as these words were
spoken. This commission, this task, this job was too
great!
He could not deliver the Israelites from the
hand of the Midianites for they and their camels were
without number, furthermore, Israel was in poverty.
He must have thought that God had made a mistake
when He called him.
Several objections arose Immediately which he made
known to the Lord. He said, "Lord this task is too
great, wherewithal shall I save Israel?" In other words,
"You have made a mistake, call someone else, for I am
not able. Lord, I am of a poor family, no one will follow me and heed my instructions." Can you not see
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how human Gideon was in all of these things? Have
you ever brought objections before the Lord when He
called you to do a certain thing for Him? Have you

which should

Gideon was instructed to tell all who were afraid to
leave the mountain to return to their homes. The

ever said, "Lord, I can't teach a Sunday School class;
I can't sing; I can't do this and that?" Remember,
God often chooses to do great things through those
who are little. Also, the great things are not always
the things which appear great in the eyes of man.

result

men

not the

men

returned, leaving only 10,000

Again

Israelites.

We

are

all

acquainted with the

and how that 300 men were chosen
to fight against the Midianites. By this time Gideon
must have thought that God had forsaken him, but
no, Gideon was reassured of God's presence as he went
down into the camp of the Midianites and heard the
dream with its interpretation. With this assurance
flooding his heart he returned to his remaining 300
men and divided them into three groups with which
he was victorious. This accomplishment was not in his
strength, not in the strength of the 300 men, but in
the strength of the Lord. It was accomplished because he believed God, by faith.
Thus we see Gideon, the man, called of God, com-

willing to accept the challenge presented to him, realizing that every objection which he might bring forth
would be answered in the simple words of assurance of
His presence. "Yes, I'll heed the call and accept the

missioned of God, accomplishing great things through
faith in God. Christian, God is calling you. He has a
commission, a task for you. He has victories to be
accomplished through your faith. What wUl you do
about it? There is an appalling need for men and
women in the service of Christ today. Yes, a need for
you who are willing to be used of God, although as
Gideon, weak and failing. Are you ready to yield to

commission."

you as well. He has a task for you to
accomplish-.
Will you heed the call and accept the
challenge? "But Lord," you may object, "I can't do
this or that." Will you listen to His word? He says,
"The Lord is with thee have I not sent thee?" Again,
"Surely I wUl be with thee." In Romans we read, "if
God be for us, who can be against us?" Have your
objections been met? The assurance of God's presence will answer every objection which you and I might
raise. Will you then accept the commission, the task
which He has for you?
III.

22,000

story at the brook

—

is

was that

to battle against the hordes of Midianites.

God spoke to Gideon and informed him that he still
had too many men. The victory was to be God's and

The Lord answered every objection which Gideon
might bring before Him. Three times He assured him
of His presence.
What more could anyone ask for
than the assurance of God's presence in the face of
danger. The Lord said in verse 12 of Judges 6, "The
Lord is with thee." Yes, Gideon might have said,
"but ." Again the Lord answered with these a"ssuring words, "Have not I sent thee?" By this time Gideon must have begun to realize that God's presence
was all that was necessary no matter how great the
task. But once again the Lord said, in verse 16, "Surely
I will be with thee." By this time he must have been

God

them from the oppressor. Lest the
become puffed up because of victory,

free

Israelites should

calling

Him?

C<iiia>ual Qo4H4ft&*it

ACCOMPLISHMENT THROUGH FAITH.

(Continued from Page 251)

Having obeyed in the first two steps, what should
hinder us from accomplishing things through faith?
In Hebrews 11:32-34 we read that Gideon accomplished
things for God through faith. Faith is taking God at
His word. This young man, called of God, led the children of Israel to victory because he took God at His
word. This is' the only way in which we will be able
to accomplish things for the Lord also.
Gideon was instructed to break down the altar of
Baal in his home. It was right here that he had his
first victory through faith. He knew very well that it
would mean the possibility of death at the hands of

removed as He now works through the Church.

II

Thess. 2:7:

"For the mystery of iniquity doth already work:
only He who now letteth will let until He be taken
out of the way."

The rapture
the

dam

of the

of sin

and

Church
it

will lift

the floodgates of
the

will roll forth in fury across

world.

and tenets, should at least teach
observant men one thing, namely, no man
is safe outside the eternal, everlasting arms of Jesus
Christ, who alone is the victor over sin and Satan.
Brethren, we need more Home Mission churches and
preachers to spread this message!
Nazism,

its attitudes

Intelligent,

the men of the city, yet God had instructed him to
break it down and build in its place an altar unto Him.
In comparison with the greater victory which should
follow, this may have seemed very small and insignificant.
However, it was necessary before the other
could be accomplished. God fulfilled His promise to
Gideon. His presence did abide with him.
Following this first victory of faith was to come the
great experience of which we always think as the name
of Gideon comes to our mind, the victory over the
Midianites!. The first appeal for men was sent out and
32,000 men stepped out to join Gideon in the battle
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FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH, AKRON, OHIO
We are certainly rejoicing in the realization of one
of our dreams on Sunday, March 25. We burned the
mortgage on our church, and are now enjoying a debtfree bulding in which to worship. "The Lord has done
great things for us; whereof we are glad."

Raymond

E. Gingrich.
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Gospel Progress and
S. HERBERT BESS, Pastor, Bellflower, California
There existed between the Apostle Paul and the
Church of Philippi a bond of tenderest affection. Such
an expression as is found in Phil. 1:7 demonstrates the

By

Paul—"Even as it is
me to think this of you

attitude of

meet
all,

for

because

heart."
Philippi

I

have you

in

Epaphroditus, all the way to
Rome to bear love gifts to Paul,
and to investigate personally how
he fared as the prisoner of Rome.
The Philippians betrayed an
S. HERBERT BESS
anxiety for Paul in this gesture
which prompted the great Apostle to sit down and
write such words as would allay their fears. The keynot to this attempt is verse 12. "But I would ye should
understand, brethren, that the things which happened
unto me have fallen out rather unto the furtherance
of the gospel."
In this and in the following verses, Paul demonstrated his ability to make adverse circumstances work
out to the progress of the Gospel. It is our purpose to
investigate these verses and discover what it was about
Paul that enabled him to turn such adversities for
,-

Recognizing the providence of God.
apostle recognized that "the things which happened" unto him were not the mere happenings of
chance, but were either purposed or permitted by an
all-knowing and a sovereign God, Who designed to use
them for His own glory. He was able to see the hand
of God guiding his circumstances for the furtherance
of the Gospel. The epistles of Paul indicate that he
continually sensed this providence. His comment in
Gal. 1:19 demonstrates his belief in the fact that God
was guiding his affairs, even from the hour of his
birth. "But when it pleased God, Who' separated me
from my mother's womb, and called me by His grace,
to reveal His Son in me, that I might preach Him
among the Heathen; immediately I conferred not with
."
Now the text under our considflesh and blood:
eration further manifests his faith that God was able
to overrule the wicked designs of men for good. "But
I would ye understand, brethren, that the things which
happened unto me have fallen out rather unto the
furtherance of the gospel."
Let us compare in this regard, the Old Testament
character Joseph. When Joseph revealed his identity
to his brethren in the court of Pharaoh, they feared
what measures of retribution he might take. Joseph,
however, opened his heart in Gen. 50:19, 20. "And
Joseph said unto them, Fear not: for am I in the place
of God? But as for you, ye thought evil against me;
BUT GOD MEANT IT UNTO GOOD, to bring to pass,
as it is' this day, to save much people alive."

The

.

.

Peter, in the remarkable passage, Acts 4:27, 28, testiGod in overruling evil
for good. "For of a truth against Thy holy child Jesus,
fied also to the providence of

whom Thou

hast anointed, both Herod and Pontius
with the Gentiles, and the people of Israel, were
gathered together, FOR TO DO WHATSOEVER THY

Pilate,

see God's

tion taken in sending their pas-

I.

Costs

TO BE DONE."
When in our service

love reciprocated by
manifest in their pc-

tor,

It

HAND AND THY COUNSEL DETERMINED BEFORE

my

The
is

What

hand

for Jesus Christ we are able to
in all our adversities, we will have made
in learning to turn those adversities

a m^jor step
tov/ard the furtherance of the Gospel.

"As bees gather their stores of sweets against a time
by man's superior intelligence for his own purposes, so men plan and work, yet
are overruled by infinite Wisdom for His own glory."
John Hunter.
of need, but are colonized

II.

Having a Gospel mind.

The second
in this regard

characteristic of the apostle to consider
is

that he had a Gospel mind.

He was

so fervently minded to preach the Gospel of God's redeeming grace, that the very obstacles in his path became an occasion for his preaching. Numerous evidences of this are found in the context of our text.
Paul made it evident that his bonds were for the sake
of the Gospel. We take this from verse 13, "So that my
bonds in Christ are manifest in all the palace, and in

other places." Conybeare's translation gives it, "So
that my chains have become well known in, the name
of Christ, throughout the whole Praetorium, and to all
the rest." The idea is even more enlarged by Arthur
Way's rather free translation, which renders it, "So
much is this the case, that my imprisonment has become the general topic of talk (as being in Messiah's
cause) through all the vast barracks of the Household
Troops, and, indeed, among the population of Rome
generally." We take it that Paul's daily preaching ot
the Gospel, in whatever occasion presented istelf made
it apparent to all that he wore his chains, not for any
misdemeanor, but for the sake of Christ and His Gospel. Would to God that we should so nobly wear the
all

,

chains of adverse circumstances!
Paul made it known that he was "set for the defense
of the gospel," and that he would maintain his position
with indifference to personal feelings. He rejoiced
happy that the Gospel was being preached, even
though the motive of some of its preachers was the
persecution of himself. "Some indeed preach Christ
of contention, not sincerely, supposing to add affliction to my bonds: but the other of^ love, knowing that
I am set for the defence of the gospel." Here we find
the great apostle rising above another hardship added
to the already grievous situation, because he possessed
a Gospel mind. He rejoiced in the activities of his own
persecutors, because through it all the Gospel was
being preached.
He declared himself willing to die for the sake of the
Gospel. It was his earnest desire that Christ should
be magnified in his body, whether by life or by death.

.
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So obsessed was he with the preaching of the Gospel,
that he was willing to seal his testimony with his
blood.

On the other hand, and involving more self-sacrifice
on the part of Paul than if to die, he was willing to
remain and live for the Gospel's sake. Paul confessed
himself to be in a dilemma. ''For I am in a strait aetwixt two, having a desire to depart and be with
Clirist; which is far better: nevertheless to abide in the
flesh is more needful for you. He weighed in one hand
the ardent desire to depart and to be with Christ, and
in the other the need of the churches that he should
remain to encourage and strengthen them. The latter
outweighed the former, and he pronounced himself
willing to stay for their benefit. The Gospel mind was
manifest in the Apostle Paul in his willingness to live
and die for the sake of the Gospel. No wonder "the
things that happened unto him" fell out to the furtherance of the Gospel!
III.

Seeking- occasions to

We

employ adversity.

observe that Paul actively sought
occasions to use the adverse circumstances into which

he

cannot

fail to

fell.

The Philippians might well recall the Jail experience
of Paul and Silas when at Philippi. There they were
beaten and roughly thrust into the inner prison, where
These
their feet were made fast in the stocks' (Act 16)
gallant ones, however, had no time to bemoan their
sad plight, nor to complain about the injustices of
their lot. They set about to have a praise and prayer
meeting, and so enthusiastic were they in it all that the
other prisoners heard them and took account of the
.

grace of

God

in their lives.

A similar

circumstance had developed at Rome. Paul
was in chains. It must have vexed his spirit to be
so confined, tl was in his heart to herald the Gospel
in regions where it had never gone. Spain was in his
He might have become embitvision (Rom. 15:24).
tered by this turn of events. Contemplation on his
predicament might have sealed his lips and left him
sullen in his miserable state of affairs. But not so the
Apostle Paul. He had too noble a conception of his
He considered himself an ambassador in
mission.
chains (Eph. 6:20), and set about fulfilling his mission.
What about the Roman soldier to whom he was
chained? Can you not visualize Paul graciously witnessing to each successive soldier who guarded him,
and fervently beseeching him to be reconciled to God?
Here indeed he found splendid opportunity to evangelize, with the happy situation of being able to make his
contacts quite personal!
Paul's short letter to Philemon gives us another picture. A miserable, runaway slave is apprehended by
the state and roughly thrown into contact' with Paul.
Now isn't the apostle's situation wretched enough without the inclusion of this contemptible person? No,

that wasn't the attitude of that great man of God.
Here was another soul for whom Christ died. Yes, he
was another person for whom he would give account
at the judgment seat of Christ. Tenderly he led that
slave to the God-man who makes us free.
Dare we ask this searching question of ourselves?
How greatly would the Gospel prosper in our lives, if

we

also sought

to

employ adversity

to

further the

Gospel?
IV.

Minding his influence on others.

Surely his influence on others had much to do with
Paul's conduct at Rome. "And many of the brethren
in the Lord, waxing confident by my bonds, are much
more bold to speak the word without fear (verse 14)
We have dwelt on how Paul might have been discouraged with .his lot how he might have sulked over
the situation, and complained against God. A smaller
spirit would have done just that. But what is the reaction of such a course on the lives of those round
about?
We know what happens. Everyone's chin
drops, and all share the defeat of one. This Pa"ul was
determined should not occur. He would lift up his head.
He would be strong and enthusiastic in the face of discouragement. He would not lead his fellow believers

—

into despair. The result of this demeanor was gratifying to his heart. It lifted his spirits beyond imprisonment, into the heavenlies. It is worthy of note that the

words "joy" or "rejoice" occur in the Philippian letter
The brethren in the Lord were
18 times or more.
greatly encouraged. If Paul could reach as many for
Christ in his limited circumstances, then they could
reach more. So they must have reasoned. If he could
be so bold in proclaiming Christ in the face of possible
persecution and death, then surely they could fearlessly
witness to those whom they met in everyday life. What
a change was wrought in the less notable believers by
the example of the great apostle. How worthwhile it
was to "measure up" to the demands of his peculiar
situation, despite the cost!
The story of Glenn Cunningham has been a challenge to great numbers o^ American athletes. Glenn
was seriously burned as a young lad, when the country
schoolhouse where he was attending was set aflame.
Doctors pronounced that he would never walk again.
What a handicap! But as his wounds began to heal,
the boy determined in his heart that he would not only
Painfully at first he taught himLater he gained strength enough and
Finally he could run somewhat.
skill to trot a little.
His ultimate triumph is known by millions, for years
later he held the world's record for the mile run. His
courage and stamina have appealed to many hopeful
athletes, who felt that if Glenn Cunningham could
attain so much under such handicaps, surely those not
impaired as he was should take heart.
Is not this somewhat of a parallel case to Paul's exThe believers at Rome were
perience at Philippi?
made bold to preach the Gospel when they beheld the
determined stand of this "prisoner of the> Lord" (Eph.

walk again, but run!
self to walk.

4:1).
I wonder today if you can rightfully say, "the things
which happened unto me have fallen out rather unto
the furtherance of the gospel." If you cannot, the
fault is all with you. The same Providence that held
in hand the life of Paul has placed you in your present
circumstances. If you will accept your portion as God's
appointment, and put a Gospel-charged mind at work
to employ your own peculiar situation, your own heart
will be rejoiced, and you shall be a tower of strength

to your associates.
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ARE YOU SUPPORTING THE BRETHREN RADIO HOUR?

We praise God for the evident support given our
Gospel broadcasting project by many of our Brethren
churches, but where are the rest? Does the Brethren
Church really want a radio hour or will we simply
ignore

the most tremendous missionary challenge

which has ever faced us? Are we really interested in
our national and local growth to the glory of God in
the salvation of souls or will we be satisfied with what
call a normal growth ( which most times is below
normal) in the various aspects of our work? Our Lord
will be returning soon and this means the end of our
term of earthly service. Are we doing our utmost to

we

redeem the time?
In conversation with a prominent individual in the
of Gospel broadcasting just recently we were
amazed at some of the revelations which confronted
us. One Gospel broadcaster spent $1,800,000 last year.
Another disbursed $700,000, and still others varied in
field

amounts, $400,000, etc. Sixty percent of the funds for
one large denominational broadcast came from those
who were not members of that particular church.
Local denominational broadcasts have proven that in
some cases as high as. 92 percent of the needed funds
for broadcasting come from the radio audience. The
Brethren Radio Hour would cost us only a fraction of
these amounts and if our churches would line up solidly
behind the project and manifest a practical interest
by sending their gifts AT ONCE, it would be only a
matter of weeks until you would be hearing a Gospel
Brethren Radio Hour from ocast to coast with our

-:-

splendid male quartet and messages by our able presi-

dent of Grace Seminary, Dr. Alva

McClain.

J.

Questions have come to us concerning stations to be
included in this network which cannot be answered
until

you send us the funds

are ready with a suggested

to sign a contract.

But we

on which we

will en-

made

possible.

list

deavor to clear time immediately as

We

it is

were possible to share with
all our readers and those interested in the Brethren
Hour the difficulties which are faced in putting a
Gospel broadcast on the air. If we were advertising
a good brand of beer (so-called), we would have dozens
of salesmen on our trail.
The Federal Council of Churches is doing its utmost
to rule every sound Gospel broadcast from the air. To
a great extent it has succeeded and new and far-reaching changes are in the offing as a result of its political,
sincerely wish that

it

and satanic pressure. THERE IS YET AN
OPPORTUNITY TO GET ON THE AIR, BUT THE
DOOR MAY CLOSE AT ANY MOMENT! Will we allow

unchristian,

the Devil to control the greatest known agency for
preaching the Gospel? Pray earnestly that before
many weeks have passed you may be hearing the

Brethren Radio Hour on your station!

Comparative Report of Gifts Received for Radio Fund
to March 31, 1945 from Churches and Individuals
$2ie.90|McKee, Pa.
211.00|Xew Troy, Mich
192.00 Peru, Ind

Johnstown, Ba

.

Beme, Ind
Winona. Lake, Ind
Clay Otty.Ind
EUet, Ohio
Fort Wayne, Ind
Roanoke, Va
Canton, Ohio
Hageistown, Md

:

.

.

.

Gospel Mission.
69.55|HaTrah, Wash
66.50|Los Angeles, Calif.. 1st.
65.00 Camden, Ohio
50.00|Garwin. Iowa
46.00isterling, Ohio
45.50lFremont, Ohio
.

Mansfield, Ohio
Watenloo, Iowa
Kittanning, Pa

.

.

.

Middlebranch. Ohio
Leon. Iowa
Lakef Odessa, Mich

44.001Conemaugh Pa

Dallas Center, Iowa

Uniontown. Pia
Ankenytown, Ohio
Spokane. Wash.
Limestone,

.

162.00|Portis, Kan
142.00| Altoona, Pa
104.00|Sidney, Ind
95.001Milford, Ind,

Tenn

43.00iCleyeIand Ohio
42.00 La Verne, Calif
40.00 Long Beach, Cafif.,
SS.OO South Bend, Ind
33.00 HoUins, Va
3 2. 651 Juniata, Pa.
30.00lClayton, Ohio
30.00|DanTiIIe. Ohio
30.00iModesto, Cahf,

2d.

.

North English, Iowa
North Riverdale, Ohio
Flora. Ind

.

.

.

25.00
25.00
2S.00
25.00
24.00
22.00
16.00
15.00
12.00
12.00
8.50
8.00
7.00
6.U0
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

About one-half of our churches have contributed \o
this great project.

WHAT ABOUT THE OTHERS?

does not include many miscellaneous gifts
which have come in from those not members of the
Brethren Church, or who have connections in the
church which are unknown to us.
A comparative report wUl be printed at the end of
each quarter to show the standing of our churches in
No personal gifts or donors will be
radio giving.
printed. Systematic records will be kept of all gifts.
Any donor may write for information concerning hLs

This

list

account and

receive^ it at

any time.

SEND YOUR GIFT AT ONCE AND HELP GET OUR
PROGRAM ON THE AIR!
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Christian Endeovoi

Biethren National
News

Editor, National Brethren C. E.

just celebrated the sixty-fourth C. E. birthday at
our church, and had a wonderful time. We had a large
cake which we served after the evening service. There
were 58 who stayed for a singspiration and fellowship

We

gathering after the evening service. We took up an
offering at the C. E. hour and received $9.00, which I
sent to Brother Parr.
We do rejoice the way the Lord blessed us in this
one-year-old church. We had our first C. E. in January 1944. At that time we were in a store building.
Bro. Charles Ashman was the pastor. At our first C.
E. meeting there were 18 present, the highest attendance for the year being 71. Our average attendance for
the year was 43. We surely praise the Lord for this.
I will tell you of some of the things we do to keep
busy in the C. E. Once a month we go to the Los
Angeles Mission. We have always had good cooperation when we go there.
Once a month we have a fellowship gathering for
the entire church. We try to have a singspiration once
a month. We always go to another church at least
once a month for a sing, also.
The young people love to go out calling on Sunday
afternoon, for which we praise the Lord. Once a
month we have an outside speaker. We try our best
to have a missionary, if possible. At the present time
we have just organized a jail team, and we hope to
begin this work just as soon as we can locate a portWe need this very
able phonograph and records.
badly, then we won't have to carry a large organ with
'

us.

In the past year our C. E. gave over $165.00 for missionary work.
We have all rejoiced in the great help that Bro.
Chas. Mayes has given us in conducting our C. E., and
he always gives us plenty of space in the weekly bulleAbove all, he has given us all a real joy of love
tin.
for one another.
In closing, I might; say that I will be going into the
new church in East Pasadena which should be ready
to open some time before April. Bro. Albert Flory will
be the pastor there. This church will be within walking distance of our home. Also there is a grade and
junior high school right at the church. We believe
there are around 5,000 children attending there and
no other church. What an opportunity for us!
Thanks to the National Brethren C. E. for the great
help in supplying us with many helpful ideas.

In His service.

Emmit

D. Adams', C. E. Supt.

purchased a mirror and financed the building of a
cloak rack for the hallway of the church. Also our
pastor has given each of us a box of "Scripture Memorizing Cards" from which we are learning a new verse
for each Sunday.
In the future we plan to give a play, make a scrapbook on missions' and write to other C. E. societies.
We have elected our officers as follows: President,
Donna Heeler; vice-president, Eula Mae Cass; secretary, Betty Beeler; treasurer and news reporter, Tom
Inman; counselor, Mr. Baerg; vice-counselor, Mrs. M.
J.

Davis.

Dear Brother Malles,
of the goals as we understand in our Society is
have a News Letter in the hands of our Christian

One
to

Endeavor News' Editor once a quarter. We are going
to endeavor the Lord willing throughout this year, to
do just that.
At our January Cabinet Meeting of our Christian
Endeavor Society, we appointed the various committees
for the coming year. Also at this meeting, plans were
laid for the Pennsylvania Youth Rally to be held in the
First Church February 9 and 10. Various committees

were appointed.
The newly elected Christian Endeavor officers of our
Christian Endeavor were installed at the midnight
service of the closing of thei old year, starting the
year to Adventure with Christ.

new

At our Fellowship meeting on Saturday evening,
January 27, all the young people present visited the
shut-in people of the church. A blessing was received
as each home was visited. The Bible Study on
"Prayer" was given by Dick DeArmy and a social hour
followed at the Dairy-delle, one of the various dairy
stores of Johnstown.
For our Foreign Mission offering, we have posted on
our News Board a picture of Jake Kliever, his wife
and family, and also two huge maps of South America

and Africa. Also, a challenge is posted to the Young
People "To Give and to Go."
The Youth Rally was held in the First Church February 9 and 10. There were 188 registered. We certainly
received many blessings from Dr. Judson Rudd'si messages and we were overjoyed at the fine response so
many young people made in braving the difficult road
conditions in coming to the Rally. Decorations for
the banquet were in order of the holidays this month,
A huge "Welcome Rally" sign
red, white, and blue.
was at the front of the banquet! tables. The ladies of

the

Greetings from the Beaver City C. E.:
We are just organizing our C. E. work under the
National C. E. plan. However, we are already doing
many things to keep us busy for the Lord. First we

Tom Inman.

In His Name.

W. M.

quet.

A

and served the wonderful banof our own young people who
any of the rallies before are now

C. prepared

large

number

have never been to

(Continued on Page 262)
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Brethren

Home

Missions Council Financial Report

Ghent Brethren Church, Roanoke, Va.
Mr. aud Mrs. M. E, Catron and Family
HoEia Koohtz

Mrs.

Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Koontz
Goldie Hale and Ronald Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Huffnuan and Family.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Simmons and Family.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Jeffei'son
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Boone
Mrs. Rutli| Powell .....,..,:
Kathleen Foster
Mr. and Mrs. G, V. OLingenpeel and Family.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hall
Mrs. L. F. VAMght, Buddv, and L. D
Mrs. M. L. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Marray and Eva
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Dearing and Family.
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Clifton
Mrs. A. L. Hutton and Albert
^Ir. and Mrs.
Clyde Lindenhoker
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Shepherd
.

.

.

.

.

.

L.

and Mrs. M. R. Coffey and Family

Jlr.

J.

40.00

Harris

E.

Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Fisher
Jean and R. G. Perdue, Jr

Kenneth Koontz

30.00
5.00

Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Parsell

.

.

135.00

Mr. and Mrs. S M. Donahue and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Ehvood Kingrey and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Perdue

18.00
25.00
:o.oo

Mrs. S. A. Coffey
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Robinson.
Gordon Mitchell

10.00

.

.

.

.

.

Mr. aud Mrs. R.
Mrs. J. L. Lloyd

Perdue.

G.

Ray Layman

Gertrude Rtinibiirg
:^rr. and Mrs. R. A, (Jreig and Family
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Keith and James
:\Ir.
and Mrs. J. H. Putt

Mountain View Brethren Church, Roanoke, Va.
Mr. and 'Sirs. F. M. Hamblin.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mvers.

V. Findley
Mrs. E. E. Eateman
C. E, Ciingenpeel
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Moore
Mrs. F. L. Brumbaugh
\y.

L.

Rev.

Margaret Mauok
Donna May Doriin

Alva Louis Conner
Faythe Ann Conner
Myra .Toy Conner
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Conner
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gilmer and Family.

J.

Mr.5.

E.

Mrs.

,T.

.

E.

Patterson

30.00

Mr.

and Mrs.

Brethren Church, Modesto, Calif.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Charlie
Hei'bert

Mr.^.

Pearl

Grubb

.

(

ftd-

.

Fountain

.

300.00
25.00

Church, Osceola

.

First Brethren Church, Grafton,
Miss Alberta Camp
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Camp
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Havatter

looking forward to the next rally in hopes that they
might be able to attend, the Lord willing.
Sorry you folks could not be here with us for the

C. E. of the Pike Brethren
Church, Mundys Corner, Pa. We are sending this report to you in order to meet one of the required goals
of the year. We have a fine group of C. E. members
and have an average of about 25 every Sunday evening. We have three groups. Adults, High School, and
Juniors. One of our projects is to hold a service the
fourth Sunday of each month at the County Children's
Home. Each group takes their turn in giving the
program. We observed National C. E. Day by taking
charge of the entire Sunday evening service, aU the
members taking part. Trusting in the Lord Jesus
Christ for strength we are looking for a very progressive year and covet your prayers.
In His Precious
Name.
Robert Griffith.

.

5.00
5.00

.

.

30.00

MiscellQT^eous

llts.

Because of Calvary,
Miss June Blough.

Bend)
Gillis

Ind.

Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Miller ....
Rev. Ward A. Jliller
Herman Schumacher Family

(Continued from Page 261)

Dear News Editor:
Greetings from the

.

Dickie

Bethel Brethren

DEPARTMENT

missed you.

.

.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

We

7.00
5.00

Lavendir

Genevieve Doll (South
Mr. aud Mrs. Charles

Rally.

.

ditional)

.

.

.

.

W. Michael

LaLoma Grace
.

Elizabeth .Short.er
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mills
Mr. and Mrs. .7. E. DangerfieJd
Mrs. JFarie Williams
^rr. and Mrs. C. W. Slaydon. and Peggy.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. B. Dangerfield
Mr. and Hrs. E. B. Mur.phy

.

Garman

J.

-Joseph

W.

Va.

Kain

Geraldine Lear
airs. W, D. Mayne
Mrs. H. H. McCartney
Mr. aud Mrs. George Murphy
Mrs. Allen Poe (Winchester)
Miss Betty Poe
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Poling
Ruth Poling
Rev. and Mrs. K. E, Richardson
Mrs. D. G. Shahan
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams/
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Willams
Intermediate Class
Miscellaneous
:

Porals Brethren Church, Portls,

50.00
6.50
eo.oo
.-).00

60.00
10.00
28.00

Ka

First Brethren Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. .Tames Ballantine
Ida BaaizliaE

Anne Baumgarten
Ruth A. Blue
Clara Boardman
Mary Corry
Mr. and Mrs. David". Craig
Craig
Mrs. Charles Croker
Ruth Croker
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Eber%vein
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Eckes
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Foster
EUzabeth T. Grace
Edward GraJiam
Ellen C. Greaves
Mr. and Mrs. Wra. Harkness
.Tames .\. Harkness
Laura B. Harrison (Gen. and
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Heam

Paul

Clara

J.

Hendley

Mr. and Mrs,
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W. H.

Hetrick

Evang.

)

.

.

20.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
31.00
5.00
100.00
50.00
10.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
23.00
6.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
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Madge Hutt

5.00
25.00
10.00

Rev. A. V. Kimmell

Kimmell
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Livezey (Walters)
Minna lK>esctL
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley M. Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Marquart
Ella

5.00
10.00

25.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10,00

Ida MJarsden
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McDowell.
Anna McKeefrey (N. Riverdale)
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. McDowell (Gen. and Walters) ....

MUs

Mary

Elizabeth Reichelt
Anne Schrepple

Edyth

5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
25.00
15,00
10.00
30.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
21.50
7.13
10.03
44.86

:

E. Schwartz (Byersdale and N. R.
Charles E. SchlTOrtz

Ada

)

Schwartz

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Schwartz
Jean Scott
Lieut. Walter Scott
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Seitz (Byersdale and N. R.)
Pauline V. Seitz
Ada Soubirou
Anna and Richard Soubirou
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sumey
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. WiHiams
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Wilson
A Friend (Clayhole)

B
Senior C.
Intermediate C.
Choir
Home

.

.

.

.

E

Department
Daughters

King's
Beginners
Friendly

Ctosfl

Primary
Loyal Workerii
Miscellaneous

Mr. and Mrs. .Tack Bowles
Mr. and) Mrs. R. J. BlUTiett
Chas.
Campbell
Mrs. Emma Gearhart
....
.T.

Dayton, Ohio

and Mrs. Chas. Xowak
Hart
^frs. Margaret Elmore
....
:Mrs. W.
C. Teeter and Grs
Lenis Forsvthe
jrrs.
Harvey Bohn
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Zin
Mrs, Bertha Stull
Jfrs,
Clara Heaton
Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Alexander
Mr. and Mrs. Patil Csrapbetl
Mr. and Mrs. H.irrv Shipley
Beginners Department
Jlr. and Mrs. Homer Smith

DeSght

(Gen. and N. R.)

Independence Kendig
Mr. and Mrs. Laurel Hedges
Mrs. Lulu Bowser
Mrs. Ohas. Campbell
Mrs. Elizabeth Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Crigler
Mr. and Mra. Russell Ham
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hensel
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kemp
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Towner
Mr. and Mrs. Morse Weimer
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wolfe
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Burns
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bolender
Boethian Bible Class
Mr. and Mrs. L. Hohenstem

Home

Builders

School
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hoyt
Miss Mary Potter

Long

and
and
and
and

.....'

^'^'nr
37.
-o

37.00

nn
30.00
30.00

Snnn
30.00

Class

Mrs. Earl Diehl
Mrs. OrriHe Young
Mrs. Byron Campbell
Ivan Ashworbh
Mrs.
Brs. Belle Ewing
Mr. and Mrs. Joe GaUichio
Mr. and Mra. John Shipley
Mrs. Ruah Barnes
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rudolph

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

.

.

Sunday

Mary O'Diam
Young Married People's
Mrs. Thehna Reed

.

.

Class

Mrs. Florence Carter
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Hart
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Hacker ....
Mrs. Ethel Jenkins
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Utz
Mr. and Mrs. Caris Drivefr
Orion Piiser
Mary Kalter
Rev. and Mrs. R. D. Barnard
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Davis
Rev. and Mrs. Lorenz

.

'.

Primary Department
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Coblentz
Mr. and Mrs. H. Edwardsl
Golden Rule Class
Junior Department
Mrs. Lulu Price
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pry
Margaret Schaeff
Mr. and Mrs. H. Hoffman
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Underwood
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Grubbs
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Long
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schaeff
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Trisell
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Haller

Gordon

.

250.00
155.00
150.00
150.00
150.00
127.50
110.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
82.00
76.00
75.00
72.50
70.00
68.00
67.00
67.00
65.25
63.00
61.00
61.00
57.00
55.00
53.50
53.00
53.00
52.00
51.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
49.00
48.50
43.00
41.00
41.00
40.00

.

,

.

.

-

.

15.25
15.00
15.00
15.00
14.50
14.00
13.75
13.50
13.50
13.25
13.00
13.00
13.00
13.00
12.50
12.00
11.50
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
9.25
9.00
8.50
8.00

Timmons

Clara

Jlrs.

and Mrs. Holhert Alley
Lova Yingling
Rader
Francis J
:irr.
and Mrs. G. E. Frances
Mrs. IMsTtle L^ndis
Sadie McCloskev
:\frs.

Mr.

.

.

^Irs.

Win One

Class

Bpckner

Irma

Drircas
Barnard
Waterhouse
Jlarie

:\Irs.

.

.

.

.

Campbell

William

Depter

Alinnie
R. r.

Gilbert
Air
EPi
Gn iither
Mis. Maude Mills
Air.

Jlinnie

Afr.

Settler

.

.

.

WoKoman
:Nrrs.
Ceo Tmsl

r.rrie

,-iid

Gear

Ella

Mrs, W->!ter Koi
Adeline Linkhart
Mrs. Chss. Di!s
Roll Deixirtment

,iivl

jn-s.

Lentz
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Drahman
0.scar

Mrs. Anna Beeg'hly
Mrs. Ronald Grubbs
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Patterson

Price

V.

^Ir.

Afr.

Brethren Church,

First

21.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
19.50
19.00
18.00
18.00
17.00
16.50

.

Mr mid

.

.

Cradle

H-i

:W;i

and

B.50
6.60
6.50
6.50

Raymond Bucher

Airs.

and Mrs. Chas. Edwards
Hensel
Bertha Jackson

Air,

.

.

.

.

Carol
Mrs.

Hile

Kenneth

Jefferson
Mrs. George Sifford
Otto Shiolev
Mrs.
and :\rrs. Clarence Leibold.
Afr
Anna Miller
Mrs,
Mr. and Mrs, John Rucl

Tiola

and

"Mr.

and

:\rr.

.

ilrs*

Clyde

,

.

Comer

Smith

:\rn

Mrs. Bonnie Ashton
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Bailey
Stanley Baker
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Carper
Paul Coblentz, Jr

Dick

Crowe
R. DeCesare
Edwards

Jesse

Lentz

Phyllis

Mrs.

C

Mr. and Mrs. Joel Lynch
Men's Bible Fellowship
Mrs. Vila Morris
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. NewcomeMr. and Mrs. Charles Ranch
Mrs. Lillie Richey
Carl Roads
Mrs. Luhl Roads
Doris Rose
Mrs. C. H. Rose
Mrs. Mae Shaffer
Shipley
Charles
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith
Gladys Summers
Mrs. Annja Teeter
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Walters
.

Bobby
James

,

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Wolfe
Zinxmerman

113.25

Miscellaneous

Third Brethren Church Uos Angeles, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A. Dorsey
Mr. uid Mrs. Eari E. Kell
Rev. and Mrs. Albert W. Kiewer
Mr. and, Mrs. D. M. Lilly (Gen. and Evang.
Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Mculton
Mrs. Gertrude Moran
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Pryor (Gen. and Evang.)
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus' Shipley
Miseellaneons

^
-•°-""

10«0
»"""
-0.00

)

•

.

15.00
30.00
8.00
1.09

2?n2
SS

REMEMBER

?? „X
„k'nn
osAn
25.00
25.00
25.00

•

i

Unn

2. .00

born of God resembles his father.
not more meetings the church needs, but more

He who
It Is

MEN.
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THE FIRST CHURCH, JOHNSTOWN,
We

PA-

A d 3

have just closed a wonderful revival at the

First church.

Rev. L. L. Grubb was the able evangel-

Prof. J. Lloyd Jones was the capable song leader,
Mrs. H. W. Darr the effecient organist. A large chorus
choir with an average attendance of 30 voices provided
the inspiring music.

beloved and have led the church through a rapid
growth to an outstanding place in the esteem of the

Brother Grubb proved himself to be an able preacher
of the Word. His fearless preaching was' accompanied
with power. Deep conviction gripped the audience from
night to night. The Holy Spirit manifested Himself
Confessions
in convicting and regenerating power.
were made by individuals from the age of 6 to 71. Rededications were made by people ranging in age from
10 to 85. A number of fine young people gave themselves to the Lord for full-time service. Thirty-four
have been baptized. Three have been received by
letter.
Considerably over 100 decisions were made
during the meetings.
We believe we have just closed one of the most successful meetings in several years.
We give devout
thanks to our wonderful Lord for every victory. The
church has been quickened according to the Word.
Much preparation was made for the meetings through
cottage prayer meetings, visitation, and advertising.
The church pulled together with the evangelist and
pastor. God gave the victory.
Brother Grubb is a tireless worker, a. fearless
preacher, a true yokefellow in the Lord. We thank God
for sending His servant to lead us in a successfull
evangelistic effort.
We were glad that Mrs. Grubb
came along. Her presence was a great help in the
meetings. May the Lord continue to bless Rev. and
Mrs. Grubb in all their labors for the Lord.
"He that reapeth receiveth wages, and gathereth
fruit unto life eternal; that both he that soweth and
he that reapeth rejoice together."
We solicit the continued interest in the prayers of
the National Fellowship for the work at Johnstown.

He

ist.

Sincerely,

Archie L. Lynn, Pastor.
In very recent weeks it was our great privilege to
fellowship for the first time with Rev. Archie L. Lynn
and the members of the First Brethren Church of
Johnstown, Pa, in a series of evangelistic meetings.
No evangelist ever enjoyed a greater degree of cooperation with both pastor and people. The members
of the church manifested a spirit of prayer, helpfulness, and willingness to work in their particular capac-

The Holy Spirit had provided the spiritual background needed in the hearts of men and women, boys
and girls in order that they might be reached with the
ity.

Gospel.

was a great joy to fellowship with Brother and
Lynn in this meeting and as we learned to know
them better we also learned the reason for their great
success in the Johnstown pastorate. They are greatly
It

Sister

community.

We

express our praise to our Lord for the blessings
poiured out upon us during those two weeks and

also our appreciation to the folks at Johnstown for
their fine spirit of hospitality and brotherliness in the
service of Christ.
L. L. Grubb.

THE REVIVAL AT PHILADELPHIA THIRD
For about tha fourth time, it has been our privilege
to help Bro. William A. Steffler in his evangelistic
work in the Third Church of Philadelphia. Just a year
ago we were able to help him for a week only. This
year we had two weeks in which to work. God blessed.
There could hardly be an easier situation in which to

work than in this church under his ministry.
It was a typical wartime revival with the battle for
attendance being one with the members having to
work all manner of shifts in the defense plants and
other works, som^e of them seven days a week. But
in spite of it there was remarkable faithfulness on the
part of the members. Very few unsaved got into the
services so we worked on the professing Christians.
Sometimes God's plans are not ours. Sometimes He
has things to accomplish that our eyes of flesh do not
see, nor our hearts comprehend.
One young couple
utterly dedicated their lives' to the ministry of the
Gospel, besides three others who did the same. This
fruilj of the meeting alone is worth it all. But it was
not all. Many others were blessed.
The Third Church has stood in that community as
a strong fort for the Word of God and for the testimony for Christ 20 years, and is today bearing a
greater light than ever. No pastor in that section is
better known or has higher standing than Brother
Steffler.
He has buUt a splendid record as a pastor
through the years. I believe he is second in point of
years' in one pastorate in all of the Brethren churches.
The church has not gone back as the years have piled
up, but rather it has grown stronger and the ministry
has intensified. Brother Steffler knows how to adapt
himself to changing conditions, and to take advantage of every opportunity to get out the Gospel and
keep his people on their toes.

The Third Brethren Church of Philadelphia will
continue to be a lighthouse for God till our Lord returns', without doubt. Its laymen are active in preaching in jaUs, prisons, hospital, and one leading layman
has a regular weekly radio broadcast of his own. Truly,
Third Church is a lighthouse for God. The privilege
of fellowshipping with them is rich indeed.
R. Paul Miller.
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answer to prayer, and indicates that we shall be able
when the offerings have been made, "The people
bring much more than enough for the service of the
work, which the Lord commanded to make" (Exo

to say

36:5).

SEMINARY
By

President Alva

J.

McClain

Our Present Emergency
The notice that the Seminary lease of space in our
than the
present quarters cannot be assured longer
summer of 1946 ha^ underlined the immediate need

Furthermore, even
for a new Seminary building.
though we might have been permitted to continue instanddefinitely where we are, it takes away from the
work
ing of a school not to own its own property. The
at the
of a school lacks permanency as long as it is
mercy of a lease which can be terminated at any time.
We are now eight years old. During that time God
has blessed us exceedingly with friends who have sent
us both contributions and students. But after such
a period of years people expect us to be growing in our
physical equipment and advantages. In fact, to continue longer without such equipment of our own can
only seriously handicap the future of Grace Seminary.

What

Is

Being Done

In accordance with the Resolution which appears on
the opposite page, the Executive Committee of the
Seminary Board has approved the selection of an
architect, with whom we expect to have a conference
this week. A tentative sketch of the new building will
be available in the near future. We have in mind a
building which will include a beautiful chapel, a com-

modern library, several large classrooms, a
room to be used both for Board of Trustee
meetings and also as a place for seminar discussion
groups, and adequate office space for the staff of
teachers and other workers. We also hope to have a
very commodious basement large enough to house
several hundred people if need be. Of course, all these
plans are wholly tentative and must be studied carefully by the Board of Trustees in August before being

pletely

special

finally approved.

A Good Start on the Building Fund
Some weeks ago the new Brethren Church of Winona
Lake, numbering around 35 members, held a business
meeting and decided that they would like to launch
the Building Fund Campaign. They voted to give
$2,000.00, one-half in cash and the other in pledges.
We are also glad to report that from trustees, pastors,
and other good friends, we have already had encouraging letters promising every possible help and cooperation for the summer campaign. The same is true of
our District Conferences this summer. All this has
been clear evidence that God is already working in

Our Summer Schedule Among the Churches
Because draft regulations compel us again this summer to conduct classes, it will not be possible for all
members of the Faculty to participate in this ministry.
Some must remain at the Seminary throughout the
According to present plans, I shall- be visiting the churches of the Southeast District and a few
in Ohio and Indiana during May and early June. Then
beginning about June 17th, I expect to visit all our
churches west of Winona Lake during June, July, and
Professor Hoyt will teach here until
early August.
June 25th, and then devote the rest of the summer
among our other eastern churches. We are now working on a schedule, and will be writing the pastors later

summer.

in this

month regarding exact

dates.

He

ciate the prayers of our friends to the

important ministry
of God.

may

shall appre-

end that

this

be accomplished in the will

Seminary Quartet Will Help

We think that Grace Seminary has the best school
male quartet in the country, and we wish that it could
be offered to every one of our churches this summer.
But each one of the four men is pastoring a church,
and three of them must also be attending classes
through most of the summer. However, it has been
arranged, the Lord willing, for the Quartet to accompany me on the trip among our western churches in
July and August. Because of the distances, a Seminary quartet very seldom is able to minister among
these churches, and therefore we felt this would be a
fine opportunity to do something which has not been
done for many years. The eastern churches for the
most part get a chance to hear the Seminary quartets
from time to time; and we are sure they will be glad
therefore to see the

Lord makes

We Need

it

men

"go west" this year,

if

the

possible.

Life

Even More Than Money

While the immediate purpose of the summer visitation is to offer th^ churches a share ih the new buUding, we are also anxious to interest young men and

women

in giving their lives for full-time Christian

service.

This

building.
ing.

But

is

even more important than a new

believe that God wUl give us the buildabove all we desire to see it filled with

We

students whose lives have been consecrated by the
Holy Spirit to the ministry of the Gospel of God's
grace at home and abroad. Therefore we are anxious
for parents and pastors to pray about this matter, and
we shall be glad to hold personal conferences' with

(Continued on Page 274)
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A

few weeks ago we were informed by the owners of the building which the Seminary occupies that they would not be able to assure a continuation of our present
lease beyond the siunmer of 1946. The seriousness of this problem needs no argument. Although we understood that we would have to face it sometime in the
near future, we did not expect it to rise so quickly. Fortunately, we worship and
serve a God who not only knovra the future but also provides for every possible
emergency in the lives of His people. Quite evidently, therefore, God was very
definitely leading last August when the Seminary Board of Trustees and the
National Fellowship of Brethren Churches unanimously adopted the following
Resolution:

Whereas: The work of the Seminary has progressed to the point
where a building of our own is imperative to Improve our academic
standing and guard against contingencies which might seriously
injure the institution; and
Whelreas: The cost of our present quarters doubled a year ago,
and the lease could be terminated almost any time within a year's
and
Whereas: God has providentially made it possible for the Sem-

notice;

inary to secure several acres south of our present quarters, which is
the only available location adequate for a Seminary campus; and
Whereas: The favor of the Lord, as evidenced by the many generous gifts from His people during the past year, seems to indicate
that He is making it possible for us to undertake a building project;
therefore,
1.

The Board

of Trustees hereby authorizes its officers and Executive
to take the necessary steps looking toward the erection
of a suitable building on the new Seminary Campus, as soon as war
conditions permit this to be done with reasonable economy.
That this project be brought before our National Fellowship during
this present conference for the purpose ©f securing approval of a
campaign among our churches to raise a Building Fund of approximately $100,000.00, this campaign to be conducted by faculty members assisted by the trustees during the summer of 1945.
That a competent building committee be appointed to consider
plans, employ a responsible architect, and secure bids' on the proposed building, and report back to the Board at the 1945 annual

Committee

2.

3.

meeting.

a

eaii ta United ^Jiaqm

—We should join in thanksgiving to God for His grace in anticipating and
providing for our every need up to the present time in answer to prayer.
Second —Pray for the pastors and churches as they undertake to share in this

First

ministry of providing a place for the training of future ministers and
missionaries.
Third Pray for the Facutly that God may supply the needed strength to visit the
churches and at the same time carry on the summer classes again required
by government regulations.
Fourth Pray for the favor of governmental authorities to the end that gasoline
for transportation may be secured, and also that materials can be

—

—

secured when we are ready to build.
that the Seminary 'may be able to remain in the present quarters
until the new building is ready for occupancy.

Fifth

—Pray

John

14:13

ALVA

J.

McCLAIN
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^-^THE PRESIDENT DIES
This is Saturday evening, April 14th. A lew hours
ago in the White House the -Episcopalian funeral servRooseice was read over the body of Franklin Delano
States.
velt, thirty-second President of the United
Since that time I have listened to broadcasts by several
noted commentators as they have tried to report and
appraise the reactions of the people of our nation and
While these
also the other nations of the world.
trained observers disagree widely among themselves
as to the poUcies of the late President, they all agree
that his death has brought us to an hour of somberRather stoically they
ness, uncertainty and peril.
hope for the best, but as they view the future it is
lined with gloomy contingency. I decided, after listening to these men, to read the sixth chapter of the

prophet Isaiah.

After that I

felt

somewhat more

DR.

Whatever one may think of the policies and ways
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, there can be no question that tremendous and far-reaching issues had
come to rest in his hands. And as one reporter
phrased the situation, his passing at this particular
moment of the world's crisis leaves a "vacuum" which
"can not" be filled. It is little wonder, therefore, that
the verb "stunned" was employed over and over by
the commentators to describe the emotions of the
many peoples throughout the world who were trusting in his leadership to bring the nations into the
safe harbor of peace and security. Rather timidly, I
thought, the varioiis speakers turned from their
eulogies of the dead to speculate about the future. Who
will sit down and hold his own as one of the "Big
Three"? Concerning the new President they all agreed
that he was a very "humble" man. But beyond that
they had little to say. One gathered that they did

not expect too much.
Whether or not it was wise to concentrate so much
power and responsibility in the hands of one man is a
matter of opinion. One noted correspondent felt that
the President had always been at a serious disadvantage in foreign relations because he did not have
enough power. Others felt he had acquired too much
power. Whatever may be thought about this, it is
certain that his death underlines the tragic plight of
sinful humanity in its efforts to bring in something
resembling the Kingdom of Heaven.
To speak quite plainly, this is the age-long problem:
First, to find a leader who will be genuinely concerned for the welfare of humanity; second, to know
whether it is safe to commit sufficient power into his
hands to get something done; and third, how to provide continuity for his work in case he should be
Between these last two points
stricken by death.
there seems to be an irreconcilable conflict. If an
attempt is made to provide for the contingency of
death, then the authority cannot be concentrated in
one man. On the other hand, if it is concentrated in
one leader, the hand of death is bound to create a
vacuum of leadership and leave men floundering in

and uncertainty.

ALVA

J.

M'CLAIN

In spite of all the brave words that are being uttered
over the grave of the late President, one cannot help
but sense a feeling of genuine fear on the part even of
those who were deeply critical of his policies. This
fear is very clearly evident in the care vnth which
editors and statesmen are choosing their words to
speak of the present situation. For all those who
helped elect him four times to the country's highest
office, there is, of course, nothing but bitter disappointment. The finality of death in the face of an
future has, for a moment at least, brought
together in mutual anxious fear the political foes of
the past decade. Strange as it may seem, the men
of this present world are never prepared for the terAs the Psalmist put the
rible contingency of death.
matter, "Their inward thought is that their houses
But man being in honor
shall continue forever

unknown

.

cheerful.

indecision

BY

.

.

abideth not" (49:11, 12 ARV).
Every generation needs to be taught anew the lesson
learned by Isaiah. "In the year that King Uzziah
died," he writes, "I saw the Lord sitting upon a throne,
high and lifted up" (6:1). The hearts of all men of
goodwill must go out in sympathy to the bereaved
who mourn for their dead. We can also sympathize
with those whose earthly hopes for the world's welfare
are lying for the moment in the dust of the grave.
But as Christian believers we take refuge in the vision
of the prophet. Rulers of the earth may die, but Jesus
Christ our Lord and God nevertheless still is "sitting
upon a throne, high and lifted up." It is He who will
have the last word in human affairs. It is He who
"ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever He wiU (Dan. 4:17). "Therefore will not we
fear, though the earth be removed, and though the
mountains be carried Into the midst of the sea (Psa.
46:2). After aU, it is God, not man, who must provide
the continuity for every worthwhile movement in human affairs. If we are vnse we shall look imto Him
in the present hour. If we know Christ, we know the
answer to all the deepest needs of a lost world. If
we are walking in the light of His Word, there is no
uncertainty in the future. Other men may tremble
with fear of the things coming on the world, but we
shall not be afraid. Our Savior is Lord of the waves

and the wind.
Best of all, one of these days He wUl come down to
earth and take upon His own great shoulders the
burden of human government. All power and authority will be concentrated in His blessed hands, and it
wUl be sale there. "He wUl not fail nor be discouraged
tm He have set justice in the earth" (Isa. 42:4). Under
His rule all the brightest dreams of humanity wiU
come true. And death, that dreadful enemy, will
never interrupt the continuity of His rule as the great
Priest-King. He wiU not be like other men who "were
not suffered to continue by reason of death. But this
Man, because He continueth forever, hath an unchangeable priesthood" (Heb. 7:23, 24. "Christ, being
raised from the dead, dieth no more; death hath no

more dominion
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over"

Him" (Rom.

6:9).
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At a very impressive candle lighting service, the
Church of Hubbard, Ohio, Rev. Jack I..
Shaffer,* pastor, unveiled a new walnut Honor Roll
Plaque and a large Servicemen's Map. The latter is a
large world map mounted on a beaverboard backing

name

of

each serviceman was read,

Sen^ucei.

relatives' in

the

First Baptist

audience were asked to stand in recognition of

and framed within a bronze-colored moulding. Around

There were 64 names read and some 125 persons stood
in recognition of them.
The photographs were taken following the dedicatory
service on Easter morning, and are featured herewith

the edges of the map are located small name cards
containing the names of the servicemen, the branch
of service in which they are, and the particular job
they are doing. From each card goes out a streamer
which is connected to a bronze pin located at the spot
on the map where the individual is stationed. As the

BERNARD SCHNEIDER
Leaving Washington, D. C.

Bernard

Schneider has since been serving as pastor of the

Grace Brethren Church, Mansfield, Ohio.
of our thriving

Home

Mission churches.

This

is

one

Since his ar-

generous help
of the Home Missions Council) has purchased an
excellent building site and plans are now complete
for a new church building. Construction will be started
as sooji as the WPD gives the coveted permission.
In the meantime they are having excellent attendance and interest at all thir services in a crowded little
store building. A very active and consecrated group
of young i)eople adds much to the testimony of that
congregation. Already they have five young people
preparing for Christian work at Bryan University, and
new ones; have more than fUled their ranks since last
September. Rev. Schneider reports' that many unsaved
are present at the Sunday services and several have
rival there the congregation (with the

All the work for
was done by members of the church under
the direction of the pastor. "Go thou and do likewise."

as suggestions to other churches.
this event

*R«r. Staffer

Brethren

Cliurcli,

is

an alumnus

of

Gr

Semmaxy and member

of the Fii»t

Canton, Ohio.

recently acceptd Christ as their Saviour.

(35)

last April, Rev.

it.

thusiasm of this

Home

reflected in its giving.

Mission church

Is

During the last

The en-

perhaps best

six

months of
was a

1944 the average offering of the congregation
little

over $110 per week.

The

following

is

the average

attendance for the Sunday worship services of the last
four months: November, 36; December, 40; January,

and February, 45. The average attendance at the
evening services is somewhat larger and ranges be-

42;

tween 50 and'

60.

of the interesting items which Rev. Schneider
reported to us recently is the starting of a new Breth-

One

ren testimony at Mt. Vernon, Ohio. Each Thursday
night he travels to that city to teach a Bible class at
the local Y. M. C. A. buUding. This work was begun
early In January and is imder the direction of the District Mission Board of Northern Ohio. There are eight
or nine Brethren families now living in Mt. Vernon,
and the field seems ripe for the Gospel.
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The Proper Relations Between the
Pastor and the Congregation

As Described in the
New Testament

ROBERT
(Alumni Editor's Note:
this subject.

D.

Rev.

CULVER

Culver has written

Every pastor might well make

himself and every

member

of

his

tins

othy 4:11 he instructed Timothy, "These things command and teach." In all these verses "overseers" and
"command" are parallel with "oversight" in the I
Peter passage, and "feed" and "teach" with "feed" in

('42)
ai

articlf

excellent article on
required reading for

congregation.)

general
This is not a study of church government in
We
nor of the office of elder or bishop in the church.
have in mind, specifically, a minister, a congregation
in which he officiates, and
the concurrent and reciproca.
responsibUities, duties,

the I Peter passage.

We shall now examine the New Testament pas1.
sages which deal with the minister's duties as the
"Overseer," or "Bishop," as' the word is sometimes transI
(1) As Overseer, his first duty is to rule.
lated.
Timothy 5:17 speaks of "the elders that rule well," I
Thessalonians 5 12 refers to the ministers as those that
"are over you in the Lord," Romans 12:8 refers to the
minister as "he that ruleth." In each of these passages the words "are over," "rule," and "ruleth" are
translations of the Greek word proistemi, which, ac-

and re-

lationships between them. We
are not to examine here all
the pastor's functions and dubuu,
ties, nor all the church's,

:

rather, only the ones which
bear on the relations of one to

cording to best authority (Thayer) means "to be over,
to superintend, to preside over," and also "to be a
might characterize the
protector or guardian."
minister's rulership as benevolent, loving, superintend,

the other: the church to the
pastor, and the pastor to the

We

ROBERT D. CULVER
church.
We assume, on the basis of
beginning
almost uniform church practice from the
and rather clear inference from the Scripture, that
"ruling
each church should have only one pastor or
board of eMers,
elder"; that in cases of a plurality, or
one should be the head.
The problems are two, namely: (1) What are the
the
minister's duties and prerogatives in relation to
congregation? and, (2) What are the duties and prerogatives of the congregation in relation to the min-

ing guardianship. It is a rulership limited always by
kindness and love and the best interests of the church.

We have a very exact picture of this kind of rulership in the three other cases in which this Greek word
occurs. They are all in I Timothy 3:4, 5, 12. In each
case it has reference to the authority and rule a Christian father has in his home. Two refer to the rulership which the prospective elder must have over his
own household before he may be qualified to exercise
authority in the church. In the home, likewise, the
ruling authority of the father is limited by kindly love
for the family, but is exercised freely and rightly, without rebuke from God or man unless it becomes provocative of anger ("provoke not your children to wrath")
and resentment because of cruelty or abuse. Then, of
course, it ceases to be benevolent.

ister?
I.

the Minister's Duties and Prerogatives in
Relation to the Congregation?

What Are

These have been classified in several different manBible
ners, but the method of classification used in the
The minister's duties are
itself is to be preferred.
simply divided into two general classes in I Peter 5:2,
"Feed the flock of God which

is

among

All this clearly indicates that the minister's authority is

you, taking the

oversight thereof."
The first function is that of "feeding," a metaphorical way of saying that the minister should teach thie
congregation; the second is 'taking the oversight." So,
then, we have a two-fold division of the minister's
duties toward his church, here described as feeding
and oversight. These are not all the pastor's duties,
but merely his duties toward the "flock." Among other
things, he is to "do the work of an evangelist" (II Tim-

ciate as the leader

He

is

to rule the

and presiding

is

to offi-

officer in the general

functions of the church.

The most obvious case in which this applies is in the
administration of the ordinances. In the case of the
anointing with oU for healing the sick one is instructed,
"Let him call for the elders of the church" (James
In the case of baptism we have no such specific
5 14)
instruction, and neither is there such for the eucharist.
However, the fact that the anointing with oU is clearly
the duty of the elders suggests that the same is proper
for the other ordinances. This does not mean that
any Christian could not, in case of necessity, say, if no
elder were available, administer either baptism and the
eucharist or the anointing oil. All believers are priests,
as says Revelation 1:6, and could officiate if the need
arose. But for the sake of order in the church, since
God, as a God of order, has ordained the office of elder,
:

othy 4:5). However, this duty is toward all men, and
As a minister of a
is shared by the congregation.
church, toward the members, his functions are two:
feeding and overseeing, education and administration,
pastoral and official, discipline and rulership.
Notice that this division of the minister's functions
Paul
is observed in several other important passages.
told the Ephesian elders (Acts 20:28) to care for the
flock "over which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the church of God." Likewise, in I Tim-

very strong in the church.

church as a father rules his home.
(2) As Overseer, the minister's second duty
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these presiding functions should be committed to the
elder in all possible cases.

In the writer's opinion there
rant for making the offices of

is

strong scriptural war-

Church Moderator and

Sunday School Superintendent both presiding functions of the pastor himself. In altogether too many
cases these overseeing and presiding functions are re-

moved from a capable
that work, and placed

minister's hands, trained for
in incompetent hands.

How

a minister has groaned through a disorderly,
undirected church business meeting, or a late, draggy,
exercise,
spiritles's, unguided Sunday School opening
longing to step to the platform to establish some order
and progress. It seems to the writer that unless very
capable laymen are willing and available for the jobs,

many

the church might best commit them to the minister
himself. If he does not possess qualities of leadership
to make him capable for these presiding functions, he
had better examine his call to the ministry. The minister is to "take the oversight thereof."
minister must
(3) In the third place, as Overseer, the
superintend all discipline in the church.
It is understood that aU disciplinary action by the
church or pastor must be preceded by sound and thorough teaching. II Timothy 4:2 reads, "Preach the
word; be instant in season, out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long-suffering and doctrine."
Notice how "Preach the word" is placed before the
charge to "reprove, rebuke, exhort," and that "with

read, "Warn them that are unruly." When exhortation fails, the minister's next duty is to warn.

A third degree of discipline is described as reproof
C.
or rebuke. The Greek word is elegcho, meaning (according to Thayer) "to convict, refute, confute, generally with a suggestion of the shame of the person convicted ... to reprehend severely."
This, also, may be done by the minister either in
private or in public. II Timothy 4:2 ("reprove, rebuke, etc.") does not specify. However, two other passages indicate that reproof ought sometimes to be
Titus' was told to be rather rough with the
public.
church in Crete, Titus 1:13, "Wherefore, rebuke them
sharply, that they may be sound in the faith." In I
Timothy 5:20, Paul instructed Timothy: "Them that
sin rebuke before all, that others also may fear."

fourth degree of discipline is excommunicabe applied against persistently rebellious
church members. We will not discuss this fully, except
to say that the pastor should, and must, in superintending excommunication, move with his church. .The
pastor may exhort on his own authority, delegated to
him by the Word of God. By virtue of the same he
may also warn, rebuke, or reprove. But only the
church, acting officially as a body, can excommunicate.
This is clearly set forth in I Corinthians 5: 3-13
D.

tion,

A

to

.

our conviction that most disorderliness in churchlaymen organizing against the pastor—is the pastor's

In concluding this discussion of the minister's duties
toward the congregation as an Overseer, we are constrained to add that the minister is both authorized
and commanded to assert his prerogatives as an overseer, and that if he does not he has failed as an elder
and caused much harm both to his congregation and
to his successors in the office. Titus was so reminded,
Titus 2:15, "These things speak, and exhort, and rebuke
with all authority. Let no man despise thee!" Those
are strong words! If the preacher is afraid to speak

own

up to a

doctrine" is placed afterward. It suggests, at least,
that the pastor in superintending church discipline
should always accompany it with sound teaching. It
is

fault, or perhaps the fault of the pastors who preceded him, in that no proper teaching concerning such
matters had been administered.
must
It is also understood that corrective discipline
be accompanied by "all longsuffering." Love must
motivate and control. The minister must prove to the
one being disciplined that the prime cause of the discithe
pline is consideration for the ultimate welfare of
offending party and the church as well.

A.

The

mildest form of discipline

is

esdiortation.

Paul told Pastor Timothy (I Timothy 4:13), "Till I
exhortation." The Greek
come give attendance to
word here is paraklesis, meaning to "call along side to
help." I think we know what exhortation is. It may
be either public in the sermon or private in conversaTitus 1:9 presents exhortation as one of the
tion.
.

.

.

sanctions to use against gainsayers.
B. The next most severe form of discipline is' warning or admonition. In I Thessalonians 5; 12 Paul urged,
"And we beseech you, brethren, to know them that are
among you, and are over you in the Lord, and admonish you." The word of the original text, noutheteo, is
here and in three other places in the New Testament
rendered "admonish." "Warn" is better and stronger;
Corinthians
it is so translated in Colossians 1:28, I

and in I Thessalonians 5:14, just two
removed from the one just quoted where we

4:14, Acts 20:31,

verses

rebellious deacon or trustee, or to an officious,
gossiping female, he doesn't "have what it takes," and
ought either to leave the ministry or pray for .some
of the boldness which Paul talks about! The pastor
has no choice but to exercise these functions. They

are

commanded

as duties.

Furthermore, the minister must be absolutely impartial. These instructions must be carried out regardless
of the relative importance of the persons concerned.
Considerations of salary, finance, attendance, etc.,
left in the hands of the God who gave the
orders. He has ordained this system and it is up to
God to make it work. I have no doubt that if the minister is faithful in administering exhortation, warning,
reproof, and rebuke, the church will have small occasion to excommunicate anybody. If God has ordained
these things, and He has, then when carried out, the

must be

church will experience greater grovsrth and usefulness.
We add the words of Paul to Timothy (I Timothy
5:21), following a charge to rebuke sinners before all,
"I charge thee before God, and the Lord Jesus Christ,
and the elect angels, that thou observe these things
without preferring one before another, doing nothing
by partiality."
As a final warning, lest any minister take this as
carte blanche to do as he wUl without limit by kindliness and love, we append I Peter 5:3 (A. R. V.),
271
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"Neither as lording it over tlie charge allotted to you,
but making yourselves ensamples to the flock."
Wei now wish to examine the New Testament pas2.
sages which deal with the other of the minister's two
great classes of duties ^his duties as the teacher.

theology and doctrine of unknown visiting speakers
invited to the pulpit of his church. He is the guardian
of the faith of his flock, and must guard against the
entrance of divisive doctrine.

As has already been written, pastor and teacher, the
two general terms covering these duties, mean essenThe word pastor is probably a bit
tially the same.
broader than the word teacher.
These duties are largely educational. Their exercise

trine,

—

should produce a well-informed, spiritually-wise congregation. The knowledge imparted wUl become wisdom, not a store of facts used for pedantry, boasting,
and vain display of information. It should not produce
"vain j anglings," but rather sane, sober Christian conduct (cf. Titus 2:1-11), and energetic, persistent, soul-

winning

effort.

There are at least three different methods of carrying out these pastoral functions: reading, teaching,
and preaching.
(1) The first method, reading, is commanded of the
minister in I Timothy 4:13, "Till I come, give attendance to reading." Paul has in mind reading to others
for the benefit of others, as a glance at the context
will show.
The minister has many opportunities for reading the
Word to his flock, and many of us preachers have
failed to "cash in" on some of them. The reading of
the Bible should have a prominent place in every
preaching service, if not before the sermon, then in
the process of it. Notice, Paul did not say "Drone
your reading," or "Chop your syllables in reading," or
"Mispronounce words in reading," or "Be monotonous
in reading," but rather, "Give attendance to reading."
The preacher who stumbles over his words, drops his
voice at every comma, dispronounces words, and hacks
up the job in general, owes his congregation an apology and the Lord a confession! It is possible to make
Bible reading a joy both to minister and people, if only

When

Paul told Timothy to give attendance to docand to teach, he was delivering a big order.
(3) The third method, finally and above all, is preaching.
"I charge thee before God, and the Lord Jesus
Christ,
Preach the word" (II Timothy 4:1-2).
Preaching is the biggest and highest function of all.
It means to "proclaim after the manner of a herald"
(Thayer). To preach is to declare in public sermon
with the authority of a king's herald, which Indeed
every Gospel preacher is. This is the broadest term of
them all because it Includes both reading and teaching.
.

.

.

is highest, because here the minister attains his
highest usefulness. In a special sense, it is God's
appointed means of reaching the hearts of men,
whether saved or lost. "It pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them that believe."

It

We sometimes emphasize the wrong part of "Preach
the word" (II Timothy 4:2).
We emphasize "The
Word," and indeed it is essential that the preacher be
faithful to the Word of God. It is equally important
that he preach It. This should be the minister's first
concern. If he does not produce a sermon that will
reach men, he will faU. His preaching must be a passion with him. He ought to feel that he wUl die if the
message does not pierce the hearts of the hearers. As
Dr. Wilbur Smith, of Moody Bible Institute, has said,
"Would God that the average fundamentalist preacher
would prepare his message and "preach" the word half
as well as Fosdick, thfe great heretic of
preaches his heresy!"

Now, to summarize:

New York

City,

The minister has two general

classes of duties towards his congregation.

He

is first

to touch the hearts of mothers, fathers, wives, brothers,
and sisters of loved ones at the battle fronts far away

the oversight thereof" as the bishop, and
second, to "feed the flock" as pastor. In taking the
oversight, his duties are to rule the church, to officiate
as the presiding officer in the general functions of the
church, to superintend aU discipline in the church,
applying as need may dictate, first, exhortation, second, warning, third, reproof and rebuke. If necessary
he may lead the church in excommunication. He is to
assert these duties and prerogatives, and that absolutely without partiality. In feeding the flock, he is
to read the Word, teach the Word, and preach the

than hours

Word.

he will "give attendance" to it.
And, too, the minister will find himself enjoying his
calling more, less at a loss for words to say, his people
loving to see him come for a call, if he makes Bible
reading a prominent part of his call In the home.
Simple reading of the Ninety-first Psalm wUl do more

of conversation.

(2) A se'cond method is' teaching. We mean this in
the narrow sense of giving instruction in the general
truths of the Bible. It is sometimes called "doctrine,"

as in I Timothy 4:11.

Every opportunity which arises for teaching should
be used: the sermon, marriages, funerals, pastoral calls,
conversation, and special classes.
The minister must take great care in superintending
the teaching of the Sunday School and all the auxiliaries of the church. This he can do If he is "apt to
teach." If he is to fulfill this function he must be well
informed himself. This is reason enough for the minister to secure as adequate an education as his circumstances will permit.
This also means that the minister must check the

to "take

n.

What Are

the Congregation's Duties and Preroga-

tives in Relation to the Minister?

We understand that our conclusions here must not be
biased by any false preconceptions concerning the
privileges invested in the church by the New Testament rule of congregational government. This rule
which all Baptist, Congregational, Brethren, and other
groups accept does, indeed, forbid that any diocesan
bishop, ecclesiastical pontiff, church conference, or
council exercise authority over a local congregation.
But there is no New Testament teaching which denies
priority of authority to the minister within the congregation, and there are a good many which grant It.
Our church
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racy does not preclude order and authority in church,
state, or the family.
A congregation certainly does have the right to select
whom it will as a pastor, but once installed, the pastor's
authority as invested by the New Testament must not
be challenged or violated during his tenure of office
except it be on account of imbelieving doctrine or imHis tenure must be relatively secure or his
piety.
authority is a mere tissue of pretense.
The Scripture outlines at least seven specific duties
of the members of a congregation toward their own

must not be a "novice," or untaught in the Word. Incompetents have no place in the ministry.)
This does
not mean they should not check the minister's utterances in their own Bibles as the Bereans did. This
obedience ought to be based on conviction not compulsion.
It is obedience to the command of God, not
obeisance to the person of man. Neither does it mean
that the minister is always correct. But it does mean

minister.

tice

The

,

obedience in matters of faith.
Hebrews 13 17 instructs, "Obey them that have the rule
over you." It would be very easy for one to try to
"water down" the term "obey" and destroy its meaning, just as some have tried to do with reference to
"obey" in the wedding vows. However, the word means
here just what it means in other ordinary cases and
nothing else can be made of it. The Greek word is
peitho, meaning "to be fully persuaded, to listen to,
obey, yield to, comply with" (Thayer). James 3:3 uses
it to describe the obedience a horse gives the tug of the
line on a bridle bit! In matters of faith the congregation is to regard the minister as an authority, to be
(Of course, if the confully persuaded and to obey.
gregation is to regard the minister as an authority, he
1.

first

duty

is

:
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that for the sake of order, peace, and progress, there
must be doctrinal unity in the church.

The second duty is submission in matters of pracand policy. Hebrews 13:17 specifies, "Obey them
that have the rule over you, and submit yourselves."
2.

does small good to accept the pastor's teaching if one
contrary to sound doctrine. When the pastor declares the teaching of the Word concerning Christian
conduct he has a right to ask and expect that Christians live in the light of it. Even in matters of general policy (finance, evangelism, program, schedule,

It

lives

the pastor's opinions should be consulted and
considered thoughtfully. He gives his entire life to
working and planning for the church; his opinions
etc.)

ought to be worthy of consideration.
3.
The third duty is support and teamwork in the
pastor's program as Overseer of the church. This would
be obvious even if there were no passages specifically
enjoining

it.

There should be support in the soul-winning program.
Ephesians 4:11-12; II Corinthians 5:17-21
28:19-12, and many other passages clearly
teach that the pastor is not the soul-winner for the
church, but just the leader. All the disciples were commanded to "Go." As another has said, "The church
should not be the pastor's field, but his crew."
There should be support of the pastor's program of
church discipline. In all too many cases, after the
minister has warned or rebuked a sinful, rebellious
church member, some self-important friend has spoUed
the good that would have come, by comforting the victim of a supposed wrong at the pastor's hand, and
actually supporting the disciplined party in his (or
her) own wickedness. The person who does this deserves severe discipline himself, and ought to receive
it!
After pointing out the pastor's duty to warn in
I Thessalonians 5:12, the Scripture goes on to say in
the second verse following (verse 14) that the "brethren" ought to support the pastor in the same. "Now we
beseech you brethren, warn them that are unruly."
The disciplined church member will always come
around looking for comfort. But "brethren," in the
name of the Lord should not, and dare not, give comfort. They are to respond with more of the same warning the pastor gave.
4.
In the fourth place, the congregation owes the
pastor f uU respect and honor, for his office's sake.
We have heard of a lady who angrily called her pastor a liar to his face. (Even Michael didn't do that to
the Devil.) Every minister meets gossip and false accusation sooner or later, and most have wisely learned
to ignore both. But it ought not so to be. I Timothy
5:19 specifically charges, "Against an elder receive not
an accusation, but before two or three witnesses. An
accusation against a minister ought not to be given a

Matthew

Actuated by his desire to resume the work of the
John M. Aeby has requested the Board
to relieve him of his duties in the department of
Hebrew and Old Testament. He has accepted a unanimous call to return to his former pastorate at the
First Brethren Church of Port Wayne, Ind. We are
glad to announce, however, that for the preis-ent
Brother Aeby will continue as teacher of Homiletics.
In the emergency created three years ago by President
Mcclain's illness, both the Faculty and Board of
Trustees deeply appreciated Brother Aeby's willingness, with only a few days notice, to undertake the
work he has been carrying at the Seminary; and his
ministry and personal influence have made a valuable
contribution to the work of the school. On account
of illness he has not yet begun his ministry at Fort
Wayne, and prayer is requested on his behalf.
To the Professorship of Hebrew and Old Testament
the Board has called Bro. Robert D. Culver, who has
been serving as pastor of the Brethren Church of
Fremont, Ohio. He graduated from Grace Theological
Seminary in 1942 with the highest honor, Summa Cum
Laude, a distinction which has been awarded only
three times' during the fifteen years since the Seminary was started at Ashland in 1930. Brother Culver
took his collegiate work at the Central Washington
College of Education, Ashland College, and Heidelberg
College, receiving his degree from the last-mentioned
school. Brother Culver is the product of our Brethren
Church at Harrah, Wash., where he served as pastor
before entering the Seminay.
pastorate, Prof.

,
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hearing, much less a mere rumor, unless there are two
or three witnesses to its truth. (This goes lor minisbrethren
ters, too, in listening to charges against their
in the ministry.) Many a Christian has sinned against
God by defaming his pastor, even by peevish and petu-

lant grumbling against him. The man who calls God's
prophet a liar is simply asking God lor severe chastisement, and might well recollect what happened to
Miriam and Aaron when they defamed Moses, Numbers 12:1-6.

On

the other hand, let every minister remember that

to receive respect he should be respectable, and that to
receive honor he must be honorable.
In the lilth place, the congregation owes the
5.
pastor sincere love and esteem, personally. Though
love and esteem ought not to be given solely as duty,
they are duties nonetheless. And, brethren in the

Lord, this is just what every true shepherd craves with
One
all his heart: love, not obeisance; esteem, not fear.
ought not to need a Bible command to know these
things, yet the command is there. Hebrews 13:7 reads.
"Remember them which have the rule over you, who
have spoken unto you the word of God: whose faith
follow, considering the end of their conversation." I
Thessalonians 5:12, 13 is almost sentimental in its appeal,

"And we beseech you, brethren,

to

know them

which labor among you, and are over you in the Lord,
and admonish you; and to esteem them very highly in

And be at peace among
love' for their work's sake.
yourselves."
One might think of these words the next time he
feels like "taking a poke" at his pastor. Think of this
when the pastor looks and feels blue, letting him know
you love him, even if no one else does! He is human
and needs a pastor, too, though he has no earthly pasHow many a tender-hearted "under shepherd"
tor.
has had his heart broken by the harsh words and unkind deeds of those who ought to love him. You will
have a better preacher if you let him know you love
him. Love makes loving obedient children and devoted
husbands and wives. The same rule works between
pastor and people.
6.
In the sixth place, it is the congregation's duty to
care fully for the minister's material needs, that is,
Unless the congregation is very
financial support.
small, it certainly should assume the full financial support of the pastor. This is so obvious that we need
It is clearly
linger but a short time on the point.
'taught in Phllippians 4 (entire chapter), Hebrews
Galatians 6:6, 7 is very
13:16, I Corinthians 9:1-14.
interesting on thisi point. "Let him that is taught in
the word communicate (share) unto him that teacheth
in all good things (not what is left after the bills are
paid).

Be not

words

—

deceived,

God

is

not mocked: lor what-

man

soweth, that shall he also reap." In other
you starve the preacher, and God may starve

soever a

you!

In the last place is a quite different duty from
7.
the preceding six. The congregation is to test the minister on his faithfulness to the broad outline of Christian truth, and if he is found untrue, they must discharge him immediately, without ceremony or question.

Thus, though

God has

vested great responsibility and

authority in the minister, the final sovereignty of the
congregation, meeting in executive session, is the safeguard of the all-important canon of faith.
God commended the Ephesian church because "Thou
hast tried them which say they are apostles, and are
not, and hast found them liars," Revelation 2:2.
God praised the Berean believers because "These
were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that
they received the word with all readiness of mind, and
searched the scriptures daily, whether these things be
so."

The Pastoral Epistles, i.e., I Timothy, II Timothy, and
and n Peter, and Jude are full of warnings and exhortations lor congregational watchlulness
Titus; I Peter

in matters of the faith, especially in the closing days
of the age.

that the modern rise of unbeliel, as
past, took place among the clergybelore
it
caught hold among the rank and
men long
lile of the laymen. If every congregation had revolted
against unbelief in the pulpit when it first appeared,
unfrocking the pretenders, the "wolves in sheep's
clothing," the "grievous wolves" (Acts 20:29) would not
It is significant

in

aU cases in the

have taken control. Modernism simply would not have
had a chance.
If a believer is a member of a church dominated by
modernism, ministered by an unbelieving "wolf in
sheep's clothing," and 11 revolt and change are hopeless, he ought to get out and join a church which is
true to the Word.
We conclude this paper with the observation that
these reciprocal duties between pastor and people, as
found in the New Testament, are very natural and will
be carried out spontaneously among those filled and
led by the Holy Spirit. They will be neither burdensome nor irksome when fulfilled in love. The best possible picture we can think of, of a well-ordered church,
is a well-ordered home in which love reigns over all
relationships.
There is no quarreling over "who is
boss" between father and mother. There is no question of support or obedience between parents and children. So it should be in the church of God.

CdUo^UaU,

—

(Continued from Page 266)

young people who may be interested

in

such

service.

We

are praying that this summer will witness the
greatest pouring out of life that our churhes have
ever experienced. "First gave their own selves to the
Lord" (2 Cor. 8:5) this is the divine order, and the
only sure road to the blessing of the Lord.

—

We

Are Not Experts

am

sure that Brother Hoyt would join me in
frankly confessing that we do not pretend to know
much about "money-raising campaigns." As a matter
of fact, we have little taste for that sort of thing.
When I was a pastor I used to tell my people that all
I expected to do was to make known the need of the
church and ask them to pray for its supply, and it
has always succeeded. That is what we want to do
this summer, the Lord permitting. And we shall be
happy to receive suggestions and counsel at any time.
I
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CHRISTIAN SERVICE

^^£o^'^<¥

upon God. And when God

Galatians 5:13

directs a

life,

there

is

no

indifference to sin.

What is the relation of the Christian's service to his
new freedom in Christ Jesus? This is a problem that
puzzles many professing Christians today even as: it did

From

warning of Paul's in our text we see that
an ever-present danger to the Christian.
The old nature is not eradicated as some say. It Is

the early Galatian converts. The Apostle Paul, writing to these Galatians, gave the solution to the problem
in the words of our text, "For, brethren, ye have been
called unto liberty; only use not liberty for an occasion
to the flesh, but by love serve one another." This verse
sets forth three things in their relation to Christian

The

Basis of Christian Service

is

is

there just waiting for the opportunity to asert itself,
as our own Christian experience abundantly testifies.
Though the Christian will never be free from the flesh
during his life on earth, provision has been made for
him to have victory over it. Paul now goes on to state
a principle for the believer's life which, if followed,
will keep the flesh in subjection.

Service.
1.

this

the flesh

Fredom.

3.

The

Principle for Christian Service

is

Love.

change in the first part of the verse will
give a more literal translation and make the meaning
the
clearer. "For, brethren, ye have been called upon

found in the words, "but by love serve one
ai.other." Under law the principle for service was duty,
and the motive was fear, but under grace the governing

basis of freedom."

principle for service is love.
This love is not ordinary human love. It is the love,
the divine love which God has implanted in the be-

A

slight

This

for the believer at Calvary
by the death of Christ. By identification with Christ
law.
in His death the believer was set free from the
God exIt was upon the basis of this freedom that

Freedom was obtained

is

tended the Gospel call to each of us.
The ultimate purpose of our salvation is the praise
of the glory of God's grace. All works which, are motivated by a desire to please God contribute to this
praise. Therefore, Christians are said to be saved in

This is love, first of all, toward God,
the response of the Christian to God's loving
provision for his salvation. This is love also for fellowChristians. Love for God always manifests itself in
love for the brethren, for "everyone that loveth Him
that begat, loveth him also that is begotten of Him."
Love is displayed by the service it performs. Paul

order that good works may result.
Those who are under the law work for the purpose
of making themselves acceptable to God for salvation. Such works are not good in God's sight, for the
motive which prompts them is selfish and not for the
glory of God. Some Christians think that they can
serve God by keeping the law. But the moment the

one another," or more literally, "slave for
one another." This does not mean that we are to be
the slaves of each other, for we are the bondservants of
God, not of men. It means rather, that as slaves we
are to work for one another. By serving one another
according to our Lord's will, we shall be serving Him.
This service is not contradictory to our freedom, for

hever's heart.

and

says, "Serve

under law, he substitutes
keep the law, he must keep
under
it all, and being unable to do this, he is brought
not
its curse, for "cursed is every one that continueth
in all the things which are written in the book of the
law to do them." Once under the curse, all his efforts
are toward the end of removing the curse from himself. So it is evident that anyone who is attempting
to keep the law, whether saved or unsaved, cannot
God. True Christian service can be rendered
serve
Christian places himself

works for grace.

only by one
2.

The

who

If

is

he

will

free

is

from the law.

Peril to Christian Service is the Flesh.

and the service it renders is voluntary.
find ourselves seeking to please men and win
their praise for ourselves? Let us remember that we
were set free in order that we might serve God. Have
we been wondering v/hy our ministry is so fruitless?
Perhaps we have failed to be on guard against our

love

is free,

Do we

Is our work a drudgery
which we perform from a sense of duty? It may be
that we, as the Ephesian church, have left our first
love. When we realize at what a great cost our Lord
secured our freedom, we will no longer feel compelled
to serve, but will freely and joyfully serve Him.

greatest enemy, the flesh.

In the words, "only use not liberty for an occasion
Paul warns of the danger of turning liberty mto a base from which the flesh can operate. The
flesh refers to the whole man, body, soul, and spirit,
controlled by his natural desires. He is the carnal man
as opposed to the spiritual man who is controlled by
the Spirit of God.
Some men charge that to teach freedom with no
restraint of the law is to teach license to sin. But this
the
is not so. Unlimited freedom can be safely given to
Christian, because God is working in that one so that

to the flesh,"

his desires will be for what God wills, and the outworking of those desires will be done in the power of
God. The divine ideal is a life of complete dependence
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THE BRETHREN HOME MISANNOUNCES
THE REMOVAL OF ITS OFFICE
FROM BERNE, INDIANA, TO
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA, EFFECTIVE APRIL 1, 1945.
PLEASE SEND ALL FUTURE
COMMUNICATIONS TO WINONA
SIONS COUNCIL

LAKE.
L. L.

THANKS.
GRUBB, SECRETARY.
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Christian Endeavor

Brethren National
PROGRAM FOR MAY
Subject—STEPS GODWARD.
Seripture— 2 Cor. 7:1-16.
Purpose It is our purpose in

—

must find an

13

MAN;

I have sinned and CHRIST
must bear the consequences; CHRIST'S temple has
meen defiled; CHRIST must bear the reproach of
men; CHRIST will supply forgiveness; in CEOBIST I

this discussion to learn

—

shall surely LIVE.

Leader Repentance with "Godly sorrow," is a rare
thing among our young people. It is your privilege
in this leading to bring to your society a knowledge
of repentance, setting the subject forth as "Steps
Godward."
Paul has joy in the accomplishment of his first
1.
See 2 Cor. 7:1-4.
letter, 1 Corinthians.
2.
Paul is now setting forth the three-fold nature
of repentance. See topics.
Repentance is a necessary virture of the Chris3.
tian life for it was demanded by all the Old Testament
Scriptures and is exhorted in the New Testament

CHANGE OF

—

Points
1.

2.

CHANGE OF MIND."
is

—

the

first

thing necesary in re-

Points

Subject

—

1.
We must recognize the reality of sin this is a
change of mind concerning evil which we thought did

NESSES.

—Acts 2:1-7; 14-21;
—

c.

—Psalm 51:
—

Leader

He recognized his personal guilt v. 3.
He recognized his persnal defilement v. 7.
He recognized his personal helplessness w.

—

1.

—

2.

those

Two—"THE SECOND STEP
CHANGE OF HEART."

— Cor.
—"What

Scripture

Question

2

2.

The power

at Pentecost

was

of one

mind and

2:1.

of Pentecost

is still

available today to

who will have it.
If we today wish

to have success in witnessing,
to the power and the method of the

early Christians.
4.
Compare the powerful churches of Pentecost
with the powerless churches of today.

Topic

sorrow for what my sin will
True repentance is sorrow for what my sin

One—"THE FAITH NEEDED TO BE POWERFUL

WITNESSES."

is

do to HIM.
After recognizing sin in our lives, we should
manifest a Godly sorrow for that sin.
Compare Godly and ungodly sorrow:
3.
a. Ungodly Sorrow says: I have sinned and I must
bear the consequences; I have defiled MY body; I

will

—Acts

we must return

the nature of true repentance?"

Points
1.
False repentance

do to ME.

3.

GODWARD —

7:9, 10.
is

The Church

one Spirit

10-14.

Topic

37-41 (use three readers)

Purpose To show that we can have power to witness
as they did at Pentecost if we will be willing to pay
the price.

—

Use David as an example

PROGRAM FOR MAY 20
POWER TO BE WIT.

— PENTECOST — THE

Scripture

seeing sin as Christ sees sin.
not
2.
We must recognize the reality of sin in our own
lives this is a change of mind concerning ourselves,
seeing ourselves as Christ sees us.
exist,

b.

—

2 Cor. 7:8.

Question "What
pentance?"

a.

a completed repentance unto salvation

—

it

3.

It is

It is a continued repentance unto separation
3.
Rev. 3:19.
Leader's closing remarks True repentance will bring
forth "fruits meet for repentance" (Matt. 3:8). Point
out some of the fruits of repentance, being particular to show what fruits are needed in yovix own soClose the meeting with a period of personal
ciety.
testimony of sins forgiven, or requests for prayer for
grace to manifest "Godly Repentance."
^Kenneth Ashman.

it

—

a determination to walk no more in sin

12:1, 2.

Acts 3:19.

it

—

It is

Romans

is

Scripture

GODWARD —

WILL."

Scripture—2 Cor. 7:11a, 16.
Question "What is the climax of a change of mind
and a change of heart?"

John preached —"Repent ye for the kingdom
at hand."
of heaven
—"Repent ye, and believe the
Jesus preached
Gospel."
Peter preached —"Repent ye and be baptized."
Topic One— "THE FIRST STEP GODWARD —
c.

Three^"THE THIRD STEP

Topic

Scriptures:

b.

DIE.

Godly Sorrow says:

b.

the nature of true repentance.

a.

excuse, I fear the condenmation of

I shall surely

Scripture—Heb.

11:6;

—"What

Question

is

Luke

22:32.

Faith?"

Points
1.
Faith in the Divinity of Christ Acts 3:16.
2.
Faith in the Atoning Work of Christ ^Acts 20:28.
Faith in the Presence of Christ ^Acts 18:9, 10.
3.
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—Acts

Faith in the Power of the Holy Spirit

1:8;

2:38; 8:15; 15:8.

Two—"THE COURAGE NEEDED TO BE POWERERFUL WITNESSES."

By HOMER A. KENT
The Brethren Missionary Herald Company takes
pleasure in presenting to its constituency a new member of its printing staff. Jesse B. Deloe came to the

Topic

Scripture—^Psalm 31:24.
—

Question "For what things, as witnesses, do we need
courage?"
Points
Courage to Teach Doctrines that are despised
1.
Acts 4:2.
2.

Courage to Rebuke Sinners in high places

office of the Missionary

—Acts

Courage to Speak the Whole Counsel of

Acts 20:27.
4.

5.

—

God-

Courage to Stand Amidst Persecution Acts 8:1.
Courage to Live Above the Fear of Man Acts

—

Three—"THE PRAYER NEEDED TO BE POWERFUL WITNESSES."

Topic

James 5:17; John 14:14.
——"What
qualities in our prayer

Scripture

Question

life

make

JESSE

it

Pray at stated times and pray regularly—Acts 3:1.
Believe much in prayer, expect an answer Acts

—

to

which he has

is

a

place

been

of full-time

the United States Gtovenunent Printing Office.
it was his privilege to witness to fellow-workmen
in the world's largest printing plant.
He and his esteemed famUy have for many years

—

Thus

Pray with simplicity and humility Acts 4:24.
Pray with hopes of having an answer—Acts 4:

29-31.

Topic

place
Called

in

6:4.

4.

DELOE

Brother Deloe comes to us from Washington, D. C,
where for 20 years he had been a printer on the Washington Times-Herald and for three years a proofreader

Points

3.

B.

service for his Lord.

effective?"

2.

It

not easy in times like these to
procure efficient and seasoned
printers. Not only has the Lord
sent us such a printer but has
also sent us a man who is a dedicated servant of the Lord Jesus
Christ and who feels that the
is

5:29.

1.

answer to prayer.

believe, in

4:11; 5:30.
3.

Herald

Company on Monday, February
12.
He came to fill a pressing
need In our office. He came, we

been members of the First Brethren Church of Wash-

Four—"THE POWER ITSELF."

—
1:8; Zech. 4:6.
Question—^"What
the POWER we have been speakScripture

^Acts

is

ing of?"
Points

—

not social power Acts 2:7.
not Intellectual power ^Acts 4:13.
It is SPIRITUAL POWER—Acts 1:8; 6:10.
3.
Leader ^Point out, in closing, that this is "Pentecost
Sunday." As the Holy Spirit came down upon the
waiting people in the first Pentecost Day, pray that
He will descend upon our Endeavorers today^Kenneth Ashman.
1.

It is

2.

It is

—

—

ington. It was the privilege of the writer to witness
his confession of faith in Christ in the year 1926 and to
receive him into the fellowship of the church through
Under the ministry of Rev. Bernard N.
baptism.
Schneider Brother Deloe rededicated his life in 1941
to a closer walk with his Lord. He then entered upon
a more active service for Him.
Among other things, he had part in printing the
weekly church bulletin. It was through this ministry

—

PRESIDENTS PLEASE NOTE—Some have been wondering about goal number 8 under the Spring Quarter
which says that a gift should be presented to the "C.E.Kliever Missionary Fund." It is not necessary to send
that gift to the C. E. Treasurer—you did that already
under goal number 1 of the previous quarter. If your
society presented a gift to the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church for the Klievers, either
through the C. E. Union or through the local church,
then you should consider goal number 8 as having been
completed. Don't forget those news reports to be sent
to Art Malles, Kittanning, Pa.

that the thought came to him that perhaps he might
be used in a larger way to print the message of life,
and thus when the call came to work for the Missionary Herald Company, he felt it to be the call of God to
a fuller service. In his new position he wiU be operating the linotype machine, doing makeup work, and
performing other tasks incident to the publishing of

our Brethren literature.
Brother Deloe has brought his family to Winona
Lake. Already they are assuming a vital place in the
Winona and we
life of the Brethren community at
feel certain that the ministry of Brother; Deloe will be
increasdngly felt for good in the days to come if our

Lord shall tarry.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

«

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR AT

CAMP—Plans

are in the

The man who bows the lowest

in the presence of

Camps this summer to teach a course on Christian
Endeavor. You Endeavorers should be making plans
now to attend the summer camp in your area and the
National Young People's Camp at Bethany. Don't miss

God, stands the straightest in the presence of sin.
You can't repent too soon for you know not how soon
it may be too late.
A lame foot may tread the right road. Better be a
the
lame man on the right road than a good man on

these mountain-top experiences.

wrong road.

making

to

have a C. E. representative at

all

Brethren
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Report of Gifts to Grace Theological Seminary
FEBRUARY
Name

and Ctmrch

Receipt No.

LilHe B. Kuebler, Chicago. Ill
T. G. Dvorshak, Los AriBeles. Calif.
(Secondl
Ens. W. G. Eisenmann. Long Beach, Oahf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Doolittle, Portis. Kans
Katherine Bartlett. Dallas Center, Iowa
Flo Justice, DaBas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Gring, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hoover, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Ealph Morgan, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Randall, Dallas Center, Iowa. . . .
Miss Esther Jane Randall, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Supan. Dallas Center. Iowa
Mrs. J. Lloyd Wenger, Dallas Center, Iowa
Dolores and Lloyd Wenger, Jr., Dallas Center, Iowa...
Krst Brethren Church. Dallas Center, Iowa
ReT. H. S. Parks. Garwin. Iowa
Laurence Judge, Garwin. Iowa

M. Leonard, Garwin, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Thurston, Garwin, Iowa
Miss Marian Thurston, Garwin, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wallen. Garwin, Iowa
Mrs. Perl Lowry, Garwin, Iowa
Carleton Brethren Church, Garwin, Iowa
The Both-well Family. Philadelphia, Pa., (Third)
Mrs. H. Gault. Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
J.

P.

F. Haines. Philadelphia, Pa., (Third)
Mr. and Mrs. R. Anthony, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. Buchter, Philadelphia. Pa. (Third)
Harry Emhart, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Jacob Muller (Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Huch McNeill, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Rev. and Mis. W. A. Steffler, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Sunday School of Third Brthren Church. Philadelphia. Pa.
Mtj and Mrs. H. W. Shaw, Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Third Brethren Church, Philadelphia. Pa
Rer. Herman B. Centz, Los Angeles. Calif
Mr. and Mis. John R. Myers, North English, Iowa
PYed Smith. Norh English, Iowa
Gail and Winnie Davis, North English, Towa
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Cram, North English, Iowa
Mrs. and Mrs. Chaules A. Edwards, North English ,Iowa.
Mt, and Mrs. Chester Erteld, North English. Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Lortz, North English, Iowa
Mr. and Mis. Leo Jordan, North English, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Erteld. North English. Iowa
Mre. C. E. Hevel. North Liberty, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Balsley. North Liberty. Ind
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Tount. North Riverdale. Dayton, Ohio
Edna Walker, North Riverdale. Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mis. Lee T. Burkett. N. Riverdale, Dayton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stewart. N. Riverdale. Dayton, Ohio..
Mildred Sollenbergeir, North Riverdate, Dayton, Ohio....
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Von Der Malen. N. Riverdale, Dayton
Mr. and Mrs. J. Marion Hoffman. N. Riverdale
Mr. and Mis. Roy H. Kinsey, North Riverdale
Ellen Van Der Malen, North Riverdale
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Webster, North Riverdale
5Ir. and Mrs. Oro Blosser. North Riverdale
Mrs. C. E. Andlauer. North Riverdale
Marguerite Walker. North Riverdale
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Meyecs. North Riverdale
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Beatty. North Riverdale
Jlr. and Mrs. Wm. Mitchell. North Riverdale
Thelma Daubenmeyer, North Riverdale
North Riverdale Sunday School
North Riverdale Brethren Church
Mr. and Mrs. John Baker, Martinsburg, Pa
H. M. Beach, Martinsburg. Pa
Mrs. Rebecca Black. Martinsburg. Pa
Mrs. Preston Black, Martinsburg, Pa
J. E. Dilling,
Martinsburg, Pa
Mrs. J. E. Dilling. Martinsburg, Pa
Mrs. H. R. Delozier. Martinsburg. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Fishel, Martinsburg, Pa
Sannie Klepser, Martinsburg. Pa
Rev. R. J. Shaffer. Martinsburg. Pa
Dr. and Mrs. C. K. Snider. Martinsburg. Pa
Mrs. Mary Alice Waltz. Martinsburg, Pa
First Brethren Church, Martinsburg, Pa
Gordon W. Bracker, Winona Lake, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Meyers. Waterloo, Iowa
West Tenth Street Brethren Church, Ashland. Ohio....
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Bowman, Modesto, Calif
Adnlt Christian Endeavor, -Mundy's Corner, Pa
Senior W. M. C, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Richard Attannus, Mundy's Corner. Pa
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fay Blackford. Mundy's Comer. Pa
Rev. and Mra. Arthur Carey. Mundy's Comer. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Dishong. Mundy's Comer. Pa. ...
Mjr. and Mrs. John Griffith. Mundys' Comer. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Goughnour, Mundy's Comer, Pa
J. H. James. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mrs. Morgan Kirkpatric. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Kerr. Mimdy's (3omer. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Kerr. Mundy's Comer. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leidy and Family. Mundy's Comer
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Leonard. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Myers, Mundy's Comer. Pa
.

.

.

[

.

7189
7190
7191
7192
7193
7194
7195
7196
7197
7168
7199
7200
7201
7202
7203
7204
7205
7206
7207
7208
7209
7210
7211
7212
7213
7214
7215
7216
721T
7218
7219
7220
722'.

7222
7223
7224
7225
7226
7227
7228
7229
7230
7231
7232
7233
7234
7235
7236
7237
7238
7239
7240
7241
7242
7243
7244
7245
7246
7247
7248
7249
7250
7251
7252
7253
7254
7255
7256
7257
7258
7259
7260
7261
7262
7263
7264
7265
7266
7267
7268
7269
7270
7271
7272
7273
7274
7275
7276
7277
7278
7279
7280
7281
7282
7283
7284
7285
7286

1

00

3,00
1.00

100
5.00
3.(57

20.00
5.00
B.OO
5 00
5.00
5.00
5,00
5.00
10.00
25 no
100.00
l.'i.Sn

10.00
25.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
3,00
200.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
3.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
48.56
3.50
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
1.00

10.00
3.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
1.00

9.62
10.00
15.00
125.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
.25

5.00
3.00
10.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
1.00

I

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rose. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. GeorgS B. Rose. Mundy's Comer, Pa.
Miss Verna Rose, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Rager. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sehrack, Mundy's Comer, Pa...
John Snyder. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. John Teeter, Jr., Mundy's Comer. Pa....
'I^' ""in Mrs. John Teeter, Sr.. Mundy's Comer, Pa.
'^liss Mary Jane White, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr- and Mrs. Louis H. Diamond, Mundy's Comer, Pa...

5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
75,00
10.00

25.00
5.00
1.00
8,00
5 00
2.00
2.00
5.00
10.00

1945

Name and Church

Amount

**'•

^^"-

^^i Mrs.

Emma

C. Cunningham.
Lichty, Bremerton,
S.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mundy's Oomer. Pa.

.

.

Wash

Mrs. Ohve Winters. Fremont. Ohio
*'. and Mrs. Walter O. Anderson, Winchester, Va
^^ra- Daisy C. Boyer,
Winchester, Va
^6^- ^"d Mrs. Paul Dick. Winchester. Va
*!' ^hiJ Mrs. Holmes Fletcher. Winchester, Va
Corp. and Mra. Harry Fox.;. Winchester, Va
^^^^ Sarah M. Forney. Winchester, Va.
*!'' >"<1 Mrs. A. C. Frye, Winchester. Va
Mr. and Mrs. Earl HUdebrand, Winchester, Va
Miss Jajiet Hildebrand, Winchester, Va
Mrs. Florence Pyne, Winchester. Va
Mra. Ruth Shauer. Winchester. Va
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Spellman. Winchester. Va
First Brethren
Church, Winchester, Va
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lee. Mansfield. Ohio
Rot. and Mrs. Bemard Schneider, Mansfield. Ohio
Mr. and Mis. Earl Brenneman. Mansfield. Ohio
Mr. and Mre. Adolph Witzky. MansfieM, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fishbum. Mansfield, Ohio
The Koppert family, Mansfield, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. John Guthrie, Mansfield, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. H. Kessel, Mansfield, Ohio
Mr. and Mre. W. C. Jones and Marilyn. Mansfield. Ohio. .
Grace Brethren Church. Mansfield. Ohio
Mrs.
MolUe Sherman. Danville. Ohio
Mis. Hugh Banbury, Danville, Ohift
Mr. and Mra. Ray Conrad & Dorcas Butler. DanvUle. Ohio
Mr. and Mre. Ross Magers & Robert Howard, DanviUe, O
Wilma and Nelhe Magera, Danville. Ohio
Mr. and Mra. Basil McElroy. Danville. Ohio
Mr. and Mcs. Gerald Polman. Danville. Ohio
I'- A.
Wolford and Family, DanviUe. Ohio
Eugene Aaron. Long Beach, Oalif. (Fiist)
Mi3S Wyma Adema, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mra. Susie Alexander, Long Beach, Cahf. (First)
Dr. Kenneth AlHg, Long Beach, Cilaf.
(Firet)
Mr. and Mre. Charles D. Andrews. Long Beach (First)
L. B. Andrews. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
^'r. and Mre. H. B. Askins, Long Beach, Oalif. (Firat)
.
T. E. Austin sind Family. Long Beach. Calif. (Firat)
Mary E. Bailey. Long Beach, Calif. (Firat)
>
R. H. BaUey. Long Beach. Calif. (Firat)
Samuel Baker. Long Beach, Cahf. (Firat)
Dr. Louis S. Bauman. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mra. R. Virginia Bauman, Long Beach, Calif. (Filst)
Dr. Paul R. Bauman. Long Beach, Oalif. (First)
Mra. John H. Bearas. Long Beach. Cahf. (Firet)
W. W. Beaver, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mre. T. C. Belt. Long Beach. CaUf. (BTret)
Mra. T. H. Bergen. Long Beach. Cahf. (Firet)
H. A. Blevins. Long Beach, Calif. (Firet)
Mr. and Mre. L. N. BoOher, Long Beach, Calif. (Firet)
Floyd IL Brakeman, Long Beach, CaUt. (Firat)
Pfc. Paul Brakeman. Long Beach. Cahf. (Firat)
Mra. Susie Brison. Long Beach, Calif.
(Kret)
D. P. Brown, Long Beach, Calif. (Firet)
K. W. Brown, Long Beach, Calif. (B^rat)
Mr. and Mre. J. M. Buerkin. Long Beach, Cahf. (First)
Mrs. Eva E. Bulach, Long Beach. CaUf. (Firet)
Mr. and Mre. B. P. Burch, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
B. Campbell, Long Beach. Cahf.
(Firet)
Homer M. Chase. Long Beach, CaUf. (Firat)
Mr. and Mre. E. C. ChTisUansen, Long Beach, (Firet)
Mr. and Mra. James O. Clunk, Long Beach, Cahf. (First)
Ruth E. Cole, Long Beach. CaUf. (Firet)
Mr. and Mra. B. W. Coon. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mre. WiUiam B. Coon. Long Beach. O&lil. (Firat)
Mr. and Mre. W. I. CopUn. Long Beach, Calif. (Krat)
Cre Davis. Long Beach. CaUf. (Firat)
Mr. and Mre. L. L. Dean. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Martha Denllnger. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mre. J. C. Derrick, Long Beach, Calif. (Firat)
Mr. and Mra. M. C. Didriksen. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Samuel G. Doney. Long Beach. Cahf. (Firet)
Mr. and Mra. E. M. Drum, Long Beach, Cahf. (Firat)
W. Russell Eaton. Long Beach, CaUf. (Firat)
:Mr. .and ilre. W. J. Esser. Long Beach, CaUf.
(S^rst)
Mra. Christie Eye, Long Beach. Calif. (Firet)
S 1/c William H. Faas, Long Beach, CaUf, (First)
Mary Lu FaiitMnks, Long Beach, CaUf. (Firet)
J. H. Feller Family. Long Beach, CaUf.
(First)
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lillie Fisher. Long Berach. CaUf.
(First)
Mr. and Mre. C. A. Frost. Long Beach. CaUf. (Firet)
Mra. Pauline Galbreath. Long Beach. CaUf. (Firet)
E. Garwood. Long Beach. Calif. (Firat)
Mrs. L. Garwood, Long Beach. Calif. (Firat)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jlre.

.

WilUam
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.
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Receipt

No Amount

7287
7288
7289
7290
7291
7292
7293
7294
7295
7296
7297
7208
7299
7300
7301
7302
7303
7304
7305
7308
7307
7308
7309
7310
7311
7312
7313
7314
7315
7316
7317

5.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
1.00
10.00
5.00

73-8

7319
7320
7321
7322
7323
7324
7325
7326
7327
7328
7329
7330
7331
7332
7333
7334
7335
7336
7337
7338
7339
7340
7341
7342
7343
7344
7345
7346
7347
7348
7349
7360
7351
7352
7353
7354
7355
7356
7357
7358
7359
7360
7361
7362
7363
7364
7365
7306
7367
7368
7369
7370
7371
7372
7373
7374
7375
7376
7377
7378
7379
7380
7381
7382
7383
7384

60.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
.500
10.00
32. .S2

5.00
5.00

15.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
8.00
8.62
10.00
25.00
25.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
8.00
10.00

250.00
20.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
15.00
6.00
25.00
100.00
25.00
10.00
6.00
500.00
25.00
5.00
30.00
22.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
50.00
5.00
10.00
5.00

20.00
10.00
350.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
10.00
10.09
10.00
50.00
25.00
50.00
10.00
100.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

APRIL

28,

1945

Receipt No.
N'amB and Ohureh
7385
Elizabeth Gnagy, Long Bench. Oallt. (First)
7386
Mr. and Mia. O. E. Goodall. I/ong Beach, OaUf. (First) . .
7387
Mrs. Frona M. Grove, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
7388
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Halberg. Long Beach (First)
7389
Mr and Mrs. L. C. Hansen, Long Beach, CaUf. (First) .
.

a

Harm, Long Beach,

Calif.

(First)

Mrs. Charles W. Hildreth, Long Beach, Calif.
(First)
Mrs. Lenoro Hill. Long Beach, (3alif.

(First)

.

.

George Hocking, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Fred O. Hoffman, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mrs. Leone Howard, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Humphreys, Long Beach (First)
Haleene Jacobson, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. .Tenison, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mis. infL M. Johnson, Long Beach, Cahf. (Firat)
FlotOTice B. Johnson, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mis. J. I. Judd, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
GeraWine Jndd, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. A. Karraker, Long eBach, Olit. (First)
Lillian Keller, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mrs. A. H. Kent, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Miss Eleanor G. Kent, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
E and John D. King, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Mr and Mrs. F. L. Kinsey. Long Beach, CaUf. (First) .
John Kradjian, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Janice Kriegbaum, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
(First)
I. A. Lakey, Long Beach, Calif.
ikr. and Mrs. L. La Nobs, Long Beach, Calif. (First) ...
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leigh. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr and Mrs. J. O. Levering, Long Beach, Calif. (Fiist)
Mr. and Mre. C. D. Liggett, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Miss B. G. Lloyd, Long Beach, Calif. (Fiist)
Mr. and Mrs. Harry F. Lorenz, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr and Mrs. H. R. Lovejoy, Long Beach, Caat. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Luther, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. McConahay, Long Beach, OaUf. (Fiist)
H. McNeely and Family. Long Beach, Calif. (First) ....
George McPheeters, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
W. P. McPheeters, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr and Mrs. Wimam MeUfen, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Wiiuam Mellen, Jr., Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
Joan Mellen. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Mary EUen MlUer, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl B. Milton, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Morton O. MitoheB. Long Beach, CaUf. (Krst)
Mrs. F. I. Mulherron, Long Beach, OaUf. (First) ....
Beulah Nelson, Long Beach. OaUf. (First)
George H. Nelson. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Mre. Minnie B. Nelson. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Miss Johanna Nielsen. Long Beach. CaH. (First) ....
Mrs. NeUie North. Long Beach. CaUf.. First)
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Norton. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Maurice S. Parker, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Rev and Mrs. Alan S. Pearce, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Rev. and Mis. Claude H. Peaison, Long Beach (First)
Peaison, Jr., Long Beach, Calif. (First) ....
Claude
Mr. and Mis. D. J. Peninger, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr., and Mrs. Walter Pieritz, Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Mrs. Floy Pine. Long Beach. OaUf. (First)
Mrs. Florence PoweU. Long Beach. CaUf. (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. Rees E. Price, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. V. O. Purvis, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Miss Bertha B. Quaintance, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Thomas J. BadoUffe, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Marguerite Easmussen, Long Beach. (3aUf. (First)
Mr, and Mrs. G. A. Rath, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mrs. Jlilia Keangh, Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
Aubrey and Hazel Richardson, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Ei B. Ross, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Fred Roy, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mrs. Minnie Roy, Long Beach, OUf. (First)
Mrs. Ethel Ryan, Long Beach, CaKf. (First)
Lenora Scheid, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Mrs. Helen B. Service, Long Beach, Calif. (First) ....
WilUam F. Short, Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
Mr and Mrs. Ed. Shuff, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mrs. Walter G. Siebert, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Mrs. Sterling P. Smith, Long Beach, OaUf. (First) ....
(First)
Sterling D. Smith, Long Beach, CaUf.
A. Sorenson, Long Beach, OaEf. (First)
Mrs. Grace P. Srack, Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
(First)
Paul A. Stanke, Long Beach, CaUf.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Stettenbenz, Long Beach (First)
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Stevens, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
OUve Pearl Stevenson, Long Beach, CaUf. (Firsa) ....
LueUa M. Stever, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Mae B. Sturdy, Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Sundstrom, Long Beach (First)
Mrs. TiQle Surface, Long Beach, Calif. (First) ......
Bobtrt Swagerty, Long Beach, Oaltf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Tinsley, Long Beach, CaKf. (First)
John Turpin, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Mrs. NeUie Utz. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mis. Donald Van Buskirk, Long Beach (First)
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. WaUer. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
A. Wetherbee. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Nettie I. White, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Bessie Wllitsett, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
M. Lavemie Wnbur, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Laura Wfflcuts, Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Mrs. Mary S. Wilson. Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
Mrs. O. M. Wlnnemore. Long Beach, Calif. (First) ....
Mrs. L. E. Wormer. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
(First)
J. S. Teager, Long Beach, OaBf.
Mr. and Mrs. Neti Zahn, Long Beach. OaUt. (First)
A Friend, Long Beach. OaUf. (First)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

H

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7390
7391
7392
7393
7394
7395
7396
7397
7398
7399
7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
7408
7409
7410
7411
7412
7413
7414
7415
7416
7417
7418
7419
7420
7421
7422
7423
7424
7425
7426
7427
7428
7429
7430
7431
7432
7433
7434
7435
7436
7437
7438
7439
7440
7441
7442
7443
7444
7445
7446
7447
7448
7449
7450
7451
7452
7453
7454
7455
7456
7457
7458
7459
7460
7461
7462
7463
7464
7465
7466
7467
7468
7469
7470
7471
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476
7477
7478
7479
7480
7481
7482
7483
7484
7485
7488
7487
7488
7489
7480

Name and Church

Amount

A. B.
0. B.

216.77

Xed OolUngridge.

5.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
S.OO
20.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
26.00
10.00
6.00
25.00
5.00

25.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
12.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
25.00
50.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
7.00

10.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
15.00
6.00
20.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
26.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
20.00
B.nO
10.00
16.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
B.uO
10.00
10.00
100.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

25.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
i.OO

100.00
50.00

Receipt No.

Amount

7491
7492
7493
7494
7495
7496
7497
7498
7499
7600
7501
7502
7603
7504
7505
7606
7507
7508
7609
7510
7511
7512
7513
7514
7515
7616
7517
7518
7519
7620
7621
7622
7523
7624
7526
7626
7527
7628
7629
7630
7631
7632
7533
7634
7536
7636
7637
7638
7539

50.00
20.00
37.00
726.58
5.00
20.00
10.00
3.00
2.00
3.00

Long Beach, OaUf. (First)
Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Anonymous, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Long Beach. OaUf....
^linear Sisters, Winona Lake, Ind
Paul G. SaUe, Winona Lake, Ind
Dee,

6.00
5.00
100.00
7.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

0.,

IndianapoHs, Ind
Aeby, IndianapoUs, Ind
Indianapolis, Ind
Mr. ancj Mrs. Forrest Black, IndianapoUs, Ind
Peggy Ann Black, IndianapoUs, Ind
Larry N. Piter, Indianapolis, Ind
Billy Sweet. IndianapoUs, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. James Blatter, Rittman, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Blatter, Rittman, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brickel, Rittman, Ohio
Bruce Brickel, Eittmun, Ohio
Mrs. James Bmng, Rittman, Ohio
Paul Oat5or, Rittman, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. Ord Gehman, Rittman, Oliio
Mis. Ida Barter, Rittman, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hoover, Rittman, Olno
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Houck, Rittman, Ohio
Mr. and Mis. A. 0. Moine, Rittman. Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. Moomaw. Rittman, Ohio
Mis. Maude Shultz and Betty, Rittman, Ohio
Miss EMine Walteis, Rittman, Ohio
(Firat)
Jas. D. Wilson, Philadelphia, Pa.
O. H. Seitz. Philadelphia. Pa. (First)
C. J. Hendley, PhUadelphla, Pa. (First)
(First)
J BaUantln, Philadelphia, Pa.
(First)
C. H. Croker, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Wm. McKeefrey, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mi-s.

O.

Mis.

E.

Engle,

H

Mrs. Laura Harrison, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mr and Mrs. Carl Eberivein. Philadelphia. Pa. (First)
Mr and Mis. Joseph Foster, Philadelphia, Pa. (Fiist) .
Frst Brethren Church (Misc.), Philadelphia, Pa
Mr and Mrs. O. B. Shively, Los Angeles, CaHt. (Second)
Mips Hazel Shively, Loe Angele«( CaUf. (Second)
5[rs.
Jeanette Brumbaugh, Portis, Kan
Miss Bene Thompson, Portis, Kan
Mrs. Etta Smith, Portis, Kan
Rev Paul A. Davis and Family, Portis, Kan
Mis. Ed. Wolf, Portis, Kan
Dr. F. DeVere Katllff, Portis, Kan
Clarence Adins. Portis, Kan
Three Year Junior Class, Portis, Kan
Portis, Kan
First Brethren Church (Misc.)
Mrs. Cletuj Oyster, Louisville, Ohio
.

.

.

.

,

1.25
.50
.25

5.00
5.00
10.00
1.00
1.50

10.00
10.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
8.00
1.00
1.00
100.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
26.00
160.50
16.00

^^n?
5.00
5.00

,,„?
17.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
, ,

q?

H„5
l"""
$6,698.49

Total

Mbs. Alva J. McOlain, Financial Secretary.
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SEMINARY CATALOGUE FOR

1945-1946

The new Seminary catalogues for 1945-1946 are
now available. They contain the calendar for the
Ninth Annual Session of the school, together with
the curriculum and all other information necessary for those interested in study in the school.
Pastors or prospective students interested in obtaining a catalogue should write to the Registrar of the Seminary, Prof. Herman A. Hoyt, a\.

Winona Lake, Ind.
The Summer Session, scheduled

in the cata-

i

logue calendar, June 25 to August 14, is intended
primarily for incoming Juniors, and therefore all
new students should plan normally to enter June

I

25, if possible.

I
I

i
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

1

6.00
25.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
12.00

100.00
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|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

|
|
|
|

|
|

In case of necessity, new students may also be |
admitted on AprU 30 or September 11, but the |
latter date is not advisable except by special per- |
mission of the Faculty.
|
The Seminary does not operate dormitories, |
suitof
location
the
in
aid
but is glad to render
|
able rooms and apartments. Since the summer |
Bible Conferences bring large numbers of vLsi- |
tors to Winona Lake, new students are urged to |
arrive one or two days in advance of the regis- |
tration date in order to facilitate this matter.
|
If students coming by train or bus will notify |
the Registrar of the time of their arrival, arrange- |
=
ments will be made to meet them at the station.
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CHILD EVANGELISM MEETINGS AT
PORTIS, KANSAS
.

an Easter message on his designated night. The devotional service on Good Friday was well attended.
The program included the reading of the Scriptures,,
featuring the seven last words on the cross, with prayer
and meditative talks by the pastors of the churches

Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Wisner, the area workers of the
Child Evangelism Fellowship, were invited to conduct

meetings in the First Brethren Church of Portis from

March

21

through March

25,

and during the daytime

mentioned.
Bro. Harold Dunning was with us on Sunday morning, April 8, his message being intensely interesting,
stressing among other things the importance of teaching and training the native pastors and members, not
to depend on the missionary or mission board, but toassume the full responsibility for the church them-

they were received into eleven schools during three
days where a short service was held for the children in
the grades, and for six high school groups of students.
There were nineteen who accepted Christ by a public
confession. There were seven who were baptized at
the local church, two of which were first-time public
confessions following the meetings. Six of that number have been received as members.
Child evangelism pays in schools and homes.
Paul A. Davis.

selves.

In His Name,

Amy

Mrs.

Steves.

TROY, OHIO

LAVERNE, CALIFORNIA

The new work

at Troy, Ohio,

Can any good thing come out of Hollywood?
I know there can, for Rev. Porter Harrington and
Wendell Abemathy, organist, came to the First Breth-

New Troy

ren Church of LaVerne,

20 miles north of Dayton.

from Hollywood for our
two-weeks Victory Evangelistic Campaign.
There were delegations from Whittier, San Dimas
Baptist Church and Hollywood.
Rev. Harrington's messages were soul-inspiring to
the believers and heart-searching and cinvicting to
Calif.,

the unsaved.

Much time was spent in prayer and visitation in
preparation for these meetings. As a result there were
16 first- time confessions, 11 have been baptized and
received into the church, and one by reaffirmation of
faith; the others going to the church of their choice
in the city. Friday night was Yoimg People's Night
and the church and choir loft were well filled with
young people. It was a wonderful sight to see all those
of our church and those of other churches represented who had already given themselves to full-time
service or the mission field stand on the platform with
the evangelist and our pastor, Dr. Kenneth Monroe,
and those making first-time confessions.
The Bible school bus recently purchased by the
church is now
use and will be dedicated in the near

m

future.

Spring

much

Communion was

well attended, considering so
illness in the congregation. Brother and Sister

Marvin Goodman were with us on Palm Sunday and
gave inspiring messages, bringing to our minds the
great need for more workers, more intercessory praying, and a great Easter offering.
Holy Week services held at the Church of the
Brethren were participated in by the five Protestant

about the

work.

is

not the same as the

Bro. Russell Williams will tell you

latter, as it is in

Michigan.

Troy, Ohio,

is

a beautiful little city
and crowded with industries. Some time ago it was
brought to the attention of the writer that there was
a need and a good possibility for a Brethren Church
there. Bro. Arthur Carey made the survey and proposal.
Since last National Conference time, things
have developed In such a way that Brother Carey has
been called to be the pastor of the new church. He
arrived in Troy in time for the Easter services. There
were 45 people present in the afternoon service. This
was more than the past average as everyone wanted
to see what the Carey tribe looked like.
Troy will be on a circuit with Clayton, Ohio. Brother
Carey will divide his time between the two points.
At the present time the District Mission Board is
assisting in the project. It is one of the newest ventures for the Central District. The township trustees
have graciously permitted us the use of the TownshipHall. It is not large, however it fills the need. The
plans are being made to have the Home Missions Tent
in Troy during part of June and July, with Rev. Leo
It is

Polman as the evangelist.
The District Conference will be held

at North River-

Dayton, June 19-21. At this time we believe there
be good reports coming in for greater extension
work. If we are going to have 100 new churches in 10
years, southern Ohio ought to have about 10 of them.
We will move in only as the Lord opens the way and
provides workers.
Norman Uphouse.
dale,

will

churches of the city, Methodist, Christian Advent,
of the Brethren, Mexican Presbyterian, and
the local church, each pastor or guest speaker bringing

Church

REMEMBER
"The only objection gainst the Bible
Faith never
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Is

surprised at success.

.

.

is

a bad

life."
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By

Dr. Louis S.

CALIFORNIA'S BIBLE READING GOVERNOR
we

are presenting our readers this

A letter from our Brother Orville Lorenz from "somewhere in Germany" written on Easter Monday will be
of interest to all our readers. His parents allow us to

quote from the letter:

"Dear

many

folks: Just a little

word

you from Gerwhere I am but

to greet

this morning. I cannot tell you

hope you can know the spot.
"Another Easter has come and gone. In spite of all
our activity yesterday I was able to conduct three
Easter services one in a saw mUl, one in the open

I

Bible lessons, the children regularly attend the Baptist
Sunday School. Although Governor and Mrs. Warren
believe in easy discipline, they also believe in instilling
the old-fashioned virtues. The children are expected
to help their mother around the house and to keep
their own rooms neat and clean."
Withal, the great Governor, who refused the nomination of the Republican Party for Vice-President of the'
United States a year ago, and who is looked upon as
being a very potential candidate for the Presidential
nomination in 1948, has set a mighty fine example for
all American fathers and mothers. If there were more
scenes like this in the homes of America at the close
of the day, juvenile delinquency would not be set forth
by our Government as America's "Major Problem
No. 1."

IN

—

and another in a very lovely church in this village
from which I am writing you this letter. I don't know
if you recall the history of our church enough but perhaps the name of Alexander Mack will give you a clew.
Dr. Bauman can help you. It was a thrill to preach in
the village church yesterday, realizing the history that
was made here back in 1709. I don't know, but I rather
think I am the only minister in our church who has
ever conducted Easter services to an American congre-

field,

fation in this spot. I'm really certain of it. Well, that
is all I can write you now about the place, except that
the village is really nice, in a beautiful valley. 111 tell
you more about my experiences here later. Little did
I realize a week ago that I would ever be able to come
here, let alone preach in the village on Easter Sunday."

Unquestionably Brother Lorenz "somewhere in Geris none other than the village of Schwarzenau.
We congratulate Brother Lorenz in standing on that
historic spot whereon the Brethren Church was born,
there to again declare the precious gospel for which
Alexander Mack and his followers stood. The Editor
would like the "thrill" of doing that himself.

many"

April 14th, the Fosters telethat they had arrived safely.

They were approximately four weeks on the sea from
Cape Town, South Africa, to New York. They had a
very pleasant journey in spite of several U-boat warnings heard. Welcome home. Brother and Sister Foster.
Your rest is well-deserved.

THE EASTER OFFERING
As these editorial notes are being written (April 23d,
has not received any complete report
from any church of its Easter Offering. However, If
first reports from various pastors form any criterion
of the final result, the Lord is poviding us with the
1945), our office

single offering in the history of

ORVILLE LORENZ DELIVERS EASTER
SERMON ON HISTORIC SPOT

month

Governor has six children, however, only three of them
appearing in this picture.) This picture was given a
full page in the magazine, LIFE, AprU 24th, 1944. Beneath the picture that magazine explained:
"Warren reads the Bible each night for a few minutes before he goes to sleep. By that time, the children
are supposed to be in bed, but usually they find some
excuse to stay up, as Dotty, Bobby, and Honey Bear
have all contrived to do here. Besides such nocturnal

On Saturday evening,
graphed from New York

any

the Brethren Church.

with a picture of the Governor following his daily evening custom of reading the Bible to his children. (The

THE FOSTERS HAVE ARRIVED
THE HOMELAND

Editor

largest return of

With the permission of Governor Earl Warren, of
California,

Bauman,

WHEN THE SON OF MAN COMETH
SHALL HE

?"

Dr. Daniel A. Poling, Philadelphia Baptist pastor, and
liberal minded President of the World Christian Endeavor Union, has recently returned from an 18,000mile tour of the European fighting front. He favors the
draft of clergymen to relieve the shortage of Army
chaplains. There are some real reasons why Bible be-

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARV HERALD: Entered aa second-clasB matter April 16, 1943 at the postoffice at Winona Lake, Indiana, tmder the
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Bernard Schneider, Vice-President; R. D. Crees, Secretary; Homer A. Kent, Treasurer; Pavd Bauman, Mrs. John Aeby, R. E. Gingrich, L. L. Grubb. A.
L. Lynn, 8. W. Link, Walter A. Lepp. Editors:
Foreign Missions, Louis S. Bauman; Women's Missionary Ooondl, Mrs. John Aeby; Home Missions,
L. L. Grubb; Seminary, Alva J. McGlain; Managing Editor, Marvin L. Goodman.
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lieving preachers hesitate about accepting a chaplaincy

God, it had better begin to ask itself what
with the man who is- its supreme head.

Army, but into that we need not enter here.
But here is a statement by Dr. Poling that we feel
needd some attention. He says: "The chaplain is still
a Presbyterian or a Methodist, and is loyal to his
church, but he has functioned as a minister of God
and without regard to either faith or color. If asked to
do less when he returns, it will break his will and

in the

—

—

must work at, just what his wages wUl be, and etc. and
etc. and etc. These two words represent the kind of
a system under which not only economical and political freedm but civil and
personal and even religious freedom will cease
SmUe at it as we
may, ignore it as we may
try, just such a system is
coming for "the Scriptures

to exist.

H€T1HEIR!

wills

and

the

Brethren Church

is

concerned, they had better take off their ministerial robes.

Every

true

done

We hear a great deal these days from these New
Dealers who now rule in Washington, by the grace cf
the American voter, about "planned economy" as necessary to the solution of our post-war problems. It is
about time the American people understand the meaning of those two words "planned economy." It simply
means that the government expects to take over the
affairs of every American citizen and plan his life for
him. He will be told just how much of this and that
he can eat, just how much he can charge for the
rental of a building he may own, if he will be so fortunate as to own one in those days, just how much
he can pay for his clothes', just what kind of a job he

Now then, there you are. How can a conscientious
minister of God, ordained to preach the Gospel ^how
can such a one go forth and minister "without regard
to either faith or color?" He can easUy minister without regard to color, but when it comes to faith, that
is another matter. Is it possible for any true minister
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ to kneel beside a
dying Jew, soon to enter into eternity, and not point
him to the one and only Saviour, Jesus Christ? Is it
possible for a true and loyal minister of Jesus Christ
to kneel beside a dying Catholic and not point htm to
the Lord Jesus Christ, instead of to the Virgin
Mary, as the one who can
1
avail before God to speak
peace to his soul? If the
/^
t
chaplains in the Army are
going to come home to
hearts broken, if they are
not allowed to function as
ministers "without regard
to faith," then so far as

to be

"PLANNED ECONOMY"

heart."

have their

is

% God bless—
The heart of her, that beat against my own,
%
*
The love of her, out-breathed in every tone,
JThe eyes of her, that saw my smallest grief,
The feet of her, that flew to my relief,
%
The hands of her, that mind and body fed,
%
*
The voice of her, that soothed and comforted,
The ears of her, that heard my childish plaint,
*
The face of her, with halo like a saint,
S
The lips of her, that smiled her motherhood,
^
*
The mind of her, my own that understood;

cannot be broken." The
13th chapter of Revelation tells you the story.
In the meantime it is
well for the American citizen to

remember that

planned economy was the
system that prevailed tn
Russia, in Italy,

and

in

Germany prior to this war
minister of God still has
and indeed had much to
a faith to maintain; and,
worthy
be
The prayers of her oh, I would
do with bringing this war
%
unless the words of the
and
is,
to
me.
about. It seems almost
% Of all my mother was,
Bible are utterly meanunbelievable that the
ingless as to that faith,
,J.^^«^^^^^Jl^t^^HjHjl^^^^lSt^^t^t^>**^Hjl^^t^Hjt^h*^.^^t^MJ.^>^
American people will subhe must maintain a bemit to a system of govlief in the inspiration of
ernment, adopting the economic principles of the tyrthe Bible, in the virgin birth of our Lord and Saviour
anny that we are now fighting to destroy. "Planned
Jesus Christ; in the fact that Jesus Christ was God
economy" means the ultimate loss of every freedom
manifested in the flesh; in the efficacy of His atoning
for which our forefathers bled and died. God save
work upon the cross where He paid the price to redeem
America! Our most dangerous foes today have enthe sinful soul; in the resurrection from the dead of
trenched themselves within her gates!
the body in which He died; yes, and in His return to
this earth to reign. If the returning chaplain must
COURT-MARTIALEP
SO
minister without regard to these fundamentals of the
faith, then we repeat, let him not be a traitor to the
Bittinger, Editor, The GosDesmond
W.
(Editorial by

—

AND

Lord Jesus Christ, but let him turn in his robes. It is
written: "Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in
the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He that abideth
in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Father and
the Son. If there come any unto you, and bring not
this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither
For he that biddeth him God
speed is partaker of his evil deeds" (n John 9-11).
It strikes us that if the great Christian Endeavor

bid

him God

movement

is

speed:

THEY WERE

pel Messenger)

WACS who

served as hospital workers
in Massachusetts were court-martialed recently because
they refused to obey the command of their officers
when they were ordered back to "Negro work." The

Four Negro

has brought into the foreground other instances
of color discrimination on the part of the military.
Some of this discrimination when carried overseas has
caused British soldiers to comment that the German

trial

(Continued on Page 296

to fulfill its mission imder the blessing of
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CHRISTIAN MISSIONS

AND THE

UNKNOWN TOMORROW
By DR. ALVA

J.

McCLAIN

President, Grace Theological Seminary

.

Note: This

Or. Alva
"It is not for you to
within his own authority.
ih
all

know times or
But ye shall

come upon you: and ye shall be my
Judea and Samaria, and unto the

seasons, which the Father hath Let
receive power, when the Holy Spirit
witnesses both in Jerusalem, and in
uttermost part of the earth" (Acts

J.

is the opening: address delivered by
McClain at the 10th Annual Bible

and Missionary Conference held at Lancaster,
Pa., March 4, 1945. It is being published at the
request of the editor, Dr. Louis S. Bauman.

1:7-8 A. B. v.).

This text contains the final words of our Lord Jesus
Christ upon earth just before his ascension,

and they
were spoken in answer to a question raised by his
disciples.
"They asked of him,
saying. Lord wilt thou at this
time restore the Kingdom to

I.

The Future Contains Some Things Which Are Not
for Us to Know.

Israel?"

In saying this, I am yielding nothing to the deliberate agnosticism of those modern religionists who love
to parade their wilful ignorance. Here is a glaring
example which I read recently, "The future is hidden,"
this gentleman declares. "We must be faithful to our
ignorance
Jesus apparently conquered death

This important question takes
for granted several things: First,
that there is a Kingdom of God
yet to be established on earth;
second, that Jesus Christ our
DR. ALVA J. McCLAIN
Lord is the Sovereign of that
Kingdom; third, that this coming Kingdom belongs
properly to the nation of Israel and will be restored to

but we do not know
Why pretend we do? Some
of us ... do not wish to know. We suspect that life
might be desperately prosaic if we knew. We do not
wish to know. We would not be robbed of our adventure. We covet the chance to say to God, hereafter,
if God there be, 'Lord
there was more zest in staking life on a grand Perhaps.'" The writer of these
gloomy words was recently president of the Federal
Council of Churches in America.

^nd it was an insistent
question. The Greek verb indicates that they asked him again
and again.

.

.

.

.

.

them

in due time.
These assumptions appear to be settled facts in the
minds of the Lord's chosen apostles. I have little patience with those modern commentators who write
endlessly about the "mistaken ideas" of those eleven
men. They seem to forget that these same apostles
had lived three years under the instruction of the King
Himself, and also had completed a post-graduate
course of forty days on this very subject— "the things

concerning the Kingdom of God" (Acts 1:3). Ceranything at all can be known about the Kingdom, these men should have known.

tainly, if

But however much the apostles may have known
about the Kingdom, there was one thing they did not
know. They did not know the time of its establishment
and restoration to Israel. Their question was not,
Lord, is there to be a literal kingdom established on
earth?" Nor, "Wilt thou restore this kingdom to Israel?" But, "Wilt thou at this time restore the Kingdom to Israel?" This is all the more evident in the
Greek original where the phrase stands in the emphatic position thus, "Lord, at this time dost thou restore the Kingdom to Israel?" Furthermore, the
answer of our Lord stresses the same idea. He does not
reply, "It is not for you to know about the
Kingdom,"
but rather, "It is not for you to know times and seasons,"

This is the precise meaning of the text, but in its
wider application the answer of the Lord contains a
great deal of precious truth for all of us here today
who love Him and seek to do His perfect will.

•

.

.

•

.

.

.

Over against this deification of ignorance, let us
not a "grand Perhaps" but rather is a glorious affirmation of things we
know. "We know that the Son ofi God is come" "We
know that he was manifested to take away our sins,
and in him is no sin." "We know that we have passed
from death unto life." "We know that he abideth in
us, by his Spirit which he hath given us." "We know
that all things work together for good to them that
love God." "We know that if our earthly house of this
tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God,
an house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."
"We know that when he shall appear, we shall be like
him, for we shall see him as he is." Thus it should
be clear that the Christian believer knows a great
many things, not only things that have been done in
recall that the Christian Faith is

the past, but also things to come in the future.
But with reference to some things in the future, the
Lord still speaks to us, saying, "It is not for you to
know." At first thought these words may seem to be
only words of rebuke, but in reality they are words of
marvelous grace. It is the; mercy of God that he has
drawn a veil over some things in the future. I am
glad, for one, that it is not for us to know the exact
time of our Lord's return. Some men have busied
themselves greatly to fix the time of His coming. Well,
let us suppose for a moment that they should succeed,
and that the date is January 1, 2250! Just how much
good would be accomplished by this "discovery"? Only
this ^that every living Christian would be robbed of
the blessed hope of living until the Lord comes. Sup-

—
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pose the Lord Himself had

named

which God hath put in His own power." Nor is it the
"Almighty," or the "Creator," nor the "Supreme Being,"
or even "Jehovah." Certainly, we might expect in such

the date of His

return. There would have been no "blessed hope" for
Christian believers in past centuries- We should thank

God that he has

left

unrevealed some important things

a context to hear one of the names of God which describe the greatness of His power. But it is not soListen again as our Lord speaks of the "times and sea-

in the future.

morning may be deeply concerned about your immediate future. (Doubtless most
Some of you are missionof us share that feeling.)
aries on furlough, and you may be wondering when war
conditions will permit you to return to your field, and
what you will find when you get there. Others may
be missionaries under appointment, and you are wondering how soon the Lord will provide the funds neces-

Some

of you here this

sons which the Father hath put in His own power."
The "Fathei:"-^urely there is blessed purpose In this
choice of the divine names.

sary for your going out to the

field.
Still others here
financial responsibDities in
relation ts foreign missionary work, and you are wondering whether business conditions will be growing
better or worse. Well, these are a few of the many
questions concerning which the Lord may be saying to
us, "It is not for you to know."

may have assumed heavy

And this leads me to suggest that it would not be
good for us to know everything the future has in store
for us. If the Lord should tell us about all the pleasant
things he is preparing for us, we might become proud
and careless. On the other hand, if he should reveal
all the hard and disagreeable things ahead, many of
us would be overwhelmed by the prospect. It would
paralyze all our endeavors. We could not face it. Only
the Son of God could face an unveiled future and pursue the even tenor of his perfect way untrammelled by
fear or dread. To him the future held no secrets. He

—

that was before Him ^the scourging that was
to come, the smiting, the Insults, the unjust trial, the
terrible failure of his friends, the long hours of torture
on the Tree, the awful moment of death forsaken of
the Father. He knew it all, the exact day and even the
hour of its coming- I think that the clearest testimony
on this point is found in John 18:4, "Jesus therefore,
knwing all things that should come upon him, went
forth." Yes, blessed be His Name, He knew it all. Yet
not once did He ever falter, or turn back, or miss an
opportunity to go dood, or fail in the performance of
His duty.

knew

all

If you should be asking how the Son of Man could
thus walk, the answer may be foun perhaps in Heb.
12:2, "For the joy that was set before him, (he) endured the Cross, despising the shame." He looked
beyond the "sorrow and the weeping" to the joy set
before Him, and found therein the strength to endure the things he knew would surely come to pass.
Beloved, let us look unto Him and learn of Him. There
is a joy set before us
the joy of living for Him now
and with Him forevermore. If the clouds ahead seem
to be dark and threatening, let us consider this joy
and find courage to say, "Beyond this vale of sin and
tears, that life with Him, and His the aid, that 'spite
the menace of the years, keeps and shall keep me

—

imafraid."

n.

Whatever the Unknown Tomorrow May Have

in

Store for Us, It Is in Safe Hands.

Consider the very precious name chosen by our
He does not speak of the "times and seasons

Lord.

Our Lord is remiding us,
not only that the unknown future is in the hands of
an omnipotent God, but better still, that this God is
our Father! How unspeakably gracious He is! An
express train was rushing through the stormy night
at terrific speed, and there was a bit of anxiety in the
minds of some as the coaches rocked to and fro. To
a small boy playing cheerfully in the aisle, one of the
passengers said, "Are you not frightened, sonny?"
"No, I' not afraid," the boy replied, "My father's the
engineer.

Now I am not unmindful of the character of the
audience here this morning. Doubtless all of you have
learned the blessed truth that our Father, a sovereign
God, holds in His mighty hands the reins of the Universe. But in these days of chaos and utter confusion
it is easy to look too much at the things that are seen.
Let me remind you once again, therefore, that the
Christian does not face a menacing future where life
is the plaything of irresponsible chance, or where circumstances are determined by the grinding of the mills
of Fate, or where blind destiny reigns as king. No. We
who believe look toward a future which is in the hands
of our Father who has pledged His eternal Word that
"All things work together for good to them that love

God," and without whose permission nothing can take
place in this Universe of ours, from the fall of a raindrop to the fall of an empire. This is the proper antidote for all our fears as to the future.
It is not for you to know, but God knows
so we are
accustomed to say. And this is true, as far as it goes.
But God not only knows the future; He has power over
the future- And He is able to use the wrath and blunders of men, even the things which we call calamaties,
to get us where He wants to have us. The Word of
God is fUled with examples. Consider only the case of
Joseph. Think of the path he traveled, a path beset
with hatred, intrigue, deceit, and bloody violence. At
times it would seem that not a ray of light could pierce
the darkness of the way. Yet that path led Inexorably
to the throne of Egypt and the saving of God's Messianic nation. We may not be able to see. But God

—

sees,

and

controls.

Let us not worry about the future. Let us rather
God our Father. The "times and seasons" are in
His hands. This wUl help you through the hard places,
just as it once helped King David. In the first 13
verses of the 31st Psalm David complains, and you have
never read anything which expressed deeper despair,
"I am forgotten as a dead man out of mind," he writes.
But now read the 14th verse "My times are in God's
hand," he cries- And that blessed truth plucked him
out of the pit of discouragement, and set him shouting
with joy as the Psalm closes, "O love the Lord
.Be

trust

—

.
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strong, and let your heart take courage,
hope in the Lord."

all

ye that

THE YEAR ONE

God Has Provided All the Power We Need to Face
Unknown Tomorrow.
Here we should recall the exact situation of those

[IN

A.

I.

AFRICA—Ed.l

III.

By MISS

the

early disciples as set forth in the first chapter of Acts.
they asked, "Lord, dost thou at this time restore the Kingdom to Israel?" no doubt they were
thinking at least in part of their own future. They
knew enough about the coming Kingdom to know that
its establishment would insure their own f u t u re
against every possible evil. On the other hand, they
must have been equally sTire that if the Kingdom were
not established, nothing but persecution awaited them
among the people who had crucified the King. No
wonder they were interested in the restoration of the
Kingdom. But our Lord answers, "It is not for you to

When

know the times and seasons." Now if He had stopped
with this and said no more, it might have seemed
rather a heartless reply. But He said something elseListen to him again: "It is not for you to know the
But y« shall receive power,
times and seasons
when the Holy Spirit is come upon you." How wonderful! It was not given those disciples to know all the
future had in store for them. But of one thing they
could be sure whatever the unknown tomorrow held,
whether of disappointments, suffering, or even death
they need not face these experiences in their own
strength. Their strength would be in the power of the
Holy Spirit.
Here we have the secret of that amazing vitality and
strength revealed in the missionary service of the early
church. In the beginning their missionaries were few
in number. They had no wealthy and influential organizations behind them; no guarantees of either freedom, of speech or religion; no friendly government to
protect them. On the contrary, all the resources of a
hostile world was against them its political governments, its philosophies, and even its religions. They
had to begin their task in the very city which had re.

.

.

—

—

jected

and

killed their Messiah.

But these men had

something greater than all the forces against them.
They had the power of the Holy Spirit. And by this
power they astonished the world with their triumphant testimony, both in life and in deathI do not wish to minimize our missionary problems
of the present hour. Certainly no realistic appraisal
of the situation can possibly fail to see that desperate
and incalculable dangers beset us on every side. The
fires of religious persecution are again burning. Many
doors that one were open are now closed. Ideologies
have arisen to challenge not only Christianity but also

When you

RUTH SNYDER

are reading this, the first year of service

for one of your "green" missionaries will be history.

—

Sometimes looking back does not pay remember Lot's
wife! However, there are times
when it does pay to review the
profited the disciples
cloud had hidden the
Lord from their eyes to recall
the things He fiad said while He
was yet with them. Likewise we
are not without reward if we call
to mind the mighty works He has
done in our behalf. Therefore
we do not hesitate to take into
consideration the Year One in
past.

It

after a

MISS RUTH SNYDER

Africa.

For one who knew the Brethren Missionary as well
as she knew Mother Goose, there was a lot of sentiment associatied with the arrival on the field. Ah, it
seems like only yesterday that arrival! There on the
side of the Bassai mountain, we got our first view of
the Bassai church. Many times we had seen pictures
of this church, but no picture can do justice to the
"background" of rocky slopes on one side, or to the
"backdrop" of cliffs on the other side. So here at
Bassai we spent our first African days while we got
over some of the African daze
There are many other sights that cannot be pictured
without experience. It is Sunday morning at Bassai.
You go to the church early to watch the arrival of the
natives these "children of the sun," as they have been
called. Scrambling up over the cliffs have come these
laughing and often panting ones who are now the
seed of the Son. Enter the church building. Why does
it seem to be growing darker?
It is the mass of black

—

—

bodies in front of you.
It is Sunday morning at Bekoro.
The chapel has
been torn down, for another is in the making. You
sit xmder a tree with the natives in front of you enjoying their pews of logs. What is this coming down the

road?

Seventeen animated haystacks?
(Continued on Page 291)

the validity of all religion. In spite of the fact that we
are supposed to be battling against the menace of
totalitarianism, nothing could be clearer than that the
tide of this same thing is rising in every nation under
heaven, including our own. And at the same time,
instead of devoting their energies to the preaching of
the Gospel of the Grace of God to a lost world, most
of our great Protestant bodies seem more concerned
to bring about an artificial union of their forces under

(Continued on Page 295)

"ANIMATED HAYSTACKS"
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seventeen native Christians almost hidden under their
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An Interesting Letter

^-^

We Share It

FROM GRACE BYRON
Bozoum, via Bangui,
French Equatorial Africa.

Bassai, via

March

8,

1945..

Dear Brother Bauman:

am

I

The

enlosing reports of our women's conference.
was so fine throughout and the Lord gave

spirit

us such a blessing, that it made
us feel that we wanted to have
another one next year. Other
years the women met with the
men and there was very little
time for separate meetings.
They did not attend very well,
they had very little part in the
conference, and they spent
most of their time hunting food
for their

hungry husbands—

very worthy cause,
iwiss

men

had a splendid
The
hearing about
plenty of thrUls-you will be

GRACE BVBON

camp with

mother wanted to see her any more. So home she
went! The other day he said he had found someone
else. I asked him if he was going to whip her, and he
said, "No"—that he had learned his lesson. But this
affair

is

complicated, too.

Her father sold her to a Catholic. Her mother has
come back to the Lord recently and she says that when
her daughter was a baby they dedicated her to ihe
Lord. (Her husband is a backslider with three wives.)
She wants her to marry a Christian, and that her husband should give the dowry back. When that is aU
fixed up, he will not mind the other girl marrying his
brother. The girls have a hard time too, as they are
often deceived as to whom they are being sold, but
they are refusing to go to polygamists, even though it
means whippings.
Kindly remember me to the folks at Fifth and
Cherry. I often think of them. I appreciate their
Mrs.
prayers, and do not forget to give my love to

Bauman. Yours

in

Him.

dow

for his
the
My "cook had quite a time paying times,
but he has
several
wife the price was raised
to native custom^ she iS
paid' the last goat. According
he is married. He waj
living with his other untU
She said she would
anxious that she learn to read.
came, but he said that she
start the next day after she
did not want her to
should start that very day. He
her to do somewanted
he
when
tomorrow
saying
start
if he loved her and
him
asked
I
day.
very
that
thing
Marriage is such a busihe said he did not know yet.
told him that I would
ness proposition with them. I
pants for his weddmg. He
get him a pair of long white
pair of long pants.
was tickled, as he has never had a

'

was savmg every
cost too much money and he
They look so much
franc to buy goats lor his wife.
If they
is differentneater in shorts, but a wedding
more cloth to get
wear long pants there is that much
as often smce it takes
dirty; so they do not wash them

They

them out; and also
soap, and washing wears
as much as a pair of
since they cost more than twice
wear them twice as long.
shorts, they figure they must
they are durty
The result is, if they wear long pants,
have seen them
most of the time and in tatters. I
a loin cloth, the
wearing just the belt and pockets over
long agos
remainder of the pants having vanished

more

Enough on that
But
young

subject!

am still thinking about matrimony. Another
the girl
man had finished paying his dowry and

I

she thought she was
refused to marry him. She said
her a couple
whipped
He
brother.
being bought lor his

might change her mind, but it
Don't blame her! He fmally
neither he nor his
home-that
back
go
said she should

of times, thinking that

made her more

••THEV

stubborn.

FOOD FOR
SPENT MOST OF THEIR TIME HUNTINGARE
BUSILY
HUSBiNDS." THESE WOMEN
GRINDING CORN FOR THE EVENING MEAL.

THEm SuNGRV
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Reported by Grace Byron
Bassai, February 19-25,

A.M. to
A.M. to
9 A. M. to
4:30 P.M.
4:30 P.M.

BASSAI CHURCH,

WHERE THE CONFERENCE WAS

HELD.

THE PROGRAM OF THE BASSAI WOMEN'S
MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
Sunday Morning, February 25,
Orijan Prelude

Kena

(2 Organ?)
(Tnvocat-on)

— "Beulah

Ouone

Sing (fionga

"There

_

.

.

.

_

1945

Mrs. Jobson and Mrs. Bearer
_

.

Noatemo

.

Is a Po'Kitain")

-

-

Kena Ouone (Prayer)

-

Gaiwaka Noel

Leader,

Ouone

(Prayer)

A.M.
9 A.M.
10 A.M.
to 5:30 P.M.
Women
to 5:3o P.M., Children
7

-

Missionary in Charge
.
Miss Byron
Miss Myers
Mrs. Jobson and Mrs. Beaver
Miss Myers
Mrs. Jobson and Mrs. Beaver
-

-

Our women's conference opened Monday morning
with a prayer meeting before dawn- There is something different about a prayer meeting held "a great
while before day." It was at such an hour our Lord
found sweet fellowship with the Father. The darkness
and hush of the early morning like a cloud, shuts out
the entire world and closes us in with the Lord. The
place was filled with the sacredness and quietness of
His presence. The barefooted women slip in noiselessly
and unobserved into their seats, carrying their babies
asleep in their arms.

Leader, Mbosso Samuel
Saraganzi Slardochee

Rapport sur Ecole BibBaue (Rep,irt of Biblp School)
Verseta 1943 (Memory verses for 1943 by congregation)

Kena

Jean

Lan.-^'

1945

-------

Meetings Daily
5

8

Without any formal opening the service begins by
first women to arrive praying audibly, followed by

the

Dina Jude
Jean

Mbaka

Sing Goundi

(Song by Children, tune, "Stand tip. Stand Up, for Jesus)
Otfrandi"
(Offering, 2 Cor. 9:6-8, "Jesus Loves This World,"
Tersea;
tune, 'Mary Had a Little Lamb")
Leader, Dina Jude

Kena Ouene

H

(Prayer)
Baboro Samson
Sing Wainli (Song by women workers. Do Service tor Jesus"; French tune.
"Qui! Fait Bon a Ton Service")
Leader, Mrs. Beaver
Kena Ouone foula Goune (Dedication of baby)
Pasteur Jobson
Kena Ouone toula Belabai (Praver for the sermon)
Nguenzi Emmanuel
Belabai (Sermon). Text Jean 5:31-40
.
.
Pasteur Jobson
Kena Ouone
Yandoko Jaoaues

...

Thus closetJ the native workers' conference, in a
united service, the best conference we ever had, and
the first in which the men and the women each had
separate meetings throughout.
We have much to
praise the Lord for, and to Him be the glory.
Notes. The church was packed, the offering was
80 francs, which was given to a worker going to a new
place of service. The song by the women was especially
good. The men's mouths dropped open in astonishment, that women could really do something and do
it well! _And where did Madam Beaver learn
to sing
in Karre!!!! Although the invitation was not given,
surely many souls were touched, and we leave the
results with Him. Is it worth while?

300 HOUSES LIKE THESE

WERE BUILT BV THE NATIVES TO
SHELTER THEM DURING ONE OF THEIR OONFERENcIs

"WOMEN

SLIP IN

the prayers of others as they came. One woman began
her prayer thus: "Me gui tou Seigneur" ("I have come
Lord"). She was. keeping tryst with her Lord. Another prayed the Lord to cleanse her heart. She said
her sin smelled as bad as the inside of a grave. Others
gave their lives anew to Him for service. It was a
sweet time of fellowship, and the fragrance of their
prayers filled the room- The meetings continued until
daybreak. Then, that sacred quietness was gone—
everything was astir. The late comers could no longer
slip in unobserved, and as quietly as those
who came
earlier. The babies were now awake. After roll
call we
went immediately into the next meeting.
It was led by one of their own number.
Each of
these meetings was a miracle of God's grace, when one
thinks of their heathen background and their timidity,
and to see them stand up and read a portion of God's
Word and expound it. It was wonderful. One read
the parable of the sower, which is very real to them;
they know about sowing and the different kinds of
ground. She pleaded with them to be good soil and

(Continued on Page 293)
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Women's Conference
By MISS ESTELLA MYERS

Last week the wives of the native Christian workers
were here at the station to attend the conference that
was planned for them at Bassai, with the women missionaries of this district. The men had their conference in a camp at the river with the missionary men.
Each one of us is to give a report of the part we had
in the prc^ram. My part was to talk to the women at
8 in the morning and 4:30 in the afternoon. My subject was, "Jesus Christ: The Power of His Blood to Save

Us and

to

Keep Us from

problem in their

life,

Sin." Each day I took up some
and explained how Jesus was

able to give them grace to live a victorious life.
Just two days after the talk on Jesus being able to
give victory at death and that the Word says, "Ye sorrow not even as others which have no hope," a baby
died of pneumonia on the station. I praised the Lord
that God did give victory to the women, and that there
was no scene of mourning or wailing. The child was

the baby of my helper in the dispensary who also was
sick at the same time. In his weakness physicaUy he
talked at the grave (as well as his wife) and said that
they wanted to be true and follow the little one to
heaven.
The presence of the Holy Spirit was very real in the
meetings, and the testimony of the women gave joy
to our hearts. Their desire to return to their work to
win souls and to teach other women to read, was an

answer to prayer.
of these women reminded me of Mary Magdaknowing them when they were idol worshippers,
and now seeing them love the Lord and rejoice to serve
Him.
The last day of the conference we all went to the
village and many of the women testified of the joy
they had in following Jesus, and the hope they have of
some day seeing the home He is peparlng for them,
and they urged all present to accept Jesus, too, as their

Some

lene,

Saviour.

This was the

first

time we divided the crowd—the

(Continued on Page 295)

CHILD EVANGELISM METHODS WITH THE WOMEN
AND CHILDREN—BASSAI CONFERENCE
By MRS. JOBSON and MRS. BEAVER
Our part of the Women's Conference at Bassai this
year was aimed both at evangelization and instruction.
We demonstrated different messages and methods to
them on the flannel board for their own instruction
and to introduce them to ways of carrying the Gospel
back to their vUlages. We used much the same meth-

women

as with the children, as they, like

us, are just children

grown up.
was for Christian workers, the

ods with the

As

this conference

—

theme was mainly "Consecration" that these women
and children might return to their villages with a zeal
for lost souls. Much of the simple Gospel story was
Illustrated, however, to aid them in understanding it
better, that they might give it forth. And in the children's meetings many lost were reached, as aU the
children from the villages round about were invited.

We

praise the Lord that several of these children were
saved during the Conference.
Along with the flannelboard lessons and other illustrated messages, we cared for a large part of the musical program of the conference. We tried to help them
with group singing in general, and to teach them some
new songs and choruses. The result was perhaps not
too melodious, but plenty loud and joyful. These folks
love to sing, but axe definitely lacking in harmony that
their brothers in the States possess. What they lack
in melody, however, they more than make up for in
volume, and, I am sure, it sounds sweet to the Lord.
You should hear them sing, "Are We Downhearted."
They can't seem to get the three "No's" in, but find
time for a half-dozen or more! They sing them in a
little sing-song chant while they shake their heads in

a rigorous negative.
The Lord surely blessed in the entire conference, and
we believe that many lives were really yielded to their
Master. Pray much for the work among the women
and children. These women have been suppressed for
and
so many years that it is hard for them to reach out
take an active part in carrying the Gospel to the many
women and children who are yet in darkness. "But
thinks be to God, which giveth us the victory through
"HIPPO
APPARENTLY ONE LITTLE FELLOW DIDNT ,^"1^
BEMEAT. THE FACT OF THE "ATTER IS, HE IS CRYING
CAUSE MR. KLIEVER OCT TOO CLOSE TO TAKE THE PICTURE.

our Lord Jesus Christ," they are able in His strength
and victorious lives. Pray for them.

to live faithful
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By MRS.
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WAYNE BEAVER

a

i^Littte

As soon as the

During our conference with the women at Bassai, our
Lord saw fit to take the baby of one of the faithful
Christian couples there- Perhaps some of you remember Brother and Sister Jobson telling of the homegoing of Moise and Edele's baby some years ago.

At

that time, our Lord gave this young couple His grace

and comfort, and they were a real testimony. They
have retained that same quiet and strong testimony
through the years. Moise has served as Miss Myers'

little

^aint

grave was prepared, the Chris-

and grouped
about the spot. They began to sing some of the familiar hymns of comfort and praise, the mother and father
tian friends gathered with the family

joining their voices with the others.

Every once in a
while a dry sob would shake Edele' while she sang, but
they sang each one, taking comfort from the words of

and praise for our wonderful Lord. The old grandmother sat under a small tree holding the little form,
who was wrapped in a blanket as though she were
love

sleeping.
*

*

*

After the singing, Moise and Edele each said a few
words. Moise said that "the Lord doeth all things

and that he was just waiting for the day when
He would take him home too. Edele said they had
given their baby to the Lord from her birth; He had
well,"

seen

fit to take her and that it was all right, for she
was His. One of the Christian men spoke a few words,
and Miss Myers led in prayer. The father then arose
and went over to the little grave, and motioned to the
old grandmother. He wrapped the little form up and

ift.

*&;^
A LITTLE AFRICAN BABY

helper in the dispensary for

IN

many

veloped a lung condition, and

they laid it away. Some of the women took Edele
away, while Moise stayed to oversee the closing of

MISS TYSON'S ARMS.

is

not at

their baby's grave.

He has

de-

all well at

the

years.

present.
*

Little Pauline,

«

*

one and one-half years old and the

youngest of Moise and Edele's five children, was

ill

with

pneumonia

just four days. This disease takes such a
toll of the babies out here.
The climate and living
conditions are so much against them, and they have

with which to combat it. The sudden change
from the oppressive heat of the day to the biting cold
of the night and early morning during the dry season,
and the constant dampness of the rainy season are
hard on a strong adult.
A small baby, unclothed and living in a grass mat or
mud house, is little protected from the elements. When
you contrast their condition with the infinite care and
protection that our babies at home have, it is no small
wonder that the infant death rate is so high.
so

I have never witnessed such bravery and sweet acceptance of the Lord's will before. Throughout their
little one's illness Edele and Moise had prayed onjy
that His will would be done, and that He would give
them grace to accept His will. Our Lord answered
the prayer of His children with all-sufficient grace,
and now they have another treasure awaiting them in

Glory.
*

*

*

Are Missions worthwhile? Oh, what a privilege
to say "Yes" to the Great Commission.

it is

little

*

*

*

The Lord took little Pauline just as the day was
breaking, and she was laid away at noon. Moise, who
had been confined to his bed from a recent setback in
his illness, arose and took charge of everything. The
Lord gave this

tall,

gaunt, quiet servant of His strength

and grace for his task. The simplicity of the little
was the most touching I have ever witnessed-

"SO MANY STILL SIT IN HEATHEN DARKNESS."
"SPIRIT HOUSE."

service
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WITH JAKE KLIEVER AMONG THE CHURCHES
time of his life"
(Note- Our Bro. Jake Kllever has been having "the
Herald with
It Is not often we take up space In the
tlie churches.
work, but in this case wo feel that It
a missionary's report, of his deputation
least some of our missionknow
that
at
readers
our
let
to
profitable
will be
In the homeresting
are
while
they
(?)
things"
"doing
time
arles waste no
Wo can
We have been told that Kllever on the field Is a livehaswire.
land
been staying
He Is only second to an even livelier wire who
believe it.
of doing a mighty
"at home" in California caring for his "younguns," on top
A great
churches of California.
fine piece of deputation work among the
May their tribe increasel We quote now from
those two.
missionary couple
28th, reporting to the office,
his letter written at Rittman, Ohio, on March
the
tour
among
his
gleaned
on
checks
In
$1,083.24
letter contained

among

—

which

churches.

—

L. S. B.)

I left California I never felt less like making
a trip. I had apparently had too much of that California stmshine (?) and my head cold was so bad, plus
just getting over or out of having a bad case of "strep"

When

throat, etc. Saturday at noon I went to Dr. W. Altig
and I didn't know if I would be able to start on Monday, but I did. Well, it has been just a blazing trail of

blessings all along the way.
As I look back and see

what is still to be seen, I
marvel. I had been praying that somehow I would
be able to contact young people and that the Lord
would be able to speak to them through me. There
are only two churches that could not arrange to have
me at this time. They each had meetings in progress.
That is a miracle in itself. When I get back to California, there will be only two churches (if all goes as
to schedule) that I will not have been in outside of the
California churches. The Lord has been blessing with
physical strength. If I am tough enough to take a
schedule such as I have been following, don't you think
we are ready to get started back to the Field? I will
have spoken the 140th time since coming home when
Easter Sunday arrives. On top of that, Freda has been
having her share of meetings.
There have been some surprise meetings also, all in

answer tcf' our prayer to be able to get at the Young
People with God's message for them. I have been the
speaker in six district or city-vsride youth ralliesAt the Waterloo Youth for Christ Rally, Dr. Pietsch,
Dr. Ketchum and Dr. Hutchins and I were all on the
I should have been scared, but I was
same program!
!

!

I felt I
if you get what I mean.
had a message from the Lord for the yoimg folks, so
in
men;
I had better not be afraid because of those
other words, afraid to be scared. Then too, I have
been in six different public schools, most of them

afraid to be scared,

assemblies of sixth through twelfth grades. Three
of the schools have definitely asked for second meetings. Is it ever great to get to tell them their need of
Christ and that they have a chance for real service
for Christ. At none of the schools have they put any
fenc^es around the messages; in other words, say anything you want. It might be a good thing if the pastors were instructed as to this opportunity of contacting the school youngsters when they have missionary
speakers.

Monday, March 26th, I was at a preacher's meeting
at Mansfield, Ohio. I was thrilled when they appointed one of their number to especially assist young
people volunteering for missionary work. Consulting
with them, guiding them In preparation, all in accord
with suggestions from the Board.

Too many

of the

Brethren Young People have been lost from our church
to nondenominational works when the Lord has given
our church a work in foreign fields. The idea is to
help the young people realize that there is a place for
them in our church's foreign work.
I spoke to five young married men whUe at Seminary
graduation that are in different stages of going to
foreign fields. Some wonder why they feel the tug
that way, others feel the Lord wants them there. Pray
with us for them and others. We don't want to talk
any one into going into missionary work who isn't
called, but we don't want to lose an opportunity of encouraging those who feel they are called. Many a
surprisingly large number of young people have said
they are planning on foreign missionary work. Bro.
Ord Gehman's oldest boy, David, about 14, just told
me, saying, "Do you know I am going to Africa when

grow up?"

I

I miss being with my family and loved ones. I have
only been with my parents three days since I am home.
How glad I am that I have put church first, family
second. It has been and is a thrill to meet all these
people and fellowship in this way,

*1kz yean. Otte. 9.

A.

(Continued from Page 286)
bundles of grass which is their contribution to the
roofing of the new chapel.
And then there is the "Believer It or Not column."
The wind is blowing a terrific gale, driving the rain in
sheets like a blizzard. You put on your heaviest wool
sweater and drink hot tea, but still you shiver. Yes,
it is really Africa. You go to bed and the cold sheets
send chills all over you. The night continues coldBrrrrr! it is Africa; But now, rainy season is over, and
to your surprise a haze just like that which covered
your Pennsylvania hills settles down over your corner
of Africa. Under a dusty sun and dusty moon of the
dry season, you realize that you are in Africa.
And beside all these things that are without, there
cometh upon you daily the great heartache of Africa.
As you go through the villages, your heart is sick that
so many still know Him not. The disease, the squalor,
the hopelessness, all remind you that this is a land that
knows not God. Yes, our missionaries have been here
for some years, but the number of them has always
been far too few for the tasks before them. And so
many stjil sit in heathen darkness for there are so few

who seem

to care.

Could I return to the beginning of last year and take
a fresh start, what would I do? Just what I did—
would still come to Africa with now the sure knowledge
that this is His place for me. Life has its ups and
downs, of course, but you heard a native pray: "Lord,
bless mademoiselle because she came to help us"!
That day your heart was fixed on serving Him here as
long as

He

so wills.

in Africa," closes with a new
desire to do His will through all the coming years right here in Africa's darkest heart.

And

so,

"The Year One

and stronger
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the SUeldo4U ^^lam PUllaxielpJUa ta JleofialdtHlU
Leopoldville,

Congo Beige,
Jan.

2, 1945.

Dear Herald Readers:
our ship slipped out from Philadelphia there
to wave goodbye. Brother Kimmell had
been of great assistance to us there, but no one was
allowed to come to the pier. As one by one the buildings and the shoreline vanished away, we realized that
once again we were leaving our beloved homeland and
facing the dark continent. This time it would be
harder, for Kenneth was left behind, and we all felt
the separation just as any of you would. It would be
four years untU we meet again ^unless Jesus comes
before then, and takes us home.
Travel, at the best, these days is fraught with many
delays and dangers, but the Lord gave us a very pleasant trip. There were about 50 missionaries on board,
and very few other passengers, so we had the run of
the ship, and we had wonderful times together. Our
only stop was at the Azores, where we took on many
Portuguese passengers. After two weeks had passed,

When

was no one

grew poorer and
poorer as one by one the boats were taken for other
purposes. Other boats came from America and still
other missionaries until there were close to two hundred, and still no boats to Africa. Much prayer went
up to the Lord about this problem, and He heard and
answered in giving us passage on a boat leaving late
Possibilities of getting off to Africa

—

arrived at Lisbon, Portugal. As we pulled up to
the pier, the Portuguese passengers were waving and
rejoicing to see friends and loved ones. We felt a little
sad, for we were entering a strange land and meeting
a strange people. Then all of a sudden someone called
to Donald and we looked and saw the Klievers on the

we

pier.

That mass

of

humanity had a different

interest

for us now, for we knew someone there. Heaven will
have a special interest when we have someone there.
Of course we all want to see the Lord Jesus first of all.

We

were supposed to get a boat to go on from Lisbon
month. That month turned out to be nearly
three. The fall months in Lisbon are lovely, and we
Nearly every day
visited many places of interest.
trips were made to the steamship companies to try
and find a way on to Africa, but of no avail. During
our stay there we attended some of the Portuguese
in a

churches, particularly the Plymouth Brethren,

and we

found some faithful saints of the Lord working there.
Our Portuguese evangelicals are greatly in the minority, for there are only about 5,000 of them In all Portugal. Some of them suffer much, but they continue to
witness for Him. They need our earnest prayers.
The days grew chillier in Lisbon, and, since the
houses are not heated, we felt the cold very keenly.

"IN

FORMER YEARS WE SPENT TWO MISERABLE DAYS ON
AFTER LOOKING AT THE ABOVE PICTURE
OF THE LOCOMOTIVE, WE CAN BELIEVE ITI

THIS SAME TRIP."

How we have been praising God ever
are not forgetting to continue to pray that
passage will be provided for the many who are still
there, and especially those who have waited so long.
in November.

since.

We

PART

n

was November 21st when we pulled out from
Lisbon. The lar^e group of missionaries on the pier
were singing "Happy Birthday" to Carolyn, for it was
her third birthday. They also sang, "God Be With
You" and many other songs. As the ship pulled away
we on board and those on shore blended our voices m
singing "Blest Be the Tie That Binds." Since many
It

of our Portuguese Brethren were there, they joined in
the singing, and we felt a bond of love in Christ Jesus
to a degree that would be impossible were we not one
in Him.

Our ship first went to Porto, in northern Portugal,
where they took on much cargo. This is the place
where the famous port wine comes from, they say. It
was very, very cold there, but we went sightseeing
anyhow. Some of the Portuguese Christians there
came and took those who could go to a special missionary service in the evening.

The sea was unusually rough when we pulled out of
Porto and many of our fellow passengers were seasick.
I don't recall evet seeing so many porpoises as we did
coming out of the harbor. These large fish were jumping up out of the water as if playing leapfrog. We
settled down to the usual routine of ship life. In passing the Canary Islands we had a glimpse of them, and
once or twice we spied the coast of Africa. But we did
not touch land until we came to Saint Tome Island,
right on the Equator. It looked so green, and the palm
trees were pretty from a distance. We met a Portuguese couple who were doing a fine piece of missionary work on this island.
As wq journeyed on, one morning we awoke to find
ourselves in the muddy waters of the Congo. After
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months
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few weeks later. The coast line was still decorated
with the palms, beautiful large trees, gay flowers, and
general jungle atmosphere that we had seen years
before. The first few days not many islands were visible, but later there were so many that it seemed almost impossible to find a way through the intricate
meshwork of these seemingly floating forests. The
small villages and wood stations seemed no different
than those of the previous generation. The mountainous forests, the irregular skyline of bare and treeless hills stood just as gaunt as before. However, there
was one distinct difference between this trip and the
previous one, and that was in the boat itself. In 1926
we traveled on the old Dolizi, which was so worn and
Miss Ruth Snyder writes on Dec. 29, 1944, to say
among other things: "You will see that I have moved.
Now I am in the place, which after last night, I think
should have another name. It really should be "Bake
Oro" (maybe fan, I don't know). Well, anyway, here
I am."
(Miss Snyder enclosed an article for the Missionary Herald with her letter, and then made the following comment: "Here is hoping that you get lots of
material for the Herald just when you need it, instead
of having to use two-year-old letters!"
Whereupon
the Editor, reading.burst forth with a hearty "Amen!")
Letter from Minnie Kennedy dated Feb. 6, 1945: "The
church is putting up a new chapel. They have made
the pillars with mud-block bricks. They are getting
their overstructure up this morning. 1 can see them
working from the office here. It's the biggest task
they've undertaken so far and it seemed almost too big
for them, at first, but they are coming along nicely.
From now on it will go better. I think I'm getting a
greater thrill out of it than they are. After it is up
they'll be happy, I know."
The Jobson's write and we're glad to hear that the
auto is doing work for Christ. Letter from Bozoum
dated January 20, 1945: "The Pickup from Philadelphia

has arrived safely in Africa and Brother Sheldon is
doing the necessary work to get it up the river as soon
as possible. This car will be a big help on the field.
The Dodge that we got on the Fourth of July has now
gone over 7,000 miles in the service of the Mission- It
has made possible the care of the field, over long distances, which would have been impossible otherwise.
Beaver and I have just returned from a 500-mile trip
through the northern end of the field, where we visited
seven churches and a score of villages, establishing

decrepit that it was barely able to carry its own weight,
alone cargo and passengers. The food on that boat
was so poor that we actually were hungry. The genlet

management was unimaginable. Sister Jobson
remember that between meals the boy wore
the table cloth as a loin cloth, and how we compelled
him to wash it before he put it on the table for the
next meal- The Fondere is a nice boat, clean, good
eral

and

I well

and has the general appearance of law and order.
So we really enjoyed the entire trip.
When we arrived at the hotel in Brazzaville we were
led up a back alley, past the kitchen that took my
appetite for the remainder of the day, past some turkey, chicken, and duck pens, to a row of four rooms.
There was a big mud and water hole right in front
of our door. The room had a bed, table, two chairs,
wardrobe, and running water. The running water
was the best part of the whole outfit. It was anything
but Inviting. No wonder it was vacant! But we knew
there was no use trying to find an opening anywhere
else, so we praised the Lord and took courage. We
were
no more than inside when a heavy storm descended on
the city. Later we found that the rooms on either
side of us were occupied by two white men with black
companions. We endured it four days, during which
time we had our passport renewed, secured visas, etc.
We also made a trip across Stanley Pool and were able
to get a room
a. hotel on the Belgian side.
So on
Saturday morning we moved bag and baggage to
Leopold ville."
food,

m

three new evangelization centers, and checking the
membership and converts. In this particular part of
the field we have two administrative subdivisions with
a population now full of interest in the Lord, but without a resident missionary pastor. Only an automobile
in good working condition permits caring for
distant
sections like this.

The

Town—letter dated
26, 1945. Their trip down the river we're sure
be of interest to you: "The trip down the river
was uneventful and delightful, far more so than it was
18 years ago when we first traveled up river. The water
was stm high enough so that the large boat was able
to come all the way to Bangui, thus eliminating
the
tiresome change of boats that would be necessary
a
Fosters write from Cape

January
will
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great Apostle.
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(Continued from Page 286)
the leadership of men who believe little or nothing
Church.
of the Faith once for aU delivered to the
But let us leave the realm of mere generalities, and
us here
seek to personaUze this matter. Everyone of
wil]% must
today, if we love the Lord and seek to do His
I do not
face the darkness of the unknown tomorrow.
know what that future holds for you. Some of you
may find yourselves suddenly thrust into places of
are
grave missionary responsibUity for which you
into lowly
utterly insufficient. Others may be called
paths of service against which every inclination of the
Still others among you may be
flesh will protest.
brought into heartbreaking experiences of disappointsuch
ment, suffering, persecution, or even death. In
of the
experiences, beloved, do not forget the promise

of the earth."

able to save to the "uttermost,"
to carry the

their own
books on the end-time, and 'will leave
great
cvmrches any time to hear a sermon on some
last to
the
event of the last days. Well, I would be
condemn this interest in Eschatology. I doubt whether
deeply conone can be truly regenerated without being
remind you
cerned about "things to come." But I must
Lord upon
that the very last word spoken by our
but with
earth dealt not with theological eschatology
in the
missionary eschatology. And if we are living
high tune for
last days, as I verily believe, then it is
earth" with the
us to be reaching the "last part of the
Good News of God's Grace.
Lord
brethren, let us hear the voice of the
Finally,

mommg:
He speaks once more to our hearts this
and seasons." The moris not for you to know times
All that it
briefrow may be long or it may be very
cannot tell.
may bring forth for each one of us, we

as
"It

forth, it's m
But praise His Name, whatever it brings
and Father. And as
safe hands, the hands of our God
own strength;
we face the future, it need not be in our
God is ours. Let
the power of the Spirit of the Eternal
redetermine to redeem the time which

As they cast him out of the city to
into heaven
stone him, Stephen looked steadfastly up
God's
and saw the Glory of God, and Jesus standing at
upon his
right hand. And as the stones came crashing
to their
head, he prayed, "Lord, lay not this sin
fell asleep."
charge." And then, Luke tells us, "he
Would you like to learn the secret of such a life and
He was
death? Well, the answer is given in verse 55:
"full of the Holy Ghost."
Saviour.

us therefore
mains in bearing a true witness to
and loosed us from cur sins in His

Above
The Unknown Tomorrow Should Mean to Us,
Witness to the
All, an Opportunity to Bear Our

Him who
own

loved us

blood.

(Continued from Page 289)
liked the

women from the men—and all the women perfect
meetings—almost
plan. They attended well the

Lord Jesus Christ.

How

do you
What does the future mean
you think of
estimate tomorrow? In what terms do
it mean
next year, next month, next week? Does
or idlemerely six days of labor and one day of rest
dollars
Does it mean merely another 40 or 50
ness-?
Do you regard next week as only
in your pocket?
world? Or
further opportunity for getting on in the
another seven
do you think of it, perhaps, as simply
Christianity in any
days of suffering? Well, there is no
Christian viewpoint is
of these viewpoints. The true
you to know times
set forth in the text: "It is not for
But ye shall be my witnesses.' The
or seasons
means above everyfuture, t(5 the Christian believer,
to our
thmg else an opportunity to bear our witness
viewpoint of the
blessed Lord. This was- exactly the
.

is

Gospel to the "uttermost"—literally "the last part of
in the
the earth." The Greek word is "eschatos," used
New Testament to speak of the "last days," the "last
theology we
times," and the "last trump." Thus in
Eschatology.
speak of the doctrine of "last things" as
We know many good Christian believers who are
They
deeply interested in the the study of Eschatology.
the latest
attend every prophetic conference, read all

about this matter,
If you should have any doughts
whether this power of the Spirit is able to bring you
of the
victoriously through any possible experience
We speak
future, then consider the case of Stephen.
And a "martyr"
of him as the first Christian martyr.
Greek for one who witis simply good New Testament
harder tasknesses. No missionary was ever given a
blood that
to bear witness againt his own flesh and
of their
they had become "betrayers and murderers"

.

He

and now He commands us who are saved

of His Body-

to you?

from the hand

own words, "that through me the message
might be fully proclaimed, and that all the Gentiles
might hear."
"My witnesses." Where? "Unto the uttermost part

claiminghas not diminished His mighty power, and
members
this power as our very own because we are

IV.

delivered

to use his

the
Lord, "Ye shall receive power, when (not after)
Spirit has
Holy'spirit is come upon you." And the Holy
which
come, nineteen centuries ago, upon the Church
wait, therefore, but to
is His Body. It is not for us to
the centuries
go, in faith believing that the passing of

own

When Paul was

of Caesar at his first trial, when he was saved from
the mouth of the lion, it was not done in order that he
might live just a little while longer, nor that he might
become a bit more famous. But God delivered him,

.
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attendance in every class
use of soy beans
After a meeting, we introduced the
out of them for
and showed them how to make milk
after the class was over,
their children. One evening
children in arms
we invited up the mothers with little
One little one wanted to
to drink the milk we made.
mothers that the childrink it all. This proved to the
to plant. We also
dren liked it, and they wanted seed
be mixed with
showed them how the residue could
good dish for them to
their manioc greens and make a
sent by the men
^^Then one evening the meat that was
meat, was divided
from the river, including "hippo"

up among the women, much

to their delight.
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(Continued from Page 283)

brand of supermanism or nazism could not be much
worse than some that had been evidenced by some
Americans.
It is reported that these colored girls felt they
were
discriminated against when they were refused the right
to take temperatures and act in the general capacity
of nursing the wounded back to health. They were
told instead by their officer, "I don't want black WAGS
here as medical technicians. They are here to mop
walls, scrub floors and do all the dirty work."
For refusal to go to work four were court-martialed.
Whereas the sentence could have been death it was
"softened" to dishonorable discharge and one
year at

hard

labor.

A

second feature which comes to the fore in this
trial is also interesting. It is reported
that two Negroes
sat on the board which tried the case. They
acquiesced in a judgment which they could not have
helped
feeling was unjust. But they were bound
by a system
that is rigid and has no room for the inner
compunctions of the heart—the mUitary. The
crime was "refusal to obey an officer." In the military
this is a
major crime; death can be the punishment. The
subordinate is not asked to think; certainly
he is not to
weigh Tightness or wrongness; he is the
mechanism
which obeys. To fail to obey requires liquidations.
A soldier was once ordered to kill our Lord. Though
he thought, "Certainly this is the Son of God,"
yet he
killed him because those were his
orders. Other soldiers since then likewise have mangled
the innocent;
they had no choice; those were their orders.
In the name of freedom the military system has
grown in our world. Under the guise of democracy we
talk of handing our youth over to it in peacetime,
just
as they emei^e from high school.
Christ saw in each individual a human soul. These
were not of different values; each was worth more

than an entire world.

Ate Missions Worth
While?
A

soldier writes in part concerning a

the natives:

"We then

meeting with
witnessed something that I do

not beUeve will ever leave our memory. The chief
arose and spoke to his people for about ten minutes.

He spoke

in his native tongue.

I

understand a

little

and knew he was giving them a sermon. I later found out though that he had quoted
several verses of the Bible from memory. He then
faced the soldiers and picked up his Bible and read
the same pasages in English.
He then led \is in
of the language

a prayer of thanksgiving to close the program.
"I looked around and tried to observe just what was
the reaction of the men. I don't think there was one

who

and admiration for that
do not suppose a group of whites have
ever before been led in prayer by a man who is' generally believed to be ignorant or termed savage. But
a few short years ago his people were headhunters and
of us

black boy.

didn't feel real love
I

cannibals. When we look at the simple life and the
love of God these natives display, it makes you wonder
just which race is ignorant or savage."
"That should be an effective answer to the many
armchair critics in the homeland who never contribute a cent to the evangelization of the world and

have

'no use for missions.'

•TOU SHOULD

HEAR THEM SING
•ARE

WE DOWN-

HEARTED?' "
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MY BODY THE MARKS OF THE LORD JESUS"— Galations 6:17

Pen PaUtld
By MRS. JOHN AEBY, W. M.

Qun, eMofi^
C. Editor

HOME MISSIONS—
Let's

Home

remember Objective 6 and pray regularly for
Mission churches and pastors.

FOREIGN MISSIONSDO not
cession

forget our foreign missionaries in daily inter-

—those

in the field, those at

home, and those

on furlough.
Please send Mrs. Koontz a list of Councils In your
and the churches in your district without
Councils.
(1)

district

Statistical blanks will go to

the azure sky!

in the twinkling of

an

eye!

Caught up to be with Christ forevermore!
The dead alive!

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS— ATTENTION!!

(2)

A shout!
A trumpet note!
A Glorious Presence in
A gasp,
A thrill of' joy,
And we'll be with Him
A glance.
An upward look.

you for distribution

The

living glorified!

Fulfilled are all His promises that

and tabulation, the results to be sent to the National
W. M. C. Secretary, Mrs. William Schaffer. The blanks
will be supplied by the National Board in order to

Without spot!

maintain uniformity throughout

We

all districts.

—Anne
months?

We

prayers and gifts

is

THANK YOU—

Remember, oferings must be sent to the Financial
Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Mabel Donaldson, at the
designated time In order to receive proper recognliion.
June, July, August are the months set aside for Home
Missions (for the Clayhole Parsonage). We have nad
an interest in the people of Clayhole and in tneir
pastor and afmily. Shall we hold them up before the
Lord in prayer in a special way during these three

Catherine White.

can have a definite witness througn our

W. M.

OFFERING—

before!

enter into heaven's joy complete!

DISTRICTS—
Please notify Mrs. Herman Koontz, our National
C. President, whenever a new District President
elected by sending her name and address.

came

His face!
His joy supreme!
Our souls? find rapture only at His feet!
Blameless!

To 'those who have answered the request for material
concerning our young people in uniform. Please send
in poems, articles, pictures concerning your boys and
girls in the service of our country. Let's .make this
page helpful to all who need encouragement in these
days.

100%

SUBSCRIPTION—

Encourage all of your W. M. C. members
to the Brethren Missionary Herald.

to subscribe

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD: Entered as second-cIaM matter April 16, 1943 at the postoffice at TVinona LaJfce. Indiana, under the"
1879. Issued four times each month by The Brethren Missionary Herald Co., Winona Lake, Indiana. SubacriptioB price, $1.00 a year;
Foreign countries $1.50 a year. ADMINISTRATION: Marvin L. Goodman. Secrstary of Publications. BOARD OF DIRECTOIIS: Herman Hoyt, President;
Bernard Schneider, Vice-President; R. D. Crees, Secretary; Homer A. Kent. Treasurer; Paul Bauman, Mrs. Charles Ifayes, R. E. Gingrich, L. L. Grubb, A.
L. Lynn, S. W. Link, Walter A. Lepp.
Editors:
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L. L. Grubb; Seminary. Alva J. McOhiin; Uanafing Editor, Marvin L. Goodman.
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THE MARK OF JOY

^.

Christian joy is one of the more outstanding marks
of identification of the true believer in Christ.
Over 208 times the Scripture records such words as
joy, joyous, joyfulness, rejoice, gladness. Paul lists joy
second in cataloguing the fruit of the spirit (Gal. 6:22)
It is as if i>eace, longsuffering, etc., in

some measure

find their source in joy, which in turn flows from love.
True joy in the Lord results from prayerful contemplation of the promises of God (John 15:11). This was
the declared purpose of Christ in teaching His disciples.
Therefore, we can do nothing better than cite a few
instances where the Word of God considers joy an
integral part of the Christian experience.

The

marked by

believer will be

JOY IN SALVATION.

I.

m

Specifically Paul refers to the source of all joy
the Epistle of Joy (PhU. 1:25). The phrase "joy of
faith," indicates that this is the joy which springs
from faith. The wells of joy are tapped by exercising
faith in our Lord Jesus Christ for salvation. According to Peter, it is because of implicit, full belief in our
Lord, Whom we now see not, yet love, that we rejoice
with unspeakable gladness (I Pet. 1:8).
The world cannot understand this unspeakable happiness within the life of the believer, for spiritual
things are spiritually discerned (I Cor. 2:14). Men in
general find a false and passing satisfaction in pleasing
the flesh, which is corruption. But the Christian rejoices over what he has been saved from sin, Satan,
Hell, death— and what he has been saved to righteousness, Christ, Heaven, life. Sweet assurance swells
the borders of his soul as he contemplates his glorious
heirship and prospects for the future. Why shouldn't
he be happy with a future as bright as all the included

—

—

the happiness of Heaven upon those who endure (Luke
6:22, 23). Leap for joy; be filled with ecstasy when
persecuted for Christ's sake. Paul was poured out as
a libation on the altar of service and faith, and this
was cause for great rejoicing in his own soul (Phil.
2:17, 18). Live constantly in the intimate presence of
God and the fullness of joy will be yours (Acts 2:28).

JOY IN SERVICE.

to contemplate is the fact that the springs of
Christian joy seem to suffer severe drought at certain
seasons of the experience. The child of God who was
happy and rejoicing yesterday, is bitter, discouraged,
and unhappy in servie today. The first surge of joy
at the new birth seems to have been displaced by a
irritable disposition.

JOY IN PRAYER.

In some quarters prayer is considered a great burden.
To attend a prayer meeting or take time for the family
altar is an obligation to be met rather than a pivilege
to be enjoyed. Special prayer meetings for any specified project or effort are unpopular as evidenced by
the few professing Christians in attendance. Yet these
same people expect the fullest blessings of God and
are irritated when they fail to appear.
Believers must learn that prayer is a joyous, exultant, gladsome fellowship which produces joy in the
heart of the supplicant, between the children of God,
and in God Himself. Paul reminded the PhUippians
that he prayed for them with joy (Phil. 1:4). Daily,
fervent, earnest prayer for all his missionary churches,
was no chore for the great Apostle. As he prayed for
them he loved them more, and they loved him. This
resulted in the sweetest fellowship.

Certainly

many

problems which exist between the children of God
would disappear if more mutual prayer were practiced
instead of criticisms voiced. The very best way to
is to pray for your enemy (Luke
6:27, 28). The Christian is never happier or a better
testimony for Christ than when he is praying for

break down enmity

•

ask God to forgive us for our evil thoughts, temper, etc., but rarely do we ask Him to forgive us for
our sadness, discouragement, grumbling, and complaining in His service.

We

Sad

melancholy and

retain our joy in service, for Jesus Christ pronounces

others.

blessings of salvation (Psa. 144:15).

sad,

TENTH IN A SERIES ON
"MARKS OF DISCIPLESHIP"

same joy. This sort of service on earth also begets joy
in Heaven (Luke 15:7).
The path of earthly service is often rock-strewn.
Satan sets many pitfalls, and in turn God allows persecution and demands sacrifice. But, we may still

III.

Christian joy is a work of grace. The word translated
"grace," comes from the same root. Outside the manifestation of God's unmerited favor upon men hrough
Jesus Christ none can know this joy.

n.

q^

^ ^

One

of

two

things has happened. Either the chUd of God has
failed to properly apply himself in service, or he has
been unjustly persecuted and is embittered.
As the seventy returned from their mission for Christ,
their hearts were filled with joy at the manifestation
of His power in their evangelistic efforts (Luke 10:17).
Have you, ever won a soul to Christ, or had the sense
of being definitely used for His glory? This is joy in
service, and is' as unspeakably thrilling as its predecessor in salvation. In fact, it is another surge of that

IV.

JOY IN GOD'S PEOPLE.

Even though it is true that the joy of the Lord has
no basis in man, still there is a certain joy experienced
in others of the children of God in the flesh by virtue
of the fact that we are members and heirs of the
same family (Rom. 8:14-17).

The Apostle Paul had been used by God to win many
and they became the
and his crown for the
future (Phil. 4:1). When God has used His servant to

of the PhUippians to Christ,
personification of his joy then,

win a soul to Christ, there is a special sense of spiritual
intimacy between the two hearts in the Lord. Having
first

given his

believer have
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full love to his Savior,

an

why

shouldn't the

especially strong affection for the
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PRAYER AND PRAISE

PROGRAM FOR JUNE
THE MARK OF JOY

MRS RALPH RAMBO

PRELUDE.

—

Ephesians 6:18 Praying always with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with
all perseverance and supplication for all saints.
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

HYMN.
SCRIPTURE—Phaippians
PRAYER CIRCLE.

Pray for God's chosen people, the Jews.
Pray for the new rulers of our Nation.
Pray for the war developments and the testimony of

BUSINESS SESSION.

HYMN.
MISSION STUDY—"Goforth

our Christian boys in the service.
Praise the Lord for the results of the "Youth Rallies"; pray for their continuance.
Praise the Lord for our new missionary candidates;
pray for their passage to the fields of service.
Pray for our major offering for Home Missions.
Pray for all missionaries, everywhere.
Pray for our W. M. C. work, our new officers, and
all the local councUs.

ARTICLE—"For

OFFERING^Home

Of

course,

jealous, but

it is

much

In the presence of God is fullness of joy and pleasures
forevermore delight the glorified believer. This is the
summing up and crowning of all the joys and ecstasies
experienced on earth.
This joy seems to be promised especially to those
who have been faithful in earthly service. A strong
hint is given to those who are lazy and vacillating. If
fullness of joy is to mark the believer in glory, he must
also bear the mark here because joy is absolutely essential to a strong Christian testimony.
As Paul nears the close of his Epistle of Joy, he
strongly exhorts the believers to rejoice ALWAYS, in
the face of any affliction or circumstance. This leaves
no room for habitual anxiety and worry, but does demand a happy disposition on the part of every child

eajsier to

such marks do not

distinguish the believer.

JOY IN SORROW.

V.

In painting the portrait of life, the Divine Artist
seems to dip His brush, by turns, in Marah and Elim.
In Marah first (Exod. 15:23), where the waters are
bitter, the background is painted in the darkness of
sorrow. Then in Elim (Exod. 15:27), where the waters
are sweet and refreshing, the picture is vivid with new

and
There

joy

life.

of God.

will be times of deep sorrow brought upon us
for divers reasons, but the words of our Lord Jesus
Christ to His disciples turn these sorrows quickly
to joy (John 16:20-22). In our sojourn of service here

tell you what it is that keeps me singing,
Never minding whether it be_ shade or shine?
Tis because His own gliid song is singing in me,
'Tis because the Savior's joy is always mine."
A. B. Simpson.

Shall I

sorrow must appear, but joy cometh in the morning.
The Lord Jesus looks forward to the joy of His disciples
at the resurrection, and then certainly peers into the
future past His ascension to His second coming at the
Rapture. Thank God, until He comes we may have joy
in this vale of tears as we appropriate the promises
of His Word. Let the waters of Elim constantly refresh
the sorrowing soul.
VI.

—

w.
—

911.

e

Herman Koontz, 105 Otternew Avenue, Roanoke, Virffinla
Vlce-Preaident
Mra. Robert Aahman, B45 East Fifth Street, Pern, Indiana
Recording Secretary
Mra. William Schaifer, 307 West FrankBn Street,
President

Mrs.

—

—

Berue. Indiana
Finands.] Secretary-Treaaurer
MIm Mabel
Street N. W. Washington. D. O.

JOY IN REWARDS.

"Enter thou into the joy of thy lord" (Matt. 25:
21, 23),. These words will greet the faithful servant of

of Joy."

Jesus Christ as he stands before the Bema Seat of our
Lord to receive his degree of reward (H Cor. 5:10).
What a joy it will be to hear Christ's words of commendation and how the soul wUl thrill at the sight of
those eternal garlands, which fadeth not. Then there
will be fullness of joy such as has never been experienced on earth. David sees the picture (Psa. 16:11).

given to others in service or experience, this
should be cause for rejoicing (I Thess. 3:9). Since
God had so abundantly blessed the Thessalonians, Paul
rejoiced for their sakes.

Missions.

SPECIAL MUSIC.
BIBLE STUDY—"The Mark
CHORUS.
W. M. C. BENEDICTION.

is

become covetous and

of China."

Such a Time as This."

CHORUS.

instrument Christ used in winning him? Special delight in fellowship is the logical result.
Christians should constantly be rejoicing because of
the joys of others dl Cor. 7:13). Titus rejoiced because
of his refreshing contact with the Corinthian believers,
and Paul rejoiced because of the joy of Titus. Joy
begets joy until God's household is the scene of constant delight. When some special favor or bestow-

ment

4.

—

E.

Donaldson,

432S

Garritoa

Marvin Goodman Sr.. Wii>ona Lake, Indiana
Prayer Ohairmaa
Mrs. Ralph Rambo, 2301 Evans, Oheyenne. Wyominc
Editor
Mrs. John Aeby, Winona I/ake, Indiana
Literature Beecetary

—
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FOR SUCH A TIME
By MRS. ROBERT

E.

MILLER, Martinsburg,

Pa.

"This I recall to my mind, therefore I have hope: It
is of the Lord's mercies' that we are not consumed, because His compassions fail not. They are new every
morning; great is Thy faithfulness." ^Lamentations

—

3:21-23.
zest was gone from the feast and celebration.
to recapture that zest was the question. Then
Ahasuerus thought of Vashti the Queen, in her house
surrounded by the royal ladies. In drunken hilarity

The

How

he commanded that Vashti be brought into his presence for display of her beauty to. the jaded, befuddled
Crestfallen, seven king's chamberlains reguests.
turned to Ahasuerus without one Queen. She had
dared refuse the call of her husband! WeU Vashti
knew what obedience, to this drunken command would
mean to her. Her spirit shrank from the indecency
of it all. How the news traveled from chamberlains
to King, from King to royal guests "the Queen has
refused to obey her Lord, the King!" Of course, the

——

was
aU the wives

situation

If this word should get to
men, which seemed inevitable,
too much contempt and wrath" for
A sufficient punishment must be

intolerable.

of these

"there should arise
these same men.
meted out to this' "underling," the woman Vashti.
After some consultation these leaders of the people
announced Vashti's dethronement. A fine reward and
appreciation for a lady's decency and modesty!
In due tune another queen was desired by Ahasuerus.

Choice ladies from various' parts of the kingdom were
taken to the women's house of the royal palace for
twelve months of purification. Much ado about the
external condition, but no concern for the heart. Now
a certain Jew, Mordecai by name, had a cousin he had
carried with him Into captivity. Esther had no one left
to care for her, hence Mordecai had been as a father
When the search for a queen began, Mordecai
to her.
asked Esther to go as an applicant, but not to "show
her kindred or people." Esther eventually was chosen
queen, and so proclaimed at a great feast.

There arose to a place of great authority and power
a man, unscrupulous and wicked. He so loved himself
that he commanded men to bow to him. At the palace
gate there sat a little Jew who refused to bow to any
man. How Haman hated this Jew! Perhaps there
was no love lost. After working himself into a rage
Haman brought his devUish plot to the King for approval. Be assured, Satan was in back of this plot, for
did it not concern God's chosen earthly people, the
Jew? Couched in high-sounding phrases, his appeal to
the King to rid the kingdom of a people "whose laws
are diverse" found a ready assent. On a certain day,
all Jews in every province of the kmgdom were to be
nor may they rise in defense of themselves.
Mordecai's cup of grief was full. In an appeal to
Esther, the Queen, he told her what Haman had plotted against her people. Note his challenge to Esther,
"Who knows whether thou art come to the kmgdom
for such a. time as this." Thus, though her own soul

killed,

AS THIS

shrank from the task, she obeyed the man who had
nourished and cared for her from a child. Modem
Esthers would do well to follow this Queen's example!
Asking Mordecai and her people to fact and pray with
her, Esther sought and found God's will and plan to
combat an accomplice of the devil. One plans in vain
without God. Has God's wUl for your life been taken
into consideration as you've planned?
Esther's plan, under God, was one a woman could
use. She invited Ahasuerus, the King, and Haman to
a meaL The psychological effect on Haman was asHe, of all the men in this vast kingdom,
tounding
was invited to a private party, a dinner, with the royal
pair.
How successful and happy he was except for
.

.

.

—

Jew, Mordecai, "the fly in his ointment."
"But, never mind, this wicked heart of mine has had
a gallows constructed, a fine new gallows, upon which

that

to

little

hang

this fellow.

Soon

I shall

have

all

my

evil

."
After the first meal, Esther asked
heart desires
her guests back to another with her. The King, in a
mood to humor her, agreed. Who would expect Haman
to do otherwise? His wicked glee knew no bounds.
.

.

At the close of this "feast of wines" Ahasuerus told
Esther to name her request, and it would be granted
to the half of the kingdom. Then Esther told the sinister story of Haman's plot and desire to get rid of her
people. In great wrath, the King, when learning of the
new gallows', sent Haman to his doom thereupon.
Mordecai, who had been the instrument in the saving
of the King's life at one time, was raised to high authority by the King. The hand of death was stayed
from the Jews.
In this recounting of the place Esther had in the
history of her people, modern Esthers have much to
learn. WeU may you ask yourselves the question Mordecai put to Esther, "Who knows whether thou art
come to the kingdom for such a time as this?" You
may say you'll never be an Esther, with her problems
and opportunities. But I contend that Esther, in fighting for the physical life of her people had not as great
a challenge as we who are fighting for the spiritual
lives of people in our time. And we, beloved, have the
sure Word of God which assures, "Great is Thy faithfulness." If we compare modem Esthers to the Queen
also

we note some interesting facts.
Esther went through a purifying process for 12
months before she could come to the King and find
favor. So modern Esthers must be cleansed daily by
the Word of God and its application to their lives and
hearts. There can be no victory without confession
Timothy 2:15, "Study to show thyand cleansing,
to
self approved unto God, a workman that needeth not
of Ahasuerus,
1.

n

be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth."
Esther was willing to die— "If I perish I perish"
2.
(4:16)—to save her people. Modern Esthers are asked
is
to "present their bodies," Romans 12:1. Sometimes it
harder to live for Christ than to die. Have you really
faced any taunting and ridicule for your testimony for

(Continued on Page 304)
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Jonathan Goforth
The

By MRS. M.

Jonathan Goforth as recorded in "Goforth
by Rosalind Goforth, has' for the past year

life of

of China,"

life.

This servant of

He was

in China.

called to propagate the Gospel

Two important

God was

work

of the Lord,"

events took place in the year of 1887:

helpmeet to him in his work in China where they
were sent the following year by the Presbyterian
Church.
real

message

After years of service, in which he was

"steadfast, unmovable,

Sr.

one was his ordination and the other was his marriage
to Florence Rosalind Bell-Smith. She proved to be a

led of the Holy Spirit in his preparation for his life

work.

GOODMAN,

the confidence of the other students and had soon
developed a keen interest in foreign missions.

been the biography study of the Women's Missionary
Councils. This article will be a brief review of a few
of the highlights of his

L.

and always abounding in the
to a higher

II.

Propagation.

God promoted him

Most of the

service.

first

year after arriving in China was

Before Mr. Goforth had
mastered the Chinese language he started preaching
JesTis Christ and Him crucified in broken and imper-

devoted to language study.

I.

Preparation.

Jonathan Goforth was born on a farm near ThornCanada, February 10, 1859. His mother
was from Ireland and his father was of English descent.
mother
exerted
His
a great influence on his life. "My
mother was careful in the early years to teach us the
Scriptures and to pray vnth us." She taught Jonathan
to read the Psalms at the early age of five years. This
created a desire to memorize Scriptures which were
dale, Ontario,

fect sentences.

very profitable to him later.
From the earliest years, he wanted to be a Christian,
but he was eighteen years old before he completely
yielded his life to Christ. Then he could say with
Paul, "I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me." He was given a
Sunday School class to teach in the church of which
he became a member, but that did not satisfy him.
Soon he started a Sunday evening service in the old
schoolhouse about a mile from his home. His witnessing for the Lord while attending high school was the
means of turning his teacher and some of the students

from

and Mrs. Goforth endured hardships, persecuand death of several of their children,
but none of these deterred them from propagating the
"good news." The word of God and prayer were mighty
weapons used against the evil forces. How real it was
to them that "greater is He that is in you, than he
that is in the world," 1 John 4:5. It was only the power
of God and His miraculous care of them that made
it possible for them to escape from the enemy in 1900,
during the Boxer rebellion. They went back to Canada where they stayed sevaral months and then reDr.

tion, sickness

infidelity to Christ.

After reading the "Memoirs of Robert M'Cheyne," he
resolved to give his life to the ministry. He "de-

turned to China.
Most of their time was devoted to pioneer evangelistic work in many parts of China, but principally in
Honan province and in Manchuria. They were privileged to spend a short time in Korea. Mrs. Goforth
held special women's meetings while Dr. Goforth held
the regular service's'. Later a church was organized
in almost every place where meetings were held. When
the attitude of the home church was to "retrench," Dr.
Goforth was ever for "advance." As he entered his
seventy-fourth year he had "a greater urge" to make
his life tell to the utmost for the winning of souls for
Christ and to lead the believers into a deeper knowledge of Him. His love for the Word and his intense
study of it enabled him to expound it to others even
after he went totally blind. He had read his Bible
through seventy-three times.
Dr. Goforth would be the last person to claim any

voured" books by Spurgeon and others but the "great
Book" for him was the Bible. He rose two hours earlier
each morning for Bible study. After hearing a missionary plead for laborers to go to foreign fields without

any response, Jonathan became convicted
and heard the Lord's call, "Who will go for us and
whom shall we send?" And he answered, "Here am I;
send me." From that time on he read every book he
could find on foreign missions and tried to get others
receiving

to catch the vision of millions dying without Christ.

His early student days at Knox College were filled
with disappointment and humiliation. He was subjected to the taunts and ridicule from his fellow students. The independent life he was forced to live was
instrumental in drawing him still closer to the Lord.
He spent much time on his knees with the open Bible
before him. His zeal for foreign missions led him into
mission \*ork in the slums and in the prisons. During
the summer vacation period he would go from house
to house taking the good news of salvation to the
people. One summer he contacted nine hundred and
sixty families. Before finishing college he had gained

Being eager to get into the work more

Goforth offered his services to go on an inspection trip to a very difficult field in North Honan. He
received a letter from Dr. Hudson Taylor containing
these words, which later became the slogan of the
North Honan Mission, "Brother, if you would enter
that province, you must go forward on your knees."
In years to come the Lord blessed the work in that
province and many souls were saved.
fully,

personal glory for his success in evangelizing new
fields in China, for hundreds of sinners "born again,"
for establishing new churches and for the financial
program, a work of faith. The motto of his life could
be summed up in this Scripture, "Not by might, nor by
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power, but by

my

Spirit, saith

the Lord of hosts" (Zech.

THE PORTABLE CHURCH—A REAL HOME
MISSION AID

4:6).

"Thy

soul

must overflow

By REV.

thou another soul wouldst reach;
needs the overflow of heart

If
It

To
III.

give the lips full speech."

Dr. Goforth's earthly career ended
27, 1936, while he was asleep.
finite wisdom knew that it was time
faithful and untiring servant of His to
and so he was "loosed away upward"

Canada SepGod in His in-

in

to

promote this

a higher

service,

to ever be with

the Lord.
A few things which contributed to the success of his
work were his faith in God, his complete reliance on the
Holy Spirit as his guide, his daily study of the Word,
and his implicit belief in the power of prayer, by which
means the seemingly impossible was accomplished.
The following seven rules for daily living written by
him on the flyleaf of his Bible in 1894 explain the
secret of his spiritual power:

—

Seek to give much expect nothing.
Put the very best construction on the actions

of

others.

a day pass without at least a quarter
in the study of the Bible.
private
4. Never omit daily morning and evening
prayer and devotion.
and when
5. In all things seek to know God's wUl
known obey at any cost.
6. Seek to cultivate a quiet prayerful spirit.
to fur7. Seek each day to do or say something
ther Christianity among the heathen.
3.

of

Never

let

an hour spent

His labors were great and effective. His life still
touches many and is an inspiration to all who read his
books or his biography. "He being dead, yet speaketh."
The book, "Gof orth of China" challenges each one who
reads it. WUl we respond to the challenge? Have we
resolved to be so yielded to the Lord that He may be
able to use us as real fishers of men, just where we
are? We have not all been called to the foreign field,
but the "field is the world."
"The harvest truly is great, but the labourers, are
few: pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he

would send forth labourers into His harvest."
Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii»i>'""">""">"""'

have been

hard place in which to cultivate reverence in children.
The privilege was usually limited to one service only,
with no opportunity for Sunday night services, prayer
meetings, or revivals. Then again, school boards are
not favorable to churches in schools as a rule and they
keep the group in uncertainty with their urgmgs to
get out.

Store buildings are not satisfactory. A store room
often hard to find, especially in a new community
where buildings are few. Too many times a store room
plan to
is a mUe or more from the field in which we
work. Again a store room is ordinarily but one room
and the accommodations and surroundings not conducive to religious work. Then there is the cost. Some
of our points have to pay as high as $75.00 per month
rent for a room with poor accommodations, badly lois

cated,

and very unattractive.

Houses have to be used at times, much as we dislike
to do so. No real work can be carried on in a nome
without extensive alterations. The idea of a churcn in
a house is most unattractive to Americans. No reviv-

w

can be held in a home for sheer lack or room
hold them.
While we have used all these means, yet none are
ever satisfactory. The most valuable and practical
idea is to have a temporary building of suitable design
that can be erected in a few days right on the ground
where we expect to work permanently. This enables
us to go to work at once in the heart of the field God
has led us to. It does away with the high cost or rent,
which means thousands of dollars in savings. It gives
us accommodations of the rigl^t kind for it is designed
especially to provide church and Sunday School rooms.
als

again, such a building looks like a church
out. People do not hesitate to be seen
entering it, as has often been the case with other

Then

and

buildings. This

THE BRETHREN HOME

MIS-

SIONS COUNCIL ANNOUNCES
THE REMOVAL OF ITS OFFICE
FROM BERNE, INDIANA, TO
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA, EF-

FECTIVE APRIL 1, 1945.
PLEASE SEND ALL FUTURE

COMMUNICATIONS TO WINONA
L. L.

of aids

We have used school buildings. We have never found
one that was satisfactory. It has usually been necessary to use the second or third floor. This has made it
bad for old folk to climb stairs. The schoolroom was a

inside

LAKE.

manner

resorted to.

tember

2.

PAUL MILLER

in their earliest stages. All

Promotion.

1.

R.

Home

Missions Council has faced the
difficulties of providing housing for new congregations

For years the

THANKS.
GRUBB, SECRETARY.

is

a real advantage.

Such a building may be placed on the rear of a lot
and the permanent building can be erected without
moving the congregation or causing any cessation or
hindrance to the services of the congregation wnich so
often occurs during the construction of a permanent
church building.
And, finally, when it has served its purpose in one
loaded on
locality it can be dismantled in sections,
trucks and hauled to the next new field. In this way
over again. That is
it will serve its purpose over and
why the Home Missions Council is buUding some porthelp us to
able church buildings. They will greatly
reach our goal of 100 new Brethren churches in ten
years.
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MISS BARBARA ELLEN BENSHOFF

(Continued from Page 301)
Christ?

Miss Barbara Ellen Benshoff, daughter of Elder
Solomon and Susanna (Stuver) Benshoff, was born
March 23, 1872, and departed to be with her Lord
which is far better April 7, 1945, at the ripe age of
73 years and 14 days. The deceased was admitted to
the hospital as a patient January 16 and later was

road (the world calls

to the

home

of her sister, Mrs.

where she answered the

The deceased

Emma

Moore,

.

.

.

Esther called on her people to fast and pray.
Esthers are told to "pray without ceasing," but
instead, they cease to pray! With a real job on hand,
or a rough road to go, no believer, no modem Esther
can be an overcomer without knowing the secrets of
the prayer closet. Do your Christian friends come to
you asking you to pray for them in the hour of trial
and need? Where are you found on prayer meetin<»
night?
4.
Esther found favor with the King. Prayers were
answered, people were saved. Modem Esthers may
enter into the very presence of the King of Kings
through faith in Christ and His finished work on Calvary. The only obstacle to our entering the presence
of the most holy God is unconfessed sin. Have you
made it right with God by confession to Him?
5.
Esther's triumph brought great joy and blessing
to many people. There is singing up in heaven over
one sinner who repents and turns to Christ. Have you
ever made the angels sing by winning a soul to Christ?
Are you, today's Esthers, Individually purified, persistent, patient, praying servants of Christ? Have you
discovered His great faithfulness in your every-day
walk? Who knows but that you are living at just such
a time as this to bear special testimony to the work of
Christ in behalf of hell-bound humanity?
No one
calling herself a Christian dare sit back and say there's
nothing to do
the Lord's vineyard. "Lift up your
eyes to the fields; they are white already to the har-

Modem

is

m

Funeral services were conducted by her
pastor, the Rev. Chester Zimmerman, assisted by the
undersigned, who was her pastor and Sunday School
teacher for a period of ten years.
race.

Two hands upon the breast,
And labor's done;
Two pale feet crossed in rest
The race is won—Mulock.
L. Gingrich.

FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH, LOS ANGELES
The W. M. C. of the First Brethren Church of Los
Angeles sends greetings to all W. M. C. members.
The Lord indeed

hard

to defend the

3.

last roll call.

Joseph

,

follow me."

survived by one brother, George
Benshoff; four sisters, Mrs. Emma Moore, Mrs. MoUie
Stutzman, Mrs. Anna Hammers, and Belle at nome.
One brother, Paul, and two sisters, Lizzie, and Mrs.
Sadie Lippincot preceded her toi the spiritual world.
Sister Benshoff was a consistent Christian since
early childhood and a member of the Third Brethren
Church of Johnstown, Pa., when she died.
Our deepest sympathy is extended to those who
mourn the departure of one who has endeared herself
to a host of friends. On the other hand we congratulate our departed sister for having outstripped us
life's

to take the

taking chances)

it

and win souls
"let him take up his cross and
Too many Esthers want the easy roadno sacrifices, no suffering, no surrender. "Great is Thy
faithfulness" though the way is rough.
faith

—

moved

Modern Esthers are asked

m

blessed our council the past year.

vest."

Although work and the gas shortage has kept some
away from our meetings and our group has grown
smaller, we are having good meetings and numerous

'

Will you not be

unsurpassed

an Esther of today and know the

thrill of

"Great

is

Thy

faithfulness?"

spiritual blessings.

In July, 1943, we decided we would like to spend
in prayer for our missionaries. Since then
we have made each W. M. C. meeting an all-day meeting, spending the morning in prayer, remembering
each missionary by name and by need. It has proven
a blessing to all who attend and has enlarged the
prayer life of each one attending.
Some of our ladies have been giving one day a
month to serve in Victory Service Club, a Christian
Club for service men. Many men have accepted Christ
as their Savior in the club and our ladies count it a
real joy and a privilege to witness to these men as
*
they serve them at the canteen.
The ladies in our council have for many months been
baking cookies for our own servicemen and women.
We try to send a box of cookies to each one every
month, enclosing a good tract or booklet for their

Men may

spiritual food.

Year before

last

each one received a box of home-

misjudge thy aim,

Think they have cause to blame,
Say thou are wrong;
Keep on thy quiet way,

more time

Christ

is

the

JUDGE, not

they,

Fear not, be strong.

made candy and a home-baked two-pound

fruit

cake

for Christmas.

Our

council sent two bags of clothing and 157 pieces
baby clothing to Kentucky last year. We shared in
our district project and held work days in our church.
There were over 500 personal calls made by members
of our council and we feel that much good has resulted
from these caUs, especially in the Bible school.
We have been busy and we are looking forward to
doing even more this year for Him.
Yours in His service,
Mrs. Helen Powell, Secretary.
of
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SISTERHOOD PROGRAM FOR JUNE

A LETTER FROM WASHINGTON,

1945

Memory Verse Psalms 45:13
SONG SERVICE: Suggestions: "Higher Ground,"
Take the Name of Jesus With You," "When Love
Shines In."
Choruses: "Joy in Following Jesus," "It's All
Now," "I'm on the Faith Line."
PRAYER: Using Prayer Box Suggestions.
SCRIPTURE LESSON: Col. 3 (the entire chapter).
Different

D. C, S.M.M.

"Rejoice in the Lord alway and again I say rejoice."
Truly, we of the Senior S. M. M. of Washington are*
rejoicing in the Lord over the many opportunities He
has given us for service in His Name. First we wish to

thank Juniata for sending us one

of their S.

M. M.

A LETTER FROM MISS ELIZABETH TYSON,
YALOKE, AFRICA.
CHORUS: "Prayer Changes
for the Special

Need

Things."

Then Pray

in Africa.

LETTER AND MISSIONARY

STORY — Freda

Kliever.

SPECIAL NUMBER.
TOPIC: "Looking Unto Jesus for the

Responsibility

Home," by Helen Frazee-Bower.
MISSIONARY STORY: "Light Comes to Africa,"
Mrs. E. Waymire.
of a Christian

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION.
^Itllllllllllllllllll

iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

PRAYER BOX
Thank the Lord for our Missionaries, the
and ask God to bless them according

ers,

Klievto His

Irene Sommers. She has been a real joy and help
She is now serving as our Martha Committee
chairman and we look to her to lead us In many or our
girls,

to us.

wiU and purpose.
Pray that the Lord may touch the hearts of the
girls in your local group and make them missionaries for Him.

works of

service.

Early in the year we started our campaign for new
members by giving a progressive dinner. Unfortunately it rained, but the Lord gave us His blessing,
which was of much greater importance than a beautiful evening, and eevry member, as well as seven
guests, were present. Due partly to the rain, our dinner
hour lasted from 7:00 to 12:00, but this Just gave us
more of an opportunity to get acquainted with our
guests.

Do any

of you have personal letters from missionaries
that you could share with us? Any news from the
field we will be glad to use.
Do work hard on those goals. The year is about gone,
National Conference almost here, Emblems and
Special Awards ready to give to those faithful
workers. So get busy, it's not too late yet!
Do let your Gen. Sec. hear from your Sisterhood it
encourages her in her work.
Do get some bandages rolled, so when the govermnent
says Yes, they'll be ready to go.
Dont forget to read the letters from the other Sisterhoods. This time one from Washington, D. C, and
one from Buena Vista, Va. Also get acquainted
with your national officers by using their greeting
in your meetings. There is a letter from the Rittman S. M. M. this time, also. Don't forget your
Bible reading we should rejoice in the privilege
that is ours of storing away the Word in our hearts.
!

—

—
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We held the annual candlelight service for our members at the first meeting after National Conference,
and rejoice that since then we have been able to hold
two more for new members. Three new S. M. M. girls
and one Junior girl have joined us in service for our
Lord and we are looking to Him for more blessing this
way in the near future.
For our Christmas benevolent work we made and
filled 450 stockings, and with the help of the Young
Men's Gospel Team, held a Christmas service at Washington's Home for the Aged and gave out our gifts inthe

Name

To keep

of Jesus.

Us interested and up-to-date on our Bible
reading goal, our patroness, Mrs. Harold O. Mayer,
leads us each meeting in a review and discussion on
the twelve chapters read that month. We have found
it both helpful and very interesting.
At each meeting two girls are selected to advertise
the next month's meeting in any way they feel is

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
appropriate. This

girls

and women to develop

believe the more
the girls of the

also

how

is a new experiment for us, but we
we get the name of Sisterhood before
Sunday School and Church with attractive ads the more interested these girls will become in the opportunities offered them in Sisterhood.
We are now making plans to begin work on the flannelgraph set to be sent to our mission fields and also
working on an entertainment for the Mothers and

praise His

arc
These problems are so great
to believe that they cannot learn; they are told
ever so many things are taboo for them, they are so

and afraid of their idols and spirits.
very difficult for them to put away every idol and
discard all their old beliefs for the faith in Jesus Christ
and trust in Him alone. How thankful we are that we
have those who have done just that, and what a help

superstitious
It is

they are to others who come after.
I believe that your programs with a little adapting
here and there to our people and circumstances will
help solve our problem to some extent, at least I can
hardly wait to try it. How would you like to see one of
your lessons done over for a black S. M. M.? I'm wondering myself how it will look and somehow I'm just
sure it's going to work. You pray about it, won't you?
I like the challenge that your goals, projects, stories,
and lessons keep before you. And your reports from
the different Sisterhoods— I read them and wish there
-were a dozen more at least a half a dozen. You know
sharing is a great thing in this life. We can learn so
many things from each other as we share experiences,
experiments, trials and failures, victories and defeats.
Our black Christians always send greetings to the
Christians of America, so I'm taking this opportunity

Name.

Margaret E. Sampson, President,
Washington, D. C, Sisterhood.

A NOTE FROM BUENA VISTA SISTERHOOD
"The girls are enthusiastic about Sisterhood. We had
such a nice meeting last month. The girls are making
a real effort to learn their parts and give them orally
at the meetings.
That's the way to start out right. A brand-new sociSome of us might take a lesson from them.
ety, too.
We just mustn't read our topics. They have been
simple and short so there is no excuse for any girl not
being able to give a topic ^not read it.

—

—

LETTER FROM ELIZABETH TYSON

-

to deliver their greetings to you.
Sincerely in Him.

Mrs. Polman shares with us a letter from Elizabeth
Tyson, Yaloke, Africa.
"We now have a new Missionary Hospital Rest House
here at Yaloke Station. This house will serve as a
dwelling to care for ill missionaries, both from our own
work and also surrounding missions who come here
for medical help and care from Dr. Taber.
"The house is a big five-room house with two bathrooms which shall finally be furnished, so that patients coming here can set up their own housekeeping.
Our own missionaries will be cared for by our nurse,
but if patients come from other missions, they will
come with their own nurse."
Isn't that fine? But listen to this next paragraph.
"We are in great need of bandages. I wonder if it
would not be possible to get some rolling our way
again. The last ones came with Jobsons two years
ago, and I was reduced to using leaves to bandage with
until recently I received a small gift of bandages from
the government."
So, girls Put this on your prayer list daily. The
officials have refused shipment on our bandage, ^that
is why we haven't been rolling them the last few years.
But this is an urgent call, Indeed, and a challenge to
us. I know many of you have boxes full already rolled,
ready to send as soon as we find it possible to send
them, so let's begin to pray today, that we may find
a way to ship them. Watch for directions.

—

and

among them.
because our women

made

^Daughters meeting in May.
The Lord has truly blessed us with busy hands for

Him and we

in their spiritual lives

to develop leadership

Freda

Kliever.

Greetings from the Sisterhood Girls of the Rittman
Brethren Church! Our Sisterhood, consisting of ten
members, along with the enwly organized Sterling
Sisterhood, arranged the program of the Easter Sunrise Service attended by both the Rittman and Sterling
churches. We had as our guest speaker Rev. Jake
Kliever.

After this service we went to the home of our patronMrs. Lyman Gish, who served a delicious breakfast. The table was decorated with the Sisterhood
colors of green and white. Twenty-one girls from the
Rittman and Sterling Sisterhoods were served grapefruit juice, eggs, bacon, toast, waffles and syrup, and
hot chocolate. We also had favors made of little baskets filled with candy.
We hope to have these fellowships with other Sisterhood girls more often. We praise Him for the privilege of Christian fellowship we enjoyed.
Marlys Hoover, Secretary.
ess,

—

Dear Sisterhood

Girls:

Last year at National Conference you took as your
foreign goal for this year the task of helping to supply
funds to teach the girls of Africa to read in their own
language. Some months ago I wrote to some of the
some
missionaries on the field asking them to send
stories of what was being done to teach the girls at
Bassai. As yet I have not heard from them. During
these war days mail travels very, very slowly and
some just doesn't ever reach its destination. In the
absence of the article I had hoped to have for you
this month I am writing a short letter telling you how

m

Pray
Dear Girls of S. M. M.:
Since coming home on furlough, I have become more
interested in S. M. M. than ever before, and this for

—

several reasons. The first one, naturally, has to do with
our work in Africa.
One of our big problems in Africa is how to help our
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GREETINGS FROM YOUR GENERAL
SECRETARY

very important
Africa.

I've

now and

it is to have schools for the girls out in
been away from Bassai for several years

can't give you up-to-the-minute reports on

"I

I

wish

I

could just take you with

mission field and

me

not

into our African

you see what the girls there have
missed the things you girls accept as rightfully yours.
In Africa no girl has any rights of her own. For more
•years than I can tell you the girls of Africa have been
let

—

considered as on the same plane as goats, sheep, and

They were bought by the man that made the
and brothers. The girl
herself had nothing to say about the deal. Once
bought, she was treated as an animal and not given
the privilege of thinking for herself. She was a piece of
property to be disposed of at the whim of her owner
and there was no one to champion her cause.
cows.

best bargain with the father

am

thankful to say that things are al little differThe government, as well as the missionaries,
have been helping and encouraging the girls to a life
of more freedom. Now there are many girls anxiously
and diligently applying themselves to learning to read
in their own language, whose mothers never knew
what it was to even dream of such an opportunity.
These girls come from many villages to live with relatives near the mission station that they may attend
the reading classes. Many of them are earnest and
quick to learn. I'm thinking just now of one little girl
a bride of about eleven who left her own tribe to come
to live at the Bassai mission station with her husband
who worked for me. Pauline applied herself diligently
to the task of learning to read not only in her own
native language but also in the native language of
Bassai station and likewise in the trade language,
Sango. We find some of the girls quick and oh so
anxious for the opportunities we scarcely consider here
I

ent now.

Some years ago the men in Africa didn't want wives
who could read they said it made them bossy. But
now the girls are being spurred on by the boys. The
boys that have been in our schools for a number of
years and who are now going out to teach and to

—

preach are no longer satisfied with some little girl,
pretty but dumb, picked out at home by an older
brother. They want to< pick their own wives and they
want girls not only attractive to the eye but girls with
whom they can read, pray, talk about things of the
Lord and their work. These new standards among the
men are making more girls anxious to learn to read.
As they get acquainted with the Word of God and
learn to read and hide it in their hearts they become
true Christians and the kind of women that should go
out to help their husbands in the unreached villages.

Perhaps next month we will have something more
on the needs of the girls in their school work.
Until then, may God bless each one of you girls as you
pray for and give to help the unfortunate girls of fardefinite

I,

YOU CANNOT, YOU CAN
You cannot

set the whole world right
the people in it;
You cannot do the work of years
In just a single minute.
But keep one little corner straight
By humble, patient labor.
And do the work that each hour brings;
And help your next-door neighbor. •

Nor

—

at home.

am

crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet
but Christ liveth in me: and the life which I now
live in the flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God,
who loved me, and gave himself
for me.
It indeed has been a privilege
to be a national officer again,
and serve you and my blessed
Lord in this small way. The year
is almost gone, but there is still
much work to be done. Let us
be faithful to Him in our work
in Sisterhood. I trust the material in the Herald each month
has been used by your society
and that you have become better
MARY FRITZ
acquainted with the work of Sisterhood, its national officers, and our beloved missionaries. My prayer is that the Lord will bless each one
of you to His Glory in the work of the Sisterhood.

the classes there but- 1 can assure you that helping the
African girls is a very great task for you girls.

Because of Calvary,

Your Gen. Sec, Mary

A

lad was sick imto death. "Daddy," he said,
as nice as you?" After the silence during
father's throat was too full of sobs to answer^ thei little fellow said, "Then, Daddy, I am going;
I am not afraid." This beautiful statement needs no
"is

little

God

comment. Comment would spoil God's lilies with
man's mean paint. But a question is not out of order.
This: How many get such an impression about God
from us who are preachers, leaders, parents, church
officers? How many?
tian Reader's Digest.

Mabel Crawford Hamilton.

constantly?

—Chris-

Winona Lahe, Indiana
Ruth Eingler, R. D, No. 4, Johnstown, PennayWanla
Mary Fritz. 79 West First Street. Rittman, Ohio
Financial Secretary: Evelyn Fuqua, 3237 Fernwood, Lynwood, California.
Treasurer: Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 CheTerly Afenue, Cheverly, HyottsPresident:

Elaine Polman,

Vice-President;

General Secretary:

Tille.

Sisterhood,

And how

L/ixlclo/Ml

Maryland

Literature Secretary:

all of

V. C. Fritz.

which the

off Africa.

In loving appreciation to

all

Senior Patroness

:

Junior Patroness:
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LOOKING UNTO JESUS
FOR

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF A CHRISTIAN HOME

By HELEN FRAZEE-BOWEB
"The King's Daughter is all glorious within: her
clothing is of wrought gold."—Psalm 45:13.
Introduction.

jealously the books, the pictures, the music, that come
into their home, being careful that all magnify the
Lord. "Her clothing is of wrought gold." The word
"wrought" implies work. No Christian home can be
achieved without work, and looking unto Jesus for the

smallest detail of living.

There

i^

no ambition

so universal in the heart of a

as the ambition to one day have a

home

young woman
of her own. Temporary duties may engage her elsewhere, but in the background, every girl is working and
planning toward the time when she shall one day
move into her rightful sphere, and become queen of
her own little domain the home. To be a queen, indeed, one must be a king's daughter. To rule wisely
and well one must be of royal birth. How important

—

it is,

therefore, that every
King of Kings

child of the

homemaker should be a
and Lord of Lords— even

the Lord Jesus Christ.

Topic

I—The

King's Daughter Is All Glorious Within.

There is no earthly ceremony upon which more tender planning is lavished than upon the wedding ceremony. For months the bride selects her trousseau,
plans, with careful precision, every detail of the wedding arrangements, and spares no time or expense that
everything

may

go off perfectly. But, unfortunately,

a perfect wedding does not always guarantee a perfect
marriage. Some, which have had the most auspicious
beginnings, have ended in the divorce courts. What,
then, is the proper and adequate preparation for a
successful marriage? Certainly it is not concerned with
externals. "The King's daughter is all glorious wrthin."
She who is to become queen of the home must not only
be of royal birth, she must not only be a child of the
King, but she must have a heart that is cleansed, and
kept clean by the precious blood of the Lord Jesus
Christ. She must have a body that has been kept
clean for the man she loves. She must bring to her
office of wifehood and motherhood the supreme and
single offering of her own lovely self cnaste and untouched by alien hands. "The king's daughter is all
This kind of glory can only be
glorious within."
achieved by looking unto Jesus.

—The King's Daughter Will Look for an Heir.

Topic III

In a royal family, the one event toward which all
members look with joyful anticipation is the advent
of an heir someone to carry on the royal office. Just
so, no Christian couple should feel that plans for their
home are complete which do not include children.
There is no finer thing in the world than to bring
them into a Christian home; there is, no sadder thing
than to bring them into homes: which are not Christian.. The King's daughter will not only be "all glorious within," she will not only surround herself with
clothing of wrought gold, but she will accept, as her
divine calling, the privilege of training others to follow in her footsteps, and carry on the work which she
has begun for Christ. She will find no higher joy than
that of being a Christian mother. Any home planned
without due consideration for the privilege of parenthood is less than a home. Any parenthood attempted
without looking unto Jesus is bound to end in failure-- -

—

Topic IV.

THE KING'S DAUGHTER
The daughter of the King will be glorious within
Not a stain upon her heart, not a vestige left of sm.
The daughter of the King will be glorious without—
All her garments of wrought gold, all her trappings]

•

round about.

The daughter

(

King

—Her Clothing Is

of

^^

Helen Frazee-Bower.

^d.

Wrought Gold.

Not only is the condition of the heart and body important in the King's daughter, but her clothing is also
important. Her clothing, here, is not merely that with
which she adorns herself, but that with which she
surrounds herself as well. "Her clothing Is of wrougnt
gold." The King's daughter will not be willing to surround herself with anything but royal adornments.
From the choice of a husband to the choice of that
which goes into her home, everything must be of
wrought gold. How important it is to the Clirlstlan
girl that she choose a Christian mate. "Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers." The King's
daughter must we wedded to a price. Her home must
look like a palace not in its pretentiousness but in
its royal quality.
The Christian couple will guard

will

—

—

Topic II

*

ask no better throne
Than a simple rocking chair and a baby all her own:
Just a little child to raise, as a God-appointed task
This, for daughters of the King, is the very best to ask.<
of the

2faM
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C€Mies t€

iLiemir
My MRS.
"Mother," asked

little

the dark continent?
Africa.

"Oh

E.

Jim,

Here

"why do they
is

call Africa

a book about darkest

Doesn't the sun shine there?"
yes, dear,"

answered Mother," the sun shines

"AFRICA"
(The following notes were taken by Angle Garber
from a message by Tommy Titcombe when he recently
visited William Jennings Bryan University.)

very hot, and there are lots of .trees and flowers and
fruit, except, of course, in
is

jungle land.

the desert.

But they mean a

Much

of Africa

Africa has

needs

spiritual darxness.

The people there are heathen, and they have many
queer and terrible customs. I'll tell you a story about
a little African boy named Gombo. He was the son
of a Chief, and so his life was better than many other
of the boys of his tribe. He was very proud of his
father. You would probably laugh to see him. He was
big and strong, but his body was colored with white
and yellow chalk. He had made braids of his hair
which looked like rat tails and stuck out In a very
funny way. He had strings of charms around his neck;
all he wore was a loin cloth. Gombo thought he was
very wonderful. He had killed elephants and also the
deadly cobra, and some gorillas.
Gombo wore no clothes at all when he was a small
boy. The weather was so warm he didn't need them,
and besides it saved work, for his mother must not
only cook the food in pots over the fires, but she must
go out and work in the fields. His father did no work
he was a warrior and must hunt and fight.
No one used knives or forks when they ate their
food, but took out the chunks of meat with their fingers and ate it with manioc cakes. Most of the little
boys looked much alike. They had black skin, red lips,
and kinky hear, which was shaved when they were
babies. Gombo had deep scars in his cheeks which
were made by cutting them when he was little, and
rubbing mud into them to make the scars deep. He
had teeth like an animal. They had been filed down
to a wedge shape, alost pointed. It was not very
pleasant to go to the dentist there, either, but wWle
our dentists are trying to save our teeth, those in Africa
are helping to destroy them. It took days to file them
down that way but Gombo endured it very patiently,
for he thought it made hinii look very handsome.
Often, the tribe of Gombo's father went to war with
a neighboring tribe and perhaps killed many men, and
if they were victorious, took prisoners who were slaves

Gombo, though he was sometimes happy in his play, knew nothing of what life
could be to those who lived by the Gospel. One day
some strangers came to their village. There were two
men to a woman. They looked very queer to him, for
they were covered with clothing, had wnite skin, and
the hair of the woman was almost golden. They spoke
all

AiripiCAV

WAYMIRE

their lives. Poor little

the language of their tribe very haltingly, but they
told them of Jesus, the Son of the white man's God,
who loved them too, and who had died that they might
have eternal life. They told them they should love
their neighbors, and not go to war with them. For a
long time they would not listen at all, for the medicine
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is

the religion she needs, what she

all of

Christ.

The witch doctor holds
one in the

tribe, yet

Demonism

in his

the Gospel

hand the
is

lire of

every-

able to reach him.

not a mental condition, not hypnotism

is

but possession by demons. The Gospel has freed many.

The African

suffers untold agonies for the Lord at

the hands of friends. Young people, don't be ashamed
of the Lord.

In one village where now stands a beautiful church
saw them roasting the body of a young girl when I
first came to the tribe. Cannibals were converted and
I

the hands, once stained by human blood, pass the
bead and cup. God has redeemed them. In an Easter
prayer service 10,000 to 20,000 former cannibals were

now

singing, "There

filled with blood drawn
and sinners plunged beneath

a fountain

is

from Immanuel's

veins,

their guilty stains."

that flood lose

all

people tried to

kill

the eleven converts

In 1909 these

who

first

ac-

cepted the Lord.
If

Africa

young

is

to be

for Christ it must be done by
of the villages. They must be

won

men—the men

supported by the Native Church. There are many lost
souls waiting in Africa. God asks for ourselves. He
gave Himself for us. That is the greatest gift.

man warned them

that their gods would be angry, and

when their water supply ran low and no rains came,
and the people began to get sick, the lives or the
missionaries were really in danger. But one day Mr.
Smith discovered a new spring and thougn it was too
far away to help much, he went into the town and
made arrangements for men to come and pipe the

water down to the village. They brought medicine for
the sick, and soon there was great rejoicing, and the
people came to hear the Gospel message and many
were converted, among them Gombo's father."
"Then the light shone for them, didn't It Motiier?"
asked Jim, when his mother had finished.
"Yes, Jun," she answered, and she put her arm
around him and said a prayer of thanksgiving that
God had blessed them, not only by permitting them to
live in a Christian land, but had created within them a
desire to help others have the wonderful Light, too.
"Every time you give to Missions, you help send the
Light to all those who are living in the darkness of
heathenism, whether it be in Africa, India, or China."
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TO YOU— MOTHERS!
By Mildred Michael

My

Mrs. Ethel

Simmons

There's a beautiful thing called friendship,
In this world of gladness and woe;
It surrounds me, enfolds me, protects me,

SUGGESTION FOR A CONTEST.
As the Sisterhood year draws to a

close, it

would

And

month
really be fine to review the verses learned each
the use of a contest. Type all the verses for the
by

girl.
year on typing paper, and giv^ these out to each
The following month have a "Spelldown," using these
verses; the references should be learned with the
the girl
verse, of course. An award might be given to
also.
to wins. This could be done at the next meeting

with

me

wherever

I go.

The sordid, the petty, the wicked.
To the heights of infinite love.
There are wonderful paintings hanging
In the galleries and halls of fame.
And I gaze with awe and with wonder,
And with praise for the artist's name.

"LOOKING UNTO JESUS FOR THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF A CHRISTIAN HOME"—Topic.
Instructions—Draw and cut out the front of a house.
Make another house just like the first. These may be

There are wonderful things invented.
There are beautiful hymns composed.
There are acts of mercy and kindness.
There are deeds of greatness untold.

any size or color desired. Cut doors so that they will
open. You'll also need a picture of Christ, picture of
or
a Bible, picture of one or more praying, a chorus
hymn, and a white heart. All of these should be of a
doors.
size that they may be slipped through one of the
of

of these beautiful friendships
the joys which they bring to me.
Back of the poems and the paintings.
And the songs of glad victory.

But back

And

LEADER OR PATRONESS:
(Hold up the houses.) These houses look just alike,
They are alike from the outside, for the
same carpenter made them. They may even have the
same furniture on the inside, but stUl they are differthe
ent. It isn't the house that makes a home, but
people who live in it. Let us see, now, who lives in each
of these houses.
Mr. and Mrs. Black are a young couple who live in
They do not
this house (hold up one of the houses)
know Jesus as Savior, and so, it is not a Christian
home. The thoughts of Mr. and Mrs. Black are for
themselves; they are first and others are second. No
one ever enjoys real blessings from this home for they

is

There are poems sublimely written,
And my spirit is lifted above

Is

a mother's love-light burning,
mother's ceaseless, tender care,

A

don't they?

A

life

of sacrifice

And a

and

servie

Christian mother's holy prayer.

So back of the good in this world,

Back of the great, the clean, the true,
The banner of motherhood waves, unfurled.
Because of mothers just

like you.

.

selfishly think of themselves only. That is why we will
open the door to the inside—for that wUl remind us
is coming out the door.
Mr. and Mrs. White live in this house (hold up the
other house). They, too, are a young married couple,
but they are really Christians. When they were first
married, they decided that they would daily look to
Jesus for help in making their home a real Christian
home, for this was a responsibility too great for them
alone. They were faithful in seeking the Lord's help,
and today you will find the following things true in

that nothing really good

this Christian

THERE ARE TIMES when a righteous soul must
flame and burn like a volcano. Nevere to be stirred to
the depths by wrongs, never to be all on fire with
blazing indignation at the evil men are doing to the'
innocent is a mark of a weak or a bad soul, not of a
Sel.
holy and good man.

—

Why

was He silent when a word
Would slay His accusers all?
Why does He meekly bear their taunts

When

angels wait His call?
sin: my sin he bore
On the atoning tree.
And sin hath no defense to make
His silence was for me.

He was made

home:

Jesus is the head of this home (show the picture
of Jesus by slipping it through the door from the backl
2. The Bible is read, memorized, and given out (slip
small Bible or picture of one through the door)
1.

3. Prayer and family worship are a regular part of
the day (slip picture of one or more praying through
the door).
4. Joy and happiness are found in this home (chorus
sheet or hymn) and both have a song ir^ their hearts

and on
5.

their lips.

Real love

is

shown at home and, to others (white

heart) because Jesus has cleansed their hearts of sin
and put His live within.
Notice the door of this home. It opens to the outside.
That reminds us that not only Mr. and Mrs. White, but
others outside their home are helped by the influence

and testimony of such a home. If you would like this
kind of a home, you must do as Mr. and Mrs. White
did ^look to Jesus for help in making it a Christian
home.
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Degousou was still a very little girl when both her
mother and her father died. As is the custom in our
part of Africa a close relative took her and cared for
her; in this case it was her uncle.
Degousou's life was very much the same as that of
the other children in her village up until the time she
was old enough to be sold for marriage.

From time
would come

to keep her until

or

others. She met a Christian young man and it wasn't
long before they had a nice Christian wedding in the
church. They established one more Christian home in

Africa—now they have two fine children. Homes like
this one are the foundation of a strong church in
Africa. Degousou is a loved wife, a happy mother proud
of her family, a worker in the village as well as in the
church. Did it pay her to suffer for the gospel's sake?
Freda Kliever.

Saviour.

Her uncle was not a Christian, in fact he was a
gambler. Oftentimes he lost in his game and would
gamble away everything he possessed. One day when
he had gambled away everything, he ended up by
gambling away Degousou. Somehow he was able to fix
things up so that she did not have to go to the man.
This got to be quite a racket, until one day one of the
men insisted on taking Degousou.

—

SOME MOTHERS OF THE BIBLE
1.

2.
3.
-

The man already had a couple of other wives, so
Degousou refused to. go to him saying she was a Christian and would not be joined to an unbeliever, much
less to one who already had other wives. She was
beaten and threatened, but she would not give in.
That night they locked her up in a hut all by herself
and told her she had until morning to decide, and that
she had better decide not to make any more trouble.

of the

workmen who was a

distant relative agreed

either the uncle

Degousou was faithful to all the services of the
church; she learned to read and was anxious to teach

to time a missionary or a native Christian
to the village and preach the gospel. All

Degousou decided all right, but she decided not to
go with the man. Very quickly and quietly she made a
hole in the hut big enough to let herself out. Everything was quiet; praying for courage and strength, she
glanced about to see if anyone was in sight and like a
shadow in the night she slipped into the tall grass.
The immediate danger of the men in the village was
behind her, but before her was the danger of leopards
and lions in the tall grass and the boggy swamps.
Afraid? Yes, but she would rather die than turn back.
Just at daybreak she reached the mission village.
Inmagine the surprise of the uncle and the men who
were to take Degousou when they found the hut empty
in the morning. And better still was the amazement
and admiration of the villagers at the courage of a
girl going alone and unarmed through a territory
where their men refused to travel at night under any
circumstances. Right then and there the villagers told
Degousou's uncle and the other men to leave the girl
alone; if they ever heard of them molesting her again
they would deal with them. They knew what that
meant!
At the mission village too, feeling ran high, but
when they heard of the attitude of the villagers they
knew they had nothing to fear in protecting Degousou.

such a time as she would want to

No more trouble was made by
the other man.

leave.

of the children would go to the meeting. Some went
out of interest, some out of curiosity. Degousou, too,
went; she heard and accepted the Lord Jesus as her

One

Degousou

&le/tii

4.
5.
6.

Hannah, the Praying Mother,

I

Sam.

1:10-17.

Elizabeth, the Pious Mother, Lk. 1:5-6.
Jochabed, the Tried Mother, Ex. 1:22-2:3.

Eunice, Timothy's Mother, 2 Tim. 2:5.
The Rival Mothers, I Kings 3:16-26.
The Shunammite, the Brave Mother, 2 Kings

4:

18-23.
7.

Sarah, the Mother of Nations, Gen. 17:16.

8.

The Widowed Mother, Luke 7:12-16.
The Trusting Mother, I Kings 17:8-16.

9.

10.

Rebekah, the Unwise Mother, Gen. 27:6-13.

11.

The Canaanite, the Prevailing Mother, Matt.

12.

Naomi, the Sorrowing Mother, Ruth 1:20.
Hagar, the Homeless Mother, Gen. 21:14.
Rachel, the Dying Mother, Gen. 35:19-20.

1&:

21-28.
13.
14.

—Dr.

Charles Leach.

SONG FOR HANNAH
He was

—

I can see her stand
Trembling, reluctant to let go his hand.
Yet she was wise earth-ties to sever;
She chose not now, but the forever.
God give us mothers who will joy to see
Their sons remembered through eternity.
Helen Frazee-Bower.

so little

—

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
An

optomist is one who doesn't care what happens
if it only doesn't happen to him.
Is the man who constantly pleads his own unworthlness pleased when other people agree with him in It?
When home is ruled by God, angels might be asked
to stay all night with us and they would not find themselves out of their element.
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A "BIBLE-CENTERED REVIVAL AT
UNIONTOWN, PA.
In the providence of our Heavenly Father, the First
Brethren Church of Uniontown, Pa., just closed a
blessed two weeks of Revival Services. Bro. A. V. Kimmell, of Philadelphia, Pa., had been called as evangelist for the two weeks of special services. The Lord
was gracious and blessed with lovely weather so that
many were permitted to attend the meetings. The
Meeting was announced as a "Bible-Centered" Revival. As a special feature, the membership was encouraged to read as many Bible chapters during the
day as possible, and these were counted and recorded
in each service. It was found at the close of the meetings that over 5,000 chapters had been read. Tlie
reading of God's Word in itself proved a real blessing
to the services. Special instrumental and vocal numbers were rendered from time to time, which also
added to the blessings of this revival. Various delegations were recognized as they visited from other
churches; among these were a delegation from our
Brethren Church at Meyersdale, and one from our
church at AUeppo, Pa.

The Pastor and the Evangelist called on many of the
homes of the community, dealing with folks about
their soul's salvation and inviting them to accept
Christ. Brother Kimmell proved to be a hard worker,
a preacher of the Word, and a lover of souls. All who
heard his messages will testify to that effect. Twice
our brother was heard over our local broadcasting station, sending forth the Word of Life. We rejoice to
report that God honored His Word, and the personal
work which was done, to the extent that many decisions were made. The visible results of the meetings
were: twelve soulg confessed Christ for the first time,
eight definitely stepped out in rededication of life, and
one volunteered for full-time service. Undoubtedly
other decisions were made, which the Lord recorded,
and which eternity will reveal. A Christlike spirit prevailed throughout the meetings, and truly God revived
His people. To God's glory we report that the church
here has been greatly strengthened. With renewed
vigor and enlarged vision we shall labor on to reach
still others for Christ. Many prayers ascended to God's
throne in behalf of these services, and our Lord was
pleased to honor and answer them.
In His fellowship,
Henry' Rempel, Pastor.

It

when a church

all sincerity, yoil

can rest

had been made and prayer and BibTe reading were
made prominent features throughout the two weeks.
The people were eager for gospel messages, whicn
made the preaching an easy task.
Brother and Sister Rempel have been doing a good

tion

work during their time of leadership in this
church and their fine type of Christian living is giving
a testimony outside the church as well as in it, and this
accompanied with good Bible teaching is resulting in
growth in spiritual life and in interest in all phases of
the work. In one service of definite dedication of life,
in which there was earnest response, the congregation
was told something of their enlarged possibilities if
they would follow their leadership in possessing the
piece of

land.

We were entertained in the home of the pastor and
both Brother and Sister Rempel were gracious in
seeing that there was nothing lacking that could be
desired. In a way it was a reminder of old times, for
Henry and the evangelist had worked together in the
Second Church of Los Angeles, where he was our song
leader for quite some time. In this meeting he was at
his best in directing the congregational singing, the
choir, and the special numbers at every service. A
splendid choir of young people was on hand every
service, also, which was a big help. Our prayers will
be for the continued success of the Uniontown Breth-

A. V. Kimmell.

ren.

"As thou goest step by step I will open the
fore thee" (Prov. 4:12, Hebrew Trans.).
Child of

My

love, fear

way be-

not the unknown morrow

Dread not the new demand life makes of thee
Thy ignorance doth hold no cause for sorrow
Since what thou knowest not is known to Me.

Thou canst not see today the hidden meaning
Of My command, but thou the light shalt gain;
Walk on in faith, upon My promise leaning,
And as thou goest all shall be made plain.

—

One step thou seest then go forward boldly,
One step is far enough for faith to see;
Take that, and thy next duty shall be told thee,
For step by step thy Lord

spend two weeks
Henry Rempel and the congreUniontown, Pa. In previous years we had

was the

does that in

assured a good meeting will follow. Prayerful prepara-

privilege of the writer to

is

leading thee.

in meetings with Bro.

gation at

been asked to consider holding such a meeting, but it
seemed difficult to arrange the time to suit all concerned until these two weeks in April.
So far as we are able to judge the church had determined to have a revival before we arrived, and

REMEMBER
"But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength; they shall mount up with wings as eagles;
they shall run, and not be weary; and they shall walk,
and not faint." (Isa. 40:31).
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As

the Editor Sees
By

L. L.

PRAISE THE LORD FOR OUR GREATEST
HOME MISSION OFFERING!
in

w

God

will

reward your

In a recent ruling radio station WPEN, Philadelphia,
canceled the contracts of at least sixteen Gospel
Broadacsters of the Philadelphia area, and network
programs. This statement was sent to each broaacaster: "This is to advise you that the William Penn
Broadcasting Company is adopting a new policy with
Pa.,

respect to religious programs. Instead of time for religious broadcasts being sold on a commercial basis as
has been heretofore done, we plari to inaugurate on a
substantial basis, as a public service, a series of religious broadcasts of general interest, the time for
which

not be sold." This new poUcy affected such broad"The Old Fashioned Revival Hour," "The Lutheran Hour," etc.
As a direct result the Philadelphia Gospel Broadcasters Association was organized and a great
rally
of 14,500 Gospel-loving people was held in Philadelphia's Convention Hall. Resolutions were formulated
and a protest sent to the Federal Communications
Commission at Washington, D. C, which is in direct
vwll

casts as

IS

An

early meeting

is

life of

m

THIS IMPORTANT?

Perhaps at first consideration this situation may
appear relatively unimportant. On the other hand, it is

FAR-REACHING ISSUES INVOLVED—
Unless the Federal Communications CommisWPEN, the Gospel is definitely off that station. To say that this is primarily
an issue of airing the Gospel commercially or through
donated time is to mis's the heart of it. The Federal
Council of Churches is behind this seeming stroke of
generosity the to Gospel broadcasters'. The Roman
Catholics are also playing a definite role. It is mainly
the old issue which is better known in the world today
as the difference between Modernism and Fundamentalism. The Federal Council leaders have been and
some are today notoriously blasphemous and infidelic,
and that by their own statements and writings. THE
First:

sion reverses the decision of

such actions as the one in Philadelphia are precipitated. It is time that millions of innocent souls wake
up and see that the organization which they are supporting by their gifts is the very agency which is, depriving them of the only message of life eternal and
bringing the wrath of God upon us.
Second: For some years it has been the policy of the
networks to give time to the Federal Council for religious broadcasts. Just recently the American Council
of Churches, through its vociferous and logical protests, received a small share of this time through the
Blue Network, for which action that network should

be commended.
No religious broadcaster who has a real message for
Christ wants donated time consistently for a very
good reason. It is controlled by the local station and
the network. Usually Class C or D time is given for
religious broadcasts, while Class A and B time are
taken by Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, beer and cigarette
companies, etc. Again, the local stations may definitely determine the content of the message delivered
when the time is donated. This means that frequently
the very heart of a strong Gospel message may oe
eliminated. Regardless of the commercial attitude of
the stations in respect to listening audiences, what
good reason can be given to deprive the Gospel broad.
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directly at stake.

FEDERAL COUNCIL DOES NOT WANT THE GOSPEL
ON THE AIR! By exerting political and social pressure,

liberality.

WPEN OUSTS GOSPEL BROADCASTERS—

control of all radio broadcasting.
this situation is being sought.

Gospel broadcastWhat the Federal
Communications Commission does for or against the
Gospel broadcasters in Philadelphia will be almost immediately reflected by decisions and actions across our
nation. The Philadelphia broadcasters have brought
this matter, which has been delayed much too long,
before the authorities, and we are about to see whether
we still live in a land of complete freedom or not.
ing in America

exceedingly gracious to the Brethren
the expansion of Home Missions during
recent years'. This year is no exception to the rule.
Last year our Home Mission offering totaled
$59,563.56, an amount which could actually be used
build new churches. This year the friends of Home
Missions have given $66,712.95 for the same purpose.
This represents an Increase of $7,149.39.
This means that a somewhat greater emphasis may
be placed on the work of buUding new churches during
the current year. By the grace and wisdom of God
these funds will be expended to win souls and edify
the saints as the Holy Spirit may lead.
We could use an offering twice this amount with
great effectiveness. There are churches in splendid
fields now which are being greatly retarded in their
growth because of lack of funds. Pray that God will
lay the burden heavily upon the hearts of His people.
The Directors of the Brethren Home Missions CouncU
wish to take this opportunity to express deepest appreciation to every Home Mission donor and prayer warrior.

GRUBB
our impression that here the

God has been

Church

It

.
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casters of the right to walk into a station or network
commercial office and buy available Class A time?
There is no reason! The excuse is given that Gospel
broadcasts do not enjoy as wide a listening audience as
the other programs. The fact remains that the Lutheran Hour enjoys a top Hooper rating. Even if this
were not true; if we did not know by actual tests that
great Gospel programs of this day do enjoy the widest
audience, it is still tyranny and Hitlerism to deny the
Lord Jesus Christ a clear voice through the veiy

medium He made
Third:

Gospel radio work, etc. Are you doing your share in a
practical way?

THE CATHOLIC CONFESSIONAL
A CAUSE OF CRIME—
Many have been amazed at statistics released
through The Converted Catholic Magazine to the effect
that there is an abnormally high percentage of Roman
Catholics in our jails and penitentiaries, and a disproportionate number of Catholics among yoimg people
arrested in New York as juvemle delinquents. It has
been the aim of persistent Catholic propaganda by
press, radio and pulpit to convince Protestant Americans that all the crime in America is- the result of our
"Godless" school system and Protestantism.
Not for a moment expecting that the Roman Cath-

possible.

a denial of our Constitutional right.
Freedom of religion through the press, radio, and
speech must be maintained at all costs if this nation
In the past fifty years, especially, we
is to survive.
have had vivid illustrations of the end of nations who
curtail freedom of religion. We must not let it happen
It is

would publicize their own crime statistics telling
of the abnormally high rate of crime among Catholics*
we stUl maintain that the confessional is a direct cause
for much of this crime.
The confessional is absolutely unbiblical and a direct
olics

here.

SEND YOUR GIFT FOR THE
BRETHREN HOUR AT ONCE!
all this we believe our Lord Jesus Christ
somehow keep his message on the air until He
comes! Very soon we expect that you will be hearing
your Brethren Radio Program. In the meantime, we
need regular donors and prayer warriors who wiU continue to ask God for guidance and blessing in this

In spite of

insult to the Holy Trinity. This
series of items taken from The

will

gift to

Box

Z,

The priest is a
He himself can

real judge.
forgive, or withhold forgiveness, of
every kind, degree, and number of crimes at his own
discretion;
3. There are no witnesses.
4. The sinner is his own accuser.
5. No record of the proceedings is kept; a guarantee
in fact is given the sinner that absolute secrecy will be
1.

2.

Winona Lake, Indiana.

AMERICA IN NEED OF
EVANGELIZATION—
Dr. W. T. Clemens, executive secretary. New York
Council of Churches, recently Issued the following
statement:
"When eight times as many hours are spent in the
moviesi as in Sunday School and when only one out of
every twelve persons in America attends church regularly, it is high time that the work of the Church
should be put on a higher level of efficiency..
"Seven out of eight children quit church and Sunday
School before they are 15. There are sixty suicides
every day, a murder every forty minutes, and a major
crime every twenty-two seconds.
"The people of America spend $750 for amusements
for every dollar contributed to foreign missions.
"These appalling conditions threaten the very existence of the Protestant Church and are a menace to our
democracy."
Do we need the clear, ringing sound of the Gospel
over the air in an ever-increasing tempo? Is it enough
to let just a few care for aU the Gospel broadcasting?
Do we need more Home Mission churches which always
have a strong, reviving lull-orbed Gospel message? Do
we need more concentra:tion of the efforts of Fundamentalists? Do we need more fearless preachers of
the Gospel and missionaries?
While winning 3. physical war abroad we are losing
a spiritual war at home. It is Mgh. time that the work
of the Church should be put on a higher level of efficiency! Interpreted, that would mean preaching the
Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ through every medium
and means, and at every opportunity. It would mean
giving liberally to foreign missions, home missons.

be shown by a
Converted Catholic

Magazine.

great task.

Send your

may

observed;
6.

No

publici jail

sentence or fine

is

imposed, only a

few minutes of prayers and a verbal promise of reform;
7. By this procedure all effects of the crimes confessed are destroyed and the criminal instantly made
'holy" and a good citizen again.
8. This secret process of forgiveness and hiding of
crimes may be accomplished again and again as long
as the sinner conforms to the regulations set forth

above and as laid down in the Catholic'. Canon Law.
The Council of Trent (Sess. VL. Chap. 7. D. B. 799)
decreed that the priest not only forgives sins in confession, but has power to destroy them and thus make
of the criminal a perfect citizen and saint: "The
crimes are not only forgiven but destroyed and the
criminal made as a new person a saint." To obtain
pardon it is not necessary to be sorry for crimes committed because they are offenses against society or
God, but it is sufficient if the criminal is sorry for
fear he will go to hell forever If he does not confess
them and obtain the forgiveness of the priest in con-

—

fession.

All decrees of the Council of Trent are binding on
Catholics under pain of anathema and excommxmlcation.
Is it any wonder that big-time criminals, murderers,
and racketeers can generally find means to elude the
law? "Big Tom" Pendergast, of Kansas City, who
died recently after a release from the Federal pen, is
a notable example. Under his political iron hand Kan-
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SECRETARY
Bro. F. B. Miller, we had a profitable time of
fellowship in discussing some angles of the Home Mission work which demanded immediate attention. We
praise God for the vision of these men who have been
chosen to pilot the Home Missions ship in our needy

men and

The past month has brought us several precious
experiences in fellowship with the Lord's people which
we are sure our readers will, desire to share with us.

GREAT SPIRITUAL BLESSING AT

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

land.

This year's graduation exercises at our Grace Theological Seminary were among the best we have ever
attended. The annual communion service was a rich
spiritual blessing and brought Heaven very near. Dr.
Harry A. Ironside and Rev. Archie L. Lynn brought
great blessing to our souls in Bible conference sessions
throughout the week. It was also a great joy to be
present at a Seminary testimony meeting and hear the
testimonies of graduatng students and their wives
concerning what Grace Seminary had meant to them.
It would be well if the whole Brotherhood could hear
these fine tributes to the men and the Board who
administer our Seminary affairs. We ought to praise

God

for such

an excellent

EVANGELISTIC MEETING AT SOUTH BEND
Under the capable ministry of the Polman evangelthe South Bend Church recently enjoyed
two fine weeks of meetings. The services were well
attended and great numbers of children came to the

istic party,

regular afternoon meetings held for them. Souls were
won for Jesus Christ from this precious young timber
and also among older folks who received rich spiritual
blessings. Bro. Jim Dixon and his folks were given a
fine spiritual impetus.

EASTER

INDIANAPOLIS A RICH HARVEST FIELD
For some months Bro. Ned Collingridge, a student
at our Seminary, has been pastoring the Indianapohs
Church. Not long ago we had the privilege of meeting
with Brother Collingridge and our architect in Indianapolis and considering plans for a new building there.
They appear excellent and aside from a few minor
needs such as the money and the consent of the WPB,
we are ready to go ahead and build a church in
Indianapolis.
This great city in the very heart of Indiana is seeth->
ing with paganism, Immorality, and sin of all types.Very few are the testimonies to the full Gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ while hxmdreds are passing into eternity without Him. Our lots have been purchased in a
splendid section of the city which is absolutely un-

Brother and Sister Earl Virts. This was the first time
that we were accorded the privilege of ministering in
Fort Wayne and, judging from our experience there,
we can see great growth ahead for this church under
the capable ministry of Rev. Aeby. We covet the
prayers of the Brotherhood for the complete recovery
of our Brother in the Lord and his immediate return
to the pastorate.

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL MEET
was our

privilege to have a rather
with some of the members of

impromptu

our Home
Missions Council just recently when Dr. Paul R. Bauman happened to be in the East in deputation and
Bible conference work, and Rev. William H. Schaffer
happened to be in Winona Lake. Together with these

meeting

FORT WAYNE

fine group of God's people on Easter Sunday. Despite
the fact that the congregation has been without a
pastor for some weeks, a peak attendance was registered at about 175 for the Bible School and church
services. We were royally entertained in the home of

churched and the people in that community are asking
for a Brethren Church, but due to our limited resources
we have been forced to endeavor to build up a group of
believers about thirty blocks from the ultimate church
building site. This is quite difficult, but Brother Collingridge is doing a fine job. Being a splendid tenor
soloist, our Brother has been given fifteen minutes free
time for Gospel songs on the Kokomo, Ind., radio station each Saturday morning at about 10. Tune in Kokomo along about this time on Saturday, if possible.
Pray that God will enable us to go ahead and glean
in this rich harvest field where many souls are only
awaiting the presentation of the Gospel message.
It

IN

to the illnessf of Rev. John M. Aeby, who has
been caUed to pastor the First Brethren Church at
Fort Wayne, Ind., we were called to minister to this

Due

school.
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HOME

MISSIONS OFFICE MOVES TO

WINONA LAKE

are now welcome to visit your Home Missions
Council office in Winona Lake, Ind., at your earliest
convenience. It has long been left that the proper
place for our office is here at Winona with some of the
other agencies of the Church. To this; end we have
been praying and planning and now find ourselves
comfortably located in the east wing of the Westminster Hotel with just enough room space to meet our
needs. You will easily find us by noting the signs

You

which guide

youl to

our room.

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL

YOUR HOME. MISSION MAIL TO WINONA LAKE,
INDIANA!

FREMONT SHOWS PROGRESS
For the
of the

first

time since the building of the

initial unit

Fremont building we recently had the oppor-

tunity of fellowshipping with the Lord's people there.
A f uU Lord's Day was spent with Rev. Robert D. Culver,
his family, and the Fremont Brethren. Wei thoroughly

(Continued on Page 328)

A PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORT OF BRETHREN HOME MISSIONS
five pictures

from

Fremont,

Ohio.

Upper

left

shows the

Mr. Gordon

Young

brings

People's

Gonawein, girls'
teacher; below It Is a recent Sunday School group, with the pastor, Robert
Culver, and Supt. Carl Brooks.
Upper right Is the Sunday School teaching
etaff; below It at the right Is the Fremont Beginners, with Mrs. Lester Tuckerman, teacher. In the center Is a picture of the new Sunnymede Mission at
South Bend, with one of Its most active members. Miss Carolyn Crawford,
gfoups, with Clarence Ash, boys' teacher, and

On her right Is another Sunnymede
of the Frank Crawfords.
picture of some boys and girls looking at the sign Inviting them to the
If you think It doesn't get cold In Kentucky, look
recent Polman meetings.
the clothing room at Clayhole after a
picture
which
shows
at the tower left
snowstorm.
To the right Is Clayhole Pastor Sewell Landrum passing out
The three Brethren In the picture above
gifts to some mountain children.
the winter scene are three members of the Home Missions Council after a
They are W. H. Shaffer,
recent visit to the Council office at Winona Lake.
daughter

Paul Bauman, and Foye Miller.
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A History of Evangelism in America
For the Last Century
By WILLIAM

H.

SCHAFFER,

Pastor, First Brethren

This Is the first portion of a paper on the above tubjeot prepared
Adams County
by Re». William H. Schaffer for presenutlon at the
Mlnlsterlum, Decatur, Indiana.
We felt that this Important Information should bo shared with
our readers.
The second half of the paper will appear In the June( Issue of our
Home Mission number of the Herald Editor.

Church, Spokane, Washington

Church.
history of revivals is the history of the
sometimes use the terms revival and evangelism
evangelism is
interchangeably. More particularly,

The

We

—

preaching the Gospel to those

who have heretofore never
heard it, while revivals have to
do more especially with the already evangelized in an eflort
to promote more zeal in evangelism. The term revival as now
known and connected with the
Christian Church is not more
than two hundred years old.
Revivals may compare favorably with the annual feasts of
WILLIAM H. SCHAFFER
Judaism. Because these two
terms, evangelism and revivals, have been used interchangeably for years we shall assume the liberty of
using them in that manner on the grounds that in the
process of what we commonly call "a revival" not only
are the saints spiritually refreshed, but the unsaved
are evangelized.

A revival presupposes a state of declension, a lack
of personal spiritual fervor, a lapse into worldliness or
interrupted fellowship with God. Since an awakened
church is always a converting agency, any spiritual
awakening is a revival whether the effort results in
the saving of souls or in the bringing of new life to a
sleeping church. We must never forget that the chief
and only purpose of the Church of Jesus' Christ while
on this earth is the preaching of the Gospel, namely,
".
how that Christ died for our sins according to
the scriptures; and that he was buried, and that he
rose again the third day according to the scriptures."
And, "Go ye therefore, and teach aU nations
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have
."
When the Church sidesteps
commanded you
these two purposes she is not carrying out her Lord's
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

command.
If we may take any

liberty

and forget the

limit of

A HISTORY OF
EVANGELISM IN AMERICA FOR THE PAST CENour subject for this paper calling for

TURY and spend a few moments
we

in the Old Testament,
on numerous occasions "rehave been the salvation of Israel from

shall discover that

seem to
utter apostasy. God used divinely appointed judges,
priests, prophets, and kings to promote spiritual awakenings among His people. You will readily recall
vivals"

Joshua, Samuel, David, Elijah, Hezekiah, Ezekiel, and
Ezra, among others. Perhaps the spiritual awakening
under Ezra was more akin to our more recent concep-

what a revival ought to be.
Then we come to the early Church. After Jesus had

tion of

fellowshipped with and instructed his disciples for
approximately three years, He knew they were not

prepared to perform the great task of "Go ye and
." "and ye shall be witnesses unto
all nations
both in Jerusalem and in all Judea, and in Samaria,

fully

teach

me

.

.

and unto the uttermost parts

of 'the earth

.

.

until

."

they should receive the baptism of the Holy Spirit.
You know what happened at Pentecost and the years
immediately following. It might be weU for us to study
with our people more thoroughly the Book of Acts. We
believe that if we followed more closely the program of
the early church/ and forgot a lot of our own ideas of
when, how, and where the Gospel should be preached,
we should have a continual flow of sinners into the
body of Christ, instead of trying to whip up a whitehot enthusiasm for a few weeks during the year only
to see the cold gray of Indifference to spiritual things
hover over our people the other fifty weeks. We do not
mean to leave the impression that special efforts in
revival and evangelism are not to be held, but let us
call them "special efforts" in a year-round program
rather than the one and only effort. Why is it that
some of us have the idea that sinners can only be converted during a revival, or new members received into
the church on Easter? Is it because those are the only
seasons of the year in which we put forth any effort
conducive to these expected results? Do we believe
that we could witness a counterpart to Pentecost every
week in our churches? If not, why not? What is to
hinder? Is it true that we are allowing the side shows
to swallow up the attraction in the main tent? We
understand that there are so many demands made
upon us aside from the main purpose of our high calling to preach Christ only and him crucified, that they
are consuming our time, our gifts, and our talents, at
the expense of souls. If you will pardon the personal
experience, we have discovered that in the matter of
finances in the church that a straight-forward, evangelistic and missionary emphasis In our preaching has
put all the schemes of raising money to shame and
the
oblivion. It is the Gospel of Christ that is ".
power of God unto salvation to everyone that belleveth, to the Jew first and also to the Greek." People
are Gos^jcI hungry. They may not know what is the
matter with them. They have been trying to satisfy
their spiritual appetites on the husks of this sin-cursed
world instead of on the Bread of Life and no wonder
they have spiritual anemia. Honestly now, have we
.
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ever tried to give
of

them a steady

diet of the pure

Word

God?

Fellow pastors, as we have been studying and making
research for this paper we have discovered that every
great revival with its resultant evangelistic fervor has
been based on that very fact; the pure, unadulterated
Word of God, bathed in heart-searching prayer, with
a zeal for lost souls, being preached without fear or
favor even of ecclesiastical hierarchy. Is it true that
some of us have been spending more time with the
critics of the Word than with the Word Himself? With
those who deny the pre-existent deity of Jesus Christ?
With those who deny His virgin birth, the efficacy of
His shed blood on Calvary's cross, and His bodily resurrection? With those who deny the doctrine of the
blessed hope of Hig imminent return for His Bride, the
Church, and subsequent coming in glory to establish
a reign of peace and righteousness upon the throne of
His father David; than fellowshipping with Peter,
James and John who were eyewitnesses of His majesty;
and with Paul to whom the Lord revealed more completely His plan of salvation and doctrines for His
Church and to whom He also gave a preview into
glory? God forbid! Let us search the pages of recorded
history in revival and evangelism in the Christian
Church in America for the past century and see if
these things be so.
.

I

We have

discovered three distinct epochs in the past
century, the first of which Charles G. Finney played
a large part. So outstanding was his ministry that
some Christian historians devote whole chapters to
his work. Finney, bom of poor parents who did not
even profess Christianity, said that he never heard a
prayer offered in his fathers' home until he, himself,
offered it. Nor had he read much of the Bible until he

purchased one for himself at the age of twenty-nine.
He credits his deep conviction of sin and of his salvation to the reading of the Bible and the persistent
prayers of his fellowmen. After a rather unusual experience of conversion! he left his practice of law with

—

this incident:

"Mr. Finney," said Deacon Bwho
into his office that morning, "do you recollect
that my cause is to be tried at ten o'clock' this morning? I suppose you are ready?" "Deacon," came Finney's memorable answer, "I have a retainer from the

came

Lord Jesus Christ to plead His case and
yours."

I

,

cannot plead

The Deacon demanded an explanation. So

shocked the Deacon that his head dropped on
chest and slowly he walked into the middle of
street, where Finney saw him in deep meditation.
mediately the Deacon went to the party whom he

his

the

Imwas

suing and settled the suit.
Lacking any systematic ministerial training caused
frequent skirmishes with the more learned and trained
ministry. One thing that annoyed his ministerial
brethren was that he preached in schoolhouses, barns,
and out of doors. They claimed that in so doing ne
lowered the dignity of the pulpit. Finney's reply was,
"When I come to preach the Gospel, I am so anxious
to be thoroughly understood that I study in the most
earnest manner to express my thoughts with the
greatest simplicity of language." When the ministers

urged him to preach as they did, he replied, "Show me
a more excellent way. Show me the fruits of your
ministry, and if they so far exceed mine as to give me
evidence that you have found a more excellent way I
will adopt your view. I can never adopt your manner
of preaching the Gospel imtU I have higher evidence
that you are right and I am wrong."
One afternoon he stopped to preach at a town called
Sodom, a virtual facsimile of its namesake, even to
the fact that the only good man in the town was called
Lot. Unaware of the local wickedness he chose as his
text, "Up, get you out of this place for the Lord will
destroy the city." Totally ignorant of the local circumstances he related the record of the ancient account of Sodom and Lot's part in it and then turned
the Gospel guns loose on his audience. "The people,"
he said, "looked as if they were angry. They looked at
one another and then at me as their anger rose higher
and higher. As I continued, the congregation began to
fall from their seats and cried for mercy. If I had had
a sword in each hand, I could not have cut them off
their seats as fast as they fell. In less than two minutes the whole audience was either on their knees or
prostrate praying for themselves. I was obliged «)
stop preaching, for no one paid any more attention to
me." Years later a grandson of Lot entered the ministry as his father had done. Both were converted in
that meeting. Incidents like these were not uncommon
during Finney's meetings.

Finney met much open opposition from his contemLyman Beecher's biography he is reported
as saying to Finney, "Finney, I know your plan, and
you know I do; you mean to come to Connecticut, and
carry a streak of fire to Boston. But if you attempt it,
as the Lord liveth, I'll meet you at the state line and
poraries. In

out the artillerymen and fight every inch of the
to Boston, and then I'll fight you there." It was a
brave threat, but in a short time Finney was in Boston
and preaching in Beecher's church. WhUe preaching
there, Beecher told Finney that he never had seen a
man with whose theological views he so entirely accall

way

corded.
Until this time Jjinney's ministry was confined
largely to the New England States and New YorK.
Upon invitation he began a series of meetings in Philadelphia which lasted for almost a year. From thence
to other cities in Pennsylvania and then to New York

many cities in the north central
after he accepted the presidency of
Oberlin College he devoted many months of the year
to evangelism. Dr. Cuyler said of him that he probably led more souls to Jesus than any man of the nineteenth century. In round numbers it has been estiCity,

England, and

states.

Even

mated that

500,000 persons

were converted through his

preaching.

REMEMBER
a great thing to be able to turn up cheerfully
after you've been turned down.
About the only satisfactory substitute for wisdom la
It's

alienee.
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Red rum

spelled

backward

spells

murder.
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Remember

This address was delivered at the request of the LaVerne
Association on V-E Day at the LaVerne community
a thanksgiving service arranged by the

mass meeting, which was

thy

and prospect of our beloved nation
a reminder of a scene on the plains of Moab
more than three millenniums ago. There, with both
the flush of victory and the burden of peace upon his
brow, stands a mighty military leader, a superlative
statesman, a prophet of God—Moses by name.
From his eminence he looks far beyond the great
army he faces, and with memory's vision sees again
the iron furnace of Egypt from which God delivered

The

retrospect

today

is

his people. Those years: of tension and anguish, of
blood and sweat have left gaping scars on body, mind,

and soul.
That long

battle was of Yesterday, and Tomorrow
these people who were delivered from the fears of
Egypt are to be led to the freedoms of the Promised

Land.
Standing on the podium of Today, between Yesterday and Tomorrow, Moses speaks. With a backward
look, "Thou Shalt remember all the way which the
Lord thy God led thee." With a forward look, "Thou
Shalt remember the Lord thyi God."
The world looks back on a holocaust of five years
burning that threatened to spread to our shores. The
liberties of innumerable free peoples have been snuffed
but. In striving to bring deliverance and peace to prostrate Europe multiplied millions of our people have
turned from peace to war pursuits; millions more have
exchanged their homes for barracks and for foxholes.
Our hearts are heavy, in this hour of victory, as we
think of those we bear upon our hearts' who return
suffering in mind and body. Oh God, give them healing, rest, and peace! We sorrow for those whom we
hold in affection's tender reverie but will never see
again in the flesh. May Thy mercies rest upon every
home wherein a blue star has turned to gold. Nothing
I might say would add to their honor and "time will
not dim the glory of their deeds."
As Moses had a rendezvous with death before he
could lead his people into the Promised Land, so the
blue star for our Leader has been aureoled and his successor, humanly speaking, now pilots our Ship of State.
The words of Walt Whitman to Abraham Lincoln,
who also fell in the hour of victory, ring in our ears:

"O Captain! my Captain! our fearful
The ship has weather'd every rack, the
is

trip is done;

prize

we sought

won;

The port

is

near, the bells I hear, the people all exultkeel, the vessel

grim and

daring:

O heart! heart! heart.!
O the bleeding drops of red,
Where on the deck my Captain
Fallen cold and dead;"

lies,

the

way which the Lord

led thee."
Our present virtory reminds us the powerful guiding
hand of God has been evident in American history. For
this we are thankful. Language is inarticulate to ex-

press our rejoicing. Yet our community and national
Joy is tempered with thoughtfulness. America has
stooped to personal selfishness, to intolerance, to neglect of known truths, and to wilful sins. We do not

ask for justice; we plead tor mercy.
We hang our heads in shame for what God is witnessing this day across our land the hour of victory
being celebrated by men and women who consume
stultifying liquors which steal away their brains, being
celebrated by those who indulge in pleasures which
prostitute all virtue, being celebrated by citizens who
offer their sacrifices of thanksgiving upon the altars
of Mammon and Moloch.
Let us benefit by the encouragement and warning of
the prophet Samuel: "I will teach you the good and the
right way: only fear the Lord, and serve Him in truth
with all your heart: for consider how great things He
hath done for you. But if ye shall still do wickedly, ye
shall be consumed, both ye and your king."
Again this year "when all the world has grimmer
business than to look on beauty," God remembers
Spring. Our hearts yearn for the day foretold by the
prophet Isaiah when the Prince of Peace shall rule the
nations and then "neither shall they learn war any
more."
A nineteen-year-old boy from the European theater
writes that his hope is in C-Day rather than in V-Day.
Happy as we are on this V-Day we realize that the
world's only permanent hope is in Christ-Day when He,
the blessed Son of God, shall rule as "King of kings
and Lord of lords." Handel in his magnificent oratorio,
"The Messiah," envisions this day and its meaning to
this old world suffering under the fruitage of sin, and
he crescendoes the "Hallelujah" which translated is
"Praise ye the Lord."

—

Thou Shalt Remember God
Retrospect begets prospect. The admonition of Moses
is now apropos, "Thou shalt remember the Lord thy
God."
The finger of time writes "Ichabod," the glory is departed, upon the portals of the nation that forgets God.
Ideas and ideals cast the shadows of history before
them. Lord Byron read volumes of history and reduced
them to a score of words:
"First

—when that
—^barbarism at

Freedom and then Glory

Wealth,

And

But

Way God Led

all

God

ing.

While follow eyes the steady

the

"Thou Shalt remember

five Protestant churches of the city.

vice, corruption

History with
page."

all

fails.

last.

her volumes vast hath but one

I would that a voice of powerful pleading might
carry into every city, every community, every home,
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and every heart

of America,

"Thou shalt remember the

Lord thy God." A minister of Bournemouth, England,
wrote recently concerning his own war-torn and saddened country:
"We have been a pleasure-loving people, dishonoring
God's day, picknicking and bathing—Now the seashores are barred; no picnics, no bathing.

"We have

to

warn

to return to the Word of God as of final
authority for private and national Ufe- to return to
the Christ of God as personal Saviour and national
Guide. In other words, to take the Bible seriously. King
Jehoshaphat of old gave wise counsel to his nation,
"Believe in the Lord your God so shall ye be estaolished; believe His prophets, so shall ye prosper."

preferred motor travel to churchgoing-

Now there is a shortage of motor
"We have ignored the ringing
calling us to

was founded;

worship-Now the

National Rededication

fuel.

of the church bells
cannot ring except

bells

of invasion

"We have

left the churches half empty when they
should have been filled with worshipperLNow they
are in ruins
"We would not listen to the way of peace-Now we
are forced to listen to the way of war
"The money we would not give to the Lord's workNow is taken from us in taxes and higher prices.
"The food for which we forgot to return thanks—
Now is unobtainable.
"The service we refused to give to God—Now is conscripted for the country.
"Lives we refused to live under God's control ^Now
are under the nation's control.
"Nights we would not spend in 'watching unto
prayer' Now are spent in anxious air-raid precautions.
"The evils of modernism we would not fight ^NOW
see What Germany, the seat of this teaching, has prodUCed!"
The "Thou shalt nots" of the Decalogue and the
imperatives of the Gospel are for this day of victory.
They are unchanged, unchanging,
00, and unchangeable.
o
cirrrt.
-i-ixiii
Thou Shalt
not steal" is as binding today as when it
was given. The moral laws of God have never been
abrogated. They are woven into the cosmic fabric. "Ye
,
must be bom agam is a timeless and raceless imperative for "That which is bom of the flesh is flesh; and
that which is bom of the Spirit is spirit." The man is
,_
» t
,
still blessed "that walketh not in the counsel of the
ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful."
The primary need of America is not for material
prosperity. We are the most prosperous nation of the
world. Prosperity never saved any nation from uitimate defeat, but it has brought defeat to many a
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not more secular education this nation needs.
We are now the most educated nation In the world, but
„.
,
,
,
professors
our many schools have forgotten the
wisdom of Solomon, "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge."
_.
It IS not more pleasure. Our highways, our theaters,
our cocktail lounges are filled with those who are
"lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God." America
.,
J
,,
needs
something other than Coca Cola to refresh her,
and somethmg other than Luckies to soothe her nerves.
"Righteousness exaiteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people."
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America ig .M
flushed with victory
it would be wise for us to thoughtfully consider that
the greatest need of America is to return to God and
to the God-^iven principles upon which this nation
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5.00
11 00
is.oo
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r.

?J'Mr.

7 00

^^''"'
25.00
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^^'^
Mrs.
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Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Steves
mt. and Mrs. p. Thomas and Daughter
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e.oo
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5.00
25.00
14.00
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Grace Brethren Church, Mansfield, Ohio
Rev. b. n Schneider and family

-^ ^-^^^

^J;
Mr. ana Mrs. a.

ii^^e
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Marilyn Gnthrie
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph

WHuky

Witeky
Gene Witzky
Mrs. Benton Beal
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Spmnger
RaynLond Massie
Charles

Mrs.

Raymond

Jean

Massie

Masaie

Mary Lou Maasie
Mr. and Mrs. A. Schnittke

Mabel Kwppert and CoUeen
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Fbbbum
Mies Nelda Koppert
Miss Orith Koppert
Mrs. Budd Goodwin
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Kissel
Mrs.

Miscellaneous

V. Carter
Charlotte DeVries
and Mis. J. C. Derrick (Brang.)
and Mrs. Ralph Edwards and Doris
Floy C. Fisher
and Mrs. Robert Fuq<ia
and Mrs. Lester Gilmore
J. V. Haftshom

Nellie

Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs. Hans Hanson and Girls
Mrs. W. Juchnewioz
Harry A. Kirby
Hazel Kirby

Mr. and Mrs. John Kruger
Evelyn and Estelle Lacy
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Lawson
Mrs. Lindbloom and Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Miller
G. F. Miltenberger and Family

W.

Mrs.

Mr.

Niles

J.

and Mrs. L.

Wanda

J.

Olson

Olaon

Claude F.

Peck

Rev. «and Mrs. Conard Sandy
Pvt A. Rollin Sandy
Mrs. Florence Sandy
Mrs. Anna Stevens
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith
Mr. and Mrs. John Suiter

M.

Nellie

Shank

Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Streeter
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Sterrenburg
Mr. and Mrs. Olive Scow
Mrs. Gladys Van Narran
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Williams
Marceine WiUiims (3d L. A.)
Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Willard
Intermediate 0. E
Junior C. E
Miscellaneous

BaUey
BaUey
aBUey

J

Chlce Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bailey (N.
Michael Bailey (N. Riverdale)
Mrs. John Bayles

Riverdale)

Thomas

Bayles
John Blowers
Mr. and Mis. Rufus Boze

Mra.

Rosemary
Mrs.

Flora

Boze
Caffee

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Christy
Bryce Christy
Elaine

Christy

Ruth Christy
Truman Dudgeon
Mr. and Mra. Sam S. Bgly
Mr. and Mrs. Bryson Fetters
Mra. Hubert Gase
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hendricks
Dean Hendricks
Rev. W. F. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Johnson
Patsy Ann Johnson
Brenda May Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Kauffman
Opl. and Mrs. Karl Kauffman
Chtoe Kauffman
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Kuhn
Shirley

....

10.00
10.00
25.00
100.00
20.00
B.OO
5.00
5.00
10.00
27.50
5.00
5.00
10.00
B.OO
25.00
50.00
10.00
T.OO
26.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
26.00
2.00
10.00
100.00
B.OO
15.00
2.60
20.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
60.00
25.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
16.00
10.00
10.00
76.50
5.00

Martha
Alice

100.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
lOO.O*
10.00
6.00
15.00
10.00
60.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
150.00
65.00
60.00
26.00
120.00
100.00
100.00
BO.OO
150.00
6.00
B.OO
66.00
6.00
6.00
240.00
40.00
10.00
10.00
80.00
12.00
10.00
10.00
60.00
26.00
BO.OO
26.00
26 00
70.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
6.00
B.OO
100.00
70.00
60.00
30.00
16.00
10.00
10.15
15.00
85.00
84.00
33.00
33.00
26.00
B.OO
B.OO
6.00
B.OO
6.00
5.00
B.OO
S.OO
132.85
148.12

Leistner

Leistner
Leistner

Gordon Leistner
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Liechty

Ame Wayne

Liechty

Una Jane

Liechty
Luginbffl

Alice

Mr. and Mis.
Rev. R. Paul

Wm.

Roy McDaniel
Miller

MUler

Martha

Carl

Miller

Wesley HaroM Miller
Howard M. MUler (In Memory)
Marjorie Anne Miller (In Memory)
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Myers
John R. Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin D. Myers

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S. Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Parr and family
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Parr and family
Mre. Eva Parr
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Parr
Mrs. Noble Reynolds
Gertrude Rumburg
Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Schaffer
H. Paul Schaffer (Evang. and N. Troy)
Alyce Ann Schaffer (Winchester)
Addie E. Sipe
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Slpo
Naomi Sipe
John H. Sipe
Mr. and Mrs. George Sipe
Don Sipe
Marilyn Sipe
Carj Sipe
Mr: and Mrs. Charles Smitley
Nora Smitley
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Smitley
Smitley
Lester
lona Smitley
Mr. and Mrs. Ohalmer Smitley
Betty Smitley
Dick Lee Smitley
Darlene Smitley
Mra. Alta Smitley
Ralph Smitley. Jr.
Chester Smitley
Mr. and Mrs. Wh. H. Smitley
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Smitley
Mr. and Mre. Calvin Stephenson
Mrs. Lorys Witter
Mr.and

Mary
J.

Jane

Witter

Taney

L.

Brotherhood

Boys

Senior 0.
Friend
Friend

E.

Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend

Member

Bethel Brethren Church, Berne, Ind.
Mrs. Marie Agler
Glen Agler
Opl. Doniald H. Agler (Gen. and Evang.)
Mrs. Dessie Bailey

Robert

Huge

Hope Myers

Second Brethren Church, Long Beach, Calif.
Mr and Mrs. L. H. Alguire
Mr. and Mra. J. H. Alguire
Lt. and Mrs. Roes M. Bryce (Gen. and Evang.)
Mt. and Mrs. J. CJolgate Clark
Mrs.

Paul

1000
1000
B.OO
25.00
16.00
15.00
B.OO
B.OO
B.OO
6.00
10.00
S.OO
10-00
B.OO
BO.OO
15.15

,

and Mrs. Prank

Mr.

5'S2
10.00

Kuhn

Wanda

Lautzenheiser
Mr. and Mrs. 8. J. Leiningcr
Eugene Leininger
Genevieve Leininger

Roger LaFever
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Leistnei

'

20.00
20.00
40.00
10.00
10.00
30.0»
10.00
20.00
5.00
26.00
10.00
3.00
20.00
5.00
6.00
BO.OO
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
150.00
10.00
20.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
100.00
BO.OO
26.00
60.00
22.88
6.00
200.00
30.00
60.00
B.OO
100.00

Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend
Friend

Sunday

School
Misoellaneous

Brethren Church, Buena Vista, Va.
Mrs. Harry Ballard
and Mrs. Edward Bowman
and Mre. Eddie Bates
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Conner
Mr. and Mrs. David Coffey
First

18.60
30.00
14.60

Pvt and
Rev.
Pvt.

Ralph Dyer
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Johns
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. William Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Lynn
Mr. and Mre. M. M. Teague
Mr. and Mra. Kenneth Teague
Mr. and Mra. Talmage Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. George Smala
Graham Smith
.

Mra. Katie Ryman
Sunday School Dept.
O. E. Dept
Young People's C. E
Miscellaneous

6.35
6.B0
10.00
6.00
10.00
B.OO
10.60
16.50
9.2B
8.00
20.00
8.60
B.OO
37.83
7.00
B.OO

.

.

'

Adult

IB. 67

:

248.10
360.00

Mra. Clara L. Siefer. Brookrille, Ohio
Mre. Hazel Holderman, Ft. Wayne, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Keller, Accident, Md. (Wadsworth)
(Byersdale)
Zella Keller, Accident, Md.
New Troy Brethren Church, New Troy, MIoh.

Edgar
Mra.
Miss
Mra.
Mra.
Mr.
Mra.
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Perry

W. M. Bennett
Adelia Brackett
Jennie English
Lydia Hauch

and Mra. Kenneth Janz
Ifether

Kempton

'

10.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
2.00
1.00
6.00
S.iO
20.00
16.00

'

MAY

19, 1945

Mr. and Mrs. John Eempton
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Knitter
Mrs. Bra Kool
Mr. and Mre. A. W. I/indstrand
Miss Betty londstrand
Mr. and Mrs. John Ludlum
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mensinger
Mrs.
Mrs.

Time

B.OO
300.
2.00
5.00
10.00
28.50
10.00
B.OO
6.00
10.00
1.00
10.00
2.00
26.00
60.00
15.00
4.26

?

Peters

Laura Fletcher

Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Fletcher
Ora Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sparks
Mre. B. H. Stickle
Mis. Ann Swails
Rev. and Mrs. R. L.
Mrs. Sarah Williama

WilBams

MisceOaneoua

West Tenth

Street Brethren Church, Ashland, Ohio.
Peru Brethren Church, Peru, Ind. (Additional)
Mrs. Ed Cooper
First Brethren Church, Spokana, Wash.
Harry Hayes
*.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig Ettenborough
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Jones
Mr. and Mre. M. M. MilBngei
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Bdberts

Mre. M. B. Miller
Mrs. Elsie Berry
Miss Lillian Bowere
Mre. N. J. Colony
Mis. Ivy Stanley
Miss Edna Robinson
Mrs. Rosetta Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Boadrock
Miscellaneous
First

Victor

Brethren Church, West Klttanntna, Pa.
Claypool

.

.

.

40.00
40.00
26.00
26.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
5,00
5,00
6.00
B.OO
8.70

Mre.
Mrs.

C. Coverdale
Effie Diebert

Jane

Edmonds

10.00
10.00
30.00
16.00
B.OO
20.00
10.00
60.00
23,00
6,00
20.00
50,00
10,00
75.75
40,00
6.00
5.00
5.00
26,00
6,00
13,00
15,00
5.00
20,00
25,00
20,00
33,00
10.00
10.00
25.00
100.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
40,00
25,00
5,00
111,93
64,90

Mre. Edith Emmons
Mr. and Mre. C. Engle
Mr, and Mre. N. Bvenson
Mr. and Mre. W. H. Parmer

Dan W.

Graybil]

Mr. and Mre, G, M,

Gnndenon

Hemdon H, Harrison
May Belle Hairi^n
and Mre, Gleason Haw
Mre. Ethel Hay
Mr, and Mre, A. B. Herring
Mr, and Mre, J, B, Hoffmann
Joe Hoffman Jr.
Mr,

Lois Hoffman
Mr. and Mre. O. O. Hyde
Mr, and Mrs, Harold Jones
P, Patrick Keenan
Mr, and Mre, W. G, Keller
Ida Leffler
Mr, and Mre, L, C, Lytton
Sadie E, Miller
Mr, and Mre,H, R. Newland
Rev. and Mre, W. A, Ogden
Mr, and Mre, J, A, Porter
Mrs. Helen Powell
Mr. and Mre. L, G. Bead
Mr. and Mra. C. E. Renter
Julia

Rowland

Mr. and Mre. H. Sandere
Lucie Saylor

Joanna Schisler
Mr. and Mre. M. R, Solomon
Mr. and Mre. H, Weishaupt
Mr. and Mre. O, L, Wigger
Sunday School
Mrs.

12.00
8.00

Miscellaneous

James

First Brethren Church, Los Angeles, Calif. Special
for work not under the Council)
Mr, and Mre, S. P, Schmitt (South Pasadena)
Huntington Brethren Church, Huntington, Ind.

Mrs.

60.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
25.00
B.OO
6.00
15,00
B.OO
10.00
10,00
5,00
6,00
6,00
S.OO
10.00
10,00

Jordan
Mr. and Mrs, Bert Jordan
D. Hooks
0.
Norman Bennett
Mre. Laura B. Wray
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Hooks
Mr, and Mrs, W, J. Lemmon
Mr, and Mre, Carl Huff
Rev. and Mrs, A, N. Malles
Clark

Miller

Mr. and Mre. Charles Moyer
Mr. and Mrs. M, G. Tount
Georgie Beckwith
B. L, Button
Mrs, S. F, WiBiama
James Lemmon
Mr, and Mrs, B, M. White
Mr. and Mrs, R, V. Hooks
Olesta O, HookB
Mre, Etta Kammerdeiner
Mre, Chauncy Hooks

Omer Shankle
Scott

Richael

Helen

Ann Bowser

Carol

Lee

Brown
Brown

Dickey

Chauncy

Hooks

Jerry Huff
Dolores Jordan
Marilyn Jordan

^ealey Jordan
Jean Miller
Marie Louise Olinger
David Wingaid
Eddie Wingaid
Ralph Xount

,

Lemmon
GaU Bennett
Glee

Maiy

Louise

Tount

Mr. and Mre. Ross
J. B. HoDopeter
Arthur Shank
Mrs. Marie Bowser

.

Olinger

Jennie Hooka
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Cousins
Lida B. Clever

Bennett >
Carolyn Jordan
Walter Jordan
Mr, and Mrs. Wm. Cousins
Chuckle McDermott
Jessie May Reighart
lea

MiBcellaneoufl

Brethren Church, Portis, Kant, (Additional)
Mr. and Mre. T. N, Gamer
First Brethren Church, Martlnsburg, Pa. (Additional)
Mre. Preston Black
First Brethren Church, Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr, and Mre, C, Amdt
Mr, and Mre, H, B. Amett
Mre. O. E. Ayere

6.00
6,00
6,00
5,00
20,00
S.OO
6.15
6,16
8,32
6.62
5.00
6.80
6.00
5,00
18.06
5.09
6,10
6.26
6.96
6.28
7.00
15,00
10,00
6.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO
B.OO
6.00
5,00
B.OO
6.10
6.01
62.86

Annie Bagge
Mr, and Mre, K, D, Bassett
Mre. Mary Lou Best
Mre. R. G. Bennett
Mrs.
Sabina Bryant
Mr, and Mrs. R, J, Bushell

5.00
5,00
5,00
6.00
10.00
,60
1.00

First Brethren Church, Bellflower, Calif,
Rev. and Mre. S. Herbert Bess

Russell

10.00
20.00
25,00
10,00
5.00
11.00

Hanna

Mr. and Mre, J, A, LeffingweD
Mrr and Mra, L, O, Mareh
Mra, Lowell Swank
MisceUaneouB

81.00

LaLoma Grace Brethren Church, Modesto,
Mr. and Mra. M. L. Goodmian

Calif,

10.00

COMPARATIVE REPORT OF THANKSGIVING
OFFERINGS

1944-1945

—

NOTE

Gifts sent in designated for local projects, Jewiah Missions, District
or other work extraneous to the Council are not included in thifl
report.
Funds sent in by the National W. M. O. for their Home MissioD
project have been added to tho offerings from the' individual churches.

Missions,

East Central

Dl.<:trl«t

1943-44
$193.00
808.70
90.90
696,96
611,70
231,00
89,00

(N. Ohio)

Ankenytown, Ohio
Ashland, Ohio (West 10th St.)
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
Canton, Ohio
Cleveland,
Ohio
Danville, Ohio
EDet, Ohio
Firestone Park, Ohio
Fremont, Ohio (Grace Brethren)
Middlebranch, Ohio
Rlttman, Ohio
S. Mansfield, Ohio (Grace Brethren)
SterBng, Ohio v
West Homer, Ohio (HomervUle)
Wooster, Ohio
Isolated

(Ind.,

Mich., 8. Ohio,

Clay Caty. Ind
Clayton, Ohio
Clayhole,

Ky

Dayton, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

(First)

(N. Riverdale)
(Grace)
Ind
Indianapohs. Ind
Lake Odessa, Mich
New Troy, Mich,
Osceola,
Ind
Flora, Ind.
Ft. Wayne,

323

5,00

306.66
131.26
666.71
646.64
356.00
472.15
650.40

membere

Camden, Ohio
10,00
20.00
10.00
10.00
19,00
20.00
6.00
6!oO
9.00

25.00

Mra, Belle Zook
Mra, Altda Funderburg
Mr, and Mre, J. E. Derf
Mr. and Mre, Solon W, Hoyt
Harry Sturz
Mre. Aribella Miller
Miscellaneous

Total
Central District
Berne, Ind

First

Mre.

1,064.68
gift

1944-46
$322.61
755.89
124,00
427,10
288,98
427.00
884,29
151,00
268.:!i0

75,00

129.26
644.46
411.64
327.95
467.01
624.40
365,00

6,819,98

6,015.78

Ky.)

$4,046,00 $4,037.50
132,00
67,40
167,75
166,96
128,00
168.00
269.82
151.98
4,405,96
6,369,09
1,166.84
1,241.27
1,098.22
1,251.69
1.057.20
1,107.62
66.85
71.66
260.00
346.00
866,02
247.26
329.00
300.46
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Pera

1943-44
456.90

Ind

1944-45
552.33

SiW.

m.OO

Ind

SharpsTilte.

Ind

South Bend

Ind.

Winona Laie,

(Sunnymede)

Ind

Ohio
Iwlated membera

WadBWorth,

W.

members

S212.05
386.53
39.25
00.00
832.20
303.57

Pa

ABentown.

Altoona, Pa
Byersdale. Pa

Pa

Conemaagh,

W. Va

Johnstown.
Juniata,
Listie,

Pa.
Pa.
Pa.

Martinflburg,

1,920.70

(FIrat)

Pa

McKee, Pa
Pa.

Mejeradale,

Mundy'a Comer, Pa. (Piie)
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadslphia. Pa.
Pittstown. N. J

Sumit

Totals

midwest District (Iowa,
Beaver City. Nebr.
Cheyenne Wyo
DaUas (Jenter, Iowa
Falls City, Nebr
Ganrin, Iowa
Leon. Iowa
MiUedsevUle, III.

*"?;

Va., N. J.)

Pa.

Grafton,

69.00
37.39

499.40
39.00
193.00

14,927.02 16.020.27

Totals
Eastern District (Pa.,

Aleppo.

11»2
00.90
546.59
00.00
109.00

Mills,

_

(Krat)
(Third)

Pa

Uniontown, Pa. (First)
Washington, Pa. (Chestnut Ridge)
Waynesboro. Pa

West Kittannlng. Pa
Yellow Creek, Pa
Isolated members

$242.10
638.89
501.67
132.10

Moirell,
Kans
VVilliamsbnrg. Iowa
Portia.

$253.60
259.25

1,069.58

1,360.85
346.23
16.00
1,489.00
25.00
280.83
1.393.48

326.60

335.00
1,728.48

Isolated

memJbers

Compton
Fillmore
Glendale

La Verne
Long Beach (First)
Long Beach (Second)
Los Angeles (First)
Los Angeles (Second)
Los Angeles (Third)
Modesto
San Diego
South Gate
South Pasadena
Tracy

Kant.,

Grove)

1944-45
864.40
15.00

8.136.74

6,303.64

$187.45
60.00
316.85
60.00
140.56
219.22
30.00
45.00
198.95
528.68
546.86
232.77

$273.75
236.00
301.34
41.00
159.87
222.80
35.00
45.00
237.72
488.15
589.57
370.00

2,668.32

2,978.20

$219.00
493.00
239.78
889.51
838.42
7.151.12
838.09
932.57

$81.00
483.87
432.30
414.06

Wyo.)

1,724.35

383.11
1.113.40
570.60

359.47
00.00
354.20
2,821.35
206.50

Whittier
ISBlated

emmbers

1,148.32
6.856.61
848.16
1.097.13
3.062.73
184.00

613.00
655.15
618.54
587.80
452.46
3,233.13
299.00

18,914.40 20.887.26

Totals

Northwest District
Harrah,
Wash
Spokane, Wash.
Sunnyside. Wash.
Totals
Miscellaneous isolated
Total offerings

$346.13
155.50
722.26

members

$366.S7
217.70
754.75

1,273.89
1,339.32
22.00
62.50
59,563.66 66,712.95

mother and father could have the opportunity

to step

out for Christ. Our walls fairly bulged as we tried vo
accommodate over 130 people on 85 chairs.

Our Workers
IN

(Pleasant

Iowa

Totals
California District
Bellflower

From
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Nebr.,

1943-44
741.21
16.00

.322.21

2,572.i9
184.95
441.i5
655.18
93.90
568.55
385.94
880.52
1,221.83
BO.OO
468.00
888,97
33.68
1, 164.19
644.37
65.12
49.00

$413.37
153.00
20.06
1,320.00
13.50

)

III.,

Kans

Waterloo,

1,023.37

9.803.21 13.125.08

Totals
Southeast District (Vs., Md., Tenn.)
Buena Vista, Va.
OoTington. Va.
Hageratown, Md
(Mt. View)
Hollins. Va.
OleaArook
Red Hin. Va.
(Ghent)
Roanoke. Va.
Seren Fountains, Va. (Trinity)
(Vernon Ohapel)
Limestone, Tenn.
Washington. D. C
(

200.50
367.54
478.10
63.40
597.27
342.40
673.46
699.00
45.00
345.75
664.69
26.56
1.053.67
515.34
40.23
96.00

Va

Winchester,
Isolated

In the closing nights of the meetings, several made
decisions to unite with us in our endeavor to establisn
a work for Christ here in the Sunnymede district of

SOUTH BEND

Those who have been interested in the work at South
will be happy to know that we are beginning to
feel growing pains and are anxiously looking forward
to the time in the near future when we can organize
as a Brethren Church. We have just concluded a fine
revival with the Polman f amUy. We were buoyed along
by the preaching, singing, and. playing of Brother and
Sister Polman and Elaine. We were very happy that
Mrs. Polman and Elaine could be with us. Their musical specials were always keenly anticipated and their
work with the children was invaluable in Interesting
many young lives in the Lord Jesus Christ.
The children's meetings were a real inspiration.
Starting with only a few, the boys and girls soon
packed our small auditorium, eager to see and hear
everything that the versatile Polmans might do or say.

South Bend. This was a real encouragement to our
hearts. We are continuing to praise the Lord for the
results of the meetings. Several fine workers have
been added to our group and we feel that by the grace
of God and the power of the Holy Spirit new victories
will be won. We cherish your interest and prayers in

Bend

our behalf.

James Dixon,

Jr.

NORTH RIVERDALE BRETHREN
We are in the midst of a Bible Conference with
Rev. and Mrs. N. I. Saloff-Astakhoff, formerly of
Russia. We have heard remarkable testimonies concerning God's care and guidance of these people during
times of revolution and famine in Russia.

Brother Polman kept them "goggle-eyed" with his
"magic" object lessons. These afternoon meetings
were climaxed with twenty first-time decisions for
Christ, for which we truly praise His Name.
One of the spiritual thrills of the meetings came
Easter morning when a man who was physically blind
found spiritual sight by accepting Jesus Christ as his
Saviour.

The evening meetings were climaxed by a record
crowd which came to glimpse a sample of the children's
meetings. Brother Polman gave the Gospel message in
such a way that the youngest child and the oldest

Rev. and Mrs. Roy Kreimes have been received into
our congregation and are now ready to take up f lurther
studies in Grace Theological Seminary. Rev. Kreimes
attended Moody Bible Institute as well as the University of Dayton. On Sunday night these yoimg people
gave brief testimonies before the congregation and a
purse was presented to them to assist in the new
venture.

We have two others to leave for Bible Institutes' soon.
Both of these young ladies feel the call of the Lord to
be missionaries.
The Central District Conference will be held at
North Riverdale Jime 19-21.
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BIBLE SCHOOL

IDEA DEPARTMENT

1

Sponsored by the National Sunday School Fellowship Board of the Brethren Church

1
|
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QUALIFICATIONS OF A GOOD BIBLE SCHOOL

—
—
ANSWER

QUESTION "What are the qualifications
Sunday School Superintendent?"—Penn.
^To

"bag of tricks" or "live-wire propositions." These are
fine but they are not enough. True efficiency involves
the abUity to analyze situations, dig down through
problems until the roots are discovered, understand
working processes, organize effectively, and press on
to a satisfactory conclusion.
6. He should be an enthusiast.
He should inspire everybody with the idea that he

SUPERINTENDENT

answer

this

of a good

problem we are tmnilng

to a book, "Christian Education and the Local Church,"
by James Murch, for he has a sixfold list of characteristics

that every Bible School superintendent should
They are as follows:

loves his work,

possess.
1.

He must be a

overcome

Christian.

He must have a vision.
"Where there is no vision, the people perish." The
superintendent must never be satisfied with the routine of doing things. The school must not get into a
"rut." This means that he will always be taking the
initiative. There wUl be no aimless drifting but a real
aggressive application of some policy he has designed.

7.

cooperation and get results. It is his business to mold
an informed enthusiastic and efficient
working force. He will succeed best if he keeps himself
in the background, pushing others to the front. He
must be familiar with every department's work, keeping a firm hand on the steering wheel. Yet he must
not expect to attend to every little detail. Others can
and should do this work. He makes the suggestions;
they carry them out.

his people into

His school should be the best ui the point of numbers,
it should excel in efficiency, have better equipment,
better teachers, win more souls, exceed in financial
income, and render a larger service to the community
than any other school. Arnold R. Kriegbaum.

—

In

educator.

qualifications for teachers.

He

should,

if

at all

noted for their progress
and efficiency. The up-to-date superintendent will
keep up with the new ideas and methods in his field
by reading the best books and journals dealing with
his work. It would be well if he could attend conventions or conferences which deal with the matter of

possible, visit other schools

He should be a

policy.
1.

In such a position
one can easily become the recipient of much, criticism,
dislike, jealousy, and even hatred, simply because one
Is not diplomatic. The successful superintendent will
know how to take criticism and will be willing to listen
to others, even from the humblest individual. He
should go out of his way to compliment others.
is

an

Promote the teaching ministry of the Bible School.

is the heart of the Bible school. Poor
teachers will mean a poor and dwindling school. The
policies of the superintendent will all be designed with
an eye to the welfare of the teacher. The superintendent can help protect and develop the teaching
ministry by:
a. Seeing that a teacher training course is available
for all teachers, prospective and active.
b. Conducting regular conferences for the teaching

The teacher

di'plomat.

Dealing with people

the

tendent will call the department heads together and
seek their advice before coming out with a formulated

Christian Education.
4.

THE DUTIES OF THE BIBLE SCHOOL
SUPERINTENDENT
the modem departmentalized Bible School

position of the Bible School Superintendent is that of
a planner and promoter. Most of his work will be done
in cooperation with the department superintendents.
The general superintendent relieved of detailed work
can devote most of his attention to the general interests of the school. In planning his work the superin-

duty to be familiar with the fundamental
principles of graded instruction,' the best methods,
It is his

and

willing to sacrifice for it to
of the

lacking.

be an active member of the local church.
2. He must be an executive.
He should know his business. He should know people.
He should know how to divide responsibility, secure

He should be an

is

and discouragements. One

great things about enthusiasm is its contagious nature.
Because it spreads swiftly and is a result getter it has
a tremendous influence. The superintendent who is
enthusiastic has a most valuable asset as enthusiasm
will make up for many other qualities that may be

Too often, says Mr. Murch, this is held to be a minor
consideration. If a man dresses well, looks well, mixes
weU, takes well and means well, he makes a popular
candidate. It is of primary importance that the man
be a true Christian, fully surrendered to the Lord Jesus
Christ, living daUy so that his friends and neighbors
regard him as consistent in his profession. He should

3.

and

difficulties

art.

He should be efficient.
Up-to-date methods will go a long way in producing
results. The superintendent must have more than a

5.

staff.
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Christian Endeovoi

Brethren National
FOURTEEN MEETINGS AWAY
Just fourteen meetings from this one

(May

NATIONAL BRETHREN CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR UNION OFFICERS

20) will

— —
—
——

be your last one before you head for Camp Bethany
and the National Brethren Christian Endeavor Union
gatherings. No one will forget those inspiring times
at

"VICTORY CIRCLE." Added

to the

program

President
Kenneth Ashman. 230 Main St, Meyeradale. Pa.
Vice President
Ralph Oolbum, 209 W. Cedar St, Oompton. Calif.
Secretary
Robert Ashman, 545 E. Fifth St, Peru, Ind.
Archie Parr. Berne, Ind.
Treasurer
News Editor Arthur Malles, Northern Aye., Kittanning, Pa.
Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Listie, Pa.
Looliout Committee
Leo Polman, Winona Lake, Ind.
LesKe Moore Winona- Lake, Ind.
Prayer Meeting Committee
Ray Runyan, 1427 B. 6th St., Los Anseles, Calif.
Miss Ella Kimmel, Oxford Aye. at Knoor St, PhilMissionary Committee
adelphia, PaMisa Bertha Kuhn, R. F. D. No. 2, Wadsworth. Ohio.
Mrs. Paul Mck, 649 Berryyille Aye., Winchester, Va.
Social Committee
Miss Lena Kortemler, 51 9th St, Oakland, CaUf.

year will be the messages of several missionaries home
on furlough. A fine time is being planned for all.

WHO WILL
TIME? The

—

—

BE ESPECIALLY HONORED AT THAT
Societies who have faithfully striven to

Order all C. E. supplies from the Brethren Missionary Herald Co., Winona
Lake, Ind. Contact the membere of any committees, or any of the officers, to
obtain information concerning your O. B. society and its needs, Quajterly
news reports should be sent to the News Editor. Questions concerning programs should be addressed to the President Goal Chart information may be
obtained from the Secretary. Please send, all money to the Treasurer.

—

meet every goal those societies will have the seats of
honor and will be awarded the shields of merit. Will
your society be among the honored ones? It all depends

upon you, your executive committee, especially YOUR
PRESIDENT. He and you together should determine
that not a goal shall be missed. We have leaned over
backward to make the meeting of them possible and
easy. You must lean forward "pressing toward the

"blueprint for his life. Paul's following of this blueprint was the reason for the power of God resting
upon him in soul-winning. Our topics will give us
glimpses into the life of the Apostle.

mark."

Topic

Societies obtaining 10,000 points, perfect scores, will
AWARDS. Societies obtainreceive HIGHEST

HONOR

ing 8,000 points will receive HIGH HONOR AWARDS.
Societies obtaining 6,000 points will receive HONOR

AWARDS. ALL SOCIETIES REPORTING DURING
THE YEAR, regardless of points obtained, will receive
an) award of some nature. BE SURE TO REPORT TO
THE NATIONAL SECRETARY NOW.

One—"PAUL'S LIFE WAS GOD-OWNED."

—

—

Scripture ^Acts 27:23 ^"God, whose I am."
Pojnts: 1. Paul had been bought with a price, the precious blood of Christ.
2. Our lives are not our own; we, too, have
been bought with His blood.
our bodies
3. Read and explain Romans 12:1
should be presented "living" because of His
mercies in purchasing our salvation.

—

Your C. E. Promotion Offering, to be sent to the
National Treasurer during the current quarter (March,
April, May) will take care of the expenses of these
awards. Be sure to get your offering in and be sure to
make it as generous as possible. President Get busy
and lead your society to the completion of a fine C. E.
year. Executive Committee Keep plugging along and

—

—

—

—

this

Topic Two— "PAUL'S LIFE WAS GOD-PLANNED."
Scripture—Acts 9:6 and 26:16-18.
Points: 1. Discuss Acts 9:6, pointing out Paul's conversion. "Told" is the key word of the verse.
2. Then discuss Acts 26:16, pointing out God's
purpose in saving Paul to be a witness for

—

—

Him.

don't become discouraged. Society Get behind and
push with all your might for "Christ and the Church."

3.

—^Kenneth Ashman.

Show from Acts

26:18 that all of us are to
be soul- winners; to open the eyes of the
unbelievers.

PROGRAM FOR MAY

27,

1945

—

NOTE Esther Dick should have been credited with
writing the C. E. Program for May 20.—Kenneth Ashman.
Subject—"MY LIFE IN THE HANDS OF GOD."
Scripture For the Scripture lesson, ask someone to
present a brief resume of the life of the Apostle Paul.

—

should be only the facts of his life, limited to about
three minutes. The materials may be secured from
a good Bible dictionary or from your Pastor.
Purpose ^To glean from the life of the Apostle some
facts of living thati will help us to pattern our lives
according to His will.
Leader Perhaps no other character in the Bible so
clearly sets forth a God-planned life as that of the
Apostle Paul. Paul believed that God had a special
It

Topic Three—"PAUL'S LIFE WAS GOD-LIVED."
Scripture—Phil. 1:21.
Points:..!. Note the completion of the plan of God in
the life of Paul compare Acts 23:11 with
Acts 28:31.
2. Show how sometimes the God-lived life is
one of hard trials which we must endure as
good soldiers—2 Cor. 11:23-27.

—

Topic Four—"PAUL'S LIFE
Scripture 2 Timothy 4:6-8.

—

—

Points:

he

1.

2.

"fought a good fight."
God kept His word, receiving Paul with a

3.

reward averse 8.
God has rewards laid up for

—
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WAS GOD-PERFECTED."

Paul finished "his course" acceptably,

—

(Continued on Page 328)

us, too, if

we
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IDEA DEPARTMENT(Continued rfom Page 325)
Visiting departments from time to time to get
first-hand information as to what the teacher needs.
d. Constantly seeking the teachers' advice and aid.
e. Taking a real interest in the teachers' problems
c.

and seeking
2.

to help in their solution.

Promote the general

interests of the Bible School.

superintendent, his staff of teachers and officers are his force for reaching the field in which the
school is located. It is up to the superintendent to
organize this force and work through it to accomplish
the plans that he has formulated.
The guiding principle in aU the superintendent does
to promote the interests' of the Bible school will be his
passion to reach boys and girls in his community for
Christ. This passion will drive him to make his school
a thriving, growing concern. To promote the general
•
interests of the school the superintendent will;
a. Plan and execute methods for extension.
b. Plan the publicity.
c. Plan and promote the census and the personal vis-

To the

PASTOR ROBERT CULVER AND FAMILY, OF
FREMONT, OHIO— SEE REPORT IN "TRAVELOG"

itation to follow.
d.

See that proper space
TEffi

is

provided for classes.
^J. H. S.

Clarence H. Benson, in his excellent book, "Sunday
School in Action," has the foUowing to say as to the
importance of the department superintendent: "Even
more important than the training of the teacher is
the preparation of the department superintendents
for their office. Every director of religious education
knows that the success of his work in any Sunday
School will largely depend upon the previous training
and adaptation of these age-group specialists. A aepartment superintendent is the director and administrator of a separate unit, which becomes a little Sunday School in itself. The work in each of these departments is so separated and segregated from the whole,
that it is not necesary they should all meet at the
same time or have any common assembly except on
special occasions."
is

/Id.

—

iUe Sdito^ Seel 9t

DEPARTMENT SUPERINTENDENT

Keep in mind that the department superintendent
an "age-group specialist." She specializes in the work

(Continued from Page 315)

was a den of gamblers, harlots, and criminal
gangs, and all the time he became rich through the
wealth which flowed into his pockets. Yet at his
death Monsignor Thomas B. McDonald said in his
funeral sermon that he was "a man with a noble heart
and a true friend," because, "he went to mass every
morning at 7:30 for 30 years." No, we need not wonder

sas City

there are so many Catholic criminals, but we
should wonder what is being done about this deadly
evil which is growing into the vitals of our American
life and economy. Catholicism is one of the deadliest
enemies of Amercanism at every practical point of life.
Who can forgive sin but God only through our Lord
Jesus Christ? "If we confess our sins, he is faithful
and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from
aU unrighteousness" (I John 1:9). This is the answer
of the Word of God to Catholic blasphemy.

why

of her department. It wijl be her duty to:
1. Keep hi constant touch vnth the general superintendent, reporting to him regularly as to the progress of her department.
2. Plan and promote the various activities of her

department.
3. Supervise the worship exercises in her department. She will not always lead but let the teachers in
her department share in the responsibility.
4. Conduct regular conferences for the teachers and
officers of her department. J. H. S.

—

THE POLMAN EVANGELISTIC PARTY
SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS

—

June 3 to 17 ^Firslj Brethren Church, Wooster, Ohio.
June 24 to July 8 Tent Campaign, Troy, Ohio.

—
—^Winona Lake, Ind.

July 9 to Sept. 5
Sept. 7 to
Sept. 9 to

9—Coimty-Wide Youth RaUy, Waterloo,
23—Grace Brethren Church,

7—Highland Park United Brethren
Church, South Bend, Ind.
Oct. 8 to Oct. 21—First Brethren Church, Osceola, Ind.
Oct. 23 to Nov. 4—First Brethren Church, Camden,

Sept. 25 to Oct.

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF ADDRESSARTHUR CAREY, R.D. NO. 2, TROY, OHIO

Iowa.

Waterloo, Iowa.

Ohio.
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enjoyed the morning sessions and heard Brother Culver bring a challenging message on soul-winning. We
had the privilege of speaking to the congregation
the evening service. A fine chicken dinner at the
Culver home with some other friends was one of the
high spots.

m

After hearing something of the backgroimd of the
Fremont work and the difficulties which were encountered in building even the first unit of the planned
building, we marveled at the stamina and courage of
this pastor and people. Brother Culver's western ingenuity and spiritual determination sent him as far as
New York City to personally wait upon the members
of the WPB for permission to buUd, and caused him
further to roll up his sleeves and pick up a hammer
and trowel and go to work, practically building the
church with his own hands and the help of other
members of the group. Only on this basis, that they
would conserve precious manpower, were they able to
secure permission to build. Certainly no amount of
credit and commendation would be too much for this
pastor and people as they tackled the problems before
them and won the victory by the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ. This is the sort of physical and spiritual
vitality which builds strong Home Mission churches.
Financially and nxunerically the work is also proThe indebtedness on the building is practically wiped out. On this particular Sunday we burned
two notes and made preparation to free the church of
all building indebtedness. You will note the pictures of
the fine group in attendance in the Bible School and
church services. Plans are completed for the finishing
of the buUding at the earliest possible moment.
We are definitely sorry to lose Brother Culver and
his family from our list of Home Mission pastors as
he becomes a member of the teaching staff of our
Seminary, but we rejoice in his success.
gressing.

Continue to pray for Fremont.

£

G,

(Continued from Page 326)
continue on the course that
printed" for our lives.

Topic Five— "MY LIFE IN

lieiHXj.

He has

THE HANDS OB GOD"

(an

The story is told of a very famous violinist who was
giving a series of concerts before vast audiences. One
night he announced that on the following night he
would play upon a $2,500.00 violin. The next night the
building was filled to capacity. All eyes were turned
to the violinist as he raised a violin and began to play.
People sat spellbound and listened with rapt attention
to what they felt was the most beautiful and magnificent music they had ever heard. A great wave of
applause shook the building as he finished. The crowd
continued to applaud. And then, before their astonished eyes, the famous musician took the violin, and
with a blow over the back of a chair, broke it into a
thousand pieces. With an upraised hand he quieted
the amazed crowd. "You thought," he said, "that this
violin was worth $2,500.00 and the music much better
because of the worth. But it cost the mere sum of $7.39.
Here is the $2,500.00 violin." And so saying, he reached
for another violin that had been concealed from the
audience. So it is with our lives in the hands of our

God can take the seemingly untalented life and
make a mighty worker for Himself, if such a life is
God.

Him and willing to follow His plans. Your
be only a $7.39 life, but in the hands of the
Master it can bring forth sweet music.
Leader Have someone sing "God's Way Is the Best
Mrs. Ethel Simmons.
Way" for a special number.

yielded to
life

may

—
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Qnuce

Semmcuuf
By

Prof.

Herman

NINTH ANNUAL SESSION OPENS
On

TheoThat the school year should
the year when it is more usual

begin at this season of
many even
to close at this time may seem strange to
several years
as it does to us. But through the past

Grace Seminary has been accommodating herself vo
which
the strange and unusual circumstances through
passing. This year will probably be the
unusual arrange ents now that the end of
considerable joy
this' global war is in sight. It is with
that we point to the blessing of God upon us through-

we have been
last of these

out

all

of these trying years.

that His blessing

is

upon us as

And we affirm again
this new year begins.

evidence of God's favor upon the new venture. In one
has no
of those congregations, a congregation which
its own, the people were so enthusiastic
they asured the representative of the Seminary they
would carry their share of the financial responsibiUty.
already first
It should be said that this people has

building of

given themselves.

what the
nary

the entering class will be the smallest for several years.
But even though there was a large graduating class in
class, the student
reach the sum of fifty, which is only about
ten less than last year. This number falls below the
number of last year only. For this we praise God.

March and now a small entering
will

BUILDING MUST COME

In the preceding Educational Number of the Herald
the campaign now being launched to raise funds for
the proposed Seminary building was brought to the
attention of God's people interested in this great work
THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERAUO:

i.

Grubb; Seminary,

desire.

If

Alva

J.

MoOlaia;

God's people will

else,

that

of the

first give

is

Semi-

themselves,

Lord in prayer, we are
the financial needs will be supplied.

and then seek the face

of the

Entered a^^s

There are very few localities throughout the United
AndStates where the lodging problem is not acute.
Moreover, the
this is no less true in Winona Lake.
the six
situation has become increasingly acute during
Lake.
years the Seminary has been located in Winona
insuthis present time it appears to be almost an
At

oi
perable problem. Where seven or eight families
students will reside during the months of this coming
peopie
year only an omniscient God knows. Will the
in
interested in Grace Seminary bear this matter up
that
prayer. Perhaps it would be well to say here
while the most urgent need at the present time is a
Seminary building, the need for student quarters

almost parallels it. So far as we are humanly able to
growth
see, it will not be possible for any substantial
This.j
in numbers until some quarters are provided.
then, should be called to the attention of the churches^
needec
that any amounts of money over and above that
to provide
to erect the Seminary building will be used

student quarters.

..Ue.^p^

^

^:Lt^c;r^tHi-s'>«.?o\j:rA^o;;.rs^TRA^^^
L.

More than anything
and trustees

faculty, students,

THE NEED FOR STUDENT QUARTERS

There has been a steady increase in the student
body of the Seminary up to this .present time. It was
inevitable, however, that the Seminary student body
would be affected sooner or later during this war
period. Each year, it was felt, would be the fateful
year. But not until this present year now opening, has
the inroads of selective service taken its toll upon tne
student body. As far as it is now possible to predict,

THE NEW

and preparing young men and women to
preach the Gospel. The campaign has already been
launched in several churches with marked approval
from those congregations. We believe that it is an

certain that all

THE NEW STUDENT BODY

body

Hoyt

of educating

April 30 the ninth annual session of Grace

logical Seinary began.

A.

Managing Editor.

Marvin

L.

Goodman.
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Glory Tomorrow for Gloom Today
By

Prof.

Herman

A. Hoyt

experience.

The

First Epistle of Peter

was written

mining the purpose of this book, for Peter plainiy
asserts it. "By Silvanus, a faithful brother unto you,
as I suppose, I have written briefly, exhorting and testifying that this is the true grace of God wherein ye
stand" (I Peter 5:12). Moreover, the prevalence of the
word "grace" throughout the book conforms this assertion of Peter. The word appears three times in chapter
one (1:2, 10, 13). The word appears three times in
chapter two (2:3, 19, 20). The word appears once in
chapter three (3:7), and once again in chapter four
(4:10). And it appears three times in chapter five (5:5,
10, 12).

^

2. The background for this epistle is the personal
experiences of Peter. He was a born leader of men
with impulsive disposition, certain pronounced weaknesses, and with a decided self-sufficiency that made
for faUures time and again. On the night of betrayal,
our Lord said to Peter, "Simon, Simon, behold, Satan
hath desired to have you, that he may sift you as
wheat: but I have prayed for thee, that thy faith faU
not: and when thou art converted, strengthen thy
brethren (Luke 22:31-32). Three years of intimacy with
the Lord Jesus had taught Peter very little about himself, and so with a bit of braggadocio he replies, "Lord,
I am ready to go with thee, both into prison and to
death" (Luke 22:33). With crystalline frankness and
predictive foresight, the Lord sketched Peter's failures
through the next six hours, "I tell thee, Peter, the cock
shall not crow this day, before that thou shalt thrice
deny that thou knowest me" (Luke 22:34). Into the
fiery furnace of testing Peter went, where the miserable
weakness of the flesh was revealed. So bitter was the
experience, so broken was his spirit, and yet so blessed
was the deliverance, that he learned perfectly the
lesson of grace. He learned the truth of the words,
"My grace is sufficient for thee, for my strength is
made perfect in weakness" (2 Cor. 12:9).

The

obligation to obey the exhortation of the Lord
this occasion is discharged in part by the writing
of this epiilstle. "When thou art converted strengthen
3.

upon

thy brethren" (Luke 22:32). That

"Stand ye fast therein"

(1

4. The manner in whvch Peter accomplishes his purpose in this epistle is the chief concern. There is a
fourfold division of thought moving progressively forward through the book to a mighty climax. The first
division, covering 1:3-2:10, answers the question, who
are these people? The second division, covering 2:113:12, answers the question, where do these people live?
The third division, covering 3:13-4:11, answers the
question, what are their circumstances? The final division, covering 4:12-5:11, answers the question, when
will these circumstances change? Running through
each one of these divisions like an underground river
is the doctrine of grace. It is the very heart of the
entire discussion, grace that will enable the saints to
endure suffering in this present evil world. Without
further delay we launch into a study of the book itself.

to teach

something of the fullness and blessing of
Nor are we left to our own ingenuity in deter-

believers

grace.

is,

peter

Pet. 5:12 R.V.).

Introduction
1.

His appeal

'

is they way the Lord
expressed it. The bitterness of defeat in the flesh and
the blessedness of deliverance through grace stood in
marked contrast for him from that night on. In order
that others might share the triumps of grace, he willingly and lovingly embraced the opportunity to write
this epistle to his severely tried and suffering brethren.
"I have written briefly, exhorting and testifying that
this is the true grace of God; stand ye fast therein"
(1 Peter 5:12 R.V.). The words "exhorting and testify^
ing" mark clearly the method of discharging this obligation. By exhortation he meant such teaching necessary for explanation and encouragement. By testimony
he meant such witness growing out of his own personal

lA.

1.

and

CHRISTIANS ARE A PEOPLE FOR GOD'S
POSSESSION (1:3-2:10).

OWN

The key

verse to this division of the book is 2:9,
especially several phrases in the verse. At the

opening of the verse appears the clear statement, "Ye
are." "Are" is
italics, but there is no valid reason
why it should be, for the English translation demands
it since the Greek construction calls for it. And the
Revisers recognized this and so rendered it. In this
verse believers are declared to be several things. They

m

are an elect race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a
peculiar people. Each one of these statements marks
some aspect of the true church. It is not our purpose
here to analyze each one of these phrases, except the
last, for that would require time and effort not now
arailable. But it is our purpose to look carefully at the
last one, since this one is more largely emphasized In
the following verse.
2. This last phrase is the key phrase to this division
of the book. "Ye are ... a peculiar people." That is
the rendering of the Authorized Version. There was a

time when I regarded that rendering as poor, largely
because the Revised Version had translated it differently, namely, as "a people for God's own possession."
But since then the true significance of the phrase has
burst upon me, and in some respects I prefer it above
the Revised. It is possible, however, to put the two
renderings together and get fullness of meaning. Most
assuredly it is incorrect to read into the word "peculiar" the ideas of "oddity" and "queerness." And that
is

precisely

what many have done, and

all

sorts of

extremes have been indulged, except the correct one,
endeavoring to attain the queerness this verse was
thought to mean.
3. The meaning of this phrase is not easily determined by reading the English. Although it should be
made clear that this is true not so much because of
the English translation as it is due to the change
English has suffered in the last three hundred years.
A comparison of this phrase with its' usage in Genesis
12:12 makes clear the sense Peter was conveying. And
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is not surprising, then, to notice that
once the keynote is struck by this key phrase, that
Peter launches his discussion by pointing to the lifeprinciple for pilgrims (2:11-12), then proceeds immediately to a discussion of the living of this life principle (2:13-3:9), and finally concludes the argument
with a discussion of the Lord and His reward for

the meaning was clear. AbraSarah were fleeing into Egypt due to famine
in their own land. On the way to Egypt Abraham became supremely concerned for his own life. He was
aware that Sarah was a beautiful woman, not merely
in his eyes but also in the eyes of others. It was therefore most likely that the Egyptians would covet his

believers live. It

wife and plan his own death. This is the way it appears in the Genesis account. "Therefore it shall come
to pass, when the Egyptians shall see thee, that they
shall say, This is his wife; and they will kill me, but
they will save thee alive" (12:12). The last clause of
this verse is pertinent to our discussion, for it translates the same word in the original that the English
translators rendered by the phrase "peculiar people"
in the first epistle. It is not difficult to see that Abraham meant that the Egyptians would take his wife for
their own. By reading the remainder of the story, one
will discover that Abraham was right. And that is
what Peter meant by his statement, "peculiar people."
The church is the bride of Christ and is peculiar to

pilgrims (3:10-12).

to those

who read Greek

ham and

him
4.

a wife belongs to her husband and to no other.
The method by which the church became the

like

people of the Lord is explained by another appearance
of the same word in the New Testament. Paul on his
final trip to Jerusalem stopped off at Miletus and delivered a farewell address to the Ephesian elders. In
the course of his message he spoke as follows: "Take
heed therefore unto yourslves, and to all the flock,
over which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers,
to feed the church of God, which he hath purchased
with his own blood" (Acts 20:28). The word rendered
"purchased" is not the usual word. It is in point of
fact the very word which we have been discussing, and
describes the method by which Christ took to Himself
the church for his bride. It was by the work which He
performed on the cross. As the great merchant in
search of goodly pearls found the pearl of great price
and gave all he had for it, so Christ found the church
and so attractive was she in His eyes that He gave his
life's blood to bring this maiden to Himself for his
own peculiar bride.
5. The argument of this section is therefore interesting in the light of the key phrase. The first division is
devoted to a discussion of the salvation which made
believers a peculiar possession of the Lord (1:3-12).
The second division discusses the saintliness with
which the Lord's people should live (1:13-25). And the
third division points to the service which the Lord's
people should offer to him (2:1-10). In these three respects Christians are a peculiar people to the Lord.
They are His because He saved them. They are His
and should therefore set themselves aside to him in
holiness. They are His to praise and glorify Him and to
display all his excellencies in word and work.
2A.

CHRISTIANS

LAND

ARE

PILGRIMS

INAFOREIGN

(2:11-13:12).

The key

verse to this division of the book is 2:11.
"Dearly beloved I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against
the soul." The phras'e "strangers and pilgrims" of this
verse is especially important, for it colors the argument
of this entire portion and answers the question where
1.

The key phrase, it will be noted, is "strangers and
One must not conclude that these two words

2.

pilgrims."

are wholly synonymous. For in fact, the second carries
further the meaning of the first. The first word,
"strangers," emphasizes the place where believers are
living, for the word means to live beside the homes of
those in a foreign land. Thus believers are strangers
in a foreign land. And the reason they are strangers
is because their citizenship is in Heaven. The father-

Heaven. The second word, "pilgrims," emphathe time of this sojourn in the foreign land, and
that only for a season. Hence the sojourn in the earth
is temporary. Now this is very crealy the basis of
Peter's appeal. Note it carefully. "Dearly beloved, 1
beseech you as strangers," those who are living in a
foreign land not their own. But not merely as strangers does he appeal to them, but also as "pilgrims,"
those who live beside natives and will shortly take their
journey to the fatherland.

land

is

sizes

,

The negative side of this appeal is stated thus:
"abstain from fleshly lusts, which war against the soul"
3.

This they are to do because they are strangers'
They are to do this on the one hand because they are strangers far from home. The scriptural
principle for conduct of strangers in a foreign land
not only differs from the principle of the world, butii
also is absolutely opposed to it. The world says, "When
in Rome, do as the Romans do." But the scriptural
principle says, "When in the world, do not as the
world does." The obvious reason for this is apparent the fleshly lusts of the world war against thei
soul. Like a mighty invasion force of enemies these
(2:11).

and

pilgrims.

i'

i

|

—

|

move powerfully, purposefully, and pre-!
paredly upon the inner citadel of the soul to break
down its defenses and bring it finally down to destruction. Knowing this, strangers in a foreign land;

fleshly lusts

|

'

not place themselves in danger, for they are also
pilgrims passing through the foreign territory, hoping
presently to reach the borders of the fatherland to
which they are journeying. Any indulgence in fleshly
lusts or fellowship with the inhabitants of the land
vnll be sure to hinder them Inl the realization of their
purpose, and not only will this bring suffering upon
them now, but this will also cause them to removej
their eyes from home and settle in the land.

will

i

I

4.

The

positive side of this appeal is stated thus:^
your conversation honest among the Gentiles::

"Having
that, whereas they speak against you as evil-doers,
they may by your good works, which they shall behold,i
glorify God in the day of visitation" (2:12). The Revised Version has improyed the rendering of this verse
by translating as follows: "Having your behavior
seemly among the Gentiles." This means that the:
conduct of Christians should be beautiful as they make
their journey through the foreign land en route to
332
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Heaven. The purpose of this beautiful life is the testito the lost who sit in pagan darkness.
While this beautiful life may be the means of winning
some to the Lord Jesus Christ and enducing them to
Join this happy throng as it wends its way through the
foreign territory, one thing is certain, by means of this
beautiful conduct many millions of the lost will be
forced to join in glorifying God in the day of visitation.
"Dearly beloved, I beseech you as strangers and pil-

mony it will bear

grims.
3A.

CHRISTIANS ARE PARTAKERS OP CHRIST'S
SUFFERINGS (3:13-4:11).
The key verse

for this division of the book is the
second verse within the limits of this division. "But
and if ye suffer for righteousness' sake, happy are ye:
and be not afraid of their terror, neither be troubled"
(3:14). Since in the first movement of the argument
Christians have been declared to be a people for God's
own possession, and in the second movement this
1.

people is described as strangers and pilgrims in a foreign land, the question immediately arises concerning
the circumstances of this people while they make their
way through the foreign land enroute to the fatherland. This question is answered in thi^ third division.
And the circumstances are declared to be suffering, a
suffering for righteousness' sake.
2. The key phrase for this division can well be declared to be, "suffer for righteousness' sake." But for
the purpose of bringing this even more clearly to the

mind the words, "Partakers of Christ's sufferings"
(4:13) are pointed out. The first thing of importance
about this key phrase is the word "sufferings." The
word means sufferings of a sensuous sort bringing
moral or physical injury to the person. This points to
the effect the harm has upon believers. It is intended
for injury and produces sensuous sufferings, sometimes
heart-wounds so deep that no ministry of men can
touch, and sometimes flesh-wounds that are life -long
jand irreparable. The second thing about the key
i phrase is the word "partakers."
The word means
sharers in, participation in, fellowship in sufferings.
This means that these sufferings are not bom^ alone.
They are experienced along with others who are likewise suffering. And not merely are these sufferings

borne along with others, but they are the same sufferings shared alike. The third thing about this key
phrase is the word "Christ's." These sufferings are
precisely the kind He suffered and the same ones
which He suffered. These are sufferings for the sake
of righteousness, namely, the just suffering for the
unjust. This is vicarious suffering, the innocent suffering for the guilty.
3. The principle of vicarious suffering is clearly described in 3:13-22. And of course it centers in the sufferings of Christ. No clearer display of vicarious sufferings has ever been made to the world. For Christ

was the one altogether lovely in whom there was no
sin, and yet He suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that He might bring us to God. He was the eternal God made flesh. And while He was among men He
^ent about doing good, healing the sick, reUeving the
possessed, cleansing lepers, restoring hope, raising the
dead, declaring that He was the way, the truth, and

the life for a lost world. Instead of being received with
eagerness and joy, His own received Him not, and
finally, with savage ferocity, demanded his crucifixion,
preferring a robber's presence among them above the
presence of this holy man. Though men perpetrated
the most colossal infamy of the ages in putting Him
to death, on the other hand, with undeniable purpose
and without protest He permitted men to take His life.
In this respect He suffered, the just for the unjust, and
provided the example and principle of vicarious suffering.
4. The
ample is

responsibility of believers to follow this exclearly set forth in 4:1-6. "Forasmuch then
as Christ hath suffered for us in the flesh, arm yourselves likewise with the same mind: for he that hath
suffered in the flesh hath ceased from sin" (4:6). This

means that the example

of the Lord Jesus Christ is one
to be realized in the process of Christian growth. The
believer who has truly entered into a fellowship with

the Lord Jesus Christ has

first of all

shared in the

work which He wrought at Calvary. That was not
only for the purpose of taking away the guilt of sin,
but to lay the basis for regeneration and the impartation of new life. If the old nature of the beUever
actually died with Christ, it was in order "that he no
longer should Uve the rest of his Ufe time in the flesh
to the lusts of man-, but to the will of God" (4:2). And
clearly enough the example of Christ is the will of God
for the believer in this life. He should then arm him-

with that mind and suffer as an innocent person.
This win be the evidence that the believer has actually
entered into fellowship with Christ. People of this
world will count it strange and be incited to wrath but
they will never be without clear testimony to the spirit
self

of Christ.
4A.

CHRISTIANS ARE PARTAKERS IN THE COMING

GLORY

(4:12-5:11).

The key

verse for this division of the book is 4:13.
inasmuch as ye are partakers of Christ's
sufferings; that, when his glory shall be revealed, ye
may be glad also with exceeding joy." One can now
easily follow the argument from the opening of the
1.

"But

rejoice,

epistle to its close. Believers are God's people suffering
persecution in a foreign land, and therefore it is incumbent upon the writer to point to the prospect for
the future and its practical power in the present. It
will be noted that all these things are present in this
key verse. Peter is addressing this people of God. He
clearly impUes that they are pilgrims far from home.
He refers expressly to the fact that they are "partakers of Christ's sufferings." The prospect for the
future is definitely associated with Christ's glory that
shall be revealed. And the practical value of this truth
for the present is expressed in the command to "rejoice" with its future effect, "that ye may be glad also
with exceeding joy."
2. The key phrase for this division of the book is
recorded in verse 1 of chapter 5. "partaker of the glory."
This phrase is particularly fitting for it not only points
to the prospect for the future but also clearly defines
the way in which the believer will experience this glory.
He is definitely associated in this coming glory by being

(Continued on Page 339)
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ATTENTION, ALUMNI
Grace
Are you acquainted with the new policy of the
Seminary Alumni Association relative to the receiving
is. Dues and gifts
of dues and gifts? Briefly put, here it
National
were formerly raised by drives at District and
Conference banquets. This is out. You will no longer
banpressed for dues and gifts during an alumni
be

call your
quet. Now this means that we will have to
medium.
attention to Alumni needs through some other
We plan to contact you through this section of the

Herald and by mail.
year's
Just now there is a very difinite need. At last
National Conference the Alumni Association pledged

now need $200 to reach

$500 to Grace Seminary. We
in the
that goal. Further, the printing of this section
Herald involves considerable expense. We are calling
on all alumni and friends to pray definitely for this
need and then to give as they feel led.
Send all gifts and dues to the alumni secretary, John
H. Squires, 937 Spink St., Wooster, Ohio.

NEWS FROM WAYNE BAKER
Wayne Baker attended Grace Theological Seminary
as a part-time student during the first wto years at
EUet, Ohio, from 1937 to 1939. He received great blessing as the Lord opened many truths of the Word to
him there. The gift of salvation through faith in our
blessed Lord came to be very real and precious.
Later, while living in his home town of Ashland,
Ohio, the Lord gave him the privilege of being associated with the West Tenth Street Brethren Church,
where he served as a teacher in the Bible school and
was licensed to preach the gospel. In the following
several months he supplied regularly in the pulpits of

two nearby churches, one of which was the First
Brethren Church of Wooster. On March 1, 1940, he was
called to the pastorate of the First Brethren Church of
Sterling, Ohio. God's blessing was manifest there in
many ways and he was ordained on December 29, 1940.
The next four years were spent in California. For
two years he worked in a lumber mill in the Northern
California mountains, living in Weed and preaching
the gospel there. Then he was in the central part of
the State for a year recuperating from a general
breakdown in health. During several months of this
time opportunity was afforded for giving forth the
Word in weekly services in an outlying community. In
1944 the Lord gave the privilege of serving as assistant
pastor in each of two Southern California churches
first in the First Brethren Church of Compton and
then in the First Brethren Church of South Gate.
Since returning to Ohio in January of this year he
has spoken in the churches in Wooster and Sterling
and in the West Homerville Brethren Church. Mr. and

Graduates and former students of both Grace Theological Seminary and
Ashland Theological Seminary, between th» years 1930 and 1937, are Invlud
to send news of their activities to the Alumni Editor, Glenn O'Neal, 314 Do^
Chester Street, Ashland. Ohio.

Mrs. Baker and four children are living in Ashland,
Ohio, and) are looking forward to service wherever the

Lord

calls.

KARL GARLING PASTOR AT HOMERVILLl
Karl GarUng graduated from Ashland College in thi
Class of '34 and attended Ashland Seminary in th^
year of '35-'36. While in school he served as pastor
the Mt. Zion Brethren Church near Breman, Ohio, and
later at the Reedsburg Evangelical Lutheran Church a|
Reedsburg, Ohio.
Following his year of Seminary work he became af filj
iated with American Airlines and later went into the
used car business in Ashland. In the intervening year!
he has been active in teaching Sunday School classef
and supplying pulpits on various occasions.
At present he is employed as Superintendent ol
Schools at Ruggles and in February, 1945, he acceptel
the call to be pastor of the West Homer Brethre
Church. He is also captain of the Christian Service
Brigade (a boys' work) at the West Tenth Stree
Brethren Church in Ashland.

ARNOLD KRIEGBAUM BUSY AT WATERLOC
Arnold Kriegbaum, class of '40, accepted Christ
his Savior in January, 1921, at the First Brethre;
Church of Dayton, Ohio. He later united with th
First Brethren Church of Long Beach, Calif. Whil
there he was instrumental in organizing "The King'
Envoys," a men's gospel team, whose ministry reache

many churches

in Southern California.
While attending the Seminary, he was a member
the Seminary quartet for three years. He also serve
as pastor of the Brethren Church at Ankenytov
Ohio, until his graduation in 1940.
After graduation he began his full-time ministry us
pastor of the Third Brethren Church of Los Angeles,
Later he was called to the pastorate of the Firs
Brethren Church of Fillmore, CaUf where God richl
blessed his ministry. Souls were saved, and the wor
advanced, with the building being completely re
modeled and put in A-1 shape.
.,

At present. Rev. Kriegbaum is pastor of the Grac(
Brethren Church of Waterloo, Iowa, where God continues to bless his ministry. One of the recent accomplishments of the church was the burning of the
mortgage on the church on December 31, 1944. A greaci
evangelistic effort is being planned for this fall, with
Archie Lynn as the evangelist, the Eureka Jubilee
Singers, and Rev. and Mrs. Leo Polman in charge of
the singing and the children's work.
Among the positions which Rev. Kriegbaum holds.
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Moderator of the Iowa District Conference, Sumfor the Iowa District, Member of
the Board of Directors of the Youth for Christ moveare:

mer Camp Director

minutes of Bible study. I believe each one of these
boys has truly accepted Christ as his Savior. It Is a,
real joy to see them grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. We deem it a great
privilege to be able to give the gospel to these unforRalph Rambo, Class of 1941.
tunate boys.

FRANK G. COLEMAN, JR.—DIRECTOR OF
CHICAGO CHILD EVANGELISM FELLOWSHIP
Called from Cleveland, Ohio, where he had launched
and developed the great Cleveland Child Evangelism

program, to the post of General Secretary of the vast
Chicago Child Evangelism Fellowship, Frank G. Cole-

man, Jr., began his work in the city of Chicago
on January 1 of this year. His flock numbers 30,000
boys and girls who are reached through week-day Bible
clubs. His assistants number nearly 1,300 volunteer
workers in addition to full-time field workers and

When in the city of Chicago the Brethren
are invited to visit his offices at 203 N. Wabash Avenue.
Mr. Coleman's early ministry had a predominant
child evangelism emphasis. He first became convinced
of the possibilities of child evangelism during his first
pastorate at Buena Vista, Virginia, to which congregation he went after leaving Ashland College and Seminary in 1934. The small group at Buena Vista had
been pastorless for a number of years and could not
support a pastor, but an arrangement was made whereby the pastor received such support as could be given.
After eighteen months the First Brethren Church
of Allentown, Pennsylvania, called him to serve as
pastor. The years that followed knew the blessings
of the Lord in an unusual way. There the Lord saw
fit to bless the agressive child evangelism program
which was conducted through the agency of the Sunday School. It was to Allentown, too, that Mr. Coleman returned after an interim ministry in the Midwest
to engage in an interdenominational work among the
boys and girls of Eastern Pennsylvania under the sponsorship of the Good News Bible Schools.
Three of the Lord's victories have especially been the
cause of much rejoicing. The first was the reuniting
of the divided Allentown Church. The second was the
launching of the Firestone Park Brethren Church in
Akron, Ohio. With a nucleus of seven people at the
first meeting, and though night-time employment,
which was necessary to support his family, made it
impossible for him to devote more than a few hours
daily to the small flock, the hand of the Lord formed
a strong congregation in the brief scope of sixteen
months. It was during the same period that the third
of the three victories, the launching of the Cleveland
Child Evangelism Fellowship, was enjoyed. With hardly
more than a vision at the outset the powerful child
evangelism program in the city of Cleveland was
developed under his direction.
Mr. Coleman looks forward to the time when he can
concentrate his child evangelism ministry in the fields
being reached by the Brethren Church, and he is even
now preparing for it as he develops the Grade School
Bible Brigade, a new and unique gospel ministry to
office staff.

REV. KRIEGBAUM

in Waterloo, and Secretary of the "Fellowship of
the Faith," an organization of fundamental ministers
of Iowa.

ment

RALPH RAMBO MINISTERS

IN

CHEYENNE

JAIL
I am sure my fellow alumni will be interested in the
work we are doing in the Cheyenne jails. Mrs. Rambo
and I go each Sunday afternoon to the county jail and

give forth the gospel. It has been marvelous to see the

Holy Spirit work in the hearts of these boys, many of
are from Christian homes, but have gotten into
the wrong crowd, and have violated the law. In the
time we have been going there about twenty-five or
thirty have accepted Christ as their Savior. Of course,
we do not know for certain that these have all been
truly born again, but we are sure that some of them
have. We can tell by their changed lives and even the

whom

expression on their faces. Several have changed their
pleas from innocent to guilty, and have told us that
they want to pay the penalty for their crime so they
can be free to lead a new life in Christ Jesus. Some
have left the jail here and are serving their time in a
Federal prison and are keeping in touch with us by
correspondence.
I want to tell you about one cell in which seven
boys are kept. They have a Bible class every day, and
when they find something in the Word that they do
not imderstand, they write it down or mark it in their
Bibles, and give it to us on Sunday afternoon. I wish
you could see the change in these boys since they have
been studying the Word. They have cleaned up per-£»nally, and tliere has been such a change in their
facial expressions. They are eagerly awaiting us when
we arrive at 2 o'clock on Sunday. They have their
Bibles ready (we have presented each one a Bible).
They bow their heads so reverently when we pray. We
sing about three hymns with them, and they all jom
heartily in the singing. Then we have about forty-five

(Continued on Page 344)
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ILAYISIH IRIEWaVICID§
God is lavish with His rewards. He spreads them out
and makes them reach to the very limit. He does not
need our money; He could make gold dollars roll up hill
so thick we could not walk. He could give a man a
talent for the radio ministry and supply him with
millions of dollars to keep it going. But if He did than,

remain behind. Their spirit indeed was willing, but
their flesh was weak .Matt. 26:41). However, although
they lacked the strength to do it, the will was present
and they were rewarded according to what they had
and not according to what they had not (II Cor. 8:12)
God always looks on the heart. Thus when David
returned in victory, he divided the spoil among the full
six hundred on the principle that, "as his part is that

—

Some Go, Some Stay
The temple in Jerusalem must be rebuilt. Cyrus, king
of Persia, "made a proclamation throughout all his
kingdom" that "the Lord God of heaven hath given me
all the kingdoms of the earth; and he hath charged
me to build him an house in Jerusalem" (Ezra 1:1-2).
*

goeth down to the battle, so shall his part be that
tarrieth by the stuff: they shall part alike" (I Sam.
20:34).

if "all the kingdoms of the earth" belonged
he could easily give the command and men
and material would rush in and the work would soon
be accomplished. But that is not God's method. He
will give opportunity for volunteers and reward those
who respond. Thus Cyrus gave out the call:
"Who is there among you of all the peaple ... let
and build the house of
him go up to Jerusalem
and whosoever remaineth in any
the Lord God
place" let him help "with silver, and with gold, and
with goods, and with beasts, besides the freewill-offering for the house of God that is in Jerusalem."
This is ever God's method. Some go to the foreign
field while others must remain in the homeland and
send the needed supplies. Cyrus' call for volunteers
included those who went and those who remained at
home and furnished the money. Since neither could
work without the other it gave God opportunity to
double up on the rewards: and increase the joy by increasing the number of those to receive them. Thus if
the "whole body were an eye, where were the hearBut now hath God set the members every one
ing?
of them in the body, as it hath pleased him." "And
the eye cannot say unto the hand, I have no need of
thee"; neither can the pastor say unto the janitor, "I
have no need of thee" (I Cor. 12:18) but both pastor
and janitor work together and do their part for a
good service and God will reward them both for their

Certainly

to Cyrus,

.

.

.

.

Flora, Ind.

to

can increase the joy a thousandfold by rewarding them
all for their part, for it is written that "One soweth,
and another reapeth," and "he that reapeth receiveth
wages and gathereth fruit unto life eternal: that both
he that soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice together" (John 4:36).

.

HUMBERD,

Rev. Humberd is also engaged in Bible Conference worit with his BIbie
Chart Lectures. Last year he spoke In twenty places in six States and over
four radio stations. Although his schedule for the future is partly made up,
he will be glad to correspond with any of the Brethren who may be contemplating a Bible Conference.

receive the reward, so God
speak and to a thousand
others He gives the talent to make money. The radio
program is silent until the money comes in, thus He

man would
man the talent

I.

Rev. R. I. Humberd attended Ashland Seminary part-time during the years
1925-27.
For the past thirteen years he has been pastor of the Brethren
Church in McKee, Pa. Recently he moved to Flora, Ind. He Is author of
over two dozen boolilets which he published on his own. press. In Flora, he Is
installing larger and better machinery for the publication of his worits, some
of which have a world ministry.

only the one
gives one

By R.

.

.

And so today. Let a faithful minister or missionary
go forth with the Word of Life and God will reward
him. But God will also reward those faithful souls who
remain behind and support and encourage and help
them, for it is written that "he that receiveth a
prophet in the name of a prophet shall receive a
prophet's reward" (Matt. 10:41). Thank God.
Earnest and Otherwise
Thus when Cyrus would build the temple,

his call

gave opportunity to increase the joy at dedication by
permitting as many as possible to have a part in its

.

.

faithfulness or carelessness.

They Share

Alike

When David avenged Ziklag, he took his six hundred
men and purstied the enemy. All of his six hundred
men were controlled by just one desire and that was
to destroy the Amalekites and rescue their wives and
children. But alas, when they came to the brook Besor,
two hundred of his men were so faint they could not
keep up with the other four hundred, so they had to

Later, under Nehemiah, when the wall
was completed, we see the attitude of the people.
"The Tekoites repaired, but their nobles put not
their necks to the work of their Lord" (Neh. 3:5). And

contsruction.

Some

respond while others
earnestly repaired the other
piece, from the turning of the wall unto the door of the
house of Eliashib the high priest" (Neh. 3:20).
Note that word "earnestly." But also note the neighbor with high standing among men (high priest) but
hypocrite at heart. True it was that Eliashib "builded
the sheep gate" (ch. 3:1), and outwardly may have
seemed to go along, but alas, when old Tobiah and
Sanballat "laughed us to scorn" (ch. 2:19), Eliashib
turned traitor and "grieved" Nehemiah "sore" by preparing Tobiah a "chamber in the courts of the house
of God" (ch. 13:7), and by befriending Sanballat to
the point where his grandson even married a daughter of that notorious enemy of God's people (ch. 13:28k
And so it is today; wheat and tares sit alike in the
congregation. There is a plea for a closer walk with
the Lord and some earnestly respond, while others
lag, and some neither go in themselves nor suffer
"those that are entering to go in" (Matt. 23:13). And
what faithful pastor but what can utter the cry of

so

it is

today.

will rebell.
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will readily
.

.

.

,

Nehemiah, "Remember them,
have defiled the priesthood
.

O my
.

.

God, because they

Remember me, O my

(Continued on Page 341)
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TRUE GLORYING
Our

text

is

taken from Galatians

6:14.

By Clyde

There we

read these words written by the Apostle Paul to the

church at Galatia. "God forbid that I should glory,
save in the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the
world is crucified to me and I imto the world."

The preceding
is

verses tell us that the Judaizers, that

men of Judea who

and laws

advocated the keeping of the

of Judaism,

had come down

rites

to Galatia, in

Balyo, student, Grace Theological Senunary

—

Son into the world ^love that was
supremely manifested on the cross.
Then again, it revealed to him God's plan for the
salvation of men. Paul loved men with a love that
was second only to his love for Christ; and, now in the
cross sinful man had a way to God. In the cross a
reconciliation was effected between God and man.
There holiness and sin meet each other, and sin is
overcome, and salvation is imparted to those who put
only begotten

order to press upon these Galatian Christians, the
keeping of these same rites and laws. However, their

their trust In Him.
The effects of Paul's glorying in the cross were naturally that, "the world is crucified to me and I unto the

purpose had not been to glorify God, but their motive

world."

was

much

win proselytes from Christianity to Judaism.
Every proselyte so won, became a trophy to them and
to

a basis of boasting. They were interested only in making a pretentious and proud display in external rites,
without any thought of spiritual realities. All of their
thoughts were centered wholly upon themselves.

Had Paul been so minded he had occasion as well as
they for glorying in the flesh. He possessed the social
standing such as we attribute to otoly the man who
can display a coat of arms proof that he is high born
and of unmixed blood. His learning was of the highest
type. He had studied under the greatest teacher in the
land. His mental capacity had been recognized and before long he was to enter into that great body of Jewish
rulers—the Sanhedrin. He was completely orthodox,
a Pharisee of Pharisees and in upholding his religious
convictions, he had persecuted the Christians with a
zeal that was never surpassed by any other Jew.
But with all this in which to glory, Paul, having
met the Lord Jesus on the road to Damascus, turned
his back upon it, and said, "God forbid that I should
glory save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ." The
cross of Christ was his only object of glorying so shall
we first look at this the center of Paul's attentions.
The cross what is it? It is not a wooden object
the tree upon which Jesus died. That tree, taken apart
from the crucified Christ has no value of its own. Nor
is it the cross of affliction which we, in heeding Christ's
words must bear. Paul's life was a noble example of
the bearing of such a cross, but it is not to this to
which the apostle now refers.
The cross what is it? It is the cross of Christ the
atoning cross. It was the cross upon which Christ
atoned for our sins, giving himself as a sacrifice for
us, and accomplishing full redemption. In Heb. 9:26
we read these words, "Now, once in the end of the world
hath he appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of

—

—

—

—

—

himself."
Paul's reasons for glorying in the cross are two-fold.
First, it revealed to him God's love for sinful man.
His love was here displayed with a vividness and a
splendor, greater and grander than man could ever
have dreamed. Love carried the cross; love endured
the shame and reproach; love suffered the terrible
agony; love gave up life, that the loved one might have
life eternal. It was through love that God sent his
337.

There was a time when the world was very
him; when his hopes, his thoughts, his
ambitions and his very life were centered in the world.
But that world became dead to him when he learned
that it had crucified his Lord and Master. All of its
attractions are gone. All of its influence is gone. Death
in Christ and with Christ was the death of the world
alive to

to Paul.

The feeling is mutual. I care not for the world and
the world cares not for me. Once Paul was headed
to a position of authority in the world but no longer
is that position open to him. Once he was. a great intellect in the eyes of the world, but now in their view,
he has become insane, a disciple of the "hanged one."
Once he would have been a builder and a moulder of
the Jewish hierarchy but now he is despised and persecuted, and his life is in constant jeopardy. But instead
of chafing; instead of complaints; instead of inactivity
for Christ, Paul, knowing that all this had happened
because of his faith in Jesus says, "I glory only in the
cross of Christ."
It is truly a characteristic of human nature that it
must find something in which to glory. But shall we,
as Christians, look to the world for this object, or shall
we like Paul take that which the infinite God has

given us? What shall we answer to the challenge that
has been thrown down to us?
Shall we glory in ourselves, our abilities, our accomplishments? Shall we glory in our position in the
church or in the work we've done for Christ? Or have
we tried to usurp part of the glory which rightfully
belongs to our Lord and Master?
All around us lies a sin-sick world; maddened with
the cares of the world, caring not for the things of
God; apart from Christ and doomed to eternal separtion from God and everlasting torment.
It is our privilege and our responsibility as Christians to spread His message to this lost and dying
world. But that responsibility can be fully realized
only when we are wilUng to place all of our selfish
desires on the altar of God, and coming humbly to the
foot of the cross, look up into His blessed face and say,
"God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of
the Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the world is crucified
to me and I unto the world." Then, and only then,
shall we be fitted to labor with God and for God, in
gathering In the nations of lost men to the fold of our
blessed Redeemer.
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eternal glory by Christ Jesus, after ye have suffered

a partaker. He is joined to someone and therefore
shares with that one the glory which will be revealed.
Thisi is especially significant because in the preceding
division of the book the weary pilgrims of this earth
were said to be "partakers of Christ's sufferings."
Being joined with Christ, and therefore sharing the
sufferings of this earth with Him, means that these
pilgrims shall share alike His glory when that glory
is revealed. The time element in connection with the
sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow
is one thing that troubled the prophets of old. Now it
is evident that Christ has passed through His sufferings and believers have entered into them with Him.
It therefore remains that His "glory shall be revealed"
and the believer shall be a "partaker of the glory that
shall be revealed."
3. The "glory that shall be revealed" is the guiding
light through this wilderness of woe. The weary pilgrims of the way see the inviting scene on yonder
shore and receive renewed vigor for the remainder of
the journey. This glory consists in the final salvation
of the believer, the rewarding of the believer, and the
exaltation of the believer. The final salvation will be
to partake of the glory of Christ that shall be revealed
(5:1). The rewarding of the believer will be to receive
the crown of glory that fadeth not away (5:4). The
exaltation of the believer will be to exchange humility
In this life for the place of dominion in the future
(5:6). This glory is not a vain hope for the future,
dependent merely upon flesh. It is guairanteed to those
who have entered into joint relationship with Christ.
And "the God of all grace, who hath called us unto his
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make you

perfect, stablish, strengthen, settle

Ta him be glory and dominion
Amen" (5:10-11).
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The

practical value of this great truth is set fortn
in the exhortation to "rejoice." The world holds fortn
little hope for the believer that his lot wUl be pleasant
during this life. And God never intended that His
children should find his lot too pleasant during this
life. He wants His children to long for release from the
tribulations of this life and to yefci for the fellowship
4.

Heaven. He has therefore allowed the
sin to be the lot of the saints, and In
the midst of the sufferings He encourages them with
the glorious hope of the future. The centuries are
replete with evidence that the fires of hope never burn
more brightly than during the deep and dense darkness
of persecution and suffering. Above the clouds the
saints may see the light on yonder shore and the glory
that shall be revealed. They will be partakers of this
glory, therefore rejoice, that ye may be glad also with
exceeding joy. The writer has finished his letter to his
suffering brethren. He has faithfully pointed out that
they are a people for God's own possession; that they
are pilgrims journeying through the earth to the
fatherland above; that while journeying along they
are progressively partaking of the sufferings of Christ;
that the future holds glorious prospect for them for
they shall be partakers of Christ's glory. All this is
grace. "By Silvanus, a faithful brother unto you, as I
suppose I have written briefly, exhorting, anS testifying that this is the true^ grace of God: stand ye fast

and

facilities of

sufferings

therein"

from

(1 Pet.

5:12 R.V.).
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Mr. and Mre. Lloyd Firl, Summit Mills (Meyeredale), Pa.
Mr., and Mrs. Earl Brenneman and Family, Summit Millb
(Meyersdale), Pa
Miss Mary Emma Miller, Summit Mills (Meyersdale) Pa.
Mrs. Mary Yoder Summit Mills (Meyersdale), Pa
Rev. Kenneth Ashman, Summit Mills (Meyeredale), Pa..
Mr. and Mre. Mihlon Yoder, Sum. Mills (Meyersdale), Pa.
Mre. Ellen Hemmings, Summit Mills (Meyersdale). Pa..
Mre. Ralph Nicholson, Summit Milfe (Meyersdale), Pa..
Mre. Jack Yoder, Summit Mills (Meyersdale), Pa....
Miss Leona Pirl Summit Mills (Meyersdale). Pa
Mre. Homer Lindemau and Family, S. MiUs (M'dale), Pa.
Summit Mills S. S. Summit MIDs (Meyersdale), Pa...
Summit Mills Brethren Church (MiSc. ), Summit Mills
(Meyersdale)
Pa
Miss Geneva Opal, Summit Mills (Meyersdale), Pa....
Mr. and Mre. Oarl Grew, Summit Mills (Meyersdale), Pa.
Firet Brethren Church, Tracy, Calif
Firet Brethren Chim^h, AUentown, Pa
Firestone Park Brethren Church, Akron .Ohio
(

Receipt No.

Obiircli

Mr. and Mre. W. B. Manlierz, Washington. D. C
Rev. and Mtb. H. O. Mayer, ^yashington, D, C.
Miss Mary A. Merrick. Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Merrick, Washington, D. O
Mr. and Mre. Ivan B. Munch, Washington, D.
Mr. and Mre. Roy F. Myers, Washington D. C
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Newcomer, Washington, D. C
Mr. and- Mrs. Lee Raum, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Richter, Washington, D. C .
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scheyette, Washington, D.
Miss Arlene Sommers, Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. StiHweH, Washington, D. C
Miss Mildred Tait, Washington, D. O
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Tamkin, Washington, D. O
Miss Rebecca B. Tice, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mre. P. M. West, Washington, D. C
Mre. Helen D. Anderson, Washington, D. 0.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin C. Mxmch, Washington D,
Mr. and Mre. C. R. NiedomansM, Washington,
Miss Benlah Sampson, Washington, D. C
Mre. Daisy B. Sampson, Washington, D. C.
Miss Katherine Sampson, Washington, D. O.
Miss Margaret Sampson, Washington, D. 0.
Mrs. Effie B. Burnett Washington, D. C
.
Miss Dorothy Oraghead Washington, D. O.
Mr, and Mre. Paul F. Jones, Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mre. O. H. Taylor, Washington, D. C.
D.
C
Mre. Edna Finley, Washington,
Mr. and Mre. J. B. Deloe, Washington, D.
Firet Brethren Sunday School, Washington D. C
Firet Brethren Church (Misc.), Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. Staly Custer, Johnstown, Pa
Tonng People's O. E., Johnstown, Pa.
Rev. Archie L. Lynn, Johnstown. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Miller, Johnstown, Pa
Johnstown, Pa. . .
Mre. Evelyn McCIain

awhile,

you.

,

,

,

7771
7772
7773
7774
7775
7776
7777
7778

Amount
6.00
2.75

35.00
6.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
5.00

7779
7780
7781
7782
7783
7784
7785
7786
7787
7788
7789

10.00
2.00
4.00
6.00
2.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
3.48

7790
7791
7792
7793
7794
7796

10.95
5.00
10.00
42.00
25.00
27.00

$2,696.29
Mre. Alva J. McClain, Financial Secretary.

1.00
5.00

10.00
5.00
10.00
39.01
7.96

25.00
25.00
14.00
13.00
6.00

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
"More things are wrought by prayer than this world
dreams of."
"When we feel we are alone, and pray, we are aware
cf God's presence. Lo I am with you alway."
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PROGRAM FOR JUNE
Subjecl^"MY HIGH

3,

BEYOND

PROGRAM FOR JUNE

GRADUATION."

—Psalm
Purpose —To honor
Scripture

73.

Sculpture— 2 Cor. 8:1-9.

—^To show that Christian stewardship not only

—Cooperate

with your Executive Committee in
presentation of tithing. Have C. E. Tithing
Cards on hand for those who will sign them. Here
are some pertinent points:
1. Christ does not ask for renunciation but for

Leader
this

dedication.

The compulsion

2.

"The love

When we

3.

One—"THE TRUE GUIDE."
is

Topic

—Psalm
—

One—"GOD

—

3.

Two—"MAN

Topic

Scripture—Lk. 22:42,

73:24a.

—

Yet,

3.

God's love and guidance is to each of us as
if we were His only child.
Point/ out personal experiences to show this

—

Points:

us

1.

2.

of

Topic

3.

4.

—

Leader

possess.

We

Note

as od's share

should rather say
of
to

Three—"MAN'S DUTY AS A STEWARD."

— Chron. 29:11-14, 17 (illustration).
—"What should I do with my income?"

Scripture

—

it is

what we

1 Pet. 4:10.

commonly accepted

be used as directed of the Spirit, retaining
only one-tenth for His own self.

Cor. 10:31.

but

is

22:42, 43.

—

God has granted unto us nine-tenths
what He has entrusted into our hands,

Question—"What is the path of real glory?"
Points: 1. Mention the glory of the world it appeals,
2.

—

that

fact.

1

43; 1 Cor. 3:23; 1 Pet. 4:10.

As a good steward Lk.
As a knowing steward
the tithe

Three—"THE GLORIOUS PATH."

—

OF ALL

Question "How should man handle the possessions
entrusted to him by God?"

—does He

2.

Scripture

STEWARD

THE

IS

THINGS."

all things'.

Topic

2:8.

Divine Warning—Deut. 8:11-17.
Divine Retention—Mt. 5:17; 1 Cor. 6:19-20.

2.

Question "Does God take note of our personal needs
and guide us as individuals?"
Points: 1. God is omnipotent He has all power over

4.

THE OWNER OF ALL THINGS."

IS

—

relation of

GUIDE."

God is mindful of each of
not mark the sparrow's fall?

time to check up on our

Scripture—Psa. 24:1; Hag. 2:8; Deut. 8:11-17.
Question "Unto whom do all things belong?"
Points: 1. Divine Ownership Psa. 24:1; Hag.

the present to the future.
2. He is able to provide for, and lead us into
our higher aims.
3. He has shown His interest in the past, therefore we can rest our future in His keeping.
Scripture

it is

spiritual lives.

follow on the

Two—"THE INDIVIDUAL

for the Christian steward is
of Christ that constraineth us."
have to ask "is tithing required of a

Christian?" then

—Isaiah 46:10.
Question — "Who
the only true Guide that youth can
Scripture

Topic

and our

also to our time

talents.

graduating. Mention the names of those members of
the Society away from home who are graduating
from school. Here are a few pointers, for your opening talk:
1. Point out the uncertainty of the future.
2. Point out the proneness of youth to seek out
the false guides, and the mistakes.
3. Point out the awful consequences in afterlife of
following false guides.

pathway of life?"
God knows and understands the

money but

applies to our

—Have special seats arranged for those who are

1.

1945

10,

Purpose

Leader

Points:

word from
Leo Polman.

brief

Subject—"MY SUBSTANCE IS ALL HIS."

those who are graduating from
Gradei School, from High School, from Bible School,
or College. The text is Psalms 73:24.

Topic

Have a

use in your particular case.
each of the graduates, too.

1945

AIMS—LOOKING

©nJccM^o^

Cn^i^tian

«Jtatianai

J!j^4itivteti

1

Question
Points:

temporary.

Close this meeting with a prayer circle, praying especially for these who are graduating. Ask your
Pastor to have a final word to say. If you have no
graduates, this program may easily be adapted to the

-First, set

2.

worldy or heavenly ?
Point out some of the "high aims" that
might come into the hearts of these graduates tonight.

1.

our hearts aside for the Lord

2 Cor. 9:6-8.

Mention the glory of the Lord—it appeals
and it is permanent.
Draw to mind the aims of each life—are they

3.

Second, set aside our tithe to the Lord
Mai. 3:7-12.
Note Christ's rebuke to the Pharisees for
mechanically setting aside a tithe without
a heartfelt response with it Matt. 23:23.

—

Topic Four—"THE REMAINING NINE-TENTHS.
Scripture-Col. 1:10-18; Col. 3:17.
Question "What am I to do with the nine-tenths I

—

have
Points:

340

left after
1.

my

tithe is removed?"
tithe is to be taken

Remember, the

from

MAY

26, 1945

2.

your TOTAL income before ANY deductions
are made.
All that remains must be administered as
the property of the Lord, entrusted to our

The Winning
Mr. Groat

hands for safe usage.

—To

Leader

close the service, allow five

minutes for

tithing testimonies. During this five minutes, those
who are tithers may tell briefly what the virtue of
tithing has meant in their lives. Allow the closing
minutes for the signing of "Tithing Covenant Cards"
(Tenth Legion by those who are first-time tithers.
Be sure to post the name of your tithers on your
C. E.

GOAL CHART.
Archie Parr, Berne, Ind.
National C. E. Union Treasurer.

By JOHN BALTO

page taken from a pastor's visitation booklet. It will
do for you, I'm sure, dear pastor, what it has done for
me^ give encouragement in the work of the Lord.
Only for the purpose that it might be a blessing to
you who also work sometimes with downcast heart,

—

have

I

recorded

it

at

The

all.

experience, as already

the case history of a

intimated,

is

God, for good (ch. 13:29, 31). Thus let the faithful soul
press on, being assured that God will remember, for
He is "not unrighteous to forget your work and labour
of love, which ye have shewed toward his name" (Heb.

designate

(for, of course, his real

man whom we
name must

shall

be ob-

J. P. Groat.
Mr. Groat lived in a house that was neither too fine
nor too inelegant, on an ordinary street in an ordinary

scured) as Mr.

town.

Labour of Love

('44)

For the alumni of Grace Seminary and all those dear
pastors who are laboring in the Lord's great harvest
fields, I have recorded the following experience as a

(Continued from Page 336)

6:10).

of

And

in

many ways

Mr. Groat was ordinary

and "downright meanwas riding on a bus to Logansport, Ind., when a .ness" he was little less than notorious. Now living
woman came to the driver and asked if he had not
with his second wife, he was no better to her than he
been driving a bus some months before when it caught
felt the
fire.
He answered in the affirmative and she said, was to his first poor wife. Both of them had
"You saved my life that day, for I was just dying for rod (so I was told) to the unpleasant accompaniment
And the second Mrs. Groat at
of outrageous oaths.
a cigarette and you gave me one. Here is a whole pack
least had suffered also the ridicule of her faith in God
of your favorite brand to show my appreciation." And
and trust in the Bible. Life for Mrs. Groat was hard
if that ungodly woman did not forget the "labor of
Indeed, and God in His own wise Providence (whether
love" of that man, but rewarded him many fold, "How
much more shall your Father which is in heaven give for this cause or some other) took her away.
himself, but for his profanity

I

'

good things" to those who serve

Those

And so
earnestly,
lied

Who

Him

Shortly after the death of the second Mrs. Groat, a

(Matt. 7:11).

local pastor paid the surviving husband a call. While
Mr. Groat stirred and tested the jelly that was seeth-

Rejoice

Some worked
and some worked outwardly even while "al-

the wall of Jerusalem went up.

with Tobiah"

(ch. 13:4),

but the day of dedication

came and the "singers sang LOUD ... for God made
them rejoice with great joy: the wives also and the
children rejoiced: so that the joy of Jerusalem was
heard even afar off" (Neh. 12:43).
But we can be assured that there was no joy in the
hearts of the nobles of the Tekoites for they did not
work. Neither was there joy in the heart of Eliashib,
even though he held the lofty position of high priest.
And so will there be a mingling of joy and sorrow when
our Lord comes to reward His servants for the things
done in his body "whether it be good or bad" (11 Cor.
5:10).

"And now, little children, abide in him: that, when
he shall appear, we may have confidence, and not be
ashamed before him at his coming" (I John 2:28).

REMEMBER
twice as difficult to fall into sin
have prayed against it that very morning.
You'll find

it

if

you

ing on the stove, the pastor talked with him concerning faith in Christ and reasoned with him "of righteousness, temperance, and judgement to come" (Acts
But though som.e tears fell and the heart
24:25).
seemed tender, like Felix he waited for a more convenient season and refused Christ as his Saviour that
day.

The next time the pastor came, he found before Mr.
Groat instead of jelly, a Bible. "I've been reading
The pastor
it," he said, "but I don't understand it."
and the puzzled reader talked for about the space of
his
surrender
willing
to
an hour. Now was Mr. Groat
to the will and control of God and accept Jesus
The answer was,
Christ as his Saviour from sin?
"Yes." Heads were bowed and in the quiet stillness of
a silence broken only by audible prayer, J. P. Groat
admitted his sinfulness to God and committed his life
And, kind reader, beloved pastor,
to Jesus Christ.
"there is rejoicing in the presence of the angels of
God over one sinner thai repenteth." "Therefore, my

life

beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmovable, always
aboimding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye
know that your labour is not in vain in the Lord."
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BIBLE SCHOOL

IDEA DEPARTMENT
Sponsored by the National Sunday School Fellowship Board of the Brethren Church

MEMORY WORK
hid in my heart that I might not
sin against Thee"- Psalm 119:11.

"Thy word have

I

—

From

over the Brethren Church inquiries have
been received relative to memory work in the Bible
school. We shall devcrte this week's Idea Department
to the subject.
all

The Importance

of

a Well-Planned
Course

Memory Work

The average Bible school lags far behind the day
school in its program of memorization. In fact, it is
appalling to learn that there are some Bible schools

who do not even emphasize memory work. Excuses
such as "They'll forget anyway," and "It takes so much
work," are common. It is our opinion, however, that
any tea<;her with such an attitude has no business trying to teach a Bible school class. Certainly such an
attitude on the teacher's part would seem, to reveal
that he does not have the pupils' best interests at

Having made these general observations regarding
the importance of a well-planned memory course we
thought our readers would like to have an idea of how
some of our Bible schools conduct their memory wors.
A short while ago we were visiting with Bro. Robert
Crees, pastor of our Brethren Church at Canton, Ohio,
and he showed us an outline of the memory worK
course that he designed for the Canton Sunday school.
We asked Brother Crees if we could have permission
to print part of this course in this section of tne
Herald and he graciously consented to let us do it.
While Brother Crees does not claim entire originality
in the construction of this planned memory work,
nevertheless he has done a very fine thing in giving
the Canton Bible school a systematic program to follow.
The sample schedule that follows was given to us by
Brother Crees.
j. H. S.

—

MEMORY WORK SCHEDULES
Canton

heart.

Everyone should be encouraged to memorize the
Word of God. The children that you have in your Bible
school class ar busy memorizing many things for the
secular school; why not hide something in their minos
that will be to the glory of the Lord?
Now the key to successful memory work is the
teacher.

The

first

thing the teacher must see

is

tne

advantage of memorizing. Memorizing Scripture helps
to save souls, purify lives, and comfort in time of trial.
This should be sufficient incentive for any born-again
teacher to devote himself to a planned program of

memory work.
There are some general principles the teacher should
keep in mind in conducting a memory course. They are
(1) Overestimate your pupils' ability rather than
underestimate it. (Some teachers, especially in Beginners' department, take the attitude that the child
isn't capable of memorizing. This is a tragic mistake.

We know of some
than a

5 -year-olds

that

know more

Scripture

lot of adults.)

(2) Secure the parents' cooperation in your memory
course. Let them know that the verses are to be memorized at home. This procedure will not only benefit
the pupil but will also have its effect on the parents.

This is one means of taking the Gospel to those who
seldom come to Church.
(3) As much as possible see that your memory work
is correlated with the lessons and handwork of the
Bible school class. This will help fix in mind tne
Scripture being memorized. Best of all, introduce the
verse or verses with pictures, illustrations, or explanations. Visual aids can be put to good use here.

First Brethren Bible School

Beginners' Department Memory
(Ages 4-5)

Work Schedule

1st Quarter (Oct. to Dec.)-.Six Memory Verses.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.) ... Six Memory Verses.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June). .The Lord's Prayer (Matt.

6:9-13.

4th Quarter (July to Sept.). .The 23d Psalm.

Primary Department Memory Work Schedule
(Grades 1, 2, 3)
First Grade
1st Quarter (Oct. to Dec.).. .Twelve Memory Verses.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.)._.Psalm 1.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June). .Twelve Memory Verses.
4th Quarter (July to Sept.). Psalm 100.
Second Grade
1st Quarter (Oct. to Dec). -.Christmas Story (Luke

2:

8-20).

2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.).. .Twelve Memory Verses.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June) ..Ten Commandments.
4th Quarter (July to Sept.). Psalm 95:1-7.
Third Grade
1st Quarter (Oct. to Dec.)... Books of New Testament.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.) ... Easter Story (Matt. 28:1-9).
3d Quarter (Apr. to June). .Bible Alphabet Verses (AM).
4th Quarter (July to Sept.) Bible Alphabet Verses (NZ).

Junior Department Memory Work Schedule
(Grades 4, 5, 6)

Fourth Grade
Quarter (Oct. to Dec.)....l Thessalonians 4:13-18.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.) ...Books of the Bible.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June). John 1:1-14.
1st
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4th Quarter (July to Sept.) ..Beatitudes (Matt. 5:3-12k
Fifth Grade
1st Quarter (Oct. to Dec.).— John 15: 1-14.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.) ....John 1:1-14.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June). .Luke 15:11-24.
4th Quarter (July to Sept.) John 3:1-18.
Sixth Grade

3d Quarter (Apr. to June) 2 Cor. 6:14-18; 9:6-11.
4th Quarter (July to Sept.) Romans 12.

Quarter (Oct. to Dec.)... John 10: 1-18.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.) ....Psalm 91.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June). 1 John 1:1-10.
4th Quarter (July to Sept.) .1 John 5:1-13.

These Memory Assignments are for home study,
and not for drill during class periods. We need the

1st

'

Intermediate Department Memory Work Schedule

(Grades

7, 8)

Seventh Grade
1st Quarter (Oct. to Dec. )....! Corinthians 13.
2d Quarter (Jan. to Mar.) Isaiah 53.
3d Quarter (Apr. to June) Philippians 2:1-16.
4th Quarter (July to Sept.).. Ephesians 6:1-18.
Eighth Grade
Quarter (Oct. to Dec). Romans 8:1-17.
2d Quarter f Jan. to Mar.)— John 13:1-17.
1st

Explanation for Students and Parents
This Memory Work Schedule has been adopted by
our Bible School to encourage pupils to "hide God's
Word in their hearts." This is the age you can learn
1.

and remember

best

longest.

2.

parents' cooperation in this.
3. Your memory work will be heard once a quarter
by your teacher, and your grade in it will appear on
your report card every three months.
4. At the close of each year, a diploma will be
awarded to each scholar who has attended 70% of possible sessions, received an average of 70% on his twelve
monthly report cards, and completed 70% of this memory work course.
5. Memory verses not printed in this schedule will
be given by the teachers quarterly or weekly to the

pupil for

home

study.

PROGRAM
CENTRAL DISTRICT FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
CONSISTING OF CHURCHES FROM INDIANA, KENTUCKY, MICHIGAN, AND OHIO. MEETING
THE NORTH RIVERDALE BRETHREN CHURCH, 41flil N. MAIN ST., DAYTON, OHIO,

.^T

19^5

3i4^e i9-3.ir

delegate fee is
7p Lodging and breakfast wiU be provided by the host church. The
twenty-five cents. Let each church care for the entire number of delegates,
present or not. Each church is entitled to one delegate for each twenty-five
aT
I
members or fraction thereof.
II

Foreign Missions Prelude.
Special Music.

—^Leo

Song

2:00
2:05

Song Service and Devotions.

Sermon

Polman.

Service.

—

2:30
3:15
4:00

Camp Prelude Robert Ashman.
Sermon Robert Culver.
W. M. C. Missionary Session.
Youth Rally—Robert Ashman, Ward Miller.

"7:15

Song

7:30
7:50
8:00

Home

District

—
—

WEDNESDAY EVENING

TUESDAY EVENING
Song Service and Devotions.
Grace Seminary Prelude.
Announcements, Offering, Special Music.
Moderator's Address—Norman Uphouse.

—

Service.

Missions Prelude

—Roy Kinsey.

Announcements, Offering, Special Music.
Sermon Arthur Cashman.

—

THURSDAY MORNING

WEDNESDAY MORNING
Praise

\h

\

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
2:00
2:15
2:35
2:40

\
JJ

and Prayer.

Simultaneous Sessions.
Conference Organization and Business.
District Mission Prelude—Blaine Snyder.
Sermon Arthur Carey.

—

343

Praise

and Prayer.

00
30
30
35

Business Session.
Brethren Missionary Herald Prelude

55

Goodman.
Sermon John Aeby.

Simultaneous Sessions.

—

— Marvin
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CLEVELAND HEIGHTS CALLS REV. GORDON
BRACKER AS PASTOR
about June 15th Rev. and Mrs. Gordon Bracker
will say farewell to fellow students at Grace Theological Seminary and friends at Winona Lake, and with

On

Amy Lou,

Billie,

and Bermie,

set their course for Cleve-

land to assume the pastorate of the First Brethren

Church of Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
A caU was extended to Rev. and Mrs. Bracker by a
unanimous vote of the congregation on Palm Sunday,
which was accepted. We are all looking forward to a
fruitful

ministry

in

Cleveland Heights as Brother

Bracker joins us in "The little church on the hiU."
By the time Rev. Bracker arrives in Cleveland about
June 15th we will have labored without a pastor for six
months. However, during this time God has been good
to us and faithfully supplied our every need.
Our pulpit has been supplied since January 1st with
what we consider the finest group of young Christian
speakers of this present age. For the most part our
pulpit has been supplied by student pastors from Grace
Theological Seminary and we will never cease to give
thanks to God for this fine group of young men who
have forsaken all for the Master and for the Seminary
which trains them for the Master's service. Our fellowship with them will long be remembered in Cleveland Heights.
The Cleveland Heights church wishes to extend its
sincerest appreciation to Dr. Alva McClain for his
assistance and cooperation during our time of waiting
for the Lord to lead in selecting the leader for this

special meetings in the
prise

and

Rev. Bracker has fellowshipped with us on four
different occasions since January 1st and during that
time some of the Christian leaders of Cleveland have
met and heard him speak and have expressed themselves as looking forward to his ministry and fellowship
with them in city-wide fundamental Christian groups
and associations, and to mix with other Christian
groups.
First Brethren Church,
Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

The meetings were held for two weeks. There was
an excellent attendance each night. On outstanding
thing was the fine number of boys and girls, as well as
young people, who stayed by us for the two weeks. We
did have several conversions and some to make a rededication of life. Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Malles have
done a great work there. They are well liked in the
church and community. The rapid growth of the
church was a most encouraging thing to the pastor.
The Brethren have a free hand in the entire section
known as West Kittanning. It is a separate community
with one church. The community is growing and is in
one of the delightful sections of Pennsylvania.
The auditorium had not been completed in March
of this year, but plans were made to complete it. We
held forth in the completed basement which made a
fine lower auditorium. Some of God's choice saints
live in this field. The church has promises for real
and rapid growth for the Lord.
Norman Uphouse, Evangelist.
Arthur Malles, Pastor.

GARWIN, IOWA
At a regular quarterly business meeting the Carlton
Brethren Church of Garwin, Iowa, extended a call to
Dr. H. S. Parks to be their pastor for another year,
of his ministry here.

At the present time a revival is in progress, with
Rev. Arnold Kriegbaum. This revival started May 22
and the closing date is June 3. We ask for the prayers
of the churches, that many souls may be drawn closer.
We have recently organized a Youth for Christ Meeting.
Mrs. Opal Lowry.

—

/JluHUtl'"'

REVIVAL AT WEST KITTANNING
In January 1944 a group of people from West Kittanning came to North Riverdale to inspect the building first-handed. The committee was pleased with the
structure and left for home with a set of plans. The
church at West Kittanning worked over the plans,
making some wise changes and improvements which we
can usually see after the building is up. Permission was
gained to proceed with the construction to take the
place of the old church which had been burned beyond
repair. It was a little over a year from the visit to
North Riverdale when the writer was invited to hold

church. Imagine my surwent up the street to see

the church.

making the ninth year

field.

new

satisfaction as I

(Continued from Page 335)
boys and

the smaller towns and of isolated
and unreached regions. He invites correspondence
from Brethren who, too, are burdened for America's
girls of

chUdhood.
Mr. Coleman was baptized on April 20, 1916, in the
Leon, Iowa, Brethren Church, having accepted the Lord
Jesus Christ as his Savior under the ministry of his
father, Rev. Frank Coleman, Sr., now of Columbus,
Ohio. Prank, Jr., was ordained to the eldership at
Roanoke, Virginia, in 1932, and is a member of the
First Brethren Church of Cleveland, Ohio.
344
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•In the

Spring a Young Man's Fancy

Austin

Stuilio.

Long Beach,

Lightly Turns to Thoughts of Love."— Tennyson

CaJif.)
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^plTOgMUY s^T^NG
By

Dr. Louis S.

OUR COVER PICTURE
The young lad about to lose his heart is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Hocking, members of the First
Brethren Church of Long Beach, Calif. The sweet little
miss receiving the fond glance is the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. Tom Hammers, pastor at Tracy, Calif., and
the granddaughter of Rev. Charles H. Ashman, at
whose wedding the picture was taken. G. J.

—

MISSIONARIES' MOVINGS
As this magazine goes to press, word has been received
that Miss Tyson left Doula, Africa, by plane on May 6

and arrived

at

New York

City

May

received of the arrival of Brother

conaghy

in

New

Orleans on

May

1.

13; also

news was

and Sister Hill MaThe Fosters are now

in Philadelphia, from whence they will go to be with
her people. Brother Dunning has just finished his
itinerary in Southern California and is on his way

back to Sunnyside, Wash., stopping at the churches
Central California enroute. Brother Kliever is
visiting some of the California churches. G. J.

—

in

now

EASTER GREETINGS FROM AFRICALATE BUT WELCOME!

Bauman,

Editor

have not even yet been saved. And yet these men left
them and went to other lands. Why, I ask?
Why did the Apostle Paul leave Palestine and iourney
to Europe before he had evangelized his own country?
Vast numbers in Palestine had never heard the Gospel.
Darkness reigned on every side. And yet he left Palestine and became a missionary to Europe in order that
you and I might hear. Why?
To ask the question is to answer it. It was God's
plan. "The field is the world." Not one section of It,
but all of it. Yes, and it is still His plan. Every tribe
and tongue must hear.
But so many are localized in their vision. They see
a city, but not a state; a province, but not a country.
Thank God, there are those who have caught the vision
and who think in terms of a world. "God so loved the
world." Not a part of it but all of it. When God thinks,
He thinks in terms of a world. You and I must get a
world vision if we are to get God's vision. Oswald

j

'

\

|

ij

—

}

Smith.
I

THE WORLD'S GREAT MISSION FIELD
The Gospel of the Grace of God was first preached
in Jerusalem, then in Judea, then in Samaria; af ter
that it went to the uttermost parts of the earth. However, for a number of centuries the land in which the

i

»:

"Mission and Native Church send Easter greetings.
meetings and four wonderful Bible Conferences just consummated. Entering two new large districts with the Gospel. Need of new missionaries increases." Thus reads a cable from Orville Jobson.
Though a bit late, we know our readers will enjoy
these greetings direct from Africa. Reports of some
of these camp meetings and Conferences appeared in
our last Foreign Mission Issue. Read of others in this
number and following issues. G. J.

Gospel was first preached, and out from which the
Gospel went to the "uttermost part of the earth," became itself a mission field, utterly devoid of thet

WHY

field in all

Two camp

—

BE A MISSIONARY?

But why, you
before

all

ask, should

those at

we go

to the foreign fields

home have become

Christians?

answer that' question by asking another. Why did
David Livingstone leave for Africa before everyone in
Scotland had become a Christian? Why did William
Carey go to India before all those in England had been
saved? And Hudson Taylor why did he go to China
and leave so many of his own countrymen in darkness?
Yes, and why did Judson go to Burma before winning
the last American to Christ?
Remember, there are still hundreds of thousands in
Scotland and England and in the United States who
I

—

Gospel.

As it happened in the "Holy Land," so it has now
happened in Europe. Oup from Europe went the Gospel to all the regions of the earth. The Reformation
was born in the heart of Europe, even in Germany;
and behold, the continent where once the Gospel was
preached has itself become the most needy mission

t

i

the world.
The population of Europe is 550,000,000 of people.
One hundred twenty-five of these millions are nominal
Protestants, most of them living in countries such as

Sweden, Norway, Denmark,

etc.

Then there are twenty-five millions of people in
Europe who may have heard the Gospel in the unevangelized country. Thus we can say that there are one
himdred fifty millions of people in Europe who have
either united with the Protestant Church or have heard
the Gospel.
This leaves four hundred millions of people in Europe
yet to be reached with the Gospel. They may have
heard of the Christ—yes, of the Christ who died on the

at Wmona JCake. Badiana, onder th*
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cross. They may have heard that He even arose from
the dead, but so far as the plan of salvation by grace
through faith, they know it not. The fact of the matter is, they may prove to be even more difficult to
reach with a saving Gospel than the most benighted
Hottentot in Africa, who has never yet heard the name

.

:

of Christ.

Of the four hundred millions of unevangelized people
in Europe, the vast majority of them live in France,
Belgium, Spain, Portugal, Ital^, Austria, Hungary, Yu-

.

Rumania, Czechoand Rusdesperate need of the

goslavia, Albania, Greece, Bulgaria,

slovakia, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,

All of these lands are in
Gospel of the Grace of God.
What about the Brethren thinking of Europe as a
mission field? Possibly it might prove the greatest
mission field in the world for the Gospel which we
have to proclaim in all of its fullness. It is worth
thinking about. "Attempt great things for God; expect
sia.

I

,

,

»

great things from God!"

A HUNGRY WORLD CALLING FOR

!

1

I
i

i

i

:

I

From every direction there is coming the evidence
that spiritual hunger of men is increasing tremendously. It is always true that when men are cast away
into adversity they begin to think of God, and of a
better life to come in another world.
The American Bible Society reports that in the last
few weeks it has received the largest order for Scriptures in its entire 129 years history. This order came
from Chief of Chaplains, European theater of war. We
quote from this order exactly as it was sent to the
PE, Port of Embarkation, in New York:
"1. The Chaplain supply situation in France is exceedingly acute. There are no Scriptures, military
missals, or prayer books, and it is requested that you
make every effort to secure the following as soon as
possible: Scriptures, Protestant 350,000.
"2. It is requested that the* Protestant Scriptures be
obtained, as far as possible, from the American Bible

—

Society."

In addition to these Scriptures for United States
servicemen, the Chaplain requested 500 German Bibles,
120,000 Testaments, and 95,000 portions for immediate
use with German prisoners of war and, in turn, civilians.

;

"THE LAND OF PETS"
On another page imder the above title, Mrs. Kennedy gives us some interesting information concerning the many different kinds of "pet" companions she
has at her station at Bemiller. We wonder how many
of our readers would enjoy the familiarity of Mrs.
Keimedy's African pets. In a letter to the Editor accompanying this article, Mrs. Kennedy said: "Herewith
is 'The Land of Pets.' I hesitate to send it. I must have
had a silly streak when I wrote it and a sillier one
when I mentioned it. I get that way once in awhile.
Maybe if I knew the truth, I might find out that I am
that way all the time."
We are sure that our readers all wish that Mrs. Kennedy would get "a sUly streak" more often. Her letters
and her articles are always interesting interesting because they are so humorous.
Our readers will recall that Miss Snyder had a "silly
streak" come over her several months ago and wrote of
the trip that she and Miss Byron took through the
African bush. She wanted it illustrated and Mrs. Bessie
Burch, of Long Beach, accommodated her. Now "hear
ye the truth!" That article attracted more attention

and we received more expressions of appreciation in
than we ever received for any other article

this office

Apparently folks like for our missionaries
once in awhile to come down where the rest of us live,
get "a silly streak," and be really human once in

published.

awhile.

ROME BURNS BIBLES TODAY
By
The Union

Dr. T. T. Shields

Churches has given
New Testament in
French to Roman Catholics in Quebec and Northern
Ontario. In every parish where we have worked, we
have found without exception that the priests ordered
their people to burn the Bible.
Some priests have
taken copies of the New Testament into the pulpit and
told their people that it was a "filthy book," fit only
for the fire; they have commanded them, at the peril
of Regular Baptist

out thousands of copies of the

Requests also are coming from American chaplains
in Italy for Scriptures in that language. One chaplain
in the European theater of war asked for 1,000 German

of their souls' eternal salvation, not to read the

Testaments and 90,000 Gospels
be a bit late, but had we poured Bibles, New
Testaments, and Scripture portions on Europe to the
extent that we should have done it, it would have been
unnecessary to pour the bombs that we have poured
down upon those unhappy people. After all, it is
Bibles, not bombs, that this old world needs. Not all
the Atlantic Charters or peace conferences can ever
produce a secure world, unless the people of earth
shall experience a new birth, and that spiritual new
birth will never come except through the Living Word,
the Bible, which can provide the power to create men
of good will; and men of good will will live in har-

on the faith and customs of our population in Quebec."
referring to our New Testament Campaign
to put the Bible without note or commeHt into the
hands of French-Canadians. The Bible, he admitted,
attacked the faith and morals of Roman Catholics! We
agree with him, but so much the worse for Romanist
faith and morals. The Cardinal-Archbishop of Quebec
himself was not ashamed to write an official communique, issued over his signature, in which he commanded all faithful Roman Catholics to "burn the
Bible." Prohibiting the erection of a Protestant Church
or burning a Synagogue, we venture to say, is a lesser
crime than this. Long ago, John Milton wrote: "As

(Bibles for his use, 30,000
It

1

another. The world is big enough for
us all. The only trouble with this world is sin. The
natural heart is wicked above all things. It must be
changed. New birth alone can change it, and there can
be no new birth apart from the Living Word.

—

BREAD FROM HEAVEN
i

mony with one

may
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of God! The Archbishop of Montreal
faithful" in that great city that there

He was

Word

warned all "the
was "an attack

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
FURNISHING THE MISSIONARY RESIDENCE

good almost, kiU a man as kill a good book; who kills
a man kills a reasonable creature, God's image; but
he who destroys a good book, kills reason itself, kills
the image of God, as it were in the eye. Many a man
is the
lives a burden to the earth; but a good book

By LEILA

into the

Our Missionary Residence in Winona is practically
know this is good news to you all. Next
comes the furnishing of the Home. This is partially
done now, of course, since all of the furniture from
the Mission Home in Ashland was shipped to our new
location. But we must remember we have four apartments now instead of two. That means we will need

only to be cast

flames?—The Gospel Witness.

PITY THE POOR

JEW HATER!

more

you personally to help in this.
we do not need any linens or bedding. The
many Women's Missionary CoimcUs, Sunday School
classes, and other groups have been so generous in
their giving of these it wUl be some time until any
new linens are needed. You will be notified at any time
there is a further need of these articles.

We hope you read Professor Kent's article in the
February 3 issue of the Herald describing our new Residence. Every woman would enjoy the shining kitchens, each equipped with a stove already, but the
cupboards are empty now. They will need dishes,
kitchenware, and silverware. The bedrooms all have
beds, but dressers and scatter rugs are needed, also
curtains. Three studio couches will also be needed.

The floors are all newly finished and will need rugs,
Two tables and chairs, several occasional
of course.
chairs, two living room suites, a small table or two are
needed.

We are telling you the actual things that are needed;
so when you send your gift to help with the furnishings you will feel you have actually given a chair, a
set of dishes, a davenport, or a pair of curtains. We
thmk gifts of money will be the better way to care for
these needs, aside from scatter rugs that perhaps some

in the Jewish Contribution to Civilization.

IT

may

of Trustees of our Foreign Missionarjtime to time have problems that are

sionaries will be "under fed." The Board wants to do
the right thing by all missionaries. More than that,
we feel our missionaries should be well cared for. From
the testimony that we have received from other missionary societies, we have been told that there are no
missionaries in our part of Africa that are better
housed and are better cared for than the missionaries
of our Society. However, there are some that may be
receiving more in the way of regular allowances than
do ours. We have not made the investigation as to
that.
is

(Continued on Page 356)

desire to

make.

California District Women's Missionary Council has started this fund with a gift of $400.
It was given to furnish the main parlor, which is to
be used by any or all missionaries in the Home to
entertain their guests, or as a main gathering place.
It wUl also doubtless be used for Board meetings of
the Foreign Missionary Society, etc. This amount will
care for the entrance room also.
We suggest you send gifts, small or large, to Homer
A. Kent, Winona Lake, Ind. Professor Kent is chairman of the Missionary Residence Committee. Or, if
you wish it to be run through the treasury of the
Foreign Missionary Society and thereby the donor or
his church to receive credit as a part of their annual
foreign missionary offering, it should be sent to the
Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church,
1925 E. 5th St., Long Beach 4, Calif., who wUl pass it on
as soon as received, to Homer A. Kent. As a project for
your local societies or classes this is ideal. To care for
the comfort of our missionaries on furlough is tnily a
part of our missionary interest.

The Southern

Society from
difficult of solution and which need much prayer.
One of these problems has to do with the matter ofchurches making gifts to missionaries and thus increasing allowances or salaries of missionaries without
consent of the Board. This, if allowed, means that
some missionaries will be "well fed" while other mis-

of Trustees, therefore,

fair to ask the For-

First,

doctors must jettison all discoveries and improvements
by the Nobel Prizemen, Politzer, Barany, and Otto
Warburg; the dermatologist, Jadassohn, Bruno Block,
Unna; the neurologists Mendel, Oppenheim, Kronecker,
Benedikt; the lung specialist Fraenkel, the surgeon
Israel, the anatomist Henle, and others."— Cecil Roth

The Board

seem

to

Jew, Minkowsky. If he has a headache he must shun
pyramidon and antipyrin (Spiro and Filehne). AntiSemites who have convulsions must put up with them,
for it was a Jew, Oscar Liebreich, who thought of
The same with psychic ailments:
chloral-hydrate.
Freud is the father of psychoanalysis. Anti-Semitic

The Board

furnishings. It doesn't

eign Missionary Society to undertake- this project, for
remodeling has cost considerable. So we are appealing

"A Nazi who has venereal disease must not allow
himself to be cured by Salvarsan, because it is the discovery of the Jew, Ehrlich. He must not even take
steps to find out whether he has this ugly disease, because the Wasserman reaction which is used for the
purpose, is the discovery of a Jew. A Nazi who has
heart disease must not use digitalin, the medical use of
which was discovered by the Jew, Ludwig Traube. If
he has a tooth-ache he will not use cocaine, or he will
be benefitting by the work of a Jew, Carl KoUer.
Typhoid must not be treated, or he will have to benefit
by the discoveries of the Jews, Widal and Weil. If he
has diabetes he must not use insulin, because its invention was made possible by the research work of the

HOW ONE MISSIONARY SOCIETY DOES

of the Missionary

completed. I

commands that the
is fit

POLMAN, Member

Residence Committee

precious life-blood of a master-spirit, embalmed and
treasured up on purpose to a life beyond life." But
what shall we say of a man, professing to be a shepherd
6t God's flock, who deliberately
Book of books, the Word of God,

C.

making some
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Another million are
incarcerated in penal Institutions or are under probationary care. And the problem is steadily growing
worse.
As we ponder over present-day conditions of crime,
insignificant they will seem when compared with
the conditions that are bound to exjist at the conclusion of this war! The history of civilization has proven
that during the time of war or during some great
emergency, delinquency and crime have increased considerably. Is it not probable that history wUl repeat

how

the

Major crimes, except for automobile thefts, were at
peak in Los Angeles during 1944. Murders for
the year 1944 totaled 101, an increase of 29.5 per cent

rose 13.5 per cent, from 2,430 to 2,769. Bookings for felonies rose 15.3 per cent, from 22,467 to 25,901. Misdemeanor violations rose 28.1 per cent, from 66,833 to
85,608. Citations issued increased 20.9 per cent from
a total of 387,019 in 1943 to 467,971 in 1944.

creased 20 per cent in the last year.

in nine out of every ten cases where I am called upon
to prescribe some penal remedy.
This is the picture as I see it. These conditions are
of our own making and if any change is to be effected,
-

it

can only be made possible through creating an
by our good citizens.

The

chief exec-.

intel-

ligent public opinion

When we

consider the conditions that

now

prevail

and the Far East and the many problems
we will have to cope with when the boys return home,
it is unfortunate that so much of our time must be
dissipated whereas it could be consumed in some con-

in Europe

endeavor. Now is the time for the, clear
thinking citizens of this nation to demand that something be done about the liquor traffic and that all our
efforts be made for the purpose of winning this war.
structive

Governor Warren of California is greatly concerned
with California's prison population, which has in-

of divorce actions

parent.
Just recently, in the criminal department where I
now preside, I had occasion to impose sentence upon
five separate defendants charged with distinct offenses. In each instance the defendant admitted in
open court that his excessive use of intoxicating liquor
was the cause of his present predicament. This has become so commonplace that it is now accepted as a fact

over 1943. The greatest percentage increase among all
major crimes was the 45.3 per cent rise in felonious
assaults, from 877 in 1943 to 1,274 in 1944. Burglaries
Increased 27.2 per cent, from 7,716 to 9,826. Robberies

2,861.

The number

'

their

—

courts as well.

charging cruelty due to intoxicating liquor, have
greatly increased in 1944. I have recently concluded
twenty months' service in the Probate Department of
the Superior Court of Los Angeles County and I have
been amazed at the number of instances I have been
called upon to deprive natural mothers of the care,
custody and control of their minor children because
of the inordinate use of intoxicating Uquor by this

again?

—

rtlVil

filed,

The sad part of it today is that it is a boy and girl
problem. Th« killers, the gunmen, and the mobsters
of the present era are young boys and young girls.

Probably the most startling figure in the local report
the increase in juvenile arrests with male arrests
increasing 9.1 per cent over 1943, and female arrests
2.2 per cent. Arrests of juveniles exclusive of dependents those without parental supervision rose 21.7
per cent over 1943. Arrests of juveniles who are under
parental supervision fell 13.4 per cent, from 3,307 to

Presiding Judge, Crimini

M

medk'^iim of criminal operations.

is

McKAY,

utive has recently outlined a construtive program to
take care of an estimated 8,300 prisoners. Consideration
is being given to the building of a medium security institution to house youthful offenders.
All in all it is a deplorable situation which needs remLos Angeles but also
edying. This is not only true
of other great metropolitan cities throughout the nation. There are many factors which helped to bring
about these conditions, but I can assure you that the
excessive use of intoxicating liquor is the chief contributing factor. After ten years' experience as a prosecut'ing attorney and a similar period spent on the
Municipal and Superior Court benches, it is my opinion that fully ninety per cent of all persons appearing
before the criminal courts for consideration are there
because of the excessive use of intoxicating liquor. I
am not alone in sharing this vSewpoint.
The excessive use of intoxicating liquor in Los Angeles city and county during the past year is well
known to all who have given it any thought at all. I
am informed by city officials, who are well acquainted
with the problem, that the number of arrests for driving while intoxicated have increased approximately
forty per cent during 1944. The record of arrests for
this particular offense was startling, and during the
recent Christmas holiday season arrests were the highest ever in the history of the city.
Not only has the excessive use of intoxicating liquor
made itself apparent in the criminal courts but also in

more importance

moment than

In 1944 crime cost the people of the United States
approximately fourteen bill-on dollars. This was the
direct and indirect cost of crime, and covers the
money expended on law enforcement through the
medium of the various local, state, and national enforcement agencies, as well as the expenses attending
those who are incarcerated or enjoying other remedial
consideration. Nevertheless, the major portion of this
cost may be considered indirectly as an economic loss
to the nation. Thousands of human lives and souls
which have been lost could otherwise have been salvaged if better moral conditions prevailed. Major crime
has reached such proportions that it is now placed in
the category of big business. More than a million and
a half people make their livelihood solely through the

itself

R.

Departments, Superior Court, Los Angeles County

that of the problem of crime.
This problem has reached such proportions that it
challenges the strict attention of every thoughtful, intelligent American. The present frightful condition is
a menace to our nation and is covmter to the principles
for which our boys are fighting all over the world.
at the

WILLIAM
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READ

AMERICANS

THIS,

The following letter came to us recently from Mexico. Permission
(Note
was glvan us to print It providing wo would leave out of the letter anything
that might help to Identify the writer or the missionary organization to
which the writer belongs. You only need to read the tetter to understand
why this Is necessary. We print this letter as evidence of the fact that
freedom of religions Is still very much of a dream even In the Western Hemisphere and the most significant thing within this letter Is the fact that
the religious prejudice, hatred, and persecution In the state of Mexico emanates not so much from forces within Mexico Itself, but from the Roman
Catholics of these United States. Americans be not deceived, the heart of
old Rome has not changed since the dark ages when tens of thousands who
refused to bow the knee to the Pope of Rome died upon the spikes of the
or at the stake or upon the rack or were tortured and put to
Iron virgin
death In ways that would make a modern Jap turn green with envy. The
Roman Catholics of the United States talk tolerance, but believe It! If
not
a minority group within this country conditions would be far
they were
more terrible than they are today In Mexico, for In Mexico there Is still
some regard for the good opinion of the great and powerful Protestant nation
to the North. That restraining respect would not exist If the great powerful
nation Itself were overwhelmingly Roman Catholic and yet there are people

of the leading distributors of Bibles said he felt this to
be the best organized and most concentrated effort
against Protestantism ever attempted in the history ol
the Catholic Church.

Day after day the newspapers printed articles and'
cartoons. One of the latter pictured a large arm;
labeled "Protestantism," grasping an Indian by thei
scruff of the neck and sticking his nose in a Bible.
The entire attack seems to be directed at the Bible
itself. The head of the School of Anthropology, one of
the older established branches of the University of
Mexico, was asked to resign at the outset of the
crusade, the pretext being that he had permitted Bibles
to be printed in Indian language on the school printing
press. This was not true, but one of the translators
had printed a hymn book on a private press within
the school building.

say we should not send missionaries to the Roman Catholic states of
Latin America! God Himself knows that there are no nations on earth that
grovel In deeper spiritual darkness. These nations may have light that darkest Africa does not possess In the ways that men call civilization; however,
the Master said, "if the light that Is In thee be darkness, how greai Is that
darkness" (Matt. 6:23). Let us stand squarely back of our courageous band
of Brethren missionaries that stand face to face today with all the hate
L.S.B.).
and powers of darkest South America!

who

—

We

Dear Friends:
This brings you greetings from Mexico from yoiir
friends working there ... I have just returned from
where for some months we have been enjoying
rich fellowship with the different members of the
,

group, and

it is

at their request that I

am

writing thi^

letter.

Conditions in Mexico have recently become quite
and, owing to their status in the country, our
friends feel it is not wise to refer to such things in
letters, which of course are censored before they cross
the border. One prominent American Christian man
had his mail held up for three weeks, and when he
received it it had been tampered with, so we know that
he, at least, is being watched. However, they are extremely eager to have you people at home understand
the situation, and, since the newspapers seem to be
completely hushed about it here, I will try to give you a
little picture of things as they are, in order that you
may pray as never before. Your intercession at this
crisis time may turn the tide for the whole future of
Mexico.
critical,

a convention was held in Mexico City ... It
some open opposition from the Roman Cathshortly
afterward they launched a
olics, and
which
was directed against Protestantism. It was inaugurated
by a letter from the Archbishop to all the Catholic
In

received

churches of Mexico, saying that "in the name of the
Virgin of Guadalupe," the patron saint or virgin of
Mexico, they were to fight Protestantism to the death,
and there was no excuse for every man, woman, or
child not taking part.
From then on, placards were seen on doors of homes
and business houses refusing entrance to Protestants.
Money was found with like inscriptions printed on the
paper bills. People were requested to boycott the large
American Protestant business firms such as the makers
of Palmolive soap. At the same time the newspapers
took up the cry, and headlines and full-page articles
stirrerf their readers vrtth garbled and untruthful accounts of the workings of various Protestant groups,
who had "come here with their CHEAP Bibles!" One

left

Mexico City
and have heard nothing
but at the time we left the situation
.

.

.

since, naturally,

grave, and we felt that unless God intervened it
could portend nothing but ill. Mexico is a closed
coimtry to missionaries. The Constitution stresses
freedom of religions, giving no more rights to one rereligion than to another, yet Catholic demonstrations
are being held throughout the country, although demonstrations are illegal. One mayor, on being requested
permission to have a religious procession, refused on
the grounds that it was against the laws of Mexico, but
appeal was made to the governor and permission was
freely granted!
The President himself has been a recipient of some
of this fanaticism. We are not sure just what his
attitude may be, for the priests have taken it into their
own hands, and the people have risen to it on such
a tide that the many officials who undoubtedly disapprove, are powerless to make a move.
Some months ago a Catholic tried to take the life
of the President and only a miracle saved him. The
grievance was that the President was not giving
enough liberty to Catholics. One native pastor has
been killed, and another wounded, in a district quite
near one of our friends. This however, is not new.
Others have have been killed during the past year, and
many within the decade.
Of course you realize that there is much encouragement of Catholicism from the United States itself, and
it is reported that a representative was sent to the
annual fiesta of Guadalupe, that pagan-Catholic atrocity with its 500 liquor booths under the very shadow of
the church, and its weird Indian dances inside. A few
years ago American priests started to enter Mexico,
and since that time opposition has been worse, and
the recent demonstrations are simply climaxing what

was

has gone before. There is much war propaganda at
the present time, which is encouraging this attitude.
All the war posters sent from the States seem to be
planned for the Catholic mind, and when they say the
boys are fighting for freedom of religion, it is a Cath-
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The Land

of Pets

anyone is a lover of pets, here is where he may
have aU that his heart desires—a land where they
If

literally love

The dear

one to death.
pet ants are so ambitious to be help-

little

By MRS. MINNIE KENNEDY, Bekoro,

F. E. A.

was rudely disturbed by the boy when he went to
sweep. So he hid in the crack of the wall until a better
day. The only trouble with them, especially the snakes,
it

is
is

that they do love you to death. When garden time
in full swing, they have a grand time loving folks.

of persons. Then I have a busy
time counteracting their expressions of love. Sometimes their love is the stronger. The rains were so
slow in coming the past season, which gave them a
busier time. When it is dry and hot they live above
the ground, but when it rains they hide in their holes.

They are no respecter

One day a five-footer thought he'd help take care
of the chickens at night. He only loved thirteen to
death. He was one of the spraying kind. They say if
The second
it sprays in your eye it will blind you.
time he came to help he got caught in a trap which a
human had set. When I went out in the
morning, there he was, caught around the neck. I

Vicious

DEAR LITTLE PET ANTS ARE SO AMBITIOUS TO BE HELPFUL TO YOU." THESE ARE WHITE WINGED ANTS. THE NATIVES PICK OFF THE WINGS AND EAT THE ANTS.

THE

They start cleaning up the moment you
start your baking or cooking. No sooner does one get
out a pan and paraphernalia to make a pie or cake but
what they come by the hundreds to help. Every bit of

ful to you.

flour and sugar that faUs by the wayside is cleaned
up in jig time. But sometimes they become overzealous
and too ambitious (just like we poor humans), and
get mixed up in the dough, and then, alas, poor little

pet

is

doomed!

The scorpions and centipedes and snakes do hate
for you to be lonely, so they wait at the doors to greet
you. If you're too slow letting them in, they'll often
find their way inside. There was a nice big snake
sleeping by the side of the bathtub the other day, but

was teasing him when
The Lord was gracious
to me, because I had hardly moved away after the
men came, when he started spitting. He sprayed a.
distance of two or three yards.
But, like all pets, they never perform when you want
them to. The last year we had many visitors who had
heard of all these nice pets, but they didn't get to see
very many. Maybe it was because some of them didn't

forgot about the spitting and
some of the men came along.

like

one likes larger pets, we have those too. The
leopards and lions like to visit us off and on, too. The
lions gave us a real serenade for two days. The natives
couldn't sleep because of the serenading. They say if
you don't get up and sit outside around the fires,,
they'll come in and awaken you, and none too gently.
(Continued on Page 358)

"The
leopards

.

.

our pets.

If

.

like to
visit us,"

but this one
got caught!
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The Power of the

''Sung^'^
By

J.

P.

Gospel

in

Africa

KLIEVER
ashamed, also fearing that the younger ones would
less intelligent than themselves. He believed many of the older people were staying away
from the services just for this reason. He suggested
therefore, that we don't have singing at the main

think them

public services.

You should have seen the reaction to this proposaL
wish memory, time, and space permitted to tell you
all that was said. One after another testified as to
what this song or that had meant to him, how it had
continued to speak to him after the meetings, and
finally brought about the conviction that forced him
to make the decision it demanded. It would have
thrilled your hearts to hear them.
I

One balmy Sunday morning in Oregon, I was just
ready to go to Sunday School when my uncle drove up
to our house. My father got into the car and I, supposing we were going to the church, about six blocks
away, jumped onto 'the running board, not awaiting
an invitation. To my surprise, they started off in
another direction. Soon we were leaving town, and I
-was asked to get inside the car. So, seemingly by
accident, I was on my way, not to Sunday School, but
to a destination unknown. I wondered what was going
to happen, or what had happened. No one said where
they were going. I hadn't been invited, although it
seemed there was no objection to my being with them.
I imagined everything from a visit to a hospital to
having a picnic.
We drove up in front of a small church in a town
about 11 miles away from home. I saw five young
men on the platform. Four of them were singing as
we walked in. The words were, "I Want My Life to Tell
for Jesus." It was a group known as the Fishermen's
Quartette from Los Angeles. I enjoyed the music. I
don't remember the message given by the speaker. I
remember just one thing. I couldn't get away from
the words sung by these young men. I knew they
meant them

I will try to

!

!

.

caught myself taking inventory of my life. What
was my life amounting to? For whom was it being
I finally

had to confess that

my

life

was

only to profit self and no one
else. With it came the suggestion in the song that it
could amount to something lived for Jesus. Peace, joy
or rest refused to come to me until I made the decision
to invest my life for Jesus, so that the testimony and
desire of that song might be mine, "I want my life to
tell for Jesus, That everywhere I go men may HIS
goodness know."
The decision brought to a head by this song has led
me through many paths of service finally to Africa,
where also I have witnessed what song' can do in
making known the Gospel and leading men and
women to yield to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
We were having a meeting with the leaders of our
church in Africa. These leaders represented all six
of our mission points. One of the older men stated
that the young people in the villages readily learned
the songs, but that the older people were much slower
in learning them. This caused the old folks to feel

being lived

ness! He was ashamed, and no doubt somewhat afraid,
to be seen carrying this small idol, so, using his foot
as a golf club, he took the thing into the tall grass at

selfishly,

—

)

belonging to His village in Heaven).
The last verse was being stmg, when Abraham lost
all joy in the song. The words he was singing, and
which found entrance were, "The man who keeps any
idol isn't fit for that village, because the one who has
any idol is the devil's man. If you know Jesus, you
lose the fear of idols; I am going to God's village."
Abraham couldn't see why they had to spoil a good
song by putting those words into it! He left that
service with a troubled and angry heart. The words
would not leave him, he couldn't put them away.
Finally he went to his hut, took a small idol from the
grass in the ceiling, tossed it on the floor. His wife,
horrified, asked him what he was doing. He told her
in no uncertain terms that it was none of her busi-

I

invested?

bring back just one testimony. Abra-

ham, having professed to accept Christ, believing that
everything was all right, that he had met all the conditions mentioned by the white man and native
preachers, was enjoying the singing very much.
The song was Number 2, words put to the tune of
"Marching Through Georgia" (They like this song for
funerals, also
The third verse says, "Koui ayeke pepe
teti Nzapa ake koui koue." This means, "Death is not,
because God has done away with all death" (to those

the edge of the village.

Abraham had been married quite some time, but
there were no children in the family. This idol was
to give Mrs. Abraham strength to be a mother. The

old men saw Abraham desecrate the idol. He was
threatened; he has been taunted because he has no
chDdren of his own to this day. He says he has something better, and that his children are like Paul's,
"sons and laughters in the faith." Through the peace
and joy and the blessings that have come to him,
Abraham knows the words of the song are true, ana
he is happy that it spoke to him until he obeyed.
There are songs that have comforted the believers
in trials and persecution. There are songs that have
given courage as they have meditated upon their mes-
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Cfut in tUe Bu^Ji, uUtlt

Miss Myeis and Mrs. Kennedy

Last week Miss Myers and I visited our newest in-

digenous work some 20 miles north of

from there

lived

around in

us. Several

this section until they

learned to read and were baptized.

own

returned to their

They have a nice

men

Now

villages to start their

they have

own work.

There are five
prayer leaders, caring for five of the villages. Three
more villages in their district are yet without leaders.
They have their reading classes, and already one lad
has learned to read and is teaching his brothers and
sisters. He has never been away from home; all he
knows he had learned from the leader. I wish you
could have heard him read. They have been getting
some of the literature from the station, and they
certainly have been using it.
We had a grand time with them. We preached in
some of the nearest villages, too. In one village, 6 out
of the 25 people that gathered accepted the Lord as

their

chapel

built.

.

lady.

all.

one right

other.
meet the

cially

Imme-

diately after the

sage they

mes-

so

you could
you

leader,

many

after having

We

wouldn't be surprised

that

gave up for

spent the night with
a sick headache.
returned last
Thursday from our
southern journey full
of joy and gladness
because of seeing what
God had wrought. We
had a blessed time of

stood up,
after the

If

.

the day. I thought I'd
danced enough for
one afternoon, espe-

a lovable old
There was no

coaxing at

.

eye, so I

gray-

haired lady. She was

such

accident. I praise

the Lord for His protecting hand. I went to open a
bottle of ammonia that had just arrived from Yaloke,
and after I took the screw top off it exploded. It
popped the inner stopper and I received the whole
bottle of ammonia in my face. I ran outside to get
more air and have the wind blow away the fumes, for
I'm telling you, I had a hard time getting my breath.
I groaned out loud, and some natives that seemed to
be right close, heard me and came running. They got
the push and took me to the house in a hurry, without
any instructions. Miss Myers took charge then, and
other than a little skin burned off my lips and eyelid,
not much damage was done, only I lost all my ammonia. One eyeball seems to be blistered, a little, but
it will all be gone by the time you get this. I praise
the Lord, we can count it all joy
After it cleared
up a little, I went back to finish my work, and while 1
was stirring some soap it splashed right into my sore

One

Saviour.

was an old

little

some medicines, and had quite an

re-

sponded. Pray for
him that he may go
all the way with his
Lord.

What

refreshing.
a
joy it is to see "our
children" walking
faith to see their joy
We start tomorrow
and growth in the
on our journey south
Lord. We were gone
THEY GOT THE PUSH AND TOOK ME TO THE HOUSE IN A HURRY
to one of our chapel
eight days and would
points, and are lookgladly have stayed longer, but other duties demanded
ing forward to another week of blessing. The leader
that we return to the station.
here reported another blessing to us this morning. A
village, not too far from here, have been calling him
We contacted most of the leaders and had a profitto come and preach to^them; so many people are
able time together. The new Sango song book had just
turning to the Lord, and they have no leader there.
arrived, so we were able to help them with some of

—

Satan isn't very well pleased about it all. Several
weeks ago the vnfe of the leader from the chapel
where we had our special meetings in August was
brought in practically dead. The natives all reported
her dead, but she was still just living. The doctor arrived the same day and he, too, pronounced her just
about gone. We waited with them for the end, but
suddenly the Lord touched her, she sat up, asked for
a drink of water, and several days ago she walked
some 4 or 5 miles to her mother's village. She has 4
children under 9 years of age.
I'm so glad the Word tells us that "ALL things work
together for GOOD, to those who love the Lord." I
went to the dispensary the other afternoon to make up
353

the

new

songs.

How

m

they do love to learn new songs.

some new ones in their own language Kabba. They enjoyed the Bible studies, too.
They had morning and evening services. The little
chapel was crowded most of the time. And did we have
plenty to eat! If one can judge by the food we received
we certainly were welcome. They shared what they
had freely.

They

also learned

—

We were able to do a little translation work, too. One
of our young men here at the station has been doing
a bit of translation work recently. But he has gone
away for three months. I'd like you to remember him
in your prayers in a special way.

He

loves the Lord

(Continued on Page 360)
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Bekoro Native Workers' Conference
You have heard of crashing the gates for a party,
but did you ever hear of crashing the gates for a
conference? This was intended to be a conference for
the workers only, but several days before the conference opened we knew that

who

all

the people were coming

could possibly come.

While the white folks were busy getting ready for
their guests, the natives were just as busy building
houses for their friends. In one corner of the station
a complete village sprang up in a few days. There
was even a palaver house for the leading men! Here
they parked their bicycles and imfolded their chairs.

How we would have

liked to hear the conversations
that went on in there! Now it is the deserted village,
with all the people returned to their own villages, and

most of the houses gone up in smoke. There was no
loss as far as the houses were concerned.
Early on a Monday morning the Jobsons and Beavers
arrived. By evening most of the natives had arrived.
All that week until the next Monday morning Bemiller
was like a beehive.
Each day started with a session for all the folks
together. The catechists brought the early morning
message. Sometimes it almost overcame one to think
that when you were a youngster going to Sunday
School these men had not even heard of the true God.
Now they are preaching His Word.
The rest of the morning was spent by holding different sessions. Mr. Jobson and Mr. Beaver had classes
for the catechists, prayer leaders, and helpers. The
ladies took turns at holding classes for the wives of

the workers.

A childrens' hour had been announced, but just
imagine our surprise when the children turned out to
be men of all ages! Having come to the conference,
although they were not workers they wanted to "get
in" on something. Here was one gate they could crash.
And crash it they did. Imagine Mrs. Beaver's surprise
to have a big grown Kabba (and they come big) approach her and say, "Madame, at what hour is the

children's class?"
for

when

He

wasn't asking for his

little

boy,

the hour came he was there.

Each evening there was a

session for the whole group
you could have heard the singing
there. It was really worth hearing. Oh, yes, you might
not have recognized any of the times, but the Word
does not say to "carry a tune." Certainly this was "a
joyful noise" that went up in the evening air. The
chapel was always full and overflowing for this session,
and I think that hearts were full and overflowing wita

How

again.

joy the

I wish

way they

did sing.

That session closed the day officially, but long into
the night we could hear them continuing the song fete
down in the village. They enjoy conference just as

much

as the rest of the Brethren.

Sunday was a big day. Our chapel could not begin
to accommodate the crowd. The local catechist says he
forgot to count the people, but they were "manymany." There were between five and six himdrea
people inside, and just as many or more outside. Mr.
Jobson brought the morning message. At the close of
the sermon we had a sort of anticlimax by having a
wedding. There were nine couples married. You see,
they have to wait until the preacher can come to
marry them. Then it is usually a mass movement.
Oh, if you could only have seen the brides. Each one
had a dress, but one outdid all the rest she had a pair
of shoes! The grooms, too, were done up in their Sunday best perhaps not so much in honor of the occasion or the fair lady who would stand by his side, but

—

—

would not the whole church look at him then? No one
would want shame because of dirty clothes when he
could be seen of all the people.
All the vows were exchanged without a flaw, but for
a moment one of the grooms made us realize we were
really in Africa. When the part about living with only
this one woman was reached, the husky savage looked
rather wild for a minute. He answered in the affirmative, but such was his reluctance that Mr. Jobson^ repeated the question. None of us can ever know how
hard it is for these Christians to give up the prominence of having several wives. Nor can we know just
how hard it is on the* wife to have to do all the work
for her husband without tfie aid of several other

women.
That evening we had the

last session of the conference. Mr. Beaver brought the message. Rather reluctantly the crowd dispersed after that session, for it
will be a long time until they get together again.
The workers have all returned to their villages with
that new zeal that can be produced by nothing else but
a great gathering together of God's children. Pray for
them in the long months ahead when they shall be "on
their own" out in these remote villages. May the Word
that was offered to them during this week prove a
source of strength to them in the long, lonely months

ahead when they are no longer with a great crowd, but
they are in those dark places where they alone can
bring the WordI to their fellows.
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Karre Church Conference
By

S.

WAYNE BEAVER,

Camp and

Camp-on-the-Ouham,

conference were

all rolled into

F. E. A.

one this

year as the Karre Church instituted the first ministers'
retreat to be held in our field. In past years it was felt
that much distraction had lessened the spiritual benefits of

the conference. Therefore, this year

it

Ouham River racing

by the broad

was

certainly

Camp

an

ideal spot for

over a million stones,

any camp.

started last Monday when we drove Dorothy
to Bassai, where they, with Miss Myers

and Mrs. Jobson

was de-

cided that Miss Myers, Miss Byron, Mrs. Jobson, and
Mrs. Beaver should meet with the women at Bassai,
and Brother Jobson and I take the men to a camp
along the banks of the Ouham River. As this camp
has proved such a blessed and interesting time for all
of us there, I am sure that you will want to hear about
it.

Preparations for the

when Dorothy and

camp

started

some weeks ago

went

to approve the site
chosen by several of the catechists. After pulling up to
the chapel at Be'tara at 6:30 in the morning, the catI first

echist there soon rounded up several of his men, and
to start into the bush to see the chosen
place. However, the local preacher informed us that
"Madame" could not possibly stand the long walk and
that she must remain in the truck. It took several re-

SCENE ON THE OUAHAM RIVER. TREES AND UNDERGROWTH
ARE ON AN ISLAND IN THE RIVER. MRS. KENNEDY AND ANNE
KLIEVER ARE CROSSING OVER TO THE ISLAND TO SEE A

we were ready

peated assurances to convince him that "Madame" was
"with much strength" and could surely stand the walk.
Still doubtful, he started out on the four-and-a-halfmile walk to the Ouham River. The site was beautiful,
and immediately approved. The area of tall trees, surrounded on three sides by ground recently burnt off
and new grass coming up, enclosed on the fourth side

"HIPPO."

and Miss Byron, met with the wives

of the workers. At.

the time of this writing reports have filtered through
that the meeting of the fairer sex (even in Africa) at
Bassai has an enrollment of about fifty women, and a
blessed time

is

being experienced with the Lord.

for the important part of this conference.
Brother Jobson and I arrived at our grass house in
time for a hearty meal at noon Monday. Fifty-five

But now

catechists had arrived and had built small grass houses
for themselves. Then Problem No. 1 arose. Each catechist had brought just a small amount of flour; we
were to supply the main bulk ofl their food by kiUing
meat for them. That meant another three miles walk

an antelope. Finally a large male was
foimd. Each man got a small handful of meat that
evening. The next day, in several excursions between
meetings, no animals were seen, and the catechists
drew in their belts. However, word came that hippoto look for

HEAD OF HIPPOPOTAMUS, WITH OPEN MOUTH.

potamuses were spotted down river about five miles.
After much discussion it was decided to put the meetings of the morning in charge of Noel, the head elder
of this district, and look for some juicy hippo steaks.
Away from camp at 5:30 in the morning, the hunting
grounds were reached at 9 o'clock. Immediately a
splash in the water and there was a hippo coming up
for air. Another splash five minutes later, and Brother
Jobson scored a hit. Under the water the hippo went;
then came a shout that he was fleeing down the river.
A glimpse of him was seen as he crossed some stones,
but no chance to shoot. Then began a race of a mile to
reach the next series of stones at which he must appear
out of the water. What a run, and what blisters still
remain as reminders! However, he never got that far,
but started bobbing up and down for air every five
minutes further upstream. One more shot there finished him off. While waiting an hour and five minutes
for him to fill with water and gradually rise to the
355
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surface, you can imagine how good that cool water felt
on those hot blisters.
Word soon got back to camp, and all fifty-five native
preachers appeared as if by magic and started carv-

ing as only a preacher can.

Five hours to cut Mr.

Hippo up small enough to carry back to camp. Fiftyfive men to carry him, and then some meat still remained after the last man was loaded down. Needless
to say, there was no more need to hunt for food during
that camp!
Thrilling as hippo hunting was, the working of the

hand in the hearts of His own black witnesses
was more thrilling. To sit out in the mooneach evening and hear these men testify and

Lord's

(Continued from Page 348)
inquiries of other societies as to

particular matter,

how they handle

this

and we are printing below an item

how one missionary soSo far as we can see, its
method is the method that was approved in the beginning by Brother and Sister Gribble and party when
they began their work in Africa, and which has been
followed by our Society to this day. But here is the
clipped from "Alaska," as to
ciety handles the matter.

article to

which we have referred:

in this land
light

praise their Lord in their prayers would surely send
of our church members at home to their knees,

many
as

it

has done in

Add

my own

life

out here.

to the blessings of these evening meetings a

day

with the breaking of the Word and fellowship on
spiritual matters, and truly the working of the Lord
filled

Prayer meeting started each day at 5:30 in
the morning. Different natives brought messages from
8 to' 9. Then Brother Jobson had his class in Practical
Theology from 9 to 10:30. The heat then made it impossible to meet again until 3:30 in the afternoon, at
which time I summoned all my slim knowledge ol
Sango to bring a series of messages on the subject of
"Faith." Sandwiched in between these meetings were
the committee meetings for the placing of each worker
during the next year, and the handling of discipline
cases of those who had fallen into sin during the past
is felt.

year.

How quickly time passed at Camp-on-the-Ouham.
Here it is two days later. Last evening camp ended in
a grand meeting on the bank of the Ouham in the
light of a full moon. Nearly everyone testified to the
Lord's blessing in the past year, mentioning many
occasions in which the power of the Lord worked in
their lives to overcome the power of the Tempter. After
the many testimonies, all knelt and rededicated their
lives anew for service in the coming year. This rededication took place during a period of silent prayer, after
which that familiar song "t Surrender All," was sung.
Then, in deep thought, hands were clasped and a circle
formed, and the pledge was made that sin should not
break that circle during the next year as far as eacn
man was able in the Lord's strength. With hands
still clasped, the theme song of the Karre Christians
was sung, "In the Sweet Bye and Bye."

Thus ended the Camp-on-the-Ouham. Now he have
joined the ladies at Bassai for the overflowing crowd
of many of the members of this district here tomorrow,
Sunday. Monday begins a new conference about sixty
miles to the north among the Taley people; the next
week at Bekoro among the Kabba; the next week at,
Baibokoum among the Laka; then the next week at
Bocaranga, and finally back to Bozoum for Easter.
Pray that the Lord wUl continue to bless as each new
conference is held.
356

Policy Regarding Missionary's Suiq>ort

We believe it would be well to state the policy of
the Society regarding the support of our missionaries in Alaska. Due to the high cost of living,
much above that in the states, it is necessary to
guarantee married couples at least $110 a month
and single missionaries, $75. These allowances are
sent to the missionaries whether the funds come
in or not; that is, in the form of designated funds.
Every effort is made to have the support of each
missionary underwritten by their home church,
Bible classes, Sunday Schools, young people's societies, or individuals. However, this is not always
possible.

Donors are urged to send all gifts to the secretary-treasurer, where official, numbered receipt
will be issued. Gifts sent direct to missionaries on
the field must be: reported by the missionary and
are deducted from the missionary's allowance as
sent out from the home office. This does not apply
to personal gifts sent by members of the family or
to Christmas remembrances. Each missionary has
an account on the books of the society and all designated gifts go 100 per cent for the purpose for
which they are sent. Overhead expense in cormection with the work of the society is taken out of
the general fimd.

(Continued from Page 352)

There are songs that have
it.
been hummed, sung, or thought, as a prayer.
Then too, there are songs that have been sung and
have caused the unconverted to beg the Christians not
to sing them! Some have even prevailed upon headmen or a chief to forbid their singing these. They have
been sung just the same, in most cases. Will you pray
that as the Gospel is "sung" the Lord will continue
to bring about decisions?
sage, or as they sang

There are problems, difficulties, and many puzzling
things encountered as we try to develop a ministry in
song among these people. We will try to show some of
these things to you for your prayerful help in succeeding articles.
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Itinerating with the

By MRS. ORVILLE

Jobsons
Laka

ETIENNE

JOBSON

we stayed aU night in this large
and found a group of believers there who
are now starting to build a chapel in which to worship.

On

people.

(anp?

D.

this trip

village

At the present time they hold their services outdoors.
Adou, the old chief of this Laka village, told us that
he was taken as a slave by the Mohammedans when
just a lad, but he escaped and returned home. I asked
him how many wives he had. (As you know, many
wives means much wealth.) He said, "WeU, they have

me, and I only have fifteen left." He had
seventy children, and of course some of them left him
too! Won't you pray for the Laka people that many
may come to know Christ as their Saviour?
Baibokoum is only twenty-one miles from this Laka
vUlage, so we started early in the morning for this
town. The Christians were anxiously awaiting their
all left

AND
ALICE

(coIJla>

About the 20th of November, 1944, we left Bozoum
Baiboukoum, stopping at the different chapels
along the way. With us were Etienne and Alice, Maindou and Anna, who came to Bozoum to attend the Bible
school; also Yalenzi, the cook, and with our numerous
pieces of baggage which consisted of camp cots, bed*ding, chop box, table, chairs, trunk, and gas; also some
cooking utensils, chickens, and guinea pigs for our
passengers, the Chevrolet was quite heavily loaded.
The night before we left Bozoum there was a heavy
rain and we found the road very muddy, so much so
that we all walked up the hills, and found that we were
for

We

spent the night at
a rest house three miles from Bocarahga.
Saturday morning Etienne preached to the people in
the village, and we loaded our bus and started for
Bocaranga. Saturday and Sunday were spent there.
At this government post we have a chapel that was
built by the native Christians, but is made too small
to accommodate the people that attend the services.
Many had to sit on the outside and listen to the messages. However, the Christians have decided to build
a new chapel this dry season. Continue to pray for
Etienne and Alice as they again shall resume their
work in preaching and teaching the Christians to read
God's Word.
Our next stop was Kounang. There is a small group
of believers there, and many young people attending
the inquirer's class, also the reading classes. One of
the Christian women had her little daughter, Ruth,
dedicated to the Lord in our service with them.
When we first visited Baibokoum ten years ago, we
found a little lad from the Laka tribe by the name of
Bondounga. Since then he found Christ as his Saviour
and has taken Joseph for his Christian name. Joseph
wanted to go to Bassai with us and attend French
school. He spent several y^ars with us, and now the
Lord has called him to take the gospel to his own
xinable to reach our destination.

will
leader, Maindou and his wife. Some of you perhaps
remember of Mr. Jobson telling of this indigenous work,
started by a native Christian, and how the church had
grown so that it was necessary to start the 2nd Brethren Church. Well, this time we found not only the
1st and 2nd Brethren Church, but 3rd and 4th. The
Lord is working in the hearts of these people, and raising up leaders among them in a most blessed way.
Three of their men have attended Bible school and are
faithfully carrying on the work which the Lord has
given them to do. These groups meet in different
parts of the town. One young man has been permitted
by a
to hold services on the compound that is owned
native chief. The largest group, however, meets in a

chapel that they built for their services. Noel, our
evangelist here at Bozoum, spent six months with these
people teaching them the Word of God. Many of the

beUevers are now able to read the Word, which proves
pray
to be a real blessing to their souls. Continue to
for

Baibokoum.

stops were made in the Pana and M'Boum
Philip the catechist, has been with the Panapeople almost two years, but the evil one has such
power over them that all are afraid to listen to the

Our last two

tribes.

gospel.

women
News"

The old men have told the younger men and
of the village that if they listen to the "Good
they all will die. Oh, the utter darkness in

"One

of the Christian

women had her little
daughter, Ruth, dedicated to the Lord."

This
little

is

Ruth, daughter

of Joseph and

Mary.
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which these poor benighted souls are engrossed! The
chief of this village had all his people come to our rest
house and listen to the gospel that was preached morning and evening. The poor women were so frightened
that when we spoke to them, or even gave them a smUe,
they would all drop their heads in fear. Won't you
pray that, their eyes may be turned from darkness to
light, and from the power of Satan unto God? Also
pray for Philip that he may not become discouraged
as he waits patiently and prays that some may be

One missionary writing home from the

The M'Boum people seem

made

softens austerity."
Different mission boards with fields in parts of the
world having varying circumstances,
set up
slightly different qualifications for their missionaries,
but most of the faith missions have standards not
unlike these of the Sudan Interior Mission and may be
listed below as desirable but not necessarily essential.
Every applicant is considered individually and on his
or her own merits. Missionary qualifications can be
enumerated under the following:

saved.

may

be more favorable
to the
services, and some are learning to read the Word. When
Lydia, the first convert of Europe, foimd the Lord, she
was instrumental in starting the Philippian Church
(Phil. 1:3). Women whose hearts are opened to the
gospel are ever Christ's vantage ground. Let us pray
for the M'Boum women that they, too, as Lydia, may
be saved, and their "household."
to

toward the gospel; at least the

field

the following recommendation, "Send us a despiser of
difficulties who will not be discouraged under the most
adverse circumstances, who will unite unflinching
courage and consummate tact, know how to do the
impossible thing and maintain a pertenacity that borders on stubbornness with a suavity of manner that

women come

1.

PhysicaL

There should be a strong well body to bring to the
work of foreign missionary service where there are
real hardships to endure and a climate which, at best,
is not easy. Paul endured such hardship and set for
us an example as recounted in II Corinthians 11:23-2"?,
and his exhortation to his son in the faith, Timothy,
was to suffer hardship. Read II Timothy 1:8, 2:1, 9;
4:5 (R.V.). Missionary work is no "sissy" job, but calls
for the very best in young men and women.

THE LAND OF PETS
(Continued from Page 351)

Maybe

their feelings are hurt when no one pays any
attention to them.
The buffaloes pay their respects from time to time
and the wild pigs will grunt you a welcome most any
day. Last term, I heard a great chorus of trumpets

Educational.
Pioneer missionary work calls for a well-developed
mind as well as strong body. Accordingly, as wide anda
varied a training as possible is highly desirable. Generally speaking, it is felt that a candidate should have
at least high school training, with Bible school or seminary training on top of that. It is true that there are
some effective missionaries who have had only very
limited academic training, but, without an exception
to our knowledge, they would all recommend thorougii
training for every missionary going to the field these
Z.

from our elephant friends. It was very interesting. At
BeUevue, last year, we saw a herd of great big elephants across the river. We could see them with the
naked eye, but much better with field glasses. A few
months ago, we saw a big one in the bush near here,
but it was dead. The larger pets don't love you to
death as much as the smaller ones.
These are just a few of the many. The best way
to enjoy them is to come and see them for yourself.
Yours from the land of pets.

days.
3.

READ

THIS,

AMERICANS

missionary candidate must be possessed of a goodly
portion of common sense and practical judgment in

(Continued from Page 350)

new

with the slogan, inferring that it would be
freedom of the Catholic religion.
Many people feel that this country so long held in
ignorance and darkness, is on the verge of a great
revival, and even now many are turning to the Lord
shortly after they hear the way of salvation. Perhaps
Satan is making a desperate fight to prevent such a
thing, but we believe that God is able to defeat him
and to bring an outstanding victory, even as a result
of the opposition. This, however, can only come as an
olic picture

answer to a great volume of continued, prevailing
prayer, and we are trusting that you will join with us
in this tremendous opportunity, that Mexico may be
taken for God.

REMEMBER
We may

Temperamental.

A

tremble on the Rock of Ages but the Rock
will never tremble under us.

situations.

He should have ability to work with
who are not angels, and

others, even with missionaries

should have a naturally cheerful disposition. A sense
of humor and an appreciation of the ridiculous is
almost Indispensable to the missionary who is constantly faced with depressing and discouraging situations.
4.

Spiritual.

The most

essential qualification of a true missionary,
that he be deeply spiritual. He should have
sound doctrinal views and a heart that is willing to
obey all of God's will. He should have a passionate
love for the Lord Jesus Christ and something of our
Lord's compassion for lost souls. Unless he has been a
soul winner at home, it is improbable that he will be a
soul winner on the mission field. His knowledge of the
Word of God should be so complete that he knows intimately the Christ of the Book as his co-laborer, who
delights to meet His servant in every situation as a
resolute faith finds expression in unceasing prayer.
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CHRISTIAN MISSIONS
—

THE
is but one harvest field
However, we have come to look upon the
world as being divided into the homeland and foreign
missions, but actually. Christian Mission is the proclamation of the Gospel to the unconverted eversrwhere
according to the comand of our Lord, when He said,
"go ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to
every creature." Jesus, Himself, was a great missionary,
being sent of God the Father to bear the good news of
redemption's plan to this sinsick, lost world. The statistical summary of Protestant missions, based upon a
recent World Missionary Atlas, shows' that there were
With God, there

WORLD.

29,188 foreign missionaries and 151,735 native workers.
To some, these figures may seem large, but when one

studies into the question

and

sees that there are

many

untouchd areas, and that no section of the field is yet
manned sufficiently to do the work as it should be
done, we as Christians are forced to ask ourselves, "are
we doing our best?"

We

true Americans get very much concerned when
our national liberty, or when the liberty of others is
at stake, and rightly so. Thousands rally to the call
of the Stars and Stripes, knowing full well that it
means to leave the homeland, and comforts, say goodbye to the nearest and dearest loved ones, be willing
to suffer and even to die in the fight, that others
might live in peace and freedom. The world never
protests and exclaims, "what a pity that these talented,
gifted, strong, and the fittest of our manhood and
womanhood should bury their talents in foreign soil,
and throw their lives away in this manner." But just
let a brave, talented, educated young man or woman
go as a missionary, then see the hands raise la horror,
and listen to the loud protests "that these should
'waste' their lives (as some say) in such a cause"!
But what is the cause of a missionary? He is a soldier of the Cross of Christ; he is engaged in battle
against sin and the enemy of aU peace and liberty. He
counts not his life dear vaito him, but is willing to give
his all that men might be liberated from the dictatorship of the devil and the shackles of sin's bondage
Is this an unworthy cause?
Were a house on fire, and we knew that within persons were trapped and totally unable to save themselves, every "red-blooded" man would gladly risk his
own life to save the helpless. Failure to do so would
be criminal negligence. Is it not high time that we look
at this question as we ought? Every person apart
from Christ, be he white, black, red, or yellow, is in
distress of soul. He faces eternal death and is helpless
t© save himself. We need to climb the ladder of salvation, bringing him to a place of safety.
I fancy someone is saying, "I don't believe in missions." My good friend, let us reason together for a
moment. Do you believe that Christ died for only a
few, and that John 3:16 does not really mean that
"God so loved the WORLD," but merely a part of it?
If you don't believe in Christian missions, then you
regard as a fairy tale the words of Jesus, "Other sheep

—

H. E.

WISWELL

(Condensed from "The Missionary Worker"
1 have that are not of this fold." You then believe
that the disciples, the great missionary Paul, and all
the missionaries since their day have wasted their
time and buried their talents.

If you do not believe in missions then you should
never again sing the doxology, for it says, "Praise Him
all creatures here below." They must- be reached with
the Gospel before they can praise Him.

Again, if you do not believe in missions then you do
not believe in a Bible Heaven. Rev. 5:9 says, "And they
sung a new song, saying. Thou art worthy to take the
book, and to open the seals thereof; for thou wast
slain, and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood out
of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation."
Jesus Christ

is

the greatest argument for missions.

conscientiously excuse ourselves from
this task of getting the good news of salvation to all

Can we longer

men

everywhere?

we see the need. We long for "peace on earth
and good-wiU toward men," but peace comes only after
Surely

conflict.

Lord Haig, who commanded the British forces in
France during the later years of the first World War,
made a remarkable speech shortly before his death in
which he said, "No military preparedness, no political
expedient can guarantee the kind of peace on which
the heart of the world is set. The Christian religion,
backed by a united Christendom, and a church as daring and heroic on spiritual lines as the army has been
on military lines, is the only hope of the world, and ol
the solution of the great problems with which the
world is faced."
If that be true, and it sees that it surely is, it is high
time that we get stirred, and moved into action. ThitiK
of it millions have volunteered In this World War No.
2 to take life, but how few volunteers there are in the
ranks of Christ to save life.

—

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW

HIM?

A

blind girl had her eyes opened by an operation.
She delighted in the sight of her father. His every
look and motion was watched by her. For the first
time his tenderness and care seemed real to her. One
day, catching hold of his hand she cried, "To think
that I have had this father for these many years and
never knew him!" Christian, just how well do you
know your Heavenly Father? Are you experiencing the

joy of leaning on His bosom rn time of need? Have
you learned the joy of talking everything over with
Him? He loves us with an everlasting joy and delights
when His children seek Him in every matter which
comes into their lives.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Cold prayers like cold suitors never
way.
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THE INDIGENOUS NATIVE CHURCH
You

say, what kind of a church is the indigenous
native church? Three expressions define it: "self-governing," "self-supporting," and "self-propagating." So

you see, it is not a new denomination, but a New Testament church.
The word "indigenous" means "that which originates
in a specific place or country by the people of that
country without foreign aid." The indigenous church
is that church, or group of churches, beginning
on the
mission field through native leadership without direct
foreign intervention. Then, of course, to be a true
church, whether at home or abroad, this native-born
organization must be motivated and empowered by the
Holy Spirit Himself. The word "indigenous" speaks of
a "method" only. The Holy Spirit gives divine life to
the fruits of the method. There are many indigenous
organizations and some are called churches, but they
are not indigenous New Testament churches.
A true indigenous New Testament church is adapted
to its environment and atmosphere. We mean that its
form, methods, government, support, and leadership
are founded on the New Testament and not
copied
from, nor controlled by, some foreign organization
or
individual.

An expression in one dictionary is striking. In defining the word 'indigenous" it says "belonging
naturaUy." This gives us the meaning we
want. The native
church is to the native a natural possession.
A foreigner comes to our country and he
becomes naturalized. This means that he has adopted
our habits our
government, our life. He no longer promotes
his own
Likewise, the church must become
naturalized
but

still

empowered and motivated by the Holy Spirit
The
native church must be based on simple
New Testa-

ment principles.
One of the first

steps necessary in the building of

an mdigenous, or naturalized, native
church is the
traming of native pastors. This demands
the need of
a training center, or a ijative Bible
School, where the
Bible is taught and lives prepared to build this
indige-

PROMOTION DAY CERTIFICATE
WE HAVE PROMOTION

CERTIFICATES
FOR CRADLE ROLL, BEGINNERS, PRIMARY, JUNIOR, INTERMEDIATE, AND
GENERAL. SIZE 91/2 x I21/2, BEAUTIFULLY DECORATED WITH APPROPRIATE PICTURES AND SELL FOR ONLY—
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cate.

Out in the SulU.

his heart set on getting a driver's license. He has been, and could still be,
used greatly in the work. We need him, too, and so are

praying that he may be willing to do the Lord's will
above all else.
On our return from the southland, we were privileged
to see an elephant, a real African bush elephant. We
saw plenty of tracks where they had been trekking the
night before we passed. Thre was just one regret, the
elephant we saw was dead. And, worst of all, it had
been dead FOUR days. We went to see it, anyhow. It
was stUl intact, but oh, the stench, flies, and maggots.
One couldn't stay very long. It was enormous, of
course. Some of the size was due to being bloated. We
saw it early in the morning, and after we went on our
merry way, we met crowds of folks going to see it. The
head chief was on his way to see it, too, so that he
could report it to headquarters! The next day some of
the folks that had gone to see it came by to see us. But
I had to tell them to go on and come back another day.
I couldn't stand the odor. They had cut up and eaten
that four-day-dead elephant. How they can eat such
stuff and live, is a mystery. I think one of the lads
may never eat anything like it again; at least I hope
so. Every time he comes near, I hold my nose and say
to the others, "the elephant has arrived." Then he gets
the "elephant horse laugh."
I must tell you, too, since my ammonia bath I have
had no more headaches. It was rather a strenuous
cure, but now that it is passed I'm more than thankful.
I must close, for I have much work to do before we

leave Tuesday.
May your joy be

full.

A PRAYER
Leona D. Cole

Make me

as a

little child.

Obedient, of lowly mien.
Please keep me humble when reviled.
Let me on Thy bosom lean.

OUR CHURCH SCHOOLS.
Winona Lake

.

knows the Word, but he has had

THESE ATTRACTIVE YET INEXPENSIVE
AIDS FOR A SUCCESSFUL PROMOTION
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points us to this

We trust that as we attempt to carry forth the Gospel by this Scriptural method, you will stand behind us
with your prayers. ^From World-Wide Christian Advo-

OUR TRADE HAS BEEN THRILLED BY
DAY

The New Testament

nous church.
plan.

That

CO.

I

Ind.

I

may keep Thy

With an

artless,

Wrap me
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joy

and peace

ask Thee please to cover

homespun

in simplicity.

me

fleece
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BEAR

IN

MY BODY THE MARKS OF THE LORD JESUS"—Galatians

DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM FOR JULY

HYMN

9Wwfe^ wUA

SING,

PRAYER CIRCLE.
SCRIPTURE— Psalm

CHORUS—"Spirit of

JJianfidgJmn^

103.

SPECIAL MUSIC.
BIBLE STUDY—"The Mark

of Suffering."

By Mrs. Ralph Rambo

the Living God."

MISSION STUDY—"Mary Reed."
OFFERING—Home Missions.
BENEDICTION.

—

Ephesians 5:20 "Giving thanks always for all things'
unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ."
1.

GOD KNOWS
"But He knoweth the way that I take; when He hath
tried me, I shall come forth as gold."

God knows the way my feet must tread
He has the journey all mapped out;
To Him the hidden things are plain
Then why should my heart fear or doubt?

Tomorrow with

its tests

2.

His grace will be enough, I know,
fainting heart He will renew.
And blessings rich He will bestow.

Pray that God will thrust forth laborers into the
field of Jewish Evangelism.
Pray for the missionaries and native evangelists and

5.

native Christians in Africa.
Pray for our missionaries on the South American
fields and those home on furlough.
Pray for the prisoners of war.
Pray for the boys in the Service who will be sen*

6.

home broken in body and spirit.
Pray that many of our young people

3.

4.

mays come,

My

7.

8.

Each promise given 1 know is true,
I've proved them in the days, gone by.
So I will trust Him unafraid,
Upon His Word I can rely!
Winifred M. Nienhuis.

Praise

God

for the surrender of

President

expect health.

—Billy

Sunday.

Germany.

e
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—
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The old world is horribly disordered and out of joint;
must come under Omnipotent surgery before we can

shall be saved

in the Youth Rallies being held throughout our
country.
Pray that many more family altars shall be established in the homes of our young married people.
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The Mark of SuHering

b<^ £>• £>-

(i^^M

(Eleventh in a Series on the Marks of Discipleship)

The pages of sacred and secular history provide
highly descriptive records of the sufferings of God's
children since the beginning of His dealings with men.
It is a blood-stained record of unspeakable atrocities
and crimes committed against the anointed of the
Lord. At no time in the history of the Bride of Christ
when she has been used effectively in His service has
shei at the same time been free from persecution and
suffering. It is the individual members of the Church
who have been the targets of Satan's poisonous arrows. Subsequently, suffering has always been an identifying mark of Christ's true followers, and His plan for
today and the future is the same.
Three

logical steps are clearly

marked

in the path

of suffering for every believer.
I.

imconditionally prophesies that those who will live
godly in Christ Jesus shall be hunted as wild beasts
(II Tim. 3:12). This verse certainly makes room for
such atrocities as the burning and throwing of Christians to the wild beasts under such demons as Nero
and other Roman emperors. It also admits modem
cruelties heaped upon the Church by dictators and
nations. In fact, Paul seems to expand this verse to
include any degree or type of persecution against the
children of God. Thus if we live for Christ as we
ought, at least one important aspect of the net result
suffering-

same

specifically in the

epistle Paul imperapartaking of afflictions in
the service of Christ (II Tim. 1:8). Regardless of cost,
w6 are exhorted not to be ashamed of the testimony of
our Lord, but to suffer hardship with Paul and our
Lord Jesus Christ in the process of making it fully
known. This is to be accomplished by the power given
by God. The believer is therefore easily identified by
hid complete dedication to the worship of suffering.
tively asks for this active

Suffering

To

is

my

gain; I

bow

my

Heavenly Father's will,
And receive it hushed and still:
Suffering is my worship now.
Jean Paul Richter.

—

No amazement is to be expressed by any disciple of
Christ when the pangs of suffering strike (I Pet. 4:12,
13). Weymouth gives more nearly the exact meaning
of these verses. "Beloved, do not be surprised (amazed)
at the fiery ordeal coming among you to put you to the

—

test as though some exceptional thing were happening to you. No, in the degree that you share in the sufferings of Christ rejoice, so that at the unveiling of
His glory you may also rejoice with exultation." In
addition Luke concludes, ".
and that we must
through much tribulation enter into the kingdom of
.

clusively and forever answers the question,
the heathen prosper and the godly suffer?"
so decreed in His sovereign will.
2.

Vivid illustrations of this truth are supplied in
of Scripture.

many examples

the

In the case of Christ's humiliation and death He
becomes the innocent victim of men (Heb. 2:9, 10; i
Pet. 2:21-24). Who could reasonably complain after
reading these verses?

Graphic examples of Paul's sufferings are abundantly vmtten into the text of his epistles

(II Cor. 4:

unto death for Jesus' sake";

14, 17,

"bear in

my

body the marks of the Lord Jesus";

Phil. 3:7-11, "suffered the loss of all things"; Col. 1:
23, 24, "rejoice

in

my

sufferings").

The

sufferings of early Christian martyrs are also
depicted (Heb. 11:35-38).

The cross of Jesus Christ and His Word become the
pledge to us that the deepest suffering is the condition
of the highest blessing until we meet Him in Glory.
II.

THE PURPOSE OF SUFFERING.

Only a mind with an utterly warped and
ception of
suffering

God

is

sadistic, that

His people suffer.

On

He

literally delights in seeing

the other hand, the Scriptures

are clear in establishing two substantial purposes in
this aspect of God's plan.

We

do not suffer in vain

(Gal. 3:4).
1.

The stern

constitutes

disciplining of the child by a wise father
for our suffering.

one reason

Peter indicates that there are times when a Christian
deserves suffering because of his own sins and faults
(I Pet. 2:20a, "buffeted for your faults"; 3:17, "than
for evil doing"; 4:15, murderer, thief, evildoer, busybody). There is no posing as a martyr here, even
though many believers in their pride and arrogance
endeavor to do so. By playing on the sentiments of
others they try to justify themselves in their own sins
for which they should be soundly rebuked. This condition is frequently encountered in matters of church
discipline.

God is a wise Father who knows how when to
apply the rod to His erring children (Heb. 12:9). We
must give Him reverence and right in such matters
of discipline, confess our sins, and find restored fellowship with the Lord and His people. Failure to properly
do this may result in much sorer punishment, even
physical sickness and death (I Cor. 11:30; I John 5:16).
Our Father's ability to effectively apply the rod means
(Continued on Page 376)
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tifi-

^
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T»^

false con-

could ever conclude that His purpose in

.

f

"Why do
God has

II Cor. 11:
23-28, Paul's catalogue of personal suffering; Gal. 6:

THE PROMISE OF SUFFERING.

More

(Acts 14:22). As natural as it is for a child lo
grow and get hungry, so it is the normal thing for a
Christian to suffer and joyfully endure it. This con-

8-11, "delivered

1. The clear, authoritative statements of Scripture
inform us that Christians are ordained to suffering.
The apostle who bore so much pain in his own body

is

God"
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MARY REED
"Africa has its David Livingstone; India its William
Carey; Burma its Adoniram Judson; and in the leprosy ministry the Roman church has its Father Damien
while the Protestant churches
have their Mary Reed."
Mary Reed, the pioneer
Protestant missionary to the
lepers, was born in Lowell,

Ohio, December

4,

1854.

She

came from a happy Christian
family and was the second of
eight children. Mary yielded
her

life to

of 16

Christ at the age
to follow

and prepared

Him wherever He

should lead.
por ten years she taught
school in Ohio, and then the Lord called her to India
as a missionary. In September, 1884, she sailed for
this needy land.
Mary Reed went to India with high hopes, but after
her first year of service as a missionary, her health
broke and she was sent to the Himalaya Mountains for
rest. Here she spent many hours with a group of lepers
MRS. LEON MYERS

the "outcasts of the outcasts and the neediNever once did it dawn upon her
that she was destined to serve the Lord in this very
place for 50 years. Neither did she realize that she was
to have an important part in the work of the Mission
to Lepers which was formed during this period in
England. This was the first Protestant society whose
exclusive purpose was to minister to those afflicted
with leprosy. Some years later an American committee
was organized, the American Mission to Lepers, and it
contributed to Miss Reed's support.

who were

est of the needy."

Ater serving the Lord in India for five more years,
she was ordered home because of serious illness. No
one realized just how serious her case was. Not until a
"tell-tale insensate spot appeared upon her cheek and
a warning tingle in one forefinger was felt" did she
herself realize why she did not respond to treatment.
It was then that the awful truth broke upon her. The
doctors of both America and England confirmed the
diagnosis yes, she had leprosy!
This illness only increased her desire to work with
others of like bodily ailment, and so one day, soon
after learning of her own case, she informed her loved
ones that she was returning to India. Mary asked
them to pretend that she was just going out for a walk
and would return in the evening. She) requested that
they not kiss her goodbye. Her loved ones wondered at
this strange action, but obeyed her wish. The last day
the family had its usual morning worship and then
committed this dear daughter and sister entirely to
God.
When Miss Reed reached Bombay weeks later, she
sent a letter home telling of her physical condition.
We can see from a portion of the letter how this trial
was strengthening her ambition to carry the Gospel to

—

the lepers:

"Our loving Heavenly Father who

BY MRS. LEON MYERS

/-V

is

too

and wisdom, chosen,
and prepared your daughter to teach lessons of
patience, endurance, and submission, while I shall have

wise to err, has, in His infinite love
called,

the joy of ministering to a class of people who, but for

the preparation which has been mine for this special
work, would have no helper at all; and while I am
called apart among these needy creatures who hunger
and thirst for salvation and for comfort and cheer. He,
called and prepared me, promised that He
Himself will be to me as a little sanctuary where I am
going to abide, and abiding in Him, I shall have supply
for all my need ... He has enabled me to say, not
with a sigh, but with a song, 'Thy will be done.'

who has

The disease made painful progress in her body for
a time, but because of the great volumes of prayer
ascending in her behalf it was later stayed. She gradually improved and soon was well enough to go about
among other missionaries. What a marvelous answer
to prayer!

For fifty years she faithfully labored as superintendent of a leper colony and accomplished much for the
Lord. This colony grew until it owned 100 acres or
land, and buUt homes for nearly 100 patients. A dispensary, a hospital, and a chapel were later added. It
was by following Jesus' command to His disciples to
"heal the sick; cleanse the lepers" that many souls

came

to

know Him

as their

own

Saviour.

the sixteenth of March, 1943, Mary was going up
the front steps of her house when she tripped and fell
backwards. The Injuries from this fall brought on her
death three weeks later.
During her life Mary Reed suffered much, but in
spite of this she continually rejoiced in the Lord. The
follownig poem written by her shows her devotion to

On

her Saviour:
I dwell alone, and all I hold most dear
Are far removed, beyond the trackless sea,

So very far they seem today from me;
Yet for a moment brief methinks I hear
The echo of loved voices in my ear.
The dear home faces seem to shine again

Then

swiftly vanish in a cloud of pain.

but a moment that I turn
loved ones yearn;
withi heart longings for
not alone, a Presence blest
For hush, I
chamber with a sense of rest!
Fills

Yet

it is

my

And

am

my
A moment's darkness then a flood of light
A weU known voice is whispering to me,
"Am I not far better to thee than all?"
Low

at His feet I then adoring fall.
Outbreaking there in speechless love and praise
The song the heart is quite too full to raise.
Thou art enough, my own, beloved One
And work with Thee is sweet till day be done,

And when
Shut
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at eventide I close

in with Christ,

what do

my
I

door.

need yet more?"

'
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By MISS RUTH NETHERCOTT, Child Evangelism

CHILD EVANGELISM
Child Evangelism is a comparatively new movement.
it is not strange that folks ask why we stress
evangelism. I would like to answer the question, "Why
evangelize children?"

Thus

First,

because parents are not concerned about the

souls of their children. A few years ago parents went
with their children to Sunday School or saw that they
went. Then, too, in the majority of Sunday Schools the
Word of God was taught and the plan of salvation
made plain. Today neither of these is true.

Second, Scripture teaches its importance. We all
know the Lord's sermon on the child in Matthew 18.
Jesus set a little child in their midst and said, "Of such
is the kingdom of heaven." He told Peter to feed His
lambs. Christ pronounced a dreadful woe upon him
who should offend a little one.

same chapter mentioned
Man is come to seek and

Third, a child is lost. In the
above, Jesus said, "The Son of
to save that which was lost."

Fourth, a child can be saved. We have evidence from
Scripture that children believed. When Christ rode
into Jerusalem the children shouted) "Hosanna to the
Son of David." Wlien Paul wrote to the saints at
Ephesus and Colosse he addressed one chapter to the
children. Statistics prove that a child convert will hold
out better than an adult if properly taught. People
differ as to the age when a child can be saved. Someone has aptly said, "When the child is old enough to
knowingly sin he is old enough to savingly believe."

Director, Roanoke, Va.

nity while he has the faith instead of waiting until he
is

an

years.

Twelfth, this seems to be God's plan for this age. In
the generation just passed mass evangelism seemed to
be His way. But today it is almost impossible to reach

an

adult.

The aim of the Child Evangelism Fellowship is to
reach the unreached children. Its methods are to teach
the Bible, make plain the way of salvation, and to show
how to live the Christian, life by the help of ,th^ Lord.
Neighborhood weekly Bible classes are held in Christian homes. They are interdenominational. Children
are encouraged to unite with a church after conversion. In every class there is a period of song, prayer
and a Bible

teachers and they in turn bring it to the children. Each
meeting is divided into three parts
discussion of
problems, a season of prayer, and, lastly, the lesson.

—

I

when a child
to live for the Lord.

It

moved and

But

I could

A young

God knows

best

God knows

best

All

In

what

is

best for me.

what is best for me.
through time and eternity.

my

Father's house

is

—

change that form no more.

child's soft

and yielding

came again when days were
It was a man I looked upon.

I

He still that early
And I could change

GOD KNOWS BEST
best what ia best for me.
should I worry—or anxious be.
Trying to fathom the course I take.
Grasping at bubbles that fade and break.
One step is all that I have need to see,

will.

took a piece of living clay
And gently formed it day by day,
And molded with my power and art

Eighth, a child is very responsive. He trusts an adult
he proves himself unworthy of the child's trust.
To come into the kingdom an adult must have the faith
of a little child. So why not give the child an opportu-

God knows

my

I

until

Why

yielded to

came again when days were passed;
The bit of clay was hard at last.
The form I gave it still it bore.
I

saved he has his whole

is

took a piece of plastic clay
gently fashioned it one day;
as my fingers pressed it still.

And
And

Sixth, early in his school days the child is taught the
evolution theory through his textbooks. If he has had
previous training, he will not fall into Satan's snare.

Seventh,

lesson.

Teacher training classes) are conducted once a week
at which time an instructor teaches the lesson to the

Fifth a child cannot seek for himself as an adult
can. God has made every parent responsible for the
spiritual training of his child. If the parents refuse it,
it becomes the duty of the Christian.

life

adult.

Ninth, often parents are reached through a child.
Tenth, this is our answer to our child delinquency
problem that sweeps our land.
Eleventh, Sunday School statistics show that children
at the junior ages are dropping out. The world has
become so much more enticing to children in recent

heart.

gone.

impress wore.
nevermore.
^Unknown.

it

—

The Church is not a gallery for the exhibition of
eminent Christians, but a school for the education of
imperfect ones, a nursery for the care of weak ones, a
hospital for the healing of those who need assiduous

—^Beecher.

care.

I will go anywhere provided
stone.

goodly store

it is

forward.

—Living-

REMEMBER

Of all I can ever need and more,
Within Him I rest, for I know thal^ He
Always gives what is best for me.
^Author unknown.

Wedlock ought

to be a padlock.

Idle bodies are generally busybodles.
Always say "no" and you'll never get married.

—
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INHONOROFTHOSEIN
UNIFORM
"I

am with

thee and will keep thee in all places whither thou goest"
(Genesis 28:15)

BECAUSE

AT END OF DAY

L. Perham
Some cannot sympathize with others' grief;
No answering heartbeat comes for others' pain;
They cannot speak the word that brings relief
To wounded hearts, to help them to regain

done, I stop roamin',
the gloamin';
Corn apoppin', nuts acrackin'

Day
All

is

is still, it is

But

there's

some thin'

that's alackin'.

No footsteps tappin' on the floorNo hand just reachin' out for more—
Nq one to even slam a door—
THEY'RE over on the other shore.
So I'm

sittin'

life, catch up the broken strands
Of hope and march with the victorious band

Their hold on

life's desert wastes of burning sands;
"Those only can give help who understand.

Across

here and thinkin'.

Yes, only those can fully enter in
To the experience of a troubled heart,
Who truly say, "You are where I have been;
I, too, have suffered such a sorrow's smart.''
How sweet to hear those words from one who knows,
As teardrops fall with the extended hand;
The sorrowing are comforted by those

eyes the tear drops blinkin'.
This is a bitter cup we're drinkin',
From it Lord we all are shrinkin'.

From my

And to every heart that's achin'
And to some that's surely breakin',
Peace to you! For them that's taken.
'Tis a world that's in the makin'.

Dear Lord for these four and many more
Oh, keep them near you day by day,

WE UNDERSTAND

John

—because they understand.

Who
I pray.

In faith secure, in thine own way.
And tomorrow SHALL be better than today.
(Mrs. Belle Witters,
R.R. #7, Huntington, Indiana.)

To aU my boys—Grandma Witters

WHEN YOU COME HOME

can give help

been, and steep.
the chastening rod
waters deep.
And say, "In times like these, I trusted God.
Experiences like yours. He brought me through;
I learned my life was all divinely planned;
And to the Source of help I point you, too,
And share your sorrow for I understand."
'Tis

those whose

way has rugged

Who oft have been beneath
Who come to those in sorrow's

—

TILL THE VICTORY
Who watches over all.

IS

you come back again to us
The very walls of home will sing.
The streets will all be gay with flags
And every bell in town wUl ring.

God,

rose you loved so well
Will blossom overnight for you.
As though it joined with us in praise

Lead them on the battlefield.
To oun sailors be a guide
As they struggle on the sea
To keep our colors waving high

When

To our heroes be a shield;
Give them courage! Give them strength!

The yellow

To Him who brought you safely through.
To Him who stood the watch with you
In foxholes deep with slime and mud.
Who turned aside each shot and shell,
To Him who gave His very blood.

And the boundless oceans
To our soldiers be a guide

Marching onward in the fight

died with your sins on His head.
That you might be forever free.
O son of mine, when you come home
This is my prayer, that you will be
soldier of the

King

free.

To free the conquered of the earth
From the darkness of their night.
To our pilots be a guide
And sustain them as they fly

And

A

OURS

On through

the flashing, shell-torn night;

Keep them fighting in the

sky.

God, Who watches over all.
Give our heroes mighty powers;
Give them courage! Give them strength!

of Kings,

That you who serve your country well,
Will better serve the Lord of Hosts!
Ring out, ring out, each clear toned beU!
—Martha Snell Nicholson.

.

Till
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tMe victory

is ours.

—^Leah

Gale.
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The

Sute^Aood

SISTERHOOD DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM
FOR JULY

PRAYER BOX

"Looking Unto Jesus for Our Heavenly Citizenship"

Pray

more

Lesson: Eph. 2 (entire chap-

spiritual

and that

purpose for which

ter.

it is

POEM—

(MISSIONARY

|

I
|

|
=

Dear Sisterhood Girls,
We know you are always interested to hear what
other Sisterhood girls are doing. Here is a greeting and
a few words from the Intermediate Sisterhood of

MISSIONARY STORY—"A Torch Is Lighted."
SPECIAL INSTRUMENTAL NUMBER—"Heav-

Johnstown, Pa.

Our girls are striving to meet all the goals for this
year and we are also using the merit system. Last
quarter we made and sent the baby clothes to the
mission in Kentucky. During the quarter just past, we
prepared the Easter flannelgraph lesson and sent it
to Kentucky. The girls are receiving a blessing from
the book, "Christian Girls' Problems." We hope to
meet our foreign mission offering goal of $10.00
We ask for the prayers of the Sisterhood girls for
our society, that we might grow in numbers and in His
service. Looking Unto Jesus,

enly Sunshine."

MISSIONARY STORY (From Limestone, Tenn.)—
Mrs. R. H. KettelL

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION

Ruth
Read the letters from the Sisterhoods this time,
then sit down and write one to your Gen. Sec. telling her what your group is doing.
Do: Check up on those goals. How is your Bible reading? Remember and read God's Word daily.
Do: Take a peek in the Junior Corner this month—you
may want to use some of the ideas. You're welcome

Ringler, Assistant Patroness.

Do:

«

From

Mansfield, Ohio:
We started our Sisterhood with five girls. At the
present .time we have seven besides Mrs. Schneider, our
patroness.
The lasi^ two girls who were brought in as members

were given a little initiation. Norma Konves wore her
dress backwards, hair in six pigtails with ribbons, two
different socks and shoes, and carried a doll. Dorothy
Burton wore skirt wrong side out, hair in upsweep, different shoes and socks, carried a suitcase with baby
utensils with which she dressed Norma's doll". We then
had a few questions with some consequences for them.
We really did enjoy this and I believe the girls in it

so.

One thing the girls could do would be to buy some
of the large Story-o-Graph figures, 45 cents from the
Missionary Herald, paint them, cut and paste flannel
on the backs. Old used flannel will work. Backgrounds
can be traced from some of the better flannelgrapn
scenes as you would find at the Herald office. Trace
them off on this paper, outline with a black crayon and
transfer with a warm iron to the strip of flannel. Then
each color can be put in at one time and then ironed
out with a warm iron. This way the colors will stay
distinct. The regular crayola works fine in this work.
Surely some of our girls have a talent in art work that
could be greatly used. Characters cut from the old
S. S. picture rolls, and backed with flannel would be
splendid.

did, too.

Our next meeting
Daughter Banquet.

is

May

18,

which

is

our Mothei Eind

Marjorie Guthrie, Secretary.

Uiilcicnu
Elaine Polman, Winona Lake. Indiana
Vice-President: Buth Ringler, E. D. No. 4. Johnstown. PennsylTanta
Ohio
Genera] Secretary: Mary Wxitz, 79 West First Street. Rittman,
CaMorma.
Financial Secretary: Evelyn FuQiia, 3237 Fernwood, Lynwood,
Chererly, Hyatt*Treasurer: Margaret B. Sampson, 3303 Chererly Arenue,
Preflident:

month

away.

Tille,

Don't: Forget your offerings this month for Vernacular School for Girls in Africa.

|

LETTERS FROM SISTERHOODS

—

Don't: Forget National Conference only one

might remember the

Pray for our boys returning home from the
service of our country that they may, each one,
be a real soldier of Jesus Christ.

"I'm Going Up."
"We're on the Homeward Trail."
"Pray—Give—Go," Annie Johnson Flint.
TOPIC "Looking Unto Jesus for Our Heavenly
Citizenship," Mrs. Edward D. Bowman.
SONG—"Some Bright Morning."

do

it

intended.

PURPOSE.)

PRAYER—Using Prayer Box Reminder.
SONG—"Dwelling in Beulah Land."
CHORUSES—

to

|

for His grace in saving you.
|
for your local Sisterhood, that it may be |

Thank the Lord

Ephesieuis 2:19

OPENING—Scripture

and AfafUUa

0^ Afa/Uf

Maryland

lateiatnre Secretary: Phyllis Llngenfelter, ClayebvirB, PennsylTania
Mrt. Leo Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana

Senior Patroneea:
Junior Patianese:
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THANK YOU,
Whom

I

am

thanking

I

PRAY—GIVE^GO

GIRLS!

Three things the Master hath to do,
And we who serve Him here below

do not know, but you will

know as you read.
The other day your

long to see His Kingdom come
or Give or Go.

Sisterhood President was visiting
the Mission Home and during our conversation she
learned of my great need for flannelgraph material.
Several days later she brought over three sets of lessons
which were designated for South America.
From one group came a lovely colored suede-graph
set of Peter in Prison. As a foimdation background
they sent a large heavy piece of black flannel, something which I've hunted for for a long time but never
have been able to find.
To another Sisterhood group thanks goes for four
beautifully colored suede-graph sets of Bible stories
with accompanying backgrounds. These are named as
follows: Jacob's Lonely Trip, David and Abigail, Walking on the Water, and the Prodigal Son. These girls"
-wanted to be sure they had met their goal so they sent
in four sets instead of the required one. Good work,

And

girls.

Pray that the gold-filled hands may Give
To arm the others for the fray:
That those who hear the call may Go,
And Pray that other hearts may Pray!

May Pray

He needs them all—the Open Hand,
The Willing Feet, the Praying HeartTo work; together and to weave

A
Nor

Nor he in turn his service boast
Above the prayers that voice the need.
Not

"A three-fold cord

can Give

is

—^Annie Johnson Flint.
—Eccl.

not easily broken."

4:12.

JUNIOR GOALS
all

lesson

1.

new Sisterhood

b.

all

The

lesson
devo-

Biography of one of our missionaries, written by

Mrs. Ralph Williams.
c. Any additional Sisterhood material.
2.

Joshua, Ruth, and Acts to be read by 50% of the

membership.
3. Selected book for reading, "South on Silver
Wings," by Ruth Oberholtzer, to be read by 50% of the

membership.
4.

girl

One Devotional meeting a month, using

material in the Brethren Missionary Herald.
tional material will include:
a. Devotional Bible Study.

to

Addition of at least one

new

Sisterhood

girl to

the

society.

the society.
5. Cabinet meetings in Spring and Fall.
6. Send at least one complete flannelgraph lesson to
a mission field Africa, South America, or Kentucky.
7. Statistical report returned to General Secretary by

—

August

all

—

membership.
Addition of at least one

can Go; not

—

material in the Brethren Missionary Herald. The devotional material will include:
a. Devotional Bible Study.
b. Biography of one of our missionaries written by
Mrs. Ralph Williams.
c. Any additional Sisterhood material.
2. Joshua, Judges, Ruth, Acts, Romans, I and II Corinthians to be read by 50% of membership.
3. Selected books for reading ("Christian Girls' Problems," by Bertrand Williams, and "Miracle Lives of
China," by Rosalind Goforth) to be read by 50% of
4.

all

To speed the message on its way.
But young or old, or rich or poor.
Or strong or weak we all can pray:

beautiful suede-face rocky mountainside scene.
Again l wish to say, "Thank you."
Mrs. Solon W. Hoyt.

SENIOR GOALS
One Devotional meeting a month, using

shall the giver count his gift
than the worker's deed.

As, greater

"The Lost Sheep" suede-graph set comes from still
another Sisterhood. This is a most unusual set. Instead
of the regular flannel background, they have sent a

1.

three-fold cord that shall not part.

5.

Cabinet meetings in Spring and Fall.

6.

Send at

least

a mission field

by

10, 1945.

An offering shall be received at each meeting for the
following purposes: During the months of August, September, and October all offerings will go into the General Fund; the offerings of November, December, and
January towards the Native Pastors' children of Argentina fund; the offerings of February, March, and April
towards the higher education of Missionaries' children;
and the offerings of May, June and July for the Vernacular School for Girls in Africa. These offerings
shall be sent in to the Financial Secretary by January
31 and July 31.
9. HONOR GOAL:
The offering (Goal Number 8)
should average at least 50c per member each quarter.

one complete flannelgraph lesson to

—Africa, South America, or Kentucky.

Statistical report returned to
August 10, 1945.

7.

General Secretary

8. An offering shall be received at each meeting for
the following purposes: During the months of August,
September, October all offerings will go into the General Fund; the offerings of November, December, and
January towards the Native. Pastors' children of Argentina fund; the offerings of February, March, and April
towards the higher education of Missionaries' children;
and the offerings of May, June and July for the Vernacular School for Girls in Africa. These offerings
shall be sent in to the Financial Secretary by January
31 and July 31.
9. HONOR GOAL:
The offering (Goal Number 8)
should average at least 15c per member each quarter.
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CHILDREN'S BIBLE MISSION
hundred and twenty-five children attended last year
out of the three hundred and sixty who learned the 300

Limestone Tenn.

Dear

Girls of the Sisterhood:

verses.

There has opened up to us a wonderful opportunity
of service here in East Tennessee. For two years

my husband and I have been cooperating with

the East
Tennessee branch of the Children's Bible Mission hi
addition to our pastorate of the Vernon Brethren
Church. This is an organization of Christian men
and women banded together to take the Word of God

the Scriptures as never before, with the following results this school year:

16,000 Gospels of

to the public school children. The national office is in
Lakeland, Fla. Branches of the work are being carried
on in East Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina, South

Carolina, Virginia,

Alabama

Florida,

and

2,700

—
—
—
—
—

The Lord has

faithfully supplied the needs for these
awards. In our own little part of the field in the past
six weeks, we have given out 361 gospels, 139 New Tes-

(Continued on Page 375)

FOR ONE

Not a single

you could go with us for at least
a day that you might feel the warm welcome and the
eagerness with which the boys and girls drink in the
message of the Word. Elaine Polman, our National
President, was with us last Fall. She taught them
"This Little Light of Mine" and how they do stUl enjoy

IS

TIRED

The devil has no more business in churches, pulpits,
and individuals, than a wolf in a sheepfold, a fox in
a hen roost, or a rattlesnake in a nursery. ^Billy Sun-

—

day.

KKXK3t3oooooooMa.iLvviL%<:v«.*.%.iL%.% % .^ ^ H nnn nnitit^

it. The Camp time is indeed the harvest time.
Every child that comes to camp for the furst time has
300 verses implanted in his or her heart. We had a
great time at Camp last year. The Bible teaching was
of high order. The way of salvation was made clear
and those who had not up to that time made a clear
cut decision for Christ gave their hearts to Christall but three older girls who had made an agreement
among themselves. How your hearts would have
thrilled that last night to have* sat in the huge circle
around the campfire as one by one each went forward
and lighted his fagot from the fire and gave a testimony. A holy hush seemed to be on everyone. Then
the group stood with their lights shining in the formation of a cross and sang, "In the Cross of Christ I
Glory" and with clasped hands sang many choruses

singing

Tie That Binds."

WHO

Dear child, God does not say today, "Be strong."
He knows your strength is spent; He knows how long
The road has been, how weary you have grown.
For He who walked the earthly roads aloneEach bogging lowland, and each rugged hill
Can understand, and so He says, "Be stUl,
And know that I am God." The hour is late,
And you must rest awhile, and you must wait
Until life's'empty reservoirs fill up
As slow rain fills an empty upturned cup.
Hold up your cup, dear chUd, for God to fill.
He only asks today that you be stUl.

I wish

fche

:

400 Bibles for another 100 verses.

John 3:16—The Gospel of John.
25 more verses a New Testament.
25 more verses a Story Book.
50 mora verses a Wall Motto.
160 more verses a Bible.
100 more verses a Week at Camp.

and ended by "Blest Be

for learning John 3 16.
for learning 25 verses more.

Books for an additional 25 verses.
600 Wall Mottoes for an additional 50 verses.

Mississippi.

started with the six grade schools nearest us and
conducted a chapel period in each of these schools
every other week. Then came a letter from a teacher
in an isolated school saying, "Please come to our school
for not a single boy or girl attends Sunday School." We
went. Then other schools and teachers asked that they
be included and before long we were going regularly
to sixteen schools in which over two thousand boys
and girls are enrolled. At the chapel periods we sing
gospel choruses and present a Bible story and lesson
illustrated with the flannelgraph. One little girl said
to her teacher, "I'd rather see Mrs. Kettell's pictures
than go to the movies. To encourage the children to
memorize the Scripture the following awards are given.

How much

John

New Testaments

1,000 Story

We

These verses are recited to the teacher.
teacher has refused to hear these verses.

This year we are planning for 400 campers.

Won't you pray for this great undertaking that tiie
Lord will pour out His Spirit upon the Camp?
In the six counties here in East Tennessee where
this work is being done the children are memorizing

now

96. Ij044^
Please enter

subscription to the Brethren

Missionarj Herald for one year.
enclosed.

Send

iOO%?

Glut^icU

my

One

dollar ($1)

it to:

Name
Address
City

State

Box 544
Winona Lake
Indiana
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OUR HEAVENLY CITIZENSHIP
^fJteiiatU 2:19
government under which he

FOR THE LEADER:

sponsibilities to the

This is July and the first thing that we think of is
that Independence Day comes in this month. The
Fourth of July brings patriotic things to our minds and
we have all been thinking about our friends and loved
ones who are fighting all over the world that we might

are often asked to pledge our allegiance to the flag
and the country for which it stands. But we owe our
first allegiance to heaven because we are citizens of
that blessed country and belong to the household of
God. This does not mean that we are to disobey our
government. It pleases God when Christians are obedient to their earthly government (Romans 13:lj.
However, we should not let that take the place of our
allegiance to heaven. God must come first in everything. He has a right to the supreme place in our
lives because He has redeemed us and made us His

keep our freedom and citizenship in this country.
But girls, do you know that the day you accepted
Christ as your Savior you became a citizen of heaven?
Our text (Ephesians 2:19) reveals this, also Philippians
3:20, in which we read that "our conversation (or citizenship) is in heaven." Let us see just what is meant
by our being citizens of heaven.

FIRST SPEAKER:
Being citizens of heaven means that we are under
heaven's government. As citizens of the United States,
we are protected by our government and are subject
to its laws. Right now, more than ever, we appreciate
the fact that our armies are fighting to protect us.
But our heavenly citizenship gives us a far greater protection, for the angel hosts themselves are "ministering
spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be
heirs of salvation" (Hebrews 1:14). We are subject to
the Lord Jesus Christ for He sits upon the throne of
heaven. We should cheerfully obey His laws which are
written in the Bible and our daily prayer should be
that His will might be done "on earth Ss it is in
heaven."

SECOND SPEAKER:
Being citizens of heaven means that we share heavThe Word of God teaches us that when
we were saved we became the sons of God (Galatians
4:7). Just think, we are sons of God! We wear the
en's honors.

spotless robe of His own righteousness or goodness.
Our position in heaven will be above the angels. When
Jesus comes back again we wUl reign with Him for a

thousand years (Revelation 20:4). What a wonderful
privilege is ours to be called citizens of heaven! It was
all made possible for us at Calvary when Jesus died
for us.

THIRD SPEAKER:
Being citizens of heaven means that we have a right
to enjoy the delights of heaven. Christians have a
wonderful future to look forward to at the end of this
life. We shall enter heaven and enjoy all of the beautiful things which are there. But best of all, we shall
see our blessed Lord face to face and talk with Him!
Just imagine shaking hands With the Apostle Paul,
with Peter and John and our saved loved ones who
are there! Then we shall be made like our precious
Lord (I John 3:2). Doesn't it make you long for the day
when He will come and take us unto Himself?

FOURTH SPEAKER:
Being citizens of heaven means that we owe our full
allegiance to heaven. Every citizen has duties and re-

lives.

We

children.

FOR THE LEADER:
We have found that

it really means something to
be a citizen of heaven. Surely each one of us wants
to live the kind of a life that will be becoming to such
a high position as we have. The life of a Chrstian is
the only Bible some folks read. Let's not give them a
false impression of the wonderful country of which
we are citizens but point them to the One who c^n
save them and give them the same privileges that we
enjoy as children of God. Mrs. Edward D. Bowman,

—

Buena

Vista, Virginia.

"VISITING

WITH ELAINE"

to is beyond me. But
at last I have a "spare" minute to tell you where I
have been.
Believe it or not, I attended my home church Sisterhood at Winona Lake, Indiana. It was a) real treat to
be home for a few days and to be able to meet with
these girls. Mrs. Lester Pifer (an ex-general secretary)
is patroness, and Susie Miller is the president. Just

Where these weeks have gone

wait until National Conference and the rest of you

and hear more of this Sisterhood.
Whiz now I am in New Troy, Michigan. April 21
I had the joy of attending two Sisterhoods in New
Troy. There we found these societies really on fire
for the Lord. Mother (your National Patroness) and I
girls will see

—

talked to both groups at a joint meeting. These Sisterhoods are new, but they are working real hard on their
goals especially Goal 2. Let us pray for these girls.
While in Danville, Ohio, a little bird told me that
Mansfield, Ohio, has a grand Senior Sisterhood. Come
on, Mansfield, tell us about it.
Travel miles miles.
Here I am in Uniontown, Pennsylvania. Don't teU
me Sisterhood girls can't put on grand meetings. I
know better. For the Junior and Senior S. M. M.'s had
a joint meeting and pot luck dinner. These girls are
really going ahead with Loretta Riggar as Senior President, Arlene Lape, Junior President, and Mrs. Henry

—

—

—

(Continued on Page 376)
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Missionary Story"-''A Torch Is Lighted''
"I have brought you a message of the need of those
in darkness. I have told you of the lives we live, and
the things we must do when we live in foreign lands,

may not always be able to go back to the people 1
have learned to love, so I am asking some of you to
take the torch from my hand some day, and carry it
I

to those

still

in darkness."

The rather
a

light that

plain face of the missionary shone witn
of this earth as she closed her

was not

message.
Alice's eyes

were

full of tears as

she turned to her

mother.
"Isn't she beautiful?"

Mother smiled. "Well, some folks might not agree
with you, but the radiance of a spirit-filled life does
transform a plain face into one of real beauty."
"If I were spirit-fUled, would I still have mouseycolored hair and a turned-up nose and freckles?"
sighed Alice.
"I suppose you would, but no one would notice them.
They'd see just the light and beauty of the Spirit of
Jesus."

One evening, later, her mother noticed that Alice was
unusually quiet. "What's the matter, dear," she asked.
"Don't you feel well? You haven't said a word all evening."

Mother," she answered with a smile.
been thinking. You see, ever since I heard
Mrs. Foster speak I have been feeling that I want to
be a missionary, too. Take up that torch she spoke
about and carry it over there some day."
"Why, Darling, that's splendid. But there's lots of
time to plan and consider. There will be times when
the wonderful feeling you now have will leave you and
you will become discouraged; but you must never lose
sight of your goal. The life of a missionary has many
hardships, too, and we must look at it from every
"I'm

all right,

"I've just

angle."
"It's all right,

comforts of

Mother, I heard

home and bugs and

all

she said about no

rain, but if she

can

still

guesa I can too. But
there's one thing that bothers me. We haven't very
much money, and even if I save all my pennies until I
grow up, it costs a lot of money to go over and I couldn't
earn any if I was helptag people to know Jesus. What
do the missionaries live on?"
"Don't you remember your mite box?" asked Mother.
"Oh, yes," she answered as her face lighted up. "I
put my money in there for the other missionaries. If
everyone who loves Jesus would do the same thing,
there would be pleiity of money, wouldn't there?"
"And that's the way God provides for his messengers. Thousands of people cannot go themselves, but
when they contribute of their means as the Lord prospers them, then those who go are provided for."
"I think it would be nice to pay your own way, I
look beautiful

mean

and

talk happy,

-I

if you had lots of money."
would help, of course, and most of the missiondo provide their own equipment and clothes, but
don't you see if you paid your own way entirely, it

"It

aries

would deprive a great
ing and sharing."

many

people of the joy of help-

"Why, can't anyone go

if they want to?" asked Alice.
"No, dear, they can't. Sometimes the call comes too
late. They have taken on responsibilities and they
must keep them. Then some cannot go because of their
health," replied Mother.

"Do you have to be healthy?"
"Oh my yes! You have to have a strong, healthy
body as well as an alert mind and a Christ-like spirit.
Sometimes you may be far away from a doctor or a
hospital, and besides if you are sick the Lord's work
suffers." Mother was very firm.
I will have to take my Cod Liver
and eat my cereal and drink my milk, so that I will
grow up to be strong and healthy," sighed the little

"Oh, dear, I guess

Oil

girl.

"Anyhow, I^am going to save
missionary journey, may I?"

all

my money

for

my

"Well, Alice," answered her mother with a smUe,
"there are a great many years between now and the
will be going and so while you are waiting and
getting an education, I think you should be helping
those missionaries who are now on the field. So we'll
just go on giving to Missions as we have been. Of
course, it will be nice to start a little special fund. I'll
help you by giving you as many dollars as you are old
on your birthdays. That will grow, and by the time you
are ready to go it will help a great deal."
"Oh, thank you. Mother, that will be grand," and
Alice gave her mother a great big hug.
The next day she showed her mother a beautiful box
which she had made. On it was the picture of a flaming torch, and the words—Alice's Hope Chest.
"This," she said proudly, "is for my share. I am
going to putf as much in this as I do in my mite box.
Sometimes maybe' I can put in a little extra gift, too."
"I think that is an excellent idea, my dear," an-

time you

swered Mother. "If everyone was

filled with such a
of sacrificial giving many more missionaries
could go to witness for Christ in the uttermost parts
of the earth."

spirit

LEAN HARD
Child of

my love, lean hard
me feel the pressure

And let
I know thy

of thy care.
burden, child; I shaped it;
Poised it in my own hand; made no proportion
In its weight, to thy unaided strength.
Before I ever laid it on, I said,
"This burden shall be Mine, not yours;
So shall I keep my child within the circling arms
Of Mine own love." Here, lay it down, nor fear
To impose it on a shoulder which upholds
The government of worlds. Yet closer come;
Thou art not near enough; I would embrace thy care
So might I feel My child reposing on My heart.
Then loving Me—lean hard!.—Selected.
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juHiM

Ethel

Simmons

SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE THE MEETING MORE
INTERESTING
PLACE—Have your July meeting outdoors in the
form of a

picnic.

REFRESHMENTS—Let

bring a lunch in a
Set
these on a picnic table and tie a colored balloon on
the top of each lunch box. Then just before eating,
let each girl blow up the balloon, seeing who can
break hers first. This will furnish the necessary "noise"
picnic box

Christian Endeavor

Buie/Jtood GofiHM^
By Mrs.

wrapped

each

girl

in red, white, or blue paper.

17, 1945

LIFE."

SCRIPTURE—I Corinthians 13.
PROGRAM PURPOSE—^Deeper appreciation and
understanding of parents and home life so
establish better Christian

LEADER—"Home

homes

better
as to
in the future.

a place that gold can buy or
get up in a minute. Afore it's a home there's got to
be a heap o' livin' in it."
Yes, it is the parents who largely control the kind
of "livin' in it," and it is the "livin' in it" that makes
the home life. The following topics deal with these
two thoughts parents and home life.

of the Fourth of July.

—

INVITATIONS Make flags out of red, white, and
blue construction paper. Write the following on the
white stripes of the flag: "Things wUl be 'popping' at
(place) picnic grounds on (date). Won't you come and
join us?"
POSTER Print your announcements oxy plain white
paper and thumbtack the paper on the church bulletin board. Then place a flag on each side of the announcement close enough so that the flags* will touch
the paper.

PROGRAM FOR JUNE

C. E.

SUBJECT—"MY PARENTS AND MY HOME

ain't

—

TOPIC

ONE—"MY

PARENTS."

1.

—^What may I expect of my parents?
Love—Eph. 3:17, 19 (know the love of Christ).

2.

Encouragement

3.

Patience I Cor. 13:4, 5.
Forgiveness Eph. 4:32.

Question

—

—

4.

—Col.

3:21.

—

Sympathy—I Cor. 12:26.
TOPIC TWO—"ILLUSTRATION OF AN UNWISE PAR5.

ENT."

"Looking Unto Jesus for Our Heavenly Citizenship"—
Ephesians 2:19.

The family were at their devotions the other morning in the home of a West End clergyman, says the
Classmate. Master six-year-old had been at his mischievous pranks that morning, and the father prayed

Do you feel just real happy and glad when you hear
"The Star Spangled Banner" or "America" sung or
played? Yes, I'm sure that you do. It is really grand
to know that we are citizens of America! That means

for the naughty boy.
A short time latec the lad's mother found him in a
closet upstairs. He was sobbing bitterly.
"Oh, mother!" he exclaimed indignantly, "father

we belong to America! We love our country!
we are citizens of the United States of America
because we were bom here.
Now, I wonder if you feel happy and joyful in your
hearts when you hear songs or Bible verses about your
other country, heaven? The only way anywne can belong to that "country" is by the new birth. Jesus said,

tells

THE TOPIC ILLUSTRATED

that

Girls,

"Except a man be bom again, he cannot see the kingdom of God," John 3:3. This is a different kind of
birth, for the "new birth" or being "bom again" means
that Jesus has come into our hearts, has cleansed our
hearts from sin, has given us the faith to believe on
Jesus and put our trust in Him as our personal Saviour "for by grace are ye saved through faith;, and
that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: not of
works, let any man should boast," Ephesians 2:8.
I have here an American flag (a home-made paper

—

flag will do). Notice these stars in the corner. They
tell us that 48 states belong to this flag.
Here is the Christian flag (a home-made paper flag
will do again). What do you see in the comer of this
flag? A cross! Yes, and it is red to show that Jesus
gave His life's blood on the cross of Calvary. This

—

God of all the bad things I do but never
a word about the good that's in me."

him

TOPIC THREE—"BEATITUDE FOR PARENT."
"Blessed is the father who never forgets that when
he was a boy he spake as a boy, he understood as a
boy, he thought as a boy, and who does not expect boys
to put away boyish things until they become men."
Journal of Education.

TOPIC

FOUR—"MYSELF."

—What may my parents expect of me?
—

Question

Honor to parents Ex. 20:12.
God saw that this was of enough importance to
include it in the Ten Commandments upon which He
1.

based the whole law. Let us not regard it
2. Obedience—Eph. 6:1-3; Prov. 23:22.
4.

TOPIC FIVE—"HOME LIFE."
Question—What are some necessities
life?
1.

2.

If

372

for a

happy home

—

Family worship

should join in this.
God's Word read, honored, and lived.
each member of the home would take as his motto:
J esus first
O thers second

Y
it

lightly.

Trust^Gen. 22:1-8.
Reverence and respect.

3.

cross tells us something else. It tells us who belongs
to this Christian flag. It tells us| that only those who
are traveling by the way of the cross of Christ will

reach the heavenly home. We must look to Jesus to
give us the right to be citizens in heaven.
(Sins "The Way of the Cross Leads Home.")

tells

all

—
—
ourself—last

would

spell

JOY

for every

member

of the household.

—^Ethel Simmons.
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now near $25. This church is cooperating with other
fundamental groups in Troy in making the truth
known to young folks.
Rev. and Mrs. Polman and Elaine are expecting to
be here the last week in Jime and the first week in
July for a big tent meeting. Pastors of churches near
enough to Troy to make the trip here keep these dates
in mind plan to come in a group. A warm welcome
is

PORTIS,

KANSAS

—

A

very spiritual enlightening Jewish Mission Conference was held at the Portis Brethren Church on
Sunday, May 20. Over $300 in cash and pladges were
given in the two services for Jewish Mission work.
Timely messages were delivered by Rev. Emil Gruen, of
Des Moines, Iowa. In the morning service one GentUe

woman was

be yours.
Please remember us in your prayers.
Yours in His Name.
^R. F. McBride.

will

—

HAGERSTOWN REPORT FOR THE FIRST
QUARTER OF 1945

Paul Davis, Pastor.

saved.

"It is a

TROY, OHIO
Greetings from the Troy, Ohio, Brethren Mission.

forth

We feel that the Lord is blessing this field in which has
been sown the seed of the Word by Rev. Arthur Carey.
Rev. Norman Uphouse, and Rev. Arthur Cashman. Our
meetings are held in the Staunton Township Building,
which has been so kindly loaned to us. Starting here
Sunday afternoon, October 15, 1944, we had an excellent meeting with, 33 present. From October 15 to this
date the average attendance has been 21 each Sunday.
A high mark of 45 was reached on Easter Sunday. An
offering of $61 for Foreign Missions has been forwarded
from this church.
While Brother Carey was completing his work in
Mundy's Corner, Pa., Rev. Uphouse proved to be a very
faithful and diligent laborer in "the field that is white
unto harvest," and Rev. Cashman ably took over

when Norman was unable

to be here.

good thing to give thanks unto the Lord, and
Thy name, O most High: To shew

to sing praises unto

Much

praise is

due Mrs. Uphouse and Miss Walker, of the North
Riverdale Church, for their faithfuhiess in teaching
our beginners each Sunday.
aslo

Since Rev. and Mrs. Carey and their quartet of boys
are living in this community we are expecting to go
forward in the Lord's work. Starting April 8 we have
been having Sunday evening meetings with good attendance. Simday evening offerings have been set
aside for the pxurchase of a building lot and this fund

Thy

lovingkindness in the morning, and

—Psalm 92:1,

faithfulness every night."

The above quotation is our expression through and
through as we look back over the first quarter of 1945
and recaU how our God hath worked for us. We came
on the field on January 3rd, being several days late
due to closed roads in Ohio where Old Man Winter had
caused severe hardships. The first few days on the
field were busy days, indeed, both for the new pastor
as well as for the former pastor, but God's grace was
sufficient then as always. It was a real joy to come to
a field that was so well organized and where every
human provision had beeii made to make our coming
and stay a pleasant one. Very profitable suggestions
and improvements had been made in the church life
and activity just prior to our coming and Brother
Grubb had left no stone unturned to leave the field
.in the best possible spirit

real boost.

We

praise

and

God

give the

new

pastor a

for such sacrificial

and

Christian spirit and suggest earnestly that this be cultivated in a greater degree by all of our pastors.
The first Sunday was a very busy one, mingled with
joy and sadness. Following our morning message, Bro.
Frank Taylor, now pastor of our Home Mission church
near Roanoke, Va., was ordained to the Christian ministry. It was most fitting that Brother Grubb was pres-

A GROUP OF THE
•FOLKS AT THE

NEW CHURCH OF
TROY, OHIO, WITH

THEIR PASTOR,
REV.

Thy

2.

ARTHUR CAREY

t!^
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ent to officiate together with the pastor at this service.
Following this service Brother and Sister Taylor pre-

sented their adopted son for dedication. These were

members, and that we shall have more Christianity
and not merely churchianity. Yours ior Revival,
Walter A. Lepp.

UNIONTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

blessings, indeed, but parting always brings sadness,

and Brother Grubb and family bid the congregation
farewell following the morning service. They left later
in the day, knowing that praying friends left behind
would hold up their hands in prayer in this their new
and great responsibility.
The weeks and months have slipped by quickly since
that day and many glorious victories have been won by
God's matchless grace. The generous congregation left
no doubt in our minds as to how welcome we were
when they arranged for a fellowship in the church,
with the pastors of the Waynesboro and Winchester
congregations, together with delegations from their
churches, bidding us welcome not only to the church
but to the district as well. At the close of an inspirational program and refreshments the curtains were
drawn aside and the grandest food shower we have
ever laid eyes on was before us. Pre-war days were
here again.
Tlie Lord blessed the preaching of His Word with
three conversions in the regular church services, and
eight first-time confessions in the Christian Service
Brigade for Boys. One soul received Christ through the
radio ministry, and many others reported that they had
taken a new stand for Christ. The daily ministry of the
Word over the air waves is a real thrill and challenge
to us and has already brought us many blessings and
opportunities to witness for our Lord.
It was our privilege and joy to have Bro. Jake Kliever_
minister to us one evening and our missionary vision
was enlarged and warmed greatly. How we thank God
for our missionaries who are on fire for Him. Just a

month

later Brother and Sister Schrock ministered to
us in an evening service and again our hearts were
and inspired to greater faithfulnes in praying
for and giving to our needy mission fields. Generous
offerings were presented at both of these services, for
which we give God the glory.

stirred

We leave for the last our blessing which is a perpetual one. We have organized a Fisherman's Club,
which already has done mighty things for our blessed
Lord. The Club meets every Friday evening at 7:00
o'clock for a short season of prayer. Following prayer,
assignments are given and the fishermen go out two by
two to witness for Christ. In all of our experiences as
a pastor, nothing has brought greater joy to our heart
than to know that on an average of twenty fishermen
are out working for Christ each Friday evening. A
church cannot help but be blessed mightily when there
is such a passion for the lost souls of men. As many
as seventy visitors have been present at a single Sunday evening service and we know
a real factor.

visitation

has been

We covet your prayers as we launch out, ever deeper,
into the whitened harvest fields at our very door. We
are praying that the windows of heaven shall be
opened wide and that we shall have an old-fashioned
revival that shall rock this town filled with church

In the name of the Lord we send -greetings to all
the Brethren Churches far and near. We have been
reading with interest the glowing reports from other
churches and are much encouraged. By His grace we
feel that the Lord has answered prayers for us.
is

Every department of our church and Sunday School
showing new life as we strive to do the Master's will.

The future looks very challenging and encouraging.
Our Sunday School has grown numerically and financially since the first of the year. The interest and
attendance at all church services have been gratifying.
In recent months we have organized a Junior W.M.C.,
Senior and Junior S.M.M. and along with the Senior
W.M.C. are all doing commendable work and meet
regularly.

This spring a group of men and women of our church
worked at night painting and cleaning the auditorium,
classrooms in the basement, and kitchen.
Early in the spring we were privileged to have in our
church Dr. Judson Rudd, of Bryan University, for a
service. We were also privileged to have Brother and
Sister Lynn Schrock, of Grace Seminary, with us. May
the Lord richly bless, and supply their many needs as
they prepare for the mission field in South America.
Our spring Communion Service was held on Wednesday evening just before Easter.
Rev. Jake Kliever, missionary to Africa, was guest
speaker in our church one Sunday evening. The Lord
using our brother ui a splendid way. Let us continue
our prayers for Brother and Sister Kliever as they
work with the natives in Africa, that they may be kept
strong in physical trials, and that the way may be
opened for a rich ministry among these African people.
is

The church has recently experienced a real refreshing from the Lord in an evangelistic campaign led by
Rev. A. V. Kimmel. The meeting began on April 9 and
closed April 22. Thus we had two weeks of wonderful
gospel singing, preaching, and fellowship. Much effort
was expended to win the lost to the Savior and to' reclaim those who had lost their vision.
The evangelist, Brother Kimmel, worked untiringly
through the two weeks. He is a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed. The Lord is using him in a splendid way. His messages went straight to the heart because they were straight from the Book. His efforts
put forth in personal evangelism have borne fitiit.
The revival meeting being "Bible-Centered," our
members were encouraged to read as many chapters
as possible during the day then they were counted, a
record kept nightly. At the close of the meeting over
5,000 chapters were read.
Delegations came from Meyersdale and Aleppo, and
other sections of the county. There were twelve firsttime confessions, one volunteered for full-time service.
Almost the entire congregation stepped out on a Simday morning for rededication of life.
Our Pastor, Rev. H. G. Rempel, served as song leader
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New

Year Greetings from Africa

Bozoum, January 5th, 1945.
Dear Friends in Christ:
Just last week we were so happy to receive a large
foreign mail containing Christmas greetings from
many of our dear friends. Then New Year's Eve we
again received more greetings, delayed magazines, and
Heralds. The August number of the Herald with my

i

New

Year's letter just reaching the

and here
we are writing a 1945 letter. However, it really is wonderful that we receive most of our mail these days, and
we truly are thankful for the good news even though

'last

it

arrives late.

Many

.

field,

and missionaries met together and had a blessed time praying the Old Year
out and the New Year in. Due to the unexpected rain
in the dry season the chapel was not filled, but am
of the Christians

sure all received a blessing in the song service, the repeating of the Bible verses that were memorized during the past years, followed by testimonies and prayer.
Two of our junior church members, Alice and John,
were able to repeat the twelve verses which they had
learned the past year. Most of the native Christians
are quick to memorize these verses and hide them in
their hearts, even though many are not able to read
fluently. -Continue to pray that every Christian may
have a greater desire to learn to read the Word in his
own tongue.

We have just received

few weeks and giving out the membership cards for
the New Year. How embarrassed they are when the
native pastor takes their old cards and reminds them
that they have missed too many services during the
past year, or even worse, the church decides to hold
back the new card for the present and watch this man
to see

if

he

regular in attendance at

all

the services.

something tangible, and all the Christians know it is just to keep a record of their attenaance, yet they are heart broken when they don't posis

sess one.

Next month we hope to have Bible conferences for
both men and women at several of the different
chapels and stations. How much the native leaders ana
Christians look forward to these services! Pray that
souls may be saved, and many others brought closer
to the Lord. Our vernacular schools are now having
vacation, but hope to reopen again in March.

The New Year is before us with its opportunities, joys
and trials, but as someone has said: Difficulties and
obstacles are God's challengers to faith. Oh, that we
might have a closer walk with Him, and appropriate
His grace which truly is ever sufficient. How glorious
it would be were our Lord to return this year. "Even
so come Lord Jesus." Yours in Him,

Mrs. O. D. Jobson.

a wire from the Sheldons from

Leopoldville; they are now awaiting passage on the
river boat to Bangui the last lap of their long journey.
Missionaries traveling to and from the field during

these war days find it is truly very difficult but how we
do praise the Lord for the safe arrival of them aU.
At the present time most of the native Christians are
picking cotton, and will start selling it to the factory
next week. The money they receive for it helps pay
their taxes for the year and there is usually enough
left to buy their wives a nice piece of cloth for a dress.
They well deserve it as they, with the children, do all
the planting and picking.

Mr. Jobson has been visiting

all

the chapels the past

A young people's choir was on hand
and special music was featured.
Rev. and Mrs. Rempel have now been with us about
17 months. Rev. Rempel is a fine Pastor and leader.
His preaching is powerful, convincing, and exalts the
Lord. His willingness to render service at any time
and under any condition is appreciated.
for our meeting.
at every service

During our revival meeting we
prayers and influence.

is

Well, this card

May God

(Continued from Page 369)
taments, 82 Story Books, 52 Wall Mottoes, and 13
Bibles.

There are over 17 million boys and girls denied Sunday School in our country. Will you girls of our Sisterhood pray that even more boys and girls may be
reached with the gospel in our public schools? Last
week one of the principals said to us, "We have noted
quite a difference in the school since you have been
bringing the Word, the children are becoming Bible
conscious." An(J will you not pray for the workers In
their visitation in these schools and for funds to make
possible the large supply of gospels, Testaments, and
Bibles needed for awards? And may the Lord privilege
even some of you to carry the gospel to the thousands
of boys and girls in our great country.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs. R. H. Kettell.

felt his inspiration,

attend them in their

lives. Pray to be strong men
for tasks equal to your powers. Pray for powers equal to your tasks. Then the
doing of your work will be no miracle; but you shall be

Oh, do not pray for easy

efforts to

and women. Do not pray

sin of the world."

a miracle. Every day you shall wonder at yourself, at
the richness of life which has come to you by the grace
of God. ^Phillips Brooks.

maintain Brethren teaching that we may not
depart from the simplicity of Christ's teaching.
Brethren pray for us that we may stand as "Living
Lights" here in Uniontown that we might be able to
point men to "the Lamb of God who taketh away the

—^Ruth

Ashcraft Cor. Sec.

—
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He drank a cup
Child!

—

—

ing or fretting (I Pet. 5:7).
2. The portion of our suffering Is suprejnely
manifest
in future rewards in Glory.
Because Christ suffered He is now eternally crowned

for thee alone
now for Him.

it

(Continued from Page 370)

in our lives.

the sufferer either here or in eternity.
1. Present comfort is provided for every soul that
feels the twinge of suffering for Christ's sake (II Cor.
1:5, 6). A double overflowing is depicted in this passage. The sufferings of Christ (those brought on by our
love and practical service for Him), may overflow upon
us, but there is simultaneously the overflow of comfort
and consolation. Partnership with Christ in suffering
brings partnership with Him in comfort. Does the
earthly father ignore his suffering offspring? After
we have met the attacks oi the enemy in His service,
will our Heavenly Father neglect His servants? The
promise is that His presence is constantly in us, with
us, and about us (Heb. 13:5b; Isa. 41:10). The overflowings of our Lord always at least equal each other so
that where there is intense or little suffering, there is
always an equal amount of grace and comfort so that
the child of God need never have cause for complain-

Drink

Remple, Patroness. Thank you, Uniontown, for such
a grand time, and remember Goal 2.
BANG a broken clutch. So Instead of being in
Waynesboro fellowshipping with the Sisterhoods there
at a pot luck supper, I had to sit beside the road and
wait for the car to be fixed. Sorry we couldn't fulfUI
that invitation. (The girls told me later that I certainly missed some good eats.) But Waynesboro, keep
up the good work in Sisterhood.

THE PORTION OF SUFFERING.

There is a logical train of circumstances in respect
to Christian suffering. God promises it He purposes
certain things through it, and then He does not forget

.

of Jesus Christ will be found rejoicing
in the privilege of suffering shame for His name (Acts
5:41).
He hears thy faintly sobbing breath,
He marks each quivering limb;

scars. All of God's servants must see the gate of
Heaven through a mist of tears. We must allow the
Great Disciplinarian and Perfecter to have His sover-

way

i
o
m

TO GLORY!
A true disciple

will.

are "little Christs," or Christians. If the Son of
God learned obedience through suffering, how much
more we? If God, the all- wise Father, had to perfect
His Son as a human servant through suffering, how
much more necessary is the same procedure with us?
We must grow in wisdom and spiritual stature with
God and man as our Savior did. Obedience to the will
of God in all things is the key that opens the door to
a higher degree of such development, striving always
toward perfection. The strongest souls grow out of
suffering soil. Martyrs wear robes of fire. The greatest
instruments in God's vineyard have been seamed with

III.

g.

with honor and glory (Heb. 2:9). Again our partnership with Him is apparent for we who suffer shall be
partakers of this special glory with Him (11 Tim.
2 12a) The radiance of that coming glory with Christ
will forever put in the deep shadow all the sufferings
of this earthly existence (Rom. 8:18). Every tear,
heartache, pain, discomfort, grief, will have its adequate and appropriate reward. Special suffering will
no doubt demand special glory. Thus we can understand why the Lord uttered those precious words of
blessing upon all sufferers for His sake (Matt. 5:10-12).
We must remember—SUFFERING IS THE GATEWAY

We

eign

g_

fD

^i
a g

profit and glory for us in the future if accepted in the
proper Christian spirit now (Heb. 12:10).
2. By far the most important purpose of God in suffering is for the perfecting of the saints.
The classic example is our Lord Jesus Christ (Heb. 2:
10; 5:7-9). In His humanity as our Great High Priest
and the Captain of our salvation Christ became perfect
in obedience through suffering. There is not even a
hint that Christ ever disobeyed the Father (John 8:29)»
but His willingness to suffer manifested obedience and
justified Him before men as well as God. This Scripture
fully agrees with others which speak of the general
growth of our Lord as very man (Luke 2:40, 52). Verse
7 of chapter 5, of the Hebrew passage certainly refers
to our Saviour's Gethsemane experience, when after
He had prayed, God gave Him power to acquiesce to

His

Po

May 11 and 12 was the Youth Rally at Meyersdale,
Pennsylvania. What a grand time we had! There Sisterhood was really discussed, for you should have heard
your National Vice President and President talking!
(Girls, you hear very little about your Vice President,
but let me tell you, she is a real Sisterhood worker.)
At this Youth Rally, Sisterhood had a session. Hazel
Ringler, the District President, was in charge. Then 1
had a few minutes to talk about my favorite subject
Sisterhood. And what a thrill to talk to 87 S. M. M.
girls! Talk about a busy District Sisterhood
Pennsylivania is at the top of the list. Come on, you other
Districts, don't let them beat us.
To show you that this District is on its toes. Sisterhood is going to have classes in the District Camp. And
the Lord willing, your National President will be there
to teach this class.
More miles by train and here I am in Philadelphia.
Hope to visit Margaret Sampson, your National Treasurer, in Washington, D. C, before I head back to Ohio.
So you see your President is doing lots of traveling ana
visiting all the Sisterhoods she can. Let us continue
to pray for one another.' We Sisterhood girls need it!
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As

the Editor Sees
By

Here

is

L. L.

something new under the sun on the evo-

lutionary doctrine.

HOW WE ARE GOING TO LOOK
HALF A MILLION YEARS FROM NOW
As a theory, evolution

is

an expert at "hide-and-

seek." Just when sensible people feel that it is gradually but surely fading from the human concept, it

It

GRUBB
Perhaps we are to understand that these things

will

be diminished in some degree. If so, the text should be
clarified. Can you picture every man with a seeingeye" dog? Can you imagine no sound being able to
strike a responsive eardrum? Can you comprehend
what it will mean not to be able to smell a frying
steak? A brain as big as a mountain would only be a
liability under such circumstances.

suddenly reappears with enough variations to freshen
for the consumption of intellectual curiosity seekers.

THE APISH INNER URGE

In an article in the Baltimore Sun Roy Chapman
Andrews says, "Human beings, half a million years
from now, would be caricatures in our eyes something out of a bad dream. Big, round heads, almost
globular, hairless as a billiard ball; even the women!
Very clever these people will be much more intelligent than we are but, alas, at the expense of hearing,
tasting, seeing, smelling. Their faces will be smaller.
But they will be taller, probably several inches, though
shorter bodies are predicted with longer legs and only
four toes.

Mr. Andrews says that man is one of the newest
comers on earth. "Not long before the beginning of the
Ice Age, say six or seven million years, he was a quadrupedal ape, swinging blithely through the treetops
like a present-day gibbon or chimpanzee. But he was
an ape with possibilities. Some inner urge Impellea
him to get up on two feet and free his hands for purposes other than locomotion." If the evolutionist had
been present and watching at that time, he probably
would have noted that "the inner urge" came from the
outside as the ape would sit up and vigorously scratch
in locating that bothersome flea.
Nothing could be more contrary to the revealed Word
of God. Man never swung blithely through the treetops chimpanzee-style nor was he an ape with possibilities. The Genesis account says that God formed

it

—

—

—

"Such predictions aren't pure guesswork. They are
based on the known progress of evolution."

BALD-HEADED WOMEN AND A
BLIND WORLD

Imagine the mental and esthetic shock to the appremale when all women become bald-headed.
Probably the hats of that time will cover all of a
woman's head in order to hide the evolutionary error.
It follows that God did not well comprehend the future when He said through Paul, "But if a woman have
long hair, it is a glory to her" (I Cor. 11:15). Even
though the virtue of womanhood now is at its lowest
point in centuries, still there will always be a few
godly women. With His infinite vision God failed to
take into consideration this change in the physical appearance of woman, but the pseudo-scientist easily
grasps the whole picture 500,000 years hence.
It is a little difficult for an individual with eyes and
a normal intelligent brain to envision a world of blind
men. Perhaps we do Mr. Andrews an injustice when
we believe he means what he says, namely, that the
cost of cleverness and increased mental ability wUl be
ciative

"at the expense of hearing, tasting, seeing, smelling."

OUR COVER PICTURE

.

.

.

—

shows the vast throngr upwards of 70,000
attending the Youth for Christ Rally at Chiceigo's
.

.

.

Soldier Field
delegations.

May

30.

Many

Brethren churches sent

man

out of the dust of the earth and later took a part
from him and made woman (Gen. 2:7, 22). His "inner
urge" at creation and imtil he sinned was to worship
and do the will of God. Of course, that attitude had
a bearing on the physical welfare of Adam as spiritual
things always do, but it had nothing to do with a
change from ape species across the missing link to
man. Today God lays an indictment across man's
pathway which does not follow the progressive evolu-

tionary lines. His "inner urge" is deceitful and desperately wicked, so much so that words fail in its description (Jer. 17:9). For this reason, as is clearly evidenced among drunkards, dope fiends, inveterate
smokers, etc., man is retrograding physically. If he
continues in his present path of body desecration he
may have no brain at all, or at least one which compares well with that of a beast of the field.

RIDICULING GOD'S CREATIVE

WORK

In the face of this apparent physical decay we are
informed that the hypothetical man of the future will
escape many of the ills that make our lives miserable
today. The work of God in creation is ridiculed by telling us that when we became vertical creatures nature
left us with many weak spots. The organs of the body
should have been rehung but this was not done and
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man has suffered much as a result. This evolutionist
has the God-defying audacity to say that man is poorly
fitted for an upright posture. He also contends that
when man was moving about on all fours the sinuses
drained beautifully but as soon as we became vertical,
trouble began. We still suffer from fallen arches, but
this is sure to be remedied. Perhaps we could save
some money expended with doctors if we should simply
start walking on all fours again. Try it!
The Psalmist had sense enough to. realize that he had
nothing to do with the designing of his body (Psa.
139:14, 15). Man is fearfully and wonderfully made. A
consideration of the wonders of the human body should
be sufficient to Inspire a reverential fear of God and a
great respect for His wisdom in the breast of every
man. The human body is "curiously wrought," or, as
the meaning of the word is, "interwoven of variously
colored threads." What a beautiful figure this is for the
elaborately designed system of life we call the human
body. How completely sensible the Word of God sounds
as over against the supposed intellectuallsms of an
evolutionist whose theories were thoroughly exploded
as early as the date of man's creation.

WHAT WILL MAN BE

The increase in churgoing in 1945 has not been apparent yet. Most churches are complaining more and
more emphatically about absenteeism, and new measures are being devised to bring the so-called active
members to stated services of worship. As the months
go by, itinerant evangelists complain more and more
about the fact that an evangelist must carry a sideshow with him in order to get people to church. Good
preaching alone no longer seems to bring in the
crowds. Mothers, husbands, wives, sweethearts, who
ought to be in the Lord's house praying for their loved
ones at the battlefronts, are spending their generous
paychecks for amusement, pleasure, clothes, etc. We
sincerely hope that Mr. Babson's prophecy will come
true before the end of this year. However, in the
meantime, if more churches of all denominations
would clearly recognize the spiritual need of men as
recorded by Jeremiah (17:9), a heart that is depraved
and sinful above all things, and apply the only remedy,
salvation through the application of the shed blood of
our Lord Jesus Christ to that heart (Heb. 9:22), MORE
PEOPLE would be seated in the pews to hear a message
which would meet the need of the soul and feed the
spiritual

SPIRITUALLY

man.

We trust that any reader who has been tainted with
the Satanic teaching of outmoded evolution will see
the tremendous difference between the ridiculous, incredulous imaginings of man and the eternal certainty
of God and His Word.

that without a spiritual awakening in the future there will be no peace or plans which
will be much good. It is just as certain that nations
who do not recognize God wUl never stick to their
agreements. But there is too much talk among churchmen, business men, military men, Government officials,
etc., about recognizing God and worshipping Him to
the complete exclusion of Jesus Christ. Why does not
Mr. Babson mention the name of the One Who is the
«nly key to all of our problems? Why do men talk of
trusting God and never even allude to the name of
Christ? Is it because they are afraid of offending
others? Or is it because they just do not know any better? Perhaps both may be true. If the Word of the God
about Whom men talk so glibly means anything, it
does mean that no man can worship Him or trust Him
for anything without first coming into His presence
through an acceptance of Jesus Christ as Savior. "For
there is one God, and one mediator between God and
men, the man Christ Jesus" (I Tim. 2:5). To recognize
God as Ruler and Guide means to first of all recognize
His Son as Savior. This ignoring of Jesus Christ
high places is the very thing which has resulted in the

BUMPER YEAR FOR CHURCH

will be the bgsis of their

IN

It is certainly true

THE FUTURE????

It

is

much

amazing that an evolutionist who knows so

about the

man

of the future

ing himself on the spiritual issue.

is

so shy in declar-

He

quotes Dr. Harry

Shapiro to the effect that even though civilization

come

perilously close to barbarity at times,

it

may

will ever

anew to dizzier heights mentally and spiritually.
God guarantees that evil men and seducers shall
wax worse and worse (II Tim. 3:13). As the tempo of
sin increases we are nearing the coming of our Lord.
The Church vnll be raptured and the world allowed a
spring

few more years of sin before Armageddon. It is rather
a statistical and spiritual certainty, remembering the
decimation of humanity during Ihis present war, that
man would commit physical suicide within much less
than 500,000 years.

ATTENDANCE?
Roger Babson, great economist and statistician, feels
that 1945 will see more churchgoing and religious Interest

He

than did

1944.

says, "People generally are realizing that without

a spiritual awakening no peace or other plans will be
much good. Nations cannot be depended upon to cooperate and stick to their agreements unless they recognize God as their Rule and Guide."
We greatly respect the judgment of this brilliant
economist and have been an ardent reader of his column for years, but we feel that his conclusions and
forecasts are usually more accurate in economic life

than in

spiritual things.

m

certain judgment of

God upon men and

nations,

and

judgment in the future.
If 1945 is a bumper year for church attendance and
it registers great and lasting victories in agreements
among the nations, then our Lord Jesus Christ will be
given His place of preeminence, and alone through

Him

will

such achievements come.

HOW MUCH MORE to be desired is the tongue which
a tree of life than the tongue which is a cactus
plant! How much better to have a tongue which
spreads honey than one that drips vinegar and acid!
How much better to have a tongue that dispenses balm
than one that causes blisters, that heals rather than
hurts. ^Robert G. Lee.
is

—
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Home

Missions Travelog
BT THE SECRETARY

ANOTHER NEW BRETHREN CHURCH
DEDICATED
New Troy, Michigan, is on the Brethren map with
a brand-new, modem church building and parsonage
completed and dedicated April 22nd.
We arrived in New Troy on Dedication Day in time
for the morning service at which Prof. Herman A. Hoyt
brought a forceful message on Rev. 1:5. At the close
of the service we had the joy of seeing a young woman
rededicate her life to Jesus Christ for full-time service.
During the Bible School session we "shot" some pictures of various groups which you should be sure to see
in this issue of the Herald. The Bible School was well
attended and is manned by an able group of teachers.
At noon a tasty buffet dinner was served in the basement of the new building by the ladies of the church
and a great time of Christian fellowship enjoyed by a
large number.
The dedicatory service was scheduled for 3:00 P.M.,
at which time the church was crowded. We had the
joy of bringing the dedicatory message and of assisting in the dedication of several babies at the close of
the service. This truly was a day of dedications. The
offering received for the building at the close of the
service totaled more than $2,400.00, which was a tremendous achievement

for a small church. It is signifi-„
cant that this offering represented many donors who
could give only smaller amounts. Several individuals

who

are not members but good friends of the church
gave generous gifts. Contractors, lumbermen, and
movers all seemed to have taken a vital and practical
interest in this fine work and were present at the

dedicatory service.

The evening service brought to a close two great
weeks of evangelism with the Polman Evangelistic
Party. There were approximately 48 about the altar
during this last meeting of the series making various
decisions for Christ. The daily children's meetings
were also a tremendous success.
This Dedication Day marked the culmination of
of sacrifice, hard work, discouragements, difficulties, and victories. As the results
of these sacrifices were tabulated there were many
tear-dimmed eyes lifted in praise to God for His gra-

many weeks and months

cious provisions.
It is not often that we print such a lengthy report
from one of our churches but we admonish each of
you to read every word of the thrilling, romantic, and

faith-filled account of the development of the New
Troy work as written by the pastor.
Rev. and Mrs. Russell L. Williams are held in affectionate esteem by both the members of the New Troy
Church and the members of the community. Engaged

some public school teaching in the district, Mrs.
Williams has captured the affection of children and
in

parents alike. They have gone quietly and efficiently
about the difficult and gigantic task of opening a
closed church and transforming it into the finest testimony to the Gospel message within miles. We take
this opportunity to unreservedly commend these two
fine Christian young people for a truly exemplary piece
of work.

Of course, no pastor can do much without a staunch
group of the Lord's own to hold up his hands in the
ministry. The New Troy people certainly qualify in
this. The determination and courage of most of them
measures well with that of the pastor.
It is well to remind every Individual who gave as much
as one penny to Home Missions last year that your
gifts are bearing precious fruit. The clear evidence is
before us. Visit New Troy for yourself at the first opportunity and see the fine new plant erected there and
the spirit of enthusiasm in thei work.

FELLOWSHIP

IN JUNIATA

Recently we enjoyed the privilege of fellowshipping
with many of our friends in the Juniata Church. For

one night and part of a day we gratefully received
their hospitality.

God is blessing the group of Brethren stalwarts there
under the leadership of our student pastor. Forest

We are convinced that there are great things in
store for this church as a full-time maii is called to the
field. The Juniata church likewise deserves our commendation for maintaining its work under adverse cir-

Lance.

cumstances. Pray that

upon

this

needy

field

of ministering the

God

will

pour out His blessing

and provide the man

Word

for the task

there.

MANSFIELD IS BULGING THE WALLS
During the month we were enabled to spend a Lord's
Day in our thriving Home Mission Church at Mansfield,
Ohio, where Rev. and Mrs. Bernard N. Schneider are
our capable ministers.

The storeroom which constitutes the present churcn
building has been definitely outgrown. The group is
in great need of a church building with more spacious
quarters for Bible School work especially. Splendid
lots have already been purchased In a fine section oi
Mansfield. Brother Schneider is a hard worker and
it appears very likely that restrictions will be lifted
soon to make building possible due to his untiring
efforts. Pray to this end.
All services of the day were well attended. Especially
were we thrilled by the fine high school age group of
young people. Certainly no Home Mission church ever
boasted a finer group. Our meeting with them in the
C. E. was a keen delight.
Nor do the Mansfield folks lack in hospitality, as
proven by the pastor and his wife and Mr. and Mrs.

JUNE
Guthrie.

16,
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Brethren people seem to be specialists in

this grace.

SOUTH BEND CHURCH ORGANIZED
For some time we have been anxious to organize the
Sunnymede Brethren Church at South Bend, Indiana,

under the leadership of our student pastor, Bro. Jim
Dixon. Accordingly, during the month of May, a special
business meeting was called, the organization effected,
and the group now becomes a full-fledged Brethren
Church. Praise the Lord for another step forward.
There is indeed a fine spirit of good wUl and cooperation among the members of this church and we are
now looking forward to the time when lots may be purchased and a building constructed. Put this matter on

your prayer

ities.

Almost every week we receive some request for help
from a needy field.
A small group of Brethren folks in Huntington, Indiana, are anxioxis for the establishment of a permanent Brethren testimony there. Their community is a
most progressive one and certainly should have a
strong church.

At their request we visited the field and met briefly
with the members of the group. Bro. Harry Sturz, a
Seminary student, is now shepherding the flock. We
found after careful investigation that here again is
just another opportunity or the expansion of our borders if we had the money and the men. We trust that
our prayer warriors will see these crying needs and
tap the Throne of Grace for us.

VICTORY IN THIRD LOS ANGELES CHURCH
many months

our church in East Los Angeles
has stood in great need of a buUding. The old tavern
which has been converted into a church has long since

become inadequate.
Rev. Albert Kliewer has been leading his people in
prayer and putting "boots" on those prayers until today
we receive the news that priorities have been given to
construct a church building up to a certain limit
which will give us exactly what we want. This is the
sort of determination and spiritual courage which win
for the Lord. We are trusting now that God will provide the materials and the workmen for the Immediate
construction of this much-needed building. God bless
these folks as they continue to appropriate His grace.

cities

vision of this

young

man and

his

each Saturday night.

PROGRAM

features of the most interesting type highlighted the program. A capable choir of 5,000 voices
sang several numbers under the direction of Professor
Bittikofer. The Chief of Police of Charlotte N. C, Bob
Finley,

intercollegiate boxing champion, Gil Dodds,
runner, and others gave ringing testimonies to the
saving grace of Christ. Dodds ran an exhibition mile
before the great crowd. A beautiful missionary pageant
depicted the spiritual needs of China, Africa, Mexico,
India, and our own American youth. Beverly Shea
brought a vocal solo. The Salvation Army band of 300
instruments thrilled the audience with several splendid
numbers. At the close, Percy Crawford of the Young
People's Church of the Air, brought a stirring message
with the result that many souls came td Christ.

mUe

The recognized importance of this movement is seen
in the fact that Chaplain Robert Evans of the Navy
brought greetings from the President of the United
States through his secretary. The Governor of the
State of Illinois sent a message of congratulation and
also Mayor Kelley of Chicago. A cablegram was also
received from the Evangelicals in Moscow, Russia. By
their own admission, these men in high places recognize the fact that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is the
only power which will make young people clean and
keep them clean.
The Rally as a whole was a God-ordained miracle
and is only the beginning of what we hope wUl be a
sweeping revival among young people of all nations.
Pray that God wUl make it so!

CONSECRATE—
your
your
your
your
your

money by

tithing

and

giving,

time by doing Christian work,
home by having a family altar,
car by taking people to church,
family by being a good example,
yourself by being deeply spiritual.
Martinsburg Bulletin.

On Memorial Day

it was our privilege to witness one
most amazing spectacles ever presented to huApproximately 75,000 people, many of them
young people of teen-age, gathered about 6:30 P. M. at
Soldier Field for the great Chicagoland Youth for
Christ Rally under the personal direction of Torrey

eyes.

This unprecedented number of professing
Chritsians gathered in one place to honor the name of
our Lord Jesus Christ surpasses any other modern
effort of its kind and is without doubt a Twentieth

and

Many

of the

Johnson.

faith

INTERESTING FEATURES HIGHLIGHT

SOLDIER FIELD YOUNG PEOPLE'S RALLY
man

The

dedicated helpers have been responsible for the salvation of many young people and the establishment of
over 400 Youth for Christ rallies in as many American

list.

ANOTHER NEW FIELD INVESTIGATED

For

Century miracle of the working of God. Even the
weather, one of the most beautiful cloudless days of
the Sprtng, was a miracle, for every weather bureau
prophesied clouds and showers.
Torrey Johnson is a God-fearing soul-winner with a
special passion for the souls of young people and a
genius for organization. One glimpse at the beautiful
and artistic layout at the front of the field, together
with the precision timing of the almost four-hour program give abundant proof of his organizational abil-

—

WOMAN

THE FIRST
TO PAINT HER FACE, according to the Bible record, and the one who used the most
of it, was none other than the wickedest woman mentioned in the Bible JEZEBEL. See
Kings 9:30.—Ex.

—
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History of
(REV.

New
RUSSELL

The New Troy Brethren Church was first organized
The logs and timbers for the
first meeting house were drawn from the woods and
the building raised by the members and friends of the
church. Some years later a basement and vestibule
over sixty years ago.

were added to the original structure.
For a number of years the church was guided by a
local elder, John English, who, in the closing years of
his life, served faithfully as their pastor until the time
of his death. A new pastor was never chosen to take
his place, although they maintained a rather large
Sunday School. Finally an effort was made to combine
with the local Methodist church and form a union
church. The effort ended in the complete disorganization of the Brethren Church and what was even worse,
one of those unsavory church fights which some people
seem never to forget.
In the fall of 1937, Rev. Arthur Carey contacted a few
of those who were interested in having a Brethren
church in New Troy—the name of Troy must have a
special attraction for him. For a year he drove from
Lake Odessa, Michigan, one hundred and thirty miles
away, and held Sunday evening services every two
weeks. During this time he was able to build up a
loose nucleus organization.

On September

4,

1938,

Troy Church

WILLIAMS, PASTOR)

L.

he invited the present pastor

him to New Troy. We drove from the
Conference at Winona Lake in time for the morning

to go with

On that first Sunday morning there were six
people in church for the prospective new pastor to
speak to including Brother Carey. They were not ready
to make a decision that Sunday but during the week
invited him to return for the following Sunday servservice.

ices.

In a community which is supposed to be overchurched, most of the people had never heard the
message of eternal life. One man was carrying in stove
wood when the new preacher in town stopped to call
on him. The preacher talked of Jesus and heaven and
being saved. All during the conversation the man kept
a stick of stove wood in. his hand because "he wasn't
real sure if the fellow was all there or what he would
do." He had never heard anyone talk about those
things before. It was a new language to New Troy.
This man did not claim to be a Christian, but the
people in the church were not much better off. They
worked for the church and belonged to church, but
most of them had never been born again no one ever
told them. The men would sit on the church steps
before services and smoke. The church moderator on
his own admission, was an unsaved man. At least three
of the Sunday School teachers and officers were waitresses in local taverns. For all of which they could
hardly be blamed since no one had ever told them differently. One lady made the statement that we did not
have to go to Africa to find heathen; all we had to do
was come to New Troy.
It was over thirteen years since they had had a com-

—
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munion service and only three people could be found
who had had a part in one. The flock was scattered
Those who remained
were untrained and untaught discouraged and disheartened "ready to lock the door and throw the key
in the street." They were so discouraged they were not
even willing to obligate themselves for a year, so they
hired the new preacher for six months.
The church rolls and records had been destroyed several years previously, so no one knew who belonged to
the church and who did not. Therefore, during that
first six months a new Brethren Church was organized.
Members of the former church were received in the
as sheep having no shepherd.

—

—

organization upon reaffirmation of faith we are
following this practice. There were six charter
members for the new organization, and, at the end of
thq six months the membership had increased to fifteen. All but three of these were members of the former church.
We made two requirements or the new church. One,
that we would preach the Word. The other, that we
would expect everyone to live by the Word. The first
hurdle which had to be jumped was the floating foundation of soup suppers to pay the preacher. The Word
was preached and the people made their decision in
the light of the Word. While there was one month
when the total church offerings amounted to only
three dollars and a half no one has ever regretted the

new
still

decision.

The church at Lake Odessa, Michigan, and the
church at Sidney, Indiana, each gave one hundred
dollars to aid the church during the first year. After
the

first year, at

the request of the local church.

It

was taken over by the Home Missions Council. For
three years the Council aided the church by supplementing the pastor's salary.
During the third year under the Council, the church
made a special effort and took over the full support of
their pastor. They remained under the Council's direction, however, as they had hopes of enlarging and improving their building.

The building left much to be desired. The auditorium
was small 24 x 40 over-all and inadequate. Before
long the paper began to break and hang down from
the ceiling until it seemed there was more hanging
from the ceiling than there was hanging to the ceiling.
The basement was low and damp and poorly lighted.
They told us it was subject to floods, and when we first
came was not used for classes, so that meant all classes
met upstairs. In the winter you could not heat the
basement and the upstairs at the same time. In the
summer the basement was musty and damp.
Later some improvements were made in heating and
lighting and the basement was redecorated, but still
only had a six-foot-six ceiling and was still musty and
damp. Also we began to find out what they meant
about flooding when the first wet spring came and

—

—
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THE SUNDAY SCHOOL AT NEW TROY, MICH., ON
WHEN THEY DEDICATED THEIR NEW CHURCH

APRIL

22,

BUILDING.

TOP LEFT PICTURE IS THE JUNIOR BOYS CLASS WITH BEN
MENSINGER, TEACHER. TO THE RIGHT IS THE YOUNG
PEOPLE'S CLASS, WITH THE PASTOR RUSSELL WILLIAMS,
TEACHER.
SECOND ROW, LEFT, SHOWS THE ADULT CLASS, WITH REV.
D. F. EIKENBERRY AND MRS. ADELIA FERRY, TEACHERS.
ON
THE RIGHT IS THE PRIMARY CLASS.

THE PICTURE ON THE LEFT IN THE THIRD ROW IS THE
LISTENERS CLASS, WITH MRS. EVA KOOL. TEACHER. THE
JUNIOR GIRLS AND THEIR TEACHER, MRS. LYDIA HAUCHT, IS

SHOWN
THE
SHOWN
GROUP
IVI^S.

ON THE RIGHT.
SUNDAY SCHOOL STAFF AND OFFICIAL BOARD ARE
ON THE BOTTOM ROW LEFT, WHILE THE HAPPY
ON THE LOWER RIGHT IS THE SMILES CLASS, WITH

WILLIAMS, TEACHER.

A REAL CHRISTIAN VACA'
WHO

EXPERIENCED, COMPETENT, AND CONSECRATED LEADERSHIP
ARE INTERESTED IN HE
PARENTS, HELP YOUTH IN THEIR CHRISTIAN CHARAC!

CAMP lOWANA
AT
LAKE AHQUABI, INDIANOLA, IOWA

COST?
One whole week

AutfuU f 6-3.3

includes

(this

AGES—14 AND UP—PRE-REGISTER BY JUNE
DIRECTOR—ARNOLD R. KRIEGBAUM
1760

WILLISTON

AVE.,

1ST

WATERLOO, IOWA

CAMP BUCKEYE
BEULAH BEACH, OHIO
(On Lake

Erie)

for only $12

$2

The week begins Monand
ends Monday, September 3,
lunch. The actual value of
the week is much more. You
don't have to spend more
tion)

WIN

registra-

.

|l

day, August 27, supper,

than $12 unless you
Swimming, speedboat,

AUGfl
(Same

J

BRINll

desire.

tennis,

!

baseball, etc., are all free to campers.!

fufte 25-J4dtf,

2

TWO CAMPS RUN SIMULTANEOUSLY
JUNIORS—AGES 10-12; SENIORS—AGES 13 AND UP
COST—$11.50 FOR WEEK

can spend extra change at "The Cr|
Box," the camp store, where ice creamj
candy, and hamburgers are availably
that extra snack.

I

REGISTER N

CAMP TAHQUITZ

PINES

TAHQUITZ PINES, CALIFORNIA

/««e 23-30
JUNIOR HIGH

CAMP—FROM 7TH THRU

lOTH GRADES

June, 30-ji4iif, 7
SENIOR CAMP—FROM lOTH GRADE AND ABOVE
COST—$12.00 FOR WEEK, INCLUDING TRANSPORTATION

It's to your advantage to get your
in this blank and mail it with $2 toi
Camp Director, Winona Lake, Ind.
arriving at Bethany. Send extra Ri
tion if you can spare them.

NAME
ADDRESS..
CITY

AGE

s:i

From What

Church...

S[

FOR BRETHREN YOUTH

NG MEN AND WOMEN, AWA IT YOUR YOUTH IN ONE OR MORE OF THESE BRETHREN CAMPS
ON A SOLID FOUNDATION—THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

r

PENNSYLVANIA BRETHREN
REGISTER EARLY!

IKE,
1

'

T. 3
Eitional

important. More so
this year than any previous
year. If you plan to come
to the National Brethren
Youth Camp at Bethany, fill
in the blank on this page, or
send in your name, address,

This

age,

is

YOUNG

jidif,

SENIOR

gulif.

early, so

fill

with registra-

14-30

S-i4
9-13

CAMP
CLEAR LAKE
CLEAR
WASH.
LAKE,

BOYS (AGES

9-14)—JULY 10-17; GIRLS (AGES 9-14)—JULY 17-24

YOUNG PEOPLE (AGES
n

PA.

f-S

CAMP—AGES

INTERMEDIATE CAMP—AGES
COST—$8.00 PER WEEK

m

man, Bethany
is payable on

CAMP

AT
THE LAUREL HILL RECREATIONAL AREA, BAKERSVILLE,

and what church you

are from, together with your
TION
registration fee of $2, to LEO
POLMAN, director of Bethlamp, Winona Lake, Lid. The balance
ay when you arrive at Bethany. Regismust be in before August 1. After
st 1 the price is $13 for the week, if any
tmmodations are available then.

PEOPLE^S

14

AND UP)—JULY

24-31

CAMP
GRACE
WOODSTOCK,
VIRGINIA

jidtf

f6-23

INTERMEDIATES—AGES
gidif.

10-14

23-30

YOUNG PEOPLE—AGES 14 AND OVER
COST—$8.50 FOR THE WEEK

BELOW ARE TWO PICTURES OF THE INTERIOR OF THE NEW
CHURCH, WHILE LOWER LEFT SHOWS THE FIVE MINISTERS
BRETHREN
IN THE DEDICATION SERVICE
POLMAN, EIKENBERRY, WILLIAMS, GRUBB, AND HOYT.

THE Nome mission secretary's camera recorded the
DEDICATION SERVICES AT THE NEW TROY MICH., BRETHREN
22.
UPPER LEFT SHOWS THE PASTOR,
RUSSELL WILLIAMS, AND MRS. WILLIAMS; ON THE RIGHT IS
THE NEWLY COMPLETED CHURCH.

CHURCH ON APRIL

History of

New

WHO TOOK PART

—

combined with our old building would give us plenty
of room. We talked to the mover to see if a building

Troy

(Continued from Page 382)
raised the water level six or eight inches above the
basement floor. We- never did get the place dried out
until fall.
The old building

was inadequate, unattractive, unand poorly located. Besides all this, some
of the basement wall seemed to be giving way. We
wanted to build and had plans all made, then the war
healthful,

stopped all plans because of the shortage of materials.
But there is an old saying that "where there is a will
there is a way" and God made the way.
In the summer of 1943, we began to think of buying
an abandoned school or church, moving it to our lot,
and combining it with our old church buUding. The
only problem was where to find the building. We spent
months searching as much as 30 miles away, but no
building could we find. One day our friend. Rev.
Earl Umbaugh, pastor of the Christian Church in
Heston, Indiana, said there was a dance hall in his
community he would like to get rid of and asked
why we did not buy it and make our addition.
We looked at the dance hall. It was 30 by 60 and
386

that size could be moved over the roads. We talked to
the carpenter about the advisability of raising the roof,
which was too low. We prayed. And then we plunged.

The church paid a deposit of twenty-five dollars to
hold the building and set to work with plans. The plan
was to move the old church building to the back of the
lot and join the dance hall into the side of it. The
original plan was to use the dance hall for the auditorium and vestibule and have the old building for
the pulpit and class rooms. This together with a full
basement partially divided into class rooms, would give
us a nice building and plenty of room.

On June 11, 1944, we took our first building offering
and the next day paid the owner of the dance hall off,
$1,975.00, and started to work. Everything went according to schedule in trucking the building ready for
moving. Before the end of the week it was ready to go.
We wanted to begin moving on a Monday so we would
have plenty of time and not need to be rushed. We
expected to move the building in one, or at the most,
two days. But the Lord had other plans. Everything
went well the first day for about a mile. It went well
until we hit quicksand, which stopped us for the rest

JUNE

16,

1945

two days to make the second mile.
seemed there was one delay after another. Saturday night we were less than half way to
our destination. However, we had made good time just
before our stop for the night and had high hopes for
the week ahead.
Our hopes were destroyed by a phone call from the
road commissioners on Sunday ordering us off the
road. In those days and the days which followed, we
learned as never before what real prayer is. Our Lord
was giving us one of our first lessons in a walk by faith
of the day. It took

From then on

it

in connection with the buUding.

We couldn't give up, but the word of the Road Commissioner was Uke the Law of the Medes and the Persians. All of our pleas and plans were of no avail, so
we pulled the building off the road and parked it in a
field eight miles from nowhere
as far as we were
concerned.

—

be brought intact, then the only thing
do was to move it a board at a time. Even a
dahce hall has to get all broken up before it can be
converted into anything worthwhile.
If it couldn't

left to

The old church building was moved to the back of
the lot and the materials from the dance hall were
used to buUd back a building according to the original
The only difference was that now it was possible
make the building much stronger and nicer. By the
time we had the framing up we realized that there
plan.
to

would be plenty of room for present needs without
using the old building for class rooms. We had dreamed
and prayed for a parsonage and the Lord had answered
before we knew it. For by adding plumbing the class
rooms in the old church buUding became a modern
eight-room parsonage under the same roof with the

church.
On every

hand there were evidences of the wonderful
which our Lord provides. Time after time we
were told thati certain things we needed could not be
gotten, but every time without exception the need was
supplied. It reached the place that whenever I would
stop at the lumber yard the lumberman would greet
me with something like this, "I don't have what you
want and can't get it, but it will be delivered this
afternoon." Time after time he said, "You are the

way

in

was

small, and only two or three would give their
hearts to the Lord, but there were always unsaved in
the audience.
The first real manifestation of spiritual interest in
a large way came last spring during a revival witu
Bro. William Schaffer as the evangelist. In this meeting there were twenty-four first-time confessions and
three rededications.
of these people were
reached through the bus which reaches out to the
unreached. The interest manifest then is continuing
and increasing. In a meeting which just closed with
Rev. and Mrs. Polman, there were eighty first-time
confessions and forty rededications.
The building which has been built has gone up because the Christians were on their knees. There was
not only prayer but a willingness on the part of all to

Many

do their part.

helped faithwar jobs; the children and young
people pitched in and pulled naUs and piled lumber
when the dance hall was torn down; people outside the
church manifested a friendly interest in the work by
giving of their time to see the work completed. More
than all of these, the one thing which has been a
source of special joy to the pastor is the complete harmony which has existed among the people during the
time of building.
The dedication day was the crowning day for the
work which has been finished and the dedication day
for all to the greater work which lies ahead. Our
prayer is that we may be faithful to the Lord in using
those things which He has so abundantly supplied In
entering in the great door and effectual which is
opening for New Troy.

A REAL FRIEND

is one who knows all about you and
you just the same. This is certainly true of the
Lord Jesus Christ, from Whom nothing is hidden, yet
He loves us more than anyone. ^Bernard Schneider.

likes

—

REMEMBER
We

are not reservoirs but channels, and that
we become self-sufficient the river runs dry.

moment

yKXX3OOCXXX30tXX300tXXXKXXXX»OOCXXX3Ot3^^

luckiest person I ever saw. I started other jobs before
yours and I am still waiting or materials to finish. But
there has never been one thing you needed that we
have not been able to get." Then I could tell him it
wasn't luck, but the Lord's supply and he would agree.
There is another incident which is an evidence of the
Lord's wonderful working. When we started to build,
we could not seem to find out how to go about getting
a permit. At last we figured so we could buUd part at
a time and build without a permit by staying imder
the cost limits for churches. When we had to tear
down the dance hall our original plan was impossible.
We went to the government and told them the whole
story and they issued a permit for us to finish the

Hd, 1j044^
Please enter

eUi4^lcU

my

enclosed.

Send

iOO%?

subscription to the Brethrea

Missionary Herald for one year.

One

dollar ($1)

it to:

Name
Address
City

State

Box 544

building.

Something should be said of the spiritual growth of
the church. During the first years the church was
looked down upon and had a bad name, so the numerical growth was not large. Attendance at revivals even

Men and women came and

fully in spite of

%

Winona Lake
Indiana
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The Challenge

Our Young People

of

BY REV. R. D. CREES
Pastor, First Brethren Church, Canton, Ohio

May God

•

keep our young people from spending their
in the wrong way. Great blessing will result
if they tithe their income and use it for the glory of
the Lord. Grant that the love of money may not dim
their vision of the Lord.

money

One of the greatest thrills of my high school days
was the privilege I had of attending the Penn Relays
once a year.

It

was an

athletic field

meet sponsored by

John Mark ran away from the mob at the betrayal
had resisted with a sword. In
he left his outer garment in the hands of his

the University of Pennsylvania for
high school age competition. Only
the best runners of each school
were allowed to compete, and each
year speed records were broken.
The race I liked best to witness was
the mile relay, with a team of four
men each running a quarter of a

of Christ after Peter

his haste

would-be persecutors. He could not stand persecution
and opposition. At the same time all the disciples for-

mile.

There is a relay team of four
young men mentioned in the Bible.
They ran fast and well but in the
R- u. crees
wrong direction The teamwas
composed of the Prodigal Son, the Rich Young Ruler,
John Mark and Jonah!
The Prodigal Son ran away from home. He was tired
of parental restraint. He wanted to have his own way
and be his own boss. Too long had he listened to the
wrong advice from questionable companions, and he
set out to "sow his wild oats." The love of pleasure
lured him away from the protection of his Christian
home, and almost destroyed him.
There are all too many young people running that
same race today away from home! They are going
down that popular beaten path, following their companions blindly and racing to their doom. Some of
them come from broken homes, with quarrelling parents ending up in the divorce courts. Some of them
come from careless homes, where parents do not care
where their chUdren go, what they do, or how long
they stay. Others come from busy homes, with both
parents away working in the war effort, and the children neglected. Most of them come from homes where
the parents have grown careless and have forgotten
!

—

God!
Let us first change our homes, and make them truly
Christian homes. Let us show a definite interest in
tha Lord, and in the young people in our homes. Let
us make our homes so interesting and thrilling and
fascinating that our young people will want to make
home the center of their activities. Will you help us to
win and hold our young people for Christ and the

home?
The Rich Young Ruler ran away from Christ. The
love of money, and what it would buy, was too mucn
for him. He was willing to live a good moral lite, but
was not willing to sell all his possessions, give them to
the poor and follow Jesus. He ran away from the One
who offered him eternal life. He rejected the One who
would give him greater possessions in Heaven than he
could ever have on earth. He was blinded by the gold
<dust

Satan cast in his

eyes.

sook Christ and fled.
We do not believe our young people will be cowards
and run away just because of ridicule and opposition.
The people of the world will make fun of the Christian,
and try to make things hard for them, but the Lord
will give us grace to smile and turn away wrath with
a soft answer. Our young people are not cowards and
we rejoice to hear of so many of them all over the
country boldly witnessing for Christ.
Jonah ran away from God's call to servicer- He deliberately turned aside from the path of God's guidance and refused to preach to Nineveh. He tried to
run away from Grod. He did not want to submit to
God's wUl. The Lord had to give him a special submarine ride in the belly of the great fish before Jonah
was ready to submit to the will of God and go forth
in His service.
Many of our Brethren young people have been called
of the Lord into full-time service. Let us not let the
war or love of money, or success in business, or family,
or friends, or any other circumstance, keep us from answering the call of God. We need hundreds of ministers and missionaries to take the Gospel to himgry
hearts after this war is over. There has not only been
a famine in Europe and Asia because of the lack of
food for the body, but there has been a famine because
of a lack of food for the soul. Young people, wUl you
meet the challenge? Do not attempt to run away from
God. When He calls you, answer, "Here am I, send
me."

Our Brethren Young People are catching a vision of
Many have dedicated their lives to the Lord
in District Summer Camps and at Camp Bethany. May
the Lord bless and prosper these camps this summer!
Our District and National Conferences are coming
more and more to realize the importance of the youth
work and are making greater provision for the spiritual
and physical needs of our young people. Our Young
People's Societies are taking on new life. The Sisterhood of Mary and Martha is presenting a forward program to challenge our girls. A number of our churches
service.

are sponsoring a boys' work, such as the Christian
Service Brigade, a national association of Christian
clubs for boys. In some localities our churches are cooperating with city-vnde "Youth for Christ" meetings

each Saturday night, and scores of young people are
being saved.

More and more we

Young people today are tempted by their ability to
«arn big money under abnormal wartime conditions.

(
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feel that

our yoimg people are be-

Continued on Page 392)
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service of the meeting, the adults

began to come. Three

came confessing Christ as Saviour, three came to enter
the membership of the church, and fourteen of the
members came for rededication of life in fuller service
for their Lord.

We

POLMAN MEETING AT NEW TROY
New Troy had
new

to

to

have the Polmans with us and

them goodby.

HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND
to express our praise to our
Heavenly Father for the blessings He showered upon
us during our Old-Fashioned Revival Services which
closed Sunday, May 27th. Our evangelist, Bob Munro,
of Montreal, Canada, labored among us and left no
stone unturned in making this all we had expected. He
faithfully proclaimed the Word, and poured out his
heart and soul nightly, to both saint andsinner. God
blessed His Word with 115 public decisions. Of this

We knew

this and asked the Lord to send His man
meet our needs. The man turned out to be the
Polman Evangelistic Party. They were booked up for
over a year, but had been reserving two weeks at the
very time we needed them.
The Polmans moved in for services, bag and baggage,
house trailer and all, two weeks before dedication. The
church draws from seven different towns and ten
different schools, so it was impossible to have childrens'
meetings in the afternoon. The best we could do was
to have two services in one and give the first part of
the evening over to the Magic Hour. The children and
young people soon discovered the Polamns were here
and began to fUl the church.- They filled it so full that
Brother Polman often had to labor under the difficulty
of adjusting his message to an audience which was

to

largely children.

answer to prayer came during the meetbeen praying for a second bus for over a
year. On the second day of the meetings, a 48-passenger all-steel bus on a '38 International chassis was laid
iny our lap for $200. We used it that evening and the
children immediately began to pack it full to overflowing, reached a top limit of 68 one night.
During the meetings the Polmans visited five rural
schools and the New Troy School and presented a
Magic Hour. This was a great help in reaching the
special

We had

children.

The children not only came to the meeting—they
also came and gave their hearts to the Lord Jesus.
Ninety-six different children and young people came
to accept Christ or to rededicate their lives during the
two weeks. Some of those who came at first to accept
Christ came later to dedicate their lives more fully to

the Lord.

Two little five-year-old girls and one little girl of
four came forward. We asked them why they came.
Their answer, "I want to let Jesus come into my heart."
Can anyone do morethan that? "Except ye become

as
children ye shall in no wise enter into the kingThese children each have at least
one Christian parent and are very faithful in the
church.
little

dom

happy

Words are inadequate

meeting in connection with the dedication. We could
not set the date until the building was nearing completion, so we would be sure it would be finished in time.
That meant we would have to wait until not more than
six weeks beforehand to make arrangements for an
evangelist. It also meant it would be difficult to find
someone on such short notice.

One

all

spent almost a year building their

The work was almost finished and we
honor the Lord by having an evangelistic

church.

wanted

ings.

were

sorry to have to bid

of heaven."

On Sunday afternoon, in connection with the dedication service, three couples came and dedicated their
infant sons to the Lord. That evening, in the closing

number

23 accepted Christ as their Saviour for the
and the other 92 confessed to backsliding

first time,

and lukewarmness, and were wonderfully

revived.

revival fire

and by God's

grace

it

really burning in our midst
shall continue to burn. God
is

The

honored the

faithful preparation for this revival by earnest prajrer
on the part of many. Even on the Sunday preceding
the revival services, ten accepted Christ as their Saviour, eight of which were adults and two dedicated

The all-night prayer service, preceding the meetings, shall long be remembered, for
there the windows of heaven were opened aroimd 3
o'clock in the morning and what a shower of blessing
was poured out upon us. Many have requested baptism
and will be received into the membership of the church
in the very near future. Rejoice with us for every
blessing and victory through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Yours in Christ.
Walter A. Lepp.
their lives to Christ.

,

DAYTON, OHIO
The writer feels tha,t he must give his testimony to
the goodness of the Lord as he has experienced it during the past year. When Bro. R. D. Barnard terminated
his ministry here in the Dayton Church last August
after fifteen faithful years, a caU was given to Capt.
Orville Lorenz to be his successor. It was expected that

he would be released from the Chaplaincy in the First
Army by January 1 by virtue of his extensive service.
Someone was needed to carry on in the interim, so the
writer was asked to consider the matter, since he was
not actively engaged as a pastor.
A year ago he would not have thought of assuming
the tremendous responsibilities of a church this size,
but God, knowing the need beforehand, began a
strange work hi his heart last June which led him to
a new and wonderful dependence on the Holy Spirit
for service. During the summer a joyful teaching ministry in the Sunday School in the Billy Sunday Tabernacle at Winona Lake brought a new confidence. This
was not known by any one in the Dayton Church, but
when the Invitation came we knew it was of the Lord
and accepted it without any thought of fear or faUur*;.
Since coming here he has literally felt carried on in
the work by the Holy Spirit Himself.
Aside from being separated from loved ones in the
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experience has been most blessed and
The separation might have been avoided,
was not thought advisable to move here for a

family, the
profitable.

but it
couple of months, but since Brother Lorenz did not get
his release when expected, the time has extended for
a period of ten months. When it was decided that we
were to carry on until July 1st it was not thought best
to take Edwin out of his first year in high school in
the middle of the winter, so the separation has continued with the exception of occasional visits together.

The congregation here has been most appreciative
of our efforts in their midst. They love the preaching
of the true gospel and the purer it is preached from
the Book the better they like it. It is truly a fundamental church, standing almost alone for the gospel
of the grace of God in this great city. While not in
great numbers in these days, souls have been savea
and many have testified of the blessings of spiritual
growth in their lives. We give God all the glory for
these victories.

To make the work as pleasant as possible, the office
secretary was asked to serve four days a week instead
of three and a church visitor was called for four days
a week. The attendance has been most encouraging
considering war conditions, the morning attendance
showing an average increase over last year of around
twenty-two per Sunday
We have enjoyed some real spiritual treats by outside speakers during our pastorate here. We had Russell Ford from Cadle Tabernacle for three services over
Rally Day and he filled the church to capacity. His
ministry of art and music was a real blessing. Later
we had an eight-day Bible Conference with Professor
Hoyt from Grace Seminary. He thrilled his audiences
with ten messages covering the book of Revelation,
especially prepared for this church. Later we had Leon
Sullivan, an inspiring layman from the Laymen's Crusade, who spoke one Sunday morning with great spiritual value to all present. During April, Rev. Patrick
Henry of Grace Seminary was here for a two-weeks'
evangelistic campaign when twelve first-time decisions
were made and many fine rededications of life brought
blessing to the church. He was assisted six nights by
Ned Collingridge of the Grace Seminary Quartet and
six nights by Carl Nil a local song leader. It was a
great and enjoyable two weeks.
Needless to say, we are anxious fou the privilege of
being back in Winona Lake for the summer, when
there are so many wonderful conferences, and where
we can fellowship again with our loved ones. We certainly wish the very best for this congregation in the
future, a church that has been an unfailing friend ofall the interests of our beloved denomination. They
will be giving nearly $15,000 this year to all of the
various causes, besides carrying a heavy local budget.
Join me in prayer that the Lord will continue to do a
great work in this field through the lives of these
servants of His. ^A. D. Cashman.

—

SUNBEAM
The

CLASS, JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Editor of the Brethren Missionary Herald

Dear Sir:
The teacher

of our

Sunday School

SUNBEAM CLASS OF THE FIRST BRETHREN
CHURCH, JOHNSTOWN,

PA.

We

thought perhaps you and the readers
might like to know about what we are
doing in our Sunday School class.
Our teacher says she will enclose the picture taken
of our Sunday School class Easter Sunday morning.
Also the negative- in case you might want to use it in
the Herald. There were four children absent the day
this picture was taken. JThere are sixteen boys and
girls in the Sunday School class. The two little boys
in the second row of the picture accepted Christ as
to you for us.
of the Herald

personal Saviour during our revival meetings
under the leadership of Rev. Grubb. Also one of the
little boys who was absent during the picture taking.
These three little boys have shown a great deal of interest in the class and also a lot of missionary zeal.
Wish you would remember them in prayer.
Our teacher is Miss June Blough and we have a substitute teacher who is Mrs. William G. Horn. We have
a little Sunday School room of our own. Each Sunday
their

our teacher teaches us new choruses and Scripture
verses from the Bible. Our teacher teaches with the
flannel-board.

We

like it so

much

better

than

just

being told the stories. At the present, we are studying
about the various heroes of the Bible.

For our Home Mission offering we had a picture of
the Clayhole, Kentucky, church and a picture of Rev.
and Mrs. Landrum and their three girls, which wo
hung in our room. Each boy and girl had a dime folder
and we received for our offering, $19.56, which we gave
for the Home Mission work in Clayhole Kentucky.
Our Foreign Missionary offering amounted to $40
for the African General Fund. In our room we had a
large map of the world, and, pictures of the boys and
Africa and South America around this map.
girl had a bank at home irt which we
put our pennies, nickels, dimes, etc.
In our Sunday School room we have a red chair
which is our "Happy Birthday" chair and we have a
black chair which is our "bad chair." We have a little
girls of

Each boy and

(Continued on Page 392)

class is typing this
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NEWS FROM THE NAVAJOS
By GRACE WHIDDEN, Long Beach,
Mildred Kuntz, of Lupton,

Ariz.,

CaUf.

writes that the

Christmas season was a fruitful one there. The usual
candy, apples, toys, and trinkets were given.

gifts of

Also clothing, baby clothes,

etc.,

as furnished by you,

WITH QMKiSt

and all were drawn closer to the Lord. In the four
stations at Christmas time thirty-two professed to take
Christ as Saviour. Plenty of time was given to making
the way of salvation plain.
Three or four hundred Indians visited at the four
stations. PRAY that the Word might find real lodgement in their hearts and result in changed lives.
Two adults converted at Main station rejoiced the
hearts there. One dear friend, Mrs. Kimbal, had been
dealt with ever since the mission started in a trailer
six years ago. The other lady, Mrs. Chee Navajo, has a
husband who has been ill for several years. He is a
Christian and did not want the medicine man and his
"Sings," but his wife insisted. The writer visited this
Navajo hut last August. Her heartstrings were pulled
indeed as she witnessed the patience and faith of this

Miss General Public, were very welcome as always.
Scofield Bibles were placed in each of the homes of

poor invalid.
Lying on old sheepskins on a hard dirt floor, unable
to lift his hands to shoo away the flies constantly bothering him, he smiled his gratitude when the visitors
fanned them away. He listened gratefully to the
prayer, song, and messages by the missionaries and interpreted by Martha. He had been there three years
in the bare hogan, nothing but a door and hole in the

Lupton and Gospels of John went to the children.
Lupton is only a block long and is surrounded by
great red sandstone cliffs. About eight families live
there. Indians for miles around come to its General
Store. This is twenty-two miles from Gallup, N. M.,
the capital for the Indians. Mildred has a Saturday
class of Mexican, white, and Indian school children.
Six of these professed conversion recently. Pray that
Satan may not use his wiles in keeping them away

from

class.

Mildred

lives alone,

with only a puppy for company.

PLEASE PRAY that an Indian child who is a Christian
may be provided to live with her and interpret for her.
She has Navajo Gospel records to take to camps when
'

she goes but needs a daUy interpreter.
At Christmas time Martha, the faithful interpreter
from the main station at Houck, came to Lupton ror
two days. Mildred gave the messages and Martha interpreted. Many groups of Indians came and heard
and received the Gospel along with their gifts.
At the four stations separate Christmas holidays
were observed with much blessing.
At Sanders, on Highway 66, where a school is locatea,
Florence Wagner and her mother hold forth joyfully.
At Klagetch, twenty-five miles back in the reservation, the new station manned by Rev. and Mrs. Girton
is doing a great work. A government school and Catholic church are also at Klagetch. Prayer is needed
there.

At the main station at Houck Mrs. Lauber held a
four-day celebration. The mutton was furnished! by a
Christian Indian, Alice Curley, on Christmas Day. She
walks eight miles each way every Sunday to services.
She came on Saturday this year so as to be sure and
get there. Rev. Girton preached, Martha interpreteu.
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roof to let in God's sunshine. Uncomplainingly he lived
a life of faith. How glad he must be now that his wife
has surrendered her heart to the Lord. She said "I
have been fighting my husband all the time, but now I
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know

this is the right way.

Lord as

my

I believe

and accept the

Saviour."

Brethren, pray for the work among the Navajos
Pray that health may be had by the missionaries
and pray that their daily needs may be met and that
fruit may come from the Christmas sowing. Pray that
an Indian interpreter may be supplied for Mildred
Kuntz at Lupton. Gifts of candy and baby clothes and
medicines to be given out, as well as funds for the work,
are always used wisely and gratefully received. Share
the work (Dan. 12:3) and you shall share the reward
daily.

We

News from Churches
(Continued from Page 390)

wooden church bank in which we put our Sunday
School offering. Also we have a glass bank in which is
put another offering. With this money from the glass
bank we have been purchasing New Testaments to send
to the

boys
forces.

who

lost in the

woods

is

a

new

freedom.

(Matt. 25:34-40).

armed

Age—

Live in an

Which thinks that being

are serving their country in the
far this year we have purchased

Thus

New Testaments.
Christmas tijne our teachers gave us a Christmas
party. At our party we packed a boxi of clothing and
some flannelgraph lessons which our teacher and another teacher from the Sunday School prepared, which
we sent to the Mission in Clayhole. Kentucky.
Five of the boys and girls in our class have received
their New Testaments from the Sunday School, an
award given to each boy and girl who attends Sunday
School every Sunday for three months. One of our
boys is trying to attend perfectly for six months when
he will receive a Bible from the Sunday School
We pray for the other Sunday Schools and the othei
boys and girls who attend Sunday School. We would
like to hear from other Sunday School classes and we
shall answer letters from all we receive. "Jesus loves
us all." Boys and girls of the Primary Sunbeam Class,
First Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
six

Which, having made a mess of civilization, cries, "why
doesn't God do something?"
Which, because it subtracts faith, multiplies fear.
In which men demand education for their children,
but decline discipline for themselves.
desire is Deity and realization is futility.
Which puts the highest premium on knowledge, but
when it gets it, it doesn't know what to do with it.
Which seems to think it has robbed death of its sting
by transforming the cemetery into a "Memorial
Park."
Which boasts of its unbelief instead of being ashamed.
Which thinks a life daring which is only delirious.

When

Which

believes religious fakers

and

follows political

quacks but thinks itself too intelligent to accept the
Word of God.
In which youth boasts that it is hard-boiled, when it is
merely half-baked.
Which prepares for everything, even for a rainy day,
but fails to prepare for eternity. W. H. Houghton.

—
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THE CHALLENGE OF OUR YOUNG PEOPLE

*7Ae

lifuetUn^en

(Continued from Page 388)
for evangelism in this generation. They
are interested in tract distribution, street meetlngo,
jail services, etc. Many are carrying their New Testaments to high school with them and are reading them,
thus witnessing to their schoolmates of their faith in
the Lord. We believe that we shall win this war, bui
we can lose the peace if we lose the young people of
this generation in America. Think of the fruits of
modernistic theology, false propaganda, and dictatorship on the youth of Germany. May God save us from
that here in America. Ten years of false training of
youth in Germany plunged the world to the very brink
ofi disaster and despair. Think what ten years of the
real Gospel will mean to the youth of America. Claim
them for Christ today, and we build a solid foundation
for the nation of tomorrow.

BOX #2

NEWS

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilMlllllilll

coming a force

GOES ON THE AIR

SOON!
Watch

for

an Early Announcement as
and Time

to Stations

WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND
REGULAR GIFTS NOW
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Grace
Theological

Seminary
By
SIR,

HOMER

WE WOULD SEE JESUS

The

oldest cry of the

human

revelation of a personal God, able

human

sin

and

race

and

to give rest to the

is

the cry for a

conscience.

CHRIST,

THE PERSON MOST

WORTH SEEING

Job voiced it in his' day when he said, "O that I knew
where I might find Him, that I might come even to

There

His seat." Plato, the Greek philosopher, voiced such a

Lamb

is

a story of a conversation between Charles

and other brilliant friends
One evening when they were together,
somebody proposed the topic, "Persons we would like to
have seen." Many names were mentioned, among
them Sir Thomas Brown, Chaucer, the father of Eng-

when he said, "We look for a god, or a God-Inman, who will show us our duty and take away
the darkness from our eyes." The Jews throughout
cry

in

spired

their long generations looked with eager anticipation
for the coming of a Messiah able and willing to meei
man's deepest needs. In the fullness of time He came,
and the fame of Him filled the land.
During the closing days of His life, the great passover feast was being held at Jerusalem. People from all
over the world were gathered together. There were

men there, strangers to the commonwealth oi
who made the request, having come previously
a certain knowledge of Christ, "Sir, we would see

certain
Israel,

to
Jesus." In that request

was the cry of the whole world
for one able to meet the needs of a sinning race. Ofttimes the cry is not voiced and the need is not realized
but it is present all the same. How careful every minister of the Gospel should be, as well as every other
follower of Christ that by their testimony and living
they may help to satisfy this longing of human hearts!
Early in his ministry a New England minister was delivering a message that had but little of the Gospel In
One day not long after, he found on the pulpit
it.
Bible a slip of paper with the words "Sir, we would see

The minister took it to heart; it was a soulsearching rebuke. He realized that Christ had not
been fundamental in his messages. Soon a new note
began to sound in his preaching and it was not many
Jesus."

KENT

weeks until he found on his pulpit another note with
the words, "Then were the disciples glad when they
saw the Lord." Surely in the life of every follower of
Christ the world ought to "see Jesus."

willing to forgive

human

A.

great English author,

London.

Dante, Pope, Dryden, Oliver Cromwell, and
is only
one other person I can ever think of after this." Everybody knew to whom he referred though all kept silent.
Continuing, he said, "If Shakespeare should come into
this room, we would all rise to meet him, but if that
other person I spoke of should come into it, we would
all fall down at his feet and kiss the hem of his garment. That person," he added, "is here." He is the
One above all others worth seeing because He is more
than man. He^ is God to be worshipped. Without seeing Him man misses the best that life upon this earth
affords and will fail to experience eternal bliss. With
an adoring heavenly multitude let us join in worship
lish poetry,

others.

of

Then Charles Lamb remarked, "There

Him.

SEMINARY

IN SESSION

At this writing six weeks of the 1945-46 ses.sion of
school have been completed. It seems a bit strange la
be in the midst of the fall session in June, but this
is an endeavor on the part of the Seminary to provide
an accelerated program for its students which is
harmony vwth the desires of our Government. The
same earnestness and zeal prevails in the student body

m
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There are about forty students enrolled
However on June 25th a special term
for incoming students who have just recently comas always.

for the institution which God has so signally blessed
through all the years of its history.
We have every reason to believe that the God Wliu
has led so wonderfully thus far in the founding and
the maintenance of the Seminary will continue to
bless if we will but put our trust in Him. Many have
been the expressions from all over the Brotherhood in
comparatively recent days to the effect that the Seminary should have a home of its own. Now is the time
to be practical in this matter and to give the means
whereby such a home can become a definite reality.

at present.

pleted their college work will begin. In reality at
present there are only two classes in school, Middlers

and Seniors. After the Juniors have been enrolled, the
number in the student body will be about the same as
it

has been during the past few years.

The school

is operating at the present time without
the presence of Dr. McCIain, who has been visiting
among some of the eastern churches in the interests
of the new Seminary building. Professor Hoyt has also
been engaged in this ministry on weekends. In spite
of these increased demands on the time and strength
of the Faculty, the work of the school has been progressing under the blessing of the good hand of the

PICNIC AT VICTORY CIRCLE
Believing in the truthfulness of the old adage, "All

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy; all play and
no work makes Jack a mere toy," the Seminary student
body occasionally forgets the classroom and the weariness of the study, and goes forth into God's great Our-

Lord.

DR. McCLAIN RECEIVES

of -Doors for a time of relaxation. On these occasions
the students' families join as well as the faculty with

HONOR

At the Commencement exercises at Bob Jones College on Wednesday May 23, the degree of Doctor
of Laws was conferred on President McClain. This
is a distinct honor well deserved by its recipient and

VICTORY
CIRCLE,

one which honors the school of which he

is the President as well. His many friends all over the Brotherhood as well as those outside its confines will want to
join in feelings of congratulation in view of this most
recent recognition. During his visit at Bob Jones College, Dr. McCIain delivered the Baccalaureate sermon
before an assembled group of about thirteen hundred
people.

BETHANY
CAMP,

SCENE OF

THE RECENT
PICNIC

OF THE

THE DOCTRINE OF TYPOLOGY

SEMINARY

A sermon under the title of the above caption was
recently preached by Ned Collingridge at the Seminary.
Because of the vital interest of his subject and because many students of the Word are desirous of more
light in dealing with the many types of Scriptures, the
material of Brother Collingridge's sermon is being included in this number. There is rich spiritual truth In
the types of the Word. A sane treatment of them will

STUDENTS,

FACULTY,

AND THEIR
FAMILIES
3tf*a',.'j;«f

tend to add interest and enrichment to a ministers
preaching and will be exceedingly helpful to all teachers of Scripture. The writer has drawn attention to
a field of research promising rich rewards to the

AND THE QUARTET

Dr. McCIain and the' Ambassadors of Grace Quartet
are leaving Winona Lake about the 15th of June for a
trip to the West Coast in the interests of the proposes
Seminary building. They will be gone about two
months, during* which time they will be visiting all of

the Brethren churches of the Northwest and California, as well as some of those in the Midwest. The prayers of all the Brethren are earnestly solicited in behalf
of this project.

It seems well-nigh imperative that
Grace Seminary have a building very soon. There is
no assurance that the building now occupied by the
school will be available beyond the present year.
Therefore,'it is time that our Brotherhood do something
definite in the matter of providing permanent housing

-.n^'iK-'i-^

a^m

'•V. ...•%i^mi-'xs£s

was recently enjoyed
was spent in playing

games. In the evening as the golden sun was sinking
over Winona Lake, a fire was built in Victory Circle,
where weiners were roasted and many other good
things to eat were provided a la pot luck. At the conclusion of this good time, a period of devotions was
introduced by the student body president, William
Grepp. Such occasions linger with fond memories in

student.

DR. McCLAIN

i*^

their families. Such an occasion
at Bethany Camp. An afternoon

the hearts of

all

those

who

participate.

EXAMINATION WEEK (JUNE

19-22)

Four times a year there is a week of examinations at
the Seminary. Some students are very positive in
expressing their dislike of examinations. Other students are silent about them, but approach them with
fear and trembling. A few students are very stoical in
their attitude. They enter into them without much
feeling or emotion and accept what comes calmly.
Occasionally, there is a student who seems thoroughly
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to enjoy the period of examinations.

Such students

A GLORIOUS TRANSFORMATION

usually exemplify a spirit of confidence born of dili-

gent application and study during the preceding weeks
and seem to delight in giving expression to the results

After a lapse of two years, the writer, together with
his wife,

who was

addressing a Mothers and Daughters

banquet, recently visited the

New Troy

Church

But whatever the attitude assumed may be, experience proves that examinations are a good thing. They
are good in the schoolroom. They enable the student
to check on his progress. The knowledge that they are

wife are pastoring this fine group. This

coming tends
over, the

to keep the student wideawake.

Word

of

God

favors examinations.

More-

Paul, in

writing to the Corinthians, gives a pertinent exhortation to Christians before sitting down at the Lord's
Table: "Let a man examine himself" (1 Cor. 11:28).
Paul's thought is that a careful examination of the
life will lead to more careful living. In 2 Cor. 13:5 the
exhortation is to "Examine yourselves, whether ye be
in the faith." The Psalmist so realized the importance
of examination that he actually prayed, "Examine me,
O Lord, and prove me; try my reins and my heart"
(Ps. 26:2).

Furthermore, the value of such spiritual examinations is made evident by reason of the testing which all
believers will experience in the future at the Bema
Seat of Christ. There we read, "Every man's work
shall be made manifest" (1 Cor. 3:13), and each one
shall be rewarded in accordance with the result of that
examination. Therefore,

let

no

man

despise the day

of examinations.

SUMMER PROGRAM AT WINONA
Winona is busy beautifying herself and making preparations for a full summer program. Just recently a
new cafeteria, which wUl seat five hundred at one
sitting, has been completed. The old cafeteria located
on the lake front was torn down and the new one,
attractive in all its appointments and furnished with
the latest equipment, is built on the same site. This is
a real addition to the needs of the thousands who visit
Winona every year. The grounds of the park are also
being beautified to add to the pleasure of those who
will be coming- to the conferences.

A tuU schedule of conferences is planned for the
summer. Included among these are the following
which wUl be of particular interest to our constituency:
July 1-8, Christian and Missionary Alliance; July 8-13,
Christian Action; July 14-15, The Salvation Army;
July 15-20, Conference on Evangelism; July 19-22, Oriental Missionary Society; July 22-29, Youth for Christ
Conference; July 22-28, American Association for Jewish Evangelism; July 29- August 26, World's Largest
Bible Conference; August 1-15, Rodeheaver Sacred Music Conference; August 27-September 2, National Fellowship of Brethren Churches. It is hoped that Brethren folks everywhere will be looking forward to some
of these conferences and especially to our own conference the last of August. We musB not let our spiritual interests lag during these strenuous times.

It

should be remembered that in connection with our National Fellowship there will be a great Young People's
Camp at Bethany with the Polmans in charge.

in Michigan.

Brethren

Rev. Russell Williams and his

of their diligence.

visit

opened

our eyes to a marvelous transformation that has taken
place since the last visit there. Futhermore, it showed

what can be done even in a small place where there is
a will to work and a devotion to the cause of God.
The old church building which was entirely inadequate
to the needs of the congregation was removed to the
rear of the church property, renovated, and transformed into a cozy and comfortable parsonage. It is
attached to the main quarters of the church and contains the heating plant for both the parsonage and
the church. In it is also the pastor's study. Th-en we
learned that the congregation, working in harmony
with the Home Missions Council, found an old dance
hall some 17 miles distant. It was purchased and removed to its present location and transformed into a
beautiful church auditorium adequate for a growing
congregation.
When we were there we looked into the basement
room, beautifully decorated and ready for the banquet
mentioned above, and which was attended by eighty
mothers and daughters. Many of these folks were
brought to the occasion by the pastor himself in one
of the two splendid buses which the church operates
in bringing people to all services, especially to the
Sunday School. Evidently this church and its energetic pastor believe in the "GO" of the great commission. At any rate, it is always a joy to witness the
success graduates of the Seminary are achieving in
the field of their labors. Rev. D. F. Eikenberry, fatherin-law of Brother Williams, is also proving a real
blessing to the New Troy work. As teacher, preacher,

and

visitor,

he quietly serves his Lord as opportunity

affords.

PETER BURY RESIGNS PASTORATE
(Clipped from the La

(June

3),

Modesto,

Loma Brethren Church
Calif.,

Bulletin,

Peter H. Bury, Pastor)

"About three months from this Sunday morning we
Modesto to go to Central Europe to present
the Gospel to the millions who at present have no way
of hearing it. Continue to pray for us.
"Today Europe is an open mission field. It has over
300,000,000 people who have no way of hearing the
message of life. As you may have heard, my parents
were both bom in Southern Poland. My mother was
a Ukrainian Greek Catholic and my father was a
Polish Roman Catholic. Since I am familiar with the
language and the customs of the people and realize
their great need, we have answered the call. We are
ready to go regardless of the cost. "Since Jesus goes
with me I'll go anywhere. 'Tis heaven to me where'er
I may be since He is there! I count it a privilege here.
His cross to bear; since Jesus goes with me, I'll go
anywhere."

vnll leave
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ALUMNI
The^Way

to

God

"Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we know not whither
thou goest; and how can we know the way? Jesus
saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life;
no man cometh unto the Father, but my me." John

—

Whenever men find themselves in unusual,
and dangerous circumstances such as we find

strange,
prevailing throughout the greater portion of the world today,
they seem instinctively to turn
to God for help and assistance.
We hear that "there are no atheists in fox-holes." Men who never
thought of God in ordinary cir-

('43)

Any doctrine, any system of thought or any philosophy which detracts one iota from this truth is robbing
mankind of the only thing which can help him in the

at home who hardly admitted
the existence of a Supreme Being,
let alone a personal Heavenly
Father, will, in these days, en-

hour of his greatest need.

It is because Christ combined within His own person true Deity and perfect
humanity that He can be the way to God for sinful

gage in private and ofttimes
public prayer for their loved ones
J. KEITH ALTIG
who are away.
Not for one moment should it be thought that these
prayers and desires lack sincerity or that God in His
sovereign grace would not stoop to the aid of men in
distress who call upon Him. Yet neither should this
fact be ignored, that the way to God is through Jesus
Christ, His Son. This thought could hardly be expressed more emphatically than Christ Himself expressed it when He said in John 14:6, "I am the way-

Graduates and former students of both Grace Theological Seminary and
Ashland Theological Seminary, between the years 1930 and 1937, are Invited
to sand news of their activities to the Alumni Editor, Glenn O'Neal, 314 Dorchester Street,' Ashland, Olilo.

KEITH ALTIG

lossians 2:9 reads, "For in Him (Christ) dwelleth
all
the fullness of the Godhead bodily," and Hebrews
1:3
describes Christ as being the express image
of the
person of God.

cumstances will turn to Him in an
hour of desperate need. People

through His Son, Jesus Christ.
The Word of God, the only authoritative source of information on the subject, certainly knows nothing of
the idea that "one way is as good as another." There is
only one way to God. There is no other.
Not only is Jesus Christ the way to God, but He is
also the revelation of God. All that the human race
knows or ever will know about God will be revealed
through Christ. Again we find the confirmation of
this idea in His own words as recorded in John 1:18.
"No man hath seen God at any time; The only begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he
hath declared him." The word "declared" as used here,
carries with it the idea of leading out or bringing out

J.

the meaning. When God wanted to show the
human
race what He was like. He sent His Son, our Lord
Jesus
Christ. So conscious was our Lord of this
fact that He
could say with perfect truthfulness "He that seeth
Me, seeth Him that sent Me." And again, "He that hath
seen Me hath seen the Father."
Not alone in the Gospel of John do we find this fact
set forth, but in other places in the inspired
Word of
God we have equal testimony to this great truth. Co-

14:5-6.

no man cometh unto the Father, but by Me." The individual who would have an audience with God and
who would enter into His holy presence must come

By REV.

men.

Men make much

They honor Him in word
in hours of distress and
trial, but refuse to accept and confess Christ as
Lord
and Master. To such Christ was speaking when He
said, "that all men should honor the Son, even as they
honor the Father. He that honoreth not the Son honoreth not the Father which hath sent Him."—John
and

song.

of God.

They turn

to

Him

5:23.

How tragic the mistake and how awful the sin then,
of the religionists of that day and of this, who, proud
of the fact that they know something of God and resting in the false sense of security which comes from
the observance of a few religious ordinances, so treat
the Lord Jesus Christ as to wring ffom His lips the
plaintive cry, "ye do dishonor Me."

God seems
way into

the

and near when we know Christ as
His presence. The heart-cry of the hu-

real

man

race for communion and fellowship virith God is
met in this way. Man realizes that God ig not only a
great Supreme Being whom the heaven of heavens
cannot contain but that He is also nearby in the person of a Man who once walked this earth and who,
"being tempted in all points like as we are" can give
help in time of need.

In an hour of lineliness, God, speaking In a human
voice, says, "Lo, I
with you always." In a time
of distress and trouble the voice of God comes to us

am

in human accents saying "Let not your hearts be
troubled." In days of darkness and bewilderment, not

knowing which way to turn, we can reach a hand out
and feel it clasped in a nail-pierced
hand which will guide us into our desired haven.
into the darkness
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lead to easy service for Christ, for in
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1

Cor. 17:9 he

opened unto me
and there are many adversaries." But whether adver-

"A great door and

effectual

In the final chapter of the book of Colossians, Paul
gives to the Colossian Christians three parting admoni-

wrote,

tions which, being last, are necessarily emphatic. He
his closing
is anxious that the things he mentions in

saries or none, the great apostle

is

was now praying

for

lines should linger

the propagation of the message that lay so heavily on
God's Word burned within him, and he
his heart.

and

could not keep

with them, both in their thoughts
These three admonitions are: "continue in prayer," "walk in wisdom toward them that
are without," and "let your speech be always with
daily walk.

grace, seasoned with salt."

CONTINUE IN PRAYER
Paul assumes the Colossian Christians had been exercising themselves in prayer, but he encourages them
to continue, for Paul well knew the dangerous ease
with which a Christian can allow his prayer life to

"Continue in prayer," he says, for once the
communication line with God lies inactive, your vital
contact with heaven is lost; and you cannot hear the
voice of God. And when that happens even the most
spiritual Christian will become carnal. No Christian
the
is secure against creeping indifference to God and
things of God if he fails to pray. And no man can
much
remain spiritual and holy without prayer
lapse.

—

prayer!

"Continue in prayer!"

Pray! and be awake when you pray— "watch in the
same." In prayer be energetic and incessant. God so
often gets the tail-end two minutes of the day, I fear

God
is sometimes ashamed of his own children.
never meant it thus, that prayer should be a routine
duty to be hurriedly gotten over with. When Paul
speaks of Epaphras in verse 12 of this chapter, he
always agonizing for you
is
says, 'Epaphras
in prayer" agonizing in prayer! that the Colossian
Christians might stand mature and complete in the
And to Philemon Paul wrote, "Prepare
will of God.
me a lodging for I trust that thj-ough your prayers I
shall be given unto you." Paul believed prayer accomplished things beyond his own power of doing.
To Paul prayer was an effective means to an important end. He was in prison in a dimly lit or dark cell,
with chains tugging at his hands and chains keeping
his feet from carrying him, as they had carried him,
over all Asia, preaching the mystery of Christ. This
mystery of Christ was Paul's one message of glad tidings; and this mystery, Paul tells us in chapter 1 of
this book, is "Christ in you, the hope of glory." For
proclaiming such a message- of glory, strange as it
seems, Paul was now in prison. But his thoughts were
still on spreading the good news of the Gospel. It was
not his loss' of freedom or personal discomfort that
caused him to say, "Pray for us." He said, "Pray for us
that God would open unto us a door for the Word," a
door for preaching the mystery of. Christ. Paul's
shackled hand could not open those prison doors but
the hand of God could. God was able "to set before
them an open door and no man can shut it." And by
an "open door" Paul did not mean a door that would
he

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

silent.

Paul was anxious not only to preach the mystery
of Christ, he was also eager to "make it manifest," as
he ought to speak. The word "manifest" means to
bring to light, to reveal clearly. Paul wanted to so
preach Christ as to bring Him to light to reveal Him
clearly. God forbid, Paul would say, that my preaching should misrepresent Christ or cast any shadow at
all upon His person or His work of redemption on
Calvary's cross. Paul wanted to make salvation clear
and plain; and, at the same time, deliver the message
in the power of the Holy Spiirit. For this, says Paul,
"Brethren, won't you pray for us?"

WALK

IN

WISDOM

In verse 5 the apostle writes, "Walk in wisdom

toward them that are without." "Without" means
outside. Paul is speaking of those outside the family
of God, outside the fellowship of God, outside the

kingdom

of love, the

kingdom

of light, the

kingdom

of

These are those who will one day
be outside the gates of heavenly Jerusalem and in outer
darkness if they never choose to believe. Toward
those outside the pale of Christianity, God would have
us walk in wisdom. The Christian must deal wisely
with the unsaved in his every-day relationships that
he may "redeem the time;" that is, that he may buy
up each opportunity that may present itself. The
word "redeemed" in verse 5 is a word of the marketplace. It means to buy something out of the market;
and in the marketplace of every-day living, opportunities are often found lying around. Paul would have
us seize these opportunities' for Christ, and we cannot
seize them if we are walking indiscreetly or unwisely.
We must walk circumspectly and with carefulness
toward them taht are without, for "the wrath of God
They
is coming upon the children of disobedience."
need our diligence.
the Son of his love.

—

LET YOUR SPEECH BE ALWAYS WITH GRACE,
SEASONED WITH SALT
Our diligence toward the unsaved cannot be better
expressed than in our speech. And through the Apostle
Paul God here reminds us that our speech at all times
should be in love, seasoned with salt a sweet conversation flavored with purity, for salt purifies and prevents the spread of decay, while love sweetens the
taste of our talk. Our conversation should be pure
and chaste, always enveloped in love; and towards
every man our talk must be both "pure-talk" and

—

"love-talk."
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men

the opportunities for winning

men

to Christ.

And

was Paul's paramount concern.
For this purpose, he tells us in verse 4, he is anxious
to preach as he ought; and for this same purpose, he
tells us in verse 6, he is anxious for God's people to
winning

Life's

to Christ

BY REV.

GOODBY AND FAREWELL

Sometimes we are reminded of the hopeful promises
of the early morning, or the stern matter-of-fact midday stability, or the unrealized dreams fading into the

With both tenderness and beauty Paul closes the
chapter and the epistle with affectionate commendations of his fellow-workers. Tychicus he calls a beloved brother, a faithful minister, and a fellow-servant in the Lord; Onesimus, the runaway slave who has
found Christ and is even now returning to his master,
he referred to as a faithful and beloved brother and
"one of you." Aristarchus was his fellow-prisoner,
Barnabas and Justus his fellow-workers unto the kingdom of God and also his comforters. Epaphras he
calls a bond-slave of Christ, and Luke, the beloved
physician. The brethren in the church at Laodicea he
greets, and warns Archippus, who was probably the
Laodicean pastor, to "take heed to the ministry which
thou has received from the Lord, that thou keep on

-

consuming eventide.
Sometimes it is like the echo of a deep heart-throbbing amen bursting from the full organ played by a
master's hand. Then again it makes one think of the
three piercing notes of the whippoorwill, disturbing the
vanishing breath of a perfect day.

Sometimes

pain, the eyes of his' heart are ever upon those he
led to Christ. He sends Tychicus to comfort them,
and writes a letter to guide and direct them. He is
more concerned for them than for his own condition,

bound and imprisoned though he is.
Now in a day not far away, he shaU be, as he himself
said, "loosed away upward" to leave the work he loved
and suffered for behind. He will leave friends and
fellow-workers.
saints on earth.

He will leave the fellowship of the
Mark and Luke and Barnabas and

Archippus and Tychicus cannot yet go along. There
are other things, however, that he will also leave
behind the darksome prison cell, the thorn in the
flesh, those swollen eyes, that tired body, those merciless floggings, the taunting jeers, the angry mobs, and
the daily care of all the churches of God.
And when the day of going finally comes, he writes
to the young pastor, Timothy, "All men forsook me
Notwithstanding the
Only Luke is with me
Lord stood with me, and poured power into me that by
me the preaching (of the mystery of Christ) might be
fully known, and that all the Gentiles' might hear."

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

"The salutation by the hand of me Paul. Remember
my bonds. Grace be with you. Amen."

proud as the prancing stallion exultAnd then again it is humble as

melted butter.

Sometimes life's monotonous repetitions bring days,
Then another day reminds us of
the jaggering bluster of the Ul-bred street carnival.
Sometimes it is like a broad lake: one day placid,
next day turbulent; one day frigid is a snow-covered
countryside, the next warm as midsummer.
Sometimes there is sad tragedy as of a bird fluttering in painful hopelessness in the disaster of a broken
pinion. Then again there is the joy of fortune's full
chilly, low-spirited.

Because of Paul's poor eyesight, an amanuensis as
usual has written his epistle for him. But the great
apostle always subscribes the salutation in his own
handwriting. He does it here.

Asiatic churches, yet there stUl throbs within his veins
the message of the "mystery of Christ." And though
his eyes are dimmed with dark disease and ache with

it is

ing in his strength.

filling it full."

"The chain clanked afresh as Paul took the pen to
sign his name." "Remember my bonds," he tells others.
"He was not likely to forget them himself."
Thus Paul the aged sits in prison, and though he is
too old for his tired body to pulsate and throb with
the vibrant life which he exhibited in establishing the

EIKENBERRY

Ofttimes life reminds us of the clattering noise of a
freight train rumbling by— many conflicting sounds
just one mad rushing roar.

speak as they ought.
.

Medley
D. F.

glory.

One day life is mellow as the light of an old kerosene
lamp turned low; and the next, blinding in its brilliant
glow.

Sometimes it seems to open wide the gates of heaven;
and the next we see the open grave.

Some days we are frightened at the windstorm's
crushing of rocks; we tremble in the earthquake's rumblings; we are dismayed at the roaring mad leaping
flames. But, by faith, we wrap a mantle about our
heads and go forth to listen to the still small voice.
Sometimes everything seems loose, and rattles like
the old farm wagon trotting down the uneven pike.
But then, on another day, life's calmed composure is
like the melodious sound of deep-toned Sunday morning church bells ringing in the distant, restful country
town.
Sometimes its irritating agitation is like the mad
stinging of an enraged yellowjacket's nest; whiie the
next is as cooing as the dove's call, or as purring as an
affectionate kitten.

Sometimes life seems as enduring as the hills; and
then again it is like slipping sand beaten by winds

and rain.
Sometimes

its courage is like the dignified, rugged,
embattled, aged oak in its victories over
enemies and the boisterous elements. Then at other
times it seems as impotent as a swaying reed out In

snarled

yonder swamp.
Sometimes the days seem as lonely as the sunburnt
desert's wild waste; then others are as sacred shrines,
symbolizing heaven's fullness of joy.
But, for the believing one, some days are as com(
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The doctrine of
Typology

By Ned CoUingridge
STUDENT, GRACE SEMINARY

Several months ago some of the people in my little
church who had been reading through the Old Testament, came to me and asked what were the meaninos
of the sacrifices of the Old Testament. Previous to that time
I had been subjected to a course

"fashion." This has the significance of a pattern or
model, for it is so translated in Ex. 25:40. We also
find the meaning of the word to be "an imprint made
by a die or a seal impression made in wax, or a figure carved in relief." Most generally the thing called
a type is only a representation of the reality, or a
model of the real thing. When I was working in the

—

.

of typology at the Bible Institute of Los Angeles, and so I

knew that they

we often got blueprints which were
in the engineering office. The boss would hand
us one of them, give us the material, and tell us to go
to work and make what was on the print. Some of
aircraft factory

had some

made

meaning, but just why or to

what extent I couldn't tell.
Then as 1 continued to think on
the subject, I realized that we
could not understand a great
NED COLLINGRIOGE
portion of the New Testament
apart from the Old Testament. When John the Baptist saw Christ coming to him and startled the surrounding throng with the words, "Behold the Lamb
of God," what were the thoughts that crowded up into
the minds of the gathered Jews? How is Adam a figure of Him who was to come as Paul declared
Romans 5? To what is the reference of the ashes of
an heifer of Hebrews 9? In what way is Christ an
high priest? These and a host of other similar questions cannot be answered apart from the teaching of
the Old Testament.
So then, it is extremely necessary that we consider
seriously the whole realm of typology. Unless we are
prepossessed with the truth that the ancient laws were
established only to point forward to the sacrifice which
Jesus Christ was to offer we can look on the tabernacle and temple of Jerusalem only as slaughterhouses whose victims' blood and fat are more proper to
inspire with disgust than with love for God: we see in
the recorded lives of many of the Old Testament saints
only a somewhat unsuccessful attempt to follow God:
we can see in the history of the Jews only a story of a
wayward and dissolute nation.

m

THE MEANING OF THE WORD "TYPE"
we consider the meaning of the word
translated "type"? John 20 records the meeting of
Jesus with the disciples in the secret room, Thomas
being absent. Then the other disciples came to the
wayward one and told him of the wonderful meeting
with the Lord. But Thomas was of the same disposition as the modern skeptic, for he said, "Except I shall
see in his hands the print of the nails, I will not believe." Now the word "print" is the Greek word "type."
In this case it is the mark left by a nail. Acts 7:43
translates the word "tupos" with the English word
"figure." In this case it is an idol that is under consideration. Here then is a visible evidence of a base
idea, for an idol represents the supposed reality behind,
or the God spirit. Therefore it is called a type. In the
next verse the word "tupos" is used and is translateo
First, shall

these directions were so specific that if we varied
l/l,000th of an inch we had to reject the part. It was
a pattern to go by and it had to be 'accurate. A type
then is a pattern or model to be used in making a copy.
There are three other words used to describe this
very idea. In Heb. 9:23, the tabernacle is spoken of as
"the patterns of things in the heavens." The revised
version translates "patterns" as "copies," and the margin of Scofield's Edition gives "representations." Hebrews 8:5 translates the same word as "example," and
refers it to the service of the priests in the tabernacle.
There is another word familiar to us in other ways,
"parable." In the Greek this literally means "a casting
alongside, or a comparison of one thing with another."
Hebrews 9:9 in speaking of the tabernacle says that
this was a "figure for the time than present," or a
comparison vnth a greater thing in heaven. Perhaps
the most descriptive word of the three is the wora
translated "shadow." Paul, in Col. 2:17, says that the
ordinances, the eatings, the holy days or Passover, and
the sabbaths are but shadows of things to come, but the
body is of Christ. There is no reality to such ordinances
only as they are materialized in the Lord Jesus Himself.
Hebrews 8:5 speaks of the tabernacle as a shadow of
heavenly things. It had no reality; the reality was in
heaven. Hebrews 10:1 shows that law was only a
shadow of good things to come. In this case the context shows that the sacrifices were under consideration. It is interesting to note that the contrast here
is with a very image, as it is with the body in Col. 2:17.
Therefore, we see that a type is just an emblem
given to represent for a temporary period of time the
reality which exists in heaven (Heb. 8:5) and which
is fully revealed in Christ (Col. 2:17).

WHY DO WE HAVE TYPES?
God has not completely

reevaled Himself to

man

at

any one time, but there has been a gradual revelation
and unfolding of His Person, until in the fullness of
time the Lord Jesus came forth, in whom dwells all
the fullness of the Godhead bodily. Gal. 3:24 says thai
"the law was our schoolmaster to bring us to Christ,
that we might be justified by faith." We often think
of a schoolmaster as one who teaches. However, the
Greek term is defined by Liddell and Scott as "the
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slave who went with a boy from home to school and
back again." He is not the teacher but the one who
leads the child to the teacher. So then the law is only
that which brings us to Christ, who then teaches us
about the things of God.
Further, they prefigure the eternal work of Christ,
and of his ministry. Though the pictures given are
incomplete and hazy, yet they form a wonderfully accurate and concrete method of determining the scope
and worth of the Lord when they are all put together.
Lastly, they make the Old Testament a living book,
instead of a dry and sometimes uninteresting recital o?
mere historical facts. It makes the Old Testament a
book which is worthy of the nature of God, its designer, instead of the fallible and faulty production of

a type of that which is good. For
example, an idol
cannot be a type of Christ, neither could
Nimrod do
the work typical of Christ's work. A
fine point to be
noticed in John 3:14 is that the type
there is not in
the serpent and Christ but in the
action of the lifting
up, and the life coming out of the
look of faith The
serpent itself is not typical of our Lord.

HOW MAY A TYPE BE DETERMINED?
Before we discuss how to determine the
existence of
a type, we should offer two words of
caution. Do not
be too extravagant in the determination
of a type, but
also, do not restrict unduly. In
connection with' the
brazen serpent some would have ud to see
the pole in
the shape of a cross; the serpent
had no venom as
Christ was without sin; the brass was
a type of the outward plainness of our Lord, etc., etc. Others
take the
other extreme when they say that only
when Scripture
explicitly states that a type is
intended may we find

man.

WHAT IS THE NATURE OF A TYPE?
we have seen the meaning of the type and the
reason why we have types, we should inquire into the
After

typical

significance. It seems to me that
this also i.s
altogether too restrictive for an
adequate exposition ot
Scripture types. So, shall we note three
general methods of determining a type?

nature of a type, or of typology in general. There are
three general classifications of types. There may be
typical persons. For example, in Romans 5:14, Adam
is said to be a type, which is the exact
Greek word
used, of Him who is to come, Christ. Then there may
be events in history which are typical. Paul in I Cor.
10:11, says that the wanderings of the Israelites in the

First,

deny

m

reference to a symbol, "the characteristic feature
is
that one thing is said or seen, and another is
intended.
It is a suggestive sign, whUe a type
is an image of that
which it is intended to represent." So then a
type
should be interpreted in the literal sense. Also, a
type
is essentially a prefiguring
of something to come. It
has an element of prophecy in it. Hebrews 10:1
says
that the "law was a shadow of good things
to come."
This too is a distinctive difference between
a symbol
and a type. A symbol does not have any essential reference to time, but rather denotes either some
office
character, or quality. The bread of the Eucharist
is a
symbol of the body of Christ, but the manna of the
wilderness is a type of Christ.
A type cannot be made to coincide in all respects
to the thing or person represented.
However, there
must be some notable point of analogy or resemblance. They may be in many respects
totally dissimilar.
As in the case of Adam and Christ in

Romans

5:14-20 and I por. 15:45-49, there are more
points of unlikeness than of agreement,
so that
Christ is the fulfillment in contrast as well as
in comparison. It is also important to note in this
connection that the perfections of a type
are found in the
antitype in a superior degree—yet the
imperfections
are not found.

One last thing to remember in connection with the
nature of types is that a thing in itself evil, cannot
be

Hebrews

No one will
Word what

9:24; is definite

when It says that the holy places are types
of the true
holy place or of the presence of
God Himself. Just
like Dad's word at home is
law, so is God's Word law
with us.

wilderness happened to them for types. One notable
incident was the drinking of the water that came
out
of the Rock, which, Paul says, was Christ.
Finally,
ritualistic services may be classed as types.
As we
have already noted, the passover, the sabbaths, the
sacrifices, and the events connected with the
service
of the tabernacle, are all typical of the work of
Christ.
However, there is a difference between a symbol and
a type. Terry, in his work on Hermeneutics, says

the express statement of Scripture.
it is in the

this as authoritative. If
are we going to do about it?

Second, the interchange of names.
In I Cor 15-45
our Lord is called Adam. This would
be enough to tell
us that Christ is not actually Adam,
but only an antitype of the first Adam.
Third, a very striking likeness. This
is where many
students of the Word will "kick over
the traces " But
these same students will not hesitate
to interpret the
parables and prophecies of the Word.
They remind me
of the young man who was to
have the relatives for
a Thanksgiving dinner. He had never
carved a turkey
before, so he enrolled in a
six-easy-lessons course on
how to carve turkeys. The great day arrived, the
guests
were all assembled and breathlessly awaiting
the carving procedure to begin. But the
young fellow turned
the turkey around and around, and
then over several
times. Finally, one of the guests
impatiently asked
hun why he did not begin the carving. In great
perplexity and disgust, the young man said,
"I can't. This
bird hasn't any dotted lines on it." Terry
gives an excellent principle by which to guide
our interpretations:
"the persons and events which are expressly
declared
by the sacred writers to be typical are rather
to be
taken as specimens and examples for the
interpretation of all types." If we will keep in mind
clearly the
distinctive characteristics of all types,
and use good
sense and sound judgment of interpretation,
judging
each case on its own merits, claiming the promise
of
the Word that God will reveal them to us by His
Spirit,
we will find a rich gold mine of truth in this field. In
Hebrews 9, Paul tells us that he cannot speak further
of the mercy seat. How wonderful it would have
been
or him to have done so, but would it be sacrilegious
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GOOD FRIDAY

IN

THE PHILIPPINES

[This letter to Lewis C. Hohenstein, superintendent of
the Sunday School at the First Brethren Church of
Dayton, Ohio, was written by a Christian friend now
stationed in the Philippines, Capt. Robert I. Mitchell.)

the persons performing the vows with the glass studs
several times on the back until that person's back was
bleeding considerably.

Since today was Good Friday, a friend of mine invited
to go with him to visit a barrio just outside the
town in which we are stationed, where they were having a religious ceremony. Neither of us knew what we
would see. This fellow had a Filipino friend who went
with us and was a big help in explaining the affair

me

to us.

As each

'

was a most unusual ceremony. Various members
percentage, I was told)
of the Catholic Church (a small
had taken upon themselves voluntary oaths or vows.
These varied, depending upon the amount of special
Typical
blessings which God had bestowed upon them.
dying,
vows were, "God, if you make my mother, who is
ceremony every
well, I will go through the penitence
It

have no way

of

knowing.

About 10 o'clock this morning there began assemhaa
bling a group of devout Filipinos, all men, who
taken upon themselves certain vows. There also began
assembling a crowd of spectators. The persons who
fulfill their vows had equipped themselves with
ropes to which were tied sticks about four inches
long and three-eighths of an inch in diameter. One
stick was tied on for every year of the vow. If any of
these sticks came off during the ceremony, an extra
year was added to the vow for every stick dropped.
For about one-half hour the men with the ropes
and sticks swung the ropes over their shoulders so
that the sticks slapped across their backs and at the

were to

same time they exposed their backs to the sun to improve circulation. They did this until their backs were
quite red.

Soon a man dressed in normal civilian clothes drove
up in a carretela. He was equipped with a board to
which were fastened many pieces of multi-colored
glass. Quietly and without any fuss the men with the
ropes formed into a line. All of this time they appeared to be very happy and joyful. My guide told
me, "They are very happy to partake of the sufferings of Christ." The men with the ropes and sticks
of flowers) upon their
over their faces. They

placed wreaths (many made
heads and improvised masks
were escorted by friends who guided them and looked
after their needs during the ceremony. They each approached the man with the glass-studded board— all
of them were strong healthy specimens, but it was
noticed as they bent over in front of the man that

most of them had ugly-looking scars on their backs.
Soon we knew why as we saw the man strike each of

his back cut

open he was led to

—

Good Friday for 15 years." Others were made in order
in the
that the person or his family would be spared
Japanese occupation. One of the Filipinos explained
this year beto me that there were probably so many
per cent
cause of the latter reason. He said that 50
theof the population of his barrio had died during
Jap occupation. I think his estimate must be high, but
I

man had

the front of a house from which a weird chant was
issuing. There he made a cross upon the ground, knelt,
and crossed himself, then flattened himself with arms
outspread, the first two fingers crossed and his len
foot crossed over the right. My guide said "just like
Christ on the cross." His attendant then administered
a spanking to him striking each of his buttocks with
a leather paddle several times I do not know the' significance of the number of times— possibly it is one
strike for each year of the vow. After this was finished, the "victim" faced around to another point of
the compass and the spanking was repeated. This was
done several times until the entire compass had been
boxed. The man then rose to his knees, crossed himself, rose to his feet, and started down along the path,
thus beginning his pilgrimage.

As he walked along the path, he again swung the
rope and rods so that they slapped against his now
profusely bleeding back. The sticks acquired a crimson color and his trousers began to turn red. Each
swing of the rope splashed blood on the spectators.
Slowly the man walked down the path, the sticks slapping across his back.
It was not long before he came to another house
from which the same kind of chant as before was coming. Again the pilgrim prostrated himself upon the
ground and the first procedure was repeated. He

stopped at several of these houses before the journey

was finished.
As we drove along trying

to pass the procession
(there were at least 25 persons fulfilling their vows) we
came upon one man performing a different kind of

vow. His back also was cut in the same manner, but
he had no lash to swing. Instead, he carried a large
wooden cross. It was indeed a burden.

About three-quarters of the way along the course,
one of the fellows fainted. Some of the spectators and
his attendant carried him to the shade of a Nipa
(palm) hut where he was given something to revive
him. My guide said that his would be either tea, a soft
drink, or

an

egg.

Incidentally he was lying

back in an old carabao manure

pile.

upon his

No treatment was

given to his back.
I was told that the path over which they passed was
more than a kilometer long. I know that the entire
journey took over one-half hour. At the end of the
pilgrimage each of the men prostrated himself before
a little circle in the center of which was a pole which
resembled a naked flagpole. Again the spanking

(Continued on Page 408)
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JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH
By GERALD POLMAN,

Student, Grace Seminary

To merely show us that
us out of our trouble.

In Gal. 2:15 and 16 we find the very pith and kernel
of this Epistle. Paul uses these two verses as an easy
and natural transition passing from the historical to
the doctrinal part of the Epistle.
In the

first

Like the angel, then, with the flaming sword at
the east of the garden of Eden, the law drives us from
itself that we might seek salvation elsewhere. Where
does it drive us?

part of the chapter Paul sets forth the

background of the 15th and 16th verses. Pollowing this historical account, Paul takes occasion to
speak of the great fundamental doctrine of the gospel
Justification is not by works of the law, but by faith

Paul said that since we know a man is not justified
by the works of the law, we have turned to belief in
Christ Jesus, that we might be justified by the faith

in Christ Jesus.

Christ Jesus.

Paul writes, "We," speaking of Jewish Christians,

"who are Jews by nature, and not sinners of the Gentiles
knowing that a man is not justified by the works
of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ, even we
ourselves have believed in Jesus Christ, that we mighc
be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the

—

works of the law."
"If we have thought it necessary to seek justification
by the faith of Christ why then should we trouble ourselves with the law? What did we believe in Christ for?
Was it not that we might be justified by the faith of

Christ?
"If this

is

true,

then

is it

not

we go back
by it? And if it

folly that

and expect to be justified
would be wrong for us who are Jews by nature to return to the law and expect justification by it, would
it not be much more so to require this of the Gentiles
to the law,

who were never subject to it?"
Before we go any further we should define the
term "justification." Some have understood it as

are sinners doesn't help

There is no life in the Law—it only restrains and
discourages; it cannot renew and inspire us. Only
love and grace can do that.

historical

Paul was aware of the false teaching in Galatia, so
he points out two things:
1. The failure of attempting to secure justification
through works of law, and:
2. The promise of justification through faith In

we

of Christ.

We hear someone say that a man in the world is
by what he does—but this doesn't help us in
our spiritual realm because we have just found that
a man is not justified before God by the works of the

justified

Then he says, "Religion is in a poor and miserway if it is to be held only with the heart, but
not with the mind and intellect at all."
law.
able

Picture Admiral Byrd as he started in his ship toward
the South Pole. All the men he picked were specialists
in their field.

Every step of preparation before they

began was an act of faith on the part of Admiral Byrd,
and all the men had placed their entire faith in their
admiral as to a specific destination and purpose with
the means of accomplishing this purpose. Every step
of the entire trip was planned in faith and worked in
faith.

We see that faith is something real and is made use
of all the time. This faith that we have is the mean;*
of justification. It merely unites with Christ just as
the graft on the tree is held in place by the clay that
the gardener has put in place. Just so is thei believer
united to Christ by faith, which is the gift of God.
It is not the faith that justifies then, but
faith is merely the hand that grasps Him.

it is

Christ;

"making righteous," others as "accounting righteous."
But I believe a fuller definition would be that justification is an act of divine grace that restores the sinner to full relationship with God as if he had not

In II Corinthians 5:21 we read that Christ being cruonce for all "he was made to be sin for us, who
knew no sin; that we might be made the righteousness
of God in him."

sinned.
In trying to attain to this relationship with

are justified by believing what Christ did in fuland obeying the law perfectly in our behalf.
The question before Paul was if one is conscious thai;
he is a sinner against God, how are his sins to be
forgiven? Maybe you are saying, "God is certainly
merciful." Yes, but you must remember that God is
also just. In Christ, and Christ alone, can we place
our confidence and faith.
"Not by the works of law: for by the works of the law
shall no flesh be justified."
Paul has now contradicted the falsehoods which had
been taught. They had reduced Christianity from an

cified

We

God

we meet complete

failure if we attempt it through
Men the world over have been making futile
toward this goal.
Justification under the law requires perfect obedi-

the law.
efforts

ence to every point in that law. James 2:10 reads, "For
whosoever shall keep the whole law and yet offend
in one point, he is guilty of all."
The Psalmist says, "Hear my prayer, O Lord ... for
in thy sight shall no man living be justified" (Psalm
143:1, 2). Paul in writing to the Romans helps us
with the explanation of what the law does (Rom.
3:20), "By the deeds of the law there shall no flesh
be justified in his sight: for by the law is the knowledge of sin."
The law shows us very plainly that we are sinners.

filling

inward and spiritual

life to

an outward and ceremonial

system.

"For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that
not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: not of works,
lest any man should boast."
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R. E. Ging:rich, Pastor First Brethren Church, Akron, Ohio

[This is the seventh in a series of radio addresses by
Rev. Raymond E. Gingrich. The last article appeared
in the February 17, 1945, Brethren Missionary Herald.
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We have now presented three outstanding signs
given by our Lord in answer to His disciples' querstion:
"What shall be the sign of thy coming?" Namely, "The
Sign of Global War", "The Sign of Famines", and "The
Sign of Pestilence", All these you may find listed in
Matthew 24:7, where you may also find the fourth

the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom; and the earth did quake and the rocks rent."

Further on, we are told that v/hen the centurion and
they that were with him watching Jesus saw the earthquake
they feared greatly, saying, "Truly this
was the Son of God." Here the outflashlng of God's
wrath in judgment was accompanied by a memorable
earthquake.
Now, the Word has pointed out in both the Old and
New Testaments that this Age shall close in a sweep of
divine judgment upon the wicked and apostate nations, and that that judgment shall be preceded and
accompanied by terrific earthquakes.
Joel
3:16
proclaims, "The Lord shall also roar out of Zion, and
utter his voice from Jerusalem; and the heavens and
.

namely:

.«ign,

Earthquakes as a Sign of Our Lord's Return

has been noted by a keen student of current events'
in the light of the prophetic word that "the greatest
earthquakes (save possibly one) that have ever shaken
this old terra firma have come since the close of the
It

World War. Several

of

them

literally

shook the whole

("Light From Bible Prophecy", page
91-92, by Dr. Louis S. Bauman).
Students of the Word of God have long ago observed
that earthquakes are often, unusually often, connected
with the direct activities of God among men, especially
In times of divine judgment. The flood in the time of
Noah, a direct judgment of God upon a world whose
cup of iniquity was overflowing was undoubtedly
caused by a gigantic earthquake. We are told in
Genesis 7:11 that after Noah and his family, together
with the animals two by two had gone into the ark.
"all the fountains of the great deep were broken up,
and the windows of heaven were opened." It is an
accepted fact that the expression "the great deep'
refers to the oceans and seas. When "all the fountains
of the great deep" were broken up "A fearful roaring
from the sea announced that some mighty convulsion
had commenced in the great deep. All its
sealed fountains were bursting up: God had removed
the bounds of ocean; its proud waves were no longer
stayed, but were rising with prodigious tumult, and
beginning to advance again upon the dry land" (Pember
in "Earth's Earliest Ages."
Such a gigantic inrushing of water from the mighty
ocean could have been caused, it appears to us, frona
but one source an earthquake breaking up the ocean
bed causing a tidal wave. It was a scene of unprecedented judgment of God upon a corrupt and violent
flesh on the earth that was past redemption and had
to be destroyed. And it was accompanied by a violent
shaking of the earth.
The greatest outpouring of divine wrath recorded in
the Word of God was manifested at the cross. It was
there that the Son of God received upon Himself the
full weight of God's wrath upon sin. He bore in our
stead our full penalty and cleared the scroll of its condemning record. We are told by Matt, in chapter 27:51
that when Jesus had dismissed His spirit "the veil of
terrestrial globe

.

.

.

—

.

.

the earth shall shake." The scene is the battle of
at the very close of this age. Haggai
declares, "For thus saith the Lord of hosts; Yet once,
it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens,
and
the earth, and the sea, and the dry land." It is the
occasion of the closing judgment of this age. Zechariah
prophesies, saying: "And his feet shall stand in that
day upon the mount of Olives, which is before
Jerusalem on the east, and the mount of Olives shall
cleave in the midst thereof toward the east and toward
the west, and there shall be a very great valley; and
half of the mountain shall remove toward the north,
and half toward the south." (Zechariah 14:4). It is
the closing scene of this age. Judgment will have been
inflicted upon a wicked world, and is about to be consummated. When the nail-pierced feet of our crucified
and risen Lord again touch this earth the place where
they light is the mount of Olives, from which He ascended. The moment they touch the mount, the earth
begins to tremble, the tremor increases into a mighty
crescendo, and the mount splits in twain, half of it
being removed toward the north and half toward the
south, creating a very great valley running east and
west. Startling as it may appear, especially to skeptical
minds, geologists have discovered in the mount of
Olives a fault, the geological term for a great crack in
the strata of the earth, in the mount of Olives running
eastward and westward through the mountain strata.
Even the mount of Olives is set for the coming of His

Armageddon

feet.

As warnings to a sin-laden world of men that the
coming of the Lord draweth nigh, earthquakes have
been increasing in mtensity and universality within
the last generation. The Chinese earthquake of 1920,
we have been told, took a toll of at least 180,000 human
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THE CARELESS WAY: To
cause that

is

Conrad

give something to every
presented, vi^ithout inquiring into its

away

Greif, a pioneer in the

at his

home

Brethren

faith,

passed

on May 10,
1945, at the age of 89 years, 3 months, and 22 days.
THE IMPULSIVE WAY: To give from impulses as
much as as often as love and pity and sensibility Funeral services were held the following Saturday at
the First Brethren Church, conducted by Rev. A. R.
prompt.
THE LAZY WAY: To make a special offer to earn Staley, a former pastor, assisted by Rev. J. S. Cook.
He was bom near Marburg, Germany, January 18,
money for benevolent projects, by fairs, bazaars,'
1856. He was the second of a family of nine children.
rummage sales, festivals, etc.
In 1872 he left Germany and spent most of his reTHIS SELF-DENYING WAY: To save the cost of luxmaining years in the State of Iowa.
uries and apply them to purposes of Christianity
and
In 1877 he was married to Mary Weber. To this
charity. This may lead to asceticism and
self-comunion were born three children, Mrs. Elizabeth Graplacence.
THE HEROIC WAY: To limit our own expenditures to ham, Mrs. Louise Fitz, and Martin Greif, all of whom
preceded him in death.
a certain sum and give all the rest of our
income.
On November 27, 1884, he was married to Anna
THE CHRISTIAN WAY: To lay aside as an offering to
God a definite. Spirit-led portion of our gains—one- Weber. To this union one son was born, Alvin, of
Thompson, Iowa. He, with 12 grandchildren, 23 great
tenth, one fifth, one-third, one-half. This
is adapted
grandchildren, and 2 great great grandchildren and
to all, whether rich or poor, and
gifts would very
his aged and devoted wife, survive.
largely increase if it were definitely
practiced.
Grandpa Greif united with the Brethren Church in
WHILE WE ARE GIVING to families, friends, relatives
1894. He served for years as
let us not forget to give to the One
Who gave His all capacities. In his earlier days a deacon and in other
it was his privilege to
that we might live in the midst of such
blessings as
make a trip to the Holy Land. He was a faithful serwe enjoy.
vant of the Lord and of his church. A friend and
C. T. STUDD ONCE SAID: "It is
worthwhile to lose all
neighbor made this remark: "If there was ever a
this world can offer and stake
everything on the
better man, I never knew him." May God bless his
world to come."— The Grace Herald.
memory for good to all who knew him. "Blessed are
the dead, which die in the Lord."— Mrs. Herman A.
Hoyt, a granddaughter.
merits.

(Continued from Page 404)
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The Japanese earthquake
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in Dallas Center, Iowa,

FROM ONE LIGHT TO THE NEXT

of 1923 decimated the

•''"^'^

o^

missing,

During a great storm a physician in a small town
was called to go some seven or eight miles into the
country to visit a sick child. It was evening, and the
snow was falling so rapidly that it soon blotted out the
road and left him in sore danger of losing his way.
Reaching a farmhouse, he telephoned to the next one
beyond, asking them to hang out a lantern. They did
so, and sent the word on to their next neighbor,
who
in turn sped the message, and so the doctor with his
horse and buggy was enabled to drive forward through
the storm, making his way from light to light until he
reached the home where he was so sorely needed. ±s
not that a picture of the Christian life? We can each
throw a light upon that part of the road that runs by
our own door to make sure that no one shall miss the

and

The Chinese earthquake of 1927 resulted in the death of 100,000 Chinese
victims. Reading in the college library where
we were in school at

that time we saw that a popular
scientific magazine
had reported the Chinese as saying that so
severe and
unprecedented was the quake in its intensity
that

mountains "walked two miles." Incredible,
but so reported. Since these earthquakes, Japan,
Baffin Bay
India, South America, and Turkey

have experienced
major shocks and quakes, while the crust of the whole

earth has been aquiver with lesser shakings.
What does it all signify? The coming of the" Lord
draweth nigh, as He Himself said. And when He does
appear the earth, and heavens, and the sea shall
be
shaken, and the kings of the earth, and the great men,
and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the
mighty men, and every bondman, and every free man,
shall hide themselves in the dens and in the
rocks of
the mountains; and shall say to the mountain
and the
rocks, "Fall on us, and hide us from the face
of him
that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of
the
Lamb: for the great day of his wrath is come; and
who shall be able to stand?" But they who are hidden
In Christ Jesus shall have been sheltered from the
wrath of God, for Christ bore it for them.

way because our

light

is

not burning.

WHERE TO TRUST
Trust in yourself, and you are doomed to disappointment; trust in your friends and they will die and leave
you; trust in money and you may have it taken from
you; trust in reputation and some slanderous tongue
may blast it; but trust in God, and you are never to be
confounded in time or eternity.—D. L. Moody.
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write

when

things go along normally.

give the highlights of the past year.
Last summer we were privileged to

Bauman here one

BUILDING
group of Brethren of Peru, Ind.,
The
has,
under the leadership of Rev. Robert A. Ashman,
for the past two years, been quite varied.
They have faced legal proceedings in both the Cirfaithfully under
cuit and the Appellate Courts, laboring
the name of
the most adverse conditions in magnifying
experience of a

terhood

volunteered their lives for full-time misOne graduated from high school this

summer.
helping in a child evangeUsm class this

Our pastor tried for many months to get some
special meetour Brethren men, and others, too, for
week's meetings with
ings. FinaUy, we did have one
Des Moines. Ala fundamental Baptist pastor from
seed
visible results, the Lord knows the
of

though no

was sown.

we were so glad to have Brother and
Lynn Schrock. Their testimonies and message
have meant much to us. It means so much to see
young people really on fire for the Lord. They arrived
April 18th

could be found available. Abnormal war conditions
added to the distress of the position, making imposas Is
sible the erection of a new building. Nevertheless,
always the case when there is a simple -trust in the
Lord, He is sufficient unto the need and these people

Sister

were graciously granted use of the Public Library.
A worship service and Sunday School has been conducted regularly each Sunday. Although the proper
working
facilities were not afforded, a staff of willing
teachers put forth an earnest effort in combined and
crowded classes to instruct youth in the ways of the

story
songs.

Bible Club held
in time for the Interdenominational
the
each Wednesday in the Recreation Hall. They told

and taught the boys and girls some Spanish
A group of the boys and girls came to churcn
that evening and sang a song in Spanish.
May 6th we had the unexpected pleasure of having
Herman
Brother and Sister Herman Hoyt (Harriet and
They had come
to us) here for the morning service.
Conrad Greif, 89
to see Mrs. Hoyt's grandfather, Mr.
the following
years, who went to be with the Lord

Lord.

Due to interference with study period in the Public
Library, it has been necessary to conduct prayer meeting at a late hour and without the use of music. These
people have experienced the power of prayer and praise
the Lord with an average attendance of 75.

Thursday.
on
Brother Hoyt gave that Sunday morning message
John 15:1-10. At the close of the service, a sailor, home
to 15
on furlough, and his three daughters, ages 10
Christ as
years, went forward to publicly accept
following Suntheir Saviour. They were baptized the
member
day afternon. The sailor's wife had been a
privileged to attend
for several years. They were all
communion, which was that evening, before he left
for service on Tuesday.
How we did miss dear "Daddy" or "Grandpa" Greif
communion. His
(as nearly all of us called him) at
left a fme
funeral was just the day before. He has
beloved
testimony to the whole community. He was a

cam-

man-

ner the testimony of both the Men and Women Seventy Bands in witnessing in the various homes of the
unsaved of the city.
Recently the group were able to purchase a very
beautiful lot well located in an unchurched area of the
ficity and intend to start building immediately as

nances and government restrictions will permit. The
matter of building has become urgent, as it is now
necessary to vacate the Library, which is to undergo
badly needed repairs.
The present high costs and scarcity of materials
double the burdens of building, yet necessity demands
entire Brothit. These people covet the prayers of the
erhood and hope to merit support in undertaking the
erection of a house of worship unto the Lord.

attenddeacon and we'll long remember his faithful
consistent,
ance at all services, his prayers, and his fine
advanced age
consecrated Christian life. In spite of his

he was always at prayer meeting,

too, until recently,

physically unable.
attendSo much for the past. Our Sunday School
ance has been increasing lately.
looking
Now, some of the things for which we are
meeting will be
forward. Our annual church business

when

DALLAS CENTER, IOWA
We read with interest of the activities of our other
churches. Though we haven't been heard from for
It's

girls)

They are
spring, the other will be a junior this fall.
one Is
both willing to do all possible to serve Him, and

of his good wiil
It so pleased God in the providence
from a place of
to allow court decisions to eject them
they
worship. Under the date of October 26, 1944,
found themselves in a very peculiar position. In the
diffiusual case it is easy to find a church home but
experience was
cult to find a congregation while their
to
the very opposite, a congregation, but impossible
Peru
find a church home. Not a buUding in the city of

time, we're busy for the Lord.

have Dr. Paul R.
We wish

night, showing the pictures!

sionary service.

the Lord Jesus Christ.

some

attempt to

he could have been here longer and shown all of them.
On January 31st it was a treat to have Bro. Jake
Kliever. At the close of the very informative, interes\,women (Sising, enthusiastic message two fine young

PERU BRETHREN PLAN NEW CHURCH

It has been impossible to hold evangeUstic
paigns, yet the Lord has blessed in a marvelous

I'll

not easy to

20th, when
June nth. We are eagerly awaiting June
be here. Then,
Dr. McClain and the quartet will
hosts to our
August 10, 11, and 12th, when we'll be
have
Conference. We count it a privilege to
District
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Bauman

Dr. L. S.

be the speaker.

Many

outside our

denomination are looking for his coming, too.
We're praying that' many of us will be able
to be at
Conference at Winona in August.
Finally, after being disappointed
last year that the

Eureka Jubilee Singers couldn't come, they
plan to be
here for the week of September 24 to
30, should the
Lord tarry. Yours in Christ's service.—
Mrs Glenn
Hoover, Church Correspondent.
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(Continued from Page 402)
around the compass was administered.
The men rose
to their knees, prayed,
crossed themselves, rose ana
either set out for the muddy
river to wash or went to
an artesian well which was nearby.
Their vows for
this

CONCLUSION
was the day on which the Lord Jesus
was found
missmg from the tomb that two disciples
walked from
Jerusalem to their homes talking
as they traveled
about the events of that morning.
Jesus drew near to
them, although they did not know
Him, and began to
speak with them about the prophets
and the books of
Moseys. Luke 24:27 says. And
beginning at Moses and
au the prophets he expounded unto
them in all the
It

year v/ere over.

Most

of the

They

ropes.

men had many sticks
had many scars on

also

attached to their
their backs One

1'°"/ ^-^^ healthy-looking, had 25 sticks.
Th'l^ir'.T'
This
was his third pilgrimage. He started
when he

Scriptures the things concerning
himself. It seems to
that If we prayerfully allow
the Lord to reveal
Himself to us by the Spirit, that it will
be possible for
U3 to say, as the disciples did in
verse 32, Was not our

was

''

fUled

me

*° ^'^ ^""^^ "^"^ ^^^^ ^^^^ f"l-

My

guide proudly informed me
that these men never
ill with tetanus
and that they would all hive
recovered within a week.
These were indeed

became

mracS

^°™^^

heart burning within us, whUe He
talked with us by
the way, and while he opened to
us the Scriptures?

sturntf;
th Catholic
Catt1ic"^.^°T'°^
Church encourages this practice.
He said
No, they do not, but they
feel that since it is
religious
^^

college

Thy Word

"T"

"°*^^-S t°--^d ftoT
pSiTt
r!f
i*^'^
^ that this was something introduced
c, ^^^^f
hl the
fhl Spaniards
by
pver 300 years ago and
it would take
generations to wipe out. He
believes that anyone mak!
ing the vow should carry
it out even

A

^^^^™' «°"^^ a« edifying
as the satisfying

brilW

I

dated
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lor eternity s hell-flaming
harrows. For such snail
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know no heaven,
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unrighteousness
him be made
is righteous let
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us to delve into the meaning
of that particular text^
I do not thmk so.

upon

request.

'''^' "" '""^^y- ^^t

more): and he that

^*"^ ^^^* '^''''- and
hZtT'^r'"''''
him be made holy still (Yet more)."

holy, let

(American Standard Revised).

he

thV

Rev

22-11

ALL CHURCHES OR ORGANIZATIONS AFFECTED
BY THIS ORDER, PLEASE CHECK
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MY BODY THE MARKS OF THE LORD JESUS"—Galatians
Oi4A>

0<J^en.

6:17

a converted Jewess speak at a District Conference of
Brethren Churches we were impressed with the need

Record

A school teacher was faithful for eight
years before winning this Jewess to the Savior. Oh,
that we would be more faithful to those in darkness,
in bringing them the light of the gospel.
of witnessing.

work in W. M. C. is fast closing. The
time is short in which to complete our goals. So let
us take our objectives in hand and take inventory of

Our

year's

—

our accomplishments.
First Twelve devotional meetings.

—

—

Second ^Bible reading, a minimum of 365 chapters
from August 1 to August 1. Let us remember this is a
minimum and may we exceed this goal greatly. We
need the Word of God stored away in our hearts in
days like these. Spiritual growth comes only as we
feast on God's Word.
Third A family altar in every member's home. Let

—

us not be negligent of this privilege of sweet fellowship
and communion before the throne of grace. Many of
our greatest problems and trials are settled before the
Lord in this time set aside. We lose our strength when
we fail to keep the family altar.
Fourth Bible Study Marks of Discipleship. These
studies have been printed in the Brethren Missionary
Herald, and I am sure have been a blessing as they have
been used in our monthly meetings. We heartily thank
our Brother Grubb for his kindness in preparing these

—

—

—

studies.

Fifth

—Regular intercession

and Home Mission

points.

for foreign missionaries
this intercession been

Has

regular with you? Let us take heed to our ways.
Sixth—Birthday cards sent to every missionary on
his or her birthday. Some cards have been sent, but
recently the list of names and addresses have not been
sent in for printing. We shall try to revive this goal!
Seventh More earnest effort to win souls for Christ
with larger emphasis on tract distribution. In hearing

—

Eighth Each District sponsoring a project and to be
represented on the National Board. Be sure that your
District Secretary sends the money for these projects
to the National Financial Secretary-Treasurer, Miss
Donaldson.
Ninth Four major offerings to bey sent in at designated time in order to receive proper recognition.
Tenth All monies collected from dime calendars be
used in Reserve Fund. These calendars may be brought
to National Conference.

—
—

LET US REMEMBER^
W. M. C. Conference, August 27-September
The program is already being planned and we are
expecting a fine attendance. Be sure and have your
Councils represented. You will receive blessing and enNational

3.

couragement for the coming year.

DISTRICT PRESIDENTS—PLEASE TAKE NOTE!!
Statistical blanks are being distributed

by the

dis-

to be filled out and returned
to your district president. She in turn will send them
to Mrs. Wm. Schaffer, 715 W. Chelan Ave., Spokane 12,
Washington. Please notice change of address.
Let us praise the Lord for His blessings of the past
year! We are thankful for our new W.M.C.'s this year,
trict presidents.

They are

Some not previously reported are, Third Church of
Philadelphia, Pa., and the Indianapolis, Ind., W. M. C.
It is of the Lord's mercies that we are not consumed,
because His compassions fail not. Great is Thy Faithfulness.

neconil-cliSl matter April 16, 1943 at the postofflce at Winona Laie. Indiana, under th*
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PROGRAM

THEME—"The Mark of the
HYMN SING.

Blessed Hope."

PRAYER CIRCLE.
SCRIPTURE—Titus 2:1-15.
BIBLE STUDY—"The Mark of

W. M. C. NEWS
the Blessed Hope."

SPECIAL MUSIC.
MISSIONARY STUDY—"China-Bound."

CHORUS—"Lord,

Send Me."

Roanoke,

OFFERING^Home

Missions.

SONG—"What

Were Today?"

If It

A

fellowship meeting of the

about

28, 1945-

55,

We had an

attendance of

with 6 councils represented.

Our motto

—

Psa. 34:15 The eyes of the Lord are upon the
righteous, and His ears are open unto their cry.
1. Pray for the new pastor of the Cheyenne field.
2. Please remember those who are laboring in new sections of God's vineyard, with new responsibilities.
Pray for the Christians of war-torn countries.
4 Pray that more of our W. M. C. ladies shall become
3.

7.

soul winners and tithers.
Pray for the coming Conference program of the
W. M. C, together with each officer in charge.
Pray for our missionaries and those of other fields.
Pray for the work among God's chosen people.

8.

Pray for the rulers of our Nation.

6.

May

Council of the Southeast District, South, was held at
Hollins, Va., April 19, 1945.

5.

Va.,

Woman's Missionary

"My Lord and my God"! Oh, the
"Christ's at His

—Grace Rambo.

blessedness of being

Coming"!

—

Quite suddenly it may be at the turning of a lane,
Where I stand to watch a skylark soar from out the
swelling grain.

That the trump of God shall thrill me, with its call so
loud and clear.
And I'm called away to meet Him, whom of all I hold
most dear.
Quite suddenly it may be in His house I bend my knee,
When the kingly voice, long hoped for, comes at last
to summon me.
And the fellowship of earth-life that has seemed so

—

passing sweet,
Proves nothing but the shadow of our meeting 'round
His feet.

like."

We

for the rally was "Walking More Christopened with a song service, led by our Pres-

Edward Bowman. Mrs. F. T. Taylor, of the
Clearbrook Church, conducted the morning devotions.
Mrs. Richardson, of the Mountain View Brethren
Church, welcomed the delegates and we then had a
"Let's Get Acquainted" service with all Councils participating. Mrs. Edward Bowman played a flute solo.
The message of the morning was given by our National
President, Mrs. Herman Koontz, on "Aids to Spiritual
ident, Mrs.

Growth Through W. M. C. Work," which was most inspiring and challenging.
The afternoon session opened with a song service, led
by Mrs. Edward Bowman. Mrs. R. H. Kettell, of Limestone, Tenn., had charge of devotions. The President
sprung a surprise on us by calling for

six ladies

from

the different Councils to render a special number, the
participants not knowing about it until their names
were called. We then had announcements, received an
offering, sang a hymn, and had a season of prayer.
A business session was held, at which time we accepted as our District project the buying of a communion set for our newest Home Mission church, Clearbrook. An election of officers resulted as follows: Mrs.
Edward Bowman, President; Mrs. Mayme Craghead,
Vice-President, and Mrs. J. Harold Putt, SecretaryTreasurer. Our next rally will be held at Buena Vista,
Va., in October.
We enjoyed the very fine hospitality of the Mountain
View Council and especially the fried chicken and
everything that goes with it. Mrs. J. Harold Putt, Secretary-Treasurer.

—

—

^it may be as I tread the busy street,
Strong to endure life's stress and strain, its every call
to meet,
That through the roar of traffic, a trumpet so very

Quite( suddenly

clear.

Shall stir
near.

my

startled senses

and proclaim His Coming

my

If
If

If

want to be distressed, look within.
want to be defeated, look back.
want to be distracted, look around.
want to be dismayed, look before.
want to be delivered, look to Christ.
want to be delighted, look up.

you
you
you
you
you
you

m

ear;

(I

Thess. 4:17).—

9ti.

e

iciaxn

Arenue, Ro*nok«,
105
— — Hermui
Rokert Aihman. 645 East
Spokane
715 W.
—
W.
Washington.
4828 OaliUaa
—
Min Mabel
W. WuhinttoB,
StrMt
Wi&ooa
Utfria Goodman
Utaiatnn 8«:ntU7
W;omin(
— Mn. Ralph
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Wayne
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—Chairman
John M.

Mrs.
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Mrs.
Recording Secretary
Financial
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Pray*r
Editor
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Fifth Street, Pent,
Chelan,

Sotaffer,

E.

Di.

VlrsiBift

OttetTiew

Koontz,

Pz««id«it

"Rise up, my loye,i and come away, behold the. Bridegroom's here."

"So shall we ever be with the Lord"
L. L. K.

If

If

—

Quite suddenly ^it may be as I li€( in dreamless sleep,
God's gift to many a sorrowing heart, with no more
tears to weep,
That a call shall break my slumber and a Voice sound
in

If

IlidiiBS

12.

Dooaldsoa,

O.

Sr,

Lak*. Indian*

Erani, Ohe;enna.

Mrs.

Aeby,

.ivenue, Ft.

6,

Indiana.
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The Mark

of the Blessed
B(^ I. £. (fMM

Hope

(Last in a Series of Twelve on "Marks of Discipleship")

The second coming of our Lord Jesus Christ is a
foundational doctrine of the Christian faith. It is
basically and practically essential to the completion
of personal salvation, making possible the fullest answer to the prayer of our Lord, "Father, I will that they
also, whom thou hast given me, be with me where I
am" (John 17:24a).
In the letter to Titus Paul calls it "that blessed hope"
(2:13). It is so because of its vital connection with the
appearing of Christ, which brings a flood of blessings
in its wake.

is about to dawn. Let us therefore cast off, as a
worn-out suit, the works of darkness, and instead
clothe ourselves with the armor which befits the
children of light .Eph. 6:11-18). As in the daytime, let
us walk becomingly, not indulging in general revellings
and dnmkeness, nor in varied forms of lustful impurity, nor in quarreling and jealousies. But, to
sum it all up, put on as your armor the Lord Jesus
Christ in such a manner that only He may be seen
in you (II Cor. 3:2, 3), and give none of your attention
to the cravings of your lower nature that you may pro-

ness

The Premillenialist, one who believes that the Bible
simply teaches that Christ will come before the Millennium (1,000 year Kingdom) and take away His
Church, and subsequently set up His Kingdom, is inevitably marked by frequent references to the second
coming of Christ in his prayers, the singing of hymns,
missionary activity, and service. But especially is he
marked as a disciple of Christ by "that blessed hope"
in three distinct ways.
I.

1:27).

of

God need

from the defilement

of sin (I

In making a practical application of the great truth
of the Rapture Paul encourages the Thessalonians to
comfort one another with the words (I Thess. 4:18).
Comfort comes in at least two striking ways.

constant, daily cleansing

John

1:10).

To meet

this

need, believing that Christ will return some day and
change this fleshly body into one such as His own,
exerts a powerful purifying effect in the life (1 John
3:3). As Jesus Christ and God are pure, so does any
man progressively become who fully accepts and lives
on the basis of this p-eat truth.

In the Location of his Walk

(I

John

2:15).

The injunction of John to his "little children" of
faith outlaws the love of the world system. The love
of God and His Christ cannot congenially exist in the
same

with the love of the world. More clearly,
dwell in man as a ruling principle if he Insists upon also entertaining love for the
avowed enemy of God, the world system of sin and
wickedness under the control of Satan. The Lord's
true disciples will be marked by a walk away from this
system of sin. This must include following all the
imperatives of Paul elsewhere (II Cor. 6:11-18). (See
breast)

the lov6 of

God cannot

first study.)

In the manner of His Walk (Rom. 13:11-14).
may be interesting and helpful to give a free paraphrase of this passage in connection with the text.
Paul says by interpretation, "And this let us do, knowing the season, that we are in the last days, late in
the Age of Grace, just before the coming of Christ;
that now is the hour to arouse ourselves out of sleep,
that stupid, fatal indifference to eternal things, for
the completion of our salvation at the second coming
of Christ is now much nearer than when we first believed. The night of sin and evil is almost gone, and
the day of eternal triumph for Christ and righteous2.

It

BY AN ABIDING COMFORT.

II.

BY A PRESENT CLEANSING.
The children

1.

vide for their gratification."
This is surely a large order, but entirely possible of
attainment for the believer who desires to be marked
by "that blessed hope," else God would not have given
it.
The great, motivating power behind this passage
of Scripture is, "Christ in us, the hope of glory" (Col.

1.

In Sickness, Because our Bodies Are Yet To Be Re-

deemed (Rom. 8:19-23).
Our redemption is potentially complete in our Lord
Jesus Christ, but Paul has in mind the actual moving
of the body into the presence of Christ. This very apparently has not yet been accompUshed. While these
earthly temples reside here in the midst of sin and resultant illness, there can be no hope of permanent
health. Epaphroditus hazarded his life for Jesus Christ.
He exposed himself to danger and threw his all into
the breach for God, so much so that he became very
ill (Phil. 2:25-30). Martha knew that corruption would
find its way into the body of her beloved brother Lazarus (John 11:38, 39). Decay and sickness are the relentless enemies of every human body. Our friends
and loved ones become seriously ill and suffer excruciating agony before our very eyes, yet we are powerless
to help. Every hospital, doctor, nurse, drug, tell a story
of sickness and suffering. How comforting, then, for
the believer to once more hear the words of Paul,
"waiteth for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of
the body" (Rom. 8:23). This body is yet to come into
the presence of our Lord away from both the source

and
Z.

reality of sickness.

In Death It Provides Hope of the Resurrection and
a Grand Reunion With Saved Loved Ones (I Thess.
4:1J).

The

first thing on the agendum at the Rapture is
the bodily resurrection of all believers. Out of the
graves they will come, a great army, ascending into
the presence of the Prince of Life. Even though death

412
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constantly
those who
the future
loved ones

besets us with sorrow here, in each case
are set on "that blessed hope" may face
in the certain knowledge that Christian
will be resurrected from the dead at the
coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. What abiding- comfort floods our souls as a result! How the stinger is
removed from death's scorpion!
It follows that there wUl be a glorious reunion of loved
ones—fathers, mothers, sons, daughters, husbands, etc.

Family

circles

will

From pur African
Mission Field
Dear Brethren at Fort Wayne,

3:1,2).
1.

Of Body

(I

John

3:2).

After the natural birth in sin comes the New Birth
for the believer, being regenerated by the Word and
Spirit of God (Tit. 3:5). Now there must be another
new birth into the life of Glory. As we came from earthly

wombs originally, our change of body in the future is
a coming from the womb of Earth to Heaven. Indeed,
we are now the sons of God, but it hath not yet been
manifested to the world what we shall be. However,
we know that when Christ appears our bodies will be
changed in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, to
become like His own glorious body (I Cor. 15:51, 52).
Christ is the express image of God, and we resemble
Him (Heb. 1:3). Sons naturally look like the Father.
According to Paul continual beholding generates likeness (n Cor. 3:18). We have eternity to gaze upon our
Lord—why shouldn't we then be like Him? All of this
is based upon our one initial acceptance of Christ
as
Savior and the resultant fact that we shall see Him as
He is. The tremendous ramifications of such a promise
yet remain veiled, but what a blessed hope!
Of Abode (John 14:1-3).
Even though the heart of Christ was rent with agony
at the prospects of the Garden and the Cross, He
sensed the doifbts and misgiving of His disciples and
took time to comfort their hearts by here making one
of the most vivid and beautiful of all references to
Heaven. "My Father's house," speaks of a permanent
home. In contrast with the fact -that here we have no
3.

certain dwelling place the heavenly abode will be
permanent. "Many mansions," speaks of many abiding-places and room for all who come by way of Calvary. If this were not so our Lord would not have
deceived us thus. Christ's departure to prepare a place

1945.

my neglect in writing in the past I hope you will
me as I shall try to do better in the future.
He has been giving me such a blessing during our

forgive

As

present series of Bible conferences, I'm sure
your
hearts will rejoice also to hear of His working

among

these black people. In Easter greetings to the
Church
at home, mention was made of two new districts
being
opened to the gospel. As this greeting was sent yesterday to Dr. Bauman by telegram, I trust you have
read it in the Herald. This week Brother Jobson and
I are living in the middle of one of these
new districts

at the village of Touloulou about twenty-five
miles
east from Kounang, which is on your mission map.

BY A FUTURE CHANGE.

One of the most soothing and quieting palliatives to
the afflicted soul of man is the fact that things will
not always be so. But a blessed and glorious future
change is guaranteed by the Apostle John (I John

14,

For

once more be completed where

Christ was honored in homes on earth, even though
the fleshly relationships, of earth will be displaced by
something better. There is every indication that
earthly identities wUl be carried over into Heaven, at
least in such a way as to make possible the satisfaction
of a longing soul for a departed loved one. Of course,
this is a study in its own right, but remember certain
Scriptures (Matt. 17:3—the disciples knew Moses and
Elijah; Luke 16:23—the rich man, looking from Hell,
knew Lazarus in Heaven; I Cor. 15:6-8—men knew
Christ in His glorified body after the resurrection).
Certainly we will know no less in Heaven than on earth,

in.

March

Several months ago a young man, saved in the established church at Paoua, came to this village
to work.
He started gathering the people of the vUIage upon a
group of stones in the middle of the village, and began

preaching the Word to them. Barely able to read, and
knowing only four verses of Scripture, he sent for help
as great interest was manifested among the villagers.
Therefore, last January we visited this village and
found it to be the head village of a group of about
eighteen other villages without a witness in any of
them. That night another young man, member of the
church at Kounang, crossed a mountain nearby and
said he preached last night in a village that had never
heard the Word before. Hearing this we then visited
that village, arriving there by a very roundabout road.
As soon as the car was heard all the people and goats
ran from their houses for the bush. From our viewpoint it looked like a stream of ants issuing out of an
anthill. However, we finally found the chief
and
he bore out the young man's statement. Last night
the young man gathered some people before a house
and spoke to them- That had been the first time the
Gospel had been preached to them. From this village
another was visited which had never had the Word
(Continued on Page 419)
for us has at least two purposes: First, to establish our
right to be in that place and to take possession for us;
second, to come again and conduct us to that place.

Thus

all believers are guaranteed access to the heavenly mansions. Is it any wonderi the Lord Jesus could
preface such a promise with those words which have
lifted scores of hearts from deepest gloom?— "Let not
your heart be troubled."
With the close of this series of studies our prayer Is
that the mark of "that blessed hope" together with
the others might become increasingly clear in each life
as we near the great goal of our service.
Watch therefore: for ye know not what hour your

Lord doth come" (Matt.

413

24:42).
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Returned Missionary from Oriental Missionary Society

\Jiitia-4jjoiiiid

in China,

High School graduation day came and went, and the
next morning as I awoke, I descended very suddenly
from the mountaintop upon which I had been with the
sudden awful thought that now I must look for a job.
agreed
I wanted to go to college but my parents and I
that it would be best for me to be in the business world
for a year and thus earn my expenses to at least begin
a college career. It was the awful depression year of
1932, and the chances of getting a job for one inexperienced as I was looked very slim. Saturday noon came
and I had found nothing, but I unexpectedly met a
another job. I
have something in mind but I dare not tell you yet. Go
on home and I will see you in church tomorrow morning." Sure enough, the next morning- she told me she
had made an appointment for me for the following
morning at 8 o'clock with Mrs. Chas. E. Cowman, President of The Oriental Missionary Society at the offices
of the Society in Hollywood. The Lord God was even
then going ahead directing the course of my life, but
at the time I didn't realize it except in a general way.
Mrs. Cowman hired me that morning and told me I
was to take dictation not only from her but also from
the then Secretary-Treasurer, Rev. E. O. Rice, to whom
friend

I

who

said, "Please don't look for

Now

Residing at Winona Lake, Ind.

our boat at the great harbor city of Kobe. Never will
forget those wonderful four days with its colorful

we

people,

men and women

alike dressed in

kimonos and

wearing wooden shoes, the crowded streets, the dolllike paper houses, the hideous idol temples and the
Little did we dream those peaceful looking people were to so soon play such a big role in international afairs and even to so drastically influence our

many shrines.
own

lives.

on January 4th, we began dimly to
China coast Une and nearer and nearer

Finally,

see the great

we drew to the great land of our calling. We traveled
down the great Whangpu River to Shanghai and there
on the docks were our missionaries, native workers, and
students waiting with songs and banners to -welcome
us and we praised God for ever giving us the privilege

was introduced.

Now Rev. Rice had a son, Rolland, just a year and
a half older than I and in the course of time a real
romance developed. At the time of our engagement,
Rolland was going to Asbury College in Wilmore, Ky.,
and I was attending the University of California at
Los Angeles. One morning we were sitting together in
a missionary service in our Missionary Church near our
offices in Hollywood. Often we had been in missionary
services together and often had listened to missionary
appeals, but somehow this morning was different. As
the call was given that morning, almost as clearly as
an audible voice God spoke to me and said, "Will you
go as a missionary to China?" I was so surprised I
didnt' know what to do and my heart started to pound.
I thought of Rolland standing beside me, of our engagement and our future plans together, of the advisability of his being the leader in a stand like this
rather than me, so in desperation I said, "Lord, if you
have Rolland speak to me first, I will go." At that very
moment Rolland turned to me and said, "Dear, shall
we go?" Without hesitation we went forward to the
altar that morning and pledged our lives for China, and
through the four years which followed with its mountains of difficulties God kept that call clear, and although urgent calls seem to come to us from every side
trying to dissuade us from going right up to the last
minute, so to speak, in our hearts we knew we could
not but answer His call.
On December 12, 1936, we set sail for the Orient from
the harbor at San Francisco. We landed in Yokohama,
Japan, just on New Year's Day, and four of us took a
four-day trip through Japan by rail, catching up with
414

of being abassadors for Him in a foreign land.
When I first looked at the hosts of Chinese walking
the streets of Shanghai, they all looked alike to

down

I thought, "Lord, how can we ever win these
people for thee? I can't even tell the apart." However,
slowly they began to look just as individual as our own
people do. Four and a half years later, just before I
came home, I was talking to one of the dear Chinese
Institute,
girls in the dormitory of our Bible Training
and imagine my surprise when she said to me, "You
know, Mrs. Rice, when you foreigners first came here

me, and

you

all

looked alike to me, but

now you

don't at all!"

Our first task on the field was to get the language.
Coming from an intense schedule of activity for the
Master here in America, it was very hard on us there
over
to realize we couldn't teach a Sunday School class
there, we couldn't preach, we couldn't even talk to the
one sitting in church beside us because we didn't know
the language, so it was with real earnestness we started
into Language School. Our teachers from the first
moment never talked a word of English, but beginning
with one Chinese word they illustrated that in various
ways until we understood its meaning, then they added
another and another until word concepts gradually
began to form. In a year my husband was preaching
help
in the language. I was not so speedy, but God did
me for the work I was given to do.
Our Society believes in training the natives and then
sending them out with the Gospel to their own people,
so we have Bible Training Institutes, five of them,

We were stationed in Peking, in North
China. My husband taught in the school part of the
time and the rest of it was devoted to visiting the
villages all over that province with a team of the Bible
Institute students; the purpose was to visit every home
in North China with the gospel, leaving a portion and
in the Orient.

them of the only true Way. It was thrilling
work, taking the gospel for the very first time to
thousands of those precious people who had never
once heard about the true God of Heaven. I was stationed right in Peking, and so when one of the missionaries had to go home on furlough I was asked to
telling
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step into her place

and be

assistant

dean

know more about Him, so she had
them the Gospel story. Then they
quickly took their departure, saying, "If your God is as
powerful as all that, we had better be afraid of Him
and leave you alone." Later the Japanese came for the
father, and this time he was home. They accused him

to the girls

dits

Never can I begin to tell you the thrill I received
from working with those girls. At first I thought, "how
could I win those girls fof Christ—they looked different than I did, spoke a different language, thought in

a,

how

could

I

expect

him

foreigner, their confidence,"

—

wanted them to be that in some places He did not
have the preeminence. They were about to close the
meeting, but I thought I couldn't stand it if they did
and God hadn't met us. So just before they did I
asked the girls to wait a minute and pray for me, that
I felt somewhere I must be blocking the work of the
Spirit in their lives and that God wanted to really meet
us but couldn't for somehow I was in the way. There
was complete silence for about three minutes, and I
prayed) earnestly to know what was wrong. Then the
silence was broken by one girl, and with tears she
said, "Lord, you know it isn't Mrs. Rice who is blocking
the way, it is me. I have been criticising my fellow
sister and that isn't pleasing to Thee." Then one after
another of the girls prayed and that meeting didn-s
end until 11 that night. When we finished there were
puddles of tears all over that floor where the girls had
wept their way to Him. It was a precious sight, and as
I look back on it now I know God gave it because He
saw the dark days coming and He knew those girls
must be tried as by fire to stand up under the terrific

with

God

and

thought

him

five times I got

I couldn't

go

to cancel the booking.
it was to leave him,

— for hard as

so I could not stand the thought of leaving China
either. Finally,, however, God showed plainly I was to
return, and that morning) as I left those beloved students, heaven seemed very close and dearer than I
it could be, for I thought, "Even if it
should be I cannot see these precious girls on earth
again, I will see them in heaven and there the language won't bother us any more and we can talk about
the King to our heart's content." As we left they sang
for us the 121st Psalm and I can still hear those beau-

had imagined

words ringing in my ears.
Needles to say we want to goi back to China on the
very first boat after this war is over, for God has called
us to that land, our hearts are t)here, we feel our life's

tiful

was so radiant in her walk
I went over to the dormitory

was an inspiration to talk to her. Hfer dearest friend
was the Lord Jesus, the Bible was a living Book, and
often she told me of a particular verse God had made
a special blessing to her heart that day, and I praised
Him for her close walk with Him. That coming summer
she returned to her heathen home. Her father was the
head man of the village and stood in a difficult spot,
it

work

is still

ahead of

us,

and we want

to go back to

the harvest fields where He has called us and some day
be able to say with Paul, "I have finished the work
Thou gavest me to do."

for half the time the Japanese controlled the village
and half the time the Chinese guerillas drove them out
and occupied it themselves, and both demanded loyalty
to their political control of the village.

government and told

to stand trial in their court

if

to go,
I

strain of these present days.

that every time

was

of his family

to get very heavy. I knew the girls were Christians or they wouldn't be there in the first place, but
somehow I felt they weren't as consecrated as God

girl in particular

in three days he

he was found guUty he and every male member
would die. For three days the father
neither slept nor ate, but the daughter said, "Never
mind, father, we will pray and God will deliver you."
As the men walked off to the trial that third morning
the daughter gathered all the women together and
they fasted and prayed for the deliverance of their
loved ones. God heard and answered and the Japanese
said, "This time we will let you off, but if we ever catch
you again it will mean your lives."Easter Sunday morning in April 1941 dawned clear
and bright. At 6 o'clock the students were at the gate
to wave us goodbye and wish us Godspeed. After weeks
of waiting upon God it was decided that my 21/2 -yearold daughter and I should return to the States, leaving
my husband in China. Five times my husband booked me

and

seemed

One

to

of cooperating with the Chinese

them to give me,
and yet I knew without
Every
it I could not influence them much for Him.
night at ^: 30 we had a dormitory prayer meeting. One
night as we were praying the burden on my heart
a different way;

demanded

the joy of telling

in the Bible School dormitory.

"TIME FOR PRAYER"
By

One night the

Louise Ingle

"How can I
"How fail

father sensed danger and at the daughter's insistence
fled out the back door over the rice fields. Fifteen
minutes later guerillas entered their courtyard gate
with their bayonets and spears and demanded to know
the whereabouts of the father. The girl said she did

Hyde

stop to pray?"
to stop?"

"How drop my work today?"

.

"'Tis gain to drop!"

not know where he was and remained so calm even
when they searched the house and threatened her
with her life if she did not tell, that they finally said
to her, "What makes you so calm? Don't you know we
have the power to kUl you?" The girl said she knew,
but she believed in the True God/ of Heaven and that
unless He said so they could not harm her. The ban415

"How

lose this precious

hour?"

"Thou Shalt gain power."
"But, undone work's a cross;"

"Without

Me—^loss!"

"Thy fellowship

I choose."
"Child, thou'lt not lose."
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DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM FOR AUGUST
"LOOKING UNTO JESUS FOR REST"
SONG SERVICE—Some suggestions: "Haven

IMPORTANT NOTICE
ALL

Is

ALL S. M. M.'ers plan to come to Conference.
now at Bethany Camp by sending $2.00

Done,"

SCRIPTURE LESSON— Ps.

23; repeat in unison.

CHORUS—"Jesus

Little Children of the

ter

disappoint us. Everything has been planned, decora-

World."

ARTICLE—"Homes in Africa."
SPECIAL NUMBER.
TOPIC—"Looking Unto Jesus for

Registo Leo

Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana. Your National Officers
expect to see all Sisterhood girls at 8:35 Tuesday morning for the opening of our Sisterhood Conference. Don't

PRAYER— Using prayer box suggestions.
MISSIONARY STORY—By Ruth Snyder.
Loves the

meet

the Executive Meeting Wednesday afternoon at
National Conference.

—

Be So Glad When Day
"Dwelling Together," "Happy Now."
"I'll

District Patronesses, District Presidents to

at

of
Rest," "Rest for the Weary," "Leaning on the
"Everlasting Arms." Choruses "I'm on the High-

way Home,"

Ma/uf and Afa^UUa

tions bought;
light service.

we even have the candles for our candleSo now, on to Winona for the BIG Sis-

terhood Conference.

Rest," by Mrs.

Paul E. Dick.

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION.

A LETTER
Dear Sisterhood Girls,
Greetings from the Senior Sisterhood of the Uniontown First Brethren Church.
Our society was organized five months ago. We
started with six members and have added two new
members since then. The Lord is certainly blessing in

PRAYER BOX
Pray for Sisterhood National Conference.
Pray for your delegates to Sisterhood Conference.

Pray for more Sisterhoods in the coming year.
Pray for our boys in the service of our country.

our work.

We have sent for our flannelgraph lesson which we
are going to send to Kentucky.
We are asking an interest in all your prayers as we
work for our Master.
In His Name,
Loretta Riggar, President.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

HISi
Do: Plan to come tp Sisterhood National Conference
at
in

Winona Lake, Indiana. When? The

last

PLACE FOR ME

Martha Snell Nicholson

week

When

stand at the judgment seat of Christ,
His plan f o? me.
The plan of my life as it might have been
Had He had His way, and I see

August (Aug. 27 to Sept. 3).
Do: Plan to stay at Bethany Camp, Sisterhood Head-

I

And He shows me

quarters.

ALL the material in the Herald, under Sisterhood, even though it may not be in your program

Do: Use

outline.

The

letters, greeting,

and "Say

How

I blocked

Him

here,
yield

and

I

checked

my will
Will there be grief in my Saviour's
Grief, though He loves me still?
'And

Girls" al-

ways use these some time during your meeting.
Don't: Forget your General Secretary. She should have
all the Statistical Blanks in her hands by this
time, so if you still have yours send it to her
IMMEDIATELY, filled out in full, printed or typed.
These should be your newly elected officers for
the coming year. Your election, should have been
at your July meeting.

I

would not

Him

there,

eyes,

He would have me

rich, and I stand there poor.
but His grace,
While memory runs like a, hunted thing
Down the path I cannot retrace!

Stripped of

Don't: Let Sisterhood be just another organization, but
be a wide-awake full-of-life group of girls that
do things for the Lord and others; make yourselves known by your zeal In Sisterhood.
Don't: Expect your National Officers or Local Officer*
to do all the work. Everybody do you part. Read
the poem, "The Lord's Job for Me."
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all

Then my desolate heart will well nigh break
With the tears that I cannot slied;
I will cover my face with my empty hands,
I will bow my uncrowned head
.

.

.

Lord of the years that are left to me,
1 give them to Thy hand;
Take me, and break me, mould me to
The pattern Thou hast planned!

J U

U

X

I

,

into

NATIONAL SISTERHOOD OFFICERS
EVELYN FUQUA

MRS. POLMAN

Financial Secretary

Senior Patroness
Col.

3:16—"Let the word

dwell in you richly in
teaching:

"No service in itself is small;
None great, though earth

of Christ

all

wisdom;

it

fill;

But that

and admonishing one

is

small that seeks

its

own.

another in psalms and hymns
and spiritual songs, singing with

And great that seeks God's will.
Then hold my hand, most gra-

grace in your hearts to the Lord."

M

"^

1

And

let it

be

my

xjjEi

life's

cious God,
Guide all my goings still;
one aim, to know and do Thy will.''

MRS. SIMMONS
Junior Patroness

Psalm 68:19
Lord,

who

— "Blessed

be

MARGARET SAMPSON

the

Treasurer

daily loadeth us with

—"Now,

J;

Ex. 19:5

even the God of our salvation."—Praying for the Junior
Sisterhood girls of today who will
benefits,

will

obey

keep

my

my

therefore, if ye

and

voice indeed,

covenant, then ye shall

be a peculiar treasure unto

be our leaders of tomorrow.

above
earth

all
is

people:

for

all

me
the

mine.

ELAINE POLMAN
President
Col. 1:10

—"That

PHYLLIS LINGENFELTER

ye might walk

worthy of the Lord

unto

Literature Secretary
will you do for Jesus, Who
did so much for you;
IVhat will you do for Jesus, before
He comes for you?
Don't wait too late to serve Him,
just start right in today;
Tell others of His love for them,

What

ail

pleasing, being fruitful in every

good work, and increasing in the
knowledge of God."

wait,

donl't

you need

not

delay.

RUTH RINGLER
Just think of

Vice-President

all

He's done for you,

and He was wiUing

to;

—

2:15—"Study to shew thyapproved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be

Dear Sisterhood Girls, answer What are you going
to do?
If you can't speak for Him today, there are other ways
to serve Him,
Help send others to our Mission Field to show the way
to Heaven.
Pray every day for all the girls, we know prayer
changes things;
Our blessed Savior cares for us, we're abiding under

2 Tim.
self

ashamed, rightly dividing the
word of truth,"

MARY FRITZ

His wings.

My prayer I leave

General Secretary
Phil. 4:6, 7—"Be careful for noth-

by prayer
and supplication with thanks-

ing; but in everything

with you today, is the blessing of our
Savior;
In all the things you do for Him, we should count it
a great pleasure.

made
known unto God. And the peace

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

which passeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts
and minds through Christ Jesus."

Do not expect an author to think a great deal of you
when you show disrespect for his book. The same
applies to God and His Book.

giving let your requests be
of God,
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Looking Unto Jesus for Rest
By MRS. PAUL
Our lesson is taken from two texts—Heb. 12:2 and
Matt. 11:28, 29. When we combine these verses we have
the rest and hope which is promised only to Christians.
There is nothing so beautiful as the Christian who depends entirely upon the Lord Jesus Christ for his
strength in this life of uncertainties and ever-increasing strife. The world cannot understand the peace and
satisfaction that is offered through Jesus Christ, until
it is experienced in the new birth. The world is striving desperately today for a way out, not realizing that
the only way out is the way up. We as Christians
should be praying that more souls might find this rest
in the

E.

DICK

crop that season, which gave the land an opportunity
to recuperate and thus it gained strength. The same
word is used in Matt. 11:28. The Lord said, "Come unto
me and I will give you rest." In verse 29 He said, "Take
my yoke upon you, and learn of Me; for I am meek
and lowly in heart and ye shall find rest in your
souls." In other words, "I will rest you." He takes the
load and thus rests us. The message is still the same
today. Come unto Me and S will give you rest. Truly
our rest is found in Looking Unto Jesus, the author and
finisher of our faith.

Lord Jesus Christ.
I.

HOMES

THE INVITATION

warm welcome.
repeat it the more it
tends to melt the hearts of those involved. We do not
have to force our way into God's favor, but the only
way we can receive God's smile of approval is by acCome! The

first

word

of our text is a

Come unto Me! The more we

cepting His invitation. Come!
As I wrote this article I heard our little boy tumbling
from the top of the stairs to the bottom. Such crying!
There he was, lying on the floor helpless, waiting for
someone to Come and help him. A simple illustration,
indeed, but to me it pictures the man of the world lost
in sin, stumbling around in the mad pleasures offered

by Satan. The invitation of the Lord is still Come!
Little PhiUp knew that if he came I would help him.
How true it is with the Lord Jesus Christ. He still
stands and waits for each and every one to Come unto
Him.
II.

To me

THE PERSON INVOLVED

this is the

most important part

of the verse

involved. Come UNTO ME! Jesus Christ is the theme
in the entire Scriptures as well as in this verse. Come
Unto Me! I believe too many people have come to the
minister, the church, or to the Sunday School in order
to obtain the rest and peace offered only in Christ.
These should be instrumental in your finding rest, as

well aS instructing you after you have received it, but
the promise in the Word is "Come Unto Me" and I wLl
give you rest. No person has ever failed to receive salvation who has come to Jesus Christ. John 14:6 em-

phasizes our

way

to God.

m. THE PROMISE GIVEN
After the invitation is given, the key person presented, let us look at the promise. Rest! I will give you
Rest! Christ gives it, we can't buy it or earn it. The
Lord Jesus Christ wants the person who comes to Him
to cease from carrying the load of sin. He took it upon
Himself at Calvary, allowing the believer in his new life
power imparted, to function in the Christian life. The
word "resteth" is from a Greek word and was used as

a technical term in agriculture. It spoke of a farmer
resting his land by sowing light crops upon it, thxis relieving the land of the burden of producing a heavy

IN

AFRICA

houses cluster around the central courtyard.
In some parts of Africa the houses stand on poles so as
to be up out of the water in the rainy season and away
from the white ants. Others rest on the ground with
the opening so low that you have to crawl through.
There are no windows, so it is always dark, except for
the fire built in the middle of the floor, and since there
is no chimney, the smoke escapes the best way it can.
As soon as a family accepts the Lord, a difference is
manifested. The children are cleaned and homes
swept. They want to wear clothes immediately, too.
Little

Religion

African people, as in all countries where Christ is not
known, think there are many gods, cruel and unjust,
who harm and not bless people. So of course the people
are nervous and frightened all the time. One man testified he was so glad he was a Christian, because now he
could sleep.
The Africans are naturally religious and our missionaries are training native leaders to go back to their
own villages. Preaching is so much more effective
when it is done by a native, backed up by a Christian
life. They think only white people can live a Christian
life and when they see their own people living for
Christ it impresses them more.
Many have their own private taboo, something he or
she must never do, which is decided for him at birth
by the medicine man of his tribe. Never to eat chicken,
never cross a stream, never kill a squirrel, or any such
thing.
terrible taboo is the custom of the Bush
Boys go out into the bush and go through
ceremonies and testings and training and wickedness.

The most

School.

Any woman who

accidentally or intentionally witnesses

the ceremony

immediately put to death.

is

SISTERHOOD OFFICIARY
Pruident: Sl&in» Polm*n. Winona Lake, Indiana
Ruth Bingin, B. D. No. 4, Johnstown, PennarlTiaU
Vicft-Fnaident
a«nanl Secretory: Uary Fritz, 79 Wett Flnt Street, Bittnun, Ohio
FinanciAl Secretary: Evelyn FaQua, 3237 Femwood, Lynwood, California.
Treamrtr: Uarearet B. Sampson. S303 CheTerly Areone, OluTerlr. Byatt*Tille, Uax7l*nd
litevatnr* Secretory: FbytHa Linreafelter, Claysbnig. PenniylTaala
Senior Patronea: ifra. Leo Polman, Winona Xjake, Indiana
Jmiof Patzonen: Uis. Stnel Simmona, Liatie. PannaylraaiA
:
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Missionary Story
One morning one of our boys came to me with a puzon his face. "Mademoiselle," he began, "if

zled look

someone asked the governor, do you think he would let
them go to Jerusalem." I found it rather hard to beto Jerusalieve my ears so had to question him. "Go
lem?" "Yes, mademoiselle, if someone asked him very
hard would he let them go?" "Why," I answered
again with a question, "would anyone want to go to
Jerusalem?" "Well, I would like to go to see the cross
cross was
of Christ." Then I had to tell him that the'
no longer there. In amazement he exclaimed, "Wasn't

shame I
Christ crucified in Jerusalem?" And to my
had to tell him that it was all so long ago that Jesus
walked in Jerusalem that no cross could possibly be

it was
there now. I think he must have wondered why
years 11
that his people had not heard for so many
Christ died so long ago. He went out with an unhappy
often
look on his face and that expression which so
makes the missionary say, "I would like to know what
he is thinking."
One thing that surprised and delighted me was to
missionaries to
find out that the natives want all the
wished such
get fat out here. I was surprised that they
They figure
a thing and was delighted with the reason.
looking
that if a missionary goes home for furlough
goes home
nice and fat others will come out. But if he
they
looking sick everyone will be afraid of Africa and
help them, as
will get no new missionaries to come to
think that
they word it. Who says they are dumb? I
secret, but I think
is very clever. Incidentally, it's a
this
they should be satisfied with my progress along

line.

Imagine my surprise and amusement one day to hear
"Lord,
one of the children in the class pray like this,
Many
help mademoiselle when she is fatigued with us."
answer
times just the memory of that prayer helped to
not fatigue
itr No, he did not pray that they would
that.
mademoiselle, for he is too much of a live wire for
He would rather be trying. But he did remember that
she were fatigued
it might be hard for mademoiselle if
rolled
with the class. Not wanting to behave he just
his problem unto the Lord and acted as usual.
like fun, you are
If you think the Africans do not
me
wrong. One of' our boys heard Miss Byron calling
me one
so many times that when she sent him to call
in
day he was all. ready. I did not see who had come
heard Miss
for I was in another room, but I thought I

Byron saying "Ruth?" "Yes," I called back, "I am
who was
here." Then I heard a giggle and went to see
for the
there. Jack's black face could not be seen
Of
smile that covered it. He had been successful.
first
course I had to scold him for calling me by my
name but I am sure he knew that I was scolding him
from duty and was just waiting to get away to laugh.
The Africans do not like to break news too abruptly,
said, "Madeeither. One day a boy came to me and
Modemoiselle
moiselle, I would like to write a letter to
fine
Crawford." I assured him that that would be just
He
and she would be happy to get a letter from him.

-»^^

^ i^^ ^*h^

stood there looking wistful so I soon realized that

we

were not finished with this conversation. "What do you
want? A sheet of paper?" A grin spread over his face
look
for that was exactly right. Then he began to
name."
sorry again, "But I don't know her husband's
That was quickly solved by writing it for him. Then
That
the next blow came. "But I haven't any pen."
was solved too, and there was peace for about two
hours. Then he returned wth the result of his efforts.
any mis"Will you read this and see if 1 have made
fine,
takes?" Again I assured him that everything was
her?"
but we were not finished. "Will you send it to
would
After promising that I had also to promise that I
parted
not let anyone else read her letter. And so he
after a long hard day.
Two of the boys at Bassai

came to read French with
Sunday. Each brought his own Bible but my
problem was increased by the fact that they each had
enough to
a different version! It seemed to me to be
them
explain the words in one version. I suggested to
read from
that it might be easier for them if they only
by
one book. My intelligence was severely rebuked
read them
their answer, for they said, "Oh, we want to
both and know it all so we will be very wise."

me on

—Ruth Snyder.

(Continued from Page 413)
it turned out with practically
the eighteen villages in the group.
Now a trained worker has been found to work among
Touloulou. To
these villages with his center here at
decided to hold the
give this work a real start it was
district at
yearly Bible conference of the Bocaranga
all the church
this new village. Therefore, yesterday
here. In
leaders of the Bocaranga district gathered
village
morning and evening meetings the people of the
class for the
are being reached. At 8 o'clock is my
has
Catechist-workers and at 9 o'clock Brother Jobson
then
them Another class is held at 4 in the afternoon,
all the viUagers.
at 5 there is the general meeting for
is
The big chief here head of aU eighteen villages,

preached there, and thus
all

started, and has
intensely interested in getting a work
of ground
personally supervised the clearing of a piece
worker. Today the
for a chapel and a home for the
order
men
house is being worked on by a number of
start in about a
to get it finished before the rains

m

month and a

half.

worker to
As the great need here was for a trained
of our field as
take over this field, so the great need

enter the remaining
a whole is for trained workers to
this large
unreached districts in remote sections of
might be
Pray, friends, that this training
field

schedules.
achieved in the midst of extremely busy
In His service,
S. Wayne Beaver.
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VISITING

WITH ELAINE

Last time I wrote to you I was in Philadelphia. And
lots has happened since then, so hold on and I'll tell
you about it.

By
323

While in Philadelphia your National President had
the privilege of meeting the Sisterhood girls there.
Their Patroness is Mrs. Schwartz and some of the
girls are Peggy Stevens, Hazel Hearn, Jean Craig, and
many more. We expect to hear much more from this
Sisterhood starting with the new year. Pray for them.

Mrs. Ethel

Simmons

JUNIOR SISTERHOOD GIRLS LAST YEAR—

That was the report given at National Conference
Your Junior Patroness wonders just how
many more have been added to our group this year. Be
last year.

sure to send in your Statistical Report to the General
Secretary, Mary Fritz, 79 West First Street, Rittman
Ohio.

Time permitted

(IVi days) to make a quick trip to
to see the "Big City." All those tall buildings.
Statue of Liberty, Radio City, and the crowds of people
this "little country girl" certainly got her eyes full.

New York

INSTALLATION OF

—

Use the material on Installation of Officers, Reception
of New Members, and the Candlelight Service found
in the November, 1944, issue of the Herald for
this

We

dashed back from New York to Philadelphia (May
time to get in on the Mothers and Daughters
meeting at the First Brethren Church. That meeting
was honored not only by the presence of many Mothers
and Daughters, but by three missionary ladies home on
furlough—Mrs. Foster, Miss Tyson, Mrs. Maconaghy.
Each of these missionaries gave a talk on their respective fields, which certainly filled our hearts with joy
and gave us inspiration.
Memorial Day and the following day were spent seeing beautiful Washington, D. C. Another "big and busy
city." There Margaret Sampson (National S. M. M.
Treasurer) and your President talked Sisterhood from
10 P. M. to ? ? ? ? Not much is heard about our Treasurer, but she is on her toes not only for National Sisterhood, but in the local Washington, D. C, society which,
by the way, is a very active one.
Off again—Stopped in Hagerstown, Maryland, to see
the Lepps. More miles. Spent the night in Roaring
Springs, Pa. While there I made an unexpected trip to
Martinsburg, where I had a good chat with Mrs. Althea
Miller, who is the District S. M. M. Patroness of Penn29) just in

NEW

IDEAS? PLEASE SEND THEM TO US!
No doubt you have done something really different
this year. Won't you write and tell us about it so
that
we can pass it on to the other Junior groups?

SUGGESTION— SEND A DELEGATE TO NATIONAL
CONFERENCE THIS YEAR!
It would really be grand to see a Junior girl
from
your Sisterhood at National Conference this year. If
you can't pay the entire expenses of a delegate, try to
pay part of the expenses.

OBJECT LESSON ON TOPIC:

again. We stopped
in Canton, Ohio, to visit the Creeses. There we were
glad to hear such good reports of the Sisterhoods in

—

"Looking Unto Jesus for

Rest."

The next day found us on the road

—

THIS MONTH!

meeting. This is a beautiful service; so work out every
detail in advance. You elected (or should have)
your
new officers at your July meeting so as to have your
Statistical Report in the hands of the General Secretary by August 10th. Now you are ready to install
your new officers this month so that they will be ready
to begin the new year (September) with the new lessons and new material— and be off to a good start!

sylvania.

the Canton Church.
Finally we landed in Wooster, Ohio (our destination)
Here one night was spent in "talking Sisterhood" with
Mary Fritz (National General Secretary). Did your
ears burn? They should have, because we talked about
every part of Sisterhood. I believe in giving bouquets
to the living—so to Mary goes my thanks (and I know
yours, too) for the splendid piece of work she is doing
by getting all the material lined up for the Herald.
Arent' you enjoying every part of it?
June 16th was the date for a joint meeting of W.M.C.
and S.M.M. at Wooster, Ohio. It was in the form of a
"tea" nut bread, cheese, and punch ^yum, yum.
So, girls, I guess that brings us up to date. You have
visited with me all along the way, and together
we
have covered many, many miles. But "we" have more
miles ahead of us. For next week "we'll be at the TriState District Conference at Dayton, Ohio. Then to
Troy, Ohio, for a week. From there "we" will board
a
train for Camp Keystone, Pa., to teach Sisterhood for
two weeks. So keep your suitcases full, your hair curled,
and be ready to fo "visiting with Elaine" again next

NEW OFFICERS

(MATERIAL NEEDED FOR LESSON—Cut out a black
heart with legs and feet on it; also make a white heart
with legs and feet. Make a Uttle sack; of cloth, about
the size of the heart, printing the words, "Load 'of
Sin," on the sack; fill the sack with something, and tie
with a string. Cut out a cross or use a cutout of Jesus.)
I'm sure that all of you girls have had a grand vacation this summer resting from your school; work. You
have been resting your bodies. We are going to talk
about resting our souls or hearts now.
Did you ever hear of a heart that wanted and needed
rest? Here is a heart that is heavy laden and weary
of
the load of sin (show black heart). This black heart
has legs and feet because it represents men and women
and boys and girls. Just look at this load upon this
heart (pin the sack "Load of Sin" on the heart now)
It can hardly walk with such a load (different
sins can
be named at this time by the girls). Now this heart
knows that life isn't pleasant and happy and contented
with such a load. This heart hears that Jesus has
offered to take this load if this heart comes to Him.
So this heart goes to Jesus (use the cross or the cutout
of Jesus now), and Jesus takes all of the load of sin
upon Himself (pin the sack on Jesus or cross). How

month.

(Continued on Page 424)
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PROGRAM FOR JULY
Subject—"MY ALLEGIANCE

—^Romans
point out
Purpose—
Scripture

Cn^tian

*Jiatianal

ijjt^tn^cn

TO GOD AND COUNTRY."

13.

^To

the priority our allegiance to

the proper attitude for the Christian. In these
when we are asked to compromise so many
Christian practices and virtues for the so-called good
of our country, the Christian needs to remember the
following:

2.

We
We

3.

Our

are primarily citizens of heaven.
are secondarily pilgrims and strangers here.
first allegiance is to

God—Romans

12:1, 2.

1—"OUR ALLEGIANCE TO THE STATE."

Topic

—^Romans 13:1-7.

Scripture

Question—What do

—

Points

1.

We

I

owe

my

country?

are called to subjection to the laws of
the state Verse la. The Christian has both
duties and rights as a citizen. The true attitude is that of performing the duties and

—

not claiming the rights.
2.

We

are called to subjection because the
"rulers that be are ordained of God" Verse

—

lb.
3.

We

are warned to obey for two reasons
(a) To avoid judgment, and
(b)To keep a clear conscience.

(verses 2-4):

4.

Note the practical illustration of subjection
to the state verses 5-7.

2— "OUR ALLEGIANCE TO THE
WITHIN THE STATE."

—Romans

—

1.

THESE TOPICS:

We urge you to remember that these topics are only
presented in outline form. These are only seed thoughts
around which you are to build a brief discussion of the
point at hand. PLEASE DO MORE THAN READ THE
OUTLINE AND THE SCRIPTURES. Prepare your talk
in advance; don't say too much poorly—say a little well.
The interest of your meetings depends greatly upon
the way YOU prepare your topic. Do your job well to
HIS glory and not to thine own.
PRESIDENTS:

How about those Green Report Sheets? Did you get
yours back to the President? We are especially anxious
to have a full report from all Societies whether you are
using the National Brethren Union materials or not.
Help yourself to a better society by helping us be of
service to your society. Remember the National Brethren Union sessions at National Conference and Victory
Circle. Bro. Jake Kliever, our own missionary, will be
our Vesper Speaker each night. His missionary vision
will thrill

GET SOMEBODY ELSE

owe other citizens of the state?
Negative to owe no man anything, fulfilling every obligation, financial and otherI

—

by the letter of the law.
Positive to pay our debt of love to those
round about us, telling them the Gospel
story unto salvation. This is living by the

By Paul Lawrence Dunbar
The Lord had a job for me, but I had so much to do
I get
I said, "You get somebody else, or wait till
through."
I don't

wise. This is living
2.

—

grace of love.

Topic

you Indeed.

CITIZENS

13:8-10.

Question—What do
Points

A REMINDER TO ALL WHO PREPARE

—

Topic

Scripture

—^Kenneth Ashman.

1_3.

still

days

—

Close this lesson with a summary of the whole
chapter, using verse 14 for conclusion. Other Scriptures that wUl help are Acts 5:40-42, 1 Timothy 2:

Leader

God ought to have over our allegiance to country.
—
lieader "We ought to obey God rather than man" is

1.

Enlarge upon the above exhortations, showthat if these matters are cared for, our subjection to the state and our allegiance to
fellow-men will be properly taken care of.

3.

21, 1945

Q)nAca^4i/i

3—"OUR ALLEGIANCE TO GOD;"

—Romans

Scripture

out,

but he seemed to

kind o' sneaking-like—knowed I'd done God
wrong.
One day I needed the Lord, needed Him right away,But He never answered me at all, and I could hear Him

But

I felt

say,

Down

13:11-14.

Question—How is the successful fulfillment of Topics
One and Two dependent upon our true subjection to
God?
Points— 1. Remember, the times are evil—verse 11a,
and the time is short—verse 12a.
Cast
2. Therefore: (a) Awake from sleep, (b)
off sin, (c) Put on armour, (d) Walk hon-

know how the Lord came

get along;

in

my

accusing heart, "Nigger,

I'se

got too

much

to do;

You get somebody else, or wait till
Now, when the Lord He have a job

I get

for

through."
never tries

me I

to shirk:

drop what I have on hand, and does the good Lord s
work.
And my affairs can run along, or wait tiU I get through.
else can do the work that God marked out
nobody
For
I

for you.

estly.
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THE apostasy:
By Rev.
"And
shall

R. E. Gingrich, Pastor First Brethren Chnrch, Akron, Ohio

becaiise iniquity sliall abound, tlie love of many
cold" (Matthew 24:12). Two very important

threw the world into military convulsions and the arms

wax

of progress out of joint. It is the spirit of lawlessness
that makes men, sitting in positions of trust, confiscate
gas coupons and other ration points running into high
figures for black market consumption. It is the spirit
of lawlessness that makes J. Edgar Hoover, chief of
the F. B. I. appeal to every parent to assist in combating crime, especially juvenile crime.

signs of our Lord's return appear in this brief stateof Jesus Christ. One is set forth in the expression,

ment

"the love of many shall wax cold," usually spoken of as
"the apostasy" that shall characterize the last days of
this age. The apostle Paul wrote to the Thessalonian
Church, in his second epistle, 2:3, saying, "Let no man
deceive you by any means: for that day (the day of
the Lord) shall not come, except there come a falling
away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son
of perdition." The expression translated "a falling
away" in this passage comes from the Greek word,
"apostasia" and both means "apostasy" and is the
word from which our English word "apostasy" comes.
Now, friends, it is plain to see that the expression
used by our Lord in answer to His disciples' question,
"What shall be the sign of thy coming?", namely: "the
love of many shall wax cold", and the expression used
by Paul relative to the coming of the Lord from heaven,
namely: "a falling away" must come first, are identical
in content and significance.
We do wish we felt that your patience would not become exhausted by a continuation of studies on "Signs
of Our Lord's Return", so that we might enlarge our
series by dealing with the apostasy that is upon us,
in its universality and intensity. That fact
so apparent that we need not presume upon your
not having been fully aware of its presence. So we
shall conclude this particular series with this present
study dealing with:

May we

present a few of the secondary headlines on
we gathered from the Akron Beacon
Journal during the past week (May 12 to 20). Here
are some samples: "Clerk is held in 'gas' theft. 5000 T
Coupons, 538,000 Gallons Check Involved." "Manslaughter Charges Prepared by Police Against Boy, 16";
"Gas Black Market Quiz Bares Board Member's Wine
Parties"; "Slugger is Given Prison Sentence"; "Traffic
Drive Traps Youths"; and "Utah Judge Finds 15
Polygamists Guilty". These are not isolated cases, but
expressions of a trend that is gathering volume and
intensity until it has the thinking populace of our
country alarmed.
this condition that

"Eighty Teen-age Girls Disappear in Last Month"
"Police Capture

Sigrn of

Our Lord's Return

translated "iniquity" in Matthew 24:12
in the expression, "And because iniquity shall abound"
means "lawlessness", and is so translated in the revised version, and in the marginal readings of your
Bibles, and correctly so. It is the same expression that
the apostle Paul used in that noted second chapter of
Second Thessalonians verse seven, where we read, "For
." He
the mystery of iniquity doth already work:
and Jesus Christ were using the same language in
describing the same condition and event; both were
describing a condition that, while already in Paul's
day could be found, will nevertheless increase in intensity and universality as the Age draws to its consummation. As a sign of our Lord's return, this condition, to use the language of Christ Himself must
"abound". That is, it shall overflow and be found
everywhere. It shall be a primary cause of the "falling
away," or "the apostasy" from the faith of our fathers
and of the Bible.
Now one doesn't have to be very observant of presentday trends and conditions to be convinced that we are
living in a lawless day. Lawlessness abounds everywhere. It Is the primary cause for the present global
war. It was the international gangsters of Germany,
Italy, and Japan, together with their satellites, who
.

.

.

Car Thieves, All Under 16"
Juveniles on the Increase"
of

.

and growing

The word

Gang

.

.

.

.

"Sex Crime Among
"Nation-Wide Growth in Juvenile Delinquency."
"The far-too-frequent appearance of startling head.

.

awakening Americans to this
major menace on the home front. Recent reports inlines like these is slowly

is

Lawlessness As a

(A Radio Messag^e)

dicate that there is
125% increase in all types of juvenile delinquency
across the country.
500% increase in sex crime among teen-age young
people in one of the nations principal cities.
41% increase in missing girls the "Bobby-Sox
Brigade" in New York Alone".
The above headlines, comments and statistics are
taken from the VISITOR, of May, issued by the Good
News Publishing Company of Chicago, Illinois. No
comment we can make will be necessary to emphasize
the fact that such conditions are just the out-cropping
of the mystery of lawlessness that shall more and

—

—

more abound as the sun sets behind the western hills
of an age saturated in wickedness, and characterized
by the spirit of lawlessness.
Upon the authority of none less that the Lord Himself we are told that such condition is a sign of the
coming of Jesus Christ back to this blood-soaked, sinsaturated, lawless world. He was here once to put away
sin by the sacrifice of Himself upon the cross: as our
substitute. He shall come back again in flaming fire
taking vengeance on them that know not God, and
that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ who
shall be punished with everlasting destruction from
the presence of the Lord, and from the glory of His
." (II Thess. 1:8-9).
power.
Oh, that men would
trust the Saviour in this day of grace, before that day
of judgment arrives.
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gage the congregation sang "Praise God From

Whom

All Blessings Flow," following which F. E. Simmons,
Moderator, offered the prayer of thanksgiving. The ser-

of the morning on the subject, "Whereof We Are
Glad," was delivered by Rev. Kent, who also preached
at the evening service. But even as our prayers and
words of praise and gratitude arose for the blessings
the Lord has given we were reminded that with this
accomplishment our work is not done.
When Rev. Mayer came to Washington last year he
was quick to see the need of a progressive interest and
has been active in gathering together a group of
Brethren in nearby Alexandria, Va., laying the ground-

mon

WASHINGTON,

D. C,

BURNS MORTGAGE

"The Lord hath done great things for

us,

whereof we

are glad."

This was the theme of the day on June 17 when the
Washington, D. C, congregation gathered to worship.
For on this day, 19 years after construction of the
church building was begun, we watched the mortgage
burn to ashes and knew that we were in possession of a
beautiful church building and two adjoining properties
used by the Sunday School, absolutely free of any debt.
The Washington church is a little more than 50 years
old having been started in 1892 as a home mission work.
Services were held first in the home of the pastor, Rev.
William M. Lyon, and then in a hall over a bank until
a church building could be obtained. In addition to
Rev, Lyon, this church has been ministered unto by
Rev. J. F. Koontz, 1904; Rev. L. O. Hubbard, 1907; Rev.
William M. Lyon, returning for a second pastorate in
1910; Rev. Homer A. Kent, 1925; Rev. Bernard N.
Schneider, 1940; and Rev. Harold O. Mayer, presently
pastor, who came to Washington in June, 1944.
In 1900 the site at 12th and E Streets S. E., on which
the present building stands, but then encumbered by a
little corrugated metal-covered frame chapel, waa purchased from the Methodist Church at a price of less
than $5,000. It was in September, 1919, that this debt
was cleared and the church became self-supporting

and independent of assistance from the Home Mission
Board. Immediately Rev. Lyon instilled in the hearts
and minds of his people the vision of a better and more
adequate church building, and today that dream is an
accomplished fact. During this 26-year period of planning and achievement the Lord has greatly blessed and
made possible what at times seemed impossible.
Construction of the present building was started in
April, 1926, and the basement unit dedicated in January, 1927; while work on the superstructure was
started in the spring of 1934 and completed March,
1935, at which time the building was dedicated. The
church and adjoining properties, with their facilities,
have cost approximately $90,000.
It was our great pleasure to have Rev. Homer A. Kent
and his family present for this buming-of-the-mortgage ceremony. Rev. Kent came to the Washington
church fresh from Seminary in the fall of 1925 and
served faithfully as pastor, friend, and spiritual leader
for 15 years, during which time the building was entirely constructed and a good portion of the debt paid.
Also present in the assembly were a number of faithful
members who have attended the church since its early
days in the hall over the bank. The Invocation was
given by Rev. Mayer; Mr. Ivan Munch briefly reviewed
accomplishments of the years, and four of the long-

time members, Mrs. Raymond Dyer, Mrs. Homer Lemon,
Austin Munch, and H. C. Dooley, reminisced about
events of the early years. As Rev. Kent and Mrs.
Lemon, one of the oldest members of the church In
continuous active service, together burned the mort-

for a mission church in that vicinity. Meetings
with this group are held weekly, with an average attendance of 18, and we look forward to the possible
Church
early establishment of the "Second Brethren
congregation
of Washington." To aid in this effort the
has pledged to continue contributions to the Building
Fund—now called Extension Fund.
With the Psalmist of old we can truly say—"This is
the Lord's doing; it is marvelous in our eyes."

work

—Mary

A. Merrick, Secretary.

GRAFTON, W. VA.
privilege recently of holding a series of
meetings at the First Brethren Church of Grafton,
It

was our

We had a most enjoyable time fellowshippine
with Brother and Sister Richardson and the good
brethren there.
The church really is making progress. A bus has remore
cently been purchased, making it possible for
people to attend the church services. Each evening
and twice on Sunday Brother Richardson faithfully
drove the bus in order to encourage the people to come
byways to
to church by going out to the highways and

W. Va.

gather them

in.

in His gracious mercy blessed as the people
attended quite well. There were those, too, who accepted Christ as Saviour and others who reaffirmed
give
their faith in Him. For these blessings we truly

The Lord

praise to our blessed Lord.
work
Brother and Sister Richardson are doing good
especially
at Grafton. Their young people's group is
Cerlarge when the size of the church is considered.
Gratfon if
tainly we expect to see greater progress at

—Lee

the Lord tarries.

Cnst.

FREMONT, OHIO
the news the Fremorit News-Messenclosed Sunger carried concerning the D.V.B.S. which
Miss Mellick,
day, June 17. The school ran two weeks.
mentioned in the news, is a graduate of Grace Theo-

[NOTE—This

is

logical Seminary, class of 1942.]

BRETHREN BIBLE SCHOOL

IS

ENDED

Workers in the Daily Vacation Bible School at Grace
night,
Brethren Church, which was concluded Sunday
success.
were unanimous in pronouncing the project a
were
Ninety-six boys and girls, ranging from 5 to 13,
enroUed in the school, and several others attended, bu%
came too late in the two-week period to be enroUea.
Three in
Sixty received awards for perfect attendance.
423
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the older group received awards for perfection in the
Bible memorization work. Also Wayne Berger, Irene
Rufty, and Edna Mae Raftfelder received New Testaments in recognition of their work in assisting the
teachers of the school. The older group, ages 8 to 13
years, were taught a course in Bible Geography
another in the Life of Christ. The younger group
taught a course in Bible Stories and Lessons.
The courses in instruction were closed Friday,

now!

It is

D. Culver.

no longer the same heart

for Jesus has cleansed it, and
made it white (show
white heart) like this. From now on this
heart will
rest and let Jesus carry the load
of sin

and

the burfor this heart or the
all

dens of life. Yes, the only way
heart of any man, woman, boy or girl to
have rest
look to Jesus. Read Matthew 11:28, 29

is

to

in closing.

BRETHREN CHURCHES

of Brethren
Churches will convene in the First Brethren Church,
4th Street and Philadelphia Avenue, Waynesboro, Pa
from July 16-19, Rev. C. S. Zimmerman, host pastor.'
All Brethren are cordially invited.—Robert
E. Miller,

Secretary.

PROGRAM
MONDAY, JULY 16—Registration

of delegates.

P.M.—Missionary message.-Rev. Hill Maconaghy
TUESDAY, JULY 17—Foreign Missions Day.
8:30 A.M.—Auxiliary Sessions—W. M. C, S. M.
M.,
7:30

Brotherhood, Ministerium, Laymen.
Missions Inspirational Hour, led by
Rev. A. V. Kimmel.
11:00 A.M.—Missionary message
Mrs. Joseph Foster
2:00 P.M.—Business session. Organization.
Moderator's Address
Rev. Kenneth Ashman
3:30 P.M. Committee meetings.

10:00

A.M.—Foreign

—

7:30
8:00

P.M.—Singspiration

Woodrow Newman
Devotions
Rev J. L. Gingrich
P.M.—Missionary message_..Miss Elizabeth Tyson

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18—Home
8:30 A.M.

—^Auxiliary

Missions Day.

Sessions.

A.M.—Home Missions

Inspirational Hour.

Rev. Paul Dick and Forrest Lance.
11:00 A.M. Home Missions message.
2:00 P.M. ^Business Session.
3:30 P.M.^-Committee meetings.
7:30 P.M.—Singspiration
Rev. Henry Rempel

—
—

Cole

Two will be sleeping,
Two making bread.
Two will be reaping,

Devotions

._

Rev. K. E. Richardson

P.M.—Missionary message._.Mrs. Hill Maconaghy
THURSDAY, JULY 19—Grace Seminary Day.
8:00

So Jesus said.
will be taken
(One of the two).
Will it be me, brother?
Will it be you?

8:30 A.M.

One

10:00

—Auxiliary

Sessions.

A.M.—Grace Seminary Inspirational Hour, led by
Prof. Herman Hoyt, Registrar.
Theme: Grace Theological Seminary in the
Past and Present and Prospect for Tomorrow.

NATIONAL BRETHREN CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR UNION OFFICERS

1.—How

It All Started—President of the
Alumni, Rev. Kenneth Ashman.
2.—Where We Have Been—A Student Body
President, Rev. Henry G. Rempel.

President—Keimeth Aahman, 230 Main St., Meyersdale. Pa.
Vice President— Ealph Colbum. 209 W.
Cedar St., Oompton. CaUf.
Secretary
Robert Ashman. 645 E. Fifth St. Peru Ind
Treasurer
Archie Parr, Beme, Ind.

—
—

3.—The Future*

Lies Ahead—Registrar of
the Seminary, Prof. Herman A. Hoyt.
session. Induction of newly

News Editol--Arthur MaLes, Northern

— Leo

liooiout Oomnuttee

Ave., Kittanning. Pa.
Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Listie, Pa.

Polman, Winona Lake, Ind
Prayer Meeting Committee
Leslie Moore Winona Lake, Ind.
^^'' R™?". 1*27 B. 5th St, Los Angeles, CaUf.
»»
„
u-^
„
n
Massbnary Commattee— Miss Ella Kimmel. Oxford Ave.
at Knorr St
Phil-

—

„

'

adelphia. Pa.
n™.,-.i
Social

^'^

n
„
Committee—
Mrs. Paul
-4.^

Bertha Kuhn, R. P. D. No.

2,

Wadsworth, Ohio.

Dick, 649 Berryvllle Ave., Winchester,
Miss Lena Kortemier, 51 9th St., Oakland, Cahf.

VaT

2:00

P.M.—Business

3:30

P.M.—S. M. M. Candlelight

elected Officers.

St5^.?'J
obtained from

9:30 P.M.

qSrS

^

"""'^'fi

to the

the Secretary.

President

Please send

all

Goal Chart information may be

money

to the Treasurer
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and

Installa-

Rev. Arthur Malles,
Graduate of Grace Seminary
in charge of Prof.

8:00

•>»

Service

tion of Officers.
7:30 P.M.—Singspiration

Brethren Missionary Herald Co., Winona
Laie"^tod'^f?o'„5;tT'"^''
LoRe,
'v°" ^^
Ind. Contact the memhers
of any committees, or any of the officers
to
obtem information concerning your C. E. society and
ite needs
t ?°"'i "f" ^ "^^ '^^^ ^t"'- Questions concerTdnB^ro:

^Z.2

o*

n

The Seventh Annual East Fellowship

10:00

MAKE CERTAIN
By Leona Dawson

3 O
n fi

EAST FELLOWSHIP OF

(Continued from Page 420)
is

tr.K!

and

Zickefoose.

happy the heart

e
n

and
was

the school formally concluded with a program
given in
connection with the Sunday School Sunday night,
attended by about 130 parents and friends. Demonstrations of the work done in Sunday School
and Bible
School were given, and awards presented. Expenses
in
promoting the school were found to be about
$1 for
each pupil. The teachers and helpers were
as followsMiss Flo Mellick, teacher of Religious Education
In
the public schools of northern Ashland county,
was
superintendent. Her co-worker was Mrs. Alois
Bru'nner.
Helpers were Miss Jeane Pierson and Miss
Mariorle

—R.

(A

P.M.—Seminary-]\^ssions Rally
Hoyt.

—Conference

adjourns.

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN,

1860-1925 (See Editorial)

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALO

SPEAKING
g::^^^'-"t:?ft-g

By

Dr. Louis S.

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN

—

On Thursday, July 26 a few days after this magazine goes into the mails the body of William Jennings Bryan will have laid "moldering in the grave"
for twenty years. Bible believing Christians will be
lacking in real gratitude if that date passes without
calling to memory this great defender of the faith.

—

WilUam Jennings Bryan was born on March

Bauman,

schools. Scopes was a believer in evolution, while
Bryan was a firm believer in the literal interpretation

of the Bible as well as its divine inspiration. This case
attracted attention all over the United States. The

19, 1860,

in Salem, Illinois. For thirty years he was the acknowledged leader of the Democratic Party in these United
States. On three occasions he was the candidate of his
party for the Presidency. It was largely owing to his
influence that Woodrow Wilson was nominated for the
Presidency in 1912. It was in recognition of this fact
that Wilson appointed him as Secretary of State in
1913.

While on the surface of things William Jennings
Bryan appears to have been very much an orator, a
lawyer, and a politician, yet, over and above it all, he
aimed that his life should serve the Lord Jesus- Christ,
whom he confessed as Saviour and Lord.
Bryan was bitterly opposed to war. At the outbreak
of World War I he used every particle of his influence
in an attempt to restore peace. He was opposed to
foreign war loans to belligerents. It was due to his
conscientious objection to war as a thing in which a
Christian could not engage, that he sent his resignation to President Wilson, refusing to continue as Secretary of State during the World War.

Being defeated three times for the Presidency did
not seem to dim his star. He was still the great "commoner" to the old-fashioned American heart. Right
well did peace-loving. God-fearing people know, and
understands that his deefats to the Presidency were
largely due to opposition to him on account of his
stand on Christian principles, especially his opposition
to the liquor traffic, than because of his stand on "free
silver" or any other such issue.
Bryan was sent as a delegate to the 1920 convention
of the Democratic Party at San Francisco, but when
his motion for the introduction of a "dry" plank in
the platform was defeated, he took no further interest
in the proceedings. During the last ten years of his
life he was a tireless worker for the cause of prohibition.

Editor

.

Bryan's last public appearance was in 1925 at the
trial of J. T. Scopes, a school teacher of Dayton, Tennessee, who was arrested for violating the Tennesee
law against the teaching of evolution in the public

21, after a hearing extending over three weeks, Scopes was found guilty and
fined $100. Bryan had won a great public battle in
defense of the Word of God. It was the greatest battle
of his life. Five days later he laid his weary body down
upon a couch to rest and fell asleep. He never awoke.
God had called his spirit to come forth from a temple
of clay and to enter into the glorious rest that He has
prepared foir His faithful saints.
The Bryan University in Dayton, Tennessee, is a
school, directed there on the scene of his last battlefield—a school that stands for the faith for which
Bryan stood. Unquestionably the forces of hell jire on
a raid against this institution, and it is having a real
struggle to erect such buildings, as our city, for a
memorial to this great man. It would appear that all
Bible-believing Christians in America would be interested in giving this school a bit of assistance. Brethren
especially should be interested, for when the Editor
visited that institution about a year ago, he found that
practically half the students were boys and girls from
our Brethren churches. It is only natural that an institution like that should draw youth from churches
that still believe the Bible is the Word of God.

outcome was, that on July

THEY "DROPPED JESUS"
Not so long ago the Editor read in a certain prominent weekly magazine the following news item.

"One of the so-called 'advanced' churches in New
York City has resolved to abolish all references to
'sex, class, nation, or race,' and now have a new
bond of union to toe signed by all of its members.
To do this, it deems it necessary to adopt a new
'statement of purpose' from which mention of
Public anChrist and Christianity is omitted.
nouncement is accordingly made that this church
has 'dropped Jesus'!"

we recall that a certain man by the name of
Judas decided to "drop Jesus." He did! As a result he
put a rope around his neck, tied it to the limb of a tree
and jumped; and "falling headlong, he burst asunder
in the midst, and all his bowels gushed out" (Acts 1:
18). And that ended Judas!
Then we have the history of a nation the Jews.
Nineteen centuries ago this nation decided to "drop
Well,

—
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Result: some years later the Rotheir city, Jerusalem, and in the
siege the women fried their children in frying pans
and ate them. A million Jews were hung on crosses.
The historians declare: "There was no more room for

from the arms of German might by the United States
and Russia. Let England remember that she joined
at Versailles with thosei who "dropped Jesus."
The United States was represented at that Versailles

Roman, Adrian, came

more than a million of our boys have either died or
been wounded on the fields of battle. Hundreds lie
They are still passing
sleeping in foreign graves.

Jesus." They did!
mans came against

crosses."

Some years

later the

against Jerusalem, leveled the city to the ground so
that "there was not one stone left upon another," and
Yes, the Jews also "dropped
it was plowed as a field.
Jesus!"

There was another nation less than two centuries ago
—France. Under the leadership of Voltaire, this nation also decided to "drop Jesus." The Sabbath caused
people to remember Jesus; therefore, the Sabbath was
abolished and every ten days the people rested from
their toil. They vnrote over the gates to their cemeTo
teries: "Abandon all hope, ye who enter here!"
believe in a resurrection was to remember Jesus, and
that wouldn't, do.

It

wasn't long until the streets of
and mobs surged through

Paris ran rivulets of blood

the streets with human heads upon their spears, crying for blood and for bread. France had "dropped
Jesus!"
A quarter of a century ago a government came into
power in Russia that decided to "drop Jesus." It did!
His very Name was taboo in that nation. Blood reddened the rivers of Russia. Since nature's famine only
carried away about three million people, the government decided to create more famine, which it did,

away some 700,000 more of its own citizens.
Millions of Russia's citizens died upon battlefields.
Since then, Russia has been a land of blood, of torture,
and of night. Today, it is cursed with the densest ignorance of any nation professing to be civilized. Its
people are virtually slaves. Winning a great war has
not freed the people from their chains, but rather has
strengthened those chains. Today there are millions
of people in that land, who, if they could, would forcarrying

ever forsake the land that "dropped Jesus"!

quarter of a century ago at the close of World War
the leaders of the foremost nations of the carta
gathered around a "peace table." Their first decision
was to "drop Jesus'.'. His Name was not mentioned,
much less was a prayer made. The allied conference
at Versailles "dropped Jesus." One of the four leading nations whose representative head at that confer^nce decided to "drop Jesus"—was France. All the
world knows the agonies that France has passed
through since then. She has lain prostrate in the dust,

A

I,

where she would remain perhaps for all time to come,
were it not for the helping hands of England and
America.

Another member of that conference which decided
to "drop Jesus" came from Italy, representing that
country. No one needs to be told of the agonies that
Italy has passed through and the humiliation she has
suffered, since she agreed with the rest of them to

conference that decided to "drop Jesus."

Since then,

through the agonies of Hell far out in the Pacific. A
staggering burden of debt, amounting to three hundred
billion dollars, is the burden that now staggers the nation.

over a decade ago, the mighty German nato the teeth, decided to accept Adolf Hitler
and "drop Jesus." The race that gave Jesus birth became the object of intensest persecution which all
brought on a World War. Today from sixty to seventy
million Germans have become the abject subjects of
those that hate them. The sun of that once glorious
nation has set and horror fills the night. The people
are faced with starvation and nakedness within the
next few months unless their enemies are kind enough

A

tion,

little

armed

and clothe them. Germany sits and weeps
amidst the ruins of her once beautiful cities. There is
just one word that can describe that nation today

to feed

DESOLATION!

Utterly prostrate, in bitterest agony,
the mighty nation which but a few short years
ago "dropped Jesus!"
And now, sad to relate, again the nations of earth
assemble in a desperate effort to catch and cage the
dove of peace. They seek a way out of the darkness
and desolation. In spite of all the lessons that history
furnishes, their very first act at San Francisco was
to "drop Jesus." There was not the slightest recognition of the Prince of Peace. His Name was not only
unsung. It was not even mentioned. There was not
a breath of prayer to the living God, unless it was
breathed forth from the hearts of men too cowardly
Yes, San Francisco
to breathe His name aloud.
"dropped Jesus." A World Peace Conference lies on
ahead. Will that Conference also "drop Jesus?" If
it does, then as sure as the living God still sits on the
throne of His universe, history will repeat itself; and,
the children are. now born who will witness the final
awful tragedy of a world that has "dropped Jesus!"
lies

THE SUPERFICIAL CRITICISM
OF A MODERNIST
The public press has published a recent editorial
an issue of a Journal published by R. K. Hall, editor

in
of

the EDUCATIONAL CURRIER, organ of the Public
School Teachers' Federation of Ontario. Editor Hall
did not mince words in his editorial. We quote from
said editorial:
"If the schools of Canada had changed as little
in the last fifty years as the churches, ministers
would have a great deal more to criticize than they

have at present.
"We have discarded the lugubrious poems that

"drop Jesus."
England's representative also was at the conference
that "dropped Jesus." Since then, England has passed
through a welter of blood; and, today staggers under
a burden of intolerable debt. Her glorious sun would
have set in this World War had she not been rescued

used to bulk so large in the contents of the old
readers. But what about present-day hymns in
slow,
the churches? With few exceptions they are
Singing them, the
melancholy and depressing.
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grand old hymns "The Rock of Ages," "Jesus Lover Of
My Soul," "A Mighty Fortress Is Our God," "All Hail
The Power Of Jesus Name," "How Firm A Foundation,"
"In The Cross Of Christ I Glory," etc., etc. These grand
old hymns that have cheered the saints traveling their
homeward way and have been breathed by countless
multitudes of saints as they were descending into the
valley well, all we have to say is, there is something
the matter with the soul of a man who calls these
hymns "melancholy and depressing."
Mr. Hall says, "The sermons too have changed, we
think, only in length." As to this statement all we
can say is that ours have not changed in length! We

congregation mouths extravagant promises or impossible requests of which few realize the full import.

.

.

.

"The sermons too have changed, we think, only
in length. They are still too concerned with the
trials of Job, with the Heaven to come beyond the
clouds, too little interested in the trials of John
Smith who lives a hand-to-mouth existence only
three blocks from the church, too oblivious o{ the
near-heaven on earth that we might have within
a measurable time if the Church were not so fearful of the financial powers upon which it appears
to be largely

dependent for

its

—

existence."

are not catering to these modernists who want to sit
for only 20 minutes to hear a sermon, and then sit
from two to three hours to look upon suggestive pictures and listen to suggestive jokes in our playhouses.

as this is a sample of a lot of the modernistic criticism of the churches of today it might be well
to examine it just a bit.

Inasmuch

Mr. Hall says: "If the schools of Canada had changed
little in the last 50 years as the churches," etc. We
might remind Mr. Hall that schools may change and
they need to change. The change they need just now
is to go back where they were fifty years ago and put
God back into our education and teach our children
to become proficient again in the three "R's". As to
the church, the change she needs is to dig away the
accumulated rubbish that has almost buried her and
get back to the old rock ribbed gospel preached by our
Lord Jesus Christ and His apostles in the first century. The church of our Lord Jesus Christ was established by Himself, and since He was God incarnate,
the same yesterday, today and forever, let man beware how he changes that church either in its con-

Mr. Hall seems to think that our preachers today
"still too concerned with the trials of Job, with
the heaven to come beyond the clouds, and too little
interested in the trials of John Smitli, who lives a
hand-to-mouth existence only three blocks from the
church." Poor Old Job! You remember his "three
friends"? Well, Mr. Hall adds himself to their number.
As for Job it was no less a man than the greatest of
all literary critics, Thomas Carlyle, who said of the
book of Job: "That I call the finest thing ever written with pen!
There is nothing written I think,
inside the Bible or out of it, of equal literary merit."
Personally we are inclined to believe that Thomas
Carlyle was a more competent critic than Mr. Hall is.

as

are

stitution or its doctrine.

Mr. Hall says we have "discarded the lugubrious
poems that used to bulk so large in the contents of the
old Reader." We may ask Mr. Hall if the schools are
any better for having done so. We happen to have in
our possession a Second Reader given to us by an aged
Baptist minister. He was 95 years of age. It was his
Second Reader. This minister was none other than
Dr. J. C. Mabie, who was the first graduate of the
University of Chicago. This Reader is literally filled
with quotations from the Bible, with poems that exalt
Christ and even present the plan of Salvation through
the shedding of His precious blood. In those days,
to find a boy or girl of school age in jail was almost
as rare as finding a hen's tooth. Today boys and girls
jam our prisons until their coat-tails and skirts are
pressing through the bars everywhere. And have we
discarded the grand old poems that were given to us
from 50 to 100 years ago by such men as Whittier,
Longfellow, Wadsworth, Bonar, and others. Much of
the poetry that has supplanted these fine old poems is
pure trash.

And then Mr. Hall proceeds to ask: "But what about
present day hymns in the churches. With few exceptions they are slow, melancholy and depressing." If
there

one thing that

is lowering the dignity, the
and the deep spirit of devotion within our churches it is this jazz, and slush,
and gush that we often hear, run off like greasea
lightning in some of our religious conventions and even
in our churches today. What present day hymns are
there that can compare with, much less surpass, those
is

sanctity, the spirituality

.

Then Mr. Hall is very much concerned because
preachers are "concerned with the heaven to come beyond the clouds and too little interested in the trials
of John Smith who lives a hand-to-mouth existence
only three blocks from the church." Well, Mr. Hall
may not be much interested with "the heaven to come
beyond the clouds." We have noticed in life that
men usually are little concerned or interested except
with countries to which they expect to go. When they
expect to go some place then they get down the map
and read the book so that they may be informed. That
certainly would be especially true if they expected to
spend their eternity in that land to which they are
traveling. We recall that once upon a time the disciples of Jesus were out engaged in doing a lot of good
work. They were healing the sick, they were even
raising the dead, they were casting devils out of men.
They were doing a lot of good for "John Smith" ana
However, when they returned to Jesus
all his tribe.
"with joy saying, Lord, even the devils are subject unto
us through Thy name", Jesus replied, "In this rejoice not, that the spirits are subject unto you; but
rather rejoice, because your names are written in
heaven." Now isn't it just too bad that our Lord
Himself was so other-worldly rninded! For some reason or other, Christ was always putting a greater valuation upon the soul than upon the body. We recall
that once He said: "Fear not them that kill the body,
but can not kill the soul; but fear him who hath power
to destroy both body and soul in Hell."
As a matter of fact we have learned through long
(Continued on Page 456)
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not been here long enough to make
at that time was
too full to entertain us; therefore we spent Christmas
1945 to say:
in a small Hotel. They had a nice dinner with turkey,
The heat is
I almost forgot about yearly reports.
fresh vegetables, plum pudding, fresh fruit, nuts,
and
to
the
office
in
stand
it
can't
I
just
so terrific
raisins and candy. It was all very nice, yet we missed
impossible,
next
to
house
is
into
the.
everything
move
the pumpkin pie, ice cream, etc., that we have in the
too. If only we would get some rain. But I guess it
Homeland and even in Africa on our stations. But
will come in due time. The office is just a room about
most of all, we missed the Christian atmosphere and
ten by ten feet, under a tin roof. It does have a
Christmas morning we attended services
fellowship.
wooden ceiling but it is so low, the heat is awful. When at the Baptist Church and heard a good message. SunI do stay to work awhile I get half sick to my stomday before Christmas we had been to a Lutheran
ach and a headache.
Church in the evening and also heard a good message.
Went out to the office to see if there was anything There, however, we had a rather curious experience.
There were no ushers present when we went in, so
in your letter that needed a special answer and was
waylaid. It seems I never can go out there and not
we took a seat in a pew that was fairly well toward
have someone wanting something. Then there is althe front. But after we were seated, we discovered
ways someone special, wanting some medicine. Now that they have paid pews and we were in a Smith
family pew. We did not quite know what to do, so
I have to get cooled off before I can do anything.
since there was only one lady in it we stayed, but
I leak at the ears and elbows almost continually.
apologized after the service was ended. However, she
I was so amused Sunday morning when they took
up the collection in church. Someone laid a rib roast was very kind and said; that we would feel free
on the plate. I guess the preacher was happy to
at any time to occupy it; since she was the only member of her family who attended services. Some of these
see it. He gets what food stuffs they bring. Most every
didn't
old churches are really beautiful; because the pulweek there is food of some kind. The rib roast
pits are so antique and the carving are gorgeous. Thus,
look too bad, but the odor wasn't the kind to make
our first and I hope our only Christmas in the Cape
your mouth water! This morning I told the men to
was a very lonely one.
go cut stone for the foundation for a new house here.
They very politely told me they don't "cut," they say
We have been having regular summer weather here,
They "kill" stones when they cut them and but sometimes we get terrific winds. They almost turn
"kill".
speak
learn
to
ever
Will
I
pick
they
it.
when
fruit
cut
you inside out. Without joking, they are beyond decorrectly?
Then, too, the temperature changes very
scription.
I guess I had better close for this time. We're requickly at times. You go out and are roasting and
membereing you especially at this time because of before an hour passes a wind springs up and you need
your extra work, handling that heavy Easter Offering.
a heavy wrap. On several occasions I have worn my
You see we believe it is extra heavy tho' we haven't winter coat. We also have enjoyed summer fruits

MRS. MINNIE KENNEDY, AFRICAN FIELD TREASURER, writes to the Treasurer at home on March 31st,

heard as

yet.

THE FOSTERS ARE NOW IN THE HOMELAND.
Today (June 13th) a letter arrived from the Fosters
which was written at Capetown in South Africa on
March the 12th. So goes the mail. Although the Fosters arrived at home far ahead of this letter yet several paragraphs within this letter will be of interest
to our readers. They write:
Dear Friends and Fellow- workers in the Homeland:

pleasant surprise we had one day last week
of the ladies here at the Missionary Home
called to me and said: "Mrs. Foster, have you seen
the! pile of mail that has come for you today. It's all
for you." Then she came and handed me about 15
We had only had two
letters and Christmas cards.

What a
when one

letters

from Brother Bauman since we landed here,

so news was indeed welcome from home.
We arrived in this strange land the 22nd of December, just three days before Christmas. We felt rather

lonely.

We had

friends,

and the Missionary Home

arrived the strawberries were just getting
done, but the peaches, pears, plums, apricots, apples
and grapes have been quite plentiful. Then, too, they
have our northern ruits, such as oranges, bananas,
Oh, yes they also have
pineapples, mangoes, etc.
watermelon, canteloupe and honeymelons. There are
Homeall kinds of fresh vegetables that we have in the
land, but meat and butter have been rather scarce.
Milk is plentiful, but not canned; that is all sent to the

When we

Army on

the battlefields.

The Andrew Murray Missionary Home
ful place and Miss Gillman and Miss

is

a wonder-

Parker, who
supervise it are both lovely Christian characters. It
The
is such a homey place for tired missionaries.
Home is up the hill toward the mountains, so it gives
one a view of the mountains and Table Bay also, the
town which lies in a hollow, i.e. lower than the elevation here. It is lovely to be here, but the limit of
one's stay is either two or three months. We are hoping.
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SO

much we

will

be able to

sail

before

we must make

hearts did rejoice to hear that she really realized what
sin was and that she knew where to go to be helped.
Her father, who died some time ago, had beeii one of
our evangelists, but went out of this life out of fellowship with the Lord. So we rejoiced doubly that his
little Rachel came to give her little heart to the Lord
while still tender, but oh, when we think of the future
and the temptations she will have to face. How greatly
these little babes, as well as 'big' babes, need the fervent prayers of God's intercessors. These are trying
days. We have been praying for a revival and I do
believe it is coming, for the powers of darkness can
be felt and we see the enemy working so intensely.
We know that if the Lord did not intend to bless us,
soon, the devil would not be bothering us. Our
churches need to be awakened before the Lord can
begin to bring in the unsaved. The revival must be
in the church in my own heart first oh, that it may
be soon."

another change.

MISS MILDRED KUNTZ, a member of the First
Brethren Church at Long Beach, and a missionary of
the Navajo Indians, of whose work we have spoken
from time

to time in

columns of the Herald, has writen

the Editor to say: "You will be interested to

know

that

Navajo souls have made profession of Christ as
Saviour thus far this month. We trust that each one
really understood the step he was taking, but we
cannot see their hearts and will only know final results in Heaven. Because of the Navajo's child-like
simple way of thinking, we present the Gospel Message
six

as simply as possible, telling of God's creation of all
things. His love for mankind, the great sacrifice of His
Son upon the cross, His resurrection. His ascension,
our future home, His coming again. His daily walk and
care of His own, our escape from eternal condemnation, etc. We ask them to pray, inviting Christ into
their hearts, to wash their sins away with His Precious
Blood."

BRO.

J.

PAUL DOWDY under

date of June

6,

One day long

ago, Lord Jesus
Sent disciples on ahead
To cross the waters in little boat,
They ten add thereon two.

1945,

writes

"We have now been on
a half months.

Believer

Then Satan came with a whirlwind,
To sink this little boat.
The boat rose up on waters to sink,

the field for about six and
it

or not, but

it

took some

time to get into the running again. We found that a
year of absence leaves one out of date and out of practice
However, since the last of January we have
been in our new home and in our new meeting hall,
and feel quite well established. Our hall is not too large,
but for the present attendance it is sufficient. We do
hope to outgrow it soon. Two weeks ago we had four
decisions for the Lord. These were all people who have
been coming for some time and seem to be real converts. Others are showing real growth in things spiritual and are looking forward to the time when they
can be baptized. Just two weeks ago seven accepted
the Lord in the little town of Santa Eufemia. We had
thirty-four present that night
"In Los Cisnes we have been having good meetings
also. There are some who come to the meetings who
ought to make a decision and we trust they may do so
soon. There are some very faithful believers in the
little group in Los Cisnes. The Debanne girls, Clara
and Olga, are teaching the children's class each week,
and are experiencing a great deal of joy out of it. Yesterday they had seventeen children in the class."
.

.

Disciples were terrified.

Lord Jesus sat upon a hill.
praying unto God,
For the disciples that v.'ere going
In boat on waters there.

Was

.

.

.

At break of day Lord Jesus came
Walking upon waters,
Disciples said. It a spirit

Jesus said,

I it

If it

be Thou,

Give
Lord

me

to

said,

is,

is.

Simon Peter said

.

MISS ELIZABETH TYSON on March 19 wrote a letter to Mrs. Barbara Hunter,, at that time still our Financial Secretary, which was received in the home
office on June 18. Miss Tyson is now with her lovea
ones in Philadelphia, having beaten this letter home
by a considerable distance. From this letter we quote:
"Yesterday we had a good morning service; tww
came to accept the Lord one a dear little girl of
about six years old. She said that she 'wanted to
accept Jesus for she was a great sinner. When her
mother would cook the evening meal she would quickly
steal some of it and would then hide and lie to her
mother. Seh wanted Jesus to cleanse her heart.' " Our

—

—

,

to Jesus,

call

me

walk on waters to you.
saying. You come.

Simon Peter rose up left
To walk upon waters,

boat.

His heart tho't, saying, Equal Jesus!

Then he began

to sink.

Jesus said, saying. Why my friend,
Faith in your heart is not.
Lord Jesus said, saying. Come to Him,
Stretched forth hand lift him up.

Afterward when disciples saw
That which He did for them.
They said, Jesus is the Son of God,
That left heaven above.

Yours in Him for these in Africa,
M. W. Kennedy,

—

REMEMBER
The world

never have permanent peace until
the world accepts the terms of the Prince of Peace.
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EASTER OFFERING
money has been
ADt
act)

ah
ai

asf
asa
b

be

bmh
by

bm
d
rd
vd
do

given, as follows:

Bible Translation
^African
African Centra] Bible School
^African Hospital
Leper
African
African Special
African Students'
Bictel

Morriill

Balzer

Beaver

Bretliren Mi-sionary

Solon,
Hoyt.
Jobson
Jobson.
Jobson,

Ft

Kllever,
Kliever,

Undesignated

B\ind

Williams

Sheldon,
Sheldan,

.

Children
-South

1

Helpers'

t h

o

^S

General

City,

Atwood Mrs. Emma
Baer Mrs. Harriet

'.

Africa

25.00
5.00

Bates. Mis3 Mary
Beeler; Miss Betty
Beeler, Mrs. Lucy M.. and Eail
Oanfield, Mrs. Ida
Cass. Mrs. Cecile
Davia. M. J
Davis, Mrs. M. J

107.36
10-00
15.00

Inman, Harold. T/5
Inman. Tom
Kitchens, Mrs. Viva
Laraon, Mr. and Mrs. H.

10.00
15-00
20.00
10.00
11.00
37.00
10.00
5.00
100.00

M

5.00
13.71
5.00
25.0

,„„„

W

Myrtle
Mrs.
Miss Anna
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. C. D
Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Seibert, Mr. G. B
Churchr
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C
Miscellaneous
Little,

Manley,

„ „^

7.00

41.09

452.16

M 21.00
wm
^
48.50

Cheyenne, Wyo.
Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Davis. Mr. and Mrs. L. C
Ramho, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gifts lesa than

Church

.

.

2.00

^8-OQ

100.00

eS.OO
e 20.00

e 20.00
e 25.00
e 75.00
e 10.00
e 40.00

A

rda
Gring, Mr. and Mrs. J. O
Hawbaker, Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Herr. Mr. and Mrs. I.
Herr, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn

W

•

Flo

Kilgore, Mrs.

I.

503.16

30.50

5.00

20.00

eS.OO

10.00
15.00
25.00
20.00
26.00
5. 00
5.00

eS.OO
eS.OO
e5.00
e 60.00
e 25.00

e 20.00

e5.00
e 10.00
.

.

15.00
5.00
20.00
25.00
20.00
20.00
26.00
75.00
10.00
40.00

e5.00

e 20.00
6 25.00

Harry

Robinson, Mrs. Mary
Row, Esther
Royer, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A
Smith, Margaret Ann
Sprague, Mrs, Gertie
Supan, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Webster, Mrs. Margaret, and family
"Wenger, Mrs. 3. Lloyd
Zimmerman, Mrs. W. A
Simday School
Junior Sunday School
Senior Sisterhood

112.50

e 20.00
ah 5.00
e 15.00
e 25.00

R

Morgan, Mr." and Mrs. Ralph
Peitzman, Mr. and Mrs. Austin
PinnK. J. E
Pinnie. J. F
Randall, Mr. and Mrs.

12.50

e 20.00
e 25.00

GJood,

outfit.

America
Africa
General
sch-o 12.50 kl 11.94

Churoli

W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C

25.00

e6.60
eS.OO
eS.OO
e 11.29
e 12.19

e9.00

5.00

50.00
25.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
6.60
5.00
6.00
11.29
12.19
9.00

wmo

des-

Falls City,

14.00

e

25.00

12.50

575.02

10.00
10.00

10.00
15.00

H

20.00
Garwln, Iowa
Cooper. Mre. Myrtle
Eeser, Mrs. Keitha
Judge, Lawrence
Knudson, Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Lowry, Mrs. Perl
Parks. EeT. H. S
Kichards, Misa Goldle
Thurston, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Thurston, Marian
Thurston, Lt. and Mrs. Glair
Welton, Mis. Leslie

Church
Siuiday School
Women's Missionary Oouncii
W.M.C. per Nat.. W.M.0
D V.B.S. and Jr. C.E
Senior C.B
Miscellaneous

13.87
10.00
10.00
10.92
10.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
8.00
10.00sch-ol8.01
10.00
10.00
9.26 wmc

1.00

26.00

46.00

12.38

kl

13.87
10.00
10.00
10.92
10.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
8.00
40.39
10.00
10.00
9.28

OEakl 9.82
OE-kl 4.10
18.12

170.17

26.30

18.01

20.00

Ralph and

family
MiDer, Mr. and Mra. Harry

B

200.00
100.00
20.00

300.00
Leon, Iowa
Akers, Otto
'Allred, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse

5.00

F

Ray

Andrew,

M

Gittinger, Mrs. F.
Mrs. Merlin
Jones, Mildred
Larson, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Manchester, Mrs. D. T

Hembry,

B

NewUn, Mr. M. E
Newlin, Mra. M. E
Newlin, Martin, Jr
Partlow, Mra. Fern
Parks, Mra. Lona
Perks, Maurine

%n'nn
" I"-""

"inn
"""
'

Roscoe

Warren,

W.

5-00
» lO-JO
» 10-00
e 25.00
' 6.79
e f.OO
e 5.00
' "-"O
e 6.00
6 l»-00
« °-00
« 0.00
«

Bunch, Letha
Chambers. Mrs. AdaHne
Cowles, Mr. and Mra. Earl
Garher, Miss Angle

Taber. Rev. and
Taber. Rose
Taber, Bcttie

10.00

6

® °-^2.
» 5.00

Mrs. .Toe
Bunch, Ethel

Boord,

Mrs.

Miles

.®Kn'nn
?„ Sn
« l"-""

*

' »•")!

E

Senior O. E
Junior O. B
Birthday Offering

431

20.00
25.00

1.00

III.

AspinwaU, Mrs. E. V
FEcklnger, Mr. and Mrs.

Scott,

14.00

Neb.

Grush, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Prichaid, Mr. and Mrs. H. J

MisceDaneous

Lanark,

Total

24.44
25. Ou

Miscellaneoufl

2.00
kl 12.50

e 15.00

Katherine
Becker, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Coot, Rev. and Mrs. J. S., and David.
De Boest. Mr. and Mrs. Jess

Bartlet.

Justice,

5.00
15.00
5.00
25.00
6.00
107.36
10.00
15.00
5.00
13.71
5.00
o.OO
10.00
15.00
20.00
10.00
11.00
37.00
10.00
5.00
100.00
21.00
7.00
41.09

:

Dallas Center, Iowa

Emmert,

Total

20.00
10.00
50.00

20.00
10.00
50.00

$5

Sheldon

following other initials
ignates "special."

South
J

5.00
15.00
5.00

Baerg, Mr. and Mrs. H. J
Bates, Miss EBza

following other initials des(Ex.: sh-o,
ignates "outfit."

Special

MIDWEST DISTRICT
Neb.
Ackerman, Mr. and Mrs. G. J

Beaver

Council

Misionary

African Disease
Christian

Sickel

Bible Coach
Bible arid

Lester

Herring

Hospital

Fields.

^Hoyt,

•

Children

Taber, Charles

Fields

.

— South American
—Taber Fund
—Taber
—
—Tyson
Tyson Fund
—
Funds
—
—
Fund
—Wagner
Women's
—
—
Endeavor
—
—
—

Student Aid

Malles
Missionary Students' Aid

Foster

—
—
—
Fund
Fund
—
Funds
—
Aid
—
Fund
—
Fund
—
Home
—
—
Byron Fund
Memorial
—
Don
Dunning E\md
—
Dunning, Ruth
—
Dunning, Vema
—
—Dowdy Fund
'

'

— MagazineFundFund
—
—
—Myers Fund
B\md
—
— New
China
New
—
Schrock Fund
—
Sheldon Fund
—
Donald
—
Kenneth
—
—Snyder Fund
Fund
—
American
— South
—
South American
—Tractu American
—
American

—
Dowdy, Jimmy
—
Dowdy, David
—
Emmert Fund
Fund
—
Goodman Fund
—
Fund
—
Hamilton Fund
—
—
Gamer. F«
——
Fund
David
—
Roger
—
—
Kennedy Fund
Kennedy,
—
Kennedy. Paul
—
KMever Fund
—
Ann
—
Donna
—
— Maconaghy Fund

letters given throughout thto
.eport indica-te to what special funds

The

» J-O"
» »•»"
•

/J;"?
o .oo
•

5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.79
6.00
5.00
5.00
G.OO
15.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

60.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
8.56

BRET HREN MISSIONARY HERALD

THE^
America

Sunday School
Church

.14.39

MisceHaneoua

Africa
e 65.06
kl
e

Miss

Beverly

Moser Mrs, Velma.
Meyers, Mr. and Mrs.
Nichols. Miss

423.69

14.39

5.00
MIMedgevIIle,

.

10.00

.

abt 500
5.00
d 20.00

35.00

30.00

40. ui.

10.00
Mrs. Will

Kistner,

Nellie

Royer, Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Royer, Suzanne
Stover, Mrs. Belle

I*.

.

North English, Iowa
Cram, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Davis. Gail and Winnie
Erteld. Mr. and Mrs. Dwiglit.
Erteld, Mr. and Mrs. Chester.
Faa3, Mr. Donald
Faas. William H. .'
.

,

5.00

10.00
5.00
100.00
6.00
5.00

10.00
5.00
100.00
5.00

125.00

125. OU

00

5.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
20.00

5

.

.

.

5.00
5.00
5.00

my-s 5.00

Jordan. Mr. and Mrs. Leo
I/ortz, Mr. and Mrs. Erwin ....
Ixirtz, Mr. and Mrs, Everett.
Lortz, Russell
lx>\vn. Mr. and Mrs. Willis ....
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Myers, Mr. and Mrs. John

10.00
10.00
25.00

Pope.

20.00

.

.

.

my-s 10.00
my-3 10.00
my-s 5.00
20.00

10.00

25.00
by-25.00
my-a 100.00

Marjorie

Church

21,60

sch-

kl

19.75

8.50

iVI^cellaneous

219.75

21.60

188.50

sch 5.00
sch 5.00
sch 200.00

iti 69.97
25,00 wmc
565.06

721.06
Williamsburg, Iowa
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

5.70

Mr.

Brumbaugh,
Bmmbaugti,
Brumbaush.
Brumbaugh,
Brumbaugh.

.

.

Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. P. D.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E
Mr. Dean O
Mrs. Jcannette ....
Mr. G. O
.

.

Bodge, Mrs. Walt
Boomer, Mr, and Mrs. J., E
Booz, Mr. and Mrs. C. R
Caldwell. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Disney Mrs. Bertha
Davis, Rev. and Mrs. Paul A
Doohttle, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Gamer, Mr. and Mrs. T. N

,

,

Jr.

5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
5.00
10.00

ah 50.00

.

.

,

.

.

W

75.00
5.00
100.00
39.50
10.00
6.00
5.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
2.50
kl

Dept

25,00

W.M.O.
W.M.C.

(Sr.)

.

.

(Jr.)..

13.36
7.50
14.16

5.00

Keller.
Keller,

IVId.

Mr,

and Mrs,

B,

M,

Zella

\\

Whitebair, Mrs, Arch

!!.*,"!
11

Buena Vista, Va.
Ballard, Mr, and Mre, Harry
Bates, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Bowman. Rev. and Mrs. Edward..'!
Bvers, Miss .Audrey

150.00
20.00
41.35
8.50

Coleman, Mis.-; Gladvs
r>ynn, Mr, and Mrs, E, L.
Lynn. Mr. and Mrs. .IF
'.'
Lynn, Mrs, Racey
Lynn, Mr, and Mrs, William E
.Johns. Mr, and Mrs. W, S
Eyman, Mrs. A. M., and family.
SmalB, Mr, and Mrs. George
"'
Taylor, Mr, and Mrs, Talmadge.
Teague, Mr, and Mrs, Kenneth.
Teague, Mr, and Mrs, M, M.
Vest, Mr. and Mis. Roy
Wilmer. Mr. and Mrs. Basil..
Junior 0. E.
Adult C. B
First Brethren S. S
.......'
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Iowa
Alderman, Mr. and Mra. Earl
Alderman. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Becker, Miss Gertrude
Bontrager. Mr. and Mrs. A. A

101.09

10.50

S6.46

25.00
10.10
32.00
30.00
5.00
5.0U
10.00
15.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
25. OU
18.00
50,00
75.00
5.00
100.00
39.50
10.00
6.00
5.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.UU

CE-akl7.21
3.00
1.00

.

Burkhart, Mrs. Christine
Deits, Mr, and Mrs, L, B
Earnest. Mrs., and family
Edgerton. Mr. and Mrs. F. P....
Fike. Mr. and Mrs. N. J
Gayman, Mr. and Mrs, Ira
Grady, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Hady. Mrs. Maude
Krieg-baum, Eev, and Mrs. A, R
Long, Mr, and Mrs, I/, B
Loyd, Mrs, Anna
Marquart, Mrs
McCallum, Mr, and Mrs. Stanley. ...
Miller. Mr. and Mrs. C. G
Miller,
Ensign Marvin
Miller, Mrs. R. P. (In memory of
jorie Anne)

100.00
sch 15,00

5.00
sch 25.00
sch 50.00
sch 10.00

5.00

.

5.00

25.00
10.00
25.00
9.00
5.00
100.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
60.00
100. 00
15.00
5.00
25.00
50.00
10.00
5.00

.

'

.

.

.

15.00
10.00
27.00
5.00
5,00
10.00
13 00
6.00
13,00
5,00
15.00
27.00
5-00
19,00
10.00
6.00
21.50
5.00
10.00
23.10

15.00
10,00
27,00
5,00
5,00
10,00
13,00'
6,00
13,00
5,00
15,00
27,00
5,00
19,00
10,00
6.00
21,50
5.00
10,00
23,10
19.70

Church

W.M.C. per Nat.
Miscellaneous

W.M.c!

Paul Kenneth
HaU, Miss Ruth
Hawkins, Mr. and Mos.

5-75

]

29.68

29.05

286.03

305.73

26,00

'

Martha
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.

Young

People's

10.00
20.00
50.00
5.00
5,00
10,00
10-00
5,00
10,00

IB..

J.

25.00

20.00
5.00
10.00
20,00
50.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10,00
10,00
5.00
10,00
25.00
5.00

S^O

.

Haven
Maude

Mrs.

wmc

S-^"*
'

Humphries, Ina and Bobby
Leape, Mr, and Mrs. C. E
Leape, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Martin. Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Perdue, Mr, and Mrs, C, A
Sizemore, Mrs. Nelson
Terrs',

5.75

20,00

Hall,

Mrs,
Mrs.

wmc

.....'.'.'..'.

Clearbrook, Va.
W,M,C, per Nat, W,M,C
Covington. Va.
Carter, Mrs, Richard
Craghead. Miss Dorothy
Cragbead, Mr, and Mrs. J. J
Duncan, Everette, SK 1/c. ...
Grass, Mr, and Mrs, Chas
Hall, Rev. and Mrs. Jesse..

Hill,

MarIk-s

'

.

Hill.

668.05

'

!

'.

7.21

15.00
7.00

'

'

'

'

,'

,

17.3b
7.50
14.10

Waterloo,

sch 16.00
sch 7.00
sch 5.00
sch 25.00
sch 10,00
sch 25.00
sch 9.00
sch 5.00
sch 100.00
sch 10,00
sch 5.00
sch 10.00
sch 60,00

36.00

SOUTHEAST DISTRICT
Accident,

20.00
10.00

15.00
30.38
10.84

wmc

25,00

25.00

5. (JO

2.50

10.84

E

Miscellaneous
W.M.C. per Nat.
W.M.C. per Nat.

1687.53

c

Mathers, Mrs, Ella A
Waterloo Youth Movement

25.00
10.00

30.38

15.00

friend

C.

32.00
30.00
5.00

Mrs. Ross
Stewart, Mr. L.
Stewart. Miss Ardith.
Smith, Mrs. Etta
Saylor, Mrs. Elizabeth
Thompson, Miss Belle
Wolf, Mrs. Ed

A

5.00

25.00
18.00

.

Church
Primary

5.00

.10

,

Gentzler, Mrs. Alma
Knoll, Mr. Charlie
Monroe, Mr. and Mrs. T. R.
Peterson, Emma and Maggie
Ratliff Mrs. Beiilah and Dorcas.

Rube,

25.00

74.97

F

Knipfer, Mr. and Mrs. R.

.

.

891.50

wmc

District

'

Akens,

and Mrs. Elmer.

5.00
46.00
10.00
15.00
69.97
25.00
565.06

sch 15.00

per Nat. W.M.C
Mfecellaneous offerings

Kans.

Angell. Mr.

*00

sch 46.00

10,00

Church
W.M.C.

midwest

200.00
16.00
150.00
10.00

sch 150,00
sch 1(^00
sch

Total

7.50
10.00
15.00
5.00
21.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00

16,00

W

5.0ir

5.00
50.00
10.00
15.00
5.00

.

Faas, Mr. and Mrs. Claire
Fast, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Geiyer, Mr. and Mrs. C. S
Giffens, Mrs. Marie

Miss

Ruth

Mrs. Maggie G
Mr. and Mrs. R. C
Pnllard, Miss Grace
Preble, Miss Bemice
Sclirock, Mr. and Mrs. E. B
.Schrock. Mr. and Mrs. E. .T
Sclirock. Mr. and Mrs, L, D
.Schrock, Mr, and Mrs. V,
Sorensen, Mrs. N, P
Spooner, Mr, and Mrs, .Tohn
Taylor, Mr, and Mrs, Noble
Weneard. Mrs, Ben
Witterman, Mr, .John

Peck,

Kans.

Morrill.
Elliott.

Frank

J.

Africa

sch 7,50
sch 10.00
sch 15.00
sch 5,00
sch 12.00
sch 10.00
sch 10.00

Phillips,

.

Portls,

443.08

III.

Begeman. Jfrs. Chas.
Hanna, Desaie M.

South
America

General
Moser,

14.80
98.48

25.00

^00
25.00
20.00
12.00
6.00

W

26. OU

20.00
12,00
6.00
8.00
10.00
29.40
14.00
17.00
6.60

8.00

10.00
29.40

Class

Svmday School
Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

17.00
6.60

Miscellaneous

wmo

319.00

14.00

333.00

Dayton, Va.

Church
Hagerstown,

Md.

Angle, Mr, and Mrs, Ohas
-innan, Mrs, ,Tane
An.xt, Mrs. Andrew E
Barnes, Mrs, Alice V
Baumeardner, Mr, and Mrs, Frank,
Benner. Mrs. Nora and Gilbert
Biser. Mr, and Mra. Henry

432

26,00
21,00
6.95
.
.

5

.
,

26.00
21.00

72.00
8.

10,00

5.95
5.10

JULY

1945

14,

South
America

General
Bostetter,

W.

Total

43.00
14.50

and fam-

B..

lly

DurtJoraw, Mr. and Mil. Cliaa
Mnfrock, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Friends
Friends
Friends
Friends
Green, Mr. and Mrs. I.
Grubb, ReT. and Mrs. I*. L
Grabb, Mrs. Lonie
Hersbbecger, Mr. and Mrs. PanI

G

H

Wm

Hoover. Mr. and Mrs.
Hopkins, Mr. J. Merle
Hungate, Miss Josephine

Ethel, and children
H. O
Krode, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
and
Mrs. W. A
KoT.
Lepp,
Long. Kev. and Mrs. Roy S
Mace. Mr. Geo. E
MiHer, Mis. Elizabeth
Miner. Mr. and Mrs. C. L., and Calvin.
Miner. Mr. and Mrs. David
Irving, Mrs.

Keplinger,

Mongan, Bessie

Africa

43.00
14.50

Mm. W. 8

Mr. and

CuWbage, Mrs. Alena
Divert, Mr. and Mrs.

B

34.55
5.00
25.00
25.00
41.00
10.00
2.00
10.00
15.25
100.00
6.00 shoo 5.00
21.00
12 75
16,50
14)74
12 25
lo!oO
10.00

5000
16 00

Mrs. Regina
Mundey, Mr. and Mrs. D. B
Myers. Mr. C. Frank
Peny, Mr. an* Mrs. C. K
Powell. Mr. and Mrs. John, and June.
RiUey, Mr. and Mrs. H. D.. and Betty
lioa

S"

500
500
5.00

sfl'oo

ll!oO
5

Moulton.

3.00

34.55
6.00
25.00
25.00
41.00
10.00
15.00
16.25
100.00
11.00
21.00
12.76
16.50
14.74
12.25
10.00
10.00
50.00
16.00

00

25.00

5.00
41.00
11.00
6.00
25.00

"575

5.75

60 00
9 00

60.00
'•*<*

6.25

5)25

Mr. and Mrs. N. E
Sblngleton. Mr. and Mm. Leonard....
Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. and Patsy.
Bottler.

Shank, Mr. and Mis. Gamett
Spielman, Mr. and Mrs. Mai
Stickler, Mr. and Mis. H.

33.98

S3.9S

5.28
g.OO
28.50

6.28
8.00

and

Waldo
Carrie

Prank

Tewalt, Mr. and Mis. lYank
Wiles, Mr. and Mrs. Frank, and daueh,,,,,,,.
,^P
Wiles. Mr.
Williams. Mr. and Mrs. A.
WillinEham, Mr. and Mrs. John ....
Zello. Jtr. and Mrs. 0.
Bible Bchool

Wm

H

T

C

8.75
*-26

*-24
16.00
12.00
16.00
15.50
14.00

6.24

Stouffer, Mr. and Mis.
Stover, Mr. Hubert
Stover. Mrs. Time and
Taylor, Rev. and Mrs.

Adult

28.50
11.20

20
n8.75
8'.25

P.,

Sonny

B

Sr. Young People's
Youn« People's C.

0.

16 00
12.00
16.00
15.60
14.00

M 7.50

61.00

500
24.60
100.00
CE-k! 50.00
CE-kl 10.00
CE-kl 10.00
CB-akl 10.00
CE-akI S.OO

E

E

B

24*0
^""S?
50.00
10.00
10.00
lO.OO
5.00

103.15
23.28

sch-o 61.15
Gifts less

23.28
33.72

than $5

wmc
71.80

1244.01
Harrisonburg,
Haish,

18.25
7.30
61.00
5.00.

kl52.00

CJhurch

W.M.C. per Nat W.M.0

33/^
152.50

1468.31

V«.

Mary and Anna

15.00

15.00

Hollint, Wa.

Bumette. Mr. and Mrs. John
Dowdy. Miss BBzabeth
Ellis, John Jr
Ellis. Mr. and Mrs. J. N
Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Hamblin. Miss Margie
Hamblin. Mr. and Mrs. P. N
Lavender, Mis. BliMibeth
Martin. Mr. and Mrs. H.
McOuchin. Mrs. Lynn
Michael. Mr. and Mrs. S.
Mininger, Mis. O.
Mininger, Mrs. O. L
Jatterson, Rev. and Mrs. J.
Stanley. Miss Barbara
Woody, Mr. and Mia. I.

13.00
5.00
6.00
B.OO
5.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO
B.OO
400.00
6.00
10.70
BO.OO
5.00
10.00
106.22
16.00 wmc

G

M

W

Church

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

671.92
LlmKtone, Tmn.
Adams, Chester
Armentrout. Mr. and Mrs. Balj)h.
Armentrout, Daryl
Arnold. M. D
Arnold. Leiia
Brobeck, Mr. and Mis. J. P
Brobeck. Elsa Lee
Guinn, Mr. and Mrs. I. J
Henry. Mr. and Mrs. John E
Henry, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Henry. Patsy
Jobe, Mr. and Mis. Robert
Kettel, Rev. and Mis. H.

H

H

McCraoken, A.

B

.„ .,„
1300

6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
.6.00
lO.OO

IJiX

6.00

,„5"2
*"2-2?

.

E:

.

.

10.00
50.00
5.00
10.00

m

B.OO
60.00
6.00
25.00
26.00
25.00
6.00
15.00
10.00
20.00
6.00
6.00
20.00
25.00

«00
lOJO
2"S2
,6.00

„

„ ,„
H49.77

49.77

,i2S2
155.99
l"-""
721.69
6.00

?nn
6.00
2500
26.00
26.00
6.00

16-00
JO.OO
20.00
6.00
o.OO
20.00
26.00

10.00
OE-akl-2.35
2.00
do 4.00
kl 22.04
CE-kl-s 5.00

ic

E

29.65

Church

W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C

10.00

2.3»

wmc
31.39

14.00

344.65

390.04

Roanoke, Va.

Batemen, Mr. and Mrs. E. E
Boone, Mr. and Mis. J. R
Bowles, Mis. Evelyn and Mary Jane.
Browning. C. N

Brumbaugh. Mis. P. L
Catron, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Olingenpeel,
Clingenpeel,

15.00
12.00
7.00
5.00
30.00
24.00
5.00

.

E

B

Chas.

family
Coffey. Mr. and Mrs. M. R., and family
Coffey, Mrs. S. A
Coffey. Mr. and Mrs. 8.

M

Conner,
Conner,
Conner,
Cooper,
Cooper,

Alva Louis
Faythe Ann
Myra Joy
Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Mr. and Mrs. S. E

Dangerfield, J.
Dangerfield. Mr.

B

and Mis. W. B...
Dealing. Mr. and Mrs., and family. .

.

.

Donohue, Mrs. 8. M. and
Dopp. ciiL Delmar

Pindley. W. V
Piaher, Mr. and Mrs.
Poster. Kathleen

.

W

C

.

ily

Kingery, Ollie
Koontz, Rev. and Mrs. H.
Koontz, Hollis
Koontz, Kenneth
Lackey, Clarence
Lackey, H. D
Linkenhoker, Mr. and Mis. A.
Lloyd Mrs. J. Lewis, and Dean
Mills. Mr. and Mrs. H. E
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. S. A
Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. E. B
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey and Eva.
Nichols, BufortI and Pattie
Nichols. Mrs. R. B
V
ParaeU.
ParseU. Mrs. E. V
PaiseU, Melvin
Perdue, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Perdue, Mr. and Mis. E. 6
Perdue, R. G., Jr., and Jean
Powell, Mrs. Ruth
Putt, Mr. and Mis. J.
Robinson, CpL and Mrs. J.
•
•
Rumburg. Gertrude
Shepherd, Mr. and Mrs. J.

W

R

W

H

W

»

•

B

Shifflett,

Gamell

Shorter.

Elizabeth

Simmons, Mr. and Mis. H.
Simmons. Jackie and Shirley
Slaydon, Mr. and Mis. C. W.,
Peggy
Wheeler. Mr. and Mis. W. L
Mis.

Mamie

Wright. Buddy and L. D
Wright. S/'Sgt and Mrs. P.
Wright, Pvt and Mis. John
Wright. Mrs. L. P.

10.00
23.00
30.00
7.25
B.OO
8.02
25.00
17.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
11.13
5.50
37.00
20.00
7.62
25.00

7.26
6.00
8.02

25.00
17.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
11.13
5.60
37.00
20.00
7.62
25.00
35.00
5.00
32.61
6.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
17.00
10.00
36.00
60.00
15.00
35.00
6.40
6.00
126.00
40.00
10.00
10.00
16.00
6.00
8.00
35.00
16.00
25.00
20.00
6.05
B.Sa
10.00
6.65

3B.00
6.00
32.61
8.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
17.00
10.00
35.00
50.00
15.00
35.00
B.46
5.00
125.00
40.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
8.00
35.00
15.00
25.00
20.00
6.06
5.33
10.00
6.66

and

17.00
6.00
^'- „

B

6.00
5.00
6.00

1600

Senior Christian Endeavor
Gleaners S. 8. Class
Sunday School Offering

10.00

Church
W.M.O. per Nat W.M.0

..A, A
^'*-^*

cE-kl
^

7.00

^ ^^^g

5.i.7W

"?^

....»=''-°

W.M.q

.

nn

''•'"'

"'-'^

Miscellaneous

17.00
6.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
15.00
7.«0
10.00
52.79
25.78
10.10
6.00
67.74

^

1537.85
Sevan Fountains, Va

M

Barr. Lucy
Covcrstone. Clarence
Paige. Walter

W
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100.10
40.00
5.00
10.00
18.00
17.50
17.75
15.00
5.00
15.00
50.01
27.84
5.00
7.00
10.00
23.00
30.00

100.10
40.00
5.00
10.00
18.00
17.50
17.75
15.00
5.00
15.00
50.01
27.84
5.00
7.00

f amily

Gearheaxt Family
Gilmer. Mr. and Mrs. J. C. and family.
Greig, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. and family.
Hale. Goldie and Bonnie
Hall. Mis. Mary. R
Hall, Mr. and Mis. Raymond
Harris, Mrs. J. B
Huffman. Mr. and Mrs. J. B
Huffman, Virginia Ann and Sandra. .
Hutton, Mrs. A. L. and Albert
Jefferson. Pfc. and Mrs. Wade K. .
Keith, Mr. and Mrs. O. R
Eingery. Mr. Carl and Mike
Kingery. Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kingery, Mr. and Mis. B. L. and fam-

Williams.

15.00
12.00
7.00
5.00
30.00
24.00
5.00

Mr. and Mrs. G. V. and

.

18 25

0. E
Primaiy C.

Junior

C.

Total

10.00
50.00
5.00

Dodson, Pricie

Rock. Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow. and family

Jr.

General

M

Mongold. Mrs. J.
Pence, Mary
Swinney, W. B
Adult C. E

1000
J-""
5.00

B.OO

32.75
10.00
6.00
6.00

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
General

Weimer. Rev. and Mrs. Amzi
Gifts less than
$5

5.00
5.00
6.00

W.M.O. per Nat W.M.0

South
America

Africa

wmc

D

Mrs. Eftie B
Chamberlin. Miss Katherine
Cruzan, Mrs. M. and Clarence
Deloe, Mr. and Mrs. J. B
Deloe. Robert
Donaldson, Miss Mabel
Donaldson, R. B
Dooley, Miss Audrey B
Dooley, Mr. and Mrs. H. C
Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. R. C
Pairall,
Mrs. A. A
Finley, Mrs. Edna
Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. P.
Gaylord, Miss Marian
Geske, Miss Edith
Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. Brook
Gilbert, Mjss Miriam P
Hale, Mr. and Mrs. O.
Hostetler, Miss Ruth
Howard, Mr. and Mrs Wm. E
Huntt, Mr. and Mrs. M. E
Keller, Mrs. Martha
Kent, Homer A. Jr
Lemon, Mrs. Annette B
Manherz, Mr. and Mrs. W. B
May, Mrs. Frances B
Mayer, Rev. and Mrs. Harold O....
McCartney, Mrs. Pearl
Means, Mr. and Mrs. J. E
Merrick, Mrs, Elsie T. and Miss Mary A
Merrick, Mr. and Mrs. Robert A.
.
Munch, Mr. and Mrs. Austin C
Munch, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan B
Murray, Miss Palma and Mrs
Myers, Rev. and Mrs. Leon
Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Roy F
Newcomer, Mrs. Elsie S
(JiedomansH, Mr. and Mrs. C. R,...
Parks, Mr. and Mrs. James
Quinn, Mra. Jam^..
Raum, Mr, and Mrs. Lee 8
Rice, Mrs. LoueHa J
Rowland, Mrs. Virginia
Sampson, Mrs. Daisy B
Sampson, Miss Katherine
Sampson, Miss Margaret E
Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. F. E
Stillwell, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Stillwell,
Miss Jean
Tamkin, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Taylor, Sir. and Mrs. O.
Tice, Miss Rebecca
Welsh, Mr. and Mrs. Roy T
West. Mrs, Louise
Wiles, Mr. and Mrs, O.
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Willis A
Junior 0. E.....
Intermedrate C. E
Burnett,

35.00

35.00
20.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10.00

E

.

H

R

W

D

N

.

.

N

,

M

H

H

R

S.
?:

S.

\

Primary Dept

„„„

5.00
40.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
lo!oO
20 00
30^00
10 00
25:00
B.OO
25^00
10.00
20 00
25 00
2o!oO

W.M.O

35.00
20.00
15.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
100.00
135.00
5.00
40.00
25^00
5.00

Leonard

Mrs. P.
Shaner, Mrs. Ruth

and Mrs.
Smith, Mrs. Lee
Spillman. Mr. and Mrs.
Stultz, Mrs. Cecil
Suddith, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
A Friend
A Friend
Sunday School

H.

A

D.

D

Richard
Virgil. ...>...

Young

People's S. S. Class, Mrs. Dix.
Mrs. Frye's Class
Mrs. Lee Smith's Class
Senior C. E
Young People's C. E

Junior

C.

.

,

Pvt.

5. 00

8.16

8.15
6.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
30.00
25.47
29.50

loiou
6.00
40.00
50.00
5.0U
5.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
10.50

6.00
10.00
10.00
6.00

E

kl

W.M.O. per Nat
Miscellaneous

W.M.O

Kenneth

W

5.00
2o!oO
2o!oO
50.00
10o!oO
5^00

Southeast District

Bond. Mrs. Lucy
A Friend

5

20
20
50
100

*

5

1000

10

25^00
100.00
25 00
s'oo

25
100

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

5.0O

sho-o 82.35
kl-s
kl-s

10.00

10,00

500

Ohio (Firestone)
Black, Mr. and Mrs. A
Hoys, Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt Mr. and Mrs. L
Rymsr, Mr. and Mrs. R., Jr
Wallace, Mr. and Mrs. E

101.00

25.00
sho-o 23.88 kl 31.60

10.00

Miscellaneous

125.00

s'oo

Ankenytown, Ohio

2500

Bechtel, Mr. H.
Beehtel, Mrs. H.
Bechtel, Naomi

M

2o!oO

M
'.

Hardman,

138.71
27 2,'>
72'4L

,

41.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
50,00
25.00
5,00
5.00
10,00
5.00
5.00
9.60

Dick. Master Philip
Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Fletcher, Miss Rhoda
Fletcher, Pfc. Russell
Forney, Miss L. Elizabeth

C
L

wmc

Forney, Mr. George T
Forney. Miss Sarah
Foi. Cpl, and Mis. Harry. Jr
Frye. Mr. and Mrs. A.
Gaiber, Mrs. 0, B
Hildebrand, Mr. Donald
Hiidebrand. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Holsinger, Mr. and Mrs. J. G
Kern, Mrs. Janet
Legge, Mr. and Mrs. Olark

M

10.00

Ashland, Ohio (W. Tenth St.)
Mrs. Daisy

W.M.O. per Nat W.M.C
Church

500
25 00
15.00

5

00

500
600
40 00
10 00
5 00
60 00
15 00
10 00
10 00
10 00
15 OU
Bo!oo
65 00
10 00
6 00
3o!oo
lo!ou
10.00
10.00

12.54

327.04

20.00
49.79 wmc
640.00
sho-o 230.00ksh3e0.00

20.00
49.79

1230.00

380.00

1299.79

689.79
Ohio (Park St.)
Garber, Helen L
Canton, Ohio (First)
Beachy, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Bechtel, Mr. and Mrs. L. B
Bechtel, Miss Opal
Bell, Mrs. Evelyn, and Bobby

6 00

5.00

5.00
10.00
10.00
12.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
41.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
50.00
25.00
5.00
B.OO
10.00
5.00
5.00
9.50
7.54
57.00

230.00

Ashland,

500

B.OO

H 7.54

57.00

Weaver,

5 00

5. 00
50.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
60.00
65.00
10,00
B.OO
30.00
10.00

180.48

1900.90

16000

5.00
5.OO
40.00
10.00

25.00
50.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
55.48
10.00

5.1)0

Church

10 00
50 00

5. 00

31.60

kl 5.00

Guthrie, Wayne
Miss Edna
Leedy, Miss Mabel
Leedy. Mr. O. J
Leedy, Mr. Richard
Mclntire, Sabra
Moses, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
W.M.O. per Nat W.M,C

o'oo

23.88

5.00
B.OO
10.00
10.00
12,00
5.00
5.00

Brubaker, Reta
Bnibaker, Tessa
Cone, George E
Oone, Mrs. George E
Cone, Paul J
Oook, Mr. and Mrs. William
Drushal, Raymond
Dnishal, Ronald
Guthrie, Mrs. Edna

67.71

233.71

135.71

5.00

OhuTch

00
34 00
47;49

wmc

32

38.36

25.00
50.00
10.00

R

5

kl

4

19.04
15.00

82.35
19.04
15.00

Akron,

50 00
25 00
CB-akl 6.00

82.35

15.00

25 00
15 00
BO 00
15 00
5 00
60 00
40 00
25 00
10 00

50.00
25 00

1079.62
5.00
10.00

kl4.32

•

45 00
5 00

1500

53.00

EAST CENTRAL DISTRICT

5:00

60.00
15!oo
5^00
50 00
40.00
26.00
lo!oO

5.00

6.00
10.00

Cumberland Presbyterian Church
S. E. Dist W.M.O. per Nat
Va. Dist. Youth Rally
W. J. Bryan University

2500
500

'

45.00
5.00
s'oo
25^00
25.00

5.00
5.00
26.00
15.00
5^00
6.00
•

36.00

wmc

25.47
29.50

1021.62

1000
2o'oO
25 00

2000
1000
10000

10.00
50 00
150.00

L

Oone. Mrs. Margaret
Constable, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Comwen, Miss Peggy
Curtis, Mrs. Henry
Danley, Mrs. F.
Dick. Rev. and Mrs. Paul

15.00
12.00
25. Ou

314.50

Anderson, Pfc. James and son
Anderson, Mr, and Mrs. W.
Boyer, Mrs. Daisy
Brown, Mrs. Pauline
Clark. Miss Gladys
Ooffelt, Mr. and Mrs, Guy E
Ooffelt,

.

25 00

100.00

1566.19

„
Va.

.

00

25.00
15.00
6.00
40.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
10.50

Church

4o!oO

Miscellaneous
„,,
Winchester,

5

s'oO
15.00
15.00

12.00

ShircUff, Mr,

Total

15.00
10.00

5 00

10 00

27.25
72.45

Africa

15.00
10,00
5.00
5.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
15.00

Petrie,

3000
1000
be 15.00

soh-o 35,50
sch-o 35.50

_,

Manuel, Alice
Mason, Mr. and Mrs.
Massey, Mrs. Juanita
Mogle, Miss Elsie

5 00
20 00
10 00
5 00
10 Ou
20 00

34.00
47.49

0'""'«°

W.M.O. per Nat
Miscellaneous

.

CE-kl 100.00
al 35.00

100.00

South
America

General
Lockhart, Mr. and Mrs. C. L
Lockhart, Miss Nellie
Lyle, Miss Betty and Nancy
Lyle, Mr. and Mrs. W. R

5.00
5.00
5.00

35.00
Washington, D. C.
Anderson, Mrs. Helen
Bayless, Miss Mildred A

Total

Boholtz, Mjss Vickie
Brothers,
William
Byers, Mrs. Rose S
Byers, Mrs. Walter J
Orees, Rev. R. D. and family
Davenport. Mrs. Dells, and Jesse. .
DuBar, Mrs. J. and Jules
Dutka, Ensign and Mrs. Harry
Everbart, Mr. and Mft, Earl
Frey, B. R., and family
Guittar, Mr, and Mrs. Paul, «nd Carol
Hall, Mr, and Mrs. Nelson
Heaston, Harry A., and family
Heaston, Miss Glenna
Himeal Mrs. Thos., and family

434

.

60.00

50.00

10.00
25.00
10.00
22,00
5.00
6.00

10.00
25.00
10.00
22.00
B.OO
5.00
6.00
B.OO
26.00
9.00
6.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
22.00
5.00
28.0U
5.00
12.00

5.00
26.00
.

9.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
22,00
1

28.00
5.00
12.00

.

JULY

.

1945

14,

Kidder, Mrs. A. B
Knight, Mrs. Oarrie, and daiighters. .
Knop, Mr. and Mrs. Carl, Sr,, and Bar-

South
America

General
5.00
5.00

Mrs. Brandon
Marsh, Miss June
Meiser, Mr. and Mrs. George
Meiser, Charles
MiHer, Mrs. Clara
Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Hamy
Ocheltree, Mrs. 'Willa, and daughters.
Reynolds, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Kice, Mr. and Mrs. D. B
Kice, Miss Geraldine
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. T. A
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. B. J
Smith. R. B
Snyder, Miss Vina

5.00

Lovell,

Thomas

M

•

Sutek, Miss Margaret

W.M.C
W.M.O

Senior
Junior

Jr. W.M.C. Per Nat.
Sr. W.M.C. per Nat.
Hig-h School C. B
Junior C. B
Senior S. M.
Grace Bible Class

W.M.C
W.M.O

H

2.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
8.00

8.00

5.00

10.00
10.00
100.00
5.00
25.00
6.00
10.00
20.00
15.00
12.00

wmc
w mc

10 Ou
20.00
15.00
12.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
73.00
63.72

sho-o 35.00
53. T2

25.00

50.00

650.72

Ohio

Cleveland,

Church
Cuyahoga

725.7a

Wolf enbarger,

Mary

W.M.O. per Nat. W.M.C.

.

279.07
Falls,

18.50

15.00

294.07

kl-s

Ohio

Mis. Blanche
Braucher, Mr. and Mrs. W. D
Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Earle R
Ooodenberffer. Mrs. Anna
Hancocfe. Mr. and Mrs. K. E. ......
Haughton, Mi3. Jean S
Holsinger, Mr*, and Mrs. W. V
Hunt, Mrs. H.
Kaugher, Mr. and Mrs. George
Molntire, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris, Mr. and Mrs. 'William
Rupert. Mr. and Mrs, Oscar
Ward Russell
Miscellaneous

6.00
20.00

B.OO

20.00
10.00

Y

16.00
10.00
15.00

30.00

.

77.00
25.00

.

5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

H

6.00

M

5.00
10.00

110.00

116.00

55.00

185.00

Ohio

Danville,

Mrs. Hugh
Oonrad, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Frasher, Mrs. Clayton
Hugett, Mrs. Fred
Mageis, Robert
Magers, Mr. and Mrs, Ross
Ban'bury,

D

Wilma and NelUe

MoEboy, Mr. and Mrs.

Basil

Polman, Mr. and Mrs, Gerald
Sherman, Mrs. Hollie

WoHord,

Carl

Wolford,

lieroy

10.00

Wheaton, Mrs. Sinia, and daughter.
Church

W.M.C. per Nat
Miacellaneoua

26.00
125.00
20.00
25.0U

25.00
125.00
20.00
25.00
5.29
50.00
75,00
20.00
50.00
10,00
10.00
.

W.M.C
.

5.00

116.56
7.00
11.43

438.72

1

26.66

6,29
50.00
75.00
20.00
60.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
16.S6
7,00
11.43

465.28

kl-3

Beegle,
Mrs.
Clara
Brafford, Miss Florence
Carroll, Mr.
Carter, Mr.

M

and Mrs. T.
and Mrs. Fred
Coast, Mrs. Johanna
Croyle, Mlrs. Mabel
Engle, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Faber, Mrs. Eva
Fagsig, Mis. Jessie
Gingrich, ReT. R. E
Gingrich, Mis. R, E
Gingrich, Raymond, Jr
Gingrich, Samuel
Greathouse, Audrey
Hutton, Mis. M. A
Omdotf Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
Pluck, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Pryor. Mre. George
,
Quartz, Mr. and Mis. Harold
Rausch, Mrs. Grace
Ripple. Mr. and Mrs. George
Sanderfer, Mr, and Mis, O. L
Sigmon, Miss Bosalee
SBchter, Mr. and Mia. William
Spedcher, Mr. and Mrs, Atlee
Thompson, Mr, and Urs. Leroy ....
Turner, Mr. and Mta. Charles

10.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
6,00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
10,00
5.00
6.00
5.00
6,00
6.00
5.00
10.21
5.00
20.00
6.00
8.00
6.00
15,00
10.00
6.00
10.00

10.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
lO.Ou
10.00
6.00
5.00
6,00
6.00
6.00
6,00
10.21
6.00
20.00
6.00
8.00
6.00
15.00
10.00
6.00
lO.OU

100.12

31.20

Miscellaneous

100.12

357.41

Total

5.00
10.00
5.00
77.00
25.00
100.12
31.20

457.53

Fremont, Ohio
Total

The

229.51

229.51

offering
following

gave $5.00 or more;
and Mrs, Robert D. ; Comesky, Mr. and Mrs. John: GonaTvcin,
Mrs. Gordon: Hague, Mr, and Mrs.
Fred; Harland, Mr. and Mrs. Iver: Miller, Gladys: Moyer. Mr, and Mrs. Arthur; Mover, Marian: Price, S/Sgt.
Beryl Price. Mrs. T. W. Reidling, Mr.
and Mrs. Carl; Teets. Edna, SK 3/c;
Winter, Mrs. Oliver; Adult Class; Children's Department.
....
....
W,M,C, per Nat. W.M.O
Culver, Rev.

;

:

j

*'

sho

26.11

kl

10.85

24.64
26.11
10.85

10.85

281,11

kl

32.00

32.00

24.64

TV

24.64

255.62

Greensburg, Ohio

Church
Homervllle,

Ohio

435.00

Church

60.00
35.00
d 50.00
ksh-s 16.00

60.00

kl

W.M.C
W.M.O, per Nat. W.M.O

14.00

Ohio
Benton
Brenneman, Mr. and Mrs. Bar!
Fishbum, Mr. and Mrs. Forest
IHansfield,

:

Alice
Guthrie. Mr. and Mrs. John
Guthrie, Marjorie and Marilyn.
Hammett, Mrs, Lee
Jones, MariEyn De Lea

.....

160.00

Church

W.M.O

kl 34.47

16.97

337.99

26.00

35.00

M 20,00

20.00
19.00
25,00
5.00
10.00

*

2.50

2.50

6.05

wmo

6.03
50.81

60.87

318.52
MIddlebranch,

669.00
5.00
30.00
8.00
6.50
30.60
5.00
.6.00
7.10
21.00
26.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
22.60
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
14.47

30,00
8.00
6.50
30,50
5.00
1,00
7.10

H

W.M.C. per Nat.
Miscellaneous

60.00

640.00
15.00
14.00

j.

21.00
25,00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
22.50
25.00
25,00
10.00
10.00

Mr. and Mrs. W. C
Kissel, Mr. and Mrs, Wm,
Konvea, Mrs. Steve
Koppert, Mrs. Mabel
Koppert, Miss NeHa
Kojjpert, Miss Urith
Lee, Mr, and Mrs, A, J
Massie, Mr, and Mrs, Raymond
Schneider, Rev. and family
Sprunger, Mr, and Mis, Noah H.
Witzky, Mr, and Mrs. Adolph
.Tones,

w mc

5,00

Beal, Mrs,

Ohio

Allen. Mr. and Mrs. Wm.,
Boettler, Mrs, Minnie

10.00

Sr

19.00
25.00
6.00
10,00
5,00
200.00
22.00
6.00
5.00

W

Kinsley. Mr. and Mrs.' Herman
KHever, Mr. and Mrs, Jake
Phillips, Mr. and Mis. T. E
Raush, Mrs. EUa
Eoyer, Mr. and Mis. John
Watldns, Mr, and Mis, David
Wirth, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey

W.M.C. per Nat.
Miscellaneous

kl

5.00

6,00

D

Mr, and Mis. W.
Haldemon. Mr, and Mrs. Wilbur
Kinzie, Eev. and Mrs, G.
Correll,

5.00

200.00
22.00
6.00
5.00

21.50
sho-o 13.10
10.00 wmo
117.39

Church

Ohio

wmc

Church

Goodmn, Mary

25.00
15.00
25.00
30.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
10.00

Africa

5.00
10.00
5.00

George ....
Mrs. Ha^el

449,00

H 18.50
(First)

Blair,

,

Mrs.

Ohio.

Clayton,

Church

Ellet,

5. on
10.00
10.00
100.00
5.00
25.00

fi.OO

OE-kl 5.00

Miscellaneous

5.00
12.00
10.00
5.00
5.00

20.00
5.00
5.00

15.00
6.00
38.00

Church

Mageifi,

10.00

CB-akl5.00

M

Turner,

Zoaht, Mrs.

22.00
10.00
5.00
10.00

South
America

General

Total

5.00
5.00

22.00
10.00
5.00
10.00

bara

Knop, Carl, Jr
Knop, Miss Helen
Lape, Mr. and Mrs. Kalph

Stump,

Africa

W.M.O

428.39

44.60

2.00
6.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
5.00

4,00

34.60
10.00
117.39

45.00

517.99

RIttman, Ohio

Armstrong, Mrs. Adeline
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Blatter, Mr. and Mis, Fred
Blatter, Mr, and Mrs. James
Blatter. Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Brickel. Mr. and Mrs. H.
Castor, Mr. Paul
Fix, Mr. and Mrs. Roy.
Fritz, Miss Mary
Gehman, Rev. and Mrs. Ord
Harton, Mrs. Raby. and Owen
Hoover. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Hoover. Miss Gladys
Hoatetler, Mr. and Mrs. Atlee
Betty
Houck, Mr. and Mrs. H. B
Rosier, Mr, and Mis. Verle
Kunkler, Mr. and Mis. Clayton
Lance, Mr, and Mis, Kenneth
Moino, Mr. and Mrs, A.
Moomaw, Mr. and Mis, 0.
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60,00
7.60
10.00

10.00

eh-o 10.00

6.00
50.00
20.00

10.00
5.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
5.00
100.00
7.50
30.00
10.00
5.00
60.00
20.00

and
20.00
20.00
36,00
13.00
6.00
16.00
60.00

20,00
20,00
36.00
13. OU

5.00
15.00
60.00

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
CENTRAL DISTRICT

South
America

General
Pifer.

Africa

Berne,

Bho-o 5.00

12.S0
B.OO

Mrs. Maude, and Betty
MiM Eldine

SchuJtz,
Walter,
Jr. C.

BOO

B

Sunday School
Jr. Sunday School Dept
Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C.
W.M.O. per Nat W.M.O.

(Sr.)
(Jr.)

451.45
Sterling, Ohio
Amstutz, Mr. and Mrs. D.

K

Bauman, Selma
OpI.

'.

and Mrs.

5.00

35.00 jdo 71.78
17.12
8ch-o 14.50
10.53 wmc
8.00 wmo
10.00

MiBcellaneou*

Beery,

W 30.00

99.00

170.28

Dale

Beery, Ernest, and family
Brenneman, Mr. and Mrs. W.
BucMew, Mr. and Mrs. Fred

50.00
10.00
25.00

R

T

12.50

memory

in

25.00

1500

Wm

20.00
15.00
50.00

W

m-o 10.00

H

M.

A

M 12-50

m-o 25.00
60.00
14.30

B

kl

11.55

10.00
20.00
25.00
60.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
10.00

Marcorechio. Mildred
Marken, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Moine, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Moine. Mr. and Mrs. F. E
Moine, Joyce and MaiciQe
Moine. Mildred
Modne, Kuth
Norton. Kuth L
Shane. Mis. U.
Steiner. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Wilging. Mrs. Mary
Winter. Mr. and Mrs. I. B

W

K

15.00

m-o 10.00
sch-o 26.00
sch-o 42.00
sho-o 18.11

Church

60.11
15.96
19.73

15.96 wmo
15.43 m-o 4.30

W.M.C. per Nat W.M.0
Miscellaneous

B55.13
Wadsworth, Ohio (First)
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Keyser. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Rodgers. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Walter. Mr. and Mcs. M. R
Gitts kss than $5

182.91

W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C

10.00
4.00
8.00

wmc

46.00

46.00

WoosUr, Ohio
60.00
10.00 &ch-o5.00

Arnold, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Blankenship, Louise
Crawford, Atrena
Crawford, Bra
Ferguson. Miss Ruth
Flickineer,
Mrs. Blair
EYy, Mr. and Mre. Walter
Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. H.

kl-100.00
kl-100.00
10.00
10.00

11.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO

Holmes, Richard
Holmes, Robert
Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. G. A
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. J.
JolKff Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Kutz. Mr. and Mis. Harlow
Martin, Mr. and Mre. Ralph
Martin. Mr. and Mre. W. C
Maycumber. Richard
McCoy. Lida
Olson. Mr. and Mre.
Pahner, Mr. and Mrs. Harry

B.OO
sch-o B.OO

M

26.00
20.00
7.B0

5.00
»ch-o 20.00
15.00
5.00
50.00
B.OO
13.00 do-o3.00
2.60
sch-o 60.00
scho- 30.58
25.00
31.00 wmc
29.91
6ch-o 72.80

10.00

10.00

Wm

Scobey, Alice
Slaybaoeh, Mr. and Mre. T. E
Smith, Mr. and Mre. Dale
Sprowls, Dr. and Mre. O.
Squires, Mr. and Mre. John
Stair, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C

W

7.B0

H

MisceHaneons

317.41
East Oontnil District
No. OMo District W.M.0
No. Ohio District W.M.C. per Nat.
Sutton,

Youth

Mre.

J.

Rally, N.E.

.

.

.

218.8S

8ho-o 33.61
sho-o 32.03

2.B0

B.OO
5.00
5.00
25.00
20.00
16.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
16.00
S.OU
50.00
6.00
16.00
5.0U
60.00
30.58

49.71

162.42

294.71

831.00

wmo
wmc

F
Ohio Dist

50-00
15.00
100.00
100.00
20.00
11.00
10.00
10.00

26.00
31.00
kl

kl-«

H

BaUey,

10.00
84.38

33.61
32.03
10.00
84.36

94.36

169.90

Africa

i

20.00

Agler. F/o and Mre. Albert
Agler. Cpl. DonaM
Glen
Agler.
Bailey. Alice
Bailey. Chloe
BaUey, Mre. Dessie

60.00

Martha

Bailey, Robert

Baker. Mre. Wilbert
Blowere, Mre. John
Bollenbacher, Mr. and Mre. Chalmer..
Boze. Mr. and Mre. R.
Boze. Rosemary
Caffee. Flora
Christy. Miss Elaine
Christy. Bryce
Christy. Mr. and Mre. Ralph
Choiaty Ruth
Dudgeon. Mr. Truman
Fetters. Mr. and Mrs. Bryson
Hendricks, Mr. and Mre. Charles. . .
Hendricks, Dean
Johnson. Brenda
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Harley
Johnson. W. F
Johnson, Patsy Ann
Kauffman, Chloe
KaufCman. Mr. and Mre. Fred
Kauffman. CpL and Mis. Karl

A

6.00
20.00
B.OO
B.OO
18.25
10.00
30.00
23.44
5.00
10.90

10.00
60.00
6.00
10.00
176.00
25.00
10.00

,.

Kuhn, Elsie
Euhn, Mr. and Mia. John
Kuhn, Shirley, Ann
Kuhn, Mr. and Mre. Victor
Lautzenfaeiser. Wanda
Liecbty. Mr. and Mrs. Rnfns
Wayne
Liechty,
Leininger. Mr. and Mre. Eugene
Generieve
Leininger,
Leininger, Mr. and Mrs. 8. J
Leistner, Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Leistner, Gordon
Leistner, Hugh
Leistner, Mre. John
Leistner, Paul

Miller,

In

Martha

A

R. Paul Br
R. Paul. Jr
of

Howard

Miller

(de-

of

Marjoiie

Miller

(de-

memory
ceased)

In

memory

Wesley Harold

WiUiam

Call

Myeis Floyd
Myera, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Myere. Hope
Myere, Mr. and Mrs. MelTin
Myera. Pfc. John Robert
Myere. Mr. and Mre. William
Parr. Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Parr. Betty Lou
Parr Mre. Era
Parr, Howard, Sr. (deceased)
(deceased)
Parr. Howard. Jr.
Parr, John Howard
Parr, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Parr, Oral and Mary
Parr, Mre. Pearl (deceased)
In memory of Mrs. Pearl Parr
ceased)
Parr, Samuel
Price, Mre. Dan
Price. Katherine Ann
Schaffer, .\lyce Ann
Schafter. Paul
Schaffer, Mr. and Mre. W.
Schaffer. William Lewis
Sipe. Mre. Addie E
Sipe. Carl
Sipe. Mr. and Mre. Clark
Sipe, Donald
Sipe, Mr. and Mrs. George
Sipe, John
Marilyn
Sipe,

25.00
100.00
50.00
30.00
60.00
15.00
30.00

H

Sipe,

Naomi

Smitley.
Smitley,
Smitley,
Smitley,
Smitley,
Snutley,
Smitley.
Smitley,
Smitley,
Smitley,
Smitley,

Mre.

AlU

Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Mr. and Mre. Cecil
Mr. and Mre. Chalmer
Hr. and Mre. Charles
Darlene
Dickey
Mrs.

EUa

Ions
Lester

Nora M
SmitleW Mr. and Mre. Wm. H
Bpnmger, Mr. and Mre. Irrin
WiUdns, Mre. Jane
Witter, Mary Jane

436

Total

20.00
60.00 '
10.00
35.00
6.0U
20.00
6.00
B.OO
18.25
10.00
30.00
23.44
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
60.00
5.00
10.00
175.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
6.00
25.00
100.00
50.00
30.00
60.00
15.00
30.00
15.00
20.00
5.00
35.00
50.00
200.00
50.00
10.00
6.00
25.00
25.00
lO.OO
7.00
25.00
10.00
60.00
15.00

6.00

B.OO

6.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO

5.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO
150.00
7.6T
60.00
65.00
120.00
50.00
60.00
50.00
16.00
16.00
26.00
200.00
25.00
100.00

lSO-00
7-67
60.00
66.00
120.00
25.00
60.00
50.00

E

H

B.OO
10.00
5.00

5.00
26.00
25.00
10.00
7.00
26.00
10.00
50.00
10.00

Ludy, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
McDaniel, Martha 6
McDaniel. Mr. and Mre. Roy
Miner,
MHIer,

B.OO
5.00
6.00

5.00
20.00
5-00
35.00
50.00
200.00
50.00

Ame

Miller,
Miller.

10.00
7.00
7.00
10.00
4.00
8.00

7.00
7.00

General

Ind.

ceased)

76.55

10.00

'

25.00
15.00
20.0U
15.00
50.00
10.00
12.50
25.00
60.00
14.30
11.55
10.00
20.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
15.00
6.0O
10.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
39.44
26.00

39.44

Dept

S.

30.00
50.00
10.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

60 00

m-o 20.00

friend

Sunday School
Junior Intermediate S.

720,73

of

mother. Rebecca Irrin
Cook, Frederic
Dearth, Mr. and Mrs.
Hartzler, Mr. and Mrs. H. J
Hartzler. Mr. and Mis. R.
Hubacher. Mrs. John
Hubacher. M3ss Mary
Kneubuehl, Mis.
Lehman. Mrs. Betty
Malles, ReT.> and Mrs. Mark
Malles.

12.50

25.00

1/

I.

15.00
12.30
5.00
10.00
106.78
17.12
44.50
10.53
8.00
10.00

20.00
5.00
15.00

.

sch-o 15.00

Close. Prt. Brrin
Close. Mr. and Mrs.
Close,
MiB.
I.
L.,

Total

10.00

Mr, and Mrs. Lester

5.00
25.00

76.00
10.00
26.00

10.00
10.00
25.00
125.00
10.00
50.00

2B.00
6.00
6.00
2.00

50.00
6.00
6.00
3.00

(de-

5.00

kl-6.00
kl-6.00

50.00
6.00
240.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
15.00
50.00
70.00
75.00
60.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO
25.00
25.00
25.00
100.00
30.00
16.00
20.00

75.00
10.00
16.00
5.00
5.00
6. 00

60.00
6.00
240.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
15.00
60.00
,70.00

75.00
60.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO
26.00
25.00
26.00
100.00
30.00
16.00
20.00

*

I

.

JULY

1945

14,

America

General
Witter, Mr. and Mis. Lorys
Taney, J. L
A Kriend
A Friend
A Friend
A Friend
A Friend
,
A Friend
Boys' Brotherhood

Africa

30.00
10.00
150.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
B.OO
P 00
10.00

..

54.37

kl

Church

W.M.C. per Nat.
MisqeUaneous

W.M.0

50.10 i vmc

General

Total

Mr. and Mrs. Boy
Barnes, Mrs. Ruth
Hoyt, Mr. and Mis. Walter
Junior Department
Long, Mr. Gordon
Lorenz, Rev. and Mrs. Orville
Win One Bible Class
Schaeff, Miss Margaret...
Long, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Deeter, Miss Minnie

52.00
50.50
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
6.00
48.00
46.00
20.50

52.00
50.50
CO. 00
50.00
50.00
50.00
48.25

Hedges, Mr. and Mrs. Laurel
Reed, Mrs. Thehna
Gallichio, Mr. and Mis. Joe
Jenkins, Mrs. Ethel

40.00
38.00
37.50
35.00
35.00
33.50
32.35
30.00
30.00
30.00
28.50
26.00
26.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
24.50
24.50
24.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
22.50
21.50
21.50
21.00
20.00
20.00
20.00

Total

30.00
10.00
150.00
10.00
10.00
B.OO
5.00
5.00
10.00
54.37
50.10

Trissel,

.23

.23

b 5.00
my-s 5.00

ty5.00
by 5.00

183.00

3106.69
Brighton, Ind.
Mrs. W.
Sigrist.

A

562.37

3852.06
10.00

10.00

Camden, Ohio
25.00
8.00
5.00

Mis. Martha
Bertsch,
Flora, Mr. and Mrs. Errin
Flora, Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Hardy, Mrs. Melva

5.00

Hardy, Miss Opal
Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Kerns, Mrs. Henry
Lowman, Mrs. AlTa B
Ijowman, Eev. Sylvester
Seals, Mr. Ralph
Birthday Bank
Sunday School

kl

'

B.OO
6.56
50.00

.

Church

H

E

C.

Senior

34.45
OB-kl 5.00
18.89
6.60
CB-kl 4.00

•

•

8.50

MfflcellaneoTis

8.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
25.00

25.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
8.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
6.56
50.0V
34.45
5.00
37.99

taS.OO

Golden Rule Class
Carter,
Mrs. Florence
Price, Mrs. J.
Haller, Mr. and Mrs. Howard J
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Bwing, Mrs. Belle
Tingling, Mrs. Lova
Toung. Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Rudolph, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Diehl, Mr. and Mrs. O.

V

E

Harmeyer, Mrs. Ethel
Ashworth, Mr. an(l Mrs. Ivan
Settler. Mrs. Minnie
Shipley, Sgt. and John
Tounce, Mrs. HaDie
Potter,

6.60

75.06

178.34

Clay City, Ind.

and Mrs. O. L
Francis, Mr. and Mrs. 3J
Hayman, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Leohr, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse

5.00

Ooopriclier, Mr.

Iione, liois
IiUtber, Mr.

5.00
6 00

K

and Mrs. J. J
Megenhardt, Mr. and Mrs. A,

7.00

Morris, Jo L
Oberholtzer, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur.
Bentschler, Mrs. L.

SoBsman, Rev. and Mrs. B.
Bosaman, Pyt. Donald
Rouah, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Ever Welcome Class
Christian

Home

.

50.40

30.00

183.60

40.40
6.20
14.00

i

103.20
Clayhole, Ky.
Austerman, Mis. Stanley
Huiburt, Mrs. O. A
landrum, Mr. and Mrs. Blake
Landmm, Key. and Mrs. Sewell S.
Tjandrum, Mr. and Mrs. Clydei

K

Girls

Mrs. George
S/Sgt. George

.

5.00
5.00

5.00
6.00
.

.

.

.

.

.

35.00
10.00 W-5 10.00
w-s 20.00
9.00
'

5.00
5.00
w-s 15.00

Church
3ank3

^

Loose

W.M.C.

per Nat.

W.M.C

97.10

H
H

CampbeU, Mr.
iHam, Mr. and
CampbeU, Mrs.
Kemp, Mr. and

Chas

Mrs. Russell
Elizabeth
Mrs. Arthur
Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. Boy
Primary Dept. S. S
•Olt, Capt. C. I
Wolfe, Mr. and Mis. Don
Weimer, Mr. and Mrs. L.
rToTPner, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. B. J
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. H. L
Boethian Bible Class
General Sunday School

M

Builder's Class

Hart, Miss Delight
Burns, Mr. and Mrs. E. C
Hacker, Mr. and Mrs. Owen E
Stephenson, Mr. and Mrs. C
Hensel, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Cama

Happy Hours Boys and

kl

8.22

16.49
3.93
2.68

Dayton, Ohio (First)
Lenta, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Boffman, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Beeghly, Mrs. Anna
Drahman, Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Kendig, Miss Independence
3olend6r, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley

Home

1.00

5.00
6.00
6,00

Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

•Shaienhrock,
Sharenbrock,

3.00

10.00
5.00

Ij

Builders Clasa

45.00

250.00
152.75
150.00
140.00
131.50
101.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
92.00
80.00
79.20
75.00
75.00
75.00
72.00
71.00
69.00
66.00
65.00
63.00
CO.Sli

56.10

Girls

CdbleaU, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Hohenstein, Mr. and Mis. L
Gmbbs. Mrs. and Mrs. A. D
-Schaeff, Mr. and Mrs. Henry

5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
7.00

25.00
lO.OO
10.00
10. »0
5.00
5.00
6.00
B.OO
40.10
6.20
18.00

25.00
lo.OO
10.00

.

Miscellaneous

Xandrum

5.00
2.00

2.00

1.00
10.00

P

260.00

55.00
53.00
52.60
52.00

8.22

35.00
20.00
20.00
9.«0
5.00
5.00
23.22
16.49
3.93
2.68

150.32

250.00
152.75
150.00
140.00
131.50
101.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
92.00
80.00
79.20
75.00
75.00
75.00
72.00
71.00
69 00
66.00
65.00
63.00
00.50
56.10
55.00
53.00

Miss Mary

Underwood. Mr. and Mrs. Chas
O'Diam, Miss Mary
Utz, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Nowak, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Bohn, Mrs. Harvey
Zimmerman, Mrl end Mrs. R
Origler, Mr. and Mra. J. C
Tounce, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Porsythe, Mr. Lewis
Campbell, Mrs. Chas
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Paul

fa*"*
19.00

Timmons,

Mrs. Clara
and Mrs. G.
Lntz, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Rookafellow, Mrs. Roberta
Elmore, Mrs. Margaret
Shipley, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Pry, Mr. and Mra. Fiank, Sr

E

Francis, Mr.

Jon'
Jo
?„•'*

J?'S2
J
16.00

Mr. Orion
Burnett, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond.
Priser,

Richey, Mrs. LUHe
Wogaman, Miss Carrie
Young Married People's
Kalter, Miss Mary

.

.

.

Class.

.

JS'**'
S.

S.

Lmkhart, Mrs. R. E. and Virginia.
Trusty, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Zimmerman, Mr. Jimmy

.

.

Mrs. Myrtle
O'DeU, Mr. and Mrs. Eli
Edwards. Mr. and Mis. Chas
Heaton, Mra. Clara
Waterhouse, Mrs. Marie
Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Summers. Miss Gladys
Campbell, Mr.
Gearhari;, Mrs. Emma
Bowser, Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Siftord, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. D. P
Mills. Mrs. Maud
Ashton, Mrs. Bonnie
Wysong, Mr. and Mrs. Harley
Mr. James
Filler,
DeCesare, Lt. and Mrs. C.
AHey, Mr. and Mrs. Holbert
McCIoskey, Mra. Sadie
Gear, Miss EUa
Newcomer, Mr. and Mra. C. E
Beginners' Department
Miller, Mrs. Anna
Shipley, Mra. Otto
Smith, Mr. and Mra. Homer
Price, Mr. J. V
Cradle Roll Dept
Teeter, Mra. W. 0. and Grace Buck. .
Jackson, Mra. Bertha
•
Smith, Miss Marvene
Koogler, Mr. and Mra. Walter
Buoher. Mr. and Mra. Raymond....
Dils, Mr. and Mra. Chas
Sanford, Mr. and Mra. Ora
Jefferson, Miss Viola
Mathews, Mr. and Mra. Ulys
Blanker, Mra. Millie
AUaman, Mr. and Mrs. Noel
Agarean Bible Class
Beckner, Miss Irma
Bayless, Mra. Louise
Lentz. Mr. Jesse
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Landis,

Wm

R
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Jc"I^
15.50

15.00
15.00
14.00
14.00
13.75
13.50
12.75
12.00
11.75
11.25
11.25
11.00
11.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
1

JOO
"-"O
8.60
»-00
»-00
8.00
''•BO

J-25
7.25
''00
^-00
6.50
6-BO
6.50
6.50
6.25
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.50
5.50
5.00
5.00

45.50
40.00
38.00
37.50
35.00
35.00
33.50
32.35
30.00
30.00
30.00
28.50
26.00
26.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
24.50
24.60
24.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
22.50
21.50
21.50
21.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
19.00
18.50
18.00
18.00
18.00
17.25
16.00
15.75
15.50
15.00
15.00
15.00
14.00
14.0U
13.75
IS.SO
12.75
12.00
11.78
11.25
11.25
11.00
11.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.0'i

10.00
10.00
10.00
9.00
S.50
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.50
7.25
7.25
7.00
7.00
6.50
6.60

6.60
6.5u
6.25
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.50
6.60
5.00
5.00

XUiii

Halter,

Miss Mary

.

.

Hole, Mr. and Mis. John
Walters, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Oi™. Mrs. Vivian
Kader, Miss Jane
Comer, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Carper, Mr. and Mis. B. F
Hammond, Ml. and Mrs. Melvin....
Bowles, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Crowe, Miss Phyllis
Cobb, Mr. and Mia. O.
Argast, Mrs. Wiltedene
Garman, Mrs. Florence
Lough, Mr. Jesse
Teeter, Mrs. Anna
Charles
Shipley,
Morris, Mrs. Viola
'

W

Woolery. Miss Mary B
Bolender, Miss Marjorie
Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. O.
Miss Rader's Class
Mr. Towner's Class
Mrs. Toung'a Class
Mr. Wolfe's Class
Erythian Bible Class
Upstreamer's Bible Class
Mr. GaDichio's Class
Mrs. Campbell's Class

M

Men's Bible Class
Church

General

Total

6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
B.OO
6.00
5,00
6.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
B.OO
6.00

20.00
29.85
107.75

Women's Bible Fellowship Club
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C
Miscellaneous

MISSXUJNAKX

atteiLtLtiSStl

E.
Orerholser, Effie and
Roskuski, Sarah

Walker, Mrs. Chas
Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.0

soh-o 22.00

21.00
61.79

Miscellaneous

950.12

35.00

Dayton, Ohio (North Rlverdaie)

.

24.00
11.00
16.60
B.OO

H

tOO
S

20.00

Vernon
Daubermeyer, Thelma
Eisner, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Hodson, L. A
Hodson, Mrs. L. A
Hoffman, Marion
Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. Morse
James, Mr. and Mrs. Josiah
King, Mr. and Mrs. W. K
Kinsey, Mr. and Mrs. Roy H

6.00
8.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
22.00
26.10
25.00
60.00
17.00

U

Orabill,

M

M

Peter
Meyer. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.

Lair,

Reiter,

M
A

14.50
6.25

Rcrtjert

Shock, Mr. and Mrs. Emmet
Shope, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Simpson, Fred
SoUenberger, Mildred
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs. Earl

Swayne, Clifford
Uphouse. ReT. and Mrs. Norman.
VanderMolen, Mr. and Mrs. B. O.
VanderMolen, EUen
VanderMolen, Mrs. M. J
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Walker, Edna
Walker, Marguerite
Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Totmt, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Bible School, General
Beginners Dept.
Primary Dept
Junior Dept

Church
W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C
Miscellaneous

eifts

under

$5

25.00
33.00
10.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

9.75
15.00
7.00
60.00
14.50
19.00
25.00
12.00
10.25
16.25
21.00
20.00
132.12
8.47

15.14
16-76
16.50
20,05

\

806.03

Huntington, Ind.
FunderbuTg, Mrs. AlUs
Hoyt, Mrs. Anna
Hoyt, Rev. and Mrs. S.
StuTZ, ReT. and Mrs. Harry
Zook. Mrs. Belle
Gifts less than $5

shoH> 5.00

,

W

6.00

,

sho-o 10.00
>bo-o 12.00

Bho-o6.00
sho-o 2.00

Bho^ 14.50

Church
W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C

wmc

5.00

Miscellaneous

sfao-o

6.00
1

5.00

117.25 5349.85
56.10
'
\ ^ \\ >\ V. \Y^>
24.00
11.00
16.50
5.00
9.00
6.00
25.0U
B.OO
600.00
600.00
B.OU
8.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
22.00
26.10
25.00
60.00
22.00
10.00
14.50
0.25
25.00
33.00
10.00
9.75
15. OU
10.00
60.00
14,50
19.00
25.00
12.00
10.25
16.25
21.00
20.00
132.12
8.47
15.14
16.75
10.00
15.50
21.95
>

6.00

633.00

1345.03

Flora, Ind.

Sauire
Berkey, Earl
Crook, Mr. and Mrs.
Dyson. Wilbur

Allen,

W.

H

Fife, Donald end Mis
Fife. Doris
Fife, Prt. Kenneth
Fife. Lester
Fife, Cpl Paul
Fisher, Melvin

G

L

F

Ftora. Carl
Flora, Mabel
Garrison, Roy

Graham, Mr. and Mis. O. T
Hanna. Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Hendrii, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. M. E
Kingery. Sgt and Mrs. Ohas
Michael, Mildred
Mullendore, Mn. Max
Myer, Dalta

5.00
26.00
6.00
100.00
B.OO
6.00
B.OO
100.00
6.00
100.00
10.00
26.33
10.00
6.00
50.00
25.00
75.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
100.00

1007.12

Church

Indianapolis,

B8.ao

Ind.

Aeby, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Blaek, Mrs, Forrest
Black. Peggy Ann

H

50.00
25.00
6.00
3.98

Birthday offerings

Church
W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C

HOO

Miscellaneous

31.28

i

28.08

"

Abrat, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Andlauer, Mrs. Carl
Blosser, Mr. and Mrs. Ora
Boyer, Frank
Brooks, Mrs. D.
Brunsman. Mr. and Mrs. R.
T
Burkett, Mr. and Mrs.

35.00

Freeport, Mich.

6.00
B.OO
6.00
6.00
50.00
20.00
29.85
107.75

\

kl

wmc

Total

50.00
5.00
50.00
6.00
50.00
57^00
21.00
51.79

Fort Wayno, Ind.
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

"i.OO

i

Africa

50.00
5.00
50.00
6.00
50.00

Wayne

M

Mary

Toler.

America

General

A

Myer,

UliiKAliU

5.00
25.00
6.00
100.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

100.00
6.00

100.00
10.00
25.33
10.00

Lako Odessa, Mich.
Mr.

Allarding,

and Mrs.

10.00

Bustance, Mre. Edna
Bustance, Helen
Brovont, Keitha
Carter, Mr. and Mrs. Mollis and family

Darby, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Darby, Glenna
Darby, Meredith
Porman, Mr. and Mrs. t/Iaience
Groff, Mr. and Mrs.

Hayes,

Mr.

Henney,
Henney,
Henney,
Henney,
Henney,
Henney.
Henney,
Henney,
Henney,

and

Mr.

Lisle

.

.

.

.

L

C.

Mrs. C.

Henry

Mrs.

6.00
5.00
7.00

15.00
6.00
5.00
7.00

30.00
30.00
15.00
40.00

30.00
30.00
15.00
40.00

John

L

Elwood
Haael

Homer
Joyce

Mary L
Raymond
Wilnm
Hewitt. Mrs. La Verne

.

Hulliherger, Mrs. Ira
Klopfenstine, Mrs. Gaylord
Miller, Mr. and Mrs, Lester J

.

.

.

.

.

.

5.00
25.00
10.00
7.00
B.OO
6.00

25.00
10.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
100.00
5.00

5.00

100.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
20.no
10.00
25.00

10.00
25.00
5.00

5.00

dS.OO
sn 5.00

Mote, Mrs. Phebe
Murray, Pvt and Mrs. DeVere
Nash, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Price, Mr. and Mrs. R. G. and
Snyder. Mr. and Mrs. Blaine
Snyder, Karen Louise

C
WendeU

Strong, Edgar
Strong, Mrs. Edgar
Titus, Pfc. and Mrs. Theodore
Tischer, Mr. and Mrs. Alga

W.M.C. per
Miscellaneous

«« ««
Sf"S2
25.00
J- J2

]onn
in'nn
??
oS
11.93

Sunday School

Junior

^^^

Nat W.M.O

]^
o
14.72
544.65

La Paz,

15.00

»«„„
^0.00

5(

25.00
25.00
60.00
30.00
32.00
25.00
5.00
6.00
10.00
12.00
20.00
11.93
10.00
14.72

80.00

674.65

10.00
go-36.00
go-6.00

10.00
36.00
5.00
6.00
15.00
10.00

Ind.

Sunday

School
Nappanee, Ind.

101.30

Report

Anglin, Mrs. 'Sudje, and son

Kent. Miss Ruth
Kent, Mis. Velma
Musser, Mrs. Barbara
PhilEps, Mr. and Mrs., and Aimabelle.
Weaver, Mrs. Ben

0.00
15.00

21.00

5

5.00

t

56.00

81.00

New Lebanon, Ohio
Denlinger. MV. and Mrs. Vearl

Bck,

Now

Miss

Nora

Mich.
6.au
Barbee, Mrs. Agnes
60.00
DiUon, Mrs. L
25.00
Janz, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
76.00
Kempton, Mrs. B
20.0U
Ludlum, Mr. and Mrs. John
30.00
Menainger, Mr. and iSn, Ben
10.00
100.00 BmHlt, ill. and Ifra. Ora
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A

50.00
26.00

BO.OO
25.00

75.00

75.00

7.00
6.00

T.OO
5.00
20.00
8.00
25.00
10.00
B.OO

Troy,

20.00
8.00
25.00
10.00
B.OO

.

JULY

1945

14,

South
America

%
General

Mr.

"Williams,

and Mrs. Russell

Total

52.00

W.M.C. per

W.M.0

Nat.

8.05

Miscellaneous

wmc

83.92

83.92

239.47

W.M.0

Nat.

10.00

10.00

25.00
10.00
5.00

25.00
5.00
10.00
5.00

Her. Ward A
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. I. Wesley
Bcbumacher, Mr. and Mrs. HermaJi
Miner,

28.00
30.00

10.00
28.00
30.00

W.M.0. per

.

W.M.O

Nat.

be 100.00
wi 100.00
ha 100.00

.

3 00

Miscellaneous

41.41

315.00
5

1.50
2.00
3 10.00
OB-kl 10.00
3 7.00
5.00
ddo 2.00
3

Comerford, Mrs. J. D
Comerford, Madelyn
Constable, G. K., and family

^

Wm

qq
5.00

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
DiEman, Mr. und Mrs. Omer
Douglas, Mrs. Walter
Engelman, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert.
Flora,' Mrs. Ares, and Ethel
Gilbert. Richard
Gilbert, Mr. and Mrs. Robert

14.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
7.00
5.00
6.00
10.00
40.00

Grendstaff,

.

i
i

5.00
50.00

]
i

Charles

Mrs.

Helm, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Helm, Mrs. Lillian
Herrell, Mr. and Mis. Eldon
Hood, Mr. and Mis. John
Hoppes, Mr. and Mrs. R. C, end fam-

i5.00
10.00
jS.OO
15.00
10.00

i

j

qO
j
3

7.00
2.00

i5.00
10.00
40.00

,

ddo

6.1
i

B

i
i
3
3

ddo
ddo
ddo

2.(
5.(

ddo 10.(

I

C&kl 5.00
3 25.00
5.00
j 6.00
3 6.00
5.00
]•

Mary

Mrs. Ralph.
Toixence, Mrs. Omer
Beverly
Tyre,
•
Tyre, Bobby
Tyre Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
York, Mr. and Mrs. Paul

3"

50.00
10.00
my-s 40.00
3

ddo

5.(

Zimmerman, Edna
Friend

3

)

5.00

B
O. E
O. E

CE-M 27.50

Adult C.
Junior
Senior
Senior

10.00
10.00

4.1

Sunday,

A

2.00
2.50
4.00

30.00

W

Stun,

10.00
]•

OB akl 17.50
CBkl 15.00

W. M. O

Children's Bible

ddo 8
ddo 87

School Banks

Church

Bch-o 3i

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C.
W.M.O. per Nat. W.M.O.

(Sr.)

(Jr.)....

16.00
20.13

wmc
ddo 31.60

Miscellaneous

j

100.00

18.'21 do-slO.OO

'8-21

225.66

767.60"

Warsaw,

11.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
7.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
7.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
35.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
60.00
15.00
40.00
5.00
27.50
17.50
15.00
6.55
87.30
81.71
16.00
20.13
131.60

Sharpsvllle,

^^_^

wi6.00

Stuber,

Martha

Stuber, Vera
Stuber, Mrs.-

M 6.00

wi6.00
do-» 5.00

500
10 00
10 00

10. OU

5.00

Vem

wlS.OO

600

10.00
6.00
10.00
25.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

25 00

25. «U

00

5
'

5

00

5

00

25 00

2500
600
5 00

00
00

6.00
5.00

5o!oo
2o!#0

50.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
20.09

5
5

To.'oO

500

500

20.00
'

600

10.00
*

^1

12.00

3.50

238.00

18.50

5.60

^ 3^04
2.50

5.00
10.00
5.60

21.04

327.64

60.00
52.00

Mrs. Edna
Hoyt, Prof, and Mis. Herman
Kent, Prof, and Mrs. Homer A
Kent, Wendell
McClain. Dr. and Mrs. Alva J.
MiUer, Mr. and Mrs. F. B
Miller, Miss Suzanne
Pohnan, Mrs. Leo
Heddick, Miss Ruth
Gifts less than $5
.

.

52.00
9.00
13.00
5.00
6.00
50.00
40.00
6.00
60.0U
25.00
6.00
100.00

13.00
5.00
6.00

Jenz,

A,..,

.

scho-o 50.00

40.00
5.00
60.00
25.00
6.00
100.00
5.00
14.10

6.00
2.30

2.31

jdo s 1.00
ddo-s 1.00
sho-3 36.81 eo-o38.25
sho-o 5.00

Church

13.24
sho-o 5.00 go-o 5.00
kl-s

Bethel Chapel

W. M.
W.M.O..

W.M.O. per Nat.
Grace Theological
Miscellaneous

18.23
scho-o 22.85

Seminary

432.96

20.71
80.06
13.24
10.00
18.23
22.85

67.80

624.72

be-s 30.00

30.00
6.00
20.00
60.00
15.00
6.00
16.00

123.!

Central District

Beaver, Rev. R. S .
Davis. 0. F
Dawson, Mra. Seltha.
FolKs, Doris V
.
Pollia, Mrs. Jack.
A Friend
A Friend
Bible Baptist Church.

1059.29

6.00
6.00
6.00
5.00

wi 15.00

kl6.00

10.00
10.00
16.00
5.00

g^g

16 00

2.50

2.50

go-o 20.00

60.00
f 16.00
f 5.00
f

.

do-s 5.00

57.46

5 (,„

^

5 j,,

Ind.

Cashman, Mr. and Mrs. A. D
Casbman, Edwin
Fretcher, Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Homer, Mr. and Mra

Ind.

Dawalt, Mrs. Donald
Snyder, Wayne
Stuber, Chas.

«-25

q^

5

Mrs. Gertrude.
Matilda, R. . .

Winona Lake,

sch-o 10.00

Church

kl 8.25

5.00
10.00
6.00
36.46

Ind.

Rhinehart,
Swinehart,

Roann, Ind.

Adams, Paul

318.28

lOOO

.

76.13

117.00

10 00
q'qq

A

i2.00

Mrs. Walter
Jones, Mrs: F.
Eesldng, Mrs. Paul
McOJure, Mr. and Mrs. O. S
Menitt, Mr. and Mrs. itonard
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. R. vT:
Pries, Mrs. Clyde and family
Secaur, Mr. and Mrs. WiHarti
Sheller, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Stuber, Elton
Stuber, John Worl
Stuber, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Stun, Mrs. Elmer

35.00

00

5

25.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
21.00
40.00
10. WO
12.00
5.79
19.63
12.60
17.26

^^^^^

Huddleson, Mr. and Mrs, George
Hunter, Mr. and Mis. Lloyd, and fam-

Jenkiois,

20.00
in on
J""""
J-'^-^^

5 79
iq'q^

B

ily

ily

20.00

1260
ITSS

'

M

00

4.00

3

i

.

7..

5.00
5.00
5.00

Dillman,

.

5.00
10.00
10.00
7.00

iS.OO
J6.00
i4.00
Wi5.00

*

Troy, Ohio
Bowser, Mrs. EWe
Bowser. Miss June
Carey, Rev. Arthur
Erbaugh, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Huddleston, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Landis, Miss Lillie
Landis, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Loffman, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
MoBride, Mrs. Alice
McBride, B. P
Recauarth, Mrs. Lewis
Royer, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Shank, Mr. Ira
Shank, Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
Siefer, Miss Elizabeth
Siefer, Miss Nancy
Siefer, Mr. and Mta. W.
Waymire, Mrs. Ruth
Whiting, Mr. and Mrs. Beryl
Wysong, Miss Susan
Zeisert, Mr. and Mrs. E. E
Zeisert, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Men's and Women's Bible Class
Sunday School
Gifts less than $5

1.50

3

20 00
21 00

Crawford, (3arolyn Beth
Crawfoid, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Engstrom, Mrs. Martha
Church and Sunday School

3

00

1500

south Bend, Ind.

457.41

5.00

30.00
CE-kl 12.00
3 25.00
3 25.00
3 6.00

.

Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Baker, Mr. and Mre. Louis
Black, Hflxley
Cain, Jane

Cooper, Mrs. Ed
Cooper, Janet
Coidrey, Louvenna
Dawalt, Mrs. Don
Deisch, Mr. and Mrs.

WMS

51.45

nn
'"""
™ vk
,ri

5

Miscellaneous

15.00

30 q,
10*00

^

Rooney, Mr. and Mrs, Travis
Rider, Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Sellers, O. L. and family
Sellers
Grace
Sisk, Mr. and Mrs. C. B
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. W. R
Junior Department
Sunday School offering

300.00

18.43

2500

Minnie

Rich, Rev. N. J

3.00
41.41

142.41
Peru, ind. (First)
Andersen, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Ashntan, Rev. and Mrs. and family.

Miller,

wmc

3.00

Heckman, Miss Enid

Osceola, Ind.
Balsley, Mr. and Mis. Arthur
Goes, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Goss, Elmer
Hoover, Kichjard
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil C

Africa

kl5.00
ha-s6.45

.
_,.
,
Sidney, Ind.
Engle, Rev. Louis D., and family. ...
Heckman, M. J., and family

North Liberty, Ind.

W.M.O. per

South
America

15.43

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.O

8.05

218.97

General

Church

62.00
15.50

k

Church

26.00
6.00
a.oo

Fifth Centrsl Diet. Youth
HaddiJt Baptist S. S

439

sasa 15.00
sho-o 33.33 go-o33.S4
scho-o 33.33 kl-s 38.05

76.00
kl2.27

138.05
75.00
2.27

271.16

355.32

kl-s

Rally.

84.16

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
•

NORTHWEST DISTRICT
Harrah, Wash.

General

Church

340.94

62.83
230.00
wi 294.00
kl 10.00
d 10.00
gho 10.00
5 QO ah 100.00
yaws 19.84
CE-akl 22.91

759.58

5.00

Church
Sunday

Murray, Mr. and Mrs.

1062.7T

9. SO

5.00

.

.

12.50

12.50

.

25.00
8.00
5.00

131.50
26.00

131.50
26.00

5.00
25.00
20.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
13.91

5.00
25.00

.

SchockTey,
Schockley,

7.00
5.00
13.91

wmo
17.50

300.91

d 5.00
d-o5.00
d-o5.00

5.00
5.00
5.00

is 50.00
d 10.00
d 25.00

100.00
10.00
25.00

dS.OO
de.OO

5.00
6.00

J

T.

Opal

Vema
W. G.

(in

memory

Mrs.

of

I*ta Mae Trayaille)
Bos, John
Bowker, Mrs. E
Bridgeman, Margaret
Bridgman, Mrs. N. E

H

BuBsert, Cpl. C.

Cable,

Mrs.

-

a 15.00
5.00

5.00

6.00
d 10.00
7.00
a 19.00

Lillian

Chambers, Mr. and Mrs. Fred.

Chapman, Ed
Mr. and Mrs. F. E.
Dunning. Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Early, Miss Elsie

DllEng,

Fuerst, Mrs. Olara
Fuerst, Joe
Fuerst, Miss Lois

10,00

.

.

Firestone, Miss Evelyn • •
Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Qest, Mrs. Phil

•

50.00
10.00
d 10.00
d 30.00
d 10.00
i-s 5.00

50.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
5.00

.

M

5.00

•

H.

OUe

Gould, Mrs.
Graff. Mrs. Marie
Greer, Mrs.

d 13.00
d 2.50
5.00
d 10.00

W

d-s

Mr. and Mrs. Don
Hagerman, Mr. and Mrs. Harold.
Miss Eleanor
Harris,
Hadley,

Harris,
Harris,

.

Mrs. Nettie
Mr. and Mrs.

.

.

.

•

Temon

7.50
3

•

S.

10.00
10.00

c

Heath Donald
Mrs. A. S
Hillyer,
Hostetler, Miss Mary

7.00

Jacobson, Mrs. Thelma
Mrs. Esther
Keller,
Kennedy, Mrs. Dora B

.

15.00
50.00
d 5.00
d 5.00
d-3 10.00

d-s

d5.00

.

d 100.00

M

W

.

McDonald, Eloise
Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Miner, Mrs. Glen
Robert
Miller,
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Everett.
Morgan, Gene
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.

W

.

.

Mrs.

Ida

.

.

.

d-o5.00
d 20.00
10.00
d 14.00

25.00

d-s

25.00

d5.00
a 20.00
a 20.00
do 5.00

a 50.00
a 5.00

.

a-0 5.00
.

50.00
50.00
15.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

d5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
6.43
15.00
25,00

6.43
•d-s 15.00

25.00
a 5.00

.

d 70.00
d-5.50
d-s 5.00

Mrs.

Olivia

a 9.85
a 5.00

B.OO

.

5.00

5.00

Mis., and Esther.
Pfc. Joyce L. . .
Tallman. Mrs. Harry

Strout,
Strout,

10.00
5.00
9.83
10.00
20.00
lOO.UO

a 5.00

.

4.00
10.00

.

d 20.00
a 100.00
5.00
a 10.00

25.00
8.00
30.00
5.00
10.00

d4.00
d 20.00

d5.00

Mrs. Emma
Turner, Bliss Bessie

37.50

10.00
d 18.75

15.00

d-o 18.75
d 15.00

Trice,

10.00
20.00

75.00
40.00

30.00

d30. 00
Turner,

Grace

Mrs.

Van Horn, Mr. and

48.00
5.00
5.00

Walters,

10.00

Bertha

Mrs.

10.00

5.00

10.00

Primary

S.

10.00
3 40.25

5.00

Wescott, Fred
WhitHeia, Mrs. Cora
Woodin, Mis. D. E
A Friena
Messenger Boys Class
Young Life Quintet

29.00
10.00
100.00
20.00
30.00
35.00

20.00
10.00
20.00

a-3 5.00
a-8 12.28

6.60

Class

S.

80.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
40.25
5.00
20.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
12.S6
6.60

15.00 d-s 15.00
5.00
5.00

Mrs. Geo.

Waua, Mrs. Pauline
Warmenhoven, Mis. C
Warmenhoven, Ruth
Wear, Mrs. Ruth

500

ia-8

16.09

va-a ie.08

20.00
10.00
10.00
50.00
5.00
13.00

Busy Bees
Bveready

.

.

.

Sunday School

.

Toung People

,

32.17
13.66

d 13.66
7.00

.

CHass

7.00

12.05

12.05
21.00

CE-kl 21.00
a-8 86.57
a-o 20.00
a-s 6.50
129.91 a-o 15.00
a 11.39

Church

10.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
7.00
5.85
10.00
30.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
200.00

533.99
Northwest District
Heltman, Mr. and Mrs. W.

509.41

106.57
6.80
144.91
11.39

1998.93

3042.33

.10

250.10

W.

MiscellaJleous

Miscellaneous Gifts Ouslde the
Foreign Missionary Society

W.

Heltman, Mr. and Mrs. W.

...Am.

Assoc,

for Jewish

Erang.

25.00

275.10

EASTERN
Aleppo, Pa.
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam
Murry, Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Reed. Mr. and Mrs. E. L
Riffle, Mr. and Mrs. Perry
TJUom, Mrs. Ida
TTIloni, Mrs. Emma
Sunday School
Christian Endeavor

d-o 50.00

Lacey, Goldie
Lang, Miss Ida
Liohty, Mrs. H.
••
Lee, Robert
Matheson, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Matheson, Mr. and Mrs. K. M..
McDaniels, Mrs. Art
McDaniels, Mr. and Mrs. Keith.

Mowen,

d5.85

10.00

Kennedy, Mrs
Kinkade, Miss Katie
Kortemeier, Miss Lena
Kyle, Mr. and Mis. Vernon
La Bree, Mrs. Ohve.
Lacey, Mr. and Mis. F. E

40.00
5.00

Td-8 5.00

Mrs. Pearl
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Clyae L.
Sonner, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd.
Speck, Mr. and Mrs. C
Steringer, Joe

d-s 5.00

13.00

Alice

Miss
Fred

Bykcrk,
Bykerk,

• •

55.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
5.00

d-s 5.00

Sunnyslde, Wash.

Belcher,
Belcher,

and Mrs, E>ed,

Reed, E.
Reed, Mr. and Mis. E. W. Jr.
Reea, Mrs. E.
Reea, Fay
Reea, Mrs. Fay
Reea, Hazel
Reea, Robert I
Reynolds, Mis. R. F
Roderick, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Roderick, Miss Leona
Roderick, Miss Vera
Rose, Mrs. E. A
Rowland, Mr. and Mis
Sharpe, Mr. and Mrs. Roy. .
Schockley, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil.

10.00
5.00

8.00

.

.

M

Mrs.

R

James

O'Neal, Mr,

1114.32

10.00
5.00
9.50

.

Ball,

Art

Mrs.

W

.

d 30.00

d 50.00
5.00
a 20.00
do-s5.00 be-s 5.00
macs 5.00
d 5.00
vd-s 5.00
d 25.00
d-s 15.00
B.OO
25.00
a 25.00
25.00 d 25.00
d 15.00
10.00 a 10.00
a 20.00
d 20.00
d-o 5.00

R.

S.

Art

Nickel,
Nickel,
Nickel,

19.84
22.91
8.80

1349.32

,

30.00

199.34

d-s

Spokane, Wash.

Antles,

B

W

Colony, Mrs. N. J
Ettenborough, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Garber, Sandra and Johnnie
Griffin, Mr. and Mrs. Ward ....
Hayes, Mr. Harry
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. B. G
Lowery, Mrs. Ida
Mellinger, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Miller, Mrs. M. E
Boadruck, Mr. and Mrs. M. H.
Sonnenburg, Mr. and Mrs. A. H.
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C
Miscellaneous

60.00
5.00
259.34

d-o 5.00

Muir, Sgt. Donald
Murray, Earl

School

Berry. Mrs. Blsie
Bowers, MiaS Lillian

Total

Africa

d 20.00

da 20.00

the

Miscellaneous Funds Outside
Foreign Missionary Society

South
America

20.00

Ruby

Mowen,

mc

W.M.C.

Mowen, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

Total

Africa

d-s

Sunday School
Junior 0. B
W.M.C. per Nat.

General

South
America

5.00

20.00
10.00
14.00
50.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
5.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
31.00
5.00

.

.

.

DISTRICT
100.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
56.01

less

H

2.00
38.99

than $5

Miscellaneous

232.00

,
'

Allentown. Pa.
Basso, Mrs. Ruth
Biege, Mr. and Mrs.
Byers. Mrs. Cora
Deifer, Mrs. George
Fehnel, AEss Grace

440

10.00

CE-kl 20.00
11.95
20.61

Church
Gifts

kl-s

Paul.

110.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
56.01
20.00
32.56
2.00
38.99

41.95

294.56

ta5.0'0
ta 25.00

5.00
25.00
5.0U
25.45
14.50

20.61

5.00
ta 25.45
ta

14.50

JULY

1945

14,

South
America

General

Africa
ta 6.45

Mis.

Susie
Homig, Mr. Oari
Huffort, Mr. and Mrs. James
Hunsicker, Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Fehnel,

ta 10.00
ta 6.50

ta 15.05

Jacoby, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Kaeppel, Dorian and MitcheU
Kaeppel, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Koppenhaver, Mrs. A
Konkal. Donald
Knnkel, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Kamoie, Mrs. James
Lawlor, Bev. and Mrs. G. Lawrence..
Musselman, Mr. and Mrs. Wmjam. ...

Ogden, Mr. and Mrs. John
Oswald, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Santee, Mrs. Stanley
Schaffer, Mr. and Mrs. William
SeagreaTcs, Mr. and Mrs. George....
Robert
Lt.
Short,
Short, Mrs. Harry B
Silbennan, Miss Eileen
Silberman, Miss Elsie
Silberman, Mrs. George
Silbenaan, Miss Miriam
Silberman, Mra. Russell
Snyder, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Williams, Mrs. Thomas
Zahn, Mr. and Mrs. George
A Friend
Gifts less than $5
Sunday School (all class departments)

20.00

ta

ta 10.25
ta 77.00
ta 6.00
ta 6.00
ta 93.25
ta 15.00
ta 37.25
ta 101.00
ta 15.00
ta 26.50
ta 5.00
ta 10.00
ta 17.75
ta 5.00

ta 12.05
ta 6.60
ta 18.00
ta 20.00
ta 22.00
ta 23.50
ta 12.00

ta9.75
B.OO
.

ta 8.00
ta 5.00
ta 44.30
ta 149.15

sch-o 25.00

Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.0

25.00

kl

wmc

20.00

20.00

30.00

Total

6.45

Cameron, W. Va.
Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. W. A
Conemaugh, Pa.
Anthony. Mr. and Mrs. R. F
Barkhjmer, Mrs. Ida
Boring, Mr. and Mrs. Del
Brallier, Mr. and Mrs. E. J
Byera, Mr. and Mrs. D. C
Clyde, Mrs. Minnie
Custer, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Dick, Mrs. Margaret, and Stanford
Faust. Mr. and Mrs. I. E
Ford, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. D
Ford, Mr. asd Mrs. 0. S
Ford, A.
Gillespie, Mr. and Mrs.
Gingrich, Mr. and Mrs. J. L

lO.UO
5.50
15.05
20.00
10.25
77.00
5.00
5.00
93.25
15.00
37.25
101.00
15.00
26. »0
6.00
10.00
17.75
5.00
12.05
6.60
18.00
20.00
22.00
23.50
12.00
9.75
8.U0
10.00
44.30
149.15
50.00
20.00
'

910.30

960.30

d 20.00

20.00
21.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
16.00
18.00

W

Hunt,

David

Jones,

Gail

Beach, Mr. and Mrs. Clair
Blood, Rev. and Mrs. Raymond
Blood, I/iHie
Blood, Robert Paul
Day, Oalvln
Davis. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Endres, Mr. and Mrs. John
FUcky Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Fhck, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Fyock, Mrs. Mae
Gerhart. Mrs. Chas., Memorial

Gouchnour. Mr. and Mrs.
Hoffman, Donald
Johnson, Mrs. Edith

21.00
B.OO
5.00
5.00
g.OO
16.00
18.00

Wm

D

Newman, Woodrow
Newman, Mrs. Clara
Newman, Effie
Price, Betty
Price,
Shaffer, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Stultz, Harold and Grace

Eve^

Stombaugh, Mr. and Mrs. L. S
Sohmelzlen. Mr. and Mrs. Walter.
Shope, Mr. John
Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, Miss Mae
gorge, Mr. and Mrs. Paul

.

.

Wm

bi

30.00

33.00
5.00

Wayne

5.00
25.00

Walter, Mrs. Catherine
Walters. Mr. and Mrs.

Wm

Wengert, Mr. J. J
Alexander Mack Brotherhood
Women's Missionary Workers
Senior S. M.

10.10
10.00
19.00

M

tyS.OO
go 6.50

.Tunior Sisterhood

Blatchford Warehouse
Golden Rule Class

15.52
5.00

CBklS.OO

Senior C. E
Intermediate 0. E
Men's Bible Class
Bible School

go 22.50

10.05
go 100.00
CB kl 41.03

Church
452.70

Shoemaker,
Sigg,
Sigg,

5.40

826.43

Church
Loose

Offeriing

—Church

.

.

7.75

Byersdale, Pa.

Chureh

*.

sn 25.00
sn 20.00
sn 15.00
sn 5.00
sn 20.00
sn 5.00
sn 10.00
sn 20.00

5.00
5.00
sn 25.00
sn 20.00
sn 5.00
sn 10.00
sn 20.00
sn 10.00

10.00

snS.OO
Bn8.00
snS.OO
sn 5.00

5.00

Devon

Ruth

Statler,

Helen

S.

snS.SO
sn 10.00
sn 11.00

B

m 10.00
sn 75.00

"E'S
5.00

5.00

sn6.00
i*-55

(Jr.)

^•'.55

VVUiO

wmc

,_ „„ sasa 27.35
75.00

sn 5.00

snS.OO
sn 10.00
«l 26.00

Class

26.00
than

"•52

$5

Miscellaneous Gifts Outside the
Foreign Missionary Society
Snyder. Ruth

kl

31.05
2.00

Mrs.

B

31.52

1133.62

Brethren Radio Hour. . 5.00
'Brethren Home Missions 6.00
Russian Missionary Soc. 6.00
Grace Theo. Seminary. 10.00
Bretb, Missionary Her. 6.00

80.00

5.00
5.00

D

Godwin, Mr. and Mrs. K.
Hovatter, Mr. and Mrs. A.

22.50
10.05
100.00

D

?2
6'1°
5.00
6.00

D

Miller, Miss Anna
Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Miller. Miss Lolah
Miss Twila
MilJer,

784.53

I.

46.00
10.00
10.00

lOO"

Hovatter, Sgt. Karl
Hovatter, Miss Violet
McCJartney, Mias Carolyn
Mayne, Mrs. W.

tl.03

5.00
10.00
60.00
6.00
5.00

O-JJ
10-*0
50.00
5.00
5.00
30.00

Eari

Comp, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Comp. Miss Alberta

6.18
5.00
6.00
10.00
10.00

R
i2 2
25.00
10.00

Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. George
Nicola, Mr. and Mrs. Fred

25.00
10.00
wi 12.00
kl

Miss Betty
Miss Shody
Poling, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Richardson, Rev. and Mrs. K.
Shaffer, Miss Joy
Shohor, Mrs. D. G
Stemple, Mrs. Abaline
Stockett, Mrs. Z. G
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Grant

Poe,
Poe,

332.00

U 16.00
441

W

6.00
10.00
26.00
67.05

808.05

65.85

'

Brown,

BO.OO
16.00
5.00
6.00
25.00
5.00
14.65
10.65
32.35
75.00

sn 20.00

259.62

Grafton, W. Va.
Boyles, Mr. W.

11. UO
10.00
100.00

Billy

(Sr.)

Gribble

less

5.00

sn 25.00

C. Sr

Church
Gifts

Ik

snS.OO
sn5.00

(.Sr.)

5.00
15.00
60.00
6.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
6.00
6.00
26.00
25.00
20.00
16.00
5.00
6 00
20.00
6.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
6.00
25.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
8.00
5.00
B.OO
5.00
8.50
10.00

CBkl6.00

5.00

B
Knavel
M. M.

Florence

23.00
37.83

23.00

-5-00

Conemaugh Brethren S. S
In memory of Ruth Ford and

,

309.06

6.00

6n5.00

.

Theodore

Snyder.

C.

5.00
21.00
11.50
11.00
11 00
6.85
6.S5
14.50
6.00
5.50
5.00
26.00
10.00
30.00
33.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10.10
10 00
19.00
5.00
S.50
15.52

6.00
15.23

sho-o 23.00

,

Frank

Mrs, M. J
Womer, Mrs. Howard
Teager, Mr. and Mrs. W.
W.M.C. per Nat W.M.C.
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C.

100.00
33.00

37.83

2.50
sn 10.00
sn 25.00

5.00

Stinson,

6.00

1.'>.23

sn 10.00

2.50

sn 40.00

100.00
12.00

100.00
12.00
6.00
100.00
33.00
6.00

SU5.00

5.00

E

Robert
Simmons, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Simmons, Margaret
Smith, George
'Snyder, Grover
Snyder, Rose

Baden, Pa.
Buzard, Don L
Claycomh, Mr. and Mrs., and Son.
Elink, Miss Fannie
Link, Mr. and Mis
Matnla, Mr. C. and family
Oaks, Mrs. Robert, and family
Birthday Bank (S. S.)

m 15.00

H

30.93

30.93

MisoeUaneous

sn 60.00
sn 10.00

.

Phink, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Plunk, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Ream, Mrs. Chester
Reighard, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Reighard, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ribblett, Mr. and Sirs. G. I
Rowser, Mrs. Harry
Sedlemeyer, Mrs. Robert
Shoemaker, Mrs. Mary
Shoemaker. Forest

6.45

6.35
14.50
6.00
5.50
5.0O
26.00
10.00

sn5.00
.

Total

10.00

100.00

sn 5.00

.

A

C.

Africa

10.00
sn 50.00
sn 15.00
sn 60.00

Walter

and Mrs. O.
KiUen, Ralph
Knavel, Mrs. Earl
Knepper, Mr. and Mrs.
Knepper. Lola

39.00
14.00
6.00
28.00

39.00
14.00
8,00
28.00
6.45
5.00
21.00
11.50
11.00
11.00
6.66

Larson,

Serge,

15.00
20.00
11.00
5.15
10 SO

5.40
be 7.75

5.40

Reginia

Mrs. Veora
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Miller, Ruth and Charles
Jfyers, Mrs. Sara
MoQuade, Mr. and Mrs. L.

7.25

15.00
20.00
11.00

5.15

Johnson, Miriam
Kitting, Mr. and Mrs. Hairy
Kitting,

be 7.25
ty

50.00
5.00

".00

Killen, Mr.

Lydic.

South
America

.

.

Wm

Gingrich, Hugo
Gossard, Mr. and Mrs. D. L
Grove, Mrs. Ellen
Hunt, Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Hunt, Mr. and Mrs. Clair
Hunt, Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Pa.

Altoona,

General
.

.

6.00

wiS.OO
W15.00

E

60.00
126.00
5,00
6.00
6.00
6.00
50.00

17.00
6.00
5.00
50.0U
125.00
B.OO
6.00
5.00
6.00
BO.OO

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
South
America
Africa
20.87 kl 30.60

General

Ohurch
W.M.O. per Nat. W.M.0
Junior Boys Class

25.00
10.00
46.13

Miscellaneous

513.31
Johnstown. Pa. (First)
Albert, Mr. and Mrs. O. E
Altemus, Mr. and Mrs. M. B
Barron, Mr. and Mrs. Clair
Barron, Mrs. John
Beisel, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Bell, Mrs. G.

40.00
59.50
5.00
10.00

M

E

5.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
25.00
20.00
6.00
21.00
12.90
22.00
5.00
18.00
25.00

Bentz, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Berber, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Bifano, James
Bifano, Mrs. Mary
Bifano, Rosemary

M

Verda
Blough. Mr. and Mrs. E.
Bracken, Mrs. Walter
Bittner.

H

Buth (Groye)

Butler. Mrs.
Byere. Mra.

Cora

Mrs. Harvey
Coot, Miss Margaret
Coolbaugh, Miss Lois
Corle. Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Crofford. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Custer, Miss Marion
Glister, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Custer, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus
DeArmey. Mr. and Mrs. R. P
Dick, Mr. and Mrs. Blair
Eckstein, Mr. and Mrs. Jas
Eppley. Mr. and Mrs. W. L
Erans. Mrs. Berwyn
Farwell, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Frank. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Fuge. Lt. and Mrs. J.
Furst, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Fyock, S.
Fyock, Vema F
Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Gardner. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Gardner, Mr. J. R
Geibig, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene, and sons.
Gindlesberger, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
G;ndlesberser, Mr. and Mrs. J. B....
Cober,

B

H

Gindleiberger.

James

Hershberger, Mrs. Noah
Hildebrand, Mr. and Mrs. George.
HiWebrand. Mr. and Mrs. I.«m
Hillegass, Sgt. and Mrs. Earl
Hindman, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Horn, Mr. and Mrs. W. G
Hostetler, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Hostetler, Mrs. Lewis
Houston, Miss Janet
Howard. Miss Kathryn
Jacobs, Mr., and Mrs. Frank
Jones, Miss Ada Mae
Jones. Mr. and Mrs. L L
Mrs.

Family

W. R-

Jesrow

H

MUler, Mr. and Mrs. N.
MJUer. WilUam
Mitchell, Mrs. L.
Mitchell, Richard
MitoheU, WiUiam L
Moeller, Mary Louise
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. H. Leslie
Moore. Mrs. G.
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Noon, Mr. and Mis. Byron R
Palliser. Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Petz Mrs J. A
Pheneoie. Mr. and Mrs. W. S
Plummer, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd
Probst. Mr. and Mra. Mai
Eaeer. Donald
Beam, Mrs. Blanch...
Bedinier, Mr. and Mrs. R. V

R

I'UJI
°-""

°-Vi
?n'nn
^"-"JJ

,°""

i?-""

''^•«"

,
,"""

ou.uv

99

in'no
i"-""

10.00

Rogers, Mr. and Mra. Marlie, and I'am-

uy

W
W

c

on

°

A On
.

.

.

5.00

nn
„•""
,
j"'""
k

5

00

1000
2250
^'
-q

2500
^ on
fi'no

W. M. C

teacher

W.M.C. per

"""
2.00
10.00
10.00
51.00
25.00
6.00
60.00

10,00

40 00

11,59
6^20
6.70
6.89

40.72
11.18
'

d 14.14

7.10

5.00
6.00
6.00
11.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
51.00.
35.00
6.00
50.00

7.10

6.16

17.60

7.50
kl

117.30

wmc
348.49

1338.58

376.54
80.00
10.00

4700.06
100.00
30.00
50.00
10.00
5.00

2.50

2.50

5,00
5. 00

5 00
6. 00

5.00
B.OO

5.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00

sch-o 4.25

W.M.0

6.40
13.00

254.40
Klttannlng, PaBowser. Hamilton
Bowser, Helen A n n
Bowser. Mrs. Marie
Bowser, Boy A
Bennett, Gail
Bennett, Ira
Brown, Dickie
Olaypool, Victor

687.92

27.72
687.92
68.65

6.00
5.01

shoo 4.25

442

217.50

100.00
30.00
60.00
10.00
5.00
5. 00
10.00

Church

W.M.C. per Nat
Miscellaneous

b 200.00

1.00

80.00
10.00

Sommers, Arlene
Sommers, Mr. and Mrs. D. E
Walter, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Wierick, Mr. and Mrs. Bay
Tohn, Mrs. Boyd, and sons

40.72
11.18
14.14

42.00
70.05

3012.99

6.00
as.ou
lO.Ou
20.00
29.50
45.00

10.00
11.50
61.00
20.00
5.00
75.00
17.35
15.00
18.00
73.50
40.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
75.00

6.36
10.54
5.84

65.24

W.M.C

Nat.

50.00
50.00
100.00
10.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
7.15

11.59
6.20
6.70

sch-o 169.00 kl-s 25. Off

D

„
2 „?

GE-akl 15.00

60.15

Juniata, Pa.
Berringer, Mr. and Mra. Ford
Dively, Mr. and Mrs. W. E
Dively. Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Garwood. Mr. and Mra. L.
Harpster, Mrs. Eva
Kime, Mrs. Edwin
Mcllney, Mr. and Mra. C.
Miller. Mrs. I. B
,
Miller, Mary Lois

inn
°-""

J""0

'

5.00
5.01
27.72

Sunday School Officers
S. S. gifts under $6
Weekly envelopes
Gifts less than $5
Church

5.00
25.00

35.00

Loyal Women's Claas:
Albert,

00

75:00

D

cUn
lo-""

kl 5

7.15

35!oO
lo!oo
ll!60
6l!oo
2o!oO
5.00
75.00
17 35

30 00

—

""J?"
in'nn
^"-"^

,

1000
6o!oo
^'qq

.

50.05
10.90
50.00
10.00
25.00

5 00

10.00

—

Mrs.

00

1000

M

15.00

»""
^"X
°""

sn 25

.

Total

29.00
10.00

10.00
86.50
20.00
26.00
10.00
10.00

'

School
Beginners;
Mrs. Ruth's Class
Mrs. I. Jones' Class
Mrs. UphouBe's Class
Mrs. Rogers' Class
Sunday School Primary
June Blough's Class
Mildred Jones' Class
Gladys Palliser's Class
Margaret Cook's Class
Sunday School Juniors:
Mrs. Wynn's Class
Mrs. Htlligass'
Class
Dick DeArmey's Class
Intermediate S. S. Class:
Chas. Byers, teacher
Young People's Bible Class:
E. HalliweE, teacher
Mrs. Bentz, teacher
Gleaner's Class:
Rev. Lynn, teacher

24.20
10.00
5.00
10.00
22.00
5.00
10.00
22.60
5.50
25.00
5.00

10.00
86.50
2o!oO
26^00
lo!oo
10 00
g qo

18.00
73!50

—

Sunday

25 00

^ qq
5o!oO
5o!oO
100.00

.

M
M

30 00

'

Intermediate C. E
Senior C. E
Missionary-Prayer Kettle
Junior S. M.
Intermediate S. M.
Senior S. M.

nnn
?""
Rnnn

H

.

Uphouse, Mrs. Anna
Uphouae, Mr. and Mr3. Carl
Uphouse, Dolores
Vickroy, Miss Blanch
Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. Thos
Watkins, Thomas, Jr
Wissinger, Miss Bess
Brotherhood of Alexander Mack.
-Tunior Brotherhood of Alexander Mack.
Junior C. B

Misoellaneous

5.00

.

Thomas, Henry A
Thomas, Miss Mildred

•^^JJ"

oonn
Innn
;"""
ooca
t-nn
*"""

.

M

30 00
q'nn

.

Robert L
Mr. and Mrs. Robt
Sowers, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Stump, Mr. and Mrs. C. E
Stutzman, Mr. and Mrs. Benj
Stutzman, Mr. and Mrs. <juy

6.00

o?'"JJ
^i.-u

A

Sigg,
Sigg,

o^'on
f,-""
-^ '•^"

W

W

6.00
c;n

i„n

,

Keim, Mr. and. Mrs. Bobt
Keister. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Kerr, Mrs. Robert G
Kyler, Robert
Kyler, Mr. and Mrs. T. H
Kyler, Mr. and Mrs. Thos., Jr.
Leckey. Mr. and Mrs. J. C
Lynn. Rev. and Mrs. A. L
McOUntock, Mrs. Arthur
McCombie, Frieda
Merrit, Mrs. Robert
Clarence
Miller.
Miller, Mr. and Mrs.

innn
Ssnn

vtnn
'"""
„?""
"00
500

Harbaugh, Mr. and Mrs. Irrin
Hartwiger, Mr. and Mrs. Eobt
Heilman, Mrs. Grace

Lloyd

,I!'nI!

,„ ^n

Sonny
Hammers, M/Sgt. James
Hammers. Mr. and Mrs. Myles

J.

9.66

31.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
60.00
35.00
5.00
15.70
76.00
lO.Ou
3.00
15.00
21.00
5.00
5.04
50.00
6.00
31.00
8.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
22.00
76.00

in nn

Ruth

Rmgler,

Rose, Mr. and Mrs. MarUn B
Schatz. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Schmucker, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Sell, Mr. and Mrs. John
Shearer, Mrs. Ora
Sigg. Carl
Sigg, Mrs. Chas., and family

^-^^

20 00

be loioO

5.00
lO.OU
10.00
5.00
10.00

31.00

50.05
10 90

D

'

40.00
10.00
59.60

21.00
12.90
22.00
6.00
18.00
26.00

S-""

Harry

Africa

10 00
and

I^i^
Besevitz, Mary EHen
Ringler, Mr. and Mrs.
Ringler, Ha^el

616.^8

South
America

29.00

.

6.00

.

HalUwell,

77.60

General

Began, Mr. and Mrs. C. J.
Eeighard, Mr. and Mrs. David
Reighard, Mr. and Mrs. Vincent,

20.00
25.00
20.00

B

Good, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Gwynn. Rev. and- Mrs. Chas
Habel, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
HalliweU. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

Jones.
Jones,

25.87

ToUl
51.47
25.00
10.00
46.13

5.00
6.00

10.00
20.00
6.13
10.00
5.60
8.00

kl

10.00

18.50
6.40
13.00

12.50

282.90

wmc
16.00

6.00
6.00
10.00
20.00
6.13
10.00
6.60
8.00

JULY

1945

14,

South
America

General

Ralph

Cousins.

Densmore,
Densmore,

Jack

Friends
Gould, K. G
Hooks, Chauncey
Hooks, Clesta
Hooks, Mis. O. D
Hooks, Jennie
Hooks, Kalph
Hooks, Robert
Hooks, Ruth
Huff. Gloria
Jordan, Bert
Jordon, Delores
Jordon, Carolyn
Jordon, James
Jordon, Marilyn
Jordon, Walter
Jordon, Wesley

T

Lemmon, James
Lemmon, W. J
Lauster, Mrs. Elsie
Malles, Rev. A.
MiUer, Mrs. Clark

N

Miller,

Joan

Moyer,

Charles

Marie Louise
OUnger, Ros^
Pierce, Mrs. Rose
Olinge'r,

Reighert,
Reighert,

Edward

M

J.

Riegh'ert,

Jessie

Richael,

Scott

Shank,

Arthur

WHUams,

F

S.

Wagner, Frank
White, E.
Wingard, David
Wray, Mrs. Laura
Wyant, Jean
Wyant, Jimmie
Wyant, Paul
Tount, Milton
Taunt. Ralph
Church

M

W. M. C. Jr
W. M. C, Sr
W.M.C. per Nat W.M.0

5.00
5.00
5.00
64.28

Miscellaneous

659.61
Leamersvllle,

Pa.

and Mrs. John

5.00
5^00
10.00
10.00

Croft, Mis. Oscar
Delozier,
Mrs. Ada
Diehl, Mrs. Florinc
Diehl, Sgt. Roland
Dively, Jacob
DiTely, Ray

Feathers,
Gartland,

Rev. Olair
,
Helsel, Pauline
Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Sr
Johnson, Howard,
Lingenfelter, Mr. and Mrs. Charles.

Pajrton,

Heiple, S 1/c and Mrs. George
Heist, Pfc. and Mrs. Charles
Hottle, Mr. and Mrs, John
Kreger, Mrs. D.
Larmon, Sgt. Leland
Larmon, Mr. and Mrs. C. J
Letcher, Miss Jane
Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Mauer, Mr. and Mis. Dean

M 25.87

wmo
25.87

28.58

*

•

Miller.

Helen

500

25.60
5.00
5,00
sh 6.00
sh 6.00
sch-o 40.00

sh 5.00
sh 30.00

Trent. Dorothy
Trent. Mrs. Norma
TTrban, S/1 William

shS.OO
sh 6.00

Urban, CpL Henry. Jr
Urban, Sgt. Marshall
Urban, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Weigle. Mr. and Mrs. Cloyd
Will. Mre. O. A
Williams. Mr. and Mrs. W. E
Zeigler, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Zeigler, Dorothy
Zeigler,

10 00

25 00
25 00
25.00
20 00
5 00
11 00
25^00
25.50
5 00

gji

Swanson. Coi. Otis, Jr
Miss Mary
Trent, Mrs. Katie

sh6.00
sh9.90

,

sch-o T.60

Sunday School

•

Charity Bible Class
Friendly Bible Class
Gleaners Bible Class
Excelsior Bible Class
Beginners Class
Sunbeam Class
Primary Class
Jr. O. E
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.0

sh 7,50

shS.OO
»h 60.00

Martha

;

«h 11.75
sh 62.00
eh 9.55
sn 11.00
sh 30.00
sh 16.00
sh 10.00
sh 15.65
sh 20.00
sh 15.59
sh 8.00
sh 6.05

CB-akl5.29
9,00

wmc
14.00

Church

kl

500

10.00
5.00

40.00
5.00
30.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
9.90
15.00
5.00
60.00
11.75
62.00
9.55
11.00
30.00
15.00
10.00
15.65
20.00
15.59
8.00
6.05
5.29
9.00

25.00

sch-o 60.84

Miscellaneous gifts

1000

10 00

26.00
25.00
25.00
20 00

eh 11.00
sh 26!oO

Tompson,

83.00

64.45
5.00
5.00
5.00
64.28

IHcKee, Pa.
Aungst, J. B
Aungst, Elmer H
Aungst, Mrs. John
Aungst. Harold
Dick. Mr. and Mre. E.

714.06

De

5

sh 41.89

89.84
41.89

Platon.

26.05

26.05

30.00
sh 31.00
sh 8.00

112.34

977.93

1172.67

B.OO
6.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
25.00

5.00

B

5.00
5.00
50.00
5.00

10.00

65.00

10.00

,

Sylvia

Van Orman, Melvln Dale
Wilt,

00

Clifford

.'

15.37

Wertman, Dolores
Wertman, Mr. and Mrs. W.

25. Ou

Beginners

W

Class

Primary Girls
Primary Boys
Junior Girls

Young Men
Sunshine Class

5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
117.00
15.00
26.05
45.82

861.05
15.00
9.0U
104.00
12.00
5.00
6.10
7.00
6.00
10.00
36.56
17.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
6.00
80.00
31.00
8.00
15.00

Sunday School
Church

Martlnsburg. Pa.
Baker, Mr. and Mrs. John
Beach, H.
Beach, Miss Lottie
Beach, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Black, Dean
Black. Mrs. Preston
Black, Mrs. Rebecca
Clapper, Mrs. A. B
Clapper, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
..
Delozder. Mre. Hairy
^
Dick, Mre. Clair
Dining, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. (Sr.) . .
Dilling, Mr. and Mre. J. E. (Jr.)...
Dining, Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
Pishel, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Fyock, Mrs. Sadie
Greaser, Mr. and Mre. J.
Greaser, Reginald
Kensinger, Ralph, and family
Keim, Mre. Martha, and sons

M

M

Christine

Sannle
Longenecker, Miss Minnie
Loose. Mre. John
Loose. Richard
Loose, William

443

'584.00

gho4.80

7.30
15.00
B.OO
7.00
6.50
20.00
5.00
B.OO
9.00

10.00
20.00
20.00
5.00
25.00
10-00
100.00
5.00
BO.OO
50.00
12.95
10.37
12-00
27.00
"-OO
10-60
25.00
26.00

M

Miscellaneous

Klepser,
Klepser.

1208
.609.00

C

C.

2.50
15.00
6.00
7.00
6.50

20.00
B.OO

B.OO
9-00
36.00
13.60
28.40
6.00
B.OO
36.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
17.00
100.00
25.00
11.25
10.00
5.00
B.OO

5 00
5.00
5 00

25.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
25.00
20.00
20.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
100.00
6.00
60.00
50.00
12.95
10.37
12.00
27.00
8.00
10.60
25.00
26.00
12.08

Samuel

Homer, Lewis E
Homer, Donald
Humberd, John

100.00
20.00
20.00
100.00
100.00

kl

Lozier,

Gartland. Mrs. E. L
Gartland, Miss Shirley
Greenleaf, Mr. and Mrs.
Greenleaf, Annabel!
Homer, Mrs. Alma

6.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
5.01

12.00
sh 5.00
eh S.IO
sh 7.00
sh 6.00
sh 10.00
sh 36.66
sh 17.00
sh 5.00
eh 25.00
sh 25.00
sh 6.00

15.00

Annie

Grace

ToUl
g j^
50 00

^ goO
gh
sh
sh
sh

Smith, Mr. and Mrs. John
Swanson, Mr. and Mra. Otis

26.81
20.00

sh 104.00

Meyers, Mr. and Mrs. Frank, and sons.

1000

6.05

15.00
9.00

B

Mrs.

Africa
g^ g (,o

50.00

P

1

M

South
Amerlsa

.

Shaffer, Mrs. Fannie
Shaulis, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Simmons, Rev. and Mrs. PhiDlp

Pa.

Beech, Mr. and Mis. August
Beech, Mr. Russell
Blough, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Campbell, W. O. J. G. and Mrs. Paul.
Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Forney. W.
Good, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Good, Lt. Alice

General

S/2 Homer

Schrook,
Schrock,

20.00

.

825.00

™

..r

6 01

-.

LIstle,

^ „

Parton, Mrs. Melda
Paxton, Sgt. George

75.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.0U
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
26.00
6.00
5.07
10.00
8.78
15.00
5.00
5.60
5.00
5.06
10.00
10.00
10 00
6.00
20.00
5.30
10.00
6.10
6.00

5 00

15.37
25.00
Lingenfelter, St. Chauncey
100.00
Lingenfelter, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey..
20.00
Lingenfelter, Homer
20.00
Lingenfelter, Phyllis
100.00
Lingenfelter, Sherwood
100.00
Raudabush, Mrs. Anna
5.00
Teeter, John
10.00
Vaughn, Charles
5.00
Wineland, Mia. Grace
10.00
Wineland, Wm. S
10.00
Dept
People's
Young
100.00
Sunday School Dept
117.00
Junior Girls' Dept. . . .'.
15.00
Church
Miscellaneous
45.82
.

•.r

Mostoller.
Mrs. Ilorence.
Mostoller, Mr. and Mrs. F. B
Mostoller, Pvt. and Mrs. John
Mostoller, RT/2 and Mrs. Geo
Palmer, Mrs. Nettie

6.25

25.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
26.81
20.00

Watson

Total

10.00
6.00
6.00
55.00
6.00
9.48
6.00
20.00
10.00
40.00
10.00
6.00

sha-o 14.29
scho-o 14.29

Bowser, Mr.

Africa

10.00
5.00
5.00
55.00
5.00
9.48
5.00
20.00
10.00
40.00
10.00
6.00
5.25
75.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.07
10.00
8.78
15.00
5.00
5.60
5.00
5.06*
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
B.30
10.00
5.10
5.00
5.01
20.00
6.05

Alice

Mrs.

3a. 00

13-00
28.40
B.OO
.>00

35 00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
17.00

100.00
25.00
}1*?5
10.09
B-OU
B-00

BKJKTHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

TtLHl

South
America

General

Mm.

Mrs. Andrew
Miller. Mrs. Paul (in

memory

Eev. and Mrs. Robert
Robert B., Jr

Kepelogle,
Repelogle,

Audra

Mr. and Mrs. H.
Stoudnour, Mrs. Edith

Stem, Paul

E

Snider, Dr. and Mrs.
Snider, Alice
Snider, DaTid
Snider» Wayne

0.

K

gho 101.00
gho 6.00
gho 5.00
gho 5.00
10.00
gho 12.80
gho 10.00

Snyder, Mr. and Mrs. Milbert. ...
Waltz, Mrs. Mary Alice
Wisler, Mrs. Alice
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.0

9.00

i

"<:

^„
„
H21.87

Church
Ladies Bible Class
King's Daughters Class

Primary

Class

Young Men's

Class
Class
Willing Workers Class
Junior Class

Rose

Circle

.

25.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
6.98
10.00
1.90

V

..

o rs

17
5.00

532.93

„„
298.02
.

20.00
•^1

^ ^°, I'„S
^'^
16.(

Bowman, Miss

10.

Emma

M

Bowser. Mrs. E.
Bowser, Mr. and Mrs. M.

H

Compton, AUen, and tamUy
Cook, Robert
Deist, Lewis, and family
Iteist, Miss Margaret
Eisler,

Mrs. Albert

W

10.

Edward,

and

Family

Hostetlerj Carl, and family
Hotchkiss, Mrs. Clara
Houston, James, and family
Knepper, Harry, and family
Lorentz, Mrs. Ada
Lorenzen, R. C, and family
M-cCIeary, Miss Helen Ruth
Meyers, Albert, and family

10.(
10.

Meyers, D. Jay
Meyers, John I., and family
Meyers, Orpha
N. E
PKtt, Mr. Edward
putt. John
Poorbaugh, A. W., and family
Pritts, Mrs. Bessie, and family
Puibaugh, Mrs. Wm., and lamUy....
Rdckaid, W. C, and family
Sohuck, Hilary, and lamdly

io:»«
»-55

9.E
6.1

oinn
tnn
2600

5.(

26.(

mo

8.S

Z-OJJ

5,{
8_(

o'Hn
*-"j

jg'^

001

j

mo
c

35

(

7

]

W 7.00

lO.C

50

L

7.00
20.00

mo 23.50

io'.„
23.50

c

(

^jg'^i

g'^
j'q
^, 11.80
,,oA
kl
kl 5.00

OB-kl 25.00
CB-akl 10.00
10.

Nat. W.M.C. (Sr.)
Nat. W.M.C. (Jr.)
Miscellaneous and Sunday School....

Mundy's Corner, Pa.
Burkhart, Mr. and Mrs. Harry L
Carey, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Claycomb, Mr. and Mrs, Russell, and

2000
tnnS
10.00
1?00
JOO
iVnn
11.00
5.00

T.OO
25.00
10.00
10.00

go-s 15.00
go-o 35.26
kl-8

W.M.C. per
W.M.C. per

5.00

SOU
akl 7.00

Class

SOOO

16.00
6.00
20.00
20.00

5_(]

20.
20.
q'q

C. E. Society
C. E. Society

Velma

5.00

20.
20.C

Primary Dept

The Win-A-Couple
Church

-in

mo 20.00

mo
jq

rnn
7.00
Toa
il«2
35.00

16.

Mr. and Mrs. J.
Miss Virginia
Wm., and family

Tressler,
Tressler.

West,

7.00

g_(

50
12^50
134.31
l")

6T3.23

\
i

ic
ic

50.92

288.67

84.82
12.50
12.50
134.31

1012.82

Teeter, Harry
Teeter. Mr. and Mrs. John, and family.

White, Mary Jane
Sunday School
Crusaders Class
Willing Workers
Fisherman's Club

20.00

12.00

12.00

5

00

16.00
12.00
10.00
10.00
6.48
10.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00

10.00
5.59
5.85
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.01
5.00
8.62

j^o^ c B
School

Hisll

Young

CE-akl 6.00
OE-k! 3.00
CE kl 8.00

E

C.

E

^''"" C.

Chorus
S

People's

Church and
Church
"^""'"

S.

5.00

18.10

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C., Sr
W.M.C. per Nat W. M. C, Jr

17.82
6.00
40.48

MosceDaneous
Palestine, W. Va.
Boice, Mrs. Oassle
Bridges, Mr. and Mrs. O.
Showalter, Mr. and Mrs.

li^l
H
B.

53.50

H

16.00
ty 5.00
ty 20.00
ty 17.50
ty 5.00

Banzhaf. Ida
Banzhaf. Lois
Banzhaf, Mr. and Mrs. Monia
Bauers, Winfield
Baumgarten. Anne
Biuj p,^j^

23.05
40.00
10.00

ty5.00

Boardman, Clara

5.00

ty 2.00
ty 20.00
ty 10.00

Bomeman, Ida
Bomeman, Wm
Bowers, Gertrade
Brown, Margaret
Cassel,

5.00

Dora

7.00
25.00
10.00
of

Mr. and Mrs. D. S.

ory of S.

J.

"

5.00

35.00
5.00

6 25

D

E

Carol
Croker, Mrs.

5.00

35.00
5.00

mem-

Cassel)

Craig, Jean
Craig, Paul
CriU. Mrs. B.
crill,

(in

'.

.

'

6.25
lO.Bo
10.00

10.00
10.00

Crist,

10.10
10.45
100.00
20.00
35.00
66.25
27.75
10.00

100.00

20 00
'.'..'.'.'.

35!oO
66.25
27.75
10.00
7 92
5.00

Caroline

f

E

5.00
ty
ty
ty

Grace, EUzabeth

Mr. and

Mrs.

William T
Graham, Edward

W. J

ah
ah

Grace,

Greaves, Ellen

C

8.60
9.45
20.00
10.00
25.00
26.00
25.00
50.00

f

Ruth

Fritz,

444

5.(J0

10.10
10.45

ty
"

Bberwein. Mr. and Mra. C. J
Eckes, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
EdgeU, Celina
Ford Children
Ford, Mrs. Evelyn
Fritz. Florence
Fry,

akl 6.00

Marion

Croker, Mary
Croker, Ruth
Davis, Doris
Dayis, Mary

5.00
20.00
17.50
5.00
23.05
40.00
10.00
5.00
7.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
5.25
7.00
25.00
10.00

S.

(3assel)

Craig,

5.00
5.00
ty 5.25

]

memory

570.81

5.00
5.00
5.00

jg qq

OolUns. Jane
Cooper, Sue
Cooper. Mis. Susan
Craig, Mrs. D. S. (in

8.52
6.00
3.00
8.00
5.00
12.10

38.10
17.82
0.00
40.48

wmc

Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Ballantme, Elsie
Ballantine. iif. and Mrs. J

Grace

20.00
5,00

6.00

16.00
12.00
10.00
10.00
6.48

.'

V

9.92

24.35

00

11.31
10.00
6.00

Mr. and Mrs, Harold, and fam-

Vema

13.80

(

Miller,

Siegner, Eugene
Siegner, Misa Irene
Siegner. Mrs. John

5.00

.

jj^ ^^^ jjjg Walter
Schrack, Mrs. Raymond, and family..

,, „,^
II'Sx
?„S2
30.00

ti'n^
I7nft
17.00

18.35
SO.OB
5.00
5.00
15.C0
7.00
5.00
20.0U
5.0*
6.00
11.31
10.00

i]y

«.

Tft nn
10.00

mo

7.(

g

.

famUy

^„^

18.35

5

Leonard. Mrs. Sally
Miller, Elvirda
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Naugle, Mr. and Mrs. Henry, and Lois.
Rager, Mr. and Mrs. Adam
Rose,

827.95

W

Kerr, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Knauer, Mrs. Dorothy, and famUy.
Leidy, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence, and

I'"^.

12.00
30.0U
25.00

5.00
5.00
15.00
7.00
5.00
20.00
5.00

D

..0'"=

'•""
15.00

5.(

17

D

18.55

12.00
3o!oO
25.00

50 00

Griffith, Jack
Griffith, Mr. and Mrs. John
Griffith,
Patricia Ann
Griffith, Robert
Helsel, Mrs. J. W., and family

nn

akl 5.00

15.

7

family
Eckstein. Mrs. Mema
Fair, Mrs. Jean G
Forsyth,
Mrs. Ruth
Gartland. Rev. Olair
Goughnour. Mr. C. B

6.98
10.00

^2r2
b.j7

0-57
5.(

Forrest, Mrs. Lloyd, and Bon
Forrest, Miss Mary Louise
Miss Minnie
Frazder,

.

3 00

^r"S2
in'nn

5.(

24.(

HUlegas,

2-S2

"''J.f '^X
26.00
mo

5.(

10.(

Fike, Mr. B.
Fike, Mrs. Grace
Fike. Walter M., and family
Forney, Miss Charlotte

Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. S. C.!!!.'
Diamond, Mr. and Mis. Louis H. ..
Dishong, Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, and

5.00
35.00
14.50
12.00
22.30
5.00
5.00
101.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
12.50
10.00
„?-22
21.87
25-00

20.00
20.00

G.A.. and

famiOy

30.00
5.00
5 DO

r

gho 18.55

Austin, James, and family
Barber, Mr. and Mrs. M. L
Beal, Miss Gertrude
Bittner, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Bittner, Mrs. John
Bolden, Misses Delia and Lois
Bowman^ G. G

5.00

in'/kA

Miscellaneous

6.00

Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.

14.50
12.00
22.30
6.00
5.00

K

Commons. Mrs. Russell

'

pk-s5.00
gho 30.00
gho 5.00
gho 5.00
gho 5.00
gho 5.00
gho 35.00

William Ward
David Scott
Miner, Dorothean
Minnich, Mr. and Mrs. L. K
Nicodemu3. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar

General

10.00

of Mar-

Anne)

jorie
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,
Miller,

Total

Africa

10.00

15.00
15!oo

7.92
5.00
8.50
9.45

35.00
25.00
50.00
50.00
15.00
15.00

i

.

JULY

1945

14,

South
America

General
HalcT. AJicB
Harlmess, Jamea
Harkness, Mr. and
Harrington, P. (in

Africa

Mrs
memory

Williams, Mr. and Mra. Howard C.
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Jos.
WoH, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Zimmerman, Miss A.

5.00
10.00

5.00
10.00
40.00

40.00

N

Mar-

of

5°"»

ilTo
Laura

Harrison,

Heam. Hazel
Heam, Mr. and

B
Maorice

Mrs.

Hendley, Clara J
Herb. Edna
Herb, Bai^abeth
Hetrick. Paul and Grey
Hetrick, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Hodgens. Dr. Helen

H

t7

E

Keams, Howard
Keams, Florence
Keams, Bichard
Kennedy, Paul

36.00
30.00
5.26
6.80
15.00

Kingsmill, Olivia
Kolb, Elaine Marie

Kolb. Ethel D
Kolb, Sgt. and Mrs. Harry
Kolb, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Kolb, iTa
Lewis, Mr. and Mis. Ed

5.00

15.00
B.OO

Lewis, Margaret
Lewis, Nancy
J.'
Lirezey, Mr. and Mrs. B.
Lloyd, Buddy
Lloyd, Mr. and Mis.
Loesch, Minna
Lovelldge, Edna

61.00
69.60

t'-*'®

M

',;

7.00
16.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
10.05
30,00
5.00
6.00
29.00
100.00
21.00
6.00

G
•

•

innn
^15.00

Marquait, Mr. and Mrs. V. E
• • •
• •
• •
Maisden, Ida
Stanley.
Marshall. Mr. and Mrs. M.
Manst, Susan
. . •
McDoweU, Elaine
McDowell, Mr. and Mrs. B. A
McDowell. B. 3
McDoweU, Mrs. E. J
McDowen. Bichard A
McKeefrey. Anna . . . . . •
MoMaster, Mrs. J. W., Jr
Mils. Maiy
-•.•"V,.;.™
(in memory
Miltohell, Mis. O. Herman
•

E

2^.00

10.00
1.25
25.00

Anna

•>« 00
v. 20.00
be

Pnmos

"gOO

.|^S^ih'-Sr.-andMi^H:::::::

tys.oo

0.25

KHM*eth
May

Beichelt.

Sohrepple,

B.OO
12.00

Schwab, Louise

,

Schill,

Etoma
Anna

Schwartz.
Ichwarte,

B..8

5.00

Euby, Edith

•

1^""
^ ^^ ^^
tv 1
00

„„
10.00

Ada
Charles

Bdw

27.76
7.00
16.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
10.05
30.00
5.00
8.00
29.00
100.00
21.00
6.00
25.00
17.00

^''^'^

of Vienna Detwiler)
John
Neely, Mr. and Mrs.

15.00
36.00
30.00

5.45

6.45

•

„

10.00
21.25
25.00
25.00
6.00
11.2c
10.25
15.00
5.00
12.00
10.00
20.00

!J
25.00
ty irnn

35.00
mac-5 10.00

Schwartz, Clara
Schwartz. Mr. and Mis.
Schwartz.^ Mr. and Mn.

• • •

ta.6.00
ty 5.00

•

W. G
W. T

112.OO
3.OO
l*-^5

Scott. Jeanne
Scott, Lt- Walter..
Sechler, Mrs. M.

5.00
35.00

M

ISS^'a^ni-i^-fciH::::::::::

^.sio.oo

35.00

..

-

Ik-s
,

V

•

Smith,

17«0
8-l»

5"0

Loma

Soubiron. Ada
Soubirou. Anne
Storena. Mr. and Mrs.

oe no
.„ . .6.00
macs
la.wo

Shyer. Bertram
Shyer, Edna
Shyer. Bobert

30.00
•

Edw

StsTHU, Jean
• • • • •
Stevens, Peggy
Sumey, Mr. and Mis. Charles
Travilla Children

iravUla, Mr. and Mrs.
Vogt, Brelyn
Walzer. John

W

E
B

'^°-°

40.00

A

•

•

H

Schwartz. Ada
Seitz, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Seitz, Pauline
Walsh, Rev. and Mrs. Michael
Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. E.

H

V

H

Home Department
Ouren,

Bauers,

•

•

F

Winfield

Baumgarten, Anne
Beari,

Wm.

Mrs.

Boardman, Clara
Bryant, Anna
Corry, Maiy
Craig, Mr. and Mrs. D. S
Croker, Mrs. Marion
Davis, Doris
Bberwein, Mr. and Mrs. C. J
Bckes, Mr. and Mrs. Harry

Graham, Edward
Greaves. EUen
Harrison. Laura

Heam, Hazel
Heam. Mr. and

C

6.00
5.00
2.50
5.00
10.00
5.00
2.00
5.00

10.00
30.00
10.01
5.00
5.00

Mrs.

6.22
20.00
9.80
10.00
l"-??
8.00
5.50
6-0?
J.SO
2.50
10.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
6.00
f.OO

JOO

B
Maunce

Clara J
Hetrich, Helen
'^
Hetrich, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Hooker. Violet
••••••.
Kimmen, Ella
Kolb, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Locsch, Minna
•
Lovelidge. Edna
Marshall, Mr. and Mis. M. Stanley...
McDowell, R. J

Hendley,

H

M

5.00
15.00
J.OO

knn
5.00
50.00
JSSX
10.00
"-"O
5.00
10.00

10»0
i"""

^nn
5.00

John

!»•""
»•""

Schwartz, Ada
Schwartz, Clara

°""

Seitz, Anna Mae
Seitz. Mr. and Mrs. C.
Seitz. Lois

H

-'0.00

o-""

E

'•""

Soubirou, Richard

Sumey, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Walsh, Bev. and Mrs. Michael

^s.uu

J"""
25.00

Neely S. S. Class
SchvKirU, Clara

„I„i
65.00
IJOO
lO-""
32.85

1*0"
28.00
6.00
"•*"'

15.00
^o.oo

55.00
16.00
10.00
26.00
13.00
17.00
8.15
5.00
30.00
7.51
65.00
10.00
10.00
32.85
14.00
28.00
6.00

GOO

Baumgarten, Anne
Boardman. Clara

^-

Bryant, Anna
• •
Corry, Mary
Craig, Mr. and Mis. D. S
Oroker, Mia. Marion
Crompton. Mrs. R. A
Davis, Alma
Davis, Doris
Bberwein, Mr. and Mis. C. J
Bckes, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Harkness. Mr. and Mrs
•

•

Heam, Hacel
Heam, Mr. and
Ix>e8ch.

;;••.
Mrs.

Maunce

Minna

McDowell, R. J. . • •
McDowell, Mrs. R. J
McKeefrey, Anna

445

^eoo

134.50

Bomico

•
Ballantine, Betty
Ballantine. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Baldwin, Mrs. F. B., Jr

Total

25.00
25.00
5.00
6.00
15.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
18.65
18.24
14.38
12.09
20 10
13.36
23.37
30.91
21.26
57.94

wmc

1988.46
Miscellaneous Funds OuUlde the
Foreign Mlsilonary Society
Couser, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Orompton. Mrs. K.
•
Davis. Doris
Bberwein, Mr. and Mrs. O. J
Heam, Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
McDowell, B. J

Grace
Raudenbush, Mr. and Mrs.

18.65
18.24
14.38
12.09
20.10
tyl3.36
ty 23.37
ty 30.91
ty 21.26
ty 57.94
kl 23.05
f 32.94

ty
ty
ty
ty
ty

W

Oliver.

Africa

12.50

2.1.00

J.

10.00

k 10.00
_

5.00
5.00
15.00
26.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
25.00

8.00

jisjo
ty

^„ C
r,
Beitz. John
Seitz, Lois B.
Seitz. Pauline

100.00
6.00
112.00
3.00
16.50
6.00

pis g 00

H

M

Oliver,

6.00

be 5.00
sho-sS.OO

»

McKeefrey, Anna
Neely. Mr. «nd Mrs. John

k 5.00
i

.

Men's Class Misc
Loyal Workers Misc
Philathca Class Misc
Berean Class Misc
Friendly Class Misc
M. Bberwein Class Misc
Intermediates Misc
Juniors Misc
Primary Misc
Beginners Misc
Church
M.C. per Nat. W.M.C (Sr.)

5.25
6.80
15.00
5.25
61.00
69.50
5.00
15.00
5.00
5.00

5.25

H
M

M

S. M.
Int. C.
Sr. C.

6.25

•

V

Kimlmell. ReT. and Mis. A.
Kimmell, EUa
Kingsmill, George Lee

7.20
9.65
5.00
8.84

10"

^..^nn
k 15.00

.

Iva M. Kolb Auxiliary

10.00
36.25
5.00
50.00
20.00
10.00
5.00

15.00
9.76
11.00
11.41
6.51
10.51

9.76
11.00
11.41
6.S1
10.51
6.25

Jetford, Catherine
Jones, M*. and Mrs. J.
Jones. Mr. and Mrs, Ray

Pritchard,

- on
^
ty '•*"

9.65
B.OO
8.84
5.00

Hughes, Emanuel
Hutt, Madge

OUver,

10.00

16.25
5.00
50.00
20.00
10.00
5.00

.

Choir
King's Daughters

b2.00
trz.oo
10.00

South
America
25.00
12.50

General

Total

.

J-!Jg

_'go
„"-„

Z»»
»•""

J"""
''°°J
o'na

f°"
IB""
»•""
rCna
»J[^
-'_„

loQ
°-JJ
"•""

959.00

3081.96

THE BRKTHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
Uulen,

Howard

F

5 qq
10.00
10*00

Neely, Mr. and Mis. John
Schwartz, Mrs. Ashtou
Schwartz, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Seitz,
Anna Mae
Seitz, Mr. and Mis.
Seitz, John C
Seitz, Lois
Seitz. Pauline

T

H

C.

E

'

V

H

Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. E.

Philadelphia,

Chuich

of

Pa)

3861.04

(Third)

A

Mrs.

Anthony,
Anthony,
Anthony,
BothweU.

.'

is'nn

\

D

Buohter, Miss Helen Marie
Bauets, Mr. and Mis. John
Baners. Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
Bumsj Pvt and Mrs. John J
Bums, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Clart, Alfred
Crawford. Harry
Dailey, Mrs. Charles
Davies, Mrs. Rnth
Dunyan, Miss Ohrissie

ij' 35
.

[

2300

.

ini'tn

^inn

nnn
lo'no

Rnnn
kn'im

,Xt^

^^H

„» ""
f X"o
.

^^q"

.

,„el;

'

Emhart. Buddy
Emhart, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Emhart. Miss MUdred V

1^°^
i„„„
£„„U
'•'"•'

\

Frey, Mrs. E
GauK, Mrs. J
'.'.
GreenhaJgh. Mrs. Mona
Haines. Mr. and Mrs. F
Hoist, Mr. and Mis. J
Horst. Miss Mildred
Johnson, Mre. F
'.'.'.'.'.'.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. W. O
Kalesse, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Kolb, Miss Barbara
Kolb, Mr. and Mis. IJonis S
Kessler, Mrs. Louise
Kimple, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
KoUer, Mr. and Mis. Kenneth
Lyday. Mr. and Mrs. Ehner
Lyday, Mr. and Mrs. Omer
Macrorie, Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall, Mrs. Orrie
'
Muller, Mr. Jacob
.'.,',;
McGoTem, Mrs. Jean
McGoTem, Miss Jean
McNeill,
Mr. Hugh
]
McNeill, Mr. Robert
Norris, Mr. and Mrs.
Pfaft, Mr. and Mis. PhiHp, Sr
Pfaff, Mr. and Mrs. Philip T
Eohrer, Lt and Mrs. O. R
Romig. Mrs. Irene
'
Eomig, Miss Sarah B
Ross, Mrs. C.
'
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. H. w! ! ! !
Scheuch, Mr. and Mrs. George
Shields, Mr. and Mrs.
Spicer, Mrs. O
"
Sprang. Hannah

Inn
°""
^

'

,

„„

in in

;„„„
"•""
„,

». „„
25.60

. .

„ „„
?'"X
k%k
°''^

,.„„

,.„„
*"""

^^•""
,„
.h^. 1 a no
„ .n
„

S'^r

.°*^
kok
2„5
,^t°
^2"X
2,"
on„n
innn
VUn
f

.'

Steftler, Alva
Steffler, Mias Harriet Ann
Steffler, Rey. and Mrs.

^^yl;

Vqo™.- .e nn
7.30mac-s5.00

*. 5.00
r aa
ty

'

"

'

'.'."

„,

.'

QT?
oRn
1 nnn
Sook
„ n?

ggp

.'

^iqRn

I^Kn
075
25 00
"

,

H

M

'

ma/!-s 6

30 00

00
OB-akl 10.00

'

fm'nn
••

^*Ji"o''

750
Knn
Son
500

500
isoo

E

""»

o"?""'

::::::::

«„

"•°°

'°'"'

4600

S.

Class

SB 00
25 00
IB'oO

Sunday School

a

F. H. A.
S. Class No. 8
S. S. Class No. 15
Mrs. Wise's S. S. Class
Beginners' S. S. Class
Beginners in His Service S. S. Class.

w

It »'.«>'
12 00

.

10 00
10.00
lo!oO

5.00
18.00
24.35
23.00
101.10
52.00
6.00
10.09
60.00
50.00
10.75
5.00
20.00
12.39
5. no
10.50
10.00
50.00
30.00
26.26
61.00
6.00
25.00
5.00
26.00
15.50
10.00
25.00
25.00
35.00
10.30
5.25
30.00
8.10
18.00
9.50
5.45
55.00
5.25
5.25
30.00
5.00
7.25

30.00
44.00
7.10
17.30
5.85
50.00
7.85
12.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.25

is'nn

M

Class
Friendly Bible

.

„ ..

loRn

White, Mr. and Mrs

8. -s.- ciis^:

„ .„

on nn

.'

M

Whiteside, Mis. Ethel
Whittle, Mr. and Mrs.
Wickman, Mr. and Mrs
Wllltey, Mr. and Mrs. John
Wise. Mrs. Ruth
Witter. Mrs. Alton
Witter. Rev. Alton
Witter. Miss Roberta
Junior Christtan Endeavor
Intermediate C.
Senior 0. E

,n'nn
^°°''

.'

Wm. A

Struth, Mr. and Mrs. George
Stevenson, Mr. and Mrs. F
Stevenson, Miss Jean E
Schwartz, Lt. Wm.. Jr
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Upright. Mr. and Mrs. John
Upright, Miss Mary
Veasey, Mr. Phihp
Welte. Mr. and Mrs. George O.

»„„«
70^
inn

1

, nn
"' "

'

Tout

20.6(1

"

.'

Wm

S. S.

.

^^ "0

.

.'

Mk.'ltSh^;

,„„„
l"""

„„

„°Zn

H

H

„. „„

^, nn'"'"

.'

.

Africa

qq

^

'

H

CpL Alfred

Amwfra

General

Pvt. Paul
Mr. and Mrs. E
Mr. and Mrs., and family.
Buchter, Mr. and Mrs. C

Women's

216.75
779.08

(First Brethren

Philadelhpla, Pa.

S. O.

Church

2o!o0

Funds Total

Special

Grand Total

Amey,

'

20.00
19.50
9.75
9.5U
10.00
25.00
23.35
6.0s
5.50
33.80
12.50
9.75
25.00
7.60
5.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
25.00
30.00
25.00
10.00
45.00
60.00
45.00
36.00
26.00
16.00
12.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

446

i ! i

.'

8. DO

"

3.

loe 00

Total

9.00

no
f go
s

7.60
7.00
106.00
46.39
15.00

50

16.00

4000
wmc

1677.84

160.89

-v

W.M.O. per Nat. W.M.C

,

9 qq

'

Mildred Horst's S. S. Class
S. S. Class No. 2
K. R. Kohler's S. S. Class. ...!!!!!
Gifts less than $5.00

5'qq
10 00
10 00
5'qq
s'qq

South
America

General

SOD....
S.
S. Primary T^
Depti

1500

[

118.90

1956.73

PItUtown, N. J.
Alvader. Mrs.
Hann, Albert

Elizabeth

G

.'.
.

Robinson, Howard
Weber, Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
i [ i
Fellowship Sunday School. ...!!.'
Gifts less than $5
.

Summit

'

.

i

i

5 oo

6.00

10o!oO

100.00

500
3000
500
300
148.00

Baker, Mrs. Ethel
Brenneman. Mr. and Mrs. A. C . .
Brenneman. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
family

Fir],

'
!

!

i

ily
Pirl,

Miss Ethel
Miss Leona
! ! ! !
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd, and family!
Pirl, Mr. and Mrs. Urias
Pirl, Mr. and Mrs. Walter, and family.
Grew. Mr. and Mrs. Carl, and family.
Keim. Mr. and Mrs. Robert, and famPirl,
Pirl,

ily

Lindeman. Mrs. Homer, and family.
Hemmings. Mrs. EUen, and family.
Maust.

,

.

.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Eleanor

Maujst. Sylvester
Miller.
Miss EUa
Miller. Miss Mary
Miller. Herbert 8

Emma

MiHer. Mr. and Mrs. Irvin. and family.
Nicholson. Mrs. Ralph, and family. . .
Opel. Miss Geneva
Peck. Mrs. Galen, and daughter
Schrock. Mrs. Stella
Swearman. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Toder. Mr. and Mrs .A. J., and family
Toder. Mr. and Mis. Jack
Toder. Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon
!
Yoder. Mrs. Mary Weller, and son ....
Yoder, Mis. Russell, and family. . .
Dorcas Sunday School Class
.

Gifts leas than $5

Sunday School
Senior S. M.
W.M.C. per Nat.

M

W.M.0

20.50

Church

20.50
Uiiiontown. Pa.

Evelyn
Mr. Jacob
Bise, Mr. and Mrs, Francis
barber,
Barber,

Boal. Mrs.
Coffin, Mr.

Connor,

Charles
and Mrs.

Mr.

A

J.

C.

M

Divil, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Edenfield. Mr. Edward
Edenfield, Mrs. Edward
Edenfield, Mr. and Mrs. Stenson
Fox, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Gwynne, Mrs. Etta.
Ham. Mrs. LOhan

Hileman, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Hobaugh, Mr. H. E
Hoover, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Mrs. Roy
Krepps, Mr. and Mrs. H. N
Lape. Mrs. W. E
Lucas. Mrs. Margaret
Matheny. Mr. and Mrs. ^rael
Matthews, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
McCann. Mr. George
Moser. Daniel E
Nabors, Effie
Bempel. Rev. and Mrs. H. <j
Riley. Mrs. Bernard
Roaner, Mr. Bruce
Stacy. Mrs. Cora
Jolly,

Stacy.

Mary

Springer, Mrs. George
Umbel. Mrs. Fred

Wakeman. Rev.

O.

W

Wilson, Miss Faye
Wilson. Mr. and Mis. fYank
Wilson. Mias Irma Belle

Men's Bible Class
Loyal

Women's

Class

go 10.00
go 5.00
go 6.00

10.00
6.00
5.00

go 52.00
go 6.00
go .700

52.00

go 25.00
go 25.00
go 31.00
go 20.06
go 6.00
go 25.00
go 60.00

25.00
26.00
31.00
20.05
5.00
25.00
60.00

go 24.47
go 25.00
go 6.42
go 75.00
go 6.00
go 5.00
go 16.61
go 7.00
go 5.00
go 22.00
go 7.00
go 5.00
go 9.00
go 10.00
go 6.00
go 9.00
go 18.00
go 15.00
go 25.35
go 18.25
go 5.00
go 19.06
go 4.87
go 4.00

34.47
25.00
6.42
75.00

and

'.]'.
Prank
.'.'.'.'.
Mr. and Mrs. I. H
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence, and fam-

Lichty.

148.00

Pa.

Mills,

Ashman, Rev. and Mis. Kenneth ....

Pike.
Pike.

6.00
30.00
6.00
3.00

wmc

643.13

5.00
26!oo
B^OO
5*80
25^00
5,00
25!oO
5,'oo

5!oO
55.00
lo!oO
6.00
6.00
37*00
6.00

20.00
5!oO
loioO
5.00
3.00
sioO
isioo
10.00
eioo
8!oO
36!oO
5.00
7.20
5!oO
29!60
8.80
11.00
sioo
Q.GO
10.00
10.50
16.94
68!l2

5.00
7.00

5.00
5.00
16.61
7.00
5.00
22.00
7.00
5.00
9.00
lO.UO
6.00
9.«0
18.00
15.00
25.35
18.25
5.00
19.06
4.87
4.00
20.50

663.63
5.00
26.00
5.00
6.80
25.00
6.00
25.00
6,00
6.00
65.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
37.00
10.90
20.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
8.00
5.00
18.00
lO.OU
6.00
8.00
36.00
6.00
7.20
6.00
29.60
8.80
11.00
6.00
6.50
10.00
10.60
16.94
68.12

.

JULY

,

1945

14,

South
America

South
America

.

General

Beginners-Primary

RoU

Cradle

Sunday School
Adult O. B

Young People's
Happy Hour

E

C.

W.M.C.. Sr
"W.M.O.. Jr......

per Nat.

W.M.C. per Nat.
Miscellaneous

Stains, Mr. and Mrs. B.

21.11
38.67
10.77
25.60
B.OO
6.00
6,B4
kl

43.78

.

64.66
15.00
6.80
95.13

Church

914.72
WInco, Pa.

B.OO
10.00
10.00
30.00
B.OO
8.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
75.00
5,00

5.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
8.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
75.00
5.00
6.00
18.00
16.00

W

W

W. M.
Sunday School
Esther Bible Class
Cradle Ron

29.60
do-s 16.00

Church

W.M.0

WM.O. per Nat.
Miscellaneous

35.00

Aldridge, Albert
Bearinger, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Beaiinger, Mr. and Mrs. E.

E

H

Bingaman, Mr. and Mrs. Scott

W.

Mrs. Goldie C
Mrs. Grace
Cordell, Mr. and Mrs. J. Ed
Cordell, Mr. and Mrs. J. Edw.. Jr.
Cordell. J. Edw. Ill, and Dolores
Creager, Mr. and Mrs. Jas

.

.

.

Blaha,
Boyer,

16.00

.

.

5.00
15.00
12.50
10.00
10.00

B.OO
wi 10.00
wi 12.50

3.00
wl 20.00
wl 6.00
wi 5.00
wi 5.00
wi 5.00

10.00
wi 5.00
wi 6.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

M

B

KesseWng, Mr. and Mis. Robert....
Kleppinger, Mr. and Mrs. John
Koontz, Mrs. Lutie, and Doris
Manns, Mr. and Mis. Floyd

E

Martin, Ohas.
MUlei, H. A
Minnich, Luln B
Musselman, Mrs. Preston
Musselman, Mr. and Mrs. W. P
Myers, Mrs. Harry
Newcomer. Mia. Galen
OBver. Irene
OUver, Mrs. Walter
OUver, Walter
Peiffer, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Rock. Melvln, and family
Rosenberger, Mr. and Mis. H. J
Mr. and Mre. Carl

wl 5.00
wl 6.00
wi 8.00

25.00
5.00
wi 20.00

20.00

100.00
Wl 100.00
5.00
wi 10.00

35.00
5.00
wl 10.00

40.00
5.00
15.00

and Mrs. Delbert

16.00

5.00
5.00
wl 7.00

_*" J-00

'^^2-„?

wi 5.00
T",5

„R
wi IS.OO

.

(Jr.)

.

„°-2?

wl 20.00

T.OO
B.OO
B.OO
wi 6.00

92.48

kl

wmo
wmc

16.30
10.33

.

66.68

B.OO
B.OO

15.00

15.00

6.50
6.00

L

40,00

H 1015

22.90

M

30.15

15.00

79.40
Eastern District
Haines, Esther
Honsaker, Mrs. G.
Knorr, Herbert
New Brunswick. N. J.. Bible School.
W.M.C. Eastern Fellowship

W

'

wmc

Miscellaneous Gifts OuUlde
Foreign Missionary Society
Haines, Esther

124.65
5.00

60.00
10-00

BO.OO
10.00
10.00
100.00

d-3 10.00

100.00

5.00

6.00
30.00
6.50
5.00
40.00
10.15
22.90

5.00

ty-s

(bmh-a)

75.00

100.00

175.00

the

M

F. Couser,

Sudan

Int. Mission

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
Calif.

25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
3.00
20.00
B.OO
5.00
5.00

5.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
10.00

5.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
10.00

Bean, Mr. and Mis. Aubrey
Bess, Mr. and Mrs. S. Herbert
Latshaw. Mr. and Mrs. George
Leffingwell. Mr. and Mis. J. A
Marsh, Mr. and Mrs. L. C
Mellen, Mr. and Mrs. G. B.,

and
10.00

Marian

M

Pine. Mrs. Floy
Rosenquist, Mis. Betty
Swank. Mrs. L. G
Walte. Mr. and Mrs. M.

25.00
5.00,

600

L

5.00

10.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
B.OO
S.OO
25.00
5.00
20.00
20.00

k 10.00
19.13

105.13
Compton, Calif.
Adams, Mr. and Mrs.

J.

R

10.00

Bradley. Francis
Bradley, Mr. and Mrs.

W. L

16.00

'.

Colbum, Ralph J

L

Feax, Archie
Graham, Jerry
GriU, Mr. and Mis
Hart, Mrs. LudUe
Hess, Mr. and Mis. Leslie
Hollingsworth. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Hopper. Mrs. Bessie
Hossey. R.
Luckel, Mrs. Emma
Main. Lewis. L
Miller, Mr. and His. Roy
Maze. Mrs. Martha
Newtiy. Mr. and Mrs. W. C
Perkins, Mrs. Lorita
Powell, Mr. and Mrs. D. L
Rupert, Mrs. Maurine
Scofield. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn

H

B.OO
B.OO
7.00
7.00
10.00
6.00
5.B0
15.00

25.00
T.OO
B.OU
5.00
5.00

Scofield,

Woodley

W

Simpson, Mre. E.
Skinner, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Skinner, Leslie
Skinner, Phyllis

447

Smith, Mr. and Mre. C.
Smith, Mrs. S. F

E

L

B.OO
5.00
5.00

kl
'

Chick, Kenneth
Chick, Mrs. Marjory
Colbum, Mrs. AWna
Durrell, Mr. and Mrs. O.

10.00

25.00

si-s

Brisby. Mr. and Mrs. 0. L
Brown, Everett
Brown. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Bryan, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks

100.00
100.00
6 00
10.00
36.00
5.00
10.00
40.00
6.00
30.00

.„„„

.

fij;
Miscellaneous

5.00

25.00
2S.00

26.00
25.00

,

HypaUa

sho-o 33.68
.

.

Miscellaneoxis

Qellfiower,

.

Mrs. Florence
Good, Miss Elsie
Heefner, Pvt. and Mis. K.
Heefner, Mary
Heefner, Paul
Heefner, Mr. and Mia. W. B
Hoover, H. R. (dn memory of Mrs. H.
R. Hoover
Jones, Charles

Snider.

485.13
37.38

Gants,

D.
Shockey. Mr.
SHck, Joseph

158.53

37.38

3.00

Fogle, Cinda Kay
Pogle, Frances
Fogle, Jack
Fogle, Judith
Fogle, Robert
Fogle, Mis. Roy
Fogle. Roy
Foster, Mis. Frank

Mrs. J.

d 42.42

d 60.51
d 16.40
d 15.00
kl 26.20

wmo

310.60
Washington. Pa.
Chestnut Bide, S. S
Waynesboro. Pa.

Kalter,

118.96
(Sr.)

Wm

5.00

18.00
15.00
60.51
45.00
15.00
41.20
35.00
42.42

1670.26

wl 25.00
wl 15.00

34.00
59.02
20.00
53.00

964.11

Priaoilla

639.47

wi 10.00
wi 20.00
B.OO

.

Yellow Creek, Pa.
Reed, Zella
Snider, Mr. and Mrs. Emmert
Walter. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Zimmerman, Mrs. HalKe
Zimmerman, Mrs. Elsie

Zimmerman,
Church

wl 88.49

wl 10.00
wi 20.00

15.00
83.00

5.00
5.00

10.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
35.00
83.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
34.00
59.02
20.00
53.00
25.00
118.90
126.16
16.30
10.33
88.49

30.00
10.00

Miscellaneous

(Singer Hill)

TM

Baker,
2/o George
Baker, Mrs. G. L., and family
Burkey, Daniel D., and family
Bums, Mr. and Mrs. W. C
Crider, Mrs. S. N
Gillin, Mr. and Mrs. James
Grove, Mrs. Mary
Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Irwin, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald

Marsh, S 2/c Eaymend
Marsh, Mr. Willis, Sr
Marsh, Mrs. WiDis, Sr
Nowag. Eev. and Mrs. H.
Shankle. Mis. A. B
Smith, Mr. L.
Smith, Warren, and family

wi5.00
10.00

wi25.00

S. S. Department
Sunday School
Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C.
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C.

10.59

Rev. A. P. Krocker

Total

80.00
25.00

Jr.

the

Africa

80.00
25.00
5.00

.

58.78

30.88

L

Sweeney, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Sweeney, Irene
Wetzel, Mrs. K. G
Wolff, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. B
Wollard, Mr. and Mrs, John
Tingling, Hilda
YingUng, Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy
Zimmerman, Mr. and Mrs. O. S
Junior Christian Endeavor
Intermediate Christian Endeavor
Young People's Christian Endeavor. ...
Sisterhood of Mary and Martha.
,Tr.
Signal lights
Women's Missionary Council
Men's Bible Class
Philathea B. S. Class
King's Daughters Class
Friendship Class

5.35

814.47
Miscellaneous Funds Outside
Foreign Missionary Society

General

Total

26.16
31.82
6.22
9.94

10.00
sch-o 10.88
15.00 wmc
5.80 wmc
95.13

Church

WM.O.

Africa

26.16
31.82
6.22
9.94
5.35
21.11
38.67
10.77
25.60
5.00
5.00
6.54

Class
Maianatha Glass
Cnisadera Claaa
Grace Class
Senior Boys Class
Junior-Interinediate

Tnithaeekera

20.00
5.00
5.00
B.OO
7.00
20.00
39.00
19.00
B.OO

B.OO
5.00
5.00

25.00

8.00

""O

5.00
B.OO
B.OO

,,,„„„
10.00
kl

„

12.00
7.00

•"

20.00

6.00
7.00
B.OO
30.00
20.00
26.00
2B.O0
5.00

800

36.00
25.00
20.00
B.OO
6.00
6.00

"-OO

20.00
39.00
25.00
5.00
6.00

B.OU

40.00
50.00

„^ „„
24.00

140.13

7.00

5.00

P

10.00
25.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
10.00
19.13

l'""

B.OO
B.OO
40.00
BO.OO
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
12.00
7.00
20.00
5.00
7.00
6.00
30.0U
20.0U
26.U0
2S.00
6.00
6.00
24.00
0.00

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
South
America

General
Sowersby, Mr. and Mrs, Ralph
Stcibbins, Mrs. Etta
Switzer, Mrs, John
Thomipson, Mrs. Marion
Voorhies, Mrs. Beulah
Victory Park Sunday School
Junior C. E
Junior High C. E
S. S. Junior Dept
W. M. C. per Nat'l W. M. C
C. E.
Ohild EvangeBsm Class
Miscellaneous gifts

kl

5.00
6.00
5.00

25.00
10.00
5,00

00

t

M-B 5.00
kl-B 15.00

345.06
26.00

141.10

10.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
sn-

15.00

20.00
"s^OO
10.00

10.00

5 00

5.00
5.00
25^00
10.00

10^00

C. per Nat'l

W. M. C

Ml^eHtaneoua

Wm

R

E

5_*00

25,00
1.00
10.00
5

2.00

2.00

'oo

50.00

6.00
5.00

Boiling,

5.00

50.00
5^00
30.00
50.00
5,00
5.00

(am) 7.02

804.72

Mrs.

12.00

M

15.00
345.06

Mrs.

GiUette,

10.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
60.00
15 no
20.00
8.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
30.00
36.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
9.16
33.68
5.00
38.04

500

1.00

478.88

7.02

M

Hodge. Irene
Huskey. U. and Mrs. O.
Keating. A.

W

2.00

2.00
go 1.00

10.00
go 6.00
go 60.00

Cobum, Don

F
100.00
15.20

100.00

Mrs.

Carrie
Klingaman. P. L, (deceased)
Linderman, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
McClellan. Mr. and Mrs. 3. A
McMahan. C. and family
Manning. Mr. and Mrs.
Marston. Mr. and Mrs. H.
Maxwell. Mrs. E. F

M

.

.

2„X
oOO

.

25.00

2.o0

go 6.00
10.00
50.00

3«00
1000
800

U

'.

500
8h 25.00
5.00
ta 15.00

210.00
100.00
go 5.00

5.00

HOO
100.00
7.50
25.00

17.00
15.00

D

1000

W.MC

40.49'
60.00
13.85

si-s

30.26

Miscellaneous

1434.14
Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Aaron, Mrs. .T. B., and Eugene;...,

5.00

Abemathy. Mrs. M. P
Adema, Mrs. Alice
Adema. WilEam
Adema, Miss Wyma

6.00
5.00

5.20
go 5.00

307.00
4.00
go 5.00

Andrews,' lb. and Mrs. L' E.

.'.'.".'!

'

9.00

B
16.00
5.00

Baker, Samuel
Bamhisel, Mrs. Nora
Bartron, Mr. and Mrs. A
Bascne, Mr. and Mrs
Bauman, Mrs. R. Virginia
Beaiss, Mr. and Mre. J.
Beatty, Mr. and Mis. C. A
Beaver, W.
Bellah. Mr. and Mrs. R.
Belt, Mr. and Mrs. O. T

Mn.

50.00

60.00

125.00
10.00

„ „_ „^
125.00
10.00
ha-s 10.00

60.00
6.00
50.00
10.00

60.00
6.00
50.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
my-" 100.00

60.00
5.00

M

6.00

126.00
40.00

P

H

Boober, Mr. and

1084.00

sahc 59.00

Benner, Helen and Paul
Benson, Elaine
Benson, Mr. and Mre. I>ed
Bergen, John

448

111.95

25.00
16.00
50.00
20.00

E

Bdna

go 6.00
sh 5.00
6.00
go 3.00

3.26

50.00

Uy

Beverly,

w-9 3.00

6.00

W

W

go-o 100.00

25.00

Bible Class

Austin, Mrs. T.
Bailey, Mary
Bailey, Royal

6.00
S.OO

5.00

H

Leslie

N.

.

.

.

,

6.00
30.00
5.00
10.00
30.00

19.00
10.00
50.0»
30.00
10.00
8.00

3500

200.00

100.00
10.00
25.00
20.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
40.00

25.00
35.00

25.00

G

G

10.00
go 10.00
go 40.00
5.50

20.00

P

31.00
100.00
47.00
5.00

°?9
100.00

H

5.00
10.00
S.OO
60.00
100.00
20.40
6.00
307.00

37.00

47.00

R

H

8.00
5.00
10.00

8.00
5.0O
10 00

Cobaugh, Sarah

C

D

26.00
22.34
8.00
25.00

2.00

125.00

G

22.50

25.00

go 5.00
go 50.00
sh 25.00

8h 25.00

go 25.00

Dailey, Allegra Hae
Dice, Mrs. Julia A. (deceased)
Dodd, Mr. and Mrs.

Rosemary

go 30.00

Andrews, Verda I,
Asch, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Askins, Mae and Homer
Auge, Mr. and Mrs. C. C

50.00

Cobum, Mr. and Mrs, O,
Dahlem, R. J
Dailey, Mr. and Mrs. A.

8.00

3.50

E

987.40

25^00

Eliz

H

go 5.00

Viola
Mrs. O.

Hay, Mr. and Mrs. G.

Kelly.

7.U0

be 10.00
ha 10.00

Gnmp. Mrs.
Haines.

20.00

12.00

I/awrence
L., Jr

Goodman. Mrs. M.

170.68

22.34

Broad, iin, Katie
Brower, Mr. and Mrs. F. E
Clammer, Mrs, B. I. (deceased) ....
Clifton, Mrs. and Mrs. C.

2.50

12.00
Alexander, Mrs. Susie
100.00
AMg, Marie S.. and W.
Andrews, Mr. and Mis. Chas., and fam-

90,48

Winnie

H

Mr. and Mrs. D.

Frantz,

go 5.00
1.00
go 2.50
3.50
go 2.50
sh 2.60

3.50

62.00
52.68
11.24
104.00
90.48

^

by-9 104.00

Bath, Mrs. Clara (deceased)
Beebe, T. A., and family
Boiling, A. R

L

and Mrs.

Sunday School

11.24

Calif.

Ames, Mrs,

Flory, Mr.

5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
5.00
30.00
50.00
5.00
6.00

3o]oO

Department

La Vern«,

sh 6.00

5,00
10.00

5.00

a-o52.ee

Miscellaneous

5.00

6.1)0

1045.16

Africa

5.00
6.00

1.00

Women's

83.68

100.00
16.00
2o!oO

52.00

Bible School

P

R

200.00

10.00

Church
Primary

Emst, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Fischer, Mr. and Mrs.

200,00

^

South
America
5.00
is 5.00

5.00
10.00
10.00

5 oo
38.04

al

W. M. C

R

and Mrs.

100.00
16.00
20.00
5.00
30.00
6.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
50.00
5.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
25^00
10.00
H.QO
30.00
5,00
9.15

405.20
Glendale, Calif.
Barrow, Mr. and* Mrs. Robt.
Berkey, Mr. anJ', Mrs. S. B
Cox, Mr. and Sirs. Ralph
Early, Miss Lois A
Goodwin, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Gordon, Miss Adeline
Hedrick, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Hengerer, Mrs.
Hensel. Mr, and Mrs. W. R
Hessong, Sine
Kirby, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Knutson, Mr. and Mrs. C. J
Main, Irene and Howard
Martin, WilUam J
Masters, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin and
family
Matson, Mr. and Mrs. N.
McDonald, Rev. and Mrs. G. E
Meyer, Flora H.
Londagin, Mrs. Alpha
Richardson, Mrs. Henry
Shane, Ernest
Stivers, Mr, and Mrs. Albert
Walker, Mr, and Mrs. George
Ware, Miss Mary
Whitney, Mrs. Minnie
O. per Nat'l

Mr.

Metzger, Mrs. Ethel A
Monia, Mr. and Mrs. E
Monroe, Dr. and Mrs. K.
Montz, Mrs. A. Tj
Nelson, Myron
Ohler, Dorothy
Ohler, Mrs. Hilda
Ohler, I«rraine
Paulson. Mr. and Mrs. I/. T
Ra^r, Mrs. Elsie
Raley, Mr. and Mrs. Vero
Richards, Emily
Robinson, Dorothy
Robinson, Roger, and family
Schrock, E. I,
Schrock, Mrs. Elya
Sherrard. Charlotte
Sickel, Mr. and Mrs. B. P
Singer, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Squires. Mrs. A. V
Steves. Mr. and Mrs. T. J
Tay, H.
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Thomason, Mrs. C. C
Walter, Mr. and Mrs.
White, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. J. P
Wright, Mr. and Mrs, L. B
W.M.C. per Nat.

30 00
35.00

d 33.68

Junicff C.

General
Doutt,

Haines,

W

W. M.

(am) 29.10

al
'>5

Calif.

Mrs. Prank
Barden, Mrs. Edna
Bennett, Mrs. Christine
Edwards, Mrs. Virginia
Finnell, Mr. and Mrs.
Holts. Miss Natalie
Kreiter, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Lantz, Mr. and Mrs. Albert L.
McEtonald, Mr. and Mrs. H. B
Neal, Mrs. Jean and family
Neve, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Neve, Richard L
Potter, Miss Clova
Rich, Mr. and Mrs, J
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. E. R
Sackett, Mr. Marion
Scott, Mr. and Mrs, Bernard
Scott, Miss Mary
Strickland, Mr. and Mrs. James
Warren, Mr. and Mrs. A. P
Warren, Mr. and Mts. R. S
Webb, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Zimmerman. Mr. and Mrs. R. E
Womens Missionary Council
Young Peoples C. B
Sunday School

Church
W. M.

Total

10.00
20.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
29.10
25.00

20.00

878.06
Flirmora,
Arundell,

Africa

10.00

26.00
300.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
210.00
100.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
11.00
100.00
7.50
25.00
25.00
17.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
40.4*
60.00

23.85

2630.09
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
12.00

200.00
350.00
30.00
25.00
15.00
60.00
20.00
100.00
10.00
100.00
35.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
50.00
5.00
69.00
5.00
126.00
40.00
5.00
30.00
6.00
10.00
30.00

JULY

Booher,

1#,

1945

Virginia

South
America

General

M

Africa

15.00

Bowman, Abe

ta

Boyee, Mixilyn

10.00
15.00

Brison, Susie
Bro-wn. Mr. and Mrs. D.

W

Brown,

5.00
10.00

R

P

K.
Buckley, Everett
Buerkin, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Bulaeh, Eva E
Burch, Mr, and Mrs. R.

H

M
F

Burch, Richard L.
Campbell, B
Campbell, TiUie
Candler, Mr. and Mrs. C.
.

Candler,

Owen

.

.

10.00
20.00
15 00
10;oo
45.00
lo!oO
20.00

F

Emma

W.

O

W

^^^

B

200.00 by400.00
400.00

15.00

5 00
20 00
In 00
5 00

10.00
4o!o0
5.00
25.00
30o!oO
15.00
25 00
q'qq
30.00
5^00
5.00

.

.

Fisher, LilHe
Fletcher, Andrew

H

L

5

FUck, Clyde C
Frady, Luther
Frady, .Winnie

^.

.

.

.

.

Mrs. P
Mrs. Lotta

*

Garwood,
Garwood, Wm. E
Gay, Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
GentiUon, Vera
Gill, Zana Wilson
Gillis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gnagy, EHzabfth
Goble, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Gordon. Wm. C
Griffith, Mr. and Mrs. John
Grove, Frona
'

.

P

-

5.00
5.00

D

25.00
10.00
10.00
5.33

5.33

25.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
10.00

25.00
25.00

Harper, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Hartshorn. Evelyn V
Harvey, Nettdo
Hayden, Mr. D
Heater, Mrs. Carohne
Helm, Mr. and Mrs. W. P
Henthom, Wayne and Myrtle
Herring, Walter and Dorothy. ...'..
Hewitt. Harry
Hildreth, Charles and Lee

6.00
10.00

6.00

5.00
6.00

20.00
5.00

10.00
6.00
10.00
kl 15.00

go 50.00

5.00
10.00

5.00

5.00
2.00

aUan1) 10.00

H

25.0030.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
88.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
15.00

.

.

W

150.00
5.00
25.00
13.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
15.00
50.00

.loan
Mellen.
Mellen, Mr. and Mrs.
Melton, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mendenhall, Mrs. Clara

Wm

Miller,
Miller,

Mary Ellen

Mr. and Mis. H.
Milton, Mr. and Mrs. Earl

Charles

Mitchell,

Morton O

D
R

Louise
Mr. and Mrs. A. C
Morton, Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Morton, Mrs. Martha B
Mulherron. Mrs. P. I

449

00

50.00
50.00
5.00

5.00

40.00
5.00

40.00
10.00
5.00
35.00
25.00
5.00

50.00

50.00
25.00

5.00
5.00

5.00

20.00
2.50

10.00
20.00
2.50

15.00

15.00

5.00

10.00

10.00

50.00
10.00
10. 00
100.00
100.00
25.00
5(10
50.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
60.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
100.00
30.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
10. Ou

50.00
5.00
10.00
100.00
5.00

150.00

5.00
25.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

n.OO
5.00
60.00

5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
55.00
5.00
50.00
75.00
10.00
5.00
25.00

5

10.00
by 10.00
ty 10.00

20.00

25.00
5.00
10.00

M

5.00
5.00

00

60.00
5.00

5.00

20.00

Morgan,
Morrill,

4.00
40.00
5.00

15.00

B

L

Mintzer,

40.00
20.00
50.00
50.00
30.00
10.00
lO.on

5

20.00
20.00
CE-kl 10.00
50.00
5.00

H

5.00
5.00
10.00

75.00

A.

go-s

by 10.00

M

25.00
300.05
15.00
25.00

20.00
25.00
10.00
10.00

75.00

5.00

10.00

5.00

H

100.00
10.00
10.00
40.00

00

5.00

5.00

5.00
2.00

.

40.00
23.00
35.00

5.00
5.00

25.00

88.00
5.00

10.00

10.00
50.00
50.00
30.00
10.00

Kent,
G
Kent, Mrs. Leona V
Ketcherside, Mr. and Mrs. H. V
Ketchum, Mr. and Mrs. Donald L.
5.00
Keys, Mrs. W. A
35.00
Kindig. Mr. and Mrs. Prank A
25.00
King, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B
5.00
King, John D
50.00
Kinsey, P. L. and Mattie B
10.00
Kisner, Mrs. Klank L
10.00
Kodear, G. L
100.00
Kradjian, .John
Kradjian, Sara and Newton
Krohn, Mr. and Mrs. Nick
5.00
Kropf, Mr. and Mrs. W. D
50.00
Lady, Mr. and Mis. J. E
Lakey, Mrs. Imo
Lakey. Milton
25.00
I.aNobs, Mr. and Mrs. R
Lantz, Gladys
20.00
Laughlin, Mr. and Mrs. T. P
Lepper, W.
10.00
L,v.Tring, Mr. and Mrs. J.
5.00
Leveoue. Lorraine
20.00
Liggett, Mrs. 0. D
100.00
Liggett, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
TjQckwood, L. M., and family
10.00
Loef, Mr. and Mrs. O.
LoUat. Mrs. F. A
20.00
Lorenz, Mr. and Mrs. Harry F
Losier, Mr. and Mrs. W. J
10.00
Loud. Mr. and Mrs. E.
10.00
Lovejoy, Carolyn
50.00
Loyejoy, Mr. and Mrs. H. R
5.00
Lovejoy, Linda and Gary
10.00
Luther, E. E
100.00
McClellan, Mrs. J. Stewart
5.00
McOlure. Mr. and Mrs. J. E
150.00
McConahay, Mr. and Mrs. R. J
5.00
McConnell, Chas. S
10.00
McDairmant, Mr. and Mrs. T. C
5.00
McGlashan, Mrs. Martha
McHutchion, Mr. T. J
McXeely, Mr. and Mrs. H., and Don. -nfc 5.00
5.00
nfc
Richard
McNeely,
50.00
McPheeters, W. F,.
25.00
Madison, Mrs. Eslelle
10.00
Magers, Mr. and Mrs. W. E
5.00
Marshall, Mrs. J. P
25.00
Matthews, Mrs. Ruth S
5.00
David
Mellen,

5.00
30.00

5.00
5.00
20.00

)

450.00
5.00
100.00

100.00

30.00
5.00

Eleanor

H.OO

.

Hackett, Catharine
Halberg, Mr. and Mrs. C. F
HaU. Mr. and Mrs. John D
Hallaux, Mr. and Mrs. B. J

B

Kent,

5.00
al(a m) 6.05

B....

M

A

5.00
5.00

Mrs, Elizabeth
Friesen,
Frost, Mr. and Mrs. Alton

Harm, Hilda

5.00

50.00
10.00
5.00
100.00

Keeler,
Fred
Keeler, Mr. and Mrs. F. Edwin
Reiser, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill S
Reiser, Master Merrill S. Jr
Keller, Lillian
Kelly, Miss Anna
Kendall, Jessie

5.00
5.00

.

W. J

H. P
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Paul

7.50

al(an

Wm

sohs 5.00

10.00
100.00

50.00
10.00
15.00
30.00

100.00

W

and Mrs. J. 1
Karraker, Mr. and Mrs. Arley W....
Kaiihishian, Mr. and Mrs. G. S

5.00

7.50

.

Judd, Mr.

2.-10

abt 50.00

g'^O

100.00
25.00
30.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
20.00

sho-s 5.00

5.00

10,00

.

Mrs. Anna
Judd, Geraldine

40.00
100.00
20.00

100.00

30 00

.

.Tohnson,

100.00

50.00

500

Boyd

K

10.00
20.00
15.00

5.00

5.00

Hunter, W. .T
.
Hurley, Marie
.Tacohson, Mr. and Mrs.
•Tenison, Mr. and Mrs. Wynn
.Tensen. Fred S.. and family

10. on

50.00

M

Mr. and Mrs.
Eye. Mrs. Christie
Fairbanks, Clara
Fairbanks, M. L

20.00
5.00

5 00
10 00

Donald

M

Total

20.00
12.00
25.00

250.00
100.00
100.00

ta

Holland, George and Loyce
Hollway. P. H., and Laura
Huddleston, Margaret
Hughes, Dr. and Mrs. M.
Humphreys, K. E., and family

5.00
5.50

40 00
23!oO

R

HocMng, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Hoffman, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Hoffman. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon

5.00

13.00

Eriand J

d -s

J-3

20.00
15.00
10.00

g'oo

10.00

C

d-s

Hocking,

Africa

25.00

20.00
12.00

sahc 5.00

75 00

5.00

M

5.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
20.00
15.00
30.00
43.00
10.00
20.00
100. 00
5.00

1000.00
75.00

5.50

Lenore

Mr. and Mrs. Robt
Hinkel, Mr. and Mrs. Henrj*

5.00

jqq qq

iMarjorie

'G-albreath.

20.00
10.00

5.00
25.00
be 2.50
20.00
10.00

5.00

Drew and Mary

Fariss,
Feller,
Feller,

25.00

80 00
20 00

Deans, Martha
DeMaupin, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Denlinger, Martha
Dickinson, Mr. and Mrs. R. E
Didriksen, Mrs. D. D
Didriksen, Mr, and Mrs. M. C
Diffenderfer, Clara
Doney, Samuel G
Doudle, Mr. and Mrs. H. L
Douglas, Mr. and Mrs. Robert S
Drum, Mr. and Mrs. Edw.
Dunjill, Lt. James E., Jr
Eaton, W. Russell
Ebers, Katherine
Eikenberry, Reuben A
Eisenmann, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G.
Elhs,
Esser,

5.00

50.00

H

Coon, Mr. and Mrs. William
Coon, Willina
Coppage, Virginia
Corrigan. Mr, and Mrs. C. C
Crane, Mrs. Emma S
Crow, Mr. and Mrs. A, E
Davis, Mrs. Charles L
Davis, Mrs. Cre
Mrs.

10.00
10.00
ta5.00

10.00

.

Hill,
Hill,

Leon

200.no

50.00

00

5

Erich.

Mrs.

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
s
ty s

Vera

Conrad, Mrs. Mary
Coon, Mr. and Mrs. B.

Davis,
Davis,
Davis,

50.00

a

E

Collins,

50.00

25.00

Clunk, Mr. and Mrs. James
C-obum, Alice
Mrs.

10.00

50.00

Chaffee, Ira T
Christiansen, Mr. and Mrs.
Christensen, Peter C

Cole, Ruth
Cole, Mr. and

10.00

5.00
5.00
sioO
^'qq
5^00

;

Charles

Carman, Johif and
Carr, Martha L
Castle, L. Grace

10.00
15.00

South
America

General

HiU,

100.00

wi 100.00
Boyce, Mr. and Mrs. P.
Brakeman, Elizabeth
Brakeman, Floyd H
Breeze, Mr. and Mrs. E,

Total

15.00

25.00
5.00

50.00
20.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
5.00

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
South
Amsplca

General
Mulloy.

R

5.00
50.00
5.00
10.00
5.00

OgiMe, Margaret
Opperman. H. J
Pase. John and Eulah

5.00
10.00

H

6.00

10.00

5.00
10.00

10.00

10.00

.,

Paschall, Mrs. Ida L
Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. A. S
Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. C. J
Pearson, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Penfield, Mr. and Mrs. D. J. ...."..
Peters, Mr. and Mrs. Dale

5.00

25.00
10.00
5.00
25.00

H

.

15.00

Pettitt, Mr. and Mrs
Piercy. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Pieritz, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Powell, Mrs. Florence
Preston. Monte and Clara
Price. Helenal and Rees
Purvis, Mr. and Mrs. Conway
Quaintanee, B. B

5.00

25.00
10.00
10.00
kl 5.00

15.00

9.00
20.00
5.00

G

200.00
5.00

L

Richards, Melba
Richardson, Aubrey B
Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. Galea W.
Richardson, Hazel P
Riddlebarger, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn.
.

RUey, Ptc. Bdw.
Robertson, Lucie

.

5.00
.

.

.

6.00

2.00

E
B

E.

3.00

270.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
25.00

Roy, Fred
Roy, Mrs. Minnie
Ryan, Ethel
Scheid, H. E
Scheid, Lenora
Schilling, Mr. and Mrs.
Schuster, Mrs. Lucretia

5.00

5.09

10.00
100.00
25.00
10.00
20.00

R

J.

Mabel A
Mabel A
Scmke. Lt. and Mrs. B. I.
Senseman, E. Agnes
Shaffer, H. M
Shippee, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Short, William
Shuff, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Siebert, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Simms, Eva
Seelig,

Seehg,

15.00
15.00

15.00
15.00

10.00

10.00

6.00

10.00

A

5.00

G

and family

Sparks, B. L..
Spurrier, A.
Spurrier, Mrs. Jeannette

fl.OO

100.00
20.00

100.00
20.00

20.00
25.00
10.00

25.00
10.00
100.00

H

10.00

10.00

A

15.00

25.00

Steffen, Nellie and Amiel
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. R.

E

M

25.00

,

30.00

Stevenson, Mrs. Pearl
Stever, Luella
Strawsburg, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Strawsburg, Floyd
v
Strobele, Cal and Marie
Strong, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Sturdivant, Gale
Sturdy, Mae E
Sundstrom, Mr. and Mrs. J A

R

W

kl-o

25.00

20.00
15.00
5.00

30.00
7.00
20.00
5.00

7.00

15.00
ll

M

Thomas, William
Thompson, Mr. and Mrs
Thome, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Tibbals, Dr. and Mrs. J.

B

W

Wetherbee, Arthur

Weygand,
Whidden.

15.00
10.00

1.00
20.00
75.00
50.00

1.00

1.00

Maude

5.00

E

25.00
5.00
25.00
al(am) 10.00

M
M

sasa 144.00

35.00
10.00

Grace
White. Miss Nettie 1
Whiteside, Josephine

40.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
3.00
20.00
75.00
60.00

60.00
4.00
10.00

2.00

Whitsett, Bessie
Wilbur, Mrs. M. Lavemie
Wilkin, Mrs. Mae, or C. J
Wilson, Mary S
Winnemore. Mrs. C.
Winter, Harry E
Winterstecn. Elma
Wormer, Mrs. Lena E
Teager, J. S
Toder, Mrs. Sarah C
Tott. Fum

60.00
5.00
10.00

M

10.00
6.00
50.00

R

Yott,

H

5.00

6.00

Kenneth

7.50
6.00
6.00
10.00

Younger, Georgia
Younger, M. and L
Zahn, Mr. and Mre. Neri
M. M.
Mr. and Mrs. 0.

W

Anonymous

50.00
4.00

25.00
50.00
20.00
10.00

63.36

40.00

20.00

20.00

28.00

•

A

25.00

friend
friend

(GRE)

20.00

Texas Friends of Our Work

sbt

A member
Bible

160.00

School

hmlO.OO
Bible

School,

High Dept

Jr.

Church

U546.13

W. W. M. S
Senior Tonng People's O.
Gifts less than $5

E
68,51

lOO.OOabtlOO.OO
20.00
al(am) 183.68
•
ta 25.09
al(am) 33.22
d 15.00
d 10.00
kl-s 10.00
10.00
11.00
1.00
ta4.00
j

100.00

wmc

Seal

kl-s

Beach

kl-s

7332.97
Miscellaneous Funds Outside
Foreign missionary Society

the

Alexander, Rev. J. A. (Colored Singers)

Church

104.13

American Bible Society
Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. A. S
American Association for Jewish
Evangelism
Brakeman, Paul
Holland, Geo. and Loyce
Richardson. Hazel P
Simms, Eva

H

A

friend

Church
American Council of Christian Churches
Gifts less than $5
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. R. E
Amstutz, Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Africa

6.00

20.00
2,00
105.00
5>00
25,00
360.00
2.00
10.00

W. W. M. S

10.00

Baum, Archer (Winona Lake,

Ind.)
friend in Christ
Begley, Mr. E. K. (Baptist Missionary,

A

26.00

Honolulu)
Mrs. Cre
Mr. and Mrs. W.
Mr. and Mrs. R.
Zahn, Mr. and Mrs. Neri

6.00
6.00
6.00
7.00

Davis.

Siebert,

Stevens,

G
E

Belgium Gospel Mission
Andrews, Mr. and Mis. Chas
Best, Laura K. (Sudan Int. Mission)
Van Buskirk, Mr. and Mre. D. L
Gifts less than $5
Black, Dorothy (Orinoco River Mis-

25.00
10.00
2.00

sion)

Booher, Mr. and Mrs, Leslie
Booher, Virginia

M

Cobum, AUce
Mariorie
Kent, A.
Lantz, Gladys
Pearce, Mr, and Mrs. A. S

Dole,

450

H

M

N

5.00
10.00
2.50
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00

2041.36

100.00
20.00
200.00
20.00

378.77
33.22
561.13

1.55

al(am) 2.79

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

W.M.O

5.00
50.00
6.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
144.00
35.00
10.00
100.00
10.00
10.00
60.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
60.00
25.00
50.00
20.00
10.00
6.00
7.50
5.00
5.00
10.00
103.30
28.00

25.00

25.00

nf 25.00

A

25.00
15.00
20.00

60.00

sabc 20.00

Inland Mission)

6.60

15.00
50.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
5.00
30.00
20.00
B.OO

25.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

Surface. Mrs. Tillie
Surtzer, Jeanette

Sutherland, Edith
Swagerty, Robert
Taber, Rose

16.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
100.00
10.00
10.00

ta5.00

Grace

aUa.m) 1.60
Stanke, Paul

20.00
9.00
20.00
5.00
200.00
5.00
5.00
11.00
20.00
10.00
35.00
6.00
6.00
85.00
270.00
u.OU
5.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
25.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
30.00
0.00
20.00
10.00
5.00

6.00

kl7.50
d 7.50

Smallwood, Mr. and Mrs. J. S
Smith, Sterling D
Smith. Mrs. SterUng P
Snively, Mr. and Mrs. J. Wilbur
Sorensen, Mr. and Mrs. A

Mrs.

10.00
10.00

5.00
85.00

W

Srack,

11.00
5.00

35.00

D

Rimmer
Ross, Mr. and Mrs.
Ross. E. B., Jr
Ross, Paul Alan
Roy, A.

60.00
5.00
50.00
5.0u
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10 00
5.00
25.00
25.00
30.00
5.00
25.00
15.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
5 00
15.00

taS.OO
ty 5.O0

Rath, Mrs. G. A
Reaugh, JuUa
Reed. Marguerite
Rensink, Mr. and Mrs.
Rich; Mr. and Mrs. B.

5.00
10.00

Wallace, Mrs. E. R
Waller, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Watters, Bob F
Welsh, Dr
Welton, Mrs. Grace

5.00

B.OO

10.00
5.00

Jr

T.,

Grace E
Wade, Harry
Waick, Barbara

25.00

5.00
6.00

50.00

Visick,

10.00
J

N.
Norton, Mr. and Mrs. P. L
Norton, Wilbur and Mrs. Delia
North, Mrs. NelUe

Nielsen, N. C
Nielsen, Mr. and Mrs.

5.00

E

Total

5.00

al

15.00
20.00

5.00

G.
Visick, Chas.

50 00
50.00

Africa

25.00

Ollie

M

Veino,

12.50

25.00
10.00

Mrs.

Vaughn, Sidney B
Veale. Sgt. and Mrs. Melvin

5 00
12. SO

Johanna

Frank

Mrs.

"Knsley, Mr. and
Torrey, Minnie
Turpin, T. E

50.00
25.00
10.00

50.00
25.00
10.00
6.00
12,50
12.50
50.00
60.00
10.00

Nelson, Geo.
Nelson, Minnie
Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. O. A
Nichols, 0. J
Nicholson. Mre. Howard
Nielsen,

Timpke,

South
America

General
5.00

Total

40.00

md

L.,

M

H

Africa

40.00

Mary Ann

Murdock, Mr. and Mrs, M.
Jacquelyn
Nelson, Beulah
Nelson. Mr. and Mrs. C.
Nelson, Mrs.
Floy

17.30
10.00

88.85
100.00
17.30
10.00

3757.68 13132.01

,

JULY

1945

14,

Bob Jones

R

Gunn. Mr. and Mrs. John

100.00
35.00

WUlcuts, Ijaura

China Inland Mission
Jenison, Mr. and Mrs.

Wynn B

W. S

Hill,

2.00

W. W. M. S

10.00

Kuntz, Mildred (Good News Mission,
Lupton, Ariz.)
Baker, Samuel
Goodall, Oarley and Helen
Henthom, Wayne and Myrtle
Hinkel, Mr. and Mrs. Henry R
Judd, Geraldlne
Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. A. S

Gifts

less

than

$5

Lakey,

Irene
Davis, Mrs. Oe
Ford, Dr. and Mrs. Paul
Kedser, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill S
Keiser, Master Merrill S., Jr
Pearce, Mr. and Mis. A. S
Siebert, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Stevenson, Mrs. Pearl

Thomas,

Wm

Zahn, Mr. and Mrs. Neri
Leal, Mr; and Mrs. Otis
Strong. Mr. and Mrs. Walter W....
W. W. M. S
Los Angeles Hebrew Mission (Dr.
Vauss)
Andrews, Mrs. Chas. D
Goodall, Curley and Helen. ........
Bible School

Lowman,

Dr.

Missionary

I.,

68.00

3.00
10.00

13.00

W.

M.

A

.

.

Powell,

Helen and Rees
Simms, Eva

Price,

Stevenson.

Mrs.

Pearl

Anonymous
Gift^ less than

$5

Church

New

Kruger, Mr. and Mrs. John
Lacy, Mrs. Estella
Lacy, Miss Evelyn

10.00

10.00

Lafferty,

20.00
5.00
3.00
5.00

.

Mrs. F. 1
Mrs. Florence

Tribes Mission
Mrs. Estelle

Madison,

Claude H.
Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Martha L
Carr,
Mulherron, Mrs. F. 1
Owens, Wm. and Ruby
Pearce, Mr. and Mrs. A. S

126.67

25.00

25.00

Pearson,

"

Anonymous
Bible School
Pepper, Verna (China Inland Mission)
Booher, Mr. and Mrs. I/esIie N
Plfer, Lester (Winona Lake, Ind.)
friend in Christ
(Gospel Fellowship
Pletsch, Paul J.
Immigrant Camps of Calif.)

25.00
20.00
5.00
50.00
5.00
25.00
105,71

kl 15.00
kl 5.00

12.00

kl
kl
kl

16.00

si

5.00

si

kl 10.00

chil-

}?,'nn
10.00
kl 10.00
kl 5.00

10.00
kl

236.71

B.OO

5.00

A

25.00

25.00

kl 5.00
kl 62.00
kl 30.00
kl 20.00

oa nn
dO.OO

m 25,00
5.00

kl5.00

W. W. M. S

10.00

10.00

kl

and

kl

F

451

5.00
16.00

kl5.00

on
nn
30.00

10.00

B.OO

25.00
kl 10.00
kl 10.00

O""
si

si

W

W

kl 25.00
kl 5.00

5.00
E.,

Sandy, Mis. Florence
Scow, Mr. and Mrs. OUver
Shank, Mrs. Nellie
Skofstad, Mr. and Mrs. Irving
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. George

M

5.00

kISO.OO
n 20.00
klS.OO

O

Marian
Mr. and Mrs. Earl A
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Miltenbereer, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Niles, Mr. and Mrs. L. H
Niles, Mr. and Mrs. W. J
Olson, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Owen, Weldon
Ferryman, Mrs. M. E
Pierce. Mr, and Mrs. Rex
Pierce, Vernon
Pitts. Mr. and Mrs. C. A
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. J. O
Prigmore, Ina
Sandy, Rev. and Mrs. Conard

Miller,
Miller,

5.00

kl

aiS.OO
si 20.00

Eugene

Landess, Mr. and Mrs. A. E
Landess. Miss Dorothy
Lane, Mrs., and Doris
Lawson, Mr. and Mrs. John
Lindbloom, Miss Dorothy
Lindhloom, Mrs. ifinnie
Martin, Mis. T.
McCorraack, Mrs. Nettie
Mr. and Mrs. G.
Mellen.

kl5.00
23.00
10.00
25.00
kl 3T.00
kl 5.00

o-""

W

5.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
2.00
41.67

MS.OO

16.00

....

10-00

Hemisphere

Mulherron,

si

:

10.00
(China Native

Wm. G.

si

W

.

5.00
5.00

si

10.00
20.00
20.00
15.00

kl
kl
kl
kl

80.00

Codona, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Conklin, Mr. and Mrs. Dwight
Corporon, Mrs. Clyde
Derrick, Mr. and Mrs. J. O
DeVries. Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Driggs, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Fisher, Mis. Floy, and Elna
Frinell, Mis. A .E
Puqua. Mr. and Mrs. E. F
Gerber, Mrs. Bertha A
Hancock. Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Hand, Mr. and Mrs. W. D
Hanson, Mr. and Mrs. Hand, and
dren
Henke, John, and family
Hinkel, Mrs., and Raymond
Howard. Mr. and Mrs. J.
Hutton, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Insram. Mrs. Etta
.Tuchnewicz. Mrs.
Kirby. Harry

Henthom, Wayne and Myrtle

si

V

Nellie

20.00
16.00

si

W

to

S

(Western
Montana, Dr.
Evang. Union)
Bisenmann, Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs.

Africa

10.00

W

5.00
10.00
17.04

W. W. M. S
McRoberts, Mr. Duncan
Evang. Crusade)

H
H

M

Carter,

South
America

General

Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. J.
Alguire, Mr. and Mrs. L.
Bryce, Lt. and Mrs. R.
Burdick, Miss Doris
Burdick, Mr. and Mrs. B. K
Burdick, T/5 Melvin

6.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
8.00
25.00
1.00
6.00

Navajos

W.

Long Beach,

-ilguire,

.

E

5215.01
9204.20

.

14,910.08

5.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
4.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
20.00
4 :50

Anonymous

176.00
215.85
100.00

,

,

Simms, Eva
Pearl

People's

226.62
358.62
58.02
368.11
853.41
383.01
Junior High Dept
113.98
Vindicators' Class
91.82
Alfomega Class
314.65
I-Becca Class
506.20
Berean Class
13-32
Men's Class
228.00
Home Dept
1228.03
Truthseekers'
Class
90.98
Bible School, General
Seal Beach First Brethren (Mission) 231.76
148.48
Hawaiian Gardens Mission
Church
.
.

5.00
10.00

Robert (Winona Lake)
less than $5 :00
King, Mr.| and Mrs. Ira E. (Voice of
Andes, Quito, Ecuador)

Toung

Primary Dept
Junior Dept

25.00

(Sifts

People's

Senior
Senior

Bible School
Cradle Roll Dept
Tunior Beginners Dept
Beginners Dept

15.00

W. W. M. S

Toung

W. M. C
W. W. M. S

Africa)

Dean, Mr. and Mrs. L. L
Greene, Jack (Russian V. P. work of

20.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
40.00
25.00
50.00

Adult

10.00

Mrs.

of

SUMMARY

1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00

Eobertson, Lucie
Fraas. Pauline (Faith missionary to

Stevenson,

1778.05

Junior
Junior High
High School

(Evang. Union of

and Mrs.

6.00

Funds Total

Christian Endeavor

Amer.)

L. A.)
Fritz, Mr.

1.00
5.00

M

Grand Total (First Brethren Church
Long Beach, Oalif

3.00
2.00
8.00
7.00

W. W. M. S
Ernest

27.50

LONG BEACH FIRST CHURCH

Eaton Native Worker
Davis, Mrs. Cre
Gifts less than $5
Siebert, Mr. and Mrs. W. G
Stevens. Mr, and Mis. E. B
Zahn, Mr. and Mrs. Neri
(International
Etter, Rev. Harold C.
Christian Leper Mission)

S.

Special

10.00

Liffian

Eaton, Mr. E. G. (India Gospel
Mission)
Davis, Mrs. Gre
Siebert, Mr. and Mrs. W. G
Stevens. Mr. and Mis. E. E.
Zahn, Mr. and Mrs. Neri

Fowler,

Wm

Thomas.
Winnemore. Mrs. C.

15.00
10.00

Bible School
China Native Evang. Crusade
Keller,

Pollack, Miss Elizabeth M. (Women's
Union Missionary Sec. of America)
Senior Young People's 0. E
Wycllff Trans. Inc.

Mission

College, for

Aid

Students'

-« „„
50.00

5.00

12.60

kl 10.00
kl 5.00

kl
kl
kl
kl
kl
kl

20.00
12.50
10.00
10.00
60.00
10.00

20.00
klS.OO
20.00

kl

kl

Total

10.00
10.00
40.00
36.00
20.00
10.00
80.00
30.00
5.00
5.00
35.00
10.00
25.00
52.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
10.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
60.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
52.00
30.00
20.00
30.00
50.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
16.00
5.00

30.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
10,00
50.00
10.00
BO.OO
20.00
5.00
20.00

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
General
Sterranberg. Mr. and Mrs. E. J
Stevens. Mrs. Anna
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund

Mr. and Mrs. John
Talbot, Mrs. Clara
Traywick, Mr. and Mrs. B. V
Van Nattan. Mrs. Gladys, 'and family.
Willard, Mr. and Mrs. O. B
Willard, Mr. and Mrs. P. T
Williams, lEss Marceille
Williams. Pvt. Mix A
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Wright, Mrs. Helen
Tocky, Lt. and Mrs, Clifford S
Suiter,

D

A

A
A

.

i

South
America
Africa
50.00 kl 50.00
kl 5.00
kl 15.00
kl 10.00
kl 5.00
kl 5.00
7.B0
kl 30.00
kl 5.00
LB. 00
10.00 kl 10.00
BiS.OO
kl 5.00
10.00 kl 10.00

i

10.00
15.00

kl 5.00
kl 20.00
kl 25.00
kl 10.00

friend
friend
friend

Adult Department

28.01
50.00
30.58
23.06
59.33

Ambassador Class
Beginners Dept
Cradle Roll
.Junior and Intermediate
Junior C. E

Dept

CE-akl 20.00

Primary Dept

63.63
25.00

W.M.O. per Nat. W.M.C

wmc

W.M.O
Church
480. OS

Miscellaneous

108B.20

278.00

1027.69
Miscellaneous Funds Outside the
Foreign Missionary Society
Clark, Mr. and Mr. Colgate

—

Black

Dorotliy

10,00
5.00
5.00
7. .TO

30.00
10. rn
20.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
5,00

20.00
25.00
10.00
26.01
50.00
30.58
23.06
59.33
20 00
63.03
25.00
15.70
140.00
480.08

2391.89
150.00

special

2541. sn
Los Angeles,

Calif.

(First)

Amdt, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Arnet, Mr. and Mrs. H. B
Ayers, Mrs. C. E
Bagge, Mrs. Annie
Best. Mrs. Mary Lou
Bryant, Mrs. ^abina
Criscione, Mrs, F
Diebert. Mrs. Effie
Emmons. Mrs. Edith
Bngle, Mr. and Mri!. C.
Erenson, Mr. and Mrs.
Parmer, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Foster, Mr, and Mrs, Chas

'

5.00

Mrs

Graham,

Dan

Graybill,

'^J^JJ

M

Saylor.
Saylor,

5.00

5

00
00
00
00

>

5.00
5.00

00
20 00

20. tin

10^00
1o!oO
2l!oo
21 00
14 00
10.00

10.00
10.00
21.00
21.00
14.00
10.00

5

5. 00

50.00
20.00
25 00

26.00
125.00
5.00
20.00

Lucie
.

.

.

.

,

.

5 00
J^'on

25^00
5^00
4,^1

25.00
5.00
45.00

00

5.00
5.00

H
L

5,00
5.00
5.00

5^00
^

,

.

50.00
25.00

2.5.00

ah 40.00

172.88

Church

Itl.g

d-s

W.M.C. per

Nat.

W.M.C

W.M.C
II

Tim.

2:15

Class

25 00

25.04
33.81

wmc
kl-sS.OO
f-s30.00

28.45

1485.83
Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Adler, Lulu
,
Ashman, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Ashman. Charles H., Jr
.\shman, Lt. Donald A
Baker, George
Balzer, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Beam, Mrs. M.

5,00
5.00

50.00
50,00
40.00
172.88
58.85
25.00
5.00
30.00

10.00

75.00
25.00
27,00
15,00
5 00
50,00

Brown, Mr. and Mrs. C. G
Brown, Jesse
Brydon, Mr, and Mrs. C
Caldwell, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Case, Mr. and Mrs. A. P
Chesney, Mildred
Conkle, Barbara
Conkle, Mr. and Mrs. V.
Conner, Ida..
Conner, Minnie
Day, W. Gail
DeSilva, Manuel

Dworshak, T/S Geo
Early, Mr. and Mrs.
Faw, Mrs. Effie
Fillion, Arra Belle
Edrie
Mr. and Mrs.
Fillion. Mr. and Mrs.

Fillion,
Pillion,

M.

30.00
40.00
25,00
5o!oO
5^00
50.00

C

F

25 00

gQ^
25 00

ggo
5 00
25 00
10 00

D

5.00

Wm

11.00
7.00
70.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
40.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
50.00
20.00
100.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5,00
10.00
25.00
100.00
10.00
10.00
15.00

H

E

Knapper, Flora
Leffingwell, Mr. and Mrs.

A

Maddux, Bemice
Marksbury. Cpl. and Mrs. K
Martin, Mr. asd Mrs. D. S
Martin, Joyce Elaine
Martin, Marilyn Lucille
McCorraick, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
McDowell, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
McMinn, Mr. and Mrs. W. R
McNeil, Mr. and Mrs. W. E

Martha

Miller,
Miller,

;

Mathilde
Minyard, Pfc. Harold
Minyard, Mr. and Mrs. S. E
Monroe, Lilly
Morrison, Ida
Pearce. Mr. and Mrs. E, S
Pennington, Mr. and Mrs. E
Petersen, Florence A
Petersen, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Purdey, Mrs. A
Ratekin, Ellfen
Reeves, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A
Reeves, Ola
Rubottom, Mr. and Mrs. W. L
Runyon, Mr. and Mrs. F. 1
Runyon, Mr, and Mrs. Ray
Schlegel, Mr. and Mrs. John
Shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Sliively, Mr. and Mrs. C. B
Shively. Hazel

10.00
g'oo
40.00
30.00
60.00
100.00
12.10
125.00
100.00

Simmons, Nina
Snyder. Mr. and Mrs. C. S
Sovems, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Sovems, Mr, and Mrs.

5.00

Wm

Wm. L

Te Beau.

Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Ed........
Treder, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. .
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. C. A
Turner, Mr. and Mrs. E. P
Wenner. Edith
Whinery. Paul
Tilney,

Thomsen,

Wliite, Prank
Wrightsman, Mary

Terian, Mr. and
In
memory of

Mrs,

A

P.

Brother

Neher

A
and

15.00

5 00
3l!oO
2o!oO
60.00
10.00
60.00
25.00

Garl

Goddard. Etta
Gressley, Keith
Hudson, Sirs. Amy
Huffman. Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Hutchinson, W, A
Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. C. P
Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Max
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.

Martha

25.00
5. 00
10.00
5. 00
5.00
5.00
20.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
5.00
5.00
22.00
20.00

20,00

Sister

10.00
100.00

friend

10.00
100.00
10.00
32.00

W.M.C. Friend
Adult C.

E

Young Peoples 0.
Miscellaneous

E

32.00
4.07

4.07

128.40

2395.57

452

1672.68

5. 00

Beard, Edward
Beard, Margaret
Becker, Eleanor
Blanchar, W. O
Bowhall, Florence

Kelly,

153.85

20,00

W

H

33.00

65.00
5.00
66 00

H

Taylor,

00
2o!oo

Adda

5.(10

50.00

5

Mrs. Joanna
SchmJtt, S. P., ,Ir
Schmitt, Mr. and Mrs. S. P
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Bldon
Solomon, Mr. and Mrs. M. R
Toberty. Mrs

00

5 00
25 00
8 00
17.00
7,00
25 00
15.00
10.00
200.00

^'nn

and

6 on
21. on
50.00
10. nn

56 50
60.00
10. nn

j'nn

25
15
10
200
"

1

Scliisler,

Weishaupt, Mr. and Mrs.
Wigger, Mr. and Mrs, O.
Adult C. E
Sxmday School

5.00

00

I^'^n

H

Wedmark. Dorothea

3

'^00
05 no
"s 00
17 00

B

and Mrs.

500
''00

family
Sanders, Mr.

5.00

56 50
60 00
10 00

Ogden. Helen
Ogden, Jeane
Ogden, RiKhard
Ogden, Mr. and Mrs. W. A
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. J. A
Powell, Mrs. Helen
Reedy. Lula
Renter. Mr. and Mrs. D. R
Richardson. Mr. and Mrs. Geo.,
Julia

in nn

JJJ^

'

'.

Rowland,

fio.no

jJJ

00
'>1 00
50 00

Hooper, Ethel
Hyde, Mr. and Mrs. C. O
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Keller, Mr. and Mrs. Robt
Keller, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. G
Knittel, ^Ir. and Mrs. LeBoy
Leffler, Mr, and Mrs. O. J
Leffler, Ida
Matthewson, Bruce
McCall, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
McCall, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
McFarland,' C, A
Sadie

10 00
5 00
ro nn
fl

Hoffmann. Lois

Miller.

in nn
10 0(1

-JJJJfJ

W

and Mrs. Robt
Gunderson, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Harrison, MayBelle
Haw. Mr. and Mrs. Gleason
Hay, Mrs. Ethel
Henderon. Mrs. Andrew, Jr
Herring, Mr. and Mrs. A. E
Hoffman. Mr. and Mrs. J. R
Oreen, Mr.

5

on no

H

5.00

15 00
10 nn
15 00
5.00
on. on

00
10 00
it^nn
1

H
N

10.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
20.00

10.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
20.00

General
Miscellaneous

5.00
i.-i.on

^5.00

20.00

A member

Total

100.00

170.78
51.03

248.40

2695.00

JULY

1945

14,

Miscellaneous Funds Outside
Foreign Missionary Society
Brydon, Mr. and Mrs.

the

South
America

General

China

Inland

Ohurch

Mission.

.

.

.

Bible

Los Angeles,

Adams, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. L.

W
R

Bonner, Mrs. W. C
Burk, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Dorsey, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce A
Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. James
Kell, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Kliewer, Rev, and Mrs. Albert
Mly. Mr. and Mrs. D.
Moran, Mrs. Gertrude
Moulton, Mr. and Mrs. I, J
Mulkins, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Pryor, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Shipley. Mr. and Mrs. Cletus
S.

5.00
5.00
5.00

5.00
6.00
6.00

Miscellaneous Funds Outside the

30.00

30.00
25.00
60.00
10.00
50.00
20.00
10.00
25.00
100.00
14.00
35.00
34.02
2.66

South
America

be 25'.00
be 60.00
10.00

14.00

35.00
34.02
2.56

Banks

Miscellaneous

321.68
Manteca, Calif.
Parr, Mr. and Mrs.

J.

Africa

50.00
20.00
10.00
25.00
100.00

M

S.

ToUl

School Birthday Offerings.
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.O
Miscellaneous

General

(Third)

Calif.

14.00

W

95.00

430.68
50.00

w-s 50.00

Modesto, Calif.

E

Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Bowman. Pfo. Earl
Rev. and
Cover, Chester

Bury,

Mrs.

Peter

John

Cripe, Mr. and Mrs.
Gripe, John
Cripe, Mary

22.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
6.00
6,00
5.00
20.00

22.00
10.00
25.00
10.00
5.00
5,00
5.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
20.00

E

Fountann, Mr. and Mrs. William
Fountain, William
Garber, Bertha
Garber, Mrs. Emma
Garber. Emory
Garber, Mr. and Mrs. Geo

Goodman, Marvin and Dorothy

sho-o 5.00
sch-o 5.00

Goodman, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin, Sr. .
go-o 25.00
Grubb, Charlie and Jessie
bmhlOO.OO w-850.00my-s50,00
Holgate, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth W. . .
d 10.00
15.00
.

Hunter,

Ida

Larson,

Hannah

Stoner.

Mrs.

10.00

10.00
25.00
200.00
25.00
10.00

25.00
w-s 65.00
go-o 100.00

Myrtle

30.57
18.72
7.50

Friends
Bible School

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C

d 33.55

wmo •

323.79

140.00

80.00
100.00
64.12
18.72
7.60

218.55

682.34

Pasadena, Calif.

Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Emmit
Orawtoid, Mr. and Mrs. H. S
Flory, Rev. and Mrs. Albert

D
L

Kendall, Mrs. Mae
Keyser, Mr. and Mrs. Lester

San Diego,

100.00
10.00
125.00

100.00
10.00
126.00

5.00
20.00

5.00
20.00

260.00

260.00

10.00

k5.00
k 10.00

D

K

k 60.00
k 5.00
5.00

W

5.00

k6.00

W

Lt.

Hall,

Cora

HaU,

Zaida.

Hines, Mr.
-Fohnston,

David J

B
and Mrs. N.

P

6.00

Sammy

Lakin, Mr. and Mrs. Grant
Lange, Mr. and Mrs. H. E
Laughlin, Mr. and Mrs. R. A
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. H. Levria
Lemke, Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
NevegoM, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

.

W

Orson
Plyler, Mrs. Hdoharf D
Primmer, Mrs. B. J
Poirier, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Payne,

Hubert
Proeshaw, Grace
Sexauer, Mrs
Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
Sturz, Mrs. H. C
Wells, Mr. and Mrs, L. A

Poirier,

M

A member
A member
A member

20.00
40.00
.

.

.

W.

.

k 60.00
10.00
k 20.00
k 60.00
k 10.00
k 10.00
k 11.00
k 10.00
26.00
k 60.00
25.00
k 60.00

keo.oo
k 10.00

.

2.00

1.00

k5.00
kS.OO
k6.00
6.00
6.00

kO.OO

A

W

A member

k 25.00
k 10.00
k 96.00

k 36.00
k65.00
be 10.00
k 12.50
k 10.00

k 100.00
kl

26.00

5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
60.00
5.00
7.00
26.00
16.00
96.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
20.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
17.00
10.00
25.00
50.00
20.00
65.00
60.00
60.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
35.00
65.00
10.00
12.50
10.00
100.00
25.00

k 85.47

1075.54

1197.54

,

and Mrs. H. Lewis

Mr.

Orinoco

River

10.00

Mission

1207.54
South Gate,
Allen,

Calif.

Walter

Babcock, Mrs. Carrie. .*
Bacon, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. O
Beck, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Beatty, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Bogue, Lt. Lee O
Bowdish, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Bramaric, Mrs. Louise
BulUs, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Cobum, Mr. and Mrs. Prank
Coleman, Cynthia
Cooley, Mr. and Mrs. W. J
Crane, Susie
Cunningham.
2/o Dick
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Loren.
Parmer, Mrs
Force. Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Fagua, Evelyn

H

Putiua,

_
"

.

.

.

Ruth

and Mrs. Howard
and Mrs. Thurman
Grauel. Mrs. Donald
Grauel, Grace
Grauel, Kathryn
Harriflon. Mr. and Mrs. L.
Hickey, Mr. and Mrs. Prank C
Hoisington. Mr. and Mrs. Everett....
McCIure. Mr. and Mrs. John F
McKnight. Ada
McNeil. Mrs. Paul
Olsen, Mr. and Mrs. John
Penrod, Mr. and Mrs. Chas
Giesler, Mr.
Giesler, Mr.

H

Penrod,

Marion

Phillips.

Mrs. Elizabeth

Staudenmeir. Mrs. L.

H

and Mrs.

Rev.

be 10.00
he 10.00
be 6.00
be 150.00
be 25.00
be 10.00

10.00

D.,

Elias

and
1.00

and Inter. Dept.

.

.

.

Church

W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.O

6.00

17.00
South
Bigler,

Pasadena,

Mr.

and

5.00
10.00
13.00
10.00
10.00
13.00
35.00
20.00
24.00
9.00
,83.00
5.00

35.00
6.00
6.00
36.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
150.00
25.00
10.00
17.00
11.00

5.00
be 10.00
be 6.50

25.00
5.50
20. 00

20.00
be 5.32
be 109.00
he 14.00
be 100.00
be 50.00

109.00
14.00
100.00
50.00

7.32

iSlS

*918

be 38.00
te 64.88
d 19.14
kl 14.60

38.00

1809.10

1336.10

wmc

88.82
6

9.00

0"

S.

E

5.00

Carter. Mrs
Prick, Mr. and Mrs. B.

B

:..

Garber, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. J
Haugh, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Kendall. Mrs. May
Martinez. Helen
Mayes, Chas.
Mayes, Mrs. Chas.
Mayes, John
Mayes. Vivian
Mayes. Howard
McKinley, Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Nichols, Mr. and Mrs.
Painter, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Saylor, Miss Adda
Saylor, Miss Lucie
Christian Endeavor
Chnrf-h
^"""^

H

D

35.00
100.00
50.00
5.00
6.00

E

100.00
20.00
26.80
20.00
5.00

Junior Church

S

5.00
7.50
7.50
5.00

7.60
7.60
6.00
5.00
6.34

W

.Tunior Dept, of S. S
Primary Dept. of S.

25,00
10.00
2o.00
20.00
6.00
35.00
100.00
50.00
5. OB

25.00
10.00
25.00
20.00

Al

Bradshaw. Mr. and Mrs.
Brady. Mr. and Mrs. L

453

10. nO

Calif.

Mrs.

Bishop, Donald

W

7 (in

15.00
15.00
25^00
15.00
28.00
IS. 50

be 15.00
be 11.00

^

1-00

E

friend

Jr.

.^3.00

2.00

E

WMO
—

S.Ofl

be 20.00
be 24.00
be 9.00
be 83.00
be 5.00
- 10.00
be 25.00
be 5.00

children

Bible School
Bible School

15.00
9 00
13 00
5^00
12.00
5^00

be 6.00
be 36.00

Whitney. Mrs. Anna
Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. N. E
Zimmerman. Mr. and Mrs. C.

A

^e 15.00
be 9 00
^^ 13.00
^^ 5^00
jjq 12^00
^^ 5^00

be 36.00

B

Wells. Mrs. M.

5.00
11.00
5.00
25,00

8.00

Pomcrenk, Bonnie Jean
Redd, Mr. and Mrs. Geo
Rettig. Mr. and Mrs. L. E
Rickert, Mrs. Jack
Ringen, Amy and Jayne
Schmidt. Mr. and Mrs. R. O
Smith, Mr. and Mis. Wylle
Spohn, Mr. and Mrs. J. E

Ward, Mr. and Mrs. W.

be 5.00
he 11.00
be 5.00
^g 25.00
^g 33.00

^^ 7^00
be isioo
1,9 15.00
be 25.00
be isioo
be 28.00
be 13.60
be 10.00
be 5.00
be 10.00
be 13.00
be 10.00
he 10.00

W

MM

White.

Calif.

Ainsworth, J. P
Allanson, C. E
Anderson, Mr, and Mrs. L. P
Altaf fer, Mrs. Jack
Altman, Mr. and Mrs. J. E
Barnard, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Bawer, Mrs. C.
Birdsall, Vivian
Budvarson, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Buerkin, Mr. and. Mrs. 0.
Carpenter, Mr. and Mrs. L. G
Castleberry, Mr. and Mrs
Crowe, Olive
Dexheimer, Frieda
Pox, Mr. and Mrs. J.

Gunn,

Brethren Church

4.00

Total
51. .'in

10.00
20. OS
20.00
85.47

20.00 w mc

118.00

Lee,

Africa

51.59
k 10.00
k 20.98

kl

Women's Missionary Council.

11.36
8.35

5W»
,„°XJ
^SX'XX
20.00
^6-80
20.00

„„„„,.««

C&kl 25.00

o?nn
26.00

"-s 2J.6o
kl-s93.36

110.01

^22««

228«
11.35
»-J»

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
Generar

151.36

Miscellaneous

653.20
Tracy, Calif.
Anastasio, Mr.

and Mrs. J
Buckland, Mr, and Mrs. Nelson
Biicfcland,
Miss Roberta
Clary, Mr. and Mrs. C. H
Coykendall, CM 1/c Frank S
Coykendall, Mrs. H. L
Coykendall. Mr. and Mrs. J. B

-

Coykendall, Pfc. John W. ,
Coykendall, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth ...
Coykendall, S/Sgt. Warren
Ferguson, Mrs. Roy C

163.67

6.00

6.00

100.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
50.00

100.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
50.00

5.00

5.00
10.00
50.00

vT-s

A

50.00
5.00

Geo
Hammers, M/Sgt. James
Hammers, Rev. and Mrs. Tom

10.00
50.00
30.00
5.00
80.00
50.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
30.00
42.45
12.35
10.00
4.67
6.00
30.06

10.00
2.50

Q

Hennington, Mr. and Mrs. A.
Lehman, Mr. and Mrs. E. E
Lehman, Miss June
Lehman. Mr. and Mrs. W. R
Pepper, Mrs. Geo. E
Pepper, Pfc. G. Herbert
Spencer, Mr. and Mrs.
Wampler, Mr. -and Mrs. C.
Bible School Banks
Bible School Birthday Fund

H

A

W. M.
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C
Gifts

less

than

$5

Miscellaneous

vi

1.00

706.53
Whittler,

Calif.

1.00
go-3 5.00

33.06

9.50

729.53

8.00

W

Schumacher.
Shamberger,

Akers,

Mrs. Alice
Altig, Rev. and Mrs. Keith
Anderson, Mrs. Bemice S
Barmore, Mrs. Mayme Fleming
Beal, Mrs. Sylvia, and Betty Jo
Beeson, Mrs. Ruth
Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. Job. P
Brown, Miss Ethel
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. J. S
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Bushnell, Mr. and Mrs. E,
Cauffman, Mrs. Fern
Chidester, Mrs. Lola
Clough, Rev. and Mrs. W.
Coffman, Mrs. Elizabeth
Comstock, Mr. and Mrs. G.
Comstock, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Culp, Mr. Bob
Gulp, Miss Donna Jean
Gulp. Mr, and Mrs. E. L
Gulp, Mr. O. L
Gulp, Mr. Richard
Gulp, Miss Sharon
Day, Mr. and Mrs. I. T
Dear, Mrs. J. E
Defoe. Mr. J
Driver, Miss Florence
'.
Epperly, Miss Helene
E^perly, Pfc. James
Epperly, Mrs. Mauri-ce
Epperly, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver

W

H

M
M
M

Flory. Mr. G.
Flory. Mrs. C,
Flory, Mr. Geo.
Fralick, Mr. and Mrs. Al C
Fralick, Mr. and Mrs. R. C
Gault, Mr. and Mrs. Sam

H

Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. James L
Gnagy, Mr. J.
Gnagy, Mrs. John
Guest,
Miss Elizabeth
Haag, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C
Hagg, Mr. Walter
Hamilton. Mr. and Mrs. Ben, Jr

H

__

25,00
6.00
10.00
25.00
200.00
6.00
50.00
80.00
5.00
5 00
10 00
30,00
10.00
5 00

Showerman. Mr. and Mrs. H.
and Mrs. John
and Mrs. Ed

15.00

25.00
5,00

25.00
5.00
500.00
75^00
25 00
25.00
10 00
2.50

10.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
100 00
is'oo
25.00
lo!oO
80.00
20.00
50 00
20.00
40.00
100.00
shosch-

I

I

10.00 go-olO.OO
10.00
ha-0 20.00

Hubbling, Miss Elizabeth
Hubbling, Mr. and Mrs. John
Hubbling, Mr. and Mrs, Paul
Irwin. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Johnson, Mr, and Mrs, Carl
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Kelly, Mrs. Ida
Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. R. F
Kessler, Mr. and Mrs. H,
King, Mr. and Mrs, John R

W

5.00

25 00
10.00
5.00
15,00

10.00
5.00

25.00
100.00
15.00
JOO 00
5^00
100.00
14.00
10.00

15.00

5.00

20.00
20.00
25.00
15.00
25 00
16.00
35.00
50.00
100.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
100.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
32.00
20.00
ha-0 25.00

5.00

Don

Sterling,
Sterling,

W
M

W

C.

E

Church
W.M.C. per Nat. W.M.C
Miscellaneous

Mr. C.

and C.

25.00
5.00
15.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
40.00
\\

102.50

392.50

H

Am,
Am.

Assoc, for Jewish Evang.
10.00
Assoc, for Jewish Evang. 204.03
Gerry Hamlett (Sud. Int. Mis.) 1492.29

E

1706.32

6268.14
California

Boon, R.

Eteri

of L.

30.00

30.00

Bethel Rally
W.M.O. Rally
S. M. 17., Bible Inst, of L.

5.00
10.00
3i-s 10.00 sh-s5.00
w-a 10.00
kl-s 17.00

5.00
10.00

kl-9

District

kl-s

A

B
30.00

National Miscellaneous
"One Who Loves the Lord"
W.M.C. of Rio Cuarto Ch., Argentina.

20.00

25.00
17.00

37.00

87.00

12.00

150.00
12,00

12.00

162.00

150.00

150.00

A SUMMARY OF FOREIGN MISSIONARY OFFERINGS BY CHURCHES

CALIFORNIA DISTRICT
Easter
Offering

Church
BeUflower,

California
Compton, California
Fillmore, California
Glendale, California
La Verne. California
Long Beach, California

140.13
1,045.16

(First)

Long Beach, Cahfomia (Second)
Los Angeles, California (First)
Lo3 Angeles, CaUfomia (Second)
Los Angeles, California (Third)
Manteca, California

10.00
B.OO
20.00
26.00
100.00

i5.oa
100.00
5.00

District

R

Camp

30.00
20 00
25.00
30.00
6.00
25.00
10.00
B.OO
15.00
10.00

100.00
14.60
10.00

4561.82

the

Chxu-ch
S.

SO. 00

5.00

4066.82

S.

15.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
25.00
20.00
20.00
25.00
15.00
25.00
15.00
35.00
50.00
100.00
15.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
32.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
50.00
5.00
25.00
50.00
50.00

25.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
40.00

35.00
723.82

'

Miscellaneous Funds Outside
Foreign Missionary Society
Flory.

5.00

50.00
5.00
26.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
25.00
5.00
15.00

5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00

25.00
10.00
100.00
15.00
20.00
25.00
10.00
80.00
20.00
50.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
40.00
100.00

15.00

W

H

75.00
25.00
25.00
10.00

25.00

Hay, Mr, Donald
Hay, Mr, and Mrs. Edward
HeiT, Mr. and Mrs. M.
Holden, Mr. H. A
Hopwood, Mr. and Mrs, R. B
Homey, Mr. and Mrs, Sam
Hunt, Mrs. Eliz. M., and Mrs. Nellie
Jensen

H

500 00

2.50

Hamilton, Mr. B. A.. Sr

Hammer, Pfc. Donald J
Hammer, Mr. and Mrs. O. J

15.00
ha-o 25.00

30.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
30.00
50.00
5.00
25 00
25.00
5.00

.

H

Mr. and Mrs. A. L
Mr. CUfford
Stroud, Mr. and Mrs. Harry E
Thomp-son, Opl. Raymond
Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. W. D
Tilery, Mrs. George
W.irne. Mr. and Mrs. A. D
Whitworth, Mr. and Mrs.
Wohlford. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
"Wood, Mr. E.
Zonk, Mr. and Mrs. C. V
Zook, Mr. Loren E
Zuck, Miss Helen
Loyal Women's Class. -

5.00
5.00
10.00

5.00
25.00
25. UO
20.00
100.00
75.00

Shultz, Mr.
Sisson, Mr.

6.00
10.00

6.00
50.00

.

Shiery, Elsie Ball
Rhiery. Eleanor Mae
Shiery.
Carol Eileen

Starkey, Mrs.

80 00

.

E

Mattie

W

5.00

10.00

Loren

25.00
25.00
200.00

ha-o 50.00

Mrs.
Mr. Floyd

.Shiery,

10. OU

20.00
100.00
75.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
10.00

Mrs. Larima
Mrs. Marie

Seovel, Mr. and Mrs.

Total

5.00
10.00

25.00

H

Routledge,

(First)

Adams, Mr. Deroy

H
H

11.00
10.00
50.00
30.00
5.00
80.00
50.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
30.00
42.45
12.35
10.00
4.07

General

5. 00

M

2.50
go-s 1.00

Gerlacli,

Kirkland, Mr. and Mrs. B. C
Knipp, Mrs. Elizabeth
Koon, Mrs. L. A
Kreiter, Mr. and Mrs. C. S
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Miller, Miss Evelyn
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. G. Earl
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn E
Miller, Nancy Jo
Miller, Mr. and Mra. J. Paul
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. L, E
MulMns, Mrs. Robert
Needlam, Mrs. Jennie V
O'Bryon, Lt. C.
Ogden, Mrs. Elizabeth
Olson. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Ray. Mr. and Mrs. R. T
Richardaon, Mr. and Mrs. E. D
Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Robinson, Pfc. Robert
Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Root, Mr. and Mrs. J. E
Rough. Mr. and Mrs. B.

816.87

Modesto, California
Pasadena. CaHfomia
San Diego, California

South Gate, California
South Pasadena, California
Tracy, Cahfomia
Turlock, California

454

478.88
987.40
2,630.09
14,910.06
2,541.89
1,672.68
2,720.00
430.68
50.00
682.34
260.00
1,207.54
1,335.10
816.87
729.53

Year
140.13
1,045.16

Fiscal

478.88
987.40
2,647.09
16,426. hi
2,796.89
1,730.68
2,720.00

430.58
100.00
737.34
260.00
1,207.54
1.732.01
816.87
729.53
620.00

jJULY

1945

14,

Easter
Offering

Church
CaUfornia

Whitticr,

Oalitomia District
totals

District

6.268.14
87.00

Year
6,293.20
560.00

38,993.39

42,360.00

MorrUl,

CENTRAL DISTRICT
(Bethel)
Indiana
Indiana
:
Ohio
Indiana
Clav City.

Berne

Brisliton,

Camden,

.

Kentucky

Clinliole,

Davton, Ohio

(First)

Ohio (North
Indiana
Flora
Fort Waj-ne, Indiana

Riverdale)

DaVton

.-

.

afiohigan

Freeport,

Huntinston. Indiana
Indianapolis. Indiana
Lake Odessa, Michigan
La P.iz. Indiana (County Line)
MidiUetown, Ohio
Xapnanee. Indiana
New Lebanon, Ohio
\ew Troy, Michigan
Xorth Liberty. Indiana
(Bethel)
Indiana
Osceola.
Peni Indiana (First)
Pleasant HUl, Ohio
Indiana
Bnann,
Indiana
SharpsTille
Sidnev. Indiana
.^ioath Bend, Indiana
Ohio
Trov
Waraaiy, Indiana
Winona Lake. Indiana
Central District

.

81.00
75.00
239.47
10.00
457.41
1,059.29

3.892.56
15.00

District

260.00
183.60
196.03
6,436.56

,

.

.

16.965.63

1.361.03
1,007.12
65.96
23.39
63.50
154.34
674.65
101.30
51.00
81.00
75.00

239.47
10.00
492.41
1,119.47
13.37
84.88
318.28
57.46
327.64
60.00
624.72
509.14

180.48

.

.

50.00
1,299.79
725.72
18-50
294.07
185 00
4B5.28
457.53
291.11
32.00
669.00
337.99
517.99

.

Ohio
Ohio (Akron)
Fremont, Ohio (First Brethren Church)
Greensburg, Ohio
Homerville, Ohio (West Homer Brethren)
Mansfield. Ohio (ittission)
Middlebranch. Ohio
.Kittman, Ohio
Ellet.

OMo

'Sterling,

Wadsworth. Ohio
Wooster Ohio
East

(Mission)

.

District

Central

totals

District

J20.73
814.59
46 00'
831.00
159.90

.....•..•.

Pa

nVersdale,

Cameron W. Va. (Sugar Grove. Pa.)
Conemaugh. Pa
Grifton

W

Va

Johnsto™. Pa.
Tnniata
Pa
KXnning Pa ;
Pa
n^amersvllle.
'

Idstie,

i

;

:

:

i

i

;

Pa
'

Martinsburg.' Pa
Meyersdale. Pa

Mundys Comer, Pa
Palestine. W. Va
(First)
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
Pittstown. N. .T. (Fellowship Class)

Summit MUls, Pa
Uniontovn, Pa
Tinco. Pa.
Washington. Pa

33l:ol
15.00
10.00

^32.06

District

^„., „„
584.00
827.95
1.012.82
576 61
15.00
='^•'^2*

l,9o6.T3
148.00
663.63
914-72

485.13
37.38
1,670.26
124.55
180-00

WajTiesboro. Pa
Yellow Creek. Pa
.Eastern District
totals

Falls

City,

Ganvin, Iowa
Lanark, 111
Leon, Iowa
MiliedgeTllle,

Neb
(Oarlton Brethren)

111

9j«-^5
15.00
38.00
1,188.52
b J J.

i

s

^IIVJ,
282.90

totals

District

1.687.53
5.70
53.92

5.243.87

5.491.25

1,349.32

300.91
3,042.33
275.10

1,856.69
328.36
3,163.33
383.72

4,967.66

5.732.10

15.00
306.73
25.00
333.00
223.62
1,468.31
15.00
721.69
390.04

15,00
305.73
25.00
333.00
223.62
1.468.31
150.17
721,69
422.79
„9.00
I.086.IO
35.00
1.975 90
1,099.62
186.77

SOUTHEAST DISTRICT
Md

Accident.

Buena

Va
Va
Va
Va

Vista.

Clearbrook,
Covington.

Dayton,
Hagerstown,

:

Md

Harrisonburg, Va
Holhns, Va. (Mountain View)
Tenn
Limestone,
Red HUl, Va
Roanoke. Va. (Ghent)
Seven Fountains. Va. (Trinity Brethren)
Washington, D. 0. (First Brethren Church) ....
Va
Winchester.
Southeast District
District

1,575.10
35.00
1.900.90
1.079.62
130.71
8,223.72

totals

8,556.77

NATIONAL MISCELLANEOUS
Offering
Easter

162.00

CHURCHES GIVING

Easier
Offering

Long Beach. Calif.
CaUf
Whtttier
Dayton

(First)

OMo'-R^ti
Pa.

Johnstown.

(First)

Su7nWe"'w:sh:
Long Beach,

!

Calif.

Los Angeles. Calif.
La Verne CaUf

i i !

!

!

!

;

:

!

!

:

.

!

!

!

!

(Second)
(Second)

WashSton D C
^hMeghia. Pa. (Third)

t7^-ZTc^m

::::::::;;:::

S^^^o^"!;:<^-^!;:;;:::::::;;;:;::

SS,^°,'?^.^?2r :::;:::::::;::::
!-^,^r

°""^

Me?etdat: pl
Compton,
Flora.

:•::::::

Pa

Conemaugh.

.

:

:

l

.

:

.

.

:

•

Fiscal

Year

311.78

OR MORE DURING FISCAL YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 1946

$1,000

Church

Cahf

Indiana

Fiscal

Year

"'S"-??
6.268.14

^iHlVc
6.293.29

5,349.85

5,436.56

tI??-^5

IT.ool

3.042.33

3.163.33

S'"!'^?

^'ISS^o

S'lfS'SS
2,630.09
1.900.90
1,956.73

lil^H
2.647.09
1.975.90
1.956.73

IJtsio

I'llTi

^^-11

l^'^

1.468.31

i.468.3v

:

:

:

:

i:!?^:?'
1.163.52

1;?":8?

1.012.82
1.045.16
1.007.1-

1.079.87
1.04o.T6
l.uui.i-

1.188.52

Signed,

714.06
851.05
I'l^f^;?

L'iniS
(MISS)

„l]„^
584.00
827.95

BAUMAN. Secretars'-Treasurer.
EDNA M BBA'^ERLT. Financial

S.

Secretary.

THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN

1.079..87

576.16
15.00

^^iSSf
l.?';6.73
148.00
"So.^O
914.72
485.13
„;'-;iJ

1.670.26

HltJS
388.43

24,955.31

25,716.58

503.16
112.50
612.52
46.00
214.48
320.00
443.08
40.00

518.16

MIDWEST DISTRICT
Beaver City. Neb
Cheyenne, Wyo
Dallas Center, Iowa

765.81
814.59
46.00
831.00
4.989.02

294.58

282.90
714.00
851.05
1,172.67

!

Pa

542 99

294.56
9«o.^"

*-''°°-°J.

Pa

McCraeken,

McKee

;

S^'^-OJ

13.398 02

1.163.52
olb.io

-

(ITE^'t)
i

_
'

lZ°r^^:n%a •::::::

Pa

iiSw^-pa:::::;;:Ce^'pa""^

180.48
327.04
50.00
1,299.79
735.72
18.50
354.07
ISo.OO
471,28
457.53
291.11
32.00
669.00

8,423.72

EASTERN DISTRICT
Aienno

Harrah, Washington,
Spokane. Washington
Sunnyside, Washington
Northwest District

Miscellaneous Gifts

327 04

Danville.

totals

Year

125.00
481.28
708.13

36.00

6.70

17,548.88

EAST CENTRAL DISTRICT
Akron, Ohio
Ohio
Ankenytoivn.
Ashland, Ohio (Park St.)
Ashland, Ohio (Wesl^ 10th St)
Canton, Ohio
Clayton. Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Cuvahn"a Falls, Ohio (Grace Brethren Church)

Fiscal

125.00
429.85
668.05
1,687.53

•

NORTHWEST DISTRICT

SOf"
10.00
84.88
318.28
57.46
827.64
60.00
624.72
355.32

totals

District

3,852.06
10.00
260.00
183.60
150.32
5,349.85
1,345.03
1.007.12
30.00
23.39
63.50
154.34
674.65
101.30

Easter
Offering

Church
Kans
North English, Iowa.
Kans
Portis,
Waterloo. Iowa (Grace)
WilUamsburg, Iowa
Midwest District

Fiscal

l^J-'^O

°lr52

46.00
222.43
330 00
44,^.08

40.00

Leona D. Cole
to love is NOW, when hearts are calling,
WhUe fields are white with His unharvested grain.
For soon the leaves of years will all be falling.
And we shall never pass this way again.

The time

love of Christ is all-embracing, tender.
Encircling the world like rays of light.
No lesser love than this can ever render.

The

An

impulse Godward, that we

may

unite.

Oh, let us heed the Holy Spirit stirring
And blowing through our hearts, nor think it odd
This side of heaven (with "self" no longer blurring),
Tq find our lives filled with the Love of God.
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Subject^"GOD'S GREATEST WONDER."

—Isaiah 7:10-14, Isaiah
Purpose—The purpose of this topic
Scripture

3.
4.

5.

Topic

3.

—

—
—
Proclaimed by John — John 1:29.
Praised by the Judeans—Story of Birth.
Preached by Apostles—Acts 17:23.

—
—

Scripture John 1:1.
Question Wag Christ God and is
Points 1. Was with the Father.

—

HE

Returned to the Father.

He is called
forgive sins.

Therefore

God can

—See below.

—

Points

—In what way was Christ's death wonderful?

1.

2.

—2

men—He,

Unlike

though

sinless,

died for

Cor. 5:21.

men—He

called

died for His enemies

JESUS (He

—Ro-

Shall Save

His?

6— "CHRIST

IS

WONDERFUL

IN

WHAT HE

WILL YET DO."

— 1:10,
—What will yet come to pass to proclaim Him

Scripture

Question
for only

2—"CHRIST WAS WONDERFUL IN
BECAME."

Topic

^Acts

Wonderful?
Points— 1. He
2.

WHAT HE

3.

4.

He
He
He

11.

shall raise the dead.
shall transform the saints.
shall chain Satan.
shall establish peace.

—Kenneth B. Ashman.

Scripture

is

down His own life-

People).

THE MIGHTY GOD,

—John 1:14; Phil. 2:7.
Question —What
the meaning
(birth) of Christ?
Points—
God became flesh.

laid

10:17, 18.

Unlike
sin

3.

men—He

Unlike

John

Topic

5.

WAY

Scripture

Question

He God?

4.

3.

IN THE

DIED."

mans 5:8.
Therefore, He was

Was like the Father.
Was equal to the Father.
Came from the Father.

2.

5—"CHRIST WAS WONDERFUL

Topic

1—"CHRIST WAS WONDERFUL IN WHAT HE

WAS."

Christ lived humbly— review early life of
Lord.
Christ lived nobly—"He came not to be min-

istered unto but to minister unto many."
Christ lived spotlessly—t h o u g h He was
thrown in with the world's worst sinners,
yet He knew no sin.
Therefore, He was called THE HOLY ONE.

to point out the

greatness of the Lord by considering the meaning of
His various names.
Here is a topic that has no end of blessing and
discussion material. Why not make an extra effort to
make this the outstanding meeting of the year?
Point out that "God'si Greatest Wonder" was:
1. Promised at Creation
Gen. 3:15.
2. Predicted by the Prophets
Isaiah 7:14.

Leader

1.

2.

9:6,7.
is

—

of the incarnation

1.

Gave up reputation of God.
Took form of man.
4. Died as a man
on the cross.
5. Only perfect man could understand our
need, therefore he was called EMMANUEL
(God With Us).
Topic 3— "CHRIST WAS WONDERFUL IN WHAT HE
2.

(Continued from Page 428)

3.

—

DID."
Scripture

—

As indicated.
Question—What did Christ do above the ordinary to
prove He was WONDERFUL?
Points 1. He healed the lame John 5:9 therefore
He was called THE GREAT PHYSICIAN.
2. He fed the hungry
John 6:12 therefore
He was called THE BREAD OF LIFE.
3. He lightened the blind— John 9:7—therefore
He was called THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD.
4. He raised the dead—John 11:43— therefore
He was called THE LIFE.

—

Topic

HE

—
—

—
—

4—"CHRIST WAS WONDERFUL

LIVED."
Scripture John 19:4; Luke
Question—Did Christ live in

—

IN

THE WAY

23:47.
sin, or

out of sin?

years of experience in the ministry that it is the people who are interested in heaven, who are usually most
Interested in "the trials of John Smith who lives a
hand-to-mouth existence only three blocks from the
church." And while saying this, may we add that if
"John Smith" lives "only three blocks from the
church", it wouldn't hurt him to get out of his bunK
on Sunday morning and walk those three blocks to the
church!
Perhaps if "John Smith" would get a bit
interested in "the heaven to come beyond the clouds,"
the Lord would get a bit more interested in "John
Smith'' and send some things around his way to "help
him a bit, if help is what he needs And as a matter
of fact, that is exactly what the Lord does!
It was
a man of the very widest kind of experience and
knowledge who once uttered this testimony: "I have
been young, and now am old; yet have I not seen the
righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread" (Ps.
37:25).
And now for the benefit of Mr. Hall and all his ilk,
we have said enough!
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As

the Editor Sees
By

L. L.

OUR COVER PICTURES

The Editor of the Fort Wayne, Ind., News-Sentinel
on May 5th of this year presented a keen and timely
editorial on the religious false-face "Joe" has been
wearing. He gives us some authoritative facts which
prove the continued atheism, infidelity, and blasphemy
of Red Russia by saying, "Atheism today is a national
political policy, pursued tirelessly by all Communist
leaders, taught in the schools and publicized by the
Soviet press." He. points out that even though Stalin
did set up a State-controlled Church with hand-picked
bishops to hoodwink the Christian world, immediately
afterward the Soviet press began a concerted attack
against all belief in God and the supernatural. Today,

:::::M0Ly
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,
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It

GRUBB
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are a group of scenes familiar to every patriotic American. Upper left is an unusual view of the U. S. Capitol
Building in Washington, D. C. Upper right is historii
Plymouth Rock. On the left below is Faneuil Hall, "thi
Cradle of American Liberty," in Boston; in the center
is the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Washington,
and on the right is famous Old North Church in Boston. On the lower left is the tablet commemorating the
Battle of Concord, and on the lower right is familiar
Bunker Hill in Boston. Below is Washington's home at
Mount Vernon. The picture of Old Glory in the center
of the cover is a prize-winning entry of Brethren Photographer Gordon Carter, of Dallas Center, Iowa.

and not outside of it. It therefore rejects the idea of
the supernatural, and along with it the ancient fantasy
concerning the beginning and the end of the world."
In answer the News-Sentinel Editor suggests, "The
Guryev argument is the same as that used by all professional atheists. 'The world was not created,' say
they, 'it has always been here.' What they mean is, 'I
choose not to believe in a Creator, and since there is
no other logical and sensible explanation, I simply
argue that nothing was created, but has always been.'

^

i%Cl

RUSSIA ACCEPTS GOD, THE BIBLE

SUPgRSrtTKJNf I-*

AND THE CHURCH?

There seems to be a deadly and satanic idea abroad
careful, thinking American people, even professed Christians, that Rusia has discarded its atheistic
infidelic attitude and now accepts God and His Word
whole-heartedly. That the Church now enjoys the

among

favor of the Kremlin, and that all Christian forces
need to do is step right in and evangelize the Reds.

This idea no doubt had its origin in the powerful bit
propaganda which proceeded from Moscow with the
Russian plea for help when the armies of Hitler were
knocking at her door. Words which indicated the almost complete freedom of the Church and religious
forces in Russia led one to believe that the Kremlin
and its Boss had turned Christian a nation converted
in a day! The result has been to minimize the vicious
and unbelieving attitude of Russia and to almost elevate her to the position of a Christian nation.
of

any child shows any religious tenGod, he immediately becomes
the object of special treatment by the Russian reli-

as in past years,

dency toward

if

belief in

gious doctors.
A quotation from the Religious News Service in the
words of a Russian, A. Guryev, says, "It is the task of
the teacher to show that the world was not created by
some kind of 'out-of-this-world' power, and does not
represent something unchangeable; that the world is
everlasting; that matter is in process of endless selfdevelopment; that true science sees reasons for the
creation and evolution of the world in matter itself.

—

CAREFUL BIBLE STUDENT NOT FOOLED
The

informed Bible student was not fooled
seeming acceptance of the Almighty and
friendship for His Church. The words of Ezekiel in 38:3
set the all-time relationship between God and Gog of

by

careful,

this
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God that he cannot tell where his skill leaves off
and God's begins. This is about equivalent to saying
that he has no skill of His own, but all is of God. Paul
once said, "But by the grace of God I am what I am"
(I Cor. 15:10. As this surgeon and the great Apostle,

am against thee, O Gog." Nor
hordes riding down
is Gog any more for God!. The Red
from the North in the endtime will be wearing the
pagan, Godinsignia of .the Russian bear and will be
leader
deying, Christ-rejecting, Bible-hating from their
that the
to the meanest soldier. There can be no doubt

to

the North. "Behold, I

every believer should be so completely lost in the will
and power of God through His Spirit that it is utterly
impossible to discern the human from the Divine,
which will mean giving he Divine complete control.

present supposed attitude of Russia is a temporarily
purbeneficial smoke screen which serves the present

pose of this monstrous force of infidelity.

Higher than the highest heaven, deeper than the deep-

TEARING OFF THE FALSE-FACE

est sea.

common, basic falIt all resolves itself to that one
his own
lacy of man, residing the basis of judgment in
light
depraved nature—I CHOOSE! Judged in the full
of a
of the Word of God these significant deductions
high Soviet prove the continued and even more intense
unbeUef of the Soviet Union. Let us not be fooled spirany politically beneficial propaganda flowitually

Thy

Lord,

love at last has conquered, nose of self

None

and

Thee,

all of

of self

and

all of

Thee, none of

self

and

all of

Thee,

Thy

Lord,

love at last

all of

has conquered, none

WHO WINS A WAR? EVERYBODY

by

everying from the Kremlin. However, we ought to do
Jesus
thing within our power to take the Gospel of
Christ to this benighted land ruled by unbelief.

The

cost of

Word War

human mind can

11

intelligently

payment.
There have been

Each month the "Reader's Digest" carries a series
subscribers. The
of short articles of interest to most
RobApril issue carried this story written by Kenneth

killed;

"Not long ago I was invited by a well-known surgeon to watch a complex operation he was about to
perform. As he went through the laborious preparation
time and
for the operation—scrubbing for the allotted
being helped into cap, gown, and rubber gloves—he
seemed confident, but a little tense.

2,600,000 service

civilians

killed.

gives us a list of
Such a debt defies

men and women

There are

9,500,000

men and women wounded

or missing, 7,000,000
civiUans wounded or missing, and 15,000,000 prisoners
of war or slave labor conscripts.
Far
Six million homes, not including China and the
sunk,
East, have been destroyed, 5,000 ships have been

service

erts:

9,000,000

LOSES!

comprehend.

figures that startle the imagination.

PRAYING SURGEONS

and

exceeds anything that the

The Nation's Business magazine

THERE ARE STILL SOME

of self

Thee.

" 'All set?' I asked.
"'Almost,' he replied,

and

200,000 airplanes destroyed.

In dollar cost, the United States has spent 275 bilSoviet Union
lions. Great Britain 25 bilhons, and the
140 billions.
Nation's Business

and stopped and bowed his
head for a moment. Then, calm and relaxed, he led
the way to the operating room. During the operation
his hands never faltered.
"Afterward I said to him, 'I was surprised at your
praying hef ore you went in. I thought a surgeon relied
"
solely on his own ability.'
"He answered, 'A surgeon is only human. He can't
work miracles by himself. I'm certain that science
couldn't have advanced as far as it has were It not
for something stronger than mere man. You see,' he

sums it up by pointing out that "to
combine the war expenditures of all Allies, together
with the losses of all Allied production and distribution
than one
facilities, would raise the total to more
about $1,250 for
trillion dollars ($1,000,000,000,000)—or
that such
every adult in the world." We might add
the
staggering figures do not take into consideration
sins that
heartaches, broken homes, criminal acts and

concluded, 'I feel so close to God when I am operating
that I don't know where my skill leaves off and His

Those who claim that man inherently contains a
these
"spark of the Divine" should carefully ponder
others of the
figures and then compare them with
constantly been
ages preceding when man has almost
foment
bathed in his own blood. The Divine does not
God
and foster wars. He is a peace-loving and gentle
have His "spark"
to all those who love Him. Those who
say
to
should be like Him. It would be more accurate
David, under
that man is bom with the "spark of sin."
have
inspiration, recognized this fact that so many
was shapen in
failed to see when he said, "Behold, I

begins.'

Thank God

I

for a great surgeon

who

lives so close

Official Notice!

[

of the Corporation of the
s
= Brethren Home Missions Council, will be held on
i Wednesday, Augrust 29, 1945, at 10:15 A.M. in the
5 Auditorium at Winona Lake, Indiana. All of those
1 who have contributed the sum of $5.00 or more

The annual meeting

^
S
=
H
^
= to the work of the Brethren Home Missions Coun- E
S cil during the past fiscal year are entitled to take =
i part in and vote on the business of the Council. =
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always accompany ghastly war.

A CONVINCING ARGUMENT FOR THE
COMPLETE DEPRAVITY OF MAN

iniquity;

and in

sin did

my

mother conceive me"

51:5).

This war-torn and weary world needs a
the Gospel message. Through every
agencies the Church should be giving this
clarion tones. Jesus Christ, crucified, and
Prince of Peace, is its theme.
of

(Psa.

strong dose

one of its
message in
the coming

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
^^TTv

Home

Missions Travelog
BY THE SECRETARY

VISITING

WITH THE BYERSDALE FOLKS

Mlllllllllllllllllllll

Be sure

to carefully inspect the fine display of pictures in this issue concerning the Byersdale work. This
is the only means many of our Brethren have of knowing and seeing one another.

May

27th

we were enabled

spend a whole Lord's
Day in, this field with Bro. Charles Bergerson and hLs
people. We enjoyed the fellowship immensely and
learned to

know

better

to

some who attend our

services

I
I
I
I

I

I

IN

CHICAGO?

The Home Missions Council office has received
requests for the names and addresses of Brethren
families, or

now

former Brethren,

living in Chi-

cago.

I

I

llllllllllllllllllllllllllll

KNOW ANY BRETHREN

you know any, please forward them to the
Brethren Home Missions Council, Winona Lake,
If

Indiana.

there.
'lulllllllllllllllllillllllllillllllllllllllllllliiliiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;

Meetings are held in the Government Recreation
Building on a large housing project overlooking the
great steel mills. The building is used rent free and we
deeply appreciate this beneficence on the part of the

Government

representative. The hall is spacious and
well lighted, while several fine classrooms are available
for Bible School work. It is well heated during the

Grace Seminary. We could desire that many more
would see the vision of full-time service to assist In
meeting our great need of pastors and workers.
of

RADIO BOARD COMPLETES PLANS FOR

PROGRAM

winter months.

In the Bible School at 9:45 A.M. there were 66 in
attendance, a fine group of children and young people,
together with a goodly sprinkling of older folks. The
morning worship was a fine spiritual treat, with
Brother Bergerson bringing a splendid message. In the
evening we had the privilege of speaking to the group
and then showing some of our Home Mission pictures,
which were greatly appreciated by those present.
Our lots upon which we expect to build our new
building in Byersdale are located between the two
closely related communities of Byersdale and Baden,
while Ambridge is a short distance away. We hope to
be able to either hold a tent meeting there soon or
actually erect a building on this site. Brother Bergerson is doing a fine piece of work in this field, but it is
a difficult one in many respects and he and the peopie
need your concentrated prayers for a great harvest or
souls and the separated living of believers.

FIRST SPRING SEMINARY PICNIC
Our Seminary group planned its first spring outing
during the last week in May and chose a beautiful day
for some Softball, volley ball and other games, closing
with a fine picnic supper and a stirring inspirational
program. The fellowship between the students is of
the finest and we praise the Lord for the fine young
people

I
Z
|;

*
S
|;

He

is

calling into the ministry

SEND YOUR ORDER
The

Home

CLEVELAND HAS NEW PASTOR
has been our privilege recently to visit with the
Cleveland Brethren during several Lord's Days. Our
fellowship has been helpful and we have learned to
It

know many

of the Lord's people there

much

better.

Rev. Gordon Bracker, who has just recently come
into our midst, and is a graduate of Grace Theological
Seminary, with some fine ministerial experience already, has accepted a unanimous call to become pastor
of the Cleveland Church. It was our great privilege to
install him as pastor of this flock June 17th. The service was well attended and a fine spirit prevailed as the
charges were given to both pastor and people. Under
the capable guiding hand of Brother Bracker we are
expecting great things from the First Brethren Church.

Be sure
this issue

to see the pictures of the Cleveland folks in

and pray

for

them and

their pastor.

through the halls

IN

EARLY!

Mission Banks and coin collectors for use in the annual Thanksgiving offering for Home Missions are now available.
How many can you use?
Send your order early to the Brethren Home
Missions Council, Winona Lake, Indlittle

Several members of the National Radio Board met
recently in Meyersdale, Pa., to complete plans for the
airing of our Brethren radio program. We enjoyed the
fellowship greatly and are looking forward to the completion of those plans at an early moment. Several
radio programs have already been transcribed. Watch
the pages of this magazine for announcements concerning stations, time, etc.

|

Soon we are starting our western trip from which v/e
expect to have some very interesting reports for our
readers. Watch these pages!

f,

*

NOTICE
%
|;

*

The

Church at Clay City, Indiana, is
without a pastor and would like to hear from any minFirst Brethren

ister interested in securing this pastorate.

Mrs.

Raymond

Leohr,

Box

42,

Write to
Clay City, Ind.
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The History
for

Evangelism in America
the Past Century
of

[This is the second and last installment of a paper prepared by Rev. Wm. H. Schaffer, pastor of the First
Brethren Church, Spokane, Washington.—Editor]

The next

revival,

known as The Great Revival of
much around any one grea?

1857-58, did not center so

It was preceded by a combination of circumstances which from a purely human standpoint
would have been regarded as unfavorable preparation
for an extensive religious awakening. Briefly, let us
consider these circumstances to understand the providential character of this remarkable work of grace.

evangelist.

First of all, it was a period of political unrest and
excitement. The slavery question was getting hot and
a'decline in spiritual matters was augmented by the
date setting of William Miller and associates for the return of the Lord. When the Lord did not come on the
first date, another was set, and the confidence of the

public

was severely shaken when nothing happened on

the second date.

The great revival was also preceded by a period of
and commercial prosperity unknown until
that time in our country. The California gold rush and
the great immigrations of people from Europe encourfinancial

aged by the great opportunities of wealth in the things
of this world, certainly did not provoke men to seek
God. Suddenly these conditions were reversed and
this country was visited by a severe financial panic in
the autumn of 1857. In the midst of this disaster men
had time to think and when ruin stared them in the
face they found refuge only in God. It is not supposed
that this financial panic alone brought men to God.
Adversity does not always bring about this result.
A downtown church in New York City found itself
being swiftly enveloped by whole blocks of business
houses. Streets once filled with families were now shops
and warehouses. The better class of people moved out
but the population became more congested. Several
churches rebuilt in the newer residential districts. One
church, instead of moving to some other portion of
the city, decided to secure the services of a lay missionary and if possible, try and reach the unchurched
masses which had gathered about it. A Mr. Jeremiah
Lanphier was employed for this purpose. He divided
the field into districts and called personally on every

family and every individual wherever possible. Bibles
and tracts were distributed. Special attention was
given to hotels and boarding houses. Pews were set
aside for the use of these visitors.
It occurred to Mr. Lanphier that it might be profitable for others, especially those engaged in commernoon
cial pursuits, to retire a few moments during the

hour for a brief communion with God. So, at noon on
Wednesday, September 23, 1857, in the rear of the
North Dutch Church on Fulton Street there was
opened a noon prayer meeting. Handbills had been
merliberally distributed in hotels, shops, factories,

and private
At the appointed hour Mr. Lanphier was
the only one present. Thirty slow minutes passed and
finally the first attendant arrived. Others came one
by one until finally six had assembled. The next week
cantile establishments, counting rooms,

residences.

twenty were present; the following week,

forty.

Then

meet daUy. Men of all classes and
conditions attended. Capitalist and laborer, artisans,
professional men, merchants, clerks, butchers, and even
draymen would tie up their teams at the curbstone
and enter long enough to sing a hymn or enter a season of prayer, and then be off to work. By the middle
of January the attendance increased until all three
lecture rooms were filled to overflowing. By spring
more than twenty different prayer meetings were held
in New York City alone. Fire and police departments
opened their doors for prayer. Merchants set aside
rooms where their employees could retire for stated seasons of prayer. Preaching services grew out of these
meetings untU Burton's Theater in the very center of
the commercial activity of the city was hired for the
purpose. Here came eminent preachers like Henry
Ward Beecher, Theodore Cuyler, and Robert N. Hatthat
field. So prominent did these meetings become
newspaper reporters were assigned to cover the meetit

was decided

to

ings.

You can well imagine that such a spiritual awakenSimilar
ing could not be held long in one community.
meetings were soon started in other large cities. There
was scarcely a village or hamlet throughout the Northern States that did not feel the impact of these showreaching
ers of blessing and refreshing grace. So far
were these meetings that a man from Omaha, Neb.,
he had
testified in Boston at a prayer meeting that
found a continuous prayer meeting aU the way. "We
miles from
call it," he said, "about two thousand
Omaha to Boston, and thus here was a prayer meetone
ing about two thousand miles in extent." Only
revival.
part of the country was not affected by this
Slavery hung like a dark cloud, and no apparent mansouth
ifestation of a spiritual awakening found its way
year a
of the Mason-Dixon Line. In the following
good
similar revival swept the British Isles with equally
results.

a
In this case no great effort was made to institute
grew from the desire of a humble layman's
do?" It resulted
cry, "Lord, what wilt thou have me to
America.
in one of the greatest revivals known in
conVarious estimates ran from 300,000 to 1,000,000
The
laity.
versions. This resulted in an awakened
kindred
Y. M. C. A., Sunday Schools, City Missions, and
forms of religious activity were carried on by the layrevival. It

man.

of men
Paradoxically, this revival prepared the souls
where revivals
for the Civil War. There are records
spread into
actually broke out in the army camps and
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the Southern armies.

revival in

an army actually

engaged in deadly conflict was an occurrence hitherto

unknown

in history.

Td be sure army

life is

not con-

ducive to the cultivation of the virtues of the graces
of Christianity.

There

is little

disposition to

promote

meekness, humility, faith, and love, which constitute
some of the chief elements of the Christian faith. The
tendency is all the other way. Nevertheless, the revival extended from company to company, regiment to
regiment, brigade to brigade, and from camp to camp,
increasing in intensity and power. The Christian Com-

January

were

little

known

in the evangelistic field until their

phenomenal success abroad. The first great meeting
was in Brooklyn, which began October 24, 1875. Two
thousand converts were the immediate results of this
campaign. The next fall the Moody-Sankey party
opened a meeting in Philadelphia. $40,000 was spent on
the old Pennsylvania Depot to make it fit for services
with a seating capacity of 10,000 people. The first
night of the meeting was preceded by a torrential rainfall. The cars on the main street to the place of meeting were stopped by the burning of the Market Street
bridge the night before. And yet, that opening night
scarcely a vacant seat could be found. It was estimated
that 4,000 people were converted' during that meeting.
The next meeting was in New York City in the Hippodrome. At the closing service held exclusively for new
converts over 3,500 were present. The New York Times
commented on this meeting: "Whatever philosophical
skeptics may say, the work accomplished by Mr. Moody
in this city for private and public morals will live. The
drunken have become sober, the vicious virtuous, the
worldly and self seeking unselfish, the ignoble noble,
the impure pure, the youth have started with spiritual
aims, the old have been stirred anew. A new hope has
lifted 'up hundreds of human beings; a new consolation has come to the sorrowful, and a better principle
has entered the sordid life of the day through the
labors of these plain men. Whatever the prejudiced
may say against it, the honest-minded will not forget
these labors of love."
Next, Moody and Sankey labored together in Chicago
under a wooden tabernacle costing $20,000 and seating
8,000. The city never received such a spiritual manifestation before.

found Moody and Sankey in cul-

Great revivals were conducted in Baltimore, St. Louis,
on the west coast and in many smaller towns
over the country on a three-night schedule. One of
the most remarkable meetings was held in a circus tent
in Chicago. Mr. Moody rented the circus tent for
cities

mission, formed in New York City November 14, 1861,
at the call of the Y. M. C. A., did a remarkable piece
of work. In five years they received over six million
dollars and employed 3,859 agents working without pay.
These held 136,650 religious services and wrote 92,321
letters for soldiers. They gave away 1,466,548 Bibles in
whole or part, 1,370,953 hymn books and millions of
pages of other Christian literature. By 1865 it was
estimated that 150,000 soldies in the Southern army

had been converted. Camp meetings sprang up and a
spiritual fervor could be felt almost any place. God
worked mightily in the salvation of souls.
Out of this great revival of 1857 which was primarily
a layman's revival, came one of the best known of
Christian laymen, Dwight L. Moody. Moody had spent
some years in mission work in Chicago and among the
army camps. One day he met Ira D. Sankey, who assisted him in his Chicago mission work. These men

28, 1877,

tured Boston. The evangelical Christians had long
prayed for a revival. They erected a, brick tabernacle
seating 6,000 people. Noonday prayer meetings were
held throughout the city. House-to-house visitations
were made with more than 2,000 visitors. Not only was
Unitarian Boston moved but the whole of New England.

Sunday forenoon, the manager reserving it for afternoon and evening performances. The tent had a
seating capacity of 10,000.

asked

if

Moody expected

A
to

circus

have

man

incredulously

3,000 hearers.

The

tent was filled to overflowing!
Can you imagine
the scene? The usual circus furniture, ropes and trapezes, gaudy decorations, with the adjoining menagerie. The clowns, grooms, bareback riders, men, women,
*
and children. 18,000 on a Sunday morning!

Moody's last campaign was in Kansas City Convention Hall, with a seating capacity of 15,000. This meeting opened November 12, 1899. For two or three days

Moody preached with

his old-time vigor and power,
but within a short time began to show signs of exhaustion. He was forced to give up, and R. A. Torrey
brought the campaign to a successful conclusion. "It
was a severe trial," said Moody. "It's the first time in
40 years of preaching that I had to give up my meetings." In a low tone he added, "It is more painful to
give up those audiences than it is to suffer from my
ailments." On December 22, 1899, he peacefully passed
away with these words as his last, "It is my coronation
day, earth is receding, and heaven is opening, God is
calling me. Is this dying? It is sweet! There is no
valley here! I have been within the gates."
There is no means of determining with any degree
of accuracy the results of Mr. Moody's long and useful
life. Personally he had an aversion to numbers. With
characteristic bluntness he once replied to a minister
who asked him how many souls he had led to Christ,
"I don't know anything about that. Doctor. Thank
God I don't have to, I don't keep the Lamb's Book of
Life."
It is safe to assume that some hundreds of
thousands of souls were converted through his ministry and millions have been influenced by his life. He
insisted upon the prayer of faith and the anointing of
the Holy Spirit as the indispensable elements to true

success in winning souls.

During the turn of the century other evangelists of
national reputation were Sam Jones, C. H. Yatman,
E. D. Davidson, H. G. Dewitt, A. P. Graves, H. W. Brown,
H. F. Sayles, Major Cole, besides numerous evangelistic
pastors who helped make this period in American
histoid a fruitful one for Christianity.
The beginning of the twentieth century witnessed
the evangelistic tours of R. A. Torrey and Charles Alexander. The campaigns of this party were more worldwide in scope than the others we have previously reviewed. Later, Alexander and Wilbur Chapman engaged in a number of successful revivals. In 1908, in
cooperation with a staff of assistant evangelists, meet-
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A PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORT FROM MANSFIELD,
OHIO—Upper left shows the Young People's Bible

top, is a
Class, Mrs. Lee Hammett, teacher; center,
right is the
view of the present mission building; upper
Schneider;
Rain or Shine class of the Pastor, Bernard

in over fifty cities.
ings were conducted simultaneously
reported. In MinIn Pittsburgh 7,000 conversions were
harvest in PhUadelneapolis 3,000. FoUowing a great
Va., where on
they spent two weeks in Norfolk,

phia
Chapman and
one occasion in the Court House square
which
Other cities
others addressed 12,000 people.
Boston. Chapmeetings were held were Richmond and
city and then
man's methods were to organize a large
personal worK,
with simultaneous meetings and much

m

with their
center shows the Pastor and Mrs. Schneider,
of Mrs.
daughter, Lucie; lower left is the primary class
class, Mrs.
Schneider; on the right is the Intermediate
is
John Guthrie, teacher; the Sunday School group
shown in the center picture, below.
possible. In Boston
as many people were touched as
by 720,000
alone 990 services were held and attended
work that the
persons. So deep and genuine was the
CathoUcs-was
criticism by the Unitarians and Roman
on every hand.
silenced and conversions multiplied
evangelDuring the early years of this century other
Smith from England.
ists were active including "Gypsy"
schoolof
Bom in a Gypsy camp and without one day
self-discipline
ing he acquired an education through
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A FORMER MISSION CHURCH, SELF-SUPPORTING FOR MORE THAN A
eral views of the

YEAR—CLEVELAND.

Sunday School

classes

Sev-

and congrega-

and has been preaching with evangelistic power nigh
onto 60 years. In the South, men like Bob Jones, Baxter, McClendon, and others became powerful instruments unto the salvation of souls.
Then there came on the scene a converted baseball
player by the name of William Ashley Sunday, who
labored in his early ministry more in the Middle West.

He was known for his vivid expressions and became
one of America's most colorful evangelists. Regardless
•of the criticism of his methods, the results which
were
accompUshed by God through Billy Sunday were above
criticism. He,

believed, was more responsible than
for the prohibition era of this nation.

it is

any other man
Sunday was perhaps the

last of the more popular evangelists to use the large temporary tabernacle.
For a
period between the passing of Billy Sunday's large
tabernacle meetings of 15 years ago to within the last

few years, attempts at revival meetings of such proportion have not been made.
464

tion are pictured above, with a view of the church
building in the center, and the new pastor and his

family above. Gordon Bracker, completing his work at
Grace Seminary, assumed the pastorate June 17.

Within the last few years there are several men who
are meeting with success in union revivals. John R.
Rice has been conducting city-wide meetings in various
parts of the nation with a good degree of success.

The man we believe to become one of America's outstanding evangelists is a counterpart of Jonah, who
heralded forth the ultimatum to Nineveh. A converted Jew, Hyman Appelman, formerly an attorneyat-law, is drawing crowds of four or five thousand in
tents and auditoriums consistently, and souls by
the
hundreds are making confession of Christ as Saviour.

A

recent description of Appleman is: "He is a simple
but forceful speaker; not profound. He gives the impression of a lawyer pleading for the life of his client.

He paints sin as bad as it is. He pictures the horrors
of hell like the New Testament does. He helds
up the
risen Christ, His shed blood, and His abounding
grace,
as sufficient for all who believe."
Then,

too,

we cannot pass up the present-day radio

'
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RECENT VIEWS of one of the youngest Brethren
Mission churches—Byersdale, Pa., where Charles Ber-

gerson has been ministering. He
lower left picture extreme right.

evangelists who are reaching audiences numbering
into the millions with each broadcast. Charles Fuller
and Walter Maier, of the Old Fashioned Revival Hour
and the Lutheran Hour, respectively, are example".
Hundreds of pastors over the world are using the radio

reach

as a

means

may

be seen in the

—

men for Christ, while in later years perfect organization and perfectly planned campaigns have been
the best methods to accomplish the desired results.
There are, however, certain elements of permanency which are characteristic of all true revivals
since Pentecost.

of reaching souls.

The first great evangelistic campaign
1. Prayer.
under the Church was preceded by a 10-day prayer
meeting in the upper room. It is possible to have revivals without churches, but not without prayer. The
secret of the success of Finney and Moody is attributed
to prevailing prayer. Finney once remarked, "Unless

Another movement which is gaining momentum
with telling power is the various young people's evangelistic meetings. Child evangelism has made telling
effects wherever widely used. And, considering the fact
that children will grow up, the evangelization of children by use of the flannelgraph or whatever name
you may call it, is a movement to be seriously considered. More recently there has come to the fore great
mass meetings by and primarily for young people in
many of our larger cities. Recent meetings in Chicago
and New York have witnessed more than 20,000 at
each session. In these "Youth for Christ" meetings

had the spirit of prayer I could do nothing. If even
for a day or hour I lost the spirit of grace and supplication, I found myself unable to preach with power
and efficiency or to win souls by personal conversa-

I

tion."

of all we
2. The outpouring of the Holy Spirit. First
must be indwelt by the Holy Spirit and then, having
been indwelt and sealed, we may plead for successive

scores of young people are giving their hearts to Christ
and presenting their lives to Him for full-time service.
And now, in conclusion, what lessons can we learn

the needs may arise. There can be only
one indwelling, but there ought to be many infillings.
Only as we willingly present our bodies as living sacrifices will the Lord fill them with power for the
task He has given us.
truth. Whether
3. The presentation of the Gospel
Finthis is done by preaching alone as In the time of
was the
ney, or by personal testimony and tracts, as

infillings as

from the revivals of the past? There are, we believe,
some permanent elements while others may have been
but the products of the occasion. We have noticed that
it
at one period, like under the preaching of Finney,
required but the preaching of the Word for the conversion of men. In the great revival of 1857 union
prayer meetings seemed the only necessary thing to
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SOME MORE BRETHREN CAMP PICTURES—Upper
a view of Camp Buckeye at Beulah Beach, Ohio,

left is

with inset of the Dean, Pastor Robert Crees. The re-

methods with house-to-house

visitations,

the ministry of song, the use of the public press, the
radio, or whatever the method, there must be a clear

and
is

which
every one that

direct presentation of the Gospel of Christ

the power of

believeth, to the

God unto
Jew

that's God's order!

first

salvation to

and

One thing

must be preached whether

also to the Greek.
is

it is

essential

^i

~'

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
The

God

basis of our friendship with

is

our obedi-

ence to Him.

Love does not choose which commands
which not to do.

to do

and

And

—the Gospel

done from the

'

maining three pictures show camp life in the Great
Northwest, Clear Lake, Wash. In the lower left picture,
the Dean, Pastor Earl Reed, may be seen (arms folded).

case in the great revival of 1857, or by the combination of these

f'i

Please enter

my

subscription to the Brethrea

Miasionary Herald for one year.
enclosed.

Send

ioo%?

eUu44Ut

^<i Tfou/i,

pulpit,

in private conversation, by a hymn, by the printed
page, or by radio.
Some have said that revivals are but temporary
phenomena and will ultimately pass away. But as long
as there is a single impenitent man, woman, or child

It

One

dollar ($1)

to:

this earth revivals in some form or another will
be necessary for bringing the lost to Christ. The day
of revivals is not over, but with too many Christians
the days of willingness to pray and completely yield to
the Holy Spirit and then to present the true Gospel of
Jesus Christ, which is the power of God unto salvation,

upon

State

Box 544

is over.

May

the Great Shepherd be merciful first of

His under-shepherds

movements

Winona Lake

all to

who have become concerned with

Indiana

of social uplift at the expense of souls lost

iaa6X3O0««KX3OaeK«XKX 08KK300tK«3tKK»»WroWtW

for eternity.
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Missions Council Financial Report

Home

Brethren

$3.00
4.00
50.00

Grace Brethren Church, Singer Hill, Pa. (Byersdale)
Edith R. Hall, Williamsport. Pa. (Ky.)
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Doolittle, Eugene, Oreg
First Brethren Church, Dayton, Ohio
First Brethren Church, Martinsburg, Pa.:
Mrs. Mary Alice Waltz
Summit Mills Brethren Church, Summit MiUs, la.
(Byersdale)
Edith R. Hall, WilUamsport, Pa. (Ky.)
(Report of
First Brethren Church, Cheyenne, Wyo.
ThanisgivinB Offering)
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bishop
Rambo
Ralph
Rev. and Mrs.
A Friend
Miscellaneous
Edith R, Han, Williamsport, Pa. (Eyang.)
Ruth Snyder, Africa
Editli R. Hall. Williamsport. Pa. (Ky)
Mrs. R. v. Aspinwall, Freeport. Ill
Mr and Mrs. Francis L. Royer, Morrill, Kans Gift)
(Special
First Bretliren Church, San Diego, CaUf.
.

Mrs. Beulah Ratlift
Grace Brethren Church. Mansfield, Ohio
West Kittanning Brethren Churoh, Kittanning,

3.00
5.00
15.00
5.00

E. AUanson
E. Altraan
P. Ainsworth
Mrs. Jack Altaf fer
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Buerkin
Mrs. Tessie Bower
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bowman
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Barnard
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Beeker
Mr. and Mrs. Don Coomba
Miss Olive Crowe
C.

J.

Miscellaneous
First Brethren Church. Waynesboro, Pa. (Conf.)....
Singer Hill Brethren Church. Conemaugh, Pa. (Conf.)
First Brethren Church, Altoona, Pa
Ghent Brethren Clmrch, Roanoke, Va. (Conf.)
Gra,ce Brethren Church. Fremont, Oliio:
Iteyersdale. Pa.

(Conf.)

5.00
90.37

.

45. 2T

Church. Martinsburg, Pa. (Conf.) ....
Grace Brethren Church, Waterloo. Iowa (Conf.)
First Brethren Churoh. Canton, Ohio (Conf.)
North Riverdale Brethren Church. Dayton, OMo (Conf.)
First Brethren Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind. (Conf.)
First Brethren Church, Washington, D. O.
Rebecca Tice
Mountain View Brethren Church, Roanoke, Va. (Conf.)
(Conf.)
First Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pa.
First Brethren

5.00
B.OO
15.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

•

Gordon

Mr. Nash
Mr. and Mrs. Parker H. Yost
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Payton
Mr. O. W. Payne
Mrs. G. M. Proeshow
The Sturz Family
Mrs. Sharp
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wells
Mr. and Mrs. B. N. Nevegold

5.00

1.00

20.00
5.00
25.00
10.00
31.25

Neva Bowman
Miscellaneous

1.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
5.00

Mrs. Boyd Plummer
Mr. Donald Rager
Carl Uphouse
Mr. Fred Bentz
Mrs. Otto Rose and family
Mrs. Lewis Hostctler
Rev. Charles Gwynn
N. T. Weaver
John W. Sohatz
Thomas G. Watkins
Sylvannus Custer
Eileen Weaverling
Gladys Palhser
Harry Ringler
Byron B. Noon

5.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
5.00

-
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Blair Dick

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Stump
Mrs. Mildred Jones
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Redinger
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Church, Dayton, Ohio:
and Mi3. A. D. Grubbs
and Mrs. O. L. Hart

First Brethren

and Mrs. Homer Smith
and Mrs. Roy A. Trissel
W. C. Teeter and Grace Buck
and Mrs. H. E. tJtz
Leva Yingling
Sit. and Mrs. .Tohn Sliipley

:
•

Miscellaneous
; :
Neb. (Conf.)
First Brethren Church. Beaver City,
Second Brethren Church, Long Beach, Calif.
LaLoma Grace Brethren Church, Modesto, Calil.:
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Bowman
Mr. and Mrs. George Garber
First Brethren Church, Tracy, Calif:
•

•

'

'

"

.

.

Ira Bostian
Clair Barron

$5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00

Thelma Reed
and Mrs. Henry Schaef f

Mrs. Mary Bifano
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Halliwell
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Habel
Mr. and Mrs; N. H. MiUer
Miss Blanch Vickroy
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Strayer
Miscellaneous
Singer Hill Brethren Church, Conemaugh, Pa. (pledge) :
• • •
Mrs. A. B. Shankle
Beaver City Brethren Church, Beaver City, Nebr.
(pledges)

'

.

.

H. Boyd Peer (pledge)
;
; i
'/A,'
t ;
(Cont.)
Grace Brethren Bible Class, South Bend, Ind,
Bethel Brethren Church, Heme, Ind. (Cont.)
Carlton Brethren Church, Garwin, Iowa:
Lawrence .Tudge (pledge)
Grace Brethren Church, Flora, Ind.:
Mr. anl Mrs. M. E. Jackson
New Troy Brethren Church, New Troy, Mich
Listie Brethren Church, Listie, Pa.:

50 00
17.09

'

•

.

402.95

;;,

'

'

'

'

Brethren Church. Garwin, Iowa
Grace Brethren Church, Mansfield, Ohio (Conf.)
(Conf.)
West Homer Brethren Church, Homerville, Ohio
West Homer Brethren Church, Homerville. Ohio:
;
Boy Hopkins (pledge)
Grace Brethren Church, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio:

27.81
21.20
81.56

Mildred .Tones (pledge)
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Jones (pledge)
(Conf.)
First Brethren Church, Alfentown, Pa.
Grace Brethren Churoh, Mansfield. Ohio
Bethel Brethren Church. Berne, Ind. (pledges)
Archie Parr
Mrs. Addie Sipe
First Brethren Church, Washington. D. O.
West Tenth Shreet Brethren Church, ABhland,

20.00
45.06

Carlton

C

.

•

.

J.

.

.

.

1.00

.

Mrs. C. Brydon
Mrs. G. C. Caldwell

Chesney

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McNeil
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Mercer

•

.

Brown

Bemice Maddux

:

.

.

.

.

•

(Continued on Page 469)

Ohio

(Conf.)
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6.00
4.00
10.00
5.00
7.00
2.00
2.00
12.25

.

Mrs. V. F. Conkle
Minnie Conner
Mr. and Mrs. WilUam Fillion
Mr and Mrs. John Grant
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Hay

,

.

Merle Hopkins

Mr. and
Mr. and
Mildred
Mr. and

•

.

10.00
5.00
1.00

Josephine Hungate
Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Green
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. ^Long
A Friend
Ghent Brethren Church, Roanoke, Va.
Second Brethren Church, Los Angeles, Cahf.:
Mr. and Mrs. C. Adams
Mragaret Beard
Jesse

no

1.00
5.00
1.00
20.00
1.00
1.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
4.00
6.00
6.50
20.00
10.75

:

Rev. H. J. Baerg
Lucy Bedler
'
Donne Bedler
Grace Brethren Church, Haserstown, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Zello
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Perry
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Williams

.

«
(Cont.)....

(pledge)

68.72
133.34
85.79
47.05

:

Ed Hindman

Mrs.

Hazel Ringler
Sandra L. Harbaugli

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Heindel
Zaida B. Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Knowles
Mr. and Mrs. L. Lewis Lee
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Lange

Ruben Heist

15.00
25.00
10.68

Mary Anderson
Sunday School
Truth Seekers Class

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hague
Main Street Brethren Churoh,

,T.

Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.

>

Brethren Church, TTniontown, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hileman
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Divil

:

Grace

Pa.

(Conf.)

•

Frieda Dexhiemer
Miss E. Grundman

<

26.21

.

I-^rst

_

.

Mrs.

15.5
.

:

•

28.32

First

\'emon Brethren Church. Limestone, Tenn. (Conf.)
First Brethren Church, Grafton, W. Va. (Conf.)....
Portis Brethren Church, Portis, Kans.

.

'

Brethren Church, Long Beach, Calif.:
Women's Missionary Council
Brethren Church, La Verne, Calif.:
Women's Missionary Council

I-'irst

10.00
1.60
5.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
1.00
10.00
17.00
10.00
S.OO
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THREE CLASSES OF MEN
I Corinthians 2:14-3:4

By

HERMAN KOONTZ,

erate today, even as in Paul's day, deny the efficacy
of the blood of Christ, and so cut themselves off from

Roanoke, Va.

its

In these verses we have God's classification of all
men. There are three kinds of men the natural, the
spiritual, and the carnal. In one of these three classes
we must place ourselves. Let us see
what type of men each class represents and then honestly place our-

—

where we belong.

selves

First of all

one

man"

for

divisions.

scribes

shall consider the
calls

the "natural

he represents one of these
I

him

Corinthians 2:14 dein this

manner: "But

the natural man receiveth not the
things of the Spirit of God: for they
are foolishness unto him: neither
HERMAN KOONTZ
can he know them, because they
are spiritually discerned." Very evidently when Paul
uses the word "natural" he is referring to the unsaved
man whether he be Jew or Gentile.
Three things are said about the "natural man" that
reveal his true character. Plrst, he "receiveth not the
things of the Spirit of God." The ministry of the Holy
Spirit in behalf of the lost according to John 16:7-11
is to "reprove the world of sin, and of righteousness,
and of judgment: of sin, because they believe not on
.", that is, on Christ.
me
To reject this ministry
of the Holy Spirit is to cut one off from the salvation
that God has provided through the Lord Jesus Christ.
It is the work of the Holy Spirit to convince men that
they are sinners and in need of the Saviour, and then
to woo them to that Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ, in
order to be saved. The "natural man," refusing to heed
the voice of the Spirit, continues his course in sin. In
rejecting the ministry of the Spirit he tujrns to the
planning of his^ own life; he erects his own gods and
bows down before the creations of his own hands. He
is unregenerate. He is well described in 11 Corinthians
4:4 "In whom the god of this world hath blinded the
minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the
glorious Gospel of Christ who is the image of God,
should shine on them."
The second thing said about the "natural man" to
show that he is lost is the fact that the "things of the
Spirit of God are foolishness unto him." He may have
the wisdom of the world, but this wisdom will have
nothing to do with a Christ Who died that He might
pay the ransom price for the sins of the whole world.
The wisdom of the world takes the Cross and honors
Christ as a great martyr, but it refuses to accept His
substitutionary work in behalf of all men. It hates the
blood. We have this plainly revealed in the eighteenth
verse of the first chapter in these words, "For the
preaching of the Cross is to them that perish foolishness; but unto us which are saved it is the power oi
God." The centuries have not changed the lost in their
attitude toward this good news that "Christ died for
our sins according to the Scriptures." The unregen.

•

we

whom God

.

cleansing power.

The third thing that
to show that he is lost
he know

said about the "natural man"
this expression: "Neither can
them, because they are spiritually discerned."
the Bible speaking about that the "natural
is

is

What is
man" cannot know? "The

things of the Spirit of God."
man is wholly without
any conception of spiritual truths. The eleventh verse
of this chapter explains this quite plainly. "For what
man knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit of
man which is in him, even so the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God." Since the "natural
man" counts the things of the Holy Spirit "foolishness"
and will not receive them, he cuts himself off from any
revelation of God's Spirit to his soul. In this terrible
condition what else can he do but continue in his lost
state? Such a man is "dead in trespasses and sin." The
plight of the "natural man" is truly a tragic one. It
seems that the great mass of the world's population
can be put into this class. If you are among them, you
should not rest until you discover from God's Word
His plan for your deliverance.
Next we shall consider those whom Paul calls "carnal" Christians. In 3:3 he vinrites, "For ye are yet carnal: for whereas there is among you envying, and
strife, and divisions, are ye not carnal, and walk as
men?" These "carnal" ones are Christians and so are
distinguished from the "natural" or unsaved people of
the world. Now we know that they are Christians for in
the very first verse of this chapter Paul calls them
"brethren" and "babes in Christ." He could not speak
in such a manner of the "natural" man." These "carnal" believers had some time in the past heeded the
voice of the Holy Spirit and had taken the Lord Jesus
to be their Saviour, but for some reason they continued
to be little babies in spiritual things. They had, no
doubt, failed to use the means within their possession
to grow up to become strong men of God. There are
many such spiritual babies in our churches. Such are
saved if they truly have Christ as their Saviour, but
there has been no growth in the grace and knowledge

Being "natural" the unsaved

of Him.

What are some of the evidences to prove many of
these Corinthians to be "carnal" Christians? What
shows that they haven't grown up to partake of the
meat of the Word? Three things are said about them
in verse 3. There was among them envying, and strife,
and divisions. Being guilty of these things, they walked
as men. Such evidences of carnality in the church
today are sapping its power and making it the laughing
stock of a critical and unbelieving world. What a
tragedy to look into our churches and find these three
sins so prevalent! First envy. Some one gets elected
to an office that some one else wants and the deadly
sin of envy begins to work which, if allowed tO develop,
may in the end produce a divided church. Envy produces

strife.

of the year
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great
like s
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tbP pastor
nastor can draw a breath
the
tmae the "carnal man
of relief if all goes well. At that
and done to disrupt
reveals himself in the things said
words are spoken,
the work of the Lord. Harsh
All
Wounds are made that take years to heal, if ever.
are stiU "babes in
this because many Christians
strife there so often
Christ." From envy that produces
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"spiritual"
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BUCKEYE CAMP
(Northern Ohio Churches)

fniinws

from
rintwan Church one group will separate itself
How can
Another eroup each group following a leader.
victories? Such
such a dfvided army of Christ wm any
Surely we
th?nss come from the "carnal" Christians.
If we are we
do not want to be guilty of such conduct.

Buckeye Camp was held at Beulah Beach June 2i>
to July 2. This camp has come to be one of the feato
tures of the work of the churches of the district

unto God." We
"a UvTiTg sacrifice, holy, acceptable
we dare
need not continue to be "carnal" Christians;
wants us to be
not remain iS that condition. God
"spirit™Christians. This is the third class of men
what it means
he menUons in Corinthians. Let us see

as
Seniors to be separated in all of the class work,
the same camp,
separate as though they were not
Yet for athletic events and dining room periods they
are in one body, housed in one large hotel buildmg.
This year there were 144 registered from the first

which pastors and young people ahke look forward to
enjoying. This year, as for several years, i;t;^as a combination of Junior and Semor camps The facilities
Juniors and
at Beulah Beach make it possible for the

condimust somehow see our impoverished spiritual
tioncoXs our sins to the Lord, and present ourselves
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was

stunned and broken-hearted. It seemed
and his family, who had endeared
themselves to our hearts through so many joys and
sorrows in the service of the Lord, was to leave us. But
God, almost before we were aware of the fact of a
change of pastors, had prepared and provided in a very
definite and unique way another one of His blessed
servants to carry on until the time when Capt. Orville
Lorenz, the pastor-elect, was expected to be on hand.
The fact that our brother A. D. Cashman was selected and sent of the Lord to minister to this people
was readily discerned in the very beginning and has
continued throughout the months of his service here.
Because of his own personal testimony and surrendered
life, yielded in heart to the Divine will, our own lives
have been greatly enriched and spiritually strengthened. No one knows this better than the writer who
has been serving as the church visitor this year. There
has been the highest appreciation expressed everywhere for the fearless presentation of the Word of God
by our brother. We have have not failed to appreciate
the fact that it was a real sacrifice for him to give up
the convenience of his home and to live apart from his
loved ones during the past ten months; that, in ministering to us, he might bring glory to the precious
Name of God's beloved Son, our Lord Jesus Christ.
For 15 years of outstanding ministry of our beloved
Rev. R. D. Barnard and also the 10 months of our beloved Rev. A. D. Cashman, including the loved ones of
both, we joyfully sing with the Psalmist of old, "O bless
our God,
and make the voice of His praise to be
heard."
Elizabeth Campbell.
fairly

impossible that he

VICTORY REVIVAL AT GARWIN, IOWA
"God

on the throne!" The Lord be praised for
May 22-June 3. The Lord performed
a real work of grace, and brought glory to Himself.
is still

ttie victory revival

There were 30 decisions for Christ, 10 of which were
first-time confessions. The Lord be praised!
During the meeting. Rev. and Mrs. Harold Parks were
our hosts. A sweeter time of fellowship has never been
experienced than was ours while in their home. We
commend Brother Parks for his faithful and tireless
*
labor as the pastor of the Garwin Church.
We enjoyed the fine fellowship of the Garwin congregation. May the Lord continue to bless and work
through this church to win many more to Jesus Christ.
Arnold R. Kriegbaum, Evangelist (Ps. 9:1).

Having just closed a revival at our church with Rev.
Arnold Kriegbaum, of Waterloo, Iowa, as evangelist,
we wish to thank those who held us before the throne
of grace in prayer and also report the result of this
Victory service. There were 10 first-time confessions in
the church, 2 out of the church; 20 reaffirmations and
reconsecrations, and 2 gave themselves for for fulltime service one is preparing to enter Moody Bible
Institute now. The evangelist brought straightforward
and timely messages; the attendance was fine from
the first night. We also had the privilege of having
Mrs. Kriegbaum in our midst part of the time. She was
appreciated very much, consenting to play for us during the meeting. God richly blessed through her special musical solos.
Our whole church has taken on a new view of the
Word and the need of living the Word. We wish to
thank the members of Grace Brethren Church of
Waterloo for sharing with us Brother Kriegbaum's
ministry.
Mrs. Opal Lowry, Church Secretary.

—

.

Portis Brethren

KANSAS

Church has had the opportunity

of having a returned missionary of The Oriental Missionary Society present a message and some pictures
on Southwest China and the need there, especially
since the war.

The church was also privileged to have the Grace
Seminary Quartet on Saturday night, Jtine 23, and Sunday, June 24, at the morning service. The songs, testimonies and pictures were well received. The members
would like to have them back again.

faithful," I Cor. 1:9.

These precious words of
Paul never carried more comfort and assurance
than they did to this congregation during the present
is

.

PORTIS,
The

DAYTON, OHIO
"God

.

Paul Davis, Pastor.

St.

year.

Last August, when Rev. R. D. Barnard closed a long
and faithful pastorate with us to comply with a call of
the Lord to the San Diego Church, our membership

ROASTED NEIGHBOR^Dr. Van Dyke

once pictured
speaking in the following brief pointed paragraph:
"Cannibalism," he said, "id dying out among the barbarous tribes but it still survives among the most highly
evil

,

You might find yourself in some difyou invited a company of friends to roasted
Everybody would refuse with horror. But,
you wish to serve up somebody's character at a social

civilized people.

ficulty if

neighbor.

PASTORS
Please send names and addresses of any- of your
members serving in C. P. S. (Civilian Public Service) camps to the address below:

Emory
C.

P.

L.
S.

entertainment or after church, or pick the bones of
somebody's reputation in a quiet corner, you will find
ready guests and almost incredible appetites."—Johnstown, Pa., Bulletin.

Garber

Camp #103

Box #1511
Missoula, Montana
P. O.

if

BE CAREFUL, NOW!
Be very careful of those who come to your door
teaching a "no-heir doctrine. The Lord Jesus Christ
believes in Hell. ^Portis, Kans., Bulletin.

still
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Topic Five

29, 1945

STUDYING GOD'S WORD.

S.

Introductory remarks by the leader: A story is told
planned a beautiful
of a benevolent architect who
left
home. He employed a builder friend of his and
him the blueprints for this home as well as enough
money for the materials and furnishings. Carefully
details, for he
builder instructions

his

T.

m

life.

TESTIFYING FOR HIM. Acts 1:8. — Now thac
true Child of
is real to his own heart, the
God desires to tell others of Him. He testifies for

Christ

His Lord at every opportunity.

Topic Seven
I.
"

INVITING OTHERS. John 4:29.—The Christian has
found such great joy in the Lord that he is busy inwill go and
viting others to this wonderful Lord. He
weU reteU others even as did the woman at the
corded in John

7.

Topic Eight
A.

12:1.—The Chrisfollowing the Architect's plan for his
His life is a living
life is absolutely yielded to God.
his heart is
sacrifice for his Lord. Not a P9.rt of

ABSOLUTELY YIELDED. Rom.

tian

sorry, too, for

together,
had hoped that we might enjoy the home
The builder
sharing our work and pleasures here!"
the
now realized he had defrauded himself as well as

N.

God has given us blueprints for the Christian hfe.
to
Some Christians try to deceive the Architect, only

CHRISTIAN.
Topic One

CHILD OF GOD. Rom. 8:16.—The Christian is no
he beUeved
longer a child of Satan as he was before
of God.
on the Lord Jesus Christ. He is now a Child

is

it.

Topic Nine

architect.

themselves!
discover, too late, that they have swindled
The following are some specifications and blueprints
in God's Word.
for the Christian life that may be found
the word
Consider these in the form of an acrostic on

who

yielded, but all of

I

C

Tim. 2:15— A true

Topic Six

he gave the
would of necessity be gone for some time.
with great
After some months the architect returned
the outanticipation to see the finished home. From
to the architect
side the home appeared to be a credit
door
and to the builder. The architect stepped to the
the
and was greeted somewhat apologetically by
beautiful on the
builder. The house which was very
barren and unoutside, surprised the architect by its
to exfinished condition inside. The builder began
began urging
plain, "I am so sorry. The old crowd
me to come back with them. I lost my interest in the
the rest
blueprints and finally I spent all my time and

am

2

Christian studies God's word that he might not only
also
be a workman who needs not be ashamed, but
will for
that he might find within God's Word, God's

SUBJECT: THE CHRISTIAN

of the money vrtth the crowd."
"Well," answered the architect, "I

©tiiUo^Jc^

CnitiAtian

jiailanal

NOT OF THIS WORLD. Rom. 12:2.—He is in this
the
world but not of it. He is not conformed to
about a
things of this world. He is more concerned
the Architect, and
life that is pleasing to His God,
not to the god of this world, the devil.
remarks: Are we building according to God's
Closing

plan?
God and to us—as
Is our Christianity an honor to
fine within as it appears to be without?
pasl^then resolve to
If we have failed Him in the
pleasing Him!
build lives in the future that are
^Leo Polman.

—

Topic Two—
.^ ^
Not for a limited,time
H. fflS TfOREVER. John 10:28.—
only, but His forever.
,

Topic Three
R.

REDEEMED BY THE BLOOD.

1 Pet. 1

:

19—His

for-

the pre-

reedemed by
ever, all because he has been
sacrifice.
cious blood of Jesus, the final
Christians
That is all that can be said of some
salvation but
They have accepted the gracious gift of
Chrisunfinished the part that is theirs as
have

left

box)

gift
tian builders (the space within the
who has folLet us consider the life of a Christian
picture and
lowed God's blueprint. It is a happier
a joy to God, the Architect.

Topic Four
I

i.
i,„„
has
INSTANT IN PRAYER. Rom. 12:12.-One who

m

life is instant
followed God's plai^ for his or her
other Christians,
prayer, praying for lost souls, for
needs.
as well as for his own spiritual

Dear Rev. Malles:

Church of
People's C. E. of First Brethren
have been prothey
that
report
to
wishes
Uniontown
the C^E. standards
gressing successfully in following
President, Bruce Rosner,
follows:
as
are
officers
The
Secretary, Loretta SiVice-President. Dannie Franks;
bert; Treasurer, Loretta Riggar.
hold monthly meetings at the

Young

It

was voted that we

county

Home

for Shut-ins.

The

last

Tuesday of each

E has
social gathering. The C
people's benefit for their
organized a library for young
been studyChristian life. In our C. E. we have

month we have our
future
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ing "What Do Brethren Believe?" by L. Llewellyn
Grubb. In our C. E. executive meetings we elect the
leaders a month ahead.
Rev. Jake Kliever was our guest speaker on March
18. We enjoyed him very much.
By the help of the Lord we hope to progress more

^
u
o

c:^
3 6
(T

C

3.
a*

«

*-t

successfuly in the following quarter.

In His Name,

Dannie Franks.

Dear News Editor:
Greetings from the Pike Brethren

PROGRAM OF NORTHERN OHIO DISTRICT
CONFERENCE OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
July 23-26, 1945, at Ashland, Ohio

C. E.,

Mundys Cor-

We do not have anything new to report this
quarter, but are sending this in order to get credit for

ner, Pa.

one of our required goals. We had our quarterly social
the last Thursday of May and had a fine time of Christian feUowship. On the 24th of June the High School
group is planning a public service at the County Children's Home. We have met all the goals so far. We
covet the prayers of other Christian Endeavors.
In His Service,

MONDAY EVENING, JULY 23—OPENING SESSION

—Congregational singing.

8:00 P.M.

Special music.

Message, Bernard N. Schneider.
10:45

TUESDAY, JULY 24
A.M.—Morning Prayer Meeting, Leader, Rev.
Lowell Hoyt.

1:15 P.M.

Robert Griffith.

Dear Friend in Christ:
In our C. E. news letter for the editor we would like
to teU you just a little of what we are doing at
Summit Mills. We have our regular meeting every Monday
night. Then once a month we try to have a social. The
last one we had was a "Tramp Party," each one
dressed
like a tramp. We went from house to house
begging
for something to eat; in this way we got our refreshments. Then we went to a vacant store room which
was decorated like a park. There was also a police-

man

to keep all the "tramps" off the park benches.

After

we had our refreshments we played some games,

Session.
2:30 P.M.—Inspirational Hour, Rev. Geo. Kinzje.
3:15 P.M. Simultaneous Sessions.
8:00 P.M.—Song Service.

—

Bible Lecture, "Grace
B. S. L. V. Meeting with
K. B. Ashman.

WEDNESDAY, JULY
10:45

25

Leader,

Karl

Garling.

—Business Session.
P.M.—Inspirational Hour, Rev.
P.M. —Simultaneous Sessions.

1:15 P.M.

2:30
3:15
8:00

P.M.—Song

Gordon Bracker.

Service.

Bible Lecture,
godly," Rev.

"Sorrow—Godly and UnKenneth B. Ashman.

THURSDAY, JULY
10:45

26

A.M.—Morning Prayer Meeting,

Leader,

Rev.

Lester Pifer.

Dear Mr. Malles:
I am writing for the Peru Brethren Senior
Christian
Endeavor Society.
We have an average attendance of 22. We have 27
active members and five inactive members. They
are
considered inactive because they were not present or

did not send a testimony to our rededication program.
Our society is rather active. We plan social activities
at least once a month and sometimes of tener.
We have
a social gathering every time our high school has a
dance or some other social activity our young people
do not desire to go to. We are striving to reach all of
our goals and so far we are meeting them.
Our society is doing everything possible to keep our
young people doing the work of the Lord.
Our president is Miss Betty Anderson. Our vice-president has left for the armed services.
Sincerely yours.

Miss Donna Henry.

REMEMBER
child

John Squires and

A.M.—Morning Prayer Meeting,

Sincerely,

Margaret Henning, Secretary.

and Works," Rev.

Kenneth Ashman.

sang a few choruses and ended our evening in this
way. Our members enjoyed it very much.

A

—^Business

the most rigid exacter of consistency.
Every sacrifice is an investment.
is

472

—Business Session.
P.M.—Inspirational Hour, Rev.
P.M. —Simultaneous Sessions.

1:15 P.M.

2:30
3:15
8:00

P.M.—Song

Ord Gehman.

Service.

Lecture, "The Way of Salvation
Plain," Rev. Kenneth B.* Ashman.
Final District Missions Report.
Benediction.

Bible

,

Made

GOD-TRAINED COMFORTERS—
Paul, in writing to the Corinthians, says: "Blessed
be God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, the
Father of mercies, and the God of all comfort; who
comforteth us in all our tribulations, that wa may be
able to comfort them which are in any trouble by the
comfort wherewith we ourselves are comforted of
God" (2 Cor. 1:3, 4). God often leads his children into
fiery channels that there they may experience His
great comforting and sustaining grace, that they in
turn may be able to comfort and encourage others who
are called to go through similar experiences. God's
rarest saints are often those who suffer most.—Portis,
Kans., Bulletin.
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THE AMBASSADORS OF GRACE QUARTET

GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
Community church near our own Brethren
9:30, and at 10:30 we presented the work of
^
the Seminary at our own church. Driving to Waterloo,
we conducted the Sunday evening service and also a
service on Monday evening following a Father and Son
little

Church, at

THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
By President Alva

J.

Banquet at which the Quartet helped with the entertainment. We received a very warm welcome from
both our many friends in Waterloo and the energetic
pastor, Brother Kreigbaum, who is a graduate of Grace
Seminary and member of a former Seminary Quartet.
We enjoyed the hospitality of the Kreigbaums, Cleve
Millers, and Vernon Schrocks.

McClain

SEMINARY ACTIVITIES
The

first

eight-week session for upper classmen

closed with examinations on

June

22,

and on June 25

another eight-week session was opened for incoming
Juniors and a few upper classmen

who

opportunity to take a few extra hours.
classes are being

are using this

The present

conducted by Professors Kent ahd

Culver. Professor Hoyt

is

in the East visiting churches

New Building Fund. Following
among our southeast churches, re-

in the interest of the

a 2,500-mile trip
ported elsewhere in this issue, I expected to visit all
our churches west of Winona Lake in company with
the Seminary Quartet. However, under the doctor's
orders, this plan had to be given up. But we decided
that thei Quartet should take the western ministry by
themselves, and at this writing (July 11) they are with
Brother Tom Hammers at Tracy, California. I went
with them as far as Waterloo, Iowa, to get them started
on the program, and then returned to Winona Lake by
train, where I have kept busy with various duties oi
administration and planning for the new building.
Many of our friends have heard of Brother Aeby's
illness, and we are glad to report that the Lord seems
to have been leading in the matter of medical treatment under which he is improving in health. Let us
continue to join in prayer on his behalf, and also for
his church at Fort Wayne.

PROGRESS OF THE QUARTET
To date the Quartet has visited churches at Williamsburg, Waterloo, Garwin, Dallas Center, and Leon, in
the State of Iowa; at Portis, Kansas; Beaver City,
Nebraska; Cheyenne, Wyoming; Spokane, Sunnyside,
and Harrah, in Washington. They also visited the First
Baptist Church of Wenatchee and the First Presbyterian Church of Yakima, and were featured in broadcasts from Seattle under the auspices of the Christian
Business Men's Committee on July 4 and 5.
Since I was with the men at Williamsburg and
Waterloo, I am able to say something of the services
there. Due to a bit of tire trouble we did not arrive
at the pastor's residence until midnight, but Brother
Allen Fast got out of bed and distributed the men
around to their places of entertainment, at the Myers
and Miller homes, while I enjoyed the hospitality of
the Fasts. Sunday morning the Quartet sang at a

REPORTS FROM THE QUARTET

—

The young men are kept busy at Spokane they had
four services on one Sunday but they find time to
write a letter occasionally. Gerald Polman reported
from Iowa that they had had "eight chicken dinners in
eight days" and managed some of their laundry at
Dallas Center. Russell Ward wrote from Dallas Center
that they were meeting "good attendance and much
interest," and again from Nebraska that they were
enjoying their ministry and fellowship with pastors
and churches. And Ned Collingridge writes from Seattle
that "all of us are well and the Lord is blessing."

—

At Falls

City,

Nebraska, the Quartet called on our

and Mrs. H.

J. Prichard, and found them
both in the hospital as the result of an automobile
accident. Let us join in prayer for their full recovery.
Later in the day the men stopped at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Francis Royer, near Morrill, Kansas, where
they reported the enjoyment of fellowship and also
another "delicious chicken dinner" before they left for
Portis, Kansas. Doubtless the members of the Quartet
vidll write a fuller account of their travels and ministry
in a later issue of the Herald.

friends, Mr.

REPORTS FROM OTHERS
A card from Brother L. L. Grubb, who was with the
Quartet in the Northwest Churches, reports: "Having
a fine trip. Enjoying fellowship among the churches.
The boys of the Quartet are doing a great piece of
work."
Brother James Cook, pastor at Dallas Center, was
here at Winona Lake for a few moments recently and
spoke very highly of the ministry of the Quartet and
said the offering at Dallas Center had already reached
over a thousand dollars.

A recent letter from Brother Wm. Schaffer, the new
pastor at Spokane, states that "The Quartet were just
beyond description, and took the city by storm. At the
Youth for Christ Rally they had one of the largest
audiences I have seen there and a marvelous response.
Brother Grubb brought a splendid message with visible
results

.

.

.

We

and we hope

certainly enjoyed having them here,
on the memories of their visit until

to live

the next visitors come this way."

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD: Entered as second-class matter Apnl 16, 1943 at the postotfice at Winona Lake, Indiana, under the
Issued four times each month by The Brethren Missionary Herald Co., Winona Lake, Indiana. Subscription price, $1.00 a year;
Act of March 3, 1879,
Foreign countries $1.50 a year. ADMINISTRATION: Marvin L. Goodman. Secretary of Publications. BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Herman Hoyt, President;
Link, Vice-President; R. D. Crees. Secretary; Homer A. Kent, Treasurer; Paul Bauman, Mrs. John Aeby, R. E. Gingrich. L. L. GraWj, A.
S. W.
L. Lynm, Bernard Schneider, Walter A. Lepp. Editors: Foreign MiasionB. Louis S. Bauman; Women's Missionary Council, Mrs. John Aeby; Home Missions.
L. L. Grubb; Seminary, Alra J. McClain; Managing Editor, Marrin L. Goodman.
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IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Thursday, August 30, has been designated by the
National Fellowship Executive Committee as "GRACV:
SEMINARY DAY" at the 1945 Winona Lake general
conference. To all our alumni, students, trustees, corporation members, and other friends of the Seminary,
we call attention to the following events of interest
and importance:

9:30 to 10:15

A.M.—Reports on

the

New Seminary

Building Program.

At this period we hope to have from each church a
the
report of the total gifts, in cash and pledges, for
new building. We urge, therefore, that this report
personally by
either be sent in by mail or brought in
church. Brief
the pastor or a representative of the
Presreports will be made by the Quartet, Prof. Hoyt,
this will
ident McClain, and Dr. Bauman. We believe
coming
to be one of the "high points" of the
prove

conference.

P.M.— Seminary Corporation Meetings.
the annual meeting of all members of the
Seminary Corporation where its important business
now over 1,200
for the year is transacted. We have
be
members, and trust that as many as possible will
where nompresent to participate. This is the meeting
election held the
inations are made for the trustee
Board
year. All officers and members of the

1:30 to 2:30

This

is

following

should assemble on the platform.

5:00—The Seminary Banquet.
Brother Kenneth B. Ashman, president

By ALVA

reports

9:00—Annual FeUowship Offering for the Seminary.
blessing and
This occasion has proven a means of
our own people,
inspiration in past years, not only to
who have been
but also to others outside our churches
Corporation and
present. Dr. Bauman, president of the
by the Lord on
Board, who has been used so evidently
in his inimitable
previous occasions, will again preside
manner.

Board of Trustees Meeting.
Wednesday, August
This meeting will take place on
Library Room. We
29 at 2-30 P.M. in the Seminary
this period so that
trust that other Boards will vacate
be free to be present.
all our Seminary trustees may

J.

McCLAIN

Our sympathy goes out to those who print the matewe read without giving much thought to the endless and painstaking care required to do a good job.
There are literally dozens of operations where slips are
easy to make. Even if the publisher is furnished with
flawless copy, which he never is, mistakes will creep
rial

in along the line. Some of these are of little consequence, yet no printer worth his salt is ever satisfied
short of mechanical and literary perfection. At other

times mistakes, no matter how trivial mechanically,
can accomplish complete disaster in conveying the intention of the writer. The change of even one letter
can altogether reverse the meaning of a sentence. A
friend of mine in the book-selling business was once
asked whether he could supply a certain book, ana
telegraphed to his store to ascertain the supply. The

friend
reply by wire read, "We have nine," and my
information,
sold nine books on the strength of this
given
only to find on his return that the telegram as
none." Some of
to the operator had read, "We have
have become
the mistakes made in printing Bibles

famous.
„
Bible,
For example, there is the so-called "Breeches
SwitzerGeneva,
at
printers
named thus because the
"aprons" to "breeches'
land, in 1560 changed the word
they sewed
in Gen. 3:7, making the passage read, "And
themselves breeches"!
fig leaves together, and made
Bible,"
There was also the "Adulterous" or "Wicked
inadvertently left out the
so called because the printers
making
word "not" from the Seventh Commandment,
it

of the Alumni

that arrangements have been
Assemmade to hold this banquet at the new Winona
There will be plenty
bly Cafeteria overlooking the lake.
people can be acof room for all, since at least 500
made by
commodated. Further announcement will be
speak reBrother Ashman. President McClain will
garding the architecture of the New Building.
Association,

©feci Ma^tJii&(ii

read "Thou shalt commit adultery"!
was so
The "Vinegar Bible" was printed in 1717 and
Luke
over the parable of the Vineyard in

called because

Vinegar.
was placed the title, "The Parable of the
of "Princes have
In the "Printers' Bible," instead
Psalm 119:161 was
persecuted me without a cause,"
persecuted me without a
to read, "Printers have

20

made

pQTjigg "

1801, got its

And the "Murderer's Bible," printed in
word "murname through the substitution of the

16.
derers" for "murmurers" in Jude
not merely to smile at the
All this should lead us,
but also
and sympathize with the printers,

mistakes

He

gavi.

it

right.

documents
thank God that in its original
the very words which were
a Bible inspired even to
has so providentially conused by the writers. And He
blunders of copyists and
the
of
spite
in
trolled that
numbers of manuscripts
sufficient
have
we
printers,
inspired origmals. Forverbally
the
to
back
us
to lead
did not all make mistakes
tunately, the human agents
For example, where one ed tion
in the same places.
commit adultery," we
was rSade to read, "Thou shalt

to

have

literally

"Thou

thousands of others which have

Shalt not

commit

adultery.

God has indeed providentially

cared for His

(Continued on Page 481)
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Is Grace Seminary Really Necessary)
By ALVA

J.

McCLAIN

attend our

that without our

am sure

that either our former

Home

I can.

But

Missions

show that among the apaffiliated with our Nathan 60 are pastored by men

now

tional Fellowship, no less
who received their training in whole or in part in our
Seminary. This is not to depreciate the value of the
ministry of that fine group of ministers who did not
•Note: The statistics of this article include the years of the Seminary at
for the following reasons
In Grace Seminary we haye simply
( 1 )
continued the same ideals, standards, curricula, and faith which were established there in 1930; (2) Practically all the alumni of our years there are
now supporting Gnace Seminary as alumni: (3) The faction now in control at
Ashland have repudiated, in civil testimony, the work of those years as
something conxpletely lalien to their faith and standards.
A.'^!lland

:

Grace Seminary

is necessary for our Foreign Misquick review of our present missionary forces
shows that nearly two-thirds of them received training
from our Brethren seminary. From the 1945 graduating class alone, no less than three men (all honor students) with their wives, are under appointment for
foreign missionary service under our Society, and we
trust will be on their way to their fields by the time
this article appears in the Herald. Furthermore, still
another member of the class has made application to
the Foreign Board for such service. Grace Seminary
provides also a place where our furloughed missionaries can come as teachers and speakers to make personal contacts with Brethren students. This cannot
be done in the same way and freedom in other schools.
At one such school a missionary of ours was recently
refused a meeting with the Brethren students there as
a matter of general policy. Any attempt to train our
missionaries wholly in other schools vrtll inevitably
divert Brethren students to other boards and other
fields than our own. And in the case of independent

3.

sions.

statistics

proximately 95 churches

in spite of its vicissi-

uate school at Ashland. Giving all due recognition to
the energetic leadership of Secretary Miller, I am sure
that he would join in asserting that the Seminary held
no small place in this progress. To see this clearly, we
have only to imagine the situation if we were suddenly
CO lose all sixty of these seminary trained pastors.

secretary. Brother R. Paul Miller, or Brother L. L.
Grubb, could write this paragraph even more forcibly

than

own seminary,

program would have been
hampered immeasurably. It has been pointed out that
real progress in Brethren Home Missions really began
about 1930, and that since that time 35 new churches
have been organized, which date happens to be the
year when the Seminary was first established as a grad-

to assert such an interest, and then assume an
indifferent attitude toward a Brethren school, is an
utterly illogical position. If we are interested in the
Brethren Church, we must be interested also in a
Brethren seminary. Nothing did more than Grace
Seminary, under God, during the critical years of
conflict, to hold our church together in the fellowship
of faith and united work and testimony.
2. Grace Seminary is necessary for our Home MisI

I myself happen to belong
But these figures should make it clear

tudes, our church extension

But

sions.

own Seminary.

to that group.

Since this country is well supplied with universities,
colleges, seminaries and Bible schools, the question
might legitimately be asked. Why should yet another
educational institution be maintained with all the
added expense involved in such an undertaking? Since
at least some of the existing institutions are Christian,
why not use their facilities and save our money for
other more important needs? These are the days when
the Church should strip herself of all non-essential
baggage and impedimenta, and give her resources only
to things absolutely necessary. We have no right to
build institutions merely for their own sake. Therefore,
it is altogether proper to ask, Is the existence of Grace
Theological Seminary really essential in our day and
generation? We believe the answer to this question Is
an unqualified YES, and that this answer can be amply
supported by the record of past accomplishments.
1. Grace is necessary for the Brethren Church.
Even
a superficial study of church history will demonstrate
that no Christian church or organization has even
been able permanently to sustain its progress without
a school in which to train its own ministers and leaders. Perhaps the Brethren Church can succeed where
others have failed, but the verdict of history is against
us. Outside of Grace Seminary there is no other school
where the distinctive beliefs and practices of the
Brethren are taught as set forth in the Word of God,
without compromise. Without such a school, nothing is
more certain than we shall suffer a disastrous shortage
of ministers and missionaries. During the years since
we began at Ashland,* a total of 159 Brethren students
have received training in our Brethren seminary.lt
might be understandable for a man to say that he Is
not interested in the future of the Brethren Church.

A

which have no church constituency, this
will be channeled into
other non-Brethren fields. I understand, of course,
that volunteers must go where God calls them, but as
missions,

means that Brethren funds

a candidate secretary of 28 years experience I find
that this call is generally extended through the Instrumentality of missionary information and personal contacts. It does not as a rule operate* in a vacuum. All
this means that, since God has made us Brethren responsible for two vast and needy fields, we must take
every possible care to guide oui< resources in missionaries and funds into these fields. The key to this situation is a Brethren school.
4. It follows, therefore, that Grace Seminary is necessary for our Young: People. In Christian colleges of
this country, and also in Bible Schools, we have an ever
increasing number of our boys and girls. During my
recent trip to the southeast I found a fine group of
Brethren students in both Bryan University and Bob
Jones College. The same is true of Westmont College
in Los Angeles, and there are also some in Wheaton
College. What are they doing at these schools? Well,
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most part they are preparing for entrance to
Grace Seminary. Many of these young men are already accepted for admission here when their pre-seminary work is complete. We find also that we have

lor the

Seminary

are looking

Items of Interest

forward to seminary training once the war is ended.
What a tragic thing it would be if, when these splenseminary,
did young people were ready to enter the
our
they should find that we did not think enough of

Public announcement has recently been made by the
Government that Winona Lake has attained the point
where we now have a First Class Post Office, which is

others in the

own

armed

school to keep

services today

it

in existence.

who

We

must, and

I

think we will, keep faith with these Brethren students
who have given their lives to full-time service for the
also
Lord. It would be a great blessing if we could
instituBrethren
in
a
them
to
training
college
offer
certainly the least
tion, but since we have no college

we can do is to maintain a Brethren seminary and
bring them here for their most important training.
Grace Seminary is important to the entire cause
Fundamental Christianity. While Grace Seminary
Brethren, its ministry has
is owned and controlled by
of a total
never be^ confined to our own people. Out
training in the
of 241 students who have obtained
of other
Seminary, over one-third have been members
studems
denominations and groups. Why did these
5.

an unusual distinction for a town of this size. This
advance of the local office has been made possible
largely by the postal business brought here by the
Rodeheaver Music Company, the Free Methodist Publishing House, the Brethren Herald Company, and
Grace Theological Seminary. Among other things, this
advance indicates stabiUty for Winona Lake and also
will mean a fine new government building after the
war.

of

their own
to Grace Seminary? Mainly because
Word of God.
church groups had no school true to the
which still
They came from homes and local churches
denominational
believe in the Old Book, but whose
ModerniE-n. Grace
schools were often gone over to
and
Seminary has been glad to welcome such students,
treat students from
to treat them just as we would
one have gradour own Brethren churches. More than
to preach
uated and gone back into their own churches
occasionaUy, one has
the Gospel of God's Grace. And,

come

entered
grown tired of the modernistic confUct and
point is that Grace
Into fellowship vnth us. But the
ever-increasSeminary in this apostate age holds an
few seminaries
ing important position among the
to the Word of
this country which stUl hold firmly
were not inGod We say, therefore, that even if we
of the Brethren
terested in the progress and future
Seminary
Church the continued existence of Grace
the
and testimony
could be justified by its ministry
unbelief.
present conflict between faith and
this
argument of
In conclusion let us gather up the
about the future of the
article- If we are concerned
Missions, and
Brethren Church, its Home and Foreign
God's marvelous Grace,
of
News
Good
the
of
spread
the
for the continuthen we must be concerned to provide
The Lord has
ance and growth of Grace Seminary.
bountifully for our misl)een very good in providing so

m

m

-

can ac-

by
sionary projects, but all this money
Brethren young men
complish nothing unless we have
to carry the
Faith
and women tramed in the Brethren
blessed privdege to
Message to a lost world. If it is a
the foreign field. It
support a Brethren missionary on
provide for the Brethren educais just as necessary to
missionary. Without sucn
tional preparation of that
be no Brethren mispreparation, eventually there will
sionaries to send and support.
itself

A recent announcement received from Mr. and Mrs.
Garner Hoyt brings the news of the arrival of Ronald
Elwyn Hoyt on July 2, 1945. Both parents are alumni
in
of the Seminary. Brother Hoyt is now engaged
graduate work in Unguistics at Yale University, New
Haven, Conn. The Seminary family joins in congratulations.

Professor Robert D. Culver and family have moved
Winona Lake this week, which will enable him to
devote his attention more fully to his duties as teacher
continue
of Hebrew and the Old Testament. He will
temporarily to supply the pulpit of the church at Fre-

to

mont from where he recently resigned. We welcome
them to the fellowship of the Seminary family.
Because of the crowded condition of the Free Methof the Wiodist Building during the summer session
nona Lake Summer School of Theology, the classes of
Seminary are being conducted in the Presbyte-

Grace

Presbyterian
rian Church. Thanks are due to our
cooperation in
friends here for their kindness and
the
underlines
many ways. But the situation clearly

need for our new building.
D. C,
Professor and Mrs. Kent were in Washington,
speaker at the cerrecently where he was the featured
Brethren
emony of mortgage-burning held at the First
pastor cjf
Church Professor Kent was for fifteen years
and the new building was erected
this congregation
under his able leadership.

of this
The picture which appears on the front cover
member of
was taken by Brother Gordon Carter,

issue

the Quartet were at
the Dallas Center church, while
the idea for
home. Brother F. B. Miller originated
"Grace" were clipped out
the cut, and the songs about
library as selected by
of hymn books in Dr. McClain's

his

him.
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From Dayton, Ohio, to Hagerstown, Md.
"For

I

By ALVA J. McCLAIN
know your readiness, of which I
behalf" (2 Cor. 9:2 ARV)

always a benediction to return to the fellowship of
the pastor. Brother Paterson, who is greatly beloved
of the brethren in that vicinity. The conference extended every possible opportunity to keep the Seminary
work before the conference. Leaving Roanoke on
Thursday, we drove to Covington, where we were given
a warm welcome by Brother and Sister Hall, who entertained us in their home.
is

glory

on your

The ministry of presenting the need of the new Seminary Building began at our First Church in Dayton,
Ohio, where at the request of the Pastor, Brother Cashman, I spoke on Sunday morning, April 29. In the
evening, after hearing an interesting expository sermon by the pastor, I showed pictures in color of scenes
at Winona and the new Seminary campus. Two weeKs
later, on May 13, we returned to Dayton to speak ax
our North Riverdale Church, where we enjoyed the
hospitality of the pastor. Brother Uphouse, and his
wife who was the first of the children dedicated during my pastorate in the First Brethren Church of Philadelphia. Both of the Sunday services were given to us
here. On the following Tuesday evening the work of
the Seminary and its building needs were presented
at our church in Camden, where the pastor. Brother
Lowman, received us graciously.

In Washington, D. C.

We

arrived in Washington Saturday evening and enjoyed dinner at the home of the pastor. Brother Mayer.
Both Sunday Services were given to us. In the evening we had in the congregation one of our 1945 graduates, Brother Mark Senter, who is now a chaplain in
the Navy. During our stay in Washington we were
graciously cared for in the home of the Donaldsons.
In this church we found not only a fine interest in the
need of the Seminary but also a goodly number of
young people who are committed to full-time service.

Winchester and Hagerstown
In Tennessee

From Dayton we drove to Bryan University, where
we spoke to the students and faculty twice and held
conferences with Brethi-en students who are taking
pre-seminary training in, preparation for Grace Sem-

On the following Sunday morning I delivered
the Baccalaureate Sermon at Bob Jones College ui
Cleveland, remaining there to enjoy the Commencement activities which continued for three days. Here
inary.

also

we found a

evening the pastor at Winchester,
Brother Dick, arranged for a service with his congregation, and also extended to us the friendly hospitality
of their home in the parsonage. From there we drove
to Hagerstown for a service on Wednesday evening,
renewing our fellowship with the pastor and his wife,
Brother and Sister Lepp, and enjoying the hospitality
of our friends. Brother and Sister Reese, members of
that congregation. While in this region I had agreed
to visit our church at Waynesboro, Pa., on Thursday
evening, but since I was not feeling very well, the
pastor graciously released me from the engagement,
and I was able to return home by way of Columbus,
Ohio, where I had an appointment with my doctor.

On Tuesday

fine group of Brethren students,

and

spent considerable time in conference with those who
are expecting to take theological training at Grace
Seminary. Because of a cold picked up on the way,
and also the distance involved, we were unable to visit
Brother Landrum and his people at Clayhole, Kentucky, much to our regret. Our next stop was at Limestone, Tennessee, where we enjoyed the friendly hospitality of Brother and Sister Kettell in the parsonage,
and also had the privilege of renewing our fellowship
with Miss Mary Pence. I spoke at the church on Thursday and Friday evenings.

The Seminary Building Fund
For several reasons I have not attempted to report
the offerings from the various churches visited. One
reason is that in these churches it was felt that the
matter should be kept open for a time until all the
people

had opportunity to give prayer and consideraand then the total offerings in cash

tion to the matter,

In Virginia
first stop in

Virginia

are graduates of Grace Seminary.

On Monday

evening

Roanoke and Brother Koontz took us
out for a service in our Clearbrook Church, where the

we returned

will be reported. But this much can be
do not think that I have ever seen a deeper
and concern in any of our Brethren projects
than I found among the pastors and their people for
the proposed Seminary Building. This spirit can be
expressed best, I think, in the parting words of Brother
Herman Koontz, in Roanoke, "We expect to hold this
offering open and before our folks here until the new
building is completed." From preliminary reports and
indications, I have all confidence to believe that when
all the gifts are in we shall find these churches will
average a thousand dollars each for the group. Speaking personally, it was a blessed experience to find so
much of Christian fellowship and real unity of purpose
in the things of the Lord. "For I know your readiness,
of whch I glory on your behalf" (2 Cor. 9:2 ARV)

and pledges

was with our good friends,
Brother and Sister Koontz, in Roanoke, and the Seminary work was presented on Sunday morning at their
church. In the evening we drove to Buena Vista for
a service with Brother Edward Bowman and his people.
It was a pleasure to receive our entertainment in the
parsonage with the pastor and his wife, both of whom
Our

to

congregation has recently purchased a fine public
school building and is remodeling it for church purposes. During the next few days we enjoyed the
fellowship of a conference of churches in this area held
at our church in Hollins, and I spoke several times. It
478
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NEWS FROM JACK MELLICK,

GENE ALLEN AT VALENCIA,

'41

We thank God lor the scriptural and spiritual foundation and inspiration received while at Grace Theotruth. It
logical Seminary. We were branded with the
was burned into our very being by the earnestness and
example of those teaching.
We have been pastoring Caesarea Christian Church
For
of near Mansfield, Ohio, for the past eight years.
six years of that

time we were also at the Lexington

Christian Church.

During our ministry we have seen a number
folks dedicate their lives to full-time service.

of

young

One

is

a

student at Bob Jones College in preparation for the
ministry. Two will, the Lord willing, enter training
when released from the armed forces. They are re-

deeming the time, however, and doing a good work
among their associates. Others have their eyes turned
toward the mission
Until recently

field.

we have

carried

on a weekly radio

Gene

Allen, class of

'42,

was

PA.

called to the Glade

Run

United Presbyterian Church, Valencia, Pa., immediately following commencement. The Lord has richly
blessed the ministry of the

Word

there for the past

shown a marked
and numbers. The
active roll has increased, from a little over a hundred
to 165 in May, and the contributions have doubled.
Two years ago, the Bible School started an organ fund,

three years.

improvement

The

Bible School has

in spirit, efficiency,

is expected to reach its goal in the near future.
Regular monthly teachers' meetings have done much
to aid progress. But the success is attributed mainly
to the small but earnest and faithful group of intercessors who have met without fail each Wednesday
evening to pray for the Lord's work in this rural community.
Evangelistic meetings have been held each fall (with
Brother Herman Hoyt as the speaker in '43) with real
apparent results in the spiritual life of the church
at a
itself. Not only are new souls being won, a few

which

many

sleeping Christians are being

awakened

broadcast over WMAN, Mansfield, Ohio, and now have
a part in the broadcast, "Youth for Christ," 8:15 Sun-

time, but

day mornings.
Our weekly publication, "The Caesarea Call" has met
with wide acceptance and appreciation. This has a
circulation of 450, which includes 50 sent to those in
service. A letter and tracts are included each week
and letters of appreciation have come back from the
boys and their buddies. We would like to ask the
Alumni, who care to, to send their names and addresses in order that we might keep in touch with

Graduates and former students of both Grace Theological Seminary ehd
Ashland Theological Seminary, between the years 1930 and 1937, are Invited
Glenn O'Neal, 314 Dorto send news of Oielr activities to the Alumni Editor,
chester Street, Ashland, Ohio.

them by sending them the

"Call."

are also obtaining quantities of Spanish Gospels
from the American Bible Society and literature from
the Moody Colportage and giving these to Mexican
railroad workers at a dozen railroad camps scattered

We

around this vicinity. Those reading this article
perhaps may know of a group of Spanish-speaking
people to whom you might go as a missionary right in
your own "back yard." We are thinking of trying to
preach through an interpreter soon, also.
Pray lor us as we labor here that we might be always
in His will enabled by His power.
We might add that our family consists of two boys,
Mrs.
Richard, aged 3, and David, aged 18 months.

Winona Lake, is truly a great help
thank
carrying on our ministry in this locality and we

Mellick, formerly of

God

members of the church.
On V-E Day, a splendid group met in a
give thanks, to bow in contrition and

fine spirit to
to pray lor

future divine help.

The last of May a group of workers in the church
paper, to be
published the first issue of an eight-page
service roll, besides
sent monthly to the 45 men on the
of
many others in the community. It is the purpose to
men,
paper to keep in close touch with these
this

oiler them spiritual
reveal an interest in them, and to
ol Prayer will be held on
aid An annual Memorial Day
rememMay 30th, in which each service man will be to the
Grace. It is
bered by name at the Throne of
of these men has yet
glory of the Lord that not one
been reported missing in action.

for her.

with this encouraging verse,
beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unthe Lord,
moveable, always abounding in the work of
vam
forasmuch as you know that your labor is not
Mellick, '41, Route
in the Lord."— 1 Cor. 15:58.-Jack W.

We

would

"Therefore,

like to close

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

my

m

5,

nourishment in the Word of God. Series of
messages seem to bring an especially eager hearing
and a gratifying response. These people were hunge^ing and thirsting lor the Word and the strength and
refreshment it has to offer. A recent series from First
John has done much to the buUding-up of many old
to find

Mansfield, Ohio.

easy to believe what pleases us.
for sympathy
The ear of mankind is more hungry
than the mouth for bread.
It is
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Behold, a Sower Went Forth to Sow'
(ACTS

By EUGENE W. ALLEN

Holy One to see corruption." And
to the cross, from which the
stains of the blood of God Incarnate had scarcely

In the Parable of the Sower, our Lord describes the

then

reactions of various persons or groups of persons to

the Word of God as

it is

preached to them. The Sower,

the Son of Man, observes, as

"who

is

seed

falls

on several types

of ground.

He
As

I

know he pointed

dried, and to the tomb which had been used but now
stood empty on a Judean hillside, and said, "This Jesus,

sows, that the
it falls

17)

wilt thou suffer thine

('42)

whom I preach unto you, is Christ." He
of whom the prophets wrote.

by the

wayside, the fowls of the air come and devour it up,
so that it does not even have time to be trampled under
foot. For "then cometh the wicked one, and catcheth
away that which was sown." Satan does his work very
promptly ofttimes. Some of the seed, which is good
of itself, is seen to fall upon stony ground where the
earth is very shallow over a layer of hard rock. And
there, though the seed takes root, those roots cannot
become strong enough to supply nourishment when
the scorcliing sun breaks forth; and the plant soon
withers and dies. "Persecution ariseth because of the
word," Jesus explains, and that soul is not able to
stand, but is caused to stumble and fall. Still other
of the seed falls among thorns which quickly choke it
out. It is the "care of this world, and the deceitfulness
of riches" that too often come in to shove the Word of
God to one side; and men, finding that it is all too
true that they cannot serve God AND mammon, choose
mammon, to their souls' starvation. But the Sower is
gratified, too, to see that some of the precious seed

is

the Messiah

And now, do you not

see what sort of ground rewas preached? Thank God there
was some good ground there. "Some of them believea,
and consorted with Paul and Silas; and of the devout
Greeks a great mutlitude, and of the chief women not
a few." Yes, the Word found there a place to thrive ana
to grow and bear good fruit. For in later years, the
sower was able to write to them: "We give thanks to
God always for you all
remembering without ceasing your work of faith, and labour of love, and patience
of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ
And ye became
followers of us, and of the Lord, having received the
word ... So that ye were ensamples unto all that believe in Macedonia and Achaia. For from you sounded
out the word of the Lord
also in every place your
faith to God-ward is spread abroad."
However, not all the ground was good. When we
read the record, we can come to the conclusion only
that this was wayside ground, where Satan's ministers
came and snatched the seed away before it had time
even to take root. The reaction is described thus: First
they "believed not," they simply would have nothing
to do with the Word of God. Second, they were "moved
with envy." Tliis would almost resemble the thorny
ground, where the cares of this world and the deceitfulness of riches choked out the Word; for desire for
reputation and personal gain underlay the actions
whicl^ follow. Third, they "set all the city on an up-

ceived that word that

.

.

.

.

upon good ground, thrives, and produces fruit
abundantly. Such are those who hear and understand
the Word.
Now this parable is a very familiar one. But do we
stop to realize that the Word of God itself presents to
us a very clear picture of this parable in action? For
in the seventeenth chapter of the Acts, the Apostle
Paul is seen going out, in the service of the Sower of
the parable, to sow the good seed abroad in the vast
field of the world. Paul's sowing activities are not limited to this chapter; but this chapter does show us
clearly the several kinds of ground upon which the
seed may fall.
FIRST, let us go with the Apostle to the Gentiles
into the Thessalonian field. Notice the method which
the sower here uses, and which he used in most of the
fields to which he went. He "went in unto them, and
three Sabbath days reasoned with them out of the
scriptures." Three sabbath days in succession Paul
stood in the synagogue, opening the Scriptures, with
which these Jews were familiar. He started with the
precious truth which they had. And from these Scriptures he showed these devout persons "that Christ
must needs have suffered, and risen again from the
dead." This was the seed he planted there in Thessalonica. Their own Scriptures had foretold these things
about the Messiah. He may have turned to that marvelous fifty-third chapter of the prophet Isaiah to
read about the suffering Servant of Jehovah. And then
he may have opened the scroll to the Psalms and read
to them: "Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell; neither

.

falls

.

.

.

.
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roar," having gathered together of "lewd fellows of
the baser sort," and assaulted the home of one who
had received the Word and its sowers. And "they
troubled the people and the rulers of the city." They
were troublemakers of the worst kind. And, as we read
on, we find that they followed Paul down to the next
field. Surely they WERE thorns, like the thistles that
try to overrun good fields and drive out and choke out
that which has been planted.
In the midst of these thorns, some would have
argued that there was no room for the good seed to
grow. Too often we hear men say that it is too hard to
be a Christian where they work, in the midst of persecution and unencouraging circumstances of every kind.
But in Thessalonica, where there was thorny ground
all around, and where it bore evidences of possibly
being stony, the Word of God found a place to fall
upon ready hearts, unto the bearing of precious fruit.
NEXT, the apostle moves On into the Berean field
to sow. And we notice at once that the seed he sowed
was the same, and that his method was the same. For
he "went into the synagogue of the Jews." And fur-

JULY
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ther on

we read

1945
that "the word of

God was preached

tiles

of Paul at Berea." However his method of sowing may
have differed, the seed he sowed was the same wherever he went; it was the Word of God, the gospel of

.

.

man whom he hath ordained; whereof he
hath given assurance unto all men, in that he hath
raised him from the dead." Surely these are Gospel

ness by that

words.

And what

sort of ground is to be found in this new
"some mocked." This was wayside ground,
where the seed had hardly fallen before it was
snatched away; the mockers would have nothing to do
with this seed. Second, "others said, We will hear thee
again of this matter." These are both stony and thorny
ground. There was enough there to make room for
field? First,

•

were convinced that this seed was true.
And yet, not all went well; for the ministers of
Satan, not so much like angels of Ught as they sometimes are, came down from the Thessalonian field and
"stirred up the people." Apparently, some were disturbed in heart by the persecutors, and proved to be
but stony ground after all, where the word had sprung
up for a time and then was scorched by tribulation.
And we must constantly beware lest the same thing
happen in our churches. Too often does an unregen-

man

.

day, in the which he will judge the world in righteous-

SECOND,

of

pomp-

endlessly for their par-

answer to the world's problems but were opennew idea. Some have thought that Paul
denied his Lord on Mars Hill. But his message sounds
to me to be the same: "God
commendeth all men
everywhere to repent: because he hath appointed a

ness of mind." There were no intellectual and philosophical barriers raised to keep the seed from falling in
their minds. They were a hungry and thirsty people.
they "searched the scriptures daily,
whether those things were so." They were neither
spiritually nor intellectually stupid; they were not
gullible as are some today when a brilliant and glib
orator ridicules with sophistication the "myths" of the
Old Testament, and scoffs superiorly at the Virgin

erate

who argued

eared for some

How wonderful and refreshing it is to read of the
kind of ground that was waiting at Berea! "They were
more noble than those in Thessalonica." And wherein
lay their nobleness? Were they more distinguished
and learned and more highly born than the Thessalonians were? No; here is the character of their nobleness: FIRST, "They received the word with all readi-

man

lazied in the market-place, or to the

ticular

Christ.

Birth of our Lord. They had one measuring stick by
which they could test the doctrine that was preached
to them— the Word of God. Oh that more of those who
sit in the pews would use that stick today! More weak
preachers would have courage to preach the Word, and
more churches would have only preachers who are true
to that Word. THIRD, "Therefore many of them believed." They believed because their minds and hearts

who

ous philosophers

of the cloth step into the pulpit of a true
all the building he has at-

God and undo

tempted there.

FINALLY, the sower comes into the Athenian field.
But here he used various methods for sowing. As before, he went into the synagogues and there dealt
with the Jews from their own Scriptures. But he also
went into the market every day and presented his argument to all who came to meet with him there. For
this was a city where there were many Gentiles and
many unbelievers of all sorts; and he must needs go
out to where they were and sow there the seed he had.
But he also accepted an invitation to preach formally
to a group of the intelligentsia. Some of us preachers
today seem to be afraid to go into the great formal,
cathedral-Uke churches to preach, and we refuse upon
the pretext' that there is no reception there for the
message we have to bear. But we need to follow Paul's

example, and go wherever there is an opening.
Will you notice that surroundings make little difference to this great man? For wherever he goes the
message is the same; he sows stUl the humble but precious seed of the Gospel, whether to the Jews who expected the Messiah, to the common people of the Gen-

the seed, at a convenient time. But, if that time ever
came, they doubtless were shallow receivers who let the
smallest hints of persecution cause them to forsake
that word. Perhaps they were also thorny ground,
where pre-occupation with the things of this life kept
them from thinking seriously about what they had
heard. Third, "certain men
believed." So even
here there was some good ground, upon which the
seed fell to bring forth fruit.
And so, passing on through the one great field, the
world, the sower moves on to the next little plot, Corinth. But we need not follow him there. We have seen
him at work, casting abroad the life-giving Word of
the Gospel, precious seed that seeks a place to take
root firmly and grow and produce fruit. Many, many,
new modes of work have come into the science of
farming in recent years, and many new methods have
been used for the preaching of the Gospel; but always
sooner or later, we must return to the simple sowing
of the Word. And as that good seed falls, we have seen
how the all-important thing is the ground upon which
.

it falls.

Dear

friend,

what

Co-z*t Pn^iniefid,

.

.

sort of

ground are you?

Make. Mutakei.

(Continued from Page 475)

Word

in spite of the errors of men. And we should nor
notice that He has exercised this providential

fail to

through the great Christian scholars of the
Church. Certainly it would have been just as easy for
God to keep every copy of Scripture flawlessly correct
as it was for Him to give it thus originally. But this
was not God's way. Instead, He raised up men who
gave their lives to the study of Hebrew and Greek and
the discovery and examination of the various Biblical
manuscripts, and through their ministry He has led
us back to His verbally inspired Word. Let us give God
all the glory, but not forget the humble and toiUng
instruments that He used in this all-important task.

care

It is

no

arship.
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God to sneer at Christian
The Church cannot have too much of

glorification of

scholit.
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Report of Gifts to Grace Theological Seminary
\a

APRIL, MAY, JUNE, 1945

and Church

eceipt No.

and Mrs. John Shipley, Dayton. Ohio (First) ....
Mr. Geo. Wogaman, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Anna Beeghley, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Elizabeth Campbell, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Miss Minnie Deeter, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Belle Ewing, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Ethel Jenkins, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Miss Independence Kendig, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Capt. and Mrs. Orville Lorenz, Daytou, Ohio (First) ....
Helen Harris, Dayton, Ohio (First)
First Brethren Church (Misc.) Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Beatty, South Gate, Cahf
Mrs. Donald Grauel, South Gate, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hickey, South Gate, Oalif
Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Schmidt, South Gate. Oalif
Dr. and Mrs. Elias White, South Gate, Calif
Susie M. Crane, South Gate, Calif
First Brethren Church (Misc.), South Gate, Calif
Sam Homey. Whittier, OaUf
Scott Bingaman, Waynesboro, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ed. Cordell, Waynesboro, Pa
Mp. and Mrs. J. Ed. Cordeli. Ja.. Waynesboro, Pa
Sgt.

noted that the numbers of all gifts designated by the donois
The Seminai?
to the New Building Fund are indicated by the letter "B".
exactly the
office gives special care to this matter in order to carry out
It should be

desire of the

givers.

Receipt Xo.

Name and Church
Flo Mellick, Ft. Wayne, Ind
Senior Class of 1945 (Designated) Winona Lake, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Armey, Ft. Wayne, Ind
Mrs. Bertha Stevens, Ft. Wayne, Ind
Chas. N. Agler, Ft. Wayne, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Osborn, Ft. Wayne, Ind

.

.

.

First Brethran Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind
Squire Allen, Flora, Ind
Rev. Don Bartlett, Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Dyson, Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Don Fife. Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fisher, Flora, Ind
Roy Garrison, Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Hendrix, Flora, Ind
Mr. aJid Mrs. Homer Hanna, Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Ohaa. Kingery, Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mre. Dalta Myer, Flora, Ind
E. A. Myer, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Sarah Roskuski, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Chas. Walker, Flora, Ind
Jacob Catron, Flora. Ind
Leon Cfingenpeel, Flora. Ind
Mrs. Etta FeU.^, Flora, Ind
Carl Flora, Flora, Ind
Robert Fisher, Flora. Ind
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Jackson, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Jennie Jordan, Flora. Ind
Mrs. D. D. Michael, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Mildred Mullendore, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Ha^el Rice, Flora, Ind
Mrs. Mary M. Toler, Flora, Ind
Grace Brethren Church (Misc.), Flora, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mohler, Winona Lake, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Marvin, Winona Lake, Ind
Linda Joyce Moore, Winona Lake, Ind
Karl Fretcher, Wihona Lake, Ind
Mrs. Edna Jenz, Winona Lake, Ind
David S. Marshall, Winona Lake, Ind
Ruth E. Reddick, Winona Lake, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Goodman, Jr., Winona Lake, Ind.
Arthur D. Cashman, Winona Lake, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hamilton, Winona Lake, Ind
Prof, and Mrs. Herman Hoyt, Winona Lake, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. L. L. Grubb, Winona Lake, Ind
Dr. and Mrs. Alva J. MoClain, Winona Lake, Ind
Prof, and Mrs. Homer A. Kent, Winona Lake, Ind
Winona Lake Brethren Ch. (Misc.), Winona Lake, Ind.
First Brethren Sunday School, Uniontown, Pa
Truth Seekers' Class, Uniontown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hileman, ITniontown, Pa
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. Rempel, Uniontown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Krepps, Uniontown, Pa
Howard Dilhnger, Uniontown, Pa
Mary Stacy, Uniontown, Pa
Maranatha Class, Uniontown, Pa
Unionto^vn, Pa
Misc. )
First Brethren Church
First Brethren Church (Clark Estate), Long Beach, Calif.
Golden Rule Bible Class of S. S., Dayton, Ohio (Fi.rst)
Agarean Bible Class of S. S., Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Cradle Roll Dept. of S. S., Dayton, Ohio (First)
Junior Dept. of S. S., Dayton, Ohio (First)
Beginners' Dept. of S. S., Dayton, Ohio (First)
Young Married People's Class, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Win One Bible Class. Dayton, Ohio (First)
Men's Bible Class, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Men's Bible Fellowship, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Baker, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bolender, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Clias. Campbell, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Coblentz, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Crigler, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Davis, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. O. Earl Diehl, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Edwards, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Grubhs, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Haller, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr; and Mrs. Owen Hacker, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Ham, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Cama Hart. Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kemp, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Long, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Host, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Young, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Don E. Wolfe, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. Patterson. Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Utz, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Trissel, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin L. Stephenson, Dayton, Oliio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schaeff, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Miss Margaret Schaeff, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Thelma Reed, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Carrie Shipley, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. Chas. Shipley, Dayton, Ohio (First)
'
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7706
7797
7798
7799
7800
7801
7802
7803
7804
7805
7806
7807
7808
7809
7810
7811
7812
7813
7814
7815
7816
7817
7818
7819
7820
7821
7822
7823
7824
7825
7826
7827
7828
7829
7830
7831
7832
7833
7834
7835
7836
7837
7888
7839
7840
7841
7842
7843
7844
7845
7846
7847
7848
7849
7850
.7851
7852
7853
7854
7855
7856
7857
7858
7859
7860
7861
7862
7863
7864
7865
7806
7867
7868
7809
7870
7871
7872
7873
7874
7875
7876
7877
7878
7879
7880
7881
7882
7883
7884
7885
7886
7887
7888

Amount
S5.00
10.00
26.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
100.00
10.00
6.00
10.00
5.25
25.00
5.00
5.00
23.50
6.00
10.50
10.00
6.00
10.00
1.20
.55

1.00
1.56
2.80
2.25
.60

1.00
.75

1.50
.60
3.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
70.00
50.00
100.00
10.00
11.62

27.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
23.30
150.00
6.00
18.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
15.00
29.15
5.00
5.00
20.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
6.00

42.00
18.00
10.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
100.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
8.00
14.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

.

.

.

Good, Waynesboro, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. W. B, Heefner, Waynesboro, Pa
Elsie

G. E. Helman, Waj-nesboro, Pa
Mrs. V. K. Koontz, Waynesboro, Pa
Mr, and Mrs. Floyd Manns, Waynesboro, Pa
Chas. E. Martin, Waynesboro, Pa
Lulu Minnich, Waynesboro, Pa
Mrs. W. E. Minnich, Waynesboro. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Peiffer, Waynesboro, Pa
H. J. Rosenberger, W'aynesboro, Pa
B. L. Stains, Waynesboro, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Sweeney, Waynesboro, Pa
Hilda Yingling, Waynesboro, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Yinghng, Waynesboro, Pa
Rev. and Mrs. C. S. Zimmerman, Waynesboro, Pa
Friendship Class of S. S., Waynesboro, Pa
King's Daughters' Class, Waynesboro, Pa
Junior Christian Endeavor, Waynesboro, Pa
Intermediate Christian Endeavor, Waynesboro, Pa
Yoimg People's Christian Endeavor, Waynesboro, Pa.
Women's Missionary Council, Waynesboro, Pa

.

.

Brethren Church (Misc.)
Waynesboro, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Amstutz, Sterling, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Beery, Sterhng, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Close, Sterling, Ohio
Betty Lehman, Sterling, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Mgine, Sterhng, Ohio
Mrs. H. Kneubuehl, Sterhng, Ohio
Mr. asd Mrs. F. E. Moine, Sterhng, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Hartzler, Sterling, Ohio
Mildred Marcovechdo, Sterhng, Ohio
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Sterling, Ohio
Bethel Brethren Church, Berne, Ind
Sterlmg D. Smith, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mrs. Emma Lichty (Designated), Bremerton, Wash...
First Brethren Church, Cheyenne, Wyo
John Neely's Bible Class, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mrs. J. H. Grush, Falls City, Nebr
Mrs. H. J. Prichard, Falls City, Nebr
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Gilbert, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Baker, Peru. Ind
Mrs. Dorothy Knott, Peru, Ind
A Friend, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. McCain, Peru, Ind
Mr. J. W. Stuber, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter, Peru, Ind
G, D. Engelman, Peru, Ind
Mrs. Area, Flora and Ethel, Peru. Ind
Mrs. J. D. Comerford, Peru, Ind
Rev. and! Mrs. R. A. AshmRn, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. O. S. McChire, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. George Huddleson,, Peru, Ind
Mrs. Lavaugh Pries, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs, Earl Webb, Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Herrel, Peru, Ind
Mrs. Lillian Helm, Peru, Ind
Mrs. Ohas, Grandstaf f Peru, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Deisch, Peru, Ind
G. K. Constable. Peru, Ind
Mrs. Alma Kamehm, Peru, Ind
Mrs. Cora Ross, Peru, Ind
Mrs. Vem Whitehead, Peru, Ind
Peru, Ind
Peru Brethren Church (Misc.)
Mrs. Dvinald Dawalt. Peru, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. Russell Williams, New Troy, Mich
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mensinger, New Troy, Mich
Mrs. Esther Kempton, New Troy, Mich
Mr. and Mi-s. Elmer Knitter, New Troy, Mich
Mr. and Mrs. John Ludlum, New Troy, Mich
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Lindstrand. New Troy, Mich
Miss Betty Liudstrand, New Troy. Mich
Mrs. Dydia Hauch, New Troy, Mich
First

,

,

,

Mrs.
Mrs.

Laura Pletcher, New Troy, Mich

Eva Kool, New

Troy,

Mich

Mr. J. Peters, New Troy, Mich
Mr. Edgar Ferry, New Troy, Mich
New Troy Brethren Church (Misc.), New Troy, Mich...
Rev. Gordon W. Bracker, Cleveland, Ohio
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7889
7890
7891
7892
7893
7894
7895
7896
7897
7898
7899
7900
7901
7902
7903
7904
7905
7906
7907
7908
7909
7910
7911
7912
7913
7914
7915
7916
7917
7918
7919
7920
7921
7922
7923
7924
7925
7926
7927
7928
7929
7930
7931
7932
7933
7934
7935
7936
7937
7938
7939
7940
7941
7942
7943
7944
7945
7946
7947
7948
7949
7960
7951
7952
7953
7954
7955
7956
7957
7958
7969
7960
7961
7962
7963
7964
7065
7966
7967
7968
7969
7970
7971
7972
7973
7974
7975
7976
7977
7978
7979
7980
7981
7982
7983
7984
7985
7986
7987
7988-B

Amount
10.00
10.00
50.00
16.00
10.00
10.00
19.00
5.00

25.00
6.45

132.80
10.00
5.00
5.00

10.00
20.00
2.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
10.00
8.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
10.00
19.00
10.00
6.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
116.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
13.62
25.00
13.00
22.65
50.00
25.00
2.00
10.00
50.00
10.00
9.00
10.00
5.40
6.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
6.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.60
1.00

20.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
5.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
1.60
1.00
1.00
5.60
5.00
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Mrs. Keuben Heist. Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Plough, Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lowry, Listie, Pa
Mr. atod Mrs. F. F. Shanks, Listie, Pa
Mrs. Mildred Shaffer, Listie, Pa
Mr. Wm. Forney, Listie, Pa
Eev, and Mrs. Phillip J. Simmons, Lisde,
Dorothy Trent, Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Larmon, Listie, Pa

Mr.
Mr.
MrSi
Mr.

7989
7990
7991
7992
7993
7994
7995
7996
7997
7998
7999
8000
8001
8002
8003
8004
8005
8006
8007
8008
8009
8010
8011
8012
8013-B

Pa

Leland Larmon, Listie, Pa
and Mrs. Dayton Weigle, Listie, Pa

Chas. Heist, Listie, Pa
and Mrs. Glenn Beech, Listie, Pa
Women's Mi.ssionary Council, Listie, Pa
Listie Brethren Church (Misc.), Listie, Pa
Rev Robert L. Bates, Park City, Utah
Miss Ruth Snyder, Conemaugh, Pa. (Fr. Ba. Africa)...
Miss Ruth Snyder, Conemaugh, Pa. (Pr. Ea. Africa)
Church Clark Property Long Beach,
First Brethren

—

—

Calif.

Amount

Receipt No.

Ohllreh

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Williams, Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Urban, Listie, Pa
Mr. Mart Murray, Listie, Pa
Homer Paxton, Listie, Pa
George Paxton, Listie, Pa
Mrs. Melda Paxton, Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. John Hottle, Listie, Pa

.

.

.

8014-B
8015
8016
8017
8018
8019
8020
8021
8022
8023
8024
8025
8026-B

(First)

Mrs. Belle Zook, Huntington, Ind
Mrs. Clifford Fcmderburg, Huntuigton, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Derf, Huntington, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sturz, Huntington, Ind
Mrs. Anna L. Hoyt, Huntington, Ind
KeT. and Mrs. A. L. Lantz, Fillmore, CaUf
Mrs. C. Bennett, FSllmore, OaUf
Mr. and Mrs. James Strickland, Pillmo-re, Calif
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Fillmore, Calif
James G. Dixon, Wichita, Kans
West Homer Brethren Church, Homervllle, Ohio
W.M.O. (National for) Waterloo, Iowa (District Project)
Dr. Homer Rodeheayer, Winona Lake, Ind
BodehBayer Foundation, Inc., Winona Lake, Ind
Mr and Mrs. Edward Miller, Winona Lake, Ind
Sam Homey, Whittier, CaUf
Church Clark Property Long -Beach,
First Brethren

N.

Eirerdale,

Ohio
Robert L. Bates, LaGrange, Ind

Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Luther, Clay City, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Hayman, Clay City, Ind
Lois K. Long, Clay City. Ind. ....
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Long, Cliay City, Ind
Mildred Stunkard, Clay City, Ind

146.50

8032
8033
8034 B

10.00
19.86
25.00
25.00
2.00
2.0U
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00

onioS
InA'n
Ind

S„1^ o
coin n

Ind

tnlan
tnlT^
Snlln
intoS

.

.

^"^'-^

oa^S'S
snq? B
ISlo S
|„oq S
In^n S
InlV b

Robert R. Weaver, Ashland,, Ohio (10th St.)
Geo. R. Warner, Ashland, Ohio (10th St.)
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Jackson, Flora, Ind
Grace Brethren Church (Misc.). Flora Ind
W. B. Howard, Camden, Ohio
Mrs. W. R. Howard, Camden, Ohio
Mrs. Katie L Craig, Camden. Ohio
Mrs. Viyain Dane, Camden, Ohio
Troas Cupp, Camden, Ohio
Eev. S. L. Lowman, Camden, Ohio.
Ohio
First Brethren Sunday School. Camden.
Mis. Chas. Grandstaff, Peru. Ind
Mr and Mrs. O. S. MoClure, Peru, Ind
Peru, Ind
S. W. Henry and Family,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Huddleson, Peru, Ind
Peru Brethren Church (Misc.), Peru, Isd
Ohio
Canton.
Mrs. A. B. Kidder,
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Beachy. Canton. Ohio
Opal Beohtel. Canton, Ohio
Mrs. Rose S. Byers, Canton. Ohio
Mrs. A. B. Kidder. Canton. Ohio.
Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Koerber, Canton,
Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Reynolds, Canton,
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Smith, Canton, Ohio
:••••••
First Brethren Church, Canton, Ohio.
i;
Mrs. EUzabeth Campbell. Dayton Ohio
Ol^" <^*'
Mr. asd Mrs. Howard J. Haller. P^J^™'.
O^o
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Hacker, Dayton,
(First)
Ohio
Dayton,
Class.
Builders
Home
(First) ..
Mrs. Ethel Jenkins, Dayton, Ohio
Miss Margaret Schaetf. Dayton, Ohio ^^^/--y.
Ohio (First) ..
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schaeff, Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio (First)..
First Brethren Church (Misc.).
(First)
-. ••••••
Mrs. Anna Beeghly, Dayton, Ohio
Ohoi F^rst
Mr. and Mrs. Perry W. Bowser, Dayton,
Dayton Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bolender.
O"^".
Dayton
f'^' IJ
Miaa Margery Bolender,
Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bums, Dayton,
(J?^"
Otao /ITirst)
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Burnett Dayton,
Ohio B^t
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Baker. Dayton.
Mrs. Elizabeth Campbell. Dayton. O^"" '™:'
;;
E^rst
Ohio
Mrs. B. P. Casper. Dayton.
Mr.
Ohio (Fu;st)
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Campbell. Dayton
(Fust)
Ohio
Dayton.
Dralimaji.
Mr and Mrs. Geo. H.
.

5.00
5.00

8030

•

Flossie Bamett, Clay City. Ind
Mrs. C. U. KKnger, Clay City, Ind
Alta M. Oberholtzer, Clay City. Ind
Bessie Long, Clay City. In^. ........
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Leohr. Clay City, Ind
Dr. and Mrs. L. C. Rentachler, Clay City,
Miss Jo L, Morris, Clay City, Ind
Oapt. John J. Luther. Clay City, Ind.
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Clay City,

30.00
31.00
25.00
100.00
200.00

!?,„„
8029

V;'I"
Dayton,

.

(^"; /^^f

'

"

"

'

60.00
25.00
20.00
3.00
50.00
10.00
40.00
10.94
5.00
2.00

Intn
soao
onlo t,
an^J r

irXT^

1.00
3.00
1.00
16.00
11.00
3.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
15.65
10.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
2.00

i.ni,l'n

sn^fi
»"^° R
o"^' "

on^S S
anfiO

B

snfil B
?"o
fj

J

anfiq

B

SO 64
°"°
_
»"»"

g

Rn67-B
8068-B
an6q-B
=""^

loTlB

'

'

•

.

.

•

.
.

•

8U»o_^

.

8U«s

.

8085
go86
»u»«

.

'

.

mi

'

'

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

'

Fremont. Ohio
P. Brooks, Fremont, Ohio
•
Marion Moyer, Fremont, Ohio
Fremont, Ohio
Brunner,
Alois
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Flo MelUck, Fremont, Ohio
Ohio
John Bragger, Fremont,
Gladys Miller, Fremont, Ohio
Mrs. OUyer Winters, Fremont, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. O^irdon Gonawein, Fremont, Ohio
Carl Brooks, Fremont, Ohio
tr
AT.,,.,,
ir..amr.TllFremont, OlUO
Dora Voss,
Mrs. T.,
Miss Elsie Taylor, Fremont, Ohio.
Fremont Brethren Church, Fremont, Ohio
Community Church, North EngUsh. Iowa
Mrs. D.
Mrs. D.

W.

Pierson,

.

.

.

.

8092
8003
8094
8095
8096
8097
8098
8099
8100
8101
8102
8103
8104
8105
8106
8107
8108
8109
8110
8111
8112

8089-B
8090-B
8091-B

10.00
25.00
10.00
25.00
25.00
100.00
30.00
150.00
5.00
50.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
28.00
50.00
50.00
10.00
5.00

81 13

1.00
1.00

}i

20.00
5.00

a
8115
8110
°^^„
8118

lUo
81^0
8121
|1-^

iiH

81.^4
» 1^5

0,07
ilia
°l-°
»!-»

S""
°^^^
|:j^Hl^j
Sl^*

°""
OidD
'

»J^
si"
0J-=»

1.00
5.00
6.86
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
60.00
5.00
10.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
1.00
2.00
25.00
100.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
13.83

9059.66
MoClain, Financial Secretary.

A "TALENT"—Of Blindness—That the works of God
When Dr.
should be manifest in him (John 9:3).
I
Moon was stricken with blindness, he said, "Lord,
Help me to
accept this talent of blindness from Thee.
Thou mayest
use it for Thy glory, that at Thy coming
Then God enabled
receive Thine own with usury."
blind, by
him to invent the Moon Alphabet for the
to read
which thousands of blind people were enabled
gloriously saved.
the Word of God, many of whom were
>

WHAT USE ARE WE MAKING OF OUR TALENTS?—
Johnstown,

^<i

Pa., Bulletin.

GIumU iOO%?

Tfou^

Brethre*
Please enter my subscription to the
Missionary Herald lor one year. One doUar ($1)
enclosed.

Send

It to:

Name

25.00

gogg-B
-»u»g
_

.

.

5.00
10.00
5.00

•

•

.

I079
»0^9

.

100,00
58.87

8072-B
„n73
goii
lo75
5"'2
°"

-

'

Name and Church
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Gflbert, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
(First)
Mi-s. Emma Gearhart, Dayton, Ohio
Golden Rule Sunday School Class, Dayton. Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Howard HalPer, Dayton, Oliio (First) ....
Ohio (First) ....
Dayton,
Hacker,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen
Mr. nad Mrs. Lewis Hohonstein, Dayton, Oliio (Pu:st)
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kemp, Dayton. Ohio (First)
Miss Independence Kendig, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lentz, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Kuth Waymire, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Capt. C. I. Olt, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. Orion Priser, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. Chas. Sliipley, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Miss Margaret Schaeff, Dayton, Oliio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schaeff, Dayton. Ohio (First) ....
Mr. and Mrs. Roy A. Trissel, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Mr and Mrs. Chas. Underwood, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Don B. Wolfe, Dayton, Ohio (First) ....
Miss Carrie Wogoman, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Miss Mary Woolery, Dayton. Ohio (First)
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Dayton, Ohio (First)..
Mrs. Dltha Dickison, Sharpsvllle. Ind
Wayne Smyder. SharpSTille. Ind
Rev. Vem Stuber. Sharpsyille, Ind
Chas. Stuber, Shanisville, Ind
Mr and Mrs. Fred Ritchie, Sharpsyille, Ind
Grace Brethren Church (Misc.), Sharpsyille, Ind
Goldia Silk, Clay City, Ind
A.'
Vi
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Oberholtzer. Clay City, Ind
Charles F. Kreuzburg, Philadelphia. Pa. (First)
Paul Hutchins, Waterloo, Iowa
Mr and Mrs. Francis L. Eoyer, Morrill, Kans
Mrs. H. J. Prichard, Falls City, Nebr
WilHam RusseU Sale, Winona Lake, Ind
'

8.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.50

^"olS

—

—

(First)
CaUf.
Rev. and Mrs. Norman Uphouse,

2.50
5.00
1.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
6.00
1.50
10.00
5.00
4.00
2.75
1.00
11.00
10.00
6.00
6.00
1.00
2.00
2.50
7.88
2.60
12.50
5.00
5.00

6.00
3.00
6.00
4.50

Address
State

City

200.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
50.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
5.00

Av,
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CONDEMNED
By

the

JOHN

Word and Work
My

15:22-24

By Herman

A.

Hoyt

Christ may be
"work." This
is not in any sense to minimize the importance of His
nature and personality. For only through word and
work do the inner recesses of nature and personality
unfold to the eyes of men. And again, only as nature
and personality betray their quality and quantity by
word and work can men be absolutely certain of identity. That is what John meant when he penned those

The ministry

of

the Lord Jesus

summed up under two words —"Word" and

—

breath-taking words "And the word was made flesh
and dwelt among us, and we beheld his glory, the glorj'
as of the only begotten of the Father, full of grace
and truth ... No man hath seen God at any time;
the only begotten son who is in the bosom of the
Father, he hath declared him" (John 1:14, 18).
Truly, the identity of Christ was manifested by His
words and His works. One does not need to argue
about the incarnation or the virgin birth to support
His deity. The fact is this, that you may take the
Lord Jesus at any point in his earthly career and
through the process of reasoning arrive at His true
Identity. Jesus Christ was as much a miracle and a
mystery at any point in His career as He was at the
point of incarnation and virgin birth or resurrection.
For one thing He was a sinless man living among sinful
men. That is a mystery, and it is a mystery that demands a satisfactory explanation. Then too, His words
and His works, every word that fell from those lips and
every work that took form before their eyes were mysterious and miraculous. They too demand a satisfactory explanation. And there is only one, that is a
heavenly identity.
The finality with which He spoke or wrought upon
any occasion was marked. When He finished His
words there was nothing more to say. When he completed a task it was done to perfection. "And it came
to pass, when Jesus had ended these sayings, the
people were astonished at his doctrine: for he taught
them as one having authority, and not as the scribes"
(Matt. 7:28-29).

"And upon

came his disciples,
with the woman: yet no
this

and marveled that he talked
said, What seekest thou? or, Why talkest thou
with her?" (John 4:27). Hq had spoken and wrought
with finality. The fullness of each event was staggering. These staggered the writer of this Gospel, so he
concluded by saying, "And there are also many other
things which Jesus did, the which, if they should be
written everyone, I suppose that even the world itself
could not contain the books that should be written"
(John 21:25).

man

of Christ

response to several verses in the 15th chapter was
John's response. There is a fullness about them
that I never detected before, though I have read those
verses many times and heard them read many times.
They describe the word and work of the Lord Jesus
Christ and the effect of these two upon men. In both
of them there is the revelation of sin and the condem
nation of sin.
like

1

I.

THE MANIFESTATION OF CHRIST

The words of verse 22, "If I had not come and spoken
unto them," describe His manifestation in word, while
the words of verse 24, "If I had not done among them
the works which none other man did," describe His
manifestation in work. And it is perfectly in order t-o
refer to this as a manifestation, for the writer himself,
some years later, spoke of the ministry of Christ inword and work as a manifestation (I John 1:2). And a
manifestation is a making visible, real or known, the
thing that already exists but which was not apparent.
And that is precisely what Christ accomplished vnth
His presence and performance among men. For the
sake of making very concrete the thing we have just
asserted we shall refer to several instances which occurred during the life and ministry of Christ.
Manifestation by word. The incident to which I
call your attention took place within the last six
months of His public ministry. The forces of darkness
are closing in on their victim. The first year of His
ministry was one of comparative obscurity. The second
was a year of rising favor with the masses but with
growing opposition among the rulers. The final year
of His public ministry was one characterized by cal-"
umny, conspiracy, and controlled hatred as His enemies carefully raise the cudgel to bring it dovim upon
His head. It is at this time that the Sanhedrin gives
orders to the temple police to go forth and bring him
in. And the officers go forth fully determined to carry
out the orders of their superiors. What their experiences were we may never know and, it remains for us
to determine from the account that they give wheii
they return. For they do return, and they return
empty-handed. The Sanhedrin is completely chagrined
at their falure and they explode "Why have ye not
brought him?" (John 7:45). And then it is that the
strangest answer on record is given. You cannot
appreciate that answer unless you think of it in relation to such an incident today to officers returning
from seeking a man whom they have found and should
have brought in but didn't, with the only excuse the
one which these policemen give. Look at their answer:
"The officers answered. Never man spake like this
man" (John 7:46). Undoubtedly, both manner and
message of this man Jesus produced awe in these
temple police and prevented them from accomplish1.

now

—

—
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mitted in my presence that he was guilty of taking
the name of the Lord in vain. Then he very Ughtly
passed it off by saying that "I guess everybody has his
faults." Now it is very interesting to note that that is
not what these words mean. The word for "sin" in both
of these verses is in the singular and refers to the sin
nature. And the word rendered "had" is in the imperfect and points to the continual possession of that
sin. There is no other explanation than that this has
reference to the sin nature, and means that Christ's
ministry of word and work revealed the fact that men
were sinful creatures, utterly unlike the Son of God,
and therefore utterly unworthy of ever enjoying His
presence in their present state. A maxim from the lips
of Socrates "Know thyself" has been greatly praised
by men of the world. But the truth is that no man has
ever known himself until he first knew the Son of
God. And once he knows the Son of God he knows
himself as a sinner in nature as well as in action. But
notice how Christ's ministry in word and work re-

Ing their errand. And what these temple police saw
upon this occasion characterized His entire ministry.
Thus we see the manifestation of Christ by word.
outset of His
2. Manifestation by work. At the very
ministry, after the performance of the first miracle,
beginning of miracles
it is John who declares—"This
his
did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth
glory" (John 2:11). From lip to lip and mouth to
mouth the rumor spread throughout the land that an
unusual man had appeared in their midst. Soon He
went up to the first passover during His public minsaw
istry, "And many believed in his name when they
the miracles which he did" (John 2:23). Then very
shortly after that Nicodemus, the man who had
reached the top in his profession, came and confessed
to Him one night, that He was an unusual man. "Rabbi,
we know that thou art a teacher come from God, for

can do these miracles that thou doest except
3:2). Some time elapses and
Christ feeds between 5 and 10 thousand people by

no

man

God be with him" (John

vealed the sinfulness of men.

multiplying fish and bread. It was a miracle of creation that clearly demonstrated His person. The response was immediate—"Then those men, when they
had seen the miracle that Jesus did, said. This is of a
truth that prophet that should come into the world.
When Jesus therefore perceived that they would come
and take him by force, to make him a king, he departed again into a mountain himself alone" (John
6:14-15). Immediately following this incident, the
disciples took shipping to the other side of the sea.
But their boat encountered a storm which threatened
to capsize the boat and drown all of them. At that
critical moment of the night, they saw Jesus walking
toward them on the water, and thinking that it was a
spirit, they cried out for fear. But Jesus reassured
them. And Peter, still a bit skeptical, challenged Him
to verify His identity by bidding him walk to Him on
the water. Jesus commanded him and Peter stepped
forth on the water. He had not gone far until he was
more concerned for the waves that were beating about
him than Jesus toward whom he was walking, and he
began to sink. Crying out for deliverance, Jesus
reached forth His hand and caught him and then the
two stepped into the boat and the storm subsided.
"Then they that were in the ship came and worshipped
him, saying, Of a truth thou art the Son of God" (Matt.
14:33). Thus we see the manifestation of Christ by

Revelation by Word. The familiar incident of the
of Samaria will suffice for the first. Having
seated Himself upon the well curb because of weariness
from the journey, a woman very shortly arrives. Prevailing upon her common courtesy. He asks for a drink.
She evinces surprise that He would ask this courtesy
from her, a Samaritan woman. And this gives Jesus
an opportunity to approach more closely through the
avenue of curiosity. "If thou knewest the gift of God,
and who it is that saith to thee. Give me to drink; thou
given
wouldst have asked of him and he would have
thoroughly
thee living water" (10). Her curiosity is
insists
aroused and the conversation moves on. She
nothing with
that He cannot give water for he has
to
which to draw. And this opens the way for Him
in
move more closely to the thing He wants to touch
He mentions the fact that there is a
1.

woman

her

which is to reveal that she does not really have
men, and is now
a husband, but has lived with five
husband. All of
living with one who really is not her
has been living a
this simply tells one story, that she
she is a smner
sin, which points to the fact that

issue of

life

THE RKVELATION BY CHRIST

it

for that water, not

means.

of

by nature. The conversation

In verses 22 and 24 there is one clause that is now
before us—"they had not had sin." This describes the
effect of the manifestation of Christ. This means thai,
the ministry of Christ in word and work was such that
had
it uncovered sin in the lives of the people. If He
not come and spoken and wrought, this revelation

would not have been made. But

So

knowing yet precisely what He
Then Our Lord touches the vital spot, her
husband, the
conscience, when He asks her to call her

Him

work.
II.

life.

one to
craving in her life, and physical water leaves
will quench that
thirst again, but the water He gives
beseeches
craving forever. Whereupon the woman

is so deftly

directed by

enabled to confess to the woman
outcome. She
that He is the Messiah. You know the
To satisfy the
sees her sinful nature and her need.
He offers
deep craving of soul, she drinks of the water
and becomes a new woman (John 4:1-26).
Christ, that

was made and we

now inquire into its significance. In the first place, it
should be noted that this does not refer to sins, that
have prois, the act of sin. No such revelation would
duced the hatred of Christ which very obviously was
the result of His manifestation by word and work. Men
everywhere are willing to admit that men have faults
and are guilty of sins. Just the other day a man ad-

He

is

another familiar inci2. Revelation by work. Here is
Early one
dent from the eariy pubUc ministry of Jesus.
closely
morning when the crowds were pressing Him so
for the privinear the sea of GalUee, He asked Peter
Peter and his comlege of using his boat for a pulpit.
fishing
panions had just returned from an all-night
nearing the shore. He
trip and were therefore just
Him a little ways
stepped into the boat and Peter rowed
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from the land, and from there He continued His teaching of the people. Having completed His message, He
asked Peter to row out farther into the lake, which he
did, and then He asked him to cast his nets in for a
draft. Peter remonstrated with Him, that they had
toiled all night and had been unable to catch a thing.
But then relenting a bit, they did cast in the net, and
to their astonishment, the net came up so full that it
began to break with the unusual load of fish. It took
the combined help of all in that boat, together with
those in the other boat, to care for all the fish. Both
boats were filled. That was too much for Peter. He
reacted impulsively, frankly acknowledging how he felt.

seat,

and works of Christ were still the point of attack. And
the reason lies in the fact that these reveal Hia own
nature and in turn expose the sinfulness of men. No
man, seeing Christ in His true light, can help but see
his own sin and his utter need.
3. The policy of the world has not changed one bit
in the last 2,000 years, for the subtle attempt today is
to escape the effect of the words and works of Christ.
"And this is the condemnation, that light has come
into the world, and men loved darkness rather than
light, because their deeds were evil. For everyone that
doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light,
lest his deeds should be reproved" (John ST: 19-20). To
escape the blinding revelation of a sinful nature a
fearful attack has been made upon the words of Christ
and the miracles of Christ. The words of Christ have
been emasculated, misinterpreted, and denied. The
miracles of Christ have been distorted, deflated, and
denied. And lest these fail, a fearful attack has been
launched upon the Bible which contains the record of
them. And all of this has been for the purpose of attacking the person of Christ in whose presence the last
film of pretext or protection behind which the sinful
nature of men had hidden for centuries is done away.
If this means anything, it means that the responsibility for sin is now clearly laid at the door of men.
They sin because they are sinful. And they are sinful
creatures apart from Christ. They are therefor© obligated to take Christ as a Savior and be born again.

down

at Jesus' feet, saying, Depart from me;
a sinful man, O Lord" (Luke 5:8). Having
seen the divine personality of Christ revealed by His
work, he also saw the utter holiness of Christ, and then
he saw himself, a sinful creature in nature, with no
right to remain in the presence of such a one. Thus
was the outcome of this incident in the history of
Christ's public ministry.
So the words of Christ are true "If I had not come

"He

fell

for I

am

—

and spoken unto them, they had not had sin ... If I
had not done among them the works which none other
man did, they had not had sin" (John 15:22, 24).
III.

THE CONDEMNATION BY CHRIST

At this point note the words of verse 22, "But now
they have no cloke for their sin." This does not appeai
in verse 24, although

it

fect in the case of both

undoubtedly describes the ef-

word and work. This means

"If I had not come and spoken (and wrought) unto
them, they had not had sin: but now they have no

that the word and work of Christ completely divest

the sinner of anjf cloke, excuse, or pretext for his sin.
Let us put it this way in dealing with this matter.
1. All protection for the sinner has been completely
removed by the word and work of Christ. The effect
of the word and work of Chri* was to bring out into
the open the sinful nature of man. His words not only
laid) claim to deity, but they pointed definitely to His
deity. And His works were clear signs of His divine
personality. When His nature was drawn up to the
side of sinful humanity, humanity
ful. The sins of men were not only

became utterly sinthrown boldly upon
the screen, but the very nature from which they came
was revealed. Thus no longer was there any pretext
or cloke for sin. This does not mean that sins and the
sinful nature were without blame before the coming
of Christ. But it does mean that it took the bold, clear
light of the Son of God in the background to throw
sinful humanity into clear relief.
2. The point of attack so often followed by the enemies of Christ was the words and works of Christ.
After healing the man who had lain in the porches to
the pool of Bethesda, it is recorded that, "Therefore
the Jews sought the more to kill him, because he not
only had broken the Sabbath, but said also that God
was his Father, making himself equal with God" (John
5:18). After restoring the sight of the blind man the
same accusation came, "Therefore said some of the
Pharisees, This man is not of God, because he keepeth
not the sabbath day" (John 9:16). And after He had
asserted that "I and my Father are one" (10:30), "then
the Jews took up stones again to stone him" (10:31).

finally he was brought before the judgment
and after He wag placed in the tomb, the words

cloke for their sin."
IV.

THE CHARACTERIZATION BY CHRIST

In verse 23 and the latter part of verse 24 we have
the words which characterize the sinners

who

are so

completely exposed by the words and works of Christ.
but now
"He that hateth me hateth my Father also.
have they both seen and hated both me and my
Father." These words so conclusively describe sinful
nature today that we shall point out several things
from these words.
1. The spiritual history of the sinner is described by
these words. The verbs "hateth" and "have hated"
mark the historical extent of sin. The verb "have
hated" points to the history of the past which abides
right up to the present. During that entire period the
sinner and his nature has hated Christ and the Father.
The moment the child took form in the womb, his
nature was a sinful nature and hated Christ. At birth,
through childhod and youth to manhood that same
hatred was present. The verb "hateth," a present tense,
marks the continuation of that hatred in the present
time. There is no change when the sinner comes to
know about Christ. His words and His works make no
change in that old sinful nature, except perhaps to
accentuate the hatred, unless the grace of God applied makes the sinner a new creature in Christ. The
verb ^'hateth" also marks the fact that there will be a
continuation of hatred. Unless by the grace of God
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PROGRAM FOR AUGUST 12,
HOME MISSION PROGRAM

C. E.

Subject—"What Have

Cn^tlati

c/tatlanal

We Done

for

1945

Brethren

Home

Missions?"
Scripture Acts 1:8.
Purpose To impress our young people that in spite of
what has already been done in the work of Home
Missions, we still have much that we can do in the
future. We must not rest upon the merits of the past.
Leader—In the light of our present Home Mission Pro-

—
—

gram, and the way the Lord has been blessing it
we might do well to go back and see what we as
Christian Endeavor member^ have done in the past
and then compare it with the present. There is a
saying which' goes like this, "We haven't done our
best for Christ, until we have completely surrounded
ourselves completely to Him." This is true as much
today as it was yesterday. The Lord is not looking for a man's purse, but He is interested in the
heart. If He is able to get the latter He will have
the former.
Topic One—We Have Given Ourselves.
Scripture—Rom. 12:1, 2.
the other person to
1. Have we been more willing for
2.

than ourselves?
Have we been willing to give ourselves COM-

3.

pletely for the preaching of the gospel?
Can we say from the depths of our hearts thar

&nJica^a^

Topic Three—We Have Given Our Money.
Scripture—II Cor. 9:6.
possibly could in the
1. Have we given all that we
past? Perhaps we gave our money when we
should have given ourselves.
Missions in the past is
2. Our money given to Home
only a small percentage of what we are giving
now.
to spiritual growth,
3. The increase no doubt is due
consecration, and prayer.

Topic Four—We Have Given Our Time and Talents.
Scripture—Eph. 5:15-17.
Home Missions pastor.
1. Not everyone can be a
called to this ministry.
2. Not everyone has been
time in prayer, inter3. However, all can give some
for the
cession, and of using the talents given
promotion of Home Mission work.
Leader—For concluding remarks, stress the fact that
what we have done for' Home Mission Churches
interested
should be 'done for all churches. We are
time because
in the Mission Churches more at this
an estabthey are new and face more problems than
is but one
lished church. The Home Mission Program
but it is
part of the work of our fine denomination
a vital part.—Esther Dick.

give himself

havei done our best to see that the gospel has
been given out in the homeland?
Topic Two—We Have Given Our Prayers.
Scripture—Eph. 6:18; I Tim. 2:8; Acts 6:4.
Home Mission Pas1. We need to pray daily for our
ministry? If
tors. Have we been faithful in this
now?
not, wouldn't it be a good time to start right
daUy for our Home Mission
2. We need to pray
Churches. Have we done our best in this ministry?
to start right
If not, woudn't it be a good thing

we

3.

Dean Rev. Malles:
I

am

writing for the Peru Brethren Chv:rch

seniors of our church.
From members of C. E. we have started a boys' quarhowever, going to
tet and also an orchestra. We are,
church.
extend the orchestra for other members of the
month we had another Central District

Also this

Christian
Rally. It was held at the Galena
Church, near Rolling Prairie, Ind.

Youth

C E rely,
Donna Henry,

now?

Sin

We

(Miss)

need to pray that God will open up new fields
will open the
for new churches and also that He
work.
hearts of our people to support this great

Secretary.

"SUPPOSE" Suppose I were to see a blind man unprecipice,
knowingly approaching the brink of a high
or any
and that I were to sit by without concern
death, would
effort to warn or save him from certain
God's sight as though
I not be as guUty of his death in
The death of a body,
I had murdered him outright?

—

NATIONAL BRETHREN CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR UNION OFFICERS
Pa.
President—Kenneth Ashman, 230 Main St., Meyersdale,
St., Corapton, Cahf.
Vice President— Ealph Colbum, 209 W. Cedar
Secretary— Robert Ashman. 545 E. Fifth St., Peru, Ind.

——

Semor

Christian Endeavor Society.
meetings.
This month our Society has held two social
We had a hamburger fry at the City Park for all memthe graduatmg
bers. We also had a reception for

Archie Parr, Beme, Ind.
Treasurer
Pa.
News Editor Arthur Malles, Northern Ave., Kittanmng,
Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Listie, Pa.
Lookout Committee
Leo Polman, Winona Lake, Ind.
Lake Ind
Prayer Meeting Oommittee—LesHe Moore Winona
.ilil
Ray Eunyan, 1427 B. oth St. !."= ^ti^f'w PhilAve. at Knorr St.,
Missdonary Committee— Miss Ella Kimmel, Orford
adelphia, Pa,
^
Wadsworth. Oluo.
Miss Bertha Kuhn, R. F. D. No. 2,
Wnchester. Va.
Berryville Ave
Social Committed-Mrs. Paul Dick, 649
Oakland Cahf.
Misa Lena Kortemier. 51 9th St.,
herald Co. Winona
Order all C. E. suppUes from the Brethren Msmonary
J"
or any of the
Lake, Ind. Contact the members of any committees,
its
ami
society
B.
your
C.
concerning
information
obtaiii
n=«Jf
Pr°
Questions
news reports should be sent to the News Editor
™°=«™=f
be
may
informahon
Chart
Goal
President.
grams shouM be addressed to the
to the Treasurer.
obtained from the Secretary. Please send all money
.

—

i

.

o»«^

Q»J^™

prevented, is a
which might have been (but was not)
preventable death
terrible thing, but what about the
soul^for which God
of a human soul-maybe many
another s
may hold me responsible? If my murder of
crime, what shall
body by neglect is an unspeakable
of another's soul?
be said of my murder by neglect
warning ... his blood will
(If thou "givest him not
(Ezek. 3:17-21).-Kittanning,
I require at thine hand"
Pa., Bulletin.
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a change is wrought in the sinner, that same hatred
will go on to death, continue through the intermediate
state, and persist through the eternal lake of fire.
2. The spiritual intent of the sinner is marked by
the words "me and my Father." As in that day, so in
this, men have endeavored to escape the barbed truth
on this point. They have tried to evade Christ and
deal only with the Father. They have asserted that
they loved the Father but saw no reason for showing
any favor toward Christ. And of course they have
vented their wrath and hatred against Christ. Howeveiclever men may have been in their effort to escape the
truth on this point it still reamins that he that hateth
the Son hateth the father also. Christ is not only the
way to the Father, but He is also the direct representative of the Father. And so closely identified were
they in every word and deed that He could claim that
"I and the Father are one." Therefore, any attack

Qojp

upon the Son was an attack upon the Father. In fact,
was more than that, it revealed the fact that sinners

it

are ultimately against the Father. So the very nature
of sin is to be against the Father and the Son.
3. The spiritual nature of the sinner is likewise
marked by the word hate. This word describes the
intent of the sinner to seek the evil of God. The sinful
nature resents the authority of God, the goodness of

God, the power of God, and
spise, to distort,

and

its

deflate

whole purpose

God wherever

is

to de-

possible.

This word describes the extent to which the sinner
go In his warfare against God. Everything that
falls in the realm of darkness, from sins that are twilight to those that are blackness, spring from and reveal the awful character of this nature. This word
describes th portent of this nature. There is nothing
good in It, and therefore nothing good can be expected from it. Furthermore, since the sinful nature
has but one end and object in view there is no hope
for it. It will pursue its course until it finally brings
will

That Is the meaning of verse 25.
"But this cometh to pass, that the word might be fulfilled that Is written in their law, They hated me without a cause." This meant the Cross. And the Cross
was the token of an eternal hell where all who reject
the Cross will spend their eternity.
itself to destruction.

QUARTERLY REPORT
OF GIFTS TO THE

BRETHREN RADIO HOUR
FOR QUARTER ENDING
JUNE

30,

1945

CONCLUSION
had not come and spoken unto them, they had
not had sin; but now they have no cloke for their sin.
He that hateth me hateth my Father also. If I had not
done among them the works which none other man
did, they had not had sin: but now they have both
seen and hated both me and my Father" (John 15:
"If I

22-24).

Name
Alfentown, Pa.
Altoona.
Pa
Aiikenytown, Ohio
.

.

.

Beaver Cdty, Nebr.

.

Berne. Ind
Clay City, Ind,

.

.

Clayton. Ohio ....
Cleveland, Oliio
Dallas Center, Iowa
Danville, Ohio ....
.

.

.

Dayton, Ohio
Ellet, Ohio
Flora,

Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fremont, Ohio ...
Hagerstown, Md.
Hairah, Wash. ...
HolBns, Va
.

Homerville,

Ohio

Huntington, Ind.
Johnstown, Pa.

.

Leon, Iowa

.

,

.

.

Calif.

,

.

.

Juniata, Pa
Kittanning, Pa.
.
Lal-e, Odessa, Mich.

LaVeme,

.

.

,

Limestone, Tean
9.00 Long Beach, Calif.
21.00 Los Angeles, Calif.

14.00
18.00
90.00
88.00
12.00

Amount
(2d)..
(1st)

.

.

McKee, Pa
Mansfield, Ohio
Middlebranch, Ohio.
Milford, Ind., Gospel Mission

25.50
37.50
12.00
30.00
18.50
8.00
14.00
15.50
9.00

Mundy's Comer, Pa
New Troy, Mich
61.00 North Riverdale, Ohio
5.00
10.00 Peru, Ind
39.50
366.00 Philadelphia, Pa
71.86
130.00 Portis, Kans
28.00
11.00 Rittman, Ohio
35.00
26.00 Roanoke, Va.
(Ghent) ....
55.00
121.00 San Diego, Calif.
1.00
48.00 Sidmey, Ind
25.00
South
Bend,
Ind
5.00
10.00
4.00 Spokane, Wash
I6.no
93.43 Tracy, OaUf
3.00
20.00 IMiontown, Pa
26.28
183.10 Washington. D. C
5.00
15.00 Waterloo, Iowa
25.00
2.00 Wiaynesboro, Pa
120.14
10.00 Winona Lake, Ind
80.00
20.00
Total
17.00
2,238.21
5. 00

1. This fact was true for sinners in that day who saw
and heard the Lord Jesus Christ.
2. This same truth has been recorded and preserved

in the Scriptures for thia generation.
3. This same truth is practical and powerful only insofar as there are living witnesses to testify its truth

today.

PRAY FOR YOUR PASTOR! Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman in his first pastorate in Philadelphia was visited
by a layman who frankly said to him "You are not a
strong preacher. In the usual order of things you will
fail here, but a little group of laymen have agreed to
gather every Sunday morning and pray for you." Dr.
Chapman added, "I saw that group grow to one thousand men gathered weekly to pray lor this preacher.
Of course he had great success. Almost any pastor
would succeed if a group of leaders would thus back

him
488

up!
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SPEAKING
By

Dr. Louis S.

Bauman, Editor

OUR FRONTISPIECE
By permission from Tiie National Humane Review we
are presenting tills month to the readers of the Foreign Missionary Number of The Brethren Missionary
Herald a picture of Sylvia Gayle Lilja, young daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Axel Lilja, of Greybull, Wyoming, and
her dog. Winkle, who were nine and one years old,

when the photograph was taken.
Mrs. Ray Hurlburt, of Central City, Nebraska, friend
of the Lilja family, sends us the photograph of the
little girl and her pet, saying:
respectively,

"Sylvia Gayle trained Winkie, and every night they
say their prayers. Winkie now thinks it a part of going
to bed. Winkie rides in the basket of Sylvia Gayle's
bike, so she will not be run over.

"Sylvia Gayle is now a Girl Scout. She rescues nestand crippled birds after windstorms and nurses
them very tenderly."
lings

Mr. Lilja

is

owner and

ard, weekly newspaper.

editor of the Greybull StandLilja are active in

He and Mrs.

humane movements

in that section. Mrs. Hurlburt was
a resident for some years at Greybull and promoted
humane practices there, where her good influence is

still

effective.

This dog

may be dumb, but

dumb dog

that has sense
enough to sense the spirit of reverence is a thousand
times spiritually superior to a sneering, scoffing old
skeptic, that, in possession of all his reasoning faculties, has no sense of God, or respect for those who have.
a

So we think, anyway.

THE TREASURER'S ANNUAL REPORT
$119,116.21 is the total receipts that have come into
the treasury of The Foreign Missionary Society during
the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1945. That, we believe, is the largest amount that has ever been received in a single year in the history of The Foreign
Missionary Society. Verily, the Lord has smiled upon
our work, and has put it into the hearts of His people
to give, that those who have not heard, may hear the
good news of salvation that is offered to all who shall
call upon His name.
This offering is a challenge to the young men and
women of the Brethren Church to now give the necessary offerings in flesh and blood that must go with
this offering in money. The pathways of the seas will
soon be opened again, so that travel will be unhindered. And, the command of the Lord is again heard
"GO TELL!" This offering challenges the Board of

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD:

PoreL.
L.

—

—

—

A FALSE REPORT
We regret to say that a report has been current in
several parts of our Brotherhood to the effect that the
Foreign Board is opposed to sending unmarried missionaries to our African field. Nothing could be farther
from the truth. Should cur Board take such a position
as this report would indicate, it would simply mean
that some of the finest missionary material in the
Brethren Church would be lost to other fields.
The purpose of every missionary that goes forth Is
to see that the Gospel message gets to as many people
as is possible. This being true, it can be readily understood that an unmarried woman might prove to be a
far more valuable missionary than a married woman.
The married woman is a keeper at home and often the
duties of wifehood
time.

and motherhood consume

all

her

It is very unfortunate that a report like this should
be heralded about at a time when the Foreign Boara
needs missionaries as never before. (See the Annual
Report of our African Superintendent in this issue.)
As for Argentina, it is true that an unmarried woman
is tremendously handicapped, due to the social ideas
that exist in that country. But that is not true of all
other fields. Some of the world's greatest missionaries
have been unmarried women, and the Brethren Church
can boast of no finer missionaries than our unmarried

Entered as second-cIasB matter April 16, 1943 at the postoffice at Winona Laie. Indiana, under the
18T9.
Issued four times each month by The Brethren Miisionary Herald Co.. Winona Lake, Indiana.
Subscription price, $1.00 a year;
$1.50 a year.^ ADMINISTRATION: Marvin L. Goodman, Secretary of Publications. BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Herman Hoyt, President;
W. Link, Vice-Prcsid
Crees, Secretaiy; Homer A. Kent, Treasurer; Paul Bauman. Mrs, John Aehy. R. E. Gingrich, L. L. Grubb, A.
Lynn. Bernsird Schneider, Walt'
Lepp
Editors; Foreign
Missions; Louis S. Bauman; Women's Missionary Council, Mrs. John Aeby; Home Missions.
„
..
L. Grubb: Seminary, Alva J, McClain; Managing Editor, Marvin L. Good:

Act of March
S.

Trustees, the entire Society, and the missionaries
themselves, to undertake much larger things than we
have ever yet attempted for the evangelization of the
world. God now gives unto us the tools. We dare not
permit these tools to rust, when souls are perishing
beyond the seas souls for whom the Son of God shed
His own blood to save. The Board of Trustees was
never in greater need of prayer than in this hour.
As to the Report itself, the monthly reports during
the year were all published, showing exactly how
many dollars were received, from whom they came, and
into what funds they were entered. This Annual Report shows the exact amount spent through the year,
just for what purposes the money was spent, the exact
balances remaining in each fund, and, finally, the
exact amount remaining in all funds. We believe the
Report is without error is correct to the penny but if
anyone concerned either as a giver or a receiver of
funds, finds anything not properly reported or entered,
we shall be glad to rectify the error if our attention If
called to it. So far as the home office is concerned, all
accounts balance to the cent.

3,
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missionaries

who have

1945
ever shouldered a goodly part

of the load in Africa, and,

if

the Editor, as a

member

of

the Foreign Board through the years, is any judge,
their judgment as missionaries, on the whole, has not
proven inferior to the judgment of men. God bless the
single

women

increase.

missionaries

in.

Africa!

May

their tribe

do, nail that false report

Whatever you

if

you are a friend of our work!

ONE BUSY MISSIONARY
Turn to the mail-bag and read Mrs. Ricardo Wagcomments on her activities these days. The letter

ner's

was written from Almafuerte June

27, 1945.

Rio Ter-

the city offering perhaps the most fertile field
Brother
for a new Brethren Church in Argentina.
Wagner has been given the task of caring for a mission
find a home
in that city. Pray that they may be able to
which to live. If anyone presumes to think that
cero

is

in
missionaries
living,"

live

easy

lives

read Mrs. Wagner's

and "don't earn

their

Floyd Taber writes from Yaloke, French Equatorial
are exAfrica, on June 9th. He informs us that they
pecting to leave Yaloke on July 3rd for furlough. We

hope they will have no trouble getting home. However,
we are not unaware that probably no missionaries ever

came home at a time more difficult to secure passage.
As we here in America, can already understand, every
plane and every ship coming Westward on the Atlantic

home
to overflowing with the boys now coming
from Europe. Brother and Sister Taber and their famhomeland. Let us
ily richly deserve a furlough in the
them
pray that the pathway may be kept open for

is full

UHtil their, arrival.

ident.

is

interesting information concerning our Preshope every word of it is true. Dan Gilbert

We

ought to know.
refreshing it is to have a President once, who
not continually pictured as an advertisement for
the cigaret concerns that have enslaved the American
people with one of the most enslaving habits that flesh
and blood can know (if you don't believe this, Mr. Cigaret Smoker, just try to lay aside your cigarets for one
year and see what we mean). Seldom did we ever see
a picture of President Roosevelt without a cigaret
stuck in his long cigaret holder and the whole apparaheartus stuck in his mouth. No wonder we have been
for
ing in these days of scarcity a more frantic call
and
cigarets than we have been hearing for butter
in
even for gasoline. Many of the men and women
America have been willing to barter their very souls

How

is

For this reason,

if

for

no other, we

"Thank God for President Truman."
The words that Dan Gilbert has written are

say,

We are happy to say that Albert Balzer has at last
will now
received his release from the Draft Board, and
in Africa,
be ready to go with his good wife to our field
affairs, get
just as soon as he can arrange his business
to do some
his outfit, passports, etc. They may decide
Sister
language work before leaving. Brother and

They will
Balzer are going forth at their own expense.
with its offers
be a great asset to our work. The world,
people. Howof money, has pulled hard on these two
they have laid
ever their Lord has pulled harder, and
them, and
their all on the altar for Him who loved
gave Himself for them.

PRESIDENT TRUMAN
Conservative
Recently in The World Wide Christian
column,
Magazine in his "Under The Capitol Dome"

who

life."

This

to get cigarets.

THE BALZERS

Gilbert,

and

letter.

OUR LAST WORD FROM THE
TABER FAMILY

Dan

win this great battle, we must have a courageous
moral leadership.
"President Truman has a great caUing to lead America back to the standards of sobriety and Puritanism
which have been forsaken. Mr. Truman is one of the
few present-day statesmen who DOES NOT USE TOBACCO IN ANY FORM. He is the first President since
Woodrow Wilson to be a TOTAL NON-SMOKER (even
Calvin Coolidge puffed a cigar OCCASIONALLY).
"Some may say that abstinence from smoking is a
minor thing; but it is a iwwerful indicator of Christian
charatcer. Every student of juvenile delinquency knows
what cigarets do to adolescent boys. Certainly the
example of a non-smoker in the White House can be
greatly used to direct the footsteps of youth to the
paths of sobriety and decency.
"President Truman is an old-fashioned believer. As
a very young man he walked down the aisle of his
mother's church, in response to an old-fashioned invitation given by the pastor. Mr. Truman is a saved man.
He has a ringing testimony as to the regenerating
power of the risen Christ reigning in his own heart

is

thoroughly familiar with affairs

around the Capitol zone, wrote as follows:
T^s was
"The battle against the Axis has been won.
accomplished under th« great m'l't^'y ^.fufl^P
2.
ahead,
lies
battle
the late President. But another great
our midst. Delina battle against destructive foes in
underare
quency, immoiaUty, divorce, debauchery,
life. To
mining the moral foundations of American

icant.

signif-

Note how God works. As long as "great military

was In
leadership" was needed, President Roosevelt
of the
the White House, but as we came to the close
war and faced "another great battle ... a battle
against destructive foes in our midsl^-delinquency,

the
immorality, divorce, debauchery, undermining
it
moral foundations of American, life" God saw to
the White
that another type of man was placed in
House.

Truman needs our prayers, if indeed he is,
hope
Gilbert believes him to be, and as we
which he
he is a bom-again Christian. Imagine that
powers of an
has to face these days—the tremendous
for God,
unregenerate world that care little or nothing
Truman needs
His Christ, or His Bible. Yes, President
conferhe is
our prayers, especially just' now when
most cunning spirits that ever repPresident

as

Dan

m

ence with one of the
of men. God
resented the forces of Satan in the world
Truman, Christian
give wisdom and courage to Harry
world's super-atheist
as he faces Joseph Stalin, the

(Continued on Page 499)
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Report of the African Field Superintendent
(For the Year

Ending April 30, 1945)

MISSIONARY PERSONNEL.

of

"The harvest

truly is great, but the labourers are
few: pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that

the

forth labourers into His harvest."
In the Field Report of April, 1943, we outlined the
need in missionary personnel to assure the continuity
of the work in the face of pending furloughs of
overworked missionaries: five pastors, one full-time teacher
for the Central Bible School, a doctor and a
builder.
At the time that call for help was sounded we had
eighteen missionaries on the field, of which five
were
pastors and one a doctor. By July of this year we will
have just fourteen missionaries left on the field, only
four of which are pastors, and no doctor. In
view or
the extension we have made into hitherto unreached
sections of the field in the past two years, this
short-

land.

We

are very happy to receive into our missionary
family this year, S. Wayne Beaver, Th B and Dorothy

Wolfe Beaver, R.N. Following a period of language
study at Bozoum, they were appointed to Yaloke Dlstrict. We are also grateful to the Lord
for sending back
Brother and Sister Sheldon, who have returned to the
Bellevue District where they were needed so greatly.

NATIVE CHURCH
„„^„.._,
"Confirming ^^
the souls of the disciples, and exhorting them to continue in the faith, and that we
must
through much tribulation enter into the kingdom of
,

God" (Acts
With the

14:22).

aid of seven faithful native pastors, and
the sacrificial help of the mission doctor, we are happy
to report that the Church has received "confirmation
anc^ "exhortation" during the past year. She
has not
suffered too much from lack of missionary oversight
and teaching. But the months ahead wUl be the test.
We will be fewer still for the great ministry of teaching,

is

in great need. During the year

BIBLE CONFERENCES have been held

in, all

of

and in some

districts,

districts several were poswere administered to most of
the communion centers, and, in some places where
native pastors were able, these were held several times
during the year. ATTENDANCE at most of the centers
^^d village groups continued high through the year
JUNIOR BIBLE SCHOOLS on some of the Stations
have done a great deal to help the group leaders to get
^ better understanding of the Word, and thus fill in
^ s™all measure the lack of the Central Bible School,
NEW SECTIONS of the field have been entered with
the Gospel, but there remain many more still untouched. The NEW SONG BOOK, and a shipment of
COMMUNION CUPS added greatly to the joy of the
churches. They recognized in this a special favor from
the Lord in a time when rationing was so strict. The
^^^^ of BIBLE HELPS, TOPICAL TEXT BOOKLET,
etc., and reading matter for the general membership
continues unprovided. While assignment of most of
these needs have been made for some time, yet furl°"gh and heavy duties, continually crowd out its

He would send

age of workers presents a serious situation. Four pastors for six stations, no teacher for the
Bible School,
no doctor, and the busy pastors doing what is absolutely necessary in the line of building.
BUT, because we know that this is the Lord's work,
and that He doeth all things well, and that He heareth fervent prayer offered for His Name's sake, we
look
at this present situation as His opportunity
to work
the impossible. "Strengthen, O God, that which
Thou
h°"^ '^'''''!
bS
Dut ThaSilS^oTtbTir
a harbmger of the commg dawn.
^^\^^f
Next year we
celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the opening
Of our first station. We plan under God's
guidance to
make it a time of praise and thanksgiving for the
manifold blessings of the past, and to humbly prepare
our plans for the future. To round out the completeness of His bessings during the first quarter of a
century, we are looking to Him to send out, and
that very
soon, a numer of new recruits, and some furloughed
Jnissionaries now completing a year's rest on the home-

which the Church

Past,
sible.

LOVE FEASTS

preparations. A KARRE and KABBA SONG
i"^ the hands of the printer at this time

BOOK are

FOLLOWING ARE THE STATISTICS FOR THE
of APRIL
aprtt 1945
iQd=5
CHURCH AS OF
^
^„
^0^^^"^'°^ <=enters.
,

S"' J^S'^'^k"' .
Sn' ^~S""'h^'' of
°f native
l^^^ pastors,
^""T^^'

rT'^t^'
T. 4-Number

xr

.

.

commumon

center leaders:

cate-

•„

of vUlage group leaders: prayer lead^^^' ^ *°*^^ °^ ^' *' ^ ^^^^® ^^^ number of naporkers in all.
*!^^

6—n.
Total

^t
No. a

kt

of

,.t^^u*^'
5-Number

-,

,t,

offermgs for a twelve-month period, in

^J^,"^^^"

^-Total communicant membership.

^°- ^'^°^^^

number

of enrolled converts,

12345

Districts

Bassai-Bozoum
Yaloke (1943)

......

Bellevue
Bemiller

Bouca

23
12

7

6
7
57 13,992.25 1099
14 9,348.75 447
51 5,121.75 962
84 9,758.15 341

1 12

44 10,291.90 1227

18

69 2 24
21 2 10
71 1 18

8
12

85
64

1

S

999
114
647
331
356

[

Five districts

......

73 310 7 71 250 48 512 80 4076 2447

o/.„««t
c
SCHOOLS.
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
"•
^^^^ commanded you
."
Matt. 28:20.
"^^^ village church schools have continued during
^^^ P^^* ^^^^- ^ ^^''^ start was made in some districts,
•

^

•

.

.

^^^ others got better organized.
^^^^ ^^^"^ ^^ operation and about

Fifty-two schools
young people

1,700

(Continued on Page 507)
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^GOOD NEWS

IS

(Written for The Brethren Missionary Herald at the
request of Dr. Paul R. Bauman, Los Angeles, Calif.)
Christians today possess the richest news in all the
What about those who have never heard?
creaChrist's command to preach the Gospel to every
received.
ture is the greatest commission man has ever
unity and cooperation
It must go forward through the
darkness.
of aU who are burdened for souls yet in
Young people today are being presented many chalin
to which they are responding courageously
world.

lenges,
concern
the service of their country. There is a deep
is faced with
over the warfare of men. The Christian
more than equally challenging caU to victory over

a
About
the powers of darkness in the spiritual warfare.
which are we more concerned?
methods are
In natural warfare the most effective
Christian
being provided to help speed victory. The
fact,
young people in service are fully aware of that
need of
and more than that, they are realizing the
carrying on the battle
just such vital equipment in
Airmen's Missionagainst Satan. Thus, the Christian
of God-fearing
ary Fellowship was bom in the hearts
the cross while serving in the Armed Forces
soldiers of

of their country.

God gave them a

vision of

what

air-

throughout the
craft could do in assisting missions
world in speeding the Gospel.
CAMF (as we refer to the Christian Airmen's Mis-

IhUaduu^

IN

THE AIR'

sionary Fellowship) has as its president Lt. (jg) James
our
C. Truxton, at present a patrol bomber pilot with
Navy. Vice president of the new organization is Mr.
students
J. Grady Parrott, instructing RAF advanced
at Falcon Field near Phoenix, Arizona. Lt. (jg) James
W. Buyers, the executive secretary, is a test pilot for

our Navy at Trenton,

New

Jersey.—Miss Elizabeth E.

"DON'T BE TAKEN IN"
For a number of years young men in parts of Africa,
to
especially Nigeria and Gold Coast, who have learned
Christian
write and who have had contact with the
churches, have sent letters (often with inadequate
names
postage) to persons and organizations whose
most
they cull from periodicals. In these letters in the
other
ardent evangeUcal phrases they beg for Bibles,
of
leadership
books, shoes, etc. Sometimes they claim
some reUgious group. Those who may receive them

Amerbe well advised to ignore them entirely. The
responican Bible Society has made careful inquiry of
report that there
sible missionaries about this; they
Scriptures and
are adequate facilities for purchase of
them to those
that the missionaries are eager to supply
sell
who want them. In many instances these natives
be
what is sent them and pocket the money. Don't

will

t3,kGn in!

Eric M. North, Secretary,
American Bible Society.

.

The Foreign
Meet the new Financial Secretary of
Miss Ednu
Missionary Society of The Brethren Church—
from
resigned
Secretary
Financial
former
Beverly. Cmr
Beverly started
her position on account of health. Miss
when the busy
on her work February 1st, 1945—right
Offering. She
Easter
the
to
prior
rush of things began
fice— a "workhas already proven her fitness for the of
man that needeth not to be ashamed."
such
office is complicated, as any

m

The work of this
must be
work will be when the people whose accounts
other side of
kept straight are living afar off on the

Argentina. Howthe earth—in darkest Africa, and in^
will be found in these
ever, we question if any error
Report (in
compUcated reports—The Easter Offering
this issue.

m

The Treasurer's Annual Report
reports
after scanning either of these
err^r, let
entry that he beUeves to be an
see if the item was correctly

the last issue) and
If,

oae finds an
him first check up and
are usually made
reported to our office. The mistakes
However, no human being
at the other end of the line.
error is discovered, we shall
is mfalllble, and if any
when our attention is .called
it
correct
to
glad
very
be
to

MISS EDNA BEVERLY

it.
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THE GOUZE CONFERENCE
By MRS.

WAYNE BEAVER,

At the close of the Karre Conference at Bassai we
made a flying trip back to Bozoum to check on the
workmen who are putting a new "wig" (grass roof) on
Jobson's house ..The workmen well instructed, we took
off again after lunch.

.

F. E. A.

This is the first time the Talle Conference has been
held at Gouze,, and the folks had prepared us a royal
welcome. All on their own initiative, they had cleared
off a large space at the back of the village and had
built a one-room mud house for us.

We took the large truck In
order to handle all of the necessary load
Four "wellrounded" missionaries bulged
out of the cab, and the back
was filled with baggage and natives. These trips are like traveling on the "Toonerville Local." Wayne acts as engineer,
MRS. WAYNE BEAVER
while Brother Jobson carries on
as conductor. The stops are many and varied. They
range from the frequent short business stops with the
various workers along the way to the complicated business of getting marriages lined up. The latter business
involves seeing the chief, the family, and sometimes, it
seems, almost every living relative of the parties concerned. It is all carried on in high good humor, though,
.

Bozoum,

the week of fellowship. They are a small tribe. Physically, they are much taller than the Karre and the
Baya, and a very good-looking people as a whole.

.

Greetings over, we all set to the task of setting up
This was a revelation of native ingenuity to me. After we inspected the little house, we
decided some windows were needed. Within five minutes two nice airy windows had been "poked out" on
each side of the house. What would you think if your
house guests promptly started knocking holes in the
walls? The natives seemed to think little of it. Nothing the white man does surprises them much.
hoiisekeeping.

The kitchen had been set up at the back of the
house in an unhandy location. Brother Jobson asked
to have it moved aroulid to the front. Nothing
daunted, about eight men immediately set to the task,
while I stood with mouth( agape. First the heavy mae
wall was removed and carried around to the desired
Next, up came the poles, which the wall surrounded, and were staked in place. Last came the
grass roof and its supporting poles, carried over the
workmen's heads like a huge umbrella. It was set in
place; and there was our kitchen relocated in a handy
location, and all within about twenty minutes!
The men then wanted a bath house. A small rouna
mat house was soon in place. Leaves carpeted the
floor, and a huge clay pot of water was set in the
middle, from which a good splashy bath could be
taken. A dishwashing table was made by placing two
wide boards on some forked sticks. The mud house
had been divided into two "apartments" with the large
truck tarpaulin, and a small classroom was in the
process of being constructed. Within about an hour
after we had arrived, the cleared area at the back of
the village looked like a small village itself. The central
spot.

"We

took the large truck

in

order to handle

all

of

the necessary load."

and

it is

a happy time rolling along, with the natives

we go.
As we traveled north

singing as

of Bassai, I began to see this
section of our field for the first time. Our chapels and
prayer centers were pointed out at almost every village
of any size along the way. It was a thrill to see how the
Lord has blessed the work in this section.
We arrived at Gouze in late afternoon and were enthusiastically greeted by the large group of workers
who had already arrived and established residence.
They had built themselves a com stalk village ... It
looked as though the Feast of Tabernacles might be in
session.

This was our

we

liked

first introduction to the Talle tribe, and
them immediately, which fondness grew with

"At sunset we all gathered outside the little chapel
in th6 open prayer circle for the opening service
of the Conference."
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houses.
house was surrounded by three little mat
front, and two
Tables and chairs were placed about the
within. Were
missionary families were well established
the rest of the dry
these white folks planning) to stay
there for a week of
season? Why no, they were just
to be comConference. The natives just wanted them

mud

fortabe.
little chapel
At sunset we all gathered outside the
of
open prayer circle for the opening service
of fellowship.
Conference. Thus began a blessed week
service, after
Each day started with the 5:30 prayer
a short
which one of the native catechists delivered
the rest of the
devotional message. Breakfast over,
workers and
morning was given over to classes for the
Wayne took the men,
their wives. Brother Jobson and
children. In
and Mrs. Jobson and I the women and

in the

m

practical
classes
the afternoon, the men had some
many problems ana
theology and cared for some of the
this time the year's
needs of the various workers. At
planned. These
work and aims were also disci^ssed and
that all of the
annual conferences are the only time
gather, so there
workers from a designated field can
Mrs. Jobson and I had meetings
is much to be done.
for all of the women and chilafternoon
late
the
in
evening vesper service.
dren Then the day closed with
day were for all
The first and last services of the
the week wore on the attendance
to attend, and as
mounted daily. The

members continued to come in
Talle land. In
the chapels and outposts in
we had a good song servthe evening vesper services
instruments to this service, mucn
ice We brought the
wonder. Mrs. Jobson played
to the natives' deUght and
and I attempted some on
their little portable organ,
you could hear these
Miss Myers' accordion. I wish
exactly i^-'^";^^'
folks sing. Again I say it isn't
from

it

all of

loud and earnest.

is

^^^
Sometimes you thmk their

throats will surely burst.
quickly. Each day was
The week passed only too
and joyful times tofellowship
sweet
such
fUled with
and one bu al.
antelope
three
killed
men
gether The
helped greatly on the food

Ihich
one thing these people

HOW

^'^^f^l'^J^'^l^;
more meat^
like, it is meat and
home? As the truck
about you rationed folks at

would pull in after a short hunting expedition, the
natives would all flock about; and such noise and
excitement

One morning the men went out on a fruitless hunt,
and when they returned the natives all flocked about
they
as usual, for the men had held up two fingers as
lumps
drove, and sure enough, there were two big
when
under the canvas on the back of the truck. BUT,
huntthey drew the canvas off there lay two big black
folks all just
ers, grinning all over their faces. The
joke at
looked for a minute, and then they caught the
the sting
once, and such an uproar! It helped to take
out of "meatless Wednesday."
A few of the workers were sick when we arrived, and
the
we helped to patch them up a little. Thus started
we
"Gouze Dispensary." Practically every minute that
natives
weren't in classes, we were surrounded by the
who were doubled up with their ills, or displaying every
the last
cut they had received for approximately
quite a
month. They love to be "doctored," and it is
really need atjob trying to separate out those who
medicine and
tention. When you hand one a cup of
first case to
turn to someone else, you return to the
their medfind that everyone about them has sampled

What is good for one must be good for all.
Sunday
Our Conference closed in a grand climax on
between eight
morning, at which service there were
highlights
hundred and a thousand present. One of the
of nine couples. We
of the morning was a wedding
here, for the preachreally do them up in batches out
ers do not get around very often.
Each
The couples were all so young and bashful.
bright dress, some made
bride was dressed in a gay,
style. Three
European style and some in the long native
material—a fact which
of the dresses were of the same
at home, but
would have horrified any young lady
wasn't often a travelthese girls minded not a bit. It
and his stock of mateing merchant came to Gouze,
icine.

was limited.
All of the couples

rials

„K^„f
Uned up in a little semi-circle about
groom's left, their
Brother Jobson, each bride to her
(Continued on Page 506)

A QUINTUPLET WEDDING AT
BASSAI

«We

really

do them up

in batches

out here."
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Good News from a Tar Country
—

(Note.
The foMowIng Is a personal letter written to the Editor
Mrs. Wagner.
We are not depreciating any other missionary one whit "'lots for sale. Finally, with Brother Sickel's approval, a
by saying that Mr. and Mrs. Wagner are as fine and as consecrated as
lot
decided on in a very central location
any mlssiorrarles that have ever represented the Foreign Missionary Society
(beon a foreign field. The following letter which was not written for pubcause of circumstances which I shall not relate here) at
lication, but to which
Sister Wagner will not object If we do publish
It,
reveals the reason why they are so highly esteemed by the Foreign
about one-fourth of the price which it might have cost
Board.

was

letter the Editor, who Is also the Secretary -Treasurer
of the Society, Immediately wrote a letter to the
at Rio Tercero, commending them for their efforts to
of worship.
Moreover, he has advanced $600 out of the
South American building funds on hand to add to the nest egg of tne
Rio Tercero Brethren, knowing that the Board of Trustees would approve such action, as well as Brother Sickel, Superintendent on the
field.
In this case the Master's business demanded haste.
LSB)

In

reply

and
band

Home

secure

of

a

to

this

Director

Brethren
place

—

——

By MRS. RICARDO

WAGNER

Almafuerte, Cordoba, Argentina

Ever since I sent off the articles for the Herald I've
been wanting to write a letter to you giving a few
more details about our work. But my secretary (?) is
such a poke that my projects far outnumber my accompishments ... In one of your letters you asked for
more explanation about a building project that my
mother had mentioned. It makes a little story of its
own, and here it is from our point of view. The location is Rio Tercero
The fact that more and more
people are moving into Rio Tercero, insomuch that Xz
is fast becoming a city, does not make the prospects of
being able to rent a hall there any brighter, and at the
same time makes it more urgent that we get busy
there as soon as possible. We feel that we are losing
a lot of precious opportunities.
After Ricardo haa
looked and looked and waited and waited he finally
.

.

.

.

.

.

came

to the conclusion that, if we ever wanted to see
anything started there, the only way would be to buy
a property. Not only that, but the place to make the
first move should be here in Argentina because we
would be able to make some advances in all of the time
it would take to present the matter to the Board, etc.,
etc. He figured that it would be good for our people
to have a project to work on a goal to move forward
to so after balancing the books at the end of the
financial year, he put* the matter up to the church
here last year, and they voted to put all of the balance
on hand in a fund toward a property in Rio Tercero.
The matter was presented to the Berrotaran Breth-

—

—

ren, and they voted likewise. Then the Argentine
brotherhood was informed of the- project through our
"Heraldo." In Almafuerte and Berrotaran a special
offering for the project has been taken the first Sunday
of each month. The result has been most gratifying.
In spite of the fact that some of our members are in
such reduced circumstances materially that I sometimes wonder how they manage to even eat, we not
only have gathered together a considerabe amount for
Rio Tercero during the year, but all other offerings are
the best that we have evef had. Brethren and organizations from other congregations have also cooperated
so that to date we have taken in $992.97, Argentine
pesos. This includes the balance on hand in the church
and Sunday School treasuries that was just recently
voted over to the other fund.
In the meantime, Ricardo was looking at buildings and

and

us. Five hundred pesos from the
above-mehtioned
fund were paid down on the property, and the sale of
our car was to take care of the rest, but in the mean-

time a loan was made. With as many folks as were
interested in buying our car at that time, it looked
as though it woud be only a short time before a deal

would be made and everything straightened out. But
it hasn't turned out that way. With the
change in the
war scenes everyone is expecting to be able to buy
modern cars very shortly at low prices, or at least to get
all the tires and gas they want for the ones
they already have, so we still, have our car. Nevertheless, the
Lord is providing in other ways. With the help of the
last five checks that you sent to us and the good response in the offerings toward our project, we hope to
be able to pay almost half of the loan in a single installment. Certainly we have reasons to praise the
Lord.

As far as the car is concerned, we are not as interested in selling it as we were awhile back. Our difficulty was about getting enough gas to make it worthwhile to keep it. Now our district has been changed

and we don't have quite so far to travel so the gas will
reach better. It also seems more important that the
family accompany Ricardo at times and, of course,
then it is of great advantage to have a car. At any
rate, we have put the matter definitely in the Lord's
hands and are certain that He will lead us; if we are
going to need the car for the work He wants us to do.

He

will

somehow take

care of the loan, otherwise He'
buyer for the car at the right time.
I presume Brother Sickel has written you a long
time ago about the changes that have been made
amongst the workers and the circumstances that made
those changes necessary. ... we are very happy in
our new field, although we really haven't "found ourselves" yet. It was a little hard to give up the work in
Berrotaran and Elena after having worked and worshipped with the Brethren there for so many years. I
think the hardest of all is thinking of all that has not
been done. Ricardo will still go once a month to relieve Mr. Sickel, at least until we can get a definite
start in Rio Tercero.
We feel it a great privilege to work with the Tancacha brethren. Brother Sickel helped put the church
on a working program and it is a real pleasure to see
how the folks are cooperating to help things move
forward even when the pastor cannot be present. Now
we are hoping and praying that our Almafuerte folks
will get the same inspiration, for it seems that we are
going to have to give at least half of our Sundays to
Tancacha, or at least Ricardo will. I probably will not
go each time he does,: for there is no one to play the
will bring a
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By MISS RUTH SNYDER,

©l^A'^E IHIPMirnM©
There is always something unexpected turning up.
of a woman
This day the natives came with the tale
village where
the
In
sin.
into
away
wandered
had
who
she had been living, one of her
children took sick and died.
She brought the corpse back to

her husband, the father of the
chUd, and asked him to bury
This he refused to do. In
it.
her desperation she decided to
bury the body in one of the old
graves near the mission sta-

in their death, they were laid

they had

Here was an open hole. Near it stood a large native
Might not the spirit returrv and want to see the
things as he saw them in his lifetime? The debris of
years was accumulating in this dreary spot. Sticks, dry
grass, charcoal, bits of broken pots were filling this
hole. What of the one who at some time was put away
in this spot? Where was his soul?
Here was a mound of earth grown exceedingly hard
with the sun and winds of the dry season. It was
capped with an earthen pot. It reminded those searching this spot that underneath was the earthen vessel

'

The natives who lived
there saw her and refused to

one whose days on earth were finished.
around were such mounds and holes. Only the
pot told which mound covered some body. Here, there,
everywhere, were these lonely looking pots. "It is appointed unto man once to die."
Satisfied that none of these graves had been disturbed recently, Madame and Mademoiselle returned
home.
What a strange occupation for missionaries! Grave
hunting! Ah, but it was for this very thing they had

of

All

let her carry out her purpose.
MISS RUTH SNYDER
Being not altogether ignorant
back to
of contagion, they told her to take the body
illness,
the village where the child had contracted the

and not to start a disease in this place. She once again
mission.
took up her dead and started on her dreary
Truly the way of the transgressor is hard.
Fear struck the hearts of the natives. They were
the
grave
afraid the woman had put the corpse in a
bush near their gardens. If she had put the body in an
hence, in a
old grave, it would not be covered well;
the
few days the germs of a fatal disease would be In
this a big
air which they were breathing. Was not
affair? They would tell their worries to Madame.

m

to Africa. The bodies of those living human
beings around them were truly graves, for these are
already dead in their sins. The death penalty is resting on the head of every one of them who knows
not God. Perhaps there are those even now who will
hear the message that God has sent His Son to save
them from their present death. It is for this reason
to
that the Father has sent His children to announce
is
those whose lives are ruled by death that there
LIFE. "I am the resurrection and the life; he that be-

come

of course agreed that this could be serious.

and mademoiselle went out to see if there was
any evidence that an old grave had been disturbed

So, she

Just a few feet below the mission station,
native
they turned off the road and they were in the
burial ground.
Here was no well plotted cemetery with neat rows
the ones
of bushes, with well carved stones to identify
whose bodies were here awaiting the resurrection.
Here there was no attendant to constantly be watchof those
ing over the ground that covered the bodies
who had gone beyond. No, this was not "God's Acre."
were
This was the burial place of some of those who
whose
born in the very heart of Satan's dominion,
the
weary lives had been endured in the land where
And
enemy of men's souls still holds his powerful grip.
recently.

lieveth
It

young

girls as

.

was

on me, though he were dead, yet shall he live."
hungry spirits of these iving dead

to feed these

food
that God sent His messengers to Africa. Putting
that covers the
in the earthen pots on a Utte mound
vessels
dead is not the work of these messengers. To
cometh down from
of clay they tell of "the bread which
die."
heaven, that a man may eat thereof, and not
missionary.
Grave hunting is the chief concern of the
life
TO find these graves and lead the soul therein to
child of God. May
in Christ Jesus is the duty of every
to life more
there be many who will turn from death

abundant.

of our
all leave. I am trying out one
teacher for my class this next Sunday
will
when we will be in Tancacha. I hope that she
make a good Sunday School teacher in the future.
arWe are looking forward to and praying for the
certainly are needed.
rival of our new workers, for they
justice to any one place or
It is impossible to really do
care of, and at the
task when one has so many to take
to be done
same time it is so hard to see all that needs
at coverand not be able to at least make an attempt
ing' the ground.
4.,,.
agam somethmg„
In your last letter you mentioned
Brother
Now,
States.
the
about our making a visit to

piano when we

away as mournfully as

lived.

pot.

tion.

Madame

F. E. Africa

the Board for
I don't feel that I can ever ask
say that I never
a furlough. Neither can I truthfully
ones there agam.
care to see the States and my loved
making such a trip would
If the Board thinks that our
all the way
be of benefit to missionary interests
means and suparound, and if the Lord provides the
while away, we would
plies a worker to take our place
On the other
most joyfully accept such a privilege.
to be mishand if the ultimate result should turn out
we work
understanding and useless expense, better
Lord comes. What we
the Harvest right here until the
His will and
of all is to be in the center of

Bauman,

m

want most

to that end
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Roy S. HoUoman, Pastor of the Exchange Ave. Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Okla.:
"The task of the
Lord's people is the same in war or peace.
Our marching orders are the great commission. May
God help
us obey them in these fatfeful hours."
T. Christie Innes, General Secretary
of the Amerlican Tract Society, Presbyterian: "The church's
most
urgent task now that Germany is defeated is to concentrate every resource in manpower and money
on the
fufillment of our commission; to make disciples
of
all nations ... to help evangelize
the 500 mUUon
people in Europe, the new dark continent.
Spiritual

ff

Ije

Germany's

ILeulciel

"Unconditional

Surrender,"

of "United
Evangelical Action,"
leaders throughout America;

sent

Dr. Wright, General Secfollowing wire to evan-

the

"WHAT IS THE MOST URGENT TASK OF THE CHURCH
NOW THAT GERMANY HAS SURRENDERED? WIRE 25 TO

60 WORDS NIGHT MESSAGE COLLECT."
A mass of telegrams were received by Dr. Wright

In response.
Practically all of them set forth the Immediate proclamation
of the Gospel to
the nations as the "most urgent tasli of the Church." Has THAT
not always
been the "most urgent task"? Would there have been a world war had
the
Church been true to and fulfilled that task? Will not another
world
war bring to a full end all that we call civilization, if the Church
does
not awaken to that task?
From the rapid upward surje of the missionary offerings of our own denomination during the past five years.
Is It not a
cause for great thanksgiving among us that our beloved Church
Is arousing
Itself to that task?
We thank God, take courage, and go forth to the "most
urgent task"!

regeneration not re-education is the solution
for
Europe's dire plight. Christ not conferences can
save

Here are a few of the replies that Dr. Wright received:
A. Herman Amerding:, President of New Jersey Stoker
Corp., Newark, N. J., Independent: "Germany's destruction is the culmination of a studied rejection of

humanity."
Torrey M. Johnson, President of Youth for Christ,
Int.:

is

is

today's greatest talent. Jesus'

civilization's only hope."

Walter A. Maier, of the Lutheran Hour: "The mosv
urgent task before the church today now that Germany

the Bible and the Gospel of Christ by the masses. Now
that the unclean spirit is gone out, immediate evangelization is imperative lest seven other spirits more
wicked than the first enter in and dwell there and
the last state of that nation be worse than the first."
Philip A. Benson, President of the Dime Savings
Bank, Brooklyn, N. Y.: "The church has its original and
unchanging responsibility to witness for her Lord and
do good unto all men."

has surrendered,

is

to

awaken

its

sleeping energies in

the fight against anti-Christian godless forces and
the proclamation of the full, free, and final gospel
of
salvation through faith in the blood of the Lord Jesus
Christ."

Robert C. McQuilken, President of Columbia Bible
College: "Most urgent task of church is not
changed
but intensified by Germany's surrender. Take the
gospel to Europe and every part of the earth.

V. R. Edman, President of Wheaton College, Christian and Missionary Alliance: "Our task is to heal
the broken hearted with the gospel of God's grace, to
feed the hungry with bread for body and spirit, to
reach farther into the darkness with the light while we

await Christ's coming."
Howard W. Ferrin, President of Providence Bible Institute: "To press as never before the missionary program of reaching the masses of the earth with the
gospel, utilizing every means of modern transportation
and communication."
Paul B. Fischer, Secretary-Treasurer of Christian
Business Men's Committee, Int.: "More than ever the
church should stick to its God given task, the testimony of Jesus Christ. Excursions into civic refonn
and adventure in politics should be avoided."
Charles E. Fuller, Director of the Old Fashioned
Revival Hour: "The most urgent task of the church is
to press the war against sin on all fronts. This is the
time for our greatest efforts to evangelize the world.
Post-war reconstruction must be matched by the
churches, post-war evangelism, and missionary effort
to reach the whole world."
B. T. Garbrielsen, Pastor of Denny Park Lutheran
Church, Seattle, Wash.: "Accept challenge and obey
orders of 'Biggest Three,' Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
Evangelize the world. Acts 1:8."
Dr. Robert H. Glover, director emeritus of the China
Inland Mission, Presbyterian: "Most urgent task of
church remains same as before; namely, not to attempt to bring about through human pacts or legislation an ideal world, but to pursue energetically its
God given task of wo^d wide gospel witnessing until
Christ, the world's only hope, returns to reign as
Prince of Peace."

"World missions

Christ

Pray

and work for peace with urgent emphasis on completion of the great commission. Looking for and hastening Christ's return. Acts 1:8."

Stephen W. Paine, President of Houghton CoUege,
Wesleyan Methodist: "Our principal task now as always
is to get thei Gospel to those so greatly
needing it
That Gospel is sorely needed in Europe now if we are
to live at all with our vanquished and embittered
enemy."
T. Roland PhiUps, Pastor of Arlington Presbyterian
Church, Baltimore, Md.: "The church's task now is the
same as always. Wars cannot change our supreme
obligation to "Preach the Gospel to every creature" and
to "Build up a Body of Christ." We must go into all
the world with a message of redemption and the deeds
.

.

.

of mercy."
J. A. Bingenbery, president of the Missionary
Church
Association: "To the church there can be only one

supreme task at any time. "Go ye into all the world
and preach the gospel to every creature," is the con-

command of our Lord.
give our all out devotion in this needy

stant unalterable

must

To

this

we

and opportune day."
Paul W. Rood, Glendale, Calif.: "Now is the time for
a great forward movement. Every man, woman, and
child in the world must have at least one opportunity
to accept Christ. Conditions are ripe for the greatest
era of evangelism that the world has ever seen."
H. H. Savage, Northern Baptist: "The war against
Naziism has been more than a human conflict against
flesh and blood, it has been a war against spiritual
wickedness. The greatest challenge of the victory then,
is to the church— a challenge to the greatest missionary enlistment in history."
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"Rome never

that

We

changes."

are convinced by her

present-day deeds that her boast

and

earthly incarnation of

all

that

is

of

old Papal Rome. A

letter

L, Siclcel, wife

of our Superintendent in our mission in Argentina.

Prom this letter we quote one paragraph.
"W& were rejoicing in being able to look forward to
the soon coming of the new missionaries. But now new
hard

have come up.

them out

to keep

Satan

is

surely working

of this land. After

of almost a month, during which time they

an interval
had appar-

four
ently been studying the matter of how to keep
more evangelical missionaries out of the country, we

have recently had another letter from the Immigration
Department. This is the fourth communication from
give
them. This time they request that Mr. Sickel
them a sworn statement that the new workers will
evangeUcal
activate ONLY within the walls of the
very
temples. As you can well imagine, it has been
difficult to

know what

to do.

To confine the new

the
workers to such a service will exclude them from
work for which they are most needed. On the other
no
hand, if Mr. Sickel refuses to do so, the door will,
A repdoubt, be closed altogether to these workers.
has been
resentative of the American Bible Society who
the genwith us these days, looks for a change in
with more
eral situation in a couple of years more,
liberties for the

evangelicals.

But for the time

a constant tightening of restrictions
call to
around us. The entire matter constitutes a
prayer on the part of God's people."
That paragraph speaks for itself. It is a revelation
Rome never
of the fact that the heart of Papal
that she
changes. She is the same Papal Rome today
she once
has always been, and did she have the power
the gibbet to
had, she would again use the, fagot and.

being, there

may

If I

"ROME NEVER CHANGES"

difficuties

true!

(World Dominion and the World Today Magazine)

anti-Christ. Yes,

Christians, pray!

Old Papal Rome is still
comes to our office from Mrs. Clarence

is

FROM A GERMAN PASTOR

(Continued from Page 491)

is

hypocrite ever

put an end to Protestantism. No greater
begins to profess
lived than the Pope of Rome when he
despises more
a love for liberty. There is nothing he
our own
than human freedom—the freedom to erect
to the dictates
altars and worship our God according
America may talk all
of conscience. The Catholics of

standing for freethey please about that organization
head
dom The head of the church in Argentina is the
the attitude of
of the church in the United States;
Protestantism is
the priest in South America toward
head of the
an attitude that is encouraged by the
church. Otherwise it would not exist.
when once
However, we may be nearing the time
Rome run red
again we shall see the hands of Papal
men and woinen
with blood. But surely God still has
may live
who will die just as readily that the true faith
the ages dark.
on the face of the earth as they died in
hundreds
When this same "church" spilt the blood ofown boast
yea, of millions, it was her

venture to say anything about the future

Germany,

I

can say only one thing: any reconstruc-

tion without the Biblical foundation will be useless. I
do not believe in any reconstruction on the basis of

the old political parties as they existed in pre-Hitlerite
Germany, nor in an anti-religious socialism, nor in a
semi-religious bourgeoisie. But

I

dobelieve that in the

Confessional Church the beginning of a

new order has

emerged, an order in which God comes first, and His
Word is believed and applied, no matter what the cost

may

be.

The Confessional Church, however,
to undertake such

work

will

not be able

of re-education of a

pagan

nation without the help of the whole Church, the help
of a Christian world that itself shows that God—
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost— comes first.
and
It is in Christ that divisions will be overcome
Jew and Gentile find unity in the family of God.

TRUE GREATNESS
feel that the Negro
so inferior that it is scarcely worth saving, but
is plain
let all such remember that our Lord's command
and we dare not disobey: "Go ye into all the world
and preach the gospel to every creature."
However, from time to time we learn of incidents in
us
the lives of our ebony skinned brothers that make
wonder just which race is superior—the white or the
such a
It is to be remembered that in making

Sometimes we find people that

race

is

black.
"For
valuation, it is the heart that must be studied.
is also to be
as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he." It
remembered that the white race has had cultural adhas
vantages through the centuries that the Negro race
men ef
not known. However, it may be well for the
was
renown within the white race to remember that it
address to
a Negro, Booker T. Washington, who, in an
AlaInstitute in
his black boys and girls at Tuskegee

ME DOWN
said: "I WILL LET NO MAN DRAG
LOW AS TO MAKE ME HATE HIM."

bama,

SO

Let the Caucasian world today

sit

up and take notice

monu-

on a
of this statement which the Editor read
campus
ment erected to Booker E. Washington on the
of the

"I

Tuskegee

Institute.

REFUSE TO BE AN ALIEN"
On December

self

and

7,

1941, I

pronounced death to

to this old worid.

my

old

If I still live, I live to see

same

war the
realize a new worid. If after this
the war I do
worid comes back which existed before
give every iota of
not care to be living in it. So I wUl
I hke to see
my being to help this new worid come. cause
ways
my children give themselves to the same
of the law I am
they intelligently choose. In the letter

and

m

free. I refuse
an enemy alien. But in the spirit I am
California.
an alien.—A Japanese pastor in

to be

of thousands,
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NEWS
LETTER
"Tbou wilt shew me the path of life"
Psa. 16:11.
In our last letter we spoke of how reluctantly we left the field for furlough
because of the uncertainty of everything.
But one morning while we were traveling,
the Lord opened our eyes to see the truth,
and receive a blessing from the above
phrase. Therefore in the midst of delays
and disappointments we rested in the Word
of God. Had He not said, (I) "will shew
thee the path of life," and will He not do
it? Thus we experienced His guidance and
direction every step of the way.
In Bangui he had gone before and prepared a shelter for us. In Brazzaville He
also had made possible a place to rest, and
had shown His help in many ways. There
Swedish missionaries were very helpful in
transporting our baggage to the pier when
we crossed Stanley Pool. The American
consulor was very gracious and made some
of the formalities as easy as possible also
all of the officials with whom we had dealings were kind and courteous to the last
degree. Thus what might have been a hard
road was made smooth, because the hand
of God was leading us in "the path of life."
When we reached the hotel in Leopoldville, we were ushered into a room which
;

;

was up another back

alley,

though

it

was

quite different from the one on the BrazzaThe room was on the ground
.
floor with the floor of the room and the cement walk outside on a level. Thus every
time we had a storm outside, we had a
swimming pool inside, and did it rain!
Water came down in torrents. Nevertheless
it was a "shelter in the time of storm"
and
we had much for which to praise the Lord.
We inquired everywhere concerning passage to the Homeland, but everywhere the
answer was negative.
again went
through a long line of formalities and
ville side.

.

.

;

We

;

everywhere we went, we had to walk because gas seemed to be rationed to the last
d-rop. Everything else was plentiful.
The
shops were full of all kinds of supplies.
Every kind of food was obtainable and even
could be seen in some of the native shops
clothing from America and Canada were
to be had without even a rationing card. In
fact nothing seemed to be rationed except

—

gasoline and auto supplies. After we had
made the rounds and saw no hope of getting to America from Leopoldville, we
looked for South Africa. Not because we
looked forward with joy to the long, dirty
voyage, but because there was no advantage in staying any longer in the tropics.
The flrst boat we were able to get to Port
Pranqui left Leopoldville.
When we
.
arrived in Brazzaville, we had a rather
lonesome feeling, for there was no one to
meet us nor greet us; but in Leopoldville
we had met quite a number of missionaries
who were waiting to go to America. Therefore when we left, a number of them came
to the boat to bid us Godspeed. One couple
who had worked for the Cotonof at Bouca
when we were there, gave us a beautiful
bouquet of flowers for our cabin. All these
.

.

kindnesses made the beginning of the journey very pleasant.
The Kigomia is a boat similar to the
Fondere, which brought us from Bangui to
Brazzaville, only the Fondere is more modern. The voyagers were all very pleasant
and agreeable. They were mostly families
who were leaving the Congo for a vacation
in South Africa. There was not the usual
drinking and carousing that so often is experienced on the river boats.
The
native population along our route was very
interesting.
At one place they brought
pineapple on board that easily weighed ten
pounds. They were immense, and so sweet
.

and

juicy.

They

.

.

cost all of six cents apiece.

Other fruit was very scarce. Little native
boys brought airplanes, autos and boats on
board to sell to the white children. These

made out of reed and bamSome of them were very unique inThey always started with a sky high
but invariably came down consider-

toys they had
boo.
deed.
price,

ably before the boat left. There are many
similarities on all river boats, and this was
no exception. All river boats carry their
live stock for culinary uses with them, so

some interesting experiences.
The Fondere drew a small boat alongside
the big one in which they carried pigs and
ducks. One morning we were attracted by
a great commotion in the canoe. Looking
over we saw three ducks lying dead in the
bottom of the boat and a fourth being defeathered by one of the swine. "Enough
there

are

All night long we heard
pigs
grunting, roosters crowing, chickens fighting, and sheep goats "baaing."
On the
Kigoma the live stock behaved better; but
their continual noise was with us just the
same. I ate no duck that day
One day
several ducks flew overboard.
These belonged to a native who was taking them
down river. We felt sorry for him, because
.said !"

!

for

him

it

was

a real loss.

It took just eight days for the boat to
reach Port Franqui. This is as far as this
size steamer is able to travel, because of
the shallowness of the water farther on.
We were delayed two days and one night
waiting for railway connections. The time
was spent on the boat and it was extremely hot at this river port. The town
lies about three miles beyond the port on
a high hill. There they have a hotel, an
:

American cafe and a few amusements.
It seemed the farther we traveled, the more
in contact with civilization and to
say the least we found many changes and
not one for the better. Everywhere we
looked, women, like the men. were smoking,
had their hair cut like the men, and either
had bare legs or wore trousers some short
and some long. It is really difficult these
days in public life to find a womanly
.

,

.

we came

—

woman. The saddest part

that old, grayhaired grandmothers are just as "modern"
as the younger ones. Modern as they call
it; but as old as heathenism itself; for that
is exactly where the present generation is
headed. The trend of womanhood as we
see her today is certainly down. Oh, how
different we as Christians should be, in order to let the world know who we are and
where we stand. To bring glory to our
blessed Lord we should be the "separated"
and "peculiar" people that He has asked
us to be.
The evening of December 12 the train
pulled in at the station, and we boarded it
bag and baggage. Another one of the
Lord's blessings was that we had a large

500

is

compartment all to ourselves all the way to
ElizabethvjUe. One must experience traveling in a crowded compartment train in
order to appreciate this luxury. The trains
are so built that one compartment accommodates six people, with three bunks on
each side one above the other. Now imagine six people with their usual baggage,
and a surplus on these trains. Because of
the high cost of excess baggage, usually
lunch and other essentials are also carried
by the passengers, and the only place to
store all of this conglomeration are two
small racks above the highest bunks, and
you will have an idea of African railway
travel. Apart from the overcrowded compartments the trains are quite good, especially when one realizes it Is the heart of
Africa. One is reminded however, that on
this particular train, drinking water is obtainable, even bottled; unless one takes all
their meals in the dining car. Therefore it
is

necessary to carry along a demijohn
with the precious fluid or do without.
will not even serve tea and coffee in

filled

They

the coaches.
After three days and nights of traveling
over uneven rolling country ... we reached
Elizabethville. This is one of the Belgian
Congo's largest cities.
No metropolitan city could boast of more activity than
went on there for about ten minutes. Passengers and their baggage were unloaded
in record time, first on the platform then
through the station to the rear where the
taxi park. In fifteen minutes' time every-

...

—

—

thing had been taken care of and the station doors shut and locked. It all had been
done so hurriedly, we had the breath
knocked right out of us. When we came
too!
We found ourselves with our bags
just where we landed them. There was also
another couple and their two daughters
standing there breathless. We looked at
each other, with the same thoughts running through our minds. First Africa had
suddenly come to life; and the secondwhere shall we go from here? Without
joking, by the time we had recovered our
equilibrium, every taxi had disappeared
and the place was absolutely empty. On
foot the father of the other family and I
went to look for a room, while my husband
and the others stayed by the stuff. Fortunately they are all near the station. We
made the rounds but no rooms were to be
had. We returned to the station. Humanly
speaking there was no other prospect than
to sleep on the platform with our baggage.
However the Lord remained, and we were
sure He would not fail us. We remembered that Bishop Springer lives in Elizabethville and we felt led to inquire for

—

him

therefore we called a taxi and
we thought ts his home. But the
led differently, instead of the bishop's
as

;

went
Lord

home

we were taken to the home of the present
Methodist pastor, Mr. Everebt, who was on
the same boat as our first African party.
There my husband met two missionaries
who had taken one of their fellow workers
to the hospital in Boulayo with a nervous
breakdown. They occupied separate rooms
in a hotel and each had two beds in it. The
brother of the patient offered to share his
room with my husband and the nurse
shared hers with me. Again the Lord had
gone before, and had led us in "the path
of life." No one can possibly know how
grateful we were for His marvelous provision in this time of need.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Foster.

—

:
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Mrs. Ricardo

Argentina,

fuerte,

writes from Alma-

under date of June 27

and says

"We

to

keep pretty busy.

I

have spent this livelong day in the interests
of my Wednesday Bible Class for children.
I often

bemoan

the fact that there are so

few of them that come to the class but I
wonder what I would do if they were more.
This morning
for the

new

I

was typing the first lessons
Then I had to make a

quarter.

"There have been mass movements in the
past in the Yaloke district; under the Lord's
blessing there

We

two hours In class work.

is using to produce results
dealing with souls personally, individually.

the
brightest spot in the picture
Yaloke church, with 64 converts. As queswas amazed to
tioned them one by one,
learn what a large percentage of them are
the fruits of house-to-house visiting, exhortI

Now

I

in

gonea.

an

S.

Williams writes from Bouca, F.

a paradox but miles are a lot longer Out
here than they are in the homeland. In the
homeland, 80 miles is not much of a trip.
But it is just about 83 miles from here to
Bellevue and we figure on half- day for the
for
trip. If it does not take a full half-day
the trip, it does take the strength of a halfday and then some. And then if one decides
to go on over to Bozoum in the afternoon,
another 62 or 63 miles—weU, when he gets
there he is all 'washed up.' One really has

them

ing

in

one by one.

"So our greatest burden of prayer for the
members of the native churches of
may get a vision of
what God can do through personal testimony
and evangelism. We have tried to lay before them the program 'each one win one.'
And not only win him, but teach him, exhort him, pray with him, for a whole year,
until he in turn is ready to win another.

faithful

Tancaeha with

E. A., April 30, 1945:
"It Is really a long way around to all our
stations. It may sound like something of

And

axiom among

—

have

but neither can I figure out just how I am
going to be able to say 'Yes.'
"Kicardo was in Eio Tercero yesterday.
He says that when he inquired about houses
for rent, folks just stood and looked at him
as though to say, 'What's the matter with
you? Don't you know that there are no
houses to rent around here any more?
Houses are spoken for as long as three
months ahead of time when it is known
that they will likely be vacated in that
length of time. New houses are spoken for
when the foundations are laid and are renting at around 120 pesos per month. He did
find a couple of houses for sale at what he
thought a very reasonable price, considering prices there.
"I shall not attempt to write a lengthy
letter this time as I want this to get ofE
right away. I should be sewing furiously
these days, but don't seem to be able to
even get started."

—

Anna Lonby one woman
the dispensary. It had become
missionaries and native
workers that it was no longer possible to
win anyone to the Lord from Yaloke's viluntil Longonea started bringlage itself
praying,

ing,

this district is that they

society there in spite of my protests and
now it looks as though I am going to have
to look after my job. They are wanting to
have cottage meetings again. I don't see
how I can say 'No' to such a worthy project,

K.

is

—

'The

Kicardo on
Sunday. I hadn't expected to go each Sunhave
had to.
far
I
so
but
he
goes,
that
day
They put me in as president of the women's

was

the future. But in
the work, the only

"Only one a year? How slow! Slow? Just
get out your pencil and paper. Suppose this
year one hundred out of four hundred church
members get this vision, and each communicate it to one other. Next year two
hundred each communicate it to one other;
and so on. In fen years the number of converts would equal the population of our district.

"But only

if

just

we
a

think

I

do the work myself.

I

would rather

Here at Bouca

are building a garage and tool room

two-room building about 25x27. When

complete

we expect

to be the first really

it

permanent building on Bouca

station,

be-

in

method God

a women's meeting coming up on Friday
and then it will be time to get ready for
Sunday.
"I

phase of

present

the

may be

I

list of review questions on last quarter's
lessons and get ready for the class.
had a grand review today and by the time
we finished that and put on the finishing
touches on last quarter's notebooks and I
got a new girl startetd out in the effort to
make up the back work, we had put in a

full

Brother Taber says:

In this report

to prayer."

manage

still

And sometimes

it.

FLOYD TABER IN HIS YALOKE DISTRICT
REPORT TO THE BOARD, sends "a challenge

the Lord

is

in

it.

Pray.

Pray.

Pray."

we are planning on a steel roof for it.
"The best part of the work, of course, is
the evangelistic work and the teaching. A

cause

at Batangafo I had some of
men take me up the river by boat to
one of the villages where we have a native
worker. It took us all day to make the
trip. And I suppose the village isn't more
than 18 miles from Batangafo as the crow

few weeks ago
the

But in spite of the heat I
flies.
trip interesting.

found the

"Incidentally I did some hunting en
route shot a duck and another bird and
fired several times at antelope. But in the
case of the latter I guess the natives would
have said that the shooting was divine but
Providence was kind to the animals. Anyway they all ran away without a scratch.
On the return trip, however, they did not
flred three times and
fare so well.
brought home two antelope.
;

We

We were very well received in the village.
The catechist is one of the old BibleSchool boys and is really doing a good
work. Even the chief has confessed Christ,
and seems to be walking straight. And that
Is something to get a chief to receive the
gospel. (They are about as rare as Christian politicians at home.)
"The thing we are interested in now is going into some of these larger villages and
holding an old-fashioned revival for about
two weeks in a place. This business of going into a village and spending a night or
two and preaching four or five sermons is
all right.

But

it is

too superficial.

That

is

are anxious to get through with
I gripe constantly about having
to give my time to building when there is
so much preaching that needs to be done.
We had a good Bible conference here at
Bouca a short time ago. We had originally
planned what we have been calling a junior Bible school here in the mission— that
is a regular Bible school course running
only through a short term of five or six
weeks. But manifold other duties and runnings around made this impossible. So we
taught the same subjects but run only for

why we

building.
see and experience to understand. But
will tell you that the dirt roads around
my old home in Kansas were boulevards
compared with these roads.

to
I

"And another thing is that one just does
not have the strength here to do what he
does in the homeland. I used to hear missionaries talk about not having strength
and about saving their strength; and I
wondered how much of it was mere mental
hallucination.
of it

is.

man. But

But now

I

know

that none

not just the typical strong
always figured that I could do

am

I
I

about as much working and walking as the
average man. But Africa has changed that.
Not that we get thin and emaciated; I am
we
just as heavy as when I left home. But

The work here
just have no strength.
And
at Bouca is going about as usual.
slow.
'usual' in Africa is apt to be rather
.

.

.

have building work going on at Batangafo and here too. That is—the work at
Batangafo is a native project, a brick
alchapel, size about 33 ft. by 70 ft. But
though they are doing it I have to oversee

We

501

two weeks (I guess we would have to call
it an infant Bible school.)
one on
I taught a course in doctrine and
the work of the native preacher, and Lenora
Then
truth.
taught one on dispensatlonal
we took one hour every morning trying to
in
Then
passages.
help them with difficult
the evening we went over across the river to
servevangelistic
a large village and held
the hands
ices. This latter was largely in
proof the native pastor, because the day's
left us pretty well washed
We plan a similar program at Batangafo beginning tomorrow.

gram usually
out.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

ANNUAL REPORT

TREASURER'S
Of

and Expenditures of The Foreign Missionary Society of The Brethren Church
Beginning July 1, 1944, and Ending June 30, 1945.

All Receipts

GENERAL FUND
Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1944
cash receipts, 1944-45

By

Total receipts

August 5, 1944
September 2. 1944
October

November

De-

$132,622.39

November

Annual
25,
(3 pages) ....

1944
4 and
cember 2, 1944

office secretary to
June 30, 1945

To

months)

March

financial secretary to

June 30, 1945
(10 months plus)
To Alan S. Pearce, ass't
to Treas. to June 30,
1945 (11 months)

To extra

office

help

typing reports, writing

and

1,264.50

To automobile expense
and repairs as follows:
Plymouth, A. V. Kimmell

Office, L. S. Bauman...
Office, Alan S. Pearce..

9.95
146.00
5.00
3.34

Plymouth Automobile
Insurance

21.10

Plymouth, Roy Dial
Auto Insurance
(Total automobile expense and repairs,

45.99

for missionaries.
70.76

ing and postcards
2,500 postcards for ac-

105.71
25.00

Receipts
Balance on

46.22
69.58

By

.

Foreign Missions Conference of North
America
Committee on Co-operation in Latin America
Brethren Missionary
Herald Co. (balance)

American Bible Society

100.00

200.00
25.00

priations, $375.00)

To upkeep and inspection
of office machines

73.99

To one-half of cost of
new lighting fixture for
F. M. S. office at First
Church, Long Beach...
28.95
telephone
and telegraph expense
263.11
To insurance expense
(burglary)
24.00
To legal expense as follows:
Mr. Knapp, income tax

To

work
Judge Vandeveer, War-

5.00

saw, Indiana
(Total
legal
expense,

352.50

stationery
supplies

and

43.72
128.88

Church of Long
Beach
100 .Tudson inlay
folders

Coin banks and labels.
Offering envelopes and
reports imprinted on
back
Tracts, Interdenominational Foreign Mission Ass'n
Total to Easter Offering Propaganda.

15,

zine
subscriptions
missionaries

for
$

114.07

30.

Balance on hand July
Balance on hand June

gift

NEW

7.00

C.

1,

1944

30, 1945.

.

.

FIELDS FUND

Receipts:

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45
10.00

$ 14,857.11

UNDESIGNATED FUNDS

1945

$117,765.28

Receipts

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

$ 224.67
546.13

Receipts:

Balance on hand July
1944

".

Total receipts

1,

...

To

transfer

$4,789.12

Balance on hand June
Receipts
Balance on hand July

W. M.
Brethren

to

Home

30,

4,789.12

1945

00.00

1,

cash receipts, 1944-45..
transfer from Bethany

Home

$1,461.50
600.00
4,789.12

Total receipts

Disbursements
Advanced to Homer
Treas.

of

770.80

1.

$3,893.73
1,624.01

cash receipts, 1944-45. ..
transfer from General

Fund

10.00

Dfsbursements
To South America Bible
Coach
$ 755.91

To African Hospital
To South American General (Solon Hoyt outfit)

755.95
82.35

Total disbursements..

$3,933.73

AFRICAN GENERAI. FUND

$1,000.00

502

1945

FUND

$6,850.62

A.

Local

Committee

30,

Total receipts
$

1944

By
By

C.

1944

By
By

$4,789.12

Receipts
Balance on hand July

$ 770.80

$4,789.12

Disbursements

BRETHREN MISSIONARY RESIDENCE

535.00

$

MAPS FUND

Balance on hand June

Kent,
1944

65.20
55.00

120.20

Receipts:

Balance on hand June

as

$

Disbursements
Brethren Missionary
Herald and other maga-

6.00

2.31

follows

1,

cash receipts, 1944-45.

2.00
120.00

gift

212.05

$706.71)

492.00
492.00

$

Total disbursements

Total disbursements..

To Brethren Missionary

482.00
10.00

$

To

67.14

25.00

254.64

1945

Total receipts

Total to transfers, $17.00.
Total disbursements.

Missionary

40.11

$

FUND

1944

BETH.4NY HOME FUND

Calendar expense. First

Expense,

Balance on hand July

By

Total receipts

9,000 Easter letters
5,000 Coin collectors...

$

Receipts:

16.25

48.00

220.00

30,

178.77
14.91
266.57

1945

30,

MAG.4ZINE

fand, reclassification of
South Gate, Calif.,

aganda as follows

July

6.31

other expenses for
F. M. S
tract expense. 1,000
copies letter "Dear
Catholic Parents"
To investment service
To printing of African
films
Transfers as follows
To Kliever fund, reclassification of

office

To Ediphone supplies
To postage and express.
To Easter Offering Prop-

Herald

Total receipts
Balance on hand June

Kimmell
and

Eoanke. Va..

946.90
2.00
948.90
948.90

9.99

for Hermembers...
To Mabel Hamilton for
teaching French
and
Sango in Grace Sem-

$357.50)

To

mem-

ald, 13

To W. M.

30,

Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

To

(Total to special appro-

$

$

cash receipts, 1944-45

Total receipts
Balance on hand June

To subscriptions

A. V.
for deputation

1,

1944

295.51

To Rev.

hand July

HERRING MEMORIAt, FUND

inary
50.00

BOOK FUND

GBIBBI.E

4.90

ald. 48 life

tions as follows

$5,977.22

30,

$ 873.40

knowledging gifts
To postage on 4,622 acknowledgment cards
To taxes on real estate..
To taxes on withheld
wages
To 1944 Conference expenses of Board members and office secrebership certificates
To envelopes and card
boards for Life Membership Certificates..
To subscriptions for Her-

from Foreign Missions
Conference and others,

100.00

1945

To

life

for

Balance on hand June

tary

To books and magazines

2,285.34
1,922.65
71.75
94.47
painting and materials
376.43
insurance
100.39
coal
23.99
miscellaneous
2.20
special gift as desigutilities

Total disbursements.

$5,242.26.

of

material and

plumbing and heating
furniture and fixtures.

nated
by donors
dishes and silver

ballot expense, print-

To printing

$268.83).

Board members, etc....
To
special
appropria-

Number,

To
37.45

Plymouth, H. L. Dunning
Plymouth, Ed Ross...

571.25
349.75
343.00
601.22

June, 1945
Cuts and engravings...
Total expense of publishing Herald, Foreign Missionary

1,100.00

925.42
$1,000.00

extra

3,000

copies

May, 1945

in

mailing:
receipts,
election ballots, etc....

and

cial

1,896.70

and

labor

To
To
To
To
To
To
To
To

406.00
60.00

3,

Year

74.58

$

To building
27.54
318.00
.321.75

1945
3,000 extra copies ...
March 24, Easter Spe-

$ 1,664.94

coal

building
materials

647.25

January, 1945
February, 1945

To

(12

7.

Number

Disbursements

To
To

380.50
343.00
338.00

$ 73,112.48
59,509.91

for the Fiscal

Receipts
Balance on hand July

1,

1944

$10,000.00

:

AUGUST
By cash

:

—

:

.

:

$17,019.29

Disbursements
To Field expenses

AFRICAN STUDENT AID

^.Ol^--^

receipts, 1014-45

Total receipts

•

Balance* on hand July

BEAVER FUND

grease retainer
African Field ..^
(ordered by Dunning)
To gift subscription (7)
to Foreign Missionary

Total receipts
-S"

^

.•

,Societies
of sending
.3t««-"o truck
uBt. ^^i
To cost
to Africa
Foster
To transfer to

,„

,

to Field
Special gifts

Balance on hand June

$ 9,254.11

AFRICAN BABY HOSPITAL FUND

hand July
Balance on hand June

1 1944
30, 194o

660.|

$

bbu.oa

Balance on hand

t i
July

1,

377 01
11
r'r9
Ma.Ku:

1944

cash receipts

By

Bible

Society

Sango

St.

695.63

5

Total receipts

Disbursements
To British and

for

15.40

Total disbursements..

1 1944,
$
30, 194o......

|7.00

cash receipts, 1944-45
•• ^ C.. per
transfer
iiau=i^-. from W.
Nat'l in accordance with Nat 1

—

M. C. Objectives, 1944-4o

755.95

To deputation

o

To

going

to

field (12

800.00

30.

$1,623.35

k

e

961.17

Disbursements

special

$

677.29

$

72.80

1945
2,68o.99

Man'J^'on hand July

Uli.iy
$4,

hand

J-^lJ

$1,126.23

$1,280,70
"66.97

V9«

30,

$1,327.11

$2,247.67

1945

$

300.04

30,

$1,947.63

Balaicl'on hand July 1. 1944
1944-4o
Tl^ ,.aoh
rereints. 1944-43
cash receipts,
By

Total receipts
Disbursements:

* 244.03

By

transfer

Disbursements:

To allowance

July

months)

To furlough
$ 193.85

to

Ji,

1945 (approx. 2 1-3

pense

ilO»0

$1,191.48

^194^.

.!°.

^^^.^.

.^""^

?l-191-*8

'

JOBSON FUND
BllaTcl%n hand July

By

1944

1

$

986.84

cash receipts, 1944-45

i.""""

Total receipts

2,105.39

DlfbnrsementB

1946 (approx.) (14>A
* VbA.m
months, approx.)
for RogfJ
Jobson to June 30, 1945

To allowance
(11

l-^--^

months)

Total disbursements..
$

835.^
1.9?5.°»

1.U8-96
$3,578.03

Total receipts

^0.18

*

•

FOSTER FUND

$ lffl.|0

ou.xo

nnnn
""""

for Hev. and
Mrs. Jobson January 31,

300.04

i^l,^e*e%n hand July 1. 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

'""^

'-°"

e

$ 781

1944

1.

*

To allowance

60,

Total disbursements.

Balance on hand June

30,

Total receipts

30,

cash receipts, 1944-4o

'''•'

cash receipts, 1944-4o

By

EMMERT FUND

B"lL«%n
By

Hathaway

W.

GARNER HOYT FUND

to

desig-

72.!

.$

Balance on hand June

(Ya-

Balance on hand June

590.91

African' special

30,

1944

Total disbursements..

oS,
o.m

Total receipts

Total disbursements..

1,

(ordered paid to him by
*
the Board)

French

gifts

John

To

38a.91
lB2.2d

$

Disbursements:
To allowance to August
1945 (9 months)

to

To special gifts for chil^
dren's work

Balance on hand July
Total receipts

31,

expenses...

Station,

1945

$1,918.02

Total disbursements.

Receipts

5^,;

$ ^6.85

>

2,839.30

30,

HATHAWAY FUND
.$2,766.20
2,633.36

Total disbursements..

_
Lepers per special gifts "'
' 590.91
$
designated by donors

1943

African

16.if)
To deputation expense
To outfit gifts designated
lUii.uu
by donors
To advance on expense to
1,600.00
African field
To special gifts designated
sbi.uu
by donors

DUNNING FUND

Disbursements
To allowance to July
1945 i.m months)

Disbursements:

Balance on hand June

of

anticipation

Balance on hand June

cash receipts, 1944-45

By

.59

in

Total disbursements.
1945

nated by donors

July 1 1944
receipts, 1944-45

•

348.38

725.00

ttfaT4%n hand

•

To allowance advance

30,

Africa,
Equatorial
Sunnyside. Wash.)

AFRICAN LEPER FUND

Balance on hand June

lo.OO

Total disbursements..

1

100-W

Total disbursements..

To American Mission

333.38

$

To medical expense
To furlough expense

"»0"

months)
To Yalokc Station

Total receipts

31,

To outfit gifts designated
by donors

allow1945
30,

(7

19

400.40
579.UU

$ 979.40

Total receipts

$ ioO.OO
(6
To doctor's traveling expenses to June 30. 194o

By cash

447..iS

Total receipts

83.80

To Field Hospital

•

$

Balance on hand July 1^1944

$2,348.35

Total receipts

Balance on hand June

2,247.21

$3-51B

Disbursements

Balance* on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

Disbursements
Allowance to August
1945 (IC months)

$ 822.00

1944

1,

transfer

Receipts:

Disbursements
to June
months)

GOODMAN FUND

cash receipts, 1944-45

921.47

BYRON FUND

^'^7.00

$ 808.60

i|[|!?ce%n hand July 1 1945

18*5

*

Balance on hand June

AFRICAN HOSPITAL FCND

ance

.$2,128.43

Balan^'on hand July

By
By

11-45

$

30,

„„, ,,

fiso-^s

FUND

W.

30,

1945

AFRICAN CENTRAL BIBLE SCHOOL

^—

Balance on hand June

241.70
241.70

11.45

$

Total disbursements..

5ii7.00

To special gifts designated
by donors

«

^iMr.."".".^."^..^""*-^"'

By
,v
By

626.17

$

31,

$

$2,139.88

special gifts, etc

To

months)
lo.40

$1,793.43
346.4o

Total receipts

Disbursements:

Total receipts
S

BllaTce^n hand July
Balance on hand June

Ballnce'on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

„od,o

Total disbursements..

500

800.00

HAMILTON FUND

Foreign

John

30,

$

1945

Balance on hand June

i

2,778.03

Total disbursements..

$1,163.17

Disbursements
Allowance to August
1945 (7 months)

110.00

1945

*l,8&&.lo

Total receipts

AFRICAN BIBLE TRANSLATION FUND

special

13.66

desig-

gifts

Balance on hand June

1,070.67

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

$ 7,765.18

1,285.59

etc., on
furlough money sent...

nated by donors

31, 1945)
978.42
70.00

30,

ad-

in transit)
cable charges,

To

BICKEL FUND

477.c!S

1.214.41

To

2945

30,

ilSe^n

$

500.00

money

vanced to Fosters (still
on hand on account of
original monies delayed

2,022.77

Total disbursements..

.,

I,li7.4d

••

1945

Expenses

1,648.96

Total disbursements.

Balance on hand June

allowance to December

10.50

cash, 1943-44.

To furlough

$2,958.85

Disbursements
Allowance (one-third
22.25
$
month)
(On May 13, 1944, we paid advance

o^
tort
i-o.aa

Fund
To transfer to Taber
Fund
To transfer to Goodman
Fund

$936.08

By

lOb.dS

•

to

Philadelphia.

Pennsylvania)
400.00
400.00

$

1.

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
cash receipts, 1944-45

25.79

$1,714.41

Africa,

rial

By

1944
June 30, 1945

Balance on hand

for

To

2()5.bd

BALZER FUND

tances to African Field
To books, Scripture portions, etc

Station

French Equato$ 265.03

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
Balance on hand June 30, 1945

to

$o,o93.43
March 31, 1946
(14 months minus)
79.10
To telegrams, cables, etc.
40.S4
To cuts and engravings..
To charges on remit^_

,

«

: : :

1945

4,

Receipts:

:: :

»

ex-

(Bellcvue

503

I''*-"

Balance on hand .Tune
1945

$1,085.57

30,

KENNEDY FUND

Receipts

Balance bn hand July 1 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

Disbursements:
To allowance for

*V2S|I
l-""^'^
$2,400.78

Total receipts
Mrs.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
Kennedy to August 30,
1945 (6 months plus)...?
To allowance for Kennedy
boys to June
(11 months)

30.

To

Receipts:

244 4'

Balance on hand July 1. 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45
By transfer from African
General Fund

special gifts for Kennedy boys designated by

donors

113.50

To special gifts for Mrs.
Kennedy designated by
Total disbursements..

$

579.82

icy

KLEEVEK FUND

Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1944
cash receipts, 1944-45

S 812 34
5,245.92

Total receipts

.

Receipts

To medical expense,

By

extreatments,

etc

from African Field ...
special

gifts

9'>8

.

FUND

MOBRIl,L.
Receipts
Balance on hand July
By cash receipts

1944

Total receipts
Balance on hand June

$2,863.87
101.50

1945

$2,965.37

Balance on hand July
cash receipts

By

$

Total receipts
gifts

Balance on hand June

33.00

30,

1944
1945

$

37.50
37.50

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45
Total receipts

$2,923.38

Disbursements
To allowance August
1945 (3y2 months)
To deputation expense
To furlough money
special

gifts

Total disbursements..

Balance on hand June

(To

30,
.$1,354.90

SNTDER FUND

Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

Total receipts

Disbursements
To allowance to
30

1945

845!50

Balance on hand June

.

mos.)

.

484.69

30.

To Sickel, special gift...
To "Religious Liberty in

54632

$

525.00

Total receipts

$1,071 32

Sickel for Rio Tercero
building project
$ 500.00

Balance on hand June

$

500.00

c

571 32

30,

SOUTH AMERICAN HELPERS'
CHILDREN

$20,899.74

Receipts

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

225.00

$

,$

Disbursements:
To Sickel for South American helpers' children... $

$ 100.17

30,

1943

425

$

Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-43

Disbursements
8.15

To

girls'

summer camp...$

$

00 00

$

10.00

10.00

Total receipts

Maconaghy and

84.00

SOUTH AMERICAN SPECIAL

56.10

100.00

I84.17

100.17

Total disbursements..

Balance on hand June

00 00
1S4.17

Total receipts

Latin America" for

10.00

for
2.55

Paul Dowd.T:
Salary to July 31, 1945
(10 months plus)
Furlough expenses
Deputation expense

Total disbursements..

$

10.00

$

00.00

$

162.90

J.

.

.$1,129.93

1945

Total disbursements..

2.55.00

special gift for South
America S. S. designated by donor
To books for Sickel
(World Dom. Press)...

Mrs. Sickel
$

687.67

$10,000 00
10,899.74

for

To

To

30,

1945

To D.V.B.S. supplies

249..33

305.00
$1,221.90
1,221.90

Receipts

Maconaghy

Dowdy

$ 235.36

of expense to

Balance on hand June

auto accident). 250.00

Sickel,

August

..

Total disbursements
1945

76912

$1,614.62

Africa

•

$

Sickel

$ 916 90

To

Disbursements
To field expenses to July
31, 1945, also Oct. and

$1,568.48

1945

FUND

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
cash receipts, 1944-45

By

Disbursements

(To Dowdy for Fed.
auto stamp). ..$ 5.00

98.72

753 91
$1,903.41
1,903.41

1945

30,

Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

30,

Total receipts

(9

'

SOUTH AMERICAN BIBLE AND TRACT

SOUTH AMERICAN GENERAL FUND

Almafuerte
July 31, 1945

'

Total receipts

.$2,126.62

To Auto Expense:

$1147 50

.

Receipts

desig-

nated by donors

$1,349 30
1,464.99

$

To

347.59
11.38
1,110.79

$

Balance on hand July 1, 1944.
By transfer from W. M. C. per National in accordance with National W. M. C. objectives,

Receipts

plus)

Nov., 1945 (11 months).$4,930.00
rent to

31,

00.00

687.67

Balance on hand .July 1. 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45
$1,024 67
1,898.71

$ 4,477.80

'

SOUTH AMERICAN BUILDING FUND

$

1945
1,

1945

Receipts:

388.00

30,

Balance on hand June

SHELDON FUND

Receipts

To balance

months

.$16,421.84

30,

1944-45

$2,814.29

$1,085.06

FUND

NICKEL,

Balance on hand June

Total receipts

Total disbursements..

1945

Receipts
Balance on hand July
Balance on hand June

To

(10

388.00

$

1945

30,

$

FUND

Total receipts

33.00

A
I

SOUTH AMERICAN BIBLE COACH

00.00
388.00

30.

1945

Disbursements
To allowance to August

desig-

nated by donor
$
Total disbursements..

195.97

$

$

Receipts
Balance on hand July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-45

$1,120.06

Disbursements
special

720.06
400.00

'

.38.70

Balance on hand June

WILIilAMS

1944

1,

disbursements.

1012 50

Total disbursements.

$ ,388.00

Balance on hand June

MYERS FUND

Receipts:

To

Total

$2,965.37
30,

Sickel:
31, 1943

nated by donors
$1,146.36

Disbursements

I-.

months)

Special gifts desig-

30,

gifts, etc

15 00
957.69

Salary to July
(9

Balance on hand .July 1, 1944
By cash receipts, 1944-43

To

To Clarence

16

Total receipts
1,

-

nated by donors
gifts designated

WAGNER FUND

Receipts

600.00
247.79

expense

by donors

,$

3,780.43

$2,277.83

300.00
to

A. Field

Special gifts desig

5.00

1945

Total disbursements..

S.

Deputation

desig-

Balance on hand June

19*5

Advance on expenses

213.40

desig-

Balance on hand June 30

790 49

Outfit

nated by donors

1,231.77

$

$1,342.53

Total disbursements.,

nated by donors

1945, to

anticipation of going

Total receipts

To

112 25

Salary advance Sept. 1
Nov. ,30, 1945, in

139.25

to Field

Disbursements

.

969.09

97100

To Lynn D. Shrock:

$

552'.04

To allowance to June .30
1945 (6 months plus)...$
To furloneh expense home

(Furlough
money in
Klieyer's hands amounts

to $1,405.46)
To special gifts

10,00

$4,080.99

30, 1945

months plus)

(9

cash receipts. 1944-45

61.43

miscel-

laneous expense in connection with
Klievers'
trip home on furlough.
41.15
To additional furlough
money sent to Lisbon.. 1,000.00

841.36
11.3.81

Maconaghy:

Salary to Sept.

1944..

1.

600.00
269.24

.

Bxpen.ses home from
Field (furlough)
Special gifts designated by donors

30.

hand July

B.alance on

165.00

.

desig-

nated by donors
Hill

3.00O.0O

TYSON FUND

598 40

by donors

so

nated by donors

1945

682.68

.

gifts

Special gifts as desig-

To

Total disbursements..

Balance on hand June

To allowance to June 30,
1945 (7 months plus)
.$
To deputation expense
To outfit gifts designated

Outfit

64.17

To advance money for furlough home
To special gift designated
by donor

300.00

to

A. field

S.

Deputation expense

by the Board)

$6,058.26

Disbursements

Advance on expenses

Ministers'
(policy owned

Fund
$1,826.96

By

anticipation of going to field

$4,220 24

•••.

300

advance (Sept.
Nov. 30.

1945, to
1945).
in
1,

To allowance to June 30,
1945 (9 months plus)
$1,006.82
To premium on Taber pol-

30,

1945

To cable and other

Salary

Presbyterian

Balance on hand June

142 47

by donors

To Solon W. Hoyt:

1 177.43

Total receipts

10.00

aminations,

nated by donors
gifts designated

Outfit
$1,369 23
1673 58

Disbursements:

donors

_

TABER FUND

211.90

194.5

Special

gifts

.

desig-
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.

Balance on hand June
1,3.57.19

1,633.35
336.45

30,

1945

SOUTH AMERICAN STUDENTS' AID

Receipts
Balance on hand July

1,

1944

'

::

AUGUST

4,

1945
218.35

cash receipts, 1944-45

By

?

Total receipts

381.25

Disbursements
Sickel for schooling of
students in So. America?

To

203.3.O

Total disbursements..

Balance on hand June

$

203.35

30,

i™„n
177. yu
GIFTS btJTSIDB THE FOREIGN
MISSIONARY SOCIETT
!t>

;|^945

Receipts:

Balance on

,.,,.,
hand July 1,
00.00

$

1944

By

cash receipts, 1944-45.

$5,102.57

Disbursements
Alexander, Rev. J. A. (col*
ored singers)
American Association for

lU4.i.i

Jewish Evangelism
American Bible Society...
American Council of
Christian Churches
Amstutz, Mr. and Mrs.

8O6.O0
5.00
12.00

Harold, African Inland
Mission
Baum, Archer (preparing

10.00

260.00

for Africa)
Begley, Mr. B. K., Hono-

25.00
25.00

lulu

Belgium Gospel Mission..
Best, Laura K.,
terior Mission

Sudan

In12.00

Dorothy, Orinoco
River Mission
Bob Jones College, student missionary aid
Brethren Missionary Her-

Co

5.00

Sudan
Florence,
Couser,
Interior Mission
Couser, Mr. and Mrs. Norman, Sudan Interior
Mission
Baton, Mr.

5.00
5.00
82.65

10.00
5.00

100.51
E..

G.,

India

Gospel League
Baton native worker
Btter, Rev. Harold C, In-

^2'5S
6.00

ternational Christian

5,102..57

Total receipts

aid

Brethren Missionary
Home Council
Brethren Radio Hour
China Inland Mission
China Native Evangelist
Crusade

Black,

217. .oU

ISd.OO

Leper Mission
Fowler, Ernest, Evang.
Union of So. America...

10.00

Fraas, Pauline, Africa

2.5.00

Grace Seminary
Grace Seminary Building

Fund

A

10.00

120.67
25.00
10.00

New

Tribes Mission
Orinoco River Mission....
Ouren, Miss Bernice,
'Tamazunchale, S. L. P..
Mexico
Pearson, Claude H., Pearson's Sailor

camps

494.82

Work

277.42

Pietsch,

30.00

of California

25.00

mi-

Rev. Paul,
grant camp work

10.00

Miss Elizabeth
Pollock,
M., Women's Union Mis-

10.59

sionary Soc. of America
Russian Mission Society..
Schwartz, Miss Clara, Sudan Interior Mission
Stokley, Mr. and Mrs.,
Navajo Indians
Guatemala,
Miss,
Trejo.
Central America

„'22
110.00

Total disbursements..

27..50

16.88

216.75
9.00
30.(*0

WyclifE Bible Translators,
Inc

6.00

BALANCE OVERPAID,
13.00

Mexico

10.00

Crusade
Montano, Dr. Walter,
Western Hemisphere
Bvang. Union

oOO

Hamlett, Gerry, Sudan
1,492.29
Interior Mission
17.00
Hill, Robert (preparation)
King, Mr. and Mrs. Ira B..
Voice of Andes, Quito,
1000
Ecuador
Krocker, Rev. A. F., Af-

Kuntz, Mildred, Good
News Mission, Lupton,
Arizona
Lakey. Irene, Mexico
Leal, Mr. and Mrs. Otis.
Zapoteco Indians in Old

Dr. lone, missionary to Navajos
McEoberts, Mr. Duncan,
China Native Evang.

5.00

15.00

lo.OO

rica

.32.04

Lowman,

Pepper, Verna, China Inland Mission
Paul J., Gospel
Piefer,
Fellowship Immigrant

Greene, Jack, Russian
young people's work
of L.

Los Angeles Hebrew Mission (Dr. Vauss)

June

30,

1945

Suifima^
July
S

Baby Hospital

African
African
African
African
African
African
African
African

Bible Translation Fund
Central Bible School Fund

General Fund
Hospital Fund
Leper Fund
Special
Students'

Balzers'

Aid Fund

Fund

Beaver Fund
Bethany Home
Bickel

:

v,"

•

•

i

Don Herring Memorial Fund
Hmmert Fund
Foster Fund
General Fund
Goodman Fund
Gribble Book Fund
Hamilton Fund
Hathaway Fund
Hoyt, Garner E., Fund
Jobson Fund
Kennedy Fund
Kliever Fund
Magazine Fund
Maps Fund
Missionary Residence Fund
Morrill Fund
Myers Fund
New Fields Fund
Nickel Fund
Sheldon Fund
Snyder Fund
;

Dunning Fund

1,.308.57

^^

South
South
South
South
South
South
South
Taber

American
American
American
American
American
American
American

Fund
Tyson Fund

Bible Coach

•

Bible and Tract Fund
Building Fund
General Fund
Helpers' Children
Special ...••
Students' Aid
•,

Undesignated Funds

Wagner Fund
Williams Fund
Women's Missionary Council
.•

Gifts outside of the F. M. S

GRAND TOTAL

S
*

.377.01

626.17
400.40
482.00
2,766.20
1.280.70
835.18
73.112.48
822.00
946.90
1,793.43
72.80
781.48
986.34

Fund

Byron Fund

812.34
65.20
30.24
1.461.50
2,863.87
720.06
37.50
1,024.67
769.12
1,147.50
916.90
546.32
10,000.00

162.90
1,369.23
790.49
224.67

1,349.30
3,893.73

$129,193.41

Transfer June

Br Cash By

1. 1944
660.55

227.00
10,000.00
808.60
956.85
161.50
265.63
400.00

BALANCE

EXPENDITURES

BALANCE
FCNDS:

%

%

..

961.17
82.53

55.95

.

2,022.77
4,789.12
537.00
579.00
10.00
2,633.36

966.97
293.89
64,931.52
1,569.92
2.00
346.45

2,448.96

.

921.47
631.02
492.00
1,126.23
1,947.63
800.00
117,765.28
677.29

4,273.33
300.04
2,778.03
14,840.11
2,839.30

948.90
2,128.43

258.15
1,119.05
1,098.21
5,238.92
55.00

1,191.48
1,019.82
1,826.96
2,277.83
6.13
30.24
873.40
2,965.37
1,085.06

1,085.57
579.82
3,780.43
114.07

'ebb'.oo

101.50
400.00
35.00

.35.00

37.50
1.354.90
1.129.93
1,903.41
1,221.90
571.32
4,477.80
84.00

1,498.71

755.91
500.00
16.421.94
100.17
10.00
203.35
4,080.99
1.146.56

525.00
7,746.52

10.00
218.35
1,534.33

177.96
139.25
195.97
770.80

546.13
388.00
1,364.99
5,102.57
$119,116.21

660.55
227.00
7.765.18
1,623.35
1,327.11
193.85
265.63
400.00
1,888.18

73 77

5,980.34
725.00
590.91
50.18

7,019.29
1,539.75

30, 1945
fi80.23

15 40

'2.'l26".62

1,594.21

$16 689' 92

5,144.28
$76,445.88

•

$16,689.92

EDNA

M.

3,933.53
41.71
$171,863.74

—

BEVERLY

Financial Secretary
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THE GOUZE CONFERENCE
(Continued from Page 495)

hands clasped (probably for the first time in their
courtship). The ceremony was very simple and sweet,
as each couple, one after another, exchanged their
vows before God and man. What a difference the
Gospel has brought to the home life in Africa, as the
Christians learn the sacredness of Holy Matrimony
in the eyes of God. When the last vow was exchanged
they all knelt in prayer. What formed their satiii
kneeling-cushion? Why, the hides of the three antelopes killed that week. This was really a "grand" wedding, and will long be rememberea.

sent to Bible School there will be no one to carry on the
work. If there were a missionary resident in that dis-

they could have some Bible training and work
their, people at the same time. If only we had
enough workers for all of these needy fields! There
are so many hungry flocks out here, and only so few
trict

among

Following the ceremony. Brother Jobson gave the
message of the morning. It was the Gospel in all of
its simplicity and power, and the Lors! blessed His
Word. Seventy-five came forward to accept the Lord
as their Saviour. Some had come earlier in the Conference, but had come again to make their decision
known to all. There were also twenty-four young men
who had come during the Conference to give their
lives to the Lord for His service. And so ended the Talle

Conference, one of the most blessed weeks I have ever
experienced in the Lord's service. Praise His name,
much fruit has been borne for Eternity.
The Talle are just one small tribe in which the Word
has been sown only so sparingly, and yet how the Lord
has blessed. What a wonderful work could be done for
Him if only there were some workers to live and work
among these people and some of their neighboring
tribes. They have such a zeal, and yet they are starved
for teaching; so few can read the Word for themselves.
All of their workers need training, and yet if they are

'These black lambs are precious in His si^rht, too."
(Typical group of children at Bozoum, 1944.)

These "black lambs" are precious in His
Aren't there some of you young people at
home who would like to come and help shepherd these
needy flocks and help reach the many many who are
yet outside the fold? When our Great Shepherd appears, may we not be ashamed before Him. Have you
done all that He has asked you for these sheep of His
out here?
shepherds.
sight too.

BOZOUM NEWS LETTER-MAY,
Dear Friends in Christ:
Truly our hearte rejoiced when the good
news came over the radio of "Victory in
Europe." We trust ere long that many of
our dear boys may soon be reunited with
loved ones again. Our prayer is that this
war may make the people realize their need
of a Saviour, as so many live without any
thought of God in their hearts. We do believe, however, that many of our young men
returning from this war, after having seen
the great need of Missions, wiU give their
lives

for

definite

Christian

young men were commanded
to give peace, but

may

command

to

of

God

give

service.

Our

to destroy life

they

now hear

life

the

and bring

peace.

Just a few days ago we received a telegram from Dr. Bauman telling of Miss Tyson's safe arrival in the homeland. We do
praise the Lord for a speedy and safe voyage all the way.

May day the Beavers left Bozoum bag and
baggage to talie up their abode at Talolse
Station due to the furloughs of the Tabers
and Miss Tyson. Our loss was Yaloke's
gain. The little mud rest house is now
empty, but we trust that very soon new mis-

sionaries

may

be arriving on the field. The
great need for missionaries has never been
greater.

Tuesday, May 8, we left for Bekora Staand Wednesday we went with Mrs.
Kennedy and Miss Snyder left for Bessao in
the Laka tribe where we held a Bible Conference.
The attendance was good and
classes were held daily for the men, women,
and children. Sunday afternoon we left for
Baiboukoum where we spent a few days
tion

with the Christians. Both these large districts are without a missionary, and the
Christians do need teaching. On this trip
we were able to visit some of our church
schools which are held daily

by the mon-

itors in charge. Several hundred boys and
girls attend these schools and learn to read,

write,

and count, also Bible

stories are told

them, and memory work from the Bible
such as verses. Lord's prayer, and the Beatitudes. Pray for these children that they all

may come

to know the Lord as their Savand be a testimony among others.
For several months Samuel, one of our
young Christian boys, has been in the Government hospital with an infection of the
bone. The. doctor now advises him to go to
the Bangui hospital for further treatment.
iour,
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He

has been so patient through all his suffering, and a real testimony among the
other patients as he and his mother read the
Word and pray. The other day Samuel's
mother asked me for two St. John gospels,

and said that three of the women in the hospital accepted the Lord and bow they want
start reading God's Word.
Pray for
Samuel and his mother that he may be
healed and that she may continue to win
to

others to the Lord.
Noel, our native pastor, left on his bike
a few days ago to hold communion services
at the different chapel points in Tali land.
He then will leave Baiboukoum, two hundred and fifty miles from here, to hold special services and communion. Pray, brethren, that the Lord will give special strength
and wisdom to the native pastors and missionaries.

We are now in the midst of the rainy season and the trees and flowers are putting
forth their buds. On our last trip to Bekora,
we passed fields of beautiful orchids and
wild flowers. The Lord gives so many of
His lovely things to enjoy. Truly praise belongeth unto the Lord.
Yeurs in Him,

MRS.

O. D.

JOBSON

I

.

AUGUST

4,

1945

Cipdcan ^ieCd Supeuatendent^d. Slepant
(Continued from Page 492)

have been in attendance. These religious schools are
a great asset to the churches, giving as they do the
fundamentals in reading, writing, counting, memory
work from the Bible and some practical hygiene les-

Under the present understanding we keep children in the village church schools for a period of two
years only. Following that they either enroll in a regular government school or return to village life. Just
conat the moment when their schooling should be
tinued, it is cut off for the great majority, for the
government schools care for a very small percentage
schools in the
of the youth. With no regular French
Mission we cannot help the situation. At the present
we have an estimated two hundred and fifty boys in
government schools. We do what we can to reach
sons.

.

In the Bozoum school we have some twenty-five boys enrolled.
We had a special camp meeting for them thii year
which the Lord blessed. The entire group dedicated

them, but

much

effort yields little fruit.

many
their lives to the Lord for His service. Of course,
between their decision and their actual serv-

"years lie

and our contact with them will determine the
misoutcome. But this is all we can do until qualified
field.
sionaries to carry on this work come to the
We are thankful for the village church schools, and
good piece
the lady missionaries engaged are doing a

ice,

to the
work. It is their most fruitful contribution
French
native church. But until we have regular
the vernacuschools to give a minimum of education,
to a dead end.
lar schools will continue to come

'of

and girls in village church schools, native employees
and personal boys, our medical workers have a fullsized job. Dr. Taber will report these activities separately. The four dispensaries have continued to
operate through the entire year with an average of
over a thousand treatments per dispensary per month.
The government has provided some medicines, but the
whole department is in need of fresh supplies. Many
valuable workers' lives have been saved, devoted hearts
made glad, and the Lord glorified through the loving
service of doctor and nurses.
In connection with the medical work a Medical Guesi
House has been erected at Yaloke to care for missionfrom
aries going there to receive medical attention
the doctor. A neat five-room house where guests may
for
stay and not depend upon the local missionaries
entertainment. A small part of the expense of the
Fund,
building was financed by the Neher Memorial
parents of Mrs. Leo Polman. Brother Dunning began
and did the heavy part of the building, and Dr. Taber
is

finishing

it.

CONCLUSION.
"That in the ages to come He might shew the extoward us
ceeding riches of His grace in His kindness
privthrough Christ Jesus." Eph. 2:7. What a joy and
out of this
ilege to be His instruments in gathering
might shew
land a host of redeemed through whom He
now we see
the exceeding riches of His grace. Even
them.
manifestations of the "riches of His grace" toward
reborn, changed,
To- see heathen men and women
giving God the
obeying the voice of the Spirit, and
future when these
glory This is but a foretaste of the
manifestation
"children" shall become "sons" an^ the
of His riches toward them be completed.
I

MEDICAL.
".
and healing all manner of sickness and all
manner of disease among the people." Matt. 4:23.
through the ministry
still Jesus that heals, even
.

.

"It

It is

It

thousand communicant
of medicine. With the four
whom
members of the church, over three hundred of
workers, and over a thousand young boys

It

pays to serve Jesus,
pays every day,
pays every step of the way."

Bozoum, May

are native

O. D. Jobson.

26th, 1945.

Committee
of African "Evaluation"
Report
"
BOSSONGOA
BELLEVtIE

Y.^rOKE BOSSEIVIBEI-B
Bossembele house and out
.$1,000
houses
Yaloke dwelling houses {i
l.^dU
houses
Guest house
'Sk
Church
fl
*-"
Schoolhouse
§""
Garage
Storehouse
Sawmill building
Dispensary buildings (2)...
Chicken house and gas
house

Land
B.iSS.M
Dwelling
....„„

houses
_uthouses

MU
1-"

B.\TANGArO

Church

Temporary dwelling
Land

Dispensary

Land

(2)

with

Dispensary (3 buUdings)
Storehouse
Schoolhouse
Church
Dormitory (2 buildings)

...

••

* 'Vnn

400

liOZOUM
house
buildings
Rest house (mud house)
Storehouse and garage
complete)

Dwelling

gJJ"
-'O"

^
'"

Land

Ford sedan .••••••,•
Chevy pickup (193o) ..
Chevy station wagon

.

(i

40
% 1,720

Dodge (1942)
nv,„,?„
pickup
Chevy Tiickiin

225

™JJ
$ 2,5.S0
$25,e4B

300

^"'"the evaluation
$

507

$1,000

]f,',^CEEflNEOUS-T6ol.S-.:; l.OW

fiOO

JX
1"

$ 7,1(XI

SAWMILL AND TRACTOR.
AND TYPEWRITERS

1"

h(i

2,400
1,"00

(1942)
(1942).

Borc.\
Dwc'Uing ho\is

onn
200
SOO
*""

sillLTIGRAPHS

Dwelling house (temporary)? 40
IJ^
Storehouse

Land

.....
(193i)

Plym'outh sedan

StK)

l.SoO

%

.\rTOMOBII>ES

BEKORO

Jlest house with outhouses.

Workshop
Land

?""
1"^
-lo

rarv dwelling

Dwelling houses
outhouses
Storehouse
Pump house ....

920

I'er

Robert

S.

committee

Williams, Chairman
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and

Topic

IS

Two— "We KNOW WHY THE SON OF GOD

Scripture— 1 John

Topic

Attractive awards are in the making
for all C E
Societies attaining part or
all the goals set by your
Na lonal Brethren C. E. Union for the
past year. You
will receive a reward if
you have made any sort of
report during the year. Awards
will be presented onthe basis of points earned. To
date the following societies have reported with
their respective points:

Three— "WE

DEATH UNTO

Ankenytown, Ohio
Beaver City, Neb
Canton, Ohio (H. S.)
Dallas Center, Iowa (Sr.)
Johnstown, Pa., First (Y. P.)

IS

3:5.

Question- Why did Jesus Come?
Points— 1. Not as an example only—
1 Peter 2:21,
2. Not as a martyr to
a cause.
3. He came as our Saviour—
Matt. 20:28.

22.

Summit

KNOW WE HAVE PASSED FROM

LIFE."

the

way

Other

We

can know we are saved.

See

1

John

KNOW

The

Spirit lives in

us— 1

Cor. 6:19-20.

KNOW WE SHALL BE

Scripture— 1 John

is

3000
2400
jgoo

societies

Home and

"

LIKE HIM

REMEMBER
Matt 24-36

Men

'

42, 44.

Why

"

3:1, 2.

Question—Will we ever become like Jesus?
Points— 1. Jesus is coming. When? See
2.

.:

National Fellowship. THERE WILL BE
A REPORT
BLANK FOR YOUR SOCIETY IN THE MAIL ABOUT
AUGUST lOTH. THIS REPORT SHEET SHOULD BE
RETURNED TO THE SECRETARY NO LATER THAN
THE 15TH OF AUGUST. THE ANNUAL AWARDS AT
CONFERENCE WILL BE DETERMINED BY THESE
REPORTS. BE SURE YOURS IS RETURNED COMPLETE AND ON TIME.

Topic Four- "WE
HE ABIDES IN US."
Scripture— 1 John 3:24.
Question— Is my body the dwelling place
of God?
Points— 1. Jesus lives in us—John 14:20.
2. The Father lives in
us—John 14:23.
3.

p.).

3000
2000

.."ZZ

Pa

C. E. projects.

5:11-13.

Topic Five— "WE

__.

have earned points by virtue of their
Foreign Missions, and other
These points will appear in the annual
reports of your National Union to be
presented at the

See Act'

16:30-31.
3.

2200
28OO
3000

IZIl

Pa
(Y. p.)

Portis, Kans. (Y.
Martinsburg, Pa

offerings for

of salvation''

Z'..

Pike Brethren, Mundy's Comers,

3:18, 36.

Do we know

Mills,

Roanoke, Va.

ggg
700
1500

'1

Meyersdale, Pa.

Scripture— 1 John 3:14.
Question— Can I know that I am saved
by Jesus'
Points— 1. Is it possible to if you are
lost? See John
2.

Malles.

PRESIDENTS—

All of history, sacred or
secular, attests to
the first coming of Jesus Christ.

COME."

—Arthur

Yes, we are all looking forward
to another mountain
top experience at Victory Circle
C. E. Vespers, Camp
Bethany, Winona Lake, Ind. The
time will be during
our National Fellowship of Brethren
Churches, August
27th to September 2nd. You will
want to be there to
hear Bro. "Jake" Kliever, our own
C.E. missionary to
Africa. "Jake" has a thrilling
and challenging message
lor us. Send your reservations
to Rev. Polman soon.

among men.

existed

outlines

^^"^^^

Scripture— 1 John 5:20.
Question—Did Jesus ever come into
the world ?
Points-l. John 1:14 tells how
Jesus came. Read it
with proper remarks.
2. Our calendar is
dated from the birth of
Christ, another evidence that
He really came
3.

when the Lord

3:3

ON TO BETHANY—

book.

One-"WE KNOW THAT THE SON OF GOD

John

KNOW

Point out that we have, not a "hope
so" religion but a "know so" salvation.

COME."

1

^" *^^* ^^' ^^^"^ said, pointing out
WE
these things and thus we are without excuse in our unrighteousness.
Be sure to hand
out your topics in advance
and urge your speakers
to prepare interesting topics
based upon the

Salvation.

Topic

to be living aright

^?v,^T«,t"!:^x"''
that

Leader-i. Give a brief resume
of the book before
turnmg to your topic. Be sure that
the
topics are all mentioned before
beginning.
2. Point out
that some form of the word
"KNOW" appears almost 40 times in this
3.

Be sure

comes. See

Subject-"THINGS WE KNOW FROM FIRST
JOHN "
Scripture Lesson— Selected
portions of First John
Purpose-To discover some definite
things that the
Christian may know concerning
his Saviour and

'

Jesus coming? See

1

Thess. 4:15-17

say they are not themselves when tempted
by
anger into betraying what they really are.
God can't use some people because they're so great.
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OUR COVER PICTURESare familiar to every Brethren who ever attended
a National Conference at Winona Lake. The
building: shown in the two pictures at the top is
the Auditorium, scene of Brethren conferences for
many years. Below is a view of the Commumoti
Service at the close of the 1944 conference, one
of the most popular events on the conference

W. M. C. NEWS
Dear W.M.C.

Sisters,

program.

The Indianapolis W. M.

not yet one year old,
but thought you might like to hear from us.
We have a membership of five and as yet we haven't
grown in numbers but have grown in Him. We are
interested in the reading of God's Word.
The Lord is blessing us with good offerings for His
work. Each lady is a Herald subscriber. We are sending birthday cards to our missionaries and enjoyed
a
C. is

Firl, who was called home to be with the Lord.
She was a very faithful member and we miss her, but

Milton

know

that our loss is her gain.
Please remember us in prayer that we may do more
to serve Him who has done so much for us.

In His service,

Mary

from Mrs. Kennedy recently.
Our December meeting was at the home of Mrs. R. H.
Aeby and following the devotional program we filled
two baskets with groceries and other gifts for our
Pastor and family and packed a box of clothing for
Kentucky, then had a Christmas exchange from under
the pretty Christmas tree and we had a wonderful time
letter

Miller, Sec.

PROGRAM

THEME—"God's
SONG—"At

together.

Appointments."

Calvary."

SCRIPTURE— I

After hearing that Mrs. Mabel Hamilton was wanting
dress print to make herself dresses for Africa,
we
bought print for a dress and gave her, and also bought

Cor. 1:18-31.

BIBLE STUDY—"GoJs Appointment
SPECIAL MUSIC.

a gift for our Pastor and wife's new baby. Within
a
few days we will have two boxes of clothing ready to

at Calvary."

PRAYER CIRCLE.

send to Kentucky again.

MISSIONARY STUDY—"My

The Mother-Daughter meeting

of May was at the
of the secretary, with a favorite dish supper.
Lord led Miss Rubye Nickel, a missionary to the

Appointment With

Christ in Africa."

home
The

Emma

OFFERING—National

Jews here in Indianapolis, to be with us at this meeting and she told of her work and experiences
with
the Jews here, which was very interesting and we say
with Paul, as quoted in Romans 10:1. There were 17

CHORUS—"Thank

Expense Fund.

You, Lord, for

Saving

My

Soul."

BUSINESS SESSION.

present.

At almost every meeting we have had visitors.
Looking to the One we love and serve, we shall press
on.

In His Service
Mrs. Forrest Black, Secretary.

Dear Members of the W. M. C:
Greetings from the Summit Mills, Pa., W. M. C.
We have had a wonderful time in our Council the
past year. We have our regular meetings the last
Wednesday evening of each month, using the programs
found in the Herald, and enjoy them. We have been
sending cards and letters to the missionaries and
seem to know them better after writing to them.
Each fall we send a box of clothing to Clayhole, Ky.
So far we have covered most of our objectives and
will cover them by the close of the Council year..
We recently lost one of our charter members, Mrs.

Ford^ eounWea'$r50
Link

yeT ADMINISTRATION"

a
Vict President

M,,^^.t

RDrfeTsTrfp^^^^^^

.S.

\V

L.
L.

LyuR BemaVd Vctaeider WaVer \ llnn FriU^r,
l' Grub\7 S,ri^a"rA.vri:"McCl^nT-Ma^aS.

'

IT

^SX

,?'!,''

"*?

Mrs. Herman Koontz
John 14:13. "Anc^ whatsoever ye shall ask in my
Name, that will 1 do, that the Father may be glorified

—

in the Son."
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Pray for the new officers of the local councils.
Pray for the Lord's guidance in carrying out the
new W.M.C. program.
Ask God's blessing upon the Bible Studies for the

new year.
Thank Him

for the boys in the service that are being
returned to civilian life.
Pray for the spirituality of your local church.
Pray for your pastor.

^'™''"

H"»M

.Co.,

Winona Lake. Indiana.

Subscription price,

$1.00 a year;

Secretarj- of Publications.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Herman Hoyt, President
T^T"';' '^'"' Bauman. Mrs. John Aeby, R. E. Gingrich, L. L. Grubh, A
^"'^'"'^ "^^°^^ '^"°="' ^^- ""^ ^'"^^ H"-" ^^^-•
^i^^' ^Vj^^^-^:^^'''

Goodman.

^•^

.1^™''
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God's
By

Appointments

NORMAN UPHOUSE

about to start a new series of studies on God's
Appointments. God arranges a meeting time and place
for us for various occasions. These appointments commence at conversion and are revealed one after another through life.
In Exodus 25:22 we read where God promised to
meet the people in the tabernacle. It was the place
where He could be found. He promised to commune
with the people from above the mercy seat. When Jesus
came, He said, "I am the way, the truth, and the Life;
no man cometh unto the Father but by Me (John 14:6)
Jesus became, and still is, our mercy seat. He is the
meeting ground for us and sfands before the Father
for us.

The

I.

first

appointment God would have with us

is

ai

Calvary.

We

are urged to come to Calvary and look and live.
"And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of Man be lifted up" (John
3:14). The people were afflicted in Moses' day and could
do no service imtil healed. The physical healing was
promised as the people would look at the brazen
serpent.

Our healing is in the Calvary experience. The healing from a sin-sickness is more important than the
physical healing. The Calvary experience for us means
conversion. It is the starting point in our Christian
living. No amount of good works will ever please God
without the proper identification with the Christ ol

not the cross that saves but the Christ of the
not our faith that saves but the One who
we were
is the object of our faith. Before conversion
held under the power of sin and of course were under
the penalty of sin (Rom. 5:12-14). There was no known
power that could break sin. However, Christ came to
meet sin and released its grip on us. This is the good
It is

regarding the cross.

The cross is foolishness to those who are ignorant
and perish (1 Cor. 1:23).
These people simply do not know the real meaning
of Christ's death on the cross. Many are like them
today. They trust human wisdom and attainment for
their salvation. They work out things to please themselves but fail to see the necessity of the atonement.
Natural men do not receive the things of the Spirit
of God: for they are foolishness unto them (1 Cor. 2:
14). These things are spiritually discerned. Men who
are strictly of this world scoff at the cross and depreciate its real power. Sometimes churches give up the
preaching of the cross. The people think that they
are wise but God says they are foolish. Any person is

It is

cross.

news

of the gospel

(Rom.

1:16).

The cross is the wisdom of God.
The cross makes salvation available to man, while no
b.

other plan would work. It included

God.

1.

fool-

3. But to us who believe, the cross is the power and
wisdom of God (1 Cor. 1:24).
a. The power of God to overcome sin.

In Jesus' day we read of men and women beholding
the cross (Luke 23:35). But all were not willing to
submit to God. Some derided Him. Some mocked Him.
Some railed on Him. Still others saw in Jesus a
righteous man and such received a blessing denied the
unbelievers. To this day, all those who see the real
meaning of the cross and associate themselves with

have the promise of salvation.
There are three possible attitudes taken by people

is

2. The Cross is a scandal and a stumblmg block to
the enemies of Christ (I Cor. 1:23).
Once Jesus came in humiliation to be a servant and
to lead men to God. The enemies would not have Him.
They cried out, "Away with Him." They did not know
that God would overrule their evil plans for good and
that He would bring out of it atonement.
The parable of the pounds (Luke 19:13) tells of the
people who hated Christ and became His enemies.
They were the citizens who sent out the message,
"we will not have this man to reign over us." They insisted upon the crucifixion and have been the enemies
through the years. At the present time, the enemies
of Christ stumble over the cross and the mention of
their crime is a scandal to them.

us,

Christ,

thinks the preaching of the cross

ishness.

the cross.

A.

who

foolish

We are

(2)

atonement for

sin,

and

(3)

(1) sacrifice for
propitiation unto

Recall at this time what happened in Egypt before
the death angel passed through the land. God promsprinkled
ised to deliver all those who had the blood
on the door. When the angel saw the blood, he passed
visover and the home suffered no loss. However, he
were not proited the homes of the Egyptians which
So
tected by the blood and took away the first-born.
our protection, it Is
it is with us, the cross becomes
of the
godly wisdom to see the necessity and blessings
protection of the cross.
God has agreed to meet us at the cross. The price

has been paid
of us need to
We gain it by
then standing

for us.

Atonement has been made.

All

into a personal possession of it.
simply claiming it in humble faith and
upon the Word of God for assurance.

come

w.

on.

Uec„r'lh,7s"oretary-Mrs. W.

H.

Financial" Secretary-Treasurer-Mi.s

e

efficia^y

.Sd.affor,

Mabel

71.^

E.

W. Chelnn. Spokane

Donaldson.

4328

12,

GarrUoB

Lake, Indian.
Li.e.a'r'se«e'S-r,-M^'S:iv£- Goodman Sr.. Wi.ona
rheyenne. Wyoming
rhafrman^Mr.. Kaluh liambo. 2301 Evans,
Wayne 0, Indian..
Jolm M. Aeby, 3313 Hoagland Avenue, Ft.

Praver

I.:ditor--Mrs
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By FREDA KLIEVER

friend without one.

Break an appointment? This is unpardonable, unone gives due notification to the one with whom
it is made.
As I have been considering this topic this question
keeps running through my mind Are we as careful
to keep our appointments with Christ as we are those
that we make with our business associates? I'm sure
if we were our patience would not be so often exhausted, our time and energy not wasted doing things
in our own way and in the end nothing accomplished.
Our lives would be orderly and fruitful for Him.
My heart is filled with praise and thanksgiving to
our Lord for the way that He has led. When so often
I have been unfaithful still He abided faithful and
worked out His will concerning me. Oh that we mighi
be yielded every moment how much more quickly He
could prepare us and use us in His service.
It was not my privilege to be bom into a Christian
home, but how glad I am that I cannot remember a
time in my life when we did not attend church and
Sunday School.
My mother accepted Christ when I was three yefirs
old. When I was five she was baptized and joined
church. This day is still very vivid in my mind. I knew
that I too must some day do the same.
less

—

—

My

father did not profess to accept Christ until I
The establishment of the family altar in
our home marked this day for me in a special way.
This was continued as long as father lived, in spite
of all the ups and downs in his spiritual life. Shortly
before his homegoing father found Christ sufficient for
all his doubts and fears. He went home in peace, but
regretted the wasted life.
My early schooling I received in one of those famous
one - room, one - teacher - for - eight - grades country
schools. Being the only child in the first grade the
year I started, the teacher couldn't waste much time
on me. To keep me occupied she gave me towels to
embroider instead of lessons to prepare. I can still
almost cry when I think of how I despised the very
sight of those towels, needle and thread. In spite of
tears, so much had to be done every day and before it
was all over I embroidered very graciously and without
tears. Why do I mention this? It was "basic training"
for many an unpleasant task that has come my way

was

ten.

since.

My last two years in grade school I was again the
only one in my grade. This time I did not spend my
time embroidering towels, but helped teach the lower
grades, and loved it.
It was with dread that graduation day came. Father
objected to my going to high school. Mother did not
object to my going to school, but she did not like to
me leave home to do so.
Two most unsatisfactory years were

way opened for me to go to high school. It
was during the second year that I accepted Christ and
was baptized. He changed my heart and life. All my
resentment was gone, and in its place was a real
desire for Christian service. Now I felt more than ever
that I must get more schooling, but how and where?
Our old schoolhouse was becoming very dilapidated
so the issue came up Should they build a new schoolhouse or consolidate with the town school? The decision was to consolidate.
before the

—

Appointments how necessary they are in this day
of hurry and confusion. Try and see a doctor, a dentist, a business man, or as the case often is, even a

see

spent at

home
512

—

This consolidation was for the grade school only, but
the bus wasn't nearly full I couldn't see why my
sister, a girl friend in the neighborhood, and I couldn't
go on it too. We talked the thing over in the home and
father said if we could get the school board's permission to go on the bus he would give his consent.

when

The answer was "yes," and we went to high school.
was not the school I would have chosen, but was
better than none at all. As I look back I can see it was
It

God's choice for me.

We had one professor who influenced our lives for
good in many ways. He hated slang and profanity and
allowed none of it in his hearing. He also had a deep
respect for the Bible as God's Word. I will never forget the day he asked us in general assembly what two
things we would ask for if we should ever be put in
solitary confinement and we'd be granted two requests. He said his requests would be for a Bible and
a good dictionary. "With them," he said, "I could keep
pace with the world.
I graduated from high school in three years and
went right on to Bible Institute of Los Angeles. Here
the Lord in His way continued to teach me what it

njeant to trust Him for all things. Father told me
before I left not to expect any help from him, and I
didn't.

After buying some clothes and paying my bus fare
to start the school year. I paid the registration fee, bought the necessary books, papers, etc., and
the rest I imediately applied on room and board so
there would be no temptation to spend it for other
I

had $40

things.

Not knowing exactly what the Lord wanted me to
I enrolled in the Christian Education
Course. As my practical work assignment I was sent
to the Russian Mission in Los Angeles to teach a Sunday School class. The work in this mission was a real
challenge to me. Truly, we have mission fields right
on our doorsteps, so to speak, and foreign fields, too,
because I found that the parents of most of the children in my class couldn't even speak English.
prepare for

This first year in B. I. was rather hard financially.
Often I would spend my last cent and wonder what
I'd do in case of emergency. Along with the needs that
arose the Lord always supplied the means to meet it.
The second year was easier because I worked in a
private home. The work was easy, so I had more time
for study. In Jime 1930 I graduated from Bible Institute. I wouldn't take anything for those two years of
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preparation for Christian service. We could see worked
out in our everyday life the things taught in class,
Christian fellowship was a reality, and I knew the Lord
was calling me to Africa, but at that time I did not

As soon as we started for our Seminary, which was
in Ohio at that time, doors which had been closed
to open and we were sent out before Jake could
finish his work. Money came in for our outfit and
passage and at our National Conference in 1937 we re-

began

know> just to what part.
It was during my second year at B. I. that Jake and
I renewed our acquaintance. I say renewed because
my parents and Jake's parents were real good friends
when we were just children ^we weren't such good

ceived final Instructions from our Board and
following October 19th we sailed for France.
I thank Thee, Lord, Thou wert too wise to heed
My feeble prayers, and answer as I thought,
Since these rich gifts Thy bounty has bestowed

—

friends!

Have brought me more than

all I asked or thought;
Giver of good, so answer each request

Mrs. Kliever invited all the Oregonians from Dallas
to Thanksgiving dinner at her home in Garden Grove.
To say I was surprised to see Jake there is putting it
mildly and

when he asked

to take

me home

With thine own

than the

best.

—Flint.

I

join mine.

Jake had been working in the Second Brethren
Church in Long Beach for quite some time before we
were married so after our marriage we continued to
attend and work there. We finally came to the conclusion that if the Brethren denomination was good
enough to work in it was good enough to join.
Shortly after we joined the church we were privileged to hear Dr. Gribble and also the Hathaways pre
sent our mission work in Africa. After hearing them
there was no longer any question as to where in Africa
we were to go.
We felt definitely led to put our application in under
our own Brethren Board but it was six years from the
time we put it in before we got to go. How often we
and
asked, "Why this delay?" Now we can look back
•

see how reluctant we were to obey.
were ready, the Lord knew we weren't.

training

and couldn't see
I

We thought we
We needed more

it.

Societies suid Their Contributions to the

NATIONAL OFFERING FOR
GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY LIBRARY
1944

—1945

Amonut

Society

Pa

.inkenytown, Ohio
Ashland, Ohio

$25.00
16.06
47.29

Beaver City. Nebr
Berne, Ind

74. GO

Allentoivn,

Buena

Clayhole,
Cleyeland,

9.50

Va

Vista,

Canton, Ohio
Canton, Ohio
Clay City, Ind

5.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
B.OO
14.49
16.15
15.10
17.40
15.00
20.00
5.00
48.41
20.00
25.00
B.OO
19.74
20.00
85.00
10.00
25.00
20.63
28.40
12.00
21.35
11.70
12.00
7B.00
6.40
7.00
4.00
34,16
12.00
50.00
16.00
26.00
11.67
10.40
8.24
S.OO
10.00
10.00
10.00
19.75
5.25

(Jr.)
(Sr. )

Ky

Ohio
Conemaugh, Pa.
Conemaugh, Pa.

(Sr.)
(Jr.)

Covington, Va
Clearbrook, Vo
Dallas Center, Iowa

Ohio
(First)
Dayton, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio (North Eiverdale)
EUet, Ohio

Danville,

Fillmore,
Calif
Flora, Ind

•

Fort Wayne, Ind
Fremont, Ohio
Garwin, Iowa
Glendale,

OaUf

Hagerstoi^Ti,

Md

Wash
Va

Harrah,
HolUns,

Homerville, Ohio

Huntington, Ind
Indianapolis, Ind
:)obnstown. Pa
Juniata, Pa
Kittanning, Pa.
'

Jr.

(

)

dessa, Mich
Calif

'

La Verne,

MET THE MASTER

had walked

Had

With station and rank and wealth for my goal.
Much thought for my body, but none for my soul,
I had entered to win in life's mad race.
When I met my Master face to face.
to see
I met Him and knew Him, and blushed
That His eyes, full of sorrow, were fixed on me;
And I faltered and fell at His feet that day.
While my castles melted and vanished away.
Melted and vanished and in their place
Naught else did I see but the Master's face
And I cried aloud, "Oh, make me meet
To follow the steps of Thy wounded feet!"
My thought is now for the souls of men,
I have lost my life to find it again.
E'er since one day in a quiet place,
Author
I met my Master face to face.—

W.M.C.

Lake

life's way with an easy tread,
followed where comforts and pleasures led.
Until one day in a quiet place
I met the Master face to face.

I

giving, better

that eve-

was more surprised than ever. After that, nothing surprised me any more.
Before we became engaged we found that both of
us were interested in very much the same things, both
felt called to Africa and neither of us knew where. We
didn't belong to the same denomination. I didn't want
to
to join his church, and he certainly wasn't going
ning

the

Unknown.

Limestone, Tenn
Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
Long Beach, Cahf. (Second)
Ix>3

-ingeles,

Los Angeles,

Calif.
Calif.

(First)

(Third)

MoKee, Pa
Mansfield, Ohio
Martinsbuxg, Pa
Meyeradale, Pa.
Meyersdale, Pa.

(Sr.

)

(Jr.)

Middlebranoh, Ohio
Mundy's Comer. Pa.

Mundy's

New

Comer,
Mich

Pa.

(Sr.)
(Jr.)

5.75
10.00
5.00
18-16
6-65
10.65

Troy,

North Liberty, Ind
Osceola, Ind
(Sr.)
Pera, Ind.

Kans. (Sr.)
Kans.
( Jr. )
Rittman, Ohio (Sr.)
Bittman, Ohio (Jr.)
Roanoke. Va. (Sr.)
Roanoke. Va. ( Jr. )

Portis,
Portis,

^'-IS
T.OO
10-00
~Zi.ri

20.00
8-73

San Diego, Calif
Seven Fountains, Va
Spokane,

Wash

Summitt

Mills,

J-OJ

Pa

oZi
,f-"

Tracy, Calif

Uniontown, Pa. (Sr.)
Washington, D- C
Waterloo, Iowa
Waynesboro, Pa- (Sr.)
WilUamsburg, Iowa

„l !„
25.00

Winchester, Va
Winona Lake. Ind

fO.OO

Whittier.

Calif

Wadsworth,
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Vtecious Proinise^
i
DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM FOR SEPTEMBER
New Theme, "PRECIOUS PROMISES," 2 Pet, 1 :4
SONG SERVICE— Some suggestions: "Standing on
the Promises," "God Will

Take Care

NEW THEME CHORUS—"Every
Book

PRAYER BOX

of You."

ALL for you.
Remember

Promise in the

Mine."

Is

SCRIPTURE LESSON— Psalms

PRAYER CHORUS—"Are

|

Pray for more new S. M. M.'s in 1945-46.
Pray for a zeal to work for Him who has
done
our boys in the service of our coun-

try.

46.

|
I
|
I

I

Pray for your newly elected

S.

You Living Where God

M. M.

officers.

i

Answers Prayer?" (Cloud Club Chorus).

NEW THEME CHORUS-"EVERY PROMISE
PRAYER—Using prayer box reminder.
THE BOOK IS MINE"
CHORUS—"Coming," "For God So Lovedthe

IN

Every Promise in the Book is mine,
Every chapter, every verse, every line;

World," "Saved to Tell Others."

MISSIONARY STORY—By Ruth Snyder.
SPECIAL NUMBER— Solo, "He Will Hold Me

All are blessings of His love divine,

Every promise in the Book

is

mine.

Fast."

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC—"Love of God to Us," John
3:16, Mrs. A. D.

LETTERS FROM SISTERHOODS

Cashman.

Greetings in the

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION.

S.

Name

M. M. of Johnstown, Pa.

of our Lord from the Senior
We give thanks to our Lord
in which He has blessed us

Jesus Christ for the way
again this year.
We are surely receiving rich spiritual blessings from
the Sisterhood topics. Our enrollment
is 23, and we
have a fine group of Christian girls who are
interested
in the Lord's work.

We've had meetings each month in the
various

Your Gen.
year.
doing.

DO

homes

of the girls. Last month we sent
material for
a flannelgraph lesson to South America.
Recently we presented a mission play entitled
"The
Challenge of the Cross," which was very
impressive

Sec. expects to

hear from your society this
write now and let her know what you are

If you have elected your new officers and haven't
had your installation service yet, now is the time. See
your November issue of the Herald for instructions on

S.

M. M. installation

and challenging to the Christian. The offering
received amounted to $30.00, which was given
to Foreign
Missions. Our prayer is that we will be
a greater testimony to our Lord this coming year.
In His Service,

service.

Were you an Honor Society? What about Banner???
Well, now is the time to begin working on the goals
for this year, not a month or three months from now,
but right now if you expect to meet them ALL. Watch

the next

S.

Rosemary Bifano,

VJiiiciotM

SPECIAL—
We

Pres.

M. M. Herald.

of the S.

M. M. want to take

this opportunity to

thank all those ladies who wrote such interesting
topics for us last year. We enjoyed them and received
spiritual help from them.
hope to hear from each

We

one of you again real soon.

President:

Elaine Polman,

Vice-President:

Winona Lake, Indiana
Euth Ringler. R. D. No. 4, Johnstown. PennsylTuJ.
Mary Fritz, 79 West Krat Street, Rittman,
Ohio

General Secretary:

Financial Secretary:

Treasurer:

Evelyn Fuaua, c/o Jack Brown, Stay. Kentucky
Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 Cheyeily Ayenne,
Cheyerly Hyatfa^
"'»t"»Maryland

Tille,

Mary
S.

Fritz,

M. M. Gen. Sec.

'

Uteraturo Secretary:
Senior Patroness:

Junior Patroness:
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Phyllis Lingenlelter,

Claysburg. Pennsylyaaia

Leo Polman, Winona Lake, Indiana
Mrs, Etnel Simmons, LiaUe, Pennsylvania

Mrs.
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God's Love to Us---John
By MRS.

A. D.

CASHMAN

Summer, with all
Leader—Well! Can you imagine
Camp
its activities, rest, and recreation is gone!!!
!

!

1945, a really "high spot" in the lives oi
of us Sisterhood girls, is history. But we are
that with the coming of our new program for

Bethany of

many
happy

the year ahead, there rises before us the beautiful
"Rainbow of God's Precious Promises." The very first
color of the bow of our study is the red of love—"God s
love to us"— based upon the heart of the Gospel, the
favorite text of the Bible. This is one of the very first
learn as children, and one whose meaning
becomes more precious to us as we grow older. "For
God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish, but have Everlasting Life." In these words the
whole Gospel is summed up. The depths of God's love,
the greatness of His gift, and the blessings He freely
offers us are made known to us each time we repeat
these words. Now let us think a bit about God's love.
verses

we

Leader

—Girls, in response to God's love to

show our gratitude by a
live lives of purity; let us

sincere

us, let

"Thank You";

let

us
us

use our talents in real serv-

Him. Some of us are saved now and need

ice for

to

carry the Gospel to the ends of the earth. Some of us
are not saved and need to be "Born Again" by believing in or trusting in the finished work of the Loi-d
Jesus Christ.

"Now my days

are filled with gladness
Since the Savior took control.
And my nights have lost their sadness
As the happy moments roll.
For the Master touched my heart strings
And he drew from them a song,

—

1
^A God who does not care, does not count!!
He is not interested in us, how can we be interested
in Him? You cannot worship and pray to a nameless

Tapic

3:16

our LIVES to Him. You believe God. You believe the
Gospel. That is splendid. Believe all that, but that
is not the point. Believing the Bible, God, or even the
Gospel does not give the Everlasting Life mentioned in
our verse. It is the definite act of committing ourselves
to Jesus Christ as the Way, the Truth, and the Life.
That is the only way of assurance of the saving
Power and Love of God to YOU. It is that act of trust,
that believing in Him, that gives fellowship with Goa
which is EVERLASTING LIFE.

If

Power that doesn't take any interest in your welfare
and isn't concerned in your joys and sorrows. No!
What the soul needs is the assurance that comes with
the words "God so loved the world." He created the
world, not because He didn't want an eternity of boredom, but because of His great heart of love. He called
souls into being, not as an aimless experiment, but
that He might have objects upon which to bestow His

'Tis

the glory song of ages-

Thrills

me—all

3>a

day long."

ya

—Rosell.

Kno^uA

love.

love falls upon the world— the whole
mankind; Gentile as well as Jew, Cornelius as
much as Nicodemus, bond as well as free. God loves
mankind completely, loves his welfare which is purity
and peace, faith and love, self -poise and perseverance,
devotion to high ideals, and lasting joy. How wonder-

Topic

mass

2—God's

of

HE should love US.
Topic 3— "Go SO lovedi the world, that He gave His
melted
only begotten Son." God's heart was moved and
and broken before He sent His Son. Read Romans
possession to save us
5:8. God gave His most precious
for our
from our sins. Christ shed His own blood

1.

are

Who

3.

Who

5.

6.

Who

m

when

"she" was one week old?
be married on

first missionaries to

7.

He

Af ric£L^
the Field Superintendent in South America?
name?
not a "mountain" by name—what is his
(Hint—he and his wife were serving in South Amerhome on furica at La Carlota, but now they are
is

is

lough.

ANSWERS

Him.

gift, abouL
Topic 4—The purpose of God's great
beheveth
which we are studying, is that whosoever
Whosoever
Him may not perish but have eternal life.

were our

African soil?
in Africa?
is the Field Superintendent
the field In
is our only medical doctor on

Who
Who

4.

furlough from Africa?
was christened into the

of our missionaries

Catholic church

salvation.

believe in

now home on

2.

ful that

"Greater love hath no man than this."
Jesus
Never was there a blood donor like our Lord
and everyChrist. Remember, girls, giving is always
the RED
where a token of love and whenever we see
minds the gift of
of our Rainbow it should call to our
that covers
God's love, the precious BLOOD of Christ
snow, if we
our black sins and makes them white as.

our missionaries were born in Canada, raised
and
in Dallas, Oregon, attended Biola, were married,

Who of

»

beUeve in Him is
includes each of us personally. To
about Chnst with the
not merely to believe \he truth
SURRENDER
SeSct. but to TRUST Him and to fully

•iCqSBUOOBH HTH

'U

•piIOTS aouaJBio -Aan

"9
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MISSIONARY STORY
The teacher saw her as she came puffing up the hill.
She looked not one bit different that day than she did
the others; so little did the missionary realize that
this was to be an outstanding day for this daughter
of Africa. But here she came. Her outfit was not one
that required many words to describe it. In fact, so far
as the teacher could remember she had not seen this
girl dressed in any color but green, for even in Africa
the leaves on the trees are green. Yes, that was her
only dress, a bustle of leaves behind and the old-fashioned leafy apron in front. These hung to her only
because they were suspended from a string of colorful
beads which she wore around her waist. Beads around
the waist! The first requirement of an African dress
is a string of something around the waist. This young
lady was fortunate enough to have beads for this purall

pose.

What the teacher did notice was that Marie was not
carrying her usual load on her head. Was there a
famine in the village? No, for the other girls were all
equipped as usual with basins which they carried on
their heads. Other mornings Marie's head was adorned
with a basin in which she carried her lunch of okra, a
large slab of something that resembles your corn meal
but is made of manioc flour, and a sweet potato. Today
the others put their lunches on the back bench as
usual, but Marie cast not so much as a single glance in
that direction even when the chickens had to be shooed
away as usual.
The class started with only

teacher, Marie, and
three others present, for girls in Africa have not
learned to be prompt. They started class with the great
favorite song of both girls and boys, Jesus Loves Me.
How they did sing. And Marie opened her mouth as
widely as usual. By the time they reached the third
song the rest of the class had come straggling over the
brow of the hill. As they dropped into their seats, wiping their dusky brows, the teacher heard one of them
say, "Whoooo, I'm all dead." All dead not breathing
the way she was. But long ago the teacher had learned
that her African pupils could be killed by hunger several times a week, cold could kill them daily in the rainy
season, and fatigue frequently killed them the rest of
the time, but not one of them had ever had to have a
funeral for any of these reasons. When the African is
buried it is because he is dead just as it is in other
places, but here the favorite verb is kill, and so they
are always being killed by something.
The singing having ended after all the old favorites
had been sung and a new song attempted, they bowed
their heads while some of the girls led in prayer. Each
one thanked the Lord for their many blessings, but
especially for the great blessing of learning to read His
Word. Then the reading lesson began. Marie passed
the books, helped the smaller ones find the place, and
got the girls all ready to read. This was her daily
custom to help as much as possible.
Now you might think it strange to see this class.
Here are some tiny little girls, here are some middle-

—
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and here are the big girls. Among the big
there are even some who are married. Girls of all
ages go to the same class, for there are so few girls
who can come. This makes the work harder for the
teacher but she solves her problem by having the older
girls help the younger. They think it quite a wonderful
thing to learn these mysterious signs which make a
book talk to them. Here Marie is a big help, for she
is the oldest one and the best reader in the class.
It wasn't long until they tired as do children
at
home, so teacher gave them a few minutes recess.
Their laughing and running and singing gave much
happiness to the teacher. Then it was they grabbed
their dishes and made their food disappear. No table,
no napkins, no knives or forks graced this meal. Were
not fingers made before forks? Why bother with all
these things when the hand is such a good instrument
with which to feed oneself. Nor did it take them long
to eat, just a gobble and a swallow and they were finsized girls,

girls

ished.

As Marie stayed around the classroom door rather
than joining in the meal the teacher was more than
ever puzzled. Finally, with many shakes of her kinky
head, she told the teacher how she had given her food
to an old lady in the village. The old lady was alone

and sick. Marie had heard how this woman was in
need so she stopped and left her food with her.
All too quickly the class was done for the day and
the girls gone to their villages. As the teacher thought
of Marie she was filled with joy but puzzled at the
same time. For Marie was that unheard-of somebody—
an African old maid. All the girls in Africa marry, they
have nothing else to do. While they are quite young
someone makes a bargain with their family. All the
days of her girlhood, she realizes that a certain man is
paying her parents for the privilege of taking her as
soon as she is capable of working a garden and caring
for a family of her own. But Marie was a Christian.
The only offers that had come for her hand were from
old men who already had several wives. Marie had refused to go to any of them and had plainly stated that
she would go to no one but a Christian. So while the
teacher was glad for her courage she did wonder just
what would become of an African girl who was not
married. All the other girls of Marie's age had already
gone to their husbands.
That evening the teacher went to the village to meet
with the Christians. She noticed there a young man
who was a worker in the chapel in a nearby village.
After the service Marie came to talk with her teacher.
There she stood, digging her toes into the sand and
doing her best to talk in spite of the giggles that
seemed to possess her as she told her little affair to
the teacher. Now the answer to their prayers for Marie

was revealed.
The young

whom
little

man had

his parents

not been married.

had chosen

for

boy was not a Christian. By

was able

to get his

money

back.

The girl
him when he was a

much

palavering he
But where was he

—
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VISITING

1.

What

tribe of Israel

stone throwers

L{p.
had seven hundred left-handed

who never missed

a

mark?—Judges

20:16.
2.

How many members had

the Sanhedrin?— Num

11:16.
3.

4.

vegetable was the basis for the soup or pottage which Jacob gave to Esau?— Gen. 25:34.

What

What were
—Acts

5.

Who
Noah

6.

7.

Paul's first words after his conversion?

9:6.

closed the door of the three-story ark after
and his family had gone in?—Gen. 7:16.

9.

10.

large group of Sisterhood girls, but many problems
suggestions, and ideas were discussed at the two morning meetings we held in the Polman trailer.

From Dayton "we" traveled 20 miles northwest to
Troy, Ohio. There "we" were in a tent meeting for a
week.

On Friday night "we" said goodbye to the folks in
Troy and boarded a train for Camp Keystone in Pennsylvania.

long did the children of Israel mourn over
Moses' death?—Deut. 34:8.
Who wrote the title for the cross of Jesus? John

There for two weeks what a time "we" did have!
first week (July 1-7) was the Senior week. All the
girls met every morning from 10:30-11:30 in a Sisterhood Class. There we learned all about Sisterhood,
projects, and missionaries.
(You should have been
there for our model Sisterhood meeting.) Pennsylvania girls know how to conduct a S. M. M. meeting. Also
one day we had the honor of having Mrs. Althea Mil-

19:19.

ler,

Which tribe of Israelites marched first is the wilderness journey?—Num. 10:14.

What woman

sat beside two judges
25:13-27.

when an

apostle

was on trial?—Acts
8.

WITH ELAINE

Home, home, sweet home. Yes, believe it or not, your
President is home. But before I get started on Winona
let me tell you where "we" have been.
June 19-21 was the Tri-State District Conference
(Ind., Mich., Ohio). It was held in Dayton, Ohio, in
the North Riverdale Church. True, we didn't have a

How

—

Who won

a

men but fled

hundred
from an angry woman?—I Kings

greatJ victory over eight

President,

19:3.

to us.

so strange that a man cannot teach the women. Joei
realized the women needed teaching, but there was no
one in his village to do it. For some time he had been
watching Marie and thinking of asking her father for
her.

Today was to be the day! As he was walking along
the road that day he heard of an old relative of his
who was sick. Thinking that he would go to the village
and
to inquire for her, he put his thoughts into action

went. Arriving at her house he found her much better
and very happy. She told him of her experience of the
morning when Marie had given her some food. That
helped Joel to decide to ask her father for her. And so
he
before the day was over it was planned that when
him
could pay the dowry, Marie would go to live with
and work with the women of his village.

Marie and this particular Joel
but there are girls who do refuse to go to
husbands who already have wives. These girls do want
at
Christian husbands. And it is true that the workers
their
the chapels need VTives who can help them in
learn to
work. So won't you pray that the girls might
know God's Word and be able to work for Him? Also
not bom in
don't forget to thank Him that you were
to
African vUlage where your only life would be

Now

this particular

lived,

an
work all day long in a garden while several children
you
had to be looked after without any help but what
your garden.
could give in your lew minutes away from
Africa.
Count your blessings and pray for the girls of

Ruth Ringler, National Vice
Ringler, District President, speak

District Patroness;

fifty

to get a wife? All the older girls were taken. He did
not want to have to wait for some little girl to grow up
as he wanted a wife who could help in his work by
teaching the women and girls. Yes, African ways are

never

The

and Hazel

The second week we also had a S. M. M. class for the
younger girls. Their course was the same as the week
before. BUT with the addition of Mrs. Dorothy Maconaghy, our missionary from South America. Sha gave
us two stirring messages.
Our Sisterhood class proved to be a great blessing to
your President. Do you know the aim of Sisterhood?
Ask any girl who was at Camp Keystone, and she can
tell you word for word. For every girl learned it. To
my knowledge this was the first year Sisterhood has
had a class in any of our District Camps. The Lord
willing, it

won't be the

last.

was with heavy heart that "we" had to leave Camp
Keystone and head for home. Off on another train
ride, stopping on the way in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
It

Sure enough, "we" got there in time for a Sisterhood
picnic. What a thrill to visit that Jr. S. M. M. For
some of these girls were in my Beginners S. S. Class
and now they are Sisterhood girls. My, am I getting
old! But just give me more Beginners classes if they
will turn out to be S. M. M.'ers.
Another train ride and we were home in time to attend the Youth for Christ meetings for a week. Girls,
if it is ever possible for you to attend any Youth for
Christ in your town or city do it. For we Sisterhood
girls are all out for winning Young People for Christ.
Now that brings us up to date on our traveling this
summer. So unpack your suitcase, wash up a bit, and
relax at home for the rest of the year with me.

—

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Some take dancing lessons to learn to be
grace. What they need is the grace of God
heart.
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AND SO WE BEGIN A NEW SISTERHOOD YEAR

WITH—

a

Have you ever prepared

—

new theme "Precious Promises."
new verse — 2 Peter 1:4.
a new tiieme song— "Every Promise
a
a

Is

By DORTHA

in the

I

^

DOWDY

to go

somewhere that you

Book

know you were not wanted? That is just the
way we
felt last fall when we were preparing
to come back to
Argentina. No one had told us so, but we
just felt it—

Mine."

new program-builder—the rainbow.

by the attitudes. But the Lord had said
"Go ye,"
am with you alway, even unto the end of
world." What greater promise need we
than this?
Lord blessed us and overcame many obstacles
in
way of our return, but still that feeUng
you're

MAY WE INTRODUCE THE RAINBOW TO YOU—

"lo I

Last year we used an important event of each month,
while this year we are using tlie colors of the rainbow
as we make our invitations, programs, decorations,
posters, etc. The colors for the months are printed
so that you will know them in advance. Now, we want
you to help us out with ideas this year. Won't you
please send your Junior Patroness any ideas your
society may have on the use of the colors each month?
(Send ideas in two months ahead of time to be used.)

and
the

The
the
not

The Rainbow: Red—September, October.

wanted was present.
While in Buenos Aires, some feUow passengers
were
discussing with us the matter of what
the customs
house charged each one on the things brought
into the
country. After I told them how they were
charging us,
one sweet old lady said, "Dear, you are being
charged
that way because you are not wanted in this
country.
You missionaries just are not wanted." She has
been
the only one honest enough to tell me so to my
face.
The Roman church does not want us. The history
of missions in Argentina has always
been that of a

—November, December.
—January, February.
Green—March, April.
Blue —May, June.
Violet —July, August.
Orange

Yellow

WELCOME, WELCOME, NEW JUNIOR SISTERHOODS!

struggle with the Roman church. They
oppose the
truth in every way they can. While stUl in
Buenos
Aires we met some missionaries who were
asked to
leave their mission station among the
Indians in

If yours is a newly organized Sisterhood, please write
to the General Secretary or your Junior Patroness so
that we can print it in the Herald.

Northern Argentina. These missionaries were in
Buenos Aires to get permission from the government
to return to their station.

On

our arrival in our district
Canada Verde had been
temporarily closed. A few months later, during our
tent meetings here in La Carlota, a lady gave Jimmy
some tracts upon which she had writteri her opinions
of the gospel we preach. They were to be given to the
missionary. We found on them every kind of insult.
It said too that we had no right to come here
and
teach such things. Still later the priest here in La
Carlota notified one of the believers that before the
end of this year we would all be sent out of this country, which is probably nothing more than what he was
wishing would happen, but most likely will not. I
remembered what some friends asked before we left
the States, "Are you not afraid to go to Argentina just
now?" But His Word says "It is better to trust in the

OBJECT LESSON ON TOPIC: "LOVE OF GOD TO US."
(MATERIAL NEEDED— (1) a wedding ring, (2) a
world, (3) a cross, (4) a gift box with words "gift of
salvation" printed on it.)
How many of you girls looked in the mirror this
morning? Yes, I'm sure you all did. When you want
to see your face, that is where you look, of course. The

we heard how that our work

in

mirror told you whether your hair was combed, whether
your face was clean, and just how you looked. Now,
we are going to look into another kind of mirror the
mirror of God's Word— so as to have a look at the
"Love of God to us."
The best place in the Bible to see God's love is in
the gospel of John. Who can guess the verse? YesJohn 3:16! Let us all repeat it together.
Here is a ring—this ring is a wedding ring and is
the emblem of love, for it has no beginning and no
end to it. God's love is like that for He loved us from
the beginning and His love will never end.
And here is a world the people of this world are the
ones whom God loved so much. He didn't say that He
would love the white people only, but He loved everyone who has or will ever live in the world.
Then, we have a cross it was on the old rugged
cross that Jesus, God's only begotten Son, died. God,
the Father, knew that His Son would suffer and die
there, but He was willing to give Jesus to the world
because of His great love.
And last, we have the gift of salvation this is eter-

work and friendly to talk to, yet who say they cannot
accept our religion because they might lose customers,
social standing, or perhaps lose their jobs. On the
other hand there are many others who have no use

(Continued on Page 524)

(Continued on Page 524)

—

Lord than in man"

—which we

ence to be true. This, however,

—

have found by experiis

just the reverse of

—

what most people in this land seem to believe.
The message of redemption with its strict demands
for regeneration and a change of life is not convenient

—

for those who feel that it is expedient to please man
rather than God. The priest here in La Carlota has
said that he was in the priesthood because of the
advantages it afforded him material advantages, not
spiritual. There are many though sympathetic to our

—

—
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Subject—"FOUR TIMELY BELOVEDS."
Scripture—2 Peter 3:1-18.

2.

At least 50% of your members belonging

3.

500 points
to the Tither's League
At least 50% of your members belonging

4.

5.

4.

—2 Peter 3:1-7.

Question—What did the prophet tell of the days prior
to Christ's coming?
Points 1. How men would walk 2 Peter 3:3.
2 Peter 3:4.
2. What men would deny
3. How men would be willfully ignorant

—
—

—

Peter 3:5-7.
(Speaker please

—

do more than read these
points and Scriptures. Build a well-arranged
talk about them.)

Topic
Scripture—2 Peter 3:8-13.
Question--Of what could we be ignorant?
Points—1. How God counts time—2 Peter 3:8.
2 Peter 3:9.
2. God's promise is sure
com3. The purpose of the delay in Christ's
ing 2 Peter 3:9.
2 Peter 3:10.
4. His coming without warning

—

Three—"BELOVED—BE DILIGENT!"

Scripture—2 Peter 3:14-16.
Question—How should He find us when He comes?
Points— 1. In peace—with God, witOi men, in oui

3.

hearts—2 Peter' 3:14.
Without spot or sin—2 Peter
Blameless—2 Peter 3:14-16.

8.

9.

500 points

Servicemen's evangelism needs presented at least twice during the program
year—the use of National C. E. programs
on this matter is considered a completion
500 points
of this goal

"HIGHEST HONOR SOCI-

ETIES?"

LITTLE THINGS
3:14.

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

yearly goals, have you met them?
Here they are to refresh your memory:
E..

do the kindly

little

things.

soothe the hurts, to heal the stings—
walk the willing second mile—
plant a rose, to win a smilesympathize, to understand
lend a loving, giving handlift, to serve, to have a part
In helping a discouraged heart
To straighten out the tangled strings—
To coax the snarls from curly rings—
To erase soot and fingerprint
To blot tear-stains and spattered ink—
And, as we do the little things
We may sup with the King of Kings.
—Mrs. Belle Zook, Huntington, Ind.

—Arthur Malles.

At least one soul won to Christ in C.

local C. E. bulletin
C. E. programs, proj-

your society be among the

PRESroENTS—
How about those
1.

Maintenance of a
board with news of

By meeting the above-named ten goals you may add
6000 points to your total and thus be eligible for higher
awards and honors at National Conference time. Will

careful to grow in knowledge of Christ—

2 Peter 3:18.

St.,

ects, etc.

Topic
Scripture—2 Peter 3:17-18.
Question—Is there need of watchfulness?
Points—!. Beware, lest we be led away— 2 Peter 3:17.
2. Beware, lest we fall—2 Peter 3:17.
Peter 3:18.
3. Be careful to grow in grace— 2

Be

Warren

All offerings, pledges,

10.

Four—"BELOVED—BEWARE!"

4.

met by sending the names,

Peru, Ind.)
and reports sent to the Na500 points
tional Secretary by August 15th
At least 45 meetings held during the
500 points
year

46 S.
7.

—

2.

500 points
is

along with 25c each, to the National Secretary, of all those in your society wishing to join the National Brethren C. E.
Union. Send names to Robert Ashman,

Two—"BELOVED—BE NOT IGNORANT!"

Topic

At least 50% of your society members
having access to the Brethren Missionary
500 points
Herald C. E. pages
At least 75% of local members being
members of the National Brethren C. E.
(This goal

Scripture

—

A 25%

Union

One—"BELOVED—BE MINDFUL!"

—

500 points
Hour
500 points
increase in your membership
(This increase is overall. You may have
lost some members during the year but
this goal is considered met if new members, to the extent of 25% of your membership one year ago, have been added,
in spite of losses incurred.)

to the Quiet

—

Leader The purpose of this study is to consider the
Second Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Please give
considerable thought and preparation to your part in
the program. It might be wise to ask your Pastor
or some other qualified person to present a summary
of the subject at the conclusion of the topic discussions. Make yourself familiar with 2 Peter 3. Use
hymns telling of the Second Coming and use suitable poetry. Point out that .the Second Coming of
Christ is mentioned at least 300 times in the New
Testament; that this is the next great event in God's
program for the world; that this event may happen
at any time now.
Topic

Q)nacaAax

1000 points
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THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

CHRIST'S CHALLENGE TO THE BRETHREN CHURCH FOR

POST-WAR DAYS

(Moderator's Address, Brethren Conference of California, deUvered July 14, 1945, at Long Beach)

What is it that moved the hearts of Christians
in the days of yesterday to witness for Christ in
obedience to His command and to snatch as brands from

Is anything too hard for God?
The only limits
placed on the Christian are the limits he places on himself. The Lord Jesus Christ is the great Captain of the
Saints' Salvation. All things are possible with God.
The Apostle Paul said, "I can do all things through
Christ which strengtheneth me." If God could use
Israel to build the tabernacle In the wilderness, and
remember. He did, surely He can use us today to meei
any situation and build any project that is in keeping
with His almighty will and purpose for today. God has
not changed. Jesus Christ is "the same yesterday
.

.

today,

and

ing.

the fire scores and scores of dear souls both in the
homeland and in the foreign land, saving them from
death and hell and judgment and the lake of fire, giving them life and liberty, and a glorious salvation that
they enjoyed in this hfe and a home in Heaven with
God and each other for all eternity. It was a passion
for souls with the ambition to witness that became
a
living fire and the impelling force of great power
In

.

forever."

The motto

their lives resulting from having seen the lost without
a Saviour.
Yes, I want you to know today, that though small,

Brethren Church is "The Bible, the
whole Bible, and nothing but the Bible." Some of us
are in the Brethren Church today because of this fine
motto. Our Home Missions Council has set a goal for
one hundred new Brethren churches within the next
ten years. One year has almost gone since this goal
was set. Some at the time the goal was set thought it
not high enough. We heard talk of one hundred
churches in five years and some felt we could build one
hundred new churches in less than five years. To accomplish that goal, we need only to build ten churches
each year. Easy? That's right, but with the first year
almost past, how many of the first ten churches do we
have?
Three things are absolutely necessary: FIRST is "»
of the

the Brethren Church has shared in the love and the
blessing of God in giving forth this glorious message

—

Missions, District Missions, California Missions. Let
us launch out with our great captain on the great and
glorious and eternal unfailing promises of God.

what lieth before us, undimmed and unclouded" knowing that "the field is the world," and
clear vision of

that it is now "white already to harvest." SECOND,
"a faith; a faith that sees the vision of perishing souls
before us and believes that God is able." THIRD, "a
will to go ahead and work for God refusing to yield
any of the ground and the territory to the enemy."
We need encouragement today. Discouragement has
crept into our midst. We have yielded ground and have
taken an attitude of defeatism due to a world of hindering conditions and as a result, without doubt, many
souls have perished. What has been done is certainly
not enough. We cannot go forward on the victories of
years gone by, but we have God's promises of fresh
victories from heaven/ and for today. In the words of
a prayer promise from the lips of the Son of God I
quote: "And all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in
prayer, believing, ye shall receive." Matt. 21:22.
What is it that inspired those noble missionaries to
go to the land of darkness, and disease and that shadows with death? What is it that inspired James Gribble
that noble soul, to go, and my friend Lester Kennedy
to go, and not only to go but to give and to die and to
be buried under African soil and for those black skins

whom it might be said, "nobody cares."
that inspired the noble men of God in the
church years ago to sacrifice, leave their homes, stand
in Africa, of

What

alone,

Is it

and endure hardness as a good

soldier for the

Lord Jesus Christ, lifting high the blood red banner of
Christ in Evangelism, in soul winning, and Bible teach520

Many have rejoiced and will continue to
throughout all eternity in thanking God for

of Christ.

rejoice

saving their souls but remember, God forbid that we
should glory save in the cross of the Lord Jesus Christ,
for souls are dying. As we look back today we
have
great cause to rejoice but we also have great cause
to be grieved to tears. We have cause to rejoice
in
the fact so many have been saved, but grieved in the
fact we have not done more for Him. The challenge
of Jesus Christ to the Brethren Church today is
Home

Our boards and committees have met conditions of
which they have had no control. These have
made it hard, the difficulties and hindrances and other
things have made it, humanly speaking, very hard,
almost impossible. We have seen these and not seen
God's Son and God's power and God's promise. The
same almighty, all powerful, all wonderful, all sufficient, and all loving Christ of yesterday is our Christ
late over

today.

Not one of us is sufficient, but our sufficiency is of
it is by His Grace. The building of
Brethren
churches today is hard, it never was easy, but it is
harder today. But listen, members of this Southern
California District Conference of Brethren Churches,
"It is not too hard for God." Now is the time for
us
to practice what we have preached in our motto all
through our history, "the Bible, the whole Bible, and
nothing but the Bible." God is able, we must go ahead.

God and

THE CHALLENGE

IS

BEFORE US TODAY

In Christ's own words we read, "Say not ye, there
are yet four months, and then cometh the harvest? behold, I say unto you, lift up your eyes, and look on the
fields, for they are white already unto the harvest
He that soweth and he that reapeth may rejoice
together." John 4:35-36. We hear Christ again saying,
"Ye did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed
you, that you should go and bear fruit— and that your
fruit should remain, or abide. John 15:16. And once
.

.

.

—
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Father sent
again we hear Christ speaking, "As the
me into the world, even so have I sent you into the
world"-^ohn 17:18. Pray tell me, to whom is the
that dear
Saviour speaking? Then in the words of
man of God who came next to Christ, the Apostle Paul,
it is time
listen, "Knowing the season that already

perishing
a world of lost, helpless, hopeless,
dare not lose sight of it today. We need the
the backside
vision that God gave to Moses there on
hopeless, and
of Midian's desert, a nation of people—
whip and lash
being ground to powder under the awful
of Egypt, but
of Pharaoh's slavery to the taskmasters
these people and
loved of God—Moses, you are to go to
and deliverance
bring about their release from bondage
but precious
from slavery— forty years tending sheep—
That nation was
years for there he learned obedience.
knew their plight—he
in Moses' mind, he saw them, he
Oh, God, lay
must help them, and he did help them.
and help us to know
the lost around here on our hearts
for Hell.
they have all sinned and are headed

—It

we

you to awake out of sleep; for now is salvation
night
nearer to us than when we first believed. The
is at hand. Let us therefore
is far spent, and the day
us put on the
cast off the works of darkness and let
armour of Ught."—Rom. 13:11-12. We then as workers
now is
together with Him, we entreat you, "Behold,
day of salvathe acceptable time, behold now is the
loudly,
tion"—2 Cor. 6:1. We have sung long and

for

"Thank you Lord for saving my soul, thank you Lord
giving to me,
for making me whole, thank you Lord for
Thy great salvation so rich and free," but we have
upon my heart and
failed to sing, "Lord lay some soul
humbly do my
love that soul through me, and may
Ij

are dying,
part to win that soul for Thee" for "Souls
from God—
brother do you care, souls undone— away
my brother do you care; souls are dying." I call this
Church Today."
"Christ's Challenge to the Brethren
today,
Viewing conditions as they are in the world
faith
America in particular, I wonder, have we kept
long for
with God and the motto of our Church e'er
Bible,
which we have boasted, "The Bible, the whole

and nothing but the Bible"?
There is no doubt but that our land today

consti-

who call ourselves
tutes the greatest challenge to us
hardness that is
Christian and brethren. There is a
down on those away from Christ and the
settling

and unchurch There is a coldness and indifference
of our people
concern that engulfs the greater part
Missions.
who a few years ago were on fire for God and
today.

Home

churches have been
that in our district alone only five
two of these were built
built in the last six years, and
Dare we continue to grieve
is the last two years.
love and passion lor
Christ's heart with our lack of
Home Mission churches
lost souls, and refuse to build
within our
and thus fail to give these communities
within our wonreach the gospel message? There is
Southern Califomiaderful district-right here in
Northopportunities
to say nothing of the splendid
communities, many of
ern California— great thriving
souls, where
them with teeming multitudes of dying
build a Brethren church
to
us
for
today
calling
is
God
Do we beand thus establish a testimony for Christ.
heart, and what does my
lieve it? What does your
heart say today?

m

CONVINCING
BNVINCING OURSELVES-THE CONSIDERATIONS
may we look at
TO be practical and thus understood,

our own hearts w^th
.nese considerations in convincing
plain, and helpfuL
questions-simple,
pointed
a few

2 there a need?

What

is

We

flesh is
The power is not within ourselves. The
2
"Without me you can
not sufficient. Christ warned us
from 1 Cor. 8:6. Note
do nothing," John 15:7. I read
and through whom.
the words: Of whom, in whom
itself (John 15:1).
The Branch cannot bear fruit of
told them
When Jesus commissioned the Apostles and
before he said "Go," He reto go into all the world,
unto him, and
minded them that "All power was given
they were to go^ -The
that it was in the power of God
in Luke 10. They
same is true in the case of the 70
whither the Lord
were to go into every city and place
words of life ana
would come. They were given the
miracles and perform
the power with which to work
report you will rememwonders, and in making their
were subjected unto us
ber they said "Even the devils
power is not within
through thy name." While the
power is given to
the
yet
flesh,
the
is,
ourselves-that
are possible with God.
things
all
and
above,
us from
"Where ore
TheZestion then is he able? Heb. 7:25,
uttermost that come
also to save them to the

Our own California district is no exception
launch a great
To accept Christ's challenge, we must
fact is
Mission church building program. The

1

is

souls.

that need? The answer

he is able
livethto make interunto God by him, seeing he ever
"And Amaziah said
cession for them." II Chron. 25:9,
what shall we do for the hunto the man of God, But
to the arrny of Isae ?
dred talents which I have given

And

Te

the

hee

LORD is able
of God answered, the
Aft^r
much more than this." (Illustration
the
to

man

you remember
to Zerubbabel
Lord came through Haggai
your ways, consider your
Tnd all the people: Consider
to
Is it time for you
iays saith the^Lord of Hosts.
He waste? (Hag^
house
my
and
houses,
dwel in ceiled
a word concerning the
rhaoters 1 and 2). Here is both
and a prophecy of
then
house
Lord's
the
of

Le

Israel,
70 years of captivity in

word

of the

Sing

Kingdom

Age.)

the future Temple in the
Matt.
the Lord with us today?
3 Is it God's will? Is
and
that if there is a need,
assured
be
can
we
28 20
not only able, bin
will, that He is
His
in
are
we
that
bJ With us in the

-der^--

rwTn

^h, ^^
JJ

SU^'r^oafth^a^revan.^^^^^^^^^^^

Home Mission^rche.
SS,
Church
^^^l^^' '^1.^^'°^^^,^^;^
the building Of

^^^^^

to the Brethren
come. (Il^-trati°^^^'l^f^^^^ p^slwar days tofeared
in the under^^^f^J^^^^^^ber when Moses
he words
°^
courage. God pressed

f
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With the Lord Jesus Christ, our great Capwith us and commanding us, we need
have no
we are more than conquerors through Him

ageous."
tain,

fears, for

that loveth us.
4.

Are we willing— willing to launch out on
the promGod? May I read from John, chapter 7, verse
"If any man will do His will, or is
willing to 'do his

ises of
17:

He shall know of the teaching." II Cor. 8:12, "For
there be first a willing mind, It is accepted
according to that a man hath, and not according
to that he
will,
if

hath not."

The thought here intended to convince
own hearts is "Are we wilUng to walk by faith,"
which means where we cannot see—willing
to trust

•our

God, accepting Christ's challenge for the
Brethren

Church today. Too often we believe but are slow
to
act and move out. Many an opportunity
has been lost
to us because we have been too late
in going ahead.
The world calls it blind faith, some others call it sticking out your neck, but God calls it living
faith. Oh
God, give to us today that willing heart, that
go-fotward spirit, oh, Lord, give to each one here today
the
thing it takes to not only begin a noble
undertaking,
a big task, a hard job, but to stick to it until
we see it
completed.

THE SECRETS IN ACCEPTING CHRIST S CHALLENGE
The

secrets in accepting Christ's challenge can
be
in four words. These are Believe, Courage

summed up

Cooperation, and Sacrifice. Just as there are
some
importast considerations, there are some secrets
attached to the challenge Christ gives to the
Brethren

Church today, which involves the taking

of the greatour Lord Jesus Christ; The victory
here can only come from God. But thanks
be unto
God which giveth us the victory through our Lord
Jesus Christ, 1 Cor. 15:57. "And this is
the victory
that overcometh the world, even our faith,
1
est opportunity for

John

5:4b.

It can come from no other source.
Discouragement
always overtakes the flesh and man and defeat
results
But not so with our God— God assures our hearts
in
missions and evangelism because. His Son
and our Sa-

viour surely

is

in

it.

1. The question Christ
asks of you and me is "Do you
believe that I am able?" Matt. 9:27-30.
Vision plus
faith is equal to anything for God.
We must believe—
we must have faith—believe that God is able
and the
faith to go ahead and do it for Him.
(IllustrationWhen Peter was in prison, prayers went up for him

and deliverance came. Acts 12.) (Gerry's
letter says
and Gerry is a missionary from the Whittier
church
who has just reached Nigeria: "Tell all the
young

people they need never be afraid of the
Lord's will for
their hves; that the Lord will
direct and will bring
everything to pass.")

Another secret is courage. Timidity and
fear of
has spelled more failures In Christ's
work than
anything I know. In James we are told:
"We have
2.

man

not
because we ask not." The thought
here is "Expect
things from God, attempt things for
God, undertake
the big things for God. Many
people have been content and satisfied with just the
precious little things
when they might have had much. Like
the one of
Tvhom we have been told aboard the
great ocean liner
who starved himself on light rations
to save, when the

522

best of everything in meals
belonged to, him on his
ticket. Many people today are
going to Heaven (starving themselves, so to speak, with
so little when they
can have plenty). The disciples marvelled
at Christ's

power over the withered fig tree, but he
said, "Why ye
remove this mountain, if ye doubt not
3. Cooperation is another
one of the secrets you ana
I need to learn. Herein lieth
a great truth. Read II
Cor. 6:1. "We then as workers
together with God."
God's work is suffering everywhere for
lack of cooperation. All working together, the
whole churchtrue of the one church, and equally
true of a group
of churches, serving as we do through
our district committees, trustees and boards.
4. There is no sacrifice in
all life to compare to the
one Christ made—He was wilUng. The
sacrifice of
which I refer today in our district's mission
program is
not primarily one of dollars, but rather
of time, of
effort, of love and hard work.
(Illustration: The
church in South Pasadena, one of the youngest,
made
the sacrifice of which I speak, with only
a very small
membership, and only a year old—yet in order
that a
section of their city might have
a Brethren church
and a whole gospel program, they willingly
gave four
of their finest families to form the
nucleus of another
church, and Sunday, May 27, the Rosemead
Boulevard
Brethren Church was dedicated. This would
be a gooa
shall be able to

thing for

little

lose

all

our churches,

my own

included

word that goes "He that saveth his life
but he that loseth his life shall find
it"

The
shall

it,

lieve is

a safe rule to follow.

I

be-

We

have little wealth to speak of, but we
have a
rich Heavenly Father who has
missions at heart and
with the simple willing sacrifices of
consecrated people
who love Jesus Christ, even today-we can
build
churches and with these we can save
souls for eternity

HINDRANCES WILL FACE US AND DIFFICULTIES
WILL COME
Naturally we would expect hindrances.
There are
hindering spirits. There are opposing
voices. We can
recall the experiences they
met back in Ezra's day
Ezra, chapter 4, and some of the
opposition that came
to them. For some years
it has been hard to bulla
churches because of Government
rulings, OPA
strictions,
orities.

and many setbacks and holdbacks with

These are

re-

pri-

still here. Who can tell
the day
all of them will be lifted?
May I remind you
OS another hindrance we face today,
especially in our
coast cities, and that is the zoning

when

problem. We have
we will face it from now on I
reminded of Paul's word in Rom. 13, "The
night is
far spent and the day is at
hand." Brethren, the time
IS short. May we redeem
the time for the days are
already faced this and

am

evil.

There are those who say: "It can't be
done." Others
"We don't need to do it now, the times are
too hard." But over and above
all the rush and the
clamor of hindering spirits and
opposing
will say,

voices, the
believer with vision and faith
has heard a voice the
world or worldly man has never
heard. It's the still
small voice of God saying: "All
things are possible
with God."

(To Be Continued)
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Friday night a group of High School and college age
gathers under supervision of the pastor for a good
time in the Lord.

We

NEWS FROM CANTON, OHIO
First Brethren Church of Canton has been
greatly blessed of the Lord in recent weeks. The Summer Bible School, held June 11-22, had an enrollment
of 250, with an average attendance of 154, and this in

The

spite of the fact that it was one of five
Schools in our section of the city on the

Summer
same

Bible

dates.

A

varied program was carried out, including Missions,
Handwork and Stereopticon Bible Pictures.

The social side was provided by a treat of candy bars
at the first week-end, presented by the Berean Bible
Class, and another of cookies at the second week-end,
presented by Grace Bible Class; then a picnic at Water
Works Park.

The high mark of the school was the time when 25
decisions were made accepting Christ as Saviour.
The pastor, Rev. R. D. Crees, acted as superintendent
Secretary.
of the school, with Miss Dorothy Garaux as
The following teachers composed the staff: Stereopticon Pictures—Mrs. Evelyn Bell; Missions—Miss Ruth

—

Mrs. Walter Ocheltree, Mrs. Lester
Art
Stinchcomb, Mrs. Donald Koerber, Mrs. Tom Himes,
Mrs. Jesse Davenport, Miss Jo Ellen Poling; Beginners
Department Teachers—Mrs. Paul Guittar, Mrs. Tom
Robinson, Mrs. Cain, Miss Vickie Boholtz.
Concurrently with the Summer Bible School, two
weeks of Youth Meetings were conducted each evening
by Miss Ruth Bergert, a member of the church and a
Miss
student at Asbury College, with her college mate,
talJo Ellen Poling. These young ladies are highly
ented and put on a program consisting of vocal ana
instrumental music, using the piano, vibraharp, flute,
and saw; chalk pictures were drawn by Miss Poling,
who also gave a Gospel talk each evening. We are

Bergert;

should also mention the Softball Team, under
Robinson as coach, which plays the other Brethren teams in the district.
In February the church launched out on a Storehouse Tithing program, which is proving most satisfactory, according to the report of the Board of Trus-

Tom

service as a
to report 27 decisions for lifetime
result of these meetings.

happy

The church is carrying out a weekly Youth Recreamonths. Each
tion Program throughout the summer

tees at a recent Quarterly Business Meeting. Many
testify to great blessing from participating in this plan

church finance.
While the pastor was absent at Buckeye Young
People's Camp,. where he acted as Dean, the Sunday
morning and evening services were addressed by Rev.
Egerton Reid, of Akron, Ohio, who represents the Ohio
Messianic Testimony to the Jews of both Akron and
Canton. Then, during the pastor's vacation, the pulpit
was filled one Sunday by Rev. Gerald V. Smelser, su-

of

perintendent of the Cleveland Hebrew Mission. To
each of these brethren we were able to present a check
of $50.00 from our Storehouse Tithe Jewish Mission

Fund.

On
pulpit

the second Sunday of the pastor's absence the
was filled by Rev. Albert D. Telder, of the ex-

tension department of Moody Bible Institute, who
preached the sermon at the morning worship service,
and in the evening showed the sound motion picture,
"They Live Forever," depicting the spiritual aspects of
the present war.
Now the pastor has returned and we are looking
forward to further service in the Name of our Wondergracious blessings
ful Lord, ever praising Him for the
bestowed.—Mrs. A. B. Kidder, Church Correspondent.

WEST KITTANNING,

PA.

cornerstone
Marking the first anniversary
Kittanning,
laying of the new church building in West
July 11-15
Pa a four-day Bible Conference was held
The
under the direction of Dr. Paul R. Bauman.
Bauman's
church was greatly blessed as a result of Dr.
of the

splendid messages.
On the final day, July 15th, the people presented a

CHURCH, CANTON, OHIO
SUMMER BIBLE SCHOOL, FIRST BRETHREN
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cash offering of $2,868.48 to apply on the debt
incurrecf
thus far in the building.

Up

now the services have been held in the
the new building, the interior of the main

till

C/)

?^

base-

s
O"
w
o

^s-

ent of
auditorium having been left unfinished. However, the
congregation has voted to begin work immediately on
the

a.
or

T.k;
3 O
n d

»
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Effective Prayer
REV.

AND MRS. MALLES,

The most
Love

WITH

DR. PAUL BAUMAN,

effective

way

to

pray

God

loving

is

alone.

us to His presence bright and to his heav'nly

lifts

throne.

We

THE

IN

BASEMENT AUDITORIUM

need not doubt the power of prayer to reach His
throne above,
When we can simply give to Him ourselves in holy love.
The most effective sermon preached? The thought of
love expressed.

The strongest temple ever

Where God

built?

is

loved

the best.

Who
main auditorium and hopes

many months.

to

have

it

finished before

Besides these material blessings, our Lord
has been
blessing His work here in Kittanning with
the salvation of souls and other spiritual blessings,
for whien
we humbly praise His name.

Arthur N. Malles, Pastor.

T^ftuMz^Ued,

,

best can preach the Word of God? Who gives to
love his all.
best can pray effectively? Who through his love

Who

can

call.

The most

effective prayer I

know

is

love for

God

at

heart.

Such

love will surely bring

reward and give to us our
part
the good love has in store, right at His heav'nly
throne,
When we have learned the simple prayer of loving God
Of

,

all

—Anonymous.

alone."

(Continued from Page 518)

whatever for our work or our message and would
have
move on or go back home.
In Amos 7:10-13 we see how Amaziah,

us

the priest of

Bethel, being highly displeased with the
message
preached, said to him, "O thou seer, go, flee
thee
into the land of Judah, and there
eat bread
prophesy there." It is interesting to note
how

Amos
away
and

Amos

answered him (verses 14-15). The essence of his
reply
was that the Lord had called him and sent him
with
a special message for this particular place
and people.

And according to the following verses he delivered
his
message. Although there are many who are
hostile to
the gospel, and others indifferent, yet we
are convinced
that the Lord would have us proclaim his
message of
saving grace here.
In the few months we have been back
we have had
the joy of seeing more than twelve souls
saved in the
three towns which we have been attending.
Just lately
we have taken on another town. While our Lord
yet
tarries, pray that we may continue
to have opportunities to witness for Him and that more
souls may be
saved.

(Continued from Page 518)
nal

and

life

whosoever shall

evil spirit

sand tempt the

idle

upon the name

come," "and

of the

Lord shall

God loved everyone so much that He
made it possible for us all to live with Him if we accept
Jesus as our personal Saviour? Let us ask God to put
His love into our hearts that we might love Him and
others more.

NATIONAL BRETHREN CHRISTIAN
ENDEAVOR UNION OFFICERS

— Kenneth Ashman.
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— Ralph Colbum, 209 W. Cedar
— Robert Ashman, 545
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Secretary
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Prayer

Leslie

Miss Ella
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at
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REMEMBER
Where one

call

be saved."
Aren't you glad

Missionary

Get in the place of humility and you will be in
place of power.

may

for "whosoever will

it is

Miss Bertha Kuhn, R, F. D. No. 2, Wadsworth, Ohio.
Paul Dick, 649 Berryville Ave,, Winchester, Va.
Lena Kortcmier, 61 9th St., Oakland, Calif,
Order all C. E, supplies from the Brethren Missionary Herald Co,.
Winona
Lake. Ind, Contact the members of any committees, or
any of the officers to
obtam mformation concerning your C. E, society and its needs. Quarterly
news reports should be sent to the News Editor. Questions concerning
programs should be addressed to the President, Goal Chart
information may be
obtained from the Secretary. Please send all money
to the Treasurer
Social

th<-

tempts the busy man, a thou-

man.
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NUMBER

for me,
There be three things which are too wonderful
way of an eagle in
yea four which I know not: The
upon a rock; the way of
the' air; the way of a serpent
sea, and the way of a man
the
of
midst
the
in
ship
a
with a- maid.—Proverbs 30:18-19.
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As

the Editor Sees
By

L. L.

IMPROVING ON CALVARY

Roman Church

In THE CONVERTED CATHOLIC MAGAZINE for
June, 1945, we have recently noticed a new Jesuit
blasphemy. It seems that the Roman Catholics are
not content with saying that the priest's daily mass is
"the same sacrifice as that of Calvary." Now they add

blasphemy

to

blasphemy by

It

GRUBB

telling us that the

mass

actually "adds something" to, and "improves" on Calvary. The magazine states, "This latest theological
extravaganza may be found in a booklet under the
title (strangely appropriate) of
MIND WANDERS,
by Jesuit Father John P. Delaney, published by the
Jesuit Institute of Social Order, 24 West 16th St., New
York, N. Y. On page 15 he says (emphasis is his own)
'By offering the mass you add something to Calvary,

MY

you almost improve on Calvary.'
The New Testament condemns this central doctrine
of Catholicism by stating concerning our Lord
"Nor yet that he should offer himself often, as the
high priest entereth into the holy place every year
with the blood of others;

teaches, namely, that she is the Godappointed head of Christendom and the highest auGod in this world. Every God-fearing|
man and woman has a responsibility to expose these^
blasphemies and fight them with a positive teaching]
of the truth.

thority under

THE BRETHREN CHURCH AND
THE AMERICAN INDIAN
Before the white man came to the shores of the
United States of America it was peopled with many
tribes of Indians.
is

As the white flood spread over what

now our nation the Indians were murdered, plun-

dered,

and

finally

pushed back into comparatively

small reservations where they

became

a secluded

people, living practically uncivilized in the heart of
civilization.

One of the largest of the remaining tribes is the
Navajo, living in the high desert lands of Northern
Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah. This has been called

"For then must he often have suffered since the
foundation of the world: but now once (once for all)
in the end of the world hath he appeared to put away
sin by the sacrifice of himself.

by some "America's Foreign Field." Living on about
is this tribe of about 50,000 original
Americans.

"So Christ was once offered (once for all time) to
bear the sins of many" (Heb. 9:25, 26, 28).

The Indians are not a community people, but are
nomadic, pastoral, having flocks of sheep. The land
upon which they live is very barren as we have had

"For by one offering he hath perfected forever
that are sanctified" (Heb. 10:14).

them

REPEATED IN ANY WAY!

This vicious apostatizing of the truth by the CathChurch should not be taken lightly for some very
strong reasons.
olic

First—If the death of Christ on the cross is not what
the sacred writer claimed it to be, then the Bible is
untrue and Christ is an imposter together with His
chronicler.
is lost

because he does not

constantly attend mass where Christ

is

recrucified for

his sins frequently.

Third—The
not the Word

Catholic Church
of

the authority and
comes to matters of salconcern, and the Holy Spirit can-

God when

vation and spiritual

is

it

not be trusted as our Teacher.

The ultimate meaning
Act

is

Navajoland is vast and with few improvements.
Living back far from the roadside, usually a horse trail
or a few wagon tracks lead to their hogans. One sees
a constantly changing panorama of rocky mesas, can-

and arroyos.
The Navajo home

yons,

is usually a one-room dwelling,
circular in construction, and dome shaped. Logs are
piled one on the other and covered with mud constitute the walls. There are no windows, and only one
door, always facing east. Usually there is no furniture

in the dwelling, and the family's work is done seated
about the fire in the center of the room. The smoke
curls through a hole in the roof.

Because of the unsanitary conditions which

consistent with

7f"MjchY"fR^7» "'l™!?''A''^«"^'"""!?'

occasion to see. Sheep require five to thirty acres per
for grazing. These Navajos as a rule do not have
a settled place of abode. In the winter they stay close
by the wooded section so that they can easily secure
fuel for their fires and melt snow for themselves and
the stock. In the summer they move into the plains
or valleys where there is moisture. Some crops of
melons, squash, and corn are raised.

head

the Word of God is true and reliable, these passages mean in their Greek tenses that Jesus Christ
came to go to Calvary once, not twice, etc. They mean
that what He did there almost 2,000 years ago is efficacious for all time and all men and NEED NEVER BE
IJ

Second—Every Protestant

20,000 square miles

^^'^

S,

what the

among them, and due

"'°'"'-<=i^ ™»tter April
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at

to their poverty, there

the postoffic.

at

Winona Lake.

Indiana,

is

exist

much

under thi
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sickness, especially tuberculosis and trachoma. Hundreds die every year of these diseases with practically

no medical care.

PRIMITIVE AND

BACKWARD PEOPLE

hardly possible to conceive that within the borders of the United States of America there is a group
of people whose language is unwritten and who are
without any literature which might prove helpful in
teaching them something of their own condition.
Thousands of boys and girls of school age have never
seen the inside of a schoolroom. Those few who do get
to school are decidedly in the minority and when they
receive some outside training and then are forced to
return to their homes and people, usually they sink to
It is

the same previous level.

ceremonials inside the hogans, practice witchcraft, and
use occult powers to supposedly drive out demons
which cause bad dreams and death. Usually superstition, fear, and despair are the daily lot of those who
follow the tribal teachings. The dying are carried outside their hogans to die, lest their dwellings become
the habitations of those demons which bring death. A
tells

a story of one such old

man who was

isolated spot in the desert
sister to
to die. His party followed the directions of a
the place where the old man lay and then began
searching for a suitable place to dig a grave. But,
old
closer examination, it was found that the

from

his

home

to

an

upon

Indian was not actually dead. What a pitiful sight!
There he lay, old, decrepit, totally blind, and partially
interdeaf, completely forsaken by his people. One
"I'm
preter talked to him and could only hear him say,
body and
cold." A fire was built to warm the chilled

he was given a cup of cold water. He gradually refor
vived and over and over thanked the missionary
coming. He was asked if he had ever heard the story
remember
of salvation. Yes, he had, but he didn't
much and it was hard to understand. "To whom do you
pray
pray?" the missionary inquired. He answered, "I
God of Whom
to the earth— I do not know the True
the
you speak." As the missionary sat and unfolded
Word of God to him he said, "I see heaven now; it is a
beautiful place. I

want

to go there."

to

Darkness came and the missionaries were forced
man's relatives
leave. Stopping at the home of the old
father.
they charged them vnth the proper care of their
Some weeks later other missionaries came by and
had been. It was
visited the spot where the old man
reeked with
not necessary to search long for the air
day they rethe stench of decaying flesh. The next
to bury
turned with the proper implements necessary
The body was badly bloated, decomthe remains.

leadmg
in almost unbeUevable distortion,
life must have
one to believe that the last moments of
had evibeen spent in untold agony. The coyotes
man's hands
dently been there for one of the dead

posed, and

We have narrated this true story to impress upon
our readers one thing— THE CRYING NEED FOR THE
EVANGELIZATION OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN!
It is hardly believable that in a land boasting of its
high degree of civilization and education such primitive conditions should exist. But they do! It is the
certain responsibility of those who have been enlightened by God to see that such conditons are recGod has entrusted to THE
tified.

CHURCH

Most Indians follow a religion which demands the
worship of created things. The medicine men of the
tribes are the leaders and priests. They hold various

carried

vent further destruction by animals. All of the brush
surrounding the place was then burned out of respect
to the Navajo dead.

BRETHREN

WORSHIP CREATED THINGS

missionary

had been gnawed off and the animal had made attacks on his head and neck.
Moving the body into a grave was impossible and so
it was quickly covered with blankets and quilts and
then with rocks and dirt, and heavier stones to pre-

the only force and remedy which will effecIt is the Gospel of
tively change such conditions!
Jesus Christ!
May we remind our readers that the Brethren Church
nationally has never, according to our knowledge, given
one penny for the evangelization of the American Indian. Certain local churches, as our First Church in
Long Beach, California, and not many of these, have
partially supported missionary enterprise among the
Navajos. This situation does not speak well of the
vision and liberality of those who have been the repository of the Gospel message. Here are those right
at our threshold, thousands of whom have never heard

God

of our Savior.

and unite our

help us to grasp a vision of this need

forces

is

this direction!

Miss Mildred Kuntz, a member of the First Brethren
Church of Long Beach, California, is now doing work
among the Navajos near Lupton, Arizona. We need
young men and women who may feel called of the
Lord to this Home Mission task! We claim the prayers
that this need
of every member of the Brethren Church
may be met in the near future by our Lord through
the instrumentality of His people.

SOMEBODY MISSES HITLER
Eamon De

Valera, the Catholic premier of Eire, per-

Dublin on
sonally called at the German embassy in
May 2nd to express his condolence on the death of
Catholic dictaHitler. We also learn that Salazar, the
of
tor of Portugal, ordered two days
Hitler, with flags flown at half mast
buildings. Franco Spain also tearfully

mourning for
on all public
mourned the

world has ever
passing of the most bestial criminal the
on
known, and, according to a U. P. report from Rome
May 3rd, the Vatican also expressed its "official condolences."
afford him a great deal
If Hitler is still alive it must
satanic philosophies
of satisfaction to know that his
become so
were so efficiently propagated and have
religious sects of
deeply rooted in certain nations and
with his passing from a place of

the world that even
international power they

still continue their pagan
stands in eternal
influence. If he is dead he certainly
fires of hell must
need of more than condolence, for the

(Continued on Page 540)
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Home

Missions Travelog
BY

TEIE

SECRETARY

In this issue and the next Home Mission number of
our magazine we will be telling you something of our
trip to the West Coast and back again with the many
blessings enjoyed and the victories won. Be sure to
travel with us!
In a time of stringent gas rationing, we- are convinced that it was only through the mercy of God
that we were allowed to make such a trip in the interest of our Home Mission work. The Lord knew
the need and met it in His own good time, again
proving His faithfulness.

$350.00 for

an Easter offering and received over

The Lord

is

$500.00.

blessing with weekly spiritual victories.
There has been definite growth in the Junior and
Young People's department of the Bible School. More

BEAVER CITY, NEBRASKA, FIRST STOP
Starting from Winona Lake, Indiana, June 21st, we
headed for Beaver City, Nebraska, where Brother Herman Baerg and his family are holding forth the Word
of Life. The trip was uneventful, but very interesting.
The second day out, driving through Iowa and Nebraska, we saw field after field of waving grain, thousands upon thousands of acres of that wheat which is
especially needed in the world's breadbasket just now.
Our daughter, Marilyn, said, after seeing more wheat
than she had ever seen before, "My, Daddy, but these
farmers have big gardens " There were, as well, many
thousands of acres of corn listed between long mounds
of earth to preserve the moisture in that country which
receives very little rain in the summer. Our Armed
Services have also made good use of this flat country
in establishing air bases and munitions depots. We
saw hundreds of earth igloos containing green powder
and literally dozens of B-29 bombers dotting the sky.
Just as we arrived in Beaver City the sun was setting
at about 9:30 o'clock. This was by far the latest we
had ever seen a sunset. The Baergs received, us cordially and manifested a practical spirit of real Brethren hospitality. Our stay in their home was a most
enjoyable one. Saturday night one of those infrequent
torrential storms came up after we had retired. The
next morning early we heard Brother Baerg out using
the snow shovel and we were perplexed, feeling certain
that it could not have snowed during the night. Upon
inquiry we found that he had been shoveling mud,
which flows almost like water during one of those
!

rains.

BEAVER CITY, NEBR.— Top, left, the Children's Class; right, the pastor, Herman Baerg
and family; center, adult group; below, Beaver
City congregation.

Many

of the folks could not attend the services
the next day because of this greasy, two- to threeinch thick, pasty mud.

Despite this there was a fine
for

both morning

services.

number

in attendance

We had

the privilege of
ministering the Word in both Bible School and the
morning worship service. At the close a fine buffet
dinner was enjoyed in the church basement. We then
threw some of our Home Mission pictures on the
screen before an interested audience.
The Beaver City church was closed for 12 years

and now

is opened through the Council and the efBrother Baerg, who has been pastor for about
one and one-half years. This year they set a goal of

forts of

folks are seeing a vision of tithing, and the community
looking up to this church whose closed doors was a

is

mute testimony against

it

for years.

Pray that God will continue to use the efforts of
our Brother and Sister Baerg in this needy field.

CHEYENNE, WYOMING, THE WESTERN
FRONTIER CITY
After several hundred more miles of driving we found
ourselves in the providence of God at that very interesting and fascinating city, Cheyenne, Wyo., where
528
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Rambo has been
when he

pastor until just recently

our

Home

Mission
accept

felt called to

an industrial chaplaincy in the Chicago area.
Cheyenne is a large city with a typical western

at-

mosphere, five-gallon hats, high-heeled boots, spurs,
chaps, lariats, cow ponies, and all the western accessories. Of course, the gas buggy has taken things over
downtown, but the western atmosphere still clings to
the

city.

found Brother Rambo in front of the little hall
which has served as our meeting place for the past
few .months, doing a bit of cleaning up. Upon seeing

We

program as He may wisely lead. It is this
which has largely resulted in the success of our
Home Mission work nationally.
While in Cheyenne we enjoyed the hospitality of
Brother and Sister Bishop, who fed us on the fat of the
land. Only those who travel a great deal realize how
Lord's
spirit

much

these tokens are appreciated.
At present Brother and Sister Sam Horney are ministering the Word in this needy field where fundamental works are so few that the city almost remains
unevangelized. We need a Brethren Church in Cheyenne and we believe God will send us the means to
it possible. May God help us to meet the challenge of this western city steeped in all the sins of its

make

ancestors.

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON, THE BEAUTIFUL
CITY OF THE NORTHWEST
Our drive from Cheyenne, Wyo., through Yellowstone
Park and across Idaho to Washington and then
through those beautiful evergreen forests to Spokane,
was accompanied by many of the most beautiful sights
human eyes could behold. The boiling geysers of Yellowstone, spouting boiling water into the air right
along the highway, impress the Bible student with the
reality of hell. Water which is actually boiling and
would scald the skin from the hand issues continu-

CHEYENNE, WYO.—A

view of the interior of the

Cheyenne Mission. Inset shows Grace Seminary
Quartet on their recent visit to Wyoming.

ously from the earth in a large stream at many points.
Atfer seeing such manifestations and evidence of tremendous volcanic action it would seem comparatively
easy for any intelligent individual to believe the truth
of the Word of God: "And the devil which deceived
cast into the lake of fire and brimstone
(Rev. 20:10). Wild life, bears with their cubs,
antelope, moose, elk, deer, are almost as tame as the

them was
the hall's interior we were very pleasantly surprised to
find a spacious room seating approximately 100, with
Bible School facilities on the side. The platform was
nicely carpeted and the appointments were excellent.
There was certainly the plain manifestation that someone had been putting in some time on the project.
Both pastor and people deserve our commendation for
this transformation of an old storeroom.
The Ambassadors of Grace Quartet was with us in

the evening service and a large number were in attendance. The Holy Spirit used the messages in song
and word to bless our hearts and at the close of the
meeting we had a heart-to-heart talk with the interof
ested members of the group. We found a spirit
aggressiveness and willingness to go ahead with the

SPOKANE,

WASH .-Left,

Children's Group.

.

.

."

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Rev. Wm. Schaffer family
recently purclhased by
(left) and the new parsonage
the church.

Right, the Congregation.
Center, group of Sunday School teachers.
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dogs and cats. Moving through this country
on June 29th we were in a heavy winter snowstorm
that threatened to definitely stop us. Coming closer to
Spokane we drove through deep canyons and beside

Sister Schaffer.

The Northwest has become one

most challenging
every way. Great

of our

fields as it is developing rapidly in
cities not far from Spokane such as

Seattle, Portland, Tacoma, are sadly in need of
a
Brethren testimony. Let us pray that from the Spokane work and our other Brethren testimonies in that
district will branch out several new Brethren churches
for the evangelization of these teeming thousands.
(See the pictures of the Spokane work in this issue).

TRACY, CALIFORNIA, AN EXPANDING

COMMUNITY

Coming down from the north through some of the
Redwood trees we were again reminded of the
handiwork of God. Along the highway were growing
big

trees measuring as much as 38 feet in diameter. Beside
such a monarch of the forest man looks something like
a fly. Some of these trees are supposedly 5,000 years
old.

Driving inland toward Tracy we began to realize
California can really be and by the time we
arrived we were ready for some iced tea. Despite this
hot climate in summer, irrigation has transformed
many of these spots into highly productive areas.
Brother and Sister Tom Hammers have been doing
an excellent piece of work in Tracy against great odds.
More building space is sorely needed by the Tracy
congregation to care for a growing work and the new
challenge of an expanding community. They have
just three small Sunday School rooms aside from the
small auditorium space in the church proper. The
people are talking of building, and under the leadership of Brother Hammers, no doubt will do so in the

how hot

SPOKANE, WASH.—Top, Grace Seminary QuarCenter, a view of the church interior. Below,
Fellowship Day.
tet.

rushing rivers, and then through some of those hot
lands, just before entering the mountains, which tax
an automobile to the utmost.
Finally we arrived in Spokane and were met by bigvoiced, genial Bill Schaffer, who is now the pastor of

our

Home

Mission church there.

Griffith opened their
in Spokane.

home

Brother and Sister

to us during our brief stay

Saturday night found us in the Masonic Temple
Auditorium with the Ambassadors of Grace Quartet
for a great Youth Rally. This is part of the movement
which seems to be spreading like wildfire across our
country and for which we profoundly praise the Lord.
The meeting was a blessing to us.
All of Sunday we spent in fellowship with the Spokane brethren. At noon we enjoyed a splendid buffet
dinner in the church basement. The evening service
was well attended and the whole day ranks as one of

the great spiritual blessings of our trip.
The Spokane building is spacious and well equipped
for Sunday School work. The spirit of the people is
one of cooperation and willingness to work with the
pastor. We are certainly looking forward to great
things at Spokane under the leadership of Brother and

TRACY, CALIF.—Top, left, the pastor, Tom Hammers, and family. Right, Girls' Class. Below, children of Sunday School.
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near future.

They need our help and our concerted

1945
welcomed by

his family.

and

They made us

right at

for that night

The Heinz Corporation is building a large new
plant on the edge of Tracy to hire probably over one

We

enjoyed this fellowship with Brother Bury,

has

felt led tO'

field

and

will

all

home

the following day and night.

prayers.

who

accept a call to the European mission

soon go as the emissary of the Cross to

his people there.

blessed with souls

His ministry in Modesto has been

and many

spiritual victories.

We

have an excellent building in Modesto as will be
seen by the pictures in this magazine. It is beautiful
and adequate at present to meet the needs of the
congregation. There is plenty of room on a large lot
to expand as the need arises. Much of this work in
setting up the building and putting on the finishing
touches was done by Bro. Ralph Rambo and members
(Continued on Page 537)

Top

— Brethren

group at Modesto,

Center, the parsonage.
desto Brethren Church.

Below, the

Calif.

Mo-

will mean an expansion to the community in every way and the church must be ready
of workers.
to meet the spiritual needs of this influx
night,
Again, while we were in Tracy, on Saturday
Brother Hammers took us to some of the gambling dens
gambling practiced
of the town where we saw brazen
more openly than we have ever seen it in any city.

thousand men. This

FBI
VTide open to gamblers, ministers,
This is
agents, policemen, or whoever might enter.

The doors were

bad commentary on the law enforcement
great need
agencies of the town and again proves the
Gospel message.
of this western community for the
respected
Brother Hammers is well loved and greatly
community and we are convinced that God has

certainly a

in this

Tracy as we
great things in store for our church in
gifts. (See the Tracy
assist them by our prayers and

pictures in this issue.)

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA, A CHALLENGE
TO BRETHREN HOME MISSIONS

CALIFORNIA BRETHREN— Top show s the
Young People at Modesto. Center, the Tracy
Brethren Church, exterior and interior
Bottom, the Tracy congregation.

conOn the same Sunday we visited the Modesto
at the home of
gregation in the evening. W.e arrived
and were
Peter Bury just before service time

Brother
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TRUE LIBERTY IN CHRIST
By ARTHUR N. MALLES
Pastor, First Brethren Church, Kittanning, Pa.

Consider seriously these words, "The same (John
the Baptist) came for a witness, to bear witness of the
Light, that all men through him might believe" (John
1:7). When the sun is shining in all its beauty,
who
are the ones who are unconscious of the fact? Who
need to be told it is shining? The blind! Is it not
tragic then that men today need a witness to tell them
that the Light is here? Think of it, the Light is in our
midst, and men are so blinded by sin that they must
be told of the Light's presence. What a revelation of

"Jesus answered them, Verily, verily, I say unto you,
whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin
If the Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall be
free indeed" (John 8:34, 36).
.

.

.

I have before me as I write a cartoon entitled "The
Pour Freedoms," which recently appeared in a Christian magazine. Four doors stand open through whicn
one may pass from the dark and foreboding prison of
the interior to the beautiful world just outside. Above
each door is a name, "Freedom of Speech," "Freedom
of Worship," "Freedom from Want," "Freedom from
Fear." A man stands just inside the doors, but he is
unable to move or to pass through the doors he is
bound from head to toe.
Looking a bit more closely at his bonds we see that
they are titled with such names as "sinful habits," "intemperance," "evil communications," "lusts," "unbelief," etc., etc. Another caption just above the picture
says, "The Fifth Freedom (Freedom from SIN) Is Necessary to Enjoy the Other Four." The artist has caught

man's fallen condition, and of his need for Uberty.
"The god of this world hath blinded the minds of
them which believe not" (II Corinthians 4:4).
Liberty is needed, the evidence is seen in the extreme
limits to which men go as this

—

the true picture of the world of

LIBERTY

IS

men

LIBERTY

about In

Security
planned,
to bring
liberty to our enslaved world. But they are looking
within themselves for deliverance, while the deliverance must come from without.

in bondage.

NEEDED

Being a sinner by nature, man is a sinner by pracand cannot cease from sin, or be anything but a
sinner. A corrupt tree cannot bring forth good fruit. A
poisoned fountain cannot send forth sweet waters.
Water cannot rise above its own level by its own power.
Man acknowledges his need for freedom and deliverance, but in spite of all the advancements made in
tice,

of the fact that his will is enslaved by sin. Instead of
living in freedom, the unsaved man lives in abject
slavery, and either does not know it, or resents the

mention of the fact.
There is no freedom of speech, or worship, or from
want, or from fear until men have been made free
from sin. Our Lord said, "Whosoever committeth sin
is the servant of sin" (John 8:34). Paul spoke of all
men when he said, "All have sinned and come short
(are continually coming short) of the glory of God"
(Romans 3:23). Peter speaks of the unsaved man as
one who "cannot cease from sin" (II Peter 2:14). If you
ask the identity of the captor, the answer is given that
they are in "the snare of the devil," and that they
have been taken captive by him at his will" (II Tim-

many

other fields, man is still unwilling to learn from
past experience that he cannot improve his moral
condition or make himself free from sin apart from
God. He does not understand real spiritual freedom,
and he cannot while he remains in ignorance about
the universal bondage of sin.
There are so many slaves of sin all about us, men
and women struggling against evil habits, passions, desires, which hold them in absolute bondage. Again
and again we hear their cry,

"Oh, for a man to arise in me.
That the man that I am might cease to be!"
Praise God, when we turn our eyes to Jesus Christ
we see that

othy 2:26).
When our Lord told the Jews, "And ye shall know
the truth and the turth shall make you free" (John 8:
were never in bondage to
33), they replied, "we
any man (John 8:34). How quickly they had forgotten
Pharaoh, Nebuchadnezzar, Antiochus, and Augustus!
.

SOUGHT

leaders of today are groping
the darkness of sin, searching for LIBERTY.
conferences are being held, ideal freedoms are
schemes of various sorts are being proposed

Today men prate loudly about the liberty and freedom of the natural man, all the while being ignorant

.

IS

The world

.

LIBERTY

Why

there was a Roman garrison looking down from
the castle into the very Temple courts where this
boastful falsehood was uttered!
But, were they so different from unregenerate men
of today? How quickly are forgotten the failures,
faults, and sins! "Sin chokes the conscience; and so
the worse a man is, the less he feels himself to be bad:
and while a saint will be tortured with agonies of remorse for some slight sin, a hardened criminal will add
a murder or two to his list, and wipe his mouth and
say, 'I have done no harm.'

IS

OFFERED

The first ministerial utterance of our Lord was that
He had come to preach "deliverance to the captives
... to set at liberty them that are bruised" or "bound"
(Luke 4:18). "There
less there

is no deliverance possible
unhave come into the very midst of us bonds.

.

.

men, one who shares our nature but does not share our
sins, who is above us and yet is beside us, who is separate from sinners and yet cleaveth closer than a
brother to the most polluted, whose hands are pure,
and yet whose heart is so tender that he will lay his
pure hand unshrinkingly on leprosy and death, who is
in all points like ourselves and yet is unfettered by
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the chains under which
impossible combination

we groan and die. And this
we have, blessed be God! in

our dear Lord."

How

glorious that

possible for a

is

it

man

to be

and its penalty, but
power of sin
that it is possible to be saved from the
power of
indwelling
the
and
birth
new
the
through
Son therethe Holy Spirit. Did not Jesus say, "If the
free indeed"
fore shall make you free, ye shall be
saved from

sin,

not only

its guilt

Brethren

at conference.

(John 8:36).

The Word of God outUnes clearly the way of salvaChrist on the Cross.
tion through faith in the death of
When men believe this message they are set free
fellowship
through the new birth, and as they go on in
Spirit they
with God, walking in the power of the Holy
flesh, but they
are not dominated by the lust of the

The National Fellowship of Brethren Laymen meet
each day of conference, probably on the platform of
the Billy Sunday Tabernacle, at 8:35, Tuesday through
Friday. On Saturday morning the group will meet for
the annual laymen's breakfast. The time and place
for this meeting will be announced from the conference platform.
Wednesday morning is the annual election of na-

walk in the freedom of the children of God.
broken for us by
Yes, the power of present sin is
should consider
Christ. This is a matter each believer
penalty was paid
carefully and more often. True, sin's
is also true that
by Christ, the guilt was removed, but it
completely broken at that
sin's present power was

same

time.

"Knowing

this,

that our old

man

is

cruci-

Him, that the body of sin might be destroyed,
sin. For he that
that henceforth we should not serve
reckon ye also yourselves
is dead is freed from sin
For sin shall not have
to be dead indeed unto sin
dominion over you" (Romans 6:6, 7, 11, 14).

fied with

.

.

.

.

Here

is

.

.

true liberty!

become a
The man of the world imagines that to
Supposmg
Christian means to forego all his freedom.
lot of restrictions
that he would be fettered with a
the bondwhich would end his liberty, he continues
which the unage of Satan. But that very freedom
the carrying out
saved man thinks he is exercising in
additional proof of the
only
is
desires
natural
his
of
of sin."
fact that he is the "bond-slave
of pleasure—
The love of self, love of the world, love
those who are out of
these are the lords who rule over
has been delivered
Christ The free man is the one who
power, set free that he
sin's condemnation and

m

from

may

serve God.

follow the
is not at liberty to
is lawlessness. "Spirdesires of the old nature, for that
to do as I Pl/ase but
itual freedom is not license
and Satan that I
emancipation from the bondage of sin
out of the
may do as I ought: 'that we being delivered

But the freed sinner

hand

fear,
enemies might serve Him without
the days
and righteousness before him, all

of our

in holiness

of our life'" (Luke 1:74-75).
,<t
have
I v,avp
is,
One of the things we say of an automobile
the man
suppose
you
Do
control."
it under complete

which absolutely
car at the side of the road
persay, "My car is under
will not move, is inclined to
.,, 4.^„,„i
fect control?"
,
^
control will travel
The car that is subject to perfect
what is
highest speed; it will do exactly

who has a

easily at its

without stress and
equied of it, and do it easily and
does for the man He frees
strain. That is what God
and places under His control.
wherewith Christ
therefore in the liberty

"Stand fast
hath made us free" (Galatians

5:1).

Laymen Notes

This article will be of special interest to those laymen
coming to National Conference, because we will endeavor to give you the projects that are to be discussed

tional officers.
The projects that are before the laymen's organization, and this group includes you, because the national
organization is made up of all Brethren laymen, are

these:

Firs1^-Grace Seminary Student Aid. This project

is

especially important because of the growing student
body and because of the fact that many of our future

preachers and missionaries are married

and have

families.

We have a fund received by free-wUl offerings from
local churches that has been used (as a gift) to

the
help students
Seminary.

who were

temporarily in need at Grace

Second—Pre-seminary Student Aid. Last year at
and
conference this was chosen as one of our projects
Brethren Church
this is very important because the
training. It
does not have a college for pre-seminary
men and women be encouris essential that our young
preparaaged to go to some fundamental college in
some of these
tion for Grace Seminary. If we help
to
young people through college they will be prepared
churches
attend Grace Seminary and then back to our
refrom a letter
or the mission field. I wish to quote
this project: "I
ceived from Dr. McClain regarding
for the prodesire to congratulate your organization
and help young
posal to get local churches to support
in order to
people through some Christian college
Seminary.
prepare them for entrance to Grace
is, furst,
"The reason this project is highly important
of our own and
our churches do not have any college
must pay tuition,
second, in most colleges the student

charge.
whereas in Grace Seminary there is no tuition
laymen are doing a very
I believe, therefore, that the
people to take college
fine thing to encourage young
their support."
work and to encourage the churches in
Third—Boys club work. The growing necessity for
delinquency among
some movement to combat juvenile
the project of our
our teen age boys brought about

of boys clubs
organization, that of the establishing
churches. Out of
throughout the nation in the local
to see a national boys
this has grown a desire by many
Club. The adult adclub such as a James and John
Rt. 2, Gelast year was Clifford Smitley,

visor chosen
neva Ind. Laymen

to the boys

coming

and pastors are asked
to National

to

mention

Conference or Bethany

also reto form a national club. We
each project.-John M.
quest your prayers in behalf of
Johnson, Sec.-Treas.

Camp, the plan
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Two New Churches in Pasadena Area
IN 20 MONTHS
By CHAS. W. MAYES and ALBERT FLORY
The building pictured here became the home of the
Fremont Avenue Brethren Church of South Pasadena
November 1, 1944, where Chas. W. Mayes is the present
pastor and Harold
D.

Painter

is

the

o

meeting,'

m

mile from the present location, in a

ROSEMEAD BLVD. BRETHREN CHURCH

building,

H. Fremont Ave. Brethren Church of
South Pasadena, Calif.
Ashman, under the

Chas.

direction of the
California District Mission Board, started
for the work for a period of four months.

and cared

The present pastor came in March, 1944, after which
time services continued in the hall for nine months.

The location in San Marino was known to be temporary, with the people on a constant lookout
for a
suitable permanent location. In July and August,

we secured
was given

1944,

lumber (3,000 feet of which
understanding that a prefabricated, tabernacle-style church would be
erected
as soon as possible on a suitable location. An
option
was secured on three fine lots in Alhambra. However,
this appeared not to be the Lord's wUl, for
it was
impossible to get the lots rezoned for a church building. Those were dark days indeed, but the
Lord had
a purpose in it all. At that very time, the Lord revealed a church building in South Pasadena for sale.
With the help of the District Mission Board, the purchase was made and repairs begun. Today we have a
stucco building with about 6,000 square feet of floor
13,000 feet of
us) with the

PERHAPS TODAY

By Angie Garber

Perhaps my Lord will come again today;
I do not know.
I only know He said He would return
Before He went away.
Perhaps my Lord will call today for me;
I do not know.
I only know my house not made with hands

will last

eternally.

Perhaps today I'll see
I do not know.
only

know

till

then.

We

are thanking the Lord for His blessings
upon us
South Pasadena, and for the fact that He
has given
our little congregation the privilege
of helping to
sponsor another congregation.

San Marino, one

store

as the speaker.
give the Lord the glory for the
fact that the lasr
mnoths have shown a Bible School average
of 97

18,

when

the first
service was held in

I

Bauman

We

a morning worship average of
105, Christian Endeavor'
38, evening worship, 69, and midweek
prayer

f

congregation

where

S.

two

history

began November
1943,

cony an auditorium which will
seat 350 people Our
formal dedication took place April
25, 1945, with Dr L

the

associate.

The

space, with the outside and inside
repainted, a goodly
of classrooms, pipe organ,
and with the bal-

number

my

Savior's face;

Would you

like to know what became
of the 13 OOu
lumber which the Fremont Avenue Church
was
not able to use? You see it in the
picture of the Rose
mead Blvd. Brethren Church, which
was dedicated to
the Lord May 27,

feet of

1945, in the presence of 265 Brethren from Southern

Calif or nia, and

T^^S^^'^-^T''
as the dedication
speaker. The pur-

bids

me

tell

--^-^

„, Pasadena (East)

chase of this lumber was made from the
Fremont
Avenue Brethren with the help and under the
direction of the Brethren Home Missions
Council.
For what appears to be the first time in
Brethren
history, a Brethren Church was introduced
to a new
community with a completed building. This method
has relieved us from the necessity of spending
extended
time is a store building searching for a
permanent
location.

The congregation was started from four families who
with their pastor, Albert L. Flory, transferred
their
membership from the Fremont Avenue Brethren
Church. Much of the work was done on the
building
by volunteers from pastors and laymen in the
district.
This enabled us to build at surprisingly low
cost and
provides us with a building with a seating
capacity
of 300 at a cost so low that the present
debt is only
about $1,500.00.
During the first month of our work, the Sunday
School has averaged 37, morning church
service 38
evening worship 38, Christian Endeavor 18, and
prayer
meeting 18. We have found a most friendly
reception
in the community where there is a
school nearby with
1,500 pupils.

A most
He

'•^*'^'*'=^-

t^"«^™«^d Blvd. Brethren Church

His wondrous

grace.

apart.
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friendly relationhip exists between these
two
are located six miles

new Brethren churches which
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Hms ^om

(fOod

ln/ac^si^,

OhU>

have the Polman Evangelistic
June 3-17, to conut. for the two weeks of
with us
Trio
irio wiwi
our
both our Daily Vacation Bible School and
It

was our

privilege to

duct

evangelistic meetings.

eveBefore giving an account of our morning and
about the
word
a
say
like
to
would
we
meetings
nine
caminstruments through which God worked in our
gave of themselves unreservedly
Foimans gav
The Polmans

natn
paign.

L

S aVd LdelLmSes part of
ntTthe D
S..? T? 'fJ^t the success of the D. V. B. S. can be

Tb

eadership of these talented
on that "n the Polmans the
enprialists in children's
Brethren Church has a group of special^^^^^^^^^^^
each evework. Their work in the evangeiis^^^^^^^
nmg was equally as good as

i.SSv

StibuU

rs
workers,
work

to

thr

no qu
inere i^ nu
SSe
y
is

s

tjy^"l°5J/^^3^f^^l,h

vSrS

numbers bothTocaT^^^^^
Tre't
great variety
°
^^
°)^/J"J^";';'
^
instrumental. Bro. Leo
^^l^^"^
^''''^^^l^^^^^^^^
the three
throughout
forceful messages each night and
Sundays in which he preacned.
^„„+i„

'"udlf
included a

The D.

„
V. B. S.

their Bible teaching through

^««^ « ^^^^""^ "-^'

,

the first week were as
^^^ attendance figures ,for ,^
^^^^^^_ yiox.6.2.y 120, Tuesday 172, Wednesday 183,
Thursday 192, and Friday 214. On Friday the Wooster
Daily Record, our city newspaper, sent a photographer
up to take a picture of our school. The attendance for
the entire two weeks averaged 176 This was an exceptional record in the light of the act that four other
denominations were holding schools at the same time.
One of the outstanding things about the school was
the enthusiastic and energetic way the boys and girls
entered into everything. Many not only had perfect
attendance records but brought many with them. One
order not to miss one day
boy walked seven miles
as his
of the school! This same boy accepted the Lord
^^ ^^^.^.^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^.^ ^^^^ ^^^.^
girls
Bibles! In the ten days of school the boys and
,.

m

read a total of 83,134 verses! Each day a penny offer^^s received which at the close of the school togreatest
taled $43 47' Above and beyond all this the
gi,l3 f,om Primary
^^^l^^'^l^^' ^^\^^ 55

^J^^^

intermediate ages receive Christ as their

tbrnno-h

1,"58

Total attendance (10 days)
Highest single attendance
^^^^^ verses read
t^q^^I offering received
Denominations represented
unchurched homes represented
First-time decisions for Christ

Magic Hour
Our Daily Vacation Bible School-Happy,
began the week fol(we never did settle on one title)
schools. This was
lowing the dismissal of the public
diand greatest D. V. B. S. The school was

stories,

^^

magic, sword drills (memory work), Story-o-Graphs,
and chalk talks.

•

our fifth
Beginners through Intervided into four departments.
a. m.
mpHintpq uoon arriving at the church at 9:30
door
rachToungslT had his ticket punched at the
departdepartment. The
his
to
immediately
went
and
plus corrcment work consisted of a short Bible lesson
girls were then given
lated handwork. THe boys and
auditorium was arranged
a brief intermission while the
conducted entirely by the
for the Magic Hour which was
seating the boys
Polman Trio. Careful planning in
were seating over
and girls was necessary because we
supposed to seat 125.
200 to an auditorium which is
and girls received
During the Magic Hour the boys

:.

214
83,134
$43.47

20

26
65

, „
The Revival Meet.n.

..

meetings. God
^^^ ^ ^ g S g^ in the revival
^^
There were only four
^^^^^^^ .^ ^ remarkable way.
which there were
^^^^.^^^ .^ ^^^ entire two weeks in
all, there were 62
^^ ^^^.^ decisions for Christ. In
first-time confessions of
^^^^^^^^^^ ^hich included
for full-time service,
^^^^^^ dedications, and decisions
campaign were to be
j^^^iarkable features of the
average), the
^^^ splendid attendance (130
^^^^^

^

^

(Continued on Page 537)

object lessons,

„.._..., „.^

^^*=-^^^*^^^^^^^^^"^

„ „
OHIO, D.
CHILDREN ATTENDING THE WOOSTER,
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noLv faints

Qie

Heipina tke Deoii

By BERNARD

N. SCHNEIDER, Pastor, Mansfield, Ohio
In the sixth chapter of Paul's epistle to the Ephesians
believers are warned to put on the whole armor of
God so that they might be able to stand against the
wiles of the devil. The word
translated here "wiles" strongly
suggests the idea of trickery.
Yes, the devil is tricky he deceives with cunning craftiness.
Peculiar as it may sound, it is nevertheless true that he often manages to trick true Christians into
helping him in his work.
The devil's one burning ambition is to hinder, and wherever
BERNARD SCHNEIDER possible, to destroy the work of
God. God's supreme work
through this age is to "bring many sons unto glory."
For this purpose Christ left heaven to become man,
suffered and died on the cruel cross. The salvation
of souls is even now His main interest yes, it seems
that this is the chief concern of all heaven. Satan,
on the other hand, tries to keep souls from being
saved. He wants to defeat God's purpose for man. To
this he bends every effort, uses every means, fair or
foul. In his passion to defeat God, he uses various
methods. The Word of God tells us that he "blinds the
minds" of some; that he "snatches away the seed" of
the Word of God out of some hearts. Again, we are
told by Christ that the devil "sows tares among the
wheat."
In all this work the devil is forever ready to use
God's own people to help him. He deceives them and
gets them to do his dirty work, often without their
knowledge. In the following lines we would suggest
just a few of the ways in which the devil gets saved
people to help him accomplish his purpose of keeping

gruntled or jealous saint a half-willing
subject As
soon as he has gotten a little fuss
started, he sits clos*^
by and keeps fanning the fire,
adding fuel whenever
necessary, and thus he uses the
unwary saints to help
him keep many souls away from the house
of God and
from Christ by making them disgusted
with the church
and with Christianity in general. Watch
out for this
trick of the devil; it is an old
stand-by of that master

—

of all deceitfulness.

souls

away from

Christ.

Saints often help the devil by inconsistent living.
2 Cor. 3:3-4.

The

a living epistle, and this epistle is
being watched by more people than
he is aware of. Sometimes believers are not very careful about their behavior. They do things, or say things,
which are not consistent with their profession as children of God. That is just what the devil wants. He
sees to it that such inconsistency is well advertised
among the unsaved. In this manner he uses the saints
of God to become stumbling blocks to people who are
watching with a critical eye to see if there is anything
to the Gospel. No wonder Paul warned us to walk
circumspectly, which means carefully, with our eyes
open to the great issues at stake in this world of lost
read.

believer

His

is

life is

Saints often help the devil by their quarreling over
little things in the church.
1 Cor. 1:10.

The devil just never misses an opportunity to
up a little church fuss, wherever he finds some

stir

dis-

many

times help the devU by their criticism

and complaining.

This one needs to be shouted from
the housetops
a favored sport with the devil, and
has always
paid big dividends in souls. The
people of the world
are not attracted to a church where
the people criticize
and complain. How many Christian
parents have
helped the devil keep their children by
discussing the
faults of their pastor or of their
fellow-Christians in
front of them. Then they wonder
afterwards why their
children have so little use for the
church and for
Christ. It would be better, yes,
much better to suffer
the wrong than to complain and
criticize and thus
help the devil sending souls into hell.
It is

4.

An

inexcusable way of helping the devil is
that of
causing distraction while the Gospel is
preached or
the invitation is given in the church
service.

Luke

8:12.

People may not realize this, but whenever
they permit themselves to be the cause of
unnecessary distraction in a church service they are
helping the devil
his work.
We have observed Christian people
whisper and talk to each other while the
preacher
strove to convince people of their need
of Christ, and
this sinful act caused untold damage
for eternity.' The
unsaved are thus distracted, often offended,
many
times disgusted, while the preacher is
discouraged the
Holy Spirit grieved, and the devil happy.
He have
already observed Christian people whispering
or laughing together during the solemn moment
of invitation
when souls were in the balance. What a comfort they
must be to the devil. Many saints help the devil
by
starting to put on their coats, fold up their
songbooks,
while the last stanza of the invitation
hymn is being
sung, thus telling God that they don't expect
anything
to happen. This, too, is an aid to the
devil. Believers,
should never forget that the worship service
in God's
house is the Holy Spirit's time to do battle with
the
forces of hell, a battle so great and awful
that it would
take our breath away if we could watch it
from heaven's side (Luke 15:10). Let us not be
guilty of joining
the devil in hindering and complicating
the Holy

m

Spirit's task.
5.

men and women.
2.

Saints

3.

—

1.

(EPH. 6:10-11;

However, the most successful way in which the
devil
gets saints to help him is getting them to
support
his

great SECRET WEAPON,

Church with the

the Modernistic

Social Gospel.
shall use very plain words here even at the
risk
of being criticized. Satan's greatest efforts
in defeating

We
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people on
of true believers, blood-washed, born-again
their way to heaven who, because of denominational
prejudgment, or because of denominational sentiment,
such
or because of fear of criticism, continue to stay in
modernistic churches, supporting such pastors, the

a
the purpose of God are concentrated in having
to
church, and a gospel, and a ministry all his own,
look as much like the real thing as possible, outwardly,
but without the saving Gospel of the Son of God.
This great religious movement of the devil has many
teachings of
of the outward characteristics of the
Jesus is the
Christ. Yet it ignores, or denies, that
virgin-born Son of God, who is very God, died for our
in person when
sins, rose again, and is coming back
the Christ
the Times of the Gentiles are fulfilled. For
Christ who is
of the Bible the devil has substituted a
great
a very good man, a great social reformer, a
born again,"
teacher. For the message, "Ye must be

very emissaries of the devil and the greatest enemies
so, these
of Jesus Christ among mankind. By doing
good people, though meaning to serve Christ, are
devil in
using their means and influence to help the
his

fine religious
by faith in the Christ of Calvary. By a
program like that the devil has managed to keep many
only Saviour.
religious people away from Christ, the
slipped
This great counter-movement of the devil has
of our day.
into many churches and denominations
of America
bout 62 per cent of the Protestant ministers
for the
today have forsaken the Gospel of salvation
designed to keep man
devil's program of human effort,

when he

.

.

Bema

.

Brother

Rambo was

the former

f
n furfully
The Modesto congregation has provided a
parsonage for
nished lovely California bungalow as a
4!

it two nights we are
their pastor and since we slept in
even to
prepared to say that it is very comfortable,
congregation is assumthe beds. Just at this time the
burden on this parsonage
ing an additional financial

which is a definite step ahead.
and we had
Our evening meeting was well attended
about the Word and then
a glorious time of fellowship
some matters of
discussed in a business meeting
later

making

deep conviction, the number
and the response of the young people to the
church has truly been
call for full-time service. The
meeting.
revived and refreshed by this great
mary reveals the following:

Seat, because his

.

pastor.

decisions,

Total decisions
Total offering (two weeks)

.

of the congregation.

.

of entire families

Average attendance (two weeks)-

God.

(Continued from Page 531)

(Continued from Page 535)

Sunday A.M. attendance

of opposing

faces Christ at the

*^fia4/elaxf

Now

picm WojUUfi

way

Spirit,

instead
well-meant efforts were a help to the devil
found working for
of God. Let us watch, lest we be
God.
the devil while we think we are helping

these mindeluded in his sins. It is true that some of
do not come right
isters of the devil (see 2 Cor. 11:3-4)
Bible such as
out against the great doctrines of the
of Christ, etc.,
the Virgin Birth, the Second Coming
from their
but they leave out these vital doctrines
the devil,
preaching and thus are just as effective for
where there are still true
if not more so, in churches
outright denial.
believers who would not stand for an
will be
But the coming generation in those churches
truths of
prepared for an outright denial of the great
born again, and
the Bible for they have never been
about the New
the natural man does not like to hear
unsaved.
Birth or about eternal hell for the
thousands
the great tragedy is that there are

J^euAl

effective

foreseeing the coming apostasy,
welldefinitely denounced just such action by God's
meaning people. He says in 2 John, verses 7 to 11, conthe Son
cerning our attitude toward those who deny
and abideth not in
of God: "Whosoever transgresseth
If there
the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. ...
recome any unto you and bring not this doctrine,
bid him God
ceive him not into your house, neither
is partaker
speed: For he that biddeth him God speed
trying to justify
of his evil deeds." Believers who are
modernistic
in some manner their remaining in
Many an
churches, do well to read these verses twice.
burned up
earnest Christian will find all his works

reforhe has substituted a human program of social
mation and progress which by human efforts is to do
away with poverty, war, and establish social justice,
But his
leading all men to see that they are brothers.
program leaves out altogether the message of salvation

Qowi

most

The Holy

A sum-

127, 134, 172

the work.

We

importance relative to the future of
people here, separated
found a deeply spiritual group of
to move forward
from the world and ready and willing
we

Monday evening
according to the Lord's blessing.
with the Official Board
meeting
of
privilege
the
had
the Lord's busmess.
of the church and transacting
thriving community
The church is well located in a
and, as is true
probably 35,000. It is growing daily
of

130

*Ko«n7
$52b.U7

Elaine, and
Our thanks to the Polman^Leo, Leila,
us the best
Joyce—for their tireless efforts in bringing
church is lookmg
The
preaching.
and
music
Gospel
in
at this same
forward to the return of the Polmans

time next year.
abundant
We praise our heavenly Father for the Christ our
through
favor He has bestowed upon us
everywhere to pray for
Saviour. We ask Brethren

these days, fundamenta
°n most cities of this size
more God has given us
works are at a premium. Once
need ^^°ther pastor for
our opportunity. Now that we
your prayers that he may
the field we shall appreciate

be provided soon.

REMEMBER

,

amuse an idiotic French
cards were introduced to
been amused by them
Ktog and a lot of idiots have
ever since.

our work.
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WhUe the words "Missions" and "Missionary" do not
appear in the Bible, there is much recorded on the
sacred pages concerning missionary activity
to bear

its

S.

ZIMMERMAN

versal God. He Is world embracing. He Is
presented to
us as the great Creator as we open the first
page of
our Bible. There we see Him casting out into
space
this great universe, setting it in motion,
and then controlling its every

movement. We discover Him creating
placing him upon one of the least of the
planets and surrounding him with all that
Is needed
for his good, but that man was not
content, fell into

man and

a rebel

our

toward God.

God a

creator, but He is the univerHe "so loved the world that he gave his
only begotten son that whosoever
believeth In him
should not perish, but have everlasting life."
It is the
world of lost men that God loves, every
sal lover, for

and out

race—SIN.

We

discover that

effective

for their sins.

Some would tell us that the God of our Bible is only
a tribal God, but in all of Scripture
we find Him revealed unto us as a world God, and that
before we see
Him as the God of the Israelites, whom He selected as
a very special peopleThis universal God is also a sending God.
Turning
the pages of Holy Writ we discover Him
sending Abraham out of Babylon to give him a land; Joseph into
Egypt to preserve much life; Moses to Egypt
to lead
His people out of bondage to the
land of promise;
Daniel to Babylon to warn them of their
apostasy, and
to give the world some of the greatest
prophetic utterances on record. He sent His only Son that
the world
of mankind might have life and that
more abundantly.
Paul was sent into Europe not only to
evangelize but
to record the great doctrines of the
Church. God is still
sending In our time a Carey, a Taylor, a
Livingstone,
the Stams, and many of us have friends
out on the
far-flung battle lines of the Gospel. God
Is still calling, training, commissioning, and
sending those whom
He wills to go to the ends of the earth with the Good
News.
In the second place,
HAVE A

MISSIONARY

GOSPEL. In every way It Is a universal Gospel.
It
meets a fundamental and a universal need,
namely
a revelation of and from God. It remains
unvarying in
the face of varying circumstances, and
has, down

of season.

In the third place, WE HAVE A MISSIONARY GOAL
As we read the wonderful message of salvation, receive
it, and then turn to see the glorious
blessings that are
ours now and throughout eternity, we discover that it
is the goal of hope. We do not know all
that is in-

last one of
them, and for them He gave His Son to be
a ransom

WE

is still

consumed him when he refused to tell it forth. He
found it to be the joy and rejoicing of his heart, while
Job considered it more than his necessary food. Paul
said that woe was upon him if he preached not the
Gospel. Isaiah saw the Lord high and lifted up, and
heard His call, and received the inspiration that made
him the messenger to Israel with a message that is still
challenging even to this dayOthers have looked into the Gospel and found the
race condemned, on its way to a Christless eternity,
headed for the fire that burneth forever and ever, and
have heeded the call of the Gsopel to go unto the nations and tell them the soul-saving News that would
snatch them from this unsaved road to hell. May God
grant that all who look into this Missionary Gospel will
hear and heed the call to preach the Word in season

case.

Is

power

This Gospel that Is so universal in its scope also has
the power to Inspire others. Jeremiah confessed that
the word of God In him was a consuming fire and

take another to point these reasons out to us, as is often the

became

ZIMMERMAN

unlearned.

Scriptures themselves we find a four-fold reason
for missions, although It may

Not only

S.

whenever and wherever applied. It is the dynamite of God, the blasting
power
God, blasting open the hardened hearts of man
whether he be Jew or Greek, rich or poor, learned or

Prom the

sin,

C.

through the ages, presented the one remedy for the
universal ailment of the

out the claim for the necessity
of such work. Jesus said, "Go
ye," and thus any one that is sent
is a missionary. Any one who is
a soul-winner is, in the Biblical
sense, a missionary.

First of all, WE HAVE A MISSIONARY GOD. Our God is a uni-

By

Pastor, Waynesboro, Pa.

volved ia God making us children of His household, but
we do know that when he shall appear we shall be like
Him and see Him as He is. With this hope inspired in
us by this Gospel, we discover that it is our goal of
service.

"But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy
Ghost Is come upon you: and ye shaU be witnesses unto
me both in Jerusalem, and in aU Judea, and in Samaria,

and unto the uttermost part

of the earth" (Acts

These were the words of our Lord just before He
earth for heaven's glory, showing us the ever
widening sphere of service. We also hear Paul take up
the refrain when he says, "Preach the word, be instant
in season and out of season" (II Tim. 4:1-2).
1:8).

left this

Thus we see that our service is to be confined to
being "witnesses unto Him" "in season and out or
season." We are to begin right at home, and I
mean
right at home. It is the hardest place to begin,
but he
who cannot successfully witness to his own flesh and
blood will not witness effectively to others. Hence
our
"Jerusalem" is at home, in school, on the playground,
in the office or shop, in our own local
community.
The "Judea" of our goal may be the Uttle community
a few miles off where there is need of a Sunday
School,
or it may be another section of the city where
there is
need for a fundamental testimony. It is not so far
away, but there isi the need. This is the real work
of
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to be reaching out and multiplying itself
In other places with the Good News.
In John, chapter four, it is said of Jesus that He
needs go through Samaria, for that was the only

any church

must

way that a sin-laden woman was to hear the Good
News of the Living Water and find salvation for heras our own
self. Our "Samaria" may be represented
where there is such great need for
churches with the Living Word. There are more than
36 million children, to say nothing of the grown people,
who are not being reached by any one with the story
to reach
of salvation. Here is a great army, if allowed
maturity in their godless condition, that will sweep
will
our nation with godless living and ideals that
make us shudder for fear of the outcome. "Samaria"
hands
our
needs the Gospel and needs it sorely, and in

United States,

ciation of the

record

a new way the

in his lost condition.

us lift up our eyes and see that the
white unto the harvest, and that the
laborers are few. Let us seize the tools that are at
hand. Let us yield ourselves to the blessed Holy Spirit
for power, and take the tools and thrust in and reap
the harvest for our Lord. He that winneth souls is wise,
he shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and

Oh

Brethren!

let

field is already

as the stars forever.

BEGIN

NOW

To Pray and Plan
for

Home

things.

HAVE A MISSIONARY GIFT.

In the last place,
His witnesses
Christ did not expect us to go out as
to tarry
our own strength. He said that we were
Father. That
Jerusalem untU we receive the gift of the
the Holj^ Spirit for service.
is the precious infilling of
will make
our Missionary Gift. He is the one that

m

Missions
Offering

m

is

purposes

m

Christ real in our lives; accomplish God's
the things of Christ:
us; show us and make real to us
task.
our abiding source of power for the

you" He

will give

"After the Holy Ghost is come upon
of the Lord Jesus
us a new appreciation of the Person
great
We will be made to understand more about thein His
shall see Him
Gift that God has given. We
occupied with Him
beauty and majesty, we shall be
new appreciaand Him alone. But we shall also have a
the early Christians by
tion of each other. It is said of
love one another,
their enemies, "Behold how they
bearing one
and we, too, shaU be loving one another,
practice aU that
another's burdens, and putting into
the Christ-life means.
appreHe, the Holy'. Spirit, will give us a new

J^ew 3leldi are Opening
Sretkren Ckurckei

We

Can*t Fail

(or
.

Them

Then

SIGNS
As. the years

We

We know

Lord.

the
widening, for there is the "uttermost part of
million
earth." When we realize that there are 2,100
people in the world, and that 1,000 million of then.
have never heard the Gospel, we should tremble with
doing so
shame and anguish; shame because we are
because they are passmg
little about it, and anguish
without Christ. Let us
so rapidly into an eternity
workers into the
reach our goals, let us send forth
with our time, talents,
field, yea, let us go ourselves

He

will see in

man

that One Who can supply
that need, and we will be filled with a burning, yearning desire to tell him of a Saviour, which is Christ the

But

WE

We

left of

shall see his need.

churches
lay the keys. Let us make our goal of 100 new
multiplied
in the next 10 years become a living reality
tenfold.
the goal is not yet reached, the sphere is ever

and

Word.

God has

grow more troubled and threatening.

Of Course

that evil is raging unchecked.
them
hearts of men tremble and fail
wrecked,
As the world's hopeful projects are
The Lord to His own watchful servants
Who praise Him while others are dumb.
Makes clearer the signs of His coming
"till He come."
fill them with hope

Now

And

We

Will

Do Our

Part in Providing Pastors

and Churches

To
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PROGRAM FOR AUGUST 26, 1945
SUBJECT— "BROKEN THINGS IN THE BIBLE"
INTRODUCTION BY L E A D E R-Broken things are

TOPIC 7—"THE BROKEN NET."
Tell this story in a

said. Take, eat: this is my body,
which
you: this do in remembrance of me"—
I

5:6.

Lesson—There are untold blessings for
those who
obey the Lord's commands.

CONCLUSION BY LEADER-There
it,

broken for
Cor. 11:24.

is

Lesson—This serves as a reminder of how His
body
was wounded and broken for us.

TOPIC 2— "THE BROKEN ALABASTER BOX."

14:3.

his
Briefly tell this story as this topic

many

other

—

Mrs. Ethel Simmons.

leper, as

head"—Mark

are

broken things of the Bible which we are
not able to
discuss in our lesson. Let us not forget
that lives
can be broken as well. They are broken by sin.
But
the Lord can repair them. "The sacrifices
of God are
a broken spirit: a broken and a contrite
heart, O
God, thou wilt not despise"—Psa. 51:17.
"The Lord
is nigh unto them that are
of a broken heart; and
saveth such as be of a contrite spirit"—
Psa. 34-18

and

"And being in Bethany in the house of Simon
the
he sat at meat, there came a woman having
an alabaster box of ointment of spikenard
very precious; and she brake the box, and
poured it on

5).

this done, they inclosed a
great multitude of fishes: and their
net brake"—Luke

most often thought of as worthless, but in
the Bible
we find many great lessons growing out
of the
broken things mentioned there. Let us enter
into the
room where these broken things are displayed.

TOPIC 1— "THE BROKEN BREAD."
"And when he had given thanks, he brake

few words (Luke

"And when they had

|*IIIIII||||||||||||||||||||||||||„,|,„„„„„„„„„|,„„„„„„„|,„|^

given.

is

Lesson—Nothing

is

too good for our Lord.

TOPIC 3— "THE BROKEN WALL OF PARTITION."
"For he is our peace, who hath made both
one, and
hath broken down the middle wall of partition
between
us"—Eph. 2:14.

I

NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP

i

NEWS FLASH

Lesson—With God there is no respect of persons
for
may come before the throne through Jesus Christ.

i
i
=

o-:cJSi§!La=^

all

The Government has granted permission

TOPIC 4— "THE BROKEN PITCHERS."
TeU the

story of Gideon (Judges 7) and use the
following verse: "And the three companies
blew thp
trumpets, and brake the pitchers, and held
the lamps
in their left hands, and the trumpets
in their right
hands to blow withal: and they cried, The sword of
the
Lord and of Gideon" Judges 7:20.

to
I
E convene in our National Fellowship of Brethren
5 Churches at Winona Lake August 27 to September
H 2. A program of real inspiration is planned for
= all who can attend.

—

TOPIC 5—"THE BROKEN ROOF."
This story may also be told in a few words; then
use
this verse: "And when they could not
come nigh unto
him for the press, they uncovered. the roof where he
was: and when they had broken it up, they
let down
the bed wherein the sick of the palsy lay"—
Mark 2:4.

ROBERT A. ASHMAN,
Secretary, Executive Committee.

I
5
^1

'NNiin

/Ji tkz

Lesson—Let nothing hinder you from bringing others

The

may

be told

briefly.

"So the people shouted when the priests blew the
trumpets: and it came to pass,
that the wall fell
.

down

flat

.

.

."—Joshua

hard.

.

.

6:20.

Lesson—With the Lord nothing

is

impossible or too

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 527)

burn with an

DOWN WALLS."

story of the broken walls of Jericho

=
=

Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnS

CdUa^ Beel Si

to Christ.

TOPIC 6— "THE BROKEN

i
S
|
=
5

iritense degree of

heat for such a God
Jew baiter and murderer.
we have a message of grace for
every man, even Hitler, if he is willing to accept,
but,
with others who have been touched by the loss of loved
ones on the battlefields of the world, we cannot find
it
in our heart to express any sort of condolence
for

hater, Christ rejector,
True, as Christians

the passing of the arch criminal of the age.
geance is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord."
540
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NOTE: The editorial reproduced below was written In November.
1818. only a few weeks after
began my pastorate In the First
Brethren Church of Philadelphia.
It was written while the whistles
were blowing and the bells ringing to celebrate the end of World

THEOLOGICAL

I

War

SEMINARY
A

1918

EDITORIAL

BY ALVA

it

entire

city

was

—

McCLAIN

J.

HOW
"Let

The

given over to unrestrained excesses.
Men and women acted as if they had lost their minds. Now again
(Tuesday. August 14, 1945) we are waiting expectantly for the news
of Japan's surrender which will mark the end of World War II.
It
will
be a glad day which men will celebrate according to thelp
various notions of what Is fitting.
In spite of precautions already
laken by government, business, and churches, there will doubtless be
the usual shameful excesses. Human naturo is much the same today.
And since the Word of God never changes, I am reprinting what I
wrote 27 years ago.
The reader need only substitute "Hirohito" fop
the "Kaiser," "Japan" for "Germany," and "Tokyo" for "Berlin,"
to bring the editorial up to date.
A. J. M.
I.

SHALL WE CELEBRATE?

not be

filthiness,

nor foolish talking, nor jesting

.

.

.

but rather giving

of thanks" (Eph. 5:3-4)

Peace has come! Such must be the meaning of bells
ringing and whistles blowing as we write. An end to
the awful slaughter of men. An end to the pouring
out of precious resources into the maws of destruction.
An end to the fearful nightmare of possible worla

dominion by an inhuman, beastly Prussian power
whose ruthlessness and cruelty have out-rivaled the
Huns. An end to the soul-racking suspense of those
who daily have scanned the casualty lists for the

names

of loved ones. Surely it is a time for rejoicing,
a time for the making of great mirth. There has been
much anticipation. Now there is realization, and there
will be celebration. Every true-hearted man must cast
about for some way to express the long pent-up feelings of the soul. The Word of God has somewhat to
say about this very thing.

Let not the celebration take the form of "Filthiness,"
modem speech, "Vice." Many (it must be said
with sadness) will take this way of celebrating the
coming of victory and peace, if we may judge from the
memory of past occurrences. It has seemed that by
common consent and tacit agreement the town is "wide
or, in

open" on such occasions. The "lid is off." To get
drunk will be counted by some a virtue. Liberty becomes license. And many of those into whose hands
has been entrusted the task of restraining vice will
wink at indulgence in the most despicable forms of it.

Why should the beast be turned loose in our cities
because the Beast of Berlin has been defeated? "Be not
deceived: neither fornicators
nor adulterers
nor drunkards
shall inherit the Kingdom of God."
Let no man deceive you with vain words; for because
of these things cometh the wrath of God upon the
children of disobedience. Be not ye therefore partakers with them." This is no way for decent men to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

celebrate.

Neither should the celebration consist in "Foolish
Talking." There has already been a great deal of "Fool
Talk." And among the profane and unthinking the
THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD:
Act of March 3, 1879.
Foreign countnes $l.oO a
S.
L.

L.

W
L.

Grabb; Seminary,

Alya

ADMINISTRATION: Marvin
J.

ascribe praise to Him. It is Fool Talk to express by
word or writing the sentiment we have heard so often,
"To hell with the Kaiser." The Kaiser will certainly

find a "place in hell"
unless he thoroughly
Christ" instead of "in
tainly not within the

instead of a "place in the sun,"
repents and takes refuge "in
Holland." But it is just as cerprovince of mortal man, whose
breath is in his nostrils, to consign the Kaiser to this
place of eternal torment. Besides, let it not be forgotten that this same hell is also to be the destination
of all others who have sinned and are outside or
Christ, whether Germans or Americans. Let us not,
therefore, assume the prerogative of God. In His
hands is the destiny of the human soul. He will see to
it that Justice receives her full dues. Let all the people
keep silence before Him.
Neither let our celebration take the form of "Jesting," more literally "Low Jesting" or "Indecent Talk."
In other words, the celebration of peace should not
consist in buffoonery, low jests, ridiculous pranks, or
vulgar tricks. What a vivid picture this expression
presents of the manner in which some will celebrate
the advent of peace! Theater and street will be full
of it. But the thoughtful man will shun all this, if
for no other reason, because of his remembrance of
certain shell-torn bodies which lie rotting beneath the
soil of France. Let those who may have forgotten be

(Continued on Page 556)
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announcement of peace will be made an occasion of
more "Fool Talk." It is Fool Talk to boast that "we
did it." Say rather with the late Lord Kitchener that
"God did it." For it is God the Most High who ruleth
in the kingdoms of men and giveth them to whomsoever He will. It is the God of heaven who setteth up
kings and removeth kings. It is God, not the "weather
man," who giveth "rain from heaven and fruitful seasons" without which there could have been no victory.
It is God that humbleth the mighty and bringeth them
down to the sides of the pit. Let us give glory and

rees,
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Our

Ministerial Students
and the Draft Regulations
The statement required under (bi above should b8
own church, since the Brethren Church is congregational in government and

(Note: Although at this writing the end of the war
seems to be at hand, nevertheless it is certain that the
military authorities will do their level best to keep on

issued by the student's

drafting men.

therefore the local church

Hence, until the draft laws are re-

is

the "highest authority

scinded, our

governing ordination." The statement should be signed

to

young ministerial students must continue
comply with the government regulations. I am

by church

therefore repeating the following instruction for the

point out that under our congregational government

benefit of pastors

and

their

young men interested

preparation for the Christian ministry.

—A.

J.

in

the local church

there

1.

and

his course

outlined.

the Prospective Student Should

He should apply

Do

to his local church for their ap-

After approval by his local church, he should apply
Grace Seminary for acceptance here at the conclusion of his preseminary college work. His application should be accompanied by a statement from the
local church indicating he is approved by the church.
2:

to

A statement of a recognized theological
(c)
or divinity school that the registrant has been
accepted for admittance to such a theological
or divinity school, and that he is pursuing
under the general direction of such theological
or divinity school, on a full-time and accelerated basis, a specific course of study required
by the theological or divinity school. The
statement shall show the course of study in
detail."— (Lewis B. Hershey, Director).
should be grateful for the above-quoted modiwhich will permit our young men to continue

fication

in preparation

above wiU be pre-

proval as a worthy candidate to study for the Christian
ministry.

A statement of the highest authority
(b)
governing ordination of a recognized church,
religious sect, or religious organization, that it
is in need of ministers of religion, and that
the registrant has been formally accepted as
a candidate for the ministry.

work

is

What

board shall

or religious organization.

properly the

(c)

of the Seminary, has selected his college

A statement of the registrant that he is
(a)
preparing for and intends to enter in the
ministry of a recognized church, religious sect,

their

the "highest authority."

not be prepared until the applicant, with the advice

require the following information:

We

and perhaps should

pastors,

pared by Grace Seminary after the student has made
application here for acceptance. Obviously, this can-

vinity school a specific full-time accelerated
course of study required by the theological or
(draft)

is

and

The statement required under

M.)

"In the case of a registrant who claims to be
a student for the ministry who has been
accepted for admittance in a recognized theological or divinity school, and who is pursuing
under the direction of such theological or di-

divinity school, the local

officials

for

Government has

the Seminary.

laid

down

Very

will
3. When accepted by the Seminary, the faculty
then advise the applicant concerning the selection of
his college and the course to be pursued there. It
should be noted that these matters must have the

approval of the Seminary, according to the

ernment

NOTE: By a

"full-time accelerated course" the Govhis pre-

ernment means that the student must pursue

seminary college studies continuously throughout the
stuyear, generally a total of 48 weeks each year. If a
dent wishes to attend a college which does not operate
in
a summer school, his summer work may be taken
some other school and the credits thus earned transpreseminary
ferred. The Government will now permit
the
students to complete their full college work for
which
B. A. degree if done on the "accelerated basis,"
means that four years work can be done in three.

certain con-

ditions to insure that such students are genuine canof the Christian ministry endorsed by their

new Gov-

ruling.

NOTE:

I

would suggest that the pastors

call

the

young
above announcement to the attention of their
offered their lives for Christian service,

didates

men who have

churches and seminary authorities.
The statement required under (a) above should be
prepared by the student himself and needs no expla-

The
and counsel with them regarding the problem.
Seminary

will

be glad to help in any way.

Alva

nation.
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The Seminary Quartet Reports Their Trip
We. the "Ambassadors of Grace" Quartet, believe
that the people of our Brotherhood will be interested
in a sketch of the work accomplished this past summer, therefore the following is such an outline. We
have brightened it occasionally by some homely illustration, incident, or particular blessing along the way.
We hope that our readers realize the difficutly of adequately describing in brief space the work which has
taken us two months to accomplish, during which
time we have made at least 62 public appearances, and
have traveled approximately 8,500 miles through 14

ished" with enough male harmony. That evening we
presented our first "Seminary Program" without Dr.
McClain, who had returned home that morning. Such
a program consisted of a fast-moving 45 minutes of
quartet music, 30 minutes devoted to the Seminary
building needs and program, and the offering, followed
by 15 minutes of colored slides of Winona Lake and the
Seminary; then it was brought to a conclusion by 10
minutes more of quartet music. This schedule was
followed in nearly all our appearances in Brethren
churches, but certain obvious changes were necessary
when we were welcomed in other churches and on
other programs.
Wednesday afternoon, June 20, we rolled into the
sleepy little town of Dallas Center, Iowa, and the populace was startled by the sight of four young fellows
playing a rousing game of ball on one of the prmcipal
streets (between the mud puddles). That evening we
presented a program in the Brethren Church pastored
by Brother James Cook, and the next morning spene
a few hours at the country home of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Carter, where we had our pictures taken. Brother
Carter has some very fine photographic equipment In
the basement of his home and he took the picture
which appeared on the cover of the July 28th issue oi
the Brethren Missionary Herald.
Moving on from there, we stopped with Brother Miles
Taber at Leon, Iowa, and appeared in the Brethren
Church there. From that point we went to Falls City,
Nebraska, only to find our good friends of the Seminary, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Prichard, in the hospital suffering from injuries received in an automobile accident only a few hours previous. Such things perhaps
are beyond our understanding now, but Romans 8:28
is yet secure and "Some Day He'll Make It Plain."

States.

Getting Ready
Tentative plans for the "Ambassadors of Grace" to
contact our western Brethren churches had been discussed for some months previous to the end of the
school year in March, but definite arrangements were
not completed until the second week in June. By that
time we were so certain of going that we were supplied
with matching sport outfits with the help of the Seminary, Rev. Leo Polman, Rev. L. L. Grubb, and Rev.

Frank Coleman, Jr.
That week also saw

definite answer to prayer in that
approval by issuing gasoline rations
sufficient for the projected tour. That, alone, assured
us that Grace Seminary was to have a new home of its
own.

the

OPA

lent

its

Winona

to

Waterloo

We

departed from Winona Lake the morning of
June 16, accompanied by Dr. Alva McClain, who, because of health reasons, could go with us no farther
than Waterloo, Iowa. The day was ideal for driving,
and later in the afternoon we crossed the "big river"
at Davenport, Iowa. Coasting merrily along, our complacent dreams of a smooth tour were shattered by a
loud "bang," which also shattered a tire. Now we had
our first experience of emptying a full trunk to get at
a spare tire. The tire changed, we proceeded cautiously into West Liberty, Iowa, and, after preliminary
investigation of used tires, we decided to visit the local
ration board. We were rewarded with a new Grade 1
tire and were on our way in less than four hours.
Again the Lord had indicated to us that we were traveling in His perfect plan and purpose.
Our first week-end was spent in the Williamsburg,
Iowa, church with Brother Allen Fast, and in Waterloo,
Iowa, with Brother Arnold Kriegbaum. At Waterloo
we had not only the Sunday evening service, but remained over for a "Father and Son" banquet on Monday evening, at which we provided the music and Dr.
McClain brought the message. Tuesday morning before leaving, we transcribed a quarter hour of music for
Brother Paul Hutchins' Wednesday evening radio program.

Garwin

to

Leon

Later, on Tuesday, June 19, we packed up
for Garwin, Iowa, accompanied by Brother

and

family,

who apparently had not

and started
Kriegbaum

yet been "pun-

Morrill to Cheyenne

That evening at Morrill, Kansas (June 22), we stopped
for a few hours at the home of our somewhat isolated
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Royer, and enjoyed a
period of fellowship with them before moving on in
the direction of Portis, Kansas.
Brother Paul Davis greeted us in Portis the next day
(June 23) and that evening, despite a terrific thundershower, we had a program of music and testimony with
a surprising number in attendance. The next morning,
Sunday, June 24, we told them of our Seminary building needs and started a budding building fund.
After a delicious "point-luck" dinner in the nearby
City Park, we moved on to Beaver City, Nebraska, and
renewed acquaintance with a recent Seminary graduate, Brother Herman Baerg, and his wife. It is a
considerable distance to Cheyenne, Wyoming, therefore,
soon after the evening service, we were driving again
in the cool of a bright moonlit night toward our next
stop in the famous frontier tovrai.
The next afternoon, June 25, we arrived in Cheyenne
only to find Brother Ralph Rambo loading his car
and preparing to leave for Chicago following the
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It was a bit disconcerting to find
a pastor who obviously thought it useless to stay on
his field after a visit from our quartetd), but we
swallowed our "nervousness" and went on to tell the
local folks about our school and its needs. (Courageous
fellows, those pastors who must remain behind after
we have passed through!)
It was at Cheyenne we first met some other western
travelers, Brother L. L. Grubb and his family. Our
paths have crossed frequently since then, for he apparently went just ahead of us to prepare the future

service that night.

NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

congregations for the "worst."

PROGRAM

Yellowstone to Spokane
Oiur next scheduled appearance was to be in Spokane, Washington, on Saturday night, June 30, so we
bent our steps in the direction of Yellowstone Park
and spent Tuesday night in Cody, Wyoming, the "Gateway to Yellowstone." The next morning we entered
the fabulous playground and what sights and expedriving
riences were ours! In a short time we were
through a heavy snowstorm (June 271!) and got out
for summer, so
to throw snowballs. We were dressed
a few minutes of that was enough.
weather, in either
All that day we drove in cold, wet
natives. "It
rain or snow. "Unusual," remarked the
"First time in
Isn't always like this," said others.
came from still other old-timers. We were

IS

AIR ON THE

FOLLOWING STATIONS:

KGER—Long

Beach,

Calif.

—1390

Kc.

Sundays—12:00-12:30 P.M.

WTTM—Trenton,

N.

J.—920 Kc.

Sundays—4:00-4:30 P.M.

KXEL—Waterloo, Iowa—1540

Kc.

Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.

years" (?)

shivering
privileged to spend the equivalent of three
pressed us on.
days in "God's wonderland" before time
of the
But in those days we saw unforgettable sights
power and
majesty and beauty of our Lord's creative
appreciate to the
skUl Only those who know Him can
visitor to Yellowstone.
full the sights that await the
when
We each made a resolve to revisit the great parkhearts'
examine everything to our

NOW ON THE

WJAG-Johnstown,

Pa.—1400 Kc.
Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.

Announcement

of

More Stations Soon!

to keep THE
air till Jesus

PRAY and GIVE

GOSPEL TRUTH on

the

comes!

we

could leisurely
content.

.

agam Brother
In Spokane, Washington, we met once
"big voice")
William Schaff er (the big man with the
become
who had so recently come from the Midwest to
That evenmg, Satthe pastor of the Brethren Church.
for Christ
urday June 30, we attended the "Youth
and had a very enjoyrally, directed by Clay Cooper,
of young folks.
able time singing for a large crowd
and was the
Brother Grubb was again on the scene
speaker for the rally.
Spokane folks
The next morning we presented to the
then we teamed
the work and need of the Seminary,
evening service. We
up with Brother Grubb for the
the message. But
presented the music and he brought
evening. There yet reour work was not over for the
period at
mained an impromptu song and testimony
there we received a
the Christian Service Center, and
pray that these many
rousing welcome. We trust and
will bear frmt in
appearances before youth groups
Christian serv ce.
full-time
entering
lives
many young
us in the First Bapt^t
found
2,
July
evening,
Siday
Washington, where we Presented

Church

of

Wenatchee,

need of our school was
our first program in which the
told them briefly of the
We
folks.
the
before
laid
not
of Grace Seminary
purpose of our trip and the work
brief gospe
Brother Collingridge brought a
in all programs o^^
message. This was our P--dure
the interested
appeared
the same type where we

llTZn

m

churches of other denominations. The offerings from
such meetings went into the Seminary expense fund,
which kept the Quartet on its two-month tour.

Wenatchee to

We

Seattle

Wenatchee the next morning and entered
late that afternoon, July 3. There we finally

left

Seattle
located the building housing the office of our host. Dr.
N. A. Jepson. While waiting for the elevator, we heard
a voice addressing us, "Winona Lake, Indiana?" and
turning about we were startled to see a big man with
a big silver badge on his vest. Apprehensively we said
we were from Indiana and were the members of the

"Ambassadors of Grace" Quartet. We were much relieved to discover we were meeting Dr. Jepson, who is
not only a Christian business man but also a member
rather
of the Seattle Police Department. It was with a
superior feeling that we took him in our car and drove

about Seattle.
That very evening we ate supper in a Young People's
Camp, and then appeared briefly on their evening
chapel program before returning to Dr. Jepson's home,
where we were to remain for the duration of our stay
the shore of
in Seattle. We were situated directly on
Puget Sound, and a more beautiful or welcome spot
could not have been selected.
While there we appeared on the Christian Businessmen's noonday broadcast July 4 and 5, and had the
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privilege of singing and testifying to a group of young
folks gathered for a time of fun and fellowship at

Jepson's home
before leaving,

Thursday evening.

Friday

waiting for us, as well as did Peter Bury at Modesto
and Earl Studebaker at Fresno. In spite of the very
hot weather here, the interest was high and keen. It
was in this area that we were told, "You fellows have
certainly opened the eyes of some of us to Grace Seminary." Praise the Lord— that is why we went!
Now we were nearing home for Polman and Collingridge and they began to excitedly point out familiar
spots until we were inside the city limits of Los Angeles. Our enthusiasm abated somewhat with a flat
tire but we were soon rolling again. That evening we
finally came to rest in Long Beach and settled down
for four weeks to the gracious hospitality of B. W. Coon
and his good wife in their home. From this central
location we visited the churches of Southern California.

morning

we made

several transcriptions for use
youth radio program. Thus we spent a busy
but profitable time in Seattle, and made some new ana
steadfast Christian friends.

on a

local

In the

Yakima Valley

In Yakima, Washington, Friday, July 6, we presented a program of music in the First Presbyterian
Church, with Brother Polman giving a brief gospel
message. There we were entertained in the home of
Bert Broad, son of Brother T. H. Broad, a deceased

Brethren minister.
Another busy time was spent in Sunnyside, Washington (the "Holy City," so-called because of its 33
churches), with Brother Earl Reed, for on Saturday
evening we presented a program of music and message to a group of folk gathered for District Conference. Brother Bergerson brought a short gospel mes-

In Southern California
The next week, July 15-21, the Southern California
District Conference was in session. Much of our time
was spent singing at afternoon and evening sessions,
though we visited South Pasadena and Brother Charlie
Mayes on Wednesday night. Friday night, following a
youth banquet in the basement of First Church Long
Beach, we were privileged to conduct a service espeically for young people, having some 300 in attendance.

sage here. Following the service we went downtown to
a Youth Center and sang and testified before a large

group of enthusiastic young people.
The next morning we presented our "Seminary Program" to a large gathering in the Sunnyside Church.
Dinner was served in the church basement, and then
once more we presented a brief program of music
before the afternoon and closing session of conference.
Again time pressed us onward to Harrah, Washington,
where we were greeted by Brother and Sister Curtis
Morrill. Not only did we have a fine visit with the
Morrills, but again had the privilege of leaving a
testimony with a fine group of energetic young folk.
Perhaps some of these young people contacted along
the way will one day appear at "Grace"!

Washington to California

Now

our

headed directly for California and the
thermometer was scheduled to rise a bit. We went by
the way of the beautiful Columbia River Valley, the
home of the winding and colorful Columbia River (navigable for an astonishing distance). For over a huntrail

dred miles we followed this lovely river as
way to the ocean.

it

twisted

its

In Central California

Now our route led us due south from Portland down
through the center of the coastal plain and into California. As we crossed the State boundary into the
"Golden State," the two California natives (Polman
and Collingridge)

out wild yells of glee, "See those
Ah, ah!!" And on and on with
varied expressions of rapt delight. The other two boy^
well, Bergerson was unmoved by the "grandeur" of
it all (what a difference a State line makes!), while
Ward was promtply sick for two days! We were now
in California and our journey was nearly half comtrees!

Smell that

let

air!

—

pleted.

Between this point and Tracy we got stiff necks
looking at the huge redwood trees bordering the highway. Forest after forest we passed through, and finally
camped for the night on the edge of a grove of 300-foot
giants.

At Tracy,

Tom Hammers had

a

"warm

reception"

We

gave testimony as to how the Lord called us into
His full-time service and had the joy of seeing two fine
young people dedicate their lives unreservedly to the
Lord's work.
It

was our unique

aboard a U.

S.

privilege that week to be taken
Coast Guard vessel, the "Northwind,"

Through the influence of friends, we
if we worked our way, so we
served breakfest and dinner to the crew and guests
and earned our trip, which was well worthwhile in new
experiences.
for its trial run.

were permitted to go

Saturday evening, July 21, we appeared on the "Challenge to Youth" program directed by Al Salter and
transcribed for servicemen overseas. Following this
program, we hurried to the "Gospel Mission" of Los
Angeles in time to close the meeting there with a brief
period of songs.

Sunday, July 22, we visited two of our Brethren
churches, in the morning at the Second Brethren
Church of Los Angeles (Brother Charles Ashman) and
in the evening at the First Church of Los Angeles
(Brother W. A. Ogden), closing the day with an afterservice young people's social hour and a "sing."
The week following the District Conference was a
crowded one. We caught our breath on Monday, but
began a heavy schedule Tuesday with a noon meeting
at Vard, Inc., where Brother Keith Altig is plant chap,

That evening we presented the Seminary need
an enthusiastic crowd in Rosemead Brethren Church
with Brother Al Flory. Wednesday evening we were
with Brother Kenneth Monroe at the Brethren church
in La Verne. The next morning we visited Westmont
College on the return trip and gave a chapel program
of music and testimony to a sympathetic group of
students. Friday morning we visited the Bible Institute
of Los Angeles and presented a brief chapel program
lain.

to

at their semester closing exercises. We are thankful
for the privilege of getting Grace Seminary before two
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fine student bodies, for it may mean additional students for our school in the future.
Friday evening we paid our fourth visit to churches
of other denoinations by presenting a program of music
in the Bethany Baptist Church of Long Beach. Brother
Collingridge presented a brief gospel message. We had
the joy here of seeing a young Jewish lad come to the

Lord.

Saturday evening we appeared briefly on the program "Youth Does It," directed by Hubert Mitchell in
the Church of the Open Door, Los Angeles.
The next morning, Sunday, July 29, we hurried bacR
to be

with Brother

Wm.

Clough in the First Brethren

Church and then dashed back to Long Beach to appear
on Dr. Bauman's radio program, and from there to
the Second Church of Long Beach with Brother Conard
Sandy for the evening service. The young folks gathered in the church basement for a "Singspiration" and
we took turns wearing them down with choruses, as
well as singing a few negro spirituals so eagerly sought
after by the young folks.
The week beginning Monday, July 30, was a little less
strenuous, but it was Tuesday before we were rested
and ready for anything. A bit of relaxation that day
with a
golf (some of us could have done better

with
again
baseball bat) and softball, but we went to work
leaathe next day by appearing at a noon meeting of
Organization, and
ers of the Christian Service Men's
spending the evening with Brother Ralph Colburn in

the First Church of Compton.

Saturday night, August 4, we took part in a brief
the
devotional and social period for service men in

Long Beach. The next morning, August
we presented the Seminary work to a large audience

First Church,
5,

Brother Alan
upstairs at the worship service hour.
That
Pearce presided in the absence of Dr. Bauman.
month
afternoon we made our longest hop of the entire
San Diego to be with Brother Russell

by journeying to
had
Barnard in the First Church. It was here that we
attendance that
the most service men and women in
and
had been in any of our services on the entire tour,
One splendid young
fine was the response from them.
entering the mmistry
soldier stated his intention of
Grace
when discharged and said he was interested
Seminary. Praise the Lord!
requested
Our final week in California was spent in a

m

and an evenmg
return visit to Yard, Inc., in Pasadena
the Third Church
service with Brother Al Kliewer at
presented a brief
Los Angeles. Thursday morning we
Daily Vacation Bible
chapel program at a session of the
Beach, and apSchool at the Second Church, Long
Brotherhood of the
peared that evening at the Men's
program there.
First Church to take part in the
were with Brother
here
out
services
Our last two
Glendale, and
Grant McDonald of First Church,
South Gate. That
Brother Elias White of First Church,
and headed east
same night we packed our belongings
on the long

We

spent

trip

home.

little

jourtime sightseeing on the return

about nine
we had now been absent from home
shortest

A Summary

people generally

is

quickly sensed.

From

the

first

meeting to the last, we were conscious of the extremely
high pitch of interest in our programs. People everywhere were very responsive to the presentation of the
gospel in music and listened with keen interest to the
story of the Seminary work and its needs.
Folk over the entire Brotherhood are curious to
the size of the building fund raised, and here
again it is impossible to give a report as yet, for many
people to whom we ministered have still to make their
gifts and pledges. It is our hope that all who read
these lines with appreciation will have a much better
idea of the magnitude of the task accomplished by the
Quartet in such a short space of time and will prayerfully and financially get under the building program.

know

This recent tour has been a new experience in the
history of the Quartet, but one filled with rich blessings and a sense of satisfaction at the giving of our
best in time and strength to this all-important projetc. Perhaps the greatest single thrill of all has been
the highly interested response of young people to the
challenge of four young lives given unreservedly to the
Lord for His work of the gospel ministry. Time alone
will reveal the full fruits of such an impression as
young people obey the call of the Lord to the "harvest
fields." We shall not only have a new Seminary building in Winona Lake, but also an expanding student

body as

well.

We

desire to express our deep appreciation to every
church and pastor for the fine hospitality extended to
us as we stopped in their cities for programs. We also
wish to thank all those folk who> entertained us so
graciously at various points along our journey. "May

God

bless

you one and

all."

In closing this very sketchy survey of the work done
by the "Ambassadors of Grace" (of 1944-45), we must
not forget the sarcrifice made by families of these
boys. It has not been an easy thing to part from them
for 9 or 10 weeks, but it has been done to the furtherance of the "Gospel of the glory of Christ" now and
in the future. Neither should we be allowed to forget

that four churches made sacrifices this summer, for
they gave up their regular pastors for this period. In
pulpits
all fairness to the men who have filled these
temporarily, it should be recognized that they have
almost
by
handicapped
performed an excellent task,
total unfamiliarity with the local field. Our deep appreciation goes to the churches at Indianapolis, Indiana
(Brother Joe Marvin, supply) Danville, Ohio (Brother
Paul Mohler) Byersdale, Pennsylvania (Brother Ward
(Brother
Tressler, supply); and Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
;

;

Lester Pif er, supply)
Thanks to the Lord for the privilege of being "labor... it Is
ers together with Him"; we "have planted
God that giveth the increase."
The "Ambassadors of Grace" Quartet, 1944-45.

ney
back in the
weeks and were anxious to get
for

of the Trip

has been well nigh impossible to accurately value
the work of this Quartet tour, for our visits have been
flying ones, but even in short stops the reaction of
It

Ned

Collingridge.
Russell Ward.

time possible.
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Gerald Polman.
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What

the Second Coming of Christ Will
to the Child of God
By BLAINE SNYDER

'40

singular number.
time.

most prominent themes in the Bible is
the coming again of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

One

of the

be second only to the subject of salvation.
Perhaps we feel that we are so familiar with this subject that we need not spend time upon it. Yet there
are some thoughts concerning the return of the Lord
that we should not lose from our minds in the confusion in which we find ourselves. It might be interesting in passing to note that most of the references in
the New Testament concerning the return of the Lord
relate to believers, rather than unbelievers. This being
true the doctrine should enthrall us. There are four
suggestions which we would like to make in relating
the coming of Christ to the child of God.
First, the second coming will mark the time of the
examination of the believers' works. One should read
I Cor. 3:10-15

and

4:5.

Many

times

when someone

has passed away we hear the statement that the deceased has "gone to his reward." Even though this may
be well intended we do not feel that it is quite scriptural. The passage before us indicates that the rewards
will only be distributed after the examination before
the "bema" seat of Christ. Concerning this examination we learn that it includes everything that one did,
even to the thoughts of the heart (4:5). Do not fail to
see that this is an examination of the WORK of the
individual and not his works. His whole lifetime activity is bound up in this one word and placed in the

The Glade Run United Presbyterian Church,
Valencia, Pa. Rev. Gene Allen, Class of '42,
pastors this church.

It is all covered in a moment of
Furthermore, this examination will be fully re-

vealing in

It is said to

here

Mean

will

its

scrutiny.

be "revealed" by

The

fire.

text says that the

Very

literally the

work
word re-

veal means to take the cover off something. Many
things done in secret and under the cover of darkness
will

be brought to light.

God knows aU the secret
we read that this exam-

things of darkness. Finally,

ination will be followed by a proper reward for works

done (3:14-15). Here in this world we are so used to
injustice that it will be strange indeed to see men
stand before a truly righteous examination. The righteous may be oppressed and abused here, but that will
be true no longer when they stand before their Lord.
Rewards will be given on the basis of the works which
will stand the test of fire. Verily this will be an exacting examination, but its prospect should only serve
to spur us on to greater labor for His name's sake,
knowing that it will not be in vain for the Lord.
In the second place we are taught that the second
coming of Christ will mark the consummation of our
perfection in Him. During the days of our pilgrim
walk here we are to dally grow in holiness. By beholding our Lord in his Word we are to be changed
"into the same image from glory to glory" (2 Cor.
3:18. But even our greatest efforts fail to make us
the kind of individuals that God wants us to be and
the kind that we know we should be. This great work
of sanctification will be completed at the time of the
return of Christ. The great Apostle Paul tells us this
in these words, "To the end he may stablish your
hearts unblameable in holiness before God, even our
Father, at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ with all
his saints" (1 Thess. 3:13). Just recently we read about
a meeting in a certain church where several people
were "wholly sanctified." How unfortunate that this
great doctrine should be so perverted. The result of
this work of perfecting will be that we shall be made
like Christ. "We know that when he shall appear, we
shall be like him" (1 John 3:2-3). The preeminent end
of salvation is not that we should escape hell, but that
we should be like Christ. This does not mean that we
shall all become little Christs. But even as no two
leaves on the tree may be alike and yet all retain the
characteristics of the maple tree, even so we shall not
lose our identity but shall wholly partake of the nature
of our Lord, completely conforming to His image. Paul
tells us that we have been predestinated to be conformed to the image of his Son (Rom. 8:29). What a
task our God has undertaken This great accomplish!
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THE ATOMIC BOMB, THE END OF THE
7Mm> SfUutudt
By PROF. ROBERT

D.

Si^fti^iccuiM

in view. The spiritual problems of the hour laid
parallel with these verses read like a catechism!

CULVER

is

For a week now the news channels of the world have
been choked with reports and rumors concerning the
dropping of the new atomic bomb on Japan and the
imminent close of the war. Seldom, probably never
stories been
before, have two such tremendous news
Science
given to the world in the space of seven days.
has reported on the potentialities of the atom-smashand
ing process for power in peacetime. Governments
portents
their heads have expostulated on the political
war. Already we
of both the bomb and the end of the
implicahave heard and thought of some prophetic
both these
tions and possibiUties connected with
it is well
epochal events. In the wild clamor of opinion
what the "Old Book" may have to say. So far

Does history, including the World War II, run by
chance or is there some intelligence behind it and before it moving it toward a goal? Who or what is running things anyway? God is. He is never surprised or
shocked by the newspapers, for He is the God of history before it happens! "Come behold the works of
Jehovah!"
Whence comes the power of the atom? From GodHe made it! Why did man's searching unlock its
secrets now? Why did the first bomb drop on Hiroshima instead of New York? Because God ordered it
What desolations he hath
that way. "Behold
.

.

.

radio
our listening and reading, the journalistic and
spiritual interpregreats have sheered away from any
the subject.
tation that started with Bible light on

wrought in the earth."
Did American superiority or Intelligence, resources
and arms drive the Japanese out of Okinawa, sink the
navy of Imperial Nippon? No, God did. "He maketh
wars to cease unto the end of the earth; He breaketh
the bow, and cutteth the spear In sunder; He burnetR

"Come, behold the works of Jehovah,
What desolations he hath made in the earth.
the
He maketh wars to cease unto the end of

the chariots in the fire!
How shall we celebrate the victory in Japan and
the end of the war? With shouting.? With drink?
With revelry? No! "Be still, and know that I am God."
To whom shall we give praise? Roosevelt? ChurchSays God, "I will
ill? Eisenhower? MacArthur? No!
be exalted among the nations, I will be exalted in the

to see
in

Some 2900 years ago God used a psalmist whose
name we do not even know to vn-ite the laureate's
poem for this occasion.

He breaketh the bow, and

cutteth the spear in

earth."

sunder;

He bumeth the chariots in the fire.
Be still and know that I am God:
nations,
I will be exalted among the

What
I will

be

of the spirHere is the Bible's own interpretation
as these. How upitual significance of all such events
dateline commento-date! How like an August, 1945,

poet! Apply these
tary on the news by some godly
words and see if it is not so.
^
o
i^
Psalm,
whole
There is one great lesson in the
righteous
the
for
refuge
only
namely: God is the
verses the time of war
either war or peace. In these
,

m

ment

will only

is

our hope, our promise for the days which are
of hosts is with us; the God of Jaocb

ahead? "Jehovah

exalted in the earth.
Jehovah of hosts is with us;
46:8-11.
The God of Jacob is our refuge."—Psalm

taken us
be realized after our Lord has

unto Himself.
furnish a solution
Thirdly the coming of Christ will
times we are perplexed
Many
life.
of
problems
the
to
God's apparent dealnot only with ourselves but with
can only know in part.
ings with us. In the world we
permits to remain
There are many things which God
to bear them. We are
secret because we are not able
c^me
that in the ^^^s
not attempting to say here
problem wh ch we ever
we wiU have the answer to every
of God's dealmgs
and the reason for every one
which we reStSus NO doubt there are many things

^

•

WAR

ILZ
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our refuge."
These simple statements are basic to any spiritual
understanding of the marvelous deliverance God has
for
given our nation. The God of Jacob, who cared
and
that erring traveler through "distress and peril
national
sword," is our refuge still. God grant that our
more than a
motto', "In God we trust," may become

is

our national
line of writing on our coinage. May
hymn, among whose lines are "Long may our land
Protect us by
be bright. With freedom's holy light.

prayer
thy might. Great God our king," be the true
of God's people in this nation.

insignificance
gard as problems which will pass into
of glory. Life
Lord
the
behold
we
when
oblivion
and
will pass vidth

it.

It

should be sufficient for us to meet

knowing that our Lord will not permit
are able to bear.
us to be tempted above that which we
take courAs children of God we should look up and
own appointed
age God is still on His throne. In His
who have been
time the Lord will return and those
promise of the
found faithful in Him will inherit the
good work in us
Father That One who has begun a
Christ. Are you
wiU perform it until the day of Jesus
looking and longing for His return?

life

as

we

find

it
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Mr5.

Emma

Wm.

C. Cliarles

.

.

Washington, D.C ............
and family, Washington, D.C

Oadarr.

Audrey B. Dooley, Washiiigton, D.C
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Dooley, Washington, D.C
Frank D'Amato, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Frank D'Amato, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Alverta Fairall, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Ruth M. H. Ktzgerald, Washington, D.C
Mrs. M. Fogle, Washington, D.C
Ralph W. Gilbert, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Florence Garber. Wa.slinston, D.C
Miss Edith Geske, Washington, D.C
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Hale, Washington, D.C
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Hedrick, Washington, D.C
Pfc. and Mrs. Ralph Hommel, Washington, D.C
Miss Ruth M. Hostetler, Washington, D.C
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Howard, Wacjhington, D.C
Mr. and Mrs. M. Huntt. Washington, D.C
Johto E. Kephart. Jr., Washington, D.C
Rev. and Mr. H. O. Mayer, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Pearl McCartney, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Elsie T. Merritk and Miss Mary A. Merrick
ington,

.

8178B
8177 B
8178-B
8179-B
8180-B
8181-B
8182-B
8183-B
8184-B
8185.B
81S6-B
8187-B

Robert L. Merrick. Washington, D.C.
Ivan B. Munch, Washington, D.C
Myers, Washington, D.C
B. F. Newcomer, Washington, D.C
Martha P. Pack, Washington, D.C
Miss Hazel Royer. Washington. D.C
Mis9 Arlene Sommer, Washington, D.C
Warren E. Tamkin, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Florence Weadman, Washington, D.C
Mrs. Louise West. Washington, D.C
Mrs. Helen J. Anderson. Washington, D.C
Miss Margaret E. Sampson, Washiligton, D.C
Mrs. Daisy B. Sampson, Washington, D.C
Miss Katherme Sampson. Washington, D.C
Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. Jones, Washington. D.C
Mrs. Mary E. Taylor, Washington, D.C
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Washington. D.C
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Brumbaugh, Portis, Kans
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Bodge and Family, Portis, Kans.
Mis. Delia Brodsky, Portis, Kans
Mrs. Delia Brodsky in memory of E. F. Brodsky, Portis
.

.

Kans
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.

.

,

Beulah
Mrs.

Ratlift.

Portis,

Kans

Wolf, Portis, Kans
Thompson, Portis, Kans
Dean Brumbaugh, Portis, Kans
First Brethren Church (Misc.),
Ed.

Belle

Portis.

Kans

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Williams, Hagersrtown. M'd
Mr. and Mrs. Gamett Shank, Hagerstown, Md
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Jones. Hagerstown, Md
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Stickler. Hagerstown, Md
A Friend, Hagerstown, Md
Robiert GrimsTey, Hagerstown, Md
David Reese, Hagerstovm, Md
Raymond Donaldson, Jr.. Hagersto^vn. Md
A Friend, Hagerstown, Md
Mrs. Alena Cubbage. Hagerstown, Md
Mrs. Wm. Annan. Hagerstown. Md
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Riley. Hagerstown. Md
Mr. Edgar Kendall. Hagerstown, Md

10.00
5.00

20.00
5.00
1.00

10.00
31.35
12.00
1.00
2.25
5.00
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1.00
10 00
5.00
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10.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
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.
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.
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Wayne

Snider. Martinsburg. Pa
E. Dining. Jr., Martinsburg, Pa
and Mrs. J. B. Dilling. Martinsburg.
Mrs. Preston Black, Martinsburg. Pa

1.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
25.00
20.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00

J.

Mr

!!!.'.'.'!!.'.'
..'.'.'.'.'..''

Pa.

.

.

!

!

.

.

.

Mr. and Mrs. James C. Beach. Martinsburg. Pa..
Harry M. Beach, Martinsburg, Pa
H. K. Replogle and Family, Martinsburg, Pa...!.*!.'!."
Mr. and Mrs. Don Bishop, Cheyenne. Wyo
!!!!!!!
Danny and Jo Sharon Bishop. Cheyenne, Wyo!!!!!!!!
Wi liiim Harris, Cheyenne, Wyo
First Brethren Church (Misc.). Cheyenne, Wyo!!!!!
Bethel Bretliren Church. Berne, Ind
Adult C. B.. Bethel Brethren Church. Beme. Ind!
Ch. and Mrs. Mark H. Senter. Lookout Mountain. Te'nn.
Mrs. R. V. AsptnwaU. Lanark. lU
J.
J.
Wengert, Altoona. Pa
*....'
First Brethren Church (Misc.). Altoona. Pa. !!!!!!!
Mrs. Roy W. Decker. Fremont. Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Iver Harland, Fremont. Ohio
First Presbyterian Church. Yakima. Wash
!
First Baptist Church. Wenatchee, Wash
Mrs. Lillian Helm, Peru. Ind
!.!!!"
Mrs. Arch Whitehair, Terra Alta, W. Va. !.!!!!
Homer A. Kent, Winona Lake, Ind
Rev. and Mrs. C. H. Ashman, Los Angeles, Calif.'
'(2nd)
W. H. Fountain, Modesto, Calif
.Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Beldon. Modesto,
(jaji'f !!!!!!!!!
La Loma Grace Brethren Church, Modesto. Cahf
Grace Brethren Church. SharpsviUe. Ind
Marjorie Guthrie. Mansfield. Ohio
Mrs. D. A. Burton, Mansfield, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. W. Witzky, Mansfield. Ohio
Mrs. Edna Guthrie, Mansfield, Choi
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8188-B
8189-B
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8191-B

81928

.

,

.

'

Wash-

D.C

Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Blaurita
Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. nad Mrs. W. W. Cram, Portis. Kans
Paul Brumjjaugh, Portis, Kans
Ardith M. Stewart, Portis. Kans
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Turner. Portis. Kans

No
8140
8141
8142
8143
8144
8145
8146
8147
8148
8149
8150
8151
8162
8153
8154
8155-B
8156-B
8157-B
8158-B
8159-B
8160-B
8181-B
8162
8163
8164
8165
8166-B
8167-B
8168-B
8169-B
8170-B
8171-B
8172-B
8173-B
8174
8175-B

Receipt

8193-B
8194-B
8195-B
8196-B
8197-B
8198-B
8199-B
8200-B
8201-B
8202-B
8203-B
8204-B
8205-B
8206-B
8207-B
8208-B

10.00
20.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
50.00
5 00
5.00
10.00
75.00
10.00
30.00
10.50
15.00
10.00
5.00
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!
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!

'

'

!

!
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!

!

!
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!
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Goodwin,

Mansfield. Ohio
!!!!!!
Mrs. I. Baiderhausen. Mansfield. Ohio
!!!!!!!!
Lehnhart, Mansfield, Ohio
!
! !
Mrs. Lee Han nett, Ma n sfield, Ohio
David Burton, Mansfield, Ohio
K -v, nnrt Mrs. Eugene Allen, Valencia, Pa
East FeUowship of Brethren Churches. .
National W. M. C. (For Library)
Mrs. Florence W. Sandy. Hagerstown, Md
!!!!!!
Rev. and Mrs. John M. Aeby, Fort Wayne, Ind
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Anthony, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mrs. Samuel Baker. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Itr. and Mrs. Ray Burch. Long Beach.
Calif.
(First)
!
Mrs. Wm. E. Garwood, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
A. H. Kent, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mrs. C. D. Liggett, Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Mrs. Mary Miller. Long Beach. Calif. (Fiirst)
Mrs. Minnie R. Nelson, Long Beach. CaHf. (First) ....!!
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pieritz, Long Beach. OaM. (First)
!
First Brethren Ciurch (Misc.), Long Beach. Calif....
Norville J. Rich. Sidney, Indiana
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
W. G. Belcher, Sunnyside. Wash
Dr. and Mrs. M. B. Lindblad. Harrah. Wash.....'....'.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sumey. tJniontown. Pa
'
Mr. and Mrs J. B. Huffman. Roanoke. Va
Miss Elsie Fogus. Roanoke. Va
vr> and
^i_ S.
o .
„_.> Mrs.
„
.
_
Mr.
!

8209-B
8210-B
8211-B
8212-B
8213-B
8214-B
8215-B
8216-B
8217-B
8218-B
8219
8220-B
8221-B
8222-B
8223-B
8224-B
8225-B
8226-B
8227-B
8228-B
8229-B
8230-B
8231-B

5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
12.60
10.00
1.00
50.00
10.00
25.00
.S3
1.00
.05

5.00
1.00
1.00

25.00
6.00

!

'

.
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.

.

.
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„

Moore. Roanoke. Va

.

KsUk

.'

.'

^nn
innn

I234
8235
8236
soaT
8238

;

Name and Churfh
Hot. and Mrs. A. V. KimmeU, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mrs. Ruth G. Butler. Johnstown. Pa. (First)
Ira Bostial and Family, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. DeArmy, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Ja.s. Eclistein, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Kyler. Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mrs. Evelyn McClain, Johnstown, Pa.
(First)
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. MOler, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Moore, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Ma-x Probst. Jolmsto^Tn, Pa. (First)
Mr. Donald Rager, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Vinrent Reighard. Johnstown. Pa. (First)
Miiss Lois Reighard, Johnstown, Pa.
(First)
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sowers, Johnstown. Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Stump, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Feathers, Johnstown, Pa (First)
James Hammers. Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Rev. and Mrs. A. L. Lynn, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. asid Mrs. H. LesUe Moore, Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Byron R. Noon. Johnstown, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Beringer, Juniata, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Crigler, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mrs. Forrest Black, Indianapolis, Ind
Peggy Ann Blacli, Indianapolis, Ind
Mrs. B. H. Aeby, Indianapohs, Ind
Grace Brethren Sunday School, Indianapolis. Ind
Miss Ahce F. Beem, WasTiington, D.C.

.-„i t.t

7m'>S

.

Hagerstown, Md
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Miner and Family, Hagerstown
Md
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Shingleton, Hagerstown
Md
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiles. Hagerstown Md
Mrs. Hilda Zello, HagerstowB,
.Mies Josephine Hunsate,
Hageratowu,
Mrs. L. E. Irving. Hagecstown, Md
Grace Brethren Church (Misc.), Hagerstown, Md !!'!'
lirst Brethren Sunday School. La Verne,
CaHf
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brege, AHentown, Pa
Mr. David Dettra, Allentown, Pa
David Dettra. Jr., Allentown, Pa
Mr. Elmer Felmel, Allentown, Pa
Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence Lawlor. Allentown. Pa.
....
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Hunsicker, Allentown, Pa
Mr. Carl Homig, Allentown, Pa
Mr and Mrs.
Jacoby, Allentown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kaeppel. Allentown. Pa
Mitchell Kaeppel. Allentown. Pa
Dorian Kaeppel. Allentown. Pa
Mr. and .Mrs. Raymond Kunkel, Allentown',' Pa!
Donald Kunkel, Allentown. Pa
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
Mrs. James Kamoie, Allentown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. John Ogden. AUeotown, Pa!
"
Mr. and Mrs. WilHs Oswald. Allentown, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Parks. AUentown. Pa
Mrs. Stanley Santee, Allentown. Pa
'.,'
Mrs. George Silberman, Allentown. Pa. ..........
Mi.ss Eileen Silberman, AUentown, Pa
Miss Elsie Silberman, Allentown, Pa
Mrs. Thomas Williams, Allentown. Pa
Mr. and Mrs Jamas Huffert, Allentown. Pa. .........
Mr. George Seagreves. AUentown, Pa
Mrs. Cora Byers. Allentown. Pa
.'.'.'.'.'.
Mrs. Vera La Barre. Allentown. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. George Zahn. AUentown. Pa
*.'.'.
Dr. and Mrs. C. K. Snider. Martinsburg. Pa
Alice

^.L^a-a
'

8240-B
824i'b
824''
S''43
8''44

8246
8246
8247
8248
8249
8250
8261
8252
8253
8""i4

8255
8256
8257
8258
8259
8260
8261
8262
8263
8264
8265
8268
8287
8268
8269
8270
8271
8*^7"'

8273
8274
8275
8276
8277
8278
8279

12.00
10.00
100.00
20.00
5.00

S''80-B

l.BO

S281-B

8.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
10.00
6.00

8*^8"'*

8283
8284
8285
8288
8287

8289
8290
8291
8292
8''93-

8294
8295
8296-B
8297-B
8298-B
8299-B
8300-B
8301-B
8302-B
8303-B
8304-B
8305-B
R.qofi.R

8307-B
8308-B
8309-B
8310-B

6.83

2.00
10.00
25.00
69.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
20.00
35.00
8.32
B.OO
5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
16.00

1376.99

8312
10.00
8313
80.00
8314
10.00
8315
15.00
8316
5.00
8317
10.00
8318
20.00
8319
10.00
8320
60.00
8321
30.00
8322
5.00
8323
85.00
8324-B
5.00
8325
100.00
8326-B 1000
8327-B
BO 00
8328
15 00
8329
3 00
^^^^
2o!oO

,
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Name and CSiureh
Mr and Mrs. W. K.

S3il
8332
833d
8334
833&
833b
8337
833S
833U
8340
8341
=34^
834*
8344
8345
834b
8347
834S
834»
835U
8301
S3&Z

Va

Jefferson, Roanoke,
Stone Lackey, Hoanoke, Va
Uisa Gertrude Riunburg, Roanoke, Va
Va
J. Bay Layman, Roanoke,

Va
S. M. Coffey, Roanoke,
Delmer Dopp, Roanoke, Va
Gordon MitchoU, Roanoke, Va
Roanoke, Va
Coffey,
R.
M.
Mrn.
Mr and
Va
J. E. Dangerfield, Roanoke,
Mrs. Ruth PoweU, Roanoke, Va

R. Keith, Roanoke. Va
Ralph Dearing, Roanoke, Va
Ghent Brethren Sunday School, Roanoke, Va
Kathleen Foster, Roanoke, Va
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. HaU, Roanoke, \a
Mr and Mrs. M. K. Clifton, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. J. B. Harris, Roanoke, Va
Mrs.

C.

O.

Roanoke, Va

Lackey,

H.

Va

Mrs. Elwood Kingery, Roanoke,
Mrs. H. E. Mills, Roanoke, Va
R. G. Perdue, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. L. F. Wright, Roanoke, Va....
Mr and Mrs. .T. R. Shepherd, Roanoke,

Mr and
Mr and

Va

8.i53

8304
835&
830b
83&(
830B
83o»
83bu
83bi
830Z

Mrs Mamie WilHams. Roanoke, Va

Mrs. W. B. Dangerfield, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. J. C. Gilmer, Roanoke. Va
Va
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Murphy, Roanoke,
Mr and Mi«. Joe W. Robinson, Roanoke, Va
R. A. .Grieg. Roanoke, Va
Mrs. F. L. Brumbaugh, Roanoke, Va
Va
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Murray, Roanoke,
Va. .*
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Gatron, Roanoke,
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Putt, Roanoke, Va
Va
Roanoke,
Mrs. M. L. Becklehimer,
W. Slaydon, Roanoke, Va
O M. Cooiier, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. E. V. Parsell, Roanoke, Va
Billy Gilmer, Roanoke, Va
Va
S/Sgt. and Mrs. F. R. Wright, Roanoke,
H. D. Lackey, Roanoke. Va
Mr and Mrs. G. V. OMngenpeel, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. J. G. Bowles, Roanoke, Va,....
Va
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Fisher, Roanoke,
Va
a. M. Donahue, Roanoke,
Mr and Mrs. H. O. Simmons, Roanoke, Va
Va
Roanoke,
Rev and Mrs. H. W. Koontz,
B H. Conner, Roamoke, Va
Senior W. M. C, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. J. F. Garat, Roanoke, Va
Ghent Brethren Church (Misc.) Roanoke, Va
Mrs. Ruth Powell, Roanoke, Va
IQas OlUe Kingery, Roanoke, Va
••
Carl Kingery, Roanoke, Va. ......•
Roanoke, Va
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Kingery,
A W. Tinnell, Roanoke, Va
Roanoke, Va
J, B. Huffman,
Miss Elsie Fogus, Roanoke, Va
Mr and Mrs. G. V. Clingenpeel, Roanoke, Va
Roanoke, Va
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Shepherd,
Miss Goldie Hale, Roanoke, Va
,.;,
R G. Perdue, Roanoke, Va
Va
Mr and Mrs. A. C. Linkenhofer, Roanoke,
Miss Pricio Dodson, Roanoke, Va
Va
J B. Dangerfield, Roamoke,
Va
Miss Elizabeth Shorter, Roanoke,
Va
Mrs. E. V. Parsell, Roanoke,
Dean Lloyd, Roanoke, Va
Va
Roanoke,
Lackey,
H.
Va
Mr. and Mre. E. B. Murphy, Roanoke,
Roanoke
v;
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Catron,
^''V
Va
Roanoke,
Misses Jeannnne and Norma Booth
Va
Miss Kathleen Foster, Roanoke,
va.
Koanoae. Va
,
i,'
S. M. Coffey, Roanoke.
Roanoke, Va
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Coffey,
:.'
Raymond Hall, Roanoke, "^J-Roanoke Va
Ghent Brethren Church (Misc.
Martinsburg, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Clapper,
Paul Stem, Martinsburg, Pa.
Pa
Mr and Mrs. S. O. Nicodemus, Martinsburg,
AUce Snider, Martinsburg, Pa
Pa
Mrs. John R. Baker. Martinsburg

Mr and
Mr and

•

•

•

1.00
1.00
1.00

15.00
2.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
3.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
25.00
25.00
5.00
2.00
4.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
5.00
20.00
0.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
1.90
5.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
4.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
4,00
3.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
11.35
5.00
5.00
5.00

'^'^

»i<^
°^

•

.

5.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
5.00
7.00
5.00

83b4
o^b^
|^do
83b(
°°"°
83b»
?^'"
83(1

•

•

10. OU

83 b3

•

•

1.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
36.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
26.04
2.00
11.00
10.00
2.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
3.00
5.00
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To the glory and praise of our wonderful Saviour we
are privileged to report to the readers of the Herald
that God hath done great things for us whereof we are
glad. God answered the prayers we raised; and the
request we made of you to pray for a real revival cerwas not in vain.
Whenever and wherever God's people meet the conditions for a revival, God will graciously provide. Our
revival meetings with Evangelist Bob Munro, of Mont-

tainly

real,

Canada, were preceded by

much

earnest prayer

careful study of the Word of God. A real burden
for the lost souls of men and women, boys and girls,
was laid upon our hearts and was expressed in a will-

and

ingness to do personal work. The Sunday preceding
the special meetings was a blessed one, for we had
the joy of seeing eight adults and two children accept
Christ as their Saviour, and two young people rededicated their lives to Christ. The all-night prayer meeting preceding the meetings was another evidence that

God's people wanted revival and were willing to pay
the price required. The meetings were well attended,
considering the particular time involved. The late
spring tempted gardeners to work overtime and school
nevertheless,
closed toward the end of our meetings;
we rejoiced to see the earnest seekers in God's house.
Through the fearless and earnest preaching of the

Word, the Holy Spirit convicted many, resulting in 115
received
decisions. Twenty of this number have been
best of
into the church membership by baptism. And
our evangelist left, for
all, the revival continued after
seven come
the following Lord's Day we rejoiced to see
of faith,
for salvation and sixteen for reaffirmation
totaling
time,
and decisions have been made since that
150 decisions in a six

weeks period.

Our communion service was unique in that it was
service and
held the same night with the baptismal
first holy
thus all of the new members enjoyed their
communion service. Their testimonies were a real
shall not soon be
blessing to each one of us and they
forget this great
forgotten. Neither will they quickly
Lord's table
blessing of being privileged to sit at the
His chiland enjoying fellowship with their Lord and

dren.

School
The Lord blessed our Daily Vacation Bible
of the boys
with an average attendance of 146. Several
and girls accepted Christ as their Saviour.
fruit,
The radio ministry continues to bear precious
fine response
and we are greatly encouraged by the
with letters, prayers,
of the many Family Altar friends
as "Why can't
and gifts So often we read words such
We love to
we get such preaching in our own church?

what we are fed.'
hear God's Word and are so tired of
Saturday momOur half-hour Children's Program on
(Continued on Page 555)

McClain,' Knancial .Secretary.
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CHRIST'S CHALLENGE TO THE BRETHREN CHURCH FOR

POST-WAR DAYS

(Address of Moderator William H. Clough before the
California District Conference, Long Beach, July 14)

(Concluded from August 11 issue)

REASONS OF FAILURES IN THE PAST STAND OUT
TODAY SO CLEARLY WE OUGHT TO PROFIT BY
THEM AND NOT MAKE THE SAME MISTAKE AGAIN
The reasons I am about to state find themselves in
both the work of the local church and, too, in the
work of the district as a whole. Some time ago, I read
a little book on the subject: "Why the Pastor Failed."
It was a blessing to my heart. I thought enough of it
to choose its title and outline for a sermon to my
people. The Lord, from all visible results, seemed to
bless the message to the church as a whole. If and
when our mistakes, our failures, and our sins are re-

vealed and known, we should have courage enough and
be Christ-like enough to correct them. Personally, I
feel today our whole district has lagged and stood at
a standstill now for a long time. Churches have not
been built, congregations have not been started, and
Bible classes forming the nucleus of a church are not
in evidence today. I can be wrong, but I believe I am
right, and I believe there are reasons why we are no
farther along than we are. I submit about four evils
for which our whole district program has fallen down.
Most of us, if not all of us here assembled today, are
guilty and should have shamed faces.

feel constrained to add this one word.
When I received the invitation to come to California
and accepted, I felt in my heart I was coming to a
district
and to work with a people that were so in love witn
Christ and each other, it would be like Heaven. I

just

knew that there was the perfect blending of spirits
here that the fellowship could not be anything short
of Heaven. When I moved to Whittier and met
the
editor of the evening newspaper, he said: "Reverend,
you have moved to the gates of Heaven. California—'
why, it can't be beat, and Whittier—no town like it
this side of Paradise." For some time now, I have
been
smiling to myself. Members of this conference, friends
assembled today, hear me, I fear unless we stand together—I fear unless we get back our first love for
each other and to each (pastors included), there is
great danger we will drift farther apart, and who will
be able to foretell the result? We have not believed

God.
This next word I do not like—it should have no
among the Brethren, but I feel I mizst be honest
you—the word is Unbelief. We have not believed
God and trusted His Son. Therefore, our sin today is
Unbelief. The field is the world, these fields are white
unto the harvest we have only to open our eyes and
3.

place
to

—

look and we can see community after community
have not stood together. Divisions seem to where a Brethren
church should be built. Our God is
have come among us. We have lost our first love. We bigger
and greater than the OPA restrictions. Our God
have not all had a mind to work. Our whole mission
is bigger and greater than all the problems and
the
program in the district has languished. Perhaps I situations
we have met and faced. Souls are dying, and
should be the last one to place a fault, bring in a
we' have not believed that God could do it. (Illustracriticism, or even seek to identify a failure, with only
tion: When that Father came to the disciples that day
a little over a year in the district myself, but what I with the petition
and burden for his afflicted son, the
say today I say kindly and for the sake of the Church.
disciples were unable to help him. And we all rememIf then, you think I am unfair, I humbly confess my
ber how the Father appealed to the Lord Jesus for
sins of wrong judgment. If we are to build new
help. And Jesus said unto him: "If thou canst
churches, we need the help, the prayers and the enbelieve, all things are possible to him that believeth."
couragement of all. We need the District Mission Board And straightway
the father of the child cried out and
and the Home Missions Council, we need both working said with tears, "Lord,
I believe, help thou my unhand in hand, friendly and together. We need each belief." Oh, how we need
this lesson—help Lord, mine
church, we need each pastor, we need everyone. There
unbelief. Until this sin, and it is a sin, is confessed, foris no room for division among us, none on the part of
saken, and in faith we believe and accept Christ's
the pastors, none on the part of the churches, each of
challenge, we cannot expect to go forward.
us and all of us led of the Holy Spirit, working together.
4. We have sot prayed. Oh, the sin of prayerlessness
2. We have depended on the arm of flesh. Has the
amongst us today. Jas. 4:2, II Sam. 16. I am guilty,
flesh and man sought any glory? Could there have
are you? Will you agree with me "That two cannot
possibly been a spirit of self manifest at any time?
walk together, except they agree?" The two persons of
Have we really loved each other as we should? This whom I speak are (God and me) myself (yourself and
next word I intend to aim at our pastors. Have we
God) and God; we know his agreement on prayer
really had the burden for souls and have we shared
because of the many calls to prayer and precious
Christ's love with others? Could there possibly have
promises in prayer. The living personal example is His
been some little mistrust, some estrangement of love
Son He prayed He continues to pray He bids us
to the other, maybe a little of jealousy? Have we
pray but we don't pray. Frankly—honestly, how can
prayed? Will you admit it, beloved, that these things
we walk with God without prayer? The answer is we
If present within our district, could hinder any forward
can't, we don't we are only deceived. Oh, what sin1.

We

—

movement? This may be the strangest Moderator's
addrass, and though I may be misunderstood by all, I
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pastor has to lead his congregation to a Ufe of prayer!
Few pastors do it. Hinson said that under ordinary
circumstances a church can never rise up above the
the
level of its preacher. Few pastors understand
prayer life themselves. One real prayer will solve the
problems which we have experienced for a long time.
A praying pastor and a praying church is a powerful
church. God can and will move anything in your favor
to

answer your prayer. (Heaven and

Hell.)

GOD'S PROMISES FOR TODAY
When they asked that dear man of God in the days of
Looks
long, long ago: "Tell me, what about the future?

speaking to His disciples—believers—those who loved
him and followed him. We who are born again are his
disciples, and the promise says: "All things whatsoever
ye shall ask." I recall a like promise for the church.
have
I John 5:14-15, "This is the confidence that we
in him, that, if we ask anything according to His will.
He heareth us;" and if we know that He hear us, whatsoever we ask, we know that we have the petitions that
we desired of Him. As I see it, the only limitation is
our faith and our willingness to believe his word. "And
prayer, believing,
all things whatsoever ye shall ask in

rather dark, and doubtful, too, doesn't it?" I recall
the words he gave them: "Why, the future is as bright
Christ
to me as the promises of God." Faith looks to
and to Christ's word. This book—this book I have and
hold in my hand today, is like His great name, it
changes not, for truly Jesus Christ is the same yester-

and will be forever.
some of the promises to the believer? Ah,
they are many. The world doesn't have a single promfact of awful
ise from God, except the statement of
Judgment and Hell to come. It was Peter who wrote:
and it
"I write that I might stir up your pure minds,"

day, today,
What are

was said of the Holy Spirit "I will bring all things
which He has spoken to you, to your remembrance."
Of these exceeding great and precious words from
God today, may I stir up your hearts and minds with
Phil. 1:6: "Being confident of this very
he which hath begun a good work in you
Jesus Christ."
will perform or finish it, until the day of
few weeks
(Illustration: In deaUng with a brother a
saved, I know
ago, he said "I am saved, I know I am
God has given me eternal life. But I have failed him,
joy and fellowI have not done his will, I have lost my
God knows my
ship. I have also lost my testimony.
I have paid
suffering today. He has chastened me and
I failed
dearly for my sins and I want to come back.
him,
him when I failed to witness for him and serve
and
and it was there and then I fell under the testing
evenmg,
temptations of the flesh." And there that
and m conthis brother in Christ, broken, repentant,
forgiveness and was
fession, cried unto the Lord for
been restored.
restored. His joy and fellowship have

just three.

thing, that

that
thankful we should be today for the fact
never leaves
Jesus Christ, God's Son and our Saviour,
the good work
us alone. He promises not only to finish
also promhe has begun in our hearts and lives, but he
committed unto him
ises "To keep that which we have
broken felagainst that day." The lesson here is that
God's heart, and
lowship and an indifferent life grieve
souls are lost.
shall ask
Matt 21:22: "And all things whatsoever ye
We either bein prayer, believing ye shall receive"—
If we say we believe God or we don't believe God.

How

trust him, which means
lieve Him today, then we shall
want." Do you
"Go to God in prayer and get what we
I claim this word
believe it that way? I do, and thus
means all that
as my own—the word "Whatsoever"
you want and
anything that; whatever." Anything
was to the disciples
ask. Some claim that this promise
not ours for toand in relation to Israel and that it is
Lord was
believe it is so limited. Our
'

ye shall receive."
acPhil. 4:19, "My God shall supply all your needs
is
cording to His riches in glory by Christ Jesus." This
you?
God's promise and I beUeve it is for today, don't
God is here placing himself under obligation to those
Him.
that trust Him, and undertake a program for
and
Establish the need, tell God about it, go to him
feared to
get what you need. The trouble is, we have
word
create the need, fearing God wouldn't keep His
to the boards
to us. I hold that to this conference, and
that
doing business for this conference and for God—
God here says: "You have the green Ught, go ahead; I
only a few
will be with you and help you." These are
They are ours
of the many promises of Heaven today.
—we have all too long listened to the devil in his
but not
claim, saying, "These promises are for others,
we might have
for you," and many of the victories
won and many of the lost souls we might have been
laughs.
used of God in winning, are lost— and Satan
promises from God are greater than all the

These
arguments of men.
when
Ask Elijah if God kept his word on Mt. Carmel
him when he
the fire fell. Ask David if God helped
to
had great need. Ask Moses if God kept His word
was
him when he faced the Red Sea in front, and
Ask
pursued by Pharaoh's armies from the rear.
regarding the flood
if God kept his word to him
Abraham if
and the judgment on the old world. Ask
knowing
God kept His word when he went out, not
word with
whither he went. Ask Paul if God kept His
even
him when he stood before the governors and
walks
down to death. Ask any saint of God today who
his word.
with God and does His will if God keeps
mission
We can we should, and we must launch a program
church building, soul saving, Christ honoring
no
the Brethren Church, or we have

Noah

for Christ in
honored Brethren
right to ever again boast of our time
and nothmg but
motto- "The Bible, the whole Bible,
when we know that missions, souls, and

the Bible"
to live.
Bible teaching is our only excuse
Cor. 6:1-2) Our
The time is short (Rom. 13:11-12,
face the closmg
opportunities will soon be gone. We
King's business reage. I Sam. 21:8, "The

H

up of

this

We dare not fail this year. We must
must plan mislaunch oul^we must go forward-we
quireth haste."

establish life saving stations
sion churche^we must
the nation-we must give
across
and
'district
in this
upon the waters, or
bread
our
cast
and
message
our
to keep, it be said of our
in keeping, or in striving
life he lost it.
and denomination-ln saving his
district

HOME
SOME RECOMMENDATIONS TO TAKE
plead and pray

1

day, but I can't
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Gor for a greater loyalty to our Lord Jesus Christ
and to His Church. A spirit has overtaken us of terrible indifference, awful unconcern, and insincerity
for both Jesus Christ and His Church. Our people
seem to have forgotten that faithfulness belongeth
unto the Christian. The Lord's day has come to be a
day of worldly pleasure, of work or visiting around. We
to

have interpreted the beautiful hymn "Calvary Covers
It All" to mean liberty and license for anything and
all things to satisfy the flesh. Oh, the sin of the saints
today! Even amongst our preachers and teachers of
the word today we need more love and fellowship and
the Christlike spirit toward each other.

A

re-study of the doctrine and teaching of the
will go a long ways in helping to solve our
problems. Didn't Paul say "Be filled with the Holy
2.

Holy Spirit

Spirit"?
certain

If I
I

know my own heart

at all today, I

have not scratched the surface, so

am

to speak,

knowing the power and blessing of the Holy Spirit
in my life. I myself am to blame and not the Lord. We
have too long approached the teaching of the Holy
Spirit with a fear— knowing of the groups who have
become radical and gone to extreme. We have feared
and backed so far away we have made it impossible
for the Holy Spirit to fill us and empower us for
service. With some of our hair-splitting theology or
these days in fundamental circles, we have become so
cold and backslidden in heart that we have lost our
first love, yea; we have feared becoming too warm by
the Holy' Spirit fire that we are just lukewarm in the
average denomination today. The Brethren Church is
not free from this affliction, and God is sick of it. He
asks us to trust Him and to go all out for Him and
have no fears.
3. That we begin at this conference and launch a
district mission church building program with the
starting of just as many churches and Bible classes as
we have men to care for. Our location in Westwood
Gardens should be the first one with which to begin.
The District Board can select another and perhaps
several others, and these should also be started. We
already have Brethren men that could be given these
mission points to supervise, and they could assist in
the procuring of a building and starting the work the
day the building is finished. With our Home Mission
Council and our District Mission Board working hand
in hand, cooperating and sharing together, we can and
should in this way prove to our Lord and to the world
that we are accepting Christ's challenge to the Brethren Church for these days. If we are to expect, great
things from God, we must attempt great things for
God. We have a great God who has promised us
everything. If it is in the will and plan of God (and
certainly the building of churches and the saving of
souls is in the will of God) we can have anything we
ask God for. The fact has been and is now that we
have not because we ask not. Let us ask largely for
Christ and missions today. If there is a need, rememin

ber God's promise is "I will supply your need." God is
asking us to go ahead and create the need, then watch
Him meet that need, for His glory. What are "greater
works than these shall ye do, because I go unto my
Father?" You answer, the saving of the souls of men.

answer then, the movement for God that is used in
men meets with God's approval, and God asks
us to "Stir up his throne with our requests." Do you
remember the poor woman who, because of her continual asking was granted her request? (Luke 18.) I
suggest and recommend that at this very conference
we raise an offering for our District Mission church
building program and see what can be done. I believe
our Mission Board should ask if there are not ten people
I

saving

attending conference who will give $1,000.00 and ten
people who will give $500.00. This would give the
Mission Treasurer $15,000.00 with which to start, an
amount great enough to practically build at least two
churches. This would give to the District Mission
church building program a good start for this conference year.

That we put our churches in order for the return,
Our boys are not coming back the boys
they were when they went away. Some will be broken
in health, some wounded, some discouraged, some
wondering if it has been worth while, and some having
drifted from the Lord. They will return to churches,
not the same as when they went away. We must confess, most of us, if not all of us, that we are not on
the
beam for Christ—we have grown cold and many have
become indifferent. The work has become harder and
all too many have faced these problems and said,
"Oh,
let's wait till the war is over." The rationing program,
the work program and all the rush of these great days
have taken many of God's people from our churches.
Our prayer meetings have fallen down, and we have
lost our burden for the souls of men. All in all, I fear
we are not what we were nor what we should be. Our
boys will need a warm church, a church whose love is
strong like it used to be— a people who love Christ and
the souls of men. They will need fellowship and love.
We must put our churches in order, or we will lose, and
the boys will lose and be disappointed when they come
home.
5. With the District Missions and the Home Missions,
we need in accepting our Lord's challenge, include our
Foreign Missionary interests. Our Lord said "Go into
all the world and preach my Gospel." Greater Home
4.

of our soldiers.

'

Missions naturally speaks for greater Foreign Missions.
others, I believe the time has come for us
to use every recruit we have and send them out. Per-

With many

haps we need to read a little from the reports and
work of what some others are doing. The New Tribes
Mission is one of the fastest growing missionary movements I know of doing business for God today. I believe we could profit by studying the growth and
spread of the Gospel in the foreign field under the
program carried on by this board. There are other
very fine foreign missionary movements being carried
on today, meeting with results both in sending many
missionaries to the fields of the world and depending
entirely on faith in God to supply all the needs. I can
be wrong, but I believe I am right when I say, I fear
lost by not stepping out more on faith and
opening up other new fields. Someone a long time
ago said "Where there is no vision the people perish."

we have

Prov. 29:18.

Our own young people, many of them,
come under the influence

over the last few years, have
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need of some of these fine
missionary boards and foreign fields and have volunteered and have been accepted and have gone. Young
people want a challenge of faith. They have gone, taut
they have not gone under our own board nor to the
fields God has given us. You say this is all right, and
but personally, I can't help but feel we
it is all right
should have kept every one of them and sent them out
ourselves, under our own society. We could, and had
we pleased the Lord, I believe we should have done it.
God give us vision, vision plus faith, for without a
vision the people perish, and without faith it is impossible to please God. With vision plus faith, the work
will get done, souls will be saved and who can tell what
God will do for those who go and what great blessings
will come from God to those that send them.
6. The time has come that we consider it a sin not
to pray. In the rush of things these days, all too
many of us fail to find time to pray. The Lord Jesus
Christ found time to pray. He spent hours in prayer
and there were times when he spent all night in prayer.
But we don't have the time, we say. We lose our power
right there. We think it strange we are so helpless and
get so little done. The man Samuel said "Moreover, as
for me, God forbid that I should sin against the Lord
in ceasing to pray for you." God has brought everything within reach of us through prayer. To go one
single day on your own and without prayer or with
of the appeals as to the

1

—

;

j

I

i

only a little prayer is sin and must be confessed. I make
a humble confession here the hardest battle I have
suris the battle of prayer. God's work everywhere is
fering today because His people— the pastors included
Is
Rice
R.
—will not pay the price in prayer. Dr. John
right. He says "It's a horrible sin not to pray." How
can we expect God to find time to bless us and make
us the blessing we would like to be if we don't find

—

time for communion with

Him? We

and though we may not think

treat

it

us today of this sin— we confess it as sin, and humbly
ask Thee, Lord, forgive us, teach us to pray and give
us the power that comes through prayer.

THE CONCLUSION
a beautiful picture of God's care of His own
not one
in the Psalms, chapter 105:37. "There was
out
feeble person among their tribe." How remarkable,
today is we
of two million not one sick. The trouble
have too many weak, feeble, spiritually sick saints, who
lacking in
are trying to carry on the work. They are
burden for
vision, lacking in faith, lacking in the
after. What we
souls, and who themselves need going
bloodneed is the church like a mighty army with the
victory
red banner of "Jehovah-nissi"— going forth to
victory of
in evangelism— claiming the evangelistic
the lost
both the spiritually sick church members and
chaland dying multitudes in the world. This is the
Church today.
lenge that God is giving to the Brethren
courage
God help us to accept it. God give to us the
give to us this
to lift the sails and strike out. God

There

is

you as
whati I have here tried to say. I pass it on to
my closing words. "A bricklayer who had been working on a building for some time, when the work has
progressed so that the building was up a story or two
and
in height, was shown by the architect the plans
of how the completed buUding would look.
bricklayer's eyes filled with tears, and the archi-

drawing

The

tect asked, 'What's the matter,

man?

Don't you like

building wUl look when it is finished?'
'Well,
'Ah, yes,' said the bricklayer. 'It is wonderful.'
why the tears then?' asked the architect. The brickbeautiful and
layer answered 'If I had realized what a
structure it was to be, I would have done a

the

way the

wonderful

better job.'

"

sin in failing to

of it as sin nor
as sin. but with other great sins, it robs us of
blessings, it steals from us our power, renders us powerless and allows souls to perish. Let us remember
well the sin of prayerlessness, and know that this sin
God. forgive
is the great sin of the saints today. Oh

pray,

year the greatest year in mission church building in
America, and the sending forth of the greatest number of missionaries to the foreign fields of the world
in our history. (Illustration: It is said of someone of
a long, long time ago, that after the long hours of a
dark night, he could always tell the dawn. He said "I
can tell by the breeze that is blowing." Well, friends,
the breeez is blowing today. The night has been long
and the dawn is in sight. The facts are, the streaks of
dawn are already on the horizon. The dawn is the
dawning of the new day with the return of our Lord
Jesus Christ. The signs abound—His return is near.
We must do the work our Lord has asked us to do ere
the season of work and rescue be past.) I received a
lovely letter a few days ago from a young man in the
service. In the letter he gave me a good illustration
which I believe will help you understand more clearly

(Continued from Page 551)
chord in all our
ing has really struck a responsive
appreciation that
radio friends, for they express their
By
has taken an interest in young people.

someone

but mcrease
God's grace we shall not only continue
is where the
our mterest in young people, for that
greatest need is to be found.
We covet your continued prayers on our behalf, that

measure
our Ught shall shine in ever-increasing
needy

m this

city.

Yours Because of Calvary,
Walter A. Lepp, Pastor.

CLAY

CITY, IND.

Edward Lewis
City church has called Rev.
Lewis, who is a student at
to be their pastor. Rev.
ministry on
Theological Seminary, began his

The Clay

Grace
August

12.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
more for
you get to heaven, you'll thank God
than for granting
denying what you often wished for
what you often prayed for.

When
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Subject—"WHAT WE WANT TO DO IN BRETHREN
HOME MISSIONS."
Scripture Luke 4:38-44.
Purpose^To impress our young people that we have
a wonderful future ahead in the field of Home Missions. Regardless of what we have done in the past
there is still much to be done here in our country in

And to think that just a few years ago we could
hardly stand on our feet. We ask you "Do Home
Missions Pay?"

—

—"WE WANT TO BE STRONG MISSION-

Topic Three

ARY CENTERS."

—Prov.

the preaching of the gospel.

Scripture

Leader—As we view our present Home Mission setup
we are reminded more than ever that the blessing
of the Lord has certainly been upon us in the last few
years. At present we are on a great missionary expansion program here in our own land. It is the aim
of the Home Missions Council to put a new church in
every possible field in order that thousands might
of hearing the gospel of the grace
We are convinced that without a shadow
of a doubt God wants us to take the gospel into
other cities also.

the aim of every Home Mission Church to be a
strong foreign missionary church.

2.

Every church, regardless of being on the mission
board, should be equally interested in foreign missions as well as home missions. It is the opinion or
the writer that the local church should give more
to others in far-away lands for missionary activity
than what we give for the work at home.
Our missionary offerings in Winchester have soared
in the last few years. We attribute it to spiritual
growth among our people, the vision of people lost
in sin, and their need of a risen Saviour.

have the privilege
of God.

One—"WE WANT TO BUILD
REN CHURCHES IN 10 YEARS."

Topic

100

3.

NEW BRETH4.

Scripture—Matt. 19:26; Mark 10:27.
If we view this task from a purely human standpoint
this seems like a great task. However, we are not
looking at this task in such a manner. We believe
that God has led in this endeavor and as a result
He will provide the means to accomplish the task.
2. To complete this task we must give of our best
from a financial standpoint. Since God has laid
these new churches on our hearts we believe He will
definitely lay the burden of missionary giving on
our hearts also.
3. To build these churches we are going to need volumes of prayer from our dedicated people. Money
will do a lot of things but prayer can do more than
all the wealth of the world put together.
Topic Two— "WE WANT TO STRENGTHEN WEAK1.

It is

What is true of one individual church is certainly
true of other churches. When a church is dead to
foreign missions and its cause, THAT CHURCH IS
DEAD.

5.

What we

do as a Brethren Church in Home Missions
depends upon what we do for Foreign Missions. We
believe we have done our part in the past but we
must look forward to greater fields, more missionaries, more prayer, more gifts, and more earnest,
sincere devotion among our own people. Great days
of soul winning and missionary enterprise are ahead
for the Brethren Church.
MUST MEET THE

WE

CHALLENGE—Mrs.
cMo*a SkaLl

ENED CHURCHES."
Scripture—Luke 22:32; Phil. 4:13.
Some churches are weakened in many different ways
and as a result become unable to support themselves
When this happens, we who are stronger have a ministry in helping those who have been weakened.

3.

Paul Dick, Winchester, Va.

We

eeUUate?

(Continued from Page 542)

found in the company of those who "jest." The Chrismay rejoice. But low jesting is not rejoicing.
But there is a way in which the Christian may

1.

2.

29:18; Acts 1:8.

1.

In the last several years the Home Missions Council
has been instrumental in restoring to strength many
churches which were ready to close their doors because of discouragements, etc.
The church here in Winchester was weak in spirit,
finances, and many other ways until the Council
took over and since then it has become almost a
self-supporting institution. Our Foreign Missionary
Offering this year was over a thousand dollars. Our
Home Mission Offering was almost a thousand dollars and right now we are ready to begin the construction of our new church building with several
thousand dollars in the bank with which to start.

tian

express to the full his feelings of happiness and gratitude for what has taken place. It is not by filthiness,
nor by foolish talking, nor by jesting. It is rather by
"Giving of Thanks." The Christian knows full well
that every good and perfect gift cometh down from
the Father of Lights, with whom there is no variation neither shadow that is cast by turning. We know
that the preservation of the world, with what little
civilization there is in it, is solely due to the longsuffering and mercy of God. We know that peace Is
the gift of God's love, whether it comes to the human
soul or to the nations. Let us therefore bow our knees
unto the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ in humble
recognition of His marvelous grace and kindness
toward us in Him. (Alva J. McClain)
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God touched our weary bodies with His power,
And gave us strength for many a trying hour
In which we might have faltered had not YOU—
Our intercessors—faithful been

.

.

.

and

true!

eager fingers with His skillEnabling us to do His blessed will
With scalpel, suture, bandage; better stillHe healed the sick, the wounded, cured the ill!

God touched our

God touched our

lips

with coal from altar

fire

Gave Spirit fullness and did so inspiredid
That when we spake: sin-blinded souls
Sin-chains were broken; captives were

The

see!

made free!

"The
"dwellers in the dark" have found

Light"!
heathen
The glad "good news" has banished
night!
The message of The Cross, so long delayed
You
Has brought them "Life" at last—Because

Prayed!

—Rev.

C. Bailey

Bowser

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

By

Dr. Louis S.

NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN
CHURCHES IN SESSION

The annual
meeting of the Foreign Mission Board has already
been
in session for one week, but its work
is not yet com-

pleted. We are publishing in this issue
the minutes of
general interest to the members of the Foreign
Missionary Society insofar as the Board has
completed its
work. The balance of the minutes will be
published in
our next Foreign Missionary number.
The minutes
published herein will tell their own story.

Editorial

later.

MISSIONARIES AT CONFERENCE
The

largest number of missionaries that ever
ata. National Conference
of the Brethren Church
are in attendance at this Conference
now in session.
African missionaries are present as follows:
Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph H. Foster, Miss Elizabeth Tyson,
Mr. and
Mrs. Jake P. Kliever, Mr. and Mrs. Harold

tended

L.

Dunning

Mr. and Mrs. Curtis G. Morrill, Mrs. Benjamin
Hamilton. Also, new missionaries approved
for Africa as follows: Mr. Benjamin Hamilton, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin L.
Goodman, Jr. Missionaries on furlough from South
America: Mr. and Mrs. Hill Maconaghy. Also, new
missionaries approved and soon to sail for
Argentina: Mr
and Mrs. Solon W. Hoyt, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn D. Schrock
Likewise approved and sailing at a later
date: Mr and
Mrs. Mark E. Malles. These total twenty-one.
A great
Foreign Missionary Banquet is due to be
held next
Friday evening.

MISSIONARIES SOON TO SAIL
The Editor

is

happy

to

announce

that,

if all

goes well,

by the time the readers of the Herald shall
read this
Item, Brothers Solon Hoyt and Lynn Schrock,
together
with their wives, will be on board a ship,
sailing to
their chosen field of missionary service
under our

Board—Argentina. A

little

later

on,

Brother Mark

Malles and his good wife will follow. We
shall certainly be looking forward to great things
for God in
Argentina, when this new band arrives to go
to the
assistance of our old faithfuls in that
priest-ridden
and benighted land. Pray for their safe journey.

"THE BLOOD DONOR"
The doctrine that is always the one vital message of
the Gospel of Christ is vividly set forth
in a brief

Foreign countries $1.50 a year

W

*DMIl«l8TII«TIOM- «.^, i
D "reJ slc^'-y S^L^

r.ink
Victprraident; R.
L. Lynn. B.mard Schneider. Water *
L. Grabb: Seminary. Al™ J.

8.

U

T^p

MccS

issue— "The Blood Donor," by Rev. Keith
Rosemead, California. Brother Altig has un-

dertaken the spiritual oversight of the employees of
Inc., an institution that manufactures high-class

Vard,

precision instruments,

and does millions

of

dollars

worth of business each year. Mr. Vard Wallace, owner
and president, is a former missionary to Guatemala,
who, because of ill health, was compelled to return to
the States some years ago. Keith says: "My work here
entirely along spiritual lines, and I am given
an
absolutely free hand in dealing with the men and managing the chapel services. We did feel definitely led of
the Lord in undertaking this work."
What a wonderful thing it would be if all manufacturing concerns took the same interest in the men
who don the overalls, and turn the wheels of comis

merce—and would put over their men a spiritual adwho knows how to put perishing men into real

viser

contact with the great "Blood Donor." It would be
a
different world in short order. God bless the Vard
Inc.!

GERMANY AS A MISSION FIELD
The Brethren Church has two mission fields for
which we are very much responsible if they are not
duly evangelized. There are some of our Brethren who
believe that the time has come, as the Lord is providing
the necessary funds, for us to consider opening up a
new field in some other strategic missionary land.
Some have talked of China, others of Mexico, others
of certain islands in the South Pacific, but over and
over something has impressed upon the mind of the
Editor that the greatest mission field in the world, if
our Lord shall tarry yet but a few years, is going to be
none other than the continent of Europe, and especially

Germany.

We

are not of those who take the position that all
the German people have sinned away their day of
Grace. Many German Christians have suffered and
are still suffering, and many have died martyrs for
the faith that in them was. Only a mind prejudiced

beyond hope can conceive that all the German people
approved of the Paganism, Anti-Semitism, and terby the Nazi regime. There are
from 65 to 80 millions of Germans left in the heart of
Europe; and whether some believe it or not, they still
have souls that are worth saving. Anyhow, the command: "Preach the gospel to every creature," cannot
be obeyed if it is not preached to those who may be
our enemies. We doubt if there is a land in the world
rible cruelties fostered
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price.
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article in this
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As this issue of the Brethren Missionary Herald goes
to press the National Fellowship of Brethren
Churches
is in session at Winona
Lake, Indiana.

comments

Bauman,
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that will pay greater dividends to the Christian missionary in this present hour than Germany, and for
that matter, some other lands in Europe. Let the

Brethren remember that our beloved Church as a
denomination was born in Germany. Men who brought
the faith that in us is to this land of the free, were

Germans who first settled in and about Philadelphia.
The oldest Brethren church in the United States stands
in Germantown, Pa. It is hallowed ground.
The Brethren Church will be lacking in gratitude tr
she refuses to see, and if possible, grasp the opportunity to return to Germany now in her hour of need,
that which she gave to us over two hundred years ago.

RELIGION IN RUSSIA
We frequently hear that

Soviet Russia

is

relenting

in her attitude toward the Christian religion. We have
never yet believed that Joseph Stalin or any of his ilk

has changed in the least in their antagonism, not only
to the Christian religion, but to all religions.
We have believed for a long time that Stalin, the
Realist, knows on which side his bread is buttered. It
has been to his advantage to make at least a pretense
of allowing the return of religious freedom to Russia.
From time to time we have read news items such as

the following, dated
Religious

News

"Russians

May

Jam Churches

"MOSCOW
out Russia

7,

1945

and taken from the

Service:
to Observe

Orthodox Easter.

(By Wireless)—Worshippers through-

jammed churches

to observe

Orthodox

Not since 1918 have such crowds attended
services. Moscow's 22 churches averaged 2,000 to
5,000 persons for midnight services, and in most
cases it was impossible to approach the churches
long before the solemn rites began.
"The principal service was held in Yelovskaya
Cathedral, but even more interesting were the services in the outlying churches. In the Church of St.
Pimen, situated on the outskirts of the city, the
whole district was thronged with people converging from all directions and bearing their Kulichi,
traditional Easter cakes, to have them blessed.
"An announcement by the Moscow Radio said the
military commander had lifted the curfew to
facilitate attendance at services. Thousands unEaster.

able to gain admittance to the churches stood
outside holding small lighted candles.
"Congregations included many children and
young people who were witnessing such rites for

the first time in their

lives,

but old people seemed

(Continued on Page 572)
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Minutes of General Interest
(From the Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the
Board of Trustees of the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church, Held at Winona Lake,
Ind., August 21 to September 1, 1945 (Partial
Report))
No. 9.— Brethren Missionary Residence Rules.
Motion prevailed tliat tlie Chair appoint a committee to formulate rules for the care, use, and maintenance of the Brethren Missionary Residence. The

Committee appointed

is:

H. A. Kent, A.

J.

special note of praise to God for this evidence
of His
rich blessing on our work this past year;
and that, ^,^
a Board, we express our appreciation to Dr.
Baum'an,
secretary-treasurer, and those who have so ably
assisted him in caring for the work pertaining
to the
receiving and administering of our funds.

McClain,

Mrs. Leo Polman.
No. 11

—Hamilton Applications Approved.

No.

Motion prevailed that we approve Mr. Ben Hamilton
and his wife, Mabel, for return to the field just as
soon as Mr. Hamilton is finished with his work at
Grace Seminary. (This should be March, 1946.)
No. 12

—Balzer Application Approved.

Clara, for service in our African Mission Field.

The

Board appreciates their generous offer to be selfsupporting, which we will accept, with the understanding that their relationship to our Board is to be
established on the regular contractual basis.
No. 13

—Balzers'

Langruage Study.

Motion prevailed that Mr. and Mrs. Balzer be encouraged to secure, as far as possible, a speaking
knowledge of the French and Sango before going to

—

The secretary-treasurer reported on the annual election with the result that R. D. Barnard and
H. A.
Kent were reelected, and Wm. A. Ogden was elected
to fill the place left vacant by the death of Brother
Heal.

19—Mrs. Hamilton Teaching.
Motion prevailed that the matter of Mrs. Mabel
Hamilton teaching French and Sango languages in
the Grace Seminary be left to the discretion of Dr.
McClain, and, in the case of her employment by
them, the secretary-treasurer be authorized to pay
the expense, as was done last year.
No. 20 Herring Memorial.
Motion prevailed that we place the $492 now in the
Don Herring Memorial Fund at the disposal of the
African Field Council to erect a Don Herring MemoNo.

—

rial.

No. 23

—

Treasurer's Annual Report.
Motion prevailed that we accept the financial report
of the secretary-treasurer, and that we unite in a
560

Amer-

ica.

27—Funds

for Prospective Missionaries.
Motion prevailed that in the matter of gifts designated to individuals not as yet approved by

the
Board, such funds be held by the treasurer under
the designation "Prospective Missionaries'
Funds,"
without publishing the names of the individuals.
No. 31 Jobson Letter Read.
Consideration was given to a letter (#2) from Orville
D. Jobson to L. S. Bauman regarding the
proposed
"Anniversary Victory Program," to be held at Bassal

—

March 14-17, 1946.
Long Beach

No. 33

—

First Church.
Motion prevailed that our president write a

letter to

the Long Beach First Church expressing our appreciation and thanks for the use of their offices,
and

17—Brethren

Missionary Residence Report.
Motion prevailed that we receive the report of the
Brethren Missionary Residence Committee, as read
by H. A. Kent, Chairman, and express the thanks of
the Board for their faithful work; also, that the
committee be continued indefinitely.
No. 18 Election of New Board Members.

his wife, Phyllis Tola, as

missionaries to our field in Argentina, South

the Field, with the further suggestion that they try
to leave for the Field not later than April 1, 1946.

No.

Application.

Mark Ellsworth Malles and

No.

Motion prevailed that we approve the applications
of Mr. Albert William Balzer and his wife, Elsie

26—Malles

Motion prevaUed to approve the application of Mr.

division of time of their officers, also granting
us
Dr. Bauman's services, and other things incidental
to the work.
No. 34—Philadelphia First Church Entertainment Committee.

Motion prevailed that the secretary-treasurer write
a letter to this committee expressing our appreciation for their services in housing our missionaries
as
they come and go through the city of Philadelphia.
No. 37 Argentine Policy.
Motion prevailed that our Home Director shall formulate an administrative policy which in his judgment should be put into effect in the Argentine Field,
and that the same shall then be sent to the various
members of the Board for suggestions, possible

—

changes, and final approval, and that this policy
shall then be forwarded to a council formed of all

our North American missionaries sent by our Board,
for their suggestions and possible changes; and when
ratified by the Board at home, and said council
Argentina, the same shall become the policy of administration for the reorganization and future work
of our mission in the Argentine.

m

40—Field Superintendent, South America.
Motion prevailed to reelect Rev. Clarence L. Sickei

No.

(Continued on Page 567)
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"V-DAY" IN THE BUSH
Bekoro, Oubangi-chari, F. E. Africa

Get out your map of Africa. It is time it were dusted,
you have not looked at it since that last swastika
landed in Africa's golden sands. If your map is large,
and you look carefully, you can
find the spot where we are going
to celebrate V-Day.
What? Isn't Bekoro on your
map? That is odd! Is Bessao?
No? Well, how about Baibokoum? Well, well, what a map!
Is Bangui on it? Yes, of course;
so look north until you find Lake
Chad. Just somewhere in between Bangui and Lake Chad
you might put your finger on
for

RUTH SNYDER
It

the scene of our celebrations.

was Monday night. Mrs. Kennedy was already

in

bed when the radio fairly crackled with excitemeni;
take
as the news of V-Day was announced. It did not
long for two folks to be seated at the radio instead of
to
just one! When both finally got to bed, it was not
be two
sleep, but to swallow lumps that they could not
places at once.

The next day, not being able to join the crowds on
the streets, we decided to do our own celebrating. We
dug out our ribbon boxes and found red, white, ana
cook
blue ribbons. We made streamers to pin on the
and table boy. When we went out with our hands
behind our backs, they thought we were teasing. Fithem to
nally, being convinced that we really wanted
come over, they gave in. My, how pleased they were
the ribbons
to be decorated this way! Whether it was
black
or the safety pin that spread that smile on those
faces, we will never know.
too
Feeling that this particular celebration was
streamers for
short-lived, we proceeded to make more
and
Jobsons and ourselves. Then with colored ribbons
dining table
strings, we decorated our lamp table and
evewith big V-E signs. When Jobsons arrived that
as possible
ning, they found us as muchly decorated
to bring out
for not having been far-sighted enough
eveFrench and American flags. After spending the
world rening with the radio keeping us informed of
nice home-made
actions, we felt we had enjoyed a

'

V-Day.
talking
Did you think those were the V-Days we were
V-Days. They
about celebrating? Those were not
world. They
were merely a lull in the mad whirl of the
that the
were empty; for already it begins to seem
the only country
victor is the vanquished. At least,
losing one! Her
with no immediate problems is the
come.
worries are someone else's for years to
nations shall
Our V-Days were real. When all these
we will still be
be no more, and eternity is beginning,
wonderful song
celebrating our V-Days. Then that
it sung over the
thrilled our hearts as we heard

radio for this earthly celebration, will have become a
reality. "The kingdoms of this world are become the
kingdoms of our Lord, and of His Christ; and He shall

reign forever

and ever!"

Next day all four of us set out for the bush. This
time it was bush for certain. Left behind us were the
good (?) roads and the neat villages. Here were just
wilderness roads and sorry looking villages. At noon
we stopped to eat our lunch. We stood under the shade
of a friendly tree, while even friendlier natives crowded
around to see the sights. Not every day do four white
folks stop in this village.

And

to think they actually

Why, they chew and swallow just like the black
man! Ah, that is a bone, and they are throwing it to
the black people! Yes, even the bone we have finished
They carefully gathered all the
is a treat to them.

ate!

orange seeds; but, it is quite unlikely they will ever
have oranges, for the black man's patience is exhausted too soon.
In the afternoon we arrived at Bessao. Here a host
smiUng
of natives were waiting for us. There is the
the
face of bewhiskered Joseph. Years ago he was
grow
up!
"bad boy" at Bassai. Even in Africa boys
There is the familiar smile of Jean Mane, the deacon
waving his
of the district. There is the other Jean
Malndou.
greetings. There under that Anzac hat is
into the
His new headdress seems to change him
there—not
familiar wooden Indian. But Mbou is not
into a fight
yet! Typically black man, he has gotten
the conalong the road and will come limping into
this son of
ference tomorrow. Just one day late is
of the
Africa who is closely related to the black man
South,

who

is

never without his razor.

WUling hands

that

roll

happy to have the white
up our beds and nets. For
we have only grass mats
the Japanese mats we used

of natives,

folks with them, soon have
the doors of our houses,

up and down

like

this mat is just
to use for calendars. In the daytime,
while at the same
fine It can be closed for privacy,
night, when we
time it lets in air and light. In the
head of an
were lying on our beds, we could see the
door in the hope
antelope tied not very far from the
that nightly patrols
that it will attract the hyena
other house was
between the two houses. Over in the
gun. We had a box seat for

the white man with the
When a Uon chased a
a show that never came off!
glad that that little
dog right by our house, we were
under our mat for
doggie got along and did not dive
in the mat to
protection. While we have confidence
we do not want to
keep out the African genus Homo,
African Felis leo.
test its abilities with the

brought more
Four days were spent here. Each day
noplace on

There is
natives than the day before.
right here^ Th^%^ ^j^^
earth one would rather be than
was the darkest heaVictory. Here, not so long ago,
(Continued on Page 562)
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"Also

heard the voice of the Lord, saying,
I send, and who will go for us?
Then
Here am I; send me" Isaiah 6:8.

Whom
said

I

shall

—

I,

SPURGEON

the Late C. H.

Brethren, the heathen are perishing, and there is
but one way of salvation for them, for there is but
one Name given under heaven among men whereby

not back,

they must be saved.

to the wildest region, or

even to the jaws of death. I

am Thy

in the front of the battle if

divine nature

claim to

men

is

God

in the glorious unity of His

calling for messengers

the

way

of

life.

Out

who

shall pro-

thou

of the thick dark-

my ear can hear that sound mysterious and divine,
"Whom shall I send?" While the world lieth under the

ness

put

soldier,

wilt, or

bid

me

me
lie

in the trenches; give

me

gal-

head of my regiment, or give
me silently to sap and mine the foundations of the
enemy's fortresses. Use me as Thou wilt; send me,
and I will go. I leave all else to Thee; only here I
am. Thy willing servant, wholly consecrated to Thee."
With my appeal, in earnest and at once, for it is the
appeal of God, sit down and listen to that sorrowful
yet majestic demand, "Whom shall I send, and who.
vnll go for us?" And then respond, "Ready, aye,
ready;
ready for anything to which our Redeemer calls us."
Let those who love Him, as they perceive all around
lantly to charge at the

curse of sin, the living God, who willeth not that any
should perish, but that they should come to repentance,
is seeking for heralds to proclaim His mercy.
He is

asking even in pleading terms for some who will go
forth to the dying millions and tell the wondrous story
of His love— "Whom shall I send?" As if to make the
voice more powerful by a three-fold utterance we hear
the sacred Trinity inquire, "Who will go for us?"
I feel in my soul, though I cannot speak it out, an
inward grieving sympathy with God, that God Himself
should have to cry from His throne, "Whom shall I
send?" Alas, my God, are there no volunteers for Thy
service? What, all these priests and sons of Aaron, wUl
none of these run upon Thine errand? And all these
Levites, will none of them offer himself? No, not one!
Ah, it is grievous, grievous beyond all thought, that
there should be such multitudes of men and women
the Church of God who nevertheless seem unfit to be
sent upon the Master's work, or at least never offer to
go, and He has to cry, "Whom shall I send?" What, out
of these saved ones, no willing messengers to the
heathen? Where are His ministers? Will none of these
cross the seas to heathen lands? Here are thousands
of us working at home. Are none of us called to go
abroad? Will none of us carry the Gospel to regions
beyond?
Are none of us bound to go? Does the divine voice
appeal to our thousands of preachers and find no
response, so that again it cries, "Whom shall I send?"
Here and there a young man, perhaps with little qualification and no experience, offers himself, and he may
or may not be welcomed, but can it be true that the
majority of educated, intelligent, Christian young men
are more willing to let the heathen be damned than to
let the treasures of the world go into other hands?
We shall not always throw the emphasis on the last
word, "me," but read it also thus, "Here am I, send
me." He is willing to go, but he does not want to go
without being sent, and so the prayer is, "Lord send
me! I beseech Thee of Thine infinte grace qualify me,
open the door for me, and direct my way. I do not need
to be forced, but I would be commissioned. I do not
ask for compulsion, but I do ask for guidance. I would
not run of my own head under the notion that I am
doing God service. Send me then, O Lord, if I may go;
guide me, instruct me, prepare me, and strengthen
me." I feel certain that some of you are eager to go

my

Lord and Master wherever He appoints. Keep
I pray you. Brother, make no terms
witii
God. Put it, "Here am I; send me— where Thou wilt,
for

them the
in

terrible

token of the world's dire need, cry
love, "Here am I; send me!"

agony of Christian

''1/-3>

G4f>" Ift

the

BuiU

(Continued from Page 561)

m

thenism. Today there is a large chapel of mud brick
from which the songs of praises ascend to Him who
sitteth in the heavens. When Hitler's name has long
been forgotten, we shall still be singing praises with
these who came here to spend a few days in fellowship with their Christian brethren.

We went on to Baibokoum, where we spent one day.
As we looked toward the blue hills all around, how we
wished that we could stay with these who are so isolated. We were reminded of the words of the poet:
"They're wanting me, they're calling me, the
awful lonesome places;
They are whining, they are whimpering, as if
each one had a soul."

Where

are

all

the church's healthy, red-blooded, de-

voted young people? Shame on us that in this day the
"awful lonesome places" should still be whining and
whimpering. Why not a V-Day in the church when

an army

shall enlist in the service of the King of kings?
hosts of this army ask for overseas duties.

And may

All too soon we were back at Bekoro. But we
can't
"stay put" for long. There are other victories to
be
won. Not yet can we weep because we have conquered

the world. Soon we will be on the road again, visstill others in these "awful lonesome places."'
Our
V-Days must continue until we hear the trumpet call
upward which will be our "cease fire" signal. Until
then "Thb is the victory that overcometh the world,
all

iting

even our faith."
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SOME PROBLEMS

By REV.

J. P.

KLIEVER,

Before I went to Africa, several of my missionary
of
friends from various missions in different parts
how
Africa remarked that they were anxious to see
the Africans would sing for
me. I had always taken it for

granted that the natives sang
as readily and as harmoniously as our black friends in
America. These remarks therefore caused

me

to

wonder

what it was all about. The
American Negro enjoys singing and does a good job of it.

AFRICA

IMissionary on Furlough
sight (but not always their hearing), they would sing
them the old way again! They seemed to like them

better that way.

Meanwhile, in the village, on the road, or path, or at
work, the native Christians would sing these songs, but
the tune would be different in many places. His heart
and soul seemed to be pouring itself out. He was happy
in his singing. He was singing from his heart, not in
a stiff, forced, or restrained manner. Here he sang the
same songs with a different spirit. Here he would express himself through the songs in a manner I had
never heard him do in a service conducted by mis-

Why

didn't they readily sing the melody of a song

we knew it? Why did they change the melody in
some places and not in others? Was it difficult for
them to sing the right melody? Should we let them go

as

JAKE KLIEVER

arrived in^Africa we heard the Africans on
the coast sing. It was very much the same as what we
hear in America. Again I wondered why these missionhadn't
aries had spoken thus. Traveling inland, we
gone but a day's journey when I noticed that the sing-

When we

IN

sionaries.

Why

should these missionaries speak thus about my going to Africa?

THE GOSPEL

IN SINGING

ahead and sing these songs their way, and

call it

the

African version of the song?
On the Field some of our own and other missionaries
also were asking me how I was getting along with the
natives in the music field. Some asked if I had found
ing was different. They sang heartily, but all of them,
a way to facilitate their singing the half-tones. This
men and women, sang only the melody. The lack of
last question was the result of an observation readily
harmonizing parts was obvious to anyone.
made, that the natives start having difficulty with a
When we got still farther inland, we noticed that it song when a half-tone is used in the tune. The tune is
was mostly the men that did the singing there. Next usually changed at these points by the natives.
we noted that at the village dance and singing, it was
On the other hand, they sing many of our songs
men
the women that sang. But in church it was the
perfectly, and they love to sing them. You know their
that sang.
hearts are in their singing, and missionary and native
At church many times a song was well on its way
could join and sing with oneness of heart and oneness
before we would recognize that they were attempting
of tone. Why did they sing some songs well, yet
the tunes
to sing one of our gospel songs. Sometimes
wouldn't, or couldn't, sing others that way? In many
were so changed that it seemed like a different song.
songs there was a spirit of worship and of praise in
They
You coul,d get the natives to sing lustily.
both missionary and native, while in other songs this
times
acthought it was very funny to hum a tune. Many
spirit was disturbed as soon as the correct way,
vocal
a
or
the song service seemed more of a burden,
cording to the missionary, was insisted upon.
worship
its
gymnastic, Instead of the heart expressing
Such songs as "Jesus Loves Me," "What Shall Wash
and praise.
Away My Sins," "Majestic Sweetness Sits Enthroned,"
the
sing
to
them
"Bringing in the Sheaves," and others, they love to
The missionary would try to get
it
as
melody correctly. This was so difficult for them that
sing and they sing them correctly, while such songs
accordspoiled the song for them. If they sang it right
"Jesus, Jesus, Jesus," "What a Friend We Have in
faU
then it was
Jesus," and others, which we hold equally dear,
ing to the missionary's idea of a tune,
melody inand causspoiled for the native. If they sang the
into that group of songs not sung correctly
but nght
correctly according to the missionary's ear,
ing this difficulty.
of
spoiled for the
Music has often been spoken of as "the language
according to theirs, then the song was
of
it was right in his
as
it
sang
native
the
If
missionary.
the soul." Is the music language, or soul-language,
was right in the the African different from ours? Have they a differears, and the missionary sang it as it
musically.
it is best to
missionary's ear, then there were discords
ent musical vocabulary? We have found
When the missionary insisted on their singing the learn their spoken language, and to put God's message
from
parted
propagate the
into that language, to most efficiently
melody correctly the spirit of worship
to speak the
adjust himself to
message. Therefore the missionary learns
them. If the missionary couldn't
study and rethen the song
native languages. This requires much
accept the song in its African version,
then try to f md
the Spirit.
search to first of all get a vocabulary,
ceased to be a means of worship in
of
their
We had special classes to teach them the melodycor- the rules of using these words, finally reducing
therefore sit
sing them
language to writing. The missionary can
the songs, hoping they would then
sing them fairly correctly We could force them to
(Continued on Page 571)
out of the missionaries
rectly, but as soon as they were
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Orville

Lor en z Preaches on

Rev. Orville Lorenz,
States

now a
Army, has sent home

Beach,

Calif.,

lain

Don

chaplain in the United
to his parents in Long-

some pictures taken when he and Chap-

Carter and their "buddies" occupied the his-

town of Schwaczenau, Germany. He preached in
one of the churches while there. Perhaps he is the
toric

Historic

Ground

from that "history," as now being
Holsmger says:

of interest here

"Finally, after much sohcitude
and many disappomtments, eight persons succeeded in
obtaining
the consent of their own minds
to forsake the
world with all its sinful pleasures, and
to covenant
with God to remain faithful until
death, took upon
themselves a vow to follow Christ in all
the commandments and ordinances of the New Testament

And thus they organized themselves

tian Church.

into a Chris-

"They were now in their first love, and
full of
zeal for God and His Word.
Accordingly, true to
scriptural precedent, their first
step was into

Christian baptism.

"It appears to me I can more
than anticipate the
solemnity that pervaded the minds
and hearts of
the eight consecrated men and
women, as they
prepared themselves to go out to the clear
waters
of the river Eider, on a pleasant
morning in the
summer of the year 1708. It must have been

Alexander Mack's

mill, for as

near
he was a miller by

trade and owned a mill, he would
know just the
proper spot where the sacred work
could be properly attended to without
danger of molestation
There was all the gravity of a funeral
march, as
the procession moved along the
unpaved streets

Chaplains Orville Lorenz and Donald Carter in

uniform at Schwarzenau, Germanyonly living Brethren preacher who has the distinction
of preaching on the ground whereon the
Brethren
Church, as a denominational body, was born.

In the waters of the river Eider, Alexander Mack was
He in turn baptized the rest of the little
party that had come to believe that trine immersion
was the true form of Christian baptism, even though
they had never seen the rite of baptism thus performed. They returned to the ancient form—the only
form that can be traced back to the apostolic church.
As but few Brethren folk have Holsinger's History of
the Brethren Church, we shall quote several pages
baptized.

with solemn tread.
"Baptism is always a solemn service, and
so It
should be, for it Is a figure of death and
burial, and
that the death of one whom most
people worship

up

to the day of their conversion.
Such an one
the pious eight went out to bury
into the watery
grave. But this occasion was especially
solemn for
several reasons: First, no one
had ever seen the
ordmance performed in the manner in which
they
expected to receive it this morning.
Second, the
administrator, whom they had chosen
to perform
the work, was inexperienced, and
they had occasion for misgivings, and he
himself of fear

and

Where the river Eider flows under the
bridge at Schwarzenau, Germany.
The
Brethren Church in the world was
town. Here the Brethren
Church as a denomination within the
Church of God was bom. Back up on the
hill can be seen the church building
where
Brother Lorenz preached to the "boys"
while they were in the town.
first

built in this
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trepidation, as every minister of the gospel

who

has performed the solemn ceremony of his first
baptizing can testify. The atmosphere itself was
freighted with solemnity.

"They had fasted and prayed and sang and
Word of the Lord; and now

prayerfully read the

an unction from heaven prompted them with the
words of the angel, "Why tarriest thou? Arise and
be baptized, and wash away thy sins." True piety

and Christian devotion invariably beget

implicit

obedience.
"It may not have been in the summertime, nor
on a pleasant morning, nor even near Father
Mack's mill, for those are circumstances of which
they left no record. We are only told that it was
in the quiet of an early morning in the year 1708,
and that the place was at the river Eider. They

purposefully carefully concealed the exact day of
its occurrence, and the name of the first baptizer.
The latter was done with the view of avoiding all
occasion of the new denomination being named
after any man. I am inclined to believe from the
success with which they have kept the secret, that
there were no spectators present outside of their
own families. It is difficult to keep a secret when

developed an intense missionary spirit,
which was another indication of primitive Christianity, for thus it was in the days of the apostles.
feelings

the family alone knows it, and it would be impossible to conceal it if the public had witnessed
the work, especially since some of the people were
their enemies. All we do know positively is that it
was not Alexander Mack who performed the first
baptism among the Tunkers, and that it may have
been George Greby, Lucas Fetter, Andrew Boney,
or

.

.

They assembled
to

and spread through the community from
town and country to coimtry. In the space
of seven years from 1708 to 1715, a large congregation was established at Schwarzenau, and members were scattered throughout many parts of the

tagious,

town

"Having arrived at the water's edge and prayer
and a blessing for each invoked from kind
heaven, he who had been selected by lot took Alexander Mack by the hand, and "both went down
offered

sorted to

the scattered

They then reMarionborn, where a church was organ-

for a time prospered greatly, but were
by persecution. They then fled
to Krefeld, under the king of Prussia, where they
enjoyed freedom of conscience for a time at least."

ized,

and

also soon followed

great

tuted the body.
"After they had changed their garments, and
were assembled for devotion and confirmation, we
blessing,
are told they realized a wonderful inward
These
being filled with great joy and gladness.

to

Palatinate. Attempts to organize
members resulted in persecution.

the
the
the
the

Commander.
"Then returning to shore, Alexander Mack, who
had been chosen as their minister, took him, by
whom he had just been baptized, and leading him
Into the stream, baptized him in the same manner,
and afterward the other six also.
"The names of the eight persons who constituted
this consecrated body, and thus became the charter members of the Tunker Church, were as follows: George Greby and Lucas Fetter, of HesseCassel; Alexander Mack and Anna Magareta Mack,
of Schreisheim, between Manheim and Heidelberg;
Andrew Boney and Johanna Boney, of Basel, Switzerland; John Kipping and Johanna Kipping, of
Wirtemberg. Five men and three women consti-

quite frequently for worship

encourage each other by bearing testimony
to the truth as they had found it in Christ. And
the Lord was with them and showered His blessings abundantly upon them. Their fervor was con-

John Kipping.

into the water," and after Mack had knelt in
water, he was baptized, face forward, "into
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of
Holy Ghost," according to the commission of

.

and

A SQUEAL
One native said to another, "If you had 100 sheep
I
would you give 50 of them for God's work?" "That
give
would," replied the other. "I would be willing to
give
50." "If you had 100 cows would you be willing to
yes, I would,"
50 of them to the gospel work?" "Oh
was the prompt reply. "But you would not do it if they
You
were 100 horses, would you?" "Oh yes, I would.
pigs,
would see that I would." "But if you had two
man's
would you be willing to give one of them?" The
"No, I
countenance fell, and he quickly replied,
do
why
then
wouldn't. You know I have two pigs;
Presbyterian.
you ask me that?"—From the United
laugh[Now, don't laugh, for if you do you may be

ing at
565
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confessing your faith before others.

mans

10:9:

"That

if

God says in Rothou shalt confess with thy mouth

Jesus as Lord, and believe in thine heart that God hath
raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved."
Believe

By

J.

KEITH ALTIG, Rosemead,

this
Calif.

A notice of great interest to me appeared in the
April issue of the Yard Inc Well. One of our number,
Frank Karoleski, had given blood thirteen times. This

THE BIBLE

said, long before

who gave

all His blood at one time in behalf of His
fellow-men, even though in so doing He lost His own

and hope and salvation to
Jesus Christ, and the
occasion on which He gave His life was that dark day
life

"More or less similar experiences could be multiplied:
persecutions, destruction of books, and at least one
jail sentence. But I want to inform you particularly
of what took place in a recent fiesta in Q. One mornning, as he was offering his books for sale, the bishop
and four priests came to his table, ordering him to

man was

when the forces of evil nailed
the Prince of Life to a cross, pierced His side with a
spear, and brought forth blood and water. This blood,
poured out in sacrificial death, became the means by
in the world's history

is

move on and

sell elsewhere. Nothing daunted, he challenged the bishop's authority in the matter, saying,
'You are not the mayor, nor the sheriff, nor a police-

taken away.

"Ye know that ye were not
redeemed with corruptible things, as silver and gold,
from your vain conversation received by tradition from
apostle Peter wrote:

man. Go back to your convent.' 'Do you answer the
bishop so?' was the response of one of the priests. 'Yes,
and I say the same to you,' he replied. The bishop then
descended from his episcopal dignity, shouting to the
people like a street peddler not to buy the books. Sales
kept up just the same, or were even improved by such

your fathers; but with the precious blood of Christ, as
of a lamb without blemish and without spot."
The blood of Christ can take away sin because it represents the life of God Himself. In the person of Jesus
Christ His Son, God poured out His life in behalf of
those who had forfeited their lives through sin. Because of sin, every person bom into the world deserves
to be eternally separated from God. Christ, as God in
the flesh, came into the world and experienced that
separation
definitely

when He died on the cross. All who will
and consciously believe this and confess

their faith before others, will be forgiven their sins,
and the penalty of death under which they have been
living will be removed because Jesus Christ has paid

that penalty for them.
This has been accomplished because one man, Jesus
Christ, was willing to give His blood, or His life, if
you would rather think of it that way. Have you accepted this gift? If not, you may do so right where
you are reading this article by saying in your heart,
"Lord, I believe this is true," and by acknowledging or

cities

Scripture distribution in this enlightened age, Senor
O's experiences should prove their mistake. Once as
he was selling Scriptures a priest drew out a revolver,
with deadly intent to kill him, explaining as he did so',
'I'm doing this not as a priest but as a man.' Senor O's
ready rejoinder was, 'So one minute you are a priest
and the next minute you are a devil.' Happily the
priest's purpose was not carried out.

Disease, and even death, might result from giving
too much blood. That is why the Red Cross takes only
one pint of blood at a time. However, there was a man

The

"Not only

and towns, but
also in rural districts, where the homes are far apart
and where malaria is an ever-present menace. Poor
in this world's goods, he is rich in faith, and his great
concern is that all may have an opportunity to receive
the Word of God, even though it cost great personal
sacrifice and danger.
"If some think there is no danger connected with

medical
discovered it to be a
that "the life is in the
blood" (Deut. 12:23). Doctors
tell us that the amount of blood
in the body is roughly oneKEITH ALTIG
thirteenth of the total body
weight. One pint of blood weighs one pound, so Mr.
Karoleski, who weighs 155 pounds, has, in a very real
sense, given his life for the war effort.

which sin

PERU

tribution of the Scriptures in that region.

fact,

But he brought

IN

has he labored in the populous

science

life.

today.

missionary in Northern Peru introduces us to one
of his faithful helpers, a colporteur who has dedicated
the greater part of the last fourteen years to the dis-

ish.

millions of people. This

it

A

is a great record and worthy of
high praise. Undoubtedly his
blood has brought, or will bring,
new life to many a wounded
boy who would otherwise per-

God

and accept

unsolicited publicity.
"At 4 o'clock in the afternoon of the same day, the
four priests repeated the visit of the morning. One
priest, white with rage, seized a Bible and threw
it on
the ground with all his might. About that time, a little

woman who had bought two
aloft,

Testaments, held them
shouting with a clarion voice, 'This is the Word of

God. Here

Is no deception. Here is no falsehood. You
are against this book because it destroys your business.'
By this time the crowd had gathered and sales continued briskly. The sympathy of the crowd was def-

with Senor O., and when he scored a point
against the priests, much to their chagrin, loud handclapping evidenced the crowd's approval.
"And so mightily grew the Word of God and preinitely

TaUed."—From "The News Bulletin"
Mission.
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General Interest

(b)

(Continued from Page 560)
as our superintendent in South America.
No. 41 Field Superintendent, Africa.
Motion prevailed to reelect Rev. Orville D. Jobson as
our superintendent in Africa.

—

No. 42

—New Fields.

Motion prevailed that, the Lord having provided
sufficient funds, we proceed to open a new mission
to
field and that a committee of five be appointed
make immediate investigation of strategic fields and
earligive us the benefit of such investigation at the
not later than AprU 1, 1946, ai
meeting of our Board shall be
imporcalled for the further consideration of this
tant matter.
this
of
chairman
It was further moved that the
committee should write an article for the Herald
suggestions, saytelling what is purposed and inviting
would like
ing that we cannot enter all fields, but we
on this matter;
to know how the trend of thought is
also asking for prayer for God's leading.
No. 43 New Fields Committee.
Motion prevailed that the members of the Board
this commitliving on the Pacific Coast constitute
The committee
tee, with Bro. Ashman as chairman.
R. D. Barnard, L. S.
is: C. H. Ashman, Chairman;
Bauman, C. W. Mayes, Wm. A. Ogden.
est possible time,

which time a

special

treasurer.
(c)

home on furlough, and all
Wiunder appointment, and now on the grounds at
at
nona Lake, Indiana, were called for conference
present: Mr. and
this session. The following were
Mr.
Foster,
Mrs. H. L. Dunning, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Mrs. J. P.
and Mi-s. M. L. Goodman, Jr., Mr. and
and Miss ElizaKliever, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Morrill,
beth Tyson.
discussion oi
The entire session was given over to
with most of the
various phases of the African work,
recenty writtime devoted to the new set of By-Laws
the African Field
ten by the Executive Committee of
to the Board for their cor-

Council, and submitted
rection and adoption.
No. 44— Central Bible School (Africa).

School be

Home Director.
46—Expenses for Itineration, Etc.
Director inform
Motion prevailed that the Home

tions of the

the
incurred through

Field Council that extra expenses
Field, carried on under
travel or itineration on the
authorities, be paid for
the direction of our Field
African Field Allowance funds.

from the

47—Field Allowance (African).
the Field AllowMotion prevailed that we increase
month, beginnmg as of
ance in Africa to $500 per
September 1, 1945, for one year.

No.

—Personal Gifts.

No. 48

Motion prevailed that:
(a)

relatives

missionary by
Personal gifts given to a
not be reported to the
or personal friends need
so desires.
treasurer unless the missionary

gifts shall be applied, first, in
of the regular allowance or salary; and
balance in excess of this shall be held to

such reported

any

apply on other expenses essential to the support
of the missionary, such as outfit, furlough, etc.
(d) This is to become effective September 1, 1945.
No. 49 By-Laws for African Field.
Motion prevailed that the new By-Laws proposed by
the African Field Council, having been duly read,
discussed, and revised, in the presence of the Board
and all missionaries home on furlough from Africa,,
as well as with new missionaries preparing to leave

—

for the Field, be
the By-Laws for

adopted as corrected and become
the Oubangui-Chari Mission of

French Equatorial Africa.
W. M. C. Representatives.
Motion prevailed that the representatives of the
W. M. C. who are meeting with the Board this year
Mrs. H. A. Kent and Mrs. H. W. Koontz, be invited
Board
to continue this relationship through the

—

No. 51

meetings of 1946.
No. 52.—Publication Board Representatives.
Motion prevailed that C. H. Ashman and A. J. McPubclain be our representatives on the Brethren
year.
lishing Board, Ashland, Ohio, for this next
of General Interest will be continued
of the Herald.
in the next Foreign Missionary number

NOTE: Minutes

RECORD SCRIPTURE DISTRIBUTION
copies of the Scriptures was,
in 1944, this
circulated by the American Bible Society
the 129distribution breaking aU previous records of
2,595,year-old society. The figures were 825,857 Bibles,
portions
698 Testaments, 8,981,986 Gospels and other
1929 exceeded
of the Bible. The two years 1928 and

A

total of 12,403,541

11,000,000

Motion prevailed that the Central Bible
Field Superinreopened immediately, and that the
follow the instructendent be informed that he is to
No.

All

payment

—

All African missionaries

All other gifts, except as above mentioned, coming either directly or indirectly as the result of
deputation work among the churches, or other
missionary activities, shall be reported to the

and 1927 exceeded

have been so large.
Even more striking

is

10,000,000.

No other years

the comparison for whole

number being 65 per cent more than
when
the previous maximum, which occurred in 1883,
each home
the Bible Society was undertaking to supply
Bible. The
In the United States, where needed, with a

Bibles, the 1944

Bibles
present large figure is the result of requests for
from the Army and Navy and to the striking increase
in Latin America.
The Testament figures were exceeded only by the
previous year 1943. No small factor in the large disin
tribution of Gospels were the record circulations

Mexico and Brazil.
Rev. Blood, of Altoona, announces that the First
Brethren Church will go on the air with a radio program beginning Thursday, September 13, and every
week thereafter at 5:15 P.M. from Station KFJB, 1380
kilocycles.
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on the road to recovery. While here in
the local
French hospital, he was a real testimony to the
other
patients, being able to read the Bible.
His mother,
who visited him almost daily, is also able to read,
and
she has been used in winning others to the
Lord.
Pende, his father, when he told us goodbye
at the
hospital, said: "We are not afraid. Our
trust is in the

Lord." Twenty years ago both father and
mother accepted the Lord. Now their five children are
Christians, and attending classes. It truly is
a real joy to
see parents and children serving the Lord.
Daily we are awaiting for news of the arrival
of our
new missionaries. The harvest is ripe but the laborers
so few.

BOZOUM

(F. E. A.)

Yours in Him,

NEWS LETTER

Mrs. Orville D. Jobson.

JUNE, 1945

-

Dear Friends:

We

MISS RUTH SNYDER, under

date of June 6th, writes
F. E. A., a very interesting letter. In it
she furnishes a unique problem for the "building"
of
our missionaries' homes in Africa for the years
ahead.

just returned

from a meeting with our head
one of the Karre villages. All these
men have had classes for the past two years with the
ones who have accepted the Lord, and are now ready
for baptism. These classes convene every morning
except Sunday, and, after they have been examined by

from Bekoro,

catechists, held in

The

editor will lay her suggestion before the Foreign
Board! Our readers will recall that some months ago
we published two African letters written by native

the native pastors and deaconesses, and are able to
give a reason for the hope that is in them, they have
the great joy of entering the waters of baptism.

We had

Christian boys.
ters in the actual

cuts made showing these lethandwriting of these lads. Miss
Snyder gives us the reaction of one of those boys
when he read his letter in the Herald. Here is what
Miss Snyder writes:
"I wish you could have seen Jean Mane reading
the
letter that was in the Herald. He stood at the
back
veranda and read until he was exhausted. Then he
went out by the kitchen and took over the cook's stool
and read some more. First, he would read the one he
had written, then he would read EUe's. How I wished
I had hopes of ever getting my pictures
developed—
I certainly would have had him sitting there
reading
the Herald. He has one of those million-doUar smiles
and it was spread all over his face that day. He happened to be here at the station when the mail came.
Elie has not seen it yet, but no doubt he has heard
all about it, as the African grapevine is a
marvel.
"By the way, Minnie and I would like to have some
of Paul Bunyan's pumpkin seeds. I am not an authority on Paul Bunyan, but I believe he was the man
who
had a pumpkin so large he scooped out the inside and
lived in it for a house. It continued to grow until it
had so many rooms he got lost In it. Now we are not
wanting to get lost or to lose our boys, but the Bekoro
houses are falling down. The one Minnie lived in so
long is past the place where one could spend a restful
night in it. Our house, the natives say, mil go down
first. In that case you will have a report of the African
tree-sitters! So if you can send us some of Paul's

Just after we returned to the field this term, we witnessed a baptismal service here. After the service we
heard singing in the chapel, and it was then getting
dark. Orville and I walked to the chapel and listened
to their testimonies. One after another stood ana
praised the Lord for His faithfulness. The youngest
member of the group, Victor, the only child of one of
our personal boys, Is now in glory. He, especially, was
radiant with joy, and told how he loved Jesus. Now
he is in His presence.
Yesterday, as I was sitting beside the resthouse at
Maidi's village, a small boy came by carrying a crippled
man. I have seen David many times before, but his
face seemed to be unusually bright and cheerful. He
reads the Word fluently. He was so happy to tell me
that he is now a leader of a village group, and is able
not only to teach them to read, but teach the verses,
and help others to memorize them. What a testimony

man is to his own tribe!
of our younger boys are now in need of more
reading material in our church schools. Last year
they had the primer, and this year the Gospel of St.
John. Several of the classes have read it through and
this crippled

Many

are now rereading it again. Our multigraph boy has
run off some chosen passages from the New Testament
for them. We have great need for more printed mate-

How fortunate our young
home, who have so many Bible Story booklets to keep them interested in the Word. Our young
folk here are so happy to have a multigraphed sheet
rial for

the young people.

folk are at

pumpkin

with Bible stories to read.

worry about us, for Minnie has the men cutting stone
for a foundation for a house. So at least things are
on the move."

The first week of June we took Samuel, the oldest
son of one of the faithful workmen, to the Bangui
hospital. He had been in the hospital here for six
months, but there was very little improvement. The
doctors operated on Samuel, and he now seems to be

again wrote from Bekoro: "Perhaps you are wondering
what we do when we are not out in the bush! Well, as
you no doubt know, the main part of the work is in

seeds,

it will

relieve the situation. Well, don't
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The people

the bush.

can't

come

to us, so

we go

to

BRETHREN FOREIGN

them. However, when we are home we try to conduct
classes for the ones around here. I have been having
a class in the language every day. I feel that I am
leaving the pupil class
for I

and entering the teacher

class,

am reading Genesis with the catechist who
my instructor. Of course it is all new to him,

been
am having

lots of fun.

the incidents.

I

He

reacts so funny to

can always

tell

that which

has
so I

some

is

of

within

his range of experience by the

way he reacts. For
when he read where Abraham had told

ex-

ample,

his

he feared for his

life

wife to say she was his

sister, for

because of her beauty, Mbourio nearly burst laughing.
Finally he came up for air long enough to tell me, "We

do that

too."

Then

it

was

my turn

MISSIONARY DIRECTORY

to laugh!
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Address: Bekoro (Bemlller), par Paoua-Bangul, Oubangul-Charl,

par

Bangui,

Africa

F. E. Afrlott

F. E. Afric*

see that Lot had done anything wrong
in taking the best land, for he had done the thing that
"the heart of him wanted to do." Finally when he
reached the conclusion of that incident and saw the
unhappy end of moving to a 'big village,' he said, 'Oh,

Mrs. Minnie Kennedy
Misa Kuth Snyder
Address: Bouca, par Bangui, Oubangul-Charl, F. E. Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Robert S. Williams
Address: Valoke, par Boall. par Bangui, Oubangul-Charl, F. E. Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Beaver
Miss Mnry Emmert

just like Bangui. Everything there is crooked.'
'Crooked,' of course, is the word they use for unrighteous. TThen in addition to my daily session with him,
I have another class which meets three times a week.

DUNNING.

quite a bunch. At present we are studying
the book of Acts. The rains are causing quite an irregularity in attendance now as they must go to their
gardens when it rains. Mbourio said one day in class,
"Most poeple aren't happy when there is work to do."

MORRILL. Rev. and Mrs. Curtis 6., Harrah, Wash.
TYSON, Miss Elizabeth S,, 3438 N. 2nd St., Philadelphia, Pa.
MISSIONARIES UNDER APPOINTMENT AND PREPARING TO LEAVE

"He could not

that

is

They are

MRS. MINNIE KENNEDY, always
date' of

May

this line continually. It is so easy for

me

to forget.

you a funny story, at least it struck
one
us rather funny. We heard footsteps approaching
we
evening and when they reached the front door,
with
asked, 'What is it?' It was one of our workmen
affair!'
two strangers. The workman said, 'There's an
have to

tell

is
heart sank, for when they put it that way It
men
generally something bad. Then he said, 'These
looked
have come for blood!' I looked at Ruth and she
Then, after
at me! 'Blood! what's coming off now?'
whole
some more questioning, they finally gave the

My

•affair.'

munion

The head deacon was preparing
at one of the chapels, and sent

to hold comin for some-

have to hear them

thing for the wine. You'd
how very funny it was. I guess what made
we expected to hear
it seem funny to us was because
we found
some awful 'affair,' and what a relief when
ourselves silly.
out what the 'affair' was. We laughed
really

tell it to see

FOSTER,

L.,

Rt

c/o Jolin Weed.

Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H., o/o Earle Keiffer,

RPD
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No.

Sumiyside,
1,

Domsife,

Pa.

HAHnLTON, Mrs. Benjamin, Jr., Bo.': 102, Winona Lake,
KLIEVER, Rev. and Mra. Jacob P., Winona Lake. Ind.
MAC0N.4.GHY, Rev. and

Mrs. Hill, 23.33

No.

18th

St..

Ind,

Philadelphia. Pa.

IMMEDIATELY

GOODMAN,

Rev.

and Mrs. Marvin

L.,

Jr.,

Winona Lake,

HOYT, Rev, and Mrs. Solon W., Evans City, Pa.
SOHROCK, Rev. and Mrs. Lynn D., Winona Lake.

31st,

the air-maU. That is just one of the little trials to help
keep us sweet. That sounds almost like a joke but i
mean it. Most of the times we can't control matters
no matter how indignant we may become, so may as
along
well keep sweet. I have to keep reminding myself
"I'll

and Mrs. Harold

Ind.

Ind.

interesting, writes

from the BeMiller Station, to
say: "I trust that our letters to you do not take as long
as those from the States. I have had not a word from
my home folks since November, 1944. I know that they
write at least once a month and send it air-mail. I
have written and told them to send it regular mail for
better than
it seems that regular mail comes through
under

MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
Rev.

Wash.

THE LAST CHAT
Selma R. Bergner, Missionary in Japan, the United
Lutheran Church
The last Sunday evening I was in Japan some of the
dormitory students came over to my study for a "last
chat," as they expressed it. During the course of our
conversation, one of the students said that the girls
of her class had been talking about the matter of the
foreign teachers leaving the college. "Of course, we are

very sad that you teachers must leave, for we have had
such happy times together. Why, we never thought of
you as an American—or even as a teacher; we always
thought of you as our friend."
Another student continued, "You know Sensei, as
much as we hate to see all of you leave our country
and return to your own for the present, we feel that at
in your own
this particular time you can help us more
country than you can right here. You can go about
the Japanese
telling your friends about us and about
thai
people whom you know. You can also tell them
we are praying for them." With tears in her eyes she
them to
looked at me and said, "And won't you ask

pray for

us, please?"

35-mm. camera
Bro. Jake Kliever would like to buy a
x 3).
or a reflex camera (size 21/2 x 2'/2 or 3
The
Anyone who has same for sale please notify
Brethren Missionary Herald Co. immediately.
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Extracts from Letters from Brother Tissera
By MRS. LAURA WAGNER, Almafuerte, Argentina,
NOTE:

Here at Almafuerte, In a sanatorium, Is a young man'^from Rio
Tercero
our brother Tissera. He Is the only one of his family who Is a
Christian.
He was converted In Cabrera under the ministry of Brother
SIccerdl.
Later he came with his family to Rio Tercero and was quite
active In his testimony for Christ.
We had opportunity to help In the

—

S.A.

sympathized with the Gospel, and who last Sunday
gave himself to the Lord, and then gave a public testimony in the meeting at Cosquin. Now he wants to be
baptized and needs instruction for such a step. It
seems that Brother Lantz has not instructed him for
baptism. I do not remember very well all of the texts
on the questionnaire that they gave me when I was
going to be baptized. If you can send me a study on
this subject we will be grateful. One of the brethren
here was also converted here in Santa Maria (the sanatorium), and gives a beautiful testimony with his

needs of this family.
Horacio Tissera Is one of our Christian young men. Suffering from lung
he finally decided to go to the sanatorium, If hot to be cured,
at least to take hlm-elf out of the very cramped quarters In which
the
family was living, and thus try to avoid contagion for his loved ones.
My husband. Rlcsrio, always visits this family when he goes to Rio
Tercero. As for Horacio, his experience In the sanatorium Is proving to
be
"'
^
Judge from the extracts of letters we
have received from hfm, i
sending you herewith.
I
am sure they
will Interest the readers of the HERALD and enable them
to
vhat
Protestan
"P against when they get sick and need hospltalliatli
The
obstacles
eglon,
and the red tape Is exasperating.
Here
dlstre'sslng

trouble,

extracts;

consecrated

November

13,

life, sincerity, firmness, and enthusiasm.
a Bolivian. I have met another young patient who
says he is a believer from Cruz del Eje. So we form a
little group of six or seven, besides the interested
ones

He

1944.

Esteemed Brother in the Lord:
I

me

am

am

glad to be able to say that the Lord has blessed
greatly in this place also. In the section where I
there are two young believers, still new in the

faith,

with

.

pass very delightful moments
talking of the "things above." These brethren, who
are quite well in health, attend the meetings in Cosquin the times that they can get permission to go out,
and they take with them several other patients who
sympathize with the Gospel
Glory to God There
is also a man here who says he knew the Gospel
in his
childhood in Italy, and now he is interested in beginning again. In the ward where I am there is another
who also used to attend Sunday School for a long
time, and, although he confesses having withdrawn
afterwards, he says that he is going "to take up the
Way again." He attends some of the meetings in Cosquin. So with the brethren who are here we take advantage of the opportunities that are presented us to
talk about the Lord. Of course, we have to walk carefully because of the nuns. Yesterday one of the young
believers was beside my bed talking to me when a
nun came, greeted him and said, "Have care. Don't
make any propaganda, for here I make the propaganda." The brother told me that since the nun knew
that he is an evangelical, she doesn't bring him any
more milk. Blessed be the Lord; In the midst of our
unhappy situation of illness, the Lord helps us and
blesses and gives us the high privilege of being able
to speak to others about Him.
.

.

19,

1945.

I am asking the Lord continually to heal me directly,
for frankly I haven't any more confidence in the medicines and procedures of men. The Lord will do that

which

is His will, and that is the best. I have known
three other believers who are here in this sanatorium.
I am receiving three magazines for which I have subscribed, having paid the subscription for this year
We continue to hope that the Lord will "say the
word," and so I will return, if it is His will, to the
activities. I always think of what I told you on one
occasion my consecration to the Work. The Lord will
show me the place which I must occupy
.

.

.

:

.

Here in the section where

I

am

.

.

February 21, 1945.
a young man who

is

.

is

In regard to my health I can say that, thanks to the
Lord, I feel all right; but it seems that there is very
little progress in the cure. Up to now we have failed
in the treatments that they have tried to give me.

!

January

.

have Canclini's

little book, "I Believe in God." It
very good. Have also read the booklet by Dr. Drummond, "The Biggest Thing in the World." It is very
much worthwhile.

I

whom we

.

is

wanted to give me the neumatorax, and I
could not receive the air because I have the pleura
stuck fast. Afterwards they were going to operate, and
just when they were going to send me to surgery, they
examined me and found out I was not in condition,
for it seems there is some backset; and now they have
taken an X-ray to see what my condition is and what
they can do. But for the Lord this is not a failure. He
knows why things turn out thus, and I, praying continually, hoping for that miracle for which I have
asked so many times
First they

.

.

.

June

Now we have begun

11, 1945.

to study the correspondence

course (Bible) which you recommended to us. It seems
to me to be very simple and interesting. The brethren
here believe that I know more than they, and have
assigned me the task of directing them in the study,
so that I have to do two things at once: study and
teach.

Last Saturday we had a meeting in which we gave
out the Message of Salvation to those who say they
are interested in the things of God. We did this because it was suggested by some of those who are interested in spiritual things and we did not want to
lose the opportunity; but, I do not know how far we
will go with this, for some seem very surprised at our
boldness and say that we will be turned out when the
authorities of the sanatorium find out. We also gave
out some tracts and New Testaments to interested ones.
God will help and guard us. We do all with the greatest
possible prudence and the lord will decide.
There is a brother here in another section whom
the nun there threatened to have put out because Mr.
Lantz visits him and, I believe, leaves tracts in the

—
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wards.

May

8,

1945

the Lord pardon these poor beings

"know not what they

who

But now
July

8,

1945.

will

We, here in this atmosphere (you now understand
what it is) always have many motives for praising and
blessing the Lord because we see His hand working In

I used to tithe, but then stopped.
have begun again and, by the grace of God,

For a time

again.

do."

I

continue to do so faithfully.

am

asking the Lord continually to heal me. I will
not hide from you the fact that many times I feel
discouraged; struggles come and the enemy at all cost
wants to cast us down. But the Lord is more powerful
than he. His grace sustains us and gives us the victory
even in the midst of the strongest storms. Someone
has said, "It is better to be with the Lord in the storm
than to be in the calm without Him," and I repeat it!
How many times when doubt presents itself with all
of its escort of murderers of the soul; when it seems
that reality comes to belie all that we believe and hope
and love; when we are ready to say with Jacob, "All
of these things are against me"; then the saving answer wells up! The Lord permits the testing— and
why? At times—the majority of times—we do not
understand, but we know that it is for our good. Glory
shine
to Him! Then the precious promises begin to
with greater glory than before in the sky of our souls.
Blessed be God who has seen fit to make of us, misergood
able clay, vessels for honor, instruments for
I

everything for our favor, even in the smallest details
a thing which is a marvel to us. Days ago we stopped
with our Bolivian brother, who was converted here, to
consider how the Lord is all-sufficient and in what a
strange and providential way He blesses, guards, and
sustains us. Also, these experiences of leading others
to the Light causes surprises, emotions, and satisfactions, which for us who are new in these struggles
always have special significance. I have been advising the Bolivian brother to write up his testimony, and
he told me that he had thought of doing it, but he
does not know to which magazine to send it, for it
seems that he doesn't care so much for the magazine
that comes here to Cosquin ... I would like to know
this
if the "Heraldo" would publish the testimony of
brother. I have also thought to write my testimony
in prose, for I have only done so in verse.
I also wish to tell you that I have begun to tithe

.

WHEN THE WHOLE WORLD PRAYS

Sitt^fUUf.

The Editor has often thought of all the strange
prayers that must enter into the ears of our Heavenly
Father when the whole world prays. Here are some

.

.

tkz QodfXel Ut /H^Uca.
(Continued from Page 563)

preachers in
in a worship service conducted by native
language and have it thrill and fill his

the native

very interesting excerpts from prayers that have gone
up from Native lips and reported by missionaries on

heart, being fed in the inner

man.

the spoken language opens such possibilities and
the
opportunities, should we not consider finding out
Then the
native "music-language," learn it and use it?
heart
missionary and native could together worship
their
with heart in song, both singing with grace in
If

various fields:

Telugu Christian in India: "Oh Lord
we thank You for Your love for us. You did not
pass us by because we were poor. You did not despise
us because we were outcaste. You did not hate us because we were sinful. You came to us. You saved us.

An

illiterate

Jesus,

We thank you, dear Jesus."
A Chinese Christian refugee: "We
to
so

are going home
us Bibles

many who cannot read. So, Lord, make
that those who cannot read the Book can

read

it

hearts

to the Lord, their spiritual lives

through

this

enriched

means.

come out of
If we hastily say, "Can any good thing
culNazareth," the "Nazareth" being the black man's
off from a
ture might we not be shutting ourselves
opportunities
means, or from a field, that offers great
Gospel more real and
of making the realities of the
precious to them?

in

us."

Another: "Dear Saving Lord, make me a bamboo
dry
pipe that I may carry living waters to nourish the
fields of my village."
An Ainu woman in Japan: "Lord, make a basket of
my body and a bag of my heart, and fill both full of
return
Thyself. Oh, help us serve Thee! And when we
to our homes, help us to tell of Thee to others."

Before I
one twig of his own choosing after another.
living
knew it he had built a dwelling place and was
both the
Tonight, my Father, I am throwing out
it.

m

incurable leper, on peg legs, partly blind: "O
art like
Cross, how is it I shall sing thy praise! Thou
precious warmth on winter days!"
Province of Chosen: "O Lord, Thou art the jiggy
Thou art
(forked stick) under the loads on our backs;
their heads;
the headpad for women who carry jars on
oxen."
art the yoke that eases the loads for

bird

An

and the

nest.

Another: "Beat

Amen."
us,

O

our Father, not hard enough to

enough to make
give us great pain, but beat us a little,
us travel in Thy path."
Uke
A Crown Prince in Africa: "O God, drive me in
cannot be pulled
a nail into mahogany, a nail which
out."

Thou

Christian leader in Africa: "God in Heaven,
You have helped my life to grow like a tree. Now somehas earned in
thing has happened. Satan, like a bird,

A native
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my
A boy in India: "Our Father, help me to pass the
pass. May
examinations. May my whole class
pass."
whole school pass. May the whole world
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(Continued from Page 559)
to predominate.

Here and there were soldiers in

Ek!

S-'

a S

••

<-i

3

uniform.
f'Standing in tlie yard of St. Pimen's Church and
watching the procession of priests dressed in rich
regalia

and moving

to the

accompaniment

From Mrs. Ricardo Wagner

of re-

sounding hymns, one woman was overhead saying:
" 'This is the first time I have
come to church in
years. My husband never let me go before. Now
he said, "Sonia, it's all right this year; you go to
church if you want to." It was as if a heavy stone
fell

off

my

heart.'"

very significant that the lady's husband referred to in the last paragraph of the news item should
have said to his wife, "Sonia, it is alright this year;
you go to church if you want to."
It is

Very well, why should he have said "this year." Why
not every year on ahead? It is our conviction that
this man knows that Joseph Stalin has no intention
of granting anything like the continual freedom
of
religion to the Russian people.
Moreover, note that "Moscow's 22 churches averaged
2,000 to 5,000 persons for midnight services."
Al"
EASTER TIME! Easter is the season when all who go
to church at all go. As in America, so in Russia. However, the very latest statistics available show that In
this self -same city of

Moscow there

a population of
4,137,018. If each of the 22 churches averaged 3,000
persons at the last Easter service (which they probably did not), then it would mean that 66,000 persons
out of the 4,137,018 population, or 1 in every 63, attended church on Easter Sunday!

We

would

a real vision!
"Right now we are rejoicing over a woman who gave
herself to the Lord last Sunday night. The
increase

comes so slowly in this field that we learn to know
what it means to rejoice over one soul who comes to
the Lord."

is

to be optimistic, but the religious
Russia furnishes no ground for much
optimism. The optimism that is abroad in America with
regard to religious freedom in Russia is bom of wishful
like

situation in

thinking.

Taking down from our shelves the latest edition of
the Encyclopedia Britannica (copyright 1937) in Volume 15, p. 838, we read the following concerning Moscow:

"The crowds

MRS. RICARDO WAGNER, of Almafuerte, Prov. Cordoba, Argentina, wrote the editor under date of
July
20th. From her letter we quote:
"The true situation in Rio Tercero is an immense!
population without Christ, and that is what constitutes the great need of putting a Lighthouse there.
We
would have rented something long ago to put the field
to a test before thinking of building and
buying, but
there is nothing to rent—not even a woodshed!
We certainly are looking forward eagerly to the
coming of new missionaries, for workers are most assuredly needed. We are praying, too, that the
Lord
will call still more to labor in this needy
field. How
we wish that some of our own young folks would get

GROWTH

SPIRITUAL

Mrs. Leona D. Cole, Long Beach, Calif.

Buds and

flowers, just a few.
Fragrant signs of things in view,
In their foliage let them be
Where no eyes but His may see.

Fruit appearing, green

and

Mine

to water with my prayer;
His to trim with loving care.
Lest some self -begotten shoot.

Thrive and spoil the tender
of beggars

to the impression.

A

and homeless waifs add

small,

Not the harvest kind at all;
Still I thank Him, for I know
He has power to make it grow.

fruit.

one full-orbed grape I would seize
To prove there is growth, I would only please
If

strange addition to the
contrasts of Holy Mother Moscow is the preservation of the ikon of the Iberian Virgin, formerly the
most revered of all the ikons, in her chapel shrine,
while on a neighboring wall is the inscription,
'Religion—opium for the people,' put up by the
same government. The illiterate peasant bows
and crosses himself to both alike."
last

This superficial heart of mine
And rob the Keeper and the Vine.
(John 15:1)

SERVICE
Oh

—

to be nothing nothing.
Only to lie at His f«et

"Religion is the opiate of the people"—such was the
slogan of Karl Marx. Such was the slogan of Lenin,
and such is the slogan of Joseph Stalin, worshipper at
the shrine of Lenin.
We do not hesitate to predict that this present war
being over, the Soviet government will speedily return
to her antagonism, not only to a pure Christian faith,
but to all that is called God.

A

broken, empty vessel.

Thus for His use made meet!
Emptied, that He may fill me
As to His service I go,
Broken, so that unhindered

Through me His
572

Life

may

flow.
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BLESSED MEDITATION

PROGRAM FOR OCTOBER
INSTRUMENTAL PRELUDE.

He prayed for strength that he might
He was made weak that he might obey.

SONG—"I Love to Tell the Story."
SONG—"Rescue the Perishing."
SCRIPTURE READING— Acts 8:26-39.
BIBLE STUDY —"God's Appointment

in

He prayed for riches that he might be happy;
He was given poverty that he might be wise.

Witness-

ing."

He prayed

for power that he might have the praise
men;
He was given infirmity that he might feel the need

PRAYER CIRCLE— "Ask and Ye Shall Receive."
ANNUAL REPORTS— (Optional).
MISSION STUDY— "My Appointment with Christ

He had

received nothing that he had asked for
that hoped for;
His prayer was answered he was most blessed.

1945-46.

—

OFFERING— National Expense Fund.
CHORUS— "Lead Me to Some Soul Today."
BUSINESS.

to. OR.

Mrs. Ralph Rambo
me and my words abide
it

shall be

—

in you, ye shall

done unto you."—

W. M.
By N.

Vice President: R. D. Crees.
Lynn. Bernard Schneider. Walter A. Lepp.
L. L. Crubb: Seminary, Alva J, McClain:
Link.

C.

READING CIRCLE BOOKS

—Martyred

"JUDITH"
I.

Missionary of Russia.
S1 .50

Saloff-Astakhoff

"GOD'S RAVENS"

— Life

and Work in the Belgian

Congo.
By

Julia

Lake

$1.60

Kellersberger

"ON PATHS OF DESTINY."
25c

Concofdia

year in a closer walk with the Lord.
Pray that our objectives shall redound to the honor
and glory of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Pray that God will make an open door for the Sisterhood bandages to be shipped to Africa where
they are so badly needed.
Pray that we shall win many souls this year.

W.

Officiary

—

—

THE GLORY OF THE IMPOSSIBLE"—Demonstrations
Power

of Divine
By Albert

D.

in the Sudan.

Helser

.'
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1. Pray that God will raise up pastors for the churches
which are in need.
2. Pray for consecrated leadership within our churches.
3. Pray that God will raise up workers to serve and
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4. Pray that our Council women shall start the new

7.
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BENEDICTION.

ask what ye will and

of

He prayed for all things that he might enjoy life;
He was given life that he might enjoy all things.

South America."

"If ye abide in

of

God.
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achieve;

He prayed for health that he might do greater things
He was given infirmity that he might do better things.
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God's Appointment
By REV.

NORMAN UPHOUSE

3.

The Purpose of the Testimony.
The Power of Testimony.
The Present Neglect of Testimony.

The Purpose

I.

»f Testimony.

Ps. 107:2.

are selected to present Christ as the Saviour who
made the change in our lives. By talking about the
Lord, we first strengthen our own position and then
bring others to know Christ. If salvation is real and
means something to us, we ought to be willing to talk
to others. There is no cause for us to cover up our

We

We never need to be ashamed to tell it out.
man in the hospital said. "If you hear of
having trouble like mine, recommend my doc-

experience.

Recently a

anyone

people watch us. They want to know
really works. If they see it, they
are compelled to admit, "Actions speak louder than
words."
It would please the heart of God if we took our witnessing seriously. Let us quit talking about people to
criticize them and talk with people about the Lord to
praise Him. Or else let us talk about people to the
Lord and remember we are sinners, too.

whether Christianity

After meeting the Lord at Calvary and having a personal experience with Him, the next thing to do is to
witness for Him.
We are called to meet God in this great work of witnessing. If we love Him, we will keep His commandments. One of the last things Jesus said to His followers before going back to heaven was, "Ye shall be my
witnesses," Acts 1:8. Herein is found the promise of
Matt. 28:19-20, "And lo I am with you alway." The commission to go into all the world as witnesses preceded
the promise of Christ's abiding presence.
To witness is to testify for God. Testify:
1.

III.

chief duty of an ambassador is to speak for his home
country or government. Whoever heard of a silent ambassador? Yet we have been silent about Christ too
long. The history of the church would be different
if we accepted the teaching, every Christian a soul
winner.
The trend of events indicates the need for witnessing will increase. Let us resolve to do it for God now.

1.

All

2.

It

3.

It

4.

It

5.

It hits

6.

It

It is also

II.

on witnessing:
can do it.
can be done anywhere.
can be done anytime.

IV. Dr. Torrey's six points

doctor.

for

reaches all classes.
the mark.
produces large results.

Conclusion.

of Testimony.

4.

GOD'S BEST

1 Pet. 2:9.

you want the very best
That God has planned for you.
If

interest stories are always best. People will
read and listen to personal experiences. If we declare
what Christ has done for us, for the most part, unsaved

marvel at the transforming power

a privilege to be a soul winner" (Dr.

Additional Scripture: Prov. 11:30 and Dan. 12:3; John
1:40-45; Acts 8:1,

Human

folks will

"It's

Houghton).

Him.

The Power

of Testimony. Heb. 2:3.

in the Christian church today to
bring about a great neglect of witnessing? One man
said, "That is what we pay the preacher for." Others
say, "We can't" or "We don't get results."
But honestly, to neglect soul-winning or witnessing
is an attempt at self justification or to shift responsibility.
God said we should witness. Not only that
but we are ambassadors for Christ. 2 Cor. 5:19. The

is

true during these days of rationing and
shortages, we are ready to tell others where they can
buy bacon or napkins or soap chips. Why not be just
as eager to tell others where they may find salvation
in Christ?
The purpose of testimony is to strengthen our faith
and to encourage others to come to Christ and live

The Neglect

What has happened

wonderful and can cure people." That recommendation seemed to be so natural and so real. This
sort of testimony was the best advertisement for the

He

tor.

Many

words.

Introduction.

2.

Witnessing

In

ol

Then take His Word and

study.

Praying as you do.
He has a plan for every life;
Seek it in earnest prayer.

God.

will say that they want the same thing. Our
witnessing may not bear immediate fruit, nevertheless,
we drop a seed which will continue to work. The testimony must be Christ-centered. It should include the
Word of God frequently or else we are apt to boast of
self and not in the Lord.
Some people have said that they were moved by the

Some

And

find the pattern

all laid

out

For you to follow there.
Let the Holy Spirit guide you
Follow where He leads.
Seek His will in everything
And He will meet your needs.
He will give you grace and power
To lead others unto Him;
And though strife is all around you
You'll have His peace within.
—Mrs. Marvin McReynolds.

testimony of another to come to Christ. The sermon
and other attempts may fail to reach certain persons
where a personal testimony will do the work. One man

"He is telling my condition and experience. He
received salvation from the Lord, I think I'll try, too."
Remember we witness as much with our lives as with

said,
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pare with it.
His promise

—

is, "Go
and, lo, I am with you alway"
an eternal appointment with Him. Looking back

across thirty-five years with Christ, I can testify to
the blessed reality of His abiding personal presence. It
was in the hour of regeneration that I first heard the
call and the promise.

Yea, I am with thee when there falls no shadow
Across the golden glory of the day
And I am with thee when the storm clouds gather
Dimming the brightness of the onward way;
In days of loss and loneliness and sorrow,
Of care and weariness and fretting pain,
In days of weakness and of deep depression,
Of futile effort when thy life seems vain;
When courage fails thee for the unknown future.
And the heart sinks beneath its weight of fears;
Still I am with thee
Strength and Rest and Comfort,
Thy Counselor through all earth's changing years.

—

Whatever goes, whatever stays,
Lo I am with thee all the days.
Annie Johnson

—

My loved ones were not in sympathy with me
was thought to be but a girl's whim. Satan
sought in various ways to take my feet from the path,
but I could not get away from His call. As I yielded to
Him, He directed my steps to the Los Angeles Bible
Institute. How I praise God for the happy years spent
there. Through the instruction of consecrated teachers, Jesus, Himself, drew near and revealed Himself
to my heart. My faith in Him grew and my knowledge
of His ways increased.
The Lord more and more impressed upon my heart
the need of this great continent, its heathen darknesa

America.

Appointment with Clirist! Certainly there is no expression more freighted with significance, or any other
obligation or privilege in all the world that can com-

Flint.

And

so it has been. I can testify to its fulfillment in
the daily experiences of a lifetime. Difficulties have
been many, obstacles have been great, enemies cunning and designing. Mistakes have been many, sins
of omission and commission numerous, weaknesses,

and falterings have been constant, but never
any one of the exigencies has Christ been absent.
through all of the trials, in all of the
difficulties, in all of the successes, joys and pleasures.
He has been present.
Along the way of His abiding presence, there have
been times when His call has come with special meaning, and it is of the blessing of a few of these times
that I would write today the blessings of my apfailures

in

All of the way,

—

pointments with Christ.
For salvation. I can still remember the day and the
hour when, by His grace, I met him, my blessed Saviour
for the first time. It was my first appointment with
Him. I did not have the privilege of a Christian home,
but was sent to Sunday School and learned many
things for which I am thankful now, but never heard
the story of redemption. Through the invitation of a
friend I was led to certain evangelistic meetings under
the preaching of Dr. L. S. Bauman. There for the first
time Jesus was presented to me as the all-sufficient
Saviour and there and then I yielded to Him and accepted His full and free salvation and rejoiced in that
"peace of God which passeth understanding."
For service. With the call into God's grace came
the call for service and very soon thereafter the conviction that He was calling me to serve Him in South

and

this

only intensified by the prevailing travesty of Christianity. The conviction deepened into certainty that He
would have me serve Him in Argentina.
Going- out. When the time of my preparation was
over and the door opened to the field, it was not to go
alone, for there was another whom the Lord was calling to that far-away land and had led us to unite our

Him.
There were many lessons that we were to learn ere
we reached the field. Young, and inexperienced in
traveling, we found ourselves in New York with but
little money on hand and lacking the necessary papers
for the "vise," due to new requirements of the Argentine government, knowledge of which had been received by the Consul during our trip across the continent. Imagine our feelings at having to see the
Vasari, on which we had booked passage, sail without
us. But it was nothing to the dismay we were to feel
a few hours later when we discovered that the steamship company had failed to remove our trunks and we
were stranded in New York with the contents of one
lone suitcase and before us a wait of six weeks until
the earliest sailing and that already booked full. We
were assured that there was very little hope, indeed,
for our getting away within three months. There we
were strangers in a great city. But we were not alonw,
for this had been an appointment with our Lord and
we were deeply conscious of that fact during the weeks
of waiting. An old friend of Bible Institute days was
also waiting in New York waiting for the way to open
lives for service for

—

—

for

him

He met us at the station
cordial invitation to the Africa

to cross to Africa.

and gave us a most

Inland Mission Home and when it was known that we
could not leave as expected we were urged to stay as
long as we cared to. So what might have been a long
and lonely time of waiting turned out, through His
gracious provision, to be a time of precious fellowship with others who, like ourselves, were waiting for
the open door to their field of service.
We learned to know what it is to lay hold on our
Lord in prayer as the day for the sailing of the next
ship drew nearer and it seemed that there would be no
opening for us. Indeed, the very morning of the sailing dawned and we had no other assurance than that

which had come to us from the Lord. We knew that
He would provide. It was an appointment with Him

I
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and we went to the boat ready to go on board ana
found that the Lord had, indeed, gone before. Twu
passengers had cancelled their reservations, we were
in separate cabins on
told, and we could have them
separate decks. Not a very pleasant prospect, but ir
that was the Lord's will for us, we accepted it gladly.
Above all else we wanted to be on our way. We went
on board and very shortly knew that the Lord had
something better for us. Without any insistence on
our part we were given a cabin together.
Our wating time was not yet over, however. A few
days later we were bunked in an old British barracks
on the Island of Santa Lucia, while soldiers and sailors
fought to extinguish a fire on the Vestris. Two weeks
were spent under difficult circumstances, but looking
back now I know that even that was by His appointment. There were precious opportunities to witness
for Christ, thrown together as we were with the other
passengers in a more familiar way than would ever
have been on board ship. I praise the Lord for the
memories of Santa Lucia!

—

three and one-half months after leaving
loved ones, our feet were actually on ArgenOnly a mistine soil that land of His choice for us
sionary knows the thrill of that moment. To definitely
companion
call;
of
His
to
set your face in the direction
by the way with Him who said, "Let us cross over to
the other side." And to find at the end of the way
the one service to which He, our precious Lord, had
called us. No words of mine can adequately describe

At

last,

home and

—

!

such an experience.

As His messenger. I had to learn just as every other
missionary to a Roman Catholic country, that folks
did not respect us as I had been led to believe would
be the case from certain missionary messages that I
had heard. In fact, I discovered that they were inclined to look us over suspiciously and cautiously, holding us at a distance. To many we were heretics and
devils. It was necessary to live before the people than
they might see in us the beauty of our Lord and His
Gospel, before they were ready to listen. In this we
have fallen far short, I am sure. There have been
many difficulties in the work and much opposition
from the enemy, but there has ever been that blessed
consciousness of being His messenger— of being here
by His appointment. What can compare with the
privilege of standing in His stead, with Him at my side,
before a group of mothers who have no conception of
a home with Christ in it, though their homes be filled

with all of the symbols of the Gospel; or before a
group of girls, with their life before them but naught
but sinking sand beneath their feet— as His messenger,
with the Bible in my hand— mine the privilege, mine
the sacred duty, mine the high honor of interpreting
Mine
the Message of Hope to those who have no hope.
mine
the Bread of Life to give, mine the Living Water,
the Abundant Life which comes with the possession
with
of Christ. No other honor on earth can compare
with the
this. No other joy is like that which comes
these
knowledge that He has used me to lead one of
souls out of darkness into His marvelous Light.
As to our children. One of the problems that every
of his
missionary has to face is that of the education

The Lord wonderfully undertook for us in
this matter, providing for the girls' needs in a Christian school in Rosario.
will ever be thankful for
children.

We

what that school has meant to the girls and to ourselves. Another problem presented itself as the way
opened for us to take our furlough. It was several
years overdue, due to certain conditions here on the
field, and our conviction that the Lord was calling us
to stay on the job. When the time finally came, the
girls had had ten and one-half years of the sheltered
that a missionary's children enjoy in boarding
school and the mission home. It was with dismay and
sinking of heart that we faced placing them in the
public schools in the United States and leaving them
alone as we returned to the field. We looked into the
possibility of placing them in a private school, but
were unable to do so. But we placed them definitely In
His hands. We had met with Him on their behalf and
we knew that He would care for them. As we look
back, we can only praise Him for His faithfulness,
manifested in so many ways.
Before us lay one of the most difficult moments that
can come to any missionary that of saying goodbye
to his children, leaving them at home for education,
while father and mother return for another term or
service. We had placed that, too, in His hands. But
that return was delayed through certain circumstances,
wholly unexpected and over which we had no control.
It was very evident that the Lord was saying, "Wait."
And that waiting was a time of blessed memory vidth
our girls. Through it we, as well as they, were better
prepared for the time of separation. When it did come
something which words can never adequately describe we were able to go through with what we had
all deemed impossible because it was "an appointment
life

—

—

—

with Christ."
In times of danger. Our return to the field for this
present term was, indeed, over troubled waters. Our
only possible route lay through the Carribbean, where
sinkings were being reported almost daily. However,
we thought little of that for we knew that He was calling and that the door was open at last. Perhaps, however, we were unconsciously relying on the "power" of a
neutral ship. For when we reached New Orleans and
found the port authorities protesting because of a
woman traveling in a time of such danger, and boarded
the ship and saw it, a so-called neutral ship, taken up
in large part by the troops of a belligerent nation, our
heart missed a beat. Surely there wasn't much protection from such a "neutral ship." And when even
the sailors, hardened to danger, confided their fears
and the pilot, who took us out to sea, shook his head
as he bade goodbye and added "who knows," just as
though the ship was as good as lost in his mind, we
needed to face the whole situation in the light of the
fact that it was an appointment with Him. Praise God
that we could do so and nightly lie down to sleep withthrough
out one moment of fear, even when passing
the danger point, where subs had been working.
One has been quoted as saying, "If I had a thousand

—

lives to give, I
If I

would give them

had a thousand

all, all

to the ministry!"

lives to give, I believe that I

(Continued on Page 588)
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NATIONAL W.

M. C. OBJECTIVES-1945-46

LOCAL—
1.

2.

5.

—

Bible reading A portion to be read each day and
reread for further meditation. As follows:
Mar. Colossians
Sept. Romans
Apr. I Thess.
Oct. I Cor.
May— II Thess.
Nov.—II Cor.

—
—
June — Tim.
July — II Tim.

—
—
Dec. — Galatians
Jan. — Ephesians

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

6.

Twelve devotional meetings.

if
7.

at all possible.

That the devotional program include the Bible study
printed in the Herald, and either a discussion of
the Missionary letter or a report from the mission
study book.

That we encourage 100% subscription to the Brethren Missionary Herald among our W. M. C. members.
9. That Mrs. Edward Bowman be our editor.
10. That Mrs. R. D. Barnard be our representative on
the Home Missions Council.
11. Our prayer and family altar chairman be Mrs. Wm.
8.

I

Aug.—Titus, Philemon

Feb.—Philippians
Members promoting

A news letter sent to the Herald once a year.
Each local president attending National Conference

a family altar in every home of
their respective congregations, suggesting the use
of material in the Herald.
Bible study God's Appointments, Acts 1:8.
Regular intercession for foreign missionaries, missionaries in preparation, and Home Mission points.
A birthday remembrance (seeds, cards, personal
letters, etc.) be sent to every missionary.
Emphasis on soul winning, with the suggestion that
each woman have a tract box at her door.
Each council having a part in the district project.
A scrap book for Africa prepared according to
directions to be given in the Herald.
"The Monk Who Lived Again" to be used as our
mission study book. (Book provided without cost
by the National Council.)
Individual banks of your own choosing to be used
for the Missionary Herald obligation, sent in to
Financial Secretary-Treasurer by July 31, 1946.

—

Schaffer.

That Mrs. Homer A. Kent and Mrs. Herman Koontz
represent us on the Foreign Mission Board.
At least two of the following be used as our reading

12.

13.

circle books:

—

"God's Ravens" Julia Lake Kellersberger,
"On Paths of Destiny" Concordia.

—

"We Must March."

—

"Judith, Martyred Missionary of Russia" Asta'
khoff.
"The Glory of the Impossible" Helser.
That we continue contribution of clothing to the
Clayhole, Ky., Mission.
That we give $100.00 from the reserve fund to Mrs.
Hanley (Irene), Jewish missionary, to be used for

—

14.

15.

Testaments and

I

literature.

(Instead of reserve offering.
12.

Four major offerings:
A. Sept., Oct.,

B.

Dec,

Nov.—Nat. Expense Fund

Jan., Feb.

— Foreign Missions

Furnishings for medical rest

C.

house,
500.00

Africa
Supplies for Bible Inst., South America

500.00

New

500.00

field

-

March, April, May
Seminary Building

D. June, July, Aug.
13.

EAST FELLOWSHIP W. M.
$1500.00
1500.00

— Grace

Seminary:
1500.00

—Home Missions:

2.

from

Every district represented on National Board, expenses to be paid wholly or in part by the district.
A written report to be given at National Conference
and published in the Herald.

and greetings were also reof Argentina and French

women

approved:

That "God's Appointments" be our theme

We

for the

continue to use our slogan, "Walking More

Christlike."

possible we use our colors, blue for consecration, silver for redemption.
That a consecration service be observed annually,
using the original covenant cards and star system

Wherever

if

The presentation of a gift of $75 to purchase a
bed for the proposed hospital guest house for mis-|
sionaries on our African field.
]
,

2.

4.

council,

local

The Lord has really blessed us this year. We are
happy that the chairman of the Project Committee
was able to report that all our projects for the year
had been met. She then recommended the following
as projects for our district this year, and they were

year.

3.

its

proper recognition.

1.

2.

CONFERENCE

ceived from the
Equatorial Africa.

RECOMMENDATIONS— 1945-46
1.

C.

East Fellowship met at Waynesboro July 16-19 for its seventh annual conference. We
were greatly blessed in having three foreign missionary
ladies with us in this conference. They were Mrs.
Maconaghy, Mrs. Foster, and Miss Tyson, all of whom
were an inspiration to us in our meetings. There were
33 registered delegates. Each group brought greetings
C. of the

1500.00
Navajo Indian work
Please send offerings at designated times to receive

DISTRICT—
1.

The W. M.

3.

The presentation of a gift of $75 to the women or
the South American mission field to be used in
the purchase of a hand organ.
The presentation of a gift of $100 to the Grace
Theological Seminary Building Fund, such gift to
be used for some specific equipment such as furniture, etc.

(Continued on Page 580)
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF W. M.
July

General
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance

balance in the bank
in National

Expense Fund

_

in Grace

Fund

$3089.09

Postage, receipts, order book for M.
12.00

$3089.09

E. Donaldson
To Chas. G. Stott Co., for National
Figuring Book
Winona Engraving Co., for letterheads and envelopes
One mission book and postage

W.M.C. material sent to Clearbrook
Mission Book for Kittanning
For mimeographing the Constitution
To Brethren Missionary Herald Co.
for material in the Herald monthly. Annual, and Constitution
To Brethren Missionary Herald Co.,
for postage on W.M.C. material
Love gift to M. E. Donaldson
Additional postage for M. E. Don-

2.05

48.21

310.46

Seminary Fund-.

in Reserve

62.79

1981.28

HOME MISSIONS FUND
Balance on hand August 1, 1944
Received during the year..

$136.95
1307.22
1444.17

Expenditures:

Brethren Home Missions Council....
Navajo Indian Mission
Payment on Clothing Room in Ky
Jewish Missions „
.

$1172.45

1.75

9.75
1.74

1.67
1.50

5.00

...

29.85
176.21
17.45

-

C.

1944, to July 31, 1945

$686.35

Home

Missions Fund .-in Foreign Missions Fund

in

31,

aldson

25.00

...

1395.96

Balance on hand August

1,

1945

Balance on hand August

.

GRACE SEMINARY FUND
Balance on hand August 1,
Received during the year

1944

1464.78

Expenditures:
Building fund
Library Fund

1376.99

Balance on hand August 1, 1944
Received during the year

Camp

1,

1945

...

NATIONAL EXPENSE FUND
Balance on hand August 1, 1944
Received during the year

...

$405.00

2494.59

Expenditures:
Missionary Residence

$25.00

Balance on hand August

1945

1,

FOREIGN MISSIONS FUND

$00.00

$356.18
1209.68

$400.00

South America
Gift for Kennedy Boys
Solon Hoyt Outfit
Sheldon Freight Expense
Kenneth Sheldon School Fund
Leper Mission
in

Gift for Mrs. Kliever
Communion Service for South

10.00

57.50
134.91

.'.

162.52

240.29
14.00
17.30

Amer40.75

ica

Expenditures
Conference exp. to Board Members
$10.00
Mrs. Kent
10.00
Mrs. Cashman
10.00
Mrs. Robert Ashman
10.00
Mrs. Koontz

Foreign Missionary Society

Balance on hand August

Booher

10.00

Rambo

10.00

Cook
Lepp
Grubb

10.00

-.

1,

1945

...

RESERVE FUND

..

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

1511.86

$120.00

Balance on hand August 1, 1944
Received during the year

$1694.54
757.84

10.00

$2452.38

10.00

Fisher

10.00

Polman

10.00

10.00
Miss Donaldson
Love gift to Mrs. Kent
Love gift to Mrs. Cashman
Conference expense for W.M.C. Tea
Mimeographing Objectives and Rec
ommendations
Postage for Mrs. Koontz
Love gift to Mrs. Mayes...
Booklets and Programs
For Bible Records
..

Expenditures:
Gift to National S. M.
Brethren Missionary Herald Co., for
-.
Dime Calendars
Brethren Missionary Herald Co., for
Mission Study Books and mailing

M

.

35.00
25.00
6.82

of

$125.00
172.00

174.10

same

2.86

10.00

Balance on hand August

1,

1945

$1981.28

10.00

Respectfully submitted,

87.50

Mabel

300
579

E.

Donaldson, Fin. Sec.-Treas.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

RECORDING SECRETARY'S ANNUAL REPORT
South Northern
Ohio Central Iowa Midwest Wash.
S.E.

North
Statistical

Report

— 1944-45

Penna

Number Councils reported
Number of members, 1944
Number of members, 1945
Number reading 365 chapters Number using Herald B. Study
Number sending birthday cards
Number emphasizing tract dist
Number clothing to Ky
Number using Mission Study.—
Number using Read. Cir. Books
Members having family altar....
Offering from Dime Calendars
Average per member
Nat. Expense Fund
Average per member
Foreign Mission Fund
Average per member
Grace Seminary Fund
Average per member
Home Missions Fund
_

_

-

Average per member.
^Combined.

S.E.

4

19

7

234*

Calif. Total

14

15

5

3

3

13

83

317

110

47

27

1716

351

108

53

65

176

41

20

32

304
438
201

369
451

132

169

70

308
308
109

17

4

14

15

4

3

2

12

2163
891
78

14

3

13

12

3

3

2

13

67

12

3

13

12

3

1

1

4

55

14

4

13

13

3

3

11

65

16

3

13

15

5

3

2

13

77

10

2

9

13

3

3

2

9

58

43
85
$220.80 $109.54

361

110

3

2

21

87

761

(

)

157

$24.35 $109.30

$59.05

$279.80

$77.40

$28.60

.50

.83

.37

.77

1.46

.54

,38

.25

250.21

63.77

73.27

174.88

34.78

35.98

13.20

223.96

$240.73

.56

.48

.47

.80

.53

.66

.68

.20

.51

320.83

81.00

83.85

243.99

242.69

59.26

30.46

13.80

335.99

.71

.61

.53

.80

.69

1.12

.57

.21

.76

218.29

74.36

107.75

224.43

266.60

64.73

26.80

33.40

216.83

.48

.57

.69

.73

.76

1.22

.51

.51

.49

277.57

72.16

92.16

245.47

174.09

59.26

21.41

11.00

226.49

.55

.40

.17

.52

.60

.55

.50

.49
9

.83

Submitted by Mrs. William Schaffer.

HER OCCUPATION
The gates

The presentation

She

of a $100 scholarship to be given

lowship.
The presentation of a gift of $50 to the Brethren
Missionary Herald for the purpose of printing

Brethren

very small, insignificant, to stand in the pres-

"My good and

faithful servant, well done

was thy work

below."
"I

was only a mother" she whispered, "With no time
for worldly show."

recording angel was writing, "Occupation
mother" and then
"You were a builder my daughter!" and the choir
sang a great, "Amen".
"You builded a child's soul". He said, when you snugly

The

tracts.

This choice of projects seems wise as it covers several
parts of our denominational activities, showing that
we are trying to be loyal to all phases of our Brethren
work.
The result of an election shows that the following are
to be our officers for the coming year: President, Mrs.
Raymond Anthony, of Conemaugh; Vice President,
Mrs. Wallace Holmes, of Juniata; Secretary, Mrs. Fred
Walter, of Yellow Creek; Assistant Secretary, Mrs.
Clarence Firl, of Meyersdale; and Treasurer, Mrs.

Kenneth Ashman, of Meyersdale.
Our Spring Rally is to be the first Thursday

in

May

tucked him into bed.

And

better children they will be, for doubt you erased
and their minds are free.
You bandaged a bump on a wee little head and you
showed them never to know a dread.
You laughed and played and understood, you led them
where life's path is good.
When you kissed away those desperate tears, you were

preparing them for harder years.

at Meyersdale.

There was a Christian

spirit of friendliness

through-

out the Conference. The Waynesboro people treated us
royally. How we do thank the Lord for periods of rest
from our daily labors and fellowship with those who
know and love the same Lord we do.—Mrs. Fred Walter,

And now

Secretary.

is

that you have come to Me, this heaven will
more blessed be,
Ever reverently your lips ha"e prayed, through you a
better world was made."
And the crown that was placed upon her brow was

studded with stars of gold;
for each soul she'd buUded, a mother had entered

A star

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Information

felt

ence of Him.

a student or students, at Grace Theological
Seminary, such student to be from the East Felto

5.

heaven were opened and a mother en-

tered within;

(Continued from Page 578)
4.

of

the fold.
Lucille

a poor substitute for inspiration.
580

Newland Hart

.
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The

15,
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Sute^Uwad

at Ma^if

oW Ma/UUa

^Trecious Promises"
II

GOALS FOR
1.

2.

3.

1945-1946,

PETER

SENIOR AND JUNIOR

a month using Sisterliood
material in the Brethren Missionary Herald.
Reading New Testament through by 50% of the

One devotional meeting

membership.
Senior Reading the book, "Lord Send Me," by Bob
Savage (35c), and at least one of the books
written by Mrs. Stull by 50% of the member-

—

ship.
1.

"Golden Vessels"

1:4

DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM
SONG SERVICE— Some suggestions: "More

Love
"Love Divine, All Loves Excelling."
Choruses: "I Love Him," "For God So Loved the
World," "Everybody Ought to Love Jesus."
to Thee,"

SCRIPTURE LESSON— 1 Cor. 13 (entire chapter).
MISSIONARY STORY—"Africa."
SPECIAL NUMBER.
TOPIC—"Our Love to God," Mrs. A. D. Cashman.
SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION— Ps. 145:1, 2.

(35c).

"Laddie" (35c).
3. "Modern Miracles on the Trail" (35c).
4. "Service on the Trail" (35c)
Junior—Reading the book, "Further Adventures on
Silver Wings" (75c), by 50% of the membership.
2.

4.

project, resulting in an addition of ai
one new Sisterhood girl. Suggestion for project Merit System or Contest.
Cabinet meeting in spring and fall (see Constitution, Art. 9, under Local Organization).
Send one letter concerning your Sisterhood activthe
ities to the General Secretary sometime during

Membership
least

—

5.

6.

year.

General Secretary by

7.

Statistical report returned to

8.

August 10.
Roll one box of bandages for Africa

(7 yards long,
white or colored) to be sent to DISSecretary during the year to hold till fur-

2 inches wide,

TRICT
9.

ther notice.
Free-will offering to be taken each month and sent
July 31
to the Financial Secretary-Treasurer by
and January 31 for the General Fund.

listed in Goal 3 from the Brethren
Missionary Herald Co., Winona Lake, Ind.
DO: Get busy rolling bandages we want to have a big
bunch to send out.
DO: Get behind your Sisterhood this year and do your
part, then no one person will have the whole bur-

DO: Get the books

—

den to carry.
DON'T: Forget to start working on those goals.
DON'T: Let one or two girls always give the topics;
there should be enough in the Sisterhood
material for most of the girls in your S. M. M.
Notice: the topic is divided so more than one
girl

i

offering in goal 9 should at least be $1.00
per member per year.
50c
Junior—The offering in goal 9 should at least be
per member per year.

I
1
I
I

I

PROJECT

^OO'^O

Total
missionaries in
(This house trailer is for the
work on the
Africa to be used in their itinerary

tell it,

don't read

Pray for

S.

M. M.

it.

f

ence we had at Winona Lake, Indiana.

|
I
I

who are in full-time
Remember those who are

girls

service for their Lord.
preparing for full-time service.

;
;

;

Uiilclo^

—

„

Blaine Polman. Winona Lake, Ind
President
.
,.„ , ,
Pa
Box 4..3 Jol.l«to,™. „.
Vice President— Hazel Rineler, R. D. No. 4,
West Fir»t St„. R-ttmnn Oh.c
General Secretao— Mary V. O. Pri,tz. T9
Cheverty At...
3303
Sampson.
E.
SecreUry-Treasurei^lIargaret
Financial
Cheverly, HyattsTille. Md.
Dayton 7.
Helen A. Galli-cliio, 101 N. Orchard
Literature Secretary

—

OMo.
field.)

—

Pray for our boys in the service of our country.
Praise the Lord for the good S. M. M. Confer-

3

$500.00
Trailer (for Africa)
100.00
Higher Education (Missionaries' children)

it

PRAYER BOX

I

HONOR GOAL
Senior—The

can give a part of

——

.Senior Patroness
.Junior Patroness
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-

,
^ A
Mrs. Leila Polman. Winona Lake, Ind.
Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Lastie, Pa.
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OUR LOVE TO GOD
By IVA
Leader

S.

CASHMAN

We

—In many parts of our country the Autumn

the colors

we

RED

find in these beauties of nature

that

we

will see in

is

the

the rainbow.

Do

made

ises" that we studied last month? God's Love to Us,
based upon John 3:16? Well, this month we will ex-

we do

Word

a bit further

and discover

or should love God. Let us turn first to

and learn how the love
to Him.
1
The love of God begets
4:19

—

BECAUSE He

of

I

John

God precedes our

love in us.

"We

love

love

2

for fellowship with

fit

singing"?

Him

your

loved us." You cannot make the
black coal on your grate burst into flame until you
have applied a light. If you want love you must wait
until love comes from without. There is just one source
of love and that is God. And there can be no love in
the human heart until God comes in and creates it
there. We have evidence everywhere of God's love in
the beauty of nature and in all the joy of human relationships. When we realize that "He loved me and
gave Himself for me," this love becomes a double
bond, uniting with his Lord and Master the Christian's

heart and

first

whom

sacrifices

dwelleth

ail

Him. And in these verses

say,

If

you

will

surrender your will to His

will,

for His service,

life

some day you will hear Him
"Well down thou good and faithful servant; thou

hast been faithful over a few things, I will make
thee
many things; enter thou into the joy of thy
Lord."
ruler over

"Oh Jesus Thou hast promised to all who follow Thee
That where Thou art in glory there shall Thy servant
be;

And Jesus I have promised to serve Thee to the end;
Oh give me grace to follow my Master and my friend.''

life.

—Our

love is the heart's response to God's love.
Our love is secondary. His is primary; ours is reflection. His is the original beam; ours is echo. His the

1.

2.

The missionary lady who has charge
The names
to

3.

—We

can show our love by loving service. Where
God has been implanted it will become a
ruling principle and will manifest itself in all of our

4.

5.

6.

we

of the babies

two new missionary couples going

of the

South America?

The

field to which Bob and Mary Hill are going
(having been just approved by the Board this year
at Conference) ?

The names of the people (3 generations)
in Africa all at once?

who were

The first mission station established in Africa?
The names of three missionaries who were National
Sisterhood officers?

—

—

K4ixua

in Africa?

the love of

conduct. If we love God we will desire to please Him:
will refrain from doing those things that He would
not approve; we will go no place for our recreation
that is obviously of the world no place which by reason of living testimony is Satan's own playground.
Consequently, obedience to His will and earnestness in
winning others to Him, will be evident in our actions.
4 "And He said unto them. Verily I say unto you,
there is no man that hath left house, or parents, or
brethren, or wife, or children for the kingdom of God's
sake, who shall not receive manifold more in the
present time, and in the world to come everlasting

ya

2>a

mother-tone. Only when we can say, "Herein is love
that He sent His Son to be the propitiation for our
sins" are our hearts melted and forth from them flows
sweet waters with music in their ripple. The perfume
which the woman poured upon the Saviour's feet and
the "spikenard very precious" which the sister of
Bethany lavished on her master, were prompted by a
like love. The grandest life of service and of suffering
ever lived on earth is explained and accounted for in
the words, "the love of Christ constraineth us." "We
love Him because He first loved us."
3

make tremendous
for us, in

rainbow symbolizing love— His and ours.
Leader— How many of our Sisterhood girls are ready
and willing to say, "Lord, what wilt Thou have me to
do?" And then, motivated by love to God, "serve the
Lord with gladness; come before His presence
with

why

just

all

we have the precious promise of rewards for those who
truly love and serve Him. Remember the Red
of the

you remember the red of the "Rainbow of God's Prom-

plore God's

His

the fullness of the Godhead bodily. These
sacrifices
are made that we might be restored to the friendship
of God and that our natures might be
refined and

a most beautiful time of the year. The leaves of the
trees are ablaze with a gorgeous array of colors. Among
very same

are called upon to

Him who gave

for

is

I JOHN 4:19
LUKE 18:29, 30

-:-

ANSWERS
•u-Biupooo
-.loa

life."— Luke 18:29, 30.

'J3AB3a JIOAV

•Smuuna
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NATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Alf ICIIC/\
A

couple of

Africa."

1.

That Mary

Fritz be appointed General Secretary

for year 1945-46.

months ago we studied about "Homes in
will have some more light on things

to combine thy
Secretary-Treasurer for one

That we amend the constitution

2.

Now we

of Financial

offices

year.

in Africa.
3.

That Margaret Sampson be appointed Financial

4.

Secretary-Treasurer for year 1945-46.
That the Financial Secretary-Treasurer be authorized to use the funds that come in during the year

Diseases:

man and

witch doctor
when a
held the African in his power. Immediately,
A cut
child became sick the evil spirit was blamed.
let
about an inch long on the child would be made to
stuck red
out the evil spirit. The medicine men often
reason.
hot instruments into the body for the same

For centuries the medicine

Malaria and sleeping sickness are the diseases most
frequently contracted by the natives.
They
Doctors and nurses are doing a wonderful work.
being
began without any equipment. Now hospitals are
patients. Besides healing
built. Doctors never lack for
be nurses and
the sick, they are teaching natives to

6.

ganization.
7.

8.

doctors.

other
The ministry of healing does more than any
the
means to help men to Jesus. People desire to hear

9.

are healed.
story of salvation after their bodies
10.

Superstitions

They fear
Superstition is like a shadow over Africa.
howling of the
everything. The wind in the trees,
believe some dire
animals; when thunder rumbles they
about to come upon them.
evil eye and
They believe certain people have an
must be avoided.
around the
Mothers tie a package of lizard's teeth
harm.
neck of children to keep them from

misfortune

is

meet the year's expenses.
That we pay for one-half cover cuts for Herald of
our own choosing and any other expenses.
That the Executive Committee be authorized to
make any disposition of the funds on hand at
Berne and Dayton that it feels is fair to the orto

5.

That a

gift of $50.00 be given to

Mary

Fritz,

our

General Secretary.
That $100.00 be given to Lester Kennedy from the
fund of Higher Education of Missionaries' Children.
That we instruct the General Secretary to write a
Counletter of thanks to the Women's Missionary
expense of the
cil for taking care of the financial
Herald.
That the Sisterhoods meeting all goals including
the Honor Goal be recognized as Honor Sisterhoods.
That all Sisterhoods meeting all other goals be

recognized as Barmer Sisterhoods.
That we give a gift of $179.44, plus any offering
coming in after July 31 designed for this fund, to
South American Native Pastors' Children,
plus any offering
12 That we give a gift of $104.02,
in after July 31 designated for this fund, to

11.

coming

Vernacular Schools for Girls in Africa.

out m the
Twins are bad luck and are often thrown
village.
bush lest some calamity fall upon the
of animals,
The medicine man puts bits of skins

FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE SISTERHOOD
OF MARY AND MARTHA— 1944-45

then

Cash on hand August

snakes, etc., burns them
antelopes, wildcats, elephants,
smoke and some of
the new baby is held in the

no ammal

is thought
the ashes are rubbed on it. It
child.
will ever harm this charmed
been taught so many generations

Fear has

it is

hard

$328.13

31, 1944

Received:
$341.26
General Fund
Higher education of missionaries'
120.29

children

for missionaries to overcome.

South American native pastors' children
Vernacular school for girls in Africa

212.00

,

DISTRICT RECOMMENDATIONS

2.
3.

4

777.57

as follows.

that we have District goals
.m a list of their
That District organizations send
local officers
officers and a list of the

we recommend
1

m

Disbursed:

Secretary.
their district to the General
A District project.
Conference
A written report at National

General Fund

Say

District

from each

from each
brought to National Conference

from either the

District or

some

local Sis-

1,105.70

\

District

A

104.02

Higher
r'.,

^^^-^^

_

education of missionaries'

--

,

children

South American native pastors'
dren

150.00

chil-

J^

terhood in the District.

goals completed and all
Banner District-All district
Secretary by Augus.
S^^rhoods reported to National
goals completed

Honor District-All district
Sisterhoods
s'erhcods reported as Honor
August
tional Secretary by

10.

and
to

Cash on hand August

31,

1945

^^^ ^^
458.28

SPECIAL NOTICE

all

Send

Na-

all

Gallichio.
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extra

constitutions to Lit. Sec.

Helen
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M. M. Candlelight Service

S.

At the front of the room place one tall white candle.
On each side of tall candle place shorter candles, one
white and one green. Have small white and green
candles lying on the table to be lighted by each member as the service proceeds.
Vice President:

We have before us three candles: the tall white
candle representing Christ, the shorter white one,
Mary— meaning love; the green one, Martha— meaning
service.

(Light candles.)
These two words, love and service, take in all that the
Sisterhood of Mary and Martha stands for. Our aim
is to develop every girl to be a living testimony
for
her Master, to give the girls of dimly-lighted regions

an opportunity

to

know

By Mrs. Ethel Simmons
^iiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!^

"JUNIOR PEN PALS"
I
JUNIORS, here is something new! Hope you
=
= really like this idea; Wouldn't YOU like to write
5 to another Junior Sisterhood girl from another
= church somewhere in the United States? If YOU
= would like to do this, write your name and ad= dress on a postcard and send it to your National
E Junior Patroness at once!
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Jesus Christ as their personal

Let us read:

—Source of
Cor. 4:6— Light in the heart.
Matt. 5:14-16 — Certain lights never
John

8:12

It is

Use poster paper

2.

Make one page

It?????

of red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

violet.

at each monthly meeting (one booklet for your whole group, or individual
booklets as
you wish). Thus, for the September page you will

go out.

I am dying
glad I shall be
That the lamp of my life
Has been blazed out for Thee.

How

3.

not mind
In whatever I gave
I shall

Labor or money
to save.

not mind
If the way has been rough
That Thy dear feet
Led the way was enough.
I shall

When I am dying
How glad I shall be
That the lamp of my life
Has been blazed out for Thee."
Girls light candles as pianist plays "Have Thine Own
Way, Lord" or similar consecration hymn.

use a red sheet; for the October page you will also
use a red sheet as one color is used for two months
(see last month's Herald).
Arrange "precious promises" from the Bible on the
topic for the month. Have the girls bring these
to
the meeting. They may be typed, written, or printed,
etc.
Thus, for September, print the topic "God's
Love for Us" at the top of the page and arrange
the verses on that topic (there are hundreds) on
the page as nicely as possible.

4.

Use as much originality as

5.

Send, or bring these "Rainbow Booklets" to National
Conference next year. An award will be given for
the best and second best "Rainbow Booklet."

possible.

BE SURE TO USE—
new material on our pages, "DO YA KNOW?" and
"LOOK 'EM UP" at your meeting each month. This
the

may

be done after your meeting is over. If you are
you will clip these in a notebook and use them
over and over throughout the year. Then, by the end
of the year, your group will really know our missionaries and also many things from our Bible.
wise,

A SISTERHCX)D LETTER
Wooster, Ohio, reporting:
On Saturday afternoon, June 16, a group of ladies
and girls gathered at the First Brethren Church or
Wooster, in honor of having in our midst both the
National Patroness and President of the Sisterhood of
it

iiiiiiiiif

Is

a colorful booklet made of "all colors of the
will take 12 months to make. But it
make—here are the instructions:

1.

"When

Mary and Martha. We considered
have them both with us.

|
§
=
=
1
=
=
5

rainbow" and it
won't be hard to

light.

2

One sinner

iiiiiiiii

"THE RAINBOW BOOKLET"— What

Saviour.

As we light our candles let us covenant together to
let our light shine more brightly for the Lord.

SutetAoad Ga^e^

gu^tiM.

a rare privilege to

Mrs. Squires opened the meeting by welcoming all.
heartily in singing choruses, led by
Elaine Polman. Mrs. Polman then brought us a beautiful number on the Solovox entitled "Prayer from
Finlandia." Elaine then gave us a brief but very
interesting talk on the objectives of the Sisterhood.
The Polman ladies trio rendered a vocal number. Following this, Mrs. Polman spoke on the aim, slogan, and
covenant of the S. M. M. and brought to us more clearly

The group joined

584

how and why

the mothers as W. M. C. ladies should
back our Sisterhood girls with our prayers and encouragement. We were dismissed with prayer, after
which a short period of fellowship was enjoyed by all.
During this time Mrs. Joyce Squires, our pastor's wife,
served us light refreshments.— Mrs. Ralph Martin.

HEART OF AFRICA
50,000,000 unreached.

"It is as if the United States
in Maine and one in Texas, and
not a ray of gospel light between."

had one missionary

SEPTEMBER

15,

1945

We praise the Lord for His evident blessing upon the
Brethren Denomination during the past year. Three
years ago reports were received from only 77 churches,
while this past year

we have record

of 92 churches.

Although 147 ordained or licensed ministers were reported, many of them are not active, and there is an
acute shortage of active pastors, with about 12 of our

churches without pastors.
Last year we added to our membership 221 by
1,029

letter,

by baptism, and 105 by other means, or a

total

their buildings was $122,708, which would make their
net worth just $1,909,041, or almost two million dollars!
The year was a good one financially, with large sums

money being received and spent by our churches.
For pastors' salaries $156,183 was paid out, with $3,202
of

for pastoral supply

and

$6,079 to assistant pastors.

To

other Christian workers $3,806 was given, and regular
salaries paid to the extent of $33,522. Current expenses
called for $65,843, and $86,082 was paid for debts or
building funds. Improvements cost $56,777, and outside
evangelists were paid $54,186. For Bible Conferences
$5,691 was expended, and Bible School and Christian

estimate the souls won to Christ
at 5,000, through personal work, evangelistic meetings.
Daily Vacation Bible Schools, and Child Evangelism
programs, but many of these did not unite with our

Endeavor supplies cost $18,685.
Our gifts to missionary interests were commendable,
with over $18 per capita being laid on the altar for

churches. At the same time we lost 305 by letter, 121
by death, and 537 by other means, mostly through roll
revision. This gives us a net gain of 392 for the year.
There were 9,274 female members reported and 6,759
male members, or a total of 16,033. This does not include the members in our mission fields in Africa and

to the

increase of 1,355.

We

Argentina.

Each Sunday morning at church just 8,714 of these
members were present. The average for the evening
service was 6,576. Each week 2,471 Brethren attended
the midweek prayer meeting service, or about oneseventh the membership. All these attendance averages are slightly higher than last year. The average
attendance at evangelistic campaigns was 6,914, and
at Bible Conferences 4,155 were present. Just 6,227
Brethren attended the three -fold communion service,
or about two-fifths the membership.
The enrollment of the Bible Schools by departments
was as follows: Cradle Roll, 1,092; Beginners, 1,459;
Primary, 1,952; Junior, 2,098; Intermediate, 1,628; Senthe total
ior, 902; Young People, 1,015; Adults, 4,537—
enrollment being 14,683. The average attendance was

The Daily
10,517, or over two-thirds the enrollment.
Vacation Bible Schools proved popular, with 5,718 in
attendance. Many of our churches also conducted Child
Evangelism classes.
Christian Endeavor attendance was as follows:
People, 991; Intermediates, 385;
making
Junior High, 319; Juniors, 439; Primary, 170—
The
a grand total of 2,919 meeting together each week.
Adults, 615;

Young

meetings of the Women's Missionary CouncU brought
of Mary
out 1,301 ladies each month. Senior Sisterhood
and Martha averaged 535 girls, while Junior Sisterhood
was attended by 361 monthly. A few churches have
boys'
men's groups, with 311 meeting monthly, and
clubs are on the increase, with 270 attending.
Regarding finances, our 92 churches in the United
$1,500,897;
States own church buildings valued at
valued
church equipment worth $174,996; parsonages
and other property worth $96,565. Their
at $176,170;

bringing the
net balance in the treasury was $83,121,
on
$2,031,749. The amounts yet owed
total assets to

We gave $119,116 to Foreign Missions, $76,867
Brethren Home Missions Council for the establishment of new Brethren churches. To District Missions
we gave $12,828, and allowed $8,572 for Jewish missions.
Grace Seminary received $33,030, which includes offerings for current expenses as well as initial contributions for their new building. The pubUcation offering
for the Brethren Missionary Herald amounted to $4,689.
For local and national radio programs the sum of $1,935
was contributed. For Christian Endeaver interests
$1,041 was expended. To benevolences and other
worthy causes $36,636 was given. This makes a grand
total of $784,770 for the year, which represents a PER
others.

CAPITA GIFT OF $50.00 FOR EACH MEMBER OF THE
DENOMINATION. Of this amount $294,714 went to
missionary interests. At the close of the year our
church treasuries reported a balance of $89,704. We
humbly thank our Lord for His blessing financially,
and pray that we might make great spiritual and numerical advances in the coming post-war period.
For purposes of comparison we submit a report of
one of our foreign mission fields—French Equatorial
and 304
Africa. There we have 6 mission stations,
additional preaching points. We maintain a staff of
assisted
24 North American missionaries, and they are
In
by 7 ordained and 81 licensed native preachers.
leaders
addition to this force, 250 native village prayer
services in outlying sections. Our African

conduct
church membership numbers 4,076, and many more
into the
are being trained before they will be accepted
attendance in
church. Our average Sunday morning
Sunday
Africa is 30,000. This is three times our average
School attendance in the United States!
meetAbout 5,000 Africans attend the daily prayer

attend the
ing services, while only half of that number
Their ofweekly prayer meeting in the United States.
Although the franc
ferings total 48,512 francs a year.
money, yet the average daily
is worth only 2c in our
francs per day.
wages in Africa is from two to three
worth
The franc, therefore, buys the equivalent of $1.00
in terms of the labor
of labor, so that their offering,
to $48,512. Our missionarieo
it will buy, is equivalent
work they are doing.
are to be commended for the fine
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once a month in the evening at some home for prayer.
Our church was host to the 35th annual Bible Conference of Brethren Churches of California July 14-22,
a week of rich blessing. The services were largely attended and the number of delegates registered exceeded
that of former years. Brother Grubb and family were
with us. He spoke on several occasions and greatly
enlightened us on the subject of Home Mission
Churches and the need for them. Brother Grubb also
gave a very helpful message at the Communion serv-

FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH, LONG BEACH,

CALIFORNIA
Dear Brethren:

Many months have passed since we have vi^ritten you
and we dare not begin where we left off lest we tire
you. But will tell you something of our doings and the
blessings that have been ours. The heavenly twinsMercy and Goodness continue to follow us.
Brother and Sister Kliever and Brother Dunning
have been with us, each giving a graphic account of
life in Africa, challenging us to pray, give, and go.
Our evangelistic meetings this year were conducted
by our pastor. Dr. Louis Bauman, and son Dr. Paul
Bauman, with the Eureica Jubilee Singers furnishing

ice July 27th.

Missionary Day was in charge of the district W. M. C.
Mrs. Booher, president, presented a fine program; Mrs.
Ben Hamilton took us to French Equatorial Africa by
way of a map marked with an electric light for every
Brethren mission station. She rehearsed what God is
doing in that land, showing the need for additional

—

The noon meal and hour of fellowship
was enjoyed together in the social hall. Afterward,
Mrs. Hubert Mitchell, returned missionary from India,
missionaries.

A large group of Bible School chiltheir first public confessions.

the special music.

dren

made

gave a stirring address.
The Grace Seminary Quartet contributed to the conference with their fine talents and testimonies, and
since, had the entire Sunday morning worship period.
August 5th. These men are a fine representation for
Grace Seminary and we believe that their presence
with us will have the desired effect, that of making
friends for the Seminary.
Our pastor. Dr. Bauman, with his wife, left for the
East soon after the conference was concluded. The National Fellowship at Winona Lake and conference work
will keep them several months. Before leaving, he
made transcriptions for his Sunday evening Prophetic
Hour broadcast. Brother Alan Pearce, his beloved associate, is in charge of the work of the church in his
absence. The pulpit is supplied with different speakers.
Dr Roy L Laurin has been with us two Sundays.
August 5th, 7:30, Mr. and Mrs. Al Zalout gave a

Plans for our Brethren Day School are progressing
rather slowly, as the adversary hinders the rezoning
of the property which must be done before building
can be started. V/e are not at all discouraged, believing this to be God's work and He will lead us. Please
pray for this work.

Our D. V. B. S. this summer had an enrollment oi
about 250, with 22 officers and teachers.
Friday evening, June 1st, the young people gave a
splendid program called "Home Talent Night." There
were vocal solos and trios and instrumental numbers,
piano, and accordion, Fi-ench horn and violin, interspersed with personal testimonies and sermonettes.
Much talent was manifested and the Lord was glorified.
Refreshments were served in the Social Hall and the
large audience enjoyed the fine fellowship.
A number of the young people who have been away
to college are back for the summer and are helping in
the work of the church.
A Junior Hi and Senior Hi Brethren summer camp
was held in the mountains. Many of our young people
attended and testified to a great blessing. Monday
night is ball game night at Recreation Park for our

We

have three organized softball teams, the
and boys. The boys have covered themselves
with honors this summer, winning many successive
ball fans.

men,

girls,

games.
Saturday night

Christian Fellowship night, when
are invited to our Social Hall
and entertained by the college age young people, with
sponsors. A variety of games are played, refreshments
served, and a brief Gospel message is given. There
have been decisions made for Christ through these
meetings.
service

is

men and women

The last Thursday in the month is a day of prayer
held in the church especially for our country and the
men and women in the service. Three hundred fiftysix names are on the prayer list and each one is prayed
for by name. One hundred fifty of our men are in the
armed forces; there have been two casualties.
The service men's wives have a club which meets

splendid sacred concert.
Yours in the Blessed Hope,

Gladys Lantz,

Church News Reporter.

Nathan Ellsworth Mostoller, a pioneer in the Brethren faith, passed away at his home in Listie, Pa., Sunday, May 27, 1945, at the age of 82 years. Fimeral
services were held the following Thursday in the
Brethren Church, conducted by Rev. H. W. Nowag, a
former pastor, assisted by Rev. Philip J. Simmons.
Mr. Mostoller was born in Stonycreek Township, Pa.
He spent all his years in the State. In 1885 he was
married to Katie A. Yoder, who preceded him in death
in 1920. In 1921 he was married to Jennie McKee, who
survives him.
Brother Mostoller united with the Brethren in 1885
and was ordained as deacon in 1894. He served in
many other capacities of the church and was a faitnful servant of the Lord and of his church. May God
bless his memory to all who knew him.
"Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord."
Mrs. Florence Mostoller.
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When

Just

Should

"Yes, I would like to be a Christian, and intend to
be sometime," said a man to his friend one day, "but
world first."
I want to enjoy the pleasures of the
"Well, that's all right," responded his friend, "Go on
and enjoy the world! You can become a Christian

afterwards."
I become a Christian?" insomewhat anxious tone of voice.

"But just when should
quired the other, in

"Oh, five minutes before you die will be time
enough," said the friend in a casual sort of way.
"But I don't know when I am going to die. I may not

minutes to live."
have another
"In that case," remarked the friend, "the time to
five

become a Christian

is

NOW."

"Boast not thyself of tomorrow; for thou knowest not
what a day may bring forth" (Proverbs 27:1) As surely
as God lives, the hour will strike when you will attend
your last meeting, hear your last sermon, and make
your last choice. This may be your last opportunity.
Remember, there is no "tomorrow" with God. His
Word declares that, "Now is the accepted time; behold
now is the day of salvation" (II Corinthians 6:2). God's
is now.
There are three things which

time

First of

last opportunity.

may 'make

this your

all,

LIFE IS UNCERTAIN
"The ground of a certain rich man brought forth
plentifully; and he thought within himself, saying,
What shall I do, because I have no room where to
bestow

my

"And he
barns, and

my

fruits?
said.

This will

build greater;
fruits and my goods.

I do:

And

down my

I will pull

and there

will I

bestow

I will say to

my

all

soul,

much goods laid up for many years;
take thine ease eat, drink, and be merry.
"But God said unto him, Thou fool, this night thy
soul shall be required of thee; then whose, shall those
things be, which thou hast provided?" (Luke 12:16-20).
Will you, too, friend play the fool, and continue to
procrastinate until suddenly your doom is sealed?
Death is everywhere, startling and unexpected! Why.
the next train you ride on may hurl you in the presence
home
of your Maker! The street you cross on your way
may see your mangled body beneath the wheels of a
Soul, thou hast

passing car. Yea, even now, while plans for tomorrow
are passing through your mind, the voice of God, could
you but hear it, may be saying to you also, "Thou
thee." ui
fool, this night thy soul shall be required of
"This year thou shalt die" (Jeremiah 28:16).
The second thing that may make this your last
opportunity is the fact that,

JESUS IS COMING
coming no man knows, but the fact
absolutely certain. Some day, sud"for in such
denly, He will burst the clouds asunder,
an hour as ye think not the Son of man cometh."
Hear now the story of the 10 virgins five of whom

The time

of His

of His

coming

were wise, and

Become

I

and expecting Him, but the wise were ready, the

They were

all

waiting for

foolish

were asleep.

"And

at midnight, there

was a cry made, Behold, the

bridegroom cometh; go ye out to meet Him
"And they that were ready went in with Him to the
marriage and the door was shut.
"Afterward came also the other virgins, saying. Lord,
Lord, open to us.
"But He answered and said. Verily I say unto you, I
.

know you
"Watch

not.
therefore, for ye

know

the hour wherein the Son of

.

.

neither the day nor

man

cometh" (Matthew

25:1-13).

Are you ready, friend? Are you prepared to meet
will you face Him? What will you say?
"Therefore be ye also ready; for in such an hour as
ye think not the Son of man cometh" (Matt. 24:44).
"Prepare to meet thy God" (Amos 4:12).
This may be your last opportunity because,

Him now? How

THE SPIRIT MAY CEASE TO STRIVE
departed from me" (I Samuel 28:15). These
were the words of Saul— saddest, darkest experience in
Oh, the hopelessness of such a condition the
life.

"God

is

—

departed, man left to himself, night
approaching, swift and certain doom! Oh, to have no
hope in Jesus!

Spirit gone,

God

"God gave them up" (Romans 1:24 and 28). They
were forsaken by God, the God who loved them, who
died for them, and would have saved them if only they
would have heard.
Year after year, month after month, week after week,
the Spirit has been striving with you. God has been
calling, pleading, beseeching, but "Ye would not."
Again and again you have heard Hi3 voice in sermon
and in song. Every time the invitation has been given,
you have recognized the gentle wooings of the Holy

—

you to give yourself

Spirit entreating

to Jesus.

And

every time you have answered, "No!"
"My Spirit shall not always strive with man" (GenHimself.
esis 6:3). These are the solemn words of God
Oh, then, be warned before it is forever too late! Obey
the voice of the Spirit now, and take the Lord Jesus as
your Saviour. Good News Digest.

—

TWENTY-FIVE-SECOND SERMON
Christians are not as much ashamed of worrying

as

they ought to be. God gives the unqualified command:
"Be anxious for nothing." Worrying is thoroughly un-

careful
christian. There is a difference between
anxiety to
thought, legitimate caution and the fretting
which we are so prone. Nothing can touch us without
will.
passing through the protecting hedge of God's
What right have we to worry about that which He
allows?— Selected.

is

five foolish.

a Christian?

NOTICE—Rev.

Chas.

Gwynn

informs us that he

is

Any church wishing to
Pine St.,
correspond with him may address him at 435

available for pastoral work.

Johnstown, Pa.
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The Judgment
—

A young

minister was confronted as tlie congregaexpected—with an able young skeptic, Burt Olney.
At the close of the first service Olney said, "You did
well, but you know, I don't believe in the infallibility

tion

"WHEN WE BLESS GOD

of the Bible."

—Second Long Beach

Bulletin.

NOTICE!

argue about it."
"Perhaps you are right," was the calm rejoinder, "but
please remember this— 'It is appointed unto men once
to die, but after this, the judgment.'
The very tree-toads Olney heard on the way home
sang the verse, and the stream he crossed, and the
frogs seemed to croak, "Judg-ment, judg-ment, judgment."
The next morning he called at the parsonage. "I've
come to see you about that verse of Scripture you gave
me last night." he said. "I've spent a terrible night
with those words burning their way into me. I can't
get rid of them. Tell me what I must do to be saved.

3A^ ^adpe£
NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

PROGRAM
IS

I've got to get rid of this torture."

he

we prolong

passed the design of a dispensation, and have reaped
the harvest of it. Praise is a soul in flower. Praise
is
the honey of life, which a devout heart sucks from
every bloom of providence and grace. As well be
dead
as be without praise; it is the crown of life" (Selected).

"let's get down to business and discuss this matter in
regular argument form."
The pastor shook his head. "I am here to preach the
Word of God, and not to argue over it."
Olney, annoyed, turned away vnth the remark, "I
don't believe you know enough about the Bible to

When

for mercies,

them; and when we bless Him for miseries, we usually
end them. When we reach to praise, we have com-

appointed unto men once to die, but after
this the judgment," was the young man's assertion.
"I can prove to you there is no such thing as a judgment after death," declared the skeptic.
"But men do die," the young pastor declared, "for it
is appointed unto men once to die, but after this
the
judgment."
"But that's no argument," the skeptic protested,
"It is

he was a child of God through faith
in the finished work of Christ. He shall NOT perish'—
"The Pilot."
left,

KGER—Long

NOW ON THE

AIR ON THE.
FOLLOWING STATIONS:

Beach, Calif.—1390 Kc.

Sundays—12:30-1:00 P.M.
WTTM—Trenton, N. J.—920 Kc.
Sundays—4:00-4:30 P.M.

KXEL—Waterloo, Iowa—1540

(Continued from Page 577)

want

them all to missionary work for Christ.
But since I have only the one, I am very happy that
appointment with Christ led me to South America
and to Argentina. I know beyond all shadow of a doubt
that this is the place for me. Many ask about the
sacrifice. There is no question of sacrifice; that would
come in having to go away, leaving my task unfinished
—a sacrifice which I pray may not be asked of me.
The future is all unknown, but this we know: we are
here by His appointment. The way before us may be
hard and perilous. What experiences are to confront
us are graciously hidden from our eyes. We do not

Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.

my

know

the way, but we do know the One with whom we
have this appointment, Him who said, "Go—and lo,
I am with you alway." It is with this promise that
we
continue on the untrodden pathway and we know that
safety will be ours.

Kc.

Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.
WJAC—Johnstown, Pa.—1400 Kc.

to give

WISH—Indianapolis,

Ind.—1310 Kc.

Sundays— 8:00-8:30 A.M.

WHBU—Anderson,

Ind.—1240 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.

WHOT— South Bend,

Ind.—1490 Kc.

Sundays- 2:00-2:30 P.M.
WMMN—Fairmont, W. Va.—920 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.
WCKY— Cincinnati, Ohio—1530 Kc.
Sundays— 9:45-10:15 P.M.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF MORE STATIONS SOON!
WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY

NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE
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By Dr. Louis

Bauman,

S.

William A. Ogden, pastor of the First Brethren Church,
Los Angeles, was elected to fill the place on our Board
Beal.
left vacant by the death of our beloved Brother
The ballots also indicated that R. D. Barnard and H. A.
Kent were reelected for a term of three years. There

A GREAT MISSIONARY CONFERENCE
Our foreign missionaries have certainly had right

of

at our recent conference. Twenty-four adult missionaries, new and old, were present, to say nothing of
the children that were there. The roster of missionaries present was as follows: New missionaries for Ar-

way

was a close race between Bro. Ogden and Bro. Norman
Uphouse for the place vacated by Bro. Beal. Either
would have been a splendid addition to the Board, but
the ballots of the members of the Society have spoken,
and we extend to Brother Ogden a place on this important Board, to which the Brethren Church has

gentina—Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Schrock, Mr. and Mrs.
Solon Hoyt, Mr. and Mrs. Mark Malles; missionaries on
furlough from Argentina— Mr. and Mrs. Hill Maconaghy new missionaries for Africa—Miss Ruth Kent, Mr.
Ben Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Goodman, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hill; missionaries on furlough and approved for return to Africa— Mr. and Mrs. Curtis MorMiss
rill, Mrs. Ben Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Kliever,
Elizabeth Tyson, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dunning, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Foster.
Perhaps we should say that these missionaries at
home on furlough will be approved when they furnish
satisfactory medical examinations. Mr. and Mrs. Albert
;

committed a great

During the recent National Fellowship scores of the
Brethren visited the Missionary Residence in Winona
Lake. This building is now about completely furnished
and, best of all, both the furnishings and the building
are completely paid for. It has cost us a little more
than $15,000, and the consensus of opinion seems to be
that it is worth considerably more than that. It is a
building of which we may all be proud.
How fine it is that we can have a home like this for
our missionaries if they wish to occupy it while at home
on furlough. Here they can have all the advantages of
being in contact with the Seminary and can enjoy the
Bible Conferences held here, beginning in June each

present at the Conference.
this list

must

realize that the For-

eign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church is not
languishing, but is moving forward to do battle for
the Lord against the hosts of Satan in foreign lands.
Perishing souls await them. This forward movement
is made possible by the splendid response that the
churches gave to us in our last two Easter offerings.
More than that, the Board is now seeking for a strategic new field, as the published minutes herein and in

year, as well as our

six

the Missionary Residence was packed from basement
to garret, and they were certainly a happy group of
ambassadors for our Lord. Then there was an item
of saving of hotel bills which is no small item when
this number of missionaries are at home.

A CONTEMPLATED CHANGE IN THE
OFFICE OF SECRETARY-TREASURER
Due to the tremendous increase of work in connection with the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church, the Secretary-Treasurer offered to the

us.

thousand ballots were mailed

Board
to the

mem-

bers of the Foreign Missionary Society, indicating quite
a healthy membership. Fifteen hundred of these ballots were returned more members should cast their
votes, but, of course, we cannot force them to do that.
The fifteen hundred ballots Returned showed that

—

March

3
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Issued

-

a year.
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fJnihb;

his resignation.

The Long Beach

First

Church

has been sadly neglected due to the fact that its pastor
has tried to care for this large church, together with
a fast-growing Foreign Missionary Society. He began
to realize that he was not doing justice to either his

church or to the society; therefore, his resignation.
He has been the pastor of the Long Beach First

the
Lake, Indiana und
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THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD:
of

at the close of the

last National Fellowship there were twentyfour adult missionaries either at home on furlough or
under appointment. It is not hard to understand that

WELCOME, BROTHER OGDEN!
Over

own conference

summer.
At this

our last issue reveal. The Board will probably be compelled to hold a mid-year special meeting, for the work
of our Lord demands speed. The Lord cometh! And it
is our business to occupy until He comes.
The Board has never yet rejected any applicant
in its opinion fitted for foreign mission work. We are
still praying for more new missionaries, and a number
of preliminary applications are now before the Board.
Our problems are many and some of them are not easy.

Brethren pray for

trust.

MISSIONARY RESIDENCE

Balzer, of Lancaster, Calif., are new missionaries approved and soon to leave for the Field, but were not

Anyone scanning

Editor
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Church from its infancy and that means for thirty
three years, or a third of a century. He has been on
the Foreign Board ever since September 1, 1904, and
has been officially connected most of that time. For a
long time he was the secretary. With the death of
Bro. J. C. Cassel, who had been the treasurer from
the beginning of the organization at Winona Lake, in
the year 1900, until he surrendered the office in 1918,
Alva J. McClain was elected secretary and L. S. Bauman
was elected treasurer, which office he has held to the
present time. The secretarial duties also devolved upon

him

later.

At this last conference, the Board insisted upon us
retaining the office of treasurer, at least for the time
being. The Board decided to secure a secretary who
would devote his entire time to the work. One important business of this secretary will be the organizing
and conducting of missionary conferences throughout
the Brotherhood. The minutes herein set forth very
definitely the duties of the new general secretary.
in

The Board has extended a call to a very
our denomination to become this general

once he accepts the position, his
known in due time.
If

name

able

man

secretary.

will

be

made

2STH ANNIVERSARY IN AFRICA

NEXT YEAR
Next year

complete twenty-five years in the
The minutes published
herein will reveal the fact that the Board expects to
send at least one, and possibly three, of its members
to that Anniversary celebration. No member of the
Board has ever been in Africa. This may be a saving
of money but it is contrary to the wisdom and practice
of all foreign mission boards who send Board representatives to make a survey of the work being done by
tliem. For a number of years the missionaries have
been urging the home director and secretary-treasurer
to visit the African Field. This request is about to be
honored. These representatives will probably stop at
Argentina on the way to Africa and make another survey of the work being done there.
will

history of our African Mission.

SCHOOL FOR MISSIONARIES' CHILDREN
IN

AFRICA

One

of the most difficult problems with which the
Foreign Board has to deal is that of the education of
the children of our African missionaries. The reasons
for this difficulty need not be explained they should
be patent to all who think a bit.
In the solution of this problem the Board has decided to open up a school in Africa for our missionaries' children. To this end, Miss Ruth Kent, a member of the Brethren Church at Nappanee, Indiana,
has accepted a call. As soon as she can honorably secure release from her present contract in this country,
she VTill proceed to Africa and take charge of this

—

school.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO MISSIONARIES
The editor wishes to call special attention to the
revised policy of the Board with regard to personal
gifts to missionaries. The members of the Society can-

not know what a delicate and perplexing question the
Board has faced for years in connection with this
subject. It finally has fixed upon a policy, which it
has reason to believe, is eminently satisfactory to all
our missionaries. The fact of the matter is it is much
more liberal than the original policy first fixed by the
missionaries themselves, of which group Mr. and Ms.
James S. Gribble were members. We trust the churches
will recognize this policy and abide by it when making
contributions to our splendid ambassadors for Christ.
We might say that if necessary the Board could give
abundant reasons as to the wisdom of this policy. One
of the most potent reasons is that the Board desires
that all of its missionaries may be placed upon as even
a financial basis as

is

possible.

INVENTORY OF ARGENTINA PROPERTIES
A year ago the Board of Trustees requested Supt.
Sickel of our Mission in the Argentine to give us an
inventory of our property values on that Field. This
report has juct been received by the secretary-treasurer.
It

shows a real estate value in American dollars of
a value of various

amount of $4,610,
Supt. Sickel, in sending a
lengthy itemized report of our possessions on thai,
Field, informs us that the values placed on the properties and utilities "are extremely conservative."
Recently, rur readers will recall, we published a similar report of our holdings in French Equatorial Africa.
$16,750,

making a

utilities in

total of $21,360.

THE ATOMIC BOMB
a Foreign Missionary magazine. Why should
editorial for it on the subject of THE
reason should be very plain to
every thinking person.

This

is

we be writing an

ATOMIC BOMB? The

We

are informed by the scientific world that the

most destructive instrument of which man has ever
dreamed has been made a reality. When we are informed that "the power in one pound of explosive was
equivalent to fifty thousand tons of TNT, enougn to
fill four trains of seventy-five cars," and that "the
atoms in the bomb contained a potential power equivalent to that produced by nearly all the hydroelectric
plants in the United States, running for one hour, or
approximately ten million kilowatt hours," it is time for
us to wake up and give the gospel of peace, love, and
goodwill to. the nations of the earth. We will either do
this or some day some Hitler, bomb in hand, victim of
cynicism and pessimism, may decide to take himself
out of the world and take the earth along with him, for
scientists declare that by the use of this bomb It is
possible to detroy the earth itself.

No wonder scientists stand aghast as they contemplate their work; and when we remember that scientists in Japan, Germany, Russia, Italy, and elsewhere,
have been working on the creation of this very bomb,
and some of them have been very near to success, we
all may stand aghast. God pity the world if once the
Russian Bear gets this bomb in his paw and goes forth
to bolshevize the world or else!
So far as the editor is concerned, he has come to

the conclusion that

if

what the

scientists tell us, as to

(Continued on Page 601)
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In Christ our faith stands, and without Him it falls.
Christ is not in every detail as revealed to us in
Scripture, we are of all men most miserable. He is the
Eternal, only WAY, the essence of TRUTH and the
giver of LIFE. To bring life, real life, yes, eternal life
to mankind was the great purpose of His coming to
earth, for He Himself said, "I am come that they
might have life and have it more abundantly." But
before man can possess the LIFE he must understand
and receive the TRUTH, and before it is possible for
him to know the TRUTH he must walk in the WAY.
The process is progressive. The WAY leads to the
TRUTH and the TRUTH to LIFE. This is the eternal
process of bringing the lost sinner into the family of
God and this is our objective. So as we consider the
field as a whole, with the accomplishments and failures of another year, we would do so showing the efforts toward that grand and glorious goal Christ for
the Argentine— "The WAY, the TRUTH, the LIFE."

By CLARENCE L. SICKEL
The Argentine Field greets you once again, for which
we give Him the praise. Nineteen hundred and fortyfive has been a hectic year for evangelical work In
this land, and our district has felt the darts of the
enemy very keenly. For awhile the forces of opposition
were gathering such momentum that, humanly speakthough it would be only a matter of
weeks or months until the doors of our missions would
be closed. We know whereof we speak for our mission
hall in Canada Verde, twelve miles from Huinca Renanco, was closed by police authorities without giving
ing, it looked as

a written, detailed reason.
Day by day the enemies of the gospel became very
bold in their attacks through the press, radio, and
pulpit, until even many of the Roman Catholics were
becoming alarmed as to what the outcome might be.
There are those who think that in our day the terrors
of the Inquisition coud not return, but let me assure
you that fire still bums in the heart of that organization whose central power is located upon the seven
hills of Rome. One Catholic sister well expressed the
hidden desires of many when she said to a Christian
worker who offered her the Word of God, "Do you
know what I would like to do to you? Dig out your
eyes and burn you alive!" But "thanks be unto God,
who always leadeth us to triumph in Christ, and maketh manifest through us the savor of His knowledge
in every place," 2 Cor. 2:14 (R.V.), His hand was lifted
and His voice said, "It is enough! thou shalt go no
farther," placing one in authority who brought to

—

naught their secret alms.
Since then things have been more

quiet;

and

it Is,

therefore, our continued privilege to send greetings
from the believers here to those of you in the land to
the north who make it possible for the testimony of
His Gospel to go out in this land. As we send in this

report it is not in the sense of rendering an account,
but rather that you may rejoice with us over victories
won, pray more efficiently with us for victories yet to
be given, and that we may be more closely bound together as a unit we who have "climbed the steeps,
and crossed the waves," and you who "steady the lad-

—

der and

hand up the

Advance

tools."

in missionary

work

is

not to be measured by

miles of travel or dollars of expenditure, or number of
sermons, or visits, or even the number of professed
conversions recorded. True advance means approach
toward the objective. Our great objective has ever been
making Christ known Him who "though He was rich,
yet for our sakes became poor, that we through His
presenting
as the
poverty might be rich"
WAY, the TRUTH, and the LIFE. Someone has said,
"A defective conception of Christ is almost as dangerous as a false conception. Nothing is more important
in the life of a man or woman than to have a correct
and well-developed knowledge of the Lord Jesus

—

—

MUUoh

Him

Christ."
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When our Lord gave to His disciples His last command, "Go ye," it was to tell men of the True and Living Way. This we have sought to do through the regular preaching services, Sunday schools, women's services and the Young People's work, which has been
carried on as usual all through the year, but with the
coming of spring there was a stepping up of opportunities for giving out the message. During our workers'
conference in the month of September, the work for
the summer was lined up the campaign with the
Tent and Bible Coach, Young People's Camp, final
touches on our general conference, and special services

—

in the churches. We planned to go into the new towns
opened up last year, as well as others which had never
had the privilege. We also had hopes of getting into
some new sections of this growing city of Rio Cuarto,
but, as you will see later in the report, the enemy suc-

ceeded in keeping us from making any advances In
this way.

The Tent campaign began on the 15th of October in
Huinca Renanco, where for two weeks the gospel message was declared. Huinca Renanco has never shown
a rebellious spirit, nor has there been an open arduous
campaign against the evangelicals, but, as in many
other places, has been largely indifferent. There were
large crowds who listened attentively as the WAY was
pointed out. Many acknowledged it a much better
WAY than the one they walk in at present, but that is
as far as the majority go. They have eyes to see, but
they see not; ears to hear, but they hear not. Praise
God there were those who accepted the WAY and chose
to walk therein.
We must bear in mind that the multitudes here are
not clamoring for the gospel message. Missionaries in
other parts of God's great vineyard may know the joy
of such experience, but I have never found such to be
the case in this Priest-ridden land. Furthermore, the
Scriptures plainly teach us that the natural heart
does not seek after the things of God, therefore the
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photo taken at close range of the stones hurled
at the tent at the instigation of the priests.

command, "Go

ye."

Thus the great importance

of

the people will not
come to our mission halls, we must go to them. This we
did to a greater extent this year than last. We went
into nine towns and would have reached more had not
the authorities refused to grant the necessary permit
and had there not been such a burden of work upon
the little band of workers that they were unable to
continue the Coach work through the last warm days

Tent and Bible Coach work,

for, as

of fall.

What we have said regarding Huinca Renanco could
be said of the other places visited, Canada Verde, Jovita, Laboulaye, General Levalle, Santa Eufemia, La
Carlota, Los Cisnes, and General Cabrera. Those who
have attended our Tent and Bible Coach campaigns,
mounting into the many hundreds, cannot be ignorant
of the WAY, for, other than the message given night
after night through the sermons and slides, tracts are
given out by the thousands Gospels, Testaments, and
Bibles are offered to the people. Along with the spoken
and written word, personal contacts are made, either
at the close of the meetings or in the homes. Often we
marvel at the indifference shown on the part of these
people, but yet should we marvel when we are re-

—

dead in their sins.
in this land can be summed up in

minded that they are

blind, yea,

Missionary activitiy
these few words patience, stability, constancy, faith
in the promise that the Word sown will not return unto
God void, but will accomplish that whereunto He doth
send it.
This year, as always, special attention was given to
our Young People's Camp. Greater difficulties were
encountered regarding the transportation, due to the

—

when we thought it
would be impossible, the Lord supplied the need, permitting us to charter a bus to and from Camp. This,
together with the Bible Coach, and some gas rationing stamps as a Christmas gift, made possible transportation of the young folks. The very day that Camp
closed, a new law made special trips for busses illegal.
But we had been permitted to gather, as in former
closer rationing of gas, but just

years, with a goodly number of young people. We rejoiced to see a larger number of girls this year than

old familiar weapons used by adSee Acts 7:58, 14:19.
versaries of the Gospel.
Once again the w^ords of Stephen might be appropriately applied: "Ye stiff-necked and uncircumcized in heart and ears, ye do always resist
the Holy Ghost: as your fathers did, so do ye"

The above are

Acts 7:51).
ever before, which

means that the

prejudice on the

part of the parents against a mixed

broken down as they learn how
results therefrom.

Camp

is filling

We

feel

it is

camp

is

being

conducted and the

more than ever that the

a great need in our work, for we are

reaching the young people in a way not possible
through other means. We lament the fact each year
that so many are unable to go who need the blessing
of the camp, because they cannot meet the expenses.
If Young People's Camps are a need among the
churches of the homeland, it is doubly so here where
the only Christian activities are those of their own
little group, pitifully small at best. The camp, with its
group of forty or fifty, is such an inspiration, and the
Bible Study and gospel messages a definite blessing in
their lives. Young people who have chosen to line up
with the despised evangelicals are considered heretics

and

devils

and have a hard row

to hoe.

We

thank God

are living examples before the world as
to the power of God, and that even in these days it
is possible for young people to live apart from the
things of the world. Our Fagot Service at these camp
gatherings still proves to be a blessing for it is a visible
manifestation that our efforts are not in vain in the
for those

who

Lord's service. May we ask that you make this Young
People's problem a matter of special prayer?
Much could be written regarding our General Conference, but suffice to say that we had a great Con-

ference with a real spirit of unity, praise, and worship
in all the activities. These last two years have been
times of difficulty for those who live at a distance, but
we trust conditions as a whole will soon improve. At
present each of the workers has from two to three
different churches to care for, the distance varying
from ten to fifty miles from his home. All are conscious of their duty, their privilege, their all-important
calling, ever seeking to establish a larger
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land

who

walk and

will

be known, as in those days of old, to

live in

under the Southern
is by the chains of superstition and
ignorance of paganized Christianity, is to know the
Truth. But, throughout another year, we have experienced that when they are given the TRUTH, they deride the instructions, are unwilling to investigate, and
hence they remain ignorant of the great Source or
TRUTH, living and dying therefore in darkness and

The great need
Cross, bound as it

of

this land

error. They are not only indifferent, but in many
cases openly hostile. He who preaches the unadulterated Word of God soon finds himself face to face with
open opposition, for those who walk not in the
hate the light "because their deeds are evil." Evangelical workers in this land under the Southern Cross
have felt keenly this spirit of religious hatred. The
reason for it all? We proclaim the Truth, The editors

WAY

have summed

of the Evangelical Christian

these few words:

"Where the

spirit of

Brother Gamarra, pastor of the work at that time, had

gone there before and had made

that "WAY."

it all

up

in

Rome exists there

tyranny and opposition. Where the Spirit of the
Lord is there Is liberty, and these two spirits are as
far apart as the poles." And more than that. It Is
quite evident she has launched a campaign of pressure
upon government officials to drive all religious competition from the field and give the papal hierarchy a
complete monopoly over the people. This is shown by
the correspondence I have had during recent months.
The one thing the Roman Catholics despise above
all else in connection with our work is the Tent and
Bible Coach because of their great possibilities for
spreading the TRUTH. Their great desire and purpose
is

the

will

all else is

the Tent and Bible Coach

their

great

possibilities

arrived for the beginning of the

cam-

arrived with the notification that
the head of the department in Canada Verde had issued an order denying them the privilege of holding
meetings. The local police authorities could do nothing so the workers made the trip to Canada Verde, a
distance of some fifty-five miles, to have an intervievi'
with the official. Upon their arrival they were kept
waiting for a couple of hours. Finally they were able
to communicate with him through his secretary. Nothing definite could be obtained, so at last in a spirit of
outrage, he had them ushered into his presence where
lie unloaded his indignation against the evangelicals,
threatening to jail them, shaking his fists in their
faces, and ordered them to leave his office, never to
step again within the boundaries of his department.
Thus ended the proposed campaign in Italo. Moving
into another department, the Tent was able to con-

"The one thing the Roman Catholics despise

because of

The day

The Tent was put up and just as they were ready
Coach with the loud speaker, the

cember things were happening quick and fast but we
had escaped from any direct opposition and the Tent
campaign was held in Canada Verde without a sign
of the approaching battle. Our next town on the line
was Italo, a small town thirty-five miles east of Huinca
Renanco, which has never been entered by the Tent.

above

lot.

to use the Bible

to bring those

where they

arrangements with

paign.

who are in autliority to the place
prohibit us from Tent meetings and
reduce our activities to the four walls of our mission
hall. This fact was clearly demonstrated during the
summer's campaign. As stated at the beginning of
this report, during the months of November and Deis

all

the authorities and obtained permission for the use of

for

spreading the truth."
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police authorities

tinue.

A week later Brother Gamarra returned to Canada
Verde to hold a service in the rented hall. As usual,
during the afternoon he called upon the different
families interested and gave out tracts as he went
from house to house. During the middle of the afternoon he was accosted by the police and ordered to present himself at the police station. Upon arrival he was
notified that it would be impossible for him to hold
meetings in the hall until he had received a written
permit from Cordoba. We appealed to Cordoba, where
the entire case was aired, along with that of the Salvation Army, who had been refused permission by our
own local authorities in Rio Cuarto. It was but a step
to closing our own hall here in Rio Cuarto. The government representative issued a decree assuring these
enemies of the TRUTH that the Argentine Constitution in no uncertain terms gave religious liberty. Thus
the doors of our mission in Canada Verde reopened.

More interesting

facts could be written regarding this

:
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But the opposition continues and in general the
work feels the effect. It is becoming more difficult to
interest new people in the evangelical message and get
them to enter our mission halls or even private homes
where gospel meetings are held. There is a continual
attack upon us in their magazines, such as the following from a recent publication entitled "In Defense
of Our Faith."
"In face of the Protestant avalanche that would
steal from us our most valued treasure, we cannot fold
our arms and be indifferent. Following the instructions of the Argentine Bishops, who have been placed
by the Holy Spirit as custodians of the faith
out
all Catholics have the grave obligation of wiping
the pernicious Protestant work. Let us keep in mind
that Protestants (be they called Evangelicals, Advent(denying the
ists, Salvation Army, etc.) are heretics
doctrines of the faith), blasphemers (against God and
the Virgin), enemies of the salvation of our souls, and
especially enemies of the Holy Virgin, and are members and friends of the communists. All Catholics
.

.

.

should

"Avoid their company and doctrine.
"Burn their papers and books.
"Denounce their presence in the towns to

civil

and religious authorities.
"Make known to all the wickedness

of their campaigns, for they not only seek to destroy the
faith, but even the nation."

Through the religious instruction in the schools
there is a constant sowing of hatred, fear and doubt
much as
in the "evangelicos." They haven't gained as
they had hoped to from this systematized campaign,
but we feel the effects nevertheless. People are realizing as never before that it is not only very unpopular
but
to have anything to do with the "evangelicos,"
of
that it is also very costly. There have been threats
friends
losing jobs, of failure in school, and loss of
and

friendships.

We

have seen

it

happen again and

suffiagain. Just one visit to the evangelical mission is
family and
cient to bring on systematic persecution by
seems
friends. To these who know not the gospel this

to
too dear a price to pay and only a few continue
attend.
that the
Friends, we desire that you may fully realize
May
opposition is real, is demanding, is systematized.
you just another example which is similar to

we

give

experiences we have had recently. A member of
Pueblo
the church here in Rio Cuarto, who lives in
for her
Alberdi, had a great burden on her heart
hold an
neighbors and friends. She asked that we
sure that
evangelistic service in her home— she was so
gospel
once these folks knew something more of the
Alberdi was
they wouldn't hesitate to follow. Pueblo
to
canvassed twice by a group of women, preparatory
arrived and the
this meeting. The day and hour
Out of
audience consisted almost entirely of believers.
only two women
a couple of hundred invitations given,
the evandared face the consequences of going into
who works
gelical meeting. A Roman Catholic woman

many

in hand with the priest, took her chair and sat
across the street, where she might see all who entered
and report them.
How true the words of our Lord, "They will not come
to me that they might have LIFE." This is the great
burden of every missionary here in Latin America. So
much effort put forth, such large sums of money spent
each year and yet, viewing the issue from the human
standpoint, results are so meager. Sometime ago I
expressed my feelings along this line to a believer of

hand

case of ours but it is best tliat we refrain from putting
in print. Exciting were those days indeed!

it

another denomination whose work carries him
throughout all the evangelical missions of Argentina,
and his reply was, "It is general. You think this applies
just to your own work but I hear the same cry from
all sides."

We

long to see results, definite results.

toward that end day and night, month

in

We

labor

and month

it is not within our
seed produce. If there is anything
that encourages the worker here in this land to press
forward, even in the face of difficulties and indifference, it is the reality of this all-important fact that
the seed sown will in some future date, sometime,
somewhere, produce the desired harvest. The advice
of the ancient preacher is just as true today as It was
in those days of past centuries: "Cast thy bread upon

out, but

we

power

make the

to

clearly realize that

the waters, for thou shalt find it after many days."
apostle Paul tells us "not to be weary in well doing,
for in due season we shall reap if we faint not." Three
women now awaiting baptism heard the gospel for the
first time thirty years ago but burned the Bible they
had purchased because they were warned that it was
evil. Twenty years later they entered the Tent again,
heard the gospel and were almost persuaded, but friends
and family and, finally, the priest, convinced them
that the evangelicals were enemies of God. After another ten years of walking in darkness they have come

The

know the Truth as it is in Christ, and Life abundant
which comes to those who accept Him.
What? Shall we become discouraged? Not so long
as God remains on His throne! Shall we deem the souls
to

too costly? No, never, for He left heaven's glories
even me! Shall we retreat though the battle
becomes more fierce? Not so long as "He goeth before." Some weeks ago a man who makes no profession

won

to save

to the gospel, .stopped me on the
he often had done before, and expressed himoccasion he
self concerning world conditions. On this
almost immediately said to me, "Man, you have what
the world needs! The world has lost its way, is full of
confusion, knows not which way to turn." He expressed his discontent in the popular faith of this con"Man," he
tinent, saying they had nothing to give.
what
repeated, "you have what the country needs and
of the
the world needs! Give it to them." He spoke
renewed
"gospel message." I left his presence with a

himself

relative

street, as

determination to do just that.
We praise God for the new recruits being sent out.
His children,
Truly God has answered the prayers of
the Lord
according to Matt. 9:38: "Pray ye therefore
forth laborers into
of the harvest, that He will send
"The harvest truly
His harvest," for as verse 37 states,
(Continued on Page 601)
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Minutes

of

General Interest

(From the Minutes of the Aiinuad Meeting of the
Board of Trustees of the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church, Held at Winona Lake,
Ind., August 21 to September 1, 1945) (Continued
from Last Issue)

a.

b.

d.

—

gentine Field.

—Long Beach

First Church.

Motion prevailed that the President of the Board
reply to the letter from the Official Board of the
First Church, Long Beach, California, informing
them of our consideration of their letter and of the
steps being taken to comply with their request, ask-

amination, the Klievers be returned to the African
Field.

No. 65

Increase for African Missionaries
Furlough.
Motion prevailed that the allowance of the African
Missionaries, while in the homeland on furlough not
to exceed one year, be raised to fifty dollars ($50.00)
per adult person, with children's allowances in same
percentage as heretofore; effective as of September
of Officers.

ballot vote, the following officers of the Board
were elected for the coming year: President, A. V.

Kimmell; Treasurer,

L. S.

Bauman; Candidate Sec-

retary, A. J. McClain.
No. 67 Representatives to 25th Anniversary
Field.

—

a.

b.

—

c.

—

d.

—

of the Herald.

f.

596

Motion prevailed that we defer to the request of
the African Field Council that the Board lay plans
to send at least two members to be present for the
25th Anniversary of the African Mission.
Motion prevailed that the new general secretary,
if secured by that time, is to accompany the two
Board members to the 25th Anniversary of the
African Mission.
Motion prevailed that, because of Dr. Bauman's
long and. intimate acquaintance with the Foreign
Missionary Society's work, and because the Board
has authorized him to prepare a history of the
Foreign Mission, the Board appoints Dr. Bauman
as one of the two representatives to this Anniversary Conference.
Motion prevailed that the Chairman of the Board
address a letter to the Long Beach First Church,
advising them of this action, giving reasons for
said action, and requesting that Dr. Bauman's
services be loaned to the Foreign Missionary Soimportant ministry.
Motion prevailed that Brother Kimmell, Chair-

man

Motion prevailed that the editorship of the Brethren
Missionary Herald, Missionary Number, rest in the
office of the Foreign Missionary Society, under the

Bauman.

—African

ciety for this
e.

South America.

direction of Dr. L. S.

66—Election

By

No. 57
Herald Letter "Proposals to Cooperating
Boards."
Motion prevailed that we approve the reorganization
of their Board, as suggested in this letter, with the
understanding that as long as our magazine is being
published by them we shall expect them to call in a
representative of our Board whenever matters which
will affect our interests are being decided upon.
No. 59 Deputation Director.
Motion prevailed that until the new General Secretary LS ready to take over. Brother Kimmell will
continue as deputation director.
No. 60 Outfits for South American Missionaries.
Motion prevailed that the home director shall make
an investigation of the outfit situation for South
American missionaries, taking up the matter with
our missionaries on the Field and also with other
Boards, to find out whether they outfit missionaries

61—Editor

1945.

1,

No.

pleted.

to

—Allowance

Home on

ing that they continue their graciousness in our use
of their Pastor's services until such plans be com-

No.

—

Klievers' Return to Africa.
Motion prevailed that, upon satisfactory medical ex-

No. 64

general secretary shall be included the following:
1. Director, under the Board, of all missionary
and itineration work at home and abroad.
2. To act as editor of missionary literature.
3. To be in charge of the office and its employees.
4. To visit churches, conferences, etc., regularly
in the interest of the Foreign Missionary Society's work.
5. To formulate and carry out promotional plans,
such as organization of missionary conferences, etc., and such other duties as would
pertain to such an office.
No. 54

—

Maconaghys' Return to South America.
Motion prevailed that, upon satisfactory medical examination, the Maconaghys be returned to the Ar-

No. 63

FuIl-TLme Secretary.
Motion prevailed that we take immediate steps
to separate the office of secretary from that of
treasurer, and that we employ a full-time general
secretary to act as the director of all of our work.
Motion prevailed that the general secretary shall
not hold membership on the Board.
Motion prevailed that among the duties of the

No. 53

of the Board, because of the long years that

he has served, and the close acquaintance with our
work, be the second member of the Board to attend the 25th Anniversary Conference on the African Field next year. (Bro. Kimmell reported that
he would possibly go on this mission, but conditioned his going on the health of his wife.)
Motion prevailed that all three of these men, if
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and at least one, shall make this trip by
of the Argentine and our Field there,
prevailed
that the secretary-treasurer adMotion

possible,

way
g.

the Philadelphia First Church,
dress a
advising them of this action, and requesting that
Brother Kimmell's services be loaned to the Foreign Missionary Society for this important min-

MY CALL TO AFRICA
By MISS RUTH KENT
The Lord works in mysterious ways His wonders

letter to

istry.

When

I first

'

'

—Report

Work.
Motion prevailed that the Board request, during the
coming year, monthly reports from each of our North
American missionaries in the Argentine, on blanks
to be drawn up and furnished by the secretary-

No. 68

of Argentine

treasurer.

—

—

70.
25th Anniversary Celebration African Field.
Motion prevailed that, for a number of reasons
deemed wise by the Board, and which its secretary
will make known to Supt. Jobson, the Board recom-

No.

to the Field Council that the 25th Anniversary
Celebration be held shortly after November 1, 1946,
instead of in March of 1946.
No. 71 Dunnings.
Motion prevailed that Dunnings be advised to proceed with all necessary measures to improve the
health of Mrs. Dunning, and then take up the question of language study with the Executive Committee

mend

—

of the Board.

73—F. M. S. Plymouth
Motion prevailed that the Plymouth automobile
Car.

No.

is

to be at the disposition of the deputation director.
No. 74—Office Help.
Motion prevailed that the new general secretary and
the treasurer be authorized to provide such help in
the office as is needed for the coming year.

No. 78

—^Morrills.

Motion prevailed that, upon satisfactory medical examination, the Morrills be returned to the African
Field.

No. 84

—Hill Applications.

Motion prevailed that, subject to satisfactory medical
examination, Mr. Robert Hill, and his wife, Mary, be
accepted as missionaries to French Equatorial Africa
under this Board.
85—Hills' Departure for the Field.
Motion prevailed that Mr. and Mrs. Robert

plan
after the
to leave for the Field as soon as possible
conclusion of Mr. Hill's educational work.
No. 86—Miss Ruth M. Kent's Application.

Motion prevailed that, subject

Moody

the Lord definitely laid upon my heart the work
on the Mission Field. It was at that time
that I began my college training for teaching. If any
of you know what it is to try to go faster than the

home

of teaching

Lord wants you to go, you know how I felt when I
could not go immediately after graduation. The Lord
wanted to fit me for the work with six years of experience in teaching. Of course I could not help but
say that I know now that is what I needed.
I do praise the Lord for His sustaining power and
grace which I have been given as well as for what He
will give in the future.
These children of the missionaries need their mothers and fathers near, as do all children in America.
At this time when there are enough children to start
a school, I am happy I have gone year by year as the
Lord led me so that I could be ready when the need was
present. I can truly say the Lord does perform His
work on schedule and that He leads us all the way if

we but wait on Him.
that she be encouraged to continue her education at
Wheaton College, especially in the major field or

Hill

to satisfactory

med-

examination, we accept Miss Kent as a missionunderstanding
ary to the African Field, with the
expressed
that her special work, in harmony with her
children.
desire, be that of a teacher of missionaries'
Blank.
No. 87—Miss Anna M. Mishler's Preliminary
Motion prevailed that Miss Mishler be advised that
ana
we look with favor upon her preliminary blank
missionary
that she is an acceptable candidate as a
evidence of her abilto Africa provided she can give
suggested that she subity to speak French; also, it is
mit her application to the Board.
Blank.
No. 89—Miss Ada E. Siefer's Preliminary
look with
Motion prevailed that we reply, saying we
application, and
favor upon Miss Siefer's proposed

-^

training was upon me and still
I did not know what the Lord
wanted me to do. In three
years the way opened to enter
Bible Institute for
training in children's work.
Although I did not go the last
term to graduate, because of
my father's death and the
MISS RUTH KENT
need of my mother and sister
for nursing during their illness, the work was for a
purpose. When there was no further need for me at

No.

ical

to

accepted the Lord I didn't know
what it all would mean, but in a few years the work of
Africa appealed to me. My
'"
i
'.^;.^m:
S.
high school days were gone
and the time to enter further

perform.

French.
No. 90— Miss Marian D. Thurston's Preliminary Blank.
Motion prevailed that Miss Thurston be advised that
we see no present obstacle to her becoming an applicant at the close of her preparation, and that she
be encouraged to continue her education, with the
counsel of the candidate secretary.
No. 91—Mr. Charles T. Eagle's Preluninary Blank.
Motion prevailed that we look with favor upon Mr.
conEagle's proposed application, and urge him to
tinue his educational preparation with special atis
tention to the language of the field in which he
most deeply interested.
Application.
No. 92— Mr. John J. Bergen's Letter of
Motion prevailed that we look with favor upon the
proposed application of Mr. Bergen; that he be encouraged to continue his preparation for Africa and

major
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CALLED TO AFRICA
Usually the question most
this:

"Why

The

commonly asked me

best answer to that question

is

found in

II

to the

my

ness.

Tim-

othy l:8b-10. Using that Scripture as a background
us consider

bassador, I must never waver in presenting the gospel
to soul-sick Africans. Rather, I must speak with bold-

is

do you want to go to Africa?"

Christ's first appearing on earth has made plain the
purpose of my call to Africa. For because He abolishea
death and "brought life and immortality (i. e. incorruptibility) to hght through the gospel," it is imperative that through me the thousands of lost souls in
Africa should know that Jesus has made the fear of
death of no avail and that He can give them eternal
life and incorruptibility! Yet preaching the gospel in
Africa shall not be a burdensome task. Rather, it
should be done with a spirit of gratitude for the incomparable gift of eternal life which Christ has given
me. ".
God so loved the world that He gave His
." Oh, how I must show my love
only begotten Son
to Him by willingly being a "partaker of the afflictions
of the gospel" in the dark continent!

let

reasons for looking anxiously forward

day when

I shall

be en route to Oubangui-Chari:

Paul admonishes Timothy to be a "partaker of the
afflictions of the gospel."

such a partaker

is

The only way one can be

by preaching the glad tidings of

salvation through Christ's sacrifice at Calvary.

had suffered

Paul

and everybody
who would go out and make known the gospel must
expect some sort of suffering, whether it be verbal opfor preaching the gospel

position or violent physical opposition.

.

Christ's teach-

.

ing was unpopular among certain religious groups of
His day. The gospel message is unpopular with various
religious groups in Oubangui-Chari with the native
witch doctors, with Rome's representatives and the
disciples of Mohammed which are found in French
Equatorial Africa.

—

called me into His service. Way back in that
remote past God saw that this sinful person would be
saved by Christ and would become an ambassador for
Jesus in Africa. Why, I did not even know that until
the 1945 national conference, but God has always
known it! But what is more important is the fact
that this is not an empty calling. It is a holy calling
because God called. Nothing that I did made me
worthy of the call, yet, according to God's purpose and
grace, He called me. What for? In order that somehow a fruitful testimony might be given. But such a
call could not materialize without our blessed Saviour.
Even before the foundation of the earth Jesus was
given the power to make this call effective and that
through His shed blood. With such a call as my authority for going to Africa, can you blame me for
saying that my cup is running over with joy? What a
responsibility is mine! Called to be our Lord's am-

God had

.

There will be great problems to face: Adjustment to
a new life
getting used to native customs and languages
how to bring effectively the plan of salvation to soul-sick natives. As I realize all those difficulties, it becomes obvious that I am indeed a very
weak vessel. Yet Philippians 4:13 and 19 still hold good,
as the Lord has graciously demonstrated many times.
.

.

The command "be thou partaker" literally means
"be thou a fellow-sufferer." Even as Paul was willing
to suffer for bringing the gospel to Europe, so likewise
I should be willing to suffer whatever opposition I may
confront in Africa when preaching the gospel. But
more important, my Lord and Saviour willingly became
a curse for me on Calvary's tree and suffered greatly
to free me from sin's bondage. How much more should
I be willing to suffer for Him that others out in Africa
might know of His saving power!
Paul continues to tell Timothy that God not only
saved us but that He "called us with an holy calling,
not according to our works, but according to his own
purpose and grace, which was given us in Christ Jesus
before the world began." It is wonderful to know that
even before the world was created or that time began

.

.

.

.

.

am glad that when Seminary ends
be en route to Africa as quickly as
possible. How grateful I am that our Oubangui-Chari
mission is organized on a faith policy, for thereby shall
I be firmly reassured that the same God who made full
provision for Paul shall supply all my need "according
So, nevertheless, I

next March

I shall

to his riches in glory

by Christ Jesus"!

A TESTIMONY THAT SHOULD MAKE SOME

AMERICANS ASHAMED
A

missionary paper entitled "Then the Light Came"
tells of a Luther League that was organized among
native Christians in a boys high school in India. This
league met on Sunday mornings at 10:30 after the
church services. On one occasion the boys in this
league discussed the subject of Christian stewardship.
After that discussion a group of these boys called on a
missionary in his bungalow and said:
"Sir, we would like to make a request. As you know,
most of us are very poor, many of us come from villages
in backward places. We can scrape enough money
together to come here and pay the fee in the boarding
school. We have nothing left to spend. We do not even
have any money for an offering in the church on Sunday morning. Instead of our breakfast would you be
willing to give us the cost of that meal? Then we can
take that money to the bazaar and get it changed into
small coins so that every boy may have something to
place on the offering plate on Sunday morning."
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THE AFRICAN MUSIC LANGUAGE
(Article 3

on African Music—By

Wondering why some

J. P.

Another instrument that was an improvement upon

Kliever)

of our songs are readily

and

correctly sung by the Natives while others are not,

thought

I

T

would try a few Negro Spirituals with them.

Since the words to

many

of

them

this

and

quite clever

was a piece

of skin stretched over

a hole in the ground about nine inches in diameter and
about that deep. A string knotted at the end to keep it

are not theologically

thought I would use only the melody in
connection with some simple Gospel thoughts.
To my surprise, they could sing them well and enjoyed singing them. I also noticed that several of our
children's songs, such as "Mary Had a Little Lamb,"
"Hobby Horse," etc., had been "converted," receiving
Gospel words, and they like to sing these also.
Another field of investigation is the array of musical
instruments. These instruments present quite a wide
range if judged by the skill and ingenuity in their
manufacture and manipulation. The most simple that
and a
I believe I saw was an ordinary hunter's bow
instick. The player would tap the string while he
so correct, I

A

creased the tension or decreased the tension of the
string.

KABBA MARIMBAPHONE

from coming out of the small hole in the center of
diaphragm was attached to the end of a hunter's
into the
bow. The other end of the bow was stuck

this

ground some 12 or 15 inches away so that the string
of
was taut. Then by taking the bow with the fingers

of the
one hand increasing or decreasing the tension
with the fingers
string, the player "plunked" the string
skill
to
as much
of his other hand. It takes about
saw.
play this one as it does to play music on a
sort of
There are many types of harps as well as a
or Sanje.
guitar without a neck called the Esanju

or
There are also different types of Marimbaphones
I also saw
xylophones, tuned drums, fifes and rattles.
drum.
a few good imitations of our snare
instruThey have discovered ways of tuning their
use a sticky
ments also. To tune a marimbaphone they
fasten to the
substance like modeling clay; this they
want the tone
bottom side of the tone bar if they

on, the more
lowered in pitch. The more they put
raise the tone they
they lower the tone. If they want to
pitch they want. To
take some off until they have the
on the drum
tune a drum they increase the tension
dries the skm
head by means of a grass torch which
pegs holding the drum
or they drive in more deeply the
the skin tighter. On one of our

head which stretches
ear
Chapel drums we have an elephant's

The

best

way

to find out

what they had

for a

drum

in the

way

music was to get some of their instrutask. There are so
ments. This proved to be a difficult
these instruments that
few that know how to make
them. It was very diffithey are slow at parting with
Through Mr. Sheldon one
cult to buy some of them.
of notes in their

SAN JE AN AFRICAN GUITAR

able to get a marmibaphone
of our missionaries, I was
able to borrow some of
and a couple of harps. I was
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their other instruments

and in that way I was able to
analyze the tones they had.
I soon found that they had octave arrangements, but
I could only find four tones between these two octave

a wrong note, or

if the instrument has a note not
tuned correctly, he stops right there and arranges it.
The natives started swaying it was the song for beat-

—

ing or threshing their kaffir corn. I wanted to hear
the old man play and knowing that the younger man

perhaps didn't know any of their war songs, I asked
for a war song. The young man handed the sticks over
to his father, the Chief, who then proceeded to play.
The instrument sounded different than theirs, and I
told them this was a "converted" one. I had taken off
certain sound effects that some of our jazz orchestras
would like to know! They seemed satisfied with the
tuning of it, and so I was sure I was on the right

JiSs..

trail.

1^^^0S^h

I

They said that was right, the music family was
"Father," the lowest tone, "Mother," the next tone, and
then their three "Children." Then came a smaller
father and his group, etc. So instead of having seven
tones plus the five half tones in the scale as we do,
making twelve tones, they have only the five tones.
notes.

would seem that 150 years of living with the white
here in America hasn't caused the black man to
forget his "music language," although he has forgotten
their spoken language. It also seems that that scale
It

influenced

—

own

songs.

If this is the case, isn't there some way that we can
use these songs and have a good start in speaking with
this race in their own "music language?" Isn't there

is

same as if
keys on your piano. To make sure, I took the marimbaphone apart, remade it, tuned it with our little folding organ. I took some old rubber heels and bamboo
sticks and made some hammers or mallets. Then I
invited the old chief over who was the marimba maker
and expert in our district. I invited him to try the
instrument. He ran a few scales and seemed satisfied.
I asked him to play a tune he gave the mallets to his
son and his son ran a few octaves and started to play.
I watched carefully, because as soon as a native hits
scale. It is the

of our

ities.

no "fa or ti" as in our
you would use only the black

note there

many

Not only did I find quite a number of our songs that
have the melody in this scale, but also many more that
can very easily be adapted to that scale. So instead of
this music language being poor in the field of possibilities, it seems we are rich in opportunities and possibil-

time.

will

trying to harmonize

man

I figured the intervals as nearly as I could, and they
seemed to correspond to our "do, re mi, sol, la" in no-

You

my marimba

I was surprised at the number of our songs that use
only this five-tone scale in the melody. I was also
surprised at the greater percentage compared to our
songs, that we have among the Negro Spirituals that
are in the five-tone scale. Going also into the American Negro's songs other than the spirituals, I was
surprised at the large percentage of them that use the
pentatonic scale in the melody. Those that did use this
scale seem to be the most popular and long-lived. Then,
too, some of the ones popular today, "Shortnin' Bread"
for instance, the melody uses only these five tones.

There are two methods most used in arranging the
notes of their instruments. Some arrange them like on
our piano or marimbaphone, starting with the lowest
tone at the left and going up in order to the highest
tone. The other is that they have the lowest tones in
the middle, and then in an alternating order they go
down the scale by coming into the middle from the
sides or up the scale by going to the sides from the
middle. This order is not too regular except in the
Esanju and the Marimba.
I also noticed that they could group their instruments into somewhat of an orchestra. They had no
difficulty playing together, and that meant the instruments were in the same key because they made no
discords running their scales as you would if you took
two harmonicas, one in the key of "C" and the other
in "D" and tried to play the same scale or tune at the

tation.

to study the songs they liked best to sing. I

with three mallets. I had several surprises. It made
good harmony. I could produce poth major and minor
effects. The songs they like best of our songs had the
melody in the pentatonic or five-tone scale. Such
songs as "There Is a Fountain Filled With Blood,"
"Jesus Love Me This I Know," etc., could be played on
this instrument. Then after checking on the Negro
Spirituals they liked, and other tunes, the children's
tunes, etc., I came to the conclusion that the reason
they liked them and could sing them so well was because they, the songs, were in their own "music language."

AFRICAN HARP

same

began

also started to play

something we can do to make the ministry of music
effective among them? These questions wUl be
the subject of our next article.

more

Said two aged German refugees to Maud Royden:
torn out of our middle-class lives and
our moderate Christianity. We have lost everything.
We have nothing left but God, and only so do we
come to know that God is enough."

"We have been
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Sunday Morning, February 25, 1945 at Bassai
Bassai and Bozoum Field
Organ Prelude
Kena Ouone (Invocation)
"There's Power
-

_

Sing

DID YOU KNOW?

Wo^ke^ Go^^^ence

Piaiioe,

-

-

-

By REV.

for

Noatemo Jean

in the Blood"

Leader, Mbosso Samuel

-

Land," "There is a Fountain")
Saraganzi Mardochee
Kena Ouone (Prayer)

(Hymns—"Beulah

Rapport sur Ecole Biblique

Gaiwaka Noel
(Report of Bible School)
Versets 1943 (Memory verses for 1943 by
Dina Jude
_
congregation
Mbaka Jean
Kena Ouone (Prayer)
Sing Goundi
(Song by Children, "Stand Up, Stand Up for Jesus")
Leader, Dina Jude
.
Offrande
(Native Song, "Nzapa Ndoye Sesse So" ("God Loves
the People of This Earth")

Kena Ouone

-

(Prayer)

.
SingWainli
(Song by women, wives

-

-

of

Bahoro Samson

Led by Mrs. Beaver
workers—"Do Service for
-

Jesus")

Kena Ouone

toula

Goune (Dedication

of

Pasteur Jobson
Kena Ouone toula Belabai (Prayer for the
Nguenzi Emmanuel
sermon)
Jobson
Belabai (Sermon), Text: Jean 5:31-40 Pasteur
Yandoko Jacques
Kena Ouone (Prayer)
-

baby)

-

-

"

closed the workers conference, in a united
the first
service, the best conference we ever had and

Thus

where the men and women each had a conference
Lord for and
of their own. We have much to praise the

Him be the glory.
was
Notes: The church was packed; the offering
going to
over 80 francs, which was given to a worker

to

a

new

all

Argentina,

S. A.

the washout that is coming upon us from the north?"
The writer of the article thinks the answer to the
question is to "increase religious teaching, not only
among children, but also among adults." He continues
by showing the need for such teaching. He says:
"There abound, unfortunately, those Catholics who
from the far-away and rudimentary catechism of
their infancy have not increased their fund of knowledge, and live a life of the spirit more sentimental than

They PRACTICE but do not KNOW."
With regard to this last statement we may say that

reflexive

.

.

.

they might only KNOW, they would most Ukely cease
PRACTICE the Catholic religion.
In the same paper, under the title, "On the Protestant Heresy," is a part of the "pastoral letter" sent out
by the episcopacy of Argentina. Among other things,
they formulated a number of resolutions calculated to
protect the Catholic Church against the heretical onslaught, or "washout," as Franceschi calls it. They
necessity
say: "We consider it urgent and of absolute
advances of
to redouble our efforts to oppose the
Protestantism, by means of an intense catechetical,
and pastoral action." And further, "In

if

to

charitable,

books,

view of the enormous circulation of Protestant
to
magazines, and pamphlets, we exhort our clergy
to
multiply the periodicals and pamphlets designed
unmask the heresy, and to organize groups of well-prepared catechists who may visit the sections most exinposed to the influence of the error, and who may
Christian docstruct the people concerning the true
trine."

.

they are stirred up, and they are organized.
people
They may make some headway in teaching the
it a
what true Romanist doctrine is, but they will miss
true Christian
million miles when it comes to teaching

Yes

place.

The song by the women was especially good. The
that the
men's mouths dropped open in astonishment
women could really do something, and do it well; and—
Karre?
where did Madame Beaver learn to sing in
that
Although the invitation was not given I am sure
us the resouls were touched, and heaven will show
hymns
the above
sults. Is it worth while? Of course
were

DOWDY,

J. P.

leaders of the Roman Church down here seem
to feel that they are on the defensive. Monsenor G. J.
Franceschi, in an article published in Synthesis of
Catholic Press and Bibliography, February, 1945, asks
the question: "How may we defend ourselves against

The

sir,

doctrine.

are on
According to the above-cited admissions, we
OFFENSIVE, and we need reinforcements.

the

sung in the native language.
(Continued from Page 591)
after Hiroshima

the power of this bomb, is true (and
things
appears to be true) then one of three

(Continued from Page 595)

it

ahead
pagan
either evangelize the heathen and
lies

,

these new
plenteous but the laborers few." Through
we will be able to reach out in the advance
are living
work which we have upon our hearts. We
the good hand of
in perilous times, but rejoicing in
shadow is
God upon us as we go forward. Light and
worker, but, knowing
ever the portion of the missionary
dare to trust
that He that is for us is mighty, we
meet the challenge
His protection and in His name to
war against us.
of the enemy who wages ruthless

is

recruits

m

of us

We

will

their hearts^ or we
nations, putting the fear of God in
pagan nations, or, the Lord
will be destroyed by these
end completely GenJesus Christ Himself will come to
the reigns of government unto
tile dominion and take
true solution. HowHimself We believe the last is the
we are a world of fools,
ever in the meantime, unless
gospel of Gods goodwe will do out utmost to give the
will to man, to all the earth.
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THE GREATEST BUSINESS ON EARTH?
The Brethren Missionary Herald Co. has just closed one of its most sucThe Lord has again proven His faithfulness and

cessful years of business.

you who have been our partners have proven your faithfulness in many
We have the largest subscription list in our history, we are free from ways.
debt
and our fmancial report shows a larger net profit than in
any previous year.
1 his was made possible by your gifts, your subscriptions,
and your purchases.
It you have been a partner during
this past year you will rejoice with us for
the business of disseminating the gospel
which makes men free is the greatest
business on earth.

The

subscriptions earned plus the subsidies paid by the major boards
was
pay the cost of publishing the magazine. The publication offering
plus the commissions earned on sales of commission
goods was sufficient to
pay off all of our indebtedness, our net gain being
sufficient to

$7,570.60.

Your Publication Board has stepped out on faith and has made oreat
plans for the future. A full-time editor has been hired and
plans have been
laid for the reprinting and revising of all Sunday
School literature. This will
call for the expenditure of several thousands
of dollars more than
year
We must not deplete the reserve that we have built up and we last
have noi
increased the subsidy to be paid by the major boards.
The extra funds must
come through increased earnings. Here is one place that
you need not save
your money. Spend every dollar that you can during
the coming year with
the Brethren Missionary Herald Co. to the
glory of God. Everything that we
se
IS for the purpose of facilitating
the spreading of the gospel, and every
dollar of profit that we make is used for
the same purpose
If you have not been a partner during this
past year, or if you have not
been as large a partner as you would like to have been,
will you increase vour
^
interest
the company by

^

m

(1) Seeing that eveij family represented in
IS

receivrng

your Church and

Sunday School
THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
magazine

(whether Brethren or non-Brethren)
(2)

Buying more plaques mottoes,

REGULAR

cards, stationery, and many other useful
prices, so that we might have the
opportunity to

%^A^Z\t^
EARN the extra needed funds;
(3)

Increasing your

GIFTS

to the publications offering.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD CO.
WINONA LAKE. INDIANA
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How Can

a

Man Be Bom

by an
[From a story told to Dr. Bob Jones, evangeUst,
sat on a projectold man, past 80, as the two of them
ing rock of a mountainside in Arkansas.]

I don't

have never been bom again and I don't want to die
so he can
like this. Won't you please get the chaplain
tell me how to be born again?'
The old man hesitated for a moment. "You know, in

—

what I
those days I was an agnostic at least that is
anything
called myself. As a matter of fact, I wasn't
need
but an old sinner. So I told the boy, 'You don't
you'll be
a chaplain. Just be quiet now. Don't worry;
all right.'

an hour
"I went on around the ward and in about
came back to the boy's bed. He looked at me out of

such sad, staring eyes as he said, 'Wardmaster, if you
won't get me the chaplain, please get me the doctor. I
am choking to death.'
" 'AH right, my son, I'll get you the doctor,' I said.
"So I went off and found the doctor and he came,
mopped out the throat of the lad so he could breathe
to die. I
just a little easier. I knew the boy was going
had seen many other cases just like this. The boy was
so

sweet,

thanked

he

me

my

vidll tell

and

ti-y

see

you what

if it

my mother

told me.

works.

going to teach you a verse of Scripture.
3:16. "For God so loved the world,
bethat He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever
Ueveth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting
My mother said that I cannot save myself, but if

"Now,

The

I

verse

am

John

is

life.

I will

believe in Jesus He will save me.
boy to say the verse with me. I started
with a weak and trembling voice. 'For

"I asked the

and he followed

the world
so loved the world,' 'For God so loved
His only be'He gave His only begotten Son,' 'He gave
gotten Son,'
"Then I referred the lad to another verse my mother
his
had taught me, but he closed his eyes, stretched
hands across his breast and in a whisper quoted slowly,
'For God so
repeating some of the words several times,
begotten Son
loved the world ... He gave His only
WHOSOEVER, bethat whosoever, whosoever
lieveth BELIEVETH in Him.'
'Praise
"Then, he stopped and said with a clear voice,
shall
God Wardmaster, it works! I believe in Him! I

God

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

have been born

not perish! I have everlasting life! I
you try it?
again! Your mother was right. Why don't
take a
This thing works! ... I want you to
.

kiss to
tell

my

mother and

tell her,

her that her dying son

what you

said, "It

.

told

.

me, and

works"

then

mouth and
"I leaned over and kissed him on the
works.'
as he drew his last breath, he said, 'It
tears
The old man, wiping tears out of his eyes and
lad was right.
out of the wrinkles of his face, said, "The
Whosoever believeth in Him shall not
does work.
perish but has
It

it

now

everlasting life. It works. I
People's Magazine in Good

works!"—From The

know
News

Digest.

THE BRETHREN ANNUAL NUMBER
of

climbed into

boy, I am
went back to the boy's bedside. I said, 'My
going to tell
not going to get you the chaplain. I am
I am an
you what to do myself. Now, understand,

So, I

there.

You can

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

kindness.

being so good to
from the bed.
the
"In about an hour I came back expecting to find
out
boy dead, but he was still struggling. He looked up
no use. Wardof his eyes of death and said, 'There is
born
master. I have got to die, and I haven't been
you find
again. Whether you believe in it or not, won't
born again?'
the chaplain and let him tell me how to be
thought about
"I looked at him for a moment and
how helpless he was in the grip of death. So I said,
'AH right, my son, I wiU get you the chaplain."
walked away a few paces and then turned and
"I

is

my heart. He
He thanked the dotor for
him. The doctor and I went away

literally

for

I don't know whether there is any Heaven.
know whether there is any hell. But I know my
mother was a good woman. If there is a God my
mother knew Him and if there is a Heaven I know she

agnostic.

the Civil War.
"I was down in this country during
hundreds
Across on the. other side yonder there were
encamped. Measles
of tents where our soldiers were
our
had broken out among our soldiers and many of
of the
brave lads died. I was wardmaster in charge
located.
tents where the measles patients were
"One night while I was on the ward I passed a bunk
where there was a very sick soldier lad not more than
with a pathetic
17 years of age. The boy looked at me
going
expression and said, 'Wardmaster, I believe I am
isn't a Christo die. I am not a Christian. My mother
any
had
never
tian. My father isn't a Christian. I
Christian training. I never did attend church.
" 'I did go with a boy friend to Sunday School just
class. She
once. A woman taught the Sunday school
seemed to be such a good woman. She read us somename
thing out of the Bible about a man—I think his
was Nicodemus. Anyway it was about a man who went
man he mus?
to see Jesus one night. Jesus told this
must be
be born again. The teacher said all people
T
born again in order to go to Heaven when they die.

I

Again?

Is Novir

Being Compiled

Anv material for this number should
information
be sent in AT ONCE. Any
should be
carried in the 1944 Annual
corrected.

Send All Material to
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NO PEACE
By Annie Johnson

oj

CO

c

Flint

There can be no peace while the nations wrangle,
And great on the small their will impose;
While some are jealous and some suspicious,
And weak ones reckon the strong as foes;
While their trust and hope is in more munitions,

§§

And the gods of force are their only stayThough the hearts that sicken at nameless horrors
May plead and ponder and plan and pray.

1
^

N T I cm

There can be no peace in this age of bloodshed,
Of strife and hatred and deep distrust;
The bow and the spear shall not be broken.
The sword in the scabbard shall never rust,

Me

Though kings take counsel and statesmen promise.
Though people with people a pact shall make,
They can sign no truce that they will not sunder.
And swear no oath that they will not break.

Qaa^d

JJaM

There can be no peace

till the King of glory
Comes down to earth from the heavens above.
To rule the world with a rod of iron.
To judge in justice and reign in love;

NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

the throne of David is set in Zion,
And all the kingdoms of earth are one;
No peace till His righteousness shall flourish,
No peace till the will of God is done.
Till

PROGRAM
IS

—

NOTICE Rev. Blood, of Altoona, Pa., announces
that the First Brethren Church can be heard
on a
radio program each Thursday from Station WFBG
1380 Kc, at 5:15 P.M.

KGER—Long

NOW ON THE

AIR ON THE
FOLLOWING STATIONS:

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.
PJW.

—13:30-1:00

Sundays

WTTM—Trenton,
This

N. J.—920 Kc.
Sundays—4:00-4:30 P.M.

Funny World

—

KXEL—Waterloo,

Iowa 1540 Kc.
Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.

WJAC—Johnstown,

Pa.

—1400

Kc.

Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.

WISH—Indianapolis,

Ind.—1310 Kc.

Sundays—8:00-8:30 A.M.

WHBU—Anderson,

Ind.—1240 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.

WHOT— South Bend,

Ind.—1490 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.

WMMN—Fairmont, W. Va.—920

Kc.

Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.

WCKY—Cincinnati,

Ohio—1530 Kc.
Sundays—9:45-10:15 P.M.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF MORE STATIONS SOON!

WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND
"Now

W ma:

Would you
rf

I

walk .low. »* rfrwt wffh
wore a thing like tUtT"

GIFTS ESPECIALLY

NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE
m*
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As

the Editor Sees
By

OUR COVER

ATOMIC BOMB SHOCKS WORLD
The reverberation

of the atomic

It

GRUBB

L. L.

—Upper

bomb have been

PICTURES-

"Hosteen Hosk'an," meaning Mr.
Banana." Center, an aged Indian chief in full
regalia. Upper right is "Asdzan K'eh," meaning
"Foot Lady." Lower center, typical Indian hogan.

heard around the Vi'orld. Two Japanese cities have felt
and Isnown the unheard of shock and devastation of
this newest weapon of man. But the implications of
the atomic bomb have sobered the thinking of the
teeming millions of earth as probably nothing else in
centuries. The fact that a comparatively few of these

left is

His Word, "And the devil that deceived

deadly bombs could serve to annihilate civilization is
no secret. Thus both believer and unbeliever have
entered into some serious contemplation of this poten-

and brimstone
was not found written in the book

into the lake of fire

.

.

.

them was cast
And whosoever

of life

was

cast into

the lake of fire" (Rev. 20:10,15)? Friend, if your name
is not yet inscribed in the Book of Life, call upon
Heaven immediately and by believing in Jesus Christ
settle that question for eternity.

tial horror.

We certainly should join President Truman and
former Prime Minister Churchill and many others in
giving thanks to God that the forces of freedom found
the secret of the use of atom division first. As at
previous times God has once more smiled on those
nations which are the last strongholds of the Gospel
of Jesus Chi-ist and the fundamental Christian Church.
To think of what might have happened had Hitler's
or Hirohito's henchmen found the secret of using the
division of the atom first would be almost too horrible
to contemplate. Millions filling graves into which they
were tumbled in cold blood bear mute testimony to

base of the atomic bomb and its use. Aside from being
the repository of the oracles of God, the Jew has given
this world some of its most amazing inventions and

this fact.

discoveries.

HELL A PROVEN REALITY

and

JEWS PROTECT CIVILIZATION AGAIN
It was a Jew who definitely helped turn the tide of
battle in the first World War by his ingenious inventions, liquid fire, etc., and now two Jews, both of whom
had to flee Hitler's Germany, give us the secret formula
for unlocking the world of uranium which lies at the

God's

:

families of the earth be blessed" (Gen. 12:3). Hitler
was responsible for the death of approximately 5,000,000 Jews and purposed their banishment from the
earth, but the poor demented dupe failed to realize

bomb was

detonated. So intense was the heat that
steel was turned into vapor. The countryside was
shaken for miles around and the sun darkened by the
resultant smoke and dust of the explosion. On the very
day that the news of this bomb was released to the
world we happened to be in Espanola, New Mexico, just
a very few miles from the great plant and experimental
station in the New Mexico desert. We talked with some
of the residents of the town who each testified to the
terrific shaking up they received when the bomb exploded, and of course at that time no one knew of this
new development and they were told that an ammunition dump had been exploded at the Government plant.
Probably some day the Government will open this
historic spot to the inspection of the public. Added to
the unregistered heat of this bomb is the evidence of
volcanic eruptions, the steaming, boiling geysers of
western United States. When man himself is able to
produce as much concentrated heat as he has, why
should it be thought a thing impossible of intelligent
belief that the God who made these possibilities available to man should also make good the statement of

formula for the treatment of the Jew

reciprocity

ciently.

said that the steel tower upon which the experimental atomic bomb rested absolutely vaporized when
It is

the

initial

seem to still be functioning effi"And I will bless them that bless thee, and
curse him that curseth thee and in thee shall all the
its

that he was fighting against God and His Word. We
are not surprised at the divine irony of providentially
arranging things so that two Jews should contribute
to the final downfall of both Germany and Japan.

Yet today we are forced to wonder whether America
has learned her lesson well enough so that God will not
be forced to judge her on the same issue in the future.
According to the SURVEY GRAPHIC there are about
eight hundred organizations in the United States engaged in aggressive anti-Jewish propaganda. Some of
these are nation-wide in their operation and others
regional, but all join vociferously in the dei^unciation
of the Jew. Many of these organizations have publications which enjoy a wide circulation and collectively
they claim to have six million followers. They assert
that through the printed page and public addresses
they intend to reach one-third of our population. Perhaps we might contend that these figures are a bit
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exaggerated, but any individual who keeps in daily
touch with the pulse of the man on the street cannot
deny that a great anti-Jewish feeling is sweeping the
country. The war has not solved the Jewish problem
but has aggravated it instead.
It is time that the Christian Church increase extensively and measurably its degree of Jewish evangelism and the education of Gentiles concerning the
Jewish population in God's plan and the divine attitude toward those who persecute the Chosen People!
The Brethren Church must have its God-given share
in this important task and all believers are afforded
the privilege of ministering to Israel's needs in prayer.
SEND YOUR GIFTS to the Brethren Home Missions
Council for the establishment of a Jewish Brethren
Church!

YOUTH FOR CHRIST SPREADS
ACROSS THE SEAS
It has recently been revealed that Dr. Torrey Johnson, president of Youth for Christ, International, has
announced plans to send a group of American young
people back to the Old World to evangelize the young
generation for Christ. The British and Scandinavian
youth are to assist in this great venture and bid for
the souls of European youth. Speakers, singers, instrumentalists numbering twenty to twenty-five will infiltrate the land and hold Saturday night mass meet-

ings.

Here are some quotations from Johnson;
"Our purpose is to give Britain and Scandinavia a
sample of our Youth for Christ meetings. And then we
hope that their young people will join us in reaching
out for Christ to the Continent."
"Wherever the youth groups go they can expect to
receive help from large numbers of American soldiers
who have establishd their own Saturday night meetings in their

3,247,444 portions, a record total of 3,615,020

volumes

distributed.

WAR

PRISONERS OF
in Europe and America received 306,169 volumes in 40 tongues. A grand total of
13,000 Bibles, 43,000 Testaments, and 200,000 Gospels
were issued in German, Italian, and Japanese. 2,749,074 volumes went to our Armed Forces during 1944.
Our Lord has promised that His Word will accomplish
that whereunto it is sent. With this remarkable set of
figures and added to this what such organizations as
the Pocket Testament League are doing, we surely have
the sort of a ministry which will help brmg about a
great revival before the end of the Age. God has raised
up these organizations and consecrated them to a
great task, especially in a day of war.

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
Two ministers' wives were sitting on the porch chatting with each other as they mended their husbands'
trousers. "I can't understand," said one of them, "why
your church is always prosperous, while ours is not."
"Well," said the other wife, "if you were

an observant

person, you would have noticed that I am patching
these trousers on the knees while you are putting
patches on the seat." The rest was understood.
Certainly the key to power in the pulpit is power in
the secret closet and just as certainly is power needed
in the pulpit if it is found in the pew. No church can

be successful without a praying undershepherd. May
the Brethren ministry never lose its power in the secret
closet, for when it does, problems, friction, disputes,
and bickerings will appear and our churches will lose
their missionary spirit and naturally die away. May the
Lord's called servants be the first to accept the challenge to "Pray without ceasing."

encampments."

"Prom the mail we get, the movement toward Christ
among our youth is taking fire among the fighting
men. For they realize that only the power of God has
kept and can keep them spiritually and morally balanced through the fires of war and chaos."
better to "invade" the Continent with
youth than to send our boys to die on a

$100,000
for

How much

Christian
If we
bloody battlefield in untold misery and horror!
had done this before, perhaps the latter would not
on
have been necessary. Regardless of any argument
opportunity to
this point, we do now have the golden
Christ.
reach the unevangelized youth of Europe for
withm
The Brethren Church should certainly do all
interdenominational Youth for
its power to aid in this
more than
Christ movement which may result, even
Francisco Conference, in a longer temporary

the

San

state of peace

Home

Missions

THIS YEAR!
CHURCHES MUST BE BUILT!
NEW FIELDS ARE PLEADING FOR A BRETHREN
CHURCH!

on earth.

WE MUST NOT FAIL THEM!
WE BELIEVE GODS PEOPLE WILL MEET THE

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY
BREAKS RECORD
May,
The report of the American Bible Society for
magazine in the country
1945, deserves a place in every

breaKand the Society should be congratulated in the
excerpts:
ing of previous records. Here are some

NEW RECORD REACHED

AMERICA — 133,816

Bibles,

m

LATIN
in distribution
233,760 Testaments, and

CHALLENGE!

PRAY

and GIVE!
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Home

Missions Travelog
BY THE SECRETARY

We hope that all our readers will continue with us on
the second leg of our western trip as recorded in this
issue of the Herald. If you have not already done so,
you should read the account in the Home Mission number of the August Herald.
FRESNO, IN THE HEART OF CALIFORNIA
Leaving Modesto, California, we journeyed through
considerable and sometimes very uncomfortable heat
down the valley to Fresno, a city of considerably over
100,000 population. It is the county seat of Fresno

County, which for some time has ranked second in
the United States in agricultural wealth. Fresno is
in the heart of the fertile San Joaquin valley, with a
great future ahead as the various irrigation projects
are being completed and more hundreds of square
miles of this fertile valley are brought under cultivation. Most of the raisins and delicious figs which grace
our tables comes from this area. If you want to pro-

duce your own raisins, move to Fresno. Like every
other city in these days Fresno has a very small percentage of fundamental testimonies within its borders,

mind

and,
this

you, there

is

community, which

NO BRETHREN CHURCH
is

in
ripe to be reaped for Jesus

Christ.

Brother and Sister Earl Studebaker are doing all they
possibly can to reach out into this community by setting aside a section of their own home where they
hold special services each Sunday for those who care
to come and enjoy the fellowship. Across the front
of the home is inscribed the title, "Ambassadors of
Grace Mission." In this spacious home we were privileged to enjoy the hospitality of the Studebaker family for a night and a day. As we left Fresno, having
carefully looked over the city and its environs, our
hearts were again reminded of the fact that we did
not possess the means to meet the challenge there. A

great increase

would make

it

in

our

THANKSGIVING OFFERING

possible!

GREAT PLANS AHEAD FOR BELLFLOWER
Our next stop on the
fornia, that rapidly

itinerary

was

Bellflower, Cali-

flourishing city which
has mushroomed during the war due to a tremendous
increase in the aircraft industry. Here we were most
hospitably and comfortably entertained in the home
of two of the church members, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
groviring,

Omohundro.
Great housing projects have grown up almost phenomenally in this area, presenting a challenge for
evangelization. To meet this challenge the Bellflower
Church is relocating on some strategic new lots at
Clark and Flower Streets. Without a doubt, this is the

location in the city for a Brethren Church.
Plans have been completed for the erection of a fine
building and as soon as materials are available the
finest

building program will proceed. Pray that God will
provide the right contractor and the necessary materials to the accomplishment of this task.

We enjoyed our ministry and fellowship among the
Bellflower believers on the Lord's Day. Rev. and Mrs.
Herbert S. Bess are doing a splendid piece of work
here and enjoy the respect and confidence of the congregation and the community.

EAST LOS ANGELES CHURCH
PROCESS OF BUILDING

IN

The great

city of Los Angeles stretches out over
square miles of territory. It has been said that
it is the largest city in the world.
This is the reason why we have so many churches in
the Los Angeles area. There is still room for many
more before these teeming thousands are touched with!
the Brethren message.

many
from

this standpoint

So, we next visited the Third Brethren Church on
Whittier Avenue in East Los Angeles, where energetic
Brother Albert Kliewer is pastor.

As we arrived a very pleasant sight met our eyes
new building was roughed in ready for the
finishing work to begin. An inspection of the rough
work manifested some careful planning on the part of
these people and argues for a beautiful and servicea whole

able structure

when

completed.

Architecturally this

Brethren Church when completed will be a credit to
the denomination with its typically California lines.
During the time of construction the congregation is
meeting in a tent about two hundred feet down the
street. Here we had a splendid service with them, met
many of the people and visitors from the community,
and discussed something of the future of the church.
We found a spirit of genuine Christian enthusiasm

i

i

among

these folks and a willingness to sacrifice in the
service of the Savior. Brother and Sister Kliewer have
the full confidence of the congregation. All of these
things add up to a growing, strong Home Mission
church in a growing community where fundamental
testimonies are practically nonexistent.
Your Home Mission dollars are WORKING in East
Los Angeles!

SPIRITUAL BLESSINGS AT THE
CALIFORNIA CONFERENCE

•

'

i

I
'

For an entire blessed week we were privileged to
fellowship with the churches of the California District
in their annual conference held in the First Brethren
Church of Long Beach, and to bring several Bible messages. The sessions were refreshing spiritually and the
Bible teaching from such excellent teachers as Roy
Brown and Roy Laurin brought new insight in the
doctrines of the Book.
We were especially gratified to note the increasing
Home Missions emphasis and enthusiasm in this dis-
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UPPER LEFT — The new

—

Brethren Mission at

Fresno, Calif.; top, center the Fresno pastor, Earl
Brethren
Studebaker, and family; upper right

trict.

The budget

for District

—

work

this year is $15,000.

being investigated and opened. The
Seal Beach work, which was started by the First Brethren Church of Long Beach, has been taken over entirely by this district without any national assistance.
Rev. George Peek is now pastoring this point where a
new building and much equipment are needed. A work
among the Russians and Mexicans, under the leadership of Jack Green, is being undertaken and fully supin
ported by the California churches. We praise God
a special way for the complete spirit of cooperation
and interest which is being manifested in relation to
our national work. This California District is the
heaviest donor to our national enterprise. After meetgreat
ing with the District Board we are assured that
district
strides ahead are in the making both for the
and the national work of building Brethren churches.

New

fields are

FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH OF LONG
BEACH A BEEHIVE OF ACTIVITY
Of all the large churches with which we have had
the
contact, this seems by far to be the busiest. From
of the exoffice secretaries through all the branches
departments
tensive Bible School work and various
Rev. Alan
of the church to the associate pastor,

children at Bellflower, Calif. Center picture— Young
people at Bellflower; lower left— Bellflower congregation; lower right Bellflower adult group.

—

pastor, Dr. L. S. Bauman, everybody
speed ahead. Of course, this is the reason
for the growth of such a great church and the building
of such a magnificent and practical plant designed to
most effectively carry on the work of our Lord. There
Brethren
is no substantial reason why many other

and the

Pearce,

moves

full

churches should not enjoy the same growth and influence in their communities for the glory of the Lord
Jesus Christ. The way some of our Home Mission

churches are moving and those which have just reclose
cently been released, we will be expecting to see a
race in the coming years to rival and even exceed the

growth of some of our larger churches.
Mission message
It was our privilege to bring a Home
for the
in this great church and we praise the Lord
Mishearty response it received. Our greatest Home
unless we
sion offerings come from Long Beach, and
will be the
miss our guess, this Thanksgiving offering
work of
greatest yet to be laid on the altar for the
of God's
building Brethren churches by this body
communion
people. Here we also spoke at a great
service.

headWhile we were in Long Beach, making our
hospitality
quarters there for two weeks, we enjoyed the
and fellowship of Dr. and Mrs. Louis S. Bauman, who
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SNAPSHOTS— Upper left is a group of Brethren of
the Rosemead Blvd. Church, Pasadena, Calif.; next
IS Rev. Ralph J. Colbum smiling for us; top right,
Rosemead Blvd. Church, Rev. Albert Flory, pastor.
Left center. Rev. and Mrs. R. D. Barnard, San
Diego, Calif.; below left is the First Brethren

entertained us royally. Dr. Bauman
and supporter of Home Missions.

is

a staunch friend

COMPTON, CALIFORNIA, FULL-GROWN
While visiting

-with

Compton Brethren one

Rev. Ralph Colbum and the
Lord's day evening we were

Church of Long Beach, Pastor L. S. Bamuan and
wife shovtm in inset. Next to the top on the right is
a view of the First Brethren Church of Compton;
underneath is our San Diego Church. Bottom right
is shown the rough work on the new Home Mission
building, the Third Brethren Church, Los Angeles.
delighted to learn that this church

had grown to the
had decided to become self-supporting
this coming year. This means that another Home Mission project has matured to the place where it will no
longer receive support from the national organization
place where
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grow into stalwart adults under the leadership of our
efficient pastors, which is absolutely normal.
While here. Brother Barnard took us to other sections of the city where a Brethren church is badly
needed and once more we prayed, "O God, give us the
means!"

but will be pouring liberal offerings back into the
treasury to support other Home Mission churches.
The Compton church is the most spacious Home
Mission building we have had. The auditorium is large
and the Sunday School unit very adequate to care for
a large membership. Gradually it is being filled by a
hard-working pastor and people.

ANOTHER MISSION POINT STARTED
THIS YEAR

Colburn reports that last year over $11,000
through the church treasury. When he became
of the church about three years ago the indebtwas $11,000 and this has been cut back to $5,000.
The church expects to be completely out of debt by
the end of 1946. During a great community evangelistic
campaign in Compton our church played host and
gained a great deal of prestige and good advertising,
as well as spiritual benefit. Approximately 25 new
members were added to the church last year by

Rev.
passed
pastor
edness

Following the California conference it was our privilege to visit with our good friend Albert Flory, who is
doing an excellent piece of work in Pasadena, California.

In a matter of only a few months a fine building has
been constructed on Rosemead Boulevard and a substantial group of people gathered. When we arrived
we found that the church building had been completed
only six weeks, but despite the infancy of the work
already a rapidly growing Sunday School was in progress and about 50 were present in the morning service.
The spirit of sacrifice and willingness to work hard
was easily apparent in both pastor and people and the
evidence of such procedure was before us. All around
this Home Mission church there are hundreds of unevangelized homes representing a crying need for the
presentation of the Gospel message.
Having seen the working of our Lord here and the
results of an aggressive Home Mission program we once
more were reminded of the fact that Brethren Home
Mission dollars pay BIG DIVIDENDS!

baptism.

Compton Brethren for
won, and, under the capable leadership of
their pastor, we will be expecting even greater things
from this corner of the Lord's vineyard.

We

praise the Lord with the

victories

WEST LOS ANGELES A GREAT
CHALLENGE TO HOME MISSIONS
A tremendous new field is open to the entrance of
a Brethren Home Mission work near West Village in
West Los Angeles. We visited with Rev. and Mrs. W. A.
Ogden for a part of a day and saw their beautiful
building and then inspected the field just mentioned
Here there are literally hundreds of homes, substantial,
well built,

and no church within a

mile.

We

TWO NEW BRETHREN CHURCHES
IN

understand

that only couples with children can live in these
homes. Usually the opposite is true. Frankly, we have
never seen a greater challenge. If funds were available
this great field could be possessed immediately for the
glory of our Lord. This is just one more reason why
we need $100,000 in the coming Thanksgiving offering!
Plan now for this offering and begin building up your
gift to

the Lord!

A BRIEF VISIT TO WHITTIER, CALIFORNIA
Because of the brevity of time it was impossible for
us to visit many of our established churches while in
the West, but we did make a flying trip to the Whittier
church one Wednesday evening and brought a message
on Home Missions. Rev. Wm. Clough is pastor of this
minded.
fine church which is decidedly Home Mission
We found here a great interest in the work among

church
the Mexicans and the American Indians. The
Brother Clough.
is growing under the leadership of
Pray for Whittier!

place to build.

One Sunday morning providentially it was learned
that there was a church building for sale in East
Pasadena, near the San Marino location. This spacious
building had been abandoned because of denominational difficulties. It was found that it would seat 350
people and house 200 others in Bible school quarters.
A splendid pipe organ and cushioned pews were included. This whole building and equipment were purchased for the amazing sum of $15,000. Between three
and four thousand dollars were spent in improvements
and much of this labor was donated.
Today, after a short infancy, the average Bible School

AHEAD

IS MOVING
the privilege of visiting this great city of
Mrs. R. D.
350,000 and fellowshipping with Rev. and

SAN DIEGO

PASADENA

Seventeen months ago a little work was started in
San Marino, Calif., by Brother Charles Ashman. In a
short time a fine group of people was gathered there
and Brother Charles Mayes went to pastor the work.
It was apparent that the work must expand, and so
13,000 feet of lumber was secured, but there was not a

We had

Home
be remembered that this was a former
stamina and
Mission church and today is proving its
Barnard. Great
solidity under the ministry of Brother
of the church
gains are being registered in every angle
buildwork and there is a definite possibility that more
Mission babies
ing may be taking place soon. Our Home
It will'

611

attendance is 93, with the morning service at 100 and
the evening service 60. This church effectively assisted
in the building of our other new church in Pasadena.
Certainly the Lord has abundantly blessed the efforts
of Brother Mayes in this field.

A VISIT TO THE NAVAJO INDIAN
RESERVATION
At the same time one of our most interesting, yet
most heart-breaking experiences came with a visit to
the Navajo Indian reservation in Arizona.
We were hospitably entertained in the Arizona cot-
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NAVAJO SIDELIGHTS— Upper left, little

Good News Mission, Lupton, Ariz., in costume.
The lower center picture is of a group of cedar
trees forming a chapel. The girl on the right, an

Marilyn

the

—

chief; center group in
front of Indian chapel; Martha, the interpreter, is
at the left. Left bottom is Miss Mildred Kuntz, of

educated Christiam, displays her turquoise jewelry.

tage of Miss Mildred Kuntz, missionary to the Navajo
Indians and member of the First Brethren Church of
Long Beach, who is working under the Good News
Mission. From this point as our headquarters, we
visited various hogans.
Sunday morning we went to the Good News Mission
headquarters and had the privilege of preaching to a
fine group of Navajo Indians through Martha, a dedicated Indian interpreter. The meeting was held on the
desert sands under a sizeable shelter of cedar trees and
logs. After the morning service beans and bread were
served to those in attendance and a time of fellowship

poor animal was enough to curdle the blood. A basin
was held to the bleeding throat of the ram and the
blood caught for future use in making blood pudding,
which is considered by the Navajos to be quite a
delicacy. Then the "Sing" began in earnest with these
poor, deluded, pagan creatures actually believing that
such antics would serve to cause the devils of sickness
to flee. Uncle Sam and the Christian Church of this
nation should hang their heads in shame that such
paganism is practiced right at our doorsteps and practically nothing is being done about it.
At another hogan we saw a poor, dejected invalid,

enjoyed. See the pictures of some who were in attendance on another page of this issue. This was our
first experience in preaching through an interpreter,

THE BRETHREN ANNUAL NUMBER

Grubb poses with an Indiem

and a very enjoyable

one.

few hogans
and gave the Gospel message through the Navajo Gospel records. In all of these hogans we found those who
were ready and willing to at least listen to the message
of life. The last hogan visited (see the picture of a
hogan) was inhabited by some English-speaking Indians and to these we had a real opportunity to
Later in the afternoon

we

visited quite a

witness.

At one place a man had suddenly become ill and the
Indians were preparing to have one of their "Sings"
to drive away the evil spirits. A beautiful ram was
brought in from the range and the medicine man
without compunction took a sharp knife and slit his
throat. The shriek of agony which came from the
612
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received the wrong spinal injection by a carenurse in a western hospital. He was suffering untold agony lying on the hot desert sand with a few
branches placed over his head and filth all about him.
But a Gospel record in Navajo brought cheer and

were going to place in different formations, but they
accidentally dropped the bag and the coyote picked it
up and scattered the stars everywhere in the heavens.
Of course, they cannot tell how the coyote could have
performed this amazing feat. However, they think the

satisfaction to his heart.

coyote

EXPLANATION OF INDIAN PICTURES

IS

The old grandmother was called "Asdzan K'eh,"
which means "Foot Lady." She was named thus because she was always going somewhere. She attended
all the ''Sings" and heathen ceremonies and was well
known by the Navajos far and near.
Navajo moccasins are made of deer and cowhide. The
deerskin forms the top part which is decorated with

It is said that one day an Indian woman who was
very ill began to toss her arms about in great fear.
Christian Navajos were close by praying, and one of
them definitely claimed the sick woman's soul for the
Lord. God heard their prayers and raised the woman
from her sick bed so that she was able to tell them
what she had seen.
She said that demons, or evil spirits had come to
take her to their awful home of torture, but she put
up a struggle against them. When she looked in an-

who had
less

beautiful silver buttons or fifty-cent pieces for buttons.
The soles are made of cowhide and wear well.

But this old lady would have nothing to do with the
Gospel, according to Miss Kuntz, so she entered the
"Chindi hogan," as the Navajos say, meaning the

is

a representative of the Devil himself.

THE DAY OF HEAVENLY VISIONS PAST?

(Continued on Page 616)

home, when she passed away.
of the old Indian man pictured in this
issue is "Hosteen Hoshk'an," meaning "Mr. Banana."
He is a typical representative of many of the Navajo
men, with hair as long as the women and rolled up in
a double knot behind the head and tied with a wool

Devil's

The name

cord.

The picture
home built of

hogan shows you a typical Indian
and logs. The doorway always faces

of the
dirt

the east because the Navajos think the evil spirits
come from the west, and do not wish to give them
admittance. They also worship the sun early in the
morning. Miss Kuntz reports that one day a little girl
came to see her and when asked to whom she prayed
she immediately answered with assurance, "Jona-ai,"
meaning the sun. Had not her mother told her to pray
to the sun every day since she was a little child? Before the sun rises the dirt must be swept from the floor
and the ashes emptied from the primitive stove or the

dust might get in the eyes of the sun and he would be
angry.
The hole in the roof of the hogan is not only used
as a

smoke

hole, but the evil spirits are said to leave

through this opening after having been appeased by
a heathen ceremony.
The picture of the young Navajo girl, a Christian

and educated, presents quite a contrast and manifests
what the Lord Jesus Christ can do for these people
as well as others. She is still typically Navajo with her
beautiful turquoise jewelry and colorful blouses and
skirts. Ten-cent pieces, quarters, and fifty-cent pieces
decorate these blouses.
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The Navajo religion is one
anything to anger the gods, g/eat sickness and trouble
wUl come upon them. They worship the sun, seven holy
mountains, the Woman of the West, who lives on an
island in the Pacific Ocean, the owl, snake, bear,
coyote, etc. They think that the Navajo gods at the
beginning of creation had a bag of stars which they
If
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF MORE STATIONS SOON!
WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY
NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR!
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eurticle by Rev. Elias Zimmernian, Christian Jew, will appear in two issues because of its
length. It is worthy of very careful consideration by every believer and unbeliever, and reflects the
attitudes and emotions of the Christian Jewish heart. Be sure to read the second half in next month's
Home Mission number of the Brethren Missionary Herald. Editor.

The following

—

^we>nti4,-0ne

lieadx)-Hd>

By ELIAS ZIMMERMAN, Los

WUi^

Angeles, Calif.

Why

twenty-one reasons? Wouldn't a few wellchosen, convincing reasons be sufficient? Certainly
they would be convincing to some, but perhaps not to
others. Just as different foods appeal to and satisfy different people,
so different intellectual and spiritual reasons may appeal to and
satisfy the hearts and minds of
different people.
We have, therefore, set down what
appears to us the twenty-one most
powerful and convincing reasons
we could find or think of, hoping
ZIMMERMAN
and praying that they may be used ELIAS
of God to strengthen the believer in his faith and to
lead many a Jew or Gentile to Him Who is the way,
the truth, and the life, and without Whom there can
be no forgiveness of sin, no real hope, and no abiding

inward peace.
reason is perhaps the most important and
most convincing of them all, namely, that in Him, in
Jesus Christ, were fulfilled all the predictions and
prophecies found in the Bible concerning the coming
of the Messiah.
The other day a man met me at the station. I was
to speak in his church that night. He did not know me,
but he had a picture of me. He knew I was to arrive
on the 5:20 P.M. Pennsylvania train from Chicago. He
knew that I was a Jew, looked like a Jew, that I was
short, had glasses on and, say, wore a grey suit. In
other words he had somewhat of a description or
mental picture of me, and so had no difficulty recognizing me when I stepped off the train with a number
of other people. Likewise, we might say that we have
a wonderful picture, yes, a detailed description given
us of the Messiah in the Bible, so that we may know
Him and recognize Him when He did come. For there
were others at different times who claimed to be
Messiahs, and we have some so-called Messiahs living
in our day. The Bible, therefore, gives us a clear picture of the Messiah so that we may know the true one

My

1.

first

from the false. The Word of God foretells who He will
be, where He will be born, how He will be born, what

how He

And

since it will be
impossible for us to consider all the predictions pertaining to the Messiah, we will look at only a few of
the more outstanding ones, which have to do with His

He

will do,

first

will die, etc.

coming.

(1) As to Race and Nationality. With the destruction of the Tower of Babel and the dispersion of man-

9,

a RcM-UuccU Btuden^t and

kind there arose different races and nationalities. And
so God points out the race and nation from which the
Messiah is to come, namely the Jewish people: "Now
the Lord had said unto Abram ... in ihee shall all
families of the earth be blessed," Gen. 22:18.

While this repeated promise has been partially fulthrough the Jewish nation, yet both Jewish and

filled

Christian scholars agree that this is primarily a Messianic prediction, and is to find its truer and greater
fulfillment in the Messiah. The teaching of Christ and
the Apostle Paul are in perfect agreement with this
interpretation. Christ said, "Salvation is of the Jews,"
John 4:22. And the Apostle Paul in speaking of the
Jews says, "Who are Israelites, to whom pertaineth the
adoption, and the glory and the covenants, and the
giving of the law, and the service of God, and the
promises. Whose are the fathers, and of whom as
concerning the flesh Christ (the Messiah) came," Rom.
9:4, 5. And so we can say with assurance that the

promise made by God to Abraham approximately two
thousand years before Christ applied to the Messiah.
And, therefore, when the Messiah did come, He would
be of the seed of Abraham and of the Jewish race.
(2) As to the Tribe. Since there were twelve tribes
the children of Israel, God indicates the very
which the Messiah should belong, "The sceptre
shall not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come; and unto him shall
the gathering of the people be," Gen. 49:10. The great
and learned Rabbi Onkelos, as well as the revered
Rabbi Rashi, two of the outstanding Rabbis of all
Jewry, make Shiloh here to refer to the Messiah.
(3) As to Family. Not only does God point out the
nation from which He is to come, the tribe to which He
should belong, but the exact family of the tribe of
Judah is even singled out, "And it came to pass that
night, that the word of the Lord came unto Nathan,
saying, Go and tell my servant David, Thus saith the
when thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt
Lord
sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after thee,
which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will
establish the throne of his kingdom. He shall build
an house for my name, and I will establish the throne
And thine house and thy
of his kingdom forever
kingdom shall be established for ever before thee: thy
throne shall be established for ever," II Sam. 7:4, 12,
13, 16. David was of the tribe of Judah, and this promise of an everlasting kingdom could mean nothing
else but the kingdom which the Messiah Himself
should establish. And here is another prophecy by the
prophet Isaiah, which is very much to the point, "For

among

tribe to

.

.

.

.
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unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given; and
the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his
name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The Mighty
God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace. Oi
the increase of his government and peace there shall
be no end, upon the throne of David, and upon his
kingdom, to order it, and to establish it with judgment
and with justice from henceforth even for ever. The
zeal of the Lord of hosts wUl perform it," Isa. 9:6, 7.
(4) As to His Birth. The circumstances of His birth
are foretold, "Therefore the Lord himself shall give you
a sign; behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son,

and

shall call his

name Immanuel,"

Isa. 7:14.

"But thou, Bethlehem Ephrata, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall come forth unto
me that is to be ruler in Israel; whose goings forth
have been from of old, from everlasting," Micah 5:2.
This prophecy needs no comment whatever.
(5)

As

to the place of His Birth,

by His own people. We would
naturally expect that when the Messiah did come. His
people would receive Him with open arms, but sucii
was not to be the case. About seven hundred years
before Christ Isaiah prophesied, "Who hath believed
our report? and to whom is the arm of the Lord revealed? For he shall grow up before him as a tender
plant, and as a root out of a dry ground: he hath no
form nor comeliness; and when we shall see him,
there is no beauty that we should desire him. He is
despised and rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and
acquainted with grief; and we hid as it were our faces
from Him; he was despised and we esteemed him
(6)

As

to His rejection

not," Isa. 53:1-3.

Bible
(7) As to his Mission at His First Coming. The
speaks of two distinct comings, but we are dealing
with His first appearance. "He is brought as a lamb
to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is
dumb, so he openeth not his mouth. He was taken from
prison and judgment; and who shall declare his generation? for he is cut off out of the land of the living:
for the transgression of my people was he stricken
.Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him; he hath

him to grief: when thou shalt make his soul an
offering for sin, he shall see his seed, he shall prolong
prosper
his days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall
in his hand," Isa. 53:7, 8, 10.
"They part my
(8) As to the Manner of His Death.
among them, and cast lots upon my vesture
put

garments
me;
... the assembly of the wicked have inclosed
16.
they have pierced my hands and my feet," Ps. 22:18,
"For thou wilt not leave
(9) As to His Resurrection,
my soul in hell; neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy

apply
One to see corruption," Ps. 16:10. This could not
Israel is none other
to David, and the Holy One of
than the Messiah itimself
three remarkable
(10) As to Time. There are
the Messiah
prophecies that indicate the time when
one we have
would make His appearance. The first

shall

"The sceptre
already quoted. It is Gen. 49:10,
from between
not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver
Rabbi Ben-Uzziel renders
his feet, untU ShUoh come."
the Messiah shall come. And
it 'Until the time when

other great Rabbis paraphrase

it,

"Kings shall not

cease from the house of Judah, nor doctors that teach

the law from his children, until that the king Messiah

do come, whose the kingdom
departed from
history

also

Judah,

is."

history

Now
tells

the sceptre has
us

that.

A?td

us when that happened. Consethe time we should look for the coming

tells

quently that is
of the Messiah.

The other two

predictions are even more precise as
coming of the Messiah, "Seventy
weeks are determined upon thy people and upon thy
holy city, to finish the transgression, and to make an
end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity,
and to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal
up the vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most
Holy. Know therefore and understand, that from the
going forth of the commandment to restore and to
build Jerusalem unto the Messiah the Prince shall be
to the time of the

seven weeks, and threescore and two weeks: the street
shall be built again, and the wall, even in troublous
times. And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and the people of
the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and
the sanctuary," Dan. 9:24, 25, 26. It is clear from these
"weeks" spoken of by Daniel cannot consist of weeks
of days, for all put together make but a little over one
year a space of time too short to crowd in so many
important events as here mentioned. Therefore, many
Rabbis as well as Christian scholars take these seventy
weeks to mean seventy sevens of years, a day being put
for a year, and a week for seven years, making up 490
years. This gives us exactly the time of the coming
of the Messiah— the time when Christ actually did
come, when He was cut off, and when the city of
Jerusalem and the Temple were destroyed some seventy
years later.
The last passage is found in Hag. 2:7-9, "I will shake
come:
all nations, and the desire of all nations shall
and I will fill this house with glory, saith the Lord of
Hosts. The silver is mine, and the gold is mine, saith
the Lord of Hosts. The glory of this latter house shall
be greater than of the former, saith the Lord of
Hosts: and in this place will I give peace, saith the Lord
referof Hosts." The glory here spoken of must be in
ence to the Messiah. The second Temple did not exceed
The
in glory the former one. It was by far inferior.
promised glory must refer to the coming and presence
John)
Apostle
of Him of Whom another great Jew (the
glory as of the only
said, "And we beheld his glory, the
John
begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth,"

—

1:14.

Now to sum up. All of the above prophecies concernfulfilled in
ing the coming of the Messiah were literally
of the
Jesus Christ. He was of the seed of Abraham,
This you
Tribe of Judah, and of the house of David.
as recorded in
will find to be true from the genealogy
know from the
the first chapter of Matthew. We also
in the
same book that Christ was bom of a virgin
led to the slaughter
little town of Bethlehem. He was
Calvary—His hands
as a lamb, and was crucified on
on the
literally pierced—Matt. 27. And
and

feet

were

third day
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He

rose from the dead, as

was

testified

by
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as many as five hundred who saw Him at one time
The time element also is remarkably accurate, as we

have seen from the above predictions.
Oh yes, there have been false Messiahs. In the
second century A. D. there was a man by the name of
Simeon, who was later known as Bar-Cocheba. He
made quite a noise in the Jewish world, and proclaimed
himself their long-expected Messiah. He was chosen
king of the Jews. In the siege by Hadrian that followed
he was killed, and that was the end of him. The 12th
century was particularly fruitful in producing false
Messiahs. But perhaps the greatest and most famous
of all the pretenders appeared in the 17th century in
the person of Sabbathai Zevi. He gained thousands of
proselytes, and had tremendous influence for a considerable time. He declared himself as "King of the
kings of the earth." But when the Turkish government,
under whose protection he lived, questioned his wholesome influence on the people, he forsook the Jews and
turned

Mohammedan

for the sake of saving his

life,

which he believed in danger. He was finally beheaded
anyway. Did any of these pretenders, or others that
we might mention, meet the description laid down in
the Bible concerning the coming Messiah? Certainly
not! What a tragedy! What sorrow and tears and
suffering the Jews could have saved themselves it
they would only have searched their Scriptures with
open minds and willing hearts, and measured each one
with the prophetic yardstick laid down by God Himself.
Surely none other but Christ Himself could possibly
have met that acid test.
If we have spent so much time and space upon this
our first reason it's because we have considered it of
such tremendous importance. Christ literally fulfills
every Messianic prophecy.
2. Angels proclaim Him as the Messiah, "And the
angel said unto them (the shepherds). Fear not: for,
behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which
shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day
in the city of David a Savior, which is Christ the
Lord," Luke, 2:10, 11.
3.

God Himself acclaims Him

as His beloved Son,

"And the Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like
a dove upon him, and a voice came from heaven, which
said. Thou art my beloved Son; in thee I am well
pleased,"

Luke

John

—

3:17.

That He is Lord and Master— John 13:13.
That He is One with the Father—John 10:30.
But, you may say, anybody can make claims. Claims
do not prove anything. That is true. But why did
Christ make those claims? There are only three possible explanations. He either spoke the truth because
He was what He claimed to be, the Messiah, or He lied
and so was a cheat and a fraud, or because He was a
lunatic. A lunatic He certainly was not. Even His
bitterest critics and enemies of today wouldn't even
think of accusing Him of insanity. Did anybody ever
hear a lunatic preach and teach as He did? Never
did man speak with such wisdom and knowledge and
(9)

(10)

understanding as did the Carpenter of Galilee. If that
be lunacy then God grant that we may all be afflicted
with such insanity. Did He lie? If so, why? What
was His motive? What was His reason? We can perhaps
best answer this question by considering why men
usually lie and cheat and deceive. It's usually for some
selfish reason or other. It's either to gain fame, or
power, or wealth, or to escape suffering or punishment. Such was not the case with Christ. Fame He
did not seek. He says, "I came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister." Power, when it was offered Him,
He refused. They wanted to make Him king, but
"When Jesus therefore perceived that they would
come and take him by force, to make him a king, he
departed again into a mountain himself alone," John
6:15. Wealth He did not have or desire, for we are told,
"The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have
nests; but the Son of Man (Christ) hath not where to
lay his head." And as to suffering and punishment, we
know that all Christ had to do to escape the despised
death of the cross, and the most terrible agonies of
crucifixion, was to recant or deny that He was the
Messiah and the Son of God. Or do men die for a lie?
And so we are driven to the only other conclusion left
to us, namely that He spoke the truth, and that He
was the Messiah, the Redeemer of Israel and of all
Gentiles who would believe in Him and trust Him for
salvation.

(To

Be Concluded
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Number
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October
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The greatest

Him
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Lamb

of God!"
Because of the claim made by Christ. Here are

some
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

John
(6)

11:25.

of the claims:

That
That
That
That
That

He is the Living Water—John 4:13,14.
He is the Bread of Life—John 6:48-51.
He is the Light of the World—John 8:12.
He is the Messiah— John 4:25, 26.
He is the Way, the Truth, and the Life-

14:6.

That He

is

^>uioeia^

.

.

.

(Continued from Page 613)

.

.

5.

(8)

3:22.

of all prophets (Matt. 11:11) points
out as the Lamb of God, "And John bare record,
saying, I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like
And I saw and
a dove, and it abode upon him
And lookbare record that this is the Son of God
ing upon Jesus as he walked, he saith. Behold the
4.

—

That He is the King of the Jews Matt. 27:11.
That He had power to save the world John

(7)

the Resurrection and the Life

—John

other direction she saw a white figure away in the
distance. She recognized the white figure as Jesus
Christ, God's Son, and as He came closer the demons
fled away. He had come to save her! She suddenly
realized now what all the Bible stories had meant that
she had heard, and she accepted Christ as her Savior.
The need for the evangelization of the American
Indian is of such proportions that it is staggering. The
Brethren Home Missions Council has determined to do
something to this end as the Lord has laid the burden
upon us. This is one other reason why we need at
least $100,000 in the coming Thanksgiving Offering!
Pray for the evangelization of the Indian and give!
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WE NEED THE JEWISH STATE NOW
[The following quotations have been taken from THE
TRUMPETER FOR ISRAEL and should be carefully read

by every student of the prophetic Word. This is one of
the most thought -provoking; statements yet issued by
one who speaks for Jews the world over. It manifests
the certain tendency toward the establishment of a
Jewish nation in accord with the words of Isaiah,
chapter eleven. Unwittingly, Rabbi Silver speaks with
almost the exact words of the Old Testament prophets.
—Editor]

By Rabbi Abba
What

Hillel Silver

our people have sought to establish through

the long and weary years of our dispersion

is

a Jewish

was created
to achieve. It is that which Herzl and Nordau ana
Pinsker and Hess and the myriads of Jews of our
generation and of the unnumbered generations before
them worked and prayer for. This is the realistic
State. It is a Jewish State that Zionism

solution of the diaspora problem. Comfortable Jews
in comfortable lands may prefer the other solutions

and the soothing refrains

of pleasant lullabies.

Sooner

or later they are awakened, like the Jews of Germany
in our day, and like so many Jewish communities before them, to the shock and horror of an unanticipated
and unprepared for reality. All Jews share a common
destiny. [The bold-face words are ours.] How brief

the intervals of our tranquility, how frequent and
prolonged the years of our disquietude; There is a
definite pattern to our experience in every land. There
is no solution to the Jewish problem custom-tailored to
each individual country, each community or each class
of Jews. More than sixty years ago, Leo Pinsker,
shaken out of his assimilationist dream by the Russian

pogroms

of his day,

declared,

main insecure and precarious

"Our future will reas long as a radical

change in our position is not made. This change
cannot be brought about by the civil emancipation of
the Jews in this or that state, but only by the autoemancipation of the Jewish people as a nation, the
foundation of a colonial community belonging to the
Jews, which is some day to become our inalienable
home, our fatherland." All that happened to the
Jewish people in the last 60 years, and more, especially
all that has happened in the last 10 years, only serve
to underscore the inevitability of Pinsker 's conclusions.
It is not helpful at this moment to dilate on how
long it will take to set up such a Jewish State in

actual running order.

We

need the

political decision

NOW!
It is not for us AT THIS TIME to stress Palestine as
a place of refuge for homeless Jews and concentrate
in this brief, tense hour of fugitive political opportunities, when the great bell of history is tolling for us
the final summons, on immigration certificates for
refugees—if what we have in mind is national restoration and a Jewish State. The Arabs are not deceived
by such a maneuver. The world is not moved to greater

exertions on our behalf when we speak of saving refugees instead of building a Jewish State.
Those who tell us to forget or forego our national
claims at this time so as to re-enforce our refugee
claims are talking sheer nonsense. Thus far the refusals have stood as adamant against their humanitarian pleas as against our national demands. Let it
be remembered too, that it was the national rather
than the philanthropic appeal the political necessity
for normalizing the status of world Jewry once and for
which
all by the establishment of a national home
captured the imagination of the great statesmen of
the first World War who were responsible for the
Balfour Declaration and Mandate. Let it also be remembered that the classic text of Zionism is a book
called "The Jewish State." In 1917 Dr. Chaim Weizmann declared, "We have never built our Zionist
Movement on the sufferings of our people in Russia or
elsewhere. These sufferings were never the cause of
Zionism. The fundamental cause of Zionism was, and
is, the ineradicable national strivings of Jewry to have
a home of its own a national center, a national home
with a national life. And this remains now stronger
.

.

.

—

—

—

than ever." [The bold-face words are ours.]
Refugeeism may yet defeat Zionism. Our undying
sin will be, if we fail to understand the potentials of
this great hour and if we sink our clear, resplendent
political vision of national rebirth in the surging and
engulfing waters of philanthropy.
We must ask nothing that is unjust and unreasonable.
We must accept nothing that is unjust and unreasonable. We have no right to renounce our historic and religious hope which has fed and sustained the spirit of
our people through all these long and weary centuries.
No Jewish leader has been given or will be given the
mandate to make such a renunciation. The Messianic
hope of Israel cannot be bartered away for an immigration quota, desperately as refugee Jews need the haven
of Palestine and desperately as we want them to go
.

.

.

there.

has been rumored that the Arabs are about to
gesture and consent to additional
Jewish immigrants on condition that they, Moslem
and Christian Arabs, shall remain in the majority. I
am not inclined to credit this rumor, for such generosity is in violent contrast to their customary intransigeance. But whether the rumor has substance or
not, from the point of view of our national rebirth
what matters is not whether we have 600,000 Jews or
a million Jews in Palestine, but whether we have a
majority. If with a million Jews we still remain a
minority, our primary objective is not obtained. There
internationis no national Jewish State. There is no
ally recognized Jewish nation. We remain as we have
everyminority
through all these two thousand years,
where, and our universal minority status has been at
It

make a generous

the root of our universal insecurity.
The very essence of the millennial hope of our
people would be denied and rejectd by any formula
which would make unattainable a Jewish State in
.

.

.
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It would also be a disastrous retreat. The
peace conference at the conclusion of this war, far
from consummating, would actually be nullifying the
political gains which the Jewish people achieved at the
close of the last war. What may be contemplated, if

Palestine.

these or similar rumors have any substance, is, I am
afraid, another White Paper a final payoff, a liquidation of the Zionist Movement.
Are Jewish rights to be made dependable on Arab
consent? The Mandate recognized the historic connection of the Jewish people with Palestine a fact
strangely enough already recognized in Biblical times
^but it remained for the Allied leaders to recognize
the historic connection of Ibn Saud with Palestine.
We believe that the solution of the problem of Jewish national homelessness is imperative for the sake of
the peace of the world. [The bold-face words are
ours.]
Any historic people which will be denied a
minimum of national security and independence after
the war will endanger the success of the international
order which will be set up. In the delicately-poised
international order of tomorrow, the Jewish people
must not remain a people without status and without
a national home. Against its own will and without any
deliberate action on its part, it will become a focus of
political tension, conflict, and distress which may
endanger the peace of the whole Middle East.
We, too, possess inalienable rights as a people the
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. We
have not yielded on these rights for two thousand
years, although the world chose to ignore and deny
them. The Jewish people, for its own salvation and
for the peace of the world, now asks that no obstacle
be put in its way to repossess itself of these rights, to
reconstruct its national life in its historic home and
to quicken to new life an ancient and honorable people.

—

—

.

.

.

—
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PRAY FOR THESE THINGS DAILY!
1.

For $100,000 in the coming Thanksgiving Offering!

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

new buildings at Mansfield, South Bend,
Indianapolis, Bellflower, Cheyenne, Cuyahoga
Falls, Osceola, Wooster, Firestone Park, Winchester.
For a building addition at Tracy more Sunday
For

The above pictures tell the basic story of your Brethren radio program THE GOSPEL TRUTH. Dr. Alva J.
McClain, the speaker, is seated before the desk microphone. Standing, left to right, are Ned Collingridge,
soloist and first tenor of the Ambassadors of Grace
Quartet; Russell Ward, second tenor; Gerald Polman,
bass; Charles Bergerson, baritone; and Lew Grubb, announcer. These men are standing in Mr. Homer
Rodeheaver's transcription room on the second floor of
the Westminster Hotel, Winona Lake, Indiana, where
the Gospel Truth programs are made. In the smaller
picture you see Mr. B. D. Ackley, the world's best known
Gospel song writer, who assisted at the organ in
making the first programs. To the side are Mr. Walter
Bennett, our advertising agent and program director of
the First United Broadcasters Agency, Chicago, 111., and
also the very skillful engineer who makes those tech-

—

nically perfect transcriptions.
All of your Brethren men spend valuable time and
work hard in making these records, and work without
any remuneration and alone for the joy of serving the
Lord and disseminating the message of our Lord Jesus
Christ.' Certainly the members and friends of the
Brethren Church will support this labor and ministry
of love with their earnest prayers and liberal gifts.

—

School room.
For the completion of the Fremont building.
For the early establishment of a mission to
the American Indians.
For the establishment of a Jewish Brethren
Church and funds to make it possible.
For every Home Mission pastor and the members of our Home Mission churches.
For THE GOSPEL TRUTH radio hour as a
great aid in extending the reach of the Gospel message and the borders of the Brethren
Church.

FROM A FRIEND
"Enclosed

is

IN

ANOTHER DENOMINATION:

one dollar for a year's subscription to

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD.
"I am very much interested in the fundamental
stand your denomination has taken, and in the marvelous way God has been blessing you. My heart is
with you."
618
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Christian Endeavor

Brethren National
HOME MISSION PROGRAM—FOR OCTOBER
Subject— "What

I

Must Do

for Brethren

7,

Home

1945

Topic Four-

Scripture

sions."

—Act 8:1-8.
Purpose —^To impress
Scripture

upon our brethren everywhere
that our Home Mission Program is a very personal
matter. To show that through individual effort, we
can have a strong missionary program on our home
front. The Home Missions program can only be as
strong as individuals make it.

Someone?" LET US

—"I

Topic One

NOW CONSIDER OUR

Must Give Myself

if

1.

2.

I

3.

I

4.

I

5.

Since the gospel has to be given out, I certainly
can find some small part in giving it to others.

12:1,

Two

as a Christian, can certainly pray for our
Mission Program in our church as a whole.
I,

The

3.

success of our Home Mission churches and
Mission pastors will only be as great as our

the Lord has not called me to go out and preach
in Home Mission churches, perhaps my ministry is
at home interceding for those who have gone out.

Three—"I Can Give

Scripture
1.

—Acts

of

My

20:35.

Everyone, no matter how rich or poor, can have
a part in spreading the gospel through this chan-

3.

Since

God has

also calls

some

who have

gone.

mission-

—None of

us has done as much for the work of
Missions as we could have done in the days
that have passed. There will be a greater need for
spreading the gospel in the post-war era than ever
before. God is going to need laborers in the field
that is already white unto harvest. Could it be possible that even now the Lord may be calling you for
a definite place of service here in His vineyard in
the homeland? If so, let us give over everything into

Home

He

sees fit.—Arthur Malles.

NUNS HELPED HITLER'S MURDERERS
The following Reuter dispatch from Kaufbeuren in
New York Times of July

Bavaria was published in the
5th, 1945:

of

"A wholesale extermination plant in which hundreds
men, women, and children— all German— allegedly

mentally defective or physically deformed, were killed
by intramuscular injections or slow starvation, was
operating here until two days ago, it was disclosed
The plant functioned in this town, sixty
today.
miles southeast of Munich, and virtually every inhabitant of Kaufbeuren was aware of the fact that human
beings were being used as guinea pigs and being sys.

tematically butchered."

some to go personally, He
to help in the support of those

called

Even though my gifts to the Lord's work may
seem small and insignificant, yet the Lord will
bless those gifts and bring forth fruit.

.

.

.

Germans who were not Nazi party members. Some
were Catholic sisters and nurses. The chief nurse conchilfessed that she had murdered approximately 210
.Another sister confessed with a stony grin that
she had poisoned 'at least thirty to forty persons.'
Catholic Bavaria was the home of Naziism and
city of
Hitler's headquarters were in its principal
Munich. Munich is also the See of Cardinal Faulhaber,
made
who, according to Karl Heiden in Der Fuerher,
propaganda
possible the continuance of Hitler's main
Beobachter.
organ, the daily newspaper Der Voelkischer
dren.

Material Blessings."

nel.
2.

home

"The perpetrators or passive collaborators were

life.

If

Topic

church and do as

can pass out tracts and thus be a
ary worker.

.

Home

Home

individual prayer

my

2.

6:4.

2.

can take an active part in
the Lord may lead.

Leader

TOPIC!

— "I Must Pray for Home Missions."
Scripture —Acts
1.

2:10.

2.

the Lord Should

There is a tendency to persuade ourselves that the
Lord has called the other person to preach the
gospel. Paul makes this matter personal. He says,
"I beseech you to give all."
The Lord's calling is always the Lord's enabling.
God has His own private business. If He calls us
let us firmly believe that He can "se us. Let us
never question God's decisions.

Topic

—Rev.

can invite others to the church services.
can be faithful to all the services myself.

His hands for use as

—Rom.

My Home

I

Call."

Scripture

in

1.

—In

past Home Mission lessons we have discussed our part in the Home Missions program and
what has been accomplished thus far. Now we want
to make the personal application in order to see
whether or not we can't do more in the way of Home
Missions in the future. Someone has to be responsible for the Home Missions program in our churches.
The question before us is personal, "Can I Be That

Leader

T Can Be a Home Missionary

Town."
Mis-

.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO INCREASE THE
MINISTRY OF THE HERALD?

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALJ

We

and
Women's Missionary Council to the
the amount of $500.00 The women, too,

certainly do praise the Lord for the splendid

liberal gift of the

Radio Fund in

have realized that this is perhaps the greatest missionary project into which our Church has yet launched.
We desire to make this public acknowledgment of
gift through the pages of the Herald.
Perhaps there are other organizations that may be

such a generous

interested in the national radio

to some extent.
The Radio Board.

work

FROM A CHURCH CALENDAR:
"TODAY IS PUBLICATION DAY. Have you been
praying for our Publishing House, and did you bring
your offering today? Maybe you hadn't stopped to
think that there are many Brethren people who are
not privileged as we are to have a group of people of
"Like Precious Faith" to fellowship with, but are isolated from any Fundamental church, as in some cases,
but enjoy reading the HERALD week after week. This
is a fine magazine and many of us would miss a lot
if for any reason it could not be published. Most of us
can realize that $1.00 will not nearly pay for 48 issues,
and that funds must come in from some other source.
October 15 is the day set by our National Conference
for all Brethren churches to give in interest of The
Brethren Missionary Herald Company and we hope
that our folks will give a fine offering. FIRST, ask the
Lord what He would have you to give, and SECOND,
give as

He

directs.

Messinger's Scripture Text

Calendar
The features

of this unusual calendar are especially

adapted for a home religious program of study, meditation,

and

—Thirteen
4

25

discussion.

Full-Color Pages

— Size

X 16 inches

COPIES $1.00—12 COPIES
COPIES $6.00—50 COPIES

$3.00
$9.50

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

YOU CANNOT OUTGIVE GOD."

CO.

Winona Lake, Indiana

Scripture Text Packet

No. CL-105
This little packet contains 7 beautifully
decorated Scripture text gift calendars with
mailing envelopes for each. An ideal gift for
members of a Sunday School class or for
other friends. Space is provided for autographing. The size of these little calendars
is

31/2

by 6M.

A SPLENDID
VALUE AT

40c

PER PACKET
OF 7

Order From

BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
CO.—WINONA LAKE, INDIANA

7,
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challenge

THEOLOGICAL

it has ever received.
Here were men and
restless to return or go forth to the harvest
fields to which God had called them. But graciously

women

they were directed into the fellowship of the folk at
that the fires of missionary interest might bum

home

SEMINARY
Editorials

—Prof.

Herman

A.

Hoyt

Communion

FELLOWSHIP OF CHURCHES
HISTORY

1945

IS

Without controversy the greatest general conference
Brethren Church has just drawn
was a conference characterized by peace.
There is probably no spiritual significance in the parallel, but it will be remembered that six
years ago
Hitler plunged Europe and the world into war, and at
the same time our beloved brotherhood was also
plunged into stormy years. Now after these six long
years Europe and the world is again at peace, and the
Brethren have enjoyed one of the most peaceful conin the history of the

ferences in their history.
It was also a conference characterized by prosperity.
This prosperity was not only financial but also spiritual.
The greatest offering in the history of the

church for Home and Foreign Missions, for Grace Seminary and Brethren Publications were reported. The
report of general interests was paralleled by that from
local chuches. And surmounting the report of financial prosperity was the blessed news of great spiritual
prosperity at home and in our foreign mission fields.
It was a conference characterized by progress. With
ever enlarging vision and faith, the laitv and leaders
have launched out in a new program of progress and
purpose for the Lord Jesus. Foreign Missions is taking
the lead with ever widening vision of lands and peoples to be evangelized. Home Missions is running
abreast with its vision of unchurched thousands
throughout our land, and this with the vision of milling multitudes who must ultimately be reached through
such churches. Theological education for the preparation of Spirit-called youth sees a new building in the
near future and greatly increased numbers being
equipped within her halls. Brethren Publications has
enlarged her vineyard of service and expects to reach
thousands more with both quality and quantity of
Biblical material, rich,

wholesome, and inspiring. "The
Gospel Truth" is now on the air and is already eliciting
the admiration and support cf many and is planning
to reach forth beyond the present horizons.
It was a conference characterized by the presence

many

foreign missionaries. Twenty-one of

them

in

were at the conference. Since things do not merely
happen in the providence of God, it is apparent that
God planned that these men and women of God were
not only permitted but also directed to be here that
they might lay upon the home church the greatest
all

ant

Service, every service, every board meetseemed charged and supercharged with the spirit
of evangelism. There is no doubt that one great factor
in providing this atmosphere was the presence of the
ing,

to a close. It

of

more brightly.
It was a conference characterized by emphasis upon
personal evangelism. From the opening message by
the Vice Moderator, Rev. Ralph Rambo, to the closing

many

missionaries. It will probably be many a day
before so many missionaries will again assemble at
one general conference. But the spirit and fervor they
created while among us will linger on as they go and
will bring forth fruit, some thirty, some sixty, some a

hundred

fold.

FALL SESSION OF SCHOOL OPENS
With the opening of the fall session of school, one of
the most unusual years in the career of Grace Seminary

is becoming history.
Selective Service imposed
upon theological institutions rather severe restrictions.
One of these was summer sessions of school. The opening on April 30 for middlers and seniors was too soon
for incoming students. So it was necessary to have a
second summer session to accommodate them, and this
opened June 25. Now for the third time this semester

school is opning. At each one of the openings new
students were enrolled, for part or full-time work.

Three came in

April, ten in June, and thirteen in
September, bringing the total to date up to 65. Before
the year is finished this number will exceed 70.
The launching of the building fund campaign this
summer made it necessary for considerable rearranging in teaching personnel and curricula. The teaching force was first reduced from four to three in order
to launch the campaign in May. This number was reduced to two in the next session so that the campaign
might get into full swing during the late summer
months. But the summer days are over and the full
schedule of fall months is now under way. It was
normal to see the opening convocation chapel crowded
with students and the faculty in full academic regalia,
and both with expectant air, listening to the ooening
address of President McClain on the theme, "What It

Means To Be

a Christian."

FIRST PRAYER MEETING OF SEASON
With the usual fervor

j

of devotion the first prayer

meeting was experienced. The chapel of the school
was crowded with students, their wives, and members
of the Winona Brethren Church. Dr. McClain was in
charge, and under his leadership, spirit-filled testimony, praise, and prayer filled the hour and more
given to this fellowship. New students expressed the
blessing they received from participation in this serv-
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Old students repeated the same testimony, a testithat they carry with them from the school into

mony

the pastorates and to the mission fields. Suffice it to
say here that this prayer service, while planned by the
faculty to provide for the absence of a church in Winona, its blessing was never dreamed. It has become
so precious and so much a part of the life of the school,
that it will never be set aside.

THE ANNUAL FACULTY RECEPTION
Friday evening of the opening week in the

fall is

usually set aside for faculty reception of students

and

This year the group gathered in the chapel
room of the Seminary building. The chairs were arranged in circular and informal fashion about the

friends.

room, and appropriate floral decorations gave a touch
of "beauty. Professor Kent took charge on this occasion and directed the fellowship of the evening. Professor Culver, newest member of the faculty, welcomed
students and friends. There was a response from Mr.
Clyde Landrum, a member of the incoming class, and
from Mr. William Grepp, the student body president.
Words of greeting came from Mrs. William A. Sunday,
from Rev. Davies, pastor of the Winona Lake Presbyterian Church, and from Mr. B. H. Gaddis, business
manager of the Free Methodist Publishing House, and
in one sense, landlord of the Seminary. Dr. Joseph
Rodeheaver brought the greetings of the Rodeheaver
Publishing Company. The Seminary board of trustees
was represented by Mr. F. B. Miller. Interspersed
through the- program were special numbers brought by
members of the student body. After a period of devotions led by Dr. McClain, students, faculty,

enjoyed refreshments served by the

and friends

wives

of

the

faculty.

BUILDING FUND CAMPAIGN THROUGH

THE EAST
Under the leadership

of Professor Hoyt, the building

fund campaign through the Central and Eastern
States was launched. His itinerary took him through
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, and Indiana during
the months of May, June, July, and most of August. In
every church manifest enthusiasm was apparent, which
will be
is the token that the program now under way
victorious. Every effort was made to make it clear
that this program was not a mere program of denominational development, but a necessary program for the
propagation of the Gospel and the salvation of the
souls of men. And in this spirit hundreds who heard
the appeal pledged themselves not only to give financially toward the building but also to give themselves
for definite prayer in this behalf.
Professor Hoyt will probably never experience again
adapt
so many varieties of services to which he must
one message. The message was a symposium of expopredicsition, evangelism, enthusiasm, proclamation,
it was
tion, and promotion. There were times when
a
possible to stretch the message out to full length,
matter of two hours, and there were others when it
had to be reduced to one-half, and sometimes onethe
third its normal size. There were times when
was punctuated with an invitation and then

message

the message was resumed. At one of these services
seven people came forward. There were other times
when it was impossible to deliver any message on behalf of the building fund. But in all of these services
the Lord led and blessed.
The campaign was opened under what seemed the
most unlikely circumstances in Peru, Indiana. The
message and appeal was delivered to a congregation
which was without a church. For some months they
had been worshipping in the city library auditorium.
That very Sunday they had received an ultimatum
from city officials that they must vacate within a
Still, God knew better than the human messenger, and the very plight of the congregation provided a background of sympathy for a needy Seminary,
and there was the forthcoming assurance that this
people would carry their share of the financial bur-

month.

den. Since then, two young men from this congregation have answered the call to full-time service and
have been enrolled in Grace Seminary.
A Home Mission church in Mansfield, Ohio, rallied

even before the arrival of the leader, and
little church laid upon the altar
more than four hundred dollars, almost eight dollars
per member. And this was done in the face of the
refact that that same Sunday word had just been
build.
ceived that WPB refused to grant permission to
In the mountains of Western Maryland, a little
church without a pastor through the years gave a real
to the cause

when he came, that

Some eleven years before, Professor Hoyt
had held an evangelistic campaign there with a harhad any
vest of 21 souls. Since the church had never
permanent pastor, and none during the past eleven
it would be
years, there was some wonder whether
upon
possible to get into the church for a service. But
service was
inquiry, a cordial invitation came, and the
until almost
held. It began about 8:45 and lasted
listened at11:00 P. M. By lamplight thirteen people
surprise gave
tentively to the messenger and to his
later in the
a loose offering that night of $15.00 and
summer sent in almost $90.00 in cash and pledges.
surprise.

One church, recently a Home Mission point, greeted
on the altar
the campaign worker with the plan to lay
year and urge the
$500 00 in installments through the
this amount
people to make offerings over and above
that the
which came from their tithes. Little wonder
was greatly encouraged even before he

messenger
people.
opened his mouth to bring the message to this
April 29
Forty-two churches in all were visited from
Indiana, Prothrough August 19. Beginning in Peru,
churches in Sharpsfessor Hoyt's itinerary took him to
Indiana; to churches
ville Clay City, and Indianapolis,
Canton, Mansfield,
in Ashland, Akron, Middlebranch,
Ankenytown, HayesFremont, Wadsworth, Danville,
and
Homerville, Wooster, Rittman, Sterling,
ville
Philadelphia, AllenCleveland, Ohio; to churches in
McKee, Martinstown Waynesboro, Vinco, Juniata,
Altoona, Mundys
burg Leamersville, Yellow Creek,

Comer

Meyersdale,

Summit

Mills,

Listie,

Aleppo,

and Kittanning.
Uniontown, Johnstown, Conemaugh,
Grafton, W. Va
Pa to churches in Accident, Md., and
which he will
There are about ten churches remaining
visit this fall.

message and a report
After the presentation of the
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Seminary had borne through the
few years of its existence, several men in one congregation dared to draw a conclusion, which is well worth
passing on to others. These laymen said this in effect,
"From the facts that you have stated it appears that
the Seminary is fundamental to the existence and
progress of the Lord's work in the Brethren Church."
Those men were right. Unless young men and women
are trained for the work of the ministry, Foreign Missions, Home Missions, Radio Ministry, and Publication
Ministry will come to an end. After all, the most important thing in all the world to the Lord's work is
men and women able and prepared to serve. For this
reason it is necessary to support and promote a seminary where such preparation is received. While others
did not put the matter quite like these men, the eagerness with which Brethren people everywhere are rallying to the need is evidence that they believe the same
of the influence the

thing.

SPECIAL SERIES OF ARTICLES
Beginning in this issue of the educational number,
the members of the faculty are offering to the readers
a series from the various departments in which they
teach. Professor Kent will be featuring "Voices From
the Rocks," President McClain will be offerinEc the
messages now being featured on "The Gospel Truth"
program, Professor Hoyt will be running a series of
articles on Second Peter, and Professor Culver will be
presenting a series from some portion of the Old Testament field. It is hoped that these contributions from
month to month will provide wholesome as well as
intellectual benefit not only for the many who are
deeply interested in the Seminary, but also the many
who read this paper from week to week.

PROGRESS OF THE SEMINARY
BUILDING FUND
In attempting to present the complete picture
New Building Fund as it exists to date, we
shall give first the cash receipts and pledges
coming from the 1945 campaign among our
of the

churches which began

FIELD

"Enclosed check for $10.00 to renew our subscription
for the HERALD for 1945. The amount above the
subscription price is to be used in the interest of the
publication. We take this opportunity to say thanks for
this fine Brethren magazine. We certainly enjoy reading it, and rejoice that so many young people are
training for missionaries.

"Please send me some extra copies of the issue in
which our group appears, to distribute among the families who were present at that meeting. We could use
eight or ten more if you have them. I would also like
to have a half-dozen or more copies of the Foreign
Missionary and also the Home Mission issues each
month. We would like for this group to become missionary minded and we believe by distributing copies
of these issues

among

the families attending this

new

a philosopher on

his knees can see far

the

1945

campaign was

of recapitulation,

evident that the
building purnot sufficient
a building as
are fully realconfidently trust, the total amoimt
it is

we

be raised to approximately $41,000. Assuming
that the building can be erected for the original
proposed figure, this leaves about $59,000 still to
be raised.
Let us continue steadfastly in prayer.
able.

God on

before

will

field."

child of

be com-

1937, $8,449.35 realized from the estate of Mrs.
Margaret Clark designated to the Seminary by
the First Church of Long Beach, Calif., a $1,000
bond from Mrs. Seltha Dawson, of Marion. Ind.,
a $2,000 annuity from Brother and Sister Abe
Bowman, which can be used for building purposes by their special permission, and a few
other gifts, making a total of $15,643.38 which
has been held for the new building.

ized, as

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
A

will

thought of or begun, several other friends of the
Seminary had made substantial gifts during past
years which we have been holding for building
purposes. Among these gifts the following can be
mentioned. $1,000 given by Miss Estelia M'"p'-^ in

By way

that many will subscribe for the HERALD after learning of the interesting reading it contains. Pray for

new

and

Seminary has cash resources for
poses a total of $28,263.69, which is
to warrant the beginning of such
the Seminary needs. If the pledees

church this can best be accomplished. Also we hope

this

1

approximately $25,000.00, which is one-fourth of
what we proposed to raise by recommendation of
the 1944 National Fellowship of Brethren
Churches. This is a good start, but it is clear that
we have still quite a distance to go.
Fortunately,

FROM A NEW

May

pleted in Otober; and second, the total funds
which were available for building purposes from
gifts prior to and outside the present campaign.
To date (Sept. 18), cash gifts received during
the 1945 campaign have amounted to §12,620.31
after deducting campaign expenses. This does
not include approximately $2,000 cash reportea
by several churches now held in their treasuries
temporarily.
It is practically impossible to give the exact
total of pledges made during the campaign for
two reasons: First, some of these pladges have
not been reported; and second, gifts come often
from churches and individuals without stating
whether or not they are in payment of pledgeb.
However, as nearly as the matter can be estimated at present, the total pledges are $12,832.75.
This means that, if payment on all pledges is
realized, the 1945 campaign will have brought in

more than

his tiptoes.
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Company Chaplain?
taken from the shop paper,
where Keith Altig ('43) is now serving

article is

Inc. Well,"

as

message be considered a personal invitation to you.
Turn to Christ and receive that pardon and forgiveness for sins which He so fully and freely offers.
Keith Altig, Plant Chaplain, is at your service at all
times.

Plant Chaplain.

Anyone

is

invited to his office to discuss spir-

problems of any nature. Appointments can be
made for home visits. As we begin this work our prayer

itual

The

best answer that can be given to a question like

We

have trained
this is,"Why not?"
nurses to care for physical pain

and competent

and

discomforts

men are engaged to operate the intricate and
complicated machinery upon which are made the various part of the items we produce; people who understand the ins and outs of bookkeeping are engaged in
maintaining the records which are such a vital part of
every business. So why not someone who is fitted by
training and experience, and above all, by the call of
God, to help in some of the spiritual matters which
are of such vital importance?
As one of our plant guards said, "Anybody with any
savvy at all knows that there is a God," and since this
that
is true, certainly it is of the utmost importance

that the Spirit of God will greatly use and bless this
testimony to the glory and honor of His name.
Vard.

is

skilled

in the right relation to Him.
coming a day when all of the things

we be found

There is
occupy our attention

which

be forever finished. Life as
we know it now will cease and we will be called to
account before the righteous Judge of the universe.
What will be the condition of your eternally existing
soul in that day? This is the question which your
Plant Chaplain is here to help you decide.
The officials of Vard Inc., sincerely beUeving in the
worthiness of the project, have established the office
of Plant Chaplain so that there might be someone to
help solve any spiritual problem that might arise. This
our Lord when
is definitely acting upon the words of
He asked, "What shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul or what shall a man
will

give in exchange for his soul?"
The efforts of the Plant Chaplain are to be devoted
to
entirely to things of a spiritual nature. He is not

He is
be the censor of the personal morals of anyone.
not here to take the place of your pastor, nor is his
work to supercede the work of any church. The organization and promotion of social events and amusements does not come within the province of the Chapdisputes.
lain, nor does the work of settling labor
there will be
If his work is competently performed,
shOp
results felt in every department of the
beneficial

to
but the great purpose and aim of this office is
guilt and
of the Christ who can save from the
of
power of sin and to encourage them in the things
intrusion
God. We trust this will not be considered an
that
the personal affairs of anyone. Be assured
life

tell

men

into

responsible for
the only desire on the part of those
and women
the establishment of this office is that men
personal
might share the wonderful blessings of a
Let this
knowledge of Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord.

BILL KERR, CLASS OF

'42

graduate of the Seminary in the class of
pastor of the BurnettsvUle Baptist Church

Bill Kerr, a
'42, is

now

in Burnettsville, Indiana. Since coming to BumettsvUle in January, 1943, he has seen the blessing of the

Lord evidenced in every branch of the church's activity.
He is especially encouraged in seeing the missionary
giving of the church tripled since his coming. Now
more than a third of the money raised by the church
goes to missions.
At present Brother Kerr is attending the Northern
Baptist Seminary, where he is completing his graduate
work toward the Doctor of Theology Degree in the
field of

Old Testament and Hebrew.

A LETTER FROM MR. AND MRS. HAROLD
ETLING
Since our graduation from Grace Seminary we have
been serving the pastorate in the Greensburg Evangelical Church, Greensburg, Ohio, which is one of the
largest rural churches of our denomination.
During these six years we have had the privilege of
having in our midst a number of classmates from
Grace Seminary. Rev. John Squires, of Wooster, served
twice as evangelist. Rev. R. E. Gingrich on another

and in all three of these evangelistic efforts
there was real success in souls that were won and
lives that were fully dedicated to the Lord Jesus. In
addition to these evangelistic efforts, we have had the
privilege of having Brothers McClain and Hoyt, of the
Seminary faculty, with us on several occasions and our
people have truly enjoyed the messages they have
occasion,

brought.
Just recently it was our good fortune to have our
former classmate, Rev. Jake Kliever, with us to bring
a new missionary zeal and fervor to our people.
In addition to serving as pastor of this church, it has
been our joy to serve on the faculty of the Akron Bible
Institute as a teacher of Bible Exposition and Evangelism.

There is never a day goes by but what Mrs. Etllng
and I thank God for the blessed privilege that was ours
through three years of attending Grace Theological
Seminary.

Harold and Ada Etling, Class of
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CHRISTIAN RECONCILIATION
By

Dr. Alva

J.

Every distinct period in the history of Christian doctrine has

some

been characterized by special interest in

certain aspect of Truth.

Quite often these spe-

have centered around a single word. For
some time past the attention of Christian thought has
cial interests

been focussed upon the word "Reconciliation," and a
whole literature has grown up about its import. The
conclusions reached range from a hard and fast Uniersalism on the one hand to a rather sentimental and
weak inflence theory on the other. The widespread
interest lately manifested in this word Reconciliation
is a tardy recognition of its great importance in the
structure of Christian Truth, for no one can properly
understand certain essential parts of the New Testament without first understanding the word "Reconciliation."

The classic passage is Second Corinthians 5:19, "God
was in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself
and hath committed unto us the Word of Reconciliation." And the first question to be answered is, when
and where did God reconcile the world unto Himself?
Some have answered that Reconciliation was being accomplished during the life of Christ on earth; that the
whole ministry of Christ was spent trying to reconcile
.

.

.

in compassion for him,

This is certain from Romans 5:10, "While we were
enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of
His Son." Golgotha is the place of reconciliation.
Now we are ready to ask, what is this thing called
reconciliation? What does it mean to reconcile? The
Greek word itself means "to change thoroughly," but
this does not fully answer the crucial question. In reconciliation, who was "changed"? Who was "reconciled"? Was it God or the world? Upon this point
the entire theological world has split into two schools.
The one school contends that by the Cross man was
reconciled or "changed." The other school contends
that God was "changed." Now we believe that both
schools have missed the point. It is surely evident that
the Cross did not "change" the world, for the mind of
the world was against God before the Cross, and it remained the same after the Cross. (It will not do to
say that the Cross is gradually changing the world,
for reconciliation, whatever it is, was finished at the
Cross. "We were reconciled to God by the death of His
On the other hand, it is equally certain that
Son."
the Cross did not "change" God, for God loved the
world long before the Cross. In fact, "God so loved
the world" that He gave us the Cross. Now if the Cross
"changed" neither God nor the world, what did it
change? Let the student carefully reread 2 Cor. 5:19,
and he will have the answer, strangely overlooked by
the two opposing schools of theology. The passage does
not say that God was in Christ reconciling the "world."
Neither does it say that God was in Christ reconciling
I

and he

offers to sacrifice all

his property in order to repay the amount stolen by
his son. The government agrees, and the money is
paid. By that transaction the father has reconciled
his son unto himself as a representative of the law.
Now mark one or two aspects of this not altogether

men

to the Father. It may be so, but this is not the
reconciliation of which Paul writes. Reconciliation
according to Paul was not effected either by or during
the life of Christ. It was accomplished by His death.

McClain

"Himself," as some would have it. What it does say is
that God was in Christ reconciling the "world unto
Himself." The truth of the matter, then, is that in
reconciliation the world was not changed, neither was
God changed, but the relationship between God and
the world was changed.
An illustration may help us. Here is a judge with a
son whom he loves, but the son is a worthless spendthrift. He rebels against his father's authority, steals
a large sum of government funds temporarily in his
father's charge, and flees to another country. By this
act the son establishes a new relationship between
his father and himself. The father still loves his son,
but he is compelled to regard him as a lawbreaker.
Furthermore, the father is obliged to put a price upon
the head of his son, and if the son ever returns within
the jurisdiction of his father's court, the father must
try him, and pass sentence upon him just as upon any
other criminal. But now suppose that, while the son
is a fugitive from justice, the father's heart goes out

improbable case. By the payment of the money the
judge did not change himself. He loves his son no more
deeply than before. Neither did the payment of the
money change his son. As yet the son has not even
heard of the transaction. The point is, that by settling
this claim, the judge changed the relationship of legal
enmity which existed between the son and himself.
He can now invite the son to return without fear. He
can receive him back into his own home instead of
sending him to prison.
It was something like this that God did at the Cross.
The world had rebelled against God. It had broken
the laws of God, and committed high treason against
His government. The world had thus become a fugitive
from justice, and God, as the righteous judge, was
compelled to put a price upon the head of the world.
There was no other way or choice in the matter. But
the heart of God went out in love for this prodigal
world, and He found a way to reconcile the world unto
Himself. God Himself became incarnate in Jesus
Christ, went to the Cross, and there paid the debt.
Now, by the payment of the world's debt, God did
not change Himself, for He had always loved the
world. Neither did this transaction change the world,
for most of the world still continues in rebellion
against God even to this day. What did change was
the relationship between the world and Himself. He
reconciled the world unto Himself. By the Cross, God
took away the necessity which required that the world
be treated as an enemy, and made it possible to invite
men to return to Him without the least fear of judgment. The door is open, as wide as an infinite God can
open it. This is Reconciliation.
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GROWTH

GRACE TODAY

IN

For Gloom and Glory Tomorrow
INTBODUCTORY MESSAGE— SECOND PETER
By PROF.

HERMAN

A.

HOYT

Peter the purpose of the
is clearly stated by the writer. In the
first epistle Peter writes, "By Silvanus, our faithful
brother, as I account him, I have written unto you
briefly, exhorting, and testifying that this is the true
grace of God: stand ye fast therein" (5:12 R.V.).
Clearly enough this epistle was written to encourage
believers to stand in the grace where they already
were. The second epistle is now a departure based
upon this. Being in grace and established there, the
believer should "Grow in the grace and knowledge of
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ" (2 Pet. 3:18 R.V.). It
Peter realis very apparent from this statement that
ized that being established in grace was not enough. A
larger necessity follows immediately, namely, that of

As in the
second epistle
1.

growing within the sphere in which one is established.
And for
2. Purpose without method is powerless.
the most part it is characteristic of the world to see
the goal without providing a way to reach the goal.
But Peter does not fail here. This is probably not because Peter is more intelligent than others, but because Peter has been made more spiritually sensitive
to the needs of believers by the experiences through
which he has passed. Note again the key verse of the
book. "But grow in the grace and knowledge of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ." The presence of the
word "knowledge" adds a new thought. It is that of
method. Growing in grace is the result Peter desires
knowlto achieve. The means to the end is growing in
in the invocations of the first and
second epistles clearly indicates this point. In the first
be multiplied" (1:2).
it is, "Grace unto you, and peace,

edge.

The contrast

In the second it is, "Grace and peace be multiplied
Jesus
unto you through the knowledge of God, and of
knowlour Lord" (1:2). The added idea, "through the
what
edge of God, and of Jesus our Lord" explains
the final
Peter means by growing in knowledge in
verse.
•

amplified by other pas3 The method of Peter is
negligent
sages in the epistle. "Wherefore I will not be
of these thmgs,
to put you always in remembrance
the presthough ye know them, and be established in
this
as I am
ent truth. Yea, I think it meet, as long
you in rememtabernacle, to stir you up, by putting

m

put off this my
brance; knowing that shortly I must
Christ hath showed
tabernacle, even as our Lord Jesus
able
me Moreover, I will endeavor that ye may be realways
decease to have these things
after

m

my

membrance"

(1:12-15).

"This second

epistle, beloved,

your pure
now write unto you; in both which I stir up jnindye may be
minds by way of remembrance: that
spoken before by the holy
ful of the words which were
of us the apostles
prophets, and of the commandment
(3:1-2). Five thmgs appear
Sf the Lord and Savior"

I

in these verses indicating the method by which the
apostle intends to realize his purpose in believers:

first epistle of

refresh the minds of believers with knowledge
they already possess (1:12).
To repeat the message which he has already
clearly stated in the first epistle (3:1).
To reinforce the message of the apostles and the
Lord Jesus by his own (3:2, 15).
To revive their spiritual life that there might
be a continual growing in grace (1:13, 3:1).
To record these truths in order to growth in
grace for a perpetual reminder (1:15).

To

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

4. The content of the epistle may be divided into
three divisions corresponding roughly with the chapter divisions. The first division may be described as
the principles of salvation revealed and founded (ch.
1). The second division contains the perils to salvation revealed and exposed (ch. 2). The third division
contains the precepts for salvation revealed and urged
(ch. 3). By acquainting the people with these principles, urging them to avoid the perUs, and applying the
precepts, the apostle Peter is carrying out the great
purpose of this book, "But grow in the grace and
knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ" (3:18).
In this order, we shall make a hasty survey of the

entire book.
I.

ANALYZING THE PRINCIPLES OF SALVATION
1:3-21.

Introductory. Growing in

grace

is

accomplished

through the medium of growing in knowledge. And
growth in grace is in proportion to the growth in
knowledge. But it must ever be remembered that in
the opening invocation the writer expresses clearly
and fully the thought, "Grace and peace be multiplied
unto you through the knowledge of God, and of Jesus
our Lord" (2). This means that growth in grace depends upon growth in positive knowledge of the Lord
Lord Jesus
Jesus Christ. Positive knowledge of the
and
Christ provides food for the soul. Prohibitions

may serve in some respects as preservatives
God
protections, but positive information about
progress. Govalone will provide food for growth and
money
ernment agents schooled to detect counterfeit
supplied with counterfeit, but are carefully

negatives

and

are never
amply prepared
schooled in good money, and thus are
that may be proto cope with any sort of counterfeit
children of God.
duced This is likewise true of the
positive InforFor growth and development they need
with the
mation first, and this may then be followed
which Peter treats
negative. Such is the manner in
fruit and faith.
his theme, dealing first with
opening paraFruitbearing is the subject of the
1
treated the prograph (1:3-11). In this paragraph is
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vision for fruit (3-4). the production of fruit (5-7), and
the purpose of fruit (8-11). Several key words bring
the central ideas of this division to our attention.
(1) "Divine nature" in verse 4 is the Icey word for

and that body of truth with which they
were circularized in Peter's first epistle. With such
frail memories, they need to be reminded
again or
pastoralized,

immediate scrutiny. Nature is the source out of which
fruit must come. This is true in every department of
creation, whether it be plant nature, animal nature,

truths.

fables" in verse 16 is the second key
for scrutiny. While Peter may detect a slight
.

.

.

concerned,

they

did

not follow

cunningly

devised

To the contrary, they were eyewitnesses of his
majesty and earwitnesses of the message from heaven.
It may be possible for one to be deceived.
But with
more than one, and all testify to the same experience,
then message and majesty move into the realm of
fables.

reality.

liness (3).

"More sure word" in verse 19 is the final key
Herein Peter strikes at the very heart
of the whole matter so far as believers are concerned
who have not had opportunity to be firsthand observers
and participants in the great rock foundation truths
whereon our feet were placed in sovereign grace. Be(3)

"Add"

in verse 5 is the second key

word

in this

rather unfortunate that the Authorized
Version carries this translation, for it conveys a completely distorted idea to the mind of the reader. The
Revisers have greatly improved their translation by
substituting the word "supply" in its place. The idea
of mechanical addition is therefore supplanted by the
proper sense of life development. The resident forces
of nature do not produce fruit until there is activity.
And that is precisely what this word means. "In your
faith supply virtue; and in your virtue knowledge,"
and so on. This is the normal way in which the potentialities of nature finally produce fruit.
Since the
divine life is definitely Joined with the human will, this
passage is addressed to the believer describing the resfKJnsibility which rests upon the believer in order to
the production of fruit.
(3) "Nor unfruitful" in verse 8 is the third key to
this paragraph. Possessing the divine nature with its
potentialities for life and godliness, and supplying
these potentialities through normal and personal activity it follows that the believer will not be unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.
This means that the believer will not only realize the
divine ideal in the present life, thus being safeguarded
from pitfalls and any fatal falls along the way, but
will at last arrive in that heavenly haven, ushered into
that everlasting kingdom with the same abundance
which characterized his fruitfulness along the way.
2. Faithbelieving is the subject of the next paragraph in the development of the first division (1:1221). In this paragraph the author grounds the believer
In the validity of all that he has urged upon him. He
points to his own repetition of the faith (12-15), moves
quickly to a statement of the reality of the faith (1618), and concludes with the reliableness of the faith
(19-21). Here, too, several key words will bring the
central ideas before the minds of the readers.
"Present truth" in verse 12 fittingly serves as the
( 1
first key expression. These things of which he has
been speaking are not new teachings, nor false teachings, nor teachings of his own Invention. They are
teachings which constitute the great body of present
truth, teachings of which they know, and teachings
of which they need to be reminded. These truths made
up much of that body of truth with which they were
evangelized, that body of truth with which they were
division.

"Not

reluctance on the part of his audience to receive these
truths as realities of the faith, he hastens to assure
them that so far as he and his fellow apostles are

human

(2)

same

(2)

word

nature. And the fruit always corresponds to
the nature. What is true in plant, animal, and human
nature, may likewise be expected of spirit nature. For
there is resident within spirit nature the life qualities
for the fruit of the spirit. There is, therefore, only
one way to possess these and that is by being made
partakers of the divine nature. By this, one comes to
possess the qualities of the divine nature which are
declared to be all things that pertain to life and god-

or

these

to this section.

It is

may

be evangelized, pastoralized, and stabiUzed.
believers stand and the
fruitfulness they display will depend absolutely upon
the reliableness of the word of prophecy to which they
give heed. For the assurance of the believer, this word
of prophecy was not only guaranteed to us as the
direct revelation of God, but it has been made more
sure by the credible experiences of Peter and his
companions.
lievers

But the firmness with which

II.

ANNOUNCING THE PERILS TO SALVATION

(2-

1-22).

Introductory. While growing in grace is accomplished
through the medium of positive knowledge of the Lord
imparted to the believer, it is very evident that a certain protection is exercised over the believer by warning him of the perils which beset the way. And at this
point in the epistle Peter may properly introduce the
most insidious peril that has ever beset the people of

He has just pointed out the fact that the more
sure word of prophecy passed on to the people of
God by the prophets of God was not an invention of
the prophets but an impartation from God. It originated in His will and holy men of God spoke as they
God.

were borne along by the Holy Spirit. Therein lies its
power. It was the word of God spoken to the people
God pointing out the plan and purpose of God. The

of

great adversary of the people of God reads in this his
own dimensions and doom. Unless the word of God
can be corrupted and the people of God can be confused his nefarious schemes will come to nothing. And
so he corrupted the message by raising up false prophets among the people.
But Peter intimates that the days of prophets are

)

The canon of scripture is about to be
completed. However, this same scripture given
by
prophets will be taught to the people by teachers. So
Satan's move will be to raise up false teachers among
the people of God and lead them astray. Hitherto the
great danger to the church has been trial and persecution from without. In his first epistle Peter wrote to
warn the people of these dangers and to offer them
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encouragement. But now he writes to warn them of a
more insidious evil working from within. This is the
leaven that has permeated the entire church across
the ages and threatens today to sweep away all that
remains.

Of these

false

teachers

and

their

teachers (10-14), the creed of the false teachers (1519), and the character of the false teachers (20-22).
Notice a key expression in each one of these smaller
divisions.
(1) "Walk" in verse 10 is the first key expression,
and
clearly denotes the conduct of an individual. It means
literally to walk around, and includes the daily routine

fleshly

living this second chapter treats.
1.

False teaching

is

the

first subject in this

second

division (2:1-9). And the key to this portion is the expression "false teachers" appearing in verse 1. With

with

he develops the thought by pointing to the denials made by the false teachers (1), the
dangers thus menacing the church (2-3a), and the
damnation merited by these teachers (3b-9). Several
key words in this portion quickly bring before our
minds the trend of thought.
(1) "Denying" in verse 1 is the first key unlocking
the thought of this passage. As you note by its appearance in the verse, this marks the extreme to
which false teachers will go. The divine message so
infallibly recorded in the book of God stands unshaken
through the years. And the machinations of false
teachers will not so much as feaze it. But if they can
serve as the channels of the message to the people,
while conveying the message they can cleverly corrupt
It will then appear to the people to say what it
it.
does not say. This is a stroke of strategy on the part

this as a departure

of

Satan that

is

carried to dangerous extremes

matched only by the method employed

and

is

to realize the

end.
(2)

"Follow" in verse

this passage. This

2

is

the next touchstone of

word means more than

the activities and events that compose it.
is a walk according to the flesh, that is,
the
sinful nature dominating it at every point, it is not
surprising to read the commentary of the folloviring
verses. Being dominated by the flesh, these teachers
pursue a course of lustfulness, despicableness, presumption, willfulness, blasphemy, brutishness, riotousness, deceptiveness, covetousness, and cursedness.
(2) "Way" in verse 15 is the key opening up to the
reader the creed of these false teachers. The word
"way" marks a course that is charted and bounded
upon both sides by definite lines. There is the way
that leads to life and there is the way that leads to
destruction. In this passage the two are referred to as
"the right way" and "the way of Balaam." The way
of Balaam was a system of thought explaining the
rightness of his conduct. This way made his conduct
reasonable in his own eyes and relieved the pressure
of his conscience. Those who follow this way are wells
without water for those who wander in the desert; the
creed is composed of a sophistry of words which are
little more than verbal nothings.
(3) "Dog" and "sow" are the terms unloosing the
meaning of verses 20-22. These words appearing in

at first im-

that of following out to the ultimate conclusion. It is clear that many are deceived
into following the false to its bitter end. If that were
as far as the influence would reach it might not be so
overwhelming, although even that is tremendous. But
once the process is begun it moves on gaining momentum as it goes. Henoe the way of truth is destroyed
and blasphemed, and many within the folds of the
professing church are defrauded of their precious heritage of faith by plastic words of these subtle seducers.
(3) "Damnation" in verse 3 is the third word opening up the message of Peter. This carries all the
dreadfulness of retribution you may read into the
word. It refers to the sentence of judgment already
determined and progressively drawing nearer this class
of criminals. It is a terrible thing to reject the Christ
plied.

The sense

is

and suffer eternal damnation. But

it is

infinitely

all

Since this

more

be one who deliberately and decisively destroys and defrauds the masses of their inheritance of
heaven, home, and eternal blessedness. Theirs will be
the greater condemnation. There is no possibility of
escaping a greater degree of punishment which is deserved and reserved for them. God did not spate the
angels which sinned, nor did he spare Sodom and Gomorrah. And he will not spare those wizened brains
and twisted hearts which deliberately plan the eternal

terrible to

damnation

of multitudes.
Fleshly living is the final subject in this second
and the key to this portion is the
(2:10-22),
division
word "flesh" in verse 10. This word does not refer to
the soft part of the body. It is an ethical term denoting the sinful nature. The progress of the argument
makes it clear that it includes the conduct of the false
2.
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verse 22 both lay emphasis on character. And their
usage in the scripture denotes sinful character. Out of
character comes conduct, and very shortly this same
character invents a creed to rationalize its conduct.
Character may take on outward demeanor that deceives, but not for long. For character must finally
revert to type. If it is dog-character, there is bound
to be the vomit. And if it is sow-character, there will
inevitably be the wallowing in the mire, no matter
how much the exterior has been bathed and luxuriously clothed.
III.

APPLYING THE PRECEPTS OF SALVATION

(3:

1-13).

Introductory.

Peter

is

now moving

into the final

phase of his effort for his brethren in the faith. This
third and last division of the book covers the first
thirteen verses of chapter three.

Herein Peter makes

application of the things he has presented as principles in the first division of his letter and has, predicted as perils in the second division of his letter.

Very simply these precepts deal with faith and fruit.
On the one hand there must be faith In the words of
the apostles. That is basic. On the other hand there
must be the fruit of holiness in conduct. That is
second in order but absolutely necessary. In this
order these precepts will be treated.
in the
1. Faith in the words of the apostles appears
opening portion of chapter three (3:1-7). The development of this passage begins with the exhortation
explato remember those words (1-21, proceeds to an
nation of the world's reasoning (3-4), and concludes
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with the expectation of future judgment (5-7). Notice
the key words.
(1) "Remembrance" in verse 1 is the first.
This
marks the need for activity of the mind. This epistle
of Peter does not mark his first but his final attempt
to stir up with letters the minds of these brethren. As
in his first epistle, so also now in this second and final
epistle, he is calling to their minds not merely what
he wrote in his former epistle, but what they knew
previously through the writings of the prophets and
through the commandment of the Lord heralded by
the apostles. This message is the gospel message with
its

commencement,

its

continuation, and

its

consum-

mation.

"Knowing: this" in verse 3 is the next expression
This introduces the reasoning of the world,
which has ever led the way to complacency and final
doom. When the apostle uses the expression, "knowing
this," it is then time to listen attentively. He is about
to present the important. Here he warns believers ot
the deliberately deceiving dialectic that determines
the doom of the disobedient. Very simply it is this:
that since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue
as they were from the beginning of creation. In this
(2)

to note.

logic no provision is made for judgment in
the past and therefore none in the future
(3) "Reserved" in verse 7 is the key to this portion.
This word reaches back into the plans of God and
unlocks his dealings with the world in the past and
the purpose he expects to carry out in the future. As
one looks into the past, he is immediately made aware
that the world has deliberately closed its eyes to the
record of God's word. For there was judgment by
water in the past, and therefore things do not continue as they were from creation. As one looks into the
future he sees that God has planned the destruction of
the world by fire. All this may be observed by reading
the prophets and remembering the word of the Lord.
Let no one mistake the meaning of the word "re-

sort of

served."
2. Fruit in the lives of the saints is the final precept
Peter leaves with his readers (3:8-13). In developing
his argument, he offers explanation for the apparent
delay in the coming of the Lord (8-10), gives exhortation to holy living (11-12), and concludes with the
expectation of the saints (13).
(1) "Longsuffering" in verse 9 is the first expression

unraveling the argument. The word means long control of the impulse to destroy wicked men. This does
not mean that the Lord is overlooking sin. It means
that besides his plan to judge the wicked he is also
working out a plan to save men. The two must be
coordinated. In order to do this, he must long withhold his burning wrath against the wicked. This long
delay in the judgment upon the wicked is not in any
sense to be regarded as slackness or failure to keep
his promises. Quite to the contrary, it should be regarded as effort on the part of the Lord to provide for
the indecision and hesitation of men to turn to the

Lord

(cf.

3:15).

"Conversation" in verse 11 is the next key expression. This word does not signify talk but manner of
life. It lays emphasis on what one is and does. In the
light of the coming conflagration of the world, how
(2)

important

Wrath

it

what the issues may be.
upon the wicked. The time may be

to consider

is

will fall

nearer than one thinks. Therefore, the only sensible
conclusion demands a turning to the Lord for his
salvation, and a turning away from wickedness in life
to holiness and godliness of conduct. This may not be
the highest motive for a good life, but it is nevertheless a real motive.

"Righteousness" in verse 13 is the concluding
The positive is held out by Peter as the most
powerful incentive of all for living a holy life. There
is a new heaven and a new earth in the future. After
the judgment of wickedness and the wicked there is
the new heavens and the new earth wherein dwelleth
righteousness,* and, he might have added, the righteous. This bright prospect is so appealing that the
true saint of God is encouraged to endure a little more,
to sacrifice a little more, that he might be joined with
that happy throng in the presence of the Lord forevermore.
Conclusion
(3)

note.

The concluding paragraph of the book is a summary
of the argument of the entire letter (3:14-18). Faith
in the scriptures is fundamental to a fruitful life, and
failure to follow

finally fatal (3:14-16).

is

Those who

wrest the scriptures from their true meaning manifest
that they are unlearned and unstable, and they do so
to their own destruction. Fruit in the life is the unfailing evidence that there is faith (17-18). It is
therefore right and proper to beware of being led
away with the error of the wicked lest one fall from
his own steadfastness. This now brings Peter to the
place from which he started. "But grow in the grace
and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ."
This will give every believer confidence and he will noi
be ashamed before him at his coming (I John 2:28).
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VOICES FROM THE ROCKS-I

Voice

/I

By PROF.

HOMER

A.

from Sitoams Tunnel
KENT

As Jesus was on His way to Jerusalem on that
Palm Sunday, His disciples were hilarious in their
praise of Him as He wended His quiet way across the
brow of Olivet. The Pharisees, who were always looking for an opportunity to minimize the importance of
Jesus and His ministry, bade Him to make the disciples
first

be

silent.

Whereupon our Lord responded with

these

you that, if these should hold
their peace, the stones would immediately cry out"

stirring words, "I tell
(Lk.

19:40).

The

stones here referred to

may

very

have been the stones marking the burial places
rest on
of many pious Jews whose bodies were laid to
the slopes of Mount Olivet in anticipation of the coming of their Messiah as prophesied in Zechariah 14,

likely

verse

But however that may be, we are sure that there
which today continue to cry out in
defense of our Lord and in confirmation of the Scriptime to
tures which are so much a part of Him. From
'

contime in these pages the writer plans to briefly
with clarion
sider some of the stones which speak
sound.
20,
In the Book of Second Kings, chapter 20, verse
rest of the
the following words are found: "And the
and how he made
acts of Hezekiah, and all his might,
into the city,
a pool, and a conduit and brought water
chronicles of
are they not written in the book of the
prolonged siege,
the kings of Judah?" Anticipating a
city of Jerusathis wise king repaired the walls of the
of all, he
lem, secured its gates, and most important
supply of
saw' to it that there would be an abundant
could he do
fresh water within the city. Just how
Jerusalem, the
this' The only copious fountain at
Fountain,
water of Gihon or the so-called Virgin's
Valley to the
naturally flowed out into the Kidron
did not deter
east and south of the city. This fact
divertmg the
Hezekiah. He conceived the plan of
longer would
ordinary course of the spring so that no
but into the needy city
it flow into the open valley
necessary to
instead. But in order to do this it was
under the
bore an aqueduct through the solid rock
it so that the water
city and make a pool at the end of
Jerusalem.
would be available to the inhabitants of
completed the
This is exactly what he did and having
which
spring
aqueduct and the pool the mouth of the
the valley was
formerly had spilled its water out into
into the city for the
closed, forcing the water to run
This was an ingenious
benefit of a large population.
put into operaand resourceful plan. Was it actually
evidence.
tion? Let the rocks give their

The Winding Aqueduct
area and leading
to the south of the Temple
Spring, there is just
into the city from the Virgin's
^

A

little

pool, long since

known

as the Pool of Siloam.

Evi-

dence is clear that in the construction of the tunnel
the workmen began at both ends and worked toward
each other and met without any serious miscalculation.
One day in 1880 some Jewish boys were playing near
the lower end of the aqueduct when one of them
slipped and fell into the water. He probably was not
altogether disappointed, and being in the water he
thought he would do a little exploring inside the
mouth of the aqueduct. Looking about, he saw some
strange writing on the east wall, some three feet above
the floor of the aqueduct and about fifteen feet from
was
its opening into the pool. The boy, whose name
Jacob, reported his find to his teacher, Conrad Schick.
latter called upon Professor Sayce, noted archaeolthe
ogist, to examine the writing. He carefully copied
inscription, translated it and published it. It proved
the
to be the account written by the workmen on

The

4.

are other stones

such an aqueduct as 2 Kings 20:20 pictures. It is 1,700
feet long. It was tunneled in the solid limestone rock
and marks a winding course finally opening into a

project concerning the completion of their task. There
inscribers were the very
is little doubt but that these
workmen whom Hezekiah put to work as recorded in
2

Kings

20:20.

The Siloam

Inscription

The Siloam Inscription consists of six lines, written
in old Hebrew, as follows:
while yet they
(1) This is the story of the boring:
(2)

^„,
(3)

(4)

plied the drill.
Each to his fellow; while yet there remained
caUing
three cubits to be cut, the voice of one

was heard;
right.
For there was a crevice in the rock on the
On the day the boring was ended, the stone cutfellow, drill upon
ters struck, each to meet his
drill; and the waters flowed.
(Continued on Page 636)

OPENING OF
THE POOL OF SILOAM SHOWING THE
Kent
HEZEKIAH'S CONDUIT—Photo by Homer A.
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It should

the

to

New

Name

Name and Church

and Cliurch

Receint

Bethany Baptist Church, Long Beach,

Calif

i^n^e an' R^ttv Indianapolis, Ind
Clarence Holland, Indianapolis, Ind
Mrs
Forest Black.
Indiananolis.
Ind
Grace Brethren Church. Indianapolis, Tnd
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Adama, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Grant McLean, Sunnyside, Wash
Mr. and Air
EduMra MilJer, Winona Lake, Ind
Voi,,.n -Vf
r..ff
T.'^n^ n^->oh. Pahf.
(Second)
Mabel E. Donaldson, Washington, D.
R. E. Donaldson, Washington. D.
Mr. and Mrs. Brook Gilbert. Washington, D. C
Miss Miriam Gilbert. Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. James Parks, Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Raum, Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Simmons. Washington, D. C
Misses Barbara and Patricia Simmons. Washington, D. C.
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Los Angeles Calif....
First Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. R. Hensel, Dayton, Ohio (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Kimball. Waterloo. Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Wilhame, Modesto. Calif
Mr. .^nd Mrs. A. E. Bowman, Modesto, Calif
Vard's Christian Fellowship, Pasadena, Calif
Leamersville Brethren Church. Leamersville, Pa
Mrs. Delia M. Stephens, I^on, Iowa
First Brethren Church, Cleveland, Ohio
James and Wilhelmina Galloway, Cleveland, Ohio.
M-s.

(t'fiv^

'.

.

.

.

.

Frank Griffin. Cleveland, Ohio
Gordon W. Bracker, Cleveland,
Mr. Frank Herring, Accident,
Mi-s!.

Nellie

Mrs.

B

M.

K

p-

'

Acf-fl'^"t

Mae Petrosky,
Raymond Spear,

.

.

.

Ohio

Md

Md

Accidest,

Accident,

Md
Md

Zella

Calhs. Accident, Md
Leydig, Accident, Md
Oma Leydig, Accident, Md
Mrs. Marvin Sunseri, Accident, Md
Accident Brethren Church (Misc.), Accident. Md.
First Brethren Church
(Misc.), Uniontown, Pa
Brethren Conference of California
First Presbyterian Church. Bourbon, Ind
Lelia Arnold. Limestone, Tenn
M, D. Arnold, Limestone, Tenn

Gordon

Ben

.

.

.

Daryl Armentrout, Limestone, Tenn
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Brobeck, Limestone, Tenn
Edith Cartwight, Limestone, Tenn
Mrs, Loxiis Cartwight, Limestone, Tenn
Rev. and Mrs. R. H. KetteU, Limestone, Tenn
Mrs. J. M. Mongold. Limestone Tenn
O. E, McCracken, Limestone, Tenn
Mary Pence. Limestone, Tenn
Will Sw nn-^v.
L^mes ne
Tenn
Mrs. Ruth Showman, Limestone, Tenn
Limestone Brethren Church (Misc.)
Limestone, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Eberwein, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)

.

Ellen C. Greaves. Philadelphia, Pa. (B^rst)
Charles Swartz. Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Heam, Philadelphia, Pa. (First) .
Paul D. Craig, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Anne Soubirou, Pliiladelpliia, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Robb J. McDowell, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.
(First)

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Neely, Philadelphia. Pa.
A. v. Kimmell, Philadelpliia, Pa. (First)

(First)

.

.

Martha Thomas. Philadelphia, Pa, (First)
R. A. and Gladys McDowell, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mrs Wm. McK -fr
Philadelphia
--a.
(First)

.

E. Reechelt, Philadelphia. Pa,
(Firat)
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Luther, Clay City. Ind
Phylhs M. McPheeters, Long Beaoh, Calif
Ida Good, Dallaa Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Supan, Dallas Center, Iowa
Loyd Wengers, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Royer, Dallas Center, Iowa. . . .
Rev. and Mr^. James S. Cook. Dallas Center, Iowa. .
Katherine Bartlett, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mrs. Galen Fitz, Dallas Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Peitzman. Dallas Center. Iowa.
Mrs. Milbem Butler, Dallas Cester. Iowa
.

.

.

.

Dolores Weuger, Dallas Center, Iowa
Don Becker, Dallas Center, Iowa
Flo Justice, Dallaa Center, Iowa
Miss Lois DeBoest, Dallaa Center, Iowa
Mrs. D. F. Hoover, Dallaa Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morgan, Dallaa Center, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Cairter, Dallas Center, Iowa
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Dallas Center, Iowa...
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Gring. Dallas Center. Iowa
West Homer Brethren Church, Homervilte, Ohio
'.

—

^present value.

.

1.00
2. no
2.00
25.00
50.00
in.nn

50.00
oo.no
10.00
10,00
50.00
5.00
50.00
25.00
41.54
30,00
50.00
75.00
30,00
25.00
37.67
5.00
2.50
132.30

84(in-B

5, no

S461-B
8462-B
8463-B
S
R

5.00
5.00
1.50

84fi5-B

10.00

'

.'

.

.T.nn

.T

6. on

8485-B
848e-B

30.00

1

-

^

8488-B
8489-B
8490-B
8491-B
8492-B
8493-B
8494-B
8495-B
8496-B
8497-B
8498-B
8499-B
8500-B
Snni B
8502-B
8503-B
8nn4 B
8505-B
850e-B
8507-B
8608-B
8509-B
851 n-B

8511-B
8512-B
831H-B
8514-B
8515-B
8518-B
8517-B
8518-B
8519-B
8520-B
8g21-B
8n22-B
8S23-B
8524

r\

1.00
5.00
5.(10

1.00
2.00
2fi.no

1.00

20.00
15.00
5.00
100.00
in (10
25,00
1.00
6.00
1.00
1.00
6.00
11.00
5.00

25.00
BO. 00

50.00
14 07
•370.00
15.00

Katie

S.

Larmon,

Trent,

Listie,
,Sons,

Listie,

P^.

^

.

Pa
...........
Pa

Listie,

'

'

Char'es Heist, Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. John Hottle. Listie, Pa'
Mrs. MUlard Shaffer and Family, Listie, Pa. .....
Norma Trent, L.stie. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Williams, Listie, Pa!
Mr. and M13. Georse B. Hosteller, Listi«, Pa.
'

.

.

!

'.

!

F. F. Shaulis, Listie, Pa
Listie Brethren Church (Misc.), Listie,
firace Brethren Fellowship.
Fresno,

'

'.

.

.

,

Pa

CaHf.

W. A.

Morrill, Fresno, Calif.
Nelson, South Pasadena, Calif
Rev. Chas. W. Mayes, South Pasadena, Calif
Etta Mohns,
South Pasadena, Calif.
David WUUs, South Pasadena, Calif
n-in Bishin. S-rnth Pasadena. Calif.
Mr, and Mrs. W. J. Garbor, South Pasadena Cakf
J. W. Mayes, South Pasadena. Calif
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Bradshaw, South Pasadena,
CaKf
Mrs. Mabel Kearns, South Pasa(Jena, Calif
Stephen V, Latham, South Pasadena, Calif
Marion L. May, South Pasadena, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Brady, South Pasadena, Calif.
Fremont Ave, Breth. Ch. (Misc.), South Pasadena. Calif
Norman E. Nordness, Hagerstown, Md
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Biser, Hagerstown, Md
.
Mrs. M. V. Hombareer. Hagerstown, Md
Mr. and Mrs, Frank Baumgardner. Hagerstown. Md

May

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8560
8561
8562
8563

'.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Winona Lake Brethren Church, Winona Lake, Ind ....

Mrs.
Cletus Oyster,
'.
Louisville,
Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Rose, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs Lou^s H. D amond, Mundy's Corner, Pa
"Dorcas Class," Pike Breth. Ch., Mundy's Comer, Pa.
Deane, Dottie, and Jo Ann Kerr, Mundy's Comer, Pa..
.

L. Eckstein, Mundy's Comer. Pa
Mrs. Sally Leonard, Mundy's Corner, Pa
C. B. Goughnour, Mundy's Comer, Pa
0. D, Kerr, Mundy's Comer, Pa
John Teeter, Jr., and Family, Mundy's Corner,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

J.

.

Pa

Sir. and Mrs. Jackson J. Dishong, Mundy's
Comer, Pa
Miss Vema Rose, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr, and Mre. Walter Rose, Mundy's Comer, Pa !!!
Mr. and Mrs. Adam Rager, Mundy's Comer, Pa
C. L. Leidy and Family, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Henjy F. Nagel, Mundy's Comer, Pa ...

'.

.

'

'")

10.00
5.00
10.00

Leland

Mis.
Mrs,

5.00

1.00
2.15
2.50
10.00
10,00
10.00
5.00
1.00

Sgt.

Melda Paxton and

nn

B

SS25
8526

'

840G-B
1.00
S4n7-B
5.00
8468-B
5.00
84Bn-B
25.00
8470-B
3.00
8471-B
3.00
8472-B
10.00
S473-B
14.74
8474.B
5.00
8470-B 1,000.00
8476-B
13.00
8477-B
25.00
8478-B
25.00
8479-B
1.00
8480-B
15.00
8481-B
1.00
8482-B
1.00
S483-B
5.00

,0

.

B

Receipt No.

.'

$24.50
in.no

8437-B
8438-B
8439-B
S440-B
S44t
8442-B
8443-B
8444-B
8445-B
.8446-B
8447-B
8448-B
8449-B
8450-B
S451-B
8452-B
8453-B
84o4-B
84o5-B
S456-B
8457-B
843S-B
8459-B

84'54

,

Bond

Si'in

'

Youns

Xo Amount

8433-B
S4'4 R
8435-B

'

[

Md
Md

Keller. Accident,
Kenneth Keller, Accident,

•Govt.

JtiS3
fJoWie Hunt. Clearbrook. Va.
(Roanoke)
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Taylor, Clearbrook,
Va. (Roanoke)
Peop'e's C. E,, Clearbrook, Va, (Roanoke)..
Mrs, Inez .Simmons, Clearbrook, Va.
(Roanoke)
Mr. J. Allen Hartman. Clearbrook, Va.
(Roanoke) ...'
Clearbrook Breth. Oh. (Misc.), Cl'rbr'k, Va.
(Roanoke)
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Blough, Listie, Pa
Helen J. Miller, LisUe, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. .lohn L. Smith, Listie, Pa '.'.'.'.'.
Rev. and Mrs. P. .1. Simmons. Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. H. H, Lowry, Listie, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Urban, Listie Pi
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Larmon, LisHe, Pa

be noted that the numbers of all gifts desigsated by the dono
Buildiing Fund are indicated by the letter "B."

!

.

Leatherman, Jr., Mundy's Comer, Pa
and Mrs, Loy Leonard, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Claycomb, Mundy's Comer, Pa.
Paye Dishong, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Erma Mae Eckstein, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mrs. Lillien Commons Mundy's Cpmer. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. John Griffith, Mundy's Comer, Pa
True B:ue Sunday School Class, Mundy's Comer. Pa ...
Mrs. Raymond Schrack. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mary Jane White, Mundy's Corner. Pa
Rev. Clair Gartland, Mundy's Comer, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Cunningham. Mundy's Comer, Pa.
Pike Brethren Church (Misc.), Mundy's Comer, Pa.
Adeline Armstrong, Rittman, Ohio
Paul B. Castor, Rittman, OIuo
Marv V, C. Fritz. Rittman. Ohio
.....'..'.'.
Gladys Hoover, Rittman, Ohio
Zola KoUert, Rittman, Ohio
Bruce Brickel, Rittman, Ohio
Mr. end Mrs. Kenneth Lance, Rittman, Ohio,,
Ida Harter, Rittman, Ohio
Virgil Armstrong, Rittman,
Ohio
Mrs. Wm. A. Brown, Rittman. Ollio
.'.
A. Blatter, Rittman, Ohio
J.
Mr. and Mrs, F. Blatter, Rittman, Ohio
Rev, and Mrs, Ord Gehman, Rittman. Ohio
Mr, and Mrs, Howard Houck, Rittnxan, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moomaw, Rittman, Oiiio
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hoover, Rittman, Ohio
MiBs Betty Hostetler, Rittman, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Atlee Hostetler, Rittman, Ohio
First Brethren Church
(Misc.), Rittman, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. John Bumette, HoUins, Va
J.

8573
8574
8576
8576
8577
8378
8579

C.

Mr.

Russell

'.

.

'.

,

.

.

.

8589
8590
8591
8592
8593
8594
8596
8596
8597
8598
8599
8600
8601
8602

'.

'.

.

Charles L. Nininger, Hollins, Va
Miss Dorothy Bumette, HolUns, Va
Mr. and Mrs. J. B, Bumette. Hollins, Va
Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Woody. Hollins. Va
Mr. and Mra. Jamea W. Michael, Hollins, Va
Mr. D. G. McCutohen, HoUlinB, Va
Mr. L. J. Garman, Hollins, Va
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8612
8613
8614
8615
8616
8617
8618
8619
8620
8621
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Name and Church

Receipt No.

E. Lavender. HoUins, Va
Chartea M. Nininger, Holllns, Va
Mountain View Brethren Church (Misc.), HoUins, Va..
Mrs. Rosa Garber, North English, Iowa
Miss Oleone Miller, North EneUsh. Iowa
Mrs. Vera HerdBspe. North EngliBh, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. John Myers. North Enghsh, Iowa
O. S. Geiger, North English, Iowa
Mariorie Pape. North English, Iowa
Fred Miller, North English, Iowa
Pred Smith, North English, Iowa
William H. Paas, North English, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Erteld, North EngUsh, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Cram, North English. Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Erteld. North English, Iowa....
Mr. and Mrs. Art Miller, North English. Iowa
ReT. and Mrs. Allen Faat, North English, Iowa
Pleasant Grore Breth. Ch. (Misc.), North Bnghsh, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Milton G. Yount, Kittanning, Pa
Mrs, L. B. Wray, Kittanntng, Pa
Warren Hoots, Kittanning, Pa
Virginia Hooks, Kittanning, Pa
Mr. and Nrs. Sheldon Douglass. Kittanning. Pa
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Lemmon, Kittanning, Pa
R. G. Gould. Kittanning, Pa
James Wyant, Kittanning, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wyant. Kittanning, Pa
Dorothy McMillen. Kittanning. Pa
Senior C. E.. First Brethren Church. Kittanning, Pa.
(Misc.), Kittanning, Pa
First Brethren Church
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Liohty, Summit Mills, Pa
Ethel V. Firl, Summit Mills, Pa
Daughter,
Summit Mi l ls Pa. .
and
Hemming,
Ellen
Ella Mae Miller, Summit Mills, Pa
Mis. Jack Yoder. Summit Mills, Pa
Mr. and Mra. Lloyd Firl, Summit Mills, Pa

8625-B

Mrs.
Mrs.

.

.

.

.

.

Edna Keim, Summit Mills, Pa
Earl F. Brenneman and Family, Summit Mil ls, Pa.
Leona E. Firl, Summit Mills, Pa
Mrs. Ralph Nicholson, Summit Mills, Pa
Mre. Mary W. Yoder, Summit Mills, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Yoder, Summit Mills, Pa
Summit Mills Breth. Church (Mjsc. ), Summit Mills,
Mrs. Annie Miller. Meyeradale, Pa
Dorothy Yoder. Meyersdale, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Fike, MeyelBdale, Pa
Clarence E. Firl Family, Meyersdale, Pa
Mre. Lloyd Forrest, Meyersdale, Pa
Miss Gertrude Shuck, Meytrsdate. Pa
Leila Shuck, Meyersdale, Pa
MjM Virginia Tressler, Meyersdale, Pa

8627-B
8628-B
8629-B
8630-B
863 1-B
8632-B
8633-8
8634-B
8635-B
S636-B
8637-B
8638-B
8639-B
8640-B
8641-B
S642-B
8643-B
8644-B
8645-B
8646-B
S647-B
8648-B
8649-B
8650-B
8651-B
8652-B
8653-B
8654-B
8655-B
8656-B
8657-B
8658-B
86S9-B
8660-B
8661-B
8662-B
8663-B
8664-B
8665-B
8666-B

.

.

,

86268

.

.

.

8fi67-B

Pa.

S668-B
8669-B
867P-B
8671-B
8672-B
8673-B
o^Ir'2
867o-B
8676-B

Albert S. Meyers, Meyersdale, Pa
Mrs. John Bittner. Meyeisdale, Pa
Margaret Deist. Meyersdale, Pa
Roland Maust, Meyersdale, Pa
C3pl.
ReT. and Mrs. Kenneth Ashman, Meyersdale, Pa
Harry Knepper and Family, Meyersdale, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Poorbaugh, Meyersdale, Pa
Deila Bolden, Meyersdale, Pa
Bessie A. Pritts and Family, Meyersdale, Pa
Mre. Walter Rickard, Meyeradale, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Hilary Shuck, Meyersdale, Pa
Charlotte Forney, Meyersdale, Pa
Main Street Brethren Church (Misc.), Meyersdale, Pa..
H. B. Centz, Winona Lake, Ind
Miss Carol Hensel. Dayton, Ohio (First)
Hazel M. Latsham, Martinsburg, Pa
Martha, Loroy, Carl. Jon Keim, Martinsburg, Pa
Latsham, Martinsburg, Pa
Mrs.
Mr. and Mra. W. W. Wertman, McKee, Pa
A. E. Van Orman, McKee, Pa
Homer. McKee, Pa
Alma
Mrs.
Sam DeLozier, McKee, Pa
Clifford Wilt, McKee, Pa
Mr, and Mre. C. E. Greenleaf, McKee, Pa
Mr. and Mre. R. C. Dick. McKee, Pa
McKee Brethren Church (Misc.), McKeo, Pa
Mr. and Mre. Ben Hamilton, Jr., Whittier, OaHf
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Clereland, Ohio
Ruth Warmsnhoven, Suunyaide, Wash
Mra.
A Friend, Sunnyside, Wash
•

oofj'5
868..-B

.

.

.

00

5

10.00
10.00
10 00
10.00

5.00

oooo S

24.00
1.00

ooni'n
Soar S
cSoc'S
I^ov S

25.00

S^oiS

5.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
23.00
50.00

oTnJ'i,

o"ocS

Mrs. John Griffith. Mundy's Comer, Pa
Florence Cripe, Winona Lake, Ind. .............
(Misc.). Sunnyside. Wash....
First Brethren Churct
Mr. and Mre. Arthur Nickel, Sunnyside, Wash
Miss Bessie Turner, Sunnyside, Wash
Mre. Will Greer, Sunnyside, Wa»h
Mra, Nettie Harris, Sunnyside, Wash
Rev. and Mrs. B. W. Reed, Sunnyside, Wash
Misa Margery Mowen. Sunnyside, Wash....
Mr. and Mra. Ralph Mowen, Sunnyside, Wash
Miaa Katie Klnkade, Sunnyside, Wash
Misa Ella Marie Turner, Sunnyside, Wash..
Mr. and Mre. Edgar A. Rose, Sunnyside, Wa3h
Mr. and Mre. Clyde Smith, Sunnyside, Wash.
Wash
Rer. and Mrs. H. L. Dunning, Sunnyside,

2.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
15.00
5.00
5.00

34.00
25.00
10.00

o'Tnin

.

5.00
4.00
1.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
7.00
5.00
10.00
5.6S
1.00

!?qi S

„!„„„
olnfS

••••

Miss Hazel Shiyely, Los Angeles, Calif. Second)
(Second)
J P Kliever and Family, Long Beach, Caht.
Mr and Mre, Arthur Balsley, North Liberty, Ind
Mre. Charles Grandstaff, Peru, Ind

18.00
150.00

ooo^'S
ocot n
°°°i'5
J°°='^
oonn'S

?,X?"2

.

1.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
3.00
10.00
10.00
1.00
5.00

s.oo
3.00
5.00

°^„rS

.

5.00
10.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
50.00
15.00
100.00
20.00
6.00
25. J»
10.00
5.00

10.011

qooq S

.

1.00

10.00
5.00

150.00

n

llatn

.

15.00
10.00
19.70

o^o?'5
a ,qp

•

Brethren Church. Canton. Ohio.
Mr and Mrs. Harry L. Randall, DaBas Center, Iowa.
Esther Jane Randall, DaUas Center, Iowa
Camp lowana— Young People's Camp, Iowa.
West Homer Brethren Church, Homerville, Ohio.

Firet

oSlI'S
o
to 1
8679-B
8680-B

Amount

oin, „
SJOJ "S
0700 S
SZ?„ 5
°'!,l;"g

J^S-B
^

»I;^*-°

ot^r r

ototh

3.00
3.00
5

00

100.00
20.00
75.00
25.00
13 95

478.00
75.00
25.0"
100.00
5.00
I.IIO

tlii'n
°';° "
»7-^-°

100.00
44.57
10.00

R

5.00
6.00

8791

o7qi r
o7?5 R

IjiTn
STorR
c,Sc r

It^tr
07^0 r

iiooR
eviilR

I^TVr
-±1.-15
si

6

00

10.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
5.00
26.00
2.00
50.00

Name and Church
Receipt No.
Mr. and Mra. B. W. Morgan
8742-B
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bishop, Sunnyside, Wash
8743-B
W. H. Morgan and Family, Sunnyside, Wash
8744B
Mr. Jack Van Horn, Sunnyside, Wash
8745-B
Mr. and Mra. Jess Van Horn. Sunnyside, Wash
8746-B
Mrs. Dora B. Kennedy, Sunnyside. Wash
8747-8
Mra. Fred A. Chambera, Sunnyside, Wash
8748-B
Glen Oleyelaud. Sminyside, Wash
S749 B
8750-8
Miss Esther Strout, Sunnyside. Wash
Fred E. Bridgman, Sunnyside. Wash
875 1-B
8752-B
F. E. Dilling, Sunnyside. Wash
Mr. and Mra. S. R. Murray. Sunnyside, Waah
8753-B
8754-B
Joe Pueret, Sunnyside, Wash
8755-B
Mr. and Mre. Fay Reed. Sunnyside. Wash
8756-B
Mr. and Mre. W. H. Lyons. Sunnyside, Wash
S757-B
Mr, and Mrs. John Weed, Sunnyside, Wash
8758-8
Mr. and Mre Clayton Soeck. Sunnyside. Wash
8750 8
Mra. Grace Bridgman, Sunnyside. Wash
8760-B
Mr. and Mre. Floyd Turner, Sunnyside, Wash
8761-B
Mr. and Mre. O. Earl Rowland, Sunnyside, Wash
8782-B
Mr. and Mra. Clifford Shockley, Sunnyside, Wash
8763-8
MisB Mary Hoetetler, Sunnyside, Wash
8764-B
Mre. Golda Heath, Sunnj-side, Waah
8765-B.
Mr. and Mre. Cecil Shockley. Sunnyside, Wash
8706-B
Mra. Opal BaU, Sunnyside, Wash
8767-B
Mr. and Mrs. Keith McDaniels, Sunnyside, Wash.
8768-8
Mb3 Irma O'Neal. Sunny.side. Wash
8769
West Homer Brethren Church, Homerville, Ohio
8770
Ohio
Middlobranch.
and
Family,
Khever
J. P.
8771
Clarke Masters, Glendale, Cahf
The Ashman Family, Memorial Gift for Flora D. Ashman 8772
8773
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill S. Keiser, Long Beach, Cahf. (Ist)
8774
Rev. Peter H. Bury, Modesto, OaUf
8775
Mr. and Mra. M. Stoner, Modesto, Calif
8770
Mre. Dessie Bailey, Berne. Ind
8777
Mr. and Mre. Glen Myere, Beme, Ind
8778
Mr. and Mre. S. J. Leininger, Beme, Ind
8779
Mre. Eva Parr, Beme, Ind
8780
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Parr, Borne, Ind
8781
Mre. Addle E. Sipe, Beme, Ind
8782
Mr. and Mre. Clark Sipe, Beme, Ind
8783
Miss Naomi Sipe. Beme, Ind
8784
Ind
Beme,
Smitley,
Cecil
Mr. and Mre.
8785
Genevieve, Leininger, Beme. Ind
8786
Ind
Souire ADen, Flora,
8i87
Mre. Melvin Fisher, Flora, Ind
8788
Rev. John M. Aeby, Fort Wayne, Ind
8789
No Name, Fort Wayne, Ind
8790
Ind
Wayne.
Fort
Name,
No
81 91
Rev. Solon W. Hoyt, Huntington, Ind
Mre. Harold Wygand, Nappanee, Ind
fl„;
879
Mr and Mre. W. A. BalB'ey, North liberty, Ind
81 94
Mre C. E. Hevel.North Liberty. Ind
879^
Mr. and Mra. I. Wes'ey Miller, Osceola, Ind
Mra. H. R. Stoner, Pern. Ind
I'^'i
Ind
Pern,
Helm,
Lillian
Mre.
lH'
8798
Mrs. Charles Grandstaff. Peru. Ind
»T^^^
Mr. and Mra. George Huddleson, Peru, Ind
8800
Mra. L. Hiatt, Pern, Ind
»»"
Fred Ritchie, Sharpsyilte. Ind
»»"-^
Mra. J. E. Reynolds. Sharpsville. Ind
8»"2
Heckman, Sidney, Ind
Iris
»»"*
Ind
Bend,
South
M.
Lee,
Evelyn
»»"•'
Miss Ruth Bunch, South Bend, Ind
8»0b
Ind
M'ss Doris Bunch, South Bend,
«
Mre. Charles Gilhs. South Bend, Ind
no
8»os
Mr and Mre. W. Wayne Baker, Sterling, Ohio
Edwin E. Oashman, Winona Lake, Ind
J
881(^
Mre. M. L. Goodman, Jr., La Veme, Cahf.
.

.

.

5.00
1.00
15.00
10.00

70.00
10.00
10.00

2.00
5.00
16.00
25.00
2.00
25.00
10.00
20.0(»

10.00
10,00
25.00
15.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
15.00

2.00
5.00
10.00
30.00
1.00
2.00
10.00
5.00
20.00
10.00
30.00
1.00-

5.00

10.00
10.00
1.00

20.00
8.00
5.00
1.00
5.00

10.00
5.00

•

Mr and

.

Cook. Dallas Center, Iowa
Dallas Center, Iowa
Robert Louis Smith, Leon, Iowa
Iowa
Rev. and Mre. J. Frank Meyere, Waterloo,
Paul J. Cone, Ankenytown, Ohio
Rev Georg" E. Cone. Ankenyto^vn, Ohio..
Glenn O'Neal. Ashland, Ohio
P»y. and Mra
Mre. Clara MiUer, Canton, Ohio
Nancy Siefer, Clayton, Ohio
Bhzabeth Siefer, Clayton, Ohio
Ohio......
Rev. Gordon W. Bracker, Cleveland.
Riverdale)
Rev Norman Uphouse, Dayton, Ohio (N.
Mrs! G. V. Smith, Dayto, Ohio (First)
No Name, Davton, Ohio (First) •••,••••,.;
(Fust)
Mra Walter M. Hoyt, Dayton. Ohio
Mra. Grace E. Martin. Fairhaven, Ohio

Rev
J,

O.

J.

S.

Grtng,

•

•

Mra O M. Piereou, Fremont, Ohio
Fremont, Ohio
Oliver Wintere,
Mre,
Mra. T. W. Price, Fremont, Ohio
Ohio.....
Mra! Gordon Gonawedn, IFremont,
Mr and Mr., Kenneth Lance, Rittman,...Ohio
Bldine E. Waltere, Rittman, Ohio.
Oluo
Homerville,
H-stings,
E.
T.
Mr and Mra.
Louisa Blankenship, Wooster, Ohio
Rev. John Squires, Wooster. Ohio.....
Ohio
Mr asd Mra. Ralph Martin Wooster.
U-s Fannie Klink. Byersdale, Pa.....Pa
Blaine and Ruth Snyder, Conemaugh,
Ada Mae Jones, Johnstown, Pa
•
Mary Bitano, Johnstown, Pa. .....••• ia
Mr and Mra. H. LesUe Moore, Johnstown,
Pa
Mra. John Barron, Johnstown,
Ruth Miller, Johnstown, P" ^.f,'
Pa
Mr. and Mra. Ralph Hooks, Kittanning.
Pa.
Doily Lou Lorenzen, Meyersdale,
Rev C'air Oartland, Mundy s Comer, fa.Pa
Corner,
Mundy's
Griffith,
W.
John
Mre.'
.

••:
.

633

.

.

^=

'

^

-

^^
"

ssi*

"°|"
8»{^

1.00

10 00
5.00

J,

^^.^J,

^'0
",

'

-.,
SB-

^'^-^
aaor-,

°°;jj

^^-^
;^|^.';j.

'^^^^^

8830
,
•^jj,^.,

'^

^^^^
^^.^.
u^.,,,

^^.^^
^^.^^
^^^j,
^^^,|
jjg,,,

^^^.,
j^^j^j

8S44
^^^r,

•

j,;,^,.

j.

1.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.0U
2.00
1.0»

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
Name and tUmrch
Ruth
J.

Croker,

E.

Crill.

Heceiirt No.

Philadelphia, Pa.
PliiladelpMa. Pa.

(First)
(First)

Betty Grace, Philadelphia. Pa.
(First)
Elizabeth ,S. Tyson, Phdladslphia, Pa. (First)
W. J. McKeefery, PhiradelpMa, Pa. (First)
Lois

Phiradelpha, Pa.
(Frst)
Helen Taylor, Phladelphia, Pa.
(First)
Gloria Baumgart^n. Phil'aderiJliia, Pa.
(First)
Anne Baumgarten, Philadelphia, Pa. (Fir.it)
Ella M. Kimmell, Philadelpliia, Pa. (Finst)
C. Wayne Croker. PliiladelpMa. Pa.
(First)
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McDowell. Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Rer. and Mrs. W. A. Stefffcr. P.hUadelphia, Pa. (Third)
B. L,. Stains, Waynesboro, Pa
Catherine Smith, Waynesboro, Pa
Mrs. E. 3. Edenfield, Uriiontown. Pa
Mrs. Geo. M. McCann, Uniontown, Pa
ReT. P.- W. Walter, YelloTv Creek, Pa
Pearl Rishel, Hopwood, Pa
Seitz.

.

Jane Annan. Hagerstown,

No Name,

Hollins,

Md

Va

ReT. and Mrs. J. E. Patterson. HolBns, Va
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Shepherd, Roanoke, Va
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Putt, Roanoke, Va
Mrs. Annette B. Lemon. Washington, D. C
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Wiles. Washington, D. C
Rev. and tirs. C. G. Morrill, Harrali, Wash
Rav. and Mrs. H. L. Dunning, Sunnyside. Wash
Mr. and Mrs. John Weed, Sunnyside, Wash
Rev. and Mrs. E. W. Reed, Sunnyside, Wash
Mrs. M. E. Strout and Esther, Sunnyside, Wash
Mrs. Grace Turner, Sunnyside, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Smith, Sunny.side. Wash
Mjss Bessie Turner, Sunnyside, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Shockley, .Sunnyside, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Morean, Sunnyside, Wash
Nettie Harris, Sunnyside,
Wash
Brethren Church (Misc.), Sunnyside,
Irene Hanley, East St. Louis. IH
Smi.th
C. M.
Misc.
Caah Offering
L. Wesley Miller, Osceola, Ind

Mrs.

First

Wash....

Mrs.

Total

Building
Building
General

.

Amount

8848
8849
8SS0

l.'ilMl

88.51

20.00
1 00
5.00

8852
88oS
8854
8855
8856
8857
8858
8859
88,00

8861
8862
8863
8864
8865
8866
8867
8868
8869
8870
8871
8872
8873
8874
8875
8876
8877
8878
8879
8880
8881
8882
8883
8884
8885
8886
8887
8888
8889-B

."..00

S.OO

1.00
1.00
5 00

10.00
25.00
10.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
1.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
10.00
30.00
5.00
20.00
1.50
5.00
5.00
6.00
5. Oil

2.00
6.00
24.00
1.00
1.00

5.0U
20.00

8,385.91

—
—
—

IMnd Receipts Cash
Fimd Receipts Bond
Fund Receipts Cash

$6,863.41
370.00
1.1.5.0.51

8,385.91
Mrs.

.\Iva

.T.

Mc(.'lain.

Financial .Secretary.

PRAYERS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW
FOREIGN MISSION FIELD SOLICITED
The Foreign Mission Board invites suggestions relaopening of a new field. We earnestly solicit

tive to the

your prayers for divine guidance in this vital question.
God has marvelously provided funds over and above
what are needed for our present foreign work. We
believe this to be evidence that He desires us to open
another field. "The field is the world." Now the
question is, "Where in the world does He desire us to
establish another Brethren Mission?" We solicit your
prayers and help in determining His will in this
choice.

The following action was taken at our Board Meeting at National Conference this year:
No. 42

—New

Fields.

Motion prevailed that, the Lord having provided
sufficient funds, we proceed to open a new mission field and that a committee of five be appointed to make immediate investigation of
strategic fields and give us the benefit of such
investigation at the earliest possible time, not
than April 1, 1946, at which time a special

later

meeting of our Board shall be called for the further consideration of this important matter.
It was further moved that the chairman of this
committee should write an article for the Herald
telling what is purposed and inviting suggestions,
saying that we cannot enter all fields, but we
would like to know how the trend of thought is

on

this matter; also asking for prayer for God's
leading.
No. 43 New Fields Committee.

—

Motion prevailed that the members of the Board
living on the Pacific Coast constitute this committee, with Bro. Ashman as chairman. The
committee is: C. H. Ashman, Chairman; R. D.
Barnard, L. S. Bauman, C. W. Mayes, Wm. A.
Ogden.
In accordance viath this we are proclaiming the deyou and opening the door for your cooperation. Send your suggestions to any member of the
committee or to Charles H. Ashman, Chairman of
cision to

Committee.

Yours in Him,
Charles H. Ashman,
6000

Compton

Ave.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
Several weeks ago our Pastor, Rev. H. W. Koontz,
asked me to write a news letter, but it seemed I
couldn't get the typewriter clicking or perhaps it was
my brain, I guess, mainly due to the worry of our boy
being "missing in action" for the past year. But, regardless of personal losses and heartaches, life must go
on, and the work of the Lord's Church will go from
victory to victory till He returns for it.
Our church year is nearly ended, and in many respects it will be one of our best. Our offerings for
Home, Foreign, and Jevs^sh Missions have continued
good. When Dr. McClain was here in May he stirred
up a lively interest in the Grace Seminary building
project and offerings for both the Seminary and the
Brethren radio hour come in monthly.
During the year we have redecorated the whole
basement, and have greatly improved the outside appearance of the church and parsonage bv purch-^sing a
lot adjoining the parsonage, filling in the two lots, resodding them, and putting up a stone wall in front of
the parsonage.
Several of our 43 service men and women have been
discharged and we are hoping that before long many
others will join them. We are saddened when we look
at the gold stars on our roster, but we know they gave
their lives that all the rest of us might be spared the
sufferings of occupied lands of Europe and Asia at
the hands of godless nations.
One of our returned servicemen, L. Ray Lavm-in, was
here only a few weeks when he left for Grace Seminary. Two other young men have also gone away to
prepare for fuller service. Clarence Lackey is again
in Practical Bible Institute, and his brother, Stone
Lackey, has gone to Bob Jones College. We miss these
men, for they were faithful in attendance. But had
they not been faithful, thev'd probably not hnve b°en
enough interested to hear the Lord's call to fuller
service in His vineyard.
We are looking forward to the near future, to the
coming of Rev. Glenn O'Neal to hold our fall revival.
We'd like the prayers of all believers that under the
direction of the Spirit his coming will be a great blessing to our church. W. V. Findley.

—

—

'
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God's Good

News

GALATIANS

By H. E. COLLINGRIDGE, Student, Grace Seminary
The ancient progenitor of the "modern" cults movements which are sweeping our country is to be found
in the rich young ruler who came to our Lord, outwardly humbly but inwardly haughty, and asked the
same question that today men everywhere are asking,

"What good thing shall I do that I may have eternal
The peculiar characteristic of these cults today
It is
is that they endeavor to mix works in with faith.
against this identical condition that Paul warns when

life?"

he says

in Gal. 1:6, "I

moved from Him that

marvel that ye are so soon recalled you into the grace of

Christ unto another gospel."
Now we notice that while there may be other socalled gospels, yet essentially these gospels are utteny
different from Paul's gospel, for in verse 7 Paul says,
"Which is not another gospel." Paul is saying that not

only is this gospel which is being preached to you
Galatians by these perverters a different, essentially
evil heterodoxy, for that is the word used, but it is not
a gospel at all. With this in mind Paul goes on
versea 11 and 12 to show why there could not be another gospel, for Paul's gospel is Christ's gospel.
In the first place, the gospel of Christ is not like
other so-called gospels. Paul says that the gospel
which he preached is not after man. This does not
speak of the origin of the gospel, but of its character.
We might say that the gospel of Christ is not a human
gospel, nor a gospel according to the model set up
by man. In other words, it is not a fashionable gospel.
It does not come to us dressed up in all the frills and
fancies of the modern-day cults. Just as the modern

m

ladies'

garments are modeled after some designer's

modern religions are modelled after what
thinks he ought to do to be saved. It is for
this reason that the Gospel of Christ is scandalous
the sensitive mind; is pure foolishness to the intellectual mind; and a stumbling block to the Jewish mind.
The world wants thrills and magic, pomp and show,
ceremony and ritual. But the true gospel of Christ is
not what the world has made it, for they have based
it upon the question of the rich young ruler, "Whau

idea, so thai

man

good thing must

m

I

do?"

the true gospel which Paul preached and which
the world has tried to fraudulently imitate, is from a
word which literally means, "well-message" and which

Now

translated in Luke 2:10 as "good tidings." You men
child well remember the occasion of its
birth when, after the ordeal, you went out and broadcasted the good news of its arrival. Your good news
was centered in the person of the babe. So it is that

is

who have a

God's good new:s is centered in the One who was born
in Bethlehem's manger, who was announced as a
"Saviour who is Christ the Lord." The gospel is not
the news of the coming kingdom, nor of Jesus' perfect
death
life as our example, nor only of Jesus Christ's
and resurrection, although that is the pivot around
which the good news revolves. The gospel includes all
the ramifications of the eternal plan of God for the
believer, from the fall of Adam to the final glorifica-

1:11-12

centers in the Person of the Lord Jesus
the "Good News" from God.
But now, from what source is the knowledge of this
good news? Paul has shown that in character the gospel is not like those other gospels, and therefore they
are spurious; and as the character of Paul's gospel is
supernatural he continues with the fact that also the

tion,

and

origin

it all

He

Christ:

is

is

supernatural.

Paul had the privilege of speaking with and listening
to the greatest religious leaders, the most aristocratic
nobles of the land, yet not one of them told him about
Jesus. So he says that he did not receive i'd from any
man. Furthermore, Paul was not specifically taught
the gospel by any teacher, even though he sat at the
the
feet of the great Doctor Gamaliel, and learned
Greek classics perhaps in the great University of Tarnvealth
sus. Even if Paul had lived today, with all the
vast
of educative facilities at his disposal, and the
number of learned men with whom to converse, yet
from most of them he could not have learned of Jesus.
One day, however, Paul was traveling along a hot,
dusty, desert road, when suddenly there shined out
of heaven a searing, blinding light. It was then that
Paul learned in a moment of time more than he had
acquired in all his previous years, for in that moment
Jesus Christ, the Lord of heaven, revealed Himself in
His wondrousness to that zealous little Jew. Whereas
formerly Paul had been groping about in the darkness
light
of ritualism, now he stood firmly in the cleansing
Not only
of the gospel which had been revealed to him.
He redid Jesus Christ reveal the gospel to Paul, but

all

vealed Himself, as verse 16 shows.
This revelatory experience is the crowning criterion
gospel. But It
of the supernatural character of Paul's
criterion to those
is also the supreme condemnatory
"spurious gospels."
life's
So it is that one day you were walking along
righteousdusty road, seemingly in the brightness of
Suddenly it
ness, but actually in the midnight of sin.
was as if a great light had shined into your heart, and
you saw the gross blackness of your heart as revealed
remember
by the pure light of the Son of God. Do you
same
that day? The effect of that revelation was the
puras it was to you— new birth. So also the
to

Paul

m

shown
pose was the same. This purpose is concisely
Although Paul
verse 16, "that I might preach Him."
you,
alone,
had a specific commission which was his
broadcast the gloritoo, have a specific commission to
ous facts of God's Good News.
"Oh for a thousand tongues to sing

My
The

great Redeemer's praise;
my God and King,

glories of

Xne triumphs
"I

and
for

of His grace."

have been reading our paper for over a year now
Lord
has helped me greatly and I just praise the

it
it.

^

.

to
probably take a while for the first copy
Seas and the mail
arrive because he is in the South
especially magazines, etc."
is sometimes very slow,
"It will
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(Continued from Page 631)
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(61

from the fountain to the pool, for a thousand
and two hundred cubits;
and a hundred cubits was the height of the rock

'AN OUTLINE

above the heads of the stone-cutters.

The Inscription has been removed to the Imperial Ottoman Museum in Istanbul. This removal was made
necessary for the sake of protection. Already before
its removal a Greek vrtth mercenary designs had attempted to remove the entire Inscription and in the
attempt had ruthlessly mutilated it. But almost miraculously it has been restored and stands as a witness
to the veracity of the Word of God.
The student of the New Testament will be reminded
that it was to the Pool of Siloam that Jesus sent the
blind man to wash away the clay and spittle with
which our Lord had anointed his eyes. He came from
the pool with sight in his eyes and to find the light of

heaven in his

FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN'
Pastor, First Brethren Church, Akron, Ohio

Foreword
"To those

familiar with the First Epistle of the
Beloved Disciple, it will be evident that Pastor
Gingrich has not only digged deeply into the riches
of this portion of the Divine Word, but also that he
has read widely in some of the best literature on
John's Epistle." Dr. Alva J. McCIain.
"I commend this work as an invaluable study for
the children of God everywhere." Dr. Louis S.

soul.

—
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character study dealing with Abraham, Jacob,
Moses, Deborah, Hannah, Zadharias and Elizabeth,
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—The story of a Roman Catholic Priest
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escaped from the monastery to a mission station. Dr. Walter Montano preaches Christ today.
A splendid missionary book being used by our
W. M. C. this year as a mission stud}'.
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Romans.

Commentary
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Chapters 9
is a new
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PROGRAM FOR NOVEMBER

Pen P(Untl

Theme: "In everything give thanks: for this is the
will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you."

—

Thessalonians 5:18.
"Praise Him! Praise Him!"

HYMN—
HYMN— "Oh

For a Thousand Tongues."
103

(found in

most hymn books).

STUDY — "God's

BIBLE

Appointment

in

the

Home."

SPECIAL MUSIC.

POEM— "Today's

Thanksgiving."

MISSION STUDY—"My Appointment
in

God intends that our Christian life should be one of
constant prayer "pray without ceasing" constant joy
evermore" and constant thanksgiving "in
everything give thanks." There are times when it is
hard to give thanks in everything but as we learn to
depend upon Him and His all-sufficient grace, our
hearts are filled continually with the spirit of thanks-

—

— "rejoice

giving

with Christ

—

and

—

—

praise.

THE FIRST MAJOR OFFERING

Grace Seminary."

CHORUS— "Hallelu,

the Editor

CONTINUAL PRAISE

PRAYER.

RESPONSIVE READING— Psalm

By

Hallelu."

PERSONAL TESTIMONIES— (Ask

each lady to
one thing for which she is thankful).
PRAYER CIRCLE—"Ask and It Shall Be Given
You."
OFFERING—The National Expense Fund.
tell

BENEDICTION.

November is the last month to receive the major
offering for the National Expense Fund. This year the
goal is $1,500.00 for this offering. We gave $1,209.59
last year for this purpose so with just a little extra
effort on the part of each member, we shall reach our
goal! Each local president should spend a few minutes at the monthly meeting explaining the purpose of
this offering. Send the money to Miss Donaldson immediately after the November meeting.

OUR MISSIONARIES
Mrs. Ralph

Rambo

1-— n Corinthians 9:15. Thank God for sending His
Son to die for our sin.
2.— I Corinthians 15:57. Thank God for victory over
sin in our lives through the Lord Jesus Christ.
3.—Ephesians 5:20. Thank God for the provision of all
cur daily needs.

— Philippians

4:6. Thank God for the privilege of
prayer and for answered prayer.
5.— Philippians 1:3. Thank God for the faithful missionaries of the cross who are laboring in hard
places all over the world.
6.— Titus 2:13. Thank God for the blessed hope of the
imminent return of Christ.
4.

Now is the time to get busy on objective number 6
a birthday remembrance for our missionaries. The
birthday of each missionary is listed in the Conference
Annual. Count on thirty days for regular mail to
reach Argentina and at least ten weeks to three
months to Africa. Seeds should be wrapped securely in
cellophane to protect them from moisture. Bobby pins,
needles, and chewing gum may be easily enclosed on
a card.
Be sure

to read the letter (printed elsewhere in this

magazine) from Mrs. Robert Williams in Africa.
reveals

It

how much

the missionaries appreciate the
cards and letters sent to them last year.

CLOTHING FOR CLAYHOLE
Cold weather is just around the corner and we are
thinking of those in need in the mountains of Kentucky. Gather up your warm, usable, castoff clothing
and send it to Clayhole soon!

SENTENCE SERMONS
It

takes a brave

A

little

man

motive cannot

to honestly face himself.
live in

a big prayer.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD: Entered as second-class matter .\pril 16. 1943, at the postoffice at Winona Lake, Indiana, \mder the
March 3, 1879. Issued four times each month by The Brethren Miesonary Herald Co., Winona Lalie, Indiana. Subscription price $1 00 a year;
countries. $1.60 a year.
ADKIINISTRATI N: Marvin L. Goodman. Secretary ot Pubhcations. BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Herman Hoyt, President;
Bernard Schneider, Vice President; Walter S.. Lepp. Secretary; Homer A. Keit, Treasurer; Paul Bauman, Mrs. Edward Bowman, R. E. Gingrich, L.
Grubb. \. L. Lynn, S. W. Link, E, D. Crees. Editors; Editor-in-Chief. MilesTaber; Foreign Missions. Loms S. Bauman; Women's Missionary Council Mrs
Edward Bowman; Home Missions, L. L. Grubb; Seminary, Alva J. McClaln.
act of
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God's Appointment
ACTS

1:8;

By REV. NORMAN UPHOUSE
The home is foundational in society. It is the primary and basic institution of all others. This fact will
indicate somewhat the importance of the home. Christ
desires to be the head of the home. Throughout the
Gospels we read that He had much to say about a
well regulated home.
Bible reading and prayer in the home should be diligently guarded and observed. They will be a blessing
to every one willing to take the time and put forth the
effort. Then too, sound instruction based upon the
Word of God will follow the children all the way
through

life.

In this particular study we want to think of the need
lor witnessing for Christ in the home. If Christianity
is good for Sunday in church, it is good other days in
the home. Seldom every member comes to knowChrist at the same time. Usually one takes the lead
and others follow. Any member of your family not
saved will watch the behavior of those professing to
know Christ. They will expect so much from us and
put us to such a test that we may feel they are unfair,
nevertheless we should be as faithful as possible and
consistent in our living. It may be that God has in
mind to win the whole family through our testimony.
We do know that a divided home is an unhappy one.
It is most unfortunate where some have their interests
in Christian things and others have theirs in the
world. The best we can do is to live for God through
prayer and trust, giving no occasion for any to be

offended at the

name

Christian.

people come to our homes almost every day. Do
we have a purpose to witness to them? Do we let them
present their interests and forget to mention a thing
about Christ? If we do, these become lost opportunities. Start with a tract or any way natural to you to
witness for Christ to all coming into your home.
God has a careful order of headship. We will do well
to consider again this order. l.The children should

New

obey the parents. 2. Wives should be subject to their
husbands. 3. Husbands should love and honor their
wives.
1.

Children should obey their parents in the Lord. Eph.
6:1; Col. 3:20.

must be displeasing to God to witness so many
children disobedient to parents. He knows, as well as
we, that there can be no harmony in a home where
children disobey their parents. A child simply has not
the right start in life if it has not learned to respect
authority in the home. Sooner or later trouble will
come for disobedience.
The Bible says to honor father and mother. God requires children to honor their parents. It was uttered
as far back as the ten commandments (Ex. 20:12).
Often the child may regard the discipline o-f the parIt

ents as too strict

and too

it

Home

5,6

Today we have a great field of child evangelism. In
and meetings children are coming to know the

classes

is an encouraging sign since all who love the
Lord will also do their part in making the home a
proper place in which to live.

Lord. It

2.

The wife should submit

herself to her
1 Pet. 3:1.

own husband.

Eph. 5:22-23; Col. 3:18;

Some wives hesitate to accept this teaching. They
say that Paul was unfair and unjust. Of course, we
understand that God had a purpose in all of this. He
established the order of headship for good.
Once Eve took the active part in bringing a crisis
upon humanity. She was deceived by the serpent.
Thereafter, it was ordained that she should learn from
her husband. She was given a passive role, while the
husband took the active role and assumed the responsibility for

it.

At one place we have the word "subject" which is
not as strong a word as "obey." The wife is to be in
submission and subjection to her husband. The re-

The
is likened to Christ and His church.
subject to Christ as the head. We do not
hesitate to obey Him either, knowing that He loved us
with an everlasting love. His commandments are not
grievous and He supplies our needs as we trust Him.
With such an understanding, a wife ought not get out
lationship

church

is

of

her place and start to usurp authority.

3.

Husbands

Eph. 5:25; Col. 3:19;

love your wives.

1 Pet. 3:7.

Both words "love" and "honor" are used of the husband's duty toward his wife. Surely no wife will hesitate to do her part in the home if proper love and
honor are shown to her.
Husbands are to be Christ-like in their treatment of
others. He had compassion and sympathy. He provided for those about

Him and

loved

little

children.

responsible to God for his conduct.
Of course all people are responsible and accountable
to God. But this matter carries the added responsibilsaid
ity of headship in the home. Plenty has been

The husband

is

about those who do not provide for their own.
A mean disposition is not from God. Let the husbands do their part through tenderness and love, giving honor to other

members

in the household.

Additional Scripture:

2.

After all, is it true that married life is a matter of
cooperation? 1 Cor. 7:3.
Should a believing woman live with an unbeliever?

3.

More information about

1.

1

Cor. 7:13-15.
authority.

1

Tim. 2:11-

12.
4.

a wife or mother witness in her home?
Tim. 2:9-10; 1 Pet. 3:3-4.
What was Martha's fault in her home? Luke 10:

How can
1

4.

severe. However, in later life

one sees for the most part

in t/ie

EPHESIANS

40-42.

was good.
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subject assigned to me can be interpreted to
mean either an appointment to a certain position or
an agreement to meet at a given time. In discussing
the subject I prefer to change the pronoun to make
the subject read "Christ's Appointments With Me." In
accordance with John 15:16 you will recall that He
said, "Ye have not chosen Me, but I have chosen you."
Of course this does not mean that there is no responsibility on our part. We must respond to His appointment, but the initiative is always His, and His sovereign will never fails. I have found this to be true not
only in the Word of God, but also in personal experience.

The

The

Lord's first appointment with

less eternity past

when He chose me

me was

in a dateas His before the

foundation of the world. This is true of all believers,
according to Ephesians 1:4. But this is a secret known
only to those who belong to the family of God. Wc
learn the secret when by faith we accept His Son as
our Savior and enter the Father's household.
Christ's second appointment with me was at the
Cross of Calvary. There He not only gave His life and
blood in my stead but God counted me as being in
Him there when He died, and consequently I can as a
Christian truly say with Paul, "I have been crucified
with Christ." This is one of the deep things of God.
almost incredible, but it is true of all who have trusted
Him for salvation. He died for us, and we died with
Him, at Calvary. His judgment by God's grace became
our judgment, and therefore we shall never come into
judgment. All this is past forever.
Christ's third appointment with me was at the time
He called me out of darkness into the light. Five
months after my marriage He called me to be His
child through the preaching of His Word by Dr. L. S.
Bauman in the town of Sunnyside, Wash. The sermon
the Lord used to call me was entitled, "Is the Old Book
True?" Though I did not respond to His call the night
the sermon was delivered, I was convinced in my heart
that the Bible is God's Word and that I should aceep«
His Son since that Book told me there is but one way
of salvation and that through Him. This call of the
Lord to salvation brought a complete revolution in my
thinking, aspirations, ideals, and way of life. Nothing
could ever be the same again after I met the Lord
that memorable night and saw for the first time His
ineffable glory.
Christ's fourth appointment with me was His call to
full-time service.
Since my husband accepted tne
Lord at the same time as I, and we knew this meant
his giving his life in Christian service, so the Lord
called me to the same service. No man can do his
best work for the Lord in the Christian ministry if his
wife is not in complete sympathy with him in his cail
and convictions. Therefore I truly believe that if the
Lord calls a married man to full-time service He also
calls the wife in the home to that service. Division in

any home

is always disastrous, and this is doubly true
of the Christian minister's home. How can two walk

together except they be agreed? Furthermore, when
Christ calls one to His service, he certainly expects
that person to make the best preparation possible.
Since my husband was engaged in study, I accepted
the opportunity offered me by the same institution
and attended Xenia Theological Seminary for a year
and a half. This instruction, and the contacts with
students and faculty, enabled me to appreciate something of the task which was ahead and the purpose
to which we had committed ourselves. I urge young
women whose husbands are preparing for the ministry to take advantage of every opportunity which will
enable them to gain an intelligent and sympathetic
understanding of the life work of the minister and
thus be able to cooperate more efficiently with him in
his task.

My

fifth

appointment with Christ was at the time

me to serve as a pastor's wife. Eight
very happy years were thus spent, the last five in the
First Church of Philadelphia. During these years I
learned many useful lessons. For one thing, I learned
that a pastor's wife should keep herself free to do the
things that no one else particularly wants to do. Not
that I always did that perfectly, but at least I learned
the lesson. I also found that a pastor's wife can be of
help to her husband in calling on the ill and aged
oftener than he is able to do and thus to keep a more
direct contact between them and the church.
when He

called

The Lord's sixth appointment with me, which I feel
should not be ommitted, was His appoinment to a life
of faith. While in school we lived a life of faith, depending upon Him to supply our needs in His own way,
either by making it possible for us to earn our necessities or by providing the need directly. This was not
only true during Seminary days but also through college days and particularly later in the beginnings of
Grace Seminary. Nineteen hundred thirty-seven
marked tlie opening of Grace Seminary. The faculty
and students launched out on faith as we began the
first year's work. We trusted the Lord to provide all
our need as our friends prayed and we prayed. Since
the Lord has promised to supply all our need not our
desires we felt it incumbent upon all of us to do what
we could to help supply the need by economy and work
so tliat we might husband the resources sent in by the
Lord through our friends. In order to help in this time
of the beginning of the school, I offered to undertake
any needed service, and since the Seminary could not
at first afford to hire an accountant, I soon found
myself busy with clerical and bookkeeping duties. Adding columns of figures and writing hundreds of receipts sometimes becomes tiresome but I have counted
it as a service rendered unto the Lord rather, than to
man. It was and still is a blessed experience to see the
Lord work and I count it a privilege to have had the
opportunity to serve Him in this capacity which has

—

—

I
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me
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marvelous grace in answering

to see His

prayer. Every current bill has always been paid on
time. Faculty salaries are always paid after all other
years, the Lord
bills are met. Occasionally in our first
allowed us to wait a bit for full salaries but no one
ever waited in vain. This is the eighth year in which

The
Family Altar

have acted as keeper of accounts and each year the
induties have grown heavier due to the increased
come and business transactions. During the first years
note to many of the
I found time to write a personal
donors of gifts, and even now I would like to write a
many who have
line to send along with the receipt to
but time and
so faithfully supported the Seminary,
I do
strength do not allow me to do this any longer.
time
appreciate the notes which I receive from time to
that the
sent along with gifts in which we are assured
Among the
givers are remembering us in prayer.
is
services
blessings I have received while giving my
throughout
the joy of Christian friendships with many
gifts to Orace
the country who have ministered in
Lord alone
Seminary. To walk by faith trusting the
seem difthe supply of every need may sometimes

Corner

I

This list of favorite chapters is printed as a suggestion for your family worship in November.

2—Psalm
3

4
5
6
7

but in the end

after

we have learned

—Psalm
—Matthew 5
—Romans 8
— Corinthians
— Psalm 91
1

it

—
13 — Hebrews

Whom

14—Matthew
15—John 15

unto Him against that day."
with me I have
In mentioning Christ's appointments
is that future
chosen but a few. The last one I mention
the unappointment with Him when we shall have
to face.
speakable privilege of seeing Him face
or to
Whether it shall be to walk through the valley
His appomtmeet Him in the air, it truly will be by

6

23— John 17
24— Isaiah 53
25— John 10

6

—

26

Corinthians 15

I

27— John 1
28—Psalm 37
29—Psalm 103

11
7

30

—Revelation

18, 1945,

District

W.M.C. Rally

at the Bethel Brethren

will

Church

gelism work at Indianapolis, Ind.

NOTICE

C—

Have you
Presidents of each local W. M.
received your program booklets, Bible Reading
Records, and the Mission Study Book, "The Monk
Who Lived Again"? If not, please write to your
Literature Secretary, Mrs. M. L. Goodman, Winona Lake, Indiana.

m

YOUR NAME
You may crave that your name be famous.
And the world may loud applaud:
Will

me.

it

In the evening His way I trace
know
In the darkness His voice I
I go."
I find Jesus everywhere

book be written
stand before your God?

in life's

When you

His grace
"In the morning He sends

"w. on.
President— Mrs. Herman Koonlz.

of power.

never

e

effici«.t,

105 Otterview Are.

Roanoke. V..

£rS;fr;;^r^Be^"Se^L?^=r^^'^"^.!"i—
4328 Garriao» 3t.
PinancW-Secretary-Treasure^Mfa^ Mabel Donaldson,
Washington. D. C.
,,
„ j„„„ a, Boi 15" Winona Lalw. Ind.
.

likes to hear it thunder.
most in the eyes of God.
It is sincerity that counts

22

be held Octoin Berne,
Ind. An interesting program has been planned. A
covered dish luncheon will be served at noon. Please
remember that each council is to bring to the Rally
evanits offering for our District Project— the child

ber

m
m

When a man or motor knocks, it shows lacksand
built on
The man who knows his house is

21—Luke

ATTENTION
The Central

Christ's appointments
"^In conclusion I repeat that
the years, before
with me have been precious. Through
see His hand
He called me to be His own, I can now
certain town
my life For did He not guide me to a
certain young man
a certain State where I met a
send a
whom I later married? And did not the Lordthe gostime to preach
certain evangelist at a certain
He has led us as He
pel to us? And since we believed
Him. So i
trust
has promised to lead all those who
grace in callmg me out
praise Him for His marvelous
His presence, for callmg
of darkness into the light of
the Blessed
me to a life of service for Him and for
promise to those
Hope which I have because of His
testimony to
who believe on Him. I want to close my
which we learned to sing
His grace with a little chorus
existence and which
the first year of Grace Seminary's
way. It sums up
we have been singing all along the
deahngs with
and expresses in a few words the Lord's

,-

—Revelation 21
15
22 — Ephesians

20
13

I

10— Psalm 146
11—Psalm 46
12
Romans 12

pays rich rewards. It is only
to walk thus with Christ, and
we can
have experienced the glories of His grace, that
I have believed, and am persuaded
say "I know
I have committed
that He is able to keep that which
ficult

23

8— Matthew
9—John 3

for

16— Psalm 27
17- -Isaiah 55
18- -Psalm 121
19- -Philippians

Nov.

-John 14

Nov.

^rr':^M?r^^Ta;r^^-Bo=,''Brra."B„^ra
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The

President's Message

(Delivered by Mrs. H. W. Koontz at a meeting of the
W.M.C. during: the Brethren National Fellowship at

Winona Lake,

Ind.)

Through another year God's grace has brought us to
another Fellowship meeting. His gracious presence
has been with us. Many of us have labored under
great difficulties; physical and mental strain have
sought to hinder us in our work for the Lord. But
perhaps we have been able to claim the words of II
Corinthians 12:9, ''My grace is sufficient for thee; for
my strength is made perfect in weakness." How we
thank our Heavenly Father that He has given us a
measure of success throughout the past twelve months.

Thus from the standpoint of organization there
should be every reason to expect great success in our
W.M.C. work.
The second necessity of our organization is consideration for the individual. The purpose of the W.M.C.
is not to build up a huge organization
that merely
feeds upon itself, but to serve as a place where the

may receive Christian fellowship, where
may learn to understand God's Word, and to love
and where she may find fields of local and missionary service. The objectives of our council are chosen
with this fact in mind that our women may have a
yardstick to measure their progress from month to
individual

she
it,

How we

trust Him to guide us as we lay plans for the
year before us and to take us victoriously through
them as the days come and go.
It is the purpose of this message to attempt to evaluate the Women's Missionary Council work for the
year 1944-45, and to look forward into the next year
with a view to considering the things that remain to
be done.
The first necessity of an organization which covers
a territory as vast as ours is unity. The Holy Spirit
cannot work completely through us unless He has as
His instrument a unified body. It seems to me that
the council organization is well suited for such a purpose. The structure of our work as a whole has three
divisions: the local, the district, and the national organizations. These in their functions interlock and
as they cooperate successfully achieve the unity we
need for service. Let us follow our work for a moment
and see how each part of our organization helps and
fulfills a need of the other. Each local council carries
on a program of missionary instruction, witnessing,
giving, and service. From the local councils go representatives to the district as they meet. There an organization is effected, and there, besides the inspirational services, the women have the opportunity to
discuss the problems of the local councils in that section of the brotherhood. These recommendations and
suggestions are taken by the president of the district
to the National Conference.
Here all the district presidents gather and with the
national officers arrangements are made for the next
year's program and all the problems are discussed in
the light of the needs of all the district and local
organizations. As a final check these new plans are
laid before the delegates who come from all the local
and district organizations. Thus the completed plans
are the result of the suggestions and prayers of many
women in many places. These are the plans which our
local councils use lor their activities during the
months ahead. This makes the circle complete. Without the local and district organizations there would
be no reason for a national organization. The national organization furnishes the program and activity
material and draws together through the pages of
the Missionary Herald. Each portion of the organization needs the other parts to fulfill its own purpose.

—

month

in the things of the Lord.
This brings us to our third necessity,
uality. This is the foundation for our

which is spiritwork as Chris-

tian women. Let us examine our objectives with the
purpose of discovering their effect on our spiritual
life.
Let us use our Bible reading objective as an
illustration. The fact that we ask our women to read
their Bibles every day does not mean that we think
they would do otherwise without the objective, but it
does mean that daily Bible reading is a part of the
innate need of the Christian woman and by this objective she can test how fully she carries out this
part of her own inner life. It is a source of sorrow
that more women cannot report that they carry out
this systematic Bible reading. That this objective may
be performed ever more fully and earnestly should be
our prayer. Without doubt, if it were carried out as
conscientiously as it should be it would contribute
greatly to the spirituality of all of us.
Another most important objective is the Family
Altar. This part of the Christians life needs an everincreasing emphasis. The number of family altars is
appallingly low. Yet everyone admits readily that family devotions are immeasurably important to the upbringing of a child and to a serene family life. Is not
this objective a yardstick whereby we can measure the
spirituality of our home? Shall we not this year do all
we can in our own homes and churches to bring bacS
into common use something as essential and indispensable as the family altar?
When we reach our "giving" objective we have great
cause for joy. Miss Donaldson's report will show how
generously and joyfully we have given that the Gospel
may go out to heathen lands and in our own country
as well. This is an important yardstick, since only
those who are really spiritual have consecrated pocketbooks. Now we will have the pleasure and satisfaction of watching our dollars do the Lord's work for us
all over the world.
Many have testified to the help they received from
our Mission Study book, "Goforth of China." As we
read of all the hardships our missionaries suffer and
how joyfully they endure, our own lot seems pitifully
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easy and far back of the firing lines. At the same time
and sufferit gives us courage to endure those trials
ings that may be our portion, and to resolve to be
better soldiers in the battle of life.
We can surely be encouraged, though not satisfied,
as we consider the spiritual tone of our councils. We
may have among us some women who do not seem to
show the evidence of a truly spiritual inner life. Even
here let us not be discouraged. We do not know what
struggles for light, nor resolves for a closer walk with
God may lie within their hearts. Last fall we planted
some rose slips with the hope that all would survive
the winter. When we went to look at them in the
spring we found some nicely leafed and others still
looking dry and dead. We were much discouraged

with those which had no leaves and were tempted to
pull them out and throw them away. However, we left
them a little longer and were rewarded by finding that
they had been sending roots into the ground, and at
the proper time they began to grow and are developing into fine rosebushes. Let us help such women who
may be sending roots into God's Word and the Chrisreceive
tian life, and if we exercise patience we will
the reward in the life of service that they will give.
Many other things could be mentioned here, espepermit.
cially our prayer objective, but time does not

us look into the future for a few moments. We
face a world over which the dove of peace seems to be
hovering at last and in our hearts we are humbly
new
grateful to our God. We realize that it brings
opportunities to us. The way is now open for new
missionaries to go back and forth over the sea lanes
and the air lanes. Will we be content to give the same
amount to missions that we have given during the last
few years? Or are we ready to take up the challenge
with an offering that will meet the needs of an en-

that the trouble lies within ourselves? Are we really
on fire for the Lord ourselves? Do we really believe that
the W.M.C. is an organization where we, as women,
may serve Him in a special way? Enthusiasm is contagious; without it even the best things go unvalued.
Whatever the reason may be, let us not be discouraged. Let us labor in faith, looking unto our Lord and
Master to give the increase; let us continue to sow,
looking to

Him

for the harvest.

As members of the Brethren Church we women feel
that there are certain things in which God has ordained that we should not engage; for example, the
eldership, and rule of the Church. But as Brethren
women we have a definite service to perform for the
Lord Jesus Christ in the home, In the Church, and in
the W.M.C. Let us, like Paul, magnify our calling. Let
us throw our strength, our talents, and our enthusiasm
into these channels because the love of Christ is
thrilling our hearts and because we must return to
Him the little that we can in gratitude for all that He
has done, is doing, and will do for us. Let us go back
to our councils with the determination to make the
year ahead the most unselfish, Christ-centered year
we have ever lived, both as individuals and as component parts of our own particular body, the Women's
Missionary Council.

Now let

larged opportunity?
In many cities people will be coming home from war
work in distanct places; people who have perhapt,

from their church loyalties and who have
grown cold in their Christian service. Our soldier boys
and girls may be returning with unseen spiritual
wounds as well as physical ones. Have we not a rethat we
sponsibility toward such? Is there anything
their place in
as a council can do to help them take
drifted

our church again?
Our responsibility to our children must be considered
No doubt the greater percentage of us aie
also.
up
mothers; we know that our children are growing
Is there
a very difficult time in the world's history.
grow into
anything that we could do to help them to
we codedicated Christian men and women? Have
Have we
operated with our Sisterhoods as we should?
our
organizations of a like nature

the

life of

m

m

encouraged boys'
churches?
t.
j
helped
This year I have heard of two councils who
and this news
to effect organizations in new churches
districts
brought the thought that perhaps in some
would apprethere are churches without councils that
,

,

ciate help in organizing.
this year
The problem that has so often come during
in our council. So often
is that of interesting women

who admit that the work is good but
Could it be
not join their efforts with ours.

there are those

who

will

A LETTER FROM MRS. ROBERT WILLIAMS
t« thank Mrs. Gordon Gonawein, of Fremont,
Ohio, for sharing this letter with us.)

(We wish

Bouca par Bangui,
French Equatorial Africa,
June 25, 1945.
Dear Mrs. Gonawein:
your letter in the last mail. I am
has been so long on the way. I will send this
letter on ahead, hoping that you will receive it before
National Conference, to let you know that I will be
glad to write the article you have asked for as soon
I just received

sorry

it

as possible.
We do appreciate the interest and prayers of the
Women's Missionary Council for us missionaries out

here in Africa.
birthday
I have appreciated so much the many
greeting cards that I have received from the various
to
shame
W. M. C.s and individuals. It seemed such a
their beauty
just look at them once and then to put all
inspiration away somewhere out of sight. So we

and

where we can
are keeping them out in a handy place
Scripture
take one each noon (at meal time), read the
edification and
verse and the greeting for our own
society,
then to pray especially for the individual, or
which has sent it and the church they represent. We
have just started but the Lord is giving us a real blesscouncils personing as we remember each one of your
thanks and apally in prayer. Would you convey my
Missionary
Women's
preciation to the women of the
sent to us?
Council for the many cards they save
the
have a blessed time of fellowship

m

May you
Lord at the coming National Conference.
For His glory,
Mrs. Lenora Williams.
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PRAYER BOX

i

John

14:13,
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SONG SERVICE—"Sweet Hour
"Praise

Choruses

—"Prayer

Him

!

of Prayer"

Praise

I

Him

I
I

Changes Things"

"The Bible"
"Every Day's a Happy Day"
PRAYER— Using Prayer Box.

MISSIONARY STORY— "Homes
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China."

145:1,
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I
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Secretary, Helen Gallichio, for one cent apiece. Send
your order now.

by Mrs. Phillip Simmons.

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION.— Ps.

|

Pray for Sisterhood girls preparing for fulltime service.
Pray for our boys and girls in the service of
our country.
Pray that many souls will be saved in our
churches through the testimony of Sisterhood.
Pray that the Lord's will may be done in each
one of our lives.

in
2.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR BANDAGE ROLLING

Do: You have all your Sisterhood material to start out
the year's work? Helen Gallachio is ready to
send you your needed supplies.
Do: You have your books, "Lord Send Me," and one
of Mrs. Stull's?
If not, order today from the
Brethren Missionary Herald Co.
Do: Get that district work going. Plan to be an Honor
District this year.

Don't: Forget to write your General Secretary. She is
looking for your letter telling about your Sis-

terhood

activities.

Don't: Forget, your Lord wants your service since you
belong to Him. So serve Him in Sisterhood this
year with your efforts and prayers.

When you have your candlelight service, it is not
necessary to sign another covenant card. Use the star
system. A star for each year in S. M. M. can be pasted
around the edge of the card. Just new girls need to
sign a covenant card. Make this service a real consecration service.
Use the Rainbow colors whenever possible. Precious
Promises, our theme for the year, makes it easy to
apply the Rainbow colors for decorations, invitations,
posters, and many other things.
Remember, if you desire awards for your own local
merit system or contest goal 4 you may procure the

—

—

from our General Secretary, Mary
Emblems, 25c.
These are not sold to individuals. Only to Sisterhoods that are using them for awards.
Have you seen our S. M. M. correspondence cards?

emblems
Fritz.

or pins

Pins, 25c.

Nice gift for your Secret Sister, Christmas gift, or for
own use. They can be gotten from your Literary

your

im\

Strips of material 2 inches wide, white or colored,
stitched together flat with a very small stitch until
7 yards long. Then fold the one end over two or three
times and start rolling very firmly and keep the edges
all straight. The roll must be tight and solid; do not
roll on a pencil or some stick; have the center of the
roll very tight, too. When finished, stitch, don't pin,
the end with a cast over stitch. Pack firmly in a box,
colored in one box and white in another box, and send
to your DISTRICT Secretary.

THANK YOU, SISTERHOOD GIRLS
"I don't know how to express my joy and appreciation for such a wonderful gift. I do wish to thank you
with all my heart for thinking of me in such a way.

The morning

I received your letter I told my roommate
enough money to buy my books. So I just
trusted the Lord and I knew He would supply the need.
But I never thought in such a large way.
"Thanking you all again for such a grand gift, I
remain
I

didn't have

Yours in the Lord,
Lester Kennedy.

National S. M. M. Recommendation No. 8
"That $100.00 be given to Lester Kennedy from the
fund of Higher Education of Missionaries' Children."
Let us remember to pray for Lester, girls. He is attending Bob Jones College this year.]
[Note:

FRONT COVER PICTURE:
Do you see any faces that you know? This picture
was taken one morning during one of the Sisterhood
sessions at National Conference in the Bethany Auditorium.

It is

always possible to have the windows open to-

ward God.

:
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PROJECT
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$500.00
Trailer (for Africa)
Higher Education (Missionaries' children) 100.00
600.00
Total
(This house trailer is for the missionaries in
Africa to be used in their itinerary work on the

o field.)
o
KjUUUiSiSiSJiSiXSiJiSLSiSLSiSiSiSi^

The Fund for Higher Education of Missionaries'
Children must be kept active. So we have added $100
this yar for this project, making the National Goal
$600.00

WHERE OUR

$458.28

AVENT:

There has been some question as to the Financial
Report which appeared in the Herald last month. It
showed a balance August 31, 1945, of $458.28. But out
of that was voted at Conference (Sisterhood Busines.s
Session)
$179.44

—

South America Native Pastors' Children.
100.00— Higher Education for Lester Kennedy.
104.02— Vernacular School for Girls in Africa.
(Notice National Recommendations Nos. 8, 11, 12.)
Then by the time the expense of printing, postage,
etc., were paid, there were very few "pennies" left. In
fact, after all bills were paid, except one, the Financial Secretary-Treasurer informed us that we now
have $8.41 in the General Fund.
Come on, girls, let's build up that General Fund
right away. The sooner we send in our offering for
Goal 9, the quicker we can get all bills paid and begin
to get

Instead of having several projects, giving small
amounts to each, it was decided at Conference to
choose one larger project and work toward its completion. Therefore, this year Sisterhood has taken the
project of buying a house trailer for the itinerary work
of our missionaries in Africa.
You remember, of course, that the Sisterhood purchased a home in Ashland, Ohio, for the missionaries
home on furlough. Recently this home was sold by
the Foreign Missionary Board and a new residence was
purchased in Winona Lake. (Many of you girls saw it
when you were at Conference, remember?) This project will long be remembered as truly worthwhile.
At Conference several projects were suggested to the
Sisterhood girls. The girls discussed them all and
finally, with one accord, voted to take on the trailer
for Africa. We suggested $500 as a National goal for
this year. This will only take care of a third or fourth
of the whole cost of the house trailer, of course. So
the more we go over this goal the quicker we will have
the trailer paid for. Each Sisterhood will give to this
project as they are inspired and as the Lord directs.
All offerings toward this goal should be sent to our
Financial Secretary-Treasurer, Margaret Sampson, before

August

10, 1946.

GENERAL FUND:
This

is

month and
July

free-wUl offering that is taken each
sent to the Fin. Sec.-Treas. by Jan. 31 and

a

31.

To make your Sisterhood an honor Sisterhood, this
offering must be at least one dollar per member for
the year for the Senior and 50c for the Juniors.
This money keeps the Sisterhood wheels running.

on our feet financially.

Without it there would be no National work. It pays
for your program booklets. Constitutions, cuts (which
seven cover pages of the Herald this year),

will include

3>a Ifa
1.

Mr.

3.

have

—

-

other incidentals.

missionaries

to

children.

T

E

is

a trained nurse in Africa.

Grace Theological Seminary has a missionary as a
H
teacher. Her name is M

4.

E

M

5.

p

and

6.

fCftauA

and Mrs. Harold Dunning,
,

2.

awards (that were used in the merit system) and many

is

D

a self supporting missionary

Dowdy

are the sons of our

missionaries in
Not long ago a red-headed missionary, D
arrived in Africa. She is a trained nurse.
B
died in his second term (Nov.
L

NOTE: The W.M.C. has graciously taken over our
Herald expense; that should inspire us to do real missionary work with the money that we do have. If we
can get ahead one year, we will be able to not only
care for our own needs but reach out to help in many
needy places that up to now we have been unable to
help. Whether you realize it or not, we have been
paying last year's bills with this year's money. We
hope and pray before long this will no longer be true.
Let us all do our best to put Sisterhood on a good firm
financial footing. Each Sisterhood doing her best,
each girl doing her best for the Lord through the
Mary and Martha.

Sisterhood of

,

7.

K

5,

1931)

and

is

buried in Africa.
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LEADER'S CONCLUSION

By Mrs. Ethel Simmons
Most

LEADER'S INTRODUCTION

wants us to have bright, glowing, fervent prayer lives.
Let us pause for a moment and silently pray that
God will help each of us Sisterhood girls to learn more
about prayer as we study this lesson.

HOW SOME PEOPLE PRAY
1.

2.

3.

4.

The

may

be given out to four girls.)
kneel five times each
"prayer-rugs" which they always carry
As they pray, they turn toward the

followers of

Mohammed

day on little
with them.
Arabian city of Mecca.
The Buddhists have "prayer-wheels." Prayers are
written on these wheels or placed inside the wheels,
then the one who is praying needs only to turn the
wheel and his prayers will be said.
"Prayer-beads" (or the rosary) have been used by
the Catholics for many centuries. Each bead rep-

SISTERHOOD OF MARY AND MARTHA

ALUMNUS
Recognizing the abundant blessing and help
the Sisterhood of Mary and Martha has been to
my spiritual life, I desire to have a part in helping sustain the fine aims and ideals long held by

resents a certain prayer.
The Pharisees of Bible times stood in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets praying to
be seen of men.

this organization.

Therefore

Alumnus

HOW ARE WE TO PRAY?
Matthew

Jesus answers this question in

Us Have a

Talk With Jesus." Too often our prayers are
just "little talks" of but a few minutes before "jumping into bed" for the night. Too often our prayers are
like the prayer of the man who said, "Lord, bless me
and my wife, son John and his wife; bless us four, and
no more. Amen."
God wants us to spend more time with Him each day.
God wants the "little talks" to be "longer talks" with
Him."
(SUGGESTION for Juniors—The Leader's Introduction and Conclusion may be given by the Junior
Patroness rather than the Junior leader.)

color for

(The following

of us sing the little chorus, "Let

Little

November and December is ORANGE,
the second color of our bow of "PRECIOUS PROMISES." Orange is a warm, bright, glowing color. God
Our

Ao-i/e^ni-en^

I

of S.

deem

it

a privilege to become an

M. M.

Signature
6:6,

7.

(Read

this reference.)

Jesus

more about how

us

tells

(Read this

to

pray in Col.

4:2.

also.)

WHY SHOULD WE
The following poem
we are to pray.

gives

PRAY?

some

of the reasons

why

In the silence of my chamber
I may with my Savior share
All

my

As

I

When
I

And

worries and
talk with

my

Him

troubles

in prayer.

kneel before my Master
feel His presence there
the load of care and sorrow
I

"SISTERHOOD OF MARY AND MARTHA ALUMNUS." Yes, something new. This is something each
Sisterhood girl can do. Contact the women of your W.
M. C. and if they were at one time Sisterhood girls or
patronesses of a Sisterhood, they are eligible to become
an Alumnus of Sisterhood. This is not an organization.
It is merely an avenue of keeping in close contact with
our W. M. C. friends and assurance of their prayers
and interest in our work and future.
These Alumnus cards can be secured from our Na-

can

Seems much

In the silence of my chamber
I find peace and lose despair,
For the glory of the Savior

Comes

me

by way of prayer.
I can feel sweet peace descending
Like a shower from above
And my heart grows calm and tender
In the blessing of His love.
to

tional Vice President, Hazel Ringler, who is acting as
Alumnus Secretary. Just send Hazel the name, address, and church of the lady who wishes an Alumnus
card along with the one dollar gift for each Alumnus

easier to bear.

PROMISE AND PRIVILEGE IN PRAYER
This is found in John 14:13, 14. "And whatsover ye
shall ask in my name, that will I do, that the Father
may be glorified in the Son. If ye shall ask anything
in my name, I will do it." And then verse 15 we must
not overlook, "If ye love me, keep my commandments."

She in turn will send you the card for the lady.
Let us see which Sisterhood will be first to report a
group of ladies with Alumnus cards. Please tell us the
reaction and interest created in your group. These
cards were presented to the W. M. C. at our, joint
fellowship at National Conference and they received
it most graciously. Mrs. Florence Lorenz became our
first Alumnus. We pray that this will become a real
tie of love and fellowship between our two missionary
card.

groups.

Prayer

The

is

best

HEARTwork.
way to go forward

is

on your knees.
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VISITING

WITH ELAINE

"Better late than never," so the saying goes. So here
I come with some word on the Conference.
August 27th saw many Sisterhood girls arriving bag
and baggage at Bethany Camp. And what a full house
we had this year! There were 182 Campers alone this
year in comparison with 197 last year counting cooks
and help. Did we have a good time? Just you asK any
Bethany Camper and there will be a reply something
"You bet we did. On to Bethany next year."
like this
Nuff of that. Let's get down to Sisterhood.

—

Every morning from 8:35 to 9:25 we had our Sisterhood business meetings. The song service was in
charge of Helen Brickel and Helen Gallichio. Devotions were given by some of our National Officers.
Then the rest of the time was taken up with the
business of the day, such as reports, election of officers, presentation of goals, and installation service.
There were 155 girls that registered this year. Each
girl that registers becomes a delegate, and votes on all
business, goals, projects, and recommendations. We
feel that every girl is interested to see that the very

done for Sisterhood.
reminds me that all who can, should plan to
attend the National Conference next year. Especially
best

is

It also

all

district officers

and

local

officers.

Everyone enjoyed the S. M. M.-W. M. C. Fellowship
Hour that we had on Tuesday afternoon. It was such
a pleasure to welcome so many of the missionaries, too.
Along with a vocal solo, flute solo, we listened to Anne
and Donna Kliever sing a chorus in Sango, the trade
language used in Africa. Then Miss Tyson gave a most
interesting talk. She told us of the work of the Sisterhood in the past which has been a blessing to the missionaries. Then she told us of the need of more bandages in Africa. Now that the war is over, we hope
that it will be possible to send our bandages over because they have resorted to using leaves for bandages.
Then she told the many ways in which the W.M.C.
had helped in spreading the good news in Africa.
On Thursday we had our Sisterhood banquet. According to the cooks in the kitchen there were 160 present
After we were all fitted up with chicken and all the
trimmings, we had a very interesting program. Mrs.
Margaret Dunning favored us with a solo. (She at one
time was the National Vice President of Sisterhood.)
As our guests we had all the missionary ladies on furlough that were at Conference. Our speaker, Mrs.
Freda Kliever, had us laughing and happy every minute of her talk. She told us of some of the funny experiences that she had had out on the field. This
seemed to inspire the other missionaries, and each
one present told of some experience she had had— such
as cabbage ice cream, lemon pie almost served after it
had fallen on the floor, and rats that kicked the
bucket. Yes, we laughed too. After all of these stories,
we were all ready to pack our bags and head for Africa

MISSIONARY STORY— HOMES
A

village

is

built

IN

CHINA

around a courtyard; animals,

carts,

farm equipment and harvest crops are stored there.
When a son is married another room is built. They
announce an approaching marriage by saying, "We
are planning to add another chien." A chien is a
room 10 feet by 10 feet. The room of the most honor
faces the south, and the senior member of the family
lives there. East rooms are for older sons, west for
the younger ones. Each room has a kana, which covers half the room, the flue from the stove runs through
it and makes the only heat in the house. They sleep
on it, eat on it; the children play on it.
Customs
show they are scholarly and
have never worked. The new year is the grand holiday.

Long

The

fingernails are to

full

moon

of the

new year

is

called the feast of

There is much competition as to the most
beautiful and original designs.
The Chinese are noted for their courtesy. Manners
have been stressed for generations. Wedding customs
are interesting. The match is made by a go-between
known to both families. The betrothal is as binding as
lanterns.

—

the marriage. The conulyante for the bride a scarlet
wedding chair is sent by the groom to the bride's
home. The ceremony and celebration takes place in
the groom's home. The families see each other then
for the first time.
At death, offerings of food, paper money, and clothing are burned to be used by the souls of the spirit
dead. Firecrackers are set off to frighten away evil
spirits, and relatives dressed in sackcloth rend the air
with wails as they follow the coffin to the cemetery.
White is the mourning color.
The names given children are First Trouble, Second
Trouble; the adults are called Younger Brother's Wife
or Aunt on Fathers' Side. The teachers give the chil-

—

dren school names.
Superstitions

House roofs turn up to ward off evil spirits. A mirror
is hung on the outside of the house, for the evil spirit
would not dare to look at itself, and will flee. Evil
supposed to be afraid of tigers, so signs are
pasted on walls, chimneys, and gateposts, "Beware of
the tiger." China is supposed to rest on the back of a
huge dragon. Whenever the dragon turns over it
causes an earthquake. The dragon does not like it
when people dig in the earth and sometimes he roars
(thunder). Educated Chinese do not believe in these
any more. China certainly needs the Lord.

spirits are

place at Conference this year. All in all, I believe that
this past year was one of the best Sisterhood has ever
had. Let us continue to pray that we may even do
better this year for our Lord in the name of Sisterhood.
Well, time is flying, and I have lots of studying to
do yet tonight, such as Theology and Sango, so I had

and South America.
This banquet was a high spot in this year's Conferbetter close my chat with you. Pray for me and I'll do
ence. And I do want to thank the Ringlers, Ruth and
the same for you all. (Some day if you are real good
Hazel, for making it so. For they were responsible for
to Grace Theological
I'll take you visiting with me
and decorations. Thank you, girls.
the program
_^
go?)
These^are fust a"few of the highlights that took Seminary. Want to
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Christian Endeavor

.

A REPORT FROM PRESIDENT KENNETH ASHMAN

Dear Sisters in the Lord:
I

want

thank you for all
have been sent to me and mine
you that they have been very

to take this opportunity to

of the lovely cards that

this year,

and

to tell

Greetings to the Endeavorers of the Brethren SoWe have just concluded our first year of en-

cieties.

larged activities on the part of your National Brethren

much

appreciated.
When Elena received the first card

had her write
Spanish and I was

C. E.

I

Union.

We

are

happy

to say that the responses

from our various societies have been triple those of any
previous year. Even yet, however, there are many
societies which have not reported, only 30 of our 92
churches having been heard from. We are glad for the
progress that has been made and look forward to

a thank-you letter. She wrote it in
to translate it into English for her so she could copy
it.
But before we got that far a regular deluge of
cards came and we concluded that we would have to
resort to other means of saying "thank you." Some
ladies asked for letters and information and I deeply
regret that time simply does not allow for it. The girls
still do not know enough English to be able to take
care of their own correspondence in that language,
and mother has so many demands on her time that
she cannot write too many letters without leaving

greater things during the coming year.

The new plans

call for

the completion of just ten

goals for the year, beginning August 1, 1945, and concluding August 1, 1946. These goals will be found in

the Brethren Annual which is to be published in the
very near future. Two Brethren ladies are to write
all the topics for the coming year, beginning January
The topics for all Senior and Adult societies
1, 1946.
will be presented by Mrs. Ruth Ashman, Los Angeles,
Calif. Mrs. Ashman is well qualified for this work, having served as youth director of the Second Brethren
Church there for a number of years and also having
been active in the very successful Southern California
Christian Endeavor Unions. Topics for the Intermediates and Juniors will be presented by Mrs. Hazel
Marquart, Philadelphia, Pa. Mrs. Marquart is a member of the First Brethren Church of that city, has had
special training for this type of work and is experi-

undone many tasks which are very important in our
missionary work. We hope you will understand!
For the benefit of those who asked about the children, I will write briefly. Elena was 10 years old last
January, is in fourth grade in the public school, knows
enough English to read stories for her own pleasure

and enough piano to begin to play hymns. Mildred
was 9 in May, is in third grade, studies English right
along with Elena, but is somewhat behind her in
piano. Victor was 8 in May, is in high first (a separate
grade in schools here), and has just started studying
English.

cards
I am sure you will be glad to know that the
you send us are not only lovely remembrances, but are
somewhere
useful as well. Not long ago I made up
around 100 individual attendance cards for our Sunday .Schools by mounting a picture on construction
paper. Some that are not so nice for mounting can be
cut out for trophies for memory work, bookmarks, etc.
and the children are very pleased with them. So I
want to thank you all again and express a wish that
comes from the depth of my heart that you may be
increasingly blessed in all of your various channels
of endeavor for Him.

enced in work with the boys and girls. Her topics will
be accompanied from time to time with special items
of interest and suggestions as to proper materials to
be used in these departments.
Periodically, offering envelopes will be presented to
the leaders of your society, these to be used for the
offerings for national projects. It can be readily seen
that this method will be more efficient than the
methods pursued heretofore and it is expected that
better offerings will be forthcoming from the societies
as a result. We are glad to say that during the past

Yours in His Precious Name,

year, all goals have been met in this respect. For this
we give thanks and commendation to our cooperating

Mrs. Ricardo Wagner.

societies.
It is

our pleasure to introduce the following officers

for the ensuing year:

By Mrs. Ethel Simmons
Here are some FORGET-ME-NOTS for the wideawake Junior Sisterhoods:
Send your name
1. To write for a "Junior Pen Pal."
and address on a postcard to your Junior Patroness
(Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Listie, Pa.) and you will be sent
the
2.

last

name
To

of another Junior Sisterhood girl.

get your

to date. See
you do not understand.

"Rainbow Booklet" up

month's Herald. Write

if

invitations,
3. To use the color ORANGE for posters,
programs, decorations this month.
4. To get busy on the goals NOW.
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President Kenneth B. Ashman, Meyersdale, Pa.
Vice Prseident Archie Parr, Berne, Ind.
Secretary Robert A. Ashman, Peru, Ind.
Treasurer Gerald Polman, Winona Lake, Ind.
News Editor Ella Kimmell, Philadelphia, Pa.
District Visitors will be another new innovation for
the help of local C. E. Societies. Qualified helpers,
preferably members of the National Union Board, will
be ready to call upon your society for a planning meeting upon your invitation. These Visitors will be ready
to help solve your local problems and to assist you in
fostering a greater service through your local group
of

young people.
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When God's Atomic Bomb Strikes the Earth
By DR.

KENNETH MONROE,

La Verne,

Calif.

August, 1945, marked the date of a stratling comprehension of the catastrophic prophecy revealed in
chapter three of Second Peter:
"The heavens shall pass away with a great
noise, and the elements shall be dissolved with
fervent heat, and the earth and the works that
are therein shall be burned up."

The atomic bomb, which hastened the surrender decision of Japan, contained the secret of splitting the
elemental construction blocks of the universe and re-

some of their tremendous energy. For nearly
a decade scientists of Axis and Allied nations have
been working feverishly to discover how to add atomic
energy to existing powers of war. It is conceivable
that Germany might have made the discovery, won
the war and with Japan enslaved the world but for

leasing

complex. Expatriated GermanJewish scientists from Albert Einstein to Lisa Meitner
have been prominent in atomic research. Did Hitler
ever conclude that his super-Aryan philosophy in
practice drove out his greatest ally? We wonder! He
reminds us of the Pharaoh of the Exodus.
Victor Hugo, in his work on the Battle of Waterloo,
suggests as a reason for the defeat of France, "Napoleon bored God." Hitler also can be added to history's
long list of those who "bored" the Creator-controlling,
moral God of the Universe.

Hitler's anti-Semitic

The Mystery

of the

Atom

In the year 1905 Albert Einstein informed the sciensame
tific world that matter and energy were the
thing in different states. As we all know, ice and
but
gases,
steam are the same, hydrogen and oxygen
in different states. He also wrote a formula whereby
material might be converted into energy, which, in
common terms, says material, or mass, times the
square of the speed of light 186,000 miles per second)
practical applicais equal of Energy. This means, in
tions, that one pound of matter is equal to more than
the
10 billion kilowatt hours of energy. Of course,
whole problem has been: How can we convert a pound
(

matter into harnessed energy?
made up
is composed of a heavy nucleus
by a
of protons and neutrons, which is surrounded
nebulous ring of electrons. Scientists know of 92
with
different elements, the lightest being hydrogen

of

The atom

one rotating electron, and the heaviest called uranium
with 92 electrons. An electron is a negative charge of
aboui; 25o
electricity and the diameter of its orbit is
millionths of an inch.
The dominating stable force of the atom is in the
It connucleus. Therein lies the mysterious energy.
neutrons,
tains protons, positive electric charges, and

which are electrically neutral. The Creator implanted
every
a tremendous cohesive force in the nucleus of
of
atom. If this force is overcome, a part of the mass
explo^
the nucleus is dissipated in the form of atomic
93,Scientists conclude the surface of our sun,
constant atomic
000,000 miles away, is in a state of

sion.

millions of times more intense than any
invented.
The uranium atom is the heaviest and most complex
known today. It has 92 electrons, 92 protons, and 143
neutrons. America has discovered the secret of releasing nature's basic force in the uranium atomic
bomb, the force that disintegrates every living thing
in its path. The atoms composing objects in the veg-

explosion

bomb we have

animal and human kingdoms appeared to be
subjected to such terrific disruption that they vaporized. Melted rock and sand lined the limits of its destructive power. To cap it all we are told the bomb
only used 1-lOth of 1% of the total potential energy it
contained. What power! Will it be used for good or
evil in the future?
The destructive power of the atom bomb throws
some light on the plagues to be visited in judgment
on this earth as recorded in chapter eight of Revelation, which many have considered to be only figurative
etable,

Now there is more comprehension when we
"The third part of the trees was burned up, and
all green grass was burned up." Also, "The third part
of the ships was destroyed." Now, who will dare say
the judgments of a holy, moral God on this wayward

language.
read,

earth will not be literally fulfilled as promised?
Again we witness the hand of God in American
history. Now that the war is over, America has a
world-wide opportunity and responsibility to lead the
nations in paths of righteousness reflecting heartfelt
thanksgiving.
Now let us proceed to study the relation of this
mysterious discovery to events of the future as revealed in the Bible, Second Peter, chapter three.

Where

Is

the Promise cf His Coming?

In the early verses of the chapter Peter clearly states
that he only desires to remind his readers of the promfor example,
ises of the Old Testament prophets,
of the
Isaiah, Daniel and Joel, concerning the coming
Lord in person to enter into the events of the future
conat some time subsequent to His early life which
summated in the cross. Peter adds that these promexfor
Himself,
ises were confirmed by Jesus Christ
by
ample, Matthew 24 and 25, and were also taught
the Apostles and

New Testament

writers.

have passed
Son of Man"
questions
have not' been fulfilled. One of the mooted
and theology is:
of the day in the field of philosophy
in the
"Should we expect any supernatural ingression
histoi-y?" Evoluaffairs of men, in the outworking of
The Bible antionism and Materialism answer "No."
Almost

2,000 years, as

and the promises

of the

we count

coming

time,

of "the

today the
swers "Yes." It is interesting to observe that
is to predict
tendency, even in many Christian circles,
of the revelation
the events of the future on the basis

God in nature, the revelation of God in history, and
experience and deny
the revelation of God in human
How blind we are!
the revelation of God in the Bible.
day, "In the last
Certainly Peter's prophecy fits our
mockery, walking after
days mockers shall come with

of
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ing wicked men and all their works, is revealed in
verses 10 and 12. They reveal the destructive power
of God's atomic bomb when it touches off materials
already stored in the earth, "oils and gases," and
today we add radioactive minerals such as uranium.

own lusts, and saying, Where is the promise of
His coming?"
As Peter suggests, these deniers of the clear teaching of Scripture do so on a twofold reasoning:
First, the lapse of time has been great, now almost
2,000 years. Even in Peter's day they were reasoning, "If
the Lord ever expected to return. He would have done
so long ago." This basis of denial intimates that the
denier knows better what God should do than God
their

The day of the Lord will come as a thief in
the which the heavens shall pass away with a
great noise, and the elements shall be dissolved
with fervent heat, and the earth and the works
that are therein shall be burned up verse 10.

—

Himself knows.
Peter explains the delay by reminding his readers
that the Lord is longsuffering and patient, "not wishing that any should perish, but that all should come
to repentance." In other words, this is God's day of
grace to you. It is the day of your opportunity to
accept His salvation before terrible judgment falls
upon this earth. In this day He calls upon you to
honor His Son by your daily, consistent Christian life
and worship.
Second, these unbelievers in the Lord's coming based
their denial on improbability. They argue, "From the
day that the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as
they were from the beginning of the creation." In
answer, our apostle calls to our attention that "they
willfully forget" judgment has fallen already once
upon the earth at which time "the world that then
was" perished in judgment.
Peter briefly describes how the inhabited earth was
formed, built up (Genesis one) and then "being overflowed with water, perished" in the day of Noah (Gen-

Verse twelve repeats the lurid picture, "the heavens
being on fire shall de dissolved and the elements shall
melt with fervent heat."
The Greek word translated "elements" in these two
verses is most interesting in light of our present
knowledge of the atom. It is derived from a word
meaning a rov/, rank or series. Therefore it designates
"any first thing from which the others belonging to
some series or composite whole take their rise," for
example, an element such as a uranium atom. Thayer
in his Lexicon gives two illustrations of the usage of
the word which will help: first, the letters of the
alphabet and, second, the material causes of the universe.

Yes, in that great Judgment Day of the Lord the
elements, that is the atoms "the material causes of
the universe," shall be "dissolved with fervent heat."

—

We

marvel how clearly Peter described the action of
the uranium bomb of which we daily read and hear.
It too "dissolved with a fervent heat."
Shakespeare must have been thinking of this passage when he wrote the lines for Prospero in "The

and seven).
The reason for the Noahic judgment upon the earth
should be a Stop! Look! and Listen! for the world
esis six

Tempest":

today. Genesis 6:5 informs us "the wickedness of man
was great in the earth" and also that "the thoughts
of his heart was only evil continually." In the antediluvian world there were fruits of advanced civilization but moral and spiritual development failed to
keep pace. When their cup of iniquity was full, judg-

ment

The cloud capped towers, the gorgeous palaces.
The solemn temple, the great Globe itself.
Yea,

all

which inherit

shall dissolve.

And, like this insubstantial, pageant faded
Leave not a rock behind.

The following well-known Negro

fell.

"The Day

to sense the tragic

"The Day of the Lord will come as a thief." By this
Peter means the judgment of God upon this wicked
age will come when least expected. This particular
age-end judgment is no afterthought on the part of
God for "the heavens that now are and the earth
have been stored up for fire (or, stored with fire),
being reserved against the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men," verse 7. The explanation
of this verse by William G. Moorehead is most illuminating:
.

.

Ample materials are stored up in the earth
consummation by fire. The oils
and the gases so inflammable and destructive
in their energy can, when the time arrives,
itself for its

speedily reduce the order of things now existing to ashes. Peter's language does not signify
the annihilation of the earth, nor the dissolution of the atmosphere, nor the end of time.
Fire does not annihilate, it dissolves existing

combinations which

may

be recombined under

new and different forms.
The result of this judgment upon

the earth, includ-

spiritual

appears

need of the unprepared "brother"
and the all-sufficiency of Jesus Christ "the Rock of

of the Lord"

—

Ages."

O my lovin' brother when the world's on
Don't you want God's bosom
To be your pillow?
Hide me over on the Rock of Ages
Rock of Ages, cleft for me.

.

fire

A careful study of such passages as John 14:1-6, I
Corinthians 15:51-57, and I Thessalonians 4:13-18 reveals that those who have placed their trust in Jesus
Christ need have no fear of God's destroying atom
bomb. Before this terrifying judgment their Lord will
already have kept His promise, "and if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and will receive you unto myself; that where I am, there ye may
be also," and His own will be safe with Him.
This study reminds us of the words of Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, arriving in Australia from the Philippines,
March, 1942, "I shall return." He kept his promise
although the heroes of Bataan and Corregidor had
more than three long and tortuous years to wait for
him. Paul, knowing his Lord would keep His promise,
wrote to encourage those who would be waiting
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through the years, "wherefore comfort one another
with these words."
"Holy Living and Godliness
Charles Erdman summarizes Peter's perspective of
the relations of matters discussed in this third chapter
of

Second Peter:

The purpose
He has written

of Peter

is

intensely practical.

of the return of Christ not to

arouse idle speculation or to occasion bitter
disputes but to make better men and women.
Two facts he makes perfectly clear: Christ will
come, the result will be a reign of righteousness; but as the coming is attended with
judgment, "what manner of persons ought we
to be in all holy living and godliness," should
we not be "looking for and earnestly desiring
the coming of the day of God?"
The Coming Day of the Lord, with its apocalyptic
judgment, is used by the Apostle as a strong argument

in behalf of the Old

Testament prophet, "Prepare to
meet thy God." In light of the present order of
things passing away "Love not the world, neither the
things that are in the world" (I John 2:15-17) but
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God and His righteousness" (Matthew 6:33). Rid thy heart of unbelief, indifference and inertia. Discover in the Bible God's
answer to the question, "What must I do to be saved?"
Then ask sincerely the question, "Lord, what wilt thou
have me to do?" Certainly the answer will include:

"Remember the Sabbath Day
(Exodus

to

keep

it

holy"

20).

Neglect not worship in God's house each week

(Hebrews 10:23-25).

Be known

in the

community

as a Christian

one who belongs to Christ.
Walk among men as an example of "holy

liv-

ing and godliness."
Align yourself with a Bible-loving church in
full

membership and

active fellowship.

Erect a Family Altar in your home.
Put into action the concluding admonitions of
the Apostle Peter as found in the last five
verses of the chapter we have studied.

Amen.

J.%utfi
NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

EVENTS AT TROY, OHIO

PROGRAM

we held our first Communion service
The Clayton brethren graciously lent us their
communion equipment for the occasion. There were

On May

IS

NOW ON THE

AIR ON THE

FOLLOWING STATIONS:

27th,

at Troy.

sixteen Brethren around the tables.

June 17th was marked by a Children's Day program
Sunday School hour. The committee
in charge did a commendable piece of work.
On Saturday afternoon, June 23, we held our first
Sunday School picnic at the Troy Community Park.
There were 25 present.
Early in the year the Polman Trio had been engaged
for two weeks of tent meetings in Troy. After the
District Conference at Dayton, several of the Brethren came to Troy and helped erect the tent. The
at the afternoon

KGER^Long

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays—12:30-1:00 P.M.
WTTM—Trenton, N. J.—920 Kc.
Sundays—4:00-4:30 P.M.

KXEL—Waterloo, Iowa—1540

Kc.

Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.
WJAC—Johnstown, Pa.—1400 Kc.

Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.

WISH—Indianapolis,

Ind.—1310 Kc.

Sundays—8:00-8:30 A.M.

WHBU—Anderson,

Ind.—1240 Kc.

Sundays— 2:00-2:30 P.M.

WHOT— South Bend,

Ind.—1490 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.
WMMN—Fairmont, W. Va.—920 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.
WCKY— Cincinnati, Ohio—1530 Kc.
Sundays—9:45-10:15 P.M.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF MORE STATIONS SOON!

WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY
NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR!

Municipal Light Company assisted very generously,
and the lots for the tent were freely provided by an
individual. There were nearly 100 people present on
the opening night, with the help of a fine delgation
from Clayton. North Riverdale and Dayton also were
represented by delegations during the course of the
meetings. Attendance at the night services averaged
52.

The children's meetings in the morning were a
source of blessing and wonderment to all. Such a
meeting as this had not been held for years in Troy,
and people marvelled at the way the children responded. Average attendance in the morning was 78;
the highest point was 101. There were 33 decisions in
on the second
all, 7 of these at our Sunday School hour
651
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Sunday. These children read nearly 44,000 verses during the two weeks. As we pass by houses today we still
hear the children singing the choruses.
Rev. and Mrs. Polman and Elaine did their work well
and the comments from the few fundamental leaders
in the town were gratifying.
Immediately after the meetings we superintended
a two-weeks Community Bible School with practically
all the fundamental groups cooperating, which included one mission, the Church of God, the Grace Baptist, and our own group. The average attendance was
125 and there were 11 decisions for Christ.
On July 25th, in the evening, we held our first baptismal service at the Church of the Brethren.
Our cottage prayer meetings have been averaging 20.
We meet very Thursday night.
We are planning our first anniversary and home-

Sufie^d.

GIFTS

coming service for October 14th. Starting October 7th,
we shall have Bible School and preaching service in
the morning instead of in the afternoon. Pray that
the Lord will abundantly bless this change of time. At
the present time we are considering the purchase of a
bus for our Sunday School work.
We are able to meet our obligation thus far and are
accumulating a fund for a building site. Pray that the
Lord may open the way for us and that by faith we
may enter. Arthur Carey, Pastor.

—

U^t ^

BIBLE CLASSES, DAILY DEVOTIONS,
OR AS A GREETING TO A FRIEND

35c Each; 3 for $1.00

WHY SHOULD

SOULINSPIRING

PRAYERS

I

PRAY?

.

HOW SHALL
I

PRAY?

— <—
WHY ARE
SOME
PRAYERS
ANSWERED
AND SOME
NOT?

— MAILS FOR ONE CENT
MAILING ENVELOPE ACCOMPANIES EACH

64-PAGE BOOKLETS CONSTRUCTED FROM
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Arranged by

BOOKLET
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A.
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GOD BLESSED US
By

IN

L. L.

In the providence of God we were called by the
Brethren Home Missions Council to pastor the Home
Mission point at Hagerstown, Md., in October, 1940.

porting for almost a year, but is entirely a legal matThis means that in four years the Hagerstown
Church became self-supporting so that here we have
a four-year instead of a five-year program. The congregation is to be highly commended for its faith and
sacrificial attitude in the face of a heavy financial
responsibility and the Brethren Home Missions Council
is happy to give this recommendation publicly. Every
donor to Home Missions should recognize here the
tremendous profit accruing to our Lord in glory from
the Hagerstown investment, and should remember
at the same time that this is only one indication of
how God is working mightily through Home Mission
dollars. We should expand this sphere of influence by
giving $100,000 in our Thanksgiving Offering this year!
During the past 10 months Rev. Walter A. Lepp. formerly pastor of the Cleveland Brethren Church, has
pastored the work in Hagerstown. The results have
been a tribute to his untiring efforts and faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ and have proved that the Hagerstown congregation still maintains its vital contact in
faith with Heaven. Under Brother Lepp's ministry
many souls have been added to the church. The radio
program has etxended its influence and is growing
daily. The financial structure of the church has been
solidly built on liberal Christian stewardship. Many
visitors are found in attendance at each service and
the church has become a center of spiritual activity
and influence for a community within a 50-mile radius.
Under the capable leadership of this dedicated servant
of God we are expecting a larger expansion of the
ter.

After much prayer, careful consideration, and a visit
to the new field, we followed the leading of the Holy
Spirit and located immediately in this new sphere of
activity.

We

found a small group of sincere, earnest Chrisready to unite in an aggressive, militant program for the glory of our Lord. Thus we were greatly
encouraged by the realization that our coworkers in
Christ were possessed of a great vision of the harvest
to be reaped for Christ and were ready to move forward on the basis of faith to meet the challenges
facing us. It is absolutely certain as far as our knowledge goes that no pastor has ever received a greater
degree of cooperation from his local congregation
than we received from the Hagerstown people. Of
tians,

course, all did not cooperate and sacrifice equally, but
the great majority manifested strong confidence in
the power of God to perform that which he promised.
It was this constant spirit on the part of the congregation which made possible the rapid building of the
church and expansion of the work.
From the beginning of our ministry there God
made possible a Gospel radio program which developed
into a daily broadcast and reached out beyond the
confines of Hagerstown to a heavy density of population in the surrounding communities. The Lord used
His message to win souls to Himself and advertise the
fundamental message of the Brethren Church. The
power and effectiveness of the Gospel radio ministry
was proved over and over in the innumerable contacts made with resultant additions to the local assembly of God's people.
Starting to build a church of some proportions when
the Government had frozen most vital materials was
no easy task. But once more the people manifested
their faith in God by literally praying materials down
from Heaven. Almost daily we were reminded of the
truth of Jeremiah's words, "Great is thy faithfulness!"
Many hours of labor were donated to the Lord in the
construction of the spacious Hagerstown building, not
only by the local people but by members of the Waynesboro, Pa., and other congregations. The unselfishness
and positive assistance of other Brethren churches in
assisting at Hagerstown is a good commentary on the
spiritual attitude of

HAGERSTOWN

GRUBB

Brethren people.

Since January 1, 1945, the Hagerstown Church has
received no financial support from the Brethren
Home Missions Council, but maintained only a legal
connection with it. Thus the release of the Hagerstown Church from the Home Missions Council is in no
way financial for the work has already been self-sup-

work

in

coming

WE FOUND

years.

IN THE HAGERSTOWN
CHURCH

CHRIST

By FRANK and MABEL WILES
Praise God from Whom all blessings flow! Just two
years ago I was led to Grace Brethren Church after
hearing much about it from our children who had
attended Daily Vacation Bible School there. After the
first night's service I was sure that here was a church
where people really knew God and loved Him. The
singing came from the heart and not just the lips.

The preaching was

real

and everyone used

Bibles, not

just the pastor.
I soon learned that I had wasted 23 years as a
church member and had never known Christ, the
Door into heaven, as MY Sin Bearer.
This was all new and wonderful to me! I could wait
no longer, so with our eldest son (now 18 years old)
I accepted Christ as Savior. Soon the oldest girls (13
and 15 years old) were attending services and in a
few months they, too, accepted Christ and were added
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family. We then began to pray for their
father, and, after seven months, had the great joy of
seeing him also give himself to Christ. Soon after this
to God's

we decided
Lord
ice

baby (ly, years) to the
at the beginning of the servto the altar and presented Jay to the

we walked

Lord.
for

to dedicate the

One evening

also.

We

were

still

not a complete family in Cnrisi,
6 years unsaved. But thanks
us to be complete in Christ,

we had a girl just past
God who desired

be unto

THE WILES FAMILY
at the end of the same service Linda expressed her
desire to give her. heart to the Lord. Our joy was full,
for

we were made complete

Him.

in

We

thank Him for His unspeakable gift and with
His blessing we go forth to serve Him with glad hearts
Who gave His all for us. We thank Christ for calling
us out of darkness into His marvelous light and making us new creatures in Himself. We can now truly
say we are the "Wiles" of the Lord.

TUNE IN

The 'Gospel Truth'
NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO HOUR

ON THE FOLLOWING STATIONS

— Long
—
—
—
WHBU —
WHOT— South
WMMN—
WCKV —
KGER

—1390 —
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— 920 —
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—8:00-8:30 A.M.
—1240 —Sundays—2:00-2:30
—2:00-2:30
— 1490 —
—
A.M.
W.
—920 —
— 9:45-10:15
—1530 —

Beach,

WTTIW

Trenton,

KXEL
WJAC
WISH

Waterloo,

Johnstown,

Indianapolis,

P

P.M.

P.M.

Kc.

Kc.

i.

Ind.

Anderson, Ind.

Cincinnati,

Sundays
4:-4:30

Sundays

Kc.

J.

lo' 'a

Bend,
Fairmont,

Kc.

Calif.

N.

Kc.

Sundays

Sundays
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Kc.
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Va.

Ohio

Kc.

Sundays

Kc.
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P.M.

PLEASE PRAY AND GIVE IN ORDER TO KEEP
THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR
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TOP—The

Hagerstown D. V. B. S. teaching: staff in
Young Men's Quartet David Reese,
Bill Wiles, Carsan Rottler, Donald Reese; the Primary group of the D. V. B. S., with Mrs. Harold Riley,
teacher, is next; Young People and teacher, Mrs. Norman Nordness are next. Bottom D.V.B.S. Juniors
and teachers, Mrs. Jane /»inan and Mrs. H. P. Stickler.

—

1942; next, the

—
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WHAT

FOUND IN
HAGERSTOWN
I

Leaving Cleveland on January 1 of this year, we left
behind us a city which for years has been called "the
Graveyard for Evangelism." Naturally we spent a good
deal of our time speculating on just what we would
find in Hagerstown along spiritual lines. Needless to
say we quickly discovered that the majority of the
people here are no more interested in the pure Gospel
of the Lord Jesus than they were in Cleveland. They
have a form of godliness, but they deny the power
thereof.

not a

It

is

member

find an individual

difficult to

in

who

is

good standing of a church, for there

are 50 churches in this city of some 50,000 population.
But while they are church members, we soon discovered that the majority of them have nothing more
than churchianity. The churches, with but a very few
exceptions, are deeply in love with the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America and have a program which leaves out "the faith once for all delivered

unto the saints." We have sought in vain for another
church which comes near our attendance in our city
and have failed to find one that preaches the Gospel
of the Lord Jesus Christ without compromise. Thank
God there are a few smaller churches which are still
true to the Word of God. One of these congregations
worships on a joint basis with a modernistic church,
having to hold its services every other Sunday. Its
testimony therefore is very limited, as is the case with
the few other small churches who usually are small
in number because of their particular beliefs.
brighter side of the picture we
we found the Grace Brethren Church located in the south side of the city. Its
beautiful architecture immediately set it apart as one
of the finest church buildings in our city. Those who
love the tabernacle type of church building, and we
belong to that group, say it is the finest in the city.
But not until we stepped inside did we get the full

Going

to the

are trying to

much

draw

for you,

import of the tremendous testimony this church is to
this city and surrounding territory for a good many
miles. Everything we saw spelled but one word, "Wor-

and that involves a going out as well as coming
The little microphone on the pulpit immediately
spoke to us of the going out of the grand and glorious
message of Jesus Christ and Him crucified. The congregation which assembled on the Lord's Day and on
Wednesday evenings meant a coming in, not only to

ship,"
in.

receive but to give out.

—

taken seriously the words of the Lord Jesus "I am the
door: by Me if any man enter in. he shall be saved, and
shall go in and out, and find pasture." Hence each
day of the year, the Gospel of Christ is proclaimed
from this pulpit. Six days a week without fail the
Gospel is proclaimed to over 200,000 radio listeners, and
many of these are located in towns or rural districts
where the message of God's grace is proclaimed only
through our ministry. The services on the Lord's Day
are well attended, especially in the evening. Many
come to see a church which witnesses every
day of the week. Every fourth Sunday our morning
worship is broadcast as well, and has been a blessing

visitors

and a challenge to the thousands who absent themfrom the house of God for various reasons.
Lest we leave the impression that our membership

selves

Pastor do all of the witnessing, we hasten to
say that we found a family of God that was quick to
respond to the challenge of personal witnessing. Following careful study of the Word of God which relates to this responsibility on the part of every Christian, a Fishermen's Club was soon organized and used
mightily by our Lord. While proof was not needed, it
was demonstrated again that the obedient church is
blessed of the Lord. MembeH-who witnessed soon felt
the revival fire burning in their breasts, and the
prayer for a revival was an earnest one. God heard
and graciously poured out upon our church a revival
which resulted in many decisions and quickened every
department of our church activities. The young people

lets its

were stirred to greater faithfulness to their Lord and
since the time of revival have had an excellent representation in the Midweek Prayer Services. They
now enjoy their own prayer circle and have averaged

They are faithful in the regular servchurch; yes, they remain for the morning
worship and likewise for the evening service.
What— no problems or testings? Yes, thank God,
we found them too, for they keep us humble and upon
our knees. But we have not faced any obstacle as big
as our Lord, and by God's grace we stay above the
circumstances, for to be under them means certain
defeat. Satan is never asleep, and all the more active
where witnessing goes on faithfully. He makes' desperate charges against God's children, tempting them
with the husks of this world, and doing his best to put
15 per service.

ices of the

(Continued on Page 6621

Verily this congregation has
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HISTORY OF HAGERSTOWN
By REV.

ROY

Fifty-six persons began a new work for the Lord in
Hagerstown, Md., June 19, 1938. It was a work of
prayer and consecration. Tliis meeting was held in

the

homes

of the

preaching service
Hall, 31

brethren, and
in the Moose

W. Antietam

Street.

We

continued the use of this hall for
about one year. A more appropriate place of worship was needed
and in due time the Lord led us
to such a place.

The work was permanently

or-

the following
year. I was called to fill the pulpit. A departmental Bible School

ganized October

4,

vas organized, which made quite
a contribution to the work. Morning and evening worship services
BEV. ROY S. LONG
were held each Lord's Day, The
midweek prayer hour was continued in the homes of

the

members each week with an average attendance

of 30.

Impetus was given to the work by a full corps of
including deacons and deaconesses. At this

officers,

time we secured incorporation papers making it possible to acquire property and transact all business
legally. Since we proclaimed a full gospel message,
souls were saved. "Faith Gospel Mission" was our identification at this time.

By November

16,

1938, the

Moose Hall became

in-

place of worship
to the
ro.ust be secured. We talked most definitely
Lord about this matter. We were led by the Spirit in
the securing of a frame bungalow on Spruce Street in

adequate as a meeting place.

A new

the southern section of the city. Adjoining this property were four vacant lots. The bungalow was immediately made ready for the Lord's work, and on Sunday,
January 15, 1939, we held our first service in our new
church home under the name of the Second Brethren
Church. How proud we were! What rejoicing in the
Lord! What an experience and thrill in our hearts
when we met with the Lord at the altar at this new
place of worship! Many souls were saved and all were

moved

to holier living.

During the winter of the same year. Elder Norman
Uphouse led us in a very successful soul-saving camwas
paign. Sister Lucille Margin, of Waynesboro, Pa.,
the Waynesat the piano. How we praised the Lord for
boro Church and its faithful members who responded
ready to
so cheerfully to our needs. They were always
above
give a helping hand. May the Good Shepherd
Hagerstown
richly bless them is the prayer of the

WORK

LONG

S.

New spirit and new
among the faithful. The

people.

life

itself

four adjoining lots were

began

to

manifest

immediately purchased, giving us a corner location

upon which to build the Lord's house. This has been
built and dedicated unto Him who gave it.

Many of our able ministerial brethren assisted us in
these early days. Elder Conard Sandy was called to
hold for us on November 23-26, 1939, a three-day Bible
Conference and show his pictures of the Holy Land.
The following year Elder William H. Clough, of Uniontown, Pa., led us in a very successful revival. Brother
Clough was dearly loved by our people. It was during

same year the Home Missions Council sent to us
Brother and Sister Ralph Rambo, who, during the
summer, did some very fine and helpful work. In July.
Elder Herman Hoyt, of Grace Seminary, gave us an
all-day Bible Conference. For this meeting we were
housed in a large tent secured from the Brethren
Church of Winchester, Va. Conversions were one of the
marks of success for the day. At this meeting we enjoyed tbe fellowship of the brethren from Vinco and
Waynesboro, Pa., and Washington, D. C. This, indeed,
was a day to be long remembered.

this

Our work had enjoyed a steady growth. The movement was constantly forward and upward. Its real
progress and permanency began on October 1, 1940,
when we enjoyed the labors of a regular pastor. This
honor fell upon Elder L. L. Grubb. He became our
humble shepherd. What a shepherd he was ever on

—

the alert; always pressing forward; always spending
himself for the enlargement of the Lord's work and
saving lost souls. We now changed the name of the
church the third time and are glad to be known as the
"Grace Brethren Church." With Brother Grubb's coming, the erection of our church building began in a
few months. Building when we did was not easy, but
the Lord led the way.

On January 1, 1945, Brother L. L. Grubb accepted
the secretaryship of the Home Missions Council, and
Walter A. Lepp, of Cleveland. Ohio, became our new
pastor. The work under its new leadership continued
Forits forward movement, without any interruption.
ty-eight have given themselves to the Lord for the
for
rededications
first time. One hundred and twenty
fuller service and twenty-five have received Christian
baptism and entered into full fellowship with the Weal
body. We in the past believed, and feel we are justineedy field,
fied in our belief, that Hagerstown is a
ready for the pure and unadulterated gospel. May this
church and people be true to their Christian opportunity and obligation.

brethren.

The work continued to grow. Both pastor and people
in regular
felt the need of help. On November 10, 1939,
to
council meeting, the church voted unanimously
In due
secure help from the Home Missions Council.
Council's
time Bro. R. Paul Miller informed us of the
of our
willingness to help. New life filled the hearts

"Enclosed find $1.00 for a year's subscription for a
May God bless you. I think THE BRETHREN
magazine; I love it next
is the best religious

friend.

HERALD
to my Bible."

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

Led

I

a

Home

Mission Bible School

By

GERALD REESE

E.

The title for this article was given to me and I want
to say right here at the beginning that it should be
changed

to

"How

the Lord Led a Home Missions Bible
School," including its Superintendent,

anyone would have told me a
few years ago that the Lord could use
me in such a capacity, I think a good
laugh would have been forthcoming.
Thanks be unto God for His unspeakable gift (2 Cor. 9:15) and also that
Phil. 4:13 is true
"I can do all things
through Christ which strengtheneth
for

if

—

me." Despite the deficiencies of its
Superintendent our Bible School has
been blessed and the victory which
God has given through our Lord Jesus
Christ has overflowed into my own
life

as well as that of the Bible School.

The Lord used Pastor Grubb mightily
here

Hagerstown. His influence
j^j^^j leadership, under God, was the
motivating force in the creation of our temporal as
well as spiritual building. Pastor Lepp has proven to
be an able successor. Through his ministry the Lord
has already added many to His Church as well as to
our membership. Our desire has been to give the
Lord Jesus Christ the pre-eminence in everything to
E.

in

GERALD REESE

—

know Him and to make Him known!
believe that
to be the business of our Bible School, too. Someone
has said, "If you make God's Glory your chief concern

We

He'll make your need His constant care." That has
been our aim and truly He has blessed us wonderfully.
Our needs have been supplied. Teachers who love the
Lord and the written Word are pointing men and

women and
and

boys and

girls to

the Living

Word

of

John

We

have a new church building, with Sunday School space, that was built when materials were
under priority and financing seemed impossible, so we
still point to it with pride and say, "What God hath
wrought." Our School has grown numerically, too, as
evidenced by the following comparisons of attendance
1:1

and

14.

present, permit the division of the Bible School into
three groups for the opening exercises— Cradle Roll
and

Year Beginners— Second Year Beginners through
Juniors— Intermediates through Adults. Bible School
First

is

9:45 each Lord's

Day morning and

is preceded by a
with officers and
teachers because we believe that nothing can be done
in our Bible School that will redound to
the glory of

fifteen-minute

period

of

prayer

God unless we have His grace resting upon us. Since
the Bible is our textbook. Scripture memorization
is
a departmental as well as a class feature. The Cradle
Roll Department really excels in this but maybe
that's
because they "read" theirs right out of the Bible,
or
Jesus' Book, as they call it. Anyway, some Scripture
verses have been hidden away in the hearts of all
and
even if it's hidden so far away at times that we have
difficulty in finding it, nevertheless it's there.
Home

and Foreign Missions have a definite place in our
teaching and giving. The third Sunday of each month
is
designated as Building Fund Sunday when the
entire offering is applied to the building fund. Birthday offerings are received each Lord's Day and the
slogan— "Bricks for the Church," instituted before construction, is being continued until we can claim
that
all the bricks in the building are birthday
bricks. The
Bible School shares in our own local radio ministry
as
well as the National Brethren Radio Hour. It likewise
sponsors the Christian Service Brigade, a nationally
known organization for boys with the purpose of winning them for Christ. A free lending library of good
Christian books is also a project of the Sunday School.
God has been good to us. He is not only able to do
exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or think,
but He has done it and we do praise Him for it. Our
hope for the future is that we might Go, Grow, and
Glow for the Lord Jesus Christ.

offering:
1045

Average
Quarter.

l9t

2d Quarter.
3d Quarter
4th Quarter

was

.

1944

1942

194.5

Att.
1.58

Att.

Off.

Att.

Off.

.

.1:23. .50

1.50

$1

121

.

192

28.00

179
158
165

2

139

1

129
14B

$14.71
15.90
14.46
17.51

lOn
101
94
lis

$9.35
9.RI
10.82
13.23

Off.

....

.\tt.

2

September, 1942, that we moved into our
new building which has made possible this growth
and we do want to express our gratitude to the Home
Missions Council for their assistance in the establishing of our Church and Bible School, including the
prayers and gifts of God's people in all the Brethren
churches throughout the land. In September, 1942, we
had nine classes. We now have fifteen classes and soon
will be needing space for more. Finding the cost of
built-in sliding partitions to be prohibitive, even if
obtainable, our classroom problems so far have been
solved by movable beaver board screens of approxiIt

mately 4' by 7' size, framed by IVg x 3-inch material
hinged in pairs or made in series. Our facilities, at

in
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OUR TESTIMONY
By MR. and MRS.

Here is our testimony in written words as to how ttie
Lord led us into the fellowship of the Grace Brethren
Church here in our city.

We

tuned in one morning for the correct time and
heard a Gospel program coming over the air. It impressed us so each morning that

we put everything

aside to listen to the Family Altar at 8:45 A. M. to
hear the true Word of God. It was none other than

Rev. L. L.

Grubb and through

his faithfulness in pro-

claiming the Gospel over the air from day to day we

have been won

to the

WHY WE

JOINED THE GRACE BRETHREN
CHURCH OF HAGERSTOWN

HARRY COLVIN

Lord Jesus Christ and fellow-

By WALDO and MARGIE STOUFFER
The sincere desire of every Christian should be to
know the perfect will of God and to walk therein.
Events in our lives preceding our coming to Grace
Brethren revealed the hand of
God leading each step of the
way so definitely that to have
done otherwise would

have

meant

utter defeat for us.

We both had been professing
Christians with our names on a
church roll for many years. Then
we bought a home next door to
a member of the Grace Brethren Church and through her
witnessing we were brought face
to face with the living Christ
who wanted

to

save us.

What

joy filled our hearts when we
invited the Lord Jesus Christ to
come in and our new desire was
to "grow in grace and in the

MARGIE AND WALDO
STOUFFER

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."
each Sunday evening to the Grace
Brethren Church, where our hungry hearts were fed
on His Word, and for the first time in our lives,
through the teaching of the whole Bible, God's Word

knowledge

God

of our

led

us

and His will became real to us.
Here we found a group of witnessing Christians who
loved the lost souls of men. We wanted to join this
group for we, too, had heard Christ's command to "Go
ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature." We wanted to share our joy in the risen

THE COLVIN FAMILY
ship with God's people. Now since Rev. Grubb has
been called to a new field Rev. Walter A. Lepp is faithfully carrying on and winning many souls to the
saving knowledge of our Savior. Each Saturday, 8:45
to 9:15, there is a children's broadcast presented by
young people who love the Lord and stand by each
week 100 per cent. The friends of the Family Altar will
stand by and pray earnestly to keep the Gospel on

the air until Jesus comes.

CHOIR FOR
EASTER CANTATA,
1945

Christ with others who have never been given a personal invitation to receive Him.
Our blessings have been so many in these past
three years that we could not begin to name them.
God has blessed us mightily in giving us many opportunities to serve Him. We can say with all our hearts
that we have known real joy, peace, and happiness
since our Lord Jesus Christ saved us and led us to the

Grace Brethren Church.

The

heart's business

temptation.

is

to strangle, not to

fondle

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH
"The

First

Bible, the

Whole

and Spruce

'Bible,

and Nothing but the Bible"

Streets

Walter A. Lepp, Pastor

WHAT WE BELIEVE AND WHY
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
0.

—
—
—

God's Word
is
2 Tim,
8:16; 2 Peter 1:21.
.In.
1
Pre-Existence of Christ
14: Phil. 2:5-8.
1,
Luke
Virgin Birth of Christ
1:26-38.
10:30-33;
Jn.
Christ is God
Matt. 16:15-17,
Sinners
Hefor
Christ Died
brews 10:10; 1 Peter 2:24.
Christ Arose from the Dead
15:1-T.
Jn. 20:24-28; .1 Cor.

Bible

—

—

is Comme to Earth Aeain
Acts 1:11; 1 Thess. 4:1318; Matt, 24:27-30.
Bom. 3
All Men are Sinners
9-12, 23; John 3:3-5.
Acts 16:
9. Christ Sai'es Sinnei-s
31; Jn. 5:24; Eph. 2:8-10.
Deity of the
10. Pei-sonaUty and

7.

Christ

—

—
—

8.

Holy Spirit
15.

—

Jn.

14:26; 16:12-

—
—
Must
— Rom.
6:15-18.

Matt. 12:
Satan is a Person
26; 25:41.
Bev. 22:3-5;
12. Heaven and Hell
20:10. 15; 21:8.
11.

13.

15.

be

Christians

from the
14.

AVrr"'

'

Separated
12:1-2:

2 Cor.
Christians Should Not Swear by
Oath Matt. 5:33-37: James 0:
12.

—

Matt.

16.
17.
IS.
19.

20.

Morning Service

11

A.

IM.

I\l.

"Ne'w Testament
Baptism"
Evening

Service

7 P.

M.

Baptismal Service
and

One

Cause for Divorce
19:4-9.
Baptism by Triune Immersion
Matt. 28 :19.
Washing of the Saints' Feet
John 13:1-17.
Eatinc of the Lord's Supper
Jn. 13:2; Matt. 26:26.
Communion of the Bread and
Cup Luke 22:19, 20; 1 Cor.
11:24, 25.
Anointing of the Sick for HealJames 5 :14-16.
ing

Only

9:45 A.

Bible School

—

—
—

Holy

Communion

DAILY VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
June 11th to 27th
9 to 11:30 Daily

A sample of the fine newspaper advertising which
has made the Hagerstown Church outstanding. This
church is living proof that radio and newspaper advertising pay in the religious field.*

SOME TRICK IF YOU CAN DO IT
The Toledo newspapers report the case of a woman
driver, Mrs. Margaret Cook. She was approaching a
railroad crossing when her car blew a tire. It swerved
and careened down the railroad tracks, struck a signal
switch and threw a red block against an approaching
train, which stopped just in time. It's a good trick, if

HAGERSTOWN BUILDING COMMITTEE
shown in the top photo. They
Roy Long, Le-w Grubb, Henry
Breaking ground
seen R. Paul Miller and

man.

of the cornerstone is

you can do it.
But everybody

can't. One never knows when he
wakes up in the morning what strange thing may
happen that day. Possibly death will come. Are you
ready to face God Almighty? Every man and woman
can be, for there is acceptance for us all through the
Lord Jesus Christ, Who died on the Cross that we
might have eternal life. There He took our sins upon
Himself, so that we might be able to stand before God
in His righteousness, purchased by the offering of

Christ the Savior.

— Selected.

WHAT
It cost
It

IT

is

are, left to right,
Biser,
Spiel-

Max

next picture are
Lew Grubb. The laying
sho'wn at the bottom.
in the

COSTS TO BE FAITHFUL

Abraham the

yielding up of his only son.

cost Esther the risk of her

life.

Daniel being cast into the den of lions.
It cost Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego being put
into the fiery furnace.
It cost Stephen death by stoning.
It cost Peter a martyr's death.
It cost Jesus His life.
Does it cost you anything?
It cost
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As

the Editor Sees
By

L.

L.

SOME FOOLS STILL ALIVE
Christians everywliere have been vitally interested
in the
in the religious education case now being tried
courts at Champaign 111, where a self-acclaimed atheist
and school patron is seeking to compel the school board
Illinois
to eliminate classes in religious education. The
State Council of Churches and the Chicago Church
Federation are pouring funds and legal talent into the

probably go to the Supreme Court of
the United States regardless of which way the decision
battle

which

will

goes.

An individual who does
God has no business

not believe in the existence

any public school. The
schools of the United States of America were founded
on the Word of God by our Puritan Fathers. But this
age has become so advanced in its philosophies and
wisdom
religious thought that it has superceded the
through
of God. The personal God of the universe says
his
His human mouthpiece, "The fool hath said in
is
heart, There is no God" (Psa. 14; 1). The reference
generic, including both men and women. The descent
from the Christian emphasis of the first American
in God's
schools to the place where those who are fools
long
sight occupy the teacher's position, has been a

of

in

It

GRUBB
one. Concerning the atheist God
further says in the same psalm, "They are corrupt,
they have done abominable works." The future of the
American nation is far from secure when our boys and
girls are being taught by such God-defamers and disbelievers. Parents should arise, not only in the Illinois
community, but all across our nation and insist upon
the removal of atheistic, infidelic school teachers and

and ignominious

their replacement with those who at least beUeve in
the existence of God and are not so completely removed from the original American religious position.
Probably the best solution of the problem is to build

our own parochial schools as the Catholics have been
doing for a long time and then control what our
children are taught by hiring Christian, God-fearing
teachers. There is a strong movement along this line
now.

GENERAL MacARTHUR FORECASTS
THE FUTURE
In commenting upon the surrender of Japan and
peering into the future world our own General Douglas MacArthur made some statements which are well
worthy of note and evidence a very keen perception of
some spiritual causes and effects. The following is a
quotation from his speech:
"Men since the beginning of time have sought peace.
ages have been atan international process to prevent
or settle disputes between the nations. From the very
start, workable methods were found insofar as individual citizens were concerned, but the mechanics of
an instrumentaUty of larger international scope have
never been successful.
"Military alliance, balance of power, leagues of nations, all in turn failed, leaving the only path to be by

Various methods through the

WE NEED
noo,ooo
In Our

THANKSGIVING
OFFERING
TO BUILD MORE
CHURCHES LIKE

HAGERSTOWN

GIVE!

tempted

way

to devise

of the crucible war.

"The utter destructiveness of war now blots out this
alternative. We have had our last chance. If we do
not now devise some greater and more equitable system, Armageddon will be at our door.

"The problem

basically

is

theological

and involves

a spiritual recrudescence and improvement of human
character that will synchronize with our almost matchall material
less advance in science, art, literature, and

and cultural developments of the past 2,000 years.
must be of the spirit if we are to have the flesh."

It

Some men since the beginning have sought peace,
but either the majority of men or their leaders have
constantly grasped for the possessions and violated
the rights of others. Thus the history of the world
earth's
boasts very few years when some part of the
constituency was not at war.
The General strikes directly at the heart of the matwhen he says, "The problem basically is theologter

ical,

etc."

God and

It

His

has to do with man's relationship to
.in sin
will. David said, ".

Word and

.
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did
of

my mother conceive me" (Psa.
men were properly in saving

51:5).

If

the spirits

United States belongs to one church or another.
The
Federal Council of Churches in its 1945
YEARBOOK
OF AMERICAN CHURCHES tallies the reports of 256
Protestant, Catholic, Jewish and other
religious bodies
and finds that their membership has reached
an alltime high of 72,492,669-a jump of four
million in two

contact with God
through Jesus Christ they would not rend each other's
flesh. The task of the Church is to bring the spiritual
impact in the delivering of the full Gospel message
which will bring man's spirit into contact with God.
Until this is accomplished the world will continue to
bathe itself in its own blood.

IS

years.

This would seem rather paradoxical
to manv bewho attend fundamental churches in their re-

THE WORLD GROWING BETTER?

lievers

This

is a stock topic of discussion, in fact it is
almost
But, there are senses in which the world has
improved, as General MacArthur indicates and we all
know. In the realms of science, art, literature, culture,

trite.

mechanics, etc., many remarkable devolopments have
taken place. But the spiritual life of man has not kept
pace and improved with other improvements. Rather
than devoting these material improvements to the
accomplishment of his own comfort and happiness,
man has learned all the better how to kill his neighbor, steal his possessions, and then often commit suicide himself. Now, the atomic bomb has almost outlawed war itself because of its inconceivable power to
destroy. Indeed, Douglas MacArthur was not far afield
when he said that Armageddon is at our door. Men
will not accept Christ in great numbers and peace
cannot reign upon the earth until the Prince of Peace
comes to reign, but first Armageddon must come. We
need not fear that the atomic bomb will annihilate
civilization for God still has plans for a fourth world
empire, the Roman Empire, and an empire must have

snective communities and mostly find
that their
church of 150 members has more in attendance
at a
Sunday night service than the big modernistic
church
downtown with a thousand members. The great
jump
in church membership does not
mean that we have
had a great revival by any means. On the other
hand,
it means that churches
by the scores have lost all

sense of Biblical standards for church
membership
and have sent committees from door to door
asking
individuals if they would mind having
their names
placed on a certain church roll. Of course,
who would
mind that? It might even be some consolation
to a
murderer to know that he is a member of the
big

church downtown.

The task that the Church of Jesus Christ faces now
getting an additional four million church
members
saved. The field of the believing Church
in this day
is inside as well as outside the
professing
IS

Church. We
do not advocate what is ambiguously called
"proselyting." But we have a message for the
unsaved individual whether a member of the visible church
or not.

subjects and human habitations.
Christian, lift up your eyes! Your redemption draw-

WHAT FOUND
I

eth nigh!

BOOM
It

IN

IN

HAGERSTOWN

(Continued from Page 656)

CHURCH MEMBERSHIP

seems that now over half the population of the

them asleep. But thank God between 55 and 60 faithful members meet each Wednesday
evening to pray
for overcoming power and victory and
Satan never

has liked a prayer meeting. We fully believe
that this
the reason for a separated church. We
certainly
praise God to have found that the majority
of our
membership have more valuable things to do than
IS

to feed at the Devil's table. Officers of
the church
are willing to live lives above reproach,
setting fine
examples of a separated walk. They believe in
full

PRAY FOR THESE THINGS DAILY!
1.

For $100,000 in the coming Thanksgiving Offer-

cooperation with the Pastor, having learned since
the
organization of the church that the office of the Pastor
is to be respected and held in
high esteem.
The members are liberal in their giving to a heavy
budget and are looking forward to the day when the
mortgage will be burned, freeing the church of all
indebtedness. It is really remarkable that our present
debt is but $7,500.00, and that it will be paid, the
Lord

ing!
2.

For new buildings at Mansfield, South Bend,
Indianapolis, Bellflower, Cheyenne, Cuyahoga
Falls, Osceola, Wooster, Firestone Park, Winchester.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

For a building addition at Tracy—more Sunday
School room.
For the completion of the Fremont building.
For the early establishment of a mission to
the American Indians.
For the establishment of a Jewish Brethren
Church and funds to make it possible.
For every Home Mission pastor and the members of our Home Mission churches.
For THE GOSPEL TRUTH radio hour as a
great aid in extending the reach of the Gospel message and the borders of the Brethren
Church.

willing, in less than two years' time. We
have a building property valued at $35,000.00, and to have
such a
property free of debt in so short a time is a manifestation of liberality on the part of God's
children.
May the heart of evei-y Christian interested in Home
Missions be as thrilled as ours has been because
of

what we found in Hagerstown, and may these few
treasures we have mentioned be an inspiration
and a
challenge to give and to pray that this may be duplicated many times over. Your g-ifts to Home Missions
have made all of these blessings and treasures a
reality.
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By ELIAS ZIMMERMAN, Los

Angeles, Calif.

first
an article on the above subject by Brother Zimmerman. The
is the second and last section of
Home Mission issue of the Herald. Each one should
part of the artide was printed in the September
Editor.
be sure to read both sections carefully.—

This

the twelve disciples, who said: "Except I shall see in
hand the print of the nails, and put my finger into
the print of the nails, and thrust my hand into his
side, I will not believe," even he was finally convinced,
and cried out: "My Lord and my God."
12. Because of the testimony of honest fishermen.
Most of the twelve disciples of Christ were plain,
simple, honest fishermen. For three years they fol-

most perfect and
6. His teachings stand out as tlie
listen
sublime in human history. Sit at His feet and
and 7), and
to His Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5, 6,
you will cry out even as did the officers who were
man."
sent to arrest Him, "Never man spake like this
with the Jews of old you will marvel at the teach-

And

his

ing of this poor peasant from Galilee.
The Sanhedrin could
7. Because of the life He lived.
witnesses
find no fault in Him, and had to bribe false

lowed Him and lived with Him. They heard Him
preach and teach. They saw Him feed the hungry,
heal the sick, raise the dead. Surely they knew Him.
And so when the testing came and Christ asked them:
"Will ye also go away?" Simon Peter spoke up for the
group and said: "Lord, to whom shall we go? thou hast

governor of Rome, said:
to condemn Him.
Paul says
"I find in him no fault at all," John 18:38.
like as we
of Him that He was "in all points tempted
Gospels and
are, yet without sin." Read His life in the
Pilate, the

"Thou art
will exclaim with the Apostle Peter:
the Christ, the Son of the living God."
performed. They con8. Because of the miracles He
He
firm His claims, and prove beyond a doubt that
came from God, and that He is the Messiah. He had
over
power over nature. Matt. 8:23-27. He had power

you

the words of eternal life. And we believe and are sure
that thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God."
of the
13. Because of the testimony of a member

power
the diseases of the body. Matt. 8:1-15. He had
over death. Matt. 8:18-26. He had power over Satan,
and
Matt. 8:27-34. How can we possibly explain these
inHis other miracles unless we admit that He must
deed be the Messiah, the promised Redeemer.
He did not have to
9. Because of the death He died.
death. And
die. He was given every chance to escape
He had every reason to do so. He was still in the
it
prime of life— only 33 years of age. Life, and all

Jewish Sanhedrin. Nicodemus was his name. And one
day we are told he came to see Jesus by night, and
come
said: "Rabbi, we know that thou art a teacher
from God; for no man can do these miracles that thou
Later he
doest, except God be with Him," John 3:2.
stood up and defended Christ against the Pharisees,
And after the crucifixion we are told he "brought a
mixture of myrrh and aloes, about an hundred pound
weight" to anoint the body of Christ. This was, no

means was

still

ahead

of

Him.

Why

die?

Yet.

He

an expresdoubt, a very highly priced gift, and also
Master.
sion of his deep esteem and affection for the
And tradition tells us that after the resurrection he
became a professed disciple of Christ, and received
baptism at the hands of Peter and John.
of .the greatest
14. Because of the testimony of one
as one of
of all times. Paul, no doubt, stands out

submitted Himself to death, yea, the despised death of
Moses
the cross. Why? There is only one reason: "As
even so must
lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,
beUeveth
the Son of Man be lifted up: That whosoever
hfe," John
in him should not perish, but have eternal

Jews

3:14, 15.

disciple
the greatest Jews that ever lived. He was a
he was the
of the great Gamaliel. And for a time
the Jewish
bitterest and most zealous persecutor of
chains to
followers of Christ. He dragged them in
Then all of a sudden a great change took

Because of the way He died. There was every
why He should have hated and despised His
him,
persecutors and those who cried: "Away with
with Him, crucify Him!" Yet there hanging on
10.

reason

prison.
place in that

away

prayed:
the cross, wounded, bleeding, and dying, He
"Father forgive them, for they know not what they
like that. No
do!" Only Christ, the Messiah, could die
which
wonder we are told that "when the Centurion,
out, and
stood over against him, saw that he so cried

man's

life.

He accepted

Christ.

The

follower,
zealous persecutor became the most devout
faith.
and the greatest propagator of the Christian
Everywhere he preached the Gospel of Christ. He carwas compelled
ried it to Rome, and the Imperial City
on to Spain and
to bow its head. His message went
and encircled
it leaped the Atlantic

beyond Spain—

was the
gave up the spirit, he said, Truly this man
Son of God," Mark 15:39.
be no
can
There
11. Because of His Resurrection.
is overdoubt as to His resurrection. The evidence
Christ agam
whelming. His disciples saw the risen
Him at
and again. And at one time five hundred saw
been misonce Surely they couldn't all of them have
one of
taken or deceived! Even Thomas, the doubter,

martyr's death
the globe. And the aged Paul died a
died as he lived— for Christ.
great Rabbi Gamaliel.
15. The inspired counsel of the
When the Jews were about to lay hands upon Peter
in
and the other apostles because of their boldness
of Israel,
preaching Christ to them as the Redeemer
there up
and "took counsel to slay them. Then stood

He
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one in the council, a Pharisee, named Gamaliel, a
doctor of the law, had in reputation among all the
people, and commanded to put the apostles forth a
little space; and said unto them, Ye men of Israel, take
heed to yourself what ye intend to do as touching these
Refrain from these men, and let them alone:
men
for if this counsel of this work be of men, it will come
to nought: But if it be of God, ye cannot overthrow it;
lest haply ye be found even to fight against God," Acts
5:33-39. Many centuries have rolled by since this was
spoken. Christ is still preached, and the message of
Christ is still proclaimed. He has stood the test of
time. And this brings us to our next point, the sixteenth reason:
16 Because Christ still has power to transform lives.
Two thousand years have passed since this humble
Galilean walked the hills and valleys of Palestine, and
His Gospel message is still "the power of God unto
salvation to everyone that believeth; to the Jew first,
and also to the Greek (Gentile)," Rom. 1:16. He can
and does transform life. And He alone can take the
derelicts and wrecks that sin and vice and greed have
cast on the human ash heap as broken and useless, and
make them whole again. Satan can make devils out
of angels and sinners out of saints, but only Christ can
make angels out of devils and saints out of sinners.
17. Because of His influence on civilization. Not only
has Christ influenced and transformed individual lives,
but He has also influenced all of civilization. Wherever
His Gospel message has gone, there His power and influence have improved and ameliorated the sad plight
of the weak and needy and hungry and downtrodden.
There is no question of it.
I think it was H. G. Wells who once listed the names
of ten men that had the greatest influence on mankind
and civilization, and at the head of the list was the
name of Jesus Christ
.

18.

.

.

Because in Christ, and through

Him

alone,

is

there forgiveness of sin. In Him, and in Him alone,
are we reconciled to a just and holy God. For in Him
alone was atonement for sin. In Lev. 17:11 we read:
"for it is the blood that maketh atonement or the
soul."

.

The whole

sacrificial

system was based upon

that truth. But the shedding of animal blood was
neither adequate nor sufficient. All the sacrifices of
old were only a type of Him to Whom John the Baptist
pointed as "the Lamb of God." And so in due time
this lamb of God was made, as Isaiah prophesied centuries before, "an offering for sin." And so "he was
wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for
our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon
him; and with his stripes we are healed," Isa. 53:5, 10.
19. Because in Christ, and in Christ alone, can we
find abiding peace. Christ tells us: "Peace I leave with
you, my peace I give unto you: not as the world giveth,
give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither
let it be afraid," John 14:27. And we can have this
inward peace even in the midst of confusion and war,
and sorrow and suffering.
Some years ago I preached in a town near Indianapolis, Indiana, and I visited a sick man in that town.
He had been on his sick bed for more than five years,
paralyzed, unable to move, talk, or feed himself. And
yet his face was literally radiant with an inward

peace and joy. He believed in Christ, and trusted Him
with a childlike faith. I went away feeling that I had
witnessed the most wonderful and effective demonstration of what Christ meant when He said, "My
peace I give unto you ... let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid."
20. Because by believing in Christ, God becomes very
real. God seems so far away. And deep down in the

human heart there is a desire and a longing to know
Him and be near to Him. David gives expression to
"As the hart panteth after the water
brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, O God. My soul
thirsteth for God, for the living God: when shall I
come and appear before God?" Ps. 42: 1, 2. Many
centuries later Philip, one of the twelve disciples, also
gives expression to the same desire. "Lord," he says,
"shew us the Father, and it sufficeth us" if we could
this longing:

—

only see and know God, then we would be content
indeed. And the answer given him by Christ was very
striking and significant: "Have I been so long time with
you, and yet hast thou not known me, Philip? He that
hath seen me hath seen the Father," John 14:8, 9.
John, the beloved disciple, knew what Christ meant.
For he tells us: "the Word was made flesh, and we
beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of
the Father, full of grace and truth." By believing in
Christ, and knowing Christ we also know God, and He
becomes very real to us. For Christ is the manifestation of God's love toward us.
21. Finally, I believe in Christ because in Him lies
the Hope of the world. Just as He is now the hope of
individual Jews and Gentiles throughout the world, so
He will yet be the hope of the whole world. Men have
tried everything and failed. Just now the nations are
placing their hope in the Big Three, but they are
doomed to disappointment. Just how men everywhere
are looking to the Atlantic Charter, to a revived League
of Nations to solve their problems and give them security, but I am afraid they are doomed to disappointment. The world is placing its trust in armed force
to conquer and keep the peace, but it is doomed to
disappointment. There will be no peace until the
nations shall march under the banner of Him Who
is the Prince of Peace. This is no mere wishful thinking, or hollow speculation. For we have the promise of
the sure Word of prophecy. And just as the other

prophecies we mentioned were literally fulfilled in
Him, so we know that the following also will be literally fulfilled in Him. Here are some of the prophecies:
The "Shiloh" of Gen. 49:10, as we have seen, is none
other than the Messiah, "and to him" we are told,
"shall the gathering (obedience) of the people be."
"The "root of Jesse" of Isaiah 11:10 could apply to
none other than the Messiah, who is to be of the house
of David, and there we are told that He "shall stand
for an ensign of the people; unto him shall the Gentiles (nations) seek: and his rest shall be glorious."
And this is the Messiah of whom the prophet Isaiah
tells us in 9:6, 7, which we have already quoted that:
"the government shall be upon his shoulder: and his
The Prince of Peace. Of
name shall be called
the increase of his government there shall be no end,
upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to
order it, and to establish it with judgment and with
.
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6:10.
That His Kingdom will come quickly—Matt.
is
That His will be done on earth perfectly, as it
in heaven Matt. 6:10.
6:11.
That this day's bread be provided—Matt.

—

—

For sins to be forgiven Matt. 6:12.
Matt.
For deliverance from temptations and evil—
6:13.

Topic

Subject—"PRAYER."

—

Matthew 6:5-15.
the most
Leader-The "Lord's Prayer" is probably
Scripture. All of
quoted and best known passage of
nursery rhymes, and
us learned it when we learned
Scripture

Pray at the busy noontide.
For guidance on your way;
Pray as the darkness deepens.
When work and care are o'er;
Pray with your mind and spirit.
Pray always, evermore."

girls have done
thousands of non-Christian boys and
after year. But,
and are doing the same thing year
"said" rehalthough it is known by so many, and
pray the "Lord's
giously yet there are few who really
when one
Prayer " Our Lord gave it to His disciples
them to pray (Luke 11:
of them asked Him to teach
Prayer" as the
1-2). Hence, we are using the "Lord's

basis for our discussion

Topic Five-Illustration-"THE

One— "WHAT IS PRAYER?"
Communion with God—talking with Him.

2.

It includes

thanksgiving, confession, petition, sup-

plication, adoration, reverence.

1.

2.
3.

Two—"HOW SHALL WE PRAY?

"In secret"—Matt. 6:6.
"Use not vain repetitions"— Matt. 6:7.
Acknowledge the holiness and majesty of
Matt.

Topic
1.

God-

m

6:9, 13.

Three—"FOR

•J

WHAT SHALL WE PRAY?

That God's name be hallowed—Matt.

6:9.

of the
from henceforth even for ever. The zeal
Lord of hosts will perform this."
of that
The prophet Daniel also saw and prophesied
one like
day "I saw in the night visions, and, behold,
of heaven
the Son of man came with the clouds
glory, and
And there was given him dominion, and
and languages,
a kingdom, that all people, nations,
everlasting doshould serve him: his dominion is an
Dan. 8:13, 14.
minion, which shall not pass away,"
whom the
And this is the same Son of Man of
"obedient unto
Apostle Paul says that because He was
Wherefore God
death even the death of the cross.
and given him a name
also hath highly exalted him,
name of Jesus
which is above every name: That at the
in heaven, and
every knee should bow, of things
the earth; and that
things in earth, and things under

justice

.

.

.

Jesus Christ is Lord,
every tongue should confess that
Father," Phil. 2:8-11.
to the glory of God the
wonderful deBut perhaps the clearest and most
reign of Christ as
scription given us of the Messianic
the second chapter of
the Prince of Peace is found in
Isaiah:

WAY TO

temper and a
"Lois is a small maiden with a quick
in tears and
habit of spealdng hasty words that end
help her to selftrouble Her grandmother, trying to
"Keep the door of
control, taught her David's prayer,
her
my lips " and urged her to remember it when
"How about the prayer,
little schoolmates vexed her.
child returned the
Lois?" asked the old lady when the
Lois, "but
next day "Oh, I 'membered it," answered
of me. I said, 'Keep the
I prayed for Grace 'stead
she wouldn't say
door of Grace's lips,' 'cause I knew if
anyway." Are not
such hateful things I'd be all right,
the same
many of our older prayers very much
rest of the world
If God would only make the
spirit
to do right by
do its duty by us, we could be trusted
ourselves."—Mrs. Ethel Simmons.

Topic

Topic

WRONG

PRAY."

on "Prayer."

1.

Four—"WHEN TO PRAY."
"Pray when you rise in the morning.
That God will bless your day;

"And

it

mountain

shall

come

the
to pass in the last days that
house shall be established

m

of the Lord's

shall be exalted above
the top of the mountains, and
unto it. And many
the hills- and all nations shall flow
and let us go up to
people shall go and say, Come ye,
house of the God of
the mountain of the Lord, to the
his ways, and we will
Jacob; and he will teach us of
shall go forth the
walk in his paths: for out of Zion
from Jerusalem. And
law, and the word of the Lord
and shall rebuke
he shall judge among the nations,
their swords mto
people: and they shall beat

many

Pr^ninghooks_ naplowshares, and their spears into
against nation, neither
tion shall not Uft up sword
shall they learn war any more."

MATTER
THE CONCLUSION OF THE WHOLE
that's why I believe
and
reasons,
my
are
The above
the

Redeemer of Israel and
in Jesus Christ as the
of
to put it in the words
And
mankind.
all
of
savior
house o Jacob -and
"O
Isaiah:
prophet
inspired
the
ye, and
ye children of men-"come
the light of the Lord."
all

let

us walk

m
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WHY
"Why

CAN'T A FELLOW LIKE

ME UNDERSTAND

write the Bible so a fellow like me
It seems like a lot of foolishness
to me; I can't make head or tail ouU of it. You are a
preacher, aren't you? You run that chapel upstairs.
don't you? Well, then, please answer my question li
you can If the Bible is God's book, as you people affirm, why didn't He write it in plain language so ordinary people could get it?
Thus was I greeted at the entrance of our chapel by
an excited young man waiting there to see me.
"Why, that is easy," I replied. "The answer is in the
Bible itself." I opened my New Testament to I Corinthians 2:14 and began to read slowly: "The natural
." Turning abruptly to my questioner, I
man
askea,
"Do those words fit you?"
"Why, of course they do. I'm not a freak. I am a reddidn't

God

could understand

"Do you mean to tell me that you never once in
your life heard of that necessity?"
"Never!"
"Be patient now while I ask you a question or two.
And one of them is the most important any man can
propound to another. First, please answer this, 'Ar
you a sinner?' "
"Yes, sure I am. I admit that."
"Well, then, you need a Saviour. And there is only
one who has ever qualified for that office. The man
who died on the cross as a substitute for you and me.
Him God raised from the dead to prove that He had
rendered satisfactory service for the redemption of
the human race and the final saving of the world. The
resurrection demonstrated that the Crucified One was
all He claimed to be, even the Son of God while
yet
the suffering Messiah and the coming King of Glory.
Let me read you the conditions you must meet to be
able to unlock the sacred Scriptures and win the salvation of your own precious soul for all time ana
eternity. 'If thou shalt confess with thy mouth the
Lord Jesus and shalt believe in thine heart that God
hath raised Him from the dead, thou shalt be saved'

it?

—

i

.

.

man and proud of it. Natural man
Sure!"
"All right, then, I will read on: 'The natural man

blooded

.

receiveth not the things of the spirit of
are foolishness unto him.' "

"Why,

God

.

.

.

.

.

they

what I said," he exclaimed, " 'foolAre you sure you are reading that straiglu,
and not making it up for the occasion?"
that's just

ishness'!

"See for yourself," I retorted, and pointed to the text.
Satisfied, he said, "Go on." So I continued reading,
"Neither can he know them."
"Come now, preacher, he said, "that's too much. You
don't mean to tell me God purposely caused the Book
to be written in such a way that even a fellow with the
degree of intelligence I possess wouldn't be able to get
a clear grasp of it."
"Yes," I replied, "I dare say just that. It was purposely made unknowable to men of your caliber to
prove that it is an extraordinary volume,, not a manmade book. No mere man has ever been able to formulate a code that some other man could not decipher

and uncode

in short order.

But ihe Bible defiantly

challenges a correct interpretation or understanding,

by any stranger like yourself, of the marvelous truths
which it abundantly contains, yet so effectually conceals. That in itself is a miracle, don't you see?"
"No, I don't. So, I should worry. You say your God
deliberately wUled that a seeker after truth, such as I
am today, should flounder around and never find his
way out of that labyrinth of language; that he should
become, as I am now, more befuddled and mystified
than ever. 'Neither can he know them.' That passage

only makes matters worse. That settles it for me. To
find a writer of sacred Scripture stating that about its
own writings is positively incredible and unnatural! I
rest my case right there. That ends it." And he turned
to leave.

"Wait a minute," I said. "That is not all the text.
Listen— 'beacuse they are spiritually discerned.' "
"What under the sun is that?"
"That means that you and all other naturally born
men like you are dead, spiritually, as the Bible repeatedly affirms.
we find that

"How

And so in John's Gospel,
we must be born again!"

third chapter,

'.'

IT?

(Romans

10:9)

"Now," said
corners in

I,

"we are standing on one

New York—Broadway and

of the busiest

Fulton Street.

It

is five minutes to three. I am on my way to
the bank
over there, but there is time enough for me to ask you
that greatest of all questions. Confessing yourself to
be a sinner, as you have done, will you here and now
definitely and wholeheartedly accept the Lord Jesus as
your personal Saviour? If so, shake my hand and say
I do!'"
We were both silent for a moment. Then the young
man slowly took my hand, and a happy smile began to

glow upon his face. "I do! I do! I do!
he exclaimed.
that moment the Holy Scriptures began to unfold
the riches of God's abounding grace to him in a marvelous way.
Reader, how about you? Would you, too, like the
Bible uncoded? Then be "born again" by simply believing its author to be supernatural. Only such a volume,
!

!

From

hiding, as it does, its precious truths from the "wise,"
yet revealing them unto "babes" (Matthew 11:25). Believe that "Christ died for our sins" (I Corinthians
15:3). The basis upon which a holy God can receive
a
confessed sinner is this: "For He hath made Him to
be sin for us, who knew no sin; that we might be made
the righteousness of God in Him" (II Corinthians 5:21).
Accept these great truths with all your heart. Then
you, too, will be able to understand the marvelous
riches of God's grace revealed in the Holy Scriptures.—
Adapted from a tract by Dr. Geo. H. Dowkontt.

"I appreciate

your patience in sending the

HERALD

month after it has expired. I teach school and have
home duties, too. I enjoy the paper very much and
a

would not be without it. It keeps us in personal touch
with the missionaries. Thank you for your kindness."

do you get that way?"
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THE HOUR WILL COME
A traveler in Italy arrived at the Villa Areconati, in
the "beauty spot" of the Italian Alps, and was conducted through the exquisite garden by the gardener.
"How long have you been here?" the traveler asked.
"Twenty-five years."
"And how often has the owner been to see the
estate?"

GOOD NEWS

"Never."
"Who comes, then, to look after matters?"
"I am left pretty much alone; very seldom do I see
even a stranger."
"Yet you keep the garden so spic and span and in
such apphe-pie order that one would think you were

expecting the owner tomorrow."
"Today, sir, today," was the reply.
All men should live as if expecting the return of the
Savior today. "Watch therefore; for ye know not what

hour your Lord doth come" (Matt. 24:42). Thinking
Lord
of this hour Christians gladly say, "Even so, come.
Jesus" (Rev. 22:20). But unbelievers, in the depths of
their hearts, echo the words of the prophet, "But who
may abide the day of his coming? and who shall stand
when he appeareth?" (Mai. 3:2).
the difference?

to

ice of faith is

—

"Four times."
"When did he come last?"
"Twelve years ago."
"He writes to you, I suppose?"

What makes

work with. Their sacrifice and servboth hospitable and generous. A few
weeks ago we were completely surprised with a party
in our honoi- and a shower of foodstuffs, of which not
a few were rationed articles.
We are taking active part in the main interests of
our denomination. There were 13 from the church at
cur recent conference at Winona Lake.
Pray for our success in the Lord in the coming year.
Arthur Carey.

most agreeable

Just this: Christians

have prepared for that coming hour by repenting of
their sins and turning to God and accepting the Lord
Jesus Christ as their Savior, "BeUeve on the Lord Jesus
Christ, and thou shalt be saved" (Acts 16:31).
Alas for those who are not ready when He comes

SPEAKING OF RADIO let us pass on to you some of
the blessings which come to us as we read the Family
Altar mail, and these excerpts are from new listeners.
Shippensburg, Pa.: "I enjoy very much the message
in song and word which you present each day. They
are very helpful to all Christians and I hope you may
never have to give up the broadcasts. I am teacher of
the Loyalty Class in the Church of God here and want
to provide helpful and worthwhile reading matter for
the members of the class. Will you send me the Book
of the Month each month for the coming year? May
God richly bless you as you continue to give forth the
Word of God in all its comfort, truth, and beauty."
Gardners, Pa.: "A Uttle while ago I came upon your
program and I want to tell you that I enjoy it, OH so
very much. I am a widow and, live all alone, so you
can imagine how I appreciate the true gospel. I do
hope you keep on proclaiming the true Word of God.
Oh, how much we need it. I pray you may be very
fearless in doing His will and tell the people the truth,
Hagersjust what we all need.— The Grace Herald,
town, Md.

BETHEL BRETHREN BUSY!

!

the word "Brethren" we mean THE MEN! The
laymen of the Bethel Brethren Church in Berne, Ind.,
organized on September 29, 1944, with earnest sincer-

By

purpose and a desire for real spiritual uplift. At
small,
the time of this present writing, the group is
with a membership of 14, but there is some indication
signifithat this number may soon be increased. The
their
cant things about this small group of men are
high spiritual attitude, splendid Christian fellowship,
for
the earnest desire on their part to witness

ity of

NEWS FROM CLAYTON, OHIO
service together was the Sunrise service
on Easter Morning. Shortly afterwards two young
people came forward to confess Christ for the first

Our

first

time.

June we began a Vacation Bible School under the superintendency of Miss June Bowser. This was
in conjunction with the United Brethren Church and
was held in the schoolhouse. It was a very successful
school and the community really wakened to what

Then

in

could be done for the youngsters in a valuable way.
Immediately afterward a Happy Hour was started in
our church every Wednesday afternoon and was continued throughout the summer.
We are making repairs to our building and installing
a stoker. We are looking forward to meetings soon
with Bro. Harold Dunning, who was a former pastor
here. We covet an interest in your prayers for our

meetings.

We

have young people in Bob Jones College and

this fall. Remember them as they prepare
for special work.
There are a fine group of believers here and are

Wheaton

and

—

—

way or ways He ordains.
the
Regular meetings are held in the homes of
with
various men on the first Tuesday of each month,
Christ in whatever

period of devothe emphasis upon spiritual things. A
received. Followtions is held and prayer requests are
knees, the men
ing a season of prayer on bended
they enjoy a
enter their business session, after which
At the last
brief time of fellowship and refreshment.
elected for the
meeting, the following officers were
Archie Parr;
year beginning October 1, 1945: President,
Secretary-Treasurer.
Vice President, Sam Leininger;

Ralph Christy.

and the men
Prayer projects have been adopted
are made upon
meet monthly for visitation, hese calls
prospects. This
delinquent members, sick folks, and
Lord to contribute
group of men has been led of the
Radio
support of the National Brethren
$215 to the

Hour and
667

preparing for
$43.55 to the aid of students
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And they have a real interest in the
new Brethren Boys Worli, for which we praise the
the Lord's work.
Lord.

We believe that God will use this group of praying
Christian laymen for His own glory. Truly the fields
are white for the harvest, and in the time left before
the Lord comes from heaven the second time, as He
promised He would do, there is much to be done by
His people. There is great need for a strong, steadfast,
shining witness for Christ in this day of darkness and
apostasy which is rapidly drawing to a close. We believe the Bethel laymen will bear such a witness for
our great Lord until He comes.

"According to my earnest expectation and my hope,
that in nothing I shall be ashamed, but that with all
boldness, as always, so now also Christ shall be magnified in my body, whether it be by life, or by death."
Phil. 1:20.— G. L. Lawlor, Pastor.
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Moderator's Address
Delivered by REV. R. D.

BARNARD, Au^st

28, 1945, at

Winona Lake, Indiana

WHITE HARVEST FIELDS
Several years ago when the storm
clouds of this present worl^ crisis were
gathering, Mr. Lloyd George said, "Europe is a stubble field such that if a
man dropped a match, a terrible conflagration will result. I am not only
afraid, I am in positive terror." Now we
know that the stubble field was fired,
that the stubble of a parched earth is
still being lighted. It seems right now
that the fire has been brought under
control, but even yet none of us knows
in the morning what the evening will
bring forth. In a physical sense the
earth is a blackened, burned field. But
there is another sense in which the
words of Jesus were never more applicable than today. He said, "Say not ye,
There are yet four months, and then
cometh harvest? Behold, I say unto
you, Lift up your eyes, and look on the
fields for they are white already to
harvest." It is our desire today to consider those "white harvest fields" beckoning to the Brethren Church.
But first, it is only fitting that we
should tarry in an expression of our
gratitude to almighty God, to the
Father of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. How grateful we are for personal salvation! We were dead in trespasses and sins until God moved in a
mighty yet mysterious way for our salvation. It was not by works of righteousness which we have done, or as the
result of our just desert that we are
saved; it is only by His almightiness
and His love that we were brought up
from the horrible pit. Barbarism, pa-

ganism, drunkenness, and terrible sin
would doubtless have been our lot, had
it not been for His mercy. How we also
should thank God for the fact that we
were not saved and then left without
fellowship in a godless world. God has
given us the wonderful fellowship of
believers which we call the Church. And
it was Jesus who claimed all authority
and the Creator's right in the Church
when He said, 'yjpon this rock I will
build my Church."
We further express our gratitude to
our Heavenly Father for His protecting
care. In a day when churches are being
taken over by the Government in so
many nations of the earth, and thereafter used for purposes counter to the
Christian message; when in so many
lands cathedrals, churches, and mission

have been bombed and blasted
levelled to the earth; certainly we
for
His protecting care, and for preserving
us from these distresses. His care has
been not only for our churches, but for
our homes, our schools, our factories,
halls

i

and

can and should earnestly thank God

our cities and villages. Though the sky
be filled with our protecting combat
planes, such safety could not exist apart
from our Heavenly Father's keeping.
We thank Him for it. The Brethren
Church has had a good year. There has
been abundant evidence of the Lord's
blessing. We'll review these blessings a

\

;

I

j

\

but now, by faith, let's just
thank Him for them! With our hearts
filled with gratitude shall we now turn
to the consideration of our theme,
"White Harvest Fields," and ask the(
question
little later,

What

i

i

Fields?

There are fields here at home. There
are a thousand major population areas
in the United States in which there are
no Brethren churches. Then we can add
to this another 1,000 rural communities
in America which are reported to have
no Christian instruction of any kind.
When we consider the very few cities,-!
towns, and rural communities where
there are no Brethren churches, and*
li
'

i

::

j

1

^i

that these as well as others are so inadequately evangelized, the challenge
becomes staggering. I suppose most
community units are like my own, at
least most war - congested community v
units. In surveying our community ouri
workers have found that five families
are out of fellowship with any church,
or are not even nominal Christians, fon
every one family that is living a testi-

j

n
I

li

i

mony

for Christ.

I

have been startled

working with many service men and
women, during recent months. At a recent meeting one young man said, "So

in

know I'm the only one who is a
Christian in a unit of 200 men." Another said, "There are three of us in a.
unit of 500." One of the largest carriers
sailed from San Diego the other day.'
One who is very dear to me and to manyv
of you people, was on that boat. Howimany thousands there were being transported, I do not know, but is was onlyi'
known that there were nine Christians;
far as I

;

it with enough zeal and courage to
arrange a meeting for fellowship and:;

on

)GTOBER
irayer.

27,

But you

Page
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say, "That's the Navy."

ind once your implication

might have

do not know. I would
emind you that today, however, the
Irmy and the Navy and the Marine
Jorps is just representative of your
ommunity and mine. Selective Service
las taken care of that. If our armed
leen correct, I

orces have conditions that are like
hose I have just described, how terrible
nust be the spiritual deadness of our
;ommunities, communities from which
;hese boys and girls have gone!
We would remind you, too, of the
vhite harvest fields as represented in
;he thousands of housing projects
;hroughout America. Most of these
jommunities have some Christian activ,ty in them— often by the Modernists,
jfhich is worse than none. But those

who are working in such communities
ire influencing less than 10 per cent
the people living there. It is true
most of these communities are
temporary, but the people are not temporary, and the sin and godlessness
being bred in this congestion is not
temporary. No better missionary work
could be done than to evangelize these
housing projects and trailer camps.
These people, truly converted, would
serve as missionaries to carry the Gospel, and to establish Brethren churches
in every corner of America, when this
war emergency is over. Then there is
the challenge of the evangelization of
our regular resident communities. Here
in America three people are born into
our earthly families for every one that
The
is born into the Kingdom of God.
challenge of the white harvest fields
that
tremendous
is
so
here in America
for
it would be oppressive, were it not
the One to whom we can turn for help.
Df

that

In the Regions Beyond
Africa still stands as the dark continent, though now just a few streaks
of light are beginning to show. I doubt
not but that you have been deeply concerned as I have with the cold facts
given by those in deputation. As I remember the impression I received from
what they said, it was that we must
have more workers, or retrench until
the work will be terribly and possibly
permanently retarded.
South America is still the neglected
continent. It doesn't have the Gospel,
and it doesn't seem to want it. That,
of course, is all the greater reason why
we should determine to give the blessed
message there. You will without a doubt
be told during the days of this Conference, of conditions becoming so critical
that for new missionaries to enter the
field, the Superintendent of our Mission

5

in Argentina must pledge that the new
missionaries will not teach or preach
the Gospel outside the confines of our
church buildings. Satan is hindering
here because the grain is ripe and he
desires to prevent its harvest. One cannot live close to Old Mexico, as I do,
even for a few months, without seeing
the appalling need of the Latin American countries. Yet the only work that

know about that the Brethren have
ever done in any organized way for the
masses of Mexico and the lands immediately south of us is that being done
by Mr. Jack Green, of the First Brethren Church of Los Angeles, and under

I

the support of the District Mission
of California. Brother Green
spends a fraction of his time in a Russian community some 60 miles south in
Mexico, seeking to win both Russians
and Mexicans to Christ. I plead that we
consider and pray for the white harvest
fields in Latin America. Europe is a
wrecked and blackened continent today.
The Brethren Church has not known
that Europe existed, save for the few
missionaries who would stop there en
route to Africa. In the time when
Europe has been neglected, godlessness
has won the day. The Brethren Church
is now to have one representative and
his family soon to sail to Europe, that he
by preaching the Gospel may say
"Thank you" to the land that gave birth
to the Brethren Church and cradled
her in her early years. I refer to Bro.
Peter Bury and family, who, on his own
initiative, plans soon to sail to carry the
Gospel to his home-folk. As our young
men return from army service, they will
know something of the appalling need

Board

of this great continent, and some will,
certainly offer themselves to serve for
should be ready to
Christ there.
send them. China tugs at the heartstrings of many people. That feeling is

We

probably more evident on the West
Coast, where the next land West is the
mainland of China.
There are the uncounted millions in
China, in Tibet, in India, in the Syrian
and Persian countries, and in the islands
of the sea; and they are uncounted
millions without Christ. Even Japan
the
will soon be a field white unto
harvest, possibly even in less time than
will
it be if world
indeed
Sad
think.
we
reconstruction included every other element except the spiritual well-being of
the people Every land on earth is today
are
a white harvest field where laborers
needed.
Progress in the Harvesting

We
ing.

rejoice in progress in the harvest-

The Brethren Church through her

Page
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members gave more in funds
in life recruits during the last year
toward the work of harvest than we
have ever known before. Every Brethren Church with which I am acquainted
is missionary minded, it is church-extension minded, and it has a passion for
individual

and

the souls of the lost. A goodly number
of new churches have been established
here in the homeland. New recruits are
ready to sail for South America and
Africa as soon as draft boards and government agencies will permit their sailing.

Grace Seminary has been well

prospered in those

who

for full-time service,
care for her needs.

are preparing

and in funds to
The Missionary

Herald Company has continued to send
forth the message of life through the
printed page. A Brethren National Radio Hour, authorized and approved at
our Conference a year ago has become
an actuality. No endeavor in this generation, in the mind of your Moderator,
can do more to carry the Gospel into
every corner of America than can the
radio. We are assured that it will be a
"Brethren" Radio Hour, and that America will know those ideals and tenets
for which we stand through listening
to that Radio Hour. If this be true,
then every local Berthren church, and
Home Mission Program, the work of

Grace Seminary

will be prospered and
even many new recruits for the Foreign
Mission Service should come from this
great radio testimony. We urge your
prayer, your consideration, and your
gift for this fine work. We have made
progress in our harvesting, but our harvest has been so slow, and the fields
have ripened so rapidly, that our challenge increases.
I see a ray of hope toward the harvesting a few years hence, and that
hope is in the hundreds of high school
young people who are offering themselves for full-time Christian service.
Pray God that after they have served
as Uncle Sam directs they will still have
the zeal for the service of Christ. I see
almost no hope of increasing our speed
of harvesting in the immediate future,
other than to find our place at the
throne of grace, asking God "who is
able to do exceeding and abundantly
above all we ask or think," to supply
laborers and the funds to use them.

Problems in the Harvesting

When

there are blessings and when
progress, there are always probsaid, "Life is a
struggle, but it is the struggle that
makes the life" Our greatest problem
is that of spiritual life and exercise in
a day of war. With stepped-up industhere
lems.

is

Someone has

try, rationing restrictions, and post-war
shortages our problem is intensified.
With Bible School teachers and superintendents, deacons and trustees working at impossible hours, and some still
on seven-day shifts; with mothers leaving the home and going into the factory; with high school children even
in the younger grades leaving school
and working in a variety of endeavors
it is still more difficult. As a pastor, I
find no problem so great as that of
women working. Their children become
careless and unspiritual, having, in
some cases, never known a normal home
with mother in it. Their Sunday School
classes slump; their endeavor in visita-

tion

and invitation

ceases; their

work

among women in the W. M. C. and
among girls in the S. M. M. becomes a
burden when it should be a pleasure;

their tendency is to become cranky and
quarrelsome in the home and church.
All too often the end is a broken home.
I want to go on record with an old-fashioned plea for the Christian home with
the father supporting it; the mother in
it; and the children normally amenable
to it and its system. I see nothing but
sorrow and spiritual deadness ahead
unless we can quickly return to this

normal condition.
Problems can soon become grave dangers. There is a grave danger that the
Church, yes, the Brethren Church, shall
lose her first love. As a pastor I seem
to see this thing happening before my
very eyes, and I have not been able to
change it. A few years ago we had revival meetings when 50 to 150 would accept Christ, with a large percentage of
them adults; now we have comparatively few accept Christ in such efforts,
and most of those who come are children (I am not belittling children accepting Christ) A few years ago in al.

most any congregation a goodly number
could be found who would do personal
visitation
now few indeed are the
people who will undertake any such
work, and those who do it work under
such stress that the work is a burden
and not a joy. I know we are in a postwar emergency, and that is a good temporary excuse, but as conditions become
normal again I shall watch with some
;

misgivings for the return of faithful
people to the usual channels of Christian service.
Worldliness and sin are not uncommon in the household of faith tod^y.
With too much money to spend, the
best of Christians today may lose their
heads. With such a program of publicity as sin is presenting by newspaper,
billboard,

wonder

if

and radio, it will be
the very elect are swept

little

away
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from a close walk with the Lord. With
men working at machines, or in industrial plants, with women other than
their wives, for more hours in the daj'
or night than they spend with their
own wives, it cannot but make for grave
family and social disorders. I praise
God that the Brethren Church, as I am
acquainted with her local congregations, is standing out against this wave
of worldliness and sin. May she continue to do so.

The danger

of totalitarianism

is

so

great in our day. This assuming of
authority for over-lordship is not limited to government it is evident in all
religious circles in America. The Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America is assuming totalitarian authority. Especially is this becoming evident in the attempted control of all
radio broadcasting, and in the control
of all the chaplaincy in the
can thank God for the effecforces.
tive protest that has been made by both
the American Council and the N. A. E.
How permanently effective these protests will be remains to be seen. But we

—

armed

We

should thank God, and take courage.
We face very grave danger in the
demoralization of youth. Industry and
conscription have jarred the very foundation of the average American hom.e.

High schools are especially hard hit.
Boys are saying, "What's the use? I'll
soon be going to the army, anyway. It
will be a long time before I return, and
Why should I
I may never return.

Why

should I care?" The result is that every inhibition is losing its
control. Unless young people have a
Christian faith that is real and vital to
study?

them, they have no mooring, and are

drifting helplessly and hopelessly. We
are not unmindful of the many who
have accepted Christ since they have
been in our armed forces; we are not
unmindful of the fine work done by
godly chaplains and other Chirstian
workers and leaders. But when we
have made these allowances we know
that thousands and perhaps millions
will come back to us morally tainted,
physically broken, and spirtually hardened against every finer sensibUity of
life. Then, too, most of our churches
have been geared into wartime conditions. Teaching and leadership positions once filled by the young men who
are away have been filled by others.

the boys come home the readjustment wiU be hard. We will need to
do in weeks and months that which
when they went away was done in
months and years. It will take great
graciousness on the part of those who
stayed at home and on the part of

When

those coming home that the readjustments be made without antagonisms,
and offences on every hand. It will be
our responsibility and challenge to buUd
all these people into the fabric of our
church life in such a way that all will
be happy, and serving in the place

where God wants them.
A Famine Ahead!
I do not mean in relation to food, although that is probably ahead for millions of people on earth. I fear for a
famine of the Word of God. This fam-

ine will be the direct result of the lack
of trained workers in the church in the
generation following the end of the war.

Those young men who have been
headed to our Seminary, are now being
called or have been called into the servour country. I am only observing
and realizing that these young men will
not come out of the Army prepared and
ready for the challenge of the Christian
ministry. The war has produced specialists in
every other field as in
science, or mechanics, or education. Industry will have specialists such as the
world has never known. There should
be an era of unprecedented industrial
and scientific progress. But the Church
will come into that period with many of
those who had been pastors coming
from the Army chaplaincy somewhat
out of touch with the pulse of the work
at home, and with few if any of her
young men trained and ready for the
Christian ministry or for missionary
service. For a few years, possibly for a
decade, in the most crucial time in the
world's history, the Church will be without sufficient trained leadership, and a
famine of trained leadership means a
famine in the teaching of the Word of
God. Where the Church should be leading in the reconstruction now after the
war, hoping that the things of Christ
will have their rightful place, she will
be following, weakened and unprepared.
To meet the challenge of this famine
of leadership the whole Brethren
Church will need dedicate herself.
Pastors should prayerfully challenge
every yielded young person to a life of
full-time Christian service, parents can
ice of

prayerfully

though

cautiously

lead

them. Student Life Volunteers can immediately offer themselves for college
and seminary training. It is entirely
possible and probable that hundreds of
our Brethren young people may soon

many especially from
among those discharged from the armed

offer themselves,

Even if Selective Service continues the Government has so arranged
that our young people can still prepare
for full-time service. I am sure that
forces.
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Grace

Theological Seminary stands

willing and ready to gear herself into
this emergency.
If new courses need to be offered, or
the existing ones revised that missionaries and pastors may be quickly trained
in this emergency, our Seminary will be
equal to the task. But though such
might be needed in this emergency need
for trained workers, none of us would
ever desire but that Grace Theological
Seminary shall remain fundamentally a
graduate school with the highest of
spiritual and scholastic ideals.

Church Finance
With the increased pressure of bond
sales, and the greatly increased taxes
which must eventually come, how will
our church finance be affected? Many
godly men and women are seriously
troubled by this question. Thus far,
along with increased taxes and increased bond sales there has been a
phenomenal increase in gifts to the
Lord's work. Those who "just couldn't
live" if they tithed have lived very comfortably after having spent 10 per cent
for War Bonds, and after having paid
greatly increased taxes. I have seen
their homes and there is no indication
of poverty. New furniture is in evidence, houses have been repaired and
rebuilt, and every new thing has been
purchased that is available in these restricted buying days. I have noticed,
too, in the homes of Christians who are
tithers. They have purchased just as
in
many bonds, paid just as
taxes, have just as many new things,
and yet they continue to pay the tithe,
and give offerings to the Lord's work.
I can not understand God's arithmetic,
but I do know that in some way He will
work it out so that nine dollars, when
a tithe has been presented to the Lord,
will buy more than ten dollars will buy

much

when we claim

it

all for ourselves.

God's people honor Him with
the tithe. He does not penalize them by
permitting them to be at disadvantage

When

in relation to their selfish and godless
neighbors. "I just couldn't live if I
tithed" has been a marvelous excuse for
those Christians who have not grown to
I am sure
full spiritual proportions.
we can trust in the God of Malachi's
day who said, "Bring ye all the tithes
into the storehouse, that there may be
meat in mine house, and prove me now
herewith, saith the Lord of hosts, if I
will not open you the windows of
heaven, and pour you out a blessing,
that there shall not be room enough to
receive it."

Our

We

Biblical Institutions

should continue to support

all

and

Biblical institutions,
especially
those of our own creation in the Brethren Church. I refer to Grace Theological Seminary, to the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church, to
the Brethren Home Missions Council, to

the Brethren Missionary Herald Company, to the Women's Missionary Council, to the Sisterhood of Mary and Martha, to the laymen's organization, etc.
We should continue to support these
not only because they are our institutions, but because they are serving in a
true ministry for the Lord Jesus Christ,
and because they stand uncompromisingly for the faith once for all delivered
to the saints. We should continue to
support these and any others that may
be brought into existence as long as;
they stand true to the Word of God.
But failure to support any or all of
them should never become a reason for
discipline, or a basis for denial of representation in any conference or to
affect a congregation's standing in thei
Brethren Church.

Laborers in the Harvest

The challenge

today, as in the days

of Jesus, is laborers for the harvest. Institutional laborers and individual la-

borers are needed.

A moment

mentioned our Biblical

ago we

institutions, buti

these are like a limp glove until we put|
a hand in them. Unless we supply their
needs, they can never in turn help tci
supply laborers for the white harvest!
fields.
Grace Seminary needs a new|
building and equipment. This building'
is not a luxury or a program of unnecessary expansion; it is a necessity. One
year hence the Seminary will need surrender its present spacious quarters,!
and it will be without a place of meeting
unless we supply the need. The Foreign?
Missionary Society needs
a n d;
women to offer their lives to service in
the regions beyond. God has bountifully supplied the funds, and when He
supplies the funds. He supplies the,
men; when He supplies the men. He
supplies the funds. The Brethren Home'
Missions Council needs $100,000.00 immediately to be used in the erection of
new churches. In far too many places

men

we have men,

willing

and

self-sacrific-

ing men, whose hands are tied for

lackl

of equipment. We'll have to reconcile
ourselves to the fact that thriving Bible
schools and churches cannot be built in
houses or store buildings, 10 to 30 blocks
from the permanent location of the
church.
must have money, and big
money, immediately, if many of these

We
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ipportune fields are to be claimed for
Jhrist. And this money should certainly
operating
)e in addition to the regular
'xpenses of the Council's program. The
Brethren Missionary Herald Compaiiy
leeds a larger subscription list, in addi-

her needs for more liberal
Your Moderator would like to
-ecommend to every local congregation
;ion to all

support

that the Missionary Herald be sent mto
2very home in the membership of the
church, and possibly of the Bible
school, with the church or the Bible
school, or both, paying the bill. Having
in a
tried this in a larger church and
smaller one, we would want to testify
that it pays big dividends. Every one
imply
of the needs of our institutions
present individual needs for labor-

that if the Brethren Church will pray
the Lord of the harvest for the laborers,
the laborers will be supplied. I am of
the opinion that in all our board and
committee meetings we should spend
more time in praying the Lord of the
harvest, and probably less time in devising ways and means. I say this realizing how important the devising of
plans must certainly be.

and

Then our local congregations have
need of laborers. No local congregation
has an oversupply of dedicated, trained
ers

there sufficient
pastors to shepherd our congregations.
are leaving
pastors
The rate with which
types
the pastorate and entering other
work is
of commendable Christian
left
being
are
churches
Our
alarming
for conin dire need. It might be well
condithose
well
study
gregations to
pastions which make it desirable to a
enter
tor to leave a congregation and
other types of Christian employment.
fortunate
A church with a pastor issupport
him
today; she should certainly
and his program in such a way that
not
would
endeavor
of
field
leaders.

Neither

are

another

inviting to him. The needs for
harindividual laborers in these white
are just impossible to estifields
vest
we
that
it
mate. So great indeed is
can
stand aghast; the weak in faith
great
only say, "The challenge is too
hopeless.
for us—the situation is

seem

The Lord of the Harvest
The challenge is too great for us, and
as we
the situation is hopeless as far

never
are concerned. But the Lord has
Lord
asked us to supply the need. The
ms
interested
more
is
of the harvest
His
harvest than we could ever be. It s
He
laborers.
His
are
harvest, and we

m

has
the omnipotent God. The Lord
these
told us what to do when we face
The
impossible challenges. He said,
laborers
harvest truly is great, taut the
harare few pray ye the Lord of the
laborers
vest, that He would send forth
doubtless
are
you
As
into His harvest."
aware the word translated "send forth
could fee well
is a very strong word and
forth
translated by the Phrase "thrust
s busibodily " We repeat, it's the Lord
is
part
Our
laborers.
the
ness to supply
is
most peculiar and mystifying it but
doubt
no
have
I
simply to "PRAY."

is

,

9

The Brethren Church
Where, you may ask, does the Brethren Church fit into the picture in relation to these white harvest fields?

am

I

not a narrow denominationof a denominationalist to believe that the Brethren
in relaposition
unique
Church has a
tion to the needs of the world. I admire
found,
is
Fundamentalism wherever it

hope

I

alist;

yet I

am sufficient

and I can work in happy fellowship
with any person who holds precious the
fundamentals of the Christian faith.
But when I have said that, I am one who
still believes that the Brethren Church
has something to offer to the world
both in faith and in practice that is
unique. I have long been convinced
that there is just one primary reason
why the Brethren Church has held
steady in the face of the flood of Modernism. In a humble, happy, and obedient way she has continued to pratice
the ordinances of the Church as \ne
Lord gave them. Those ordinances and
.

practices are as great parables in ac-

which illustrate and teach the
great body of fundamental truth. The
practicing of them keeps the great doctrinal beliefs always in evidence, and
we are kept by them. It is only one
short step from saying, "That isn't important," or "This mode is as good as
that," to the place of saying the great
body of Christian truth isn't important.
And that is the denial of Modernism.
Never were convictions needed more
than today. The world isn't moving in
the direction of true evangelical faith.
The great combines in the Protestant
Church are moving away from fundation,

mental faith. A drifting world needs a
grounded faith or all is lost. Not only
should we hold those evangelical doctrines as written into the statement of
faith of our Seminary, our Mission
Boards and into the constitutions of
many of our churches, but we should
proclaim them fearlessly at every opportunity. I prize greatly the opportunity of the National Brethren Radio
Hour in this respect. Our churches will
never die from the proclamation of the
truth of the Gospel, but they deserve to
die if they ever fail in its proclamation.
Even the godless world honors and re
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spects the church that will not compro-

mise with

sin,

and that

will

preach
by
two

fearlessly the gospel of salvation
grace alone, plus nothing. About

years ago a

woman, by every mark a

woman

of the world, asked permission
to sit in the studio as we were broadcasting; she wanted to see how it was

done. She sat there before the program
smoking until the air was blue.
But during the first song the cigarette
went out, during the second the ashtray
was put on the table. She was a most
attentive listener to the entire message.
At the close of the program she thanked
me and offered this comment, "Rev.
Barnard, I want to tell you, that's the
message this old world needs."
The Brethren Church has a missionary fervor that the world needs. She
has a passion for souls. She has an
ideal of strict congregational church
government that is something unique in
a day of dictatorship. At this and at
every Conference meeting we should reaffirm our conviction in regard to this
New Testament congregational church
government as the only government
prevailing under the charter of the
Brethren Church. Every conference action should be carefully studied that
it shall be in harmony with this fundamental ideal of the Brethren Church.
The only happy unity in our beloved
church must come from the free and
full cooperation of congregationally independent assemblies of believers.
There is only one field where a local
congregation could not depart and continue to be a Brethren Church, and
that is in the unique and characterizing doctrines and principles as taught
in the Word of God, and as understood
by the Brethren during the 237 years
started,

of our history.
The ideal of a peaceable and quiet
life, honest and truthful in every situation, with liberty to worship and constraint upon none; those ideals as expressed by the Brethren in non-swearing, non-secrecy,

and a non-combatant

position in the time of terrible strife,
are a part of that which the Brethren
have to offer to the world. These may
not be popular in the eyes of many

born-again believers, even Brethren,
but your Moderator is of the opinion
that this sick and warring world needs
just what the Brethren Church has to
offer in this respect, and that in the
not far distant future, when the stress
of war is passed, sane minded Christians around the world will swing rapidly to the humble, God-fearing position
of the Brethren. I am happy that I am
a member of the Brethren Church, and
I

do not know of one single item of

faith or practice unique to the Brethren
that I would desire to change, if that
were within my power, and my privilege
But we are all aware of the fact that
hundreds of members of our Brethren
churches are lost to our beloved fraternity every year. We are also aware of

I

the sobering fact that many ministercandidates are lost from our fellowship to nondenominational, interdenominational, and sometimes antideial

nominational

activity.

Of course, every born-again believer
must have liberty of conscience in these
matters, but your Moderator is of the
honest and sincere conviction that a
clear, staightforward, enthusiastic, and
continuous presentation of our Brethren
doctrinal beliefs, our ordinance practices, of our missionary zeal, and our
New Testament type of congregational
church government will go far toward
ending these losses. One who is thoroughly convinced of the rightness of
these things will not easily turn to in-

stitutions which treat these blessed
things lightly. The pulpit, the Sunday
School class, the home, and the Seminary classrooms are the rightful channels for such teaching, and if there is
any failure to so teach, it is not for any
of us to point the finger of accusation
at any other, but mutually agree that
the failure shall not occur again.

His Coming Again
The coming again of our blessed Lord
is the hope and yearning of every truly

born-again child of God. His coming
will solve every problem, and avert
every danger mentioned or suggested in
this message. His coming is payday for
the child' of God, it is the wedding day
for the Church, it is the beginning of
the day of permanent peace and righteousness for this sorry, troubled world.
The Brethren are among those who
share this blessed hope; we should be
among those who fearlessly and joyfully
proclaim it. Page, pulpit, classroom and
microphone should be the agencies for
this blessed proclamation. This blessed
hope purifies the individual believer's
life; it girds up the loins of the Church
that she shall not be careless, cold,
worldly, and weak in the Day of His
appearing; it arrests the attention of
the erring and ungodly, until many receive Christ because of its presentation.
Shall we be busy in the white harvest
fields, seeking to obey the injunction of
our Lord, "Occupy till I come," and at
^
the same time live on the tiptoe of expectancy, with a prayer on our lips that
is natural and normal upon the lips of
blood-bought believers, "Even so, come.
'

-

Lord Jesus."
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INUTES OF THE FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
Monday Evening, August

27,

1945

Through the providence of Almighty
Dd and with our God supplying all the
eans whereby, by the grace of God,
Brethren Churches were permitted
assemble in their fifty-sixth general

le

inference of Brethren Churches at Wi3na Lake, Indiana, August 27, 1945,
oderator R. D. Barnard officially deared the Conference in session. Song
Lrector Walter Lepp and Charles Ber;rson, pianist, conducted a very spired and spiritual praise service introof "We're
iiced with the
:arching On to Zion." Raymond Ket-

singing

read 2 Cor. 5 and petitioned divine
aidance upon the Fellowship in seson. The audience enjoyed singing a
iries of choruses. The evening offer-

remaining questions of licensed ministers be referred to the Membership
Committee."
Conference voted to extend the time
of business session 10 minutes to cast

all

the ballots for election.
The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: Moderator Kenneth Ashman, Vice Moderator Bernard
Schneider, Secretary— J. L. Gingrich,
Assistant Secretary Robert Miller,
Treasurer Bryson Fetters, Statistician

—

—
—
—Robert Crees, Committee on

tees—Elias White, Donald

—

Commit-

Bartlett,

Har-

old Mayer.

Conference

officially

adjourned bus-

ill

received, which amounted to
Ned Collingridge sang, "For I've
een Born Again." The keynote mes-

ig was
?9.40.

was presented by Vice Moderator
alph Rambo, who spoke upon the sub"Lest We Forget." Conference
)ined in singing, "Lord, Lay Some Soul
pon My Heart." Wm. Steffler proounced the benediction.
ige
set,

Tuesday Morning, August 28, 1945
Publication Board Inspirational Hour
President Herman Hoyt presided over
le hour. Walter Lepp led in singing,
/onderful Words of Life" and "Bringig in the Sheaves." Bernard Schneider
ead Heb. 1:2-4 and Archie Lynn led in

rayer. The chairman presented and
itroduced the personnel of the Misionary Herald Co. Mrs. Myers and Miss
:uhn sang, "The Love of Christ Is All
ly Plea." Appropriate greetings and a
.ving testimony were conveyed by each
mployee of said Board. "Onward Chrisian Soldiers" was sung, and prayer was

ffered by Robert Crees.
Moderator R. D. Barnard presided
first business session devoted

ver the

Conference Organization. "Faith of
Fathers" was fervently sung as
he session convened. Nelson Hall read
'hilippians 2:1-16 and prayed for God's
;uidance upon the deliberations at
)ur

land. The initial report of the Memlership Committee revealed the pres:nce of 70 ordained elders, 3 licensed
ninisters, and 190 Lay Credentials, for
total of 263 delegates, as compared
L
vith 233 for the first session of last

Conference. Conference regulary seated the delegates. The following
notions prevailed: "That Vernon Haris be seated as a lay delegate from the
Junnyside Church," "That Norville Rich
)e seated as a licensed minister." "That
fear's

iness.

The assembly joined in singing, "The
Church's One Foundation." Walter Lepp
offered prayer for the closing hour. The
Moderator, R. D. Barnard, read the
Moderator's Address captioned, "T h e
White Harvest Fields." Benediction was

pronounced by Ralph Rambo.
Tuesday Evening, August 28, 1945
An unusually interesting song service
featured several vocal selections from
the Ambassadors of Grace Male Quartet. Devotions were conducted by Arthur Malles,

who read Romans

5:1-11

and offered prayer. The evening offering was received, which amounted to
$80.54.

The closing message of the day was
given by Mrs. Irene Hanley, a Christian
Jewess, who challenged God's children
to witness more faithfully during the
coming year. The retiring Moderator
introduced and presented the newly
elected Conference officers, who were
inducted into office. The new Moder-

Kenneth Ashman, responded with
appropriate remarks, and called on the
Conference Secretary to close with
prayer.
Wednesday Morning, August 29, 1945
Home Mission Inspirational Hour
The morning inspirational hour, devoted to the work of Home Missions,
was presided over by L. L. Grubb. Conference joined in singing, "Ring the
Bells of Heaven." Paul Bauman read
from the first chapter of Acts and Norman Uphouse offered prayer. The various Home Mission pastors reported regarding their respective work throughout the brotherhood. The period closed
with prayer by Paul Dick.
Business Session, August 29, 1945
ator,

Walter Lepp directed Conference in
singing, "I'm Pressing

On

the

Upward

Way." Bernard Schneider prayed that

;
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the Holy Spirit might be privileged to
direct in all business deliberations.

The Membership Committee read another report indicating the presence of
79 ordained elders, 8 licensed ministers
and 204 lay credentials, for a total of
291 delegates. This report was adopted.
Minutes of the previous sessions were
read and approved.

New

Executive Committee
Conference proceeded to elect the
new Executive Committee, resulting in
the following elections: Midwest Herman Baerg, Northwest Vernon Harris,
Iowa Arnold Kriegbaum, Central Norman Uphouse, R. A. Ashman; California—W. A. Ogden, William Clough;
Southeast Jesse Hall, N. Ohio^Ord

—
—

—

—

—

Gehman, Glenn

O'Neal;

Atlantic

Tamkin.

New
The following
relative to the

—E.

District

resolution

New

was adopted

District:

"Whereas our Heavenly Father has
committed unto His Church the great
responsibility of preaching and spreading the Gospel of His Son, even our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ: and
"Whereas the great work of District
Missions seems to have lagged at least
in certain areas covered bv the East and
Southeast Fellowships of Brethren
Churches largely because of difficulty
in assembling the churches of such
areas in view of widely separated locations;

and

"Whereas the solution for the improved fellowship and pursuit of the
work of our Blessed Lord seemed to lie
in the creation of a new Fellowship of
Brethren Churches to be composed of
the Allentown First, Philadelphia First,
and Philadelphia Third, Pennsylvania
churches of the East District Fellowship, and of the Grace Church, Hagerstown, Maryland, and Winchester First,
Virginia, and Washington, D. C, First,
churches of the Southeast District; and
"Whereas the churches of the Southeast District and the Churches of the
East District Fellowship have indicated
their agreeent to such plan; and
"Whereas the individual congregations involved have ratified the proposed new district; now therefore be it
"Resolved that the National Fellowship of this 56th Annual Conference of
Brethren Churches approve of this new
district."

Signed,
A. V. Kimmell, Philadelphia First.
W. A. Steffler, Philadelphia Third.
W. A. Lepp, Grace Brethren, Hagers-

town.
Paul E. Dick, Winchester First.
H. O. Mayer, Washington First.

Brethren Handbook
The report on the Brethren Handi
book was referred to the Committee or
Rules and Organization.
Report of the Committee on Brethreij
Handbook 1945 Conference
i

—

"In 1941 the conference created
committee, consisting of three, to re
vise and publish a handbook for Breth
ren Ministers and Laymen. The portioi
of the Handbook dealing with Brethrer
Practices was completed and presentei'
to the 1942 General Conference, bu
the portion dealing with Brethren Pol
ity was delayed, on the advice of lega
counsel, until the cases then in litiga
tion were completed. Not until this pas
year was the committee free to resumi
its work. Now the entire work is fin
ished and is being offered to the Con
ference for its response.
"The portion dealing with Brethrei'
Practices has been published, by thi
request of the National Fellowship o
Brethren Ministers, in loose-leaf form
and may now be obtained from Thi
Brethren Missionary Herald Company
"The portion dealing with Brethren
Polity has just been recently completed
and is now before the Conference. I
consists of three parts:
"1. Rules and Forms for the conduc
of business meetings. Since this is goo(
as it stands, and requires no change, i
remains as it was in the old handbooki
"2. General Organization of the Loca
Church. This has been revised to coni
form with methods and organizatioi
followed in general throughout the de
nomination. This is advisory and sugi
gestive and in no sense mandatory. I
simply provides a convenient model t(
;

I

follow.
"3. The Manual of Procedure for the
General Conference. This has been re^i
and brought up to date, and musi
be passed upon by this Conference. Td
avoid the necessity of reading everji
stipulation, we are placing in the hands

vised

of every delegate a mimeograph cop^
of the entire manual of procedure. Before this can be adopted by this Conference, it must be placed in the hand!
of the Committee on Rules and Organization and a report from them brought
back to this Conference."
Signed,
Herman A. Hoyt, Chairmam

Charles H. Ashman.
Charles W. Mayes.
Conference asked that the matter oi
the Moderator to serve as ex-officici
member of the Executive Committee
be referred to the Rules and Organization Committee. Business session adjourned.

:
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Bible lecture hour was opened
th singing, "Constantly Abiding."
omas Hammers preached the mes[•he

"Wonderful Things Conning Our Wonderful Savior."
Jenediction was pronounced by Rob;e,

entitled,

Ashman.
ednesday Evening, August

1945
it the conclusion of the praise servso" inspiring to all, the entire proim was devoted to a practical demstration of our National Radio BroadA complete program as transit.
bed was rendered. The benediction
s

pronounced, by L.

L.

29,

Grubb.

Dhursday Moming, August

30, 1945
Srace Seminary Inspirational Hoiir
'Stand Up for Jesus" was sung as a
1 to convene Conference to the mornl inspirational hour devoted to Grace
minary presided over by Dr. A. J.
;Clain. Invocation of God's guidance

asked by L. S. Bauman. A series of
and testimonies were exided by former students of Grace
minary now serving as missionaries
d pastors. The Ambassadors of Grace
artet favored the assembly with sing?, "Let the Lower Lights Be Burning."
Business Session August 30, 1945
Song. "Marvelous Grace," was sung
Conference prepared for business at
,nd. Marvin Goodman read 1 Cor. 13
;d petitioned the throne of grace in
half of the session. The Memberip Committee read an additional rert indicating the presence of 82 or,ined elders, 8 licensed ministers and
3 lay credentials, for a total of 303
iS

setings

legates. These
illy seated.

delegates were offi-

Minutes of the previous business
ssion were read and approved.
The report of the Nominating Comittee read the names of the fo'Uowing
)mmittees, which report was adopted
id the persons elected.
sport of the Committee on Committees

"The commmittees were recomended as follows (For names of pernnel see Page 2)
Committee on Conference Membership

Committee on Spiritual State of
Churches
Committee on Finance
Committee on Resolutions
Committee on Moderator's Address
Committee on Rules and Organization.

Respectfully submitted,
Elias D. White, Chairman.

Don

Bartlett.

Harold Mayer.

Statitician's

The Committee on

13

Report
Statistical

Blank

Revision was read and adopted.
The following Statistical Report was
read and adopted:
1945 Statistical Report to the National
Fellowship of Brethren Churches
We praise the Lord for His evident
blessing upon the Brethren denomination during the past year. Three years
ago reports were received from only 77
churches, while this past year we have
record of 92 churches. Although 147
ordained or licensed ministers were reported, many of them are not active,
and there is an acute shortage of active
pastors, with about 12 of our churches
without pastors.
Last year we added to our membership 221 by letter, 1,029 by baptism, and
105 by other means, or a total of 1,355.
We estimate the souls won to Christ at
5,000, through personal work, evangelistic meetings. Daily Vacation Bible
Schools, and Child Evangelism programs, but many of these did not unite
with our churches. At the same time
we lost 305 by letter, 121 by death, and
537 by other means, mostly through roll
revision. This gives us a net gain of 392
for the year. There were 9,724 female
members reported and 6,759 male members, or a total of 16,033. This does not
include the members in our mission
fields in Africa and Argentina.
Each Sunday morning at church just
8,714 of these members were present.
The average for the evening service
was 6.576. Each week 2,471 Brethren
attended the midweek prayer meeting
service, or about one-seventh the membership. All these attendance averages
are slightly higher than last year. The
average attendance at evangelistic campaigns was 6,914, and at Bible Conferences 4,155 were present. Just 6,227
Brethren attended the three-fold communion service, or about two-fifths the

membership.
The enrollment of the Bible Schools
bv departments was as follows: Cradle
Roll, 1.092; Beginners, 1,459: Primary,
1,952; Junior, 2,098; Intermediate, 1,628;
Senior, 902; Young People, 1.015; Adults,
4,537; the total enrollment being 14,683.
The average attendance was 10,517, or

over two-thirds the enrollment. The
Daily Vacation Bible Schools proved
popular, with 5,718 in attendance. Many
of our churches also conducted Child

Evaneelism

classes.

Christian Endeavor attendance was as
follows: Adults, 615; Young People, 991;
Intermediate, 385; Junior High, 319;
Juniors, 439; Primary, 170; making a
grand total of 2,919 meeting together

''
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each week. The meetings of the WomMissionary Council brought out
1,301 ladies each month. Senior Sisterhood of Mary and Martha averaged 535
girls, while Junior Sisterhood was attended by 361 monthly. A few churches
have men's groups with 311 meeting
monthly, and boys' clubs are on the increase, with 270 attending.
Regarding finances, our 92 churches
in the U. S. own church buildings valued
at $1,500,897; church equipment worth
$174,996; parsonages valued at $176,170;
and other property worth $96,565. Their
net balance in the treasury was $83,121,
en's

bringing the total assets to $2,031,749.
The amounts yet owed on their buildings was $122,708, which would make
their net worth just $1,909,041, or almost two million dollars.

The year was a good one

financially,

with large sums of money being received and spent by our churcheij. For
pastors' salaries $156,183 was paid out,
with $3,202 for pastoral supply and
$6,079 to assistant pastors. To other
Christian workers $3,806 was given, and
regular salaries paid to the extent of

Current expenses called for
and $86,082 was paid for debts
or building funds. Improvements cost
$56,777, and outside evangelists were
paid $54,186. For Bible Conferences
$5,691 was expended, and Bible School
pnd Christian Endeavor supplies cost
$33,522.
$65,843,

$18,685.
Our gifts to

without reference to the missionar
of the Brethren Church in Frenc
Equatorial Africa. There we have
mission stations, and 304 additions
preaching points. We maintain a stal

work

of 24 North American missionaries, an
they are assisted by 7 ordained and 8
licensed native preachers. In additio:
.to this force, 250 native village praye^
leaders conduct services in outlying sec
tions. Our African church membershi
numbers 4,076, and many more are bein
trained before they will be accepted int!
the church. Our average Sunday morn
ing attendance in Africa is 30 000. Thi
is three times our average S u n d a
School attendance in the United States
About 5.000 Africans attend the dail'
prayer meeting services, while only hal
of that amount attend the weekl'
prayer meetings in the United States
Their offerings total 48,512 francs
year. Although the france is worth onb
2c in our money, yet the average dail^
wage in Africa is from two to three
francs per day. The franc, therefore
buys the equivalent of $1.00 worth o:
labor, so that their offering, in termi
of the labor it will buy, is equivalent
to $48,512. Our missionaries are to b(
commended for the fine work they an
•

j

doing.

Respectfully submitted.
R. D. Crees,
Statistician:

Motion prevailed that the

missionary interests were
commendable, with over $18 ner capita
being laid on the altar for others. We
gave $119,116 to Foreign Missions; $76,867 to the Brethren
Missions
Council for the establishment of new
Brethren Churches. To District Missions we gave $12,828, and allowed $8,572
for Jewish missions. Grace Seminary

Home

received $33,030, which includes offerinffs for current expenses as well as initial contributions for their new building. The Publication offering to the

Brethren Missionary Herald Company
amounted to $4,689. For local and national radio programs the sum of $1,935
was contributed. For Christian Endeavor interests $1,041 was expended.
To benevolences and other w o r t h v
causes $36,636 was given. This makes
a grand total of $784,770 spent by our
churches during the year, of which
amount $294,714 went to missionary interests. At the close of the year our
church treasuries boasted a balance of
$89,704. We humbly thank our Lord for
His blessing financially, and prav that
we might make great spiritual and numerical advances in the coming post-

war period.
Our report would not be complete

Statiti-i

clan's report be mimeoeraphed at the
expense of the Conference and copies
be handed to each delegate on the

ground.

Sunday School Board
Conference elected the following personnel to the Sunday School Board:!
For three vears ^Thomas Hammers. Arthur Malles, Harold Maver. Frank Cole-

—

man was

term

elected to fill the unexniredj
of John Siuires. who resigned,
j

Christian Endea;vor Society

The fallowing

C.

E.

members

werej
elected for a term of 3 years: Mrs. Paul"
Dick, LaPue Malles, Gerald Polman and]
Karl Garling.
Manual of Procedure
Conference extended the time 5 minutes.

Conference ad.iourned to make the'
matter relative to the report of thej
Rules and Organization on the Manual'
of Procedure the first item of consideration tomorrow morning.
Bible

Hour

Karl Garling offered the opening
prayer for the Bible Hour. R. E. Gingrich presented the Bible message upon
the theme, "Ambassadors for Christ."

)CTOBER

27,

benediction was
Sernard Schneider.
'he
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pronounced by

Thursday Evening

was

received,

which amounted

to

66.40

The evening speaker was J. P. Kliever,
/ho addressed the assembly upon the
ubject, "The Greatest Missionary Text
n the Bible." Conference joined in
inging, "In the Service of the King."
Ln invitation to definite personal servce was extended to which a splendid
esponse was given. All joined in singng, "All Hail the Power of Jesus'
Jame." The final period was given
iver to the Seminary rally, conducted
)y Dr. Alva J. McClain and Dr. L. S.
Jauman, president of the Board of
trustees. The total amount of cash and
amounted

)ledges received

to $21,460.34.

Missionary Inspirational Hour
Friday Morning, August 31, 1945
Delegates and friends convened in the
i'oreign Missionary Society inspirational
lour by singing, "Bringing in the
Sheaves." W. A. Ogden read 1 John
.:l-4 and gave the opening prayer.
President A. V. Kimmell presided and
)resented the various missionaries who
esponded with appropriate greetings,
benediction was pronounced by L. S.
''oreign

Bauman.
Business Session, August 31, 1945
singing, "Speed the Light," Con'erence merged into the consideration
Mark
)f the transaction of business.
Wialles offered the prayer. One addi-

With

elder's credential
xedentials were reported
;gates were seated. This
;ional

)f

and two lay
and these delmakes a total
licensed min-

83 ordained elders, 8
laymen, for a total of 306

sters and 215
Jelegates.

Manual

of Procedure

Conference unanimously decided to
the matter of the Manual of Procedure to the Fellowship of Brethren
Vlinisters for another year's considera•efer

;ion.

Radio Board

The Radio Board announced that it
was in process of incorporation and
adopting rules for organization and will
submit program to next year's Conference for approal. The Board recommended an increase of membership
from 10 to 11. Paul Dick was elected to
said Board.

Conference voted a 5-minute extension of time.

The regular praise service was feaured by several male selections from
he Old Seminary Quartet, the new
leminary Quartet, and a combination
f both.
Curtis Morrill read 2 Cor. 5:17-6:2
,nd offered prayer. The evening offertig

15

Conference asked the Committee on
Committees to appoint a committee to
edit the minutes. By popular vote business session adjourned.

Bible

Hour

Conference joined in singing, "Holy
Spirit Faithful Guide." Arnold Knegbaum read Eph. 2:1-6 and led in prayer.
The speaker for the occasion was A.
D. Cashman, who spoke from the
theme, "The Place of the Holy Spirit
the Program of the Church."
The closing prayer was offered by

m

A. D.

Cashman.
Friday Evening

very enjoyable praise service, featuring several added features from the
Bethany Camp, was conducted. Several
choruses were sung. Dick Messner
played a cornet solo entitled, "The Holy
City " The Bethany Quartette, composed of Helen Gallichio, Flo Mellick,
Hugo Gingrich, Don Ogden sang, "All

A

Is Jesus." Walter Lepp led
The evening offermg was
rece'ived, amounting to $78.38. Rev. and
Mrs. Hill Maconaghy were missionary
speakers of the evening. The evening
service closed with singing, "I Can Hear

That
in

I

Want

nrayer.

Mv

Savior Calling."

Prayer by Robert

Hill.

Saturday Morning, September 1, 1945
Sunday School Inspirational Hour
The Inspirational Hour devoted to
the Sunday School interests convened
with singing, "Fairest Lord Jesus."
Glenn O'Neal presided and asked Henry

Rempel to lead in prayer. The work of
Visual Aid was presented by Miss Flo
Mellick. K. B. Ashman referred to the
work of young people in the church.
Frank Coleman presented the work of
Child Evangelism. The period closed by
singing, "Work for the Night Is Coming."

Business Session, September 1, 1945
sung as
"I Walk With the King" was
Conference prepared for the business
guidance
divine
session. Invocation of
was implored by Wm. Steffler. Minutes
were
of the former business session
read and approved.
Editing of Minutes
Conference elected the following persons to edit the minutes: Marvin Good-

man Sr., chairman; Robert Culver, and
Bryson Fetters. Motion prevailed that
what
the committee arrange and decide
Anmaterial shall be included in the
any
nual. It was further decided that
additional expense should be prorated

;
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among

whose

auxiliary organizations
records appear in the Annual.

Next Year's Conference
Conference agreed to return to WiInd., for next year's confrence, August 26-September 1, 1946 for

nona Lake,
the

sum

of $400.00

Treasurer's Report

The Treasurer read the following
port, which was adopted:

re-

TREASURER'S REPORT OF 194B CONFERENCE,
NATIONAL FELLOWCMIP OF BRETHREN

CHURCHES

Winona Lake,

Indiana, August

27

to

September 2

RECEIPTS
Balance in Bank at beginning of Conference.
Received from Credential Committee, Aug. 27.
Received from Credential Committee, Aug. 28.
Received from Credential Committee, Aug. .31.
Evening Offering. Mon., Aug. 27
Evening Offering, Tuea., Aug. 28
Evening Offering, Wed., Aug. 29
Evening Offering, Tliurs., Aug. 30
Evening Offering, Pri., Aug. 31

.

Total Receipts

$87.95
85.00
199.00
22.00
79,40
80.99
104.08
06.40
78.38
803.20

,

DISBURSEMENTS
Winona Lake

Cliristian

Assembly,

Inc.,

Con-

for

ference Grounds and Buildings

Winona Engraving

Co.,

1,000

S250.00

.Statistical

Report

Blanks

28.75

Ashman, Executive Committee Secretary,
Honorarium

R. A.
J.

L.

Gingrich,

Conference

Secretary,

ner
Charles Bergerson, Pianist
Walter Lepp, Conference Music Director
Robert A. Ashman, Postage. Mimeograph
plies,

Phone

82.03
3

50

Sup-

Call

5.04

Grace Seminary, Paper and Stencils
Ruth Reddick, Stenographic Help
Winona Engraving Co., 2,000 Copies
cian's Report

amount paid out
September

Balance,

57.2.0

10.00
15.00

Mrs. Irene Hanley, Speaker
R. D. Crees. Honorarium and ExDen es
Sentinel Printing Co., Programs and Badges.

Total

25.00

Honorar-

ium and Expenses
Stuber Book and Bible House, 350 Song Books.
Phillip Simmons, "Occupy Till He Comes" Ban-

1.

B.

3(!.7I1

3. CO

Fetters,

16.00

627.92
175.28
Treasurer.

Report of the Committee on the
Moderator's Address, August 31, 1945
The committee on the Moderator's
Address wishes to commend the Moderator on his spiritual and challenging message to this Conference.
The Moderator's timely address has
brought to our attention these alarming
facts:
1. The great fields which are white
unto harvest both at home and abroad.
2. The great difficulties the church

faces in reaping this harvest, including
worldllness rampant in the church, the
present lack of trained workers, and
the prospect of an even greater famine
of laborers.

The need

for the Brethren

Church

Hill.

Lowell Hoyt.
Motion prevailed that we ask our
Publishing House to hold the form for
the Moderator's address and print same
in tract form immediately.

Tenure of Office

The Rules and Organization Committee presented the following amendment
to the Manual of Procedure on TENURE
OP OFFICE, which was unanimously
approved, "We recommend that the
Manual of Procedure be amended as
follows: To add C under Article 4 Organization of Section 2 Chapter Two
(page 5 of Mimeograph sheets) to read:
C. Tenure of Office,
"All officers shall assume the function
of their offices at the close of the session at which the announcement of
their election is made."
And that the present item C, Duties,
be set forth unchanged as item D, Duties.

Resolutions for the 1945 Fellowship of

Brethren Churches

5.55

Moderator's Address
The committee reporting on the Moderator's Address was accepted.

3.

Robert W.

60.60

Statiti-

1945
C.

30 00
.

move in and take advantage of these
opportunities which we will never have
again, in view of the unique message
of the Brethren Church and the soon
coming of our Lord.
We recommend that the address be
printed in the Annual Number of the
Herald and suggest that it might be
condensed and placed before more of
our people.
Russell L. Williams, chairman.
to

Under the eye of Almighty God our
whom we have seen to raise up
and put down kings and dictators,
whose creation this very morning affirms His handiwork and His all-wise
and beneficent Providence;
Father

And

in the presence of the Lord Jesus
who has promised never to leave
Who gave His life
to produce our life. Who today is perpetuating our life in heaven at the
right hand of God;
And with the comfort of the Holv
Spirit, who witnesses with our spirit
that we are the children of God, Who
baptizes, indwells, infills, energizes, and
seals us until the day of redemption
We, do hereby submit the following
resolutions:
Christ,

us nor to forsake us.

Part
1

set

I.

Pertaining to the Nation

That we in this 56th Conference do
apart some portion of time for

thanksgiving to God for answering our
prayers in drawing the war swiftly to a
close;
2. That we stand ready to help
worthy causes and organizations in

'

OCTOBER
their efforts to
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bind up the wounds of

ihe nations;
3. That we instruct our secretary of
conference to communicate to the
President of the United States our appreciation of his call for prayer in our
national emergency, and to assure him
Df our prayers that national stability
and righteousness may abound;
[See next page for President's reply.]

this

4.

That we deplore the

evils

that have

flourished under Prohibition, under Repeal, and under Rationing;
5. That we as a Brethren people shall
humble ourselves in accordance with 2

Chronicles 7:14 that responsibility for
the downfall of our nation be not laid
at our door, and who knows if obedient
in such a manner God may raise us up
in the kingdom for such a time as this?
6. That we reaffirm our historic stand
with relation to war; namely that the

Brethren Church from her origin has
been utterly opposed to the use of violence or any physical force as a means
to an end, on the part of the children of
God. We regard the governments of
this world system as being yet unregen-

and

erate,

their

methods

of violence

contrary to the methods God has authorized His children in the present age
to use. We reaffirm that while war, as
a possible method for the attainment of
justice or the securing and maintenance of human liberty, may at times
be deemed necessary among the unregenerate of this world system, yet, according to the teaching of our common
Lord and Master, we, as His disciples,
do not belong to this world system, and
its methods are not our own. We are in
this world and not of it, as our Master
taught (John 17:14), and must maintain our pilgrim character (Heb. 11:816), our citizenship already being in
heaven (Phil. 3:20-21). We recognize
and appreciate the protection of the
United States; and to the nation that
God has ordained (Rom. 13:1-7) to afford us protection, we glady offer our
service, time,

money, and

life itself, if

necessary, to bind up its wounds, or to
heal its sorrows, by any means or methods our Lord Jesus Christ has approved
for the use of those who follow Him,
and we pledge ourselves to pray for
those in authority according to Ro-

mans

13:1-7.

Part

II.

Pertaining to the Church

1. That we thank God for our splendid group of missionaries, both Home
and Foreign, and covenant with them
to preach Christ as never before in
these post-war days;

2.

That our Seminary should be com-

17

for its fine work in the preparation of pastors and missionaries, and
that we indorse with our gifts the proposed building;
3. That our Home Missions Council be
commended for the work of advancing
the cause of Christ in America through
the Brethren Church;

mended

4. That the Radio Board be given a
by our Brethren churches
that the Gospel may be put on the air
air;
the
and kept on
5. That we express our appreciation
to the Missionary Herald Company for
its program of expansion in the coming
days for a larger magazine, for a fulltime editor, for greater emphasis on
Sunday School and promotional work;
6. That we commend our group organizations for their fine advances in
the past year: the laymen's organization, the Women's Missionary Council,
the Sisterhood, the boys' organizations,
and commend all work in Child Evangelism and Daily Vacation Bible Schools.
7. That we strive to teach and preach
the winning of the lost in this coming
year and make it our goal that every

real backing

—

member win
Part

III.

at least one soul to Christ;

Pertaining to the Conference

1. That we express our hearty approval of the sentiments of our Moderator in his address, and that the whole
tenor of this Conference concerning
soul-winning be carried back to our

cliiircliGS

2. That we thank our heavenly
Father for the fellowship of love man-

ifested at this Conference, and for the
joyous time of fellowship with so many
of our missionaries;
3.

And that we commend our churches

for the fine representation at this conference, and strive in the coming year
to have an even better representation
of our membership here at the coming

conference.
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Carey.

Robert E. Miller.
William A. Steffler.
The resolutions were read and approved as amended and corrected.
The Conference Secretary was requested to write to the President of the
United States commending him for his
public reference to spiritual things.
Conference asked the Executive Committee to provide stenographical assistance during business sessions of Conference.
Business session was extended five

minutes.

Conference went on record of requesting the Resolutions Committee to

Page
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS H NGTON
I

September 24, 1945

My dear Reverend Gingrich:
I have read your letter with real gratitude
£ind

extend especial thanks to you and the members of

your Group for your kind thought of me at your recent
Conference.

To

know that loyal friends are remember-

ing me in prayers for Divine guidance is a most comfort-

ing feeling.

Very sincerely yours,

)CTOBER
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eport next year not later than Thursday.

Minutes of the final business session
read and approved.
Conference adjourned business.

rere

Bible

Hour

and Teacher

"Occupy Till He Comes." The closng prayer was offered by H. O. Mayer.
in,

Saturday Night, September

1945

1,

praise service conducted

by Wal-

The
Lepp was interspersed with several
rocal selections: The Happy CI arks
,er

Holy Is What the Angels
Devotions were conducted by
;he quoting of favorite Scripture verses
md prayer by Gerald Polman. The former Grace Seminary Quartet sang, "In
Moment." The evening offering was
iang, "Holy,

3ang."

a.

received, which amounted to $30.26.
The offertory, a flute solo entitled,

"Alas and Did My Savior Bleed," was
played by Ruth Bergert.
The first speaker, Mrs. Harold Dunning, spoke on, "Clothing for Africa—
the Robe of Righteousness." The Seminary Quartet sang, "Quit Ye Like Men,
Be Strong."

The second speaker was Harold Dun-

ning, who spoke from the topic, "Brethren, Pray for Us." The evening closed
with singing, "Only Believe," and the

benediction by Walter Lepp.

Sunday Morning, September
at 9:30

2,

1945

A.M.—Foye

B.

Miller, Superintendent; Chas. Campbell,

Secretary.

Off.
90 $30.06
127 35.28
95 20.91
46
3.69
118 38.12

Att.

Men—Jesse Hall
Women—Mrs. Kidder

Young Adults—Mark Malles
Children—Ruth Bergert
Bethany Young People
Total

sang, "Hold the Fort,"
Conference merged into the Bible
is
lour. The speaker, H. O. Mayer, spoke

The assembly

Sunday School

Class

Adult
Adult

_

_

476 128.06

-

Morning worship service at
Herman A. Hoyt presiding.

Prof.

10:30,

— —Invocation

by Prof. Hoyt.
Hymn "O Worship the King," led by
Walter Lepp.
Scripture Reading, John 17, and Prayer,
Rev. Robert E. Miller.

Doxology

Hymn — "Crown Him With Many
Crowns," led by Walter Lepp.
Announcements.
Offertory Prayer by Rev. Miles Taber.
Offertory Trumpet Duet, "In His Steps,"
Rev. Lowell Hoyt, Dick Messner.
Message, "Rethinking Separation," I
Tim. 6:16, by Rev. W. A. Ogden.
Hymn "Friendship With Jesus," led by
Walter Lepp.
Benediction by Rev. Jas. S. Cook.
Morning offering amounted to $146.38
for National Radio and Brethren Home

—

Missions.

Afternoon Missionary Rally, 3 P.M.
Preceded by Singspiration led by Leo
Polman. Dr. L. S. Bauman presided.
Various missionaries and missionary
candidates spoke briefly. Rev. Harold
Dunning concluded the session with a
stirring and challenging message. Dr.
Alva J. McClain closed with prayer.

Communion

Service, 7:30 P.

M.

In charge of Seminary Faculty. Dr.
McClain presided at the request of Moderator, Rev. Kenneth Ashman.
The attendance was 250.
Dr. L. S. Bauman closed the Communion service with prayer.

TO KNOW CHRIST AND MAKE HIM KNOWN

For the preaching of

CROSS

the

them

is

to

PERISH

that

foolishness; but unto

us which are
it

is

the

God.—

1

SAVED

Power

Cor.

1

of

God

forbid

that

1

should glory save in
the

CROSS

LORD

Jesus

of

our

Christ.

—Gd.

6:14.

:18.

»eo

—
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THE NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN MINISTERS
COMMITTEES
TREASURER

Executive Committee
William A. Steffler,

CHAIRMAN—Rev.
354 E. Sheldon

Philadelphia, Pa.
VICE CHAIRMAN—Rev. Ord Gehman,
Rittman, Ohio.
St.,

RECORDING SECRETARY—Rev. Norman Uphouse, Bryan University, Dayton,

Tenn.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY—Rev. Arthur
Malles, Kittanning, Pa.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY
liam Clough, Whittier,

Tuesday, August

—

2:30.

further report followed:

—Voting

for

1

—Intro-

a nominee for

—

the Honorary Degree, 3 Memorials, 4
Organization, 5 Reading of paper on
Deacons, 6 National Radio Presentation, 7
Brethren Missionary Herald
presentation, 8 Brethren Home Missions Council on Jewish Missions.
A motion prevailed to adopt the re-

—

—

—

—

port.

The

following

Rev. Caleb Zimmerman, Rev.
Crees, Rev. Frank Coleman.

Robert

A.M.

for Thursday and Friday afternoon
meetings at an hour to be designated.
A motion prevailed that we meet on
Thursday and Friday* afternoons at

A

Membership Committee
Rev. John Squires, Rev. Fred Walters,
Rev. George Cone.

MINUTES
A motion prevailed that the chairman appoint a chairman for the NomBrethren

28, 1945, 8:35

men were

introduced

to the Fellowship: Clyde Landrum, Herbert Bruce, Allen Fast, Charles Gwynn,
Vernon Harris, Gordon Bracker, Peter

Bury, J. O. Gring.
Recognition was given to the missionaries present: Curtis Morrill,
Kliever, Joseph Foster and Hill

Jacob
Macon-

aghy.

There were no memorials, since we
had no knowledge of any deaths among
our members.
Dr. McClain next explained the qualifications for and the procedure in voting for the nominee for the honorary
Doctor's degree.
Bro. A. V. Kimmell led in prayer for
direction and wisdom in the matter at

hand.
Bro. John Squires called for
tee reports.

commit-

J

Rev. Harold Mayer,
Washington, D. c.
Nominating Committee
Rev. Henry Rempel, Rev. Randall Ross-1
man, Rev. Arthur Carey.

Program Committee
Rev. Wil-

Calif.

The National Fellowship of
Ministers met in its first regular session
for the year 1945 in the Seminary
Chapel, Tuesday, August 28, 1945. Bro.
John Squires presided. Bro. Robert
Culver directed a song service and Bro.
Robert Crees led in the devotions, reading from John 17.
The chairman of the Program Committee reported the order of business
for the week. He suggested the need

ductions, 2

—

I

inating Committee in the absence of
Bro. J. Keith Altig.

There were 80 men present, 76 for the
corresponding meeting last year, and

two years ago.
motion prevailed to adjourn.
Wednesday Morning, August 29, 1945

63

A

The second session of the National
Fellowship of Brethren Ministers was
held in the Seminary Chapel at 8:35

A. M.
Bro. Jake Kliever announced a song
and Bro. Bernard Schneider led in the
devotions, reading from Col. 1.

Further

introductions

were

given:

Roy Kreimes, Bruce Button, Paul Mohler, and Frank Taylor. Bro. W. A. Og-

den stated greetings from Bro. Donald
Carter, who was unable to be present.
Bro. Harold Dunning was asked to
stand, being a returned missionary.
The Nominating Committee reported
and the election followed. The results
appear above.

The Treasurer reported:
$50.40;
$23.38.

expenditures,

$27.02;

Receipts,
balance,

A partial report was given by the
Committee on Ministerial Examining
Board Forms and Certificates.
A motion prevailed to adjourn.
There were 89 men present, 85 for
the corresponding day last year, and 59
for the year 1943.

Thursday Morning, August

30, 1945
session of the National Fellowship of Brethren Ministers was held
in the Seminary
Thursday

The third

Chapel

morning, August

30, 1945.

Bro. Henry Remple directed the song,
"The Solid Rock." Bro. Hill Maconaghy
read from 1 Cor. 9 and led in prayer.
The previous minutes were read and

approved.
Bro.

Raymond Gingrich

read a paper

OCTOBER
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Group Insurance,

"What does the Bible teach
about the office of the deacon?"
entitled,

would be

this paper
be published for wider distribution.

1:00 P.M.

motion prevailed to recess until
M.

Carried.
prevailed to adjourn.

2:30 P.

A motion

Thursday Afternoon, 2:30—The Special
Meeting

Bro. A. V.

Saturday Afternoon, 1:00 O'clock

31, 1945

The National Fellowship of Brethren
Ministers met in the Seminary Chapel
at 8:35 A. M. Bro. Henry Rempel announced the song. Bro.

J.

E. Patterson

directed in the devotions.

The minutes were read and approved.
Bro. Homer Kent continued his report on the Ministerial Board Forms
and Certificates. A motion carried to
receive the report as read. (#5 under
C. omitted.

A motion was made to change the
wording of Question #3 under C. Doctrinal to read "What books dealing
with specific Brethren History and Doctrine have you read?" Carried.
A motion prevailed to adjourn.
Frank

Coleman,

led

Jr.,
,

A motion passed to commend the
board on boys' work for its work during the past year and that suitable arrangements be made with the Herald
Co. for

in

that

.

Carried.

The ordination certificate form was
presented. A discussion followed.
A motion carried to instruct the committee to produce a suitable ordination
certificate embodying the suggestions
offered in the discussion.
^
^
,,
New members were presented—Lowell
Hoyt Paul Mohler, Peter Bury and AlThomas
len Past, all ordained; Charles
and James Dixon as licensed.
these
receive
to
prevailed
motion
A
,

new members.

A motion prevailed to adjourn.
Saturday Morning, September 1, 1945
The National Fellowship of Brethren
Ministers met in the Seminary Chapel
at 8:35 A.

M.

Bro Glenn O'Neal led a song
Bro. Joseph Foster offered prayer.

reports.

Further,
for the
.

A resolution from the S. E. District
was read and adopted:
"That we, the East Fellowship Min-

under C.
^.t,A motion was made to receive this
,

monthly news

we pledge our cooperation

coming year.

.^

The minutes were read and approved.
A further consideration was given to
the part of the report designated #5
section as read.

led in prayer.

year.

Friday Afternoon, 2:30
Bro.
prayer.

Kimmell

A motion carried to commend the
National Radio Board for the work
which has been done in the establishing of a National Brethren Radio Hour.
The membership committee p r e sented the following new members:
Gordon Bracker as ordained; Roy
Kreimes, Vernon Harris, and Norville
Rich as licensed. A motion passed to
receive them.
Bro. L. L. Grubb presented the following recommendation: "To establish a
church among the Jews." A motion carried to adopt the recommendation.
Bro. Marvin Goodman reported for
the Brethren Missionary Herald Co.,
expressing appreciation for the support
given to the publication work during
the past year.
Bro. Cecil Smitley reported for the
Boys' work, stating the need and goals
for this important work for the coming

Bro. Walter Lepp offered prayer.
A further discussion was heard on the
publication of the paper on the office
of deacons. A vote was taken and the

motion carried.
It was moved to adjourn.
Friday Morning, August

premium

The National Radio Board was given
an opportunity to present its work.
A motion was made to recess until

A discussion followed.
A motion was made that

A

stating the

$13.38.

,

and

The minutes were read and approved.

Bro Bryson Fetters reported for the

isterium voice our disapproval of policies, practices and propagations of the
Federal Council of Churches of Christ
in America and that we declare ourselves in no way connected with, nor
represented by said Council. Further
that we recommend that the National
Fellowship of Brethren Churches reaffirm its position with regard to this
apostate movement among the Protestant churches of America."
A motion carried that we request the
members of the committee on the Manual of Procedure for the National Conference to serve us as a committee and
to give us copies of its proposed
changes. The committee named was:
Ellas White, Robert Culver and Herman
Hoyt.
^.
^
In respect to the suggestion to review
the Message of the Brethren Ministry
a motion was that the matter be referred to a specially appointed commit-

(Continued on Page 30)
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THE BRETHREN HOME MISSIONS COUNCIL
OFFICIARY

PRESIDENT—Paul
Hope

St.,

R.

Bauman,

Los Angeles

L.

Grubb, Box

Wi-

395,

^^^-r^^^trJ^^^'
TREASURER—Roy ....
H.

13, Calif.

VICE PRESIDENT— Cleve G.

Hammond

SECRETARY—L.

558 So.

Miller, 604

Kinsey, 1137 No.
I^ayton 5, Ohio.

^'

^^^i?r.^*-;,^P*;

OFFICE SECRETARY—Gertrude Rumburg, Winona Lake, Ind.

Avenue, Waterloo, Iowa.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mrs. R. D. Barnard, San Diego, Calif.
Paul R. Bauman, Los Angeles, Calif.
William H. Clough, Whittier, Calif.
Earl W. Reed, Sunnyside, Wash.
Cleve G. Miller, Waterloo, Iowa.
L. L. Grubb, Winona Lake, Ind.
Foye B. Miller, Wmona Lake, Ind.

Roy A. Patterson, Dayton Ohio
Roy H. Kinsey, Dayton Ohio
George

E. Cone, Ankenytowii Ohio
Charles H. Croker, Philadelphia Pa'

Phillip j.

Simmons,

Listie

Pa

'

R. E. Donaldson, Washingtori
Harold O. Mayer, Washington,

D C
d'.

c'.

HOME MISSION DIRECTORY
Akron, Ohio— Firestone Park Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Lowell Hoyt, 857
Kenmore Blvd., Akron, Ohio.
Beaver City, Neb.
Grace Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Herman J.
Baerg, Beaver City, Neb.
Bellflower,
Calif.— First Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. S. Herbert Bess,
310 East Park Avenue, Bellflower,

Church. Pastor Rev Russell Williams New Troy Micli
Osceola, Ind.— Bethel Brethren Church
Pastor, Rev. Ward A. Miller, Winona
Lake, Ind.

—

—

Pasadena, Calif. Rosemead Boulevard
Brethren Church. Pastor, Rev. Albert
„

Calif.

schaf f^r w/.t

—

—

7i'^

Easton

pipHf
^^l"-"--

Mansfield,

St.,

Los Angeles

— Grace

-h^
npc-ruo^™
^"' ^""^

i.«».^ .... .»

financial ^I'atemInt""""'"-

j„„„ on
eenerai Fund
Balance on hand,

la-.^

"'"—^""^
.luue

,

•'

''"""'^

f^r.}\f
,i,'

,,-

,

Troy, Mich.

—New
»r

'~''

^°' ^^''^

3o,

i^*-*
,

'''""'"

'''"'

$42,439.37
le.sar.sa

119,307 20
Disbursed

dur-

By"'t™nsfer.

oosli
——
—
5

'

'

Brethren

87.401 3-

$31,845.83

„
„ .,
Troy Brethren

Funds designated

<Teneral

buiiatng
'^'"^^

for

projects

lo.soo.oo

expendable

funds

on

hand

"

S.

war

15 345 83
Bonds

KL^v^d^'dSg
O"

''"»<'

J™e

IL""'
so,

'

1945..

''itTo
"^''

222.50

Reserve Fund

Amount
1944

in

fund,

June

'

Brethren

22,

Church. Pastor, Rev. Bernard N.
Schneider, 548 Highland Ave., MansOhio.
Modesto, Calif. -LaLoma Grace Brethren Church. Pastor, Rev. Harold D.
Painter, 206 Rowland Ave., Modesto,

New

"

rZ.^'^^'^"^
Chelan,
Spokane.

—

field,

^,

-r.

-

_

Ohio

°^^'^'^'

B r e t. h r e n

649 Berryville Ave. Winchester Va
Wooster, Ohio— First Brethreji Church
Pastor, Rev. Kenneth B. Ashman.
Wadsworth, Ohio First
Church. Pastor, Willis Witzkv

—

61451/2

^

First

Winchester, Va.
First Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev Paul E Dick

Fremont, Ohio — Grace

Indianapolis, Ind. First Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Herbert Collingridge, Winona Lake, Ind.
Juniata, Pa. Juniata Brethren Church.
Pastor, Charles W. Gwynn, supply.
Los Angeles, Calif.—Third Bi-ethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Albert Kliewer,

-

^^'r.-

Wash

Clayhole,

Dayton, Ohio North Riverdale Brethren Church. Pastor (Vacant).
Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Raymond Blood.

^^^- '^^'^^^

wfr^^^^^r'^^^^^^^S'"

-

Ohio.

West Orange Drive,

Calif.

q„!:w°^^ Uf„^
Spokane
Wash

Cheyenne, Wyo.
First
Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Samuel I. Horney. Frontier Villa, Cheyenne, Wyo.

—

541

South Bend, Ind.—Sunnymede Breth-

Byersdale, Pa.— First Brethren Church.
Pastor, Rev. Charles Bergerson, Winona Lake, Ind.

Ky.— Clayhole Brethren
Church, Pastor, Sewell Landrum,
Clayhole, Ky.
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio Grace Brethren
Church. Pastor, Rev. Russell Ward,
623 Chestnut St., Cuyahoga Falls,

Flory,
}
WTiittier,

30.

0,000.00

$31,845.83

CTOBER
from

transfer

June

fund,

in

Ohio
South Bend, Ind

3."""""

Clayhole, Ky
Xew Troy, Mioh
N. Riverdate, Daytou,

30,

n.ooo.no

1945
Annuity Fund

*.200.00

1944

ibds

l.j-ld.bd

year

during

iceived

June

30,

Revolving Trust Fund
in fund, June

30,

liand.

on

,,„,,

1944

Mission

to

1,466.50

in
meeti)ngB
Evangelistic
Home Mission points....

30,

Revolving Bultding Fund
on hand, June 30,

1944
year

from

Field

769.47
1,272.40

Work
2,913.29
1,330.84

Allowance to Field Secretary.
Mileage

General

(camera,

Advertising

2,005.41

Fund

346.20

Total spent in Home Mission
points for fiscal year ending .June 30, 1945

204.50

1945
llauce

eceived during
y transfer

_

1,500.00

loans

churches

June

fund,

in

ilance

(Third)

(Rosemead)

church

Temporary

670.00
465.50

year

during

Portable

1?»-^*
olj.sb

year

during

iabursed

Modesto, Calif
Pasadena, Calif.
Tracy, Calif
Spokane, Wash

„,,„„„
d,44.:i.t,d

J^g45
ilancc

iceived

CaUf
Compton, CaUf
Los Angeles, Calif.

Belltlower,

5,443.63
3.000.00

invested

Olds

Ohio.

Beaver City. Nebr
Cheyenne, Wyo
Waterloo, Iowa

30,

.Tune

force,

muities in

674.96
1,279.98
1,737.66
1,259.98
3,951.78
1,990.68
789.74
2,517.57
2.584.00
628.29
750.00
4,633 71
2,500.00
2,050.00
825.04
1,066.62

Osceola, Ind
Midd'.etown,

General

Fund
tal
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1945

27,

film,

298.09

etc

June

fund,

in

alance

30,

R. Paul Miller Trust
alance in fund, June

1944
ransferred

forwarded to
Mission Boards

Funds

Fund
30,

District

442.18

Cahfomia

Missions
District
Board, tor lots in West
Los Angeles, CaUf

4.31

General Fund

to

Missions

District

4,047.28

1945

4.iil

1,500.00

0.00
.alance

June

hand,

on

Literature

Fund

Mission

Jewish

30,

194g
leceived

during

year

:

4,325.69

Magazine subscriptions

4,325.69

Operating Expense

Board

American

Missions to

of

Jews,

July
to

the

5,881.31

1944

7,

American Board
5.881.31

Office

June

30,

4S,B41.--i
48 541 "4

1945
rotal

in

all

funds,

War Bonds and
Annuity funds

including
invested

_

oO.Tbi.li

CERTIFICATE OF THE AUDITOR

,

,

Warsaw, Ind.

ITEMIZED ACCOUNT OF EXPENDITURES
Mission

Amount
$726.63,205.50
"'^''^'lo
Ohio.-

Cuyahoga Palls, Ohio
North Canton, Ohio
Fremont, Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Wooster. Ohio
Indianapolis,

Ind

box,
219.42
47.37

Postage
Printing

(annual
checks,

Changing

and

Corporation

Miscellaneous

30.00
450.70
269.69

reports,
station-

5.59

Seal.

>

Tent storage and insurance.
Conference expense
Paul Bauman (survey work
for the Council
Honorarium to F. B. Milkr.
Honorarium to W. H. Schaf-

^^°°X„
2,369.92
^^*'2S
355.39
1.463.28

^^''l^o

'SloaA
5,316.60

35.40
143.50

100.00
100.00

100.00

fer

Points

Location
Winchester, Va
Hagerstown, Md
Byersdale, Pa
Juniata, Pa
Firestone Park,

serv-

binders and pads, desk sets)
Bonds on office force
Moving e.vpenses to Winona
Lake
Kent and utilities

cards,

books of
hereby certify that I have audited the
the fiscal
The Brethren Home, Missions Council, Inc., for
my opinion the
year endin» June 30, 1945, and in
are
foregomg statements of receipts and disbursements
con-ect statements for the period mentioned.
Signed,
C C. Ijongfellow, Fubhc Accountant.
I

strong

lamp,

desk

Balance on hand

funds,

all

123.38
and

equipment

(new hearing
ice charges
Ediphone cylinders,
tube,

0.00
Ca.sh

1,329.94
12,75
62.00

etc.)

stencils,

Jews,

Missions to the
October 13, 1944
of

Dotal
in

722.45
12.50

....

Salary and bonus for office
secretary
Insurance on office furniture
Petty cash
Supplies, mimeograph paper,
stationery, tape, wr.^pping
typewriter ribbons,
paper,

0.00

letumed

mate-

offering

Thanksgiving

Fund

from

3,399.29

etc

637.36
3,688.33

;

icceived

cuts,

rial

'orwarded to American Board
of Missions to the Jews.

Jewish Reserve

mag azin e,

Disbursed for

Attorney's

fees

in

Johansen

Gift to First Brethren Church
of Peru, Ind., for expense
in

church

trial

The Brethren Radio Hour.

.

Paul Bauman (expense to Directors' meeting
W. H. Schaffer (expense to
....
Directors meeting)
Booking forms for Home Mischurches
sion

200.00
500.00
10.00
6.00
:

12.75

$54,203.09

1
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Special

gifts

designated

to

work or individuals
Advance to Winona Engrav-

1,564.15

Company
Advance to W. H. Schaffer

1,000.00

ing
for

purchase

Payments

and

of truck.
interest

.

.

RECEIPTS FROM OTHER SOURCES
Payments and

1,000.00

DISTRICTS

Southeast Distriot (Va., Md., Tenn.)...
Eastern District (Pa., W. Va., N. J.)..
East Central District (N. Ohio)
Central District (Ind., Mich., S. Ohio,
Ky.)
;
Midwest
District
(111.,
Nebr.,
Kans..

Wyo.)
Iowa District

16,1(15'

12^899!

5906

(

1,500.E

21.4:781

(Wash.)

1,364!!=

'

lo'i
5')'i

gajj
33!;

2

cil

260

6e,692.E

(

833'!

191]
10~175~'

66!692!e

Total offerings and receipts for year ending
June 30, 1945

76,867.6

TEN LEADING CHURCHES IN THE OFFERlM
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1944-B
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Beach, Calif. (First)
Dayton, Ohio (First)
Berne, Ind
Los Angeles, Caht. (Second) ....
Whittier.

$6 606

'

.....:

Calif

32001
2472'

Johnstown, Pa. (First) ....
Roanoke, Va.
(Ghent)
Washington, D.
Hagerstown, Md. ...
'.'.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.
10. Flora, Ind
7.

6

5 421'j
4 0150
3'e62'7

'
'

.'

.'

1,'450.0
1 388 4

8.
9.

Total offerings for the work of the Coun-

H

1172

I.Long
16,064.!

1,312!

.

.

i'?7«

Total
Total of District offerings

82,455.!

REPORT OF OFFERINGS ACCORDING TO

District
District

S4 841

.

11,531.1

California

loans...!

.

4,793.02
514.28

Total expenditures for fiscal
year ending June 30, 1945

Northwest

on

'

1,100.00

on

loans
Interest on annuities
Transfer to Revolving Building Fund

interest

Special gifts
National W. M.
Central District W. M. C
. .
Students of Bob Jones College
. .
.'.'.'
Sale of clothing at Clayhole
Sale of floor covering and strong
box. . . .
Refunds on salaries and expense checks.
Central Dist. Miss. Board, for Indianapolis
Sale of lot in Canton, Ohio
'..'.'.
Interest on savings

'

I'^oVi
i;238;i

NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN LAYMEN
PRESIDENT—Ira

Baker, 6101/2 Northwestern Ave., Wooster, Ohio.
E. Hacker,

VICE PRESIDENT— Owen
1621

Benson

Dr.,

Dayton

SECRETARY-TREASURER

6,

—

Ohio.

John

M

Johnson, 628 Nold Ave., Wooster, Ohio.

Membership

—

All

lay

members

of

Brethren Churches in the National Fellowship.

—
Goals —
Aid;

Aim To sponsor groups or organizations in all local churches in the nation.
(1)

Grace Seminary Student

a national goal was set at $500 a
year to be donated by the local churches
by free-will gifts.
(2) The organization of James and
John Clubs in all churches throughout
the nation. Many have been organized
in connection with the national organization. The Adult Adviser is Cecil E
Smitley, Route #2, Geneva, Ind.
(3) To interest local churches or laymen's organizations in aiding students
who are going to some Christian college in preparation for Grace Seminary.
Committee on Grace Seminary Student

Aid
Rev. Herman Hoyt, Rev.
Rev. Miles Taber, all of

Homer Kent,
Winona Lake.

Ind.

Clark Sipe, Rockford, Ohio, Rt. #1,

—

—

Northwest District—Archer
Atlantic Districl^F.

G

St. S. E.,

Baum

W. Hartman

142C'

Washington, D. C.

—

Midwest District D. Brumbaugh, Por-r
tis, Kans.
East District— Grover Snyder, 160 3d St..
Conemaugh, Pa.
TREASURER'S REPORT
Receipts

Balance, 1943-44

Johnstown,

Pa

Mansfield,

Ohio

$248.59
i

........".::.:"
Ind
Pike Church. Conemaugh
Ashland, Ohio, W. 10th
,,',
J. E. DeUing, Martinsburg, Pa.
DanviUe, Ohio
Beme,

.

.

'

Winona Lake Church
Cleveland,

Ohio
Ohio
Ind
Johnstown, Pa.
Received 1945 National Conference..,.!!!!
;

Sharpsrille.

Tot^l

Expenditures
•

•.

JS-'"'™^''!

Orace

Semmary

^"t^
Balance

;

]

;

n on

ann
4355
17 06

20 00
10 00
so'oo
30 00
30:00
n"; nn
3 00
'>0 00
3l!3.1

535.13

in

use for one year until this committee
and others can draw up a permanent
one.
The following district laymen were

i

—

California District
George Hocking
650 Junipero, Long Beach, Calif.
Central District Archie Parr, Bernt
Ind.
East Central District— T. R. Henningi
Middlebranch, Ohio.
Southeast District B. H. Cannon Rtl
#3, Roanoke, Va.
Iowa District—E. B. Schrock, 620 W. 9th
St., Waterloo, Iowa.

Wooster,

Committee on Committees
Paul Marvin, Flora, Ind., chairman;

John Johnson, Wooster, Ohio.
A Constitution was drawn up to be

appointed, one for each district, to helj
local churches to organize both laymer
and boys clubs:

Student

Aid

:|

'

$45.91
300.00'

r 345.91
to

date

1!

189.22d

-^

.
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THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD COMPANY,
1945)

ird of Trustees (As of Sept.

1,

ESIDENT—Herman

Winona

A. Hoyt,

WINONA LAKE,

N. Schnei-

PRESIDENT—Bernard

ler,

548 Highland Ave., Mansfield,

)hio (1947).

CRETARY—Walter A. Lepp, First and
Spruce

Sts.,

Hagerstown, Md. (1948).
A. Kent, Winona
(Foreign Mission Board

MEASURER—Homer

Ind.
Representative)
,ul R. Bauman, 4263
:.ake,

Lynwood,

Calif.

Sanborn

(Home

Ave.,

Missions

Edward Bowman, Buena

Vista, Va.

(W. M. C. Representative),
jbert D. Crees, 200 Hartford Ave.,
ton, Ohio.

Can-

Hawk

Ave.,

E. Gingrich, 218

lymond
Akron 5, Ohio (1946).
L. Grubb, Winona Lake, Ind.

(1947).

Am-

Walter Link, 218 Wilson Ave.,
bridge. Pa. (1946).

Lynn, Capitol Hotel, Johnstown, Pa. (Grace Seminary Represen-

rchie L.

tative)

.

Operating Staff
[arvin L. Goodman, Sr., Secretary of
Publications,
[iles Taber, Editor.

Leon Myers, Office Secretary,
J. Kuhn, Editorial Secretary,
Stoner, Bookkeeper,
esse B. Deloe, Printer.
Irs.

mby
lel

Associate Editors

'OREIGN MISSIONS—Dr. Louis S. Bauman, 1925 E. 5th St., Long Beach 4,
Calif.

5DUCATIONAL—Dr.
Winona Lake,

Alva

Winona Lake,

McClain,

J.

Ind.

lOME MISSIONS—Rev.

L.

L.

Grubb,

ATOMEN'S MISSIONARY COUNCIL —
Mrs.
Va.

Ind.

Edward Bowman, Buena

Vista,

Prudential Committee

DHAIRMAN—Bernard N.

Schneider, 548
Highland Ave., Mansfield, Ohio.
Archie L. Lynn, Capitol Hotel, Johnstown, Pa.
Walter A. Lepp, First and Spruce Sts.,

Hagerstown, Md.
Editorial

Committee

CHAIRMAN—Homer
Raymond

A. Kent.

E. Gingrich.

Mrs. Edward Bowman.

Tuesday, August

28,

IND.
1945—1:30 P.M.

The meeting of the Corporation was
called to order by President Herman A.
Hoyt, who presided over the session.
The Scripture was read by R. D. Crees,
who also offered the prayer.
Printed lists of the sustaining members were distributed by Secretary Walter A. Lepp, who explained it included
all

those

who made a

contribution of

more during the year to the
Company. The names of the following
who had contributed $5.00 each were
read, and should be added to the

$5.00 or

Council Representative).
rs.

INC.

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY
HERALD CORPORATION AT

.ake, Ind. (1948).

JE
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lists: Walter A. Lepp, R. D.
Crees, L. L. Grubb, L. S. Bauman, Paul
R. Bauman, Albert Balzer, Ray Layman,
Paul Kesling, W. F. McPheeters, Wm.
Schaffer, Arnold Kriegbaum,
Squires, Arthur Malles and Robert MilA motion prevailed that those
ler.

printed

John

listed and read
be voted as members of the Corporation, with power to vote in this business
session, providing they are also members of a Brethren Church.
The minutes of the 1944 session were
read and approved.
The secretary reported the ballot
election of trustees by mail last July resulted as follows: R. D. Crees, Herman

whose names were thus

A. Hoyt and Walter A. Lepp were reelected to serve for three years.
The members of the Board then signed
the Covenant of Faith.
The Annual Report of the Company

was presented by the Treasurer, Homer
A. Kent, who also called upon Marvin
Goodman, Sr., Secretary of Publications, to give a more detailed explanation of the report which had been
placed in the hands of all those present.
A motion prevailed we adopt the report.

,

m
.

New business was then presented
the form of proposed amendments to
the Code of Regulations.
Inasmuch

as:

The added volume

of

business makes it difficult for representatives from cooperating boards to
serve as members of the Missionary

Herald Co.; and
Inasmuch as: The absence of such
members often results in the lack of
a quorum for one board or another:
The following amendment is being pro-

posed as a way to alleviate this difficulty.

This amendment applies to Article in
dealing with the Board of Trustees,

Page 26
Section

1,

covering

Terms, paragraplis
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Number and
amended at any annual or specia

(b) and
Paragraph (b) now reads:
Seven of the eleven members

nieetmg by a two-thirds

(c).

vote,

pro

vidmg the proposed amendment ha
been

elected,

read at a session prior to thi
one
which it is adopted.
A motion prevailed that the meetin>'
be adjourned until the next afternoon

Seminary, and the Women's Mission-

Bernard Schneider.
Wednesday, Augrust

shall be

elected by the members of the Corporation, and the other four shall be
one each by the four major
cooperating boards: The Foreign Missionary Board, The Brethren Home
Missions Council, Grace Theological

ary Council.
shall be amended to read:
All eleven members of the Board of
Trustees shall be elected by the members of the Corporation.
It

Paragraph (c) now reads:
The regular terms of this

office shall

be

three years for the members
elected by the members of the Corporation, except that at the first annual meeting of the Corporation two
trustees shall be elected for a period
of three years, two for a period of
two yars, and three for a period of
one year; for the four members of
the board elected by the cooperating
organizations, their terms shall be for
one year each.
It shall be amended to read:
The regular terms of this office shall
be three years. The eleven trustees
shall be divided into three groups of
four, four, and three, their terms expiring on successive years.

The Code
the case of

of Regulations provides in

amendments the

following

(Article II, Section 5, paragraph (a)
This Code of Regulations
be

may

m

August

The

'

29, at 2:30 o'clock.
closing prayer was

1945—2:30 P.Mi

The proposed amendments to t h e
Code of Regulations, which had been
presented at the previous session August 28, were then presented.
A motion prevailed to amend the Code,

of Regulations as proposed.
The recommendation of the Board to
the Corporation to nominate new
directors was presented. The election
is
to be by mail in July, 1946, and
the
office is to be assumed August
15, 1946
Schaffer, John Squires, Arthur
Malles, Ord Gehman. Three are to
be
elected for one year. R. E. Gingrich
S
W. Link to succeed themselves; K E
Richardson, Arnold Kriegbaum, Robert
Miller. Four are to be elected for
three
years. A motion prevailed the Corporation nominate the nine men whose
names were presented.
No additional names were presented
by the members present.
A motion prevailed the meeting adjourn.—Walter A. Lepp, Secretary

Wm

me,

O

God,

and know my heart;
try me, and know my
thoughts; and see if there
be any wicked way in me,
and lead me in the way ev-

(^

erlasting"

b^

The meeting of the Corporation was
called to order by President Herman
A
Hoyt, who presided over the session
Bernard Schneider led in the opening
^
prayer.

DAVID'S PRAYER TO GOD

«OEARCH

29,

offered

(Ps. 139:23, 24).

1

OCTOBER

27,

1945
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THE BRETHREN NATIONAL

C. E.

UNION

OFFICERS AND BOARD
PRESIDENT—Kenneth B. Ashman (47), LOOKOUT DEPARTMENT—Mrs. Phil536 N. Market St., Wooster, Ohio.
lip Simmons (47), Listie, Pa.; Karl
VICE PRESIDENT—Archie Parr

Garling

(46),

Berne, Ind.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY — Robert
Ashman .(47), 36 E. Warren St., Peru,

Mrs. Paul Dick

E.

C.

(46)

,

Wi-

(48),

NEWS EDITOR—Ella

Kimmell

Oxford Ave. and Knorr

St.,

W.

—

Mrs. Charles Ashman, 1051
81st PL, Los Angeles, 44, Calif.

1945-46

E.

Informa-

and projects, C. E. Offering for promotion work.
(To be
itressed in September.)

HOME MISSIONS Purchasing
lymn Books and Communion Sets

—

of
for

Churches. (To be stressed durng October, November, December.)
FOREIGN MISSIONS—Full support
)f Rev. J. P. Kliever in Africa.
Looking
orward to full support of a C. E. misionary in Argentina. Junior C. E.. full
upport of Ann Celeste Kliever. (To be
tressed during January, February,
ilission

/larch.)

GRACE

—

SEMINARY Sponsoring
for the new
Jeminary building. (To be announced.)
To be stressed during April, May, June.)
bme needed equipment

SUMMER CAMP AND YOUTH

tECTOR— C.

E. teachers

ummer

DI-

and courses

1

Goals

one individual won to
through efforts of one or more
least

ihrist
f your society

members

2. Use of C. E. topics
lissionary Herald

DEPARTMENT—LaRue

Malles

Franklin Ave., Ocean Grove,
Ralph Colburn (46), 209 East
Cedar St., Compton, Calif.
J.;

Your

society represented at Brethrallies and camps in dis100 points
7. News report from your society sent
to National News Editor at least once
during the year
50 points
8. Stressing of Daily Bible Reading
and Prayer (private devotions) at least
once each month
100 points

ren Youth
trict

Keeping

9.

E.

C.

200 points

from Brethren

100 points
3. Distribution and use of Special C.
offering envelopes for various pro.icts
100 points
4. New members added to your socity during the year
100 points
5. Conducting some service outside of
sgular C. E. prayer meeting, such as
lil,
hospital, missions, street, youth
isitation, etc
100 points

C. E. before

Bulletin

nouncements

in

Church thru

board or weekly
church bulletin.

an-

50 points
10. Report of goals achieved and offerings sent in by August 15, 1946.
100 points
Total points
1,000

NOTE: Win an award
by achieving these

for your society

goals.

Some Important Things

in

camps, and promotion of youth
i r e c t o r
for brotherhood.
(To be
tressed during July, August.)

At

Los

(48), 83

N.

6.

PROMOTION— C.

C.

Ray

GOALS AND PROJECTS

Projects

1.

SOCIAL

Hazel Marquart, 891 Carver
Philadelphia 24, Pa.

E.
;ion, C. E. goals

I.

Runyan

—Mrs.

St.,

(46), Winona Lake, Ind.;
(47), 1427 E. 5th St.,

Moore

Angeles, Calif.

TOPIC EDITORS—

Sr.-Adult
Jr.

649 Berryville

(48),

MISSIONARY DEPARTMENT—H. Leslie

Phil-

adelphia, Pa.
D. E.

Ashland, Ohio.

Ave., Winchester, Va.; Arthur Malles,
(46), Northern Ave., Kittanning, Pa!

Ind.

TREASURER^-Gerald Polman
nona Lake, Ind.

(48),

PRAYER MEETING DEPARTMENT —

1.

Send

all

to

REPORTS and

Remember
orders for

SUPPLIES

to Executive Secretary, RobAshman.
2. Send all SOCIETY NEWS for' Herald magazine to News Editor Ella Kimert A.

mell.
3.

Send

all

MONIES for National proj-

ects to National Treasurer, Gerald Pol-

man.
4. Send all ideas and suggestions for
programs and topics to topic editors,
Sr., Mrs. Charles Ashman;
Jr., Mrs.
Hazel Marquart.
5. You are invited to write the offficers and various department directors
for information relative to that depart-

ment.
6. Keep the PROJECTS and
before your society constantly.

FOR

100%.

GOALS
STRIVE

—

.
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BRETHREN NATIONAL CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION AWARDS
The following

societies received

completed part, or

all,

Brethren National C.

E.

awards for having

of the goals during the past year:

Beaver City, Neb. (Combined).
Uniontown, Pa. (Combined).
La Verne, Calif. (Combined).
Middlebranch, Ohio (Combined).
Long Beach First, Calif. (Combined).
Tracy, Calif. (Combined).

Highest Honor
Berne, Ind. (Senior).
Summit Mills, Pa. (Combined).
Johnstown, Pa. (Young People)
Meyersdale, Pa. (Combined).
Peru, Ind. (Senior).
Mundy's Corner, Pa. (Combined).

Participating

High Honor

Limestone, Tenn. (Combined).
Listie, Pa. (Combined).
Altoona, Pa. (Combined).
So. Pasadena, Calif. (Combined).
Leon, Iowa (Combined).

Berne, Ind. (Adult).
Canton, Ohio (High School).
Sharpsville, Ind. (Combined).
Martinsburg, Pa. (Combined).

Washington, D. C. (Young People).
Harrah, Wash. (Combined).
Rollins, Va. (Combined).
North Riverdale, Ohio (Combined).
Los Angeles 2d, Calif. (Combined).

Kans. (Combined).
Roanoke, Va. (Combined).
Dallas Center, Iowa (Combined).
Portis,

Honor
Ankenytown, Ohio (Combined).

THE BRETHREN WOMEN'S MISSIONARY COUNCIL
Theme

for 1945-46

EXECUTIVE BOARD
PRESIDENT—Mrs. Herman Koontz,

—"God's Appointments"

PRESIDENT NORTHWEST DISTRICT
—Mrs.

105

Otterview -Ave., Roanoke, Va.
VICE-PRESIDENT—Mrs. Robert Ashman, 545 East Fifth St., Peru, Ind.
RECORDING SECRETARY—Mrs. Bernard Schneider, 323 West Third St.,
Mansfield, Ohio.
„..„x.^

FINANCIAL SECRETARY-TREASURER
—Miss Mabel Donaldson, 4328 Garrison St N. W., Washington, D. C.
(also President Central District)—Mrs. Marvin

LITERATURE SECRETARY
Goodman,

L.

Sr.,

Box

152,

Winona

Lake, Ind.

,„
PRAYER AND FAMILY ALTAR CHAIR-

MAN — Mrs.

William Schaffer, 715
West Chelan Ave., Spokane, Wash.
EDITOR (also President Southeast District)—Mrs. Edward D. Bowman, Box
362,

Buena

Vista, Va.

NATIONAL PATRONESS OF SISTERHOOD OF MARY AND MARTHA—
(See S. M. M. Material.)
PRESIDENT CALIFORNIA DISTRICT—
Mrs. Martha
St.,

Booher. 4145 East 14th

Long Beach,

Calif.

PRESIDENT NORTHERN OHIO DISTRICT—Mrs. Gordon Gonawein, R. D.
2,

Fremont, Ohio.

PRESIDENT PENNSYLVANIA D I S TRICT—Mrs. Raymond Anthony, 226
Main St., Conemaugh, Pa.
PRESIDENT ATLANTIC DISTRICT —
Mrs. Harold O. Mayer, 1369 Potomac
Ave. S.E., Washington, D. C.

PRESIDENT IOWA DISTRICT — M r s.
Albert Schrock, 1427 Hawthorne,
Waterloo, Iowa.

Lillian Bowers,

Spokane, Wash.

PRESIDENT MIDWEST DISTRICT —
Mrs. Paul

Davis, Portis,

NATIONAL W. M.

C.

Kans.

OBJECTIVES

1945-1946

Local
1. Twelve devotional meetings.
Reading—A portion to be
2. Bible
read each day and reread for further
meditation. As follows:

Sept.

—Romans

Nov.—II
Dec.
Jan.
Feb.

Cor.

—Colossians
— Thess.
Thess.
June—I Tim.
July—II Tim.
Aug. —Titus-Phile

March
April

Oct.—I Cor.

—Galatians.
—Ephesians
—Philippians

I

May—^11

3. Members promoting a family altar
home of their respective con
gregations suggesting the use of mate
_
rial in the Herald.
4. Bible Study— God's Appointments

in every

—Acts

1:8.

.

i

for foreign
5. Regular intercession
missionaries, missionaries in preparation and Home Mission points.
birthday remembrance (seeds
6. A
cards, personal letters, etc.) be sent tc

every missionary.
7.

Emphasis on soul winning, with the
each woman have a

suggestion that

tract box at her door.
the
8. Each council having a part in
district project.
,
prepared
9. A scrap book for Africa
according to direction to be given in

the Herald.
10.

"The Monk

Who

,

.

Lived Again

:

|

!

|

>

„ ^

to

i

i

—

—

OCTOBER

27,

1945
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used as our Mission study book.
(Book provided without cost by the Na-

be

tional Council.)

12. Four major offerings:
A. Sept., Oct., Nov. National Expense

—
Feb. —F o r e

Fund
B. Dec, Jan.,
sions

$1,500.00
i

g n Mis$1,500.00

(Furnishings for

medical

—Africa, $500.00;

rest
supplies for

Bible Inst., South America, $500.00;

new

field, $500.00.)

—

March, April. May Grace Seminary Seminary Building $1,500.00
D. June, July, Aug. Home Missions
Navajo Indian work
$1,500.00
13. Please send offerings at designated times to receive proper recogniC.

—

—

tion.

District
1. Every district represented on National Board, expenses to be paid wholly
or in part by the district.

A

written report to be given at
National Conference and published in
the Herald.
2.

—blue for consecration, silver for re-

demption.

That a consecration service be observed annually, using the original covenant cards and star system if desired.
5. A news letter sent to the Herald
once a year.
6. Each local president attending Na4.

11. Individual banks of your own
choosing to be used for the Missionary
Herald obligation, sent in to Financial
Secretary-Treasurer by July 31, 1946.
(Instead of reserve offering.)

house

ors
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1945-1946

That "God's Appointments" be our
theme for the year.
1.

2. We continue to use our slogan
'Walking More Christlike."
3. Wherever possible we use our col-

tional Conference

if

at all possible.

7. That the devotional program include the Bible study printed in the
Herald, and either a discussion of the
Missionary letter or a report from the
mission study book.
8. That we encourage 100% subscription to the Brethren Missionary Herald

among our W. M. C. members.
9. That Mrs. Edward Bowman be our
editor.
10. That Mrs. R. D. Barnard be our
representative on the Home Missions
Council.
11. Our prayer and family altar
chairman be Mrs. Wm. Schaffer.
12. That Mrs. Homer A. Kent and
Mrs. Herman Koontz represent us on
the Foreign Mission Board.

13. At least two of the follovifing be
used as our reading circle books: "God's
Ravens," Julia Lake Kellersberger; "On
Paths of Destiny," Concordia; "We Must
March"; "Judith, Martyred Missionary
of Russia," Astakhoff; "The Glory of
the Impossible," Helser.
14. That we continue contribution of
clothing to the Clayhole, Ky., Mission.
15. That we give $100.00 from the reserve fund to Mrs. Hanley (Irene), Jewish Missionary, to be used for Testa-

ments and

literature.

SISTERHOOD OF MARY AND MARTHA

— "Do

Theme

— "Precious
—

for 1945-1946

Promises"

—II

Peter 1:4

—

God's Will." Colors Green (Service Martha) and White (WorshipMary). Aim To develop every girl to be a living testimony for her Master; to
give to the girls of dimly lighted regions an opportunity to know Jesus Christ
as their Personal Savior.
VIotto

—

jFFICIARY
PRESIDENT — Elaine Polman, Winona
Lake, Ind.
;7ICE

No.

PRESIDENT—Hazel Ringler,
4,

Box

453,

R. D.

mons,

V. C.

Fritz, 79 West First St., Rittman, Ohio.
^'INANCIAL SECRETARY-TREASURER
Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 Cheverly
Ave Cheverly, Hyattsville, Md.
LITERATURE SECRETARY Helen A.
Gallichio, 101 N. Orchard Ave., Dayton

—

.,

—

Ohio.

SENIOR PATRONESS—Mrs.
man, Winona Lake, Ind.

Leila Pol-

Ethel Sim-

Listie, Pa.

GOALS FOR

1945-1946,

SENIOR AND

JUNIOR

Johnstown, Pa.

SENERAL SECRETARY — Mary

7,

JUNIOR PATRONESS—Mrs.

1. One devotional meeting a month,
using Sisterhood material in the Brethren Missionary Herald.

3. Reading New Testament through
by 50% of the membership.
Reading the book, "Lord
3. Senior
Send Me," by Bob Savage -(35c), and at
least one of the books written by Mrs.
Stull by 50% of the membership— 1.
"Golden Vessels" (35c). 2. "Laddie"

—

.

.
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(35c)

.

3.

Miracles on the
"Service on the Trail"

"Modern

Trail" (35c).

4.

7.

That a

Mary

Fritz,

(35c).

Junior—Reading the book, "Further
Adventures on Silver Wings"
50% of the membership.

(75c),

by

project, resulting in
4. Membership
an addition of at least one new Sisterhood girl. Suggestion for projectMerit System or Contest.
fall
5. Cabinet meeting in spring and
(see Constitution, Art. 9, under Local

Organization)
6. Send one letter concerning your
Sisterhood activities to the General
Secretary sometime during the year.
7. Statistical report returned to General Secretary by August 10.
Africa
8. Roll one box of bandages for
(7 yards long, 2 inches wide, white or
SecDISTRICT
colored) to be sent to
retary during the year to hold till further notice.
each
9. Free-will offering to be taken
month and sent to the Financial SecreJanuary
and
31
July
by
tary-Treasurer
31 for the General Fund.

cation of Missionaries' Children.
9. That we instruct the General Secretary to write a letter of thanks to the
Women's Missionary Council for taking
care of the financial expense of the
Herald.
10. That the Sisterhoods meeting all
goals including the Honor Goal be recognized as Honor Sisterhoods. That all
Sisterhoods meeting all other goals be
recognized as Banner Sisterhoods.
11. That we give a gift of $179.44, plus
any offering coming in after July 31
designed for this fund, to South American Native Pastors' Children.
12.
That we give a gift of $104.02,
plus any offering coming in after July
31 designated for this fund, to Vernacular Schools for Girls in Africa.

DISTRICT RECOMMENDATIONS
We recommend that we have District
goals as follows;
District organizations send in
of their District officers and a
list of the local officers in their district
to the General Secretary.
2. A District project.
1.

HONOR GOAL

a

Senior—The offering in goal 9 should
at least be $1.00 per member per year.
Junior—The offering in goal 9 should
at least be 50c per member per year.

PROJECT
$500.00
Trailer (for Africa)
Higher Education (Missionaries'
100-00
children)

That

list

3. A written report at National Conference from each District.
4. A display brought to National Conference from each District from either
the District or some local Sisterhood in
the District.

Banner

District

pleted
600.00

Total

(This house trailer is for the missionaries in Africa to be used in their itin-

erary work on the

field.)

NATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Fritz be appointed Genfor year 1945-46.
2 That we amend the constitution to
combine the offices of Financial Secretary-Treasurer for one year.
1

That Mary

eral Secretary

3

gift of $50.00 be given to
our General Secretary.

That $100.00 be given to Lester
Kennedy from the fund of Higher Edu8.

That Margaret Sampson be ap-

pointed Financial Secretary-Treasurer
for year 1945-46.
4. That the Financial SecretaryTreasurer be authorized to use the
funds that come in during the year to
meet the year's expenses.
cover
5 That we pay for one-half
cuts for Herald of our own choosing
and any other expenses.
6 That the Executive Committee be
authorized to make any disposition of
the funds on hand at Berne and Dayton that it feels fair to the organization.

and

i

com—All district goals
reported

all

Sisterhoods

to National Secretary by August 10.
Honor District All district goals completed and all Sisterhoods reported as

—

Honor Sisterhoods
tary by August

i

.

>

to National Secre-

10.

THE NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF
BRETHREN MINISTERS
(Continued from Page 21)
back at a

tee which would report
session. Passed.

later;

A motion carried that the officers of
the Fellowship appoint this committee.

—
selected was
3—L. Bau—R. D. Barnard,were
presented!

The committee
McClain,

2

1

^A.

J.

S.

man. The new officers
and Bro. Wm. Steffler took charge. The
report of new committees was read.
The report precedes the minutes.
*
A motion carried to adjourn.
Respectfully submitted,

I
1
Recording Secretary.
-

Norman Uphouse,

:

:

:

3CTOBER

27,

1945
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rHE FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF THE BRETHREN CHURCH
'RESIDENT—Rev. A. V. Kimmell, OxBOARD OF TRUSTEES
ford
Pa.

and Knorr

Sts.,

Philadelphia

lECRETARY-TREASURER — Dr.
S.

Bauman,

4,

CaUf.

1925 E. 5th

St.,

Louis

Long Beach

Dr. Louis S.
Dr. Alva

5th St., Long Beach 4, Calif.
iTNANCIAL SECRETARY
Miss Edna
M. Beverly, 3010 E. 3d St., Long Beach

—

4, Calif.

)FFICE SECRETARY—Mrs. Gordon M.
Hoffman, 1925 E. 5th St., Long Beach
4, Calif.

Calif.

Term Ending

J.

E.

Calif;

J. McClain, Winona Lake,
Rev. Charles W. Mayes, South

Ind.;

Pasadena,

CANDIDATE SECRETARY—Dr. Alva
McClain, Winona Lake, Ind.
ilDITOR—Dr. Louis S. Bauman, 1925

1947

Rev. A. V. Kimmell, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Rev. C. H. Ashman, Los Angeles,
Calif.; Rev. Herman W. Koontz, Roanoke, Va.
Term Ending 1948
Rev. Russell D. Barnard, San Diego.
Calif.; Rev. Homer A. Kent, Winona
Lake, Ind.; Rev. Wm. A. Ogden, Los
Angeles, Calif.

FOREIGN MISSIONARY DIRECTORY
South America

Address

—

Iddress Rivadavia 433, Rio Cuarto, F.
C. C. A., Prov. Cordoba, Argentina,

'

Term Ending 1946
Bauman, Long Beach,

11,

South America:
Rev. and Mrs. Clarence L. Sickel.
Rev. and Mrs. Solon W. Hoyt.
Rev. and Mrs. Lynn D. Schrock.

iiddress

—La

Funes

Carlota, F. C. C. A., Dean
1158, Argentina, South Amer-

—Bouca, par Bangui, Oubangui-

Chari, French Equatorial Africa:

Rev. and Mrs. Robert

Address

Oubangui

Paul Dowdy.

—

Almafuerte, Prov. Cordoba,
Argentina, South America:
Rev. and Mrs. Ricardo E. Wagner.

Lddress

On Furlough
lev.

and Mrs.

18th

St.,

Hill

Maconaghy, 2333 No.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Africa

—Mission

Evangelique de I'Oubangui-Chari, Bozoum, par Bangui,
Oubangi - Chari, French Equatorial
Africa
Supt. and Mrs. Orville D. Jobson.

iddress

i-ddress

—Bassai, par Bozoxmi, par Ban-

gui, Oubangui- Chari,
rial Africa

French Equato-

Miss Grace Byron.
Miss Estella Myers.

—

Bellevue, par Bossangoa, par
Bangui, Oubangui - Chari, French
Equatorial Africa:
Rev. and Mrs. Chauncey Sheldon.
Miss Florence Bickel.

.ddress

.ddress

-

Chari, French Equatorial

Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Beaver.
Miss Mary Emmert.

On
J.

—Bekoro

(BeMiller) par Paoua-

Bangui, Oubangui - Chari,
Equatorial Africa:
Mrs. Minnie Kennedy.
Miss Ruth Snyder.

French

Williams.

Africa

ica:

Rev. and Mrs.

S.

—Yaloke, par Boali, par Bangui.

Furlough

Rev. and Mirs. Harold Dunning, 41 Mine
St.,

New

Brunswick, N.

J.

Rev. and Mrs. Joseph H. Foster, c/o
Mrs. Herbie Knorr, Pitman, Pa.
Mrs. Benjamin Hamilton, Jr., Box 102,
Winona Lake, Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. J. P. Kliever, Winona
Lake, Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. Curtis G. Morrill, Winona
Lake, Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. Floyd Taber, c/o Grace
Theological Seminary, Winona Lake,
Ind.

Miss Elizabeth Tyson, 3438 N. 2d

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Under Appointment and Awaiting
Passage
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Balzer, Winona
Lake, Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. Marvin L. Goodman, Jr.,
Winona Lake, Ind.
Benjamin Hamilton, Jr., Winona Lake,
Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert W. Hill, Winona
Lake, Ind.
Miss Ruth M. Kent, 3684 Adams St.,

Gary, Ind.
Rev. and Mrs. Mark E. Malles, Box
Sterling, Ohio.

61,
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GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
WINONA LAKE, INDIANA
PRESIDENT OF THE SEMINARY—Rev.
Alva

J.

McClain.

SECRETARY OF THE FACULTY—Rev.
Homer

A. Kent.

REGISTRAR—Rev. Herman A. Hoyt.
TREASURER OF THE CORPORATION

—Mr.

S. Bauman, 1925
Long Beach 4, Calif.

Rev. Louis

E. Fifth St.,

Rev. R. D. Barnard, 4252 Cleveland Ave.,
Rev.

3,

Calif.

B. Uphouse, Bryan UniDayton, Tenn.

Norman

versity,

OF THE BOARD O,
TRUSTEES—Rev. Louis S. Bauman.
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARDRev. Russell D. Barnard.

SECRETARY OF THE BOARD — Rff

Norman B.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

F. B. Miller.

San Diego

PRESIDENT

Uphouse.

Mr. F. B. Miller, Winona Lake, Ind
Rev. A. V. Kimmell, Corner Oxford Avi

and Knorr St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rev. A. L. Lynn, Capitol Hotel, Johnsi
town. Pa.
Rev. Alva J. McClain, Ex-officio, Wi
nona Lake, Ind.

TRUSTEES OF THE BOARD
Term Ending 1946
T. Belt, 4415 Shaw

St., Long
Mr. C.
Beach, Calif.
Mr. R. E. Donaldson, 4328 Garrison St.
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Rev. J. L. Gingrich, 105 Oak St., Cone-

maugh. Pa
Rev. A. V. Kimmell, Corner Oxford Ave.
and Knorr St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rev. W. H. Koontz, 105 Otterview, Roanoke, Va.
Rev. O. A. Lorenz, U. S. Armed Forces.
Rev. A. L. Lynn, Capitol Hotel, Johnstown, Pa.
Mr. R. A. Patterson, 608 Yale Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
Rev. Miles Taber, Winona Lake, Ind.

Term Ending

1947

S. Bauman, 1925 E. Fifth St
Long Beach 4, Calif.
Rev. A. D. Cashman, Winona Lake, Inc
Rev. W. H. Clough, Milton and Baile

Rev. Louis

Sts., Whittier, Calif.
Rev. F. G. Coleman, Jr., 203 N.

Ave.,

Rev.

Chicago

1,

Wabas

111.

Cook, Dallas Center, Iowa.

J. S.

Term Ending

1948

Mr. L. T. Burkett, 203 Greenmoun
Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. Georee Focldng, 65u junipero, Lon

Beach

Calif

Mr. Clev'e Miller, 604 Hammond, Wateij
loo, Iowa.
Mr. F. B. Miller, Winona Lake, Ind.
Rev. W. A. Ogden, 2045 W. 84th PL, Lc
Angeles, Calif.
Rev. E. W. Reed, Sunnyside, Wash.
Rev. W. H. Frhpffer, W. 715 Chelan, Spc-

Mr. Paul Arnold, West Salem, Ohio.
kane 12, Wash.
Rev. C. H. Ashman, 1051 West 81st PL,
Rev. William cteffler, 354 E. Sheldo
Los Angeles 44, Calif.
Ohio.
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Wooster,
Ashman,
Rev. Kenneth
Rev. Norman B. Uphouse, Bryan Un
Rev. R. D. Barnard, 4252 Cleveland Ave.,
versity, Dayton, Tenn.
San Diego 3, Calif.
BALANCE SHEET, JULY 31, 194B
Liabilities

Assets

Cash

in

First

Federal

National Bank.

Tax

$142.80

Withheld

$16,299.29
Warsaw
264.56
Cash on Hand (Not Deposited)
Farmers and Merchants Bank.
Lake City Bank, Warsaw...
Books and Library
Library

887.11
8,694.08

Equipment
Office Epuipment

2,678.28
653.67
4,25!) 10
866.06

Building Project
Camp Project

Investment Funds

Government Bonds
Mortgages
& T. Stock
T. E. Hamilton Loan
North Riierdaie Loan
Trust Deed
Laura Busey Farm

First

Am,

T.

6,488.30
6,500.00
2,000.00
1,500.00
2,000.00
1.987.89
9,600.00

Bowman
Bowman
Bowman
Bowman
Bowman

Annuity No. 1
Annuity No. 2
Annuity No. 3
Annuity No. 4
Annuity No. 5
Puterbaugh Endowment
Cobaugh Annuity

Total

Liabilities

coun tab ili ties
Surplus

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1,000.00
1,000.00
B.000.00
3,500.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

nil

:

I.Jk
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Exhibit

II

INCOME AND EXPENSE STATEMENT
AUGUST 1, 1944, TO JULY 31, 184B
esignated
Library

Limestone, Tenn
Roanoke, Va
Seven Fountains, Va
Terra Alta. W. Va
Washington. D. C...
Winchester. Va
.

.

Gifts:

1,376.99

Books.
Student Aid
Rebinding
Li.

34T.65

Boolts,

10.00

.

brary

iterest

Total

Busey Farm Income.
on sale of property at
7th and St. Louis Sts., Long
Beach. CaUt

aura

Eastern District
Allentown. Pa
Altoona. Pa

1.184.78

.

698.63

$35,733.80
Deductions from

Income
ivertising
$283.39
ibrary Expense and Payroll.
616.17
ap and Gown Rentals.
39.00
liplomas
42.82
ent
2.100.00
raveling Expense
133.65
iterest
752.50
ionorariums
300.81
rintinsHerald
904.57
rinting
Other
328.13
ostage
163.97
elephone and Telegrams.
23.08
uaey Farm Expense
121.72
eachers' Salaries
11,460 00
[iscellaneous Expense
......
760.80
tenographic Service
627.30
ffice Supplies and Expense.
154.59
uilding Campaign Expense..
2,646.08
isurance
50.50
tudent Aid
347.65
^binding Library Books.
10.00
.

.

.

Summit

—

.

.

.

.

'Surplus.

to

.

'esignated

(and

.

13,826.63

.

$9,656.54
14,911.51

Location)

Gifts:

200.00

Books

1,376.99

Total

26.145 04

Proof
^sh on

hand not deposited
$264.56
!ash in First National Bank. Warsaw. Ind.
16,299.29
'armers & Merchants Bank, Long Beach.
Calif
887.11
ake City Bank. Warsaw. Ind
8.694.08
.

Total

The
E

26.145.04
above Financial Statement was compiled by
Longfellow. Public Accountant and Auditor.

C.

Warsaw, Indiana.

IIFTS

TO GRACE SEMINARY FROM CHURCHES,
INDIVIDUALS, AND COUNCILS
August 1,

1944

to

July

31,

Ohio
Ankenytown. Ohio
Ashland. Ohio
Canton. Ohio
Clayton, Ohio
Cleveland. Ohio
Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio.
DanvUIe. Ohio
Fairhaven, Ohio
....
Fremont. Ohio
Homerville, Ohio ....
Louisville. Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Middlebranch. Ohio
Rittman. Ohio
Sterling, Ohio
Wadsworth, Ohio ....
Wooster, Ohio

Seminary

is

a work of faith, no person will ever
Those giving $5.00 or more

dunnefl for any pledge.

5

^

A SINGLE GIFT

le

Seminary Corporation.

eligible for membership in
All gifts should be sent to
Winona Lake, Indiana. The

are

race Theological Seminary.
otals of the gifts received
aen listed below under the
I

during the past year have
local church of the donors

the best of our knowledge.

Southeast

District

altimore. Md
uena Vista. Va
lear

Va

Brook,

ovington, Va
ratten, W.

aeentown,

Va

Md

W.M.C.*

$10.00
100.00

80 00

....
$5.00
18.00
17.40

58.00
417.52

20.63

Total

$10.00
105.00
16.00
97.40
B8.00
438,15

.

.

Total
Central District
Berne, Ind

Camden, Ohio
Clay

City.

Ind

Ky

County Line,

Ind....

D.iyton, Ohio
(1st)..
Dayton. Ohio (N. Riv-

erdale)
Flora, Ind
Fort Wayne, Ind....
Huntington. Ind
IndianapoUs, Ind

Odessa.

Mich...

Nappanee. Ind

New

Troy. Mich
North Liberty, Ind.
Osceola. Ind
Peru. Ind

.

.

.

Ind
Sidney.
Indiana
....
South Bend. Ind
Winona Lake. Ind....
Sharpsvllle.

District

Total

Ohurcll

1.00

.

.

Lake

194B

Grace Theological Seminary ministers to its students
ithout tuition charges, and is supported whollv by
3luntary gifts of the Lord's people. Since Grace Theoigical

12.00
12.00
46.35

812.84

....
5.00
1.118.22
117.82
25.00

8.73

8.73

....
25.00
20.00
....

5.00
1.143.22
137.82
25.00

2.781.51

182.11

2,963.63

158.76
26.83
130.00
260.00
565.07
40.00
121.00
10.00
103.73
319.62

25.00

183.76
26.83
130.00
290.25
640.07
46.40
128.00
10.00
103.73
327 02
10.40
246.00
134.25
563.50
213.50
15.00
160. no
177.30
337.81
10.00
35.00

....
....
30.45
75.00
6.40
7.00
....
....
8

00

226.00
109 25
543.50
208.50
15.00
144.43
168.30
320.00
10.00
35.00

10.40
20.00
25.00
20.00
5.00
....
18.23
11.00
17.81
....
....

3,512.99

277.09

186.00

25.00

211.00

82.00
83.00
205.00
190.87
40.00
150.00
58.00
113.62
10.00
239.00
119.88
10.00
94.00
45.13
104.50
73.62

32.00
99.06
252.29
215 87
40.00
164.49
58.00
118.62

255.00

....
16.06
47.29
25.00
....
14.49
....
5.00
....
35.00
21.35
....
8.24
10.00
28.78
....
6.00
8.10

2,009.62

250.31

2.259.93

595.68
39.00
284. 2B
10.00

74.50
....
10,00
5.00

27.60
2,313.90

48.41

670.18
39.00
294.25
15.00
27.60
2,362.31

Firestone Park )

Clayhole.

laude

Ohio..

(Ellet),
(

.

Beal Memorial
Library

.

.

W.M.O.*

East Central Dlstrtot

FUND BALANCES
Fund
Fund

.

.

Total

Exhibit III

eneral
uilding

.

rniontown. Pa
Waynesboro. Pa
Yellow Creek. Pa.

Akron
Akron

.

.

(3d)

District

21.906.73
Transferred

(1st)

Pa.

Mills.

Church
25 00
57.06
766.29

....

Pa..

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittstown. N. J

—

.

Pa
Conemaugh. Pa
Johnstown. Pa
Juniata. Pa
Kittanning,
Pa
Leamersville. Pa
Listie. Pa
Martinsburg. Pa
McKee. Pa
Meyersdale, Pa
Mundy's Comer,
Byersdale.

rofit

.

.

.

District

$33,030.35
723.00
196.00

es

Va

Hollins,

Income
$31,295.71

ifts

..

Midwest District
Beaver City. Nebr.
Cheyenne. Wyo.
Dallas Center, Iowa
Falls
City,
Nebr. .
Garwin, Iowa
*
Lanark, 111
.

.

.

....

....

345.06
220.00
261.00
25.00
100.00
64.00
32.00
167.00
45.00
20.00
228.65
78.18
43.50
10.00
397.12
35.00

20.00
19.74
20.00
11.70
12.00

5,341.94

302.27

243.56
84.50
796.64
27.00
29.67
65.00

4.00
....
B.7o
10.00
5.00
35.33
5.26
....
....
15.58
....

9.50

20.00
10.00

10.00

274.00
141.23
10.00
102.24
55.13
133.28
73.62
6.00

203.10

385.06
239.74
281.00
36.70
112.00
68.00
32.00
172.75
65.00
25.00
263.98
83.44
43.50
10.00
412.70
35.00

253.08
84.50
818.64
27.00
39.67
65.00
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W.M.C.*
Leon.

89.75
130.00
105.00
213.20
330.00
179.00

Iowa

Kans

Morrill,

Iowa.

North

English,

Portis,

Kans
Iowa

.

Waterloo,
District

Total

Harrah, Wash
Spokane. Wash
Siinnyside,

Total

89.75
130.00
114.-3
230.50
3nn no
179.00

9.73
17.30
26.00

3,512.99
Church
2.009.62
5,341.04
2,293.32
Midwest District
1.518.57
Northwest District
13,369.71
California Distnct
115.37
Offering.
Misc.
Conf.
710.33
Non-Brethren
Eastern

....

District

East

Cental District.
....
Central District

.

.

2,293.32

91.53

2.384.85

1,160.42

23.40

1,188.82

* Represents

33.40

1,551.97

Building Fund
Library Books
Library Expense
Student Aid

40.00
34.16

40.00
715.89

total

.

.

.

.

277.09

3,790.08

W.M.C
250.31
302.27
91.53

710. 3S

31,653.36 1.376.99 33,030.35
and Jr. ,Societies

of Sr.

5.00

358.15

Wash

5

Total

1,

California District

Compton, Calif
Fillmore, Calif
Glendale, Calif
La Verne, CaBf

Beach,

Calif.

Beach,

Calif.

Angeles,

Calif.

Dong

50.00 10,171.93

10,

(1st)

Dong
(2d)

Los
(1st)

Los

Angeles,
(2d)
Modesto. Calif

15.00

15.00

26.00

158.66

11.67

1,000.09
147.00
20.00
71.00
50.45
44.45
990.02
155.00

Calif.

20.00

San Diego, Calif
South Gate, CaHf.
South Pasadena, Calif.
Tracy, Cahf
Whittier. CaUf
.

.

6.00

.

2.45

30.00

District

13,369.71

Total

\y/)y

of Aii Gifts
District

Government Bond

$33,030.35

THE TEN LEADING CHURCHES IN THE
OFFERINGS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1944-45
Long

(First)
Beach, CaUt.
(First)
Dayton, Ohio
Harrah, Wash
Washington, D. C
Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)

Whittier, CaHf
Dallas Center, Iowa

Roanoke,

Va

La Verne, Calif
Berne, Ind

1,490

1.51

1.502
Mrs. Alva J. McClain, Financial Secretary.

182.11

in Every

Church Budgeti

—indoctrinates.

It

informs

It

increases local church receipts far more than the paper costs.

enlists

$10,171.98
2,362.31
1,188.82
1.143.22
1,000.09
990.02
816.64
812.64
715.89
670.18

Total

The Missionary Herald Should Be

—

20,233.80
10,691.91
1,376.99
10.00
347.65
370.00

240.28 13,609.99

Summary
Southeast

Total

2,259.93

The Brethren Missionary Heralds are good assistant pastors.
The reading of our church paper unifies our Brethren work.
Think of it— every Brethren family can receive The Brethren Missionary Herald
less

than the cost of the mailing of one letter each

week—2

for

cents a week.

can't be without it!"
music for thei
a church budget includes songbooks, Sunday-school quarterlies,
choir, and many other items.
Why shouldn't the church adopt a plan that will enable every family to receive our
to thei
church paper, that will bind the whole family more closely, week by week,

"For two cents

I

Many

local

church as well as our denominational interests

in

America and abroad?

implies
The Brethren Missionary Herald is a consistent missionary agent, as its name
—and for that reason and many others it is a distinct aid to the pastor and church!
home ondi
leaders who are interested in the church doing its best for missions,
foreign.

The Brethren Missionary Heralds
is the keynote continually sounded by
must be evangelistic.
The Brethren Missionary Herald READERS are Brethren LEADERS.
launch out and
The time has come. Brethren pastors and Brethren leaders, for us to
missing by our lackl
discover for ourselves some of the good things we have been
Evangelism

We

of faith.

The Brethren Missionary Herald
ary, faithful people.

.

is

.

a going church paper for an evangelistic, mission-

JCTOBER
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DISTRICT CONFERENCE ORGANIZATIONS
THE ATLANTIC FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
fext

—The First

Conference

/lODERATOR—Rev.
and Knorr

ford

A.

Sts.,

Pa

Fiill Week in October, 1946, at The First Brethren
Church of Philadelphia
District Mission Board
V. Kimmell, OxPhiladelphia 11,
(Composed of the pastor and one man
from the lay membership of each

aCE MODERATOR—Rev. Wm.
354 Sheldon

fler,

St.,

;ECRETARY—Rev.
Potomac Ave.

1369
3,

A. StefPhiladelphia, Pa.

Harold O. Mayer,
S. E.,

Washington

D. C.

TREASURER— Chas.

congregation)

PRESIDENT—Walter
Spruce

STATISTICIAN—E. G.

Reese, Hagers-

town, Md.

St.;

Wm.

A.

354

Steffler,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Women's Missionary Council

PRESIDENT

Committee on Committees

—

TREASURER
Sheldon

E. Dick, 649 Berry-

Winchester, Va.

ville Ave.,

Croker, Philadel-

phia, Pa.

and

A. Lepp, First

Hagerstown, Md.

Sts.,

SECRETARY—Paul

—

Mrs. Harold O. Mayer,

1369 Potomac Ave. S.
D. C.

E.,

Washington

3,

lev. A. V.
lev.
lev.
lev.
lev.

VICE PRESIDENT—Mrs.

Kimmell.

Wm.

A. Steffler.
A. Lepp.
Paul E. Dick,
Harold O. Mayer.

Credential Committee

Wm.

Steffler.
lev.
)arl Sietz.
/laurice Stillwell.

Young
lev.
lev.
lev.

People's Committee.

G. Reese,
Mil-

dred Finfrock, Hagerstown, Md.
Churches Cooperating With This
Conference
Philadelphia, Pa.— The First Brethren
Church, the Third Brethren Church.
The First Brethren
Allentown, Pa
Church.
The First Brethren
Winchester, Va.
Church.
Trinity Brethren
Va.
Seven Fountains,
Church.
Hagerstown, Md. The Grace Brethren
Church.
The First Brethren
Washington, D.
Church.

—
—

—

Paul E. Dick,
Walter A. Lepp.
Harold O. Mayer.

—

Examining Board

Ministerial

E.

Hagerstown, Md.

SECRETARY-TREASURER — Mrs.

W.

Ul ordained pastors within the District.

C—

BRETHREN CONFERENCE OF CALIFORNIA
Next Conference—Long Beach, July 13
Executive Committee

—

VEODERATOR

^Rev.

Russell D. Barn-

ard.

nCE MODERATOR—Rev.

Albert Klie-

wer.

SECRETARY—Rev. Alan S. Pearce.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY—Rev. Ralph,
J.

Altadena, Calif.

W. 85th
('46).

VICE

('50).

Board

of

PRESIDENT—B. W.

44,

Calif.

Lowe

Garber,
Drive, Altadena, Calif.

('48).

Altig.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBER—Wm.
Garber

Los Angeles

St.,

PRESIDENT — William

1143 Mt.

Ross.

STATISTICIAN-Rev. Keith

('50).

District Mission Board
PRESIDENT—Rev. W. A. Ogden, 2400

Colburn.

FREASURER-Ed

to 21, 1946.

William Garber, 1143 Mt. Lowe Drive,

Trustees

Coon, 1017 Obispo

Long Beach 4, Calif. ('49).
SECRETARY—J. R. Dunn, 1540 El Mira-

SECRETARY—Rev. Ralph J. Colbum,
209 E. Cedar St., Compton, Calif.
FINANCIAL TREASURER — Rev. Tom
(

Hammers,

Calif. ('48).

3eorge Hocking, 650 Junipero Ave, Long
Beach 4, CaUf. ('47).

Box

724,

Tracy, Calif.

('46).

TREASURER — Rev.
2132

Ave.,

dero, Glendale, Calif. ('46).
r. J. Steves, 2432 Third St., La Verne,

P. O.

W. 75th

St.,

Joe R. Hoffman,

Los Angeles

44, Calif.

('47).

MEMBERS- AT-LARGE—
Ave.,

Long

No. San Dimas

Ave.,

Harry F. Lorenz, 1720 Cherry
Beach 4, CaUf. ('46).
A.

W. Keating, 159
San Dimas, Calif.

('47).
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Ralph Driggs, 6666 Rose Ave., Long
Beach 5, Calif. ('46).
Henry E. Lange,, 2271 Curlew Ave., San
Diego

4, Calif.

Dwight E. Waller, 2067
Beach 4, Calif. ('46).
Dick Kelley, 518

S.

E. 21st St.,

Fill-

Long

Comstock, Whittier,

Calif. ('48).
Miller, 1109 Brightwell, Clearwater,
Calif. ('48).

Roy

Russell Hanna, 11489 Spruce

wood,

St.,

Lyn-

Calif. ('48).

Pryor, 5881

Watcher

St.,

Bellflower,

('48).

Calif.

Forest Thompson, Tracy, Calif. ('48).
H. S. Crawford, 6122 E. Southside Drive,
E. Los Angeles, Calif. ('48).
Kenneth Holgate, Route 5, Box 1209,
Modesto, Calif. ('48).
And the Acting Pastors of the District.
Ministerial Examining: Board
Acting Pastors of the District.
National Fellowship Representatives
Rev. Wm. H. Clough.
Rev. W. A. Ogden.

Young

Albert

PASTOR COUNSELOR — Rev.

Col-

Alan S

Pearce.

Calif. ('47).

Roscoe Kreiter, 406 Foothill Drive,
more, Calif. ('47).

Bob

— Rev.

Kliewer.

DEAN OF FACULTY—Rev. Ralph
burn.

('46).

R. Dunn, 1540 El Miradero, Glendale,

J.

BUSINESS MANAGER

People's

Camp

Officiary

PRESIDENT—Rev. W. A. Ogden.
VICE PRESIDENT—Rev. Albert Flory.
SECRETARY—Mrs. A. Kliewer.

Women's Missionary Council

PRESIDENT—Mrs. Martha

Booher,

414i(

E. 14th St., Long Beach, Calif.
VICE PRESIDENT Mrs. Edith Em*
mons, 433 North Townsend Ave., Loi

—

Angeles

33, Calif.

SECRETARY—Mrs.

Etta McNeil, 2721
Indiana Ave., South Gate, Calif.
TREASURER—Mrs. Grace L. Masters
703 AUmsted Drive, Glendale 2, Califi

Churches Cooperating With This
Conference
Bellflower.

Compton.
Fillmore.

Glendale.

La Verne.
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Modesto.
Pasadena.

(First
(First,

and Second).
Second, and Third)!

San Diego.
South Pasadena.
Seal Beach.
South Gate.
Tracy.
Whittier.

CENTRAL DISTRICT FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
Next Conference

— Sharpsville Grace Brethren

Executive Committee
MODERATOR Rev. A. D. Cashman.
VICE MODERATOR—Rev. Russell Wil-

—

liams.

SECRETARY—Archie Parr.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY—Rev.

Arthur

Carey.
->

TREASURER— Cliff ord

Yount.
STATISTICIAN—Rev. Leo Polman.

MEMBERS- AT-LARGE—Roy

Patterson,

Bryson Fetters.
Extension Committee
is merged into the District Mission
Board, which is composed of the pastor and one layman of each congre-

—

gation.

Present Officers
PRESIDENT Rev. Russell Williams.
VICE PRESIDENT—Rev. Robert Ash-

—

man.

SECRETARY-TREASURER

— Clark

Sipe.

Examining Board
Rev. Homer A. Kent, Chairman.
Rev. R. A. Ashman, Stcretary.
Rev. John Aeby.
District Ministerial

Church, Sharpsville, Ind.

Rev. A. D. Cashman.
Rev. Norman Uphouse.

Executive Committee to National
Fellowship
Rev. R. A. Ashman, Rev. Norman Up-J
house.
Women's Missionary Council
PRESIDENT Mrs. Marvin L. Goodmani
Winona Lake, Ind.
SECRETARY-TREASURER Mrs. Bry^
son Fetters, Berne, Ind.

—

—

Sisterhood of

Mary and Martha

PRESIDENT — Betty

Anderson,

Perui

Ind.

SECRETARY-TREASURER—Jane

Caini

Peru, Ind.

PATRONESS—Leah

Belle Carey, Troyi

Ohio.
Cooperating Churches
Berne, Ind. Bethel Brethren Church.
Clay City Brethrer
Clay City, Ind.

—

—
—Grace Brethren Church.
Fort Wayne, Ind.— First Brethrer
Church.
Osceola, Ind. —Bethel Brethren Churcht
Church.

Flora, Ind

W
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Brethren Church.

— Grace Brethren
Church.
inona Lake
i^inona Lake, Ind. —
Brethren Church.
outh Bend, Ind. — Sunnymede Brethren
Church.
cidianapohs, Ind. — Indianapohs Brethren Church.
[untington, Ind. — Grace Brethren
harpsville,

Ind.

Church.

—Clayhole Brethren
Lake Odessa, Mich.—Campbell Brethren
Church.
New Troy, Mich.—New Troy Brethren
Church.
Camden, Ohio—First Brethren Church.
Dayton, Ohio —First Brethren Church.
Dayton, Ohio —North Riverdale Brethren Church.
Clayton, Ohio —First Brethren Church.
Troy, Ohio — First Brethren Church.
Clavhole,

Ky.

Church.

EAST FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
Conference

fext

—Last week of July, 1946.

Executive Committee
lODERATOR—Rev. J. L. Gingrich, 115

Oak St., Conemaugh, Pa.
ICE MODERATOR — Rev. Henry G.
Rempel, Box

Uniontown, Pa.
Rev. Robert E. Miller,
1147,

lECRETARY —

Box 345, Martinsburg, Pa.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY Rev. Fred

—

Walter, R. D. Hopewell, Pa.
'REASURER Rev. Raymond Blood,
2934 Maple Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Rev. Kenneth AshITATISTICIAN
man. Main Street, Meyersdale, Pa.
lEMBERS-AT-LARGE Rev. Randall
Rossman, Rev. C. S. Zimmerman, and
Pastor of host church in 1946.

—

—

—

lev.

Committee on Committees
Kenneth Ashman,

lev.

Robert E. Miller,
Henry G. Rempel.

lev.

Credential Committee
Henry G. Rempel.

lev.

Fred Walter,

lev.

Clair Gartland.

lev.

E. Mil-

ler.

SECRETARY-TREASURER — Rev.

Arthur Malles, 116 Northern Ave., Kittanning, Pa.
MEMBERS-AT-LARGE—Carl Uphouse,
Jackson Dishong, Edward Cordell, Jr.,
Clarence Larmon, Grover Snyder, and,
all regularly elected pastors of the
East Fellowship.

Main

St.,

Conemaugh, Pa.

—

toona, Pa.

SECRETARY—Mrs.
1,

Fred Walter, R. D.

Hopewell, Pa.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY — Mrs.
Firl,

211 Salisbury

St.,

Clar-

Meyers-

Ed. Cordell, Jr., Mrs. Phillip Simnons.
Ministerial Examining Board
L.

Gingrich

Conemaugh, Pa.
A. L. Lynn

aCE CHAIRMAN—Rev.

Capitol Hotel, Johnstown, Pa.

230

Main

St.,

Meyersdale, Pa.

Sisterhood of Mary and Martha
PATRONESS—Mrs. C. S. Zimmerman,
17 W. Fourth St., Waynesboro, Pa.
ASSISTANT PATRONESS Mrs. Kenneth Ashman, 230 Main St., Meyers-

—

/[rs.

J.

Simmons.

Phillip J.

VICE PRESIDENT—Rev. Robert

TREASURER—Mrs. Kenneth Ashman,

Robert E. Miller,
Henry G. Rempel.

St.,

East Fellowship Mission Board

PRESIDENT—Rev.

dale, Pa.

Kenneth Ashman,
Henry G. Rempel.
Young People's Committee
Kenneth Ashman,

Oak

Fred

Walter, R. D. Hopewell, Pa.

ence

National Fellowship Exec. Committee

115

ler

SECRETARY-TREASURER — Rev.

PRESIDENT Mrs. Wallace
Holmes, 700 Ninth Ave., Juniata, Al-

Blood,

3HAIRMAN—Rev.

East Fellowship Ministerium

226

lev. Phillip Simmons.
!arl Uphouse.

lev.
lev.
lev.

(2),

CHAIRMAN—Rev. C. S. Zimmerman.
VICE CHAIRMAN—Rev. Robert E. Mil-

VICE

Randall Rossman.
lev. Arthur Malles.
lev. Wm. Gray.
Rules and Organization Committee

lev.
lev.

345,

Women's Missionary Council

lev.

Ravmond

Box

Robert E.Miller
Martinsburg, Pa.

PRESIDENT—Mrs. Raymond Anthony,

Resolutions Committee

lev.

Comm.

Place to be determined by Exec.

SECRETARY—Rev.

(1),
(3),

PRESIDENT—Miss

Hazel Ringler, R. D.
Johnstown, Pa.
VICE PRESIDENT—Miss Nancy Meyers,
Mevers Ave., Meyersdale, Pa.
SECRETARY-TREASURER Miss Mildred Stains, 239 W. North St., Waynes#4,

Box

453,

—

boro, Pa.

ASSISTANT

SECRETARY

-

TREAS-

:
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URER—Miss
Box

Ruth

Ringler, R. D. #4,

Johnstown, Pa.

453,

Listie

Martinsburg—First Brethren Church.

Cooperating Churches

Pennsylvania
Aleppo Aleppo Brethren Church.
Altoona First Brethren Church.
Byersdale Grace Brethren Church.

—
—
—

Conemaugh —Conemaugh Brethren
Church.

Johnstown

—LeamersvlUe Brethren.
—Listie Brethren Church.
McKee—McKee Brethren Church.
Meyersdale —Main Street Brethren.
Mundy's Corner—Pike Brethren Church.
Summit Mills—Summit Mills Brethren.
Vinco — Singer Hill Grace Brethren.
Uniontown—First Brethren Church.
Waynesboro—First Brethren Church.
Yellow Creek—Yellow Creek Brethren.
West Virginia:
Grafton—First Brethren Church.
Leamersville

—First Brethren Church.
—Grace Brethren.
—First Brethren Church.

Juniata, Altoona

Kittanning

IOWA DISTRICT CONFERENCE
Next Conference

—Aug.

8,

9, 10,

1946, at Carlton

MODERATOR — V. W. Schrock, 1421
Hawthorne Ave., Waterloo, Iowa.
VICE MODERATOR—Rev. H. S. Parks,
Garwin, Iowa.

SECRETARY—Mrs.
West 4th

St.,

burg, Iowa.

A. A. Bontrager, 829

Waterloo. Iowa.
Myers, Williams-

—Rev. A. R. Kriegbaum,

1760 Williston Ave., Waterloo.

Committee on Committees
Mrs. Miles Taber, Leon, Iowa.
Mrs. Cooper, Garwin.
Rev. Jas. Cook, Dallas Center, Iowa.

Young

People's

Camp

Officiary

CAMP DIRECTOR—Rev.
baum, 1760

A. R. KriegWilliston, Ave., Waterloo.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR — R e V.

H.

S.

Parks, Garwin, Iowa.

Women's Missionary Council

PRESIDENT—Mrs.

Albert Schrock, 1427

Hawthorne Ave., Waterloo, Iowa.
VICE PRESIDENT—Mrs Harold Parks,
Garwin, Iowa.

SECRETARY—Mrs.

Austin Peitzman,:
Dallas Center, Iowa.
Sisterhood of

Mary and Martha

PATRONESS—Mrs.

Lillian Hoover, Dal-

las Center, Iowa.

TREASURER — John
STATISTICIAN

Brethren Church, Garwin, Iowa

TREASURER — Mrs.

Executive Committee

Adeline Chambers,

Leon, Iowa.

PRESIDENT — Madge Wineland,
Iowa.

SECRETARY

-

TREASURER

Deeming, Dallas Center, Iowa.
Ministerial Examining Board
Rev. H. S. Parks, chairman, with

NORTHWEST DISTRICT CONFERENCE OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
Fred O'Neal.
C. G. Morrill.

Schaffer.
SECRETARY—Mrs. Minnie Stover.
TREASURER Mrs. Nettie Harris.
STATISTICIAN—Mrs. Belcher.

W. H. Schaffer.
E. W. Reed.

Executive Committee
Floyd Turner.
Miss Bowers.
District Home Mission Board
Mrs. Effie Stover.

E.

—

all

i

—
—

(Conference Held Too Late To Be Included)

OFFICERS

e>

other pastors of district.
National Fellowship Executive
Committee Representative
Rev. A. R. Kriegbaum, 1760 Williston
Ave., Waterloo, Iowa.
District Mission Board
CHAIRMAN—C. G. Miller, 604 Hammond Ave., Waterloo, Iowa.
VICE CHAIRMAN—Rev. A. R. Kriegbaum, 1760 Williston Ave., Waterloo,
Iowa.
SECRETARY J. O. Gring, Dallas Center, Iowa.
TREASURER Mrs. Opal Lowrey, Gar^
win, Iowa.
FINANCIAL SECRETARY—Rev. Allen
Fast, North English, Iowa.

MIDWEST FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES

MODERATOR—E. W. Reed.
VICE MODERATOR—W. H.

Leon,

— Iren

Ministerial

W. Reed.

W. H. Schaffer.
C. G. Morrill.

W.

S. Stover.
Willis Belcher.

Examining Board

i
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Cooperating Churches

National Executive Committee

—

Vernon Harris.
Mrs.

Harrah, Wash. First Brethren Church.
Sunnyside, Wash.
First Brethren
Church.
Spokane, Wash.
First Brethren
Church.

Credential Committee
W. H. Schaffer.

Harry Parton.
Mrs. John Reed.

—
—

NORTHERN OHIO DISTRICT FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
Place of Meeting

—Mansfield,

if

their

Time not

Church is in readiness.
definitely set.

Clerk: Mrs. Wm. Cook, Fredericktown.
Ohio, R. F. D. 2.

Malles,

Canton First Brethren Church. Clerk:
June Marsh, 1920 3rd N. E., Canton 4,

It

SECRETARY-TREASURER — George
Bellville, Ohio, R. F. D.

E.

1.

ASSISTANT SECRETARY-TREASURER

—Bernard

N. Schneider,

Mansfield,

Ohio.

STATISTICIAN—Robert

D. Crees, Can-

ton, Ohio.

Committee on Committees
Bernard N. Schneider, Mansfield, Ohio,
Lowell Hoyt, Altron, Ohio.
John H. Squires, Wooster, Ohio.
Conference Board of Trustees
Paul Arnold, Wooster, Ohio ('46).
Floyd Moine, Sterling, Ohio ('47)

Fred Blatter, Rittman, Ohio ('48).
Donald Royer, Middlebranch, Ohio ('49)
Paul Guittar, Canton, Ohio ('50).
Credential Committee
Paul Mohler, Danville, Ohio.
Mrs. Karl Garling, Ashland, Ohio.
Mrs. John Guthrie, Mansfield, Ohio.
George W. Kinzie, Middlebranch, Ohio.
Executive Committee to National
Fellowship
Ord Gehman, Rittman, Ohio.
Glenn O'Neal, Ashland, Ohio.
Ministerial Examining Board
All ordained Elders serving pastorates

within the

Young

district.

People's

Work Committee

Lowell Hoyt, Akron, Ohio.
Gordon Br acker, Cleveland, Ohio.
Bernard N. Schneider, Mansfield, Ohio.
District Missions Board
Composed of the Pastor and one Lay
member (layman) from the lay membership. Lay member elected by the
local church annually.
Churches Cooperating With This
District

Akron

—

Akron

— Firestone

First Brethren, Ellet District.
Clerk: Mrs. Mary Bry, 438 Stevenson
Ave., Akron 12, Ohio.

Park Brethren

Clerk: Mrs. Lora Joy, Box
124, R. F. D. #11, Akron 5, Ohio.
Ankenytown
First Brethren Church.

Church.

—

—

Ohio.

Sterling, Ohio.

Cone,

— Sterling.

not

Ashland,

Executive Committee

MODERATOR— Glenn O'Neal,
Ohio.
VICE MODERATOR — M a r

If

—

Cleveland First Brethren Church.
Clerk: Mrs. Wade Putnam, 2706 Noble
Road, Cleveland Heights 21, Ohio.
Ashland
West 10th St. Brethren
Church. Clerk: Mrs. Ruth Satterfield,
141 E. 4th St., Ashland, Ohio.

—

—

Falls
Grace Brethren
Church. Clerk: Mrs. Mary Hancock,

Cuyahoga

Akron 10, Ohio.
Danville First Brethren Church. Clerk:
Miss Nellie Magers, Howard, Ohio.
1211

Sawyer

—

Fremont

Ave.,

—Grace

Brethren

Church.

Clerk: Mrs. Carl Brooks, E. State

St.,

Fremont, Ohio.
Hayesville Calvary Bible Brethren
Church. Clerk: Mrs. Samuel Justice,

—

Hayesville, Ohio.

—

Homerville West Homer Brethren
Church. Clerk: Mrs. Zella McDaniel,
Homerville, Ohio.
Mansfield Grace Brethren Church.
Clerk: Mrs. John Guthrie, 122 South
Forest St., Mansfield, Ohio.
Middlebranch First Brethren Church.
Clerk: Mrs. Herman Kinsey, Rt. #1,

—

—

Hartville, Ohio.
Rittman First Brethren

—

Church. Clerk:

Mrs. Verle Kosier, 34 No. State
Rittman, Ohio.

St.,

—First Brethren Church.

Clerk:
Mrs. Evelyn Shane, Wadsworth, Ohio,
R. D.
Wooster First Brethren Church. Clerk:
Miss Thelma Messmore, 124 E. Bowman, Wooster, Ohio.
Sterling

—

Wadsworth

First Brethren Church.

Clerk; Mrs. Clyde Rodgers, R. D. #1,

Wadsworth, Ohio.

Women's Missionary Council

PRESIDENT — Mrs. Gordon Gonawein,
Fremont Ohio, R.

F. D. #2.

VICE PRESIDENT—Mrs. Willa Ocheltree. 515 Riverside Dr. N.
4, Ohio.

E.,

Canton

SECRETARY-TREASURER—Mrs. John
Guthrie, 128 So. Foster
Ohio.

St.,

Mansfield,

STATISTICIAN—Mrs. Robert
200 Hartford S.

E.,

D. Crees,

Canton, Ohio.
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PRAYER CHAIRMAN — Mrs.

Florence
Hastings, Lodi, Ohio.
Sisterhood of Mary and Martha
PATRONESS Mrs. Bernard Schneider,
Mansfield, Ohio.

—

PRESIDENT—Phylis
St.,

Owens, 125 W. 10th

Ashland, Ohio.

SECRETARY - TREASURER

—

Betty

Shultz, Sterling, Ohio.

SOUTHEAST FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
Next Conference

— Covington

Brethren Church, Covington, Va., date to be set by
the Executive Committee

Executive Committee

MODERATOR^-Rev.
1,

J. E.

Patterson, Rt.

Roanoke, Va.

VICE
Rt.

MODERATOR—Rev.

2,

Jesse Hall,

Parrish Court, Covington, Va.

SECRETARY — Rev. Edward Bowman,
362, Buena Vista, Va.
Perdue, Parrish
Court, Covington, Va.
STATISTICIAN—Rev. R. H. Kettell. Ver-

Box

TREASURER — Carry
non Brethren

Church,

Limestone,

Tenn.
Ministerial Examining' Board
Acting Pastors of the District.

Representative on the Executive Committee of National Fellowship
Rev. Jesse Hall, Rt. 1, Parrish Court,
Covington, Va.
District Trustees

B. H. Conner,

Ghent Brethren Church,

District Mission Board
Rev. Jesse Hall, Rt. 2, Parrish Court,
Covington, Va.
Rev. Herman Koontz, 105 Otterview
Ave., Roanoke 15, Va.
Rev. R. H. Kettell, Vernon Brethren
Church, Limestone, Tenn.
District Young People's Committee
Rev. Edward Bowman, Box 362, Buena
Vista, Va.
Rev. Frank Taylor, Rt. 5, Box 261, Roanoke, Va.
Miss Ina Humphries, Parrish Court,
Covington, Va.
Churches Cooperating With This

District

Buena

Va.

Vista,

Church.

—First

B r e-t h r e n

—

Covington, Va. First Brethren Church
Hollins, Va. Mountain View Brethren
Church.
Limestone, Tenn.
Vernon Brethren

—

—
— Clearbrook

Roanoke, Va.
Jimmie Michael, Mountain View Breth-

Church.
Roanoke, Va., Rt.

ren Church, Hollins, Va.
M. M. Teague, First Brethren Church,

ren Church (formerly known as Red
Brethren Church).
Roanoke, Va. Ghent Brethren Church.

Buena

Vista, Va.

ower
ea

of

Hill

5

—
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DIRECTORY OF BRETHREN CHURCHES

ACCIDENT, MD.
Rt.

(57), Accident Brethren Church, U.S.

No

219.

AKRQN,

pastor.

IND.

Akron

(85),

Wm.

Church,

Cooperative

Brethren

Overholtser.

AKRON, OHIO

(218),

DALLAS CENTER, IOWA

(150), Brethren Church, 2
Highway 64, James S. Cook.

blocks south of

Brethren Church,

First

Stetler

Avenue, Raymond E. Gingrich.
(3B), Firestone Park Brethren Church,
1475 Aster Avenue, C. Lowell Hoyt.
ALEPPO. PA. (88), Brethren Church, Wm. Gray.
ALLENTOWN, PA., (125), First Brethren Church,
632-634 N. Bth St., No Pastor.
ALTOONA, PA. (200), First Brethren Church, Maple
Ave. and 30th St., No Pastor.
ANKENYTOWN, OHIO (94), First Brethren Church,
Hy. 95, George E. Cone.
ASHLAND, OHIO (250), West Tenth St. Brethren
Church,
10th St. at Myers Ave., Glenn O'Neal.
ASHLAND, OHIO (341), First Brethren Church, Park

•AKRON, OHIO

DANVILLE, OHIO

(60). Danville Brethren Church,
L. Mohler.
(96), North Riverdale Brethren
N. Main St., no pastor.

Ross St., Paul

•DAYTON,

OHIO

Church, 4101

DAYTON, OHIO (1,017), First Brethren Church, 1900
W. Third St., no pastor.
DAYTON. OHIO (455). Dayton Brethren Church, N.
Main and

Vernon Grisso.
(154), Denver Brethren Church, G. L.

Hillcrest,

DENVER, IND.
Maus.

W

St.,

V.

L.

•BEAVER

King.

B
NEBR.

CITY,

Herman

Church,

FALLS CITY,
Church,

(103),

Grace

Brethren

Central

Baerg.

J.

•BELLFLOWER, CALIF.
2S0

(67), First Brethren Church,
Park Ave., S. Herbert Bess.
OHIO (41), Gretna Brethren

E.

BELLEFONTAINE,

Church, Rt. 1, James Ault.
BERLIN, PA. (347), Berlin Brethren Church, S. IVI.
Whetstone.
BERNE, IND. (208), Bethel Brethren Church, 7 miles
east

of 'Berne,

10

Church,

miles

northeast

of

Valley Brethren
KIttannIng, Percy

Miller.
First

Brethren

Ave.,

Albert

and

Lantz.
Brethren

L.

FLORA, IND. (140),

Grace

Main Sts., Don
IND. (131),

Bartlett.
Flora First

FLORA,

Church, Willow

Brethren

Church,

Bert Hodge.

FORT SCOTT, KANS.

(32),

Fort

Scott

Brethren

Church, no pastor.

FORT WAYNE,

IND. (149) 3326 S. Calhoun St.,
M. Aeby.
(98), Grace Brethren Church, 300
South Collinwood Ave., Raymond Blood.
FREMONT, OHIO (33), Fremont First Brethren
Church, South St. at Wood, Paul Burkett.
FRESNO, CALIF. (Not Organized), Grace Brethren

•FREMONT, OHIO

BOONE MILL, VA., Boone's Chapel.
BRUSH VALLEY, PA. (177), Brush
BRYAN,' OHIO (370), Bryan

(349), Falls City Brethren
Johnson.
(115), First Brethren Church, 422

John

Lawrence Lawior, Pastor.

G.

NEBR.

Cecil

FILLMORE, CALIF.

Church,

Main and Wilson Sts., C. A. Stewart.
VISTA, VA. (2B5), First Brethren Church,
St., Edward D. Bowman.
BURLINGTON, IND. (154), Burlington Brethren

Fellowship,

833 Blackstone

Ave.,

Earl B. Studebaker.

BUENA
2gth

Church, Wayne Swihart.
PA., Grace Brethren Church, 4
west of Ambrldge, Pa.
Charles B. Bergerson.

•BYERSDALE,

miles

GARWIN, IOWA

(75),

Carlton Brethren Church, 9
miles east of Marshailtown, Iowa, H. S. Parks, D.D.
GEORGETOWN. DEL. (35), Mt. Olivet Brethren
Church, 6 miles south of Georgetown, S. E. Christiansen.

GLENDALE, CALIF.
CAMBRIA,
Wayne

IND.

(69),

Cambria

Brethren

Church,

Swihart.

CAMDEN. OHIO
ket and

(130), First Brethren Church, MarLafayette Sts., Sylvester, Lowman.
VA. (32), Quiet Dell Brethren Church,

CAMERON, W.
Arthur

'Baer.

CAMERON. W. VA.

(41), Cameron Brethren Church,

Arthur Baer.

CANTON, OHIO,

(208),

First

Brethren

Church, Sec-

ond and Hartford, N. E., R. D. Crees.
(99), Canton Brethren Church, Third
Floor Y. M. C. A., Wm. Solomon.
(243), Carleton Brethren Church,
Wilbur Thomas.
CERRO GORDO, ILL. (140), Cerro Gordo Brethren
Church, C. E. Johnson.
•CHEYENNE, WYO. (Not Organized), First Brethren
Church, 31st and O'Nell, Sam Horney.
CLAY CITY, IND. (125), First Brethren Church, 10th
and Cook Sts., Edward Lewis.
•CLAYHOLE, KY. (6B), Clayhole Brethren Church,
southeast of Jackson, on Hy. 15, Sewell S. Landrum.
CLAYTON, OHIO, First Brethren Church, 10 miles
northwest of Dayton. Arthur Carey.
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS, OHIO (108), First Brethren
Church. 2706 Noble Rd., Gordon Bracker.
COLUMBUS, OHIO (78), Columbus Cooperative Brethren Church, W. 3d Ave. and Oregon St., D. R. Murray.
CCMPTON, CALIF. (171), Firn Brethren Church,
1005 Rose Ave., Ralph J. Coiburn.
CONEMAUGH, PA. (350), Conemaugh Brethren
Church, Second and Oak Sts.. Jo^enh L. Gingrich.
CONEMAUGH, PA. (110). Singer Hill Grace Brethren Church, R. D. 1, H. W. Nowag.
COVINGTON, VA. (154), First Brethren Church, Par-

CANTON. OHIO

CARLETON. NEBR.

rl-h

Court. Jesse

Hall.

CUMBERLAND,

MD. (164),
Church, Fourth and Seymour

CUYAHOGA

FALLS,

OHIO

Cumberland Brethren
P. M. Naff.

Sts.,

(21),

Grace

Brethren

Keniiworth and
R.

(147),

S'ocker

GLENFORD. OHIO

Sts.,

(72),

Brethren Church,
Grant E. McDonald.
Brethren Church,

First

Gicnford

R. Teeter.

GOSHEN, IND.

(818), Goshen First Brethren Church,

H. H. Rowsey.

GRAFTON, W.
Charles

VA. (135),

and

Rt.

50,

K.

GRATIS, OHIO (212),

First Brethren Church, St.

E.
Gratis

Richardson.
Brethren Church,

First

Edgar Berkshire.

GRAVELTON,

INC., Gravelton Brethren Church, George

Pontius.

H
HADDIX,

KY., Haddix

S.. Sewell S. Landrum.
(578), First Brethren Church,
Antletam and Mulberry Sts., N. V. Lea'herman.
HAGERSTOWN, MD. (220), Grace Brethren Church,
First and Spruce Sts., Walter A. Lepp.
HAMLIN, KANS. (39), Hamlin Brethren Church, Walter Penner.
HARRAH. WASH. (142), Harrah Brethren Church,
Ralph Rambo.
HAnRISO^'lBURGy VA. (80), Bethlehem Brethren
Church, 1 mile south of Harrisonburg, John F. Locke.
HAYESVILLE, OHIO, Calvary Bible Brethren Church,
Samuel Justice.
HOLLINS, VA. (139). Mountain View Brethren
Church, 6 miles north of Roanoke, on Highway 115,

S.

HAGERSTOWN, MD.

J.

E. Patterson.

HOMERVILLE, OHIO

(34), We-t Homer Brethren
Church, 2 miles west of Homer-'ille. Karl Garling.
PA. (36), Yellow Creek Brethren Church,
no pastor.
HCWE IND. (83), Brighton Brethren Church, Harry

HOPEWELL,
Gilbert.

HUNTINGTON,

IND. (88). Huntington First Bre'hren
Church, E. State and Whitestone Sts., H. M. Oberhottzer.

HUNTINGTON,
14

S. Jefferson

IND.
St.

(11), Grace Brethren Church,
on Rt. 5, H. Leslie Moore.
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MEYERSDALE,
•INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Indianapolis Brethren Church.
2512 N. Central, Herbert E. Colllngrldge, Jr.
J
JOHNSTOWN, PA. (920), First Brethren Church, Napoleon and Dibert Sts., Archie L. Lynn.
JOHNSTOWN, PA. (92), Johnstown Second Bre<hren
Church, Grove Ave, and Bond St., George H. Jones.
JOHNSTOWN, PA. (290), Johnstown Third Brethren
Church, Spring St. and Grape Ave., Chester F. Zim(62), Valley Brethren Church, ro

JONES MILLS, PA.
pastor.

ALTOONA,

•JUNIATA,

PA.

(95),

Brethren

Grace

PA, (45), Meyersdale Brethren Church,

no pastor.

MEXICO, IND. (113),

MIDOLEBRANCH, OHIO
1

PA.

(319),
Arthur N.

St.,

Central

Ave.,

MILFORD. IND.
I.

IWalles.

Church, B

LANARK.

Campbell Brethren
Lake Odessa, no pastor.
Lanark Brethren Church, W.
(60),

IVIICH.
miles west of

(271),

M-L.

C. Benshoff.

LAPAZ, IND. (88), County Line Brethren Church, Wil-

Mo
LATHROP. CALIF.
L.

Lathrop Brethren

(107),

Church,

IVlcCartneysmith.

O.

(238), First Brethren Church,
Kenneth M. Monroe. Th-D.
PA. (150), Leamersvllle Brethren

VERNE, CALIF.

LA

3d and E

Sts.,

LEAMERSVILLE,

Church. Ouncansville Pa., U.
town Rd.. Randall Rossman.

S.

220

Rt.

at

LEON. IOWA (175). Leon Bre'hren Church,
opposite

High School,

Miles

Donner-

U. S. 69,

LaLoma

Church,

Drive,

Taber.

LONG BEACH. CALIF. (1.729), First Brethren
Church. 1925 E. 5th St., Louis S. Bauman, D.D.
LONG BEACH, CALIF. (280), Second Brethren
Church. 60th ?,nd Orange Ave.. John H. Squires.
LOREE, IND. (301), Loree Brethren Church, Arthur
Calif.,

W.

A. Ogden.

ANGELES. CALIF. (280). Second Brethren
Church, Compton Ave,. Charles H. Ashman,
Brethren
Third
(43).
LOS ANPELES, CALIF.
Church. 5839 Whittier 'Blvd., Albert W. Kliewer.
LOST CREEK, KY. (327), Lost Creek Brethren
Church, George E. Drushal.
LOUISVILLE. OHIO (271), Louisville First Brethren
Church, 1037 E. Main St., E. M. Riddle.
LYDIA, MD. (220), St. James Brethren Church, D. 0.
White.

M
490

Mansfield

(124),

Bowman. Keith

N.

•MANSFIELD, OHIO

(56)

,

First
Bailey.

Brethren

Grace Brethren Church, 523

S. Main St., Bernard N. Schneider.
IVIANTECA, CLIF. (198), IWanteca 'Brethren Church,
J. Wesley Piatt.

MARIANNA.
4

(79). Highland Brethren
Marlanna. Dyoli Belote.

PA.

miles east

of

Church,

MARTINSBURG,

PA. (117), First Brethren Church,
Robert E. Miller.
Wall St. and Manle Ave
MARTINSBURG, PA. (110), Martinsburg Brethren
.

Church,

no

pastor.

MASONTOWN,

PA.

Freeman

Church,

(305),

Guy

F.

Masontown

Brethren

Ankrum.

MATHIAS, W. VA. (260),

Mathias Brethren Church,

Ludwig.

MAURERTOWN,

VA.

(224),

Maurertown

Brethren

Church, E. L. Miller.
Mccracken, pa. (24), sugar Crove Brethren
Church, no pastor.
McGAHEYSVILLE, VA. (310), Mt. Olive Brethren
Church, John F. Locke.
McKEE, PA. (125), McKee Brethren Church, no pas-

MULVAN'E KANS.
T. W. Melton.
Ml'NCIE r D. (127), Muncie
Kirby Ave.,

(22), McLouth Brethren Church, Ira

230 Main

St.,

PA. (232), Main
no pastor.

St.

First Brethren
D. Burnwopth.

Church,

Brethren Church,
Gartiand.

N

NAPPANEE,
nut

St.,

(540),

IND.

Brethren

First Brethren Church,

(31), First Brethren Church,
Sts.,

Chester F.

NEW PARIS IND. (116), New
G. W. Rench.
•NEW TROY, MICH. (70),

Paris Brethren Church,

New

Williams
IOWA (63)

Brethren

Troy

L.

Russell

NORTH ENGLISH.
2

Zimmerman.

(426), New Lebanon First
Church and Franklin Sts., Clayton

Churlch,

ren Church,
Fast.

Wal-

Bowman.

Milton

J.

NEW KENSINGTON, PA.
Kimball and McCandless
NEW LEBANON, OHIO

Pleasant Grove BrethIowa, Allen

miles east of Millersburg,

NORTH GEORGETOWN, OHIO

(65), N. Georgetown
Church. L. E. Lindower.
IND. (103), N. Liberty Brethr

F!r-t Ere'hren

NORTH LIBERTY.

Church, George Pontius.

NORTH MANCHESTER,
Brethren

First

Church,

IND. (322), N. Manchester
5th and Sycamore Sts., J.

Raymond Schutz.

VANDERGRIFT,

NORTH
OAK
OAK
H.

PA.

Vandergrift

(103),

Church, Percy Miller.

HILL, W. VA., Ga'ewood, W. Va., H. R. Garland.
HILL. W. VA. (197), Oak Hill Brethren Church,

Brethren Church,

Garland.

R.

CAKVILLE
Church,

IND.
Maynard

(289),

Oakvifle

First

Brethren

Mills.

OSCEOLA, IND.

(54), Bethel Brethren Church, Vi
mile west of Osceola on Highway 33, Ward A. Miller.

P
(16), Rosemead Blvd. Brethren
Church, 277 S. Rosemead Blvd., Albert L. Flory.
PERU. IND. (91), Center Chapel Brethren Church,

•PASADENA, CALIF.

Harley Zumbaugh.
Peru Brethren Church, S. Broadway, Robert A. Ashman.
(53), Peru F'rst Brethren Church, Clay
and E. Main Sts., no pastor.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. (307), First Brethren Church,
Oxford Ave. and Knorr St., A. V. Kimmell.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. (320). Third Brethren Church.
Ella and Tioga Sts., Wm. A. Steffler.
PITTEBURPH, PA. (188), Pittsburgh First Brethren
Church, 5000 Dearborn St., Wm. S. Crick.
PITTSTOWN. N. J. (49), Calvary Brethren Church,
Everett J. Black.
PLEASANT HILL. OHIO (214). Pleasant Hill First
•Brethren Church, N. Church and Walnut Sts., Floyd

PERU, IND. (260)
PERU. INH.

Sibert.

PORTIS. KANS.
A.

(161),

First

Brethren

Church, Paul

Davis.

Q
QUICKSBURG, VA.

(59),

Liberty

Brethren

Church,

John Dodson.

R
First Brethren Church, South
Ord Gehman.
(20), Rittman Brethren Church, J.

RITTMAN, OHIO (149),
St.,

RITTMAN. OHIO
G.

Brammel.

MEYERSOALE,

E.

MUNDY'S CORNER, PA. (200), Pike
Wm. Penn Highway, No. 22, Clair

First

tor.

McLOUTH. KANS.

J.

(49), Mt. Pleasant Brethren
no pastor.
(41), Mulvane Brethren Church,

St.,

Brethren

LOS

Church.

Brethren

Harold D. Painter.

PLEASANT. PA.

'Brethren

Tinkle.

LOS

MANSFIELD, OHIO

Brethren

(147), Morrill Brethren Church,

MORRILL. KANS.

Church.

LIIVIESTONE. TENN. (105), Vernon Brethren Church,
U. S. Highway 11 E, Raymond H. Kettell.
LINWOOD, IMD. (175), Linwood Brethren Church,
Elmer M. Keck.
LISTIE, PA. (177), Listie Brethren Church, 3 miles
north from Somerset on Rt. 53, Phillip J. Simmons.

ANGELES, CALIF. (250), First
Church. 2400 W. S5th Place, Inglewood,

C.

First Brethren Church, 1385
no pastor.
(121), Milford Brethren Church, W.

MILLEDGEVILLE, ILL. (275), Milledgevllle
Church. W. St. Clair 'Benshoff.
•MODESTO. CALIF. (79). LaLoma Grace

1401

LAKE ODESSA,

C.

Kinzle.

Duker.

MT
Brethren

KitUnnIng

W.

MIODLETOWN, OHIO.

Church, N. Shupe

Church, Arthur

Church,

(151), FIrt Brethren Church,

block north and 1 block east of P.O., G.

D. Kemper.

Church, 221-223 7th Ave., Forest F. Lance.

KITTANNING,

Brethren

First

Grisso.

Dodds.

ROANN, IND.
Rose,

(183),

Roann 'Brethren Church, Smith

IKt^sniiiinMi

3CTOBER
tOAN^KE, IND.
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(S4), Roanoke Brethren Church, S. C.

Henderson.

lOANOKE, VA. (2S7), Ghent
view Ave. and
Koontz.

lOANOKE,
Red

Hill

Rivermont

Brethren Church, OtterS. W., Hei^man W,

St.,

UDELL, IOWA

(76),

(50), Clearbrook Brethren Church,
Section on U. S. 220, Frank T. Taylor.

PA.
Union and Bryan
UNIONTOWN, PA.
Dyoil

6
IAN DIEGO, CALIF. (189), First Brethren Church,
El Cajon and Georgia, Russell D. Barnard.
AXTON, PA. (23), Raystown Brethren Church, no

Udell

Brethren

Church,

Deeter.

UNIONTOWN.

VA.

(276), First Brethren
Henry G. Rempei.
(92), Second Brethren

W

R

Church,

Sts.,

Church,

Belote.

VINCO,

PA.

(210),

Vinco

Brethren

Church,

C.

Y.

pastor.

BEACH, CALIF.

lEAL

(20). First Brethren Church,
Central and IHain Sts., George Peek.
ERGEANTSVILLE, N. J., (43), Sergeantsville Brethren Church, Everett J. Black.
EVEN FOUNTAINS, VA. (68), Trinity Brethren
Church, Paul E. Dick.
HARPSVILLE, IND. (40), Grace Brethren Church,
Vern Stuber.
IDIUEY, IND. (78), Sidney Brethren Churoh, Norvliie
Rich.

MITHVILLE, OHIO (246),
Church,

Smithville First Brethren

W
WABASH,

IND. (101), College Corner Brethren Church
Arthur Tinkle.
(S). First Brethren Church, 1
mile west of Wadsworth. Willis Witzky
WARSAW, IND. (74), Dutchtown Brethren Church,

•WADSWORTH, OHIO
H. E. Eppley.

WARSAW,
ter

St.,

IND. (326), Warsaw Brethren Church, CenRobert F. Porte.
C. H., OHIO, Falrview Brethren Church

WASHINGTON

'

no pastor.

Dodds.
IND. (B17), South Bend Fip-t Brethren
Michigan St., Claude Studebaker.
OUTH BEND. IND. (197), Ardmore Brethren Church,
A. E. Whitted.
SOUTH BEND, IND., Sunnymede Brethren Church,

WASHINGTON,

1520 Mishawaka Ave., James G. Dixon, Jr.
OUTH GATE, CALIF. (225), First Brethren Church,

WATERLOO, IOWA

J.

G.

OUTH BEND,
Church,

S.

Sequoia Dr. at Montara Ave., Dr. Ellas D. White.
OUTH PASADENA, CALIF. (44), Fremont Ave.
Brethren Church, Fremont Ave. at El Centre, Chas.
W. Mayes.
SPOKANE, WASH. (55), First Brethren Church,
Washington at Montgomery, Wm. H. Schaffer.
TERLING, OHIO (125), First Brethren Church, Mark
E.

Malles.

TOCKTON, CALIF.
Robert
Church,

(25), Stockton Brethren Church,

Palmer.

UMMIT MILLS,
Rt.

1,

Meyersdale,

UNNYSIDE. WASH.
7th and Fi-anklln

(150), Summit Mills Brethren

PA.

(326).

Sts.,

E.

W.

no pastor.
First Brethren
Reed.

EEGARDEN, IND. (92), Teegarden Brethren
Wm. Monroe.
ERRA ALTA, W. VA. (33), White Dale

Church,

Churcn,

Brethren
Church, no pastor.
lOSA, IND. (84), Tiosa Brethren Church, O. C.
Lemert.
RACY, CALIF. (64), First Brethren Church, Parker
and Beverly Sts., Thomas Hammers.
URLOCK, CALIF. (60), no church building, no pas-

12th and E

D.

C. (494), First Brethren Church,
S.E., Harold O. Mayer.
D. C. (95), Washington, D.C., Breth-

sts.

Church. Clarence S. Fairbanks.
PA., Chestnut Ridge

ren

WASHINGTON,
4,

Overholtser.

Corinth Brethren Church,

S.

S.,

R.

D.

No.

no pastor.

(145), Grace Brethren Church,
Arnold R. Kriegbaum.
WATERLOO, IOWA (342), Waterloo Brethren Church,
W. eth and Wellington, Virgil Meyer.
WAYNESBORO, PA. (333), First Brethren Church,
Philadelphia Ave. at 4th St., C. S. Zimmerman.
WAYNESBORO, PA. (60), Waynesboro Brethren
Church, D. C. White.
WEST ALEXANDRIA, OHIO (119), W. Alexandria
First Brethren Church, E 3d St., E. J. Beekley.
WEST SALEM, OHIO (104), Fair Haven Brethren
Church, Woodpow Brant.
WHITTIER, CALIF. (470), First Brethren Church,
Milton and Bailey Sts., Wm. H. Clough.
WILLIAMSTOWN, OHIO (113), Wiiiiamstown Brethren Church, James Ault.
•WINCHESTER, VA. (139), First Brethren Church,
Berryville Ave., Paul E. Dick.
WINONA LAKE, IND. (26), Winona Lake Brethren
Church, Seminary Chapel, no resident pastor.
WOODSTOCK, VA. (36), St. Luke Brethren Church,
John Dodson.
•WOOSTER, OHIO (70), First Brethren Church, 636
N. Market St., Kenneih Ashman.

176

Wiliiston

Ave.,

YELLOW CREEK,

tor.

IWELVE MILE, IND. (148),

Wm.

WASHINGTON,

Church,
Walter.

1/2

PA. (43), Yellow Creek Brethren
mile south of Highway No. 26, Fred Wm.

'
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DIRECTORY OF BRETHREN MINISTERS
PASTORS OF BRETHREN CHURCHES
(L)

GINGRICH, JOSEPH

L., 115 Oak St., Conemaugh,
Conemaugh Brethren Church, Conemaugh, Pa.
RAYMOND E., 218 Hawk Ave., Akron

License.

Idlcates

GINGRICH,

A
Ft. Wayne 6,
S. Calhoun St
ndChurch. Ft. Wayne,
KEITH. 148 North Milton St WhUtle
J
Whit
Church,
Associate Pastor, First Brethren

AEBY, JOHN
ALTIG,
Calif.

3326

in.,

Brethren

First

ind

ASHMAn!"cHARLES
Calif.

geies,

1051 W. 81st Pi. Los An

H.,

ren

ROBERT

ASHIVIAN,

Grace

4252

D.,

_,

Flora,

Ave.. San
San Diego,
np,j,.o
Grace

5th St., Long
First Brethren Church, Long Beach,

LOUIS

D.D..

S.,

4, Calif.

1

92B

E.

Lake

CHARLES B, Winona

Church,
Seminary.

First

Ind.

Grace

Student,

Pa.

Byersdaie,

D.iifi„„,..
E. Park Ave., Be Iflower,
Brethren Church, Bellfiower C-i!f
'Brethren
BLOOD, RAYMOND, Fremont, Ohio. Grace
Church Fremont, Ohio.
Va.
D., Box 362, Buena Vista,
BOWMAN,
Va.
Vista,
First Brethren Church, Buena
Cleveland
Rd.,
BRACKER. GORDON, 2706 NobleChurch,
Cleveland
First Brethren
Heights 21. Ohio.
Heights, Ohio.

BESS.

HERBERT, 308

S.

First

Calif.

EDWARD

R. D. No. 2, Troy,
Clayton, Ohio.

CAREY, ARTHUR.
Brethren

Church,

CLOUGH, WILLIAM
Whittier,

Calif.

COLBURN, RALPH

H.,
First
J.,

First Brethren

Calif

Ind.,

Ohio.

Olive Drive.

540 E

Church,

Brethren

or 21

-,,
„
Box
S43.

First Brethren

JAMES

COOK,

Church.

In-

E.,

R.

D.

No.

ren

Bellville,

Stu-

Ohio.

Church, Ankenytown, Ohio.
Center.
Dallas
Center. Iowa.

Bre hr3n

lov»a.

„

^

.

D., 200 Hartford Ave. S. E., CanFirst Brethren Church, Canton, Ohio.

PAUL

Church,

A., Box 186, Portis, Kans.
Portis, Kans.
(L). R. D. No. 1,

DISHONG. JACKSON
Pa

DICK

Assistast

PAUL

E.,

First Breth-

Conemaugh,

Pastor, Mundy's Corner, Pa.
649 Berryvllie Ave., Winchester. Va.
Church, Winchester, Va., and Trinity

First Brethren
Brethren Church, Seven Fountains, Va.
DIXON, JAIWES G., JR. (L), Winona Lake,
Sunnymede Brethren Church, South Bend, Ind.
dent, Grace Theological Seminary.

Stu-

F

Calif.

Brethren

First

Vernon

H., Limestone, Tenn.
Limestone, Tenn.

A. V., Oxford Ave. and Knorr St., PhiladelFirst Brethren Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
phla 11, Pa.
W., Box 43, Middlebranch, Ohio
KINZIE,
First Brethren Church, Middlebranch, Ohio.

KIMMELL,

j

GEORGE

KLIEWER, ALBERT W., 1060
Calif.
Calif.

S.

Brethren

Third

22.

geies
geies,

Simmons, Los An
Church, Los An

KOONTZ, HERMAN W., 105
15,

loo,

Otterview Ave., Roanoki
Church, Roanoke, Va.

Ghent Brethren

Va.

KRIEGBAUM, ARNOLD

1315 Randolph

R.,

St.,

WatW

Grace Brethren Church, Waterloo,

Iowa.

lowa-ll

L

LANCE, FOREST

Graci
(L), Winona Lake, Ind.
Student
Brethren Church, Juniata, Altoona, Pa.
Grace Theological Seminary.
Clayholi
LANDRUM, SEWELL S., Ciayhoie, Ky.
Brethren Church, Ciayhoie, Ky.

F.

ALBERT

LANTZ.
Calif.

First

LAWLOR,

G.

Berne,

Ind.

422

L.,

Brethren

Fillmore
Central Ave.,
Fillmore, Calif.
Franklin St.
Church, Berne, Ind.
and Spruce SU., Hagers

Church,

LAWRENCE, 307 W.
Bethel Brethren

WALTER A., First
Grace Brethren Church, Hagerstown, M*;
EDWARD (L), 327 S. Cook St., Clay City
,

town, Md.

|

First

Ind.

Church.

Brethren

Clay

City,

Ind.

StU|l

dent. Grace Theological Seminary.

LOWMAN, SYLVESTER,

First Breth!
Camden, Ohio.
ren Church, Camden, Ohio.
LYNN. ARCHIE L., Capitol Hotel. Johnstown, Pa. Firs
Brethren Church, Johnstown, Pa.

M
MALLES, ARTHUR N.. 116 Northern Ave., KittannilM
Kittanning Brethren Church, Kittanning, Pa/
Pa.
MALLES, MARK E., Box 61. Sterling, Ohio. FIR
Brethren Church, Sterling, Ohio.
HAROLD O., 1369 Potomac Ave. S. E
First Brethren Church, Wajh
Washington 3. D. C.
D. C.
mgto
MAYES. CHARLES W.. 920 Fremont Ave., S
Fremont Avenue Brethren Ch
Pasadena, Calif.
South Pasadena, Calif.

MAYER,

McDonald, grant
dale

21,

Calif.

MILLER, ROBERT

E.,
First

1327

No. Pacific Ave., Gler
Brethren Church, Giendalli

Box

345, Martinsburg,
Church. Martinsburg, Pa.
(L), Box 291, Osceola,
A.
Studen
Ind.
Church, Osceola,
Brethren
Bethel
Grace Theological Seminary.
MOHLER, PAUL L., Box 12, Ross St., Danville,
Danville Brethren Church, Danville, Ohio.
MONROE, KENNETH M., Th.D., 3d and E St
Brethren Church, La Verm
First
Verne, Calif.
First

E.,

Brethren

WARD

MOORE,
D.

I

Calvary

Ohi(
Ohio.

Calif.

G
F.

B

Church, Cheyenne, Wyo,

KETTELL. RAYMOND

MILLER,

R. D. No. 2, North English. Iowa.
lows.
Pleasant Grove Brethren Church, North Englrh
Drive, Whittier,
FLORY ALBERT L., 541 W. OrangeChurch,
Pasadena,
Ro;emead Blvd. Brethren
Calf.

R.

|

Calif.
Ind.

FAST. ALLEN,

GARTLAND, CLAIR,

Akron 14,

I

1,

D
DAVIS.

Wyo.

enne,

LEWIS,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.

CREES, ROBERT
ton 4, Ohio.

Blvd.,

||

Firestone Park Brethren Church, Akron, Ohio.
HORNEY, SAM (L), Frontier Villa, Apt. 240, Chey-

LEPP,

209 E. Ced?r St
Church. Compton, Calif.
JR. (L), Winona
E.,

S..

Dallas

LOWELL, 858 Kanmope

C.

Whittier,

Brethren Church,
Grace Theological Seminary.

dent

HAMMERS, THOMAS, Box

Compton,

2S N. Park.

dianapolis

CONE, GEORGE

First

HERBERT

COLLINGRIDGE,
Lake

First Brethren
Rt. 2, Covington, Va.
Church, Covington, Va.
724, 370 Bessie Ave., Tracj,
Calif. First Brethren Church, Tracy, Calif.

HALL, JESSE,

Brethren Church.
,„^
Ind.

Ind.

Brethren Church, Flora,

Brethren

Church,

.^,
(L), Box 414,

BARTLETT, DON

Theological

Cleveland

Brethren

First

Calif.

Beach

H

:,

Church.

Be'K'g'eRSON.

Spo-

St.,

Beaver City, Nebr.
J.,
Beaver City, Nebr.

HERMAN

BARNARD, RUSSELL

BAUMAN

Waynesburg,

St.,

Aleppo, Pa.

Church,

Brethren

Ohio.

Church,

calif.

W.
GRAY, WILLIAM, 148 W. Elm

HOYT,

Associate Pastor, First Brethren

kane Wash.
Spokane, Wash.

Diego

Peru,

St.,

B
(L), 402 W. Montgomery

BERGEN, JOHN

Brethren

Ind

Church.

Peru Brethren

BAERG.

36 E. Warren

A.,

Breth

First

B., Wooster, Ohio.
Church, Wooster, Ohio.

ASHMAN, KENNETH

Va.

Angeles

Los

Church,

Brethren

Second

j

First Brethren Church, Akron, Ohio.
E. Bluemont St., Grafton,
Assistant Pastor, First Brethren Church, Graft;
Va.

Ohio.

GODWIN, KENNETH,

1,

Conemaugh,

Pa.,

Pike Brethren Church, Mundy's Corner, Pa.
GARLING, KARL. 723 Wick Ave., Ashland Ohio.
West Homer Brethren Church, Homervlile, Ohio.
GEHMAN, ORD, 199 Clover St.. Rittman, Ohio. First
Brethren Church, Rittman, Ohio.

H. LESLIE (L), Winona Lake, Ind.
Student,
Brethren Church, Huntington, Ind.
Theological Seminary.

N

Qri

Gr

A IV1*I IJlittiMl
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1945

27,

S
Los Angeles 44,
First Brethren Church, Inglewood, Calif.
Calif.
9'NEAL, GLENN, 314 Dorchester, Ashland, Ohl».
West Tenth St. Brethren Church, Ashland, Ohio.

>GDEN, W.

204B W. 84th

A.,

PI.,

SCHAFFER, WILLIAM

H., W. 71B Chelan, Spokane,
First 'Brethren Church, Spokane, Wash.
N., 548 Highland Ave., Mans-

12, Wash.

SCHNEIDER, BERNARD
field,

Grace Brethren Church, Mansfield, Ohio.
Llstlo
J., Box 143, Llstie, Pa.

Ohio.

SIMMONS, PHILLIP
Brethren Church.

•AINTER,

HAROLD

LaLoma

Calif.
Calif.

desto,
desto,

D.

(L), 206 Rowland Ave., MoGrace Brethren Church, Mo-

Carlton SrethrBn
H. S., D.D., Garwin, Iowa.
Church, Garwin, Iowa.
|>ATTERSON, J. E., R. D. No. 1, Box 279, Roanoke,
Mountain View Brethren Church, Holllns, Va.
Va.
PEARCE, ALAN S., 1925 E. Bth St., Long Boach 4.
Associate Pastor, First Brethren Church, Long
Calif.

PARKS,

Beach, Calif.

PEEK,

First

RAMBO,

Long
H.. 60th and Orange Ave.,
Second Brethren Church, Long Beach,

Calif.

STEFFLER, WILLIAM, 3S4
phia,

Third

Pa.

VERN,

STUBER,
Church,

E. Sheldon St., PhiladelBrethren Church, Philadelphia, Pa.
Grace Brethren
Ind.

Sharpr.viiie,

Ind.

Sharpsviile,

STUDE'BAKER, EARL, 833
Calif.

Grace Brethren

Blackstone Ave., Fresno.
Fresno, Calif.

Fellowship,

(L), 1918 Olive Ave., Long Beach 6,
Brethren Church, Seal Beach, Calif.

RALPH,

W
Harrah,

Wash.

Harrah

Brethren

Harrah, Wash.
W., 8th and Franklin Sts., Sunnyslde, Wash.
Brethren Church, Sunnyslde. Wash.
REMPEL, HENRY G., Box 1147, Uniontown, Pa.
First Brethren Church, Uniontown, Pa.
RICH, NORVILLE J. (L), 546 E. Center St., Warsaw,
Student,
Sidney Brethren Church, Sidney, Ind.
Ind.
Grace Theological Seminary.
RICHARDSON, K. E., 45 St. Charles St., Grafton, W.
First Brethren Church, Grafton, W. Va.
Va.
ROSSMAN, RANDALL L., 6331/2 Mountain St., RoarLoamersvllle Brethren Church, Leaing Spring, Pa.
mersviile, Pa.

Church,
First

Beach, Oalif.

GEORGE

Calif.

REED,

Pa.

Llstie.

JOHN

SQUIRES,

E.

WARD,

RUSSELL,

Cuyahoga
hoga

Fails, Oi
Fails, Ohio.

WALTER, FRED WILLIAM,
Pa.

R. D. No. 1, Hopewell,
Yellow Creek Brethren Church, Yellow Creek. Pa.

WHITE, ELIAS
Calif.

First

WILLIAMS,

D..

D.D.,

4284 Morton

Rd.,

Lynwood,

Brethren Church, South Gate, Calif.
New
L.,
New Troy, Mich.

RUSSELL

Troy Brethren Church, New Troy, Mich.
WITZKY, WILLIS, First Brethren Church, Wadsworth,
Ohio.
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MINISTERS SERVING IN BRETHREN ORGANIZATIONS
S,

AND CHRISTIAN SERVICE WHERE REPORTED

KNOWN
ch Equatorial Africa.

Mis-

KENT,

HOMER

A..

Winona Lake,

Ind.

Professor of

Church History and Pastoral Theology, Grace Theoloaical

CULVER, RSBERT

Winona Lake.

D..

of tho Old Testament and

Ind.

PAUL,

Argentina,

South

J.

Missionary

mis-

Mine

St.,

New Brunswick,

furlough.

on

on

HILL, Argenti

South America.

Mis-

furlough.

McCLAIN, DR. ALVA

America.

sionary.

DUNNING, HAROLD. 41
N.

MACONAGHY,
slonary

D
J.

M

Professor

Hebrew, Grace Theological

Seminary.

DOWDY,

Seminary.

J., Winona Lake, ind.
PreslTheological Seminary.
MILLER, R. PAUL, Berne, ind. Evangelist.
MORRILL, CURTIS G., French Equatorial Africa. Mis.

dent,

Grace

slonary.

POLMAN, LEO, Winona

Lake,

d.

Evangelist.

S
GOODIVIAN,

MARVIN

L.

(L),

Winona Lake,

Ind.

SecHer-

retary of Publications, The Brethren Missionary
ald Co., Inc.
L. JR., French Equatorial Africa.
Missionary.
GRUBB, L. L., Winona Lake, Ind. Secretary of the
'Brethren Home Missions Council.

GOODMAN, MARVIN

HOYT, HERMAN A.,
New Testament and

H
Winona
Greek,

Lake, Ind.
Professor of
Grace Theological Sem-

inary.

HOYT, SOLON,

Argentina, South America.

Missionary.

SCHROCK, LYNN,

D., Argentln

South America.

slonary.

SHELDON, CHAUNCEY

French

B.,

Missionary.

SICKEL,

CLARENCE

Argentina,

L.,

MIs-

Equatorial Africa

South

America

Missionary.

T
TABER, FLOYD,
missionary

on

French

Equatorial

Africa.

Medical

furlough.

TABER, MILES, Winona

Lake,

The Brethren Missionary Herald

Ind.
Co.,

Editor-in-chief,
Inc.

W
WILLIAMS,
Missionary.

ROBERT

S.,

French

Equatorial

Africa.
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MINISTERS SERVING IN NON-BRETHREN ORGANIZATIONS
THIS DIRECTORY INCLUDES NAME, ADDRESS, AND CHRISTIAN
SERVICE

WHERE REPORTED

OR KNOWN

B

lUMAN, DR. PAUL

R., 4263 Sanborn Ave., LynCalif., Vice President of Bible Institute and
Bible Theological Seminary of Los Angeles.
R., 1622 Newly Ave., Rosemead,
Calif.
Pastor, Community Church, Rosemead, Calif.

wood,

JUCE,

HERBERT

NIELSEN, NIELS C, JR. (L), No. 7 Hopkins Hall,
407 Prospect, New Haven, Conn.
Student Pastor,
Yale

University.

P

PEARSON, CLAUDE

H, 386 W. 5th St., San Pedro,
Seamen's Work.
PEER, EARL, Bryan University, Dayton, Tenn. Student Pastor, Hairpin Curve Chapel.
Calif.

IRTER,

DONALD

F.,

Chaplain,

U.

S.

Apmy.

permanent address.

ILEMAN, FRANK

No

JR., 203 N. Wabash Ave.,
1, III.
General Secretary, Chicago Child
Evangelism Fellowship.
IIST, LEE, 2012 Chesterfield Ave., Charlotte, N. C.
Teacher of History and English, Ben LIppen Boys
School.
G.,

Chioaigo

PINE, ERNEST
Army.

REIGART,

R.

Park, Calif.

IFFMAN, JOSEPH
geles

44, Calif.

R.,

2132 W. 75th

Chaplain, Los Angeles

St.,

Los An-

Calif.

SHIERY,

Chaplain, U. S.

Community Meth-

213

A.,

N. Huntington, iWonterey
Chaplain, L. A. County Jail.
J.,
253 Parrish St., WllkM
Congregational Church.

ELMER

(L),

Pastor,

Bassett

FLOYD,

573

Meeker

St.,

W.

Covlna,

Community Church.
O-506245, O. M. R. No. 189,
Chaplain, U. S. Army.
J., B602 Rising Sun Ave., Philadel-

Keesler Field, Miss.

STOVER, PETER
phia,

Pa.

Cedar Grove Independent Church.

T
THOMAS, CHARLES
Ohio.

iRENZ, ORVILLE, Chaplain, U.
manent address.

CERO, RUBEL
Spanish speaking

Pleasant

Va.

Northridge, Calif.

Fire Depart-

ment.

IRVIN,

Belvoir,

EMERSON

Pa.

SACHS,
St., Las Vegas,
Pastor Gospel Tabernacle.
JAMES R. <L), 1540 Indiana Ave., South
Pasadena, Calif.
Navigators Club.

Nov.

K.,

odist Church.
REIVIPEL, JOHN

'Barre,

lYDEN,

Ft.

R

ROHART,

ITHAWAY, JOHN W., 221 W. 3d

F.,

L.

W.

V., Taos,
people.

(I,),

N.

Army.

No

Missionary

Lake,

Church.

Ind.

C. (L), 79 N. Howard St., Akron,
Haven of Rest Rescue Mission, Akron,

per-

to

UPHOUSE, NORMAN
Tenn.

Winona

View Community

S.

Mex.

Supt.,

B.,

Professor, Bryan

WALTER, MELVIN

R.,

Bryan University,
University.

Asst.

Rescue Mission, Akron, Ohio.

Supt.,

Ha

Dayton,
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MINISTERS NOT SERVING REGULAR PASTORATES
R. F. D. No. 3, Warsaw,
Student, Grace Theological Seminary.

BAKER, W. WAYNE,

BARNHART, WALTER

41B W. Plum

J.,

St.,

Ind.

Tipp

JOHNSON, FRANK, Rt. No. 2, BCPne, Ind.
JOHNSON, WALFRED J., Rt. No. 2, Box 895,
lock,

Tur-

Calif.

Ohio.

City,

BAUM, ARCHER (L), Wheaton College, Wheaton,
BELCHER, WILLIS G. (L), Sunnyslde, Wash.

111.

KINZIE,

CASHMAN, ARTHUR

D.,

C
Winona

I

Lake,

Ind.

Student,

M
Lake, Ind.

McCONNELL,
Heights,

DARLING, ROGER, 184 South 13th
Bible Teacher,

Krypton,
(L), Winon
Seminary.

F.,

Grace Theological

D
Calif.

FRED

KREIMES, ROY

BOWMAN, J. S., Jordan Mines, Va.
BRUMBAUGH, W. L., Portis, Kans.

San Jose 12,

St.,

MEYERS,
Rapids,

Radio.

DELL, ROBERT (L), 558 South Hope St., Los Anstudent, Bible Institute of Los Angeles.
geles, Calif,
DENSMORE, WILLIAM (L), 14 Espiranza St., Long
Beach, Calif.
^
^
DISHOIMG, JACKSON (L), R.F.D. 1, Conemaugh, Pa.
DONAHUE, GEORGE, Rt. 5, Roanoke, Va.

missionary.
1426 E.

City

FRANK,

J.

Wilton

1809

H.,

C.

Ohio.

Rd.,

Ave.

r

Iowa.

MILLER, WILLIAM

Fiora,"

H.,

MINDERMAN. D. L., 500 Edgewood Av
MURPHY, GEORGE E. (L),
MYERS, ERNEST

(L),

M. C.

Y.

A.,

Cedap

Rapids,

Student,(L), Winona Lake, Ind.
Grace Theological Seminary.
MYERS, LESTER E., 2327 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,!

MYERS, M. LEON

]

EARLY, MARK,

Calif.

Lancaster,

EIKENBERRY, D. F., New Troy, Mich.
ENGLE, LOUIS, R.F.D. No. 1, Warsaw,

Ind.

F

FUNDERBURG, HARRIE C, 404 W.
GARBER,

J.

RUSKIN, 129

Madison

St..

Spokane 13,

Carlisle Ave.,

<L), 5451/2
Missionary to
37, Calif.
Angeles and Mexico.

W. 4eth

Los Angeles
colonies In Los

St.,

Russian

H

Grace Theological Seminary.

HAUSER, STANLEY

F.,

45

Phillips Ave.,

Waynesboro,

Pa.
L.

A.

(Retired),

220 Spring

St.,

Wooster,

Ohio.

HENNEY, C. L,, Freeport. Mich.
HICKMAN. EUGENE, Camden, Ohio.

ROBERT

W., Winona Lake, Ind.

Approved mis-

sionary to Africa.

HOLLOPETER. JASON B.,
HOOVER, MORSE M., 4S

Rockton, Pa.
Burton Ave.,

E.

Ohio.

HOWARD,

Ohio.

Student,'

E.

A. L.

POLMAN, GERALD
Grace

(L), Cleveland, Tenn.

Dayton 5,

Student, Bob

A.

J.,

(L), c/o Second Brethren Church.
60th and Compton, Los Angeles, Calif.
E., 1373 Chapel St., New Haven 11,
Student, Yale University.
Conn.

HOWARD, ROY

HOYT, GARNER
R.

I.,

Flora,

Ind.

Va.

Manassas,

Student,'!

Preaching to

luntaln

folk.

REISEN, GIDEON,

Berne,

Ind.

RICHARDSON, GEORGE, 1611

North

Highland Ave.,

Glendale, Calif.
R. D. No. 4, Johnstown, Pa.

RINGLER, HARRY,

S

SANDY, CONARD

K.,

SCHROCK, VERNON

Box 108, Claremont, Calif.
(L), 1421 Hawthorne, Waterloo;

SHAHAN, GEORGE E. (L), 506 Duff St., Clarks-l
burg. W. Va. (Retired).
SHOOK, S. E., Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
SMITLEY, WILLIAM H., Rt. No. 2, Berne, Ind.
SNYDER, BLAINE, 160 Third St., Conemaugh, Pa.
SPICKERMAN, J. S., 309 S. Saunders St., Marysvlllet
Mo.

STURZ, HARRY

(L). Winona Lake,
Grace Theological Seminary.

Ind.

W

Jones College.

HUMBERD,

Opefl.

Clayton,

(L), Wino
Seminary.
(L), Wino
Seminary.
Theological

PIFER, LESTER

RAMEY,

JR. (L), Winona Lake, Ind.
Student, Grace Theological Seminary (undep missionary appointment).
HAMMOND, H. C. 2915 Walnut Ave., Aitoona, Pa.
HANNA, HOMER, Bringhurst, Ind.
HARRIS, VERNON (L). Winona Lake, Ind. Student,

HAMILTON. BENJAMIN,

HILL,

Rockford, Ohio.
(L), Salem,

F.,

ARTHUR

NISWONGER, EVERETT,

Grace Theological

Wash.

GREEN, JACK

HAZLETT,

NASH, J.
NICKEL,

WILSON, EDMUND CLARK, 123 W.
tarlo,

Gri

Calif.

WITTER, ALTON
WOLTERS, JOHN,

M.,

Columbiana, Ohio.

Portis,

Kans.

Stut'-nt-

;

CTOBER
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THE MESSAGE OF THE BRETHREN MINISTRY
1.

Our Motto: The

Bible, the

whole Bible and nothing but the

Bible.

The Ministry

of
The Authority and Integrity of the Holy Scriptures.
Brethren Church desires to bear testimony to the belief that God's sureme revelation has been made through Jesus Christ, a complete and
uthentic record of which revelation is the New Testament and, to the behef
lat the Holy Scripture of the Old and New Testaments, as originally given,
re the infallible record of the perfect, final and authoritative revelation of
rod's will, altogether sufficient in themselves as a rule of faith and practice.
2.

le

;

3.

We

Understand the Basic Content of Our Doctrinal Preaching and

caching to Be

—

(2)

The Pre-Existence, Deity and Incarnation by Virgin Birth of Jesus
Christ, the Son of God
The fall of Man, his consequent spiritual death and utter sinfulness,

(3)

The Vicarious Atonement

(1)

and the necessity of his
ding of His
(4)

(5)

Own

New

Birth;

of the

Lord Jesus Christ through the shed-

Blood;

of the Lord Jesus Christ in the body in which He
suffered and died and His subsequent Glorification at the Right Hand

The Resurrection

of God;
Justification by personal faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, of whichobedience to the will of God and v/orks of righteousness are the evidence
and result the resurrection of the dead, the judgment of the world,
and the life everlasting of the just;
The Personality and Deity of the Holy Spirit who indwells the Chris;

(6)

tain and
(7)

we
(8)

(9)

is

his

Comforter and Guide

The Personal and Visible Return of our Lord Jesus Christ from Heaven as King of Kings and Lord of Lords, the glorious goal for which
are taught to watch, wait and pray;

The Christian should "be not conformed

to this world, but be trans-

formed by the renewing of the mind"; should not engage in carnal
strife and should "swear not at all"
The Christian should observe, as his duty and privilege, the ordinances
of our Lord Jesus Christ, among which are (a) baptism of believers
by Trine Immersion (b) confirmation; (c) the Lord's Supper; (d)_ the
Communion of the Bread and Wine; (e) the washing of the saints'
feet; and (f) the anointing of the sick with oil.
;
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SPEAKING
By Dr. Louis

Bauman, Editor

S.

AS TO INVENTORIES

MISSIONARY MEANDERINGS
As these

articles are being written,

word comes

At the annual board meeting at Winona Lake in
1944 the Board ordered a statement to be made out on
our mission fields as to its property holdings. As a
result, the African Field Council appointed an evaluation committee which made its report and which was

to us

wire from New Orleans that the Tabers have
landed back in the homeland. They wire that they are
proceeding to Mrs. Taber's home in Allentown, Pennsylvania. We have heard nothing further from them.
Doubtless they will have quite a story to tell of their
pushing against the bars in order to get back to a
well-deserved furlough.
over

thie

The Schrocks should now be domiciled

published in The Brethren Missionary Herald dated
4, 1945. This report showed property values on
our African field amounting to $25,646.
Since then we have received from Superintendent
Sickel of our Argentine field an inventory of our properties and utilities on that field. The inventory of
the real estate and a statement of the utility values
will be found elsewhere in this issue. The report coming to us from Brother Sickel details all the utilities,
such as benches, pianos, organs, pulpits, chairs, book-

August

in our mis-

sion home at Rio Cuarto, Argentina, ready to begin
their life's work in that troubled land.
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Hoyt inform us that they have
secured passage and visas at last and will probably be
on the seas sailing to the assistance of our South
American band of ambassadors for Christ in the

cases, kitchen utensils, projectors, sUdes, autos, and
are only printing a condensed statewhat-nots.

Argentine.

The Goodmans, with

their headquarters at

We

Winona

Lake, are also pressing against the bars hoping that
the gateway to Africa will soon open before their feet.
They are needed over there. Pray for them.
[As this article was being set in type Brother Jake
Kliever came into the office of the Brethren Missionary
Herald and showed us a letter authorizing his visa to
return to French Equatorial Africa. Now for the boatH
The Balzers have packed their earthly belongings
and are storing them at their home in Lancaster, California. As this editorial is being read, they will either
be nearing or be in Winona Lake, traveling from California to that point by auto. There they will enter
Grace Seminary and, under the tutelage of Mrs. Ben
Hamilton, will try to get a good grasp of the Sango
and possibly the French languages before going forward to Africa in the Spring. We will have more to
say concerning the Balzers in the next issue.
Other missionaries under appointment doubtless are
setting their houses in order that they may leave at
the earliest possible time for their chosen fields. We
are referring to the Morrills, the Hills, and to Miss
Ruth Kent. The Editor and his wife had a very happy
visit with the Morrills only a few days ago in Washington. Brother Morrill has proven to be a real success
as a pastor in the homeland. We bespeak for him a
great ministry when he again arrives in Africa. It
will be remembered that the Morrills would be in
Africa now had they not been on the unfortunate Zam
Zam and compelled to return to the homeland after
their earthly belongings were sent to the bottom of
the Atlantic by the guns of a German man-of-war.

ment, however.

With the report from Africa and this report from
Argentina, the members of the Foreign Missionary
Society have now placed before them a clear statement of our property values on foreign fields. In
reading the report from the Argentine, remember that
the report is in pesos, marked M/N.

THE ATOMIC BOMB
The atomic bomb that fell upon the city of Hiroshima
a few weeks ago has startled this world of men as no
other invention of man ever startled it. The direst
and gloomiest prophecies that ever fell from the lips
of men are now being uttered by the leaders of the
unregenate nations. No longer are the darksome
utterances of Joel, Zephaniah, and the Seer of Patmos,
as well as of the Apostle Peter (2 Pet. Chap. 3), being
looked upon as the utterances of wild-eyed fanatics.
The darkest prophecies ever uttered by the prophets
of God, it is now realized, are capable of seeing their
fulfillment through the inventions of men. As this
issue of the Herald goes to press, overnight slaughter
of forty million citizens and "virtual destruction of
this country" are being described by atom-bomb makers today as possibilities, if not probabilities, by this
terrible new weapon, and the scientists are all telling
us that the things that are being said and prophesied
are by no means exaggerations. They fear that the
new discovery of men will "lead to a world too horrible
to contemplate." Moreover, the makers of the atomic
bomb are informing the world that there is no possible

Entered as second-class matter April 16, 1943. at the postoffice at Winona Lake, Indiana, under tha
1879. Issued tour times each month by The Brethren Missionary Herald Co., Winona Lake, Indiana. Subscription pnce, $1.00 a year;
$1.50 a year ADIMINISTRATI " N: Marvin L. Goodman, Secretary of PubHcations. BOARD OF DIRECTORS: Herman Hoyt, Preffldent
Bernard Schneider, Vice President; Walter A. Lepp, Secretary; Homer A. Kent, Treasurer; Paul Bauman, Mis. Edward Bowman, B, B. Gmgrioh, L li.
Grubb, A. L. Lynn. S. W. Link, R. D. Crees. Editors: Editor-in-Chief, Miles Taber; Foreign Missions, Loms S. Bauman; Women's Missionary Council, Mrs.
Edward Bowman; Home Missions, L. L. Grubb; Seminary, Alva J. MoClain.
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known whereby

this destructive

power may be

doors about thee: hide thyself as it were for a little
moment, until the indignation be overpast. For, behold, the Lord cometh out of his place to punish the
inhabitants of the earth for their iniquity: the earth
also shall disclose her blood, and shall no more cover

controlled.

Strange as it may seem, it is left for the editor of a
worldly magazine to inform the world that its only
hope lies in a new birth. Here is what the editor of
the Life magazine says in the issue dated August 20,

her slain"

(Isa. 26:19-21).

1945:

BIBLE READING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

"Power in society has never been controlled by anything but morality
Our sole safeguard against the
very real danger of a reversion to barbarism is the kind
of morality which compels the individual conscience,
be the group right or wrong. The individual conscience
against the atomic bomb? Yes. There is no other way.
The thing for us to fear today is not the atom but the
nature of man, lest he lose either his conscience or his
humility before the inherent mystery of things."
The editor of Life is absolutely right. The Master
said it nearly 2,000 years ago: "Ye must be born
again!" To which the editor of Life replies, "Yes. There
is no other way!" The "nature of man" is the only
thing we have to fear, and fear it we will, until man
has been born again.
However, there is little hope that in our day there
will be any new birth of the human race as a whole.
After all, the hope of the Christian is now centered
more than ever before in the speedy return of the
Lord Jesus Christ, Who will take over the reins and
rule the nations "with a rod of iron." Sitting on David's throne He will speak peace to the nations.
We doubt not that there are days of sorrow for the
unregenerate world on ahead of us. Our Lord Himself
said, "For then shall be great tribulation, such as was
not since the beginning of the world to this time, no,
nor ever shall be. And except those days should be
shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the
elect's sake those days shall be shortened" (Matt. 24:
.

.

.

According to information coming directly from the
Society, the status of Bible reading
in the public schools of America is as follows:
Bible reading is required in the following eleven

American Bible

States:

all.

Even as

it is

to think when there are still three States, Illinois,
Louisiana, and Wisconsin, that prohibit the Word of
the Living God from being read in the classrooms of
their public schools. We wonder what God, who sitteth
in the heavens watching over all, thinks of such a
situation. How can the ctiizens of these three States
consistently sing "God Bless America," or our national

anthem?
The other thirty-four States

I

I
I
=

I

I

I

of our

union permit

Word of God to be read in the classrooms of the
public schools but do not require it. Apparently they
leave it to the teachers to determine whether or not it
should be read.
the

WRONG TRAIN
like making a dash for the
Penn Station and being told
by the conductor, when he comes to punch your ticket
that you're on the wrong train. This happened to a
friend of ours recently, but there was a happy ending.
The conductor took the next commuter's ticket and
said, "You're on the wrong train, too, mister." He
wasn't half so jovial, though, when he found out that

There

no experience

is

5:20 out of

"Awake and sing,
thy dew is as the dew of

written:

Phil. 2:13

New

York's

he was."

By Leona

I
=

Massachusetts

we

TO WILL AND DO

I

Jersey

—

ye that dwell in dust: for
herbs, and the earth shall cast out the dead. Come,
my people, enter thou into thy chambers, and shut thy

1

New

Pennsylvania
Tennessee

honor to these eleven States that beUeve the youth
of America should hear the Word of the Lord read
once during each school day and thus honor the Living
God the only God there is, the Lord God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob.
We regret to say that three of our States must go
on the list that we are compelled to designate as
"black." They call our nation Christian, but what are

But the Christian has every assurance that before
those terrible days shall come upon the whole world.
he is to be caught away to meet the Lord in the air
(see 1 Thess. 4:13-18). Isaiah likewise assures us that
When the wrath of God shall be poured out upon the
nations until "the earth shall disclose her blood, and
shall no more cover her slain" we shall be hidden away
it

Idaho

Kentucky
Maine

All

21-22).

from

Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
Georgia

Dead

And more,

Was

Well,

Oh yes. Oh yes!
much more!

to sin?

Alive!

D. Cole

Alive to God as I
not before.

No

longer just "to will," "to
In calm and storm.

will!'

now
The living One
PERFORM!!!!
Perform
within, will

.

.

it

conductors

.

Slliiiliiiiillilllllilllliiliiliiiiiliiliiliiliiiniiiliiliillilllliilliliiiiiininiiiiiiiiiii

brought vividly to our mind some religious
who supposedly take people on the Glory

train straight to heaven. They themselves are on the
wrong train and don't know it. They may be as sincere about it as was the conductor of the story, laboring to tell others that the tickets they have to Glory
will never get them there. Brother, if you've got a
Gospel ticket, don't let any professed conductor try
to make you think it won't take you through to the
Grand Central Station of heaven. Tell him the joke is

on him!
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The Land
of the

ZAPOTEC
By John H. Bowen

In the south of Mexico, at the meeting point of the
two great mountain ranges that border the republic
along the Atlantic and Pacific, in a lofty mountain
region lies the State of Oaxaca (pronounced Wah-hahkah), a corruption of the Zapotec name Huaxayacan.
Practically all the State is mountainous, but near
the center are three great valleys forming the richest
and most populous section. At the union of these
valleys, on the River Atoyac, is the modern city of
Oaxaca, the capital city of the State. It is about 400
miles southeast of Mexico City on the Pan-American

highway.
that the Zapotec nation occupied
State of Oaxaca, but all the terriof Mexico City. Monte Alban, just
the city was their ancient capital.
When they were invaded by the Mixtecs, they moved
their capital to Mitla. Here may be seen the ancient
ruins of palaces of kings and priests of the Zapotec
Historians tell us
not only the entire
tory south and east
a few miles west of

people.

is twenty-six miles from
a good automobile road. A few
miles from the city of Oaxaca, over the same road, is
the little church of Santa Maria del Tule. In the
churchyard stands one of the largest trees in the
world. This giant tree of the American flora belongs
to the species of the Cupressus disthics sabina (variety,
of cypress). The measurements of the Tule tree are

The

little

town

of Mitla

Oaxaca, and the road

is

162 feet in circumference and about 140 feet high. It
of worship years ago.
Mitla appears to the average American visitor as a

was an object

"Ghost Town" unless it is market day, or they are
having some kind of a "fiesta." The hotel, which is
operated by the natives, is very old and interesting. It
is quiet, homelike, and shady. Unless you are accustomed to native food, I would suggest you have your
lunch prepared at the hotel in Oaxaca.
The native eats sparingly of necessity. His staples
are the tortilla and frijole, with which he can do
many things. The tortilla is a maize wafer, hard, and

"ANCIENT RUINS OF PALACES

OF KINGS AND PRIESTS

OF THE
ZAPOTEC PEOPLE"
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"ONE OF THE LARGEST TREES IN THE

WORLD— AN OBJECT OF WORSHIP YEARS AGO"

hard to digest. Fried, it becomes tostado.
around a cheese, onion, and chili combination
result
Meat and vegetables
the
is an enchilada.
and
wrapped in a tortilla is a taco. My suggestion to you 15
that you approach all these things with care, unless
you have one of those indomitable interiors.
to us, rather

Roll

it
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The town is merely a collection of adobe huts, each
having a garden lot surrounded by organ cactus, which
Oaxaca valley.
Just a few blocks from the hotel or market may be
seen the ruins, which is the greatest attraction. Women
and children selling various fruits or curios will meet
you and they will cling to you like flies until you leave
unless you buy something.
You will find the natives of this part more courteous
and friendly than those in other sections of the

is

typical of the

you have the good fortune to make a
mountain villages of the Zapotecs, you
a

more

friendly, hospitable people

haughty.

The ruins of Mitla are believed by archeologists to
have been erected by a people with far greater culture
than any others discovered in Mexico or Central America. These buildings that have stood the ravages of
time and elements of 2,000 years are built of hard cut
stone, each so fitted to the other as to make solid walls
of great thickness and length without the use of
mortar or cement. They are all embellished with what
from a distance appears to be carved designs, but a
closer examination discloses the fact that these beautiful designs,

^J«4'"''' ,•">;,;«
'"' '^:

country, and if
up into the
will never find
proud, but not

trip

fourteen different motives, are actually

most amazing mosaics, and every pattern is formed by
use of small perfectly cut stones that were laid as the
heavy stone wall was built.
These Roman and Greek designs, rather than Egyptian or Indian, consist of frets that extend entirely
around the building, both inside and out. Even the
tombs and subterranean apartments are beautified
with these same designs. So adeptly and so precisely

have these small pieces of stone been cut and fitted
without any binding material of any kind, that these
wonderful and beautiful designs are undoubtedly the
work of some master sculptor.
The village church stands in the very midst of one
of the largest and perhaps the most ornate of the
group of ancient edifices. The walls were painted, and
in some places there are also the remains of beautiful
and delicate works of filigrane, probably describing
673
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historical event of the people or something of
their religion. A part of the front wall of the church
is built on a part of the ancient wall. The ornamentation of this fragment and the magnificent mosaic
on the wall of the compound in the rear of the church
indicate that this may have been the quarters of the

some

king or priest of the people.

The most prominent building now standing, and
often referred to as the palace, is approached by a
flight of steps. In spite of its age, this is still a beautiful building and its great "Hall of Columns," fronting on what was the plaza, is wonderful. Six gigantic
columns, each fashioned from solid blocks of stone,
and perfectly round, are placed an equal distance

ing the column will

live.

According to

my

measure-

have another fourteen years.
Theer is no doubt that the Zapotecs were a very religious race, and this is supported by the fact that all
objects uncovered are either of a ritual nature, or
express a concept deeply influenced by a religious sentiment. Religion has a way over even such activities

ment,

I

and dancing.
The Zapotecs worshipped a supreme being who was
known by several names. This god was the creator,
and they affirm it was noncreated, without beginning
as sports, war,

or end.

There were

man
who

lesser gods of the sun,

moon, lightning,

gods and goddesses who created
and animals; and also a god and goddess of death
resided at Mitla, or the place of the departed.

sleep, love,

and

lust;

The high priest, who was called Vigana, was the sole
authority of Mitla and the Zapotec nation. Contrary
to the general belief, neither this people nor the sacred
city of Mitla- was ruled by an emperor or chieftains, but
the Vigana authority spread throughout the Zapotec
region. The investiture of the hight priest was hereditary, for although the Vigana observed sexual continence throughout the whole year, during certain ceremonies he was offered virgins, and the first-born son

apart

down the

fully decorated

center of the room, which is beautiwith mosaics in the conventional pat-

tern.

What the significance of these pillars may have
been no one knows. It is quite evident they do not
support the roof, and they seem to be rounded at the
tops. There are other columns scattered among the
ruins.

inherited his title.
There are many strange beliefs among these people
even to this day. For instance, they still speak of Mitla
as a place of the departed. Bones of dogs have been
found beside those of human beings. This strengthens

the belief, which is common among the Zapotecs in
the mountains, that in the journey taken by the spirit,
there came a time when they had to cross a wide river
which was difficult to reach. For that reason, they
killed a dog to accompany the one on the journey.
The spirit of this animal was supposed to reach the
river before the person and help him to the other side.

The entrance

to another building is by three wide
Over the doorways are three huge stones, estithirty tons each. They are simply
weigh
mated to
enormous, and are thought to have been quarried in
the mountains some two miles from Mitla. How these

doors.

them to the site of this building,
them twenty to thirty feet above the ground,
and placed them in the wall is a mystery. The approxancients transported
raised

imate measurements of these stones are twenty by four
by five and one-half feet.
Below this building there are subterranean chambers
and a cruciform tomb, over the door of which is a
slab containing hieroglyphics, the
has never been explained.

meaning

of

which

In another building in this same patio is another
subterranean passage leading to another cruciform
tomb. In the center of the junction of the arms of
the cross is a column, called the "Column of Death.
It is exactly like the columns in the "Hall of Columns."
It stands eight feet high, and is about the same in
circumference as those in the "Hall of Columns."
There is a tradition that if you embrace it, the number
of fingers that can be placed in the space between the
hands denotes the number of years the person embrac-

Rich

men

killed their servants or slaves to

perform

this duty, and clothing and food was placed vnth the
remains for the particular journey.
The Zapotecs, like many of the other Indian tribes
of Mexico, speak very little Spanish, but speak their

native tongue even in greeting strangers. They smile
and are very glad if you answer them back in their

(Continued on Page 677)
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HOW CAN WE BEST HELP

THE AFRICAN CHURCH TO

SING THE GOSPEL?

[Last of the Series on African Music]

By REV.

J.

P.

KLIEVER

Missionary to French Equatorial Africa

One

problems is almost a racial one. When
seems more of a misunderstanding between
two groups culturally. The African also has his pride.
He doesn't relish losing face. If one makes light of his
things, even his style of music, naturally he feels
ashamed, if not hurt. If we disregard his kind of
music, or we insist too strongly on his singing songs
our way, he is puzzled, to say the least. He is much
insulted if insinuations are made by word or act that
he might be mentally inferior. To call a man a fool is
an unforgivable sin.
In the same way, our attitude toward his culture
must be carefully expressed. Some investigation has
brought to light some of the native music; but, because this didn't fit into ours, it was rejected for the
most part. This, of course, puzzled the African. They
have been encouraged to make a contribution toward
African Gospel Songs. In very many cases where he
has responded, his work was rejected, and many times
to the place where it quenched his initiative. The reason being that it didn't follow the same rules as our
of the

studied

manner

it

of singing.

Their musical theme as a rule
simple.

They

like

much

very short and
repetition, and the rhythm is
is

many

times quite involved. They have an entirely
different system, and yet we have many things in
common. The music field of the African is a field of
possibilities. Most of the study so far has been made
in a subjective manner, with minds that consciously
or unconsciously try to fit the African's music into our
system. This manner is about as consistent and logical
as if one were to reject the Greek language because it
doesn't fit into our rules of grammar. The Greek language doesn't form its plurals like ours, it doesn't decline and conjugate in the same way. Do we say that
it isn't a good language? Do we reject it or refuse to
study it simply because it doesn't fit our rules? No, we
don't do that with a spoken language. Why, then,
should we adopt that attitude toward a "music lan-

guage?"

We

are hoping to be able to encourage the African
produce or adopt something that he can feel is his
own in the way of Gospel music. If God has given to
some of our race the gift of song-writing, couldn't
and wouldn't He also give it to an African? I suggested this to some of our African leaders, hoping it
would encourage those to whom God had given this
to

gift,

to start exercising

it.

year brought two songs to light. Both the
words and the air or melody were native. Both of them
were liked by the natives and they are being sung all
over. Some of the white folks thought the songs were
not the type that should be encouraged as part of the
worship of the Church. The natives are still singing
them, however, and to my mind, they are the ones who
should be the judge, rather than the missionary or

The

other white folks. These two songs, by the way, were
entirely in the five-tone scale.
A Swedish missionary in French Equatorial Africa
by the name of Bertil Soderberg said in the Congo
Mission News, January, 1945:

first

"Have we a right to reject African music? It is
the heritage of the African. Jesus Christ, didn't
sing European hymns, neither did the members of
the first Jerusalem church ... It is not necessary
for Christianity and European music to be bound
together, and men and women can surely be good
Christians even though they do not sing hymns
so loved by us. If we keep these facts in mind it
will, I am sure, be easy for us to allow the African
Christians to pour out their love to Christ in
African airs and we shall even be ready to encourage them by our interest and help."

Why not then recognize, as our Brother Soderberg
has suggested, that there are two different systems or
and instead

of rejecting theirs and trying
accept ours, learn theirs and help them
the Gospel? When we really get down
to sudying their music, we are sure to have some real
and rich surprises. In the meantime, what?

heritages;

make them
make it serve
to

That is just the problem. How can we most help
them? If we are to wait until some music that they
have written should come into existence, then we will
have quite a wait. If we try to have them sing our
songs our way, then we have difficulty.

One way, I believe,
like and sing

they

is

to take those of our songs that
as well as those that

correctly,

could easily be adapted, and use them for the time
Then until the African Christians bring in
way of singing their praise
and prayer unto the Lord.
being.

their songs, there will be a

If they are to bring in the songs, they will have to
be taught how to write them down even as we had to
teach them to read and write so that they could record their thoughts and stories. There will therefore
have to be some printed music so that they can get
acquainted with the notation system. Until now there
is very little in the way of printed music. Our song
books are really books of poems. The words only of
the songs are written in the books.

have contacted one of the best known teachers and
who is head of the music
department in one of our large Bible schools. He sees
I

writers of Christian songs

the following suggestion as a possible way to help the
African Christians and has volunteered his services to
arrange the songs in the way suggested.

The idea is to take the songs they like to sing well
and that seem to be in their music language, then
harmonize them in the five-tone scale. Thereby the
African Christian could sing harmony parts in their
own music language. The songs that need a few
minor changes in the melody to adapt them to the
five-tone scale or pentatonic scale will also be used.
Because the women are slow to sing, and not to
confuse the natives, and because the five-tone scale
675
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seems

to

work better

in three-part

way at
staff. Then

will

be written that

will

be in the top

first.

harmony, songs

The melody alone

allowing sufficient space

"Your

the

brings a

to type in about four verses under the notes,

second staff

women want
it is,

If

will

have the tenor and bass

to sing parts, they

may

is

printed in this

take the tenor as

way on the

new

is

before

me

and, as you know,

it

task.

sionary endeavor, I will be happy indeed.
"The president of Simpson Bible Institute is
overjoyed at the idea of this type of work which
your Mission, through you, has asked me to undertake.
"Please tell me how long you will be in the

sheets,

leaving the word space blank, then no matter what
the language or dialect, the words can be printed
under the notes with a typewriter, a multigraph, a

mimeograph or any other printing process. These
sheets of music could be used anywhere in the world
where this five-tone scale is found. They have it in
China, in Scotland, in the Tibet, and other countries.
So this would not be limited to Africa.
is to print only a few songs at first and try
they are found to be a real help and the demand warrants it, others will be arranged and printed.
Meanwhile, a list of songs, the melody of which is already in the five-tone scale and those easily adapted
to it, will be made, so that missionaries can use these
tunes to translate words to. Then more of their songs
will find acceptance and be used by the African

letter

"By virtue of my call in the homeland, I have
been denied the blessing of being a missionary.
If by doing this work I can be part of you in mlsr

parts. If the

or the bass an octave higher.

the music

Dr. Tovey has written to Brother

sphere of music.
Kliever to say:

country, because I want this work to be all completed and printed in readiness for your return.
"It is a joy to work with you.
"Most sincerely yours,
(Signed! Herbert G. Tovey."

The idea

them.

If

Church.
If the African Christians can have copies of the
music as well as the words, they soon would learn to
sing by position at least, and many would learn to
read music. In that way we would be laying a foundation to make possible their writing music also.
All this is only a temporary work to bridge the gap
until the African Christians can write and compile
their own song bocks. It may be they will want to

include many of these very songs in their books. I
believe they will. But in any event, if we have songs

common, some songs that are readily and heartily
sung the same way by both natives and missionaries,
why not have fellowship through the means of these
songs until the day when the missionary will have
learned their music language, and until the Africans
will have developed their body of Christian songs and
in

hymns?
As soon as all defiarrangements have been made, we will announce
the name of the Gospel song writer who is going to
help us in this. We will also announce a little concerning the cost perhaps and give opportunity to have
Will you pray for this project?

nite

a share in this.
May the day soon come, if our Lord tarries, that the
testimony of the power of the Gospel may be felt in
an increasingly powerful manner through the channel
of song. Col. 3:16.

[Note: Since sending us the above article. Brother
Kliever informs us that it is none other than Dr.
Herbert J. Tovey, now director of school of music at
Simpson Bible Institute of Seattle, who is so kindly
offering to do the work involving the arrangement of

the
the
the
the

songs mentioned above and harmonizing them to
pentatonic or five-tone scale. We certainly praise
Lord that He has given to our African missionaries
services of so able a man to help along in the

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY IN ARGENTINA
By REV.

J.

PAUL DOWDY

Inasmuch as the progress of missionary work depends to some extent upon the degree of reUgious
liberty enjoyed in a particular field, a

few words on

be of special interest to those who
have responded so generously to the foreign missions
this subject

may

appeal.

At the present time, we enjoy about as much liberty
we ever did as far as the practical work of our
Mission is concerned. During the months of February
as

and March, we held tent campaigns in three of the
towns in this section of our district. In every case
permission was granted without the imposition of any
limitations or conditions, and police protection was
provided. This latter, however, might not have been
necessary, for there was no disorder, and no attempt
to interfere with the meetings.

The services in our halls are carried on regularly
without interruption or restriction. There is no control
on the part of government or municipal authorities as
regards the days and hours of meetings, or the sermon
or lesson materials to be used. These matters are left
entirely to us.

We are glad to report also that we have experienced
no interference as regards cur work of visitation. It
is this point in particular about which there has been
Some uncertainty as to the extent of our liberty. So
far, at least, we have been able to visit anyone who
may be disposed to receive us. It is highly probable
that if the most ardent Catholic family in town should
care to have us visit them, nothing could be done to
hinder us. The Argentines are continually protesting
against so much governmental meddling with their
personal affairs.
Furthermore, we have been allowed to distribute
tracts regularly on the streets of the towns in which
we work. We select the tracts that are to be used, and
distribute them whenever it may be convenient for us
to do so. For this work we do not have to ask permis676
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THE MONKEY DISGRACE

rYimr CALL

themselves

in a coconut tree
Discussing things as they're said to be.
Said one to the other, "Now Usten, you two;
There's a certain rumor that can't be true,
That man descended from our noble race.
The very idea is a disgrace.

Three monkeys sat

No monkey

ever deserted his wife.

Starved her babies and ruined her life
And you've never known a mother monk
To leave her babies with others to bunk,
And pass them on from one to another
Till they scarcely know who is their mother.

And another thing you'll never see;
A monk build a fence 'round a coconut
And let the coconuts go to waste.
Forbidding all other monks to taste

tree

if I put a fence around a tree,
Starvation will force you to steal from me.

Why,

Here's another thing a monk won't do:
Go out at night and get on a stew;
Or use a gun or club or knife
To take some other monkey's life.
Yes, man descended, the ornery cuss
But brother, he didn't descend from us."

(Sent by Effie

sion,

and there

is

Elliott, Morrill,

Kans.)

no censorship of the materials

to be

used.

The general situation as described above is somewhat different from that which existed at the beginning of this year. At that time things did not look so
good. Protestant workers labored under the very considerable handicap of organized Romanist opposition
with apparent government backing. However, the local
authorities in Canada Verde and Rio Cuarto went too
far. In the former town, our Pastor Gamarra was forbidden to hold meetings, and in Rio Cuarto the Salvation Army was ordered not to hold street meetings.
These instances stirred up the press, which in turn
aroused public opinion all over the country. In short
order the case was laid before the highest official of
the province, who made it clear to local authorities
that it was beyond their jurisdiction to take such
measures against any group. The Romanists failed to
get government support in their attempt to suppress
Protestant work.
We give thanks to our Lord Jesus Christ for this
liberty which facilitates the spread of His precious
gospel, and we trust that it may not only continue, but
may yet provide a greater measure of opportunity for
souls to come to Christ without being persecuted for
their faith.

^/te JHoMjJt

off

tke ^afiateo

(Continued from Page 674)
I dropped my Spanish and began to
speak Zapotecan.
why
the Zapotecs fled their sacred city
The reason
for the mountain villages has never been clearly ex-

native language.

plained. One historian tells us that the Spanish, in
their determination to stamp out idolatry and blot out
all they could of the former life of the people, burned
to death priests and people, and destroyed every character of writing or evidence of their religion and

history in Mitla.

There is also a legend that the merchants from a
neighboring kingdom came to Mitla to trade. Their
transactions displeased the Vigana of the Zapotecan
and he had them all killed. The emperor of the Aztec
kingdom, being advised of the merchants' treatment,
took revenge, set fire to Mitla, and killed every priest
and inhabitant, except those that managed to escape
to the mountains.
"I am enclosing $1.00 for my renewal for THE
BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD. I enjoy it very

much.

"May God

bless

you in your stand for the truth."
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who have had

what we were planned for
think of coming down to the misery of slaving among these blinded masses. But yes, we
must come down, and make brutal contact with the
hard earth. We were given this taste of heaven only
that we might never again be satisfied with the makebelieve joys of earth, and that the earth-ridden masses
might see in the light in our eyes the assurance that
they too are meant to soar above the clouds. Death
must work in us, that life may work in them. Yet in
God's wonderful plan, our death is not death; simply
the only gateway which all wisdom and goodness
could devise by which fallen man may enter the abundant life. I had never known the ocean fullness of
life, unless death had opened the floodgates. O that
men would praise the Lord for His goodness to the sons
we,

THE BBCTHREN CHURCH

a taste of

— how could we ever

/

Lett^s
from Africa
TABER WRITES HIS "FELLOW WORKERS"

of

(Note: The following letter was written by Brother Taber shortly before
leaving Africa.
As this letter goes to press, however, Brother Taber and
family are happy in the homeland. They are with Mrs. Taber's people ,n
Allentown, Pa.
Ed.)

—

August 29, 1945.
Dear Fellow Workers,
A phone call from British Airways just told us they
can take our family to Accra tomorrow, and hope to
take the Watnes on Saturday. This would give them
time to catch the boat, with me being ahead to make
business arrangements. We will have to get a bus or
truck to take us all to Takoradi on Saturday evening
or Sunday.
I am very glad we will have the rest of the boat trip
home. Am also very glad we have had the privilege
of an air trip. It did not seem strange at all; seemed
the most natural thing in the world; seemed as if for
the first time in my life I was in my natural element.
There we were, just comfortable with overcoats on,
gliding along through that invigorating air, looking
down on the impenetrable swamps and jungles of the
West African coast, the white man's grave. We could
not even see the toiling, sweating, suffering human
ants below us, only some of the greater works they had
created. There they were, toiling for gold in that
plague-infested land, utterly oblivious to the healthgiving ozone above them. They seemed so far away
and unreal; only our gently floating plane was real,
and the fleecy sun-tinted clouds around us and below
us, and the deep blue vault above us.
Over 200 miles an hour gave us not the slightest impression of speed, only of being wafted along on the
gentle, yet mighty arms of the breeze. For centuries
this breeze, capable of lifting man above all that is
petty and mean, and all the anguish of life on a lower
plane, had been stretching out its arms, so strong, yet
impotent because man could not trust himself to them.
He could trust only foul smelling muck and miry clay
to bear his weight. But who could dream that the
breeze, which stopped sometimes gently to kiss his
sweat-covered brow with its refreshing touch, had the
power to lift him far above his little horizon, into
God's blue.
Yet how much more foolish the men of today, now
that God has whispered to them the secret, who still
choose the slime. Oh, if those slaves to their fears and
doubts could only realize the glory for which God
created them, how could they ever conceive of remaining among death-dealing miasmas of earth. And

men.

Before leaving the coast of Africa, I want to thank
you all for the forbearance you have shown toward
me, and for all the kindnesses which you have showered upon us. We are led to say over and over, "The
lines have fallen unto us in pleasant places." We are
deeply grateful for the privilege of being members of
a group in whose lives the Lord has showed such
abundant grace. He cannot have done so much without the intention to do the exceedingly abundantly
above. We are expecting glorious news, and news which
will rejoice our hearts to learn that God is working so
mightily in the mission that has taken back even me
as a member. Yours by His wonderful grace, Floyd.

INVENTORY, PROPERTIES AND UTILITIES,
ARGENTINE MISSION FIELD— 1945
PROPERTIES
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Bible Coach,

One

mattresses,

cots,

M/N

4.463.00

M/N

18.442.00

M/N

85.442.00

M/N

M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
M/N
210. uO M/N
210.00 M/N
150.00 M/N
150.00 M/N
375.00 M/N
90.00 M/N
100.00 M/N

Rio Ouarto, Corboda
General Cabrera

Las Perdlces
Tancacha
Hernando

Elena
Alejandro

67.000.00
UTILITIES
1.045.00
363.00
180.00
300.00
220.00
150.00
275.00
220.00
220.00
205.00

slides

table

auto.
auto.
auto.

Ford V-8, 1939
Ford V-8, 1938
Ford T

steel

safe

DtiUties

Grand Total
Note; Values placed on properties and
Respectfully submitted,
(Signed)

utilities

Clarence L.

extremely conseirative.
Sickel,

Supi
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A BORN AGAIN CHILD OF THE SUN
By, ROBERT

S.

2>lci

WILLIAMS

Bouca, French Equatorial Africa
think sometimes that we have some outstanding
examples of shipwrecked faith out here in Africa, and
true, but

of faith

We

and

we

have some outstanding examples

also

fortitude.

shall take

Krangamai

an example. Abraham,
him a few weeks ago
when he went out to one of the bush villages to preach
and baptize. When he came back he told me the story.
Krangamai and his wife first heard the gospel years
ago over at Ft. Crampel from our brethren, the Bapfor

the native pastor, just baptized

tist

missionaries in that place.

We

don't

know

just

how long ago it was (Abraham thought it might have
been about 30 years), but it was not that long, because
their mission was only established 25 years ago, at
the same time as our own, but it was before the gospel
began to be preached at Bouca. And there has been
pretty regular preaching here for the last 15 years.

Anyway, they heard the gospel and liked it. They
seem to have remained there several years or long
enough to get the way of salvation straight in their
minds, to lay up some Bible verses, songs, and truths
in their minds and hearts, and to begin to learn to
read. Then they came back to their village to bring
the good news to their brothers. But when their
brothers heard they were not interested. 'Xies," they
said, "all lies and foolishness," and they would not
listen. When Krangamai and his wife sat in the door
of their house and sang hymns their neighbors sneered
and laughed them to scorn. When they wanted to ask

them in the garden, as the
native custom is, they would make food and invite him
in to eat and then help them that day in the garden,
their neighbor to help

and he would reply, "Now if it was beer, I would come."
Their answer was, "We are Christians. We do not
make nor drink beer and God will give us strength to
make our own garden." When the natives had their
dances and beer drinks, of course he had no part in
them. They did not even ask him to eat with them.
That, in an African village, is just like your own blood
brothers refusing to eat with you in the homeland.

So they lived for years, strangers among their own
people and in their

own

village, until finally village

workers from Bouca began to appear in their village.
"Now, at last," they said, "the Lord has given brothers
to us. Now He has given us joy in fellowship."
This is just another proof that, after all these years,
and even out here among this downcast, downtrodden,
downfallen people, the gospel still has power.

There are three types of Christians who respond to
the call to service
1. Rowboat Christians
have to be pushed wherever
they go.
2. Sailboat Christians
always go with the wind.
3. Steamboat Christians
make up their minds
where they ought to go and go there regardless of
wind or weather.

—
—

—

Roman

of

Catholic doctrine in the public schools obligatory, has
not been well received by the Argentine people in
general.
Naturally, the Catholics attempt to support the
decree. In a published declaration, the "Federation of
Catholic Teachers and Professors of Buenos Aires"
states that the decree is democratic in its application,
because, they say, it is optional with the teachers
whether or not they will teach religion, and it is optional with the pupils whether they wish to sit in the
class or not.
On the other hand, a number of teacher's associations and other educational groups are asking for the
abolition of the decree. The "Teacher's Association of
the Province of Buenos Aires" sustains, "that the com-

We

it is

Know?

Qjou

The decree which made the teaching

mon
is

school, free, obligatory,

and that the teaching

all,

and

lay, is of all

and

for

one determined religion
not in accord with democratic rule. Only lay teachof

ing should be interpreted as impartial teaching, leaving the ministers of each faith the fulfillment of their
mission in hours apart from regular class periods."
This group asks for the abolition of the law that put
the teaching of Catholic religion in the curriculum of
the public schools.

The Argentine Teacher's Union, which represents
at least nineteen associations and federations all over
the country, declares: "The decree which established
religious teaching in the schools ought to be abolished,

being contrary not only to the letter and the spirit of
the law (original education law), but also to the moral
interest of the Argentine people, authentically respectful of all faiths, and the decided enemy of all
sectarianism which attempts to divide or render it
ineffective in its course of justice and liberty."

—

Dowdy.

J. P.

TREASURER'S QUARTERLY REPORT OF THE
NATIONAL RADIO BOARD
RECEIPTS FOR QUARTER ENDING SEPTEMBER
Allentown, Pa
Artoona, Pa

),00|Mansfield,
Ohio
j.OOJMartinsburg, Pa.
...
J.OOIMeyersdale.
Pa.
j.OOJMiddlebranoh. Ohio
!.00 Milford, Ind.
(Gospel
).00
sion)
>,00 Modesto,
Calif
).Ofl Mundy's
(3omer, Pa
i.OOlNorth English, Iowa
1.00 Peru,
Ind
i.OO Philadelphia. Pa.
(3d)
1.00 Portis, Kans
.

Ankenytown. Ohio
Bearer City, Nebr
Beme, Ind
Clay

Clayton. Ohio
Cleveland.
Ohio

Coneraaugh,

Pa

Dallas

Center,
Danville. Ohio

Iowa. ...

EUet, Ohio
Ind
Fort Wayne, Ind
Fremont, Ohio
Grafton, W. Va
Hagerstown, Md
Flora.

Homerville,

Oliio

Huntington,
Johnstown.

Pa

Juniata, Pa
Kittanning,

Pa

LaVeme.

1.00 Rittman, Oliio
).00 Rosemead
Blvd.
LOO San Diego. Calif
1.00 Sidney.
Ind
1.00 Spokane. Wash
!.25 Summit MUb, Pa
1.00 Tracy,
Calif
!.00 Waterloo, Iowa

—

Ind

I.OOIWaynesboro. Pa
1.00 Winona Lake. Ind
1.00 Wooster, OMo

Calif.

Leon, Iowa
Limestone, Tenn
Long Beach, Cahf,

Los Angeles,
ftlcKee,

Calif.

(2d)

,

(1st)

.

Pa

•Includes

ipts
gift

30,

1945
1.5.00

.

10.00
79.00
6.00

,

Ind

City.

.

from

National

W. M.

Balance on hand October 1, 184B.

.

.,

0.

of

Mis-

10.00
10.00
7.00

.

.

.

Pasadena

5.00
3.00
22.00
40.00
16.00
1.1.00

12B.00
36.50
12.00
44.34
2.00
15.00
100.86
109.00
60.00

2173.04

$500.

$1921.49

Respectfully Submitted, F. B. Miller, Treas.
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THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

Financial Report for July, August, September
TREASURER'S FINANCIAL REPORT OF RECEIPTS FOR THE FOREIGN
MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF THE BRETHREN CHURCH FOR
THE MONTHS OF JULY, AUGUST, AND SEPTEMBER

Gifts Outside the Foreign

Cahf.

JULY, 1945

Mission)

Interior

Endeavor,

Cliri-stian

Whittier

84.00

First

Miss Bernice (Mexico)
Summer Bible School. PliiladelVjhia,

D. Fletcher, Caineron
Hilda Gardner, Modesto.
Ft. WaJTie. Ind.*

W.

Mre,
Mrs,

and

Ouren,

Fund

General

African

School

Missionary Society

(Sudan

Gerry

Hamlet, Miss

Sunday

Ohiirch,

.

Pa.,

John (Mid-Missions)
Beaver City, Nebr. (Passage

Wilklns,

Church,

Mrst.

.

.

26.92

.

11.00

Fu;id)

.

.

$15.00

987.S2

Fund

Hospital

African

SEPTEMBER, 194B
1.50.00

M. E. Undblad. Harrah, Wasli
Beaver Fund
Calif.*
Gleiidale,
Church,
'Brethren Missionary Residence
National Miscellane
Mrs. Amtlia Helser,
fumisUines)
General Fund
Church. Ft, Wayne, Ind,*
Miscellaneous, Northwest District
Mrs.

60.00

Los Angeles, Calif., Third
Church, Milroy, Ind., Central

Community

CaKfomia

Zion

Baptist

District

Lester

(Special)

.

0.50

Berne,

Ind.

(Special)

.

0.50

Calif..

Mich..

Central

Ind..

Central

(Special)

New

Troy,

26.00

Church,

Mt.

Zion,

17.57

(.Special)

South American General Fund
Reavis. J.. Midwest District
Church, Wadsworth, Ohio (Maconaghy Fund) ....
t'liurch. Rittman.
Oliio. First
(Maconaghy Fund)
OhuToh, West Kittanning, Pa. (Maconaghy Fund)
Chiurch. Akron, Ohio, I'Hrestone Park
(Maconaghy

Kennedy
Cla

Lancaster,

Ind

District Bally,
District (Special)

Mt.

You

District

Huntington,

Central

Ind.

15.00
40.26
60.00

Church, Tracy, Calif. (Special)
Churoh, Modesto, Calif
Church,
Roosevelt
Commiutity
Chtirch,

.

Berne,

District

(Special)

36.29

.

.

1.00

10.00
20.00

.

Fund

Church,

1.00
2.63
15.25

Goodman Fund

.

$12.67

Miscellaneous
Church, Des Moines, Iowa (Part of sale of) ...
A Friend, Central District
Kliever

1,050.37

1.069.25
Church, .simitli Pasadena, Calif, (Outfit)
Hamilton Fund
W. M. C. Huntineton. Ind. (Special)
Cahf.
(Special)
Wliittier,
Church,

Ohio

Oluirch.
Middlebranch,
.Miscellaneous,
National

5.00

Kaus

Miscellaneous, Portis,
Churcli, Juniata, Pa,*

Fund

General

.

Kliever Fund
Oliurch. Glendale,

.

(Outfit)
CaUf,
Church, Lone Beach. Calif. Second ((Outfit)
Churah, Soutii Pasadena, Calif. (Outfit)
(Special)
Church, Compton, Calif,
.

20.00
18.00
10.00
37.89

.

.

.

Fund)
Chtirch,

85.89

Fund

Prospective Missionaries'
Mr, Lawrence E. Butts,

Americ

South

Cliun-h,

Choir

S.

.

.

.

.

.

(Maconaghy Fund)
(Maconaghy Fund)
Churcli, Meyersdale. Pa. (Maconaghy Fund)
Church, Martinsburg. Pa. (Maconaghy Fimd)
Larson. Mrs. Frank, Modesto, Calif.
(Maconaghy
Fund)
Church, Leamersville, Pa. (Maconaghy Fund)
Cliurch, Altoona, Pa,
Maconaghy Fltnd
Church, Yellow Creek, Pa. (Maconaghy Fund) ....
CThurch, Pliiladelphia, Pa., Third (Maconaghy Fund)
Miscellaneous.
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Third
(MaconChurch, Philadelphia, Pa.. First

Hoyt Out-

(Solon

Ind,

13.00

Foreign Missionary Society
Sudan Interior Mission
Miss Gerry Hamlet
Sunday School and Christian Endeavor, Whittier.

—

(

CaUt

aghy Fund
M. C, Philadelphia,

)

S.

Miscellaneous.
C.
C.

Hour,

Central

Peru,

Ind.

District

James,

District (Maconaghy Special)
Mr., Philadelphia, Pa., Eastern
District
( Maonaghy
Special)
Bethlehem BaptLst Church, Philadelphia, Pa,, Eastern
District
(Maconaghy Special)
Amicus Class, Bethlehem Baptist Church, Philadelpliia. Pa., Eastern District (Maconaghy Special).
W. M. S.. Bethlehem Baptist Church, Philadelphia,
Pa.. Eastern District
(Maconaghy Special)....
.Snyder, Blaine, Conemaugli, Pa.
(RIaconaghy Spe-

l<^rst

Brumbaugh. Mrs. Nettie, Portis, Kans
Don Carter's North Hollywood Bibte
fornia

$1.00
25.00
50.00

(Special)

Meyeradale,
Class

Pa,

,

.

.

.

,

Riciiardson,

Snyder, Rose. Conemaugh, Pa. (Maconaghy Special)
Member.. Meyersdale, Pa. (Maconaghy Special)
Miscellaneous. Middlebranch, Oliio (Maconaghy Spe-

166.24
50.00
50.00

Glendale, Cahf
Henry. Glendale, Calif
Fred,

Mrs.

cial)

(Cali-

District)

Behm. Neva and

A
205.24

Goodman Fund
Ciuirch,

Wayne,
Fund

Ft.

Ind.

37.17

(Oittfit)

Sheldon
W. M. C. North Central District, per National W.
M. C. (Freight Expense)
South American General Fund
Vacation Happy Hour. Peru. Ind. First
Reavis. J. M., Northwest District
Mackey, HaroJd C, Northwest District
Summer Bible School, Washington, D, C, First
(Rita Dorene Hoyt)
Miscellaneous, per National W, M. C, Southeast
District

—

(Hoyt^

.

Snyder, Grover.

.

Conemaugh. Pa. (Maconaghy Fund)
Pa.
(Maconaghy Ftuid)

20.00

.

.

Friend.

5.00
5.00

6.00
10.00
6.00
1.00

cial)

A

10.00

National

Miscellaneous

(Maconaghy Spe50.00

ial)

TUNE UP
An

57.00
18.25
23.51

Uniontown,

Tyson Fund
Church. Philadelphia,

.

68.97
10.00
26.00

Outfit)

Church, Philadelphia, Pa,, Third (Maconaghy Fund)
Church, Mundy's Comers, Pa. (Maconaghy Fund)
Chiurch.

(Maconaghy

Breakfast Association of Philadelphia,

Stebbtns,

Mackey. Northwest District
Mackey. Northwest District (Special)

General Fund
Houston, Mr, and Mrs,

First

5.00

S. of .Sunday

Eastern

Fund

Dunning Fund
Harold
Harold

Pa.,

Fund)

fiscal year.

AUGUST, 1945

5.00
19.72
25.27
8.31
2.00
3.00

)

W.
*Easter Offerings received after close of
African General
Vacation Happy

16.66
15.60
25.00
75.00

Church, Canton. Ohio, First (Maconaghy Fund)
Pennsylvania District Conference, Eastern District
.

500.00
5.00

10.00
Gifts Outside the

.

Fund)

29.00

Ind.*

Benie,

iss,

S.

(Maconaghy Fund)

Fund)

Fund

General
yne.

Ft.

First

Church, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio (Maconaghy Fund)
Church. Meyersdale. Pa., Summit Mills (Maconaghy

Ciilif."

'i'lirlcick,

Cliur.-li.

Ohio.

—

15.00

National Miscellaneous ....
Sheldon Fund
W. M. O. of North Central District (Freight Expense
South American Building Fund

Sterling,

Church, Homerville, Ohio (Maconaghy ESind)
Churoh, Canton, Ohio, First (Hoyt
Special)
....
Church, Ashland, Ohio, West Tenth St. (Maconaghy

5.00
10.18
15.15
15.81

old shepherd, whose comfort in his solitude was
a radio and his violin, wrote, a number of months ago,
asking a network orchestra to sound "A" that he might
get his "fiddle" in tune. They did so and he got in

tune.
Pa..

First

Wagner Fund
Larson, Mrs. Hannah M., Modesto, Calif, (Special) .
Church, Olayhole, Ky, (SrJeciat)
Monson, Mrs. M. O., Modesto, Calif. (Special) ....

5.00
15.00
10.00

Let us ask God to show us His perfect will in order
that we may get in perfect harmony with His will. We
need tuning. From the Caesarea Call.

—
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NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO BOARD
The National Radio Board, meeting
Brethren Church, Johnstown,

Pa.,

at

the First

October

1,

was

greatly encouraged with the reports presented by the

chairman

of the Board, Rev. L. L.

Grubb.

Brother

Grubb, the Ambassadors of Grace, Dr. McClain, and

Ji%utfi

the various board members, have generously given of

and

and promote "The
Gospel Truth," national radio broadcast of the National Fellowship of Brethren Churches of America.
their time

It is

talents to foster

NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

PROGRAM

remarkable to note how the Lord has supplied the
funds needed to put such a broadcast on the

initial
air.

It is also to

witness the

be the future joy of our hearts to

IS

outpouring of prayer and funds from

NOW ON THE

AIR ON THE

FOLLOWING STATIONS:

Brethren and non-Brethren alike to keep this needed

on the air. Our program is
must stay on the air and its message
of "salvation by grace" must abound unto further
reaches of humanity through greater station coverage

and

sterling testimony

second to none,

it

over the nation.

Many

interesting letters have been received from

who have been

blessed. Excerpts from such
shared with you through coming pages of
the Herald. We expect to see souls bom unto life
eternal through the ministry thus being proclaimed.
Here are sOme ways that you may help:
Following the in1. Don't miss a single broadcast.
spiration of the broadcast from your station, guarantee that continued ministry by supporting the broadcast with your prayers and gifts. Envelopes for sending your gift to The Gospel Truth may be found in
the handy radio poster in the vestibule of your local
church. Use one each week to the glory of God.
Here is a
2. Invite others to hear the broadcast.
suggested approach: It is 7:15 Sunday morning in
Meyersdale, Pa. Mrs. A. B. calls Mrs. X. Y. on the
phone and says, "Turn your dial to WMMN, Fairmont,
W. Va., listen for 'It's the Gospel Truth.' " Mrs. X.Y.
does just that and promptly at 7:30 A.M. she hears the
Quartet, followed by the solo, followed by the prayer
and the Gospel message. That isn't all, for soon, following that last song she will hear "spot-announcements" of the various Brethren churches located in
the coverage of her station. Naturally, Mrs. X. Y., who
incidentally has arrived at Sunday School on time
because of being called out of bed quite early, greets
Mrs. A. B. enthusiastically in the classroom and they
discuss "The Gospel Truth." Yes, tell others about the
broadcast, why keep all the blessings for yourself?
3. Local churches can help the broadcast by keeping
their Radio Poster well supplied with envelopes and
folders, using space featuring the broadcast to be
placed in the local papers, and by keeping the broadcast before the congregation through bulletin and
pulpit announcements.
4. Write a letter to "The Gospel Truth," Box 2, Winona Lake, Ind. Express your appreciation and your
helpful suggestions to the Radio Board for the ministry being accompUshed. Remember, your greatest

hearers

letters will be

support

is

one of prayer.

KGER—Long

Beach,

Calif.

—1390

Kc.

Sundays— 12:30-1:00 P.M.

KXEL—Waterloo, Iowa—1540

Kc.

Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.

WCKY—Cincinnati,

Ohio— 1530 Kc.
Sundays—9:45-10:15 P.M.
WJAC—Johnstown, Pa.—1400 Kc.
Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.
WIBG—Philadelphia, Pa.—990 Kc.
Sundays— 9:00-9:30 P.M.

WISH—Indianapolis, Ind.—1310

Kc.

Sundays—8:00-8:30 A.M.

WHBU—Anderson,

Ind.— 1240 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.
WHKK—Akron, Ohio—640 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.

WHOT— South Bend,

Ind.

—1490 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.—920 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.

—

ANNOUNCEMENT OF MORE STATIONS SOON!
WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY
NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR!

FROM A

SOLDIER:

"I am enclosing $1.00 to cover the cost of THE
BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD for one year's

on as soon as possible to
he will be very glad to receive it. When he left home to become a part of the
Navy he was not saved. He recently has accepted the
Lord Jesus Christ as his personal Savior and has asked
for membership in a Brethren Church. I know a person must have soul food, especially being in the armed
forces away from a good spiritual church, and one way
of getting good soul food is to read the BRETHREN
subscription.

Please send

it

this person because I think

MISSIONARY HERALD."
One sign of the latter days
God and deify man.

is

the tendency to defy

—
THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

Brethren National
PROGRAM FOR NOVEMBER
SUBJECT— "How Can

I

Best Serve

11,

Christian Endeavor
TOPIC

1945

1.

Scriptures— Acts 1:8-14; 2:40-43, 46-47; 5:12-14.
Program Purpose To bring out the ways that young
people can best serve their home church.
Suggestions to Leader
1. Make
the subject personal and bring out the
things that can be done right In your group right
now.
2. Discuss the possibility of some house-to-house
work in your neighborhood.
3. Discuss the possibility of a noon quiet hour at

—

5.

2.

3.

2.

my heart to Christ. Rev. 3:20.
my heart's door to Him he can use me.
By yielding my head to Christ. Acts 9:1-6.
If I yield my head to Him, He will use my brain

By

open

my hands to Christ. Mark 2:1-5.
my hands to Him, He can use them

Sam

yielding

If I yield

By

my feet
my feet to

Him, He can send me to souls
need of salvation.
TOPIC TWO— "By Being a Praying Christian"—John
1.

2.

3.

4.

The
and

my

life.

James

At 10 o'clock the

to order

by H.

J.

The

Baerg, Moderator.

report by the credential committee was 18 lay
3 ministerial,

making a

total of 21 delegates,

who

Baerg;

Recording Secretary, Mrs. Mary

Davis;

J.

Ted Monroe; Statistical Secretary,
Tom Inman. The Moderator appointed a committee

21:18-22.

the Moderator's Address, using the theme of the conference, "Set for the Defense of the Gospel."
Brother Horney brought the message of the Saturday
evening service, about 60 being present. His topic was
"What Is the Gospel?" Bro. Horney also brought the
Sunday Morning message, speaking on "The Model

for the lost,

backed up by

turn.
In prayer.

Luke

18:1-8.
to

our earnestness and

faith.

In study. 2 Tim. 2:15.
is a command and

This

God

expects us to com-

plete our assignment.
In witnessing. Matt. 28:18-19.

The only reason we
cept Christ

is

are left on earth after

to tell others.

Treasurer,

we

ac-

Mrs.

on committees as follows: Sam Horney, H. J. Baerg,
and Portis pastor as soon as vacancy is filled.
After the business session closed Brother Baerg gave

faith, will save

a Faithful Christian"—
Rev. 2:10.
In attendance. Heb. 10:25.
Perhaps while we are in church the Lord will re-

God answers according

4.

Horney, Cheyenne, Wyo., after which the differ-

Continual prayer for our home church. 1 Pet. 3:12.
God will do what we ask.
Continual prayer for our preacher. 1 Tim. 2:1-5.
He needs your prayers daily.
Continual prayer for the souls of the lost. Matt.

lost souls.

3.

C. E.

doing my best to make C. E. the kind of
organization that will bring other young people
into the church?
In my community. Acts 1:8.
Have I told my neighbors about Christ or invited
them to church and C. E.? Have I even given a
tract to them?
Karl Garllng
I

1:2-4, 12.

TOPIC THREE— "By Being

2.

my

classmates spend an eternity in
them the way of salvation?

were properly seated. Election of officers resulted as
follows: Moderator, Sam Horney; Vice Moderator, H.

16:24.

Continual prayer for victory in

A prayer

1.

my

meeting was called

to Christ. Isa. 6:8.

in

14:12-14;

of

conference met for organization and business.

yielding

If I yield

In

relatives

school.

some

ent auxiliary meetings took place.

to

save other souls.
4.

my

and

The Midwest District Conference of the Grace Brethren Churches met at Portis, Kans., October 12-14, 1945.
The conference opened with a banquet Friday evening which was attended by 106 members. Saturday
morning the prayer and praise service was led by Bro.

for His glory.
3.

In

parents,

MIDWEST DISTRICT CONFERENCE

Being a Yielded Christian"— Rom.

yielding

If I

saved?

—

12:1-2.

By

all

Am

stand with your pastor.

1.

my home. John 1:41.
my brothers, sisters,

hell unless I tell

4.

ONE— "By

In

Will

Discuss the possibility of a contest between two
picked sides in C. E. to see which side could get
the most new folks out to church.
Discuss any of the above that you do not under-

TOPICE

Being a Working Christian"—John

Are

school.
4.

FOUR— "By

4:35-38.

My Home Church?

Church." About 130 were present.
All enjoyed a basket dinner In the church basement
at noon. Sunday afternoon was devoted to Child
Evangelism. Mrs. Ted Monroe gave a flannelgraph
demonstration, followed by a message by Rev. Charles
Werner, of Topeka. Those present numbered 96.
The closing address of the conference was given
Sunday evening by Bro. H. J. Baerg, after which the
new moderator was presented and the conference was
declared closed. Mrs. Mary Davis, Recording Secre-

—

tary.
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OUR LIMESTONE REVIVAL
Ord Gehman, of Rittman, Ohio, came to us
September 17 and preached each night through September 21. Brother Gehman is a preacher of the Word
of God. He is a dynamic speaker and holds his audience until the last moment in quiet and reverence
Bro.

before God.

We went together to several country schools in the
Limestone community. One school asked him back the
second time, to speak to the English class in high
school on "public speaking." His outline was: First,
Stand up; Second, Speak up; and Third, When done.
Shut up. The teacher and pupils were amazed at his
ability and welcomed him back any day for another
period. He then gave them fifteen minutes of the
gospel of Christ so simple that God spoke to many
of their hearts.

Brother Gehman has a good memory, and night
after night he gave us the Old Testament Bible stories
as he preached the gospel. He told us how Joseph

am Joseph whom ye sold." After 20 years sin
followed those brothers and had them cornered, and
demanded the last farthing in terror. He was the one
they offered insults, and cruel treatment. They did
not deserve 'mercy. He told how David had ignored
God's voice, how he failed to reach out his arm to the
Lord, and was wholly responsible for his part of that
."
awful sin. But when David said, "I have sinned
(Psa. 51:4), God showed mercy.
Brother Gehman was used of God in strengthening
the church. We believe it will be a better church for
years. His Bible teaching ministry was very fine. His
Invitation to the lost was tender and gracious, "You
have been invited for years to enter the ark of safety
and you are still unsaved. How much longer will you
resist the Spirit? Why not flee to Christ for refuge?"
Anyone needing an evangelist for next year can do
well to get in touch with Brother Gehman. R. H. Kettel. Pastor.
said, "I

.

.

—

GREAT VICTORY AT LEON, IOWA
A

campaign of only one week was held
Leon church during the first week in October.
Rev. Arnold Kriegbaum, of Waterloo, was the evangelist, and music was in charge of the Eureka Jubilee
brief revival

in the

Singers.

The visible results were thirty-three decisions, including twelve who came for salvation, twenty to. rededicate their lives to Christ, and one to offer her life
for foreign missionary service. There was one decision
on the first night, and there was one or more at every
service throughout the week, the largest number on
any one night being nine. How we wish it might have
been possible to continue another week or more!
However, the revival did not stop when the special
meetings were over. The next Wednesday night there
were over fifty at prayer meeting, which is unusual for
Leon. Many of the new converts led in prayer and

gave their testimonies. And the next Saturday night
at the youth rally held in our church, five more young
people decided for Christ. The following day, Sunday,
there was one more at each service.
We give the Lord all the glory for these blessings,
which He alone could give. However, these facts make
it self-evident that Brother Kriegbaum and the Jubilee
Singers were the kind of servants that the Spirit could
use to do His work.
Our fellow-pastors can readily understand how we
naturally dislike leaving such a church and field, but
the Lord who called us knows best. We will soon be
closing our second pastorate in this church, totaling
about twelve and a half years.— Miles Taber, Pastor.
It was our happy privilege to minister to the Leon
Brethren Church, of which Rev. Miles Taber is pastor.
It was a short campaign of only one week, September
30-October 7, but the Spirit of God performed a mighty
work of grace. We praise the Lord! The Eureka Jubilee
Singers labored with us in this series, and their singing proved a real blessing. It was a most remarkable
meeting in that there were decisions at every evening
service throughout the week. The week tallied up with
the Lord gaining a victory over 30 lives. Ten or twelve
of these were first-time confessions. We enjoyed the
fine hospitality of our dear Brother and Sister Taber
and family. Brother Taber is to be commended for
his fine labor to the Lord during his pastorate at Leon.
Arnold R. Kriegbaum, Evangelist.

—

WATERLOO, IOWA
In the manifold grace of our Lord, we experienced a
great spiritual victory during our recent evangelistic
campaign September 9-23. It was our privilege to
have with us the Eureka Jubilee Singers, Rev. Archie
Lynn as our evangelist, and Rev. and Mrs. Leo Polman
as children's workers and in charge of music.
The days were full of activity. We had a daily radio
broadcast over KXEL, the powerful 50,000-watt station of our city. We had one of the best times of the
day, 5:15 to 5:30 each afternoon. On Sunday we had a
half-hour broadcast over WMT, from 10:00 to 10:30
A.M.
Each afternoon the Polmans conducted children's
meetings at the church. Our largest attendance was
204. We would judge the average for the two weelis to
have been around 170 at these afternoon meetings.
There were around 65 decisions in these afternoon
meetings.
Each evening found splendid attendance. The Eureka Jubilee Singers proved a great blessing to our
services. The messages of Rev. Archie Lynn were challenging, terse, and appealing. God blessed with giving
some real fruit for the labor. There were 27 decisions

which 12 were first-time confessions.
As a church, we desire to express our sincere appreciation to the entire evangelistic party. The church
was revived, souls were saved, souls were reclaimed,
and a good number have already come into the fellowship of the church through baptism. There are still
about a dozen to receive this rite. We praise God for
every blessing and victory. Arnold R. Kriegbaum,
for Christ, of

—

Pastor.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
NEWS FROM BROTHER UPHOUSE AT BRYAN
UNIVERSITY

Greetings from the Bryan family at Dayton, Tenn.
Now that we are settled down for the work of the
new year, time permits a news letter from Bryan. From
the start, one is impressed with the sincere spiritual
atmosphere here. Truly this is a place where the Lord
is honored and His word is given its rightful place.
All the Brethren may rest assured that students sent
here will be encouraged in the things of the Lord. We
consider it a Godsend to have a place like this for the
education of our young people. Bryan provides for

Roy S. Long was born on October 13, 1881, in DownsMd. On August 18, 1904, he and Bessie N. Petre

ville,

were united in marriage. Two children were born of
this union, Mildred, now Mrs. Hubert Finfrock, and
Carl Emerson.
Following his graduation from Ashland College in
1907, Brother Long was ordained to the Gospel ministry and thus served the Lord in various churches
over the brotherhood. Since 1938 he has been an
active and faithful member of the church here in
Hagerstown. During the time the church was known
as the Faith Gospel Mission and later the Second
Brethren Church he was its part-time pastor. Since
the organizing of the Grace Brethren Church in 1940,
he was one of its most faithful members, having heart
and soul in the work here.
a news letter we would like to send to them. Our needs
It was our privilege to know him but a short time,
now are for more accommodations and the Lord is
but our impression was a good one. He rejoiced in
leading in a program of expansion. More building
every victory that was wrought by God in this place,
space will be available as He leads and provides the
for he had labored faithfully in the past and now remoney. It would be pleasing to the Lord to have Chrisjoiced with others in the fruit of their labor. He contian friends support this school with their gifts. We
stantly praised God for raising up a strong fundahave over 20 students here from Brethren churches.
Most of them are planning to go from here to Grace mental testimony in this needy city.
God called him into His presence on Sunday mornTheological Seminary. And not only that, but to our
ing, September 23, at the age of 63 years. Those who
church. Pray for us and about our needs. We will do
survive and mourn his sudden departure are his wife,
our best to offer students an education at the lowest
two children, two sisters, and a brother. The Grace
possible cost but in so doing will rejoice to know that
Brethren Church will greatly miss him, having lost
you care enough to help.
a faithful member. But now he is resting from his
Mrs. Uphouse is serving as school nurse and counlabors—with him life's race is finished. We sorrow
selor. Mrs. Garber keeps us well fed. Deborah Ann is
not as others who have no hope, but we are looking
not the youngest child in the university. There are
forward to that glad day of reunion, when our Lord
eight children here.
The following is a list of Brethren students attend- shall come and when we shall be reunited, never again
to know separation from those who have fallen asleep
ing Bryan University:
Donna Jean Bell, Ashland, Ohio; Martha Hoover in Jesus. Rev. Walter A. Lepp.
Brickel, Rittman, Ohio; Elaine Christy, Berne, Ind.; Angle Garber, Leon, Iowa; Jane Helmick, Cleveland, Ohio:
TOO SMALL? "For who hath despised the day of small
Willis Jones, Peru, Ind; Byron Kensinger, Martinsburg,
things?"—Zech. 4:10.

Christian things. Child evangelism
in the homes, street meetings, jail services, mountain
preaching are a few of the ways the students go out
to witness for the Lord. All are urged to do something
and not merely wait until their education has been
completed. This is a matter overlooked some places
but not here. Pastors and teachers may feel free to
urge their young people to consider Bryan. The instruction is of the highest type. The curriculum is
Christ-centered. The unity among the students and
staff members is the nearest the ideal I have found.
Send us names of prospective students. We have
real

activity

in

—

Pa.;

Pa.; Esther Humberd,
Mead, Mansfield, Ohio; Lena Mead,

Ruth Hooks, Kittanning,

Flora, Ind.; Dale

"Father, where shall I work today?
And my love flowed warm and free.
Then He pointed me out a tiny spot,
And said, 'Tend that for me.'

Mansfield, Ohio; Edward Miller, Winona Lake, Ind.;
Eileen Goodman Miller, Winona Lake, Ind.; Irma
O'Neal, Sunnyside, Wash.; Earle Peer, Cleveland, Ohio;
Alice Garber Peer, Cleveland, Ohio; Dean Risser, Ashland, Ohio; Adam Rager, Mundy's Corner, Pa.; Georgenia Davis Rager, Mundy's Corner, Pa.; John Teeter,
Mundy's Corner, Pa.; Gerald Teeter, Leamersville,
Pa.; Eldine E. Walters, Rittman, Ohio; Marguerite
Walker, Dayton, Ohio; Ruth Ella Williams, Listie, Pa.;
Mrs. Louise Garber, Ashland, Ohio; Mary Garber, Ashland, Ohio; David Garber, Ashland, Ohio.
I would be glad to communicate with anyone interested in Bryan. Visit us if you can. A welcome awaits
you. Norman H. Uphouse.

answered quickly, 'Oh, no, not that.
Why, no one would ever see.
No matter how well my work was done.
Not that little place for me.'
And the word He spoke, it was not stern,
He answered tenderly,
I

'Ah, little one, search that heart of thine.
Art thou working for them or me?
Nazareth was a little place,

And so was Galilee.' "
The Gospel Illustrator, Waynesboro,

—

—
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PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER

Pen PcUntl

(Prepared by Mrs. E. B. Murphy)

PRELUDE — A medley of Christmas
SCRIPTURE— Isa. 9:6, 7.

By the

music.

PRAYER.

HYMN— "Silent

Night, Holy Night."

BIBLE STUDY— "God's Appointment

South

in

America."

DUET— To

be selected.

MISSIONARY STUDY— "My

Appointment With
"The

Christ in South America," or a portion of

Monk Who Lived Again."
SPECIAL FEATURE— "The
BUSINESS SESSION.
^^/Jik

and Ot SUall

Qiu^n

you"

"Whatsoever things ye DESIRE, when ye pray

1.

2.

3.

4.

."
.

.

11:24.

"Give us THIS day

Thank God and

.

.

."

and a source of blessing to each one
attends the meeting.

well spent

who

Matt. 6:11.

praise Him, definitely, for answered

prayer in your life, for prayers answered in behalf
of your Council group, your church, etc.
Pray for the particular needs of the outgoing missionaries to be supplied.
Pray that within the next month our National Radio
program will be on the air in places where contacts
have been made with broadcasting stations (especially the Northwest District).
Pray for the students from your church who are
attending seminary, college, or a Bible Institute.
(If you have none of the above mentioned ones, pray
for the Seminary (Grace) students whom you do
know.)

5.

Mrs. E. B. Murphy, of Roanoke, Va has kindly consented to prepare the monthly programs for this year
and we take this means of saying a great big "Thank
You" to her. It is very easy to get into a "rut" in our
monthly meetings, so be sure to use the extra material
to brighten up the program. It may take a little extra
effort to prepare for the program, but the time will be
,

Mrs. William Schaffer

Mark

"Prayer is not trying to persuade God to join us in
our service for Him. It is joining Him in His service.
Prayer is a true Christian laying-hold by faith on
property which Satan controls, but which rightfully
belongs to God, and holding on until Satan lets go.
God wants to give us what we need but cannot until
we who have been made partakers of the divine nature,
lay claim to it by faith."

THE MONTHLY PROGRAM

Lord's Gift Tree."

Be,

Editor

PRAYER

Home Mission pastor and his congrega(Or several as the Lord burdens your heart.)
Pray for those who rule over us.

Pray for a

THE AFRICAN SCRAFBOOKS
Instructions for the preparation of your scrapbooks
for Africa are being printed this month. Purchase your
scrapbook now and then cut these instructions out of
the magazine and fasten them temporarily in your

book for reference! Avoid making this a "last-minute"
matter by starting your scrapbook now!

ATTENTION!
The address

of our national recording secretary, Mrs.

Bernard Schneider, has changed. All correspondence
should be sent to her at 548 Highland Avenue, Mansfield, Ohio. If you have an extra copy of the W. M. C
program of this year's national sessions, send it to the
recording secretary for a permanent record.

tion.
6.

The prayer chairman would appreciate your dropping her a card revealing the special requests you may
want her to mention on this page. Also suggestions
for better Family Altar Worship.

READING CIRCLE BOOKS
'We Must March," by Honore Willsie Morrow, now
available at The Brethren Missionary Herald Co.
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God's Appointment
By
Scripture

—Mark

16:15, Acts 1:8.

advantage of working with them. Now is the time for
us to do something to reach the children. Think
of the great possibilities of evangelism among children
in South America.

"Go ye

into all the world and preach the gospel
to
every creature." South America is one of the
continents of the world in special need for the gospel. Other
countries have particular needs also. South

all of

America

Help.

we can about the work of Christian
especially about our work in Argentina.

Learn

1.

missions,

all

Join a Missionary Council or group interested in

2.

missions.

Get ready to go as a missionary or encourage
another to go.
4. Pray for the work and workers on the field.
5. Give until you receive a joy in the giving.
3.

to us.

Jesus Did Speak of an Order or Progress of Missions
Acts 1:8.

Starting at home, then moving on to the home
counon to the neighboring country and finally to the
uttermost parts of the earth. It is God's order and
can
not be improved upon. Dire results will follow if
we
overlook the needs of any place as we move on.
Missionaries to the nearby countries will soon have
workers coming up to carry the gospel to still
other coun-

How We Can

4.

needs to be rescued from a perverted form of Christianity as well as from paganism. Let us include
all of
Central America in our thinking in respect
to the
needs. It is true we have done more in Argentina
than
in the other countries of South America. Nevertheless,
the whole continent presents a most unusual
challenge
1.

America

in Sout/i

NORMAN UPHOUSE

Additional Scripture:

The

1.

try,

Bible picture of

Roman

Catholicism, past

and

present. Rev. 2:18-24.
2.

The future

3

Should we expect persecution today?

Romanism. Rev.

of

18:1-24.
2

Tim. 3:12-

13,

What

4.

Once we have done enough missionary work in
South America, we can look to the people there to help
in the greater program of world missions.

the secret in child training? 2 Tim. 3:15.

is

tries.

The Defiance of the Enemy.
Satan has contested our work in South America. He
does not want us to make progress there. He has
drawn a line across the continent and defied us to
cross or break it. Through the years he has learned to
fight religion with religion. Once he fooled Paul into
fighting Christianity. Now he would have a perverted
form of Christianity to fight the real thing. It has
been proven over and over again that the Roman
Catholicism of South America is corrupt and superstitious. Further, it stands in the way of the true mes-

CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESERVE FUND (DIME
CALENDAR OFFERING) SINCE AUG. 1, 1944

2.

sage of salvation.
The degeneration of religion in South America is
enough to make the reformers of other years turn over
in their graves. Once upon a time men lost blood to
establish a true church of Jesus Christ among those
who were corrupt and extremely superstitious.
The very fact that countries of South America
threatened to close the doors on Christian missions
proves their commitment to Satan and his program.
God favors the open door policy and religious freedom.
3. The Strategy to Win the Children.

Marvelous reports are coming up from Latin America
concerning the work among children. Children do
come and hear the Christian message. Workers are
finding this their most fruitful field. We know by this
time such work is lasting. Children have their lives
ahead of them for service. Old people need salvation
also and should not be neglected. However, they have
spent their livs for other things before coming to the
Lord.

The Christian church has neglected the children.
the other hand the Roman church learned the

On

PLEASE NOTE
offering, some
Thus we must

D.\TE! Because no set date (monthly) is placed on this
wait imtil Conference time and later to send it in.
back quite far in order to include everj'one who wishes to

societies
ffo

contribute.

Society

Contribution]
Society
.512.80|Mansfield,
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Ind
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Vista.
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Conemaugh,

Va

Pa,.
Pa..

Covington, Va
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Danville. Ohio
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Sr
Jr

(N.

Riverdale)
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Flora, Ind
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W. Va

12. .SO

,

Pa.
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By MRS. KILL MACONAGHY
In Psalm 8, verses 3 and 4, we read the well-known
words of the Psalmist; "When I consider thy heavens,
the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which
thou hast ordained; What is man, that thou art mindvisitest
ful of him? and the son of man, that thou
him?" It truly makes one very humble to realize that
we finite, erring human beings can have appointments
with Christ, the Creator and Sustainer of the universe.
fact that this is true reveals the great heart of
love that God has for His creation and His desire to
have us in fellowship with Himself.
How I do praise the Lord for the day when, as a

The

child, I

had my

first

appointment with Him, and came

the Lord Jesus as my Savior, I cannot recall
the details of that experience but the important thing
person can
is that it occurred. Spurgeon once said, "A
know he is alive without knowing the date of his
birth." So I praise the Lord that I know that I am
alive spiritually. He knows when it took place.
to

know

For several years the Lord was very precious to me,
but after entering high school I found the pull of the
world very strong, and more and more I entered into
worldly acivities. When love for the pleasures of the
world increases, love for the Lord decreases. It is easy
to understand why the Apostle John, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, wrote, "Love not the world,
neither the things that are in the world. If any man
love the world, the love of the father is not in him."
But how thankful I am that when we belong to Him,
He never leaves us nor forsakes us. He is always faithHimself
ful. Our Lord has ways of bringing us back to
if

we begin to
The church

slip

away.

which I was a member planned a
service in which some of the young people were going
to dedicate their lives to the Lord for full-time service.
The evening came and when the invitation was given,
the young people who had before decided to take this
step, went forward. Now I had not made such a decision, but as I sat there in the pew, the Lord spoke
to me, and there I had my next appointment with
Him. Right then I yielded my life to Him for whatever
He would have me to do and joined the others who
had made the same decision. In that group was the
one who was to become my life companion.
The Lord led me to enroll in the Philadelphia School
of the Bible, which was close to my home, and there
I spent several happy years learning many precious
truths as we studied together the Book. There was
also plenty of practical work in connection with our
course and for about four years we had the privilege
of teaching in a colored Sunday School in the tenderof

loin section of the city.

classes that were always eagerly looked forward
were History of Missions and Personal Evangelism,
taught by Bro. R. Paul Miller, who was then pastor of
the First Brethren Church of Philadelphia. His own
enthusiasm was contagious and his classes were a

Two

to

WHITIHI ©IH!IEE©ir

blessing to every student. It was through him that my
husband and I became interested in the Brethren
Church, and after attending for awhile and learning
what it stood for, we felt led to enter the baptismal

waters and become members of the Brethren Church.
Shortly after this we had the privilege of meeting
the Hathaways and Miss Tyson, and learning of the
Brethren missionary work in Oubangui-Chari. Believing that the Lord was leading we applied to the Board
to go as missionaries to Africa but the doors did not
open at that time. So we served the Lord here at home
of those years He made it possible
for us to be located near the Seminary, thus enabling
my husband to receive more training.

and during several

time we had rather decided that the Lord
to go to the foreign field and we expected to continue serving Him in the homeland. Just
then something occurred which seemed like a terrible
blow, but now we can see that this thing that was such
a disappointment at the time was the means of leading to another appointment with Him. As Dr. Gribble
once said to me, "Sometimes we get too comfortable
in our little nests and the Lord has to shake us out of
them before we are willing to listen to Him."

By

this

want us

didn't

After this experience we felt led to apply again to
the Board for the foreign field and this time He led
very definitely to Argentina. Several years before I
had made the statement that South America was one
place where I wouldn't care to go, but that is a dangerous statement for a Christian to make. That may
be the very place of the Lord's appointment as it
proved in our case. Now I praise the Lord for the
privilege of serving Him there, while we await the
great appointment which all of us as believers have
with Him, namely, the meeting in the air. "Even so,

come. Lord Jesus."

CONTRIBUTIONS TO VARIOUS FUNDS,
1944-1945— BY DISTRICTS
(As

Handled by the National Financial SecretaryTreasurer

i

Central District— $166.21 for the clothing room at Clayhole, Ky.
Southeast District— North (Atlantic)— $134.91 for the
for
outfit for Mr. and Mrs. Solon Hoyt, and $22.50

the

Kennedy

boys.

Southeast District— South— $15.00 for the Kennedy boys
and $40.75 for a communion set for South America.
Southern California District—$252.15 toward the school

fund of Missionaries' boys.
Iowa District— $25.00 for Grace Seminary Building
Fund.
North Central District—$162.52 toward the Sheldons'
freight expense to Africa.
Northwest District— $240.29 as a special school fund
for

Kenneth Sheldon.

,

I
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SCRAP BOOKS FOR AFRICA

The

By MRS. JAKE KLIEVER

Family Altar

This year at our National Conference, one of your
C. officers asked me if there would be anything
in the way of a Scrap Book that the W. M. C. could
make that would be useful and helpful for our Native

W. M.

Worker

Corner

in Africa.

After some thinking, this thought came to me: Why
make a Scrap Book of the many things mentioned
in the Scriptures with which our Natives are not
familiar?

Mrs. William Schaffer

not

Perhaps you are already wondering how a book like
that would be used. Let's use our imagination for a
few minutes. Supposing you are a Native Teacher
going into a village that wants to learn to read the
Scriptures. You are reading the portion in John where
Jesus meets the Samaritan woman at the well. In
teaching, you would have to explain that this well was
more than a mere puddle or hole in the ground with
water in it, as the native word implies. In explaining
this, some would hear and some wouldn't hear what
you are saying, and perhaps none would understand.
Now you would open your Scrap Book and say, "Here's
a picture of what we have been talking about and
reading about." Everyone will want to see the picture
that's something different. Surely they will understand the portion of Scripture better, wouldn't you?
Space or time will not allow me to make a full list
of the things that could be placed in such a Scrap
Book. It would be very profitable for them and you
also perhaps to read with the African's need in mind,
and as you come across any of the things listed in a
general way, mark them down and look for a picture
of that thing to place into the Scrap Book.
I will list just a few suggestions in a general way:

—

Buildings, or parts of

God has placed

the responsibility for the spiritual
training of children upon the parents. "God
setteth
the solitary in families
." (Ps. 68:6). The
family was
.

1.

2.
3.

2.
3.

4.

a tower, a wall of a city, a
court, temple, or its parts, altar, etc.

Cooking
Pots,

water bags, lamps,

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

utensils, etc.

15.

etc.

16.

Just a suggestion as to how to put your Scrap Book
together: Paste the picture on the page and put the
Scripture reference in one corner of the page and
leave enough room for us to put the native word and
the Scripture reference in the native language. For
instance, John is spelled Jean in the Native's New

Testament.

and grow— to come
."
and knowledge
Family Altar Wor.

Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.

December:

for

2:1-15
2:16-23

17.

3:1-6, 13- 17.

19.

4:1-11.

20.

18.

4:17-25.

21.

5:1-12

22.

5:43-48
6:5-15
6:24-34
7:24-29
8:5-13
8:23-34
9:1-8

23.

26.

9:9-19, 23 -26

30.

9:27-38
10:1-15

31.

24.

25.

27.
28.
29.

Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
MattMatt.
Matt.

11:1-6

14:15-21
14:22-33
17:1-9
17:14-20
18:1-6
18:21-37
20:29-34
21:1-11
21:12-17
21:33-41
22:1-10
22:15-22
22:34-40
23:1-12

MY SAVIOR
M
Y

ighty.— Is. 63: 1.
earning —Matt. 23:37.

—
ictorious. —
25:8.
ncomparable. — Ps. 89:6.
O vercoming. — John 16:33.
U nf ailing. — Kings 8:56.

S atisfying. Ps. 107:8-9.
11
sufficient.— Jer. 32:17.

'

A
V

Most of all, pray as you prepare and as the books
go forth that the Lord's choicest blessirig' may be
Upon those who shall benefit by them, and that we
may be given wisdom as to how to most effectively use
these books.

Is.

I

I

m

.

FOR SERVICE MEN and wives who are separated,
we suggest that a list of certain Scripture for each
day of the month be sent to the absent one and a
certain time of day to read them and pray be decided upon. This way the two will be reading the
same portion of God's Word at the same time.
The following schedule is the one suggested by the

1.

An upper room,

the rearing of chilChrist is exalted is

Prepare a table with a Bible and chair near by so
that if it is impossible for the family to be together
for worship, each member of the family can go to
this special corner and read a certain passage and
have his devotions alone sometime during the day.
Use Bread of Life cards at the table with prayer.

chairman

them

Plants and trees
Fig tree, vine and branches, grapes, figs,
wheat, tares, grain in the shock.
Articles of clothing
Helmet, shield, breastplate, sword, sandals, etc.
Birds and animals
Camel, horse-drawn chariot (eunuch's).
Musical instruments in the Bible.

.

ordained by God for the birth and
dren for His glory. A home where
the ideal place for children to live
to know God and "to grow in grace
Some suggestions as to how this
ship may be conducted:

R

edeerrter.— Is. 63:16.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
FROM OUR MISSIONARIES
P. DOWDY writes, on Sept. 1: 'We have
been having a severe winter here. At present it Is not
so cold, but there is a terrible grippe epidemic. Since
June there has been someone in our house sick with
it
first one and then another. Since Saturday my
husband has been in bed with it. It seems that when
you get it once it leaves you so weak for such a long
time afterward. I had it twice and it was a long time
until I was feeling normal again. The doctors say that
now they can see many forms of complications coming on, such as pneumonia, ear troubles, kidney infections, etc. Already there have been a number of
deaths around here. It has been very dry this winter
and when there is a bit of wind we have dust storms.
Naturally that doesn't help stop this epidemic, but
rather furthers the spread of it. The attendance of
our meetings has been greatly affected by this.

MRS.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CENTRAL
DISTRICT
Greetings from the Central District W. M. C!
The Lord has blessed our district during the past
year. The district project which we have had for a

number

of

years was com-

pleted this year. Several years
ago we chose for our project
the privilege and responsibility of providing a clothing
room for the Clayhole Mission.

This year we finished paying
the $500 debt which we assumed on the building.
Some of the furnishings of
the Missionary Residence have
been supplied by the women
Mrs. IWarvm Goodman, Sf.
of our district. Mrs. ZOOk, of
Huntington, Ind., crocheted several beautiful rugs for
the residence from old silk hosiery and other pieces
of materials sent to her by our W. M. C. members.

Our present project is sponsoring the Child Evangelism work in the city of Indianapolis, Ind. We are
praying that this project will be the means of winning
souls to the Lord and that He may be glorified through
it.

Each year we have two regular meetings, one in the
spring at the time of the district conference and the
other in the fall. At our spring meeting we had the
privilege of hearing two full-time missionaries speak
of their work here in the homeland. One, Mrs. Irene
Hanley, works among the Jewish people presenting the
Gospel to them, and the other speaker, Miss Helen
Taylor, tells the good news to the folk living in the
Ozarks. Both messages were a challenge as well as an
inspiration to each one of us. Mrs. Marvin Goodman,

—

Sr.,

President.

ANNUAL REPORT OF NORTHERN OHIO
DISTRICT
Greetings in the name of our Lord from the 15
Councils comprising the Northern Ohio District. The

Lord has been gracious to us this past year, knowing
that He has ever remembered us, even when we have
failed

Him many

district held

—

spring rally and Miss Flo Mellick, a Bible teacher in
the public schools around Ashland, was the speaker
at the sessions of our district conference. Her subjects
were, "Faith Is Victory in Christ Through Prayer,"
"The Separated Life," and "Soul Winning."

This year we gave to our

—

Tomorrow the Schrocks are going to be sailing for
Argentina. How happy we shall be to see them and
the Hoyts here. Pray for them in their language
study."

MRS. KENNEDY WRITES on July 7: "The days go
by so swiftly, we can't seem to catch up. There are
always so many duties but it is the unexpected one
that takes most time. I go to the dispensary every
other day so that I can care for my other work, too,
but on the off days we seem to have so many emergency cases. Then one or the other of the boys is
sick, it seems most of the time, that means I have to
help with more of the cooking and housework. But
just so we keep busy. The busier the happier. The
most important thing is to keep calm, then everything
works out nicely. I have such a variety of work that it
never gets monotonous.
Our evenings are also full, even though we have no
place to go. After our season of prayer, we either read
or do hand work. The white ants ate up my every-day
sweater, so I am knitting one. I was fortunate to be
able to get just the kind of wool I wanted and the
color too. This is my first attempt at knitting something real. I've tried off and on, on some little thing
that didn't amount to anything. I have the back and
most of the front done and it is only two weeks since
I started. There are a few mistakes but none very
noticeable. I've had to do some backing up, too. Miss
Snyder has shown me how to do most of it, or I'd have
been stuck long ago. The books don't explain things
very clearly.

times.

two rallies one at Cleveland and
the other at Middlebranch. Our conference was held
in July at Ashland. At these meetings we are always
glad to meet our old friends, and we always leave
having formed some new friendships.
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Hoyt were the speakers at our

Our

J.

district project $162.00 to

(Continued on Page 695)

We

spent two weeks out in the bush last month, visand their workers. This month the rains
and garden work will be too heavy so we must stay at
home. We plan to take two weeks out of every month
to visit the different chapels. We have nine chapels
in our district here."
iting chapels

Keep praying and singing and look

for the Lord,
He's promised He's coming, in His own blessed Word.
If we follow His footsteps, our cross daily bear,
He'll be waiting to greet us with a crown over there.
We'll enter and see Him upon His great throne
And praise Him for guiding us safely Home.
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SEND BIRTHDAY GREETINGS TO OUR

THE LORD'S GIFT TREE

MISSIONARIES
Missionary
Beaver, Dorothy Mae
Beaver, Samuel Wayne
Bickel, Florence
Byron, Grace

Birthday
-

-

-

March

-

2
2
jujy iq
May 7
October 18

the room. For decorations use silver icicles and place
a bright star in the top of the tree.

January 27

usual select from the

----------

Dowdy, J. Paul
Dowdy, Mrs. Dortha

Dowdy,

J.

-

-

_

L.

-

-

_

-

-

-

*Dowdy, David Roger
Dunning, Harold Leroy
Dunning, Mrs. Marguerite E.
*Dunning, Marguerite Ruth

Emmert, Mary

-

-

-

-

-

_

-

Paul, Jr.

-

-

-

-

_

Goodman, Marvin Lester, Jr.
Goodman, Dorothy Ethel
Hamilton, Benjamin A., Jr.
Hamilton, Mrs. Mabel
Hoyt, Solon
Hoyt, Mrs. Kathryn
*Hoyt, Rita Dorene

-

-

-

-

-

_
-

February 19
February 9

-

*

.
-

-

-

August 21

November
November

-

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

25
21

August

12

December
January

22
22

August

-

-

12
13
9

April 18

.

-

November
March

-

-

May

-

.

-

Morrill, Curtis G.
Morrill, Mrs. Bertha
*Morrill, Elaine Christina
*Morrill, John Stephen
Myers, Estella
-

December 28
-

-

9

July 4

-

-

.

May

January 28

-

-

is

-

-

8

Schrock, Lynn D.
September 23
Schrock, Mrs. Lois Evelyn
.
August 17
Sheldon, Chauncey Burt
November 8
Sheldon, Mrs. Hattie C.
March 21
*Sheldon, Kenneth
June 4
*Sheldon, Donald Bert
_
June 5
*Sheldon, Carolyn Ruth
November 21
Sickel, Clarence L.
.
August 11
Sickel, Mrs. Loree
.
September 10
*Yocky, Loraine Irene Sickel
December 6
*Churchill, Miriam Aileen Sickel
February 2
Snyder, Ruth
September 8
Taber, Floyd William
.
.
August 16
Taber, Mrs. Ada D.
July 8
*Taber, Charles Russell
November 1
*Taber, Marguerite Phyllis
April 11
*Taber, Lois Irene
May 8
*Taber, Allen Bennett
February 14
Tyson, Elizabeth
August 25

-----

"God

is

before me;

He

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(?)

June 17
January 2

-

-

-

.

-

-

.

-

-

-

will

be

_

.

my

life.)

you have saved from last year's Christmas packages
should fix up your gifts nicely. Now you are ready to
on the tree for distribution.
When the time comes to give out the gifts have the
ladies form a circle around the tree. Distribute the
gifts but do not open until all have received one.
Perhaps each lady would like to step forward and select
her own gift. The leader will then designate some
person to begin and each will read her gift Scripture
to the group. After all the gifts have been read the
group will join hands and the leader will offer a prayer
of thanks to the GIVER OF ALL GOOD AND PERFECT
GIFTS.
stick your little gifts

If the inclusion of the "Lord's Gift Tree" makes the
regular program too long it may be used during the
hour that follows.

social

GIFT SCRIPTURES
6:18—Gift of Adoption.
Matt. 28:20— Companionship.
Rom. 8:1—Gift of Freedom.
Psalm 138:3—Strength.

2 Cor.

-------------

Wagner, Ricardo
Wagner, Mrs. Laura Larson
*Wagner, Elena Ruby * Wagner, Mildred Isabel
.
*Wagner, Victor Ricardo
Williams, Robert S.
Williams, Mrs. Lenora
Children of missionaries.

that follow

Roll these strips in either cellophane or Christmas
wrapping paper just as you have seen "tract bombs"
rolled and tie with ribbon or cord. The scraps of
used
Christmas wrapping paper and bits of ribbon which

July 11
July 21

.
-

-

-

-

.

have everlasting

21

May

-

-

1

April 2
juiy 29

-

-

of Scriptures

about four inches long and three inches wide and write
a verse on each. (Sample— John 3:16: "For God so
loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son
that whosoever believeth on Him should not perish but

November

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

Maconaghy, Hill
Maconaghy, Mrs. Dorothy

-

-

-

Jobson, Orville D.
Jobson, Mrs. Charlotte
*Jobson, Kathryn
*Jobson, Orville David
*Jobson, Joseph Roger
Kennedy, Mrs. Minnie
_
Kennedy, Lester Washington
Kennedy, Louis Paul
Kliever, Jacob P.
Kliever, Mrs. Freda K.
*Kliever, Anne Celeste
*Kliever, Donna Marie

-

list

4

November
December

-

Instead of exchanging gifts as

August 20
June 9
October 22
June 12
June 2

October 29

-

-

for the gifts.

enough verses to give one to each person present.
These Scripture verses depict special gifts which' all
of us have received or are receiving from
time to time
from our gracious heavenly Father. Cut strips of paper

1

December 27

-

-

Now

August 23

-

-

June

November

.

--------------

Foster, Joseph H.
Foster, Mrs. Rose

Select a table-size evergreen about two feet high for
this occasion and place it on a table In the
center of

Isa. 58:11

Jas. 4:6

—Satisfaction.
— Grace.

John 6:35—Bread of Life.
1 John 5:20—Understanding.
Gal. 4:7 Heirship and Sonship.
2 Cor. 5:21— Righteousness.
John 5:24—Life.
John 16:24 Joy.

—

—

2:20— Faith Gift.
John 14:16— Comforter.
John 3:1—Gift of Sonship.
John 14:27 Peace.
Psalm 149:4 To Beautify.
Phil. 4:19—Needs Supplied.
Eph. 5:14— Light.
John 3:16 Salvation.

Gal.

May 11
May 2

—

July 15
April 15

—

—
—Protection.
4:14—^Living Waters.

Isa. 41:10

guide;

God is behind me; no ill can betide;
God is beside me; to comfort and cheer;
God is around me; so whom shall I fear?"

John

3:7—Hope.
John 1:9 Forgiveness.

Titus
1
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PRECIOUS PROMISES— II PETER

,

ORANGE FOR DEVOTION

1:4

DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER
TOPIC— "BIBLE STUDY"—2 Tim. 2:15
DEVOTIONAL PROGRAM— Open by repeating
gather 2 Tim. 2:15.

SONG SERVICE—Christmas
SCRIPTURE LESSON— Psa.
SPECIAL

NUMBER— Solo,

Do: Plan to give your missionaries a gift they will appreciate as much as any; get busy rolling those
bandages and send them to your District Secre-

carols.
46.

"More Time Alone

With Thee."

tary-

POEM— "Christmas

Wish."
PRAYER Using Prayer Box Reminders.
MISSIONARY STORY— "A Day With Mrs. Lan-

—

drum."

CHORUS— "Whisper

a Prayer."

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC— "Bible
lip

Study," Mrs. Phil-

Do: Have a Sisterhood Carol Singing; cheer the shutins at the Christmas season.
Don't: Forget your Bible reading. See article on Bible
Reading, how to do it.
Don't: Read your topics, give them. It will make your
meetings much more interesting.

Simmons.

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION— Psa.

145:1,

2.

CHRISTMAS WISH
had been the star that pointed
Down through the long, long years
To the Christ who should come for sin's atonement
Making an end of tears.
Though all the night had been dark around me.
Though other stars grew dim,
I should have shone with a special splendor
Knowing I shone for Him.
wish

I

Sa
1
2.

KvLO.UA

l/fa

missionary works with Mrs. Kennedy?
the name of the town where Mr. and Mrs.

What
What

is

What language must

missionaries speak

who

go to

Argentina?
4

missionaries who have been here for several
African
are planning on returning to the

What
years
field?

wish I had been the barn that sheltered
Christ, on that Christmas night;
Spreading my warm, brown peace above Him,
I should have held Him tight!
Though in the crowded inn beside me,
There was no resting place,
I should have bent so close above Him

I

Sickel live?
3

^
Bekoro staare the lady missionaries at the
.

,

5.

Who

6.

tion?
Are there four or six stations

m

Africa?

•xig

•japAus mtiH PUB Ap8Uua:H sjim
n"-'01AI sn-ii^O 'S-iH

Happy

PUB

'-^IM

•qsiuBds
o:>aBno oih
•J3p/?us

wish I had been the heart of Mary,
Simple and undefiled
Waiting the long, long watch with Joseph,
Eager to hold God's child;
Though all the world had been filled with music,d'.
Voices the shepherds heard,
M
I should have leaned my ear to hearken
"
Only the Word, the Word.

mna

9

Q
"^

£
Z

^'o

T

The

I

PRAYER BOX
Pray for boys and

girls in

the service of our

I
I

home on

I
i

i
i

furlough.

Pray lor our local Sisterhoods that we

more

spiritual.

:;.'

'

star

and the barn are an age-old

.,.."'

Lost in the mists of time;
the way of women,
After her task sublime;
But I am alive, and wishful thinking

may

Happily
I

am

Our
a

there

is

for the gospel.

692

and shelter
need of this.

'

:.

.

—Helen

Frazee-Bower.

responsibility can never cease so long as we have
for Christ and a whole world still waiting

life to live

:

fi.ii.iiniiiifi^MfiIiiiii(iiii^i"«(?«"i"«if^i«'''''»''«''^

.,

dismiss

alive to shine

And

be

I

"

-i'-'

story,;

And Mary has gone

country.
labor
Pray for our beloved missionaries as they
for Him in the foreign lands.
are
Pray for our belpved missionaries who

I

to cradle grace.

I
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I
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we

like

it.

That way you could take a house with you

wherever you

go.

Wouldn't that be alright for Africa

too?

MISSIONARY—For

years

missionaries

have been

veiling to put up with the conditions
encountered in
itinerating, even deUghting in it when a
trip was successful from the standpoint of souls won
and strengthened. Things that have to be done in order
to accomplish our task, each missionary would
glady submit to
Now you ask this question. Well, five years ago the

answer would have been a positive NO. There
were too
small barges to cross and and too few
roads
Most villages were on trails. Now the barges
have
been replaced by bridges and the roads have
been increased and most of the villages are on
automobile

many

roads.

Two years ago, while still in Africa, I would have
said "no" also because the roads are rough
and the
sun gets hot. But after seeing these modern

YOUR INQUISITIVE PRESIDENT—
ELAINE — What kind
you go itinerating

steel

of a place do

you sleep in when

in Africa?

MISSIONARY— When we

go itinerating we stop at
Most every village has
one. Some are large, some are small. Some are good
and some are definitely no good. In many of them
the village goats have been resting. The floor is generally dirt mixed with various other things! The dirt
and dust on the floor sometimes reaches a depth of
several inches. When the white man arrives, some
young girls come running, more or less willingly, according to the vigor of the shouts of the Chief's headman, and these girls go through the motions of sweeping. Many times it is merely a leveling of this cushion

houses called "rest houses."

of dirt

and

dust.

The

roof is of grass, no mat ceiling, no screening
against the mosquitoes. A hole or two in the wall
serve for windows and a hole clear to the floor serves
as a door. Usually a grass mat or blind serves as the

door and as a barricade against night prowlers from
elephants and lions down to the mosquito. Many times
we have other inhabitants in the grass roof in the
form of lizards and once in a while a snake or two.

About 6:30

p. m. our services are over. After supper
we may sit outside and talk with a few natives while
fighting mosquitoes. Malaria comes through the bite
of mosquitoes. Or we can go to bed, the only way to
get away from most of the mosquitoes is to get into
bed under your mosquito net. I sometimes wonder if
the net is to keep a certain few in or the rest out! If
we sit about outside the bed with a light beside us, we
are immediately the target of all kinds of bugs. If you
happen to swat at one and it is a stink bug, well, it's
good night, no matter what!

ELAINE
having

it

—Isn't
better

rest houses,

.

.

Come on, girls. The Lord willing, let's get a house
trailer for the missionaries in Africa. Remember, our
goal for this year is $500.00. Are we going over the top?
Let none hear you idly saying,
"There is nothing I can do,"
While the souls of men are dying.
And the Master calls for you
Take the task He gives you gladly,
Let His work your pleasure be,
Answer quickly while He calleth,
Here am I, send me, send me."

itinerate?

have thought of building our

making them

of brick

and screening

them. Then the question comes up, how many, where,

and what furnishings

in the

way

of tables

and

chairs,

Immediately it looms up as an expensive project
and with it a lot of work in building, taking time away
etc.

JErorR

.

there something you could do about

when you

MISSIONARY—We
own

girded and insulated trailer houses, I don't
seem to
find that objection. I can imagine hours
of reading
and study during the evening and early morning hours
in a clean, mosquito-free roomette. It
would be nice
to have clean floors instead of wondering
when you
would find yourself with hookworms, which come from
the dust. It would be nice to have a good door
that
could keep out any prowlers, no village dogs raiding
your food box. It would be nice to eat at a solid table
instead of an unsteady folding table and be able to
sit in your chair without wondering when
the dirt
under a chair leg would give way and you suddenly
almost go over backwards. It would be nice to sleep in
a bed long enough and wide enough and not swaybacked as most folding cots are. It would be nice to
have your clothes hung out and not worry about them
getting wet through a leaky grass roof. It would be
nice to be able to eat your soup without the flavoring
that sometimes sifts out of a grass roof above you
well, I better stop or I will think out loud that it
would be nice to have one.

evangelistic effort.

ELAINE— We have been

living in a

house

trailer

and

s. on. OR. 0^ici«.^
— —
—
—

President
Elaine Polman, Winona Lake. Ind.
Vice President
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BIBLE STUDY

2

By MRS. ETHEL SIMMONS

school, to have a certain time of the day for Bible
study. Let us ask God to give us victory over Satan's

INTRODUCTION

—

month is orange again glowing and
challenges us to study God's Word so that
our lives will shine more brightly for Him. God tells
us in 2 Timothy 2:15 that He wants us to STUDY His
word. Read 2 Timothy 2:15.
It is surprising how the Bible is ''studied" by some
people. 1. Some open the Bible at random, placing a
finger on a verse then use that verse as God's message for the day. 2. Some carry a Bible to church, open
it for the Sunday School lesson and Scripture reading,
and then lay it aside until the next Sunday. 3. Others
just open the Bible and read just so the chapter a
Our

color this

bright!

It

—

temptations to turn us aside from study, and also ask
to give us a greater love for His Word. Read

Him

Psalm 119:162; Psa.

is

read.

None

of these

ways are what we would

The

is one book we cannot study by ourselves.
have a teacher to help us and that teacher
must be the author, God, the Holy Spirit. Read John

Bible

Bible we should do as we would
in studying any other book or subject in school. For
instance, how do we study biology?

To study the

study!

1

2.

We
We

have a book to study.
have a certain time for study

(class or study

period).

We have a teacher to help us study.
We have a plan for studying.
We as Christians, should not do less in
3.

4.

Bibles, for

14:26 Before we read or begin to study, we should
pray the prayer of Psalm 119:18, "Open thou mine
eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy

law."

A PLAN FOR BIBLE STUDY

of books, which
other book ever written.

is

far

and notebook are

real helps in any kind of
they will help in studying the Bible. A
colored pencil is also a help; it may be used to mark
the verses or parts of verses that one likes best, salvation verses, verses on the second coming, etc.
Why all this studying? "To shew thyself approved
unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
rightly dividing the word of truth." Above all, as we
study, we should look for the face of our Savior and
Redeemer, Jesus Christ.

pencil

study

— and

studying our

we have the Book

—

We must

A

call Bible

1:2.

THE TEACHER FOR BIBLE STUDY

—

day

^ImatUif 2:i5

THANK GOD FOR A BIBLE TO STUDY

the author. Read 2 Peter
and 2 Timothy 3:16
2. About 40 men
used to write it. God moved in
the hearts and minds of these men so that they wrote
exactly what He wanted. Some were rich, some poor.
Among the writers we find a shepherd, a tentmaker, a
plowman, a tax collector, a farmer, a doctor, a musi-

story is told of a man who had a queer dream
one night. In his dream he wanted to find a certain
verse in the Bible, but when he opened the Bible he
found that all the pages were blank nothing on them.
So he ran to his neighbor's home, awakened the man,
and asked to see his Bible. Imagine their astonishment when they found every page in that Bible wordless also. The two men then went to homes of friends
to look at their Bibles, and the results were always the
same, for no words were written in any of the Bibles
Then the man awoke! He quickly ran for His Bible,
opened it, and saw the familiar verses before his eyes.
How glad he was to see words on the pages of his

cion, a poet.

Bible!

greater than any

THE BOOK FOR BIBLE STUDY
Of course, the book for Bible study is the Bible. This
book is different from all other books. Why? Here are

some
1.

of the reasons:

—

God, the Holy Spirit

1:21

—

—

Time to write the Bible 1,600 years. Few of the
writers knew each other, so they could not compare
"notes" but there are no contradictions in what they
3.

wrote.
4.

Two

parts

Testament
5.

—Old

Testament

(39 books)

—

r

How glad we should be for the wonderful words on
the pages of the Bible. Let us study it more and more
each day.

and New

with 66 books in all.
Unless Christ is seen

BIBLE READING,

(27 books),

Theme— Christ.

pages, the reading

is

on the

vain.

A TIME FOR BIBLE STUDY
"What would He think of me
when I saw Him, I should say,
was too busy every day
To read what Thou didst write to me;
If,
'I

I

The

haven't really time for Thee!'"
Martha Snell Nicholson.

—

Satan loves to see Christians get too busy to read
and study their Bibles. He will try in every way possible to turn us away from our Bibles. It is best, as in

HOW TO DO

IT

As you do your Bible reading, have a pencil in your
hand. A red and blue one is fine. As you read your
chapter a day (you should be in John now), mark the
verse you like the best, underline it, or check it. Blue
for a promise, red for a salvation verse. Your Bible
becomes more valuable as you reread it, if it is marked.
Also, if you keep in mind you are choosing the verse
for you for the day, you will be more careful to read
intelligently, not skimming over it too hurriedly.
Are you using your Bible reading charts? An easy
way to keep your record straight. Mrs. Polman, Senior

—

Patroness.
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A DAY WITH MRS. LANDRUM
"As thy days, so shall thy strength

About

be"—Deut.

33:25.

one night a knock sounded at our
front door. As my husband opened the door a young
man said, "I am going after the doctor, will Mrs. Landrum please be ready to go home with me as I come
back along?" In one hour he was back with the
doctor and we went to his home together. At 2:30 a. m.
a little baby was born into the home of this young
man. It was my privilege to dress the little baby in
some of the baby clothes the S. M. M. girls had sent
to Kentucky. Breakfast was served before daylight,
with fried chicken, hot biscuits, and coffee on the

menu.

Mrs. Ethel

We are still looking for more Juniors to write in for
a "Pen Pal." Just send your name and address to the
Junior Patroness (Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Listie, Pa.),
and you will be sent the name of another Junior Sisterhood girl whom you may write to during the year.

CHRISTMAS BASKETS AND CAROLING
Girls,

you can bring happiness

ins by caroling to

on the

to the sick and shutthem at Christmas; make up a
them with Scripture verses tied

fruit.

ORANGE—THE COLOR FOR

THIS

MONTH

Are you making good use of the colors of the rain-

which included everything from combing hair

to helping find a lost pencil.

Simmons

"PEN PALS "—WHERE ARE YOU?

fruit basket to give

When it was light enough to see, I started home,
getting there just as my family was getting out of
bed. Getting three girls off to school was my next
task,

By

11 o'clock

bow?

The clothing room door opened at 8 a. m. Women
had been gathering in front of the place since dayI spent two hours helping the women get the
things they wanted and needed. Someone had sent
story papers along with the clothing; these were given
to the children. By 10 o'clock everyone was gone, since
only two or three boxes had come in during the week.
Some days during the winter time, women are in the
clothing room all day. Children's clothes are in great
demand with these people.
The morning work in the house had been cared for
by my mother, who is making her home with us.
My ever-present ironing was waiting for me. I made
a fire to heat the irons, when another knock came at
the door. "Will you please go to the clothing room with
me?" When I returned the irons were hot. All of my
family needed clothes for the next day, so it didn't
take long to decide what to iron first. With one shirt
half ironed, another knock came at the door. This
time it was a soldier who is a fine Christian. He was
home on furlough. I spent an hour listening to his
experience and his witnessing for the Lord. His visit
was an inspiration and a blessing. After he left I went
back to my irons the fire was out and the irons half
cold, but that did not take away any of the inspiration
I had just received. The power of Christ is revealed in
this soldier's life. The shirt needed sprinkling all over
again
.Almost done, then another knock. This time
it was a man from our neighborhood. "Can I borrow
your pick and shovel to dig a grave? They would like
to have the funeral in the church at 2 o'clock." This
request was gladly granted, for it meant an opportunity to witness to many people who do not regularly
attend the services of the church. My part for the
funeral service was the selection of the songs and
helping to arrange the flowers. After the funeral we
had a light meal, evening devotions, and to bed.
"Only one life, 'twill soon be past; only what's done
for Christ will last."— Mrs. Sewell Landrum, Clayhole,

light.

(Continued from Page 690)
help with the Sheldons' freight expense to Africa. We
also gave a love gift of $42.00 to the Solon Hoyts.
Another step forward was the adopting of a constitution at our recent conference. As to the future,
our plans are threefold, viz.:
1. A
recommendation that each Council give the
amount of at least $4.00 to be sent to Argentina to

send some child to camp.
2.

Kentucky.

we

some

give $20.00 to

SISTERHOOD TOTAL OFFERINGS— 1944-45
Pa
Long Beach, Calif., Sr.
Meyersdale.

Washington, D.

Beme.

C,

St.

.

.

Sr
Canton. Ohio, Sr
Olay City, Ind
Ind.,

Ohio
Conemaugh. Pa
Wooster, Ohio
Rittman. Ohio
Fremont,

Sr
Ind.,
Waynesboro, Pa,.

Sr.

.

.

.

Ohio. Sr
Philadelphia, Pa
Hollidaysburg, Pa

Dayton.

.

.

,

.

Va

Kans

Listie,
Bllet.

$11.

Jr

OaHt

Mundy's Comer.
Limestone, Tenn
Tohnstown. Pa
Ohio,

OS Ashland,

Pa.,

.

10.
10.
10.!
10.
10.
10.

Sr

9.'

Jr

1.00 Waterloo. Iowa
1.55 Ashland. Ohio.
Sr
1.00 T^anvin, Iowa
1.00 N'ew Troy, Mich.. .Tr.
'.OSlFlora. Ind

9.!
8.!

asd

C, Jr

:.50|Oayton, Ohio, Jr
;. 44 Dallas
Center. Iowa. Jr
l.OOlFillmore. CaUf
I.OOlLeon. Iowa, Jr
:.50 Altoona, Pa
Pa.,
Int
I.OOi Tohnstown.
1.00 Roanoke.

Va..

.Tr

.89 Fort Wayne, Ind., Sr
.42 Winona Lake. Ind
..28|Compton. Calif., Jr
..14lMiscelIaneous

did not
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Pa..

Pa., Sr
Ohio. Sr

I.eSJr'anton,
Jr
Oliio.
1.50 Buena Vista, Va., Sr
.Tr.

Dallas Cent«r, Iowa, Sr.
LeamersviJle. Pa
Cleveland. Ohio
Clayton, Ohio

Leon. Iowa. Sr
MansfieM, Ohio
Covington. Va.

Tracy,

;

Pa..

Hftgen^town. Md
Middlebrancll. Ohio

Roanoke.

Listie,

.OOl'Tniontown, Pa
OOiVVashington. D.

Sterling. Ohio
Beme. Ind.. .Tr

Mundy's Comer,

1.00
1.77
;.83
1.00
1.50
1.00
1.26
I.

Peru.

Portis.

As a radio needs to warm up before it speaks, so our
hearts require a time of reverent quiet before we can
hear God's voice.

that

In His service,
Mrs. Gordon Gonawein.

—

.

A recommendation

Jewish work to be decided on at our next rally.
3. That our project be that of giving financial support to Kenneth Sheldon while attending school at
Bob Jones College.
Our earnest desire is to be of service to our Lord,
who gave His all that we might become His children
and seek to do His will in our lives.

mark

Sr.

.

8.i
7.(
7.:
7.(
5.!
S.'
4.:
4.(
4.(
3.!
3.(
3.(
3.(
3.(
2.;
2.!
2.(

11. (

their offerings a^ such

and
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W. M. C. NEWS

guidance and to His glory. He hope to have two meetings a year to welcome our new members. Pray with
us that we may be faithful to Him who has blessed us
with all these spiritual blessings and that we may not
only add new members to our Council, but that we may
win many for Him.
In His service,
Mrs. Lois Robinson,
Corresponding Secretary.

CANTON, OHIO, SENIOR W. M.

C.

Greetings in the name of our risen Lord from the
Senior W. M, C. of Canton, Ohio.
We have been having some wonderful times In our
Council with Bible and missionary study, prayer circle
with God hearing and answering in a marvelous way.
Also our time of fellowship with the Lord and with
one another.
The Lord has also blessed us financially. We have
been sending birthday cards to our missionaries and
we enjoyed very much a letter from Mrs. Kennedy.
Our meeting in June was such a joy and blessing to
us that we thought you might like to share it with
us. Our meeting was held at the home of Mrs. Beachy.
The regular devotional meeting was held and then we

Dear

We

Sisters of the

W.M.C.

are always interesting in hearing from other

Women's Missionary Councils so we thought others
might like to hear of our work the past year.
We have had twelve regular monthly meetings held
on the

first

Thursday

month. At these meetand prayer we have been

of each

ings after Bible reading

reviewing the book, "Goforth of China."

Our public meeting was held in March with Dr.
Eleana Trajo as our speaker, telling of her work
among the Indians in Guatemala. An offering of
$81.00 was given to Dr. Trajo to help in her work.
Other special speakers at our meetings were Mrs.
Nadine Weathers, who told us of the mission work
among the Indians in Mexico. Ten dollars was given
to Mrs. Weathers to buy material for Flannelgraph
lessens to use in her work. The ladies of our Council
prepared the materials for several lessons.
At our February meeting Sister Freda Kliever gave
a very interesting talk on the mission

work

in Africa.

Mrs. Sara Kradjian gave her testimony and a talk
on her life in Armenia. Miss Thelma Ragsdale was
our speaker at the May meeting and told us of the
missionary work in the Kentucky Mountains.

CANTON. OHfO. SENIOR W.

M.

C.

received and welcomed six new members into our
Council. This part of the program was in charge of
the Program Committee. The president, Mrs. Smith,
and vice-president, Mrs. Kidder, extended sincere
greetings of welcome and joy to the new members.
Mrs. Kidder read a poem which she had written, titled,
"Our New Outlook," in honor of our new members, and
as the various names were mentioned in the poem, the
committee presented to each of the new members a
lovely corsages, also one to our president, vice-president,, secretary and treasurer for their faithful and excellent service throughout the year. One was presented
to our pastor's wife, Mrs. Crees, who was our very
welcome visitor. The meeting closed with prayer.
A lovely lunch was served by our hostess, Mrs.
Beachy. The program committee had prepared favors
which carried out the Council's colors as did the ribbons of the corsages.
We are trusting that the Lord will add new members
to our council and that we may go forward under His

The ladies of our Council have made knitted and
crocheted squares for three afghans for the Red Cross,
made quilt blocks and tied one large quilt and two
crib quilts. Five bags of clothing were sent to Miss
Kuntz in Arizona to help in her work among the
Indians. Three boxes of clothing were sent to the
European War Relief. An offering of $50.00 was sent
to the Fund for Missionary Children to help with their
education.
Several of our ladies help out at the Christian Service
Organization once each month. One night a special
lunch of chili and apple pie was served to service men
and women. We have had three covered dish dinners
with birthday cakes and a gift for each lady who had
a birthday during the quarter. Our Christmas party
was held at the home of Mrs. Suiter with- a grab bag

exchange of

gifts.

Two special sewing days were held at the church to
make quilts and sew for the Klievers. We have prayed
missionaries and mission work everyyear has been a very
profitable one for our council in the Lord's work.
faithfully

where.

for

We

feel that this past

Your

sister in Christ,

Mary Howard
W. M. C,

Secretary,

Second Brethren Church,

Long Beach,.

Calif.
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NOTES FROM THE INLAND EMPIRE
Several months ago we wrote an account of our
leaving the ministry of the Bethel Brethren Church,
near Berne, Ind., and of our trip across the country
to Spokane, Wash. Somewhere along the line the copy
was lost before it reached the Herald Company and we
had no duplicate. After repeated inquiries concerning
our trip and the early days of our ministry in Spo-

kane, Wash., we shall try to set down in brief what
shall be an interesting account.
First of all we desire to publicly acknowledge the
splendid fellowship and ministry with the Bethel
Brethren. Never have we had the privilege to minister to such a cooperative and spiritually minded
church. Not perfect by any means, but above the
average in their love for the Word and their faithfulness to the work of the Lord. The fruit was certainly
evident in the missionary offerings.
However, we felt led of the Lord to accept a more
challenging field which offered more opportunity for
evangelism. The Lord certainly did answer our prayer.
We found in the city of Spokane a Brethren church

we pray

THE SCHAFFER PARTY STOPS FOB

A

PICTURE ON THEIR JOURNEY

building in fine condition, but a discouraged people.
Only a handful thought it worthwhile to carry on.
The Brethren Home Missions Council offered to help.
After being on the field now for almost six months,
we see no reason why a great testimony for our Lord
cannot be established here. Of course, it takes patience, prayer, and hard work, but the Lord is able and
we are depending on His strength to carry on.
Quite a few inquiries have come to us about our trip.
To drive across the better part of our nation in a car
is not an uncommon thing, but to buy a large truck

and load
to

weigh

prairies

practically all your household goods on it
tons gross load and then to drive it across
and the Rocky Mountains for 2,500 miles

61/2

it more interesting. Especially when you witness
blowouts and two at a time on a rear dual 20 miles
from the nearest Ration Board, well it wasn't funny
either! With the prospects of sitting along the highway on the plains of Nebraska over a week-end wondering if the Tire Rationing Board would even hear
your plea, it's then you realize your utter helplessness.
And besides that, you had promised to preach for a

makes
five

fellow Pastor still 500 miles away the next day! By
driving almost day and night against a strong headwind we did make it to Cheyenne, Wyo., the next
afternoon.

Now back to Berne. Before we left, the Bethel Brethren gave us a fine farewell and a nice purse. Although
we appreciated this gift we hold more dearly the tears
that were shed and the "God-speed" farewells and
prayers that followed us. We would hardly have considered this field had we not been sure of the great
number of petitions of our friends and fellow laborers
in the Lord over all the nation. We pray that we might
be worthy of your prayers and that the Lord through
our faithful ministry will reward you all abundantly.
We bade farewell on the morning of May 2. We only
reached Peru, Ind., that same night, about 70 miles,
due to tire difficulties and an unsympathetic Tire
Ration Board. Bro. Robert Ashman helped get us
fixed up with a new first-grade tire and we left the
next morning. The man from whom I had bought the
truck promised the tires to be in excellent condition.
They looked good but many of them proved to be only
third-grade. And third-grade tires were all some
Boards would grant. One lasted 15 miles. After crossing the Rocky Mountains over a mile high in snowstorms, we understood then why we needed first-grade
tires on those rear duals. The Lord saw that we got
them before we hit the mountains. Outside of tire
trouble on the truck we had no further incidents to
speak of. Our son, Paul, and Miss Alice Bailey, of
Berne, who accompanied us, drove the car most of
the way, while I handled the truck all of the way,
with one of the children riding with me in the truck.
Because of snow-blocked roads in Northern Wyoming we were forced to drive at least 400 miles farther
and come up through Idaho and Oregon. The roads
were good all the way. We arrived in Spokane on May
11 in the evening and, although the Spokane Brethren didn't know it was my birthday, they acted like
they knew

it.

Now

to find a house. After several weeks of searching
we could find none suitable to rent. We found one
for sale at a fair price about seven blocks from the
church in a fine residential section of the city. After

some negotiations through a bank we mortgaged the
church building and the house and now we are paying
for a fine parsonage like rent.
We enjoyed beyond possible expression by writing
the visit of Brother Grubb and his tamily with the
Grace Seminary Quartet the first of July. Pictures and

account of that

visit

were in a former issue

of the

Herald.

We also had other Brethren visit us. Several sailors
of our Eastern churches have visited us. Miss Martha
Miller, formerly a first lieutenant in the Army Nurse
Corps, was stationed at a local Army hospital for
her fellowship. Her
several months. We

enjoyed

mother was also here a few weeks.
The interest and attendance in the work here
(Continued on Page 700)
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There are still others who will be taking
important step in the very near future. God is
still seeking the lost and it is our desire that through
the ministry of this church and its people many of
those for whom Jesus died may hear the Good News
and be saved. Brother Mayer's ministry among us has
been used of the Lord to renew our zeal and enlarge
our vision. May the Lord continue to honor his testimony and ministry in the Word. Brethren, pray for
total of 21.

this

REVIVAL AT COVINGTON
"The Lord hath done great things for us; whereof
we are glad." It is with praise to our wonderful
Savior that we«report to the brotherhood about our
which was held from September 17 to 30
with Bro. Harold Mayer, Pastor of the First Brethren
Church of Washington, D. C, as our evangelist. We
are grateful to his congregation for letting him come
down here to help us in this soul-winning effort. The
Lord graciously opened the windows of heaven and
sent us a season of refreshing from His presence that
will be long remembered by our people. There was
good interest in the meetings from the very start. Our
people were united in their desire for a revival and set
themselves to work and pray, attend and invite with
such vigor that the attendance increased from night to
night until we had 215 in attendance at the final
service, with an average attendance of 133. Our bus
brought in a load each night and some of our folks
filled their cars to overflowing in order to get the
people out. It was wonderful to see how hard some of
our folks worked to get their friends and neighbors
out to the meetings.

us.

— Rev.

Jesse Hall, Pastor.

Fall Revival,

Brother Mayer gave us some splendid messages from
Word and proved himself an earnest soul-winner.
Together with the pastor he visited in many of the
homes with the result that several people were led to
Christ who later came to the services and made public
the

confession of their faith in Christ. The evangelist
appeared before the microphone at Radio Station
thirteen times and brought a series of messages on the doctrine of the Second Coming of our
Lord. These messages were greatly appreciated and
this outlet served as a splendid advertising medium
for the revival services. The evangelist also brought
two messages to the men in the C. c& O. shops in
Clifton Forge at services held for the men during
their lunch hour, and was well received by them. The
Holy Spirit moved mightily on the hearts of the saved
and unsaved alike for we saw 24 coming in first-time
confession of Christ and 19 in reaffirmation of faith
and dedication of life. There was no mass movement
at any time. Folks began to respond to the invitation
in the middle of the first week and continued to come
at almost every service until at the final service there
were 13 that were gathered at the altar. Many other
decisions were made by our people during these meetings that has lifted the spiritual tone of our church
and will result in a closer walk and more effective
service for the Lord in the days that are ahead. This
is one of the best revivals the Covington church has
ever experienced and we give the Lord all the praise
for it. The Sunday after the special meetings closed
we had the privilege of preaching to a full house both
morning and evening. At the close of the morning
service 14 entered into the baptismal waters and were
received into the fellowship of the church. At the close
of the evening service 7 more did likewise, making a

WKEY

.

"O Lord, revive thy work in the midst of the years."
This great prayer voiced many centuries ago by the
prophet Habakkuk has also become the burden of
many saints of the present hour. Recently it was the
writer's privilege to labor with a pastor and a people
who have a real burden for revival and a genuine concern for the lost. We refer to Bro. Jesse Hall and the
members of his flock at Covington, Va. Seldom, if ever,
has it been our privilege to be in a meeting so faithfully, so regularly attended by the membership. The
Brethren supported the meeting with their prayers,
their presence, and their personal witnessing for our
wonderful Savior. One lady sought and brought 48
different persons throughout the campaign. A 15-yearold boy brought 45. Truly the revival fires were burning long before the evangelist came to the field. It
was also a great privilege to meet with the pastor
each morning in a season of prayer, seeking God's
blessing upon the meeting. God wondrously answered
prayer by giving 24 first-time decisions for Christ and
18 rededications, one of these being a fine spiritual
young lady who has given her life in full-time service
for her Lord.
Truly, "this is the Lord's doing and it is marvelous
in our eyes." We must also say a word about the fine
southern hospitality. We were entertained in the home
of Brother and Sister Hall, who were very gracious in
seeing that there was nothing lacking that could be
desired. It would be impossible to mention by name
all those who entertained us in their homes, but we
might say that all heed the admonition of Peter when
he said, "Use hospitality one to another without
grudging." If there was any grudging or grumbling it
was because we just could not take two meals a day.
Certainly we were well received. It was also a great
privilege to speak daily over radio station WKEY,
owned and operated by Bro. Earl Key. This gave us a
real opportunity to advertise the meetings, but above
all else to give out the glorious gospel of JesHS Christ
over the air waves each morning to a whole host of
unseen listeners. We were also privileged to speak to
the men at the C. & O. railroad shops at Clifton Forge
on two different occasions.

In closing, may we point out that God has given us
a recipe for revival, which, if followed out faithfully,
assure results in any meeting. "If my people,
which are called by my name, shall humble themselves,
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their
will

wicked ways; then I will hear from heaven and will
heal their land" (2 Chron. 7: 4). May God be pleased
to give us similar revivals across the land. Harold O.

—

Mayer, Evangelist.

—
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PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
Subject— THANKSGIVING.
Scripture— Psalm 92:1: It is a good thing

2.

thanks

to give

3.

—

Suggestions to leader:
1. True courtesy to friends is shown when we acknowledge gifts or favors with a hearty "thank you."
Shall we do less for the gifts and blessings bestowed
on us daily by a beneficent heavenly Father? 1
Thess. 5:18.

4.

Rev. 11:16,

Thanksgiving

is plainly and definitely
in the Scriptures. Ps. 50:14; Phil. 4:6.

1—"WHAT TO BE THANKFUL

— Col.

FOR."

2.

Be ye thankful.
Thankful for God and His love as revealed to us in
Jesus Christ. John 3:16.
Thankful to God for His unspeakably precious gift

3.

of Christ to be the Savior of the world. 2 Cor. 9:15.
Thankful to God for His plan for our redemption

3:15:

when we were

lost in sin Christ

gave Himself for

Romans 5:8; Psalm 107:2.
God for His goodness and mercy

our salvation.
4.

Thankful to
times. Psalm

Topic
1.

2.

106:1;

Psalm

107:1;

2— "WHAT TO BE THANKFUL

Psalm

at all

136:1-3.

FOR."

For the triumph of the gospel. 2 Cor. 2:14.
For the conversion of others. Romans 6:17;

1

Thess.

1:3, 6-10.
3.

4.

Sor victory over death and the grave through our
Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Cor. 15:57.
For faith exhibited by others, encouraging our
hearts to faithfulness in prayer.

Topic
1.

2.

3.
4.

Romans

1:8,

9.

3—"WHEN TO BE THANKFUL."

Scripture

— In

everything.

Col. 3:17.

Always when we pray. Heb.

13:15.

Before we take food. Acts 27:35.
In public worship. Psalm 35:18.
When great undertakings have been successfully

consummated. Nehemiah
Topic

12:24, 31, 38, 40.

4— "BIBLE CHARACTERS AS EXAMPLES FOR

THANKSGIVING."
(Leader: Assign each of these to a different

member

for a brief review.)
1.

David.

1

Chron.

Col. 1:3; 2 Thess. 2:13.

—

A glorious present, a far greater glorious
future have we who through faith in Christ belong
to the family of God. May we truly thank Him for
His gift of Life, the privilege of service. His precious
Word, and the blessed Hope of His soon return.
Lena Marie Kortemeier.

29.

TODAY'S THANKSGIVING
Dear Lord,

The daily habit of Thanksgiving and Praise to our
Heavenly Father produces courage and strength, and
faith for testing times. Dan. 6:10.

Scripture
1.

1:6;

Resume

commanded

Thanksgiving magnifies God and we gain new appreciation of His goodness and mercy as we privately and publicly give thanks to Him. Ps. 69:30;

Topic

Jonah. While on his submarine journey made a
solemn vow to voice his Thanksgiving. Jonah 2:9.
Anna, the Prophetess. Recognizing God's gift, and
giving thanks for the infant Jesus. Luke 2:38.
Paul. A matchless example of thankfulness. Eph.

17.

Ps. 95:2; Ps. 100:4.
5.

4.

The Heavenly Host are engaged in Thanksgiving
and Praise before God continually. Rev. 4:9; Rev.
7:11, 12;

Note

verses 11-13.

Purpose To learn the value, purpose, and privilege of
Thanksgiving.

3.

prayer and commission to his son Solomon.

18

unto the Lord.

2

fendca^o^

Study his thanksgiving and

For
For
For
For

I

Thee thanks today

give

every blessing

Thou hast given me;

love of friends

and kindred,

health and food and raiment.
shelter from the cold and heat.
And for the beauty of the earth.
Sunshine and rain, the song of birds.
The frangrance of the flowers;
And for the high and holy privilege

Of service in Thy Name.
I look beyond Thy gifts
And praise Thee for Thyself
And all Thou art to me.
But Lord I ask for special grace
That I may render thanks for everything.
For disappointments that have been
A part of Thine own plan for me,
And have become Thine own divine appointments.
For failures when perhaps
I tried to walk by sight instead of faith.
For sorrows that have brought the blinding tears
But yet have taught a greater sympathy
For all the woes of others.
For times when with an empty purse
I looked to Thee alone to meet my need
And proved Thee faithful to perform Thy Word.
For days when all seemed dark

And

I

could only wait

For light to shine upon my path.
Yet confident that always underneath me
Were Thine everlasting arms of love.
I thank Thee that although I cannot see
The reason why, for many things,
I still can have the sweet assurance
That my God is love
And that He doeth all things well.
Father, I thank Thee. Lillian Weeks.

—

"Kindly renew my subscription to the HERALD. We
enjoy reading it so much. It seems to get better all
the time, especially the Foreign Missionary Number."
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NOTES FROM THE INLAND EMPIRE

ON THE FOLLOWING STATIONS

KGER—Long

(Continued from Page 697)
growing. The last Sunday morning in September, just
an ordinary Lord's Day service, witnessed 70 in the
Sunday School and 80 in the church service. This is
about double the attendance of June and July. We had
a Vacation Bible School in August after our District
Summer Camp. We are planning for a revival meeting beginning October 29 for two or more weeks. Two
young couples from our Long Beach, Calif, churches
and graduates of the Los Angeles Bible Institute are
attending college here and they are helping us with
the music and general church work. We prayed for
trained workers and the Lord sent us an answer to

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays— 12:30-1:00 p. m.
Pa.— 990 Kc.
Sundays— 9:00-9:30 p. m.
WHKK—Akron, Ohio— 640 Kc.
Sundays— 7:30-8:00 a. m.

WIBG—Philadelphia,

KXEL— Waterloo, Iowa— 1540
Mondays— 9:00-9:30

p.

Kc.

m.

WJAC— Johnstown,

Pa.— 1400 Kc.
Sundays— 8:30-9:00 a. m.

WISH— Indianapolis,

Ind.— 1310 Kc.

Sundays—8:00-8:30

WHBU— Anderson,

a.

m.

this prayer.

Ind.— 1240 Kc.

Sundays— 2:00-2:30

p.

WHOT—South

When Foye Miller, of Winona Lake, heard we were
going to Spokane, he suggested we might as well go to
Siberia. Anyway, we sold our truck to a farmer from

m.

Bend, Ind.— 1490 Kc.
Sundays— 2:00-2:30 p. m.
Fairmont, W. Va.— 920 Kc.
Sundays 7:30-8:00 a. m.

Moscow

WMMN—

—
WCKY— Cincinnati, Ohio— 1530 Kc.
Sundays— 9:45-10:15
m.
p.

PLEASE PRAY AND GIVE IN ORDER TO KEEP
THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR

W Novelty

(Idaho).

There is a city here of more than 150,000 souls, and
we have already found many unsaved. We have a
great Message, a Great Savior, and many sinners to
whom to preach and witness, but we need your continued prayers that the Lord will give us the grace to
carry on to His glory until He comes.—William H.
Schaffer, Pastor, W. 715 Chelan Ave., Spokane 12, Wash.
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A
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As the

Editor Sees
By

L.

L.

THANKS BE UNTO GOD!
Brethren Home Missions Coundesire to render due thanks to the gracious God of

The Directors
cil

of the

Heaven and His only Son, Jesus Christ, for the abundant and superlative blessings upon the Brethren
Home Mission work during the past year. Despite the
difficulties
and problems of war. Home Mission
churches have been built, souls have ben won, and
the work of Home Missions goes on apace with new
points opening and a great challenge looming upon
our horizon for the coming year. We express our
thanks also to every Home Mission donor and suggest
that a very tangible evidence of our mutual thanksgiving to God for past blessings may be seen in the
giving of the greatest offering for Home Missions at
this Thanksgiving time!

HAVE YOU THANKED GOD?
'•When thou hast eaten and art full, then thou shalt
bless the Lord thy God for the good land which he
hath given thee (Deut. 8:10). These words were spoken
by God directly to Israel in a warning to be thankful
for the good land and many-sided blessings bestowed
by a loving Heavenly Father upon them. In the following verses of this same chapter dire judgment is promised for Israel when she forgets the hand that blesses
her. This same exhortation is sorely needed in this
day and age.
This Thanksgiving Day millions of people in this
land of plenty (it is a land of plenty, all rationing to
the contrary) will be sitting before a table groaning
beneath the weight of turkey or some other delicious
dish, with all the accessories. And most of those same
people will forget all about the blessings of God during
the past year and will, even as the pig in the sty,
gorge themselves without even a thought of thanking
God who has so graciously provided the substance.
They will arise from those same tables, uncomfortably
filled, without even a thought of the source of their
blessings. Across the seas in Europe and many other
sections of the globe, there will be few such laden
tables, but men and women will be dying with stomachs bloated by starvation and without so much as a
comfortable bed in which to spend their last moments
on earth. Is there any other nation on earth which
has so much reason to be thankful as our own? "Thou
shalt bless the Lord thy God for the good land he hath
given thee." If we forget to thank God, some measure
of the judgment which was prophesied and later invoked against Israel, will also fall upon us at the
hands of a jealous God.
No intelligent individual will attempt to deny the

It

GRUBB
fact that the

God

has a complete right to

of all grace

command gratefulness and thanks from all men. But,
how are men to manifest it? It is the Father's primary desire that all men should be saved. To this end
sent Jesus Christ to become the Savior. Thus Calvary marks the spot where our praises and thanksgivings should be placed on the altar. If you have not
received God's greatest gift into your own heart by
belief in Him, then you cannot be properly thankful
for any of God's blessings. The first step to approval
in God's sight is an acceptance of His Son. Then one
must count his daily physical and spiritual blessings
and bring praise to the Giver of every good and perfect
gift. No volume could be extensive enough to record
the reasons for our thanksgiving to God at this season,
but let us bow in humble adoration before Him that
our ministry of praise may be to His eternal glory.

He

HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK
REAFFIRMS HIS UNBELIEF!
Occasionally in our travels we meet some fundamenwho has a spark of sympathy for H. E. Fosdick
and his infidelic attitude. Excuses are made for him

talist

on the basis of his influential position, etc. For all
these and members of modernistic churches and the
information of all Brethren people, we are printing
copies of two letters in this issue of the Herald which
tell a story that leaves no doubt about the position of
It is to be remembered that Fosdick
was once president of the Federal Council of Churches
and herein we find an indication of the blasphemous
tendencies of that organization. Yet thousands of pro-

this unbeliever.

fessing Christians are deliberately supporting such a
system through their denominational channels. Thank
God that the National Fellowship of Brethren Churches
is not guilty on this score. Read the information con-

tained in the letters and pass

WHO

CONTROLS THE
MOVIE INDUSTRY?

U.

it

on

to others.

S.

In a recent article on the Catholic "Legion of Decency," in the MERCURY magazine of June, 1945, by
Russell Whalen, there is some vital information that
should be known to every citizen of the United States.
The entertainment of sixty million movie-goers in
America is controlled by this censorship organization
of the Roman Catholic Church. It is located near St.
Patrick's Cathedral, New York City, where the reviews
and recommendations concerning all films are made
by Msgr. John J. McClafferty, executive secretary. Final decision in the condemnation of any film is made
by the "Board of Consultors," composed of sixteen

MISSIONARY HERALD: Entered as second-class matter April 16, 1943, at the postoffice at Winona Laie, Indiana, under th«
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priests and ten Catholic laymen. This means
that every foot of film movie-goers see is first censored by a sohdly Catholic group.
Is it any wonder that practically all, if not all religious scenes in movies feature the Roman Catholic
Church, their clerics, nuns, ceremonies, etc.? The
movie industry of the United States is one of the most
potent forces in all our economy for the molding of
public opinion and moral attitudes. It is now being
used for Catholic purposes in furthering the avowed
aim of the Roman Catholic Church to control the religions of the world and weld them into one great
system. This amazing revelation should elicit great
concern on the part of Protestants who so often are
inclined to be very sympathetic and "understanding"
with the Cathohc organization. Millions of churchgoers who are Protestants are also movie-goers and
thus contribute huge sums for the dissemination of
Catholic propaganda as it is woven into the plot of
many modern movies. The hellish immorality and
vulgarity of the average modern movie should be
enough to keep any professing Christian away from it,
but if this is not enough, then let each Protestant remember that as he attends the movies he is being
controlled in his thinking and actions by a strong
religious minority
group which hopes ultimately
through this procedure to become the majority group.

THE MOVIES AND THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
It is

that no professing Christian has any right to be seen
modern movie house viewing a picture made by

in a

men and women who

are filthy and immoral from the
Regardless of the plot or background of the

core.

picture,

whether

and actresses
their personal morals

religious or not, actors

who have no compunction about

and can trade wives and husbands as glibly as they
breathe, are seen, supported, and idolized by millions
who should use their money and time more constructively. The secular movie is a part of this world system
and not God-honoring or Christ- exalting in any sense.
Therefore, the Christian must obey the injunctions of
Paul (2 Cor. 6:11-18 and 1 Thess. 5:22).
Does this mean that every movie machine should be
junked and all film processed by fire? Not any more
than that every radio station and receiving set should
be destroyed because the devil uses these facilities for
his own purpose. It is not the medium which is evil,
but that which passes through it. It is our personal
opinion that every church and religious organization
in the land can make good and constructive spiritual
use of motion pictures in the education and winning of
young people and also older folks for Jesus Christ.
Many churches these days are providing weekly educational pictures for their young people which are of
the greatest value. Such pictures as those produced by
Mr. Baptista, of Chicago, have been used to win scores
of souls to Jesus Christ as Savior. We know of actual
and frequent instances where young men and women

the earnest and sound conviction of this editor

(Continued on Page 713)

Harrlsburg, Pa.
January E6, 1945

The Riverside Church
RiVERilDE DRIVE

.,

I22ND STREET

New York, n.y.
Her. Harry Bnerson Josdlok
Riverside Drive at 122nd Sta.
Hew York N. 1.

January 31, 1945

HAJLRY EMERSON FOSDIOC
C IVAR HILLSTJIOM

NOkJUS

L TBBETTS

Mr. W. B. Bamhart,
1613 SiE-bara St.,
Harrlsburg, Penna.

Dear Sir,

A few weekB ago at the TIIGA during the noon day dinner and
weakly discussion of the S.S. Lesson or rather the
discussion of
the lesson was over, several man, yundamontallsts
i Modem Thinkers
wore disousslns the two line of thoughts, lien your name
was mantiimed as being Uodemistlo, when one of the group took
eioeption to you
as helng classed as a Modernist and one who does not believe
In the
Virgin Birth of Jesus and do not believe in a substitutionary
doctrine
of atonement. He said this thought at present was in eiTor,
as you had
publicly nade your change of thoucht and had accepted Pundameatal
conception as plclnly given In God's word. "I said are you sure"?
He said he read ycur public announoarient to that effect.
Tou nay recall that on Jan. 4th 1937 you sent ma a reply to my
letter of lnq.uiry and stated "I do not believe in the Vircln Birth"
for example and do not believe In a Bubstltionary doctrine of
atonajfient"

I would bo pleased to have a reply to above, and to correct
your fomer statement as expressed to me Jan. 4th 1937, letter which
I still hold.
Stamp enclosed for reply.

Appreolatine your favor.

Dear Mr, Bamhart:
have received your letter. I am constantly astonished
at the things people say about me , and never
r.uoh more so
than by the report that you sent r.e of the strange
statement in your recent discussion group. He never read
any
statement fr<M me publicly announcing ny change of
thought.
I am a liberal in theology, and have been so ever
since I
was a young man. Far from changing, I have gone
straight
ahead with it, and I should say again Just what I said
to
you in the letter that I wrote you on January
4, 1937.
I

Of course, I do not believe in the Virgin Birth, or in that
old fashioned substltutlonay doctrine of the Atonement,and I do not know any InteUlgent Chriatian minister who
does. The trouble with these fundamentalists la that they
suppose that unless one agrees with them ia their doctrinal
set-up, he cannot believe In the profound, substantial,
everlasting truths of the Christian gospel that transform
men's lives, and are the only hope of Christ's savlorhood
in this world, mien, then, they hear ne proclaiming
these
everlasting truths, they think I must believe in their
fundamentalism. As a matter of fact, I i»gard It as a
perversion of the Christian gospel.

Sincerely Tours
'.

B.

Sincerely yours.

Bamhart

1613 SWBtara St.
Harrisburc, Pa.

SEE EDITORIAL, "HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK
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BUILDING IN PROGRESS AT
OSCEOLA, INDIANA

that they might be led to the best permanent location
in the city and then be able to secure the needed lots.

Recently it was our privilege to fellowship with the
Osceola Brethren and to see the fine spirit and enthusiasm manifested by this Home Mission group. The
people are rallying under the capable leadership of
Brother Ward Miller as student pastor and extensive
plans are formulated for the future.

WOOSTER READY TO BUILD A NEW
CHURCH BUILDING

We met

with the Building Committee in the afternoon to formulate plans for the new building and at
this writing part of the excavation is already out and
preparations are being made to move the old building
so that a place of worship may be available while the
fine, new building is being constructed on the splehdid
corner lots. As Bro. Ward Miller becomes the full-time
pastor of this church at the close of his seminary work
we are expecting even greater growth from the work
at Osceola.
It is most difficult to secure funds for the building
of Brethren churches in this day, so pray that God
will open the way and make such funds available at

Osceola.

(See the pictures in this issue.)

A NEW FIELD

IN

WADSWORTH, OHIO

For a few months a group of Brethren people have
been meeting at Wadsworth, Ohio, in what was formerly a sort of night club, but which was closed by
the war. Several of our men together with seminary
students, have ministered the Word to this small group
of about twenty, including the children. The work has
now come definitely under the Home Missions Council
and we are looking forward to its definite expansion
throughout the winter months.
Rev. Willis J. Witzky, a member of the Mansfield
Home Mission Church, has moved to the community
and is acting as full-time pastor. Brother Witzky has
had some training in the Christian ministry and is a
capable servant of God.
Wadsworth is a community of about 7,000 population
and in great need of a fundamental testimony concerning the Gospel message.
The special need at present is an appropriate place
to meet and the work will be handicapped until this
need is met. Pray that God will open the way in His
will.

A VISIT TO CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO
Under the fine leadership of Bro. Russell Ward the
Cuyahoga Falls Home Mission Church is enjoying an
excellent growth. We were privileged to visit these
believers on a Lord's Day recently and to minister the
Word to them. They meet in a fine, cozy little building just recently painted, with some improvements in

progress inside.

Cuyahoga Falls is sorely in need of this fundamental
testimony and this church merits your earnest prayers

Kenneth Ashman Succeeds
John Squires as Pastor
Since the inception of the work the Wooster group
has enjoyed and thrived under the faithful and capable
ministry of Bro. John Squires. He led the church
tlirough a very trying period
and under many severe han-

dicaps built a work which is a
strong organization today. A
program of organized visitation in the surrounding community was responsible for
much of this expansion.

The Wooster Church was
started in a large, old house
near the Wooster High School.

This building has become inJOHN SQUIRES
adequate to meet the present needs of the congregation and should be replaced
by a church building. Therefore, under the leadership
of Brother Squires the congregation has decided to
construct a new building on the old site at the earliest
possible moment. Plans are being completed and arrangements made to start construction on this new
building as soon as the weather permits in the spring.
During our recent service with the Wooster folks the
auditorium was filled. We enjoyed a fine time of
fellowship.

Brother John Squires has
to enter a

new

by the Holy Spirit
Second Brethren
His ministry in Wooster

felt led

field of service at the

Church, Long Beach, Calif.
long be remembered by those who received the
ministration of the Word and the Brethren Home
Missions Council expresses appreciation also for his

will

faithfulness.

The Wooster Church has

called Bro.

Kenneth Ash-

as their next pastor. He has accepted that call
and will leave a growing church and highly successful work at Meyersdale, Pa., to take up his ministry
about January, 1946. We are expecting great things
from Wooster in the future under the ministry of

man

Brother Ashman.

Please pray for this church, and

the pastor.

EAST CENTRAL DISTRICT
MINISTERS MEET
During our brief itinerary among some of the Home
Mission churches we had the opportunity of stopping
off in Sterling, Ohio, long enough to enjoy a time of
fellowship with a group of our East Central District
ministers who were meeting in their regular monthly
704
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session.

sive

We

enjoyed the fellowship with this aggres-

group of

Home

1945

17,

men who

are

making plans

for a great

Mission offering and district mission expansion

Ula^cliiHa O^ceis

a

ic^,

into other sections of their district.

FELLOWSHIP
On

the

IN

first leg of

ALLENTOWN,

Tievo IJa

PA.

our eastern itinerary

among the

to minister in a

Brethren Church we had never seen

before. Since the Allentown Church is without a pastor
we were called in to minister in a baptismal, prepar-

atory and communion service. We greatly enjoyed this
experience and learned to know many of the Allentown
brethren and were dined on that fine Dutch hospitality and good cooking. Pray that God will raise up the
right pastor for this church.

A GREAT RALLY DAY IN HAGERSTOWN

(Sponsored by American Bible Society)
Bible Readings which contain a special, personal
message for each day, as selected by members of the

armed forces. Passages are in the order of the tabulated votes, except the Thanksgiving and Christmas
selections.

Thanksgiving, Nov. 22
Friday
Saturday
Sunday, November 25

.

A

day we shall never forget was spent with the
Hagerstown brethren during their Rally Day, October
7th,

and what a great Rally Day

it

was!

We had

the

privilege of ministering to large congregations in five

different services during the day. Rev. Walter A. Lepp
has led this church to a record high in attendance and
activities, all the while carrying his daily Family Altar

radio program which reaches thousands with the Gospel in song and word each day. Great expansion is
ahead for this "work as pastor and people cooperate in
reaching their populous community for Christ. We
deeply appreciated the fine fellowship dinner held at
the church and also the fine hospitality of Brother and
Sister E. Gerald Reese.

A

NEW BRETHREN

DISTRICT

IS

BORN

has been in the minds of the Southeast District and the East District Fellowships to set
up a new district between them because of the great
For some time

it

distances involved in traveling to conferences and
union meetings. So, a new district has been born
called the Atlantic District, including the churches at
Washington, D. C, Hagerstown, Md., Winchester, Va.,
First and Third Brethren Churches of Philadelphia,
Pa., and Allentown, Pa.

WashThe first conference sessions were held
ington, D. C, and about 50 delegates were present. The
spirit of the conference was excellent and the messages we were privileged to hear were a blessing. We
had the opportunity of ministering in the cause of
in

Missions at this conference. Greatly appreciated
also was the hospitality of Brother and Sister Harold
Mayer, of our Washington Church.

Home

Monday

„._

Covington, Va.
again for a brief time of fellowship with the Brethr -n
there. Brother Jesse Hall is pastor of this church and
all evidences point to the fact that the whole organization is expanding and moving forward under his
leadership. A very successful evangelistic meeting has
just been completed there with Bro. Harold Mayer, of
to get

back

to

Washington, as evangelist. The whole membership received a refreshing spiritual blessing and souls were

Matthew

Wednesday

John 1:1-14.
Exodus 20:1-17,

Thursday

121.

10:1-18.

5.

Romans

12.

1

Timothy

2:1-8.

Friday
Saturday
Sunday, December

James

1.

Ephesians
2

Monday

6.

**1 Corinthians 13.

Tuesday

Psalm 24.
Hebrews 11 and

Wednesday

Matthew

Thursday

.

Romans

..

Friday
,
Saturday
Sunday, December

12:1,2.

6.

8.

Matthew 7.
Psalm 91.
9

Galatians

6.

Monday

Colossians

Tuesday

Ephesians

Wednesday

Philippians 3.
1 Corinthians
Philippians 4.

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday, December 16

Monday

3.

4.

1

Wednesday

Psalm 46.
Matthew 28.
2 Timothy 2.
John 17.

Thursday
Friday

Saturday
Sunday, December 23

Corinthians

Revelation
Revelation
Christmas, December 25-— Luke 2.

Monday

"'Favorite chapter of

3.

John 15.
Psalm 1.
Psalm 27.

Tuesday

COVINGTON MOVING AHEAD FOR CHRIST
was a great joy

Joshua 1, Psalm
*Psalm 23, John
John 14.
John 3.

Tuesday

of Staff, U. S.

It

V

Thamksgriving to Christmas, 1945

churches before Thanksgiving we had the opportunity

15.

21.

22.

Gen. George C. Marshall, Chief

Army.

**Favorite chapter of Admiral Sir
C. B., D. S. O.

Andrew

B.

Cun-

ningham, G.

for Christ. This was a former Home Mission
church and is showing the stamina and life that are
ordinarily found in Home Mission churches.
Our meeting there in the cause of Home Missions
was well attended and we have every reason to believe
that a great Thanksgiving offering will be presented

won
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—Brethren

ministers of tlie Atlantic Disrecent meeting; center Pastor Paul
Dick and family at Winchester, Va.; right Pastor
and Mrs. J. E. Patterson, of HoUins, Va.; lower

row left, Pastor Harold IMayer and family, of
Washington, D. C; center. Pastor and Mrs. Herman Koontz, of Roanoke, Va.; right. Pastor and

Lord at Covington. (See pictures in this issue.)
Here again we enjoyed the hospitality of the pastor.

very graciously invited us to share some of the time
during an evening service to present the work of
Brethren Home Missions and show our pictures. The

Tcp,

left

—

trict at their

—

Mrs. Jesse Hall, of Covington, Va.

to the

HOLLINS,
Hollins

VA.,

and

its

NEXT STOP
pastor. Rev.

Jolm

E.

evangelistic meeting was in full swing and with an attendance of 140 on the fourth night it appeared to be
increasing nightly in interest. Brother O'Neal brought
some stirring and heart-searching messages.
Under the pastoring and Godly influence of Rev.
and Mrs. Koontz the Roanoke church has also been
enjoying a steady and substantial growth. This is also
another case where a pastor has stayed practically

Patterson are

examples of the fact that a pastor can remain in
one church for almost a lifetime. Even before the
building of the present church structure Brother Patterson was pastor of the Hollins group, but the church
was built back in 1913 and Brother and Sister Patterson have pastored this flock well and successfully all
of these years, and judging from the manner in which
the people love these two saints they will be there a
long time to come should the Lord delay His coming.
This is one of the longest, if not the longest, pastorate
in the entire Brethren history.
The Hollins church is enjoying steady growth under
Brother Patterson's leadership. The largest Bible school
attendance and offerings were recorded on the Sunday
preceding our visit. Souls are being won and the spiritual state of the church is good.
It is not often that a pastor can walk into the back
room and cut off slabs of his own country-cured ham
and bacon, but it was that sort of good food that we
enjoyed in Hollins. However, we are not authorized to
print an invitation to Brethren ministers to go to
Hollins for good Virginia ham! (See pictures of the
Pattersons and the church in this issue.)
living

GHENT BRETHREN CHURCH
REACHING THE LOST

fifteen years in the same field and led the church from
the point where it was practically closed and creditors
were about to foreclose, to a place of great influence,
power and growth in a thriving southern city. i''rom
the top of the Roanoke church, as you will see in the
pictures in this issue, a large electric sign blazes forth
through the darkness of the night a message concerning the light of life— JESUS SAVES! Here again the

pastor afforded us shelter and fine fellowship.

A NEW BRETHREN CHURCH
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
D.

IS

From Hollins we moved on to Roanoke, Va., and the
Ghent Brethren Church, where Bro. Glenn O'Neal, of
Ashland, Ohio, was leading in an evangelistic effort.
Rev. Herman W. Koontz, pastor of the Roanoke church.

IN

From Roanoke we journeyed back to Washington,
C, to minister in the new Brethren Church at

Alexandria, Virginia, the next day. Alexandria is just
across the Potomac River from Washington. What a
thrill we received in this fellowship.
About Thanksgiving time in 1944 a group of about
22 people from the First Brethren Church of Washington, D. C, who were living at least in fairly close
proximity to the Alexandria territory or in the city
itself, decided, under the leadership of the Washington
church, to start a new work in Alexandria. For some
time the meetings were held in the homes of various
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— Girls
—the congreright— Intermediate

The Osceola Brethren group. Top row,
Class, Mi'j. C.

—

macher and Boyd Goss; right Young People's Class,
Pastor Miller, teacher. Bottom row, left Adult Bible
Claas, Mrs. Boyd Goss and Mrs. Herman Schumacher,
teachers; center Boys' Class, Nola Hartman, teacher.;
right Beginners' Class, Mrs. Mary Doll and Mrs.

left

Honsour, teacher; center

gation and Pastor

Ward

Miller;

—

Class, Mrs. Elmer Goss, teacher. Second row, left
The Building Committee: Elmer Goss, Herman Schu-

members and

interested parties,

but this was very

inconvenient. Finally, about August 5th, 1945, an un-

used Episcopal chapel was found at Duke and Tele-

graph Road in Alexandria and
small sum per month. It
ioned house of God and

is

is

this

was rented

for a

a beautiful, yet old-fashnot too well adapted for

Max

—

—

Yerger, teachers.

Sunday school

facilities and the general work of the
church, but serves the purpose at present.
Each Lord's Day services are held under the leadership of Bro. Harold Mayer, pastor of the Washington
church, who finds time to preach at the morning worship at 9:30 and then gets back to Washington for his

own morning worship service. The folks in Alexandria
continue with their Sunday School and then hold a
meeting at 7:30 p. m. especially for young people, with
Bible quiz questions, singspiration, etc. We had the
privilege of ministering to this group and we noticed
that there were 52 in the morning worship and 67 in

attendance at the Sunday School. Average attendance
in the school for the past 11 Sundays was 60 and the
average offering $44. You see, this is a pretty lusty

The new Brethren Group

at Alexandria, Va., greets
readers of the Brethren Missionary Herald

baby. In addition to the Sunday program a week-day
Good News Club is held each Friday after school for
the children, and Thursday evening at 8 o'clock Brother
Mayer brings a Bible lesson. Bro. Frank Gardner is
Sunday School Superintendent, Bro. Roy Glass song
leader and music director, Bro. Paul Jones is secre-

(Continued on Page 715)
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might
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a

lost wliich will
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Russell Williams.
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"That His purpose for
might be carried
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out
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—

souls

Pastor
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may
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Pastor

—

Norman Uphouse.

many
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be
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—
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Pastor
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Pastor Lowell Hoyt.
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many

won for
Pastor

souls

Jesus
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be

Christ."
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for a building in
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reach
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James Dixon.
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Pastor
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Pastor William H
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self-supporting this year
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ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
BY

A. V.

'^<^

-^'^

>^^^

KIMMEJLL

Pastor, First Brethren Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

President, Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren

Church

Compared with the

offerings

given to the

Home

Missions Board several years ago this seems an impossible sum. However, conditions have changed within

the church and throughout the country. Today the
nation is talking in billions; business is talking in mil-

and without meaning to be "smart" in any
it seems to be placing the work of the Lord in
the lower brackets when we talk only in thousands. Do
not the Scriptures say, "But seek ye first the kingdom
of God and his righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you."
True, "the earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof;
the world and they that dwell therein." But the Lord
lions;

manner

has entrusted His wealth to people in the world. While
the majority of the people are using His wealth and
appropriating His property without recognizing His
ownership or even giving thanks for it, there are
thousands of us, especially Brethren, who believe in
are willing to declare Him LORD of all. To
such, shall we say His own people? we submit the proposition: that by combining our interests and our ef-

Him and

and by giving as individuals and as churches
can be more than reached. Of course we have
other interests within the denomination, and rightly so,
for who would want to put all his eggs into one basket?
However, Thanksgiving is the day and the hour to fill
the Home Missions basket. You who read this must
first feel the responsibility within your own breast and
then see that this same urge is passed on to many
others, not forgetting the mighty place prayer has in
all these undertakings, which belong to the Lord. This
you can do in a whole-hearted manner, for the Home
forts

this goal

Missions Council is functioning successfully for the
interest of the entire denomination.
At this point let me say there is little if any jealousy
or rivalry among the interests and boards of o u r
church. For this we praise God and take courage. Each
operates within its particular sphere knowing that it
must and does depend upon the cooperation and the
support of the others. This partially accounts for the
splendid advancement along all lines within the last
few years. This is especially true of Home and Foreign
Missions, for scripturally there is no difference. Beginning with the local church, including the individual
member of that church, the Great Commission demands the spreading of the Gospel locally and unto the
ends of the earth. This is not a choice IT IS A
COMMAND. For convenience' sake one board administers the affairs at home and the other abroad. Essentially they are one, therefore the Home Council has
the support and the backing of the Foreign Board in
every way and we call upon all Foreign Mission contributors to give freely this Thanksgiving time for it
will strengthen the church at home and make possible

—

greater effort in distant lands as well as give an expression of thanks to Almighty God for dealing so
kindly with us nationally.
Since this is Thanksgiving time it is well to point out
that we have reason to be thankful for the Home Missions Council. When the crisis arose within the church
a few years ago it became absolutely necessary for the
Council to step in and shepherd particular groups who

suddenly found themselves without w el c o m e in
churches they had sacrificed to build. These could not
be cast adrift and left to wander about without places
for fellowship. Who came to the rescue? The Home
Missions Council! Many churches were started, more
than during any other period and perhaps more than
will be launched within the same time in the near
future, but something had to be done and done quickly.
The Home Missions Council did it! Several of these
churches are self-supporting already. We must back
up the others until they have had their chance, not
forgetting the new calls that are coming in right
along.

RIGHT? AMEN!

Building churches these days costs money. As this is
being written materials are arriving to finish the first
unit of the First Brethren Church of Philadelphia and
do we know that building costs money! $25,000.00 disappears in contracts almost overnight. See how quickly
$100,000.00 melts away when scattered
24
churches. We are not suggesting that the Home Coun-

among

spending large sums of money on church buildfor mostly the local congregations back their
building programs while the Council maintains
the services for worship and fellowship by providing
pastors, evangelists, and Bible teachers, which takes
care of that part which is more needful.
Then, the fields remain white unto harvest. If we
are inclined to boast of the little we have done the
past few years just look at the places in our own
United States which are without a "Full Gospel." This
should plunge us into the depths of humility. While
driving to the Conference at Winona Lake this summer there were sections where it had been too wet to
harvest the wheat. The stalks were brown, bending to
the ground, lifeless; the grain shattered from the
heads, falling into the dirt; lost to a world crying for
food. Likewise, there is a famine in our land, not a
famine for bread but a famine for the pure Word of
God. Souls are going into eternity every day, falling in
death without hope and without God. Lost forever,
lost! "The harvest truly is plenteous but the labourers
are few; Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that
he will send forth labourers into his harvest." Brethren
are waiting; communities are calling; the Council is
willing; now the church must supply the One Hundred
Thousand Dollars so the Word of God can go forth and
many souls be saved to His glory.
cil is

ings,

own
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WE NEED

$100,000
FOR HOME MISSIONS
THIS YEAR!
TO EVANGELIZE:
such as New York,
Chicago, Denver, St. Louis, etc.

Large

cities

TO REACH
The Jew
The American Indian
The Negro

TO BUILD:
New

Churches

Thanksgiving Is the Time

GIVE!
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THANKSGIVING REMINDERS
Our physical blessings will be controlled to a great
extent by the spiritual honor we give to God and His
Word. America is the last great stronghold of Christianity.
In many nations today one cannot speak
openly of his implicit faith in the Bible, but thank
God it is still the "best-seller" in America. This does
not mean that America is altogether a Christian nation, but it does mean that a tremendously strong
minority group with God on their side, honor and hold
up His Word as the panacea for all human ills. It is
time that the American nation should get back to a
fuller understanding and acceptance of the truth of
Scripture from our highest ruling body to the meanest citizen. Our churches should be giving the Bible its
place of preeminence. The mothers of America should
so thank God for this freedom in the use of God's
Word that each one would be opening its truth to the
children God has given. The most effective way of
cutting the population of penitentiaries, diminishing
the increase in crime among juveniles, stemming the
tide of immorality and social sins is not by process of
outward reform, but by a process of inward change
through the application of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
to the heart as it is preached from the Word of God.
It may be that God will deprive us of these glorious
privileges if we do not make more frequent use of

The first Thanksgiving Day was observed by the
Plymouth Colony, November 26th, 1621, and was a day
of great rejoicing for the first corn crop. Governor
Bradford and the Pilgrims decided to have a great
feast of ingathering. Great fellowship was enjoyed in
the Lord and wholehearted thanksgiving was rendered
to the God of every good and perfect gift for His
benificence upon the children of men.
As most other holidays, the true meaning and celebration of Thanksgiving have been perverted by the
fleshly natures of men. The spiritual aspect of the day
has been almost entirely lost in rampant rowdiness, sin
and intemperance. A return to the first Godly aspect
of this day is sorely needed in our land. Instead of
being a day for intemperance and sin, it should be a
day for self-control and righteousness. Instead of presenting a new opportunity for the satisfaction of the
it should impress upon men's minds
the importance of turning to Christ for power over the
flesh. Instead of being a day when we are more prone
to forget God and His goodness in the rush of things,
it should be a day when we prayerfully reflect upon the
countless reasons for our thankfulness to Him.

lusts of the flesh,

Are there any reasons why Americans should be
thankful at this Thanksgiving time?
Certainly we find a reason for thankfulness in the
fact that during the worst holocaust of war which has
ever swept across the earth our nation has enjoyed a
comparative national peace. Others have been writhing in the agonies of war for four years and more. But
the cities, towns, and harvest fields of our nation have
not become a wholesale slaughterhouse for the satanic
forces of terror. The horrors of war cannot be actually
known unless one takes vital part in them, but for this
national security we should certainly thank God with

them. Thank God for an OPEN BIBLE!
Shall we not praise God for the open church doors
of America? You may worship where you will and how
you will. The church doors of America stand ajar to
all who will enter and worship as the Spirit of God

may

true hearts.
In a great part of the world today men no longer
have the privilege of buying and enjoying what they
may desire or choose. Famine has stricken nations
devastated by war and this winter will see thousands
dying of starvation if something is not done quickly
to alleviate their suffering. On the other hand, even
though we may have some rationing, our harvest fields
provide plenty and abundance of those foods which
are essential to our well being. Our children need not
be undernourished, with bodies emaciated because of
lack of food. Most items of clothing are available on
an open market. Any individual may own a property,
whether Jew or Gentile, without fearing that the Government will step in and confiscate it. Money and
material things flow freely in this great land of freedom and individual rights are recognized. We should
praise God for these things.
No less should we praise God for personal health,
strength, and the flow of the stream of life in our
bodies.

When

health

is lost

we then begin

to realize its

infinite value.

But, even more important are the spiritual reasons
for thanksgiving to God.

lead.

The significance

of this priceless heritage

cannot be overestimated. The first of the ten commandments is, "Thou shalt have no other gods before
me." God is a jealous God and absolutely demands
the undivided worship of men. The greatest difficulty
of the world today lies in the fact that this worship
has been turned to other gods: gods of force, might,
military power, greed, grasping for territory, etc. For
this reason the world has had to endure its recent
bloody bath, and more is yet to com.e. The children of
God are the salt of the earth and should preserve and
propagate those things which glorify God. They
should be trail-blazers on the way to God's shrine
where the human heart bares its sin and in confession
of Christ finds the true worship of God. Let men turn
the worship in their hearts toward the normal and
proper object of that worship, God, the Father in
Heaven, and many of our difficulties will disappear.
We praise God at this Thanksgiving season and every
day intervening for the greatest gift of God, our Lord
Jesus Christ, crucified, buried, risen, ascended, and
coming again Savior who saves, keeps, and fully satisfies every desire of the human heart. Jesus Christ is
the Prince of Peace and until He comes to reign on this
earth peace will continue to flee from it. He brings
sweet peace to the human soul as the burden of sin is
lifted. No longer is man tossed about as the waves of
the troubled sea, but he comes to tranquil rest and
quiet in the powerful embrace of the Son of God. Certainly our hearts should be united in thankfulness to
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the God of all grace lor His unspeakable gift in the
person of our Savior.
Remember, it was He who said, "Behold, I stand at
the door and knock: if any man hear my voice, and
open the door, I will come in to him, and sup with him,
and he witli me." "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ
and thou shalt be saved."
Let this Thanksgiving Day bring a proper emphasis in our thanks for every spiritual blessing and physical benefit from God.

5A(i Qa6p.eC J.%utfi
KGER—Long

KXEL—Waterloo, Iowa— 1540

WCKY— Cincinnati,

Ohio— 1530 Kc.
Sundays—9:45-10:15 P.M.
WJAC—Johnstown, Pa.—1400 Kc.
Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.
WIBG—Philadelphia, Pa.—990 Kc.
Sundays— 9:00-9:30 P.M.

(Continued from Page 703)

WISH—Indianapolis,

WHBU—Anderson,

WHOT— South Bend,

Ind.—1490 Kc.

Sundays— 2:00-2:30 P.M.
WMMN—Fairmont, W. Va.—920 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.

WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY
NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR!

J'tomc

*jxaiiet X^afincx
V.C
«Jltl44lctiA iJxauet

PRAY FOR THESE THINGS DAILY!
1.

This interesting statement appeared in the recent
the editorial page.
We reprint the statement.
"CAPTAIN PAUL HELANDER, earnest Christian, had
many marvelous experiences during the war, as pilot
of the airplane, THE GOOD SHEPHERD. As a boy
Paul went to Sunday School in Chicago. But for some
time he was more or less depending on the fact that
his parents were such good Christians, while he haa
no personal knowledge of salvation.
"A missionary from India gave a series of messages
at their church, and Paul attended. One night the
missionary said something that awakened Paul to the
fact that he was lost. He said, 'God has no grandchildren; if you are depending on the fact that your
parents are saved, and are not personally trusting the
Lord Jesus, you are trying to be God's grandchild. God

2.

3.

For $100,000
Offering.

in

the

new works

coming Thanksgiving

and
For the
Wadsworth, Onio.
For new buildings at Mansfield, South Bend,
Indianapolis, Bellflower, Cheyenne, Cuyahoga
at Alexandria, Va.,

Falls, Firestone Park, Winchester, Osceola,
Wooster.
4. For an addition to the Tracy church that
more Sunday school room might be provided.
5. For the completion of the building at Fremont
and the work under the pastorate of Rev.

Raymond
6.

7.

has sons, but no grandchildren.' The Spirit of God
convicted Paul deeply, and led him to accept the Lord

8.
9.

Jesus as his personal Savior."
Friend, remember that salvation is not by "proxy."
God deals with you personally as a sinner and He must
deal with you personally in salvation. As many as
believe in and receive Christ as Savior will inherit eter-

(John

Ind.— 1240 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.
WHKK—Akron, Ohio— 640 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.

CHRISTIAN VICTORY magazine on

life

Ind.— 1310 Kc.

Sundays— 8:00-8:30 A.M.

GOD HAS NO GRANDCHILDREN!

nal

Kc.

Mondays, 9:00-9:30 P.M.

have given themselves in full-time service for missionary endeavor through seeing one of these films.
Most strong fundamentalists are extremists at the
same time. This is entirely understandable on the
basis of the fact that we are so anxious to avoid the
very "appearance" of evil that we take every extreme
measure to do so, many measures in fact which are
not at all necessary or even effective. In our estimation this is playing into the devil's hands, for if he can
use the remarkable facilities of communication and
education which God has placed in the hands of man
such as radio and the motion picture and those who
have the Gospel message shun these facilities for the
above reason, Satan wins! The spreading of the Gospel
is hindered by the very neglecting of the agencies
which make the greatest dissemination possible. Let
the members of the Brethren Church and believers
everywhere think this matter through very carefully
so that no prejudice or traditional ideas may circumscribe our service for Christ.

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays—12:30-1:00 P.M.

10.

1;12).

Christ has not come to help us, but to take charge.
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Blood.

For missionaries to the American Indians and
an early establishment of such a mission.
For funds making possible the establishment
of a Brethren Jewish Church.
For every Home Mission pastor and churcli.
For THE GOSPEL TRUTH radio hour as a
great aid in reaching the lost for Christ and
extending the borders of the Brethren
Church.
For the Spanish-speaking Indian and Mexican church at Taos, New Mexico, which is to
become a Brethren Church. Also for missionaries for the carrying on of this work.
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Our

Field Investigator and His
By

L. L.

GRUBB

prayerful consideration it was
decided at the annual meeting of
the Council this year that a field
investigator should be hired to
work full time at the task of

probing new fields for Brethren
churches in conjunction with
the district and national organ-

The great

benefits o'

this decision are readily appar-

ent to

From
ARTHUR

D.

CASHMAN

and at the saine time make possible the
establishment of a sorely needed national revolving
fund in which returned funds will be deposited to
build new Brethren churches. If such a fund of money
were available today tremendous strides ahead could
be taken by your Home Missions Council, but all activities are hampered by a severe lack of funds.
With all this in mind, the Directors of the Brethren
Home Missions Council unanimously decided to secure
the services of Rev. Arthur D. Cashman as our field
investigator. This decision was not made without careful consideration.
The past experience of Brother
Cashman in Christian service peculiarly fits him for
the task of meeting the public and making initial contacts, securing information designed to provide a basis
for national decisions in the building of new churches.
His previous success Ln Home Mission fields augurs
progress for the future.
The Directors of the Council wish to remind every
Brethren Home Mission donor that these changes make
necessary the expenditure of additional funds and
the Council is depending upon God to work through
His own at this Thanksgiving time in making available
at least $100,000 for the work of Brethren Home Missions throughout the year. GIVE US THE FUNDS AND
to sacrifice

For some time the Directors of the Brethren Home
Missions Council have felt the need for a change of
policy in building
Brethren churches. After much

izations.

Task

all.

this time on, before en-

any community with the
idea of building a Brethren church there, full investigation will be made in that community so that practically every detail of its life which will have any
bearing upon the establishment and growth of a
church will be known. Such items as the exact population, the percentage of colored, white, and foreigntering

born residents, the percentage represented by various
religious sects, the number of churches and where
the real estate expansion of the city, the
location and type of industry, etc., will be carefully
determined and then, after mucli prayer, on the basis
of this information, a church will or will not be established in that community. It is certainly apparent
that this will guarantee every Home Mission donor the
greatest return for his investment in glory to the Lord.

located,

If it is determined that a church shall be built in a
particular community, the Council will step in and, in
conjunction with the district organization and local
people, will buy lots and build at least a fine Bible
school annex on those lots, hire a full-time pastor, and
let him go to work and build a church with some real
tools in his hands that wall make his labor for Christ
count the most. Such procedure will necessitate an
outlay of considerable cash at the very inception of
the work, but if the field has been properly investigated and probed, there can be no doubt about the
outcome. By following such a procedure, the period of
building until the church becomes self-supporting may
certainly be lessened to three or four years.
It is not to be understood that the Brethren Home
Missions Council intends to donate church buildings to
various groups of people. The money placed in any
field by the above procedure will become the obligation
of the local group of people to be paid back in part
without interest. The challenge will be made to that local group to raise as much as possible annually and the
Home Missions Council will in turn meet that amount
by canceling an equal amount of the indebtedness. For
instance, if the total indebtedness in a field is $15,000.
in the course of time the local group will pay back half
of this amount without interest and half will be canceled by the Council. This procedure will give the local
group of people a sense of responsibility and lead them

WE WILL DO THE WORK

AS THE HOLY SPIRIT

LEADS!

My Call as Field Investigator
By

A. D.

CASHMAN

works in mysterious ways His wonders to
perform." Early in my ministry, a policy was adopted
never to ask anyone but God for a field of service and
never to turn down an invitation to be used when able
to respond. So closely has this policy been followed
that I have never solicited the favor of influential
''God

friends in seeking a call. It is not that this policy is
opposed in others, but rather a personal conviction
that if the Lord wanted me in a certain field He would
open the door.
In 1934, when nearing the end of four years as pastor of the Second Brethren Church of Los Angeles,
through the appeals made at a Southern California
District Conference, we were challenged to pioneer in
Home Mission work. Encouraged by a couple of isolated
families in Glendale to do something about establishing a Brethren testimony there, a goodly group was
gathered together for regular services. Without support
from the district or national board, it was evident that
we would have to supplement our salary in order to
maintain a home. Not knowing how to make tents as
did the Apostle Paul in his day and Dr. Walter Wilson
in our day, we adopted the Bible business. We felt that
a good study Bible placed in a Christian home would
be honoring to the Lord and a distinct service rendered
both to the buyer and the seller. This provided our
support until the field was taken over by the District
Mission Board and we moved back east.
For some reason, the Lord called us to take care of
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the Clayton, Ohio, congregation on a part-time salary,
and we continued to place more study Bibles. While
there, we were led to start the Middletown Bible class
after soliciting the help of Bro. R. D. Barnard. In the
meantime, the Clayton Church was greatly blessed of
the Lord. Obliged to move because the house we were
renting was sold, nothing suitable was available until
after we were invited to serve the Homerville congregation, when a house was found in Ashland. Homerville, being another small congregation, the Bible
selling was continued. Several months later, we were
urged to start a Bible class in Mansfield. Sunday
services were soon requested, so we resigned at Homerville and offered a full schedule of services at Mansfield. The work was signally blessed of God. When it
was evident that our foundational work was finished
there, we felt led to buy a property in Winona Lake
and take a year off from active preaching. During
that year few calls came even for supply preaching,
but how the Lord did enable in the distribution of
Bibles. After the year was up calls came to preach
and teach each Sunday, terminating with ten months
in Dayton as interim pastor and more than two months
in Ft. Wayne in the absence of Brother Aeby.
All of these years that it seemed necessary to continue in the Bible business, the writer sensed that the
Lord was preparing him for some full-time Christian
service that the experience of salesmanship was fitting
him to do. When the need arose for a Home Mission
Field Investigator, there seemed to be leading of the

NOTICE
Please send the

any Brethren families

If it is God's will that I spend the remainder of my
serving days doing this kind of work for which I have
been evidently prepared, I am willing to do it at all
costs. Won't you pray each day, dear reader, that "God
and I will do it" for His glory? The couple of weeks of
investigation in South Bend, Ind., have showed to me
that unless there is much prayer, money can easily be
wasted. It is still true that "except the Lord build the

New York

house, they labor in vain who build it." In the meantime, plan your Thanksgiving offering so that our goal
of $100,000 will be realized.

(Continued from Page 707)

Sunday School, and Bro. J. E. Means is
treasurer. The group coming from the Washington
church has practically supported the work financially
since its inception and certainly deserves a lot of credit
for the sacrificial spirit in pioneering in this new and
tary of the

needy field.
Alexandria is a city of at least 60,000 population.
There are about 35 different churches and not a single
strong fundamental testimony among them. The population of the city is on the increase and constitutes a
great challenge to Brethren Home Missions. Will you
pray that God will lead in the searching out of a fulltime pastor for this church in order that the field
might be possessed immediately. (See picture in this

Last year, when the goal of "one hundred new Brethren churches in the next ten years" was emblazoned
before the National Conference delegates, I expressed
to Bro. R. Paul Miller the hope that God would use me
to start ten of those hundred churches. What a thrill
that God has so wonderfully opened up this most
effectual opportunity to realize that hope, and to have
the happy privilege of helping to strengthen mission
points already in operation.
Just the other day I discovered the following extract
from the pen of the late Dr. R. E. Neighbour, a godly
man who led me into the precious truth of the gospel
of the grace of God: "You are God's opportunity in
your day. He has waited for ages for a person like
you. If you refuse Him, then God loses His opportunity which He sought through you, and He will never
have another for th,ere will never be another person on
earth just like you." Then he adds this poem:

You will do;
He will add His blessing to it.
And the two of you will do it,
God and you."

correct addresses of

living in the

City area at once to the Brethren Home Missions
Council Office, Winona Lake, Indiana.

Lord in our direction.

"Bring to God your gift, my brother,
He'll not need to call another,

names and

issue.)

WINCHESTER STARTING TO BUILD
It was a great thrill to drive later in the day to
Winchester, Virginia, and find that the shovel had
been there and the excavation for the new Home
Mission building there had been completed. We have
been praying to this end for many months. The old
building was so small as to provide very inadequate
facilities for the work. The plans are to tear the walls
from the old building to the first floor level and then
build a basement structure over the whole lot to be
used during the winter with the completion of the
entire structure to take place in the spring. The completed building will include a space 52 x 80 feet. Needless to say, both pastor and people are rejoicing at
the success God is giving in this venture.
Proof of the strong work being developed in Winchester was the fine group who attended our Sunday
night Home Mission service. The house was full and a
fine spirit prevailed. A great Home Mission offering
will come from Winchester this year. Home Mission
churches really appreciate Home Missions and give
more per capita back into the work than most established churches. You may check these figures for
yourself. Rev. and Mrs. Paul Dick have led this church
to a place of influence and prominence in the community. A weekly, city-wide Bible school is held in the
church on Mondays. Each week several broadcasts
go out over the local radio station and this church has
put our national program, THE GOSPEL TRUTH, on
the air at its own expense. Souls are coming to Christ
and the spirit of the people is excellent. To begin its
building the church will have raised a great part of
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$12,000 and will not be laboring under a heavy indebtedness at the completion of the building. Attendance
at all services is higher than at any time in the history
of the church. Here again we enjoyed the hospitality
of the pastor. Pray that God will continue to bless
the expanding Winchester work. (See picture of the
Dicks in this issue.)
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2.

Our
and

spiritual needs

cannot be calculated by dollars

The work of home missions depends
much on the prayers and support of older and more

One of the thrilling things about traveling among
our Brethren churches is to note the splendid growth
of the group as a whole. In the past ten months every
churcli we have been privileged to visit has shown a
substantial growth. Some grow more rapidly than
others because of certain local circumstances, the nature of the field, etc., but every church is growing and
this augurs great things for the Brethren church of
the future should the Lord tarry, and if He comes
even greater things are in store for us! Advances
have been registered in every branch of our church and
denominational life. The reason is not far afield. WE
is

c

gl

s o

NATIONAL FELLOWSHIP OF BRETHREN
CHURCHES SHOW SPLENDID GROWTH

PREACH THE WORD OF GOD! God

^i
<D

3.

cents.

established churches.
Our building needs are greater than ever. Pray that
the Lord will supply these during the year.

Topic

Two — "OUR PASTORS FOR THE

COMING

YEAR."
Scripture—2 Tim.
1.

to bless

2.

3.

His Word.

IN THE HANDS OF THE HOME MISSIONS COUNCIL
EVERY ONE OF YOUR MISSIONARY DOLLARS BECOMES A PREACHER OP THE TRUE WORD OF GOD.
HELP US TO ATTAIN OUR GOAL OF $100,000 AT THIS
THANKSGIVING TIME THAT MORE SUCH STRONG
AND GROWING CHURCHES MAY BE ESTABLISHED
TO THE GLORY OF OUR LORD

4.

4:1, 2.

Each year the opposition becomes greater for our
pastors inasmuch as the forces of modernism are
out to stamp out fundamentalism.
Each year our pastors are showing that definite results and victories are being gained through the
sincere preaching of the Word.
Each year the Home Mission pastors, especially, face
problems which other pastors do not face. These
include building problems, new fields, etc.

During the coming year our pastors are determined
worthy account for each dollar invested in
the work of Home Missions.
It might be a good idea to have a prayer calendar
passed around at this time to have those in attendance become better acquainted with our men.
to give a

5.

I

Topic

Three— "OUR FIELDS FOR

THE COMING

YEAR."
1.

DEPARTMENT
PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER

2.

3.

25

HOME MISSION PROGRAM
4.

COMING

Subject— "HOME MISSIONS FOR THE
YEAR."
Scripture—Acts 2:42-47.
Purpose To impress our people with the great opportunities that are before us in the work of Home Missions in the Brethren Church. These opportunities
belong to each one of us because we are all laborers

—

together.

—Under

the Brethren Home Missions Council
the work of home missions has certainly been flourishing in the last few years. If we were to check the
records we could easily see that our opportunities are
becoming greater each year, and that the year which
lies ahead is no exception. The Lord is giving us
greater responsibilities, but along with this He also
gives wisdom, vision, and greater victories each day
as we grow in His Marvelous Grace.
Topic One— "OUR NEEDS FOR THE COMING YEAR."

Leader

—

Scripture Phil. 4; 19.
1. Our financial needs have been estimated to be aproximately $100,000. This is a small amount when
we consider the greatness of our God.
716

—

John 4:35.
Our Home Mission program

Scripture

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

is taxed to capacity at
the present with the limited supply of funds.
Dozens of fields are now calling and waiting for
help from the Council.
Several of our fields will no doubt be self-supporting
in another year. For this we can certainly praise our
wonderful Lord.
Ten new fields are anticipating building programs
in the next year. Some of these are already started.

Topic

Four— "OUR REQUESTS FOR THE COMING

YEAR."
Scripture—Phil. 4:6.
1. Pray for a great Thanksgiving offering.
2. Pray for each Home Mission pastor.
3. Pray for the building programs in the new
4. Pray for a mission project for the Indians.
5. Pray for a Jewish Brethren Church which

fields.

is

being

considered.
6.

Pray for "The Gospel Truth" broadcast, that
be used to further our

Home

it

will

Mission work.

—

For concluding remarks emphasize the fact
that ahead of us in the near future lies the greatest
opportunities ever presented to the Brethren Church.
We must all arise and meet these challenges because
we as Christians have been entrusted with this great
job of spreading the Gospel abroad. May we not only
do a good job in Foreign Missions in the coming
year but also in the work of Home Missions.

Leader

—Mrs.

Paul Dick.
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SEMINARY
Editorials

God used to purify hearts. The afternoon session
was a service of praise and thanksgiving. The note of
song and gratitude was prominent. Rev. John Aeby,
pastor of the First Brethren Church of Fort Wayne,
Ind., brought a message from the 10th Psalm which led
into a period of thanksgiving to God upon bended
that

by Homer A. Kent

SECOND SEMESTER BEGINS
On Monday, November fifth, the registration of
students for the second semester of the year 1945-46
toolc place at Grace Seminary. The date seems early,
but this is due to the fact that the accelerated program
under which the Seminary has been operating during
the war years is still in effect. The first semester, you
will recall, began last May. It is expected that the
normal state of affairs will be renewed by next fall.
Practically all of the students who were enrolled the
first semester enrolled again for the second. In addition about twelve new students have entered these
halls of learning. This makes an enrollment well in
excess of sixty, the largest in the history of the
school. In this fact, as in many others, we are seeing
the evidence of God's smile upon us. We thank God
and take courage.

knees for all His bountiful gifts.
The day was climaxed by the evening service, which
was devoted especially to praise and to prayer for mat-

Herman B. Centz, prominent Bible teacher, delivered a short devotional mesprayer
which served as an
sage on the subject of
encouragement to a blessed season of prayer. Many
requests were presented by the assembled group so
that the praying was very definite. Truly "The Lord
hath done great things for us, whereof we are glad"
ters definitely requested. Rev.

(Psa. 126:3).

INCREASE IN CRADLE ROLL

DEPARTMENT

CONVOCATION SERVICE
The

first

chapel service of a

new semester

is

always

an interesting occasion. The latest such service was
no exception. The faculty appeared in their academic
regalia. They looked into the faces of an expectant
student body and a goodly number of visiting friends.
This was the first Seminary chapel service for quite
a number of those present. President McClain was in
charge. After leading in the devotional exercises, he
greeted the assembly, giving an especial word of
welcome to the new students. Each one of the latter
stood as their names were spoken in order that more
quickly they might be known. The address of the
occasion was delivered by Prof. Robert D. Culver, who
spoke fittingly upon the subject, "The Authority of

Several new prospective students for Grace Seminary
have recently made their appearance at Winona Lake.
These newcomers have come to bless the homes of those
who are already students in the Seminary. On October
the eighth there were born to Mr. and Mrs. James
Dixon twins, a boy and a girl, whose names are Paul
Stephen and Paula Stephani. On October thirteenth
there was born to Mr. and Mrs. Forest Lance a boy,
whose name is Philip Duane. Then on October nineteenth Ramah Lee came to bless the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Harris. Their many friends will want to
join us here at the Seminary in congratulating these
proud parents on the new arrivals.

CHAPLAIN NIDA

the Minister." Following this convocation service every
one realized that a new term of privilege and responsibility had opened.

ANNUAL DAY OF PRAYER
The Day

become a tradition at Grace
always looked forward to as a mountain-top of blessing. It annually occurs during the
first week of the second semester and serves to
strengthen the spirits of both students and faculty for
the duties that lie ahead.
All classes were dismissed for the day. It was truly
a spiritual retreat. The morning service was devoted
to self-introspection. It was introduced with a message
from Rev. Jake Kliever, missionary on furlough from
our African field, who spoke from the first chapter of
First John. It was a heart-searching message and one
Seminary.

PICTURE-

month is used through
CHILD EVANGELISM.

picture this

of Prayer has
It is

IN

THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Navy chaplain in the South
and a former student and
Grace Seminary, has passed through some

Capt. Clarence R. Nida,
Pacific theater of war,

graduate of
remarkable experiences in his ministry of preaching
the Gospel to the boys in the service. He was in the
thick of the fight and as a result of some of the things
through which he went he had to spend many weeks
in a hospital. Chaplain Nida has recently written a
letter to Dr. McClain in which he recounts some of the
victories he has witnessed in preaching the Gospel in
the war zone. Believing that what he has written will
be of interest to many of our readers, it is included in
these pages:

Cebu, Philippines,
12 Sept. 45.

Dear Dr. McClain:
I imagine that you are surprised to hear from me
after such a long absence of any word concerning
this student of yours. I have often thought of the
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days of studying at Grace, and many times thanked
the dear Lord for giving me the privilege of studying
His Word there with you. It has been so useful during
these months, for I have known and recalled some
of the teachings enabling me to bring men to Christ.
I have been taking an inventory during the last
few days, and I have been a lot of places and done
a lot of things. The experiences have been different
and wonderful, and in each one there has been some

GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

BUILDING FUND

wonderful lesson learned. I have been able to preach
the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ to a lot of men,
and the joy of seeing them come to Christ is wonderful. Just since my return to my outfit after two
months in the hospital I have been able to win some
16 men to Christ. Two of the greatest experiences I
shall ever have took place during the last month. The
peace that we so longed for came. Generally there
would have been shouting and explosion; in fact I
looked for that and had often dreamed of the tremendous noise that would accompany such news.
But I was all wrong. There was no tremendous uproar, nor any shots fired. But there was a calm
thankfulness. It was like a burden had been rolled
from our backs. For we knew the future was brighter.
The inevitable horror of combat was over. The sky
was bluer and the grass was greener. Life was wonderful. We smiled as we planned and dreamed of
home and our loved ones
Immediately after receiving: the news of the peace we determined to have
a thanksgiving service. I have never been in a service
which had such wonderful spirit and movement. The
men sang as never before. The expression of thanksgiving for the God-given peace was manifest
throughout the entire service. I was privileged to
bring the message on the victory won, and pointed
them to the greatest victory which is found in Christ.
This one service made all the sweat, toil, and tears
of combat and separation from home and loved ones
worth the cost. The men that were there were the
men that I love. These men are the ones with whom
I have lived, fought, and suffered, and it was a thrill
to share the peace with them.
Another experience was mine. I have just finished a revival meeting with another chaplain. He
is a Moody graduate, and a wonderful evangelistic
chaplain who lives and preaches grace. I'd like to
give you a small account of the service.
The golden setting sun painted its evening picture
in the sky. The brilliant colors were mirrored on the
glassy smooth sparkling water. Palms graced the
shore, and out on the water the native fishing outriggers could be seen quietly sailing along. You
might have thought of the land of our Lord, but this
was Cebu in the Philippines. A spot was chosen and
we built our chapel. It was not a beautiful native
structure, but just a regular army hospital tent. The
benches were made of bamboo. Our platform consisted of long planks placed on ration boxes. The
pulpit was a bamboo pole. This was not a gorgeous
chapel, but it was a sacred spot. For men came and
met God there. At dawn some thirty devout Christian men gathered to pray. They knelt on the sand
and asked God for His blessing. At dusk men came
to hear the Word of Life. Every night between
.
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eighty and a hundred

men

message of love and to

SPECIAL SERIES OF ARTICLES

assembled to sing God's

CONTINUED

good news of

listen to the

salvation.

As was previously announced in the October 6 issue

During the two weeks of the meeting almost thirteen hundred men came to have God search their
hearts or to seek salvation. One hundred Christian

men

consecrated their lives and ten

Christ as their Savior.

among the

It

men

was a time

Christians both for their

of the Herald the faculty of the Seminary is offering a series of articles from the various departments
this issue.

of rejoicing

own

spiritual

blessing and the salvation of their buddies. It was
a real revival with God's people humbling themselves and praying, and God pouring out His blessing.
During the meeting, night by night, the men would

you will never know
has meant to my Christian
life." These are the words that thrilled my heart.
One night God's presence was felt from the beginning of the service. We sang "Spirit of the living God
fall afresh on me, melt me, mold me, fill me, use me,
Spirit of the living God fall afresh on me," and the
Spirit moved among us. The message was finished,
but many of us felt constrained to remain in prayer.
Fifty men knelt on the sand and poured out their
hearts for God's cleansing and conviction of sin in
the hearts of their lost pals. One grand young fellow stayed after all others had gone. He was not a
Christian, though he desired to be one, but had
never let go and let God. We talked with him, and
then and there he came around from behind the
piano on which he was leaning, and knelt at the

come up and

how much

say, "Chaplain,

this night

and said "yes" to Christ. His face was shining
we got to our feet for the peace of God and the
indwelling presence of Christ were his. It was a night
never to be forgotten by any of us. The closing night
was the greatest of all. The place of meeting was
crowded. Three young men stood out for Christ
As we walked arm in arm to the back of the chapel,
they were smiling through their tears. They went up
to their buddy, a real Christian lad, and told of their
eternal decision. The pal then turned to me and
altar

as

.

"This

said,

To

my

see

is

almost the happiest night in

pals

come

to Christ

makes me

my

as

.

.

life.

happy

was when I first accepted Christ." And this
kind of joy was overflowing in all our hearts that
as I

night.

Among many

of the chaplains there

is

by others, but I can say that God richly blessed His
spiritual wonders in the lives of
men. It was again proven to a skeptic world that
the Gospel of God is the power of God unto salvation
With renewed zeal and determination my
life verse still shall be, "Woe is me if I preach not

Word and worked

.

AGNOSTICISM

IS

PESSIMISTIC

This is a day when men's hearts are failing them for
fear not knowing what tragedy will soon befall the
world. Men of the world who are devoid of saving faith
are confessedly perplexed. No less a person than H. G.
Wells, noted author and agnostic, is looking at the
future through blue glasses. He thinks that the world
is "at the end of its tether." He further says that "the
end of everything we call life is close at hand and
cannot be evaded." He feels convinced that "there is no
way out or around or through the impasse. It is the
end."

Wells is around eighty years of age. It is quite certain that he has not many years to stay upon this
earth. It is sad when a man so near the end of life's
day has nothing to which to look forward. Throughout
his life, Mr. Wells has been an advocate of the doctrine
of evolution. Clifford B. Ward, editor of the Fort
Ind., News-Sentinel, in commenting on the
views of Wells, says, "Mr. Wells senses that man is reverting to the status of the beast from which he and
others think he sprang untold eons ago. Mr. Wells has
spent his lifetime attempting to teach the world that
man evolved from a beast and he shouldn't be too
frightened now if he thinks man is starting on a proctoward the status
ess of involutional retrogression
Mr. Wells never
from which he thinks he came
thought very highly of man in the first place. Why
should he get the jitters now, seeing man starting a
decline toward the same point from which he believes

Wayne,

.

.

.

he began?"

an attitude
that one cannot preach with boldness the good news
of salvation through Christ and Him alone. "Ye
must be born again" is forgotten for a book review

.

which they teach. That

series is being continued in
Dr. McClain's articles are messages which
are being delievered on the Brethren Radio program.
Professor Hoyt's consist of a series of expositions on
Second Peter, Professor Culver's are from the Old Testament, while Professor Kent is presenting a series of
brief archaeological messages under the title "Voices
From the Rocks." We trust that these presentations
may be received with real profit.

in

confessed

.

the Gospel."
My prayers are following Grace and know that His
work is going forward. May the Lord bless you all,
and I always count on the prayers of the students
there. Perhaps in God's time and grace I shall be
able to see you all again.
Cordially,

In such a time as this how good it is to be a ChrisHe is possessed with light in the darkness. He
carries in his hand the Word of GOd which tells him
what is coming to pass in the world. He is told that
"there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and
in the stars, and upon the earth distress of nations, with
perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring, men's hearts
failing them for fear, and looking after those things
which are coming upon the earth; for the powers of
heaven shall be shaken, and they shall see the Son of
Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory"
(Lk. 21:25-27). Furthermore, he is told the attitude
which he ought to assume in view of these fearful
things. It is not one of despair and gloominess. It is
an attitude of hope and intense expectancy. "And
when these things begin to come to pass, then look up,
tian!

(Continued on Page 722)
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The Great Captain
By DR. ALVA J. McCLAIN
The English word "Captain" is applied

to our

Lord

Jesus Christ only once in our Common Version. The
text is Heb. 2:10— "For it became Him, for whom are
all things, and by whom are all things, to make the
Captain of their salvation perfect through suffering."

The Greek word

is

"archegos," and this word

is

applied to our Lord in three other texts in the New
Testament. In Heb. 12:2 He is called the "archegos"
or "author" of our faith. In Acts 3:15 He is called the
"archegos" or "prince" of life. In Acts 5:31 we are told
that Christ has been exalted to God's right hand to be
an "archegos" or "prince" to give repentance and for-

Our Salvation

is the Lord of the Sabbath and Lord
of the temple. He
has final jurisdiction even over the law of God—
if
there should be any conflict between the law of
Moses
and His commandment, the Mosaic law must yield to
His voice. To those who sought to kill Him,
He said,
"The Father judgeth no man, but hath committed all
judgment unto the Son" (John 5:22). If the dead
bodies of men are ever raised back to life, it
will be
because "all that are in the graves" shall hear
the
voice of the Son of God (Jn. 5:28). And if any
should
mistakenly suppose that these are extravagant claims
made because of His limited knowledge during the
days of His flesh, let us hear Him as He speaks in
the

glory of His resurrection

giveness of sins.

The meaning

of this Greek word is literally "chiefleader" or "prince-leader," that is, the one who first
leads off, the one who blazes the way a pioneer. Thus
our blessed Lord is the Great Pioneer, not only the

—

Cause but the Prince-Leader of our salvation. "He

is

not only the strong swimmer who carries the rope
ashore, and so secures His own position, but also makes
the rescue for all who will follow." He is not only the
"chief" but also the "leader" in all that pertains to
our salvation. Thank God for such a Savior.
From what has been said about the meaning of this
term, it should" now be very clear that if we apply the
English word "Captain" to our Lord, we should understand its meaning in the naval rather than in the army
sense. In the army a captain is only a minor officer.
But on the high seas a captain embodies tremendous
authority and also vast responsibilities.
I.

of

THE CAPTAIN OF A SHIP HAS ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY WITHIN HIS OWN REALM.

On board his own ship sailing the seas a captain
comes very close to being an absolute monarch. His
word in every situation is the law. His decisions in
every emergency must be binding. Even though he
may at times be in error, his orders must be obeyed.
Beyond him, as he stands on the bridge of his ship,
there is no court of appeal. The nautical imperative
obey, regardless of consequences.
of a ship is not democratic. It is
not the rule of the majority, much as we admire that
kind of government. The captain may if he wishes
consult the opinions of his men and lesser officers, but
there is no law that requires him to do so. Whether to
give battle or retreat, whether to fire or wait, whether
to keep on fighting or abandon the ship all these are
decisions to be made by the captain himself. In such
matters, the proper action is not determined by a
democratic vote of the crew. Whether we like it or
not, this is the way it is, and must be. In the midst of
the battle there must be one supreme authority, and
to disobey is treason.
So it is with the great Captain of our Salvation. In
every realm, in every possible situation, whether of life
or death, whether in things present or in things to
come, Christ holds in his hands the power of absolute
authority. This is no irresponsible assertion on my
part. It is the personal claim of the Lord Himself. He

is

The government

—

life,

"AH authority

is

given

unto me," He says, "in heaven and in earth."
Well, I for one am glad that "all authority"
is in the
hands of Christ. We have learned through bitter experience that power and authority, even in limited
measure, cannot safely be trusted to the hands of the
best of sinful men. However "good" such men
may be,
however benevolent their purposes may be, we have
found that men with great power always at last
become arrogant, intolerant, and cruel. But the great
Captain of our salation, although Himself true Man,
is different from all other men.
They are sinners. He
sinless.

is

They are

Lord from heaven.
hands.
II.

And

it's

of the earth, earthy.

Thank God,

all

power

He
is

is

the

in His

safe in His hands.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE SHIP IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE SAFETY OF HIS PASSENGERS.

This

is

one reason why the captain must have

all

authority. It is because he has all the responsibility.
The cargo, the crew, and the passengers—all are in his
care. He can give no excuses for failure to bring
the
ship into its desired haven. If the storm is raging, the

captain must stand by the wheel. If the ship is
doomed, and the order is given to abandon the ship,
the captain must be the last to leave. If the ship goes
down with any on board, the captain must go down
with his ship. This is the high and stern rule of the
seas.

Consider now the ship of our sinful humanity.
Tossed and beaten by the waves, driven and battered
by the storms of divine wrath, the heavens-veiled by
heavy clouds, the compass lost—the ship was drifting
unguided to its final doom "the voyage balk'd, the
course disputed, lost." But, thank God, in the last extremity of our sinful race, heaven's Great Captain
came down from His throne, took His place on the ship
as the "Last Adam." Through birth of the virgin
mother. He identified Himself completely and forever
with our humanity. Yes, more, in order to save us. He
went down with the ship under the doom of God. "He
saved others; He could not save Himself."
But there was another ship—the ship of our salvation. After our Lord Jesus Christ had borne our doom,
had paid the penalty for our misdeeds, God raised Him
from the dead and He took His place on the bridge of
a new ship His ship, not ours the ship of Salvation.
On this ship we are safe, not merely because the ship

—

—
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can never go down, but above all because of the love
and power of the great Captain who stands on the
bridge. The storms still rage, and the billows are high,
but thank God, we can lean on our Captain's "strong
arm, where no tempest can harm." If you will commit
your soul into His keeping, you need have no fears

DRAFT REGULATIONS CHANGED
ATTENTION— ALL STUDENTS FOR THE
MINISTRY
Young men who purpose

to study for the Christian
ministry should note that the Selective Service Law
is still in effect, but recently there has been one
very important change. This change is explained
below, together with other details which are still

about the outcome of the journey. The Captain of our
salvation has guaranteed the safety of all His passengers. He will bring us in joy and peace to our desired
haven. Listen to His pledged word which can never
fail: "This is the Father's will which hath sent Me.
that of all which He hath given Me, I should lose nothing" (John 6:39). Our great Captain has never lost a

in force.
1.

erated basis," it is now only required that he be
"pursuing in good faith a full-time course of study."
The "accelerated basis" required study throughout
the entire year, both winters and summers. But now
the summer work is no longer required. It is only
necessary for the student to attend for the regular
two semesters in each year (or their equivalent) and
carry approximately sixteen hours per week.
2. It is also specified that "a moderate amount of
outside employment does not render the course less
than 'full-time,' " just as long as the student "is
making satisfactory progress toward the completion
of his course of study." This means that a student

"The tempest may sweep

passenger, and He never
o'er the wild stormy deep; In Jesus I'm safe evermore."
will.

III.

SINCE OUR GREAT CAPTAIN HAS ALL AUTHORITY AND HAS ASSUMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR
OUR SAFETY, IT IS OUR REASONABLE DUTY
TO OBEY HIM IN ALL THINGS.

It was disobedience that lost for our race its place In
a better and a brighter world, a world in which there
was neither sin nor death. Man was created with the
perilous and terrible gift of freedom, a freedom which
made him absolutely different from all the other physical creation, the freedom to say NO to the God who
had made him. "By one man's disobedience the many

were made sinners" (Rom. 5:19). Thus we

all

became

us and gave Himself for us. "Whatsoever He saith unto
you, do it" This is the highest wisdom of the Kingdom

—

God.

O

soul sinking down 'neath sin's merciless wave.
The strong arm of our Captain is mighty to save;
Then trust Him today, no longer delay.
Board the old ship of Zion and shout on your way,

Jesus saves!

Jesus saves!

CdUatiaU,

.

.

permitted to work enough to earn his way, if such
work does not interfere with his studies.
3. "The course of study may be carried on in the

is

"the children of disobedience." And since it was disobedience that sent us out into the darkness, it is only
obedience to the voice of God that can bring us back
into the light.
God's first and only command to the lost sinner is to
"obey the Gospel." This does not mean, as some suppose, obedience to the Ten Commandments or the Sermon on the Mount in order to be saved. The Gospel is
a message of Good News, not a set of laws. And there
is only one way for the sinner to obey the Gospel, and
that is to BELIEVE it. This is the only act of obedience
that rescues the sinner and sets his feet on the ship
of Salvation. This is what makes us the children of
obedience, loving to do His will, because He first loved

of

Whereas formerly the law required a minisstudent to pursue his studies on an "accel-

terial

.

(Continued from Page 720)
lift up your heads; for your redemption draweth
nigh" (v. 28). This then is no time for the Christian
to be despondent or downhearted. It is time for optimism. The Lord is coming Things are moving forward
according to God's plan. The Christian is the only one
who has the true basis for optimism in such a time.
Let us therefore walk with quickened step and uplifted
heads looking for the glory that soon will come.

and

theological or divinity school or in anottier institution. Where carried on in another institution, the

student's course of study must be under the general
direction of the theological or divinity school in
which he has been accepted." This is very important
and means that all our young men who are taking
pre-seminary work in any college must be doing
such work under the direction of Grace Theological
Seminary. Such students should make application

Seminary for acceptance, and then the Seminary issues the required statement for the student's
draft board. If this step is neglected, the pre-seminary student is always in danger of losing his deferred position. Full information will be provided
by the Seminary to all who make application, so that
they will know what steps to take in obtaining deferment as a ministerial student.
4. If a ministerial student is taking his college
work under the care and direction of the Seminary,
as specified above, his deferment is protected from
the date of his college graduation until he enters
the Seminary "if he is scheduled to enter upon
active classroom work in such school with the next
entering class." This means that if a student graduates from college in the spring, his deferment will
be continued through the summer until he enters
the Seminary in the fall. Hence, all pre-theological
college students should secure their deferment
through application for acceptance and direction by
Alva J. McClain, President.
the Seminary.
to the

!
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VOICES FROM THE ROCKS-II

^

Voice
By

"And

from Shechetris

HOMER

A.

KENT

one which could more exactly fulfill all the required
conditions. Let us imagine the chiefs and the priests
gathered in the center of the valley, the tribes stretch-

and their elders, and officers, and
their judges, stood on this side the ark and on that
side before the priests the Levites, which bare the ark
all Israel,

ing out as they stood in compact masses, the men of
war and the heads of the families, half on the north
and half on the south, crowding the slopes on either
side, the mixed multitude, the women and the children
extending along in front till they spread into the plain
beyond but still in sight: and there is no difficulty,
much less impossibility in the problem. A single voice
might be heard by many thousands, shut in and conveyed up and down by the enclosing hills. In the early
morning we could not only see from Gerizim a man
driving his ass down a path on Mount Ebal, but could
hear every word he uttered, as he urged it; and in
order to test the matter more certainly, on a subsequent occasion two of our party stationed themselves

covenant of the Lord, as well the stranger, as
he that was born among them; half of them over
of the

mount Gerizim, and half of them over against
mount Ebal; as Moses the servant of the Lord had
commanded before, that they should bless the people
of Israel. And afterward he read all the words of the
against

law, the blessings and cursings, according to all that
is written in the book of the law.
There was not a
word of all that Moses commanded, which Joshua read
not before all the congregation of Israe!, with the
women, and the little ones, and the strangers that
were conversant among them" (Josh. 8:33-35).

Ctuiet Valley

Joshua and all Israel were now in the very heart of
the Promised Land. Jericho had been conquered. So
had Ai and Bethel. God permitted no enemy to withstand their onward advance. In compliance with instructions given in the Book of Deuteronomy, an altar
was built upon Mount Ebal. There a portion of the
law was carved upon its unhewn stones, and burn-;offerings and peace-offerings were sacrificed thereon.
But this was not all. It was the command of God that
all Israel should be gathered on the slopes of Ebal and
Gerizim and in the valley between that to them should
be read "all the words of the law, the blessings and
the cursings" (v. 34).

What

a gathering that must have been Dr. Thomson
was "beyond question or comparison the most
august assembly the sun ever shone upon; and I never
stand in the narrow plain, with Ebal and Gerizim rising on either hand to the sky, without involuntarily
recalling and reproducing the scene."
The account further states that "There was not a
which Joshua read not before all the conword
gregation of Israel" (v. 35) What a sea of faces Joshua
must have looked into What a thrill of emotion must
have swept over his spirit as he realized his responsibility and privilege! But one asks the question. How
was it ever possible for Joshua to be heard by such a
vast multitude in the open air and without modern
amplifying systems? A visit to the little valley where
it all took place helps to answer this question. This
was the writer's privilege some years ago ajid there he
looked upon a remarkable amphitheater of God's own
making. This was employed for the needs of the occasion. True, Joshua did not have modern facilities for
making himself heard by the vast assembled multitude
but God had provided natural acoustics which are wellnigh incomparable with those of any other place In
the world. Tristam, in his Land of Israel, has said

says

!

it

.

.

.

.

!

concerning the place, "It is impossible to conceive a
spot more admirably adapted for the purpose than this
one, in the very center of the newly acquired land, nor

THE GERIZIM SIDE OF THE NATURAL AMPHITHEATER AT SHECHEM—Photo by Homer A. Kent
on opposite sides of the valley and with perfect ease
recited the

commandments

antiphonally."

Thus the echoing rocks of the slopes of Mounts Ebal
and Gerizim witness to the accuracy of the Biblical
record. The writer of these words, together with his
traveling companion, witnessed the sights and sounds
of this remarkable place and marveled again at the
ways and works of God. How accurate is His Word!
How insistently it compels faith upon the part of those

who will earnestly listen to its testimony.
Thompson says as he contemplated the

past event
associated with this place, and the place itself, "I have
shouted to hear the echo, and then fancied how it
must have been when the loud-voiced Levites proclaimed from the naked cliffs of Ebal, 'Cursed is the

man

that maketh any graven image, an abomination
And then the tremendous Amen! tenfold
louder from the united congregation, rising and swelling and re-echoing from Ebal to Gerizim, and from
Gerizim to Ebal. Amen! Even so, let him be accursed.
No, there never was an assembly to compare with this."
And the rocks testify that what is written is all true.
to Jehovah.'
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Fruitbearing in the Present and Its Relation
to the Future-2 Peter 2:1-11
1.

By HERMAN A. HOYT
The purpose of Peter's second epistle,

repeated,

is

"Simon" was his name until he met Jesus. During that period he v/as the impulsive leader of men,
possessing all the elemental qualifications for greatness, but with nothing to order and establish him. But
reer.

should be
to encourage believers to grow in grace
it

through the medium of increasing knowledge of Chrisi.
He introduces this in the opening words of the epistle
and pursues it to the very end. "Grace and peace be
multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God,
and of Jesus our Lord" (1:2), is the way the epistle
opens. With order and persistence he develops the
theme through the book, analyzing the principles m
salvation in chapter one, announcing the perils to
salvation in chapter two, and applying the precepts of
salvation in chapter three. And lest the reader may
have lost sight of the purpose of the epistle in the
course of the argument, in the closing words, Peter
again reminds him of his intention by a final exhortation, "But grow in the grace and knowledge of our
Lord Jesus Christ" (3:18).
2. The principles in salvation comprise the positive
information of the book and constitute the record of
chapter one. And these principles number just two:

fruitbearing and fatihbelieving. The first marks the
necessary responsibility to personal activity in Christian life. The second marks the necessary foundation
for this personal activity. The order in chapter one is
proper for this epistle, for Peter is instructing his

congregation in the responsibility of growing in grace.
Faithbelieving is the
is his primary purpose.
means to the end. Therefore he introduces that followChronologically,
fruitbearing.
discussion
of
ing the
however, faith and increasing knowledge must come
first, with experience of growing in grace following
normally. Though Peter does not ignore Chronology,
it is very evident that another order better suits his
purpose.
3. The primacy in Christian life and experience must
be given to fruitbearing. In the order of experience
faithbelieving comes first in order that fruitbearing
may follow. But in the order of importance fruitbearing
God's
is first and faithbelieving is the means to the end.
purpose in salvation is conforming sinners to the
image of His Son. This means that the goal is moral
and spiritual. Moreover, this end is progressively realized in this Ufe and will be completely realized when
Christ comes. It is this great moral and spiritual end
to which Peter addresses himself in this epistle and
introduces at the very outset of the epistle. This study
will then be confined to the subject of fruitbearing as

That

discussed in 1:3-11.
4. The preface to the entire book must be considered
briefly before launching into the major argument. In
verses 1 and 2, the reader is introduced to Peter, the
author (la), to the people, the audience (lb), and to
the prayer, the appeal for them (2). Briefly note them.
(1) Peter, the author of the epistle, declares of himself, "Simon Peter, a servant and an apostle of Jesus
Christ." In this statement Peter refers to his own person and position. His person is marked by the name he
uses, indicating the two divisions of his personal ca-

he was a God-hearer as the name indicates. Then he
came to Jesus and received the name Peter. From then
on he was all that he was before and more. He heard
God in the person of His Son and followed. All the
elemental traits of character necessary to leadership

were now bound together by a consuming passion for
this made him into Peter the Rock. His
indicated by the designation, "servant and
apostle," pointing to the two relations he sustained to
Christ. The first and more important was that of
servant. This relationship is the one denoting salvation. In this respect Peter was making it clear that
the most important thing of all is to be a child of God.
The second and the less important was that of apostle.
This relationship is one denoting authority and responsibility within the church. It is this relationship
that lends credibility and authority to the words of

Christ.
position

And
is

this epistle.
(2)
The people, the audience of this epistle, are
characterized by these words, "to them that have obtained like precious faith with us through the righteousness of God and our Savior Jesus Christ" (2b). In
this statement Peter gives a four-fold description of
the people centering in faith. This faith is a portion
allotted by grace; it is possessed by all the saved; it is
precious faith; and the place of its rest is in the righteousness of Christ. Since the allotments of grace are
without regard to person or merit, it is not surprising
to find that all the saved share alike in this faith.
There is something even in this that makes faith
precious. But the reason for the preciousness of the
faith reaches beyond this to the object on which this
faith rests. The value of the object alone determines
the value of faith. Inasmuch as the object of this
faith is the imputed righteousness of God made available to men through the crucifixion and death of
Christ, this faith is very precious, for the object is
very precious. It is therefore evident that Peter is

writing to saved people.
(3) The prayer in verse 2 not only expresses the appeal of Peter's heart, but also implies clearly his underlying purpose and method. "Grace and peace be multiplied unto you through the knowledge of God, and of
Jesus our Lord." The multipUcation of grace is his
purpose. Tljrough the knowledge of God is the method.
But this appeal does not mean that grace will increase,
as later verses make clear. God made all His grace
available to the behever at the very outset of Christian
experience. But it does mean that the believer will
increase in his recognition and realization of grace.
This is accomplished by the fact that the believer is
growing more acquainted with Christ within the sphere
of knowledge. In this sphere of precise, intimate,
rather full knowledge, as the original means, the believer sees what he did not see before, and appropriates
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what he did not experience before. The foundation is
laid and the writer is ready to move into the

ises" (4).

now

ables the reader to grasp

fullness of his subject.
The outline of verses three through eleven is rather
clear and precise. There are three major divisions:

It is

of the word whereby enmore readily the meaning.
"through which," and the which is plural, undoubtedly pointing to the preceding words, "glory and
virtue." It is through these that the very great and
the

very precious promises are granted to the believer.
The greatness of these promises is reckoned on the
basis of what they offer to the believer. To sum up in
a word what they offer, it is salvation. But this word

The Provision for Fruit in the Believer (3-4).
The Production of Fruit by the Believer (5-7).
III. The Purpose of Fruit for the Believer (8-11).
I.

II.

I.

THE PROVISION FOR FRUIT IN THE BELIEVER

admits of analysis. And here is not the place to launch
into a complete discussion of the word. Four aspects
of this great salvation are suggested here. There is
first, the deliverance from the penalty of sin,
which was

(1:3-4).

Introductory. The style of the apostle Peter is such
that it requires considerable skill to untangle his argument. It is Peter's purpose in verses 3-4 to lay a
firm foundation for the exhortation to follow in verses
5-7. Provision for fruit must come before production
of fruit. So with the same eagerness he plunged into
the sea to get to Jesus, he now plunges into the very
heart of his discourse. This makes it necessary to rearrange the steps in his reasoning for the sake of
clarity. Four doctrinal considerations bring the argument to completion. There is first, the provision in
the divine Christ; second, the promises issuing from
the divine Christ third, the protection from the divine
Christ; and finally, the participation in the divine
nature. Let us note these in this order.

accomplished at Calvary; second, the deliverance from
the power of sin, accomplished by the indwelling presence of the Spirit; third, the deliverance from the pollution of sin accomplished by the constant application
of the Word; and fourth, the deliverance from the

presence of

accomplished by the coming of Christ.
of these promises is reckoned on
the basis of their certainty of fulfillment. A promise
may be very great, but its value depends absolutely on
the certainty of its fulfillment. There is no doubt
about these great promises, for the person who promised and the work He performed were guaranteed to us
by His triumphant resurrection from the dead. In His
resurrection is the guarantee that He paid the penalty
in full, that regeneration would take place, that the

The provision

in the divine Christ appears at the
"Him that hath called us to glory
consulting the Revised Version it will
be noted that a variation puts a whole new front on
this passage. It reads, "Him that called us by his own
glory and virtue." It will be seen immediately by comparison with the opening words of verse four that this
reading makes better sense in the passage. It is the
glory and virtue of Christ that is under consideration.
And it is from these that the promises issue. But we
enquire immediately into the meaning of glory and
virtue, and in what sense these make provision for
the promises.
1.

close of verse three,
virtue."

By

The person of Christ is denoted by the word glory.
Glory refers to essence or nature, and therefore gathers up in its meaning all that Christ is in His own
person. It refers to His divine personality and therefore provides a sufficient sacrifice. It refers to human
perfection and therefore provides a sinless sacrifice.
It refers to His mighty power and therefore provides a
self sacrifice. It refers to His eternal purpose and
therefore provides a set sacrifice. But this phrase goes

beyond

this.

of Christ is depicted by the word virtue.
the nature of a person in operation. It is the
sum total of personality displaying itself in all its excellencies. Peter used this same word in 1 Peter 2:9 in
declaring it is the duty of the church to show forth
His praises or excellencies. Except nature move into
activity, it is impossible to know fully that nature.
With Christ there is no doubt about His nature, for
throughout His earthly life He displayed virtue. Especially was this true at the Cross. There at the Cross
was the great display of virtue that provided the basis
for the promises.
2. The promises issuing from the divine Christ appear next in the course of the argument. "Whereby
are given unto us exceeding great and precious prom-

The work

Virtue

is

sin,

The preciousness

;

and

Another rendering

Word would
come again

set aside

from

and that He would
and receive His own to

sin,

to finish His task

Himself.
3. The protection provided by the divine Christ is
contained in the words of verse 4, "having escaped the
corruption that is in the world through lust." It will
be noted by the tense of the words "having escaped"
that this action precedes in time the experience of
participation in the divine nature. And it follows in
time the apprehension of the exceeding great and
precious promises. Another rendering of these words

in some respects somewhat clearer. "Having fled
away from the corruption which is in the world in
the sphere of desire." Both negative and positive aspects are here, and both are bound up in faith.
The negative aspect is that of fleeing away from the
corruption which is the world in the sphere of desire.
These words may not contain an explanation for the
way in which it operates. Moral corruption is in the
is

present order of things in that it lies in the realm of
human desire. This desire for the present arrangement of things, a desire which supercedes every other
desire, is the thing that leads to sin. To cut the cord of
human desire for the things of this present order is
the fundamental need. But this is not enough.
The positive aspect is also needed. The very implicatian of these words, "having fled away," is that they
have fled somewhere. And the words "that ye might
be partakers of the divine nature" strengthen this conviction. All of this may be gathered up in the word
"faith" which marks the relationship to the promises.
This is victory over the world realized once and for all
the moment of faith in Christ. So John writes, "Who
is he that overcometh the world, but he that believeth
that Jesus is the Son of God" (1 John 5:5). It is faith
in the person of Christ which provides the firm foun-
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of
dation for the promises, and faith in the work
the
Christ which provides the powerful incentive for
promises, that cuts the Gordian knot of human desire
believer
for the things of the world and turns the
rightabout face in the direction of God.
The participation in the divine nature is the ex-

if the channel of self-will is blocked.
Therefore, bring in on the side, all diligence.

reach the surface

4.

2. The divine impartation of seed and root has already been provided. Peter writes, according to the
Revisers, "in your faith supply virtue." This implies
that the root of the divine plant is faith. And it is.
This is the faith exercised by the believer in Christ,
and yet it is nonetheless a divine bestowment. Peter
referred to this divine allotment of faith in verse 1.
He is now ready to begin with the root, which is the
believer's faith, and point the way to positive and
progressive growth in grace. There are many who
show so little discernment of spiritual things that they
imagine that the graces which follow may be acquired
by anyone. They little dream that the first real cord
by which the believer is bound to an infinite God is
the cord of faith, and even this cord is one divinely
bestowed.
3. The orderly appearance of the Christian graces is
normal and so natural. "In your faith supply virtue;
and in your virtue knowledge; and in your knowledge
self-control; and in your self-control patience; and in
your patience godliness; and in your godliness brotherly kindness; and in your brotherly kindness love"
(5b-7 R.V.). From the root of the Christian life, faith,
the life should move on to virtue, a practical expression of it. For strength and balance knowledge together with understanding should be acquired. Temperance, better translated self-control, is then next in

perience which follows logically upon faith in Christ.
After the penal consequences of sin are removed, there
communicating His
is nothing that hinders God from
nature to the believer through the operation of new
child of
birth. This is the thing that makes a sinner a

God. Both the nature and extent of this new nature
are the things restis described in this passage. These
4
ing at the very heart of Peter's discourse. In verse
he merely indicates that believers become partakers of
the divine nature. But in verse 3 he was more explicit.
There he said that "divine power hath given unto us
things that pertain to life and godliness."
The nature of this new life is marked by the phrase
participation
"life and godliness." This confines our
all

in the divine nature purely to the realm of the moral
and spiritual. In no sense do believers participate in

His metaphysical attributes such as would make them
Christ
little gods. By the operation of the Spirit of God
comes to dwell in the believer to communicate to him
and to live out in him His own holy and blessed life.
The extent of this new nature is marked by the
phrase, "all things that pertain." Just as in the first
all the potentialities of life were communicated
birth,
to the babe at conception, so also at the second
are comall things that pertain to life and godliness
municated. For every grace in Christ there is one just
like it in the believer. This must be true for Christ

birth

dwells within us. But no matter how true it is, few
believers realize this fact until they begin to grow in
knowledge of Christ. It is this fuller realization of
Christ through increasing knowledge of Him that enables the believer to

grow in grace.

The author is now ready to introduce the subject of
production of fruit in the Christian hfe.
II.

THE PRODUCTION OF FRUIT BY THE BELIEVER
(1:5-7).

Introductory.

Without hesitation, now that the

foundation has been carefully laid, Peter explains precisely the duty, method, order, and end of fruitbearing.
Briefly we shall note the human responsibility, the
divine impartation, the orderly appearance, and the
crowning flower in the fruitage of the believer.
1.

The human

responsibility

is

advanced in these

words, "giving all diligence, add." The Revisers have
improved the translation a bit, and it reads, "adding
supply." Literally, the
on your part all diligence
original reads, "and bringing in on the side all diligence." Herein the place and purpose of human responsibility in fruitbearing is described. While there
has been divine provision, and all the potentialities for
fruit are resident in the believer, yet there is a duty
resting upon the believer which contributes on the side
to the appearance of the fruit. And that is "all diligence." This word means haste, earnestness, activity.
And nothing short of the exercise of the human will
.

.

.

move the believer into activity producing fruit.
The supply is abundant, but this supply can never

will
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Lest self-control deteriorate into mere hesitapatience or persistence is encouraged. At this
point godliness, that is, pious conduct, is needed. Even
in piety there needs to be that warm personal affection for the brethren. And to crown it all, the flower
should appear, a love for saint and sinner alike, such
as Christ manifested for the world.
order.
tion,

4. The beautiful flower pushing its way out through
the foliage of the new life is love. This is the crowning
achievement of the Christian life. It is the mark of
maturity nad age. It is the evidence that childish
things have been put away and the believer has
reached manhood. If there be any doubt about the
essential qualities of this love, Paul's panegyric in
First Corinthians thirteen is the answer. This is the
fruit of the Spirit which belongs to manhood. It is not
the root of the Christian life which many mistakenly
think, but it is the flower. All the while they have been
trying to grow the Christian life upside down, and with
no success. Since the very nature of God is love, it
follows that as one grows in grace, the grace of love

more and more.

will

manifest

III.

THE PURPOSE OF FRUIT FOR THE BELIEVER

itself

(1:8-11).

Introductory. It is only logical that at this point in
the argument of the epistle, the purpose for fruitbearing would appear. Written irrevocably into the
consciences of men is the fact of moral purpose. A
careful reader of the Word of God cannot overlook
the multiplied references to the same thing. And most
certainly, such an important feature of Christian life
as fruitbearing, with divine performances for foundation and solemn command for demonstration, must
have some moral purpose. And it does. Fruitbearing

NOVEMBER

24

19

,

4 5

in the believer confirms the believer in his conduct
(8)

;

it classifies

the believer in his condition

convinces the believer

of

his

calling

(10);

(9)

;

and

it
it

crowns the believer at His coming (11).
1. Fruit confirms the believer in his conduct.
"For
if these things be in you, and abound, they make you
that ye shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the
knovirledge of our Lord Jesus Christ" (8). The key to
this verse is the verb "make." It means to constitute,
establish, or confirm.

Clearly

it

refers to the fruitful-

ness of the believer. A habit of bearing fruit and increasing in fruitfulness is the best guarantee that the
believer will continue on in his course of conduct. A
proverb familiar to all states in another way the sense
of this verse. "Habit is a cable. We weave a thread of
it every day, until at last we cannot break it." Constant and continuous fruitbearing makes it more certain every day that the believer will continue to bear
fruit in the sphere of intimate knowledge of Christ.
2. Fruit classifies the believer in his condition. "But
he that lacketh these things is blind, and cannot see
afar off, and hath forgotten that he was purged from
his old sins" (9). The key word is the copulative verb
"is." The absence of fruit demonstrates the condition
of the believer, and the presence of fruit does the same
thing. The presence of these things clearly indicates
that such a believer sees the old sins from which he
was saved, and he also sees the goal ahead. But one
who lacks these things not only gives evidence that he
has forgotten the life out of which he was saved and
to which he should never return, but he is nearsighted
and is unable to see the goal ahead. His heart and
affections are centered on the present with its lusts

and

desires

and

the same degree the believer produces fruit, in that
same degree he will be ushered into the kingdom. If
there is abundance of fruit there will be an abundant
entrance. A careful analysis of the fruit will make it
clear that a fruitful life is bound to touch many other
lives with good. With deep gratitude and high praise
they will welcome that saint into the everlasting
kingdom (cf. Luke 16:9).

Conclusion
This study should be brought to a close by reminding
the believer that God has made ample provision for
fruitbearing. He has invested the believer with all
things that pertain unto life and godliness. It should
be further noted that the method and order in fruitbearing is clearly drawn. It begins with faith and
flowers out with love. And finally, every believer
should not only observe carefully but also thank God
profusely, that he has provided in the fruitfulness of
the believer a way to confirm him in his conduct, a
method of classifying his own condition, a way of convincing himself of his calling, and a crowning experience when he enters the everlasting doors.

REVIVAL AT RITTMAN, OHIO
Greetings to the Herald family in the Name of our
Blessed Lord! We greet you in His Name to share with
you some of the blessings which have been ours at His

Hand.

satisfactions.

Fruit convinces the believer of his calling. "Wherefore the rather, brethren, give diligence to make your
calling and election sure: for if ye do these things, ye
shall never fall" (10). The key here is the phrase "to
make." This infinitive carries a meaning in the original that is hard to render into English. It means "to
make for yourselves." There is no question about salvation once one has committed himself to the Lord.
But every believer would like to have some assurance.
Peter is here offering them a method. Fruitbearing
will convince the believer that his election of God in
eternity past was a fact, and that his calling of the
Lord through the Gospel was effective. Fruit is the
evidence, evidence that anyone can see and understand. In fruitbearing there is likewise provision for
the present and the future. For in a life occupied with
the bearing of fruit, there is no possibility for falling.
Where there is fruit there cannot be falls. And this
means of assurance lies wholly within the ability of
the believer to provide for himself.
4. Fruit crowns the believer at His coming. "For so
an entrance shall be ministered unto you abundantly
into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Savior
Jesus Christ (11). In this verse the key is in the word
"ministered." It is exactly the same as the word "add"
in verse 5 of the Authorized Version and "supply" in
the Revised. It means to furnish richly. The appearance of the word in connection with fruitbearing and
again with entrance into the kingdom is not accidental. In fact, it is for the purpose of comparison. In
3.
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We just concluded another
Wm. A. Steffler, pastor of the

fine meeting with Bro.
Third Brethren Church

of Philadelphia, as our Evangelist. This has been
third privilege of working with Brother Steffler

my
and

he has proven himself a true yoke-fellow indeed. This
was the second meeting he has held in the Rittman
church since I have been its pastor, and he's very
welcome to come again soon!
Brother Steffler proved himself again to be a very
fine preacher of the Word. He preached with power
and the Holy Spirit convicted saint and sinner of sin.
These are difficult days even to get the unsaved to

Some

did come, but they rejected the
One soul was saved, and several Christians manifested their desire to be more
fully yielded unto the Spirit's leading. Two came to be

attend a service.
pleadings of the

Spirit.

baptized and admitted into church membership.

We

God

for these.
It was our happy privilege to have Bro. Lew Grubb,
our National Home Missions secretary, with us on Wednesday evening of the second week of our services. He
showed the Home Mission pictures and brought a challenging message after the evangelistic service for the
evening was over. We thank God for his ministry in

praise

our midst. We have a very likely candidate for work
the Indians as is being proposed by the Home
Missions Council. It is our prayer that God will bless
them in this forward step for His Glory.
We are beginning our fourth year of ministry here

among

(Continued on Page 732)
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A

Working Library
By ROBERT

This

is

D.

for Old

CULVER

to be the first of a series of articles

on the

Old Testament, intended especially for ministers. The
proper place to begin seems to be with the subject of
Bibliography. The question to be answered is, What
books are available which would help one most in getting knowledge of the Old Testament? It is assumed
that the reader, if he has a working knowledge of the
original Hebrew, knows the best lexicons, concordances,
grammars, and other language tools. So the scope of
this article is restricted to versions, or helpful translations of the Old Testament in English, introductions,
or works about the Old Testament, and commentaries,
or explanatory treatments of the Old Testament.

Introduction," by J. H. Raven, $2.00, has no peer in the
English language. It is accurate, adequate, and eminently readable. Here again, there are more technical
treatments, but none more practical. Those who have
a special interest in this subject will find "The Five
Books of Moses," by O. T. Allis, $3.00, the finest thing
in print for answering the critical unbelieving attacks
on the Old Testament. It is scholarly but readable. The
latest and best recognized of liberal introductions is
"Introduction to the Old Testament," R, H. Pfeiffer,
$4.00, a nine-hundred-page compendium of nonsense.
However, it is now being quoted as the "last word."
Another good title, unfortunately out of print is "Outline Studies in the Old Testament," by W. G. Moorehead.
Biblical

I.

VERSIONS.

There is positively no substitute for repeated readings
of the Old Testament in the common English version
known as the Authorized, or King James, Version. It
is useless to speak learnedly of "exegesis" and "critical
study" of special texts unless one is thoroughly acquainted with the whole. It is a travesty on the gospel
ministry to attempt sermonizing on difficult texts of
Daniel's prophecies, or to attempt exposition of obscure
"Messianic Psalms" or even of the first chapter of
Genesis, without first making the acquaintance of the
whole of the Old Testament. One might better forget
the whole subject of bibliography till he has thoroughly acquainted himself with the English version of
the Old Testament; it is bibliography enough. One
who is in fear of being tripped up on the common facts
of Bible history and georgraphy needs first of all to
study his Bible.
After the common version, the next help is the
American Standard Edition of the Revised Version. It
is the most accurate version in the English language,
and clears up in itself the larger portion of the problems of interpretation. Copies are available for as little
as $1.25. These two versions are sufficient.
II.

INTRODUCTIONS.

In a general way. Introduction includes all subjects
related to Bible study aside from actual interpretation
of the text itself. So, the scope is wide.
In this field of study, the first book should be "A
Bible Atlas," by J. L. Hurlburt, $3.50. This work traces
the history of the entire Bible, in a concise and readable fashion, from the beginning of our Bible to its
close. Numerous maps and charts illustrate every important geograpliical, historical, or chronological reference. Other more technical atlases are available, but
none more practical, either for the preacher or for the
lay student.

The next book should be a general introduction,
treating such subjects as Canon (What books should
be in the Old Testament, and why?), Text (How purely
is the present copy
Authorship (Who wrote the
how?). Integrity, and other
introduction for the average

preserved

Old Testament?),
books and when and
questions. As a general
reader, "Old Testament
of our

Testament Study

archaeology

falls

into

this

category also.

Here again many of the best works are out of print.
The following good practical books are available: "Archaeology and the Bible," by G. A. Barton; "The Bearing- of Archaeology on the Old Testament," by G. L.
Robinson, $1.75; "How Firm a Foundation," J. C. Muir;
"The Spade and the Scripture," J. C. Muir, $1.00. These
four books will be found to be of practical value, and
are nontechnical.
III.

COMMENTARIES AND EXPOSITIONS.

These are so numerous that one hesitates to attempt
a listing. The following general commentaries are in
print and will be found of real value; "The Annotated
Bible," byA. C. Gaebelein; "Bible Commentary," Jamieson, Faucett, Brown; "The Pulpit Commentary" (32
volumes on the Old Testament and 20 on the New Testament), $59.00. I recommend "The Pulpit Commentary" especially. It is one of the most exhaustive general commentaries ever published. Probably the greatest and best work on the whole Old Testament ever
written is out of print and very scarce, "The Biblical
Commentary on the Old Testament," by Keil and Delitzsch. These men really attack the problems and
give answers to which the reader will generally be led
to agree. The value of these 27 volumes demands a reprinting. Another of almost equal value is "Lange's
Commentary on the Bible," 12 volumes on the Old
Testament, also out of print and scarce. Both these
sets were written originally in German and then translated into English. Almost any price one may pay for
a volume of these two sets is not too much.
Space forbids the listing of special works on the
books of the Old Testament. This much can be said,
that the preacher who wishes something fruitful for
sermon preparation can do nothing better in the way
of book buying than to purchase "Gleanings in Genesis," by A. W. Pink, and "Notes on the Pentateuch,"
by C. H. Macintosh, or "Christ in the Bible Exodus,"
by A. B. Simpson, $1.00.

—

Any of these books in print may be obtained (with
discount by ministers) from our own Brethren Missionary Herald Company.
[At present the Pulpit Commentary, Lange's Commentary, and Barton's Archaeology are not available.
They may be obtainable later.]
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ROBERT

E.

MILLER

and president
logical

Robert E. Miller, Class of '38, is finding many ways
to use the valuable training received at Grace Seminary. As pastor of the First Brethren Church in Martinsburg, Pa. "The Cove's Bible Teaching and Evangelistic Center"
he carries on a very full program designed to win the lost and feed the saints of God. Each
month from September through May he directs the
Cove Monthly Bible Conference, which has entered its
fourth season. Outstanding Bible teachers are secured
for these monthly sessions, held two days, afternoon
and evening. Last year such men as Dr. Andrew Telford, Dr. Herbert Lockyer, Col. F. J. Miles, Dr. Harold S.
Laird and Pastor Ralph Stoll ministered the Word to
many Bible-loving people of the Cove. Next month we
look forward to having Col. F. J. Miles return to us.
Next January we will have Rev. George Schmeiser, of
Philadelphia; in February Dr. Wm. A. Mierop, president
of the Bible Institute of Pennsylvania; March will
bring Dr. Roy L. Laurin, of Pasadena, Calif.; while in
April our annual Pre-Easter Bible Conference will be
conducted by Rev. Robert D. Culver, from Grace Sem-

NORMAN
"Moving was quite a

inary.

B.

task."

living at Dayton, Tenn.,

26,

Churches.

of

Grace Theo-

Rev. Arthur Carey has the distinction of being among
the first men of our church to graduate from the threeyear course of training after our Seminary was reorganized into a graduate school. After leaving the
seminary he went to the Lake Odessa church, which he
served for about six years. Brother Carey has also
been at Rittman, Ohio, and the Pike Brethren Church
in Pennsylvania.
At the present time Rev. Carey has charge of one
of our newest churches, namely Troy, Ohio. He took
this charge in April of 1945. On September 9th there
were 26 present for Sunday School. Although the attendance during the summer was somewhat disappointing the prospects for the future are good. Brother
Carey also serves as the secretary of the Central District Conference.

—

Rev. R. E. Gingrich will lead in a
two-weeks evangeUstic meeting. The church is preparing and praying for a harvest of souls.
Pastor Miller just returned from a hurried trip to
Bryan University, where he took Byron Kensinger, who
enters in preparation for later study at Grace Seminary. The church is helping to support him through a
recently established Christian Training Fund. Pastor
Miller also finds time to fill the position of Acting
Dean of the Altoona Bible Institute, where he teaches
Bible Doctrine, Minor Prophets, Manuscripts and Versions, and Homiletics. He holds the following offices
in our church at large: Secretary of East Fellowship,
Vice President of East Fellowship Mission Board, Vice
Chairman of East District Ministerium, and Assistant
Secretary of the National Fellowship of Brethren

Alumni Association

ARTHUR CAREY

—

On November

of the

Seminary.

UPHOUSE
Now Norman Uphouse

where he

is

is

found among the

teaching staff of William Jennings Bryan University.
There he is teaching Bible, together with classes in
Greek, philosophy and psychology.

ANNUAL ALUMNI BANQUET
The annual banquet of the Alumni Association was
held in the new Winona Cafeteria on Thursday evening of Conference week. A large number of friends
were present for the occasion.
Rev. Glenn O'Neal, the new Alumni president, was
master of ceremonies. The well-known Eureka Jubilee
Singers were present and favored us with several selections. The recent graduates of the Seminary were
presented by Professor Hoyt and received into the
Alumni Association. In the absence of Dr. McClain, Dr.
Bauman spoke briefly concerning the plans for the
of the institution

proposed Seminary building.

GLENN O'NEAL
In the far northwest corner of our great nation
stands the Sunnyside, Wash., Brethren Church. Not a
great amount of publicity has been given this church,
but she has given to the denomination some outstanding persons. Among them is our Brother O'Neal. In
order to better serve his Lord and his church he attended Moody Bible Institute, from which school he
graduated in 1939. From there he went to Grace Seminary, graduating in 1942.
Brother O'Neal's first pastorate was that of Canton,
Ohio, where he served from 1941 to 1944. In March,
1944, he located in the city of Ashland, Ohio, where he
serves as pastor of the West Tenth Street Brethren
Church. Aside from his pastoral duties Rev. O'Neal is
moderator of the Northern Ohio District Conference

A YOUNG WOMAN, asked to explain devotional
reading of the Bible, answered:
"Yesterday morning I received a letter from Bill, the
one to whom I have given my heart and devoted my
I freely confess to you that I have read that
life.
letter five times, not because I did not understand it
at the first reading, nor because I expected to commend myself to the author by frequent reading of his
letter.

"I read

it

because

I

am devoted

to the one

who wrote

it."

"To read the Bible with that motive is to read it
and to one who reads it in that spirit

'devotionally,'

729

it

is

indeed a love letter."— Kittanning Calendar.
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Report of Gifts to Grace Theological Seminary
SEPTEMBER, 1945
should be noted
to the New BnUiing
It

the numbers of all gifts designated by the donors
Pnnd are indicated by the letter "B."
tliat

Name and Chureh
Rev and Mrs. J. Keith Altig, WhitUer,
Mrs Ruth Beeson. Whittier, Calif

Receipt No.

Amount

8890
8891
8892
8893
8894
8895
8896
8897
8898
8899
8900
8901
8902
8903
8904
8905
8906
8907
8908
8909
8910
8911
8912
8913
S914
8915
8916
8917
8918
8919-B
8920-B
8921-B
8922-B
8923-B
8924-B
8925-B
8926-B
892T-B
8928-B
8929-B
8930-B
8931-B
8932-B
8933-B
8934-B
8935-B
8936-B
8937-B
8938-B
8939-B
8940-B
894 1-B
8942-B
8943-B
8944-B
8945-B
8946.B
8947-B
894S-B
8949-B
8950-B
8951-B
8952-B
8953-B
8954.B
8955-B
8956-B
8957-B
8958-B
8959-B
8960-8
8961-B

10.00
o.OO
50.00
2o.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
35.00
o.OO
10.00

Calif

CaHf
Rev H. B. C*ntz. Winona Lake. Ind
Mrs Elizabeth Coffman, Whittier, Calif
Mr and Mr^. H. M. Crawford, Whittier, CaUf
Mr and Mrs. I. T. Day, Whittier, Calif
Mr and Mrs. James L. Glenn, Whittter, Oahf
Walter Haag, Whittier, Calif
Mr and Mrs. F. D. Kelly, OTiittier, CaUf
H. O. Kessler, Whittier. CaUf

Mr

Hiirvej

Oapron.

WhitUer,

Mr. B. 0. Kirklimd. Whittier, Calif
Mr. and Uvs. G. Earl Miller, Whittier, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn E. Miller, Whittier. Calif
Mr. and Mrs. H. Morrison. Whittier. CaUf
Mr and Mr. Glen Peterson, Whittier, Calif
Mrs. A. L. Rideout. Whittier. CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Robinson, Whittier, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Bough. Whittier, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. SterUng. Whittier, OaKf
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Stroud, Whittier, CaUt
Mrs. (Jeorge Uh-ey. Whittier, CaUt
Mr and Mrs. A. D. Wame. Whittier, CaUt
Mr. E. W. Wood, Whittier, CaUf
Mr and Mrs. C. V. Zook, Whittier. CaUf
Rev. Wm. H. Clough. Whittier, CaUf
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Whittier. Calif
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hamilton, Jr
Sainiie Klepser. Martinsburg. Pa
Rev and Mrs. Lynn Schrock. Waterloo. Iowa
Dr. Paul R. Bauman, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mrs. George Thomas, Nappanee. Ind
Mrs. Galen Pitz. Dallas Center. Iowa
Mrs. George Baker. Harrah. Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Burdette Fisher, Harrah, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Schilpenroot. Harrah, Wash
Gordon Stover. Harrah. Wash
Rev. and Mrs. Curtis Morrill. Harrah. Wash
Eleanor Culver, Harrah. Wash
Neil Paden. Harrah. Wash
Robert Smithwick. Harrah. Wash
Mrs. C. P. Meyers. Harrah, Wash
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Peugh, Harrah, Wash
Lowell Paston. Harrah, Wash
First Brethren Church Misc.). Harrah, Wash
Lulu Adler. Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
Ivenm Beam. Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
Edward Beard. Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Gloria Belgard. Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Brown. Los Angeles, CaBf. (Second)
.lesse Brown. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Brydon. Los Angeles. Cahf. (Second)
Mrs. J. F. Earnest. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. PiUion. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Etta Goddard, Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
Walter A. Gorton, Los Angeles. CaUt. (Second)
Mr and Mrs. C. O. Hay. Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Huffman. Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hutson. Los Angeles. CaHf. (Second)
Mr. and Mis. Max Jones. Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Jones. Los Angeles. CaUt. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Martin. Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. McDowell. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mis. W. R. McMinn, Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. McNeil. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Lillian O'SuUivan, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Arabel C. Purdy. Los Angeles, Cahf. (Second)
Mis. Meredith Halpln, Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second) ....
Mr. and Mrs. P. I. Bunyon, Los Angeles. Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Runyon. Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Shaw, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Shively. Los Angeles, CaHf. Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Thomsen, Los Angeles, CaUf.
(Second)
Mr. and Mre. John Tilney. Los Angeles, CaHf. (Second)
Edith Wenner. Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whinery, Los Angeles, CaUf. (Second)
Barbara Terian, Los Angeles. CaUf. (Second)
In memory of Mr. and Mrs. Neher, Los Angeles, Calif.
(Second)
Second Brethren Church (Misc.), Los Angeles, CaKf.
Miss Hazel Shively, Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Grace Brethren Church, Sharpsville, Ind
Kcv. and Mrs. J. Frank Meyers, Waterloo, Iowa
Mrs. Katherine Bartlett. Dallas Center. Iowa
Miss Flo Justice. Dallas Center. Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Royer. Dallas Center. Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morgan. Dallas Center. Iowa
Mrs. .Seltha Dawson, Marion. Ind
Lois K. Long. Clay City. Ind
Margaret Cook. Johnstown. Pa
Karl J. Garling, Ashland, Ohio
Karl J. GarUng. Ashland. Ohio
Fremont Ave. Brethren Sunday School. South Pasadena,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CaUf
Everette Duncan. Covington.
Paul Hall. Covington. Va
Ruth Hall, Covington, Va

Va

.

.

5.00
25.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
15.00
10.00

5.00
10.00
10.00
197.07
25.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
10.00
10.00
1.00

50.00
5.00
6.00
10.00
4.05
25.00
3.00
35.86
5.00
10.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
6.00
30.00
5.00
1.00

10.00
10.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
60.00
10.00
95.00

8962-B
8963-B
8964-B
8965-B
8968-B

10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
6.00

8967-B
89e»-B
8969-B
8970-B
8971-B
8972
8973
8974
8975
8976
8977-B
8978-B
8979-B
8980

20.00
36.66
70.00

8981-B
8982-B
8983-B
8984-B

5.00
15.00
1.00

1.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
5.00

Kece
Name and Church
8
Miss Reba Humphries. Ck)vington. Va
8986
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse Hall. Ckyyington. Va
8987
Miss Dorothy Craghead. (Covington. Va
8988
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gross. Covington. Va
8989
Covington. Va
iliss Ina Humphries.
8990
Mrs. Martha Terry, Covington, Va
8991
Mrs. Nelson. Sizemore, Covington, Va
8992
Pfc. and Mis. Haven Hill. Covington. Va
8993
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Covington, Va
8994
Berne,
Ind
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Myers.
8995
John E. Kephart. Jr., Washington, D. C
8996
Florence Weidman, Washington. D. C
8997
Miss Wyma Adema, Long Beach, Cahf. (First)
8998
Mrs. Susie Alexander. Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
8999
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. Andrews, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
9000
Royal H. Bailey, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
9001
Mr. C. W. Belt. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
9002
Mrs. Blaine Benson. Long Beach, (3aUf. (First)
9003
(First)
Calif.
Long
Beach,
Mr and Mrs. R. C. Breeze,
9004
R. W. Brown, Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
9005
Mis. Eva Bulach. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
9006
Ruth E. Cole. Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9007
Lt and Mis. Ross Cutter. Long Beach. Calif. (First) ....
9008
Mrs. Cre Davis. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
0009
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Dean, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
9010
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Didriksen. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
9011
Calif.
(First)..
Beach.
Douglass.
Long
Mrs.
R.
Mr. and
9012
(First)
Mrs. Lloyd Evans, Long Beach, CaUf.
9013
Mrs. Christie Eye. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Mars' Lu Fairbanks and* Marilyn McKinley, Long Beach,
9014
CaHf. (First)
9015
H. P. Farrts, Long Beach. CaUf. (IFirst)
9016
Jesse H. Feller. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
9017
Betty Good. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
9018
Mr. and Mrs. Jolm Griffith, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9019
i^ona Grove. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
9020
Edward F. Hagar, Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
9021
Mr. and Mis. Chas. Halberg. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
9022
Mr and Mis. John D. HaU, Long Beach, CaUf. (Krst)
9023
Meredith Halpin. Long Beach. CaKf. (First)
9024
Leo A. Harmonson, Long Beach, CaUf. (iPirst)
9025
Leon C. Hill. Long Beach, CaHf. (Fiist)
9026
Mrs. Gordon M. Hoffman, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9027
B L. Hutfine. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
9028
(First)
Beach,
CaUf.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. HoUand. Long
9029
Wm. M. Jacobson, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9030
Hanr Jacobson, Long Beach, CaUf. (Fu^t)
9031
Mis. Wynn B. Jenison. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
9032
A. H. Kent. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
9033
Mrs. A. H. Kent. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
9034
I.
R. Kijgore, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9035
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence King, Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
9036
Calif.
(Krst)
Long
Beach,
Kodear,
Mr. and Mrs. G. L.
9037
Mr. and Mrs. N. Kradjean. Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9038
Mr and Mrs. W. D. Kropf. Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9089
Charles Kvam. Dong Beaoh. CaUf. (First)
9040
Mr. and Mis. T. P. Laughlin, Long Beaoh. CaHf. (First)
9041
W. H. Lepper. Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
9042
Mr. and Mrs Harry F. Lorenz, Long Beach, CaUt. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart McCleUan, Long Beach, CaUf.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(First)

Mr. and Mrs. R. J. McConahay. Ix)ng Beach, CaHf. (First)
Richard McNeely. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
W. P. McPheeters. Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. tt. H. Martin and Georgia. Long Beach,
Oalii.

(First)

Leila Mellen. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Mr. and Mis. Frank Norton, Long Beach. CaUf. (First) .
Johanna Nielsen, Long Beach. Calif. (First)
N. C. Nie'.son. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pieritz, Long Beach, CaUt. (First) .
Mrs. Florence Powell, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
B. B. Quaintance. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Bemice Rotrock. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Marj- Richards. I/ong Beach. CaHf. (First)
Hazel Richardson. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
(First)
L. B. Schuster. Long Beach. Cahf.
Mary Shaver, Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Shuff, Long Beach. CaHf. (First) ....
CaHf. (First)
Beach,
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Siebert. Long
Eva Simms. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Mrs. SterUng P. Smith. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. R. E, Stevens. Long Beach. Cahf. (First)
Luella M. Stever. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Strawsburg. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Strobele. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sundstrom. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Bob Swagerty. Long Beach, Calif. (First)
T. Thompson. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Tinsley. Long Beach, CaUf. (First) .
Mrs. Fern Wheelwright. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)....
Grace and Al Whidden. Long Beach, CaUf. (First)
Mrs. M. L. Wilbur. Long Beach. Calif. (First)
Mrs. Florence Wilcuts. Long Beach. CaUf. (First)
Mrs. C. B. Wilson. Long Beach. CaHf. (First)
Mars' S. Wilson. Ix>ng Beach. Calif. (First)
(First)
J. S. Yeager. Long Beach. CaKf.
Georgia Younger. Long Beach, CaHf. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Neri Za]m. Long Beach, CaHf. (First) ....
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Long Beach, Calif
First Brethren Chiu-ch (Misc.), Long Beach, CaUf
Rev. and Mrs. Marvin L. Goodman, Jr., La Verne, CaUf.
Victor H. Meyers, Waterloo. Iowa
Ira W. Lance, Rittman, Ohio
.

.

.

730

.

.

9043
9044
9045
9046

9047
9048
9049
9050
9051
9052
S

9054
905"
9056
9057
9068
9059
9060
9061
9062-

9063
9064
9065
9066
9067
9068
9069
9070
9071
9072
90T3
9074
9075
9076
9077
9078
9079
9080
9081
9082
9083
9084
9085

—
NOVEMBER
Name and

19

4 5

Churcli

Brethren Church,

First

24,

Reouipt No.

Waynesboro,

Pa

9086
9087-B
Mrs, Ada DeLozler, Leamersville. Pa
9088-B
Mrs. H. W. Lingenfelter, Leamersville, Pa
9089-B
Phyllis Lingenfelter, Leamersville. Pa
9090-E
Anna Roudabnsh, Leamersville, Pa
9091-B
Jlr. and Mrs. S. R. Campbell, Leamersville, Pa ...
9092
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Dively, Leamersville, Pa
9093
Men's Bible Class, Krst Brethren Church, Philadelphit
9094
Priscilla L. Zimmerman, Yellow Creek, Pa
9095
Mary Ellen Fluke, Yellow Creek, Pa
9096
Mrs. Robert Zimmerman, Yellow Creek, Pa
9097
Mr. Warren Zimmerman, Y'ellow Creek, Pa
9098
Miss Olive Baughman, Yellow Creek, Pa
9099
Mr. and Mrs. John Hoffman, Yellow Creek, Pa
1000
Y'ellow Creek Brethren Church (Misc.). Yellow Creek, Pa
10001
Mrs. Nellie Kistner, Morrill, Kans
10002-B
Pauline
Seitz,
Miss
Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
10003-B
Singer Hill Grace Brethren Church, Vinco, Pa
10004-B
Elaine Polman, Winona Lake, Ind
10005
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Marvin, Winona Lake, Ind
10006
Nelson M. Poft, Long Beach. Calif. (Second)
10007-B
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Bean. Bellflower. Calif
10008-B
Rev. and Mrs. S. H. Bess, Bellflower. Calif
10009-B
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Hanna, Bellflower, Calif
10010-B
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Leftin^well, Bellflower. CaHf
10011-B
Mr. and Mrs. P. Omohundro, BeUfUower, Calif
10012-B
Mary Poston, Bellflower, Calif
10013-B
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Waite, Bellflower, Calif
10014-B
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Bellflower, Calif
10015-B
Grover Snyder, Conemaugh, Pa
10016
Mrs. Ida Canfield, Beaver City. Nebr
10017-B
Mrs. Harriet Baer. Beaver City, Nebr
10018-B
A Friend. Helena. Mont
10019-B
Mrs. Louise Metlinger, Spokane, Wash
10020-B
Clarence Parr. Spokane, Wash
10021-B
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Sonnenburg, Spokane, Wash
10022-B
Mrs. S. L. Roberts, Spokane, Wash
10023-B
Miss Lillian Bowers, Spokane, Wash
10024-B
H. Paul Schaffer, Spokane, Wash
10025-B
Mr. and Mrs. Ward W. Griffin, Spokane, Wash
10026-B
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Jones, Spokane, Wash
10027-B
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Spokane, Wash
10028-B
Wilbur Haldeman, Middlebranch, Ohio
10029-B
Howard Moser, Middlebranch, Ohio
10030-B
Mrs. Harvey E. Worth. Middlebranch, Ohio
10031-B
Rev. and Mrs. G. W. Klnzie, Middlebranch, Ohio
10032-B
Mrs. Wilbur Correll. Middlebranch, Ohio
10033-B
Fiist Brethren Church (Misc.), Middlebranch, Ohio.... 10034-B
Bufoid M. Karraker, Long Beach, Cahf. (First)
10035-B
Jacob

Dively,

Leamersville,

Pa

.

.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Armentrout, Limestone, Tenn
Clara B. Seitz, Philadelphia, Pa. (First)
Miss Zola Kollert, Rittman, Ohio
Lt. W. G. Bisenmann, Long Beach, Calif. (First)
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Magers. Danville. Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Basil McElroy, Danville, Ohio
Mi-s. Ralph W. Bums, Danville, Ohio
Mrs. Hugh Banbury, Danville, Ohio
Wilma and Nellie Magers, Danville, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Ray D. Conrad. Danville, Ohio

Sherman, Danville. Ohio
Dorcas M. Frasher, Danville, Oliio
Carrie and Harold Wolford, Danville, Ohio
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Danville, Ohio
James G. Dixon, Wichita, Kans
Mollie

Jliss

June Lehman, Tracy, Calif
Tom Hammers, Tracy,

Rev. and Mrs.
Martin Sasser,

Jr.,

Tracy,

Calif

Calif

Martha Sasser, Tracy CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Coykendall, Tracy, Calif
Pfc. John W. Coykendall, Tracy, Calif
S./Sgt. Warrent A. CoykendaU, Tracy, Calif
Mrs. Forest V. Thompson, Tracy, CaUf
Donald Coykendall, Tracy, Calif
David Coykendall. Tracy. Calif
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Lehman, Tracy, CaUf
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Tracy, Calif
Mary Jane Dodds, Compton, Calif
Darwin L. Powell, Compton, Calif
Frances Bradley, Ompton, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley, Compton, CaUf
Marjorie Bradley, Compton, Calif
Rev. Ralph J. Colburn. Compton. Calif
Mrs. U. R. Banfield, Compton, Calif
Doris Pollock, Compton, CaHf
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Durrell, Compton, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Skinner, Compton, OaUf
Warren Mize. Compton. CaUf
First Brethren Church (Jlisc), Compton, OaUf
Mrs. Ida Ullom, Aleppo, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Cook, Aleppo, Pa
Aleppo Brethren Church (Misc.), Aleppo, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sturz, San Diego, Calif
Rev. and Mrs. R. D. Barnard, San Diego, OaUf
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Carpenter, San Diego, OaUf
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Heindel, San Diego, CaUf
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Laughlin, San Diego, CaUt
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Neregold. San Diego. OaUf
O. W. Payne, San Diego, Calif
Harold O. Sturz, San Diego, CaUt
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Lange, San Diego, CaUf
First Brethren Church (MiSc), San Diego, Calif
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Harris, Sunnyside, Wash
Mrs. Malinda McCammont, WUUamsburg, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Ohas. Ko'ser, Wadsworth, Ohio
Mr, and Mrs. Clyde J. Rodgers, Wadsworth, Ohio
First Brethren Church (Misc.), Wadsworth, Ohio
J. J. Wengert, Altoona, Pa

.

.

Amount
5.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
10.00

25.00
45.00
15.00
13.00
2.00
6.00
10.00
.50

.

1003 6-B
10037-B
10038-B

10039
10040-B
10041-B
10042-B
10043-B
10044-B
10046-B
10046-B
10047-B
10048-B
10049-B
10050
1005 1-B
10052-B
10053-B
10054-B
10055-B
10056-B
10057-B
10058-B
10059-B
lOOeO-B
10061-B
10062-B
100fi3-B

10084-B
10065-B
10066-B
10067-B
10068-B
10069-6
10070-B
10071-B
10072-B
10073-B
10074-B
10075-B
10076-B
10077-B
10078-B
10070
10080
10081
10082
10083
10084
10085
10086
10087
10088
10089-B
10090-B
10091-B
10092-B
10093-B

Christian Endeavor

300.00

5.00

25.00
30.00
10.00
100.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
6.00
23.35
50.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
2.00
5.00
18.75
10.00
6.00
2.00
5.00
12.00
51.13
25.00
2.00
50.00
100.00
6.00
5.00
15.00
25.00
5.00
20.00
25.00
20.00
25.00
5.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
35.00
5.00
10.00
14.50
30.00
10.00
10.00
1.00

PROGRAM FOR SUNDAY, DECEMBER

45.00
5.00

—Romans
—Read and enlarge

Scripture

Leader

12.

upon the twelfth chapter
the theme chapter of all C. E.
organizations. Point out that we are asked to present our bodies "a living sacrifice" on the basis of
"the mercies of God." Mention some examples of
fully consecrated lives, such as Moody, Livingstone,
James Gribble, Florence Gribble, the Klievers, and
others. Give some personal experience, if possible
be sure it is genuine, don't make it up.
Topice One—
SHOULD YOUNG PEOPLE BE SEP-

Romans. This

of

is

WHY

ARATED?
Scripture

Note
1.

—Romans

12:1, 2.

—Answer these questions in presenting your topic.

Can God use a

life soiled

with

sin.

He Himself being

perfectly holy?
2.
3.

Can we expect God to bless a life lived for self?
Can we lead the unsaved to Christ if we live sinfully
as they do?

Topic

Two—WHAT

IS

SEPARATION IN PERSONAL

LIFE?

—2 Cor. 8:5; Rom. 6:13.
—Answer these questions in presenting your topic.

Scripture

Note

What

does separation mean? (Separated from the
world and unto God.)
2. Is it possible to be separated from worldly things
and yet not be separated unto God?
3. Is it possible to be separated unto God without being
separated from the world?
Topic Three- HOW IS SEPARATION OBTAINED IN
1.

PERSONAL LIFE?
Scripture—Matt. 6:24, Rom. 8:14.
Note Answer these questions in presenting your topic.
1. Does separation necessarily mean that we must be
queer?
2. Does separation mean that we must isolate ourselves

—

.25

5.00
5.00
10.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
25.00
15.12
2.00
6.00
2.00
10.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
16.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
5.00
6.00
14.00
6.00
10.00
10.00
8.00

2

Subject—PERSONAL SEPARATION.

3.

from all other people?
Does Christ's life give us an example

How?
Topic Four—WHEN
REALIZATION?

of true separa-

tion?

Scripture

—

IS

SEPARATION A PERSONAL

— Gal. 2:20.

Note Answer the following questions in presenting
your topic
1. Will there be nothing but blessing in our lives when
we are fully separated unto the Lord?
2. Did Paul the Apostle live separated from the world?
What does he mean when he says "crucified with
Christ?"
3.

Have you realized full separation; explain your answer and show your need. Leo Polman.

—

Receipt No.

Name and Church
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Oashman, Altoona, Pa
JuBa Ann Brown, Whittier, CaUf

10094-B
10095

Amount
5.00
1.00

4964.44

Total

3597.52
1300.92

Cash Building Fund Receipts
Cash General Fund Receipts

4964.44
Mi-s.

731

Alva

J.

McClaiii.

I-^iancinl

Secretary.
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with the Rittman Brethren. There are some problems
on the field here, but our Lord is sufficient. Brethren,
pray for us that we may ever be found faithful to Him
and His Word in these closing dark days.
In His Precious Name,

pastor, having

Ord Gehman,

Pastor.

HUNTINGTON, INDIANA
From where I sat it looked as if God gave an extra
blessing to the church at Huntington when a delegation of ministers and student ministers spent the day
and evening with us here on November 4. In the morning there was preaching by Bro. Herman Hoyt on the
need for a new Seminary building. Brother and Sister
Markley assisted with vocal selections. In the afternoon another rousing sermon was delivered with an
evangelistic appeal. Much spirited singing by some of
the students was greatly enjoyed. Then at about &
p. m. we began serving a cafeteria supper with hot
coffee, hot chicken and noodles. One lady remarked
that she guessed all preachers liked chicken! Well, we
are glad of that.
The evening service began with much singing and
introductions of other students. The sermon was by
Clyde Landrum, brother of the minister at Clayhole,
Ky. Among those ministers present were Robert Ashman, Herman Hoyt, Lester Pifer, Robert Nitz, Robert
Markley, Clyde Landrum, and our own H. Leslie Moore.
The offering for Seminary was $26.00

As a

known them

visible result there

before they were one.
were some 22 or 23 con-

fessions and 13 were baptized and received into the
church. Several others were forbidden by their parents
to be baptized. As in most cases, the devil, Satan, the
deceiver and liar, tried to defeat some folks.
The Polmans went on to Pennsylvania. May God
bless them and give them many souls as their reward.
On Monday evening after the revival we had our communion which was one of the best attended and spiritual communions held here for a long time. S. Low-

—

man, Pastor.

A PRACTICAL BUT WELCOME

GIFT SUGGESTION
For the Busy Sunday
School Teacher or
Child Evangelism

Leader

I feel that I must give this testimony. My favorite
student for the day came down the aisle after the
evening service and remarked, "Hasn't this been a
wonderful day with the Lord?" "Yes," I said, "it has."

E-Z

Our church room was full to overflowing. Two of our
young Sunday School students came forward at the
evening service and this makes a total of six confes-

EASEL

sions in three weeks.

Praise God from whom
Witters, Secretary.

all

blessings flow.

— Mrs. Belle

PRICE EACH

SOME DOINGS AT CAMDEN, OHIO
Attendance through the passing months has been
good and the interest fine. This church is a faith
work. The pastor gets no salary, and we have given the
largest Home and Foreign Missions offering ever given
by the church, and I think our Sunday School will show
the largest average attendance for a long time. We
have three C. E. societies going.
One of the most important things that has come
about this year was our October Victory Revival with
the Polmans leading for the fourth time and everybody
said it was one of the best ever. I think the attendance
was larger than any former meeting. "That Polman
Preacher," like always, preached without fear or favor,
and Sister Polman came in for a lot of praise and
compliments for her untiring efforts with the children
and her musical abilities— mouth trumpet, solovox,
cymbals, piano accordian, electric organ, vibraphone,
and what have you?
Brother and Sister Polman are old friends of the

$0.95

2

NOTE THESE SPECIAL FEATURES—

3.

Sturdy, three-way hinge.
Metal brace holds leg's ri,gid.
Grooved joints are uncollapsible.

4.

One

1.

2.

5.

bolt holds shelf in place.
Shelf has two-level trough.

6.

Only 32 inches long when

folded.

Just the Thing You Have Been Looking for
For Flannelgraph, Pictures, Poster,
Bulletin Board, or Art

i^:

SIGN MISSIONS

Jf^A.
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SPEAKING

y;'^^yf'"'"

By Dr. Louis

S.

Bauman, Editor

"RESTING OR FIGHTING?"

GOODMANS ON WAY TO AFRICA
After weeks of waiting, passage was finally secured

by the Goodmans on the Norwegian cargo ship Talisman. The sailing date was postponed several times for
various reasons. Marvin and Dorothy boarded ship on

and the boat pulled away from
the pier at 8:30 the next morning. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Goodman, Sr., were present to wish them godspeed
for their many friends at home.
The Talisman carried nine passengers besides her
crew of 50 and is reported to have the most comfortable passenger accommodations among cargo vessels.
The tugboats pushed the big ship out into the harbor
and at 11 a. m. she took to the high seas. The ship is
due to arrive at Dakar in nine days and at Matadi, her
destination, on December 21.
Marvin and Dorothy were especially happy to have
made the acquaintance of Dr. Floyd Taber before

November

23 at 8 p. m.,

leaving for the

Dorothy, being a nurse, will be

field.

Elsewhere we are printing in this issue an editorial
by "L.B.C." taken from "The Oriental and Inter-American Missionary Standard." It answers a very pertinent question with which every true born-again Christian should concern himself in these

BARNARD ACCEPTS THE
SECRETARYSHIP OF THE F. M.

position of Secretary of said Society. Louis S.

portions both in income and increase of missionaries,

that the task became too great a load for one man to
carry, especially when he was also the pastor of the
organizations

many

Christian friends at

in prayer as they

home

re-

go forth by His Grace.

[This article supplied by request of the Editor.]

U.

S.

N.

SEES

of the U. S. Navy. Brother

many

Eisenmann has been

in the

years and will soon be eligible for

He has been a member of the First Brethnumber of years. He
is still a young man and we are praying that the Lord
may lead him into full-time service for Christ, which

retirement.

ren Church of Long Beach for a

is

really his desire.

We

the subject, "Transition

thought that this

From War

lieutenant in the U. S. N. sees

it

article

to Peace,"

and

society

The work of both
more or less

— was

Bauman

tendered his resig-

nation to the society. However, it was the sense of the
board that the two offices should hereafter be separated again, as they once were, and that L. S. Bauman
should continue as treasurer of the society, and that a
new secretary should be elected. This new secretary

charge of an advance movement, that,
other things would call for his visitation of the
churches of the brotherhood in the interests of the
society. In the advance program, the board has in
mind the holding of Bible and Missionary Conferences,
which will give great impetus to the missionary spirit
of the churches, both home and foreign, for the two
are closely related, the one dependent upon the other.
To this new arrangement, and for the carrying out
of the forward program, R. D. Barnard became the
unanimous choice of the board. He asked for time to
consider the call, which was granted. After much
prayer and careful thought, he has finally sent word
that he will accept the position as being the will of
God concerning him. He has resigned, somewhat reluctantly, of course, his pastorate in San Diego, Calif.,
which is to take effect on March 1st.
On that date, or near thereto, he will go to Long
to be given

among

IT

Elsewhere we print an article entitled, "Transition
From War to Peace in an Atmosphere of Disillusionment and Confusion," written by Lt. W. G. Eisenmann,
service for

— church

neglected. Therefore L. S.

was

AS A LIEUTENANT IN THE

Bauman,

many

years has served as Secretary-Treasurer of
the society. But the society has grown to such profor

largest church in the brotherhood.

member them

S.

At the annual meeting of the Board of Trustees of
the Foreign Missionary Society of the Brethren Church
last August, R. D. Barnard was asked to accept the

closely associated with

desire that their

days:

then "Let

R. D.

field.

him when he gets back on the
They had a nice visit with Dr. Taber in New York
on Wednesday before sailing. Not many young couples
have had the opportunity of meeting so many of their
coworkers in the homeland before leaving. It is their

momentous

We Resting or Fighting?" Read it, and
every man examine himself" (1 Cor. 11:28)!
"Are

on

as a

would be of special

interest at this time.

(VHSSIONARY HERALD: Entered as second-class matter April 16, 1943. at the postoftice at Winona Lake, Indiana, under the
Subscription price, $1.00 a year;
act of March 3. 1879. Issued four times each month by The Brethren Missionary Herald Co., Winona Lake. Indiana.
OF DIRECTORS: Herman Hoyt. President
ADMINISTRATION: Marvin L. Goodman, Secretary of Publications.
foreign countries, $1.50 a year.
Bernard Schneider, Vice President; Walter A. Lepp, Secretary; Homer A. Kent, Treasurer; Paul Bauman, Mrs. Edward Bo
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where he

will

be initiated into the intri-

"The Christians have just about completed their new
mud-block chapel. It is usable now, so if some things
remain undone, it won't hinder holding services In it.
We built a new mud-block workshop here, too. It looks
so nice! It would be good enough for a
rest house.
We're finishing up the mud-block garage, too. The
dispensary building has a new grass headgear and is
getting a coat of whitewash inside and out, so it will
be
looking like new again, too. We'll get the doors
and
windows painted green and then we won't need to be
ashamed of it. We need a house here, but I'm not

cacies of the office,

and map out further his program
The Foreign Board expects to hold a special business

meeting about that time, at which other problems
created by the change being made, will call
for solution. Pray that all plans will be
formulated by the
Holy Spirit, and carried out under His direction.

HOME

MISSIONS OFFERING

Have you done your

full part in making the Home
Missions Offering, now being gathered in, the
greatest
offering ever taken in the history of
the Brethren
Church for that purpose? The Foreign Missionary Society is tremendously interested in the
success of this
ingathering. Right well do we know that the
advance
program that it is contemplating can only be a success
as the cause of Home Missions shall
advance No
mathemetician is needed to figure out the fact that
foreign missions follows after, and is
dependent

equal to that."

THE WORLD'S FOREMOST PROBLEM
Just yesterday, as the editor writes these lines, he
read in the newspapers the lines, "The foremost problem confronting the world today is the problem of a
satisfactory settlement of their differences by Great
Britain and Russia." We will have to differ with that
statement, as much as we realize the danger to the
world involved in the differences existing between
these two great nations— differences which can easily
lead to World War No. 3. And far from few are those
who believe that another World War is already in the
making.
However men may think of it, the Word of God
which can never go wrong or be broken, compels the
belief that the foremost problem confronting
this distracted world lies in differences existing between Arab
and Jew, as to the possession of Palestine. And not a
few of the students of present world affairs are agreed
that the danger spot of the world is none other than
the land that God gave to Abraham and to his seed.
Whether men like it or not, and whether men believe

upon

home missions. Look at the last annual report
of
the treasurer of the Foreign Missionary Society,
and if
you are acquainted with the history of our
Brethren
churches, you will discover what home missions
means
to foreign missions. For instance, if
you will turn to
the treasurer's annual report of offerings
received for
the year ending June 30, 1945 (Brethren
Missionary
Herald July 14, 1945), and note the hst of
churches
that gave $1,000 or more, you will find that
the 29
churches listed together gave the amount of
$79,559 65
Fourteen of the 29 churches are the product of
home
missions. Together these 14 churches gave
$46,841.07,
We shall name these churches and their offerings last
year:

Long Beach

(First)

..

Whittier, Calif.

Dayton, Ohio

Long Beach (Second)
Los Angeles, Calif. (Second)
Washington, D. C
Philadelphia, Pa. (Third)
South Gate, Calif.
Waynesboro, Pa.
Dayton, Ohio (N. Riverdale)
San Diego, Calif
Peru, Ind.
Winchester, Va.
.

Compton,

Calif.

...

$16,426.61

it

6,293.29

(First)

5i436.'56

in the history of

2,796.89

POSES." Hear

2'72o'oO

men,

"MAN PROPOSES; GOD

DIS-

it:

"In the same day the Lord made a covenant with
Abram, saying. Unto thy seed have I given this
land, from the river of Egypt unto the great river,

1,975.90
11956^73
li732.01

the river Euphrates" (Gen. 15:18).

1,670.26

There it stands, spoken by the God who never, never,
never breaks a covenant He has made. It is an unconditional covenant. And who is man that he can
make
void that which the eternal God has decreed? When

l!361.03

1,207.54
I'l 19.47

1,099.62

1045.16
46,841.07

Now

study those figures you folks that believe so
strongly in Foreign Missions, but are not so much intarested in Home Missions. Could we furnish more eloquent and convincing evidence that our foreign work
which is so dear to our hearts, rests on the success of
our home mission work? If you want our foreign work
to go forward, then support your home mission
boards.
And, if you have not yet given that Thanksgiving
offering, GIVE IT NOW!

"NICE" MUD!
A letter some

or not, the 500-year-old saying of Thomas a Kempis
stands, and has been confirmed a thousand times

still

time ago from Mrs. Kennedy to Mrs.
Hunter had to do with the "nice mud." That means
so much to our missionaries in Africa— believe it or
not! Here is a paragraph from her letter:

"the kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers
take counsel together, against the Lord, and against
His anointed, ... He that sitteth in the heavens shall
laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision. Then shall
He speak unto them in His wrath, and vex them in His
sore displeasure. Yet have I set My king upon My holy
hill of Zion" (Psalm 2:2-6). And hundreds upon
hundreds of crystalline clear declarations within the eternal Word of the Lord God of Israel tell us that the
king that He is going to set upon His holy hill of Zion
will bear no title other than "THE KING OF THE
JEWS." He was "born King of the Jews" (Matt. 2:2),
and "King of the Jews" He will be! (Cf. Luke 1:30-33.)
Today in our confused and distracted world the
smallest book in the Old Testament, Obadiah, becomes
one of the most important yes, and one of the most
significant— books in all the Bible. Let the student of
the "sure word of prophecy" meditate upon it.
To the southeast of the Dead Sea lies a desert country.
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Edom. This country is inhabited by the descendants of
Esau Arabs. These Arabs have moved in through the

has entered into alliance with him whatever they
may do, God has spoken: "THE HOUSE OF JACOB

gates to the land of the Jew. Inside these gates these
sons of Esau stand today, sword in hand, to bar the
way to the Jew who would return to his God-given

SHOULD POSSESS THEIR POSSESIONS"

—

homeland.
There are at

Jews in occupied
on the face of all
the earth, unless they can return to the homeland.
Moreover there are several million more Jews throughout Europe that long to return to the homeland that
they may escape persecutions now and in the future.
Great Britain and America would both gladly open
these gates on the homeless Jew. However, Great
Britain holds the mandate and refuses to make good
her promise to the Jew that Palestine would be given
to him for a homeland a promise made in the famous
least 60,000 displaced

Germany who have nowhere

to go

—

Balfour Declaration, given to the world at the close
of World War I, The reason Great Britain refuses to
keep her pledge is because of the danger she faces in
a possible uprising of the Moslem world. She has so
many vita! interests, especially in India, that are linked
up with the Moslem world.

However, here

is the great prophecy written by the
over 28 centuries ago, and it is being fulfilled to the letter. Using the hand of Obadiah as His
pen, here is the prophecy that is meeting a marvelous
fulfillment in the present situation in Palestine:

hand

of

God

"For thy violence against thy brother Jacob shame
and thou shalt be cut off for ever. In
the day that thou stoodest on the other side, in the day
that the strangers carried away captive his forces, and
foreigners entered into his gates, and cast lots upon
Jerusalem, even thou wast as one of them. But thou
shouldest not have looked on the day of thy brother in
the day that he became a stranger; neither shouldest
thou have rejoiced over the children of Judah in the
day of destruction; neither shouldest thou have spoken
proudly in the day of distress. Thou shouldest not
have entered into the gate of my people in the day of
their calamity; yea, thou shouldest not have looked on
their affliction in the day of their calamity, nor have
laid hands on their substance in the day of their calamity; Neither shouldest thou have stood in the crossway, to cut off those of his that did escape; neither
shouldest thou have delivered up those of his that did
remain in the day of distress" Obadiah 10-14).
What a marvelously clear prophecy in the light of
its fulfillment today. Esau has taken his stand with
the Gentiles ("strangers" and "foreigners") against his
brother Jacob; and he has done this "in a day of his
(Jacob's) destruction" and "in the day of (his) distress" and "in the day of his calamity." Admittedly,
never before have the sons of Jacob known greater
"destruction" than they have known in the past several
years. 5,700,000 of them lie in freshly made graves in
Europe. Verily, many of these might have escaped
from their persecution by returning to the homeland,
but their Esau "stood in the crossway." Moreover
"those that did escape," and would now return home,
find Esau still standing "in the crossway."
All of which, according to Obadiah, will be an unmistakable evidence that "the day of the Lord is near
upon all the nations" (verse 15).
However, whatever Esau and the Gentile world that

shall cover thee,

(verse 17).

Note that according to those significant words, there
is that which is Jacob's "possession" even though he
does not now "possess his possession." But, possess it
he will!
Verse 18 of Obadiah's great prophecy gives due warning to the sons of Esau that "the house of Jacob shall
be a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the
house of Esau for stubble, and they shall kindle in
them, and devour them; and there shall not be any
remaining of the house of Esau; for the Lord hath
spoken it."

Edom

is

a

doomed country!

HELP!
As the Editor sits down to write this editorial, he has
returned to his desk to find three days' mail
stacked upon it. Upon opening this mail, he finds just
14 pleas for help, and every one of the 14 is worthy of
help. Not one of the 14 requests comes from any organization connected with the Brethren Church. Two of
these requests come from Christian colleges. One of
them asked for an offering to help overseas relief. Another is to help a very worthy movement for the blind.
Another is an organization to fight intolerance in
America. Another is an appeal to help one of the most
worthy radio broadcasts. Another is a Thanksgiving
appeal to prevent the exploitation of little children in
our factories. Another is from a movement to prevent
the conscription of our youth to war. Two of them
appeal for help for foreign missions one in Central
America and one in China. One of them is an appeal
for help for a worthy mission to the Jews. One comes
from a rescue mission that is doing a mighty fine work
in Los Angeles. Another is an appeal for help from a
fine Christian magazine. Another is for assistance for

just

—

a "Youth for Christ" movement. Yes, all these came
within a space of three days to the Editor's desk. And
so it goes from week to week.
Now then, the Editor is about at his wits' end. He
wants to help every good movement. He has been trying to do so through the years, but the poor old pocketbook no longer makes a bulge on his hip. What in the

he to do?
is another viewpoint that must be considered. The Editor is a member of a church and the
church itself represents many good causes, each making its appeal and entitled to make an appeal to him.
Moreover, the denomination at large is calling for very

world

And

is

there

substantial gifts. In the opinion of the Editor there is
no organization in the world that is nearer to the heart
of the Lord than the Church, and among Christian
churches the Editor is just narrow enough to believe
that the Brethren Church, to which he belongs, is the
Church his Lord and Savior loves most, simply because it is true to His Word and the great purpose for
which He died. If the Editor didn't think that he
certainly would hunt for the church that is truer to
the Lord and join it in a hurry. Shall we scatter our
tithe or whatever money we are able to give among all
these organizations appealing to us, or shall we center
the strength of our gifts back of the cause that we

(Continued on Page 748)
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(From "The Oriental and Inter-American Missionary Standard")

Are We Resting or Fighting?
How

reach the unevangelized millions with the
Calvary message is a question ever uppermost in our
thoughts these days so full of moment. That we live
in the end-time of the age is an accepted fact. That
His coming draweth nigh the Scriptures clearly state.
Will His coming find the task of reaching "every creature" finished or unfinished. We are the answer!
A soldier lad fighting for our freedom somewhere in
the Pacific waters, after seeing heathendom in its
native setting, asked this question of his chaplain,
"WHY has the gospel not been carried to this multitude?
have they been left in such deep darkness
these centuries?" His reply was brief but to the point—
"God's army has been resting, not fighting."
What response have we made to His call? Has the
Cross been to us but an ornament not a reality? Have
we been chasing butterflies of pleasure instead of going
into the desert to find lost sheep? Am I a soldier
of
the Cross?
A letter found its way to our desk from one "embarrassed" over the world situation. We quote a few
paragraphs
"I am a Christian American. I stand embarrassed
before the unevangelized world. I'll tell you why!
"Sometimes it takes a war to revolutionize a nation's
thinking and planning. If perchance there is any
constructive truth to come to us out of this war we
to

too dear to give. To do it, we use every
means at
our disposal. To do it, we stand together, united nations. To do it, every little child collects
paper, crushed
cans, and helps Mother conserve every drop
of waste
fats.

"I think it is possible to make the gospel
available to
every human being in the world in our generation.
We
cannot insist that all accept, but we can make it available. This is the most ennobling challenge
to service
that I know. To do it, every evangelist ignores
country
boundaries and pours 'world vision' into young hearts.
To do it, every child, every parent, every 'shut-in,' radio
preacher
every Christian bends himself to one purpose—to let every one in the world hear this revolutionizing and saving gospel at least once
"The war has embarrassed some of us to action for
Christ. There are days ahead when YOUTH
will conquer for Christ
even though it may cost blood
and taste the sweetness of real world-wide victory!"
May God deal in the hearts of every member of the
O. M. S. so definitely that we will say with the
Apostle
Paul, that greatest of all missionaries, "Necessity
is
laid upon me; yea, woe is unto me if I preach
not the
.

.

.

.

gospel!"
At His coming will He find us resting or marching?
"Blessed is that servant whom his Lord when He
Cometh shall find so doing."

to learn it. American Christians seem in great
need of fresh motivating truth.
"War pushes into the farthest outposts, carrying
guns where men have never met our God. Oil cans are
carried by dark-skinned people that never touched a
Bible. Tinsel and baubles have outrun Testaments and
Bibles. Jeeps have gotten there before Jesus' ambassadors. Machine guns bark where missionaries have
never harked, and grenades have preceded the gospel
dynamite in many places. Before the war, Singer sewing machines only embarrassed us by their precedence,
but now we stand red-faced in the presence of many
peoples who have seen our combs but not our Christ;

Side QadpeC Jjcuth
NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO HOUR

KGER—Long

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays

— 12:30-1:00

P.IVI.

WISH—Indianapolis, Ind.—1310
Sundays—8:00-8:30 AM.

WHOT— South Bend,

our trinkets but not our tracts; our generals but not
our evangelists; our Red Cross but not the old rugged
Cross; our best fighters but not our best preachers.
God's army has been resting. Its Leader has not been
allowed to lead.
"Why have we never reached the ends of our world
with this gospel? I merely enquire. Have we never had
enough Christians to represent Christ world-wide?
Have we (like the United armies) spent our largest
effort at the front and for the men in the front. Have
we considered our strategic movement into new challenging fields as the spearhead and main purpose for

we can all agree that we have been serving
our own weak way' so long that our new generation has no idea that we can 'do exploits' in HIS
omnipotence.
"We expect to win this great war in our generation.
To do it, we spare no expense. To do it, we count no

.

.

want

God

B. C.

life

WHY

existing?
"I'm sure

l

Kc.

Ind.—1490 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30 P.M.
WMMN—Fairmont, W. Va. 920 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.
WHKK—Akron, Ohio—640 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.
WJAC—Johnstown, Pa.—1400 Kc.
Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.
WKEY— Covington, Va.— 1340 Kc.

—

Monday.s

—9:00-9:30 P.M.

WING—Winchester,

Va.

WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY

'in

NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE

AIR!

ADDRESS
THE GOSPEL TRUTH, BOX 2, WINONA LAKE,

LVD.
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ITINERATING IN UNEVANGELIZED AFRICAN TERRITORY
By ROBERT

S.

There is one section of our district that we have
been very anxious to visit ever since we arrived on the
It is

field.

WILLIAMS

gation, but it wasn't too bad, either, in view of the
fact that most of the men were out in the woods getting rubber and the women and children were working

rather a large section, almost half a subdivision, or county, and
fairly well populated.
And it is the one section
of the Bouca-Batangafo
district which is not being reached by the gospel. There are other iso-

hard in the cotton fields. They were interested in the
Word, too, and asked for an early morning service,
which we were very glad to arrange. The next evening
we had services in both villages with a total attendance
of 85.

The next day we made a tour of inspsction. We
drove out 35 miles to the boundary of the district.
Within the first 5 miles we found 10 villages, several
of which were quite large. The rest of the way villages
were fewer and farther between only seven in the remaining 20 miles. We preached in three different
villages on the way home and stop-oed in s^ve-ral other
places to greet the people. We told them that we had
been praying that the Lord would send some one
among them to preach the gospel, and we believed

lated villages which do
not often hear the gosIn fact there are
pel.
sections, including sev-

—

eral villages, where the
truth is not often heard.
But this is a section perhaps 40 miles square, and
including more than 40
villages of various sizes.
And there is no gospel
testimony among them.
We arrived at the chief

'^^f^

about 9:30 in
the morning, and found
some of the women hard

village at

work

cleaning the
rest house.
Some of the Christians
had sent word ahead
that we were coming,
at

government

ROBERT

S.

WILLIAMS

and they were preparing for us.
Our first impressions of the place were inclined to
be a bit discouraging. We had Abraham, our native
pastor, with us, and he had made several preaching
trips through the district four or five years before. He
looked around a bit and reported that there was no

AN AFRICAN VILLAGE
to do it. We found a very
aeimite interest in the gospel all along the way. In
one place they told us that some who knew a little of
the truth had been meeting regularly and praying for
some one to come to them with the gospel. And when
we told them that some one would soon be coming they
said, "Merci! Merci!" ("Thanks! Thanks!")
Does this little story present a challenge to you? Of
course it dees. And we are hoping and praying too

that, very soon,

one there anymore. It used to be a large village. And
just a half a mile away there had been another large
village. But now only a few houses remained. A little
later one of the natives said, "The black man will work
if he can have time out occasionally for fun. But here

We

decided that, for the

first

evening, since there

were so tew people in the village near the rest house,
we would go out and see what we could find at the
other village half a mile away. But just as we were about
only work, work, work all the time, and the people
are running away."
But the Lord had laid upon cur hearts to visit the
place. So we felt that He must have a work there for
us to do. At least we must stay and make a survey of
the 39 or so other villages in the district,
ready to leave, people began to come with their stools
on their heads (a few had books, too) and asked us
where we were going to meet to show "the affair of
God." We told them that they would have to go across
the river to the other village that evening, but that we
would have a service for them near the government
rest house the following evening.
We had 55 in that first service. Not a large congreit is

He was going

that it ^^ill present a challenge to the native church.
Because, just as badly as we need new missionaries we
also need consecrated young native men and women
to go foith among their own people to preach the gospel, and, of course, we need more of them. We hope
that the home church will be praying that the native
church will see and accept their responsibility to go
and tell the story to their brothers. This country cannot be evangelized by missionaries. And even if it
could, it would not be fair to the native church to
rob them of the privilege and blessing and life-giving
stimulus of doing it themselves.
There is another thought that deserves to be inserted here: I am afraid that we missionaries sometimes leave the false impression that the whole native
population is waiting with open arms to receive the
preacher of the Word and his message. That is by no
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couple of our experiences on this trip
the resistance.
The first occurred on a Sunday morning after services, while Lenora and I were taking a little walk. In
front of one of the houses we found a tripod of crooked
sticks with a peculiar conglomeration of vegetation betrue.

these things he would die and all his children." And
then he disappeared as suddenly as he had come, without giving us a change to answer him. The other man,
too, said he did not want to say any more, and disappeared into his house.

will illustrate

Another instance of opposition occurred one night
while we were in the village preaching. Some people
were sitting in front of a house near where we were
gathered. I noticed, at once, that they did not quiet
down when we started to preach. On the other hand,
they seemed wilfully attempting to disturb us. In fact,
they were obviously listening to what we were saying,
and then making unfavorable comments. The Lord
was with us, however, and gave us a message to quiet
them. The silences became longer and longer, till,
finally, all

was

silent.

You

in the homeland may not fully appreciate this
opposition. But it is a pretty bold thing for a native
to oppose a white

man

to his face.

When

a native

worker goes there he is going to encounter some real
opposition. He will probably get some beatings, or gei
put in prison, or both. And even though quite a number of people are favorable towards him, they wouldn't
be able to help him, or, if they could, they would be
afraid to do anything. And those who accept the
gospel will share in the persecutions, too. Christians In
this land have to suffer for His Name. The devil has
ruled supreme in this land for centuries. And he
isn't going to give up without a struggle. The Word
encounters stiff opposition every step of the way. We
need help out here. But don't send anyone who isn't
in full

armor

or

who

doesn't

know how

to use his

sword.
Well, that is about the end of the story. We had
night. Misses Stevens and Childs, of MidMissions, stopped on their way from Ft. Archambolt to

ompany one

"WE FOUND A TRIPOD OF CROOKED STICKS"

neath and a small grass-wrapped package on top. Lenora asked the occupant what it was and he said he
prayed to it and it helped him get meat to eat. We
asked how a god that he had made could help him. He
said that one had given the fetish to his father and
told him to keep it, and it would keep his body well. We
asked him where his father was, and he said, "Dead!"
"Then," we suggested," "the fetish did not keep him
from getting sick after all." He changed the subject.

About that time Abraham came and joined the

Bangui and spent the night with us. That is a privilege we seldom have while we are at home at Bouca,
i. e., to entertain company.
And here we were having
company to entertain while out on the road. Of
course, Lenora "did not have a thing in the house to
eat." But anyway we all ate and were filled.
We stopped on our way home at one of our best
chapel points and spent two nights with them. We had

dis-

cussion. He said, "That is his god. He is a big man of
the devil!" And the man blushed a deep black. Then
Abraham asked, "Suppose I would pull all the grass off
your roof and pile it around your god and set fire to
to them? Would they burn?"
admit that they would. Then I added, "And
suppose we would bind you and put you on top of the
fire, would your god save you?" Again he changed the
subject. About that time the big man of the village
came rushing up all out of humor. "The white man
has his god," he said. "There are three persons, and
the three are one. But this is the black man's god. And
he must be faithful to it. If this man would destroy
it.

What would happen

He had

to

NATIVE HUT WITH

A "SPIRIT

HOUSE"

IN

THE FOREGROUND

a good time with the Christians, including joining witii
them in the communion service.
Arriving home at noon on Thursday, we found a
number of the catechists already on hand for a week's
739
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CARVED STICKS
THAT ARE
AFRICAN GODS

Bible conference that

was to

start

on Sunday.

We

made them happy by presenting them with a big
baboon which we had shot on the way home.
The present writing finds us at the end of that Bible
conference. It has been a time of joy and blessing
and work. Next week we plan to take the road again—
will spend
ti-is time for Batan?a<'o. The Lord willing, ws
Lenora
the rest of the month there (at least I will—
may come home after ten days), teaching, visiting the

chapels and giving communion. Then it will be time
well, there
for missionary conference. And after that—

^id

l/fo-u

Not long ago the Argentine Industrial Union presented to the Minister of Foreign Relations some considerations concerning the convenience of stimulating
Italian immigration. It is claimed that over five milwork due
lions of Italian workers will likely be without
Italy. Apart
to the devastation caused by the war in
situathis
from the benevolent desire to help relieve
serious
tion in Italy, Argentina is becoming aware of a

states,

"El Pueblo," in

an

editorial,

for a long time
interior is men-

"Our country has been suffering

a real crisis of a racial order. The
aced with a collapse of its human capital (manpower),
due to a long process of impoverishment caused by
economic or moral misery, malnutrition, and epidemics.
Annually, on the occasion of the incorporation of citizens into the army, the painful evidence of young men
is repeated."
paradoxical that there should be a manpower
shortage while there are so many men who cannot get
enough work to make a decent living. Really, the
above-mentioned editorial seems to convey the idea
that it is not so much a shortage of men as a deterio-

unfit for service
It is

But we must

Pray for us. Pray for this unoccupied territory. Pray
church at Batangafo that they may grow in
grace and love and spirituality. Pray for the native
workers, that the Holy Spirit will give them understanding. Fray for us that we may have wisdom, that
for the

we may be
even across

patient, loving, untiring. Christlike; that
the differences of race, of background,

all

of manner of living and thinking, we may appear
fore them as consistently Christian.

be-

-^

Know?

manpower shortage.
The Catholic newspaper

are a lot of things waiting to be done.
save something for the next time.

ration of the working population. Then the editor
exclaims, "Welcome to those millions of Italians who
could come to our soil to effect a healthful transfusion
of vital forces and habits of work, backed up by their
noble religious sentiments."
According to this opinion, the most desirable type of
immigrant for Argentina is the Roman Catholic Italian.
While we are not desirous of seeing any increase of
the Catholic population, it is true that the Italians
generally are good workers. In our congregations here
in Argentina we have a considerable number of Italian
people, and as a rule, they make faithful believers and
substantial members. J. P. Dowdy.

—

From a church calendar:
"We had the privilege recently
scriptions for

ALD.

of sending in 16 sub-
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you are not a subscriber of this great little
magazine, give us your dollar today for one whole
year. It comes weekly and is filled with Brethren
news. One paper costs just about one-half as much as
If

the Daily Gossip.
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WAR TO PEACE

TRANSITION FROM
Ofi,

an /ltm<^U&;ie.

By W. G. EISENMANN, LT. (J. G.), U. S. NAVY
Months have elapsed since VE Day and VJ Day, yet
today we find ourselves scratching our heads and looking on in amazement vifondering what the morrow may
Statements made by our political and military leadwhich allude to an impending third world war and
America's participation in it are made daily.
It would seem that ominous and insidious forces
are
at work to hurl us into another holocaust, a chaos or
ers

new and

unbelievable weapons capable of terrific de-

Kt-nction. For in-tprir-e,
city of

en-u-h

r.tomi- enero-^' to b'o'v

New York can

be smuggled into this
country in a loaf of bread. Once inside, it could be
made into a bomb with the machinery used in an
ordinary bicycle shop.
In a world filled with daily and ambiguous guarded
prophecies creeping through newspapers from nations
just recoiling from a chapter of history written in
blood, it would seem reasonable that the human element would practice the "Sermon on the Mount" or
the "Ten Commandments." All else has certainly
fpii°d.

Fni

civi'i-otioT

ze.-'^-^r.V^

be doo'^ed to go under.

The only one today that can straighten out the
tangled affairs of the nations and decide between
them in their disputes involving power and greed, is
"the King of Kings and Lord of Lords," in accordance
to the great prophecy of Isaiah

2.

Nations and Individuals Exhaiititlng^ God's Patience
It would seem that nations today are exhausting
God's patience in their wickedness and perverse ways.
Crimes, strikes, ungodliness all around us, humanity
on the march with lust for power and worldly possession; turning back to the days of Sodom and Gomorrah, Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capernaum, we find
that all those cities were destroyed, and all efforts of

man

to rebuild them have failed.
In Psalms 9:17 we read, "The wicked shall be turned
into hell, and all the nations that forget God." The
same God who speaks comfort and obedience, speaks
death and destruction if He is forgotten or disobeyed.

Nations and Individuals Could Well Take Heed
to the Following- Lesson

With nations demobilizing, myriads of servicemen
are returning to all walks of life, many to broken-up
many with memories only of human destruction deeply imbedded from weeks and months of fields
of battle. What are we to do, now that they have
returned to civilian life?
Much of today is wrapped up in the long-ago yesterday of Abraham and Lot. Abraham and his nephew.
Lot, had settled in Canaan, as their possessions increased, so did friction between their interests and
herdsmen. When the time came for an apportionment of territory, wise and generous Abraham bade Lot
take his choice. Lot looked covetously at the lush
green valley of the Jordan, with great cities near at
hand, and said, "This is for me! You may have the
bare uplands." Abraham was a gracious, tolerant
homes,

^UdluUaHmzt^t and

Qa*tlfUlian

Abraham journeyed from Egypt back to Bethel to
renew relation with God. Lot, a lifeIcng dweller in tents, felt the lure of the
cities. He
liked the idea of going to town for his
shopping, At
first he only pitched his tent toward
Sodom. Later he
decided to leave tents and all they stood for and
move
into the city.
Gradually, he made acquaintan?e with the bright
lights. If there had been night clubs
in Sodom, he
would have made the rounds of them. Eis wis not
a
deeply spiritual nature. The glitter and sophistication
of city life appealed to him. While his Uncle
Abraham
sat under the stars, communing with God, Lot
lounged
in the wine shops of Sodom. Lot moved
his family
into the city with tragic consequences. Only
the interhis first altar, to

bring.

up the

a/

character, rather inclined to have peace at any
price.
He thought more of family loyalty than of his own
advantage. So he bade Lot follow his desires.

cession of Abraham saved him from destruction
when
Jehovah poured out His wrath upon that citadel of sin.
Pleasures innumerable, and quick prizes await the
young man in the city. But in the country, human
roots strike deep, and character grows strong.
Independence is there and simple neighborly fellowship,
and habits of worship and health for the family. To
be close to the soil means, for most men, to
be close
to God. Not all cities are as Sodom, and not
all rural
communities are Paradise. But the Lot who became
entangled in a city's ways and fate would have been
a different man had he abode by his flocks in
the
fields. "Ponder the path of thy feet, and let
all thy
ways be established. Turn not to the right hand nor
to the left: remove thy foot from evil" (Proverbs
4:26).
The writer of this article has been graciously spared
from harm during this war, having participated in six
major Pacific operations. The Lord at all times proved
to be a shield and buckler in times of danger. The
91st
Psalm was my war chapter and alwavs a blessing to

me. Devotion to God always breeds indispensable spiritual courage. "When they saw the boldness of Peter
and John they took knowledge of them, that they had
been with Jesus." "WITH JESUS"— the secret lay
there. Strong faith nourished by vital fellowship with
Him made them fearless, and with such courage, born
of communion, we, too, against our foes of the Spirit,
can win each day.

May we all strive to be as Peter and John—lighthouses to illuminate the boulevard of the way of the
Cross, in a sin-sick and darkened world.
Isaiah 41:10: "Fear thou not; for I am with thee: be
not dismayed: for I am thy God: I will strengthen
thee; yea, I will help thee; yea, I will uphold thee with
the right hand of

my

righteousness."

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
An

evil

thought

Deeds are

He

fruits.

is

a bad tenant. Out with

Words are but

it.

leaves.

is rich enough who owes nothing.
Christ does not ask patronage but fellowship.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF BELLEVUE FIELD
By REV. CHAUNCEY

B.

"Jesus Christ

is

the same yesterday and today, yea

and forever."—Heb.

13:8 R. V.

world of change
Ages" to stand upon? As the
winds of life break in upon our little barks. He stands
ready to speak words of comfort and peace to our souls.
Our prayer and desire as a Mission is that we might
realize anew that the Eternal God stands ready, to
needy, benighted
fill with the Holy Spirit, to save these
Isn't this a blessed truth, that in a

we have the "Rock

of

people and build them up in the most holy faith if we
are ready to meet His conditions.
Having arrived back on the field at almost the close
of the report year it will not be possible to give a very
obfull account of the work, but we hope these few
servations will give you some idea of the work of the
Bellevue field during the year.

There have been many changes

of the missionary

personnel during the past year. Mr. and Mrs. Foster
in
left Bellevue in November for a much-needed rest
South Africa. After their departure Dr. and Mrs. Taber
and Mi;s Bickel were left to carry on the work of this
Dunning,
field. Due to the furlough of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Taber were appointed to the Yaloke field
and they left Bellevue to take up their work at Yaloke
in December. Miss Bickel was left alone with Marguerite Taber until our arrival. Because of our long
time on the way we didn't arrive here until February,
much later than anticipated. Since the Lord has called
us here again we are anxious for His enduement with
power for this large field of work.

growth

The work at the chapels has shown
and there are now 18 communion centers plus many
more village groups. All of the chapels have been
visited at least once and many of them twice during
signs of

to recall him, for a time at least. We
your prayers for this most distant chapel in our
field that it again might be a real testimony.
Just after our arrival here a native workers' conference was held and all of the workers were in for a
time of Bible study and fellowship. We were glad to
see them and try to encourage them in their service for
their Lord. These conferences are a real blessing to
them and are seasons of refreshing before the Lord.
Even though there seems to have been a period of
coldness and sin in the Bellevue Church, yet it appears
that before our arrival the Spirit began His work of
convicting of sin. There were upwards of 15 who came
forward to confess their sins. Since then there have
been 8 or 10 more who have stepped out to get straightened up with their Lord. We praise Him for this evident token of His working in the church and pray that
it might continue until there is a real revival of the
body of Christ here and also in the whole field.

was deemed wise

SHELDON

Bellevue, Bassonifoa, Oubangui-Chari, F. E. Africa

the year by the native pastor, Yase. We are thankful
that Yase is still faithful to His Lord and is able to
take so much responsibility of the work. The work at
Bossangoa, our government post, still continues to
thrive in spite of many attempts of the evil one to
hinder it. The falling into sin of the worker who haa
been there has had some effect on the work. The
chapel attendance is very good and there is always a
large overflow crowd on the outside on Sunday. The
attendance is much greater than here at Bellevue. We
yearn for even a larger work there to reach the thousands of needy souls who are going to a Christless
grave. Pray with us for this needy center. Other
chapel points are not so encouraging; for example, the
work at Marakounda, which started out so favorably

with the chief making a profession of belief in Christ,
The chief is not leading
is now undergoing testings.
a clean-cut life, which is a stumbling block to many
weaker brethren. There is also a spirit of jealousy
among the different tribal groups, which is a hindrance. Then the worker who had been with them
from the beginning became discouraged because of
these trying circumstances. Then on top of this the
worker developed pneumonia and almost died and it

solicit

Felinga is the Sunday School Superintendent at
Bellevue and is very adept at giving spiritual truths.
In spite of his increasing blindness he seems to be
filled with the joy of the Lord. The average Sunday
attendance at the school is about 300.

The women's

classes have been taught by Miss Bickel.
thankful we are for this handful of Christian
are seeking to follow the Lord. What this
dark lands needs is more Christian mothers like them.
Miss Bickel also cares for the Child Evangelism class
along with her heavy medical work. We are asking her
to. make a separate report of the medical work being

How

women who

done there.
Brick dwelling number two has been built by Miss
Bickel during our absence. It is a very nice building
and would do credit to any builder. Miss Bickel is now

comfortably settled in

it.

As we come back to this field there is one thing that
impresses itself upon us and that is the imperative
need of literature. In order that our Christians grow
up in the Lord they must have literature to read. During our absence the multigraph operator left for better
grazing grounds and no one else has been found to
replace him. Won't you also pray with us that a real
consecrated operator may be found? Because of the
war it has been hard to secure sufficient books from
the Bible societies to meet our needs.
We ask you to continue to pray in faith for this
great field that many precious souls might be won
and built up in the faith during this year.

SHAPING HIS EARLIEST MEMORIES
came into a home unceremoniously and found
a young mother with her infant lying in her lap and
a Bible in her hand. "Are you reading to the baby?"
was the humorous query. "Yes," was the reply. "Do
you think he understands?" "I am sure he does not
understand yet," she replied, "but it is always my custom to read the Bible aloud. I hope in the days to come
my boy's earliest recollection of his mother will be that
of her reading the Bible."

A
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NEWS FROM THE SCHROCKS

FIRST
(Our readers
received from L
have landed
is

happy

!

i

to read the first letter that the Editor has
Schrock.
According to this letter they should
on the 5th day of October.
The entire letter
courageous people have gone forth to labor in

Lois

Aires

in

interesting.

two

one of the most difficuit fleWs
••to every creature" whether they

in

the world,

will

but we are to give the Gospel
hear or whether they will forbear.
Eo.)

Dear Dr. Bauman,
Here we are about

75 or 100 miles out from the coast
of Brazil, about 13 degrees south of the Equator. It has
been almost three weeks since we left New York, and,
the Lord willing, it is about three days until we arrive
at Rio de Janeiro.

Thus far our trip has, for the most part, been very
enjoyable. Lois was bothered some at first with seasickness, but now both of us are as well as we ever were
on land, so far as we know.

The only thing that has

cut the enjoyment of this
the ungodly group of people with whom we are
Almost without exception they are the kind
that smoke, drink, play cards, etc. There are two other
missionaries bound for Brazil on board the ship. We
have had some good fellowship with them as they are
conservative and love the Lord.
trip

is

traveling.

However, there are nine teaching "brothers" of the
Catholic church on board with whom we can have no
fellowship,

though we try

to be friendly.

They

drink,
smoke, play cards, etc., right along with the others.

Upon speaking

to

them we discover that they are

truly

blind leaders of the blind.

We

left New York on September 12 at about
2:15
m. Brother Kimmell and the Hoyts had bid us
goodbye at about 12:30. But when the ship left at 2:15
p. m. Brother Kliever, Marvin and Dorothy Goodman,
and Brother and Sister Dunning with their children
were on the shore to wave goodbye. At about 2:40
we
saw on the Brooklyn shore a sign that was real encouragement as we left the U. S. A. It was a large printing
in white stones on the green grass of the
words -Well
Done, Welcome Home." Though this was intended
for
the troops returning from carnal warfare, we
were reminded anew of the day when we hope to hear these
same words from the lips of our blessed Lord.
At 3:15 the Statue of Liberty passed out of sight. And
at 5:00 p. m. no land was in sight.
On the night of September 20 we were at Trinidad
Along with many of the passengers we went
ashore.
Since it was late at night we saw comparatively
little.
p.

The

we saw was The Port

city

of Spain.
are at the position described in the forepart
And we trust, the Lord willing, that you
will hear next from us from Buenos
Aires or Rio
Cuarto.

Now we

of this letter.

May God
Him there.

bless

you folks at the office as you labor for

In Him, Lois and

Lynn Schrock.

OUR FIRST MEETING WITH THE BRETHREN OF THE ARGENTINE
By LYNN
SCHROCK
D.

meeting came

At 8:45 in the evening of our

first full day on our
Argentine mission field, we stepped from the Dowdys'
house to go to our first meeting with our Brethren
here. The meeting was at La Carlota and was scheduled for 9 p. m., a rather late hour, but one that fits
perfectly the Argentine way of life. When we arrived
at the salon, there was one of the faithful believers
waiting for the doors to open. As other folks arrived
for the meeting a goodly number paused for a word cf
prayer immediately after being seated.
The meeting opened, as Dortha Dowdy played the
folding organ, with a gospel song with which we were
not acquainted. But then Brother Dowdy asked for a
request from the group. One of the young ladies requested Number 155. Jimmy, who was sitting next to
me, told me what had been said. Though we didn't
recognize the words as we looked at the small hymnals
before us, we did recognize the strains of "When the
Roll Is Called Up Yonder I'll Be There." What a wonderful scng of assurance in a land filled with fear and

superstition!

Then came "Crown Him

With Many

Crowns," and "Lest I Forget Gethsemane." After a
few words of explanation from Brother Dowdy, Lois
and I greeted the folks for you in North America, and
sang the chorus, "Yo Tengo Gozo, Gozo en Mi Corazon"
("I Have the Joy, Joy, Joy Down in My Heart").
Next came the Bible study from 1 John 4:17-5:5.
The folks were attentive as they followed in their
Bibles, and responded to the questions of our Brother
Dowdy. In keeping with the study of the evening, the
743

to a conclusion

with the chorus of "Faith

the Victory" and prayer.
The meeting place was not large, but it was filled
with 25 Argentines and 6 North Americans.
The lack
of grandeur of the salon was more than
overcome by
the friendly spirit and the Christ-centered
meeting
Is

there that night.
We were glad to be with the Brethren in the Argentine!

REBORN
By
Reborn!

Emma

Breck Morgensen

O

miracle divine!
But yesterday I wandered lost in sin;
Today no joy on earth can equal mine;
My heart is cleansed, and Christ has entered in!

anew— old

I live

things are passed away;

The peace that only Christ can
Has flooded all my soul today,

And now—in Him

alone

give

I live.

How

plainly now I see the sham and dross
Of worldly things that once were dear to me;
Dear Lord, I gladly leave them at Thy cross,
Since Thou hast bid me rise and walk with Thee.

Lord,

stumble, as at times I may,
to lift mine eyes on high,
are around me in the
That everything I need Thou will supply.
if I

Help

me

And now Thine arms

way—
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Romanism and

African <Blble Translation Fund
Cobb, Mrs. Vesta, National Miscellaneous

Democracy
By REV.

J.

PAUL DOWDY, La

African General

Carlota, Argentina

The Argentine decision to enter the war on the side
Europe,
of the United Nations and the allied victory in
the clercalled for an apparently complete revision of
democracy. The
ical attitude toward fascism and
change-over was so noticeable that many Argentines
are wondering

But
it was possible.
for that chameleon-like institution
to obtain adposition
to changes of
this switch of position appeared to be
really, this

how

was no big problem

long accustomed
vantages. While
prepared and
quite sudden, yet the way was already
among
awaiting the emergency. The democratic idea,
the very
Catholics, was being upheld and expounded by
according
able Bishop Andrea. This man's influence,
"the Catholic
to La Nacion of June 13, has been felt by
immense
masses ... and with them the others—the
United
majority of the' dissenters (Protestants)" of the
1942.
States by means of his Chicago speech in
Some of Bishop Andrea's statements, made in a
are so
dissertation delivered in Rosario on June 17,
appeared
bold as to be almost astonishing. This address
which the followmg
in La Nacion of June 18, from
on the
quotations are taken. Bishop Andrea, speaking
says:
subject, "The Pontificate and Democracy,"
"We do not have the right to extend our dogmatic

All imexclusivism to the field of human relations.
we reject
perialisms are to be repudiated. And so as
the rehgiou^,
the predominance of the temporal over
into
we must condemn the intrusion of the religious

being always understood
have no objection to declaring myself the ad-

the temporal.
sense,

I

m

this

And

it

versary of clericalism!"
I demoContinuing, he asks the question, "Why am
among
cratic" To this question he gives six answers,
because
which is the following: "I am democratic
in whose bosom
the Supreme Magistrate of the church,
me that it is lawful and
I was born to grace, teaches
more than
that in this changing hour of the world,
any other, it is convenient that I be."
reasons are given
In the foregoing statement, two
Pope says it is lawful,
for being democratic. First, the
.

.

.

m

and second,

convenient

in this particular time it is
first of
it is to be noticed that the

Upon examination

that is, the Pope
these really depends on the second—
it is convenient.
says it is lawful because at this time
quotes Pope Leo
Earlier in his discourse, the Bishop
in prinXIII who says, "Democracy is not censurable
profitable and obligaciple Moreover it might be even
that
"
this statement conveys the idea

At best,
something
Pope Leo XIII considered democracy as
should prove to be
that might be tolerated in case it
out in a statement
profitable. This thought is borne
"The democratic movein which Bishop Andrea says:
an ilUustrious
ment is, therefore, irresistible, and, as
with us or without
prelate has said, it shall be realized
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do not like it. They will strive ceaselessly and by
every means, to make democracy serve their purpose,
and to make the kind of democracy that will accomplish their ends. Their idea of democracy excludes any
real religious freedom, for they detest and condemn

it will be against us!
if it shall be without us,
religious matmovement is irre- "the principle of free investigation" in
Since therefore, "the democratic
ters.
although they
"
the Romanists must be in on it,
sistible
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MISS BYRON wrote an interesting epistle to Mrs.
Hunter, from which we are privileged to quote:
"This year

up

my

beginning class on the station

of little girls,

which

sweet as can be, except

is

is

made

very unusual. They are as

when

I line

them up

to see

if

that there are posts without a missionary. He will
provide.
We were out for 22 days recently visiting the Karre.
It is a good work there. We baptized almost 100, and
held nine Love Feasts. It is wonderful to be out with

the people
The new office is now completed. Not
being able to get away from Bozoum for the chapel
trips, gave me time to get the office completed. It is
so clean and fresh, and for the first time since being
at Bozoum our files, books and property papers are
under a noninflammable roof. That is the way it
should be. But much work was involved. You wonder
where we got the roofing iron at this point in the international crisis? We opened up 150 steel 50-gallon
drums, flattened them out, and used them. It doesn't
look too bad, either. We have some paint for it. but
cannot get it on until the rains let up a little bit. It
leaks in spots, but that is being mended after aech
rain. Then it gives me a study as well, and here I
meet the Lord each morning for grace and wisdom to
lead aright this His great work, which we all love more
than life itself
Our native elder's old aunt passed
.

they have taken a bath. Sometimes they are frightfully dirty, but they will declare that they have just
taken a bath and that it is because of the dry weather
that their bodies look gray, but with a little persuasion
they usually run down the hill to the stream and take
a bath, but sometimes they are quite stubborn about
it, but in the end they go, and oh, what a difference!
One of the little girls is a dwarf. She is only as tall as
a two-year-old child, but she is about as bright as the
average. They are hiding God's Word away in their
hearts and learning to read it. I wish you could hear
them sing "Praise Him, Praise Him." They often clap
as they sing. I have one of their own number lead
them and they do it well. A few years ago children
this size would not wear a thing, but all these little
girls come to class each day with a new dress on. It
is always the same color
green for the dress is a
bustle of leaves. They gather a fresh bunch each evening so they will have it ready for the next morning.
They do not need to worry about prices going up nor
getting their laundry done.
This dry season we are having the house that burned
down a couple of years ago rebuilt in preparation for
the Anniversary Conference that will be held at Bassai
next year. We will have quite a time housing everyone
that is going to be invited and we surely hope that
everyone comes. We are looking forward to a very
blessed time. You better come along. I will put up an
extra hook in my house. I will turn it into sleeping
quarters. I do hope that the Baumans come. That
would be just great. I am glad that I can stay over for
it even though my furlough is due this year. I surely
would not want to miss it. I am not making furlough
plans, traveling is too uncertain and too many long
waits along the way. I am going to leave it in the

—

—

Lord's hands

Him

so

faithful

and

and

know He

will

work

it

out.

I

for the health He is giving me.
sufficient in all things."

much

ORVILLE

I

praise

He

is

JOBSON, our African Superintendent,
wrote to Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Coon, of Long Beach, on
September 17, 1945. Brother and Sister Coon are sharing this letter, and we are quoting a very interesting
D.

it for our Mail Bag. Brother Jobson says:
"We were made happy by Brother Bauman's wire the
other day, stating that there are six couples that have
been approved for this year and next. We really need
them. The work is heavy. It will be wonderful to get
sufficient missionaries to not only care for the present
work, but to open new. We are already praying that
the Lord will give us His will concerning the pliicing
of these that are coming, and we are not forgetting

part of

.

.

.

.

.

yesterday. She called him to her and said, "I
have come to a big river three times, but could not get
across. If that is the river that takes me to God, tell
me about Jesus before I get there again." He did, she
accepted the Lord's sacrifice for her sins, and put her
trust in Him. A day or two later she came to the river
again, and closing her eyes in peace, she passed over.
One more soul in glory, because these people have
heard the story through your ambassadors. "Glory,
."
glory, how the angels sing
MISS EMMERT, itinerating, writes under date of

away

.

May

.

10:

"We have had a few changes at Yaloke since I last
wrote you
On the 8th we had a holiday, just as you
probably did. It surely is a cause for rejoicing to know
that the 'white man's war' is over. We had a praise
service with the natives in the morning. They were
thankful because at last the way is open for the com.

.

.

Like most celebrations, this
new missionaries
one made me quite tired, but I managed to pack up my
road things the next day and to get away by 5 o'clock
ing of

.

.

.

for a village trip of ten days.

Upon

arriving at

my

about sunset, I had half a mind to do nothing
but reit, but the old chief came to see me, so I chatted
with him while the camp house was being swept out.
He is a veteran of many fights, but now his d^-ys are
numbered. Drink has the best of him and he has both
feet on the brink of the grave. It was funny to see
him admiring his reflection in the car, saluting and
grimacing to it. After he sat down I tried to get him
to think of the after life and the necessity of seeking
salvation for his soul. 'Get in your car and drive to
the chapel and tell us about God,' he begged me. I
knew he was thinking mostly of bumming a ride, but
he kept after me, so I finally consented to take him in
first stop
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the car, although

He

it

was within easy walking distance.

really did listen to the message, however, better

could have expected, seeing there was a smell
of liquor on his breath. He went back this morning to
hear more, but an hour too late! Poor old man! Another camel and the needle's eye, or speaking more
correctly from the drink standpoint a fish and the
needle's eye. After the evening meeting I settled down
to read my Bible by lantern light. But soon there was
a knock on the door, and Pindo appeared. She had
Pindo is
come nearly a mile in the dark to see me
the daughter of a native worker that died last year.
She is staying with a heathen uncle who tries to get her
to dance and partake in heathen rites of various kinds.
I ask for her every time I pass the village nearly, so
they will be afraid to give her to a heathen husband or
mistreat her in any way, knowing that I will make a
'palaver' with them if they do! She told me het tale
of woe, saying that her uncle did not believe that I
ever stopped to ask for her. I tried to encourage her
in the Lord, and we had prayer together. Then I told
her to tell her uncle to come to see me the next morning
Before I got my breakfast that morning, Pindo's
uncle appeared, so I had quite a talk with him, and
then turned him over to my helper to talk and pray
with him while I ate my breakfast. We took him to the
morning service, but not in the car this time. After
the service I found that the teacher needed a great
deal of help, so I stayed with him an hour or more.
Since then several Christians have dropped in to call
on me. Just now as I am trying to finish this letter I
am expecting a group of those who know how to read,
for an afternoon Bible class. Then it will soon be time
for the evening service, and so it goes. This is what we
call 'village work'
and I love it
Yes, there are
many inconveniences poor camp houses, noise, dirt,
and what not, but the closer contact with the native
life and the joy of taking the words of life to those
who sit in darkness are what the Master wants us to
have. Yesterday we stopped along the road in a little
village, and soon had a group around us. Among them
was an old woman, very thin and frail, with puffy

than

I

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

eyes.

No one had brought her water with which

to

bathe, so she was grey and dusty, but with a certain
auaint dignity about her notwithstanding. My helper

preached to them, and when he asked for a show of
hands at the close of the message, this old woman
urged her grandchildren to put up their hands, saving,
'Do you think that God will cut off your hands if you
stretch them up to Him?' So the helper turned to her
and asked her why she did not put hers up. She immediately did so, and answered clearly that she wanted to
accept the Lord as her Savior. We shall tell the closest
native worker about her so he can visit her often. Poor
old soul, perhaps the Lord was just keeping her until
she should hear the way of salvation. She certainly has
nothing more to enjoy in this life."

BOZOUM NEWS LETTER—JULY,

them up in prayer
may soon be on the way to the field. The
need for missionaries has never been greater. The
impossible. Let us continue to hold

that they

white and ready for harvest, but the harPray ye
Last week we were invited to Batangafo for the
dedication of the new chapel at that place. The native
Christians are to be commended not only for the
building of the chapel, but in furnishing the bricks
and other material that was needed. This is a fruitful
field and the Christians are praying earnestly that a
resident missionary be sent to them. This post and
other chapel points are badly in need of missionaries.
Some months ago when services were being held here
at the Bozoum prison, several of the prisoners accepted
the Lord. Special efforts were put forth to teach them
Bible verses and a few hymns; also three or four had
permission to attend the Sunday morning services at
the chapel. After serving a few years in prison they
were finally released and returned to their various
villages. One young man found no one in his village
to preach the Word, so he gathered the villagers and
taught them a song and some verses that he had memorized. One of our catechists visited this village and
found many ready to hear more of the Word. This
young man was faithful in testifying to his own people
even though he knew very little of the Word.
Yesterday several truckloads of returned soldiers
passed through here on their way to another government post. Two young soldiers came up to the mission
and wanted to buy Bibles. Seeing their baptismal certificates, I saw they were baptized in Casablanca.
Thanks to the faithful chaplains.
The time for the yearly baptisms is at hand, and
many who have attended classes for a few years and
have come to know the Lord as their personal Savior,
are anxiously awaiting this time. The other day Noel,
our pastor here, said, "There are forty or more applicants for baptism who are not able to read the Gospel
of John, but I am willing to have a special class for
them." These classes have been started, and our prayer
is that all may learn to read God's Word.
This morning in our women's Bible class we finished
reading the Gospel of St. Luke, and as we read the
45th verse, "Then opened he their understanding," or,
as the Sango interprets it, "Lo lounguela mavele (that
He might open their minds to understand the scriptures," some of the women thanked the Lord that
they are not only able to read, but to read understandingly. Continue to pray for your black sisters
across the sea, that they may ever be a witness and
testimony for the Lord.
fields are

vesters are all too few.
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Yours in His

service,

(Signed)

Mrs. O. D. Jobson.

BOZOUM NEWS LETTER— AUGUST AND
SEPTEMBER
in Christ:

"Whoso offereth

Dear Friends in Christ:
Once again our hearts are made to rejoice and to
praise the Lord, for the good news just received from
Dr. Bauman saying, "The Balzers have been released
from the draft board." This truly is a 'definite answer
to prayer at this time. But with God there is nothing

.

'

Dear Friends

1945

.

praise glorifieth

me"

—Psalm

30:23.

Truly our hearts are bubbling over with praise and
thanksgiving for the marvelous way in which our
wonderful Lord is answering prayer. Yes, above all we
could ask or think. Just this week we received the
good news from Dr. Bauman telling of the different
missionaries coming to the field this year. We were

—

DECEMBER

8,

1945

almost overwhelmed with joy and have been singing
the Glory song ever since. "Great Is Thy Faithfulness."
How we do praise the Lord for the new missionaries.
Also for others who shall be returning to the field soon.
Dear friends, let us be much in prayer for their
visas and passage. We are rejoicing that the war is
over—but there are many adversaries. Naturally ii
Will not be pleasing to the enemy to have these dear
ones evangelize in his territory, and tribes who are still
waiting to hear more about Jesus and His power to
save. We know his attacks will be many. Shall we
unitedly bear them to the Throne daily, and pray them
safely on African soil? How comforting are His promises! "Greater is He that is in us, than he that is in
the world."
Orville and I expect to leave Monday to hold communion services in three different subdivisions that
are without missionaries. The native workers are caring
for the chapels. We had been praying very definitely
for tires for the Dodge car, and, humanly speaking,
there were none in sight, but just like a bolt out of the
blue sky, a new tire was given so as to make this long
trip possible. It is such a comfort to drop the tangles
of life into God's hands and leave them there.
Last week we had the privilege of meeting our new
Governor General, his wife and two daughters from

NEWS FROM THE SECOND BRETHREN
CHURCH, LONG BEACH, CALIF.

Goodbye

to

Wooster

Having accepted the call of the Second Brethren
Church of Long Beach, Calif., to become its pastor, we
left Wooster, Ohio, on October 23rd. It was not easy to
leave the Wooster church. Having been called by the
Home Missions Council to start the Wooster work we
were thus its first pastor and would have been on the

Brazzaville. There were at least thirty Europeans present at the reception.
We had as our guests for ten days Miss Ramsey and
Mr. Sand from the Lutheran Mission. They came here

have their civil marriage at the Government Post,
then, after being delayed several days for want of a
car to return to their station for their Christian mar-

to

riage, they finally decided to be married here, and
spend their honeymoon at Bozoum. This took us back
just twenty-three years ago, when we, too, met the
French Administrator and had our marriage at Bogoum.
California is not the only place to experience tremors
and earthquakes. Tuesday night, about two o'clock, the
bathroom door banged shut, and beds moved a bit, but
we didn't know it was a tremor until one of our

friends at the Post told us of his experience.
This proves to be a heavy rainy season, several of
the bridges have been washed out, and naturally some
of the roads are closed. However, that has not been
the reason for the delay in our mail. Almost three
months have passed and we have been without mail.
Some say there is a strike at Lagos and the natives
refuse to work, but we heard over the radio that the
strike is off after forty-four days of no work. So, dear
friends, if you don't receive answers to your letters you
know the reason. We are thankful for the news from
our different missionaries here on the field.

Yours in Him,
(Signed)

Mrs. O. D. Jobson.

"If I were to die in the pulpit," said Philip Henry,
father of the commentator, Matthew Henry, "I would
desire to die preaching repentance; or if I were to die
out of the pulpit, I would desire to die practicing repentance. He that repents every day for the sins of
every day, when he comes to die, will have the sins but
of one day to repent of." K. A. in the Whittier Church
Calendar.

—

TOP PICTURE

—

Chas. W. IVlayes, pastor, Fremont Ave. Brethren Churcli,
Pasadena, Calif.; Chaplain Donald Carter, U. S. Army, former
pastor of the Second Church; John H. Squires, the new pastor; Conard
Sandy, retiring pastor of Second Long Beach Church.
Left to right

South

BOTTOM PICTURE
Left to right

—

Chaplain an

January. The struggles and heartaches of a pioneer effort were shared by the pastor
and people alike and the relationship was that of one
great family closely bound together in sweet fellowship in love for Christ and the desire to bring others
to Him. Wooster has a place in our hearts all its own.
The Lord has raised up a fine church and we are confident that it has a great future. Rev. Kenneth Asliman, present Moderator of the National Fellowship of
Brethren Churches, is Wooster's new pastor and will
arrive on the field sometime in January.
field six years this

Installation at

Long Beach

November 4th marked our first Sunday in tlie new
field to wl-ich the Lord had called us. The church had
747
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planned a unique installation service. Not only were
two former pastors of this church present but Bro.
C. W. Mayes, of the Fremont Avenue Brethren Church
of South Pasadena, our former pastor and very close
friend, brought the message and installed us in our
new work. Bro. Conard Sandy, the retiring pastor, presided at the meeting and Chaplain (Capt.) Donald
Carter, U. S. Army, another former pastor of this

but never did I find a more consecrated and
than Brother Kinzie.
The Lord is mightily blessing his efforts on this field
and the congregation is in very healthy condition.
There is a fine group of young people, and how we did
appreciate their presence in the choir each service!
Our home was with Brother and Sister Wilbur Haldeman, where every consideration for our comfort was
abundantly provided. We were glad for the presence
of Bro. R. D. Crees and a group of his people from
the Canton church one evening.
May the Lord bless this congregation and their pastor as they labor together. R. I. Humberd.

last year,

faithful pastor

church, also took part.

Great Field to Reach
Before accepting the call to this church our first
and inquiry concerned the field and its possibilities.
We were assured by many in this district
that there was a fine field in North Long Beach.
Upon arriving here it did not take long to see that we
had not been misled. Here is a tremendous field with
almost unlimited possibilities. What a challenge it is
and how the responsibility of laying hold of such a
great field for Christ humbles one! We are not equal to
the task, but the Lord is. We ask that Brethren everywhere pray for us and this body of believers that we
may not fail the Lord in reaching this field for Him.
There were 414 in Bible School last Sunday (November
11th) and while this seems at first glance to be a good
attendance we believe that it should be twice that
amount when one looks at the vastness of the field.
By God's grace we hope to see that mark reached in
the not too far distant future. We have confidence in
these people and above all in the Lord Who has called
both pastor and people to labor for Him in this area.
Rev. and Mrs. John H. Squires.
interest

—

(Continued from Page 736)
believe to be really nearest to the heart of the Lord,
and which we believe is the most fundamental to the
carrying out of His purpose in these days in which we
live?

REVIVAL AT PORTIS
One

of the finest meetings I

have been privileged

to

hold was the evangelistic meeting at Portis, Kans.,
October 23 to November 4. I thoroughly enjoyed the
trip west and found a loyal group of Brethren working
faithfully for the Lord. Bro. Paul Davis, the pastor,
had prepared the ground for the services, we tried to
faithfully preach the Word, the weather was good, and
the Lord blessed with the salvation of souls. We had
a comfortable home with Mrs. Jeannette Brumbaugh,
and enjoyed the hospitality of many other homes for
meals. Brother Davis is an ardent personal worker, and
he took us to visit many unsaved over a wide area.
His wife did a good job of leading the singing. Brother
Davis has now left Portis to become the pastor of our
church at Leon, Iowa. Portis is a fine, stable Brethren
church, and our prayer is that they might find a
strong, Bible-preaching pastor soon. They have a nice
stucco church, with a comfortable parsonage. They are
just beginning to enter the field of child evangelism,
and have a number of trained workers willing to work
with the children. Now we are busy at home again,
with the Polmans holding an evangelistic meeting at

Canton November 20

to

December

1.

—R.

D.

Every last one of these appeals for help comes from
organizations that are outside of an organized church.
Doubtless some of these organizations merit the support of God's people. But the multiplicity of them
begins to cause us to wonder. We are beginning to
wonder whether it is the will of God for the members
of the church, which is the body of Christ, to support
so many of these nondenominational organizations, or
whether we should give our support to organizations
within the church. As a matter of fact, there is not
one of the outside organizations that is doing a work
that cannot be done within the church and nearly
always within some organization already formed. We

sometimes wonder whether Satan in his subtilty is not
trying to deprive the church of the glory that should
belong to it. Only too often have we heard the world
boast that within its lodges and other organizations
there is more real Christian work being carried on
than is being carried on in the church! The boast is
not true, but it begins to look to us as if Christians
continue to more and more support these outside organizations, the boast may some day be true. It is
something for Christians to think about. As for the
Editor, he still proposes that his support shall go to
the church, and that he shall urge the church to do
its full duty in meeting every need of a sin-sick,' despairing and sorrowful world.

Crees,

Canton, Ohio.

another year's subscription
enjoy reading it very much, and
when through with it, I send them to the hospitals for
the soldiers to read. I do not believe in destroying any
Christian literature, as the people are in need of the
Bible, and such literature as the HERALD."
"I

have enclosed

for the

MIDDLEBRANCH, OHIO
November 4 to 18 I was in meetings with my Bible
Chart Lectures with Bro. George Kinzie and his people
at Middlebranch, Ohio. I held meetings in six States
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thing of that debt, then the words, "Jesus Paid It All,"
will have become a lie. Thank God, what He paid for
us, we po longer owe. What then is the "ALL" to Him
I owe? It is the "All" of myself, my strength, my will,
my body, my mind, my time.
"Jesus paid it all"— that is how Grace saves.
"All to Him I owe"— that is how Grace works.
This is the Gospel that Grace Theological Seminary

THEOLOGICAL
SEMINARY
Editorials by Pr&sident Alva J.

stands for and teaches.

McClain

The undertaking of College and Seminary education
demands considerable time, a vast amount of hard and
exacting labor, and also the expenditure of money. For
these and other reasons, some people have wondered

of God's grace is so simple that some
people stumble over its sheer simplicity. They go wrong
because they try to apply to the Gospel the logic of

The Good News

mere human reason. Some
the
are

of

good old Gospel hymns

much

closer to the truth
the preaching of many

than

Consider the lines
taken from the chorus of a
well-known song "Jesus Paid
pulpits.

—

Now

exactly
took
our debt of sin, infinite in its
terrible demerit, and paid the
debt in full. This means that
°" «-"» • i"ocla.im
on the books of God there is
nothing outstanding against the believer. Jesus really
paid it all. There is no possible chance, even ten billion years from now, that you will be called upon to
face judgment for some sin that was overlooked at
Calvary. Our account as believers has been paid and
closed forever. If you have never believed this, believe
All."

It

right.

that

The Son

of

is

j

God

^

[

it

now, and be at

But wait a

some one

whether the advantages gained are equal to the sacrifices involved. Looking at the matter solely from the
standpoint of achievement within any given field of
activity, here are some interesting and convincing
figures: An examination of "Who's Who in America"
reveals that out of every 100 persons who have achieved
success and eminence in this country, 85 have attended
college, and 73 are graduates. Remembering now that
only little more than 5 per cent of our population is
it is clear that this small portion of
furnishing 85 per cent of the country's

college trained,

our people

is

leadership.

With higher education now

accessible all over the

country, every parent should be tremendously interested in helping to place that son or daughter into this
favored 5 per cent group. To leave them outside is to
put them under a terrific handicap in the race of life.
A little financial help and encouragement now is bet-

than to leave them a farm or an insurance policy
after you are dead. If you want to multiply many times
the chances for your children to reach eminent success
in their life work, do not fail to help them secure

ter

peace,!

bit,

HIGHER EDUCATION WORTHWHILE?

IS

HOW GRACE WORKS

will be saying, does this

that we are set free to go on serving the world,
the flesh, and the devil? Not at all. Consider the next
line of our hymn— "All to Him I Owe." That is the
answer. Just because our Blessed Lord did pay all our
debt of sin. He has placed us under an infinite debt of
gratitude to Himself. This is a debt we shall never be
able to pay, no, not even with an eternity of service to
Him. Jesus paid it all. But no believer will ever come
to the place where he can say, I have paid Him all!

mean

we must understand that the two debts
He paid and the one we are paying) are incommensurable, as the mathematician would say. They
belong to altogether different categories. You cannot
Still further,

their rightful share of higher education.

Of course, no amount of success could possibly compensate for the loss of Christian faith which might
come at some godless institution of higher learning.
But you need not send your children to such places.
There are today Colleges and Seminaries which stand
without compromise for the Word of God. Grace Theological Seminary is one of these.

(the one

THE ANNUAL SEMINARY OFFERING

reason in this matter as you would reason about a debt
of money. You cannot argue as you might if a friend
had paid a thousand dollar debt of yours, and now you
are paying him back the thousand dollars. No, the debt
Christ paid for us was the debt of expiation for human
sin, of which not one of us could ever have paid a

all

single farthing, not even if we suffered judgment
throughout all eternity. But Jesus, because He was the
infinite God, was able to pay it all. Of this debt that
Jesus paid, we owe nothing, and we never shall owe

anything.

If

the time ever

came that we owed any-
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many times in this connection,
the offerings received for Grace Seminary have been
purely voluntary on the part of the givers. And we are
anxious that this spirit and method shall continue—
"not ... of necessity," as the Apostle would say. In
the past the majority of our churches have set the
Christmas season or soon thereafter as most propitious
this
for the Seminary offering. A very few have set
date late in the following summer. Ordinarily this is
We
a matter of little or no concern to the Seminary.
year,
are happy to be remembered any time during the
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Offerings for other important church
interests. Last
year, however, most of the churches tried
to set their
Seminary offering during the winter months in
order
to leave the summer open for the gathering
of gifts
for the proposed new Seminary Building
Fund as
authorized by the National Fellowship. Since
this
Building Fund is still far from complete,
we believe
that again it would be wise to follow last year's
method
as far as possible. We desire to repeat, however,
that
each local church should arrange the matter in
the
way that harmonizes best with the local program.

CHRISTMAS OFFERING—FOR OPERATING
EXPENSES

GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

BUILDING FUND
DEC.

1,

1945

should be stated that the Seminary offering at
is intended primarily for the current operating- expenses of the school, because
while we are
getting ready to erect the new building the Seminary
must continue in full operation. Doubtless some gifts
will be made for the building at this time, and
we are
glad to receive such gifts at any time, nevertheless we
feel that Seminary operating expenses should be
made
the special object of our prayers and interest just now
We desire to assure our friends that any surplus of
gifts not needed for operating expenses during the
coming year will be added to the Building Fund. But
if the bulk of Seminary gifts at this time should
be
specially designated to the Building Fund, these could
not be used for operating expenses. We believe that in
answer to special prayer, the Lord will guide the givers
in this important matter. His wisdom is always unIt

this season

$100,000.00

erringly perfect.

PROGRESS OF BUILDING FUND
Readers will note from the thermometer that this
fund has risen during the past month something over
four thousand dollars. Of this amount, $2,500 came
from Brother and Sister Abe Bowman, of Long Beach,
in the form of an annuity which they are permitting
us to use in the new building. Let us continue in
prayer, as we still have quite a distance to go. The
preliminary sketches of the proposed building have
been worked over and redrawn several times. Real
progress is being made toward a building which will be
both useful and beautiful. We hope to publish a drawing in the near future, and we are trusting that God
will make it possible for us to break ground perhaps
by April first.

"PRAISE

the highest function that any creature
The rabbis say that there are two
kinds of angels, the angels of service and the angels of
praise, of which two orders the latter is the higher;
and that no angel in it praises God twice, but having
lifted up his voice in the psalm of heaven, he then
ceases to be. He has perfected his being, he has reached
the height of his greatness, he has done what he was
made for; let him fade away. The garb of legend is
mean enough, but the thought it embodies is that ever
true and solemn one, without which life is nought:
'Man's chief end is to glorify God.' " Alexander Maclaren. (Reprinted from the Second Long Beach Bul-
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Testimonies From Members of the
1946 Graduating Class
CHARLES
BERGERSON,

MARVIN LESTER
GOODMAN,

B.

Senior

Senior

Racine, Wisconsin

What Grace Seminary means to me is that the very
grace of our God has been opened up to me as a great,
limitless, endless field in which to "grow up into Him
in all things." I am thankful for a larger comprehension of the grace of God which gives us a salvation that
settles all problems of the past, present, and future,
and which involves and demands a lifetime of study
and experience therein. And, beyond this lifetime,
throughout all eternity God will be showing to us "the
exceeding riches of His grace in His kindness toward
us through Christ Jesus." I am therefore glad that
Grace Seminary is in my life the largest influence in
causing me to grow in that same grace, and to preach
the gospel of that grace of God to others.

Modesto,

I count it a privilege to be able to testify to the
blessings which have come to me through my experience in Grace Seminary. After twenty years iri business
that I am
I again entered the halls of learning and now
graduating I can express my astonishment in no

better way than in the language of that inimitable
Dr. Rimmer, "I don't see how I did it." The answer is,
"I" did net do it. I praise God for His grace in enabling
me to complete the work, in preparation for greater
service, in the finest Seminary in the land.

WARD

A.

MILLER,

Osceola,

CLYDE

G.

BALYO,

Calif.

Senior

Indiana

Senior

Greenville, South Carolina
I graduated from college two years ago, one
problems that faced me was the choosing of a
seminary in which to prepare for the ministry. It was
not until I had checked over a number of institutions
that I realized how few seminaries were strictly true
to the Word of God.
How I praise the Lord that Grace Seminary has been
raised up to meet the need of young men desiring to be
taught the "whole counsel ol God" (Acts 20:27). The
training at Grace has been fundamental, the fellowship has been blessed in the Lord, and the spiritual life
has been warm and heart-searching.

When

of the

For a period of about three years the twelve Apostles
enjoyed the unique experience of being taught directly
by the incarnate Jesus. Today it is of course impossible
for us to be taught of Him in exaclty the same manner,
but in His providential grace He has provided us with
other means of studying His Word and learning of

Him.
So

it has been that these three years which I have
spent here at Grace Theological Seminary have been
three years of study centered upon Christ and upon His
Word. Nor has the study of the Word been the only
emphasis, for great stress has been laid upon the spiritual life of each student. As a result there has been in
my life a closer walk with God and a more earnest
desire to serve Him in the greatest possible manner.
I do praise God for the training which I have received while here at "Grace" and it is my constant
prayer to Him that I may minister for Him in the
same full measure that Grace Seminary has ministered

to

me.

PATRICK DAVID HENRY,
Senior
Mobile, Alabama

First— I received at Grace Seminary a Christ-censtatered theological course which has grounded and
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in the faith,

peace about

my

and as a result I have a settled
salvation being anchored in the person

of Christ.

Second—I received a well-rounded course in theological training which gave me a clear understanding
of
the doctrines of Scripture. This teaching will always
be a guide to further study in the Word of God.
Third— I learned principles which help me to study
the Word of God. I have learned
to solve difficult problems and get the true meaning of Scripture.

HOW

GERALD

B.

POLMAN,

Senior

Winona Lake, Indiana

The three years that I have spent
Semmary have meant

in

ical

WILLIS

E.

BISHOP,

Senior

Greentown, Ohio

w

Three years of association at Grace Seminary leave
impressions and are laden with much meaning.
Perhaps the outstanding thing to me was learning
to work for the Lord. The hours of preparation are
not a few, the assignments are not easy, but the recompense is equally as great as one realizes that
through it all he has become, under the guidance of
competent professors, a "workman that needeth not to
be ashamed."
Likewise, the fellowship is memorable. The classroom, the campus, the occasional social gathering, all
comprise a part of the Christian fellowship that I
have enjoyed.
I turn from looking back to look ahead. The future
is unknown, yet with humble confidence I face it,
assured by and thankful for the part that Grace Seminary and its surroundings have had in the prepara-

many

tion for the task.

•

COLLINGRIDGE, JR.

"™

Grace Seminary has meant much to me,
and it will
grow mcreasingly dear as I leave in March
to go out
to serve our Lord in the full-time
ministry

BENJAMIN A.
HAMILTON, JR., Senior
Whittier, California

"For this cause we also, since the day we heard it,
do not cease to pray for you, and to desire that ye
might be filled with the knowledge of his will in all

wisdom and

H. E.

Grace Theolog-

much to me. It would be
very hard to enumerate all
the blessings that have
come to me through the teaching of
the Word by our
'*^"^ °^ °"^ seminary in relation
frff'
I\^
to the Word
has meant much during these
years of
stuay. The Word is never questioned
as to its truthfulness-we have a sure foundation. Also
a real blessing
to me personally has been the
fellowship with other
students. But above all other blessings
I have been
drawn closer to my Savior, the Lord Jesus
Christ Yes

spiritual understanding;

that ye might

walk worthy

of the

ful in every

good work, and increasing in the knowl-

Lord unto

all pleasing,

being fruit-

edge of God" (Col. 1:9-10).

Senior

Paul's words might, in many ways, be the formula
of the teaching ministry of the Grace Seminary faculty.
The prayers and teaching of the faculty contribute
in no small way to the students' desire to be faithful

Los Angeles, California

ambassadors

can only show my appreciation for the three years
work here at Grace Seminary as I do what Paul did
when he remembered the Philippians, "I thank my God
I

upon every remembrance of you." In this all too short
period I have come to love the Word of God and the
Christ of the Word more than ever before, which has
led to a greater desire to get into the field of the Lord's
leading and there to proclaim the unsearchable riches
of His grace. Then, too, the Seminary has given me
an appreciation of and respect for our Brethren denomination that I did not have when I entered. I truly
thank God for "Grace."
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of Christ.

Also fellowship with the students has been an enriching blessing. It has been wonderful to commune
with genuine Christian students who are on fire for
the Lord.
Finally, during my training at Grace Seminary, I
have come to realize in a real way that "the words of
the Lord are pure words: as silver tried in a furnace of

earth, purified seven times."

What does Grace Seminary mean to me? It means
praparation, blessed by God, for proclaiming the gospel
of salvation effectively, with boldness, in Africa, where
I expect to go as a missionary shortly after graduation.

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD

M.

HARRY

LEON MYERS, Senior

It is the desire of every true believer to know more
about the blessed Lord who has ransomed him at such
great cost. At Grace Seminary that desire within my
own life has begun to be realized. I have had privileges
here that are at high premium in this present liberal

age.

The

faculty at Grace

is

made up

of

competent

men who "stand without apology for the old-time
faith." Because of this, they teach without reservation
those fundamentals which feed the hungry soul who
longs to

know more

A.

STURZ,

Senior

San Diego, California

Washington, D. C.

of his Savior.

However, Grace Seminary has shown me that three
years of Bible training is far too short a time to learn
all that a believer might wish to learn concerning his
Lord. Life itself is too short to sound the depths of His
riches; therefore, my education has just begun. But,
praise God, our seminary has given me the tools, and
now I can carry on my own study.
The more one learns of the Saviour, the deeper one
with Him. Because at Grace Seminary I
have learned many facts of His greatness that I never
knew before, it naturally follows that "Grace" has been
a spiritual blessing, for in knowing Him better, I have
learned to love Him more.

A graduate school of high scholastic caliber that
combines in its Bible-centered curriculum a study of
God's Word which is both reverent in its approach and
thorough in its treatment;
A place where thrilling (as well as exceedingly practruths are set forth: instruction of great value
in the ministry of the Lord's servant;
A school where spiritual life and fellowship are emtical)

phasized, encouraged, and enjoyed in the chapel,
prayer meetings and general seminary life;
Where fellowship of mutual love and interest exists
between the professors and the students and among
the students in spite of heavy study schedules;

This

is

Grace Seminary and what

it

has meant to me.

GRACE SEMINARY AND THE WAR EFFORT
By REV. MARK H. SENTER, JR. (1945)
Chaplain in the U.

S.

Navy

falls in love

SAMUEL

L

HORNEY,

Senior
Whittier, California

How can

I

means

inary

possibly state in words
to

me? How can

I

what Grace Sem-

evaluate the training

have received at Grace? Certainly the value of
and cannot be measured
in dollars and cents. However, I recognize three outstanding blessings I received from Seminary.
First, a closer, deeper, personal walk with the Lord
is the result of the Christian atmosphere and training

that

I

this training is incalculable

of "Grace."

Second, a sound, fundamental, true to the Bible
is mine because of the faithful teaching of
competent, scholarly, God-fearing professors.
fuller,
richer, profitable ministry for the
Third, a
Lord is possible because of this training.

background

Again

I say,

"How can I possibly state
means to me?"

that Grace Seminary

in

words

all

Wherever

have served as chaplain there has been
a group of service people who love the Lord and look
for someone usually the chaplain
to teach them the
I

—

Word

of God.

—

To me

the greatest ministry of
a chaplain. True, this ministry will not touch as many
people as certain other phases of the chaplain's work,
but teaching God's Word is vital work. What is done
in this field counts for eternity; other work is passing.
Therefore, it is my desire to do as much teaching of
the Word as possible and to do it as well as possible.
I know this is the greatest contribution I can make to
the men and women in service, and furthermore I must
answer to God for my stewardship of the ministry of
His Word.
A chaplain usually has little time to study and prepare. He must be accessible at all times to the personnel, so that studying must be done in spare moments or in off hours when he is tired and cannot do
his best work. For this reason, I thank God often for
the instruction in the Word that He in His providence
has provided. The climax of all this was my work at
this

is

Grace Seminary.

The well-rounded course offered by "Grace," with
emphasis on the Word of God, was exactly what I
needed, and I thank God for the time spent at Winona
Lake. While our teachers would be the first to deny
that what they taught us was all we needed to minister the Word, their teaching provides an excellent
foundation upon which to fall back when preparation
must be scanty.
Grace Seminary

is contributing greatly to the war
not only in the World War recently ended, but
also to the continuing war against Satan and his hosts.
Thank God for the ministry of "Grace."

effort,
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CRACE SEMINARY AND THE HOME MISSION
PASTOR
By REV. BERNARD

N.

SCHNEIDER

GRACE THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY TRAINING
AND THE FOREIGN MISSIONARY
By REV.

(1935)

Missionary Pastor, Grace Brethren Church, Mansfield,

J.

P.

KLIEVER

Missionary on Furlough from Africa

Ohio

How

The Home Mission pastor is a man who goes into a
strange place to preach in a church which has not been
built, and to a congregation which does not exist. The
church and the congregation
are existing only in his imagination. He must build the
church and go out to find a
congregation.
Taking nothing away from
the Lord (for without Him we
can do nothing), we believe
that wherever possible the
Home Mission pastor should
be the best trained man avail-

God

able.

still

it,

In the.

Mission field the competition

ple

clear,

and scholarly

of the instruction at

JAKE KLIEVER

the individual studies and
their bearing on missionary work, but we
must mention at least two. The studies in the philosophy
of religions, showing us how to analyze and
classify these
religious systems, have certainly been valuable
in
learning how to present the message of salvation to
the depraved and lost souls in Africa.

very

all

Studies in the original languages of the Bible, showing us
to use them in seeking root meanings and
the deeper meaning of many truths in the Word, have
been invaluable. In equipping us for study in these
languages we have been able to continue feeding our
own souls in fruitful study of the Word and to pass it
on to those to whom we minister. Instead of wondering what to preach on, one wonders when there will be
time enough to share all that has been found. How
happy we have been for this type of study when our
translators have consulted with us to choose the native
word that would most correctly convey the thought of
the Hebrew and Greek text.

HOW

In the Home Mission field human prejudice is very
Usually the Brethren Church is unknown in
field. The new work is looked upon with suspicion by the whole community. Satan sees to it that
plenty of adverse rumors get started about the "new
sect." To overcome this extra handicap the Home Mission pastor must know his Bible well. He must know
how to present convincingly the faith once for all
delivered unto the saints.
2.

new

In learning the "HOW" of study, learning how to use
choice books as tools for continued study after leaving
Seminary, we become equipped to cope with and to
meet successfully many of the problems and difficul-

Home Mission field the pastor has the least
When he begins his work, very often, he has no

In the

Sunday School

positive,

One could not mention

strong-.

3.

right

Grace Seminary.

There are plenty of churches in most communities, but all too few churches in which the Gospel of
the Grace of God is preached. When the Home Mission
pastor comes in to start "another church" he faces the
fact that really no one else wants another church
there but he. The other pastors have a natural advantage over him. He has no church, no people. Unless he
is a better preacher than most, and works a bit harder
than any of them, he likely won't have a church.

help.

and yet exactly the

those to whom we minister in
the foreign field. How often
we have been grateful for the

great.

the

of

words in order that they may
be received and understood by

manner

is

Word

The great truths of the
Word must be clothed in sim-

works through

Home

for

to study the

Truth.

human

1.

praise

how

rightly dividing the

"^^ b. n. Schneider
personality, as He
did in the days of Moses and of Paul. Training alone
will never make a good Home Mission pastor, but the
best training will help a great deal and is very necessary, as may be seen from the following reasons:

the

God

Grace Seminary, where we are
Word of God, and how to use
and be a workman that needeth not to be ashamed,
I

taught

ties

not imagined even by our professors.

no trained personal workers,
no pianist, no song director, no young people's workers.
He has to find them, win them, and then train them.
To do all this he must be well trained himself.
Personally, the writer was not privileged to "be
rocked in a Dunkard cradle." He was raised in a Roman
Catholic home and saved under the preaching of a
Methodist evangelist in a union revival. He is convinced

Yes. the classroom work, the study periods and activities, all have also in a very definite manner made
contributions toward fitting us for the task to which
we have been called, but the fellowship, the example
and encouragement inside and outside the classes by
members of the faculty and student body could never
be evaluated in words or by comparisons. The friendships made here become increasingly precious as the

that today there are other organizations besides the
Brethren Church which also carry on the Lord's business of saving souls. There are other institutions besides Grace Seminary which train men for the preaching of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. HOWEVER,
IT IS HIS FIRM CONVICTION THAT GRACE SEM-

years

INARY PROVIDES THE BEST ALL-AROUND TRAINING FOR A BIBLE-TEACHING MINISTRY TO BE
HAD IN AMERICA TODAY. The Home Mission pastor

profits greatly by his training. His ministry will be
more effective if he has the privilege of attending

teachers,

roll by.

I certainly praise

the Lord for what time I have been

privileged to spend at Grace Seminary.

Grace Seminary.
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WE "MUST"!
A Message from

the President of the Board of Trustees of

Grace Theological Seminary

DR.

to All

Brethren Churches

BAUMAN

L. S.

our missionary forces Y
the training of our ministry and
have
without giving to her mmistry real firstwni neverbuTld a real Brethren Church
us to say that much. It was to
Has Sethi en t^ain^g. God's word authorizes
thyself approved unto God, a workman
?taothy thatVauTwro'te, '^Study to shew
(II T™- 2^15)^
rightly dividmg the word of truth
that needeth not to be ashamed,
preach a whole gospel, and, as
of the Brethren Church to

aSlTor

Uis

the mission

equipped
"^'?o hlTe^'tchool wrmttTave-a building
.ake
done^°Trbuiirg we are oecupyin. at Winona

lTet::Z":^'toT::/Ts^^^^^

for the

n.ust

work that

is

to be

b^ .ven u.^It

is

request now. But, Where are

see the wisdom of centralizing
believe that all our Brethren will
and there is no better
^^^^^^^^^^
Tur nat'ona7organizations at one place,
splendid bmlding

we

'o go^

we

-^ -o-

where we already have a
nlace today than Winona Lake, Indiana,
Brethren Missionary Residence. Moreover,
?;'
our publcaSon work, as well as the
to year.
hold our National Fellowship from year
t is the place where we
we MUST vacate «- Pf
^"^^|^^
well we Just have a Seminary and
we also MUST
that J"^*
MUST have a building for our school and it would seem

and we

Winona Lake, Indiana
^^.pthan a building
we are to have a school it will call ^"^^^"-^^ *^^^^
at his
.^Jj'^g
sleep. "No man goeth to warfare
and
eat
must
who
professors
are
There
the church at large. They MUST be
"
Iwn charges These men are working for
forget this when the White Gift
Tnorted and WE MUST support them. Don't
God is callmg us

build that building at

More than

that,

if

God is blessing this work;
Of^erTng is taken at Christmas time.
-Louis
MUST and WILL do it!
?o coiSinue to arry on. We

S.

Bauman.
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Theology and Life
By REV. GLENN O'NEAL
Pastor,

West Tenth

(1942)

Brethren Church, Ashland, Ohio
President of the Alumni Association of Grace
Theological
St.

Seminary
REV.

The

sign on a

GLENIM O'NEAL

modern church

bulletin board read, "It is not theology
but
a typical expression of the thinking of
our day.' We
contend, however, that men act on the basis
of what they believe. It is the failure
to realize this fact that has produced
worldly churches, and also a world-wide
mcrease in lawlessness. What men believe about God,
the Bible, the death of
Christ, the second coming of Christ,
judgment, heaven, and hell, will affect

hfe that counts."

This

is

immeasurably their manner of

life.

The Brethren Church should thank God it has a school
where the emphasis
is placed in the proper place. God is
mightily using Grace Seminary to give pastors
and missionaries vital teaching in the basic truths of the Word
of God. It is only
as men who know the Book and know how to
make it known continue to come
forth into the fields of service in the Brethren
Church that the world will know us
as a

church whose people

live

according to the Book. This is the God-given
in an age of apostasy. Paul's advice to
Timothy

method of preserving a testimony
was to "Preach the Word."

Every alumnus of Grace Seminary counts

We

believe

it

is

it a privilege to have attended
there.
the best Seminary in the country, without exception.
If our

Brethren Churches fully realized the importance of the Seminary
to the work of
the church and gave accordingly, the offering would have
to
to those given to

worthy.
for

We know

compare favorably
Foreign Missions. The need Is great. The cause is
the Brethren will rally to meet this need with a record
offering

Home and

Grace Seminary

this year.
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Graduate Study at
Grace Seminary for the Busy Pastor

The Value
RAYMOND

By REV.

of

E.

GINGRICH, Th.M.

(1941)

Pastor, First Brethren Church, Akron, Ohio
Dean of the Akron Bible Institute

In developing the theme presented above we
writing out of our

own

experience.

We

are

have completed

two years of graduate work at Grace, but in reality

we have been

years.

4.

IT IS

VALUABLE TO A PASTOR BECAUSE

IT

LIFTS HIM OUT OF ANY INTELLECTUAL RUT INTO

enrolled in the

WHICH HE MAY HAVE BEEN RUNNING.

department
about four
As a pastor we have

school's graduate
for a period

ence that we pastors do not keep up with the best
thinking in the Christian world from our own reading
in our study. It is the business of the seminary faculty
to do just that, and to guide its students to that end.
The graduate department offers that invaluable aid
to a busy pastor's thinking and store of information.

sound uncomplimentary to us pastors, but

of

This
it is

may

true—

we do

get into ruts and a rut is a small grave. We are
so soothed in such a rut, and don't like anyone to jar
us out. Well, all one needs to do is enroll in Grace

been limited in the amount of
work we could take during one

work

Seminary and the faculty will do the jarring. We say
this from experience! And the result has been very

over a longer period. It has
been an intensely interesting

gratifying, especially to our own congregation. Several
have told us personally that since going back to Grace

semester,

have had

and

consequently

to stagger the

fruitful period. We are
presenting five points of value
to a pastor in taking graduate
work at Grace Seminary.
1. IT IS VALUABLE TO A

we have been preaching much

and

complimentary
"•

^-

Gingrich

PASTOR BECAUSE IT
OPENS TO HIM NEW FIELDS OF BIBLICAL RESEARCH UNDER CAPABLE SUPERVISION. The scholarship of the faculty of Grace Seminary is recognized
in the intellectual world. We needn't say anything
about that. Unless a pastor, by almost superhuman
effort, disciplines himself to his study, has rare guidance in his studies, and will not permit himself to be
irritated by a thousand and one interruptions, he cannot keep up his research work. And even if he did
discipline himself to that purpose he still lacks the
equipment and faculty guidance such as the graduate

department of Grace Seminary offers. Consequently
he tends to become narrow and stale in the scope of
preaching and studies he offers to his people.
2. IT IS VALUABLE TO A PASTOR BECAUSE IT

PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE HAPPY
BLENDING OF MATURED EXPERIENCE WITH THE
ENTHUSIASM OF YOUTH. Matured experience is invaluable in a successful pastorate. But we have been
more and more conscious of the fact that with the
gathering of experience we have also been losing the
enthusiasm and zeal of youth. Now a happy blending
of the

two

is ideal.

The graduate department

of

sem-

inary tends toward the experience of maturity, yet
offers a commingling with enthusiastic young people
just out of college or Bible institutes. The spirit is contagious! It is unhke the mass of young people within
one's own church. It is the cream from a cross-section
of the churches. It is invaluable to a pastor who may
have been unconsciously slowing up in his zeal for the

to our

better.

It

wasn't very
it is very

former ministry, but

gratifying in respect to the present.
5. IT IS VALUABLE TO A PASTOR BECAUSE IT
TENDS TO REINVIGORATE HIS SPIRITUAL LIFE
THROUGH DAILY CONTACT WITH THE SEMINARY
FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY. Unless one is a most

unusual character there is grave danger of "letting
down" in one's spiritual life in the pastorate. Not complimentary, but true! We have found a revitalized spiritual life within ourselves since returning to Grace.
Environment is a powerful character builder. There is
none better than that which Grace offers to the conscientious student. It is like taking a "spiritual retreat"
with the Lord. It is invaluable from that standpoint
to a busy patsor.

EDIFIED—FOR WHAT?"
A

minister called his elders together and told them
that because no souls were being saved he would tender
his resignation. A deacon urged him not to do so, because people were being edified. The minister said,
"Edified for what?" adding, "Brother, do you believe
that through you a soul was ever saved?" The frank
reply was, "No." The same was admitted by the other
men present. The next day the man who had been the
first to say, "No," spoke to his confidential clerk. He
said, "Bob, Bob, you are not a Christian, and I, an
elder, have never spoken to you about your soul. I
want that we kneel here and give ourselves to Christ:
I for consecration, and you for salvation." The clerk
became a Christian. Before the week was over the
elders who had met with their minister had won thirty

men

to Christ.

Lord.
3. IT IS VALUABLE TO A PASTOR BECAUSE IT
BRINGS HIM UP TO DATE WITH THE CHRISTIAN
THINKING OF THE DAY. One may argue that that

can be done through books and magazines that come
to his study. Our answer is, "yes, it can, but it just
isn't done, for the most part." We know from experi-

"I

have enjoyed

HERALD.

Am
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sorry I have neglected sending
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OUR RICH BLESSINGS AT GRACE SEMINARY
By CLYDE K. LANDRUM
President of the Junior Class

As a representative of the Junior Class, I want to
praise the Lord for Grace Seminary. As we have met
from time to time in prayer meetings and other "gettogethers" it has been interesting to hear how the Lord
has led so definitely in bringing each of us here. He called
some from other schools, some
from defense plants, some
from the armed forces of the
United States, and others from
many walks of Ufe. But we
are all here as one in Him preparing for various ministries
for our Lord.

A number of our class are
CLYDE LANDRUm
taking French and Sango along with the other
studies
anticipation of mission work in Africa. Most
of the
ladies are taking the Christian Education
course in
preparation for some phase of Christian work in
the
homeland. The majority of our men are preparing
to
be ministers here at home and when their
course is
completed they will go out to various parts of the
country to serve as pastors.
Not only do we receive the best in Bible instruction
here at Grace Seminary but we have many opportunities to serve the Lord and get some practical
experience. Quite a few of the men serve in pastorates in
the surrounding section. Some go out as supply preachers for a limited time. Other members of the class are
active from time to time in Sunday School work, street
meetings, youth meetings, or in personal witnessing.
In whatever capacity it may be, the aim is to tell others
about our Savior who died to redeem the lost.
In the short time that we have been here we have
come to know our Lord better and to enjoy the fellowship of His children around the Word. How we thank
Him for this opportunity of studying His Word in a
school that is dedicated to Him and to the propagation
of His Gospel.

m

A MESSAGE FROM THE MIDDLER CLASS
By VERNON HARRIS
President of the Class
It does not seem possible that our seminary work is
over half completed already. The facts show us, however, that three groups of incoming students have
enrolled since the day we appeared in June, 1944. That
makes us feel more like per-

manent fixtures.
We came here

in faith be-

lieving that Grace Seminary
would give us what few other

schools could in the way of
clear-cut, Bible-centered, and
- to - the - Word training.
And we have not been disap-

true

pointed.
It did not take us long to
find out how little we formerly

VERNON HARRIS

knew about the Word
759

God and about preparing sermons. Now it is encouraging to notice the improvement in our ranks.
Careful study of the Bible has given us something
to
say, and helpful criticism by both faculty and
students
has taught us how to say it. In this way our zeal to
serve is being harnessed so that in the days to come
it
might be of the greatest possible service to our Lord
of

and Savior Jesus Christ.
Though our main purpose

in being here is to study,
also necessary to use that studying from week
to
in practical Christian work. Out of the fourteen
members of our class, five are carrying the full responsibility of churches in this area, eight have been
active in gospel teams, county home meetings, street
it is

week

meetings, and various speaking engagements, and the
fourteenth teaches a Sunday-school class.

While speaking statistically, the following "home"-ly
report might be of interest. According to the records of
those who have been keeping account, there are now
nine additional mouths to feed; that includes— believe
it or not
a set of twins.

—

One

distinction to

which we

hopefully looking forward
first

class

to

of the Middler Class are

that we might be the
graduate in the new Grace Seminary
is

building.

Our desire and prayer is that we may soon be ready
to work for the Savior wherever He should desire, to
the winning of many precious souls for Him.

HOW GOD LED TO GRACE SEMINARY
By

C.

WILLIAM GREPP,

Senior
Wolflake, Indiana
President of the Seminary Student Body
It was recognized, while serving as a pastor for a
few years, that the greatest amount of preparation for
the work of the ministry was none too much. However,
it began to be an increasing
conviction that the Lord was

leading me to seek further
training to be used for His
glory.

A

few schools were investi-

gated by mail and by conversation but none of them
seemed to correspond to the
desires I wanted to be fulfilled
in a place of preparation.
By a long series of proviWILLIAM GREPP
dential circumstances, that
might be labeled coincidences from a naturalistic
viewpoint, but which were events prepared in the plan
of God "who works all things after the counsel of His
own will," I was informed of Grace Seminary.
This information resulted from hearing a message
by (which was an excellent advertisement for the Seminary), and subsequently meeting, a student of Grace
Seminary. In the course of the exchange of our few
remarks he mentioned that he was attending school,
and upon further inquiry I learned what promised to
be the answer to my prayers for the Lord to direct me
to the place where He wanted me.
A conversation that lasted until after 2:00 a. m. convinced me of the desirability of visiting the school a.z
Winona Lake. That Grace Seminary offered every pro-

—
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EXPOSITORY PREACHING OF THE
Our

blessed Lord

and Paul His greatest apostle were

expository preachers of the Old Testament (Luke 24:

Acts 17:3). And by this method they unfolded the
whole counsel of God (Luke
24:27, 44; Acts 20:27). The immediate results were not always large, but they were genuine and lasting. And wherever this method has been
used similar results have been
47,

achieved.

Now

that the

II.
Its place in the theological system also argues for
expository treatment of the New Testament. Since the
New Testament completes written revelation, it is
therefore obvious that it completes the theological
system. That is what Paul meant by his exhortation to
the Hebrew Christians. "Therefore, leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, let us go on to perfec-

New

Testament is in the hands of
men and women, this body of
material, more than ever, deserves such treatment, and for

tion" (Heb. 6:1). He found this people, because of their
sore trials in the flesh, contemplating return to the

Old Testament grounds of Judaism. This would have
been tragedy, for Judaism was an imitation and not the
original (Heb. 8:5); it was 'ihadow and not substance
(Heb. 8:5); it was outline and not fullness (Heb. 8:6).
A recession from New Testament truth to Old Testament truth would have been sheer apostasy from the
faith. The Old Testament was true insofar as it went.
But its imitation, shadow, and outline were designed to

PROFESSOR HOYT

the following reasons:
I. Its place in the Biblical 'system argues for exposition. To the apostles Christ prophesied the completion
of revelation. "Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth,
is come, he will guide you into all truth" (John 16:13).
In this statement provision was made for the writing of
the New Testament. The Old Testament was charged
and surcharged with anticipation of the coming of
Christ. The great historical foundation for the coming
of Christ was laid in the first division of the Old Testament, the five books of Moses. In the second division,
commonly referred to as the Writings or the Psalms,
one feels the deep aspiration of God's people for the
coming of Christ. In the third division, known as the
Prophets, the full prediction of the coming of the promised Messiah is set before God's people. Longing hearts,
though, are painfully aware that the Old Testament
revelation is incomplete. And not until the New Testament is opened to them do they find realization of
all their anticipations in the actual appearance of
Christ among the sons of men. In the first division of

lead men to the original, substance, and fullness of
New Testament truth in Christ. Unfortunately, many
in that day, and since, and today, are tragically unaware of this fact and, therefore, there is greater need

than ever before to explain the New Testament. Many
methods of preaching may pass the bar of approval, but
expository treatment alone will unfold the New Testament and make men aware of the completion of the
theological system.

vision necessary for my spiritual, intellectual, and
practical need was confirmed in attending some classes
as a visitor and in discussing with Dr. McClain and
Professor Hoyt the matters relative to coming to school.
It was with great joy and expectation when the first
day in classes was later greeted, accompanied with
praise and thanks to God for His leading and for an-

swered prayer. This joy in fellowshipping "with the
Father and with His Son Jesus Christ" and with those
of "like precious faith" has continued to abide and increase. Not only were my expectations realized but
they were fulfilled in a greater way than I had ever
anticipated.

III. Its place in the spiritual system is still another
reason for expository treatment of the New Testament.
Directly conditioned upon the availability, the appropriation, and the application of New Testament revelation is the growth and maturity of the believer. Paul
found the Hebrew Christians mere babes in Christ.
This was not accidental. This was because New Testament revelation was not available to them as it is today, because they did not appropriate all the revelation
there was available, and because they did not apply all
the revelation they did appropriate (Heb. 5:11-14). It

was necessary

for

him

to write

an

epistle to

them and

urge them to leave the milk of the Old Testament revelation and feed on the meat of New Testament revelation (Heb. 6:1-2). This alone will enable believers then
and since to grow from infancy into manhood in Christ.
The presentation of the facts of Christianity in the
Gospel and the Acts provides a firm foundation for the
facts
believer's thinking. The interpretation of these
of truth
in the epistles guides the believer in the way

and guards him against

and prayerful environment at Grace
a blessing, the scriptural emphasis a bulwark, the mutual assocation a benediction, and the
practical value a benefit.
Grace Seminary has been and is being used by the
Lord to cause me to know and love my Savior more
the Lord Jesus Christ— to Him be all the glory and

The

spiritual

Seminary

NEW TESTAMENT-WHY?

the New Testament, consisting of the Gospels and Acts,
the manifestation of Christ is before the reader. In
the second division, the epistles, the interpretation of
His coming is set forth. In the final division, the book
of Revelation, the grand consummation of Christ's
coming is unveiled before the reader. These truths exposition alone will unfold.

By HERMAN A. HOYT, Th.M.
Professor of Greek and the New Testament

error.

The consummation

of

the facts in the Revelation not only warns the believer
also proof destruction upon the disobedient, but it
growth
vides the great incentive for righteousness and
to insist
order
in the present life. It is therefore in
that exposition alone will unfold these blessed realities
and apply them to hungry human hearts. "If ye know

is

these things, happy are ye

praise.
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if

ye do them" (John 13:17)
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THE IMPORTANCE OF CHURCH
HISTORY TO THE MINISTER
By

HOMER

A.

KENT, Th.M.

all

Professor of Church History and Practical Theology

That Church History

is

important would seem to be

a fact that needs no argument. The Church
of Christ.

present-day movements relating to the Church are
found somewhere in the past.

to be

is

Provides Warnings and Encouragements

the body

Furthermore, as a third consideration, the minister
will find in the study of Church History abundant
warnings and encouragements to guide him in the
work of the Church. For instance, when he sees Ulrich
Zwingli, the sincere leader of the Swiss Reformation,
leaning too much upon the arm of flesh in his conflicts
with an unbelieving world and the sad consequences
of so trusting, it should act as a warning to those who
follow after him lest they also fail to recognize that
true spiritual victory comes only through the Spirit of
God. On the other hand when he sees the great victories which were attained through the quiet ministry
of John Wiclif, the Morning Star of the Reformation,

Anything therefore

that relates in any way to its
life in the world must be important. There is a difference,
of course, between the visible
and the invisible Church that
must not be forgotten. But

inasmuch as the invisible
Church is to be found within
the visible Church and man
with his finite comprehension
is not always able to distinprofessor kent
guish the two, it remains a
matter of importance to the servant of the Lord to
know the story of the onward movement of the Church
through the centuries. This knowledge is of especial
importance to the minister of Christ for many reasons.
Let me call attention to just a few of them.

who

scattered the leaves of the Word of God all over
England and much of the Continent in spite of constant threat of persecution, the minister should be persuaded that God honors His Word and they who are
faithful to it will be honored.

In the fourth place, through the study of Church
History the minister may see how certain ideas put in
operation by men work out through long periods of
time. There are some ideas which appear to work well
during a short period but over a longer period of time
they prove to be impractical. When image worship began to appear in the churches there were some who
felt that it was their duty to go into the churches and
tear down these images and otherwise exercise de-

Supplies Illustrative Material
First, Church History is important to the minister
because it supplies a vast store of illustrative material
that is true to life and which may be used both in
pulpit and in private ministry. It has been said, and I
think truly, that there is to be found in Church Histor;a practical exemplification of every teaching of Scripture. The great heroes of Church History like Athanasius, Augustine, WicUf, Luther, and the Wesleys had
vital experiences with God in their day which may
be used to help others who follow in their train. A
careful perusal of these experiences will enrich the

structive force to put an end to such evils. Such tactics
proved to be unsuccessful. History clearly shows that

such carnal methods only tend to disruption and not
to rectification of wrong.

Means

minister's soul and make of him a more interesting
preacher. Illustrations taken from such sources carry

weight and make an appeal that

gripping when interestingly told. The minister will miss one of the
most fruitful fields of such material if he fails to
search the annals of Church History.

the minister a

is

In the second place, Church History is important to
the minister because it will help him to possess an understanding of present conditions in Christendom. The
rise and development of the various denominations,
sects, heresies, forms of organization and worship are
revealed by such study. The existence of the Brethren
Church in the world today is an illustration. No one
can fully appreciate the reason for our separate existence who does not know something of the spiritual
conditions in Europe in the time following the Reformation. The barren orthodoxy, the laxity in spiritual
life and the indifference to many of the New Testament teachings which were characteristic of that time
form the essential background for the emergence of
the Tunker fraternity. In like manner the roots of

of Influence

Finally, a study of

own

and Prestige

Church History

will provide for

means

of cultural development for his
will help him in many ways in his

soul which
influence. No one of culture is devoid of a knowledge
of history. Church History is bound up inseparably
with general history. Much European history, for instance, is largely Church History. Folks in the minister's congregation, especially many of his high school

and college young people will know much about Church
History. The minister will not want to know less than
they lest he lose immeasurably in influence and
prestige.

Then as he follows the course of history he finds that
without fail it agrees with the predictive elements of
the Scriptures' and his heart is assured.
"So sorry you had to remind us, but glad you did!
Will try to not let it happen again. Work stops here

when
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8:12.

YOUR ROOM—Put

V.

1.

Encourages personal work.

2.

Instructs workers.

A Blackboard makes
1.

Chalk

2.

Illustrated lessons.

possible

talks.

B. Organization.

Have the same officers for both Sunday School
and Christian Endeavor if possible. This makes
for more unity and concentrates your efforts.
II. Meet once a month and plan all activities for
one or two months. All members should be
present, and help in planning for these.

should consume

the

first

twenty

service. After prayer light the large
tall

holder,

and turn

off all

lights.

1.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THEME— "Christ

the Light of
the World."
Read the following Scriptures: Matt. 5:16, John

2.
3.
4.

8:12, Phil. 2:15.

Explain that after we have accepted Christ we
become the light bearers, but of course receiving

5.
6.

the light from HIM.
3.

be placed

I.

candle and place in

2.

may

3.

ANNOUNCEMENTS, OFFERING,

SERVICE,

PRAYER — This

1.

List of leaders.

2.

members.

minutes of the

1.

Pictures of missionaries.
Important notices and pictures.
IV. A Tract Holder with wisely selected tracts.

a table in front on which has been
placed candlestick holders in an inverted "V" formation. At the point there should be a tall holder and
then a smaller one for each officer to be installed
and, if desired, for each member of the society. If a
light house lamp is available it is effective placed on
the piano. On the table place a box of v/hite candles.
There should be one large one to represent Christ's
light and then smaller ones for officers and other

SONG

Names

of visitors.
2. Activities of group.
3. Pictures.
III. On a Bulletin Board

Candle Installation Service
Quiet Hour Verse

1.

Challenge each young person to

let his

7.

or her light

Leaders.
Socials or parties.
Sings.
(Deputation work, going to
Practical work
Mission, calling, etc.).
Retreats.

—

Rallies.

A

little

all this

booklet could be mimeographed giving
information. Mrs. Ruth Ashman.

—

shine.

TESTIMONIES—
1.

2.

The newly elected officers should sit in front.
The president takes a candle and lights it from
the large one. Then he gives a testimony or verse
concerning the work he has been called to, or how

94tteintzdlate6.
Topics for

seat.

4.

Each

officer does the

same

thing.
If time permits have the rest of the
candles and give testimonies.

members

light

2.

The pastor gives a short talk and then installs
ficers and gives prayer of consecration.

of-

Close the service by singing one verse of "Let the

Lower Lights Be Burning."

GENERAL HELPS—
A.

Equipment
Each society should have one or more
good Chorus Books

I.

1.

2.

JANUARY— Intermediates and

Juniors

YOU.

JANUARY 6— CHRIST and YOU.
At church services or some other time previous to
your meeting, give out large J's, hour glasses, clocks,

INSTALLATION—
1.

^unlaid.

Jan. 6— CHRIST and YOU.
Jan. 13.— The CALL and YOU.
Jan. 20.— CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR and
Jan. 27.— The CHURCH and YOU.

he wants his life to count for Christ. After this
he places lighted candle in a holder and takes a
3.

and

—

of poster paper, or 1946 calendars, on which has
been printed an invitation to the meeting. Have a
clock at the front of the room in keeping with the
idea that time is passing a new year beginning. Use
the clock to time your program allowing so many
minutes for each part.

made

—

Song-

Number
Singspiration series are all good
Three, the green one, I believe to be the best.
Sheets or booklets may be printed or mimeographed with WORDS only of the best choruses. Only pianist needs music.

Time

—

For God So Loved the World.

sets of

He Keeps Me

Singing.

Have the Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy Down in My Heart.
Prayer Time
Ask for guidance throughout the year.
Ask that the Lord will permit you to bubble over with
joy so that others will want that joy, too.
I
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Editor-in-Chief Assumes
By

HERMAN

A.

HOYT

New

Duties

Editor-in-Chief of the college paper during his senior

President of the Board of Directors
At the recent general conference of Brethren
churches in Winona Lalce announcement was made by
the Board of Directors of the Brethren Missionary
Herald Company that Rev.
Miles Taber was called to

year.

His qualifications include a rare ability to express
himself in writing and speaking as well as keen intellectual insight and discernment. He is eminently a
man of God with a passion for souls and deep sympathy for the pastor and his problems. He has already

serve as Editor-in-Chief of all
publications. We
take this opportunity to welcome him to this new positioH
and to introduce him to the
many friends and supporters
of the company.
«

distinguished himself as a pastor, and we predict that
under the guidance of the Spirit of God he will make a

Brethren

much-needed contribution

to the ministry of

Brethren

publications.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO EVERYONE
Now

that Rev. Taber has finally arrived in Winona
Lake, he will relieve Mr. Marvin Goodman, Sr., our
present Secretary of Publications, of many of the
duties he hitherto discharged. Mr. Goodman will continue as the Secretary of Publications and as business
head of the company. All matters of business should
be addressed to him.

Rev. Taber comes out of a
Brethren background. As a
boy he was a member of the
First Brethren

"E"- miles taber
Church in Long
Beach, California, and sat for some years under
the
ministry of Dr. L. S. Bauman. For more than
sixteen
years he has been serving as a pastor in the denomination. For several years he ministered
to the Brethren

Rev. Taber assumes the duties of Editor-in-Chief of
Brethren publications, and will give editorial oversight

in Fillmore, California. Prior to and following
his
ministry there, he served as pastor of the Leon Brethren Church in Leon, Iowa. In all, he has served there
for some thirteen years. From there he was called
to

and supervision to all the work in this field. Communications dealing with the literature should be addressed to him.

The coming

Rev. Taber is eminently fitted for the task to which
he has been called. Besides his long Brethren background and ministry in Brethren churches, he is academically prepared for his task. It was necessary for
him to attend Xenia Theological Seminary for his
graduate work in theology, for in those days the Brethren did not have a theological seminary. He took his
undergraduate work at Ashland College, and served as

of Rev. Taber does not mean that the
the various issues of the magazine are
changed. Dr. L. S. Bauman continues as the editor of
the Foreign Missions issue; Rev. L. L. Grubb of the
Home Mission issue; Dr. Alva J. McClain as the editor of
the Seminary issue, and Mrs. Edward Bowman as the
editor of the W. M. C. issue.
Very shortly, under the leadership of our new Editorin-Chief, we hope to offer to our reading constituency
a larger and a better Missionary Herald.

Ask that all Society plans be directed by Him.
Ask Him to help you to speak to others about the
Lord Jesus Christ.

Second Leader

assume

Gift

his

new

duties.

editors

J

b.
c.

d.

b.

JESUS—Matt.

we

—^Luke

J

d.

He
He

died to save us from sin
arose, ascended into

for us one

day

—Acts

—

1

will

—Rev.

those

who

are not yet "grown-

YOU

—

Him

if

we

as our Savior John 14:1-3.
take Jesus into your heart?

JOY— John

for

a.

When JUNIORS take JESUS

15:11.

as their Savior they

have JOY.
Joy in the heart
and the way we

is

shown by the smiles we wear

live.

we live to please the Lord Jesus Christ, we
will want to serve Him daily.
d. If we serve Him daily we have joy.
The Christian life begins and ends with Joy.
e.
JUNIORS plus JESUS equals JOY.

2:

If

Chorus

Pet. 2:24.

heaven and

(all

is

b.

9-20.
c.

heart

We have sinned—Rom. 3:23.
We deserve to be punished—Rom. 6:23.
We need not be punished — John 3:16.
We will go to live with the Lord Jesus

Will

1:21.

just as

YOUR

Third Leader

c.

He was God —John 1:1.
He came to earth as a baby

for JUNIORS
ups").

accept

help us in thinking about our topic.
for

is

a.

First Leader

a.

at the door ot

3:20.

Time-

is

He knocks

e.

Take up your offering not forgetting to thank the
Lord for it and ask Him to use it for His glory.
Talent Time
Have someone give a reading or instrumental or
vocal number.
Topic Time
In January of every year people talk about "turning
over a new leaf," "making resolutions" and "doing better this year." We all like to "start the year right." The
only way we can start the year right is to begin with
the Lord Jesus Christ. There are three J's which will

J

of

Draw the Bolt.
You May Have the

come

1:11.
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Joybells.

— Mrs. Hazel Marquart.
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It was the writer's happy privilege to labor as pastor
with Bro. Robert Crees as the evangelist at Portis,
Kans., from October 23 through November 4. This was
a very blessed privilege to writer and people.

The Lord blessed with excellent weather, which was
conducive for calling and a good attendance. The
attendance was remarkable in that many outside the
church were in practically every service.
The hearing interest was very good, which could
hardly have been otherwise, with the Holy Spirit directing Brother Crees to present such heart-searching
Biblical messages, witnessed by all present.
On the first Sunday morning, over half of approxiately 90 in attendance went forward to evidence their
desire for a closer fellowship with the Lord.
There were eight first-time confessions. There were
two adults who had not been baptized by triune immersion who stated their desire to do so at this time.
One was baptized and received into the church the
last night of the service.

—
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NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

PROGRAM

The evangelistic meetings with Brother Crees at
Portis almost completed our work in the Portis church.
On Sunday, November 4, a basket fellowship dinner

Very unexpectedly on Sunday night the evangelist
surprised the pastor and congregation by asking them
for a love offering for the pastor, which amounted to
over $100, which was appreciated at this definite time
of need. The accompanying notes were also appreciated as very precious remembrances.

The Tuesday night communion closed the ministry
with the Portis church. Many happy and precious
times of fellowship with these good people will long be
remembered and cherished by the pastor and his
family. We pray that the Lord may lead the Portis
church to new heights with their new pastor, and that
the church may be a true lighthouse to those in darkness.

The next morning found the writer and family
packed and on their way by car and truck to Leon,
Iowa, where the Lord seemed definitely to have called
for future service. The trip was made without any difficulties, with splendid weather until unloading time
then a heavy rain prevailed, which delayed us.
The Saturday night youth meeting was the first
service to be conducted in this new field. Sunday
morning there was an attendance of 161 in the Sunday
School. After the morning service a fellowship dinner

I

was enjoyed by the writer and congregation in the
basement, followed by a brief program of welcome and
response by pastor. The following prayer meeting night
about 50 were present and presented the pastor's family with a shower of sundry items, mostly good to eat.
This act of kindness was greatly appreciated. We ask
an interest in your prayers that the work at Leon may
go forward under the leadership of the Lord as we
labor here and souls may be saved and the saints
edified.
Paul A. Davis.

We are sure the people of Portis will be glad to have
Brother Crees labor among them again as the Lord
may lead. Paul A. Davis.

was enjoyed by the congregation, pastors family, and
Evangelist Crees, at which time a special program was
given in honor of the pastor and family, and a beautiful plaque with very precious promises was presented
as a token of love and remembrance (Psalms 37:4-5).

d
n

PORTIS, KANSAS

IS

NOW ON THE

AIR ON THE

FOLLOWING STATIONS:

KGER—Long

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays— 12:30-1:00

WISH—Indianapolis,

p.

m.

Ind.— 1310 Kc.

Sundays—8:00-8:30

a.

m.

WHOT—South

Bend, Ind.— 1490 Kc.
Sundays— 2:00-2:30 p. m.
Fairmont, W. Va.— 920 Kc.
Sundays 7:30-8:00 a. m.
Akron, Ohio— 640 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 a. m.

WMMN—

—

WHKK—

WJ AC—Johnstown,

Pa.— 1400 Kc.
Sundays— 8:30-9:00 a. m.
WKEY— Covington, Va.— 1340 Kc.

Mondays— 9:00-9:30

WINC—Winchester,

p.

m.

Va.

PLEASE PRAY AND GIVE IN ORDER TO KEEP
THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR

ADDRESS
THE GOSPEL TRUTH, BOX 2, WINONA LAKE,

IND.
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As

the Editor Sees
By

L.

L.

It

GRUBB
which Simeon spoke. According to His

SALVATION! THE MESSAGE OF

to their souls of

CHRISTMAS

prophetic

Some time after Jesus was born, according to the law
of Moses He was brought to the temple in Jerusalem.

elevates her to the position of the mistress nation of
the earth.
While you are thinking of giving and receiving gifts
at this Christmas season, perhaps you have neglected

Israel

There the Lord spoke to a holy man, Simeon by name,
who approached the young child, and beginning at
Luke 2:28 we read, "Then took he him (Jesus) up in
his arms, and blessed God, and said, Lord, now lettest
thou thy servant depart in peace, according to thy
•word: For mine eyes have seen thy salvation. Which
thou hast prepared before the face of all people; A
light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of thy
people Israel."

the greatest gift of all. He is the Salvation of the
Lord, Christ, the Son of God, given for your redemption and peace at a time when you need Him most. Let
Christmas Day be Christ's Day in your life and rejoice

with Simeon and his spiritual seed!

STORY OF "SILENT NIGHT"
Printed in one of the Good News tracts is this interof the origin of the song beloved by

When

the Spirit-filled Simeon saw and embraced
the Lord Jesus he at once proclaimed the reason for
His coming, and the direct result to men. He said, "For
mine eyes have seen thy salvation." God's law had
been broken by sinful men and all were lost in His
sight. But now we see the perfect manifestation of His
love and grace in the arms of Simeon the Holy Babe.
JESUS! In the Christ Simeon saw potentially the
working out of the Father's plan of redemption from
sin and its guilt. He saw God's infinite hand of mercy
reaching beyond the sin of man and delivering the
soul bound in its shackles. Jesus came to seek and to

—

save that which was lost! Such complete soul satisfaction did this bring to the dear, aged man of God that
he proclaimed his readiness to depart into the presence
of the Father. But, before Simeon finished speaking he
prepared
outlined the scope of this redemption: ".
before the face of all people ... to lighten the Gentiles
looked
into the
Simeon
and the glory of Israel."
future, beyond the cross of Calvary, and he heard the
mature Lamb of God speak such words as these, "For
God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." Jew and Gentiles are
alike lost and under sin, but welcome alike at the foot
of the Cross in heart confession of sin and acceptance
of the Savior. Both are finding that salvation precious
.

.

.
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Word Jesus Christ will yet be the glory of
when He becomes her reigning monarch and

esting story
millions.

in 1818, Franz Gruber, church
town of Oberndorf, Bavaria, made
an alarming discovery. The organ would not play!
For several days pi-evious to Christmas Eve, Oberndorf had been snowbound. Gruber, knowing there was
no one in Oberndorf capable of repairing the organ,
was afraid there would be no music for Christmas. He

"On Christmas Eve

organist in the

little

could hardly imagine Christmas without music.
Quickly he went to the vicar, Joseph Mohr, and told
him his story. He asked Mohr to write a new Christmas
song which could be easily sung without the use of the
organ.

Mohr sat reading Christmas stories from
Bible—"Unto you is born this day in the city of
David a Saviour"—the words welled up in his soul
like a heavenly anthem. Long into the night he sat
meditating on them. As the full meaning gripped his
soul, he wrote a poem about the wondrous story.
Early the next day Gruber took the newly written
words and composed a melody. Now the people were
gathering at the church. There was one man who
could pick out tunes on a guitar. He was asked to
accompany the new carol.
Later, as

his

The people

Entered as second-class n,att«r April 16
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—and thus Joseph Mohr and Franz Gruber gave to
the world one of the most beautiful and
best loved of
the Christmas carols. It was not long
before the
Tyrolean Singers took the song to America. For
years
it went under the title, "Sent
from Heaven." It was

more quickly and
Europe and today

used; the fact remains that hundreds
of young people
are being won and held for Christ
each week mainly
because the Gospel is brought to them on
their level

and made practical. Have we won and held
as many
by our methods?

better known in America than in
"Silent Night" is sung in nearly

A NEGATIVE MINISTRY PRODUCES
MINUS RESULTS

every language in the world.
Oh that the real meaning of Christmas would grip
each one this season as, like Joseph Mohr, you consider
these glorious words, 'Unto you is born this day in
the
city of David a Saviour, which is Christ
the Lord.'

The stiff, unnatural piousness and "holy" tone
of
the formahstic pulpit, which is mistaken
for ministerial dignity, together with the
continual negative
prating of the preacher whose messages could
be entitled by the word "Don't," instead
of winning young

WHAT KIND OF A PREACHER DO THE
YOUNG PEOPLE WANT?

people, will drive

proficient

able to produce reasons for his negative
attitude. If
he is facing young people, he had better have
them
handy.

"Preachers don't seem to be able to preach sermons
that have anything to do with a fellow's daily life."

PREACH THE GOSPEL!

"When preachers perform in their pulpits they don't
talk nor act like human beings. They get a 'holy' tone
in their voices and have a peculiar stiff piousness in
their manners."

We

together,

there's

too

still convinced that young people
want the
understandable practical Gospel message
above all other things. This does not mean that all
will respond to it, but when young people
are reached
effectively, they will be reached by this message alone,
brought in a legitimate way. We had better rethink
some of our approaches to young people and meet their

much

demands for practicality in Christianity
Church stands in jeopardy.

about the church that has no appeal to common sense."
Rev. Franz has decided to let the young people practically run his church and has promised never to
preach a sermon long enough to put anyone to sleep.

else the future

of the

THE HAND OF ROMANISM
WASHINGTON

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT
We know

are

plain, simple,

"There's too much preaching about little things "not
to do' and 'you'll be damned if you do them' without
any intelligent reasons for refraining from doing the
All

the fault in others. Granting that there are

criticize

some times when the preacher certainly must
say,
"Don't," this need not be the theme of his
message
and when such exhortation is necessary he should be

lowing:

things condemned.

them away from the church. Young
although some of them are
hypocrites. They are quick to note and

people hate hypocrisy

Chaplain Clarence W. Franz has recently opened the
Young People's Church of Hollywood, which he earnestly hopes will be the kind of church youth wants.
While in the service he asked many of the soldiers
this simple question, "'Why don't you go to church?"
Among some of the answers he received were the fol-

A

bill

IN

has been introduced in Congress by Rep.

any young people's work, any new
approach is always worthy of notice. We doubt that
any of the GI's mentioned have been in a Brethren
Church and heard a Brethren preacher, but their answers certainly strike directly at some of the reasons
why the modern church is losing its young people to

Samuel Dickstein (New York) with Roman Catholic
inflence behind it and designed to silence public discussion of the errors and crimes of Rome and the
papacy. Under such legislation all papers which speak
out clearly and earnestly in an endeavor to reveal the
delusions and false pretenses of the Roman Church
would be silenced. This would exclude many denomi-

the Devil.

national papers.

nothing of Rev. Franz's theology, but being

vitally interested in

What is wrong with Catholicism? No true religion
need fear anything from discussion. This is the rock
and foundation upon which we have built freedom of
press and religion. When such liberties are curtailed,
then we may look for conditions under the Roman
Catholic regime such as exist in Spain, Mexico, Peru,
etc. Every Protestant ought to fight such influences
with all the vim and vigor at his command.

Young people

are practical and living in a world
which is unfolding like a budding flower. New challenges, problems, and decisions which are far-reaching,
are faced every day. The clay is pliable and must be
carefully molded by the preaching of a practical Gospel which reaches all the way from Glory into a schoolroom, to the football field and basketball floor. This
Gospel must be of assistance in choosing a life mate,
and at examination time when the going is tough. It
must be a bulwark upon which the young person can
lean at any turn of life's winding way. The fact that
not only GI's, but other young people can say, "Preachers don't seem to be able to preach sermons that have
anything to do with a fellow's daily life," is proof
enough that the ministry has something to learn about
its approach to young people. Here is one of the reasons for the phenomenal success of "Youth for Christ."
We may criticize as we will the methods which are

MUSEUM OF THE GODLESS AND THE
WORLD'S CURRENT DICTATOR
Today the world is waiting on Russia! Whether we
admit it or not, it is Russia who usually walks
away with the victories at most diplomatic conferences.
like to

V/hen there

is a stalemate, the conferees are always
waiting for Stalin to make up his mind. When even
national decisions are made these days, it is always
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Home

Missions Travelog
BY THE SECRETARY

A VISIT TO OUR FORMER HOME MISSION
CHURCH AT FORT WAYNE
While making our lieadquarters at hiome for a few
days we took advantage of the opportunity to visu
some of our Indiana churches. The first of these was
at Fort Wayne, a former Home Mission cliurch.
During the Sunday morning service we presented
the cause of Home Missions and found a very respon-

among the people, which was very natural,
had known the benefits and blessings of Home

sive spirit

for they

Missions through practical experience.
Rev. John Aeby is now enjoying good health and
actively and permanently pursuing his ministry in
Fort Wayne. The church has already shown some gains
and the congregation is seriously planning the revamping of the present building or moving to a new
location.

The offering goal for Fort Wayne is $1,500.00 this
year and we are sure that they will attain and exceed
it.

We
Dan

appreciated the hospitality of Brother and Sister
Seibert during our brief visit.

BERNE PLANNING THE USUAL LIBERAL
HOME MISSION OFFERING

fellowship with this servant of God who has spent
three and one-half years in the service of our Nation,
both at home and abroad. Many are the thrilling experiences he has had, both physically and spiritually.
His ministry will certainly be a rich and fruitful one
among these people of God. The many friends of
Brother Lorenz are rejoicing in the privilege of renewing fellowship with him in the Brethren ministry and
he had better have his bag of war stories always handy
because there is sure to be a strong demand for them.
Ouf Home Mission service with the Dayton Brethren
Sunday morning convinced us of the renewed and continued interest of this strong church in Brethren Home
Missions. Great offerings have come from this church
and we expect even greater things in the future under
the leadership of Brother Lorenz.
Brother and Sister Roy Patterson afforded us some

splendid Christian hospitality.

ASHLAND TENTH STREET CHURCH
IS STRONG FOR HOME MISSIONS
Rev. Glenn O'Neal and his Ashland congregation
gave us a royal welcome after a hard drive through
heavy traffic from Dayton, Ohio. Nearly 200 attended

Sunday afternoon we drove to Berne, Indiana, and
prepared for fellowship with the Bethel Brethren congregation. Bro. Lawrence Lawlor has just recently become pastor of this church and is beloved by the
people.
It hardly seems necessary to
Berne in the interest of Brethren

we remember the
thousands of

visit

Home

a church like
Missions when

that always run into
However, we believe that Berne

offerings

dollars.

Home Mission
many other

offering this year
churches, seen the
new and greater challenges facing us in the evangelization of the lost at home this year. We always appreciate the fellowship of these dear friends in Christ.
This church also gives regularly to the national
Brethren radio effort, the Gospel Truth program.

will give its greatest

because they have, with

i

FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH OF DAYTON,
OHIO, HAS A NEW PASTOR
After a few short days at home we started on the
second leg of our itinerary among our churches in
behalf of Home Missions leading up to our annual
Thanksgiving offering.
The first stop was Dayton, Ohio, where we enjoyed
renewed fellowship with our many friends in the
First Church. This congregation has been without a
pastor for some months awaiting the time when Bro.
Orville Lorenz, chaplain in the United States Army,
should be released from his duties to assume the pastorate of the church. We were delighted to learn that
Brother Lorenz had assumed his duties here the Sunday preceding our visit and we enjoyed some splendid

Top

Dis—Brethren ministers of the Eaut CentralOhio.

trict at their

recent meeting at Sterling:,
of the Wcoster congregation.

Bottom—Portion
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the Sunday evening service. Tliis is usually
a popular
when many visitors from the surrounding community attend, and despite this fact the local
congregation and pastor gave us the privilege of
stressing
these denominational efforts. It is well for
the members and friends of the National Fellowship
of Brethren Churches in America to have the
service

Ashland church under the capable ministry
of
O'Neal. The Rally Day attendance
this year
and the average Bible School attendance
month of October reached the fine figure of

Brother

was 315
for the
288 An

average of 175 attended the Sunday
evening services

facts stressed
agam and again that we preach the full Word of God
and are free from ecclesiastical hierarchy and apostasy. We appreciated the privilege of
stressing these
facts once more and at the same time

presenting the
cause of Home Missions. Our Indian pictures
were also
appreciated and we are looliing for the greatest
Home
Mission offering ever from this church.
It so happened that Monday was
the day set for
the meeting of the East Central District Ministerial
Association and so we had the opportunity of fellowshipping with our ministerial brethren.
A district rally of the W. M. C. was held during the
same day at the Ashland church, with about 87 present. The session was a long one, all afternoon,
and
many plans were perfected for future missionary expansion. A delicious fellowship dinner was served at
noon in the church basement.
Some great victories have been registered at thrr

Pastor Crees and the First Brethren Church
at
Canton, Ohio

and

65 came each weelc to the Bible study. It has
been
conclusively proven by Brother O'Neal
that money

spent in newspaper advertising pays. Each
week a
large advertisement of the Sunday and
midweelc services is placed in the local paper.
As a result of constant reading of these items a family living
14 miles
outside the city of Ashland was encouraged

to attend
the services. After a few weeks the whole
family, including the parents and several children,
was born
again and united with the local work. This
should be
an encouragement and shining example to our
Brethren churches all across the country that IT
PAYS TO

ADVERTISE!

The Ashland church

also holds a special

young peo-

week-night fellowship every other week when
the
young people come together for a devotional
time
games, etc. We returned to Ashland on the following
Friday for this fellowship, showed some Christian
films
and enjoyed a time of relaxation with these young
Christians. Sixty-one were present.
A Preacher's Training Class has been organized between the Mansfield and Ashland churches and
meets
every Tuesday evening. The object is to
reach the
young men of the churches who are planning to enter
the ministry, encourage others to do so and then
teacn
them the elementary facts which pertain to the greatest and most important task on earth. There
are three
classes each Tuesday. Brother O'Neal teaches
homiletics, while Brother B. N. Schneider
teaches sermon
building from the Gospel of John. The third class
is a
sort of seminar in which the students
do practice
preaching and are then further instructed. About ten
ple's

are enrolled at present. God will certainly use
such a
Spirit-led effort for His glory.
We enjoyed the hospitality of Brother and Sister
O'Neal during our visit in Ashland.

NEXT STOP— ANKENYTOWN, OHIO
After leaving Ashland we headed for Ankenytown,
Ohio, and a Tuesday night meeting. It was a privilege
to fellowship with Brother and Sister Cone. Aside from
being pastor of the Ankenytown church Brother Cone

The Cuyahoga

Falls Church (top), and Brethren,
with the paator, Russell Ward, in lower right.
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Pastor Ord Gehnian and family.
Left to right— The First Brethren Church at Rittman, Ohio.
branch, Ohio, Brethren Church and Pastor and Mrs. George Kinzie.

one of the directors of the Brethren Hojne Missions
Here we had the privilege of presenting our
Home Mission needs and once more showing the pictures of the great need among the American Indians.
Judging from the expressions of the people we can
expect a liberal offering from this church which was
the home church of our departed brother, Dr. J. C. Beal.
The gracious, country hospitality of Brother and
Sister Cone was deeply appreciated. Here is one Brethren preacher who never has a hard time finding chick-

is

Council.

ens to eat.

They enter the ministry direct from his

back yard.

Despite the fact that Bro.

From Rittman we made a short jog to Middlebranch,
W. Kinzie is pastor. We were
especially impressed in our meeting here with the fine
group of young people in attendance at the service.
The Middlebranch church is one of our older churches
and continues to move forward under the ministry of
Brother Kinzie. Mrs. Kinzie, who has been quite ill
Ohio, where Bro. George

recently, should

have the prayers

A. Steffler, of Philawere working together in

delphia, and Brother Gehman
a revival at Rittman, we were accorded the splendid
Christian cooperation of presenting the Home Mission

The

Lord blessed greatly in this meeting under the presentation of the Word by Brother Steffler and the church
was filled. A definite Home Mission spirit is evidenced
in this congregation and under the leadership of
Brother Gehman we expect a very liberal offering. At
the close of the service we enjoyed fellowship with
several Brethren ministers and their wives at the home
of Brother Gehman. At this same time Bro. Gordon
Bracker was holding a revival in the Sterling, Ohio,
church.

Here again we received gratefully the hospitality of
the pastor and also several members of the congregation.

of

Brethren people

for her restored health.
Brother and Sister Royer, members of the church,
afforded us some genuine hospitality while here.

Coming

Wm.

challenge during a Wednesday evening service.

FELLOWSHIP AT MIDDLEBRANCH, OHIO

YOUTH FOR CHRIST

A FINE REVIVAL MEETING IN
RITTMAN, OHIO

The Middle-

to Akron, Ohio,

IN AKRON, OHIO
we had the privilege

of at-

tending a great city-wide Youth for Christ rally on
Saturday night at the Perkins Auditorium and hearing Bro. Torrey Johnson in a stirring appeal to Akron
young people to dedicate themselves to Christ. The
large auditorium was packed. Again we were impressed
with the fact that the national Youth for Christ movement has made a greater spiritual impact upon our
youth and their parents than any other spiritual
movement in the last 25 years. Twenty-two souls came
to Christ at the close of the service.

FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH OF AKRON
EXPANDING UNDER GINGRICH'S MINISTRY
Sunday morning found us in the First Brethren
Church, Akron, Ohio, where God has been abundantly
blessing the ministry of Rev. Gingrich. At this particular time Bro. Bernard Schneider was engaging in
an evangelistic effort with the Akron brethren and we

Church at Ankenytown, Ohio. Pastor George Cone and family. Pastor and
Mrs. Orville Lorenz and the First Brethren Church of Dayton, Ohio

Left to right— The First Brethren
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were given the Bible School period to present the grea:
challenges of Brethren Home Missions for the coming
year. We rejoiced in the response and we surely look
for the greatest Thanksgiving offering which has ever
been given by this wide-awake church.

A full program is in daily progress for the glory of
Christ in Akron. Aside from the regular church services, a thriving Young People's Fellowship meets each
Tuesday night for a spiritual and devotional period
and some recreation and games. Just recently the
church has authorized greater expansion in its facilities and has purchased two new buses to bring in
Isolated individuals and those who have no other means
of transportation. Each Sunday morning a Junior
Church service is held, with an attendance of approximately 61, and is led by Miss Doris Mishler. In 1944
the Bible School averaged 200 in attendance and now
that average has risen to 300. This church from its
regular budget alone pays $800.00 toward the support
of THE GOSPEL TRUTH radio program. It also budgets
$600.00 annually for Publications and is a 100% subscriber to the Brethren Missionary Herald, placing our
splendid church paper in every home in the congregation and also in the home of many who are not
members of the church, but attendants at the Bible
School. Two members of this church, Charles Bergerson and Miss Marie Mishler, are at Grace Seminary
preparing for full-time Christian service, while one
young man, Charles Turner, is attending Bob Jones
College. Rev. Gingrich has been dean of the Akron Bible
Institute for five years. Twenty-six members of the
church attend this fine, growing school, and it is interesting to note that two other Brethren pastors in the
Akron area. Brethren Lowell Hoyt and Russell Ward,
also teach there. The enrollment of the Institute has
reached 117. Mrs. Gingrich, teaches in the Springfield
High School, in which position she has been able to
reach and win several young people for Christ. A fine
young people's chorus of about 30 voices has been organized and sings regularly in the services. Weekly,
over station WAKR, Brother Gingrich puts on a Gospel
message which is reaching thousands with an evangelistic appeal. We must not forget that from the

membership

of this

church some have gone

to assist in

Akron area.
Brother and Sister

starting other Brethren churches in the

We

appreciated the hospitality of

Pluck while in Akron.

CANTON

IS

ON THE MOVE FOR CHRIST

Sunday afternoon we moved on

to Canton, Ohio, for
the evening service. Bro. R. D. Crees, pastor of the
church, happened to be in Portis, Kansas, in an evangelistic meeting with the Brethren there. The entire
evening service was given over to Home Mission emphasis with a fine congregation present. It was a
great delight to fellowship again with our many friends
in the Canton church.
Under the aggressive ministry of Brother Crees the
Canton Brethren are registering real victories for
Christ and initiating new phases of the work. Eight
Friendship Bible Clubs for the children, with an enrollment of 200, meet periodically for a term of eight
weeks at the end of which a commencement service

(Continued on Page 777)

The new Brethren group

at

Wadsworth are

seen in the two top pictures, while Wooster

Brethren are in the lower three.
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Making Room
By PHILIP

J.

for

Our Christmas Guest

SIMMONS

Church
Varied thoughts will fill the American mind at this
Christmas season. Our American homes will still be
upset as a result of the war. The primary thought in
many homes will relate to those
members of the family who are in
military sei'vice, who have just rePastor, Liutie Brethren

turned, or who will never return. In
other homes more trivial matters
will take precedence, such as proper
and adequate gifts, ample sweets
and pastries, elaborate decorations,
routine visits, and the shopping and
cleaning drudgery. In still others
such deplorable thoughts as cocktail parties, barroom visits, yuletide

dances, unwholesome dates, and
sin-stained practices will triumph,
and, of course, there will be our make-believe Santa
and bedecked trees to give the occasion the added
romance and glamor that some feel Christmas must
PHILIP

have.

THE CHRISTMAS TRAGEDY
But the tragedy of Christmas is that the above-mentioned things and many others far too numerous to
mention will shut out the Lord Jesus, in memory of
whose birth the day has been set aside. If such were
the circumstances among the pagan and heathen
alone, the case would not be so alarming. But alas,
many of these claim to be Christians! They find their
way to churches, and may even take a leading part.
The Scriptures tell us, "He was in the world, and the
world was made by him, and the world knew him not.
He came unto his own, and his own received him not"
(John 1:10, 11). And we must exclaim, "No room for
the heavenly Guest— unrecognized, and unwelcomed!"
Then we bow our heads and weep as we consider that
this Christmas Guest was the only Savior of mankind,
who had come to die in their behalf.
The challenge of God in II Chronicles 7:14, which
reads, "If my people, which are called by my name,
shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face,
and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear
from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal
their land," was never more true. Again we must say,

over many
is no time for God. A blackout prevails
prayer meetings. Others are as heartless as a forced
apology. And some as deserted as a dry Senate session.
Prayer and separation from the world are absolutely
foreign to many Christians. Pride replaces humility,
and self replaces God. As a result, our land which was
founded upon Christian ideals is war-weary and sinsick. Instead of practicing true repentance a stiffnecked people will look at less fortunate ones explain-

there

ing their greater need as a result of their greater sin.
no wonder that the Lord Jesus once said, "Suppose
ye that these Galileans were sinners above all the
Galileans, because they suffered such things? I tell
you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise

It's

perish" (Luke 13:2, 3). Our Lord wants repentance,
not ridicule.
Pathos fills our hearts, as consecrated followers of
the Lord, when we are forced to the appalling fact that
there is "no room" for Jesus today, even as was true of
old. Oh they may sing the carols, the Christ Child
may be pictured on their cards of greeting, they may
tune in the reading of the Christmas story, or even
make their biannual visit to the neglected church of
their choice. However, the fact remains that they have

"no room" for Jesus.
Then, too, those who are Christians, who have really
experienced the regenerating power of the new birth,
and have lost sight of "the pearl of great price" while
chasing hailstones are as bad as Jacob and his mess of
pottage. They have been dabbling with the nonessentials and lost sight of the heavenly fruit which our
Father intended we were to glean from the Christmas
season.
It is indeed a tragedy if one attempts to measure
Christmas blessings by the gifts, the excitement, the

eats, the visits, or the material surroundings. Spiritual
values far outweigh the external conditions. More real
genuine enjoyment may be experienced in the hovel
than in the castle. The family that lives on a $100-permonth income may enjoy Christmas far more than
the one that has $300, and receive far more of lasting
worth from it. Some boy at some far distant war post
may get more real meaning from Christmas than his

folks at

home.

THE CHRISTMAS ESSENTIAL
The Christmas

essential, is to give Christ Jesus His
rightful place in our hearts. If He gets that uppermost
place in our hearts He will have our lives, our possessions, our all. ,It is the need of making room for Jesus,
of hearing His voice, of opening our hearts and giving
Him the right of way. Sometimes folk have handed

Him

the key to only the back door, and kept the others
tightly clutched in an unyielded fist. He wants all the
keys the master key, as it were. He desires access to
all, and dislikes being pushed off into some obscure

—

corner or room. He not only wants, but has a ransom
claim, upon the very throne-room of our hearts. Nothing less will satisfy. Nothing less is worthy of our
honorable Christmas Guest, the very Lord of glory.
Why should not this divine Guest who has loved us
so dearly that He was willing to shed the last drop of
His blood to give us life eternal, and that to be enjoyed
in a heavenly mansion, have the guest room of our
heart? Why should He not have the place of prominence in our Christmas thinking and planning? Why
should we not make Him the very center of every act
and thought? Why should He not be given the very
best of our

life

and talents?

Is

any more worthy than

given His life, faith, hope, possessions,
and all? We answer, none could be more worthy than
this one who is our Christm.as Guest. It would be
shameful to give Him the "brush-off." What a disgrace
to forget He is present, or to keep Him waiting at one's

the one

who has

heart door.
The things of the world
772
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these hearts of ours. They do it with
loud
that one cannot help but hear. The
important thing is that we do not yield
when we hear
thern. Yes, they will very cunningly
get that place
which rightfully belongs to Jesus if we fail
to exercise

eamco6^ m

shrill voices

proper care, or to manifest sufficient
love
These
clamoring voices are wealth, prestige,
power, honor
pride, ambition, display, business,
and society But
above their cry is to be heard the voice
of the master
saying, "My son, give me thine heart"
(Proverbs 23-26)
He longs to enter the "inn of our soul," and
stands
waiting the invitation to come in
to commune and
abide. Our Lord is never known to forge
His way In.

Some may

aslc

Q^c^intu^

Send Sermon Outlines to Rev. Caleb
S. Zimmerman,
17 West 4th Street, Waynesboro,
Penna.

From

this

issue on, each Home Mission
number of
the Herald will carry a column
of sermon and lesson
outhnes compiled by Brother

Zimmerman. Any rSn^

ister or interested

reader is invited to send choice
outhnes to the editor of this column
for further use in
reaching the lost for Christ.-L.

L Grubb

how may we have this heavenly Guest
The answer is, by simple child-

to dwell within us?

hke

faith.

tion.

m

The

He will not refuse a whole-hearted invitaBible tells us, "The Most High dwelleth
not

ABOUT BLESSINGS
Eph. 1:3

temples made with hands" (Acts 7:48).
And to the
Christian comes the word, "What? know
yet not that
your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost
which is in
you" (I Corinthians 6:19). Christ said, "I
am in my
Father, and ye in me, and I in you"
(John 14:20). If
Christ is not the heavenly Guest in
every heart the
reason is because He is barred out. So
the Christmas
essential is an open heart to the Lord
for those who
know Him not, and a contrite and humble spirit
for
the child of God.
Paul knew that faith was the key that
unlocks the
human heart when he wrote In his letter to the church
of Ephesus "that Christ may dwell
in your hearts bv

The Blesser— God.
A. He is able to bless, for
He is—
1. The Creator,
Gen. 1:1; cf. Psa. 33:6-9
2. The Owner, Psa.
50:1-15.
3. The Sustamer, Col.
1:17; Psa. 55:22- 1 Pet
IL The Blessed-Us, cf. Eph.
1:1.
I.

A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

on the

cross.
III.

faith."

5-7

Who were dead in sin, Eph. 2:1-3.
Who were enemies of God, Rom. 5:10
Who have been reconciled, Rom. 5:lo.
Who have been ransomed by Christ, 1 Pet 1-18-19
Who have implicit faith in Christ's work

The Blessing—All

spiritual blessings

A. Temporal.

THE CHRISTMAS GLORY

1.

"As many as received him to them gave he
power to
become the sons of God, even to them that believe
on
his name: Which were born, not of
blood, nor of

1.

2.

the
the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of
God"
(John 1:12, 13). When He comes in, getting His
rightful place, there is no room for the sinful
things of this
world. "He takes the gloom and fills the
life with glory,
for all is changed when Jesus comes to
stay." Christmas takes on its intended heavenly meaning, and
hearts are set to singing, "Things are different
now.
will of

something happened to me, when

I

gave

my

3.

4.
5.
6.

heart to

II.

Even the simple things

when

Christ

fills

III.

of life take on a heavenly
one's life with joy, and glad-

Money.

Family

3.

Sonship,
Heirship,

John 1:12;
Rom. 8:17;

cf.

Rom.

cf. 1

8:14-15

Pet. 1:4-5.

Eternal life, John 10:27-30.
Eternal home, John 14:1-3.
Glorified body, Phil. 3:20-21.
The Holy Comforter, John 16:7.

Introspective— A Present Certainty.
Prospective—A Future Consummation.

THE MODERN SAMSON

ness. His very presence is sweet. It gives
not only joy,
but it gives hope. The kind of a peace He gives is
not
just the absence of hostilities, but it is the

kind that

with contentment, and complete satisfaction.
the Lord takes over the controls of our lives,
and gets His rightful place in the pilot's seat of our
hearts, our Christmas celebrations will have
Godgiven dignity, our Christmas feasts will have His blessing, our Christmas visits His guidance, our
Christmas
meditations His communion, and our Christmas gifts
their rightful meaning.
For the December 25th celebration make sure that
you spend the proper time making room for and plans
for the Lord Jesus, our heavenly Christmas
Guest.
Give to Him the gift of your heart, and of your hf e as
a "living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God." Shame
upon any Christian who would give to a make-believe
Santa the place that is rightfully Christ's.

2.

A THREEFOLD VIEW FROM THE LORDS
TABLE
Luke 23:19— "This do in remembrance
of me "
I. Retrospective—
A Memorial.

Jesus."

glory

Houses.

B. Eternal.

I.

is filled

II.

When

III.

John 12:32
The Great Designer— Christ.
The Great Designation—All.
The Great Design—Draw.

"WHAT DOES THE LORD REQUIRE OF THEE?"
Micah
I.

11.

III.

A
A
A

6:8

devotion to His will.
full devotion to His word.
full devotion to His work.
full

WHERE FAITH

SEES CHRIST

L On the

Cross, John 12:20-26.
IL In the Glory, Acts 7:54-56; Phil. 2:5-11.
III. Indwelling the Believer, Gal. 2:20.
IV. Coming Again, Heb. 9:24-28.
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—Dr.

C.

I.

Scofield.
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Born— a

Saviour

PASTOR, FIRST BRETHREN CHURCH, AKRON, OHIO
R.

"For unto you

is

born this day in the

a Saviour, which

is

city of

Christ the Lord."

Christ broke the shackles of sin by His death on
Calvary. Then it was that Satan received the blow

2:11

"While shepherds watched their floclcs by night, all
seated on the ground.
The angel of the Lord came down, and glory shone
around.
And glory shone around.
'Fear not,' said he; for mighty dread had seized their
troubled minds,
'Glad tidings of great joy I bring to you and all mankind.

To you and

To

all

mankind.

you, in David's town, this day

The Saviour, who

is

is

born, of David's

Christ the Lord, and

this shall be

the sign.

And this shall be the sign.
The heav'nly Babe you there shall
displayed,
All

meanly wrapped

find to

,

swathing bands, and
,

in

human

ma
.

view

man-

ger laid,

And

in a

manger

laid.

be to God on high, and to the earth be peace;
and
Good-will henceforth from heav'n to men begni,
never cease,
-^
j
t^
Handel.
Begin and never cease.' "—George F.
All glory

i

The grandest news the ear of man ever heard proover
claimed was heralded forth by the angeUc choir
The
Judean hills nineteen centuries and more ago.
and they
hearts of the listening shepherds quaked
their
were sore afraid as the message poured forth into
they found
listening ears. Hastening to Bethlehem
and
Mary and Joseph, and the Babe lying in a manger,
had while
they made known the experience they had
their
of
watching their flocks by night. The heart
born
message was found in the text, "For unto you is
which is Christ
this day in the city of David a Saviour,
proclamation claim
the Lord." Three things about this
our attention. They are:
I.

The Wonder

the City
of the Birth that took place in

of David.

No other

and
birth has equaled this birth in wonder

amazement. It was wonderful because:
in advance. Back
1
It was predicted long centuries

sin entered to mar
at the dawn of human history, when
been created, in
the image of God in which man had
God shot a ray
that dark hour of human experience,
forlorn and hopeof hope into what otherwise was a
seed of the
picture by His announcement of the
less

That
bruise the head of the serpent.
long centuries
seed was Christ, born of the Virgin Mary
head was bruised
after its promise. The serpent's

woman who would

GINGRICH

when

David

—Luke

E.

from which he will never recover. Today his death
agonies have set the world on fire with hatred and
carnage. The nearer his end approaches the fiercer
death agonies become.
Tracing a few of the predictions and promises of the
birth of the Saviour we find Him promised and predicted in the call of Abram listed in Genesis, chapter
12. There God announced to Abram that of his seed
would universal blessing come unto all mankind. Who
can fail to see that this promise was fulfilled in Christ,
or will be completely fulfilled in His second advent, for
which His birth was but a step in the process? Who
can read Isaiah without exulting over the multitude of
will his

predictions centering in the birth of Christ? There we
read, "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son Is
given: and the government shall be upon his shoulder:
and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor,
the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of

Peace." Listen again as the prophet announces, "Behold a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall
call his name Immanuel." Matthew declares that when
Mary brought forth her first-born son in Bethlehem's
lowly manger, that prophecy of Isaiah's was fulfillea.
Need we call up more of these wonderful prophetical
passages to establish the wonder of the birth of Christ?

was wonderful because:
was a miraculous birth. No other birth ever
occurred like it. He was virgin-born. He could have
been born no other way, being God. The virgin birth
of our Lord was the subject of the prophetic word, as
we have already pointed out from Isaiah 7:14. It was

The
2.

birth of Christ

It

the subject of the historic Word as revealed in Matthew
1:23, relating the fact of the birth of Jesus; and it is
the subject of the Epistles of Paul, written long after
the historic event occurred. All testify to the miraculous element in the birth of Christ, and in so doing
add to the weight of wonder that surrounds the cradle
of God incarnate.
The birth of Christ was wonderful because:
for attendants.
3. It was accompanied by angels
Peter Mackenzie used to say, "The Lord never had
such a work to keep the angels in heaven as He had
when Jesus was born." When Christ the Son left the
eterivory palaces in which He had lived through all
burst
nity and came into this world of woe the angels
to dethe mystic barriers of heaven and came forth
could see
clare it. Oh, that we might have eyes that
What
world!
what transactions occur in the spiritual
if we
wonder, what amazement would fill our vision
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could but see the myriad of angelic beings bow in
humble submission and worship at the feet of Jesus,
who became incarnate through the Virgin's womb.

The

birth of Christ

II.

The purpose of the birth that day in the city of
is imbedded in the identity of the one
born. He
was, and is, the "Saviour," which is Christ the
Lord.
Note carefully the words— A Saviour! The old world
is lost in darkness and sin. It rocks beneath
its quaking
structure. It is condemned in God's Word as being
David

was wonderful because:

unfit for habitation. It reeks

from tlie foul stench that
is emitted from its immoral life.
It plunges onward
toward the brink of destruction, unmindful of the fact
that One was born in the city of David who is the
Saviour. He came that we might have life more

Heaven lowly cradled among the lowing beasts! The
wonder of it amazes me. Still more wonderful is the
fact that He should have been born at all. Why should
He who swung the worlds into space; who spoke and it
was done, who upholds all things by tlie Word of His
power, have come in such lowly guise? There must
have been some unusual reason back of such transacThis leads us then

of the birth that took place in the city

of David.

4. It occurred in such humble surroundings.
One
would have thought that when heaven itself displayed
such an interest in His birth, He would have been born
amid corresponding earthly splendors. Yet we read in
holy writ, "There was no room for them in the inn!"
What an announcement! He who was born that day
in the city of David was born in great humility. He
was cradled in a manger. Thinlc of it! The Lord of

tions.

The purpose

abundantly. He cameto call sinners to repentance. He
came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to
give his

ransom for many. He came to die that
He came to free us from the just penour sins. Oh that men might believe that He
life

men might
alty for

a

live.

who was born

that day in the city of David is in realthe Saviour, which is Christ our Lord. Oh that we
might look into our own hearts through the eye of
God's Word and see the condition He sees there! If
only you and I would see ourselves as God sees us.
Then we would cry out for mercy and cleansing. Then
we would shout for joy when we realize that it was to
remedy our foul condition that the Saviour was born.
Oh that we would see Him as did John Bunyan when,
burdened with his foul condition, and having found
Christ, he exclaimed, "He is such a suitable Saviour."
It must have been with this thought in mind that
someone wrote one time, "Jesus exactly suits us sinners." It is when this truth becomes fixed within our
souls that we can sing:
ity

to:

Bethlehem, Calvary, Olivet tell.
Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
Mountain and plain with His praises shall swell.
Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
There, on the cross, where He died for my sin,
Oh, what a Saviour is mine
Giving His life a poor wonderer to win.
Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
Rising again in His infinite grace.
Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
Shedding upon me the light of His face,
Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
Lifting

my

burdens, relieving

my

care,

Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
Giving me courage to do and to dare.
Oh, what a Saviour is mine!
Oh, what a Saviour! Oh, what a Saviour!
Oh what a Saviour is mine!

Unto the uttermost, wonderful,
Oh what a Saviour is mine!
Let us
III.

Top

—The Young: People's Choir at Akron's First

Brethren Church, with Evangelist Bernard N.
Schneider in pulpit. Center Another view of
the choir. Below The First Brethren Church of
Akron.

—

—

now

glorious!

consider:

The issue from the birth that occurred that day
in the city of David.

The most glorious, most blessed fountain that ever
gushed forth was opened that day when the Saviour,
Christ the Lord, was born. It carried on its bosom:
1. Salvation to a helpless, hopeless humanity.
The title ascribed to Him establishes that truth. He
came as "Saviour," and as Saviour provided salvation
to all who will receive Him as such. The Apostle Paul
775
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Pastor

Raymond

E.

Gingrich and family

(left),

and thj

interior of the First Brethren

must have grasped the

they

when he

said,

full significance of this fact
wrote. "This is a faithful saying, and worthy
of all acceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners: of whom I am chief." The Saiour came by the way of the Virgin, and the manger,
and then the cross to save sinners. Lost soul, do you
believe this fact? Will you accept the Saviour and receive the benefits of Calvary?
2.

Good

tidings of great joy.

The angel proclaimed

to those listening shepherds, "I bring

which shall be

you good tidings

Ohio

peace. It was to His disciples that Jesus
"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto
you: not as the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not
your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid." Now
such words were never spoken to unsaved men. There
is no peace to the wicked, is the record of God's Word.
And so, my friends, let Jesus come into your heart.
Yield to Him and salvation will be yours. Then cometh
joy, peace, and assurance. Only then will you have a
Christmas that you will never forget.

to all people."

TUNE IN

love to think of the multitudes all over the world who
find great joy in Him, regardless of temperament, race,

£t^e

environment. No wonder that with such a
Saviour we should feel like singing all the time, yea,
even when there are tears to dim our eyes.
color, or

judgment bar of God, now becomes a
God from whom flow such blessings as the product and issue of the birth of the
Saviour in Bethlehem's lowly manger.
4. Peace on earth. This announcement almost seems
like hollow mockery to the world gone mad with carnage and bloodshed. But God never promised peace to
an unregenerate humanity. Read carefully the passage
again. "Glory to God in the. highest, and on earth
peace, good will to men." The American Revised Version reads, "And on earth peace among men in whom
He is well pleased." Now in what men is God well
pleased? Those who have received His Son as their
Saviour and crowned Him as Lord of their life. It is

Qadpd

Jltutfi

NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO HOUR

3. Glory to God in the highest. The heavenly host,
praising God, said, "Glory to God in the highest." Hov/
the Father must have rejoiced in that wonderful birth
in the city of David! It was cause for all heaven to
shout for joy. It was the occasion for which the
heavenly hosts had been waiting since the foundation
of the world. It was the fulfillment of the Holy Scriptures and the realization of the hopes and desires of
saints since sin entered to rob man of the image of his
Creator. When the birth of the Saviour was announced
by the heavenly chorus hope was born in the human
breast. In Him the hope of eternal life became a reality. Pardon for our sins, the conquest of death, acquit-

ON THE FOLLOWING STATIONS

KGER—Long

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays— 12:30-1:00 P.M.

WISH—Indianapolis,

Ind.—1310 Kc.

Sundays—8:00-8:30 A.M.

WHOT— South Bend,
Sundays

Ind.—1490 Kc.

—2:00-2:30 P.M.

WMMN—Fairmont,

W. Va.—920 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.
WHKK—Akron, Ohio— 640 Kc.
Sundays—7:30-8:00 A.M.

tal before the

vital reality.

of Akron,

who have

Matthew
Henry translates the proclamation, "I evangelize you
with great joy." It is a joy that comes to all people in
whom the Saviour reigns. The One who was born that
day in David's city brings joy wherever He comes. I
of great joy,

Church

WJAC—Johnstown,

Praise

Pa.

—1400

Kc.

Sundays—8:30-9:00 A.M.
Va.—1340 Kc.
Mondays— 9:00-9:30 P.M.

WKEY— Covington,

WINC—Winchester,

Va.

WE NEED YOUR PRAYERS AND GIFTS ESPECIALLY
NOW TO KEEP THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR!
ADDRESS
THE GOSPEL TRUTH, BOX 2, WINONA LAKE,

IND.
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(Continued from Page 767)

(Continued from Page 771)

well to ask first of all "What will
Russia think?" Radio
Gospel preachers who mention the name of Russia
too
often on their broadcasts are warned and
sometimes

held, and prizes given for work done well. This children's work is reaching into the homes of many Catholics in the Canton area and, at the time of our
Canis

ton visit, 43 had accepted Christ as their personal
Savior from sin. This is certainly a worthwhile work
and is a splendid approach to the Catholic and an
effective deterrent to the Roman Catholic menace
which faces our nation and the whole world today.
Two boys' groups in the Christian Service Brigade are
being initiated at this writing. In the past one and
one-half years during the ministry of Brother Crees
at Canton there have been 65 additions to the church.
The pastor's home was opened to us in Canton
during our short visit.
These facts remind us once more that Brethren
Churches are growing all across our nation and will
continue to do so as long as THEY REMAIN TRUE TO

removed from the air. Without a vestige of doubt
is behind much of our labor
trouble as well as

Russia

the court disputes concerning released time in
the

The big Bear now sulks because he says
he does not have the atomic secret and is acting like
public schools.

a spoiled child

when

know

as ours.

as

much

all

the time his scientists

may

Without being publiclv ac-

claimed as Dictator, of the World, today Stalin is
practically that! At the same time Russia is as violently anti-Christ and anti-Christian as ever. In
the
Museum of the Godless at Moscow the same pictures
blaspheming God, Jesus Christ, and the Bible are still
exhibited. A Congressman returning from a trip to
Moscow recently made an attempt to issue a description of some of these things but was throttled along
the way somewhere. All of this shows the trend of
things in regard to the nation which" will march to
victory in the "last days" with the King of the North.
Why should criticism against Russia be throttled v
Why shouldn't the Christian cry out against that nation's blasphemy and meddling in the religious affairs
of others? Even though America is only nominally
Christian, we have no legitimate basis upon which to
join hands with a nation and dictator who hate and
blaspheme the God and His Christ upon whom we rely
for salvation and protection. It is our earnest conviction that unless this nation takes a stiff Christian
position against these God-defamers, the God who
lives will punish us in this era of atomic power. Never
was the need of revival in America more pressing than

TO THE ATTAINMENT OF THIS GOAL
EVERY BRETHREN BELIEVER SHOULD HELP US
BUILD NEW BRETHREN CHURCHES AND KEEP OUR
NATIONAL RADIO PROGRAM ON THE AIR!
it

is

THE WORD OF GOD!

JUSTIFIED?

—
—

Mother "Why did you strike your little sister?"
Bobby "Well, we were playing Adam and Eve, and
instead of tempting me with the apple she ate it herself."

—Exchange.

THE SEPARATED LIFE~The freer the church is of
the spirit and principles of the world, the more influence she will exert in it. The believer sees that the
only way to answer to his calling is, as crucified to the
world, to withdraw himself from its power, as living in
Christ to go into it and bless it. He lives in heaven and
walks on earth.

— Andrew

Murray.

today!

Bright shining seats (unoccupied) in the front of
the church are responsible for headaches on the part
of the pastor. Could you suggest a cure?
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Brethren National
PROGRAM FOR JANUARY
Quiet Hour Verse

THEME— Talking

to

13,

— Philippians

Christian Endeavor
won—Acts 2:42, 47; Col. 4:2.
be kept from backsliding— Col. 4:2.
Give each one an opportunity to give a definite answer to prayer.
Close with sentence prayers. Ruth A. Ashman.

1946
4:6,

2.

Souls will be

3.

We

will

—

7

God.

YOUR ROOM— Mottoes

on prayer may be placed in
conspicuous places. Some motto or verse on prayer
could be written on a blackboard.

JANUARY 13— THE CALL AND YOU

SONG SERVICE— Prayer

songs or choruses should be
used at least just before beginning of the lesson.

or

LEADER—
1.

2.

3.

Give the theme of the lesson.
Explain that talking to God is as necessary as
breathing, that nothing can be accomplished without it and that if we go forward it must be through
and by prayer.
In asking for topics, state question instead of calling numbers.

QUESTIONS (Hand

cut.

add other thoughts)
I.

—

Encourage young people

2.

—

Luke 18:13.
The child of God who forgives— Mark 11-25
26.

3.

The

child of

God who does not harbor known

— Psalm 66:18.
The child of God who
ments — John 3:22.
sin

4.

keeps the

command-

1

III.

When
1.

should we talk to God?
Daniel talked three times— Dan. 6:10, Psalm
55:17.

2.

We can be in an attitude of prayer at all
times Luke 18:1.
should we talk to God?
In the Name of Jesus, the only prayer that

—

IV.

How
1.

is
2.

heard

The

—John

position

is

16:23.

not as important as the atti-

tude and sincerity.
In faith believing: Matt. 21:22.
V. What should we include in our talking to God?

—

3.

—

Thanksgiving Phil. 4:6.
Requests Phil. 4:6.
3. Intercession for others^l Sam. 12:23.
4. Worship
Psalm 95:6, 7.
VI. Biblical examples of talking to God.
Prayer
1.
for Peter— Acts 12:5, 11, 12.
2. Prayer by Hezekiah for healing
Isa. 38:1-5.
3. Prayer by Paul and Silas— Acts 16:22-31.
1.

—
—

2.

—

VII.

—

Prayer

What
1.

are the results of talking to God?
Miracles may be performed James 5:17.

it

it.

"Make Me a Blessing."
"Give of Your Best to the Master."
Rem.ember especially our own missionaries
Africa and South America.
Ask the Lord
telling the

in

who are
who do not know

to bless all missionaries

Gospel to those

Him.
Ask the Lord to make us missionaries whereever we are.

to

should we talk to God?
a command Mark 14:38, Col. 4:2.
2. It is the way we become acquainted
more
closely with our Lord— James 4:8.
3. It shows we love the One to whom
we talk.
Who can talk with God?
1. The sinner— Only one prayer he
can pray—
It is

drawn on

Song Service— "We're Saved, Saved to Tell Others."

Why
1.

II.

Give out invitations with a safety pin attached to

Special Music.
Offering and announcements.
Scripture Reading— Matt. 28:19-20;

Mark

16:15.

Topic—THE CALL AND YOU.

We

have just read from our Bibles "the call." Jesus
us to go into all the world and preach the Gospel.
He calls us to serve Him. He wants the very best that
we have. He wants us to turn over our lives to Him and
say, "I want to serve you. Lord Jesus, anywhere, everywhere anytime, all the time." Since this is a missionary topic, we will use a missionary story which tells
about a little African boy who gave his best to the
Lord.
"In Africa, the churches have special days set aside
at which time the natives are to bring their offerings
for the Lord's work. Guess what they bring? Some
bring chickens, some bring vegetables, some bring
fruit. Now don't laugh, don't say, "that is a funny
offering." These natives have no money to bring so
they bring whatever they have and the best they have.
"On one of these days, when the offering was to be
brought in, a little fellow came to the meeting. He was
very poor. The missionaries looking down at him from
the platform saw that he did not have a chicken, he
had no vegetables, he did not have even a piece of
fruit. They wondered what he would give. As the natives formed in line to march up to the front, he joined
them and seemed to be thinking very hard and clenching his fist. Finally, he arrived at the front of the
church. The missionaries held their breath what
calls

—

—

would he give?

"One of the missionaries looked down as he dropped
his offering in the basket, and her eyes filled with
tears. She remembered that a long time ago she had

—

(Continued on Page 780)
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When
By

R.

I.

the King Reigns in Zion

HUMBERD,

looked in my direction. Instantly all my fears were
gone for the expression on his face was one of perfect
peace and kindness. In olden days I had visited the
zoos. I had heard the terrifying roar and had seen
the fearful fire in their eyes. I had seen them tear the
meat from the keeper's fork and crush the bones between their powerful jaws, but none of that was preaent here for the lion was eating grass like an ox (Isa.

Flora, Ind.

B-z-z-z-z-z.
Startled, I turned and saw a man stooping over and
reaching into a bunch of tall grass.

"Run!"

I cried.

"It's

a snake.

The man, paying no heed
to feel

to

It's

a rattler!"

my

around in the grass and

entreaty, continued
soon brought forth a

rattlesnake.

11:7).

"Ah," he said, looking toward me with a smile, "this
is just what I've been looking for. I wanted it as a
rattle box for my baby." But seeing the expression of
horror on my face, he said, "Oh, I see you are a
stranger to this earth, but since our king reigns, the
suckling child plays on the hole of the asp and the
weaned child even puts its hand on the cockatrice' den,
and nothing hurts nor destroys anymore" (Isa. 11:8).

"What can you mean?"

I asked.
"Evidently you are going to the city," he answered.
will walk together and I will explain."
I obeyed, being careful to keep a safe distance from
the dreadful reptile.
"You remember," he said, "that in the beginning God
made everything perfect. There was perfect peace in
the Garden of Eden; there was no howl of the ravenous
beast to startle the timid creature. But Adam, the
head of this peaceful scene, disobeyed his creator. This
brought on a scene of judgment and God said, "cursed
is the ground for thy sake" (Gen. 3:17). For thousands
of years the whole creation groaned and travailed in
pain. The lion ate the deer, and even the wind whistled
a mournful tune as it hurried around the house. The
cow lowed in the minor key while every acre of ground
was a scene of pain and suffering as a dozen ants
pounced on a wounded grasshopper and bug ate bug.
But our King has come and has removed the curse and
the creation has been delivered from the bondage of
corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of

"We

God" (Rom.

8:20, 22).

During this conversation, we had entered the city
and had walked three or four blocks. Noticing the
beautiful homes with their well-kept lawns; the abundance of flowers and the fruit trees, laden with ripe,
luscious fruit, I exclaimed, "Surely we are in the richer
section of the city and the slums must be on the other
side!"

"Oh, no," he answered, "the King has done away
with the slums. Everybody owns his own home now

and sits under his
tree" (Mieah 4:4).
My attention was

own

vine and under his

own

fig

drawn by a burst of childish laughand looking up I saw, to my horror, the largest lion
I had ever seen lying on one of the lawns. A child was
pulling its tail; two others sat astride its back, while
a third little tot lay between its massive paws with its
head half buried in the great shaggy mane. Three or
four other children were pulling grass and thrusting
their hands fearlessly into the open mouth.
ter,

"Oh!"

My

I screamed.
"Run, children, run!"
cry drew the attention of the huge beast and he

My companion entered the house and I journeyed on.
After some time I became aware that I was approaching the business section of the city. As I drew near, I
noticed some workmen removing a large sign, "Funeral
Home," from the first building to my right. Other men
were busy about a bonfire in a vacant lot in the rear.
Upon closer examination I noticed that they were
burning caskets. Noting some valued at five to six
hundred dollars, I inquired of one of the men why they
were destroying such valuable material.
"They are worthless," he exclaimed, "and how glad
we are to destroy those grim reminders of the past.
For since our King reigns. He has decreed that the
days of His people shall be as the days of a tree. That
is, they shall live for centuries and long enjoy the work
of their hands (Isa. 33:24). Thus, men will live to
as great age as they did in the days of Methuselah."
During our conversation, other men came out of the
basement bearing heavy boxes which they threw on
the fire. The flames snapped and lashed in fury.
"Gasoline?" I queried.
"No," he replied, "they are moving picture films. In
olden days, that building was a movie theater, but the
pictures that pleased the people in those days were so
corrupt and vile that they are worthless since our King
has come."
Having had no breakfast and seeing a fruitstand in
the next block, I moved in that direction. Then suddenly, I remembered that I would need some money
and, searching my pockets, I found a bill. Fearing the
fruit seller would not have change for so large an
amount, I stepped into a bank.
But was I mistaken? Was this really a bank?
There was no safety vault, no iron bars as in days
of old. A young woman was busily engaged at a
typewriter at a desk nearby. I stated my mission and
she pointed to a table across the room, saying "Sure,
make your change at that table. Just help yourself."
Looking in that direction I saw a large pile of silver
and gold coins, but I made no move toward them.
Looking up and seeing the puzzled expression on my
face, she added, "Excuse me. I see you are a stranger
on this earth, but since the law goes forth from Zion
and our King reigns in Jerusalem, we have no fear of
dishonesty for he reigns in righteousness" (Isa. 2:3).
Securing my change, I hurried toward the fruit store.
So many and so varied were the wares that I had difficulty in making the choice for my breakfast. There
were ripe juicy oranges and large sweet cherries; there
were large bunches of luscious grapes and baskets full
of ripe mellow apples. Seeing some fruit I had never
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seen before, I inquired concerning
that it grew In northern Africa.

"Northern Africa!"

I

it

exclaimed, "that

and was
is

told

desert, isn't

it?"

"Indeed," he answered, "the old maps do show a large
desert by the name of Sahara. But in recent years,
water has broken out in the wilderness, and streams
have burst forth in the desert. And the desert has rejoiced and it now blossoms as a rose" (Isa. 35:1-6).

Securing some

I passed on.
After having
I came into a large open
giant dirigible was moored in the center of
the grounds. Great crowds of people were about the
fruit,

walked for half an hour,
space.

A

entrance and seemed to be boarding the great ship of
the air.

The dirigible must have been ten times as large as
any airship I had ever seen and, as I drew near, I asked
a man where these people might be going.
"This ship is bound for Jerusalem," he answered.
"For everyone of all nations must go up to Jerusalem
from year to year to worship the King, the Lord of
Hosts" (Zech. 14:16;

Isa. 66:23).

"But," I inquired, "can all these people find room in
that ship?"
"Yes," he answered. "That ship carries five thousand
people on a single trip, in perfect comfort and safety.
The gas bags are very small and almost the whole
interior of the massive structure is filled with quarters
for the passengers, while elevators slip quietly from

You see," he continued, "there are twelve
powerful engines in the front and also twelve in the
rear. These engines secure their power directly from
the sun's rays and store up enough energy to run all
night. Thus they make the trip to Jerusalem in five
days without stopping to refuel. And since there are
no longer storms on land or sea, not a single passenger
has ever been injured."
"But," I asked, "isn't that ship for war?"
"No, no," he replied. "Our King now judges among
the nations and they have beat their swords into plowshares; nations no longer lift up sword against nations,
neither do they learn war anymore" (Isa. 2:4).
"I have heard so much about your great king that I
would like to see Him," I exclaimed. "Would it be

floor to floor.

me to accompany you on this trip?"
"Certainly," he replied, looking at his watch and
quickening his pace. "We have just five minutes to
secure our ticket and board the vessel."

of

ground,

abundant sunshine, and copious

But not all was a scene of blessing. Turning to my
companion. I asked, "Do my eyes deceive me, or

is

there here and there a farm whose vegetation
is dry
and withered?"
"You are right," he answered. "Although the praise
of our King is sung on every lip, many indeed
do not
serve

Him

because they love Him.

Although our King
and righteousness, yet He also rules with
a rod of iron (Ps. 2:9), and anyone opposing Him
is
immediately judged. Thus these are millions who now
submit to His rule, who will later follow Satan when he
shall be loosed out of his prison and lead an innumerable army against God" (Rev. 20:7-9).
"Our King has decreed that everyone must go up to
Jerusalem from year to year to worship the King, the
Lord of Hosts, and whoso will not come up, upon them
shall be no rain (Zech. 14:17). Thus those farms you
see are owned by men who refuse to obey our King."
The five days passed rapidly and it seemed but a
rules in love

short time until we neared the city of the great King.
My heart beat high with joy at the prospect of being
permitted to see the King Himself and tell Him how
much I loved Him.

But I awoke. Was it a dream? Was it all fancy? My
my lap, opened at the place where I had
been reading before I fell asleep. I read again, "Behold
the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto
David a righteous Branch, and a king shall reign and

Bible lay on

and shall execute judgment and justice in the
earth" (Jer. 23:5).
No, it was not fancy, and my heart cried out with
ecstasy, "Even so, come. Lord Jesus."

prosper,

Christian Endeavor

possible for

A moment later we stepped on board and, following
our guide, we stepped into an elevator and were lifted
quickly to the fourteenth floor, where we were shown
the beautiful apartment which was to be ours during
the journey.
"Let us go out on deck," my companion suggested,
"and see the ship take off."
We had scarcely stepped into the sunlight, when the
great engines began to purr softly and the great ship
slowly arose and we began our journey.
I was delighted with the beautiful scenery that lay
below us. Farmhouses dotted the landscape, with here
and there a village. There were great broad pastures
with cattle grazing in peace, large fields of flowing
grain ripe for the harvester. Everywhere was evidence

fertile

rainfall.

(Continued from Page 778)
asked this boy to do something for her and she, knowing that the Africans like nice shiny things, had given
him, as a reward, a bright new safety pin. He had been
very happy about this at the time and was the envy of
all the little boys around him. Many of them had tried
to steal the pin, others had tried to trade something
for it, but he had held on to it everywhere he went. He
considered it the best thing that he possessed.
"The missionary wiped her eyes and whispered a
prayer for this lad. He had given the best thing he
had, his precious safety pin, to the Lord.
"Of course, a safety pin doesn't mean much to us, but
think of the thing YOU love the most in all the world.
Would you give it to the Lord? Will YOU answer Jesus'

CALL?"
Sing
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PROGRAM FOR JANUARY,

Palfttl

By Mrs.

The

old year

with

is

trials

done and before us

and

lies

a

new one

testings, perhaps, or with glorious

mountain-top experiences with our precious Lord,

He

tarries His coming.

if

We

praise God for the victories
of the past year! As it comes to a close and a new year
opens up before us, we are reminded of the time when
Joshua, before his death, called the nation of Israel
together and counselled them to "cleave unto the Lord
your God, as ye have done unto this day" (Joshua 23:8).
And again, "take good heed therefore unto yourselves,
that ye love the Lord your God" (vs. 11).
Two children who were playing near their home
wandered into a railroad tunnel. No train was due, but
a special came plunging into the tunnel with a mighty
roar. The elder child seized her little brother and
pushed him into a crevice in the wall. Running down
the track a few yards she crowded her own body into

another fissure and, leaning out as the locomotive
roared on, she cried, "Cling close to the rock, brother:
cling close to the rock!" Both children clung to the
rock and were saved.
We need to cling close to the Rock, the Lord Jesus
Christ, during this coming year. Failure to do so will
loss of fellowship and the joy of serving
But as we "cleave unto the Lord" our hearts
be filled with love for Him and we will be of

result in

POEM— "Perfect

Peace."

MISSIONARY STUDY— "My
Monk Who
SONG— "I Want My Life
BUSINESS SESSION.
book, "The

Mrs.

2.

3.

greater usefulness in His service.

we
The

4.

5.

be giving our offering for Foreign
Missions.
goal is $1,500.00 to be used for furnishings for the Medical Rest House in Africa ($500), supwill

South America ($500), and
for a "new field" ($500). Miss Tyson has writen a fine
article on the Yaloke Rest House. Material about the
Bible Institute and the new field will appear next
month, the Lord willing. Use these articles in your
monthly programs so that each woman will know the
purpose for which she is giving her money. Let's really
get behind this offering and give "hilariously" that
others might know about our wonderful Savior!
plies for a Bible Institute in

to

Count for Jesus."

WllUam Schaffer

—

1.

Thank God

for the victory

He has given

us in this
war, for the privilege of freedom in our worship.
Pray definitely for the work among God's chosen
people, the Jews. Ask that the Holy Spirit lead you
in knowing what your obligation is to the Jew.
Pray for more family altars. Pray that the parents

who do not have

FOREIGN MISSION OFFERING TIME!

Lived Again."

"For every one that asketh receiveth"— Matt. 7:8
"Ye have not, because ye ask not" James 4:2

to claim the

During these three months (December, January and

Appointment With

Christ in Oubangui-Chari," or a portion of the

will

February),

1946

Murphy

SCRIPTURE—"A New Year Responsive Reading."
PRAYER CIRCLE.
BIBLE STUDY — "God's Appointment in Africa."

Christ.

IT'S

E. B.

THEME —-"God's Appointments."
SONG—"Work for the Night Is Coming."

the Editor

THE NEW YEAR
filled

lAppaiittirurntA

victory in their lives may know how
power of God to overcome their besetting sins.
Pray for Miss Tyson, the missionary. She is not well

and her recovery is rather slow.
The Northwest District is planning to open a new
work in either Yakima or Toppenish, Wash. Pray
that the Lord will definitely lead in this forward
step.

6.

Let us pray for
nation.

more trained leaders

HOW TO WORK FOR
"What

in our

denomi-

CHRIST

do for Christ?" asked a young disciple
of Bishop Selwyn. "Go where He is not, and take Him
with you," was the venerable Bishop's reply. Christian
shall

I

—

Victory.
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God's Appointment in Africa
By

NORMAN UPHOUSE

Introduction

Today our minds are directed toward

the sway and rule of the evil one. Everywhere and all
around us we see Satan ruling, and the people in his
power. Great emphasis has been laid today on educa-

Africa. Africa

stands for one of the remote corners of tlie world to us.
However, to others it is home and familiar territory.
It has been thought of as the darkest continent. It was
thought of as the last place to be evangelized. Yet
Africa is not as far away as other countries. The paganism of Asia is just as dark as that of Africa. Other
countries seem slower in responding to the Gospel than
does Africa.
Can it be our thinking of Africa has been conditioned by the nakedness of the people or by the color
of their skin? Have we relegated to them the most
primitive methods and practices? However we may
think, Africa still stands as a great challenge to the
Christian church. We have no feelings against the
African. On the other hand, we take the lead in sending help to the people there. God has wonderfully
opened the doors of activity and thrust out workers to
go to the African. Years of missionary endeavor prove
He has precious jewels there.
We might profitably do some rethinking on missions
today with Africa specially in mind.
1. .Definition. Missions mean the extension and comprehensive realization of God's great and vast redemptive purpose in Christ by means of frail and weak
human messengers. It is also the agency by which Jews
and heathen by nature in darkness and superstition
see the great light and in which the Lord Jesus, the
light of the world, shines upon them. The African sits
in darkness (Matt. 4:16).
2. Origin. Missions originated in the heart of God.
Historically, missions originated in the work, life, commands, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Practically, missions came about by the loving concern of
the early Christians for men and their salvation.
3. Thought. The thought of missions has always been
in the heart of God. God planned a way back to Him
even before men disobeyed. He selected men to witness to men about the way back for lost men.
4. Message. John 3:16 cannot be improved upon as a
missionary message. We simply state the grace of our
Lord Jesus Christ and His wonderful salvation. Other
things are to be told, but the plan of salvation is the
greatest message and of greatest importance.
5. Duty.
Christ said "go," "to leave all and follow
me," and "to preach the Gospel to every creature." His
last command on earth must have had special significance. He regarded missions of prime importance.
Other things might have been said, but were not. Missions occupied the last great commission.
6. Motive. The motive lies in the nature of the redeemed life. The early missionaries were told to wait
in Jerusalem until they received power from on high.
The Holy Spirit was to consecrate them for their holy
work. Missionaries need a living faith in an everpresent God, conforming to a life of holiness continually controlled by the Holy Spirit.
7. Task. The missionary task lies in a world under

tion and social service. These are good in their place.
But we must not forget that we are in a lost world to
be saved, and not simply an ignorant world to be

educated.
8.

The Mission Field. The field is the world. (Matt.
Go to the people who have not heard the Gos-

13:38).

pel. Labor where results can be obtained.
Develop
strategic points from which as centers the news might
sound forth. This is seen as the method Paul adopted.
9. The
Missionary Responsibility. Ultimately the
obligation and responsibility for missions rests on the
individual soul. We cannot shirk the responsibility of
missions. Ignorance and enmity must be met with
Gospel truth. Darkness must be driven back with light.

As believers, we are responsible to God for world-wide
missions.

A TIMELY MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT
One of our most important objectives for this year
reads, "Emphasis on soul winning with the suggestion
that each woman have a tract box at her door." In our
witnessing for Christ in our W. M. C. work we emphasize the use of tracts because we find them a concrete
way of spreading the Gospel and of making contacts
with the unsaved. It is sometimes difficult to draw a
conversation to spiritual things because the unsaved
person usually does not care for such discussion. The
gift of an attractive tract at such times serves to open
a line of thought that can easily bring such a person
to the knowledge of Jesus Christ.
Unless time and thought are given to the matter the
right tract may not be at hand when needed. So it is
suggested that this year each woman make a small
tract box and place it near the front or back door of
her home. There she can keep tracts appropriate to
various circumstances and they are ready to give anyone who rings her doorbell. Also they are at hand
where she will remember to fill her purse when she
leaves the house.
It was suggested at Conference that a match box
partly cut out on one side and decorated with pretty
paper makes a nice tract holder. Another idea is to
make one of one and a half paper plates sewed together
and beautified. It would be splendid if we could have
several of these on display at Conference next year.
There are two types of tract holder which are convenient for home use. One type is a wooden holder
with a capacity for tracts of 41/2 x 4 x 1 inches, priced
at 35c. The other type is designed of heavy pressed
board, and covered with waterproof cloth. Each compartment holds about 200 folded tracts. Your choice
may be made from the following 1 - compartment
:

(green) at 20c, 2-compartment (blue) at 35c, 4-compartment (brown) at 60c. The Brethren Missionary
Herald Company will be glad to supply your orders.

Mrs.
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By MRS. MINNIE

The older I grow in years and in my Christian walk
the more wonderful it seems that Christ was and is so
interested in me, that He should deign to meet and
walk with me.

some

We

often

special need arises.

to recognize

fail

How

faithfully

guides and meets our every need.

He

He

Him
leads

until

and

delights to fulfil

His promises to us, to supply our every need, but we
are so slow to grant Him the full privilege.
When I think back to my younger days I can see how
patiently and lovingly He dealt with me. For years I
thought that my salvation depended on my faithful-

Many tears were shed when, at times, I realized
how, day in and day out, I failed. I had no testimony.
How could I speak to anyone about his soul when I was
so uncertain about my own. I understood that only
the perfect would have part in the rapture. I couldn't
make myself believe that I was perfect, no matter how
much I wanted to believe it. There were always others
who helped me to know that I was not perfect. Every
revival meeting I attended found me at the altar until
one day I met Him. The day I met Him and knew
ness.

Him

wH'irii ©EaiEngi'

choice of a companion. One shall chase a thousand
but two shall chase ten thousand.

From

on everything went along quickly.
acquainted with the Brethren Church, applied to the board, were approved, were married, outfit
acquired, and passage granted for our trip to the field,
all within a year.
We spent one month studying
the French language in Belgium and then proceeded
to the field with Miss Myers and three other workers.
this time

We became

We had

an interesting trip and arrived safely intact,
begin our first term of service. The difficulties we
met along the way were many but He overcame them
all. He met our need in every way.
When he putteth forth His own sheep. He goeth
before them. — John 10:4.

to"

"Every day He comes to me with new assurance,
More and more I understand His words of love.
But I'll never know just why He came to save me,
Till

What

some day

I

see His blessed face above."

when we see Him
face to face. Even so, come. Lord Jesus.
Until that glad day, we continue to follow where He
a glorious day that will be

leads.

He is, is still as real to me as it was then. That
day He made known to me that in Him I am counted
as

What a goal to work toward.
When we really know Him it is so easy to yield all to
Him. My first desire that glad day was to serve Him
in whatever and wherever He willed. My desire had

PERFECT PEACE

perfect.

been to get more education but He withheld it from
me. Why, I do not know now and I may never know,
but I do know that our disappointments are His appointments.
I left the work in which I was engaged at that time,
to have time to wait before Him. To know what work
He had willed for me. I remember the verse He gave
me. It had not been a familiar one then. Just one

word

of

kept ringing in

my

—

ears peculiar, peculiar.
Deut. 14:2, 1 Pet. 2:9. Yes, very peculiar to those with
whom I was associated that day but not to those who
love the Lord and know His word. Peculiar, but words
it

cannot express the joy that

filled

my

heart.

After five months of waiting on the Lord, He opened
an avenue of work that I had ever despised. But I had
promised Him that I would follow where He leads. He
held me to my promise only to work out His best for
me. It was while doing this despised work, though now
no longer despised, that I met some of His great servants whom He used to direct me into His plans and
purpose for me. Step by step He led me until I entered
the Pennsylvania School of the Bible. After the twoyear course of learning to know Him better through
His Word, He put the desire in my heart to serve Him
in Africa.
Applications were made to different faith missions,
several interviews were had with different missionary
groups, but none of these were of Him, until we met
Miss Myers. By this time the Lord had revealed His

I

I

look not back: God knows the fruitless efforts.
The wasted hours, the sinning, the regret;
leave them all with Him, who blots the record.
And graciously forgives and then forgets.

look not forward: God sees all the future.
The road, that short or long, will lead me home.
And He will face with me its every trial.
And bear with me the burdens that may come.

I

look not around me: Then would fears assail me.
So wild the tumult of earth's restless seas;
So dark the world, so filled with woe and evil,
So vain the hope of comfort and of ease.

I

That would make me wretched.
For I have naught on which to stay my trust;
failure
Nothing I see save
and shortcomings
And weak endeavors, crumbling into dust.
I

look not inward:

BUT

I

LOOK UP: UP INTO THE FACE OF JESUS,
my heart can rest, my fears are stilled.

For there

And there is joy, and love, and light
And perfect peace, and every hope

for darkness.
fulfilled.

—Author
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NEW YEAR RESPONSIVE READING

A

Leader—As

we, the members of the Women's Missionary Council of the Brethren Church, enter into this

i

,

The

new year, 1946, may we by the help of our Blessed
Lord and Savior resolve:
(First) That our lives be wholly dedicated to the

Family Altar
Corner

a fuller, broader, and a more consecrated
service in His behalf.

,/IiOrd for

RtBpcnse

—Let the words of my mouth and the medita-

my heart be acceptable in thy sight,
strength and my Redeemer.— Psa. 19:14.

tion of

my

O

Lord,

Leader— (Second) Since the Bible is God's holy Word
-'.and He speaks directly to us through its pages, let us
resolve to read a portion of Scripture daily, seeking
divine guidance and strength for the day through
meditation and study of His blessed Word.

Response— All Scripture is given by inspiration of God.
and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,

man
all

of

for

instruction in righteousness, that the

God may be

good works.

—

2

perfect, throughly furnished unto
Tim. 3:16-17.

Leader— (Third) Let us

resolve to increase our efforts
win souls for Christ through the ministry ol' tract
distribution, visitation, and personal testimony.
to

Resporjje—The fruit of the righteous is a tree of Ufe;
and he that winneth souls is wise. Prov. 11:30.
Leafier— (Fourth) Realizing the importance of child

—

Mrs. William Schaffer
Fathers and mothers are the greatest teachers in
the world. God said to Old Testament parents,
"Ye
shall teach them your children, speaking
of them as
thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest
by
the way, when thou liest down, and when thou
risest
up" (Deut. 11:19). When one studies the causes
of
Israel's failure and the terrible disaster that
followed,
beyond question the main reason was their NEGLECT
of this

terribly parents sin against their children in
failing to teach them God's Word in early childhood—

during those years when they are so eager to learn
about the things of God. At that age everything their
parents say to them is Law and Gospel. They are so
ready to do anything that Jesus wants them to do.

DAILY BIBLE READING GUIDE FOR JANUARY
1.

training and the influence of the home in his life;
conscious also of the need for a close spiritual relationship in the family group to meet the problems of
'each day; let us resolve to promote a family altar in
every home of our respective congregations.

2.

Response-Therefore shall ye lay up these my words
in your heart and in your soul, and bind them for a
sign upon your hand, that they may be as frontlets
between your eyes. And ye shall teach them your
children, speaking of them when thou sittest in thine
house, and when thou walkest by the way, when thou
liest down, and when thou risest up.
Deut. 11:18-19.
Leader (Fifth) The success of any organization or
work depends largely upon the enthusiasm and the

7.

3.
4.

.

—

—

united effort of the whole group, therefore let us
resolve to be faithful in attendance at all W. M. C.
meetings, thereby supporting and encouraging our
officers in their labor for the Lord.

Response

5.
6.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.
Matt.

25:1-13
25:14-30
25:31-46
26:6-13
26:17-25
26:26-35
26:36-46
26:47-56
26:57-68
26:69-75
27:1-10
27:11-23
27:24-32
27:33-43
27:45-56
27:57-66

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

30.

31.

Matt. 28:1-8
Matt. 28:9-20

Mark 1:1-11
Mark 1:14-22
Mark 1:23-34
Mark 1:35-45
Mark 2:1-12
Mark 3:1-12
Mark 4:3-8, 14-20
Mark 4:35-41
Mark 5:1-17
Mark 5:21-24, 35-43
Mark 6:1-13
Mark 6:14-29
Mark 6:31-34

Each day, as you read your reference, put a little
check after that reference to show that you have
read it.

—

Not forsaking the assembling of ourselves
together as the manner of some is; but exhorting one
another and so much the more, as ye see the day
approaching. Heb. 10:25.

—

—

Leader (Sixth) Since God has so bountifully blessed
us with material blessings let us in gratitude return
to Him in tithes and gifts a generous measure of our
income through the support of the objectives set up
by our National W. M. C.
Response Honor the Lord with thy substance and with

—

the

supreme duty.

How

first fruits of all

thine increase.

—Prov.

3:19.

Leader— (Seventh) Always conscious

of the fact that
prayer is a mighty force in the lives of God's children, let us resolve to be much in prayer for our

missionaries on the field and in the homeland, realizing that the neglect of one sincere, fervent prayer
785

might lead

to the defeat of some cherished undertaking of a beloved missionary.
Response—Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit and watching thereunto with all
perseverance and supplication for all saints. Eph

—

6:18.

Leader— (Eighth)
our

Finally, sisters, let us resolve to back
and national W. M. C. officers

local, district,

100 per cent, since their goals are our goals
our wholehearted support.

—

and merit

Response Now our Lord Jesus Christ, Himself, and
God, even our Father, which hath loved us, and hath
given us everlasting consolation and good hope
through grace, comfort your hearts and stablish you
in every good word and WORK. 2 Thess. 2:16-17.

—
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but Thine be done." May we all do our work in
His service with willing hearts and ready hands, that
we might be prepared to meet Him unashamed should
He come during this year. Hebrews 13:20-21. "Now the
God of peace that brought again from the dead our
Lord Jesus, that great shepherd of the sheep, through
the blood of the everlasting covenant, make you perfect
in every good work to do His will, working in you that
which is wellpleasing in his sight, through Jesus
will

MRS.

HERMAN KOONTZ
President

Christ."

The

season's greetings to each one of you in the

name of the blessed Lord Jesus Christ. "I thank my
God upon every remembrance of you, always in every

MRS. BERNARD

prayer of mine for you all making request with joy, for
your fellowship in the Gospel." Last year with its joys

and sorrows,
triumphs,

is

its victories

over.

Among

and

me

all its

Recording Secretary

its

that of the fellowship I have enjoyed with you in our W. M. C. work. The willing, sacrificial, cheerful cooperation of all of you has brought
success to the work.
Now before us is another year— one that we can face
with confidence and trust because we belong to Him
and we know that we "can do all things through Christ
which strengtheneth us." While He tarries and we
await His coming let us labor, witness, and live every
moment as though we were in His very presence, as indeed we are. Above all, in this work which is our
special care and duty may we be found faithful, "prayin the
ing always with all prayer and supplication
brightest to

SCHNEIDER

testings and
memories, one of the

defeats,

is

Greetings in His Name! How thankful we should be
at this time that our Lord in His mercy is opening another year of service. This may be the year in which
He returns; so many of God's people have a heartconscious feeling that the time of the Second Coming
but if He tarries, may each of us fill this new
is near
year with more prayer, more earnest effort to win

—

others to Christ and a greater cleansing through His

Word. John

15:16.

Spirit."

MABEL
DONALDSON

MISS
MRS. ROBERT

Financial Secreteu-y-

ASHMAN

Treasurer

Vice President

of the Lord Jesus, Who is the
forever.
a great assurance that no matter in what year

Greetings in the

name

same yesterday, today, and
Again we greet you with thankful hearts to the Lord
for blessings received and enjoyed in the work of the
past year. Truly we have a wonderful Savior. It is in
humbleness that we seek the Lord's guidance for the
future. We should determine to spend much time in

communion with Him through the Word, prayer and
meditation.

Let our desire in

all

things be, "Not

my

What

we serve Him, His abiding presence and guidance is
equally manifest, if we will but avail ourselves of it. So
in 1946 I wish for all

my

sisters in Christ a richer,

deeper walk with Him and the fulness of joy which
comes from obeying His commands. May our cup truly
run over with blessings as we attempt to fulfill our plan
786
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and purpose

for Him by keeping as close as possible
Planner and putting forth every effort to remain in the center of His will. May the Giver of every
good and perfect gift, and the Creator of time be
honored in whatever we do for W. M. C. nationally,
locally, in our districts, and as individual members of
this great organization. How glorious would be the
culmination of our endeavors in 1946 if our Lord should
come, and, in coming, find us all diligently seeking the
lost and being about our Father's business. Even so,
come. Lord Jesus."

Yaloke Hospital Guest House

to tiie

By ELIZABETH TYSON
At the annual meeting of the field council held
at
Yaloke in 1944 a medical policy was outlined
and
adopted by the members of the council. In this policy

was stated that Yaloke was to become the medical
center of the mission, having the doctors' residences
there and nurses to properly assist them in the
ministry of healing, our first obligation being to
adequately
provide physical care for the entire personnel, both
it

black and white, of our mission, and to help our sister
missions whenever possible.

MRS. WILLIAM

Temporary hospital cottages and a brick dispensary
building already were available for our nationals,
but
to properly care for our fellow missionaries was
the vital question. Previously they were welcomed into
our homes but this was not always the best nor conducive to a real rest. Neither the host nor the guest
were as comfortable as they should be as the "extras"
were often entertained in already full houses.

SCHAFFER

how

Prayer Chairman

A memorial gift had been given toward the medical
work some years ago, and although not sufficient to

Greeting from the Inland Empire in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ. "Teach us to pray." As prayer
chairman, a great burden rests upon me this year. May
we be led by the Holy Spirit to ask of an Almighty
God. He is able to give great answers to prayer. He
delights to answer prayers for big things because He is
the loving Father of His children. Many sins are men-

care for the entire cost of a guest house, yet it was
a
start, so the council recommended, upon the
permission of the donors, that the Neher Memorial Gift
be used toward the erection of a hospital guest house
at Yaloke. Each of the medical works in the
mission
offered to give of their surplus funds on hand
as an
additional sum toward the same project.

good

tioned in connection with prayer, but, we are told,
not once does the Scripture hint that any man ever
asked too much of God. Brethren, let us ask God for
great and mighty things this year. "Call unto me, and
I will answer thee, and show thee GREAT and MIGHTY
THINGS, which thou knowest not"—Jer. 33:3.

Immediately following the 1944 conference, plans
were made and soon the ground was broken for the
building. Today there is a good brick house with seven
rooms—namely, four bedrooms, two bathrooms and
one large living-dining room combined, waiting to tee
furnished and then to care for those desiring rest or
physical help. This home will need to be furnished for
the sick and tired missionary.
Two regular hospital beds and tables will be needed
as well as two regular beds. Linens, dishes, cooking
utensils and all that is essential to a home will need to
be provided so that those coming to us can set up
housekeeping, thus relieving the missionary homes
and disrupting the work of all the missionaries on the

MRS. MARVIN
GOODMAN, SR.
Literature Secretary

station.

A NEW YEAR'S WISH
To be

of greater service, Lord,
closer student of Thy Word;

A
To

tell

the lost of Jesus' love,
to reach the home above;

And how

To trust in God whate'er befall,
Be ready at the Master's call
For any task that He may give;

And thus through all the year to live
For Him who gave Himself for me,
And taught me that my life should be

A

unselfish, not self-willed,
with the Holy Spirit filled.

life

But

—Author

Unknown.

In the plans and rules for this home it is understood
that all sick missionaries from our own mission will
receive the nursing care by our own nurses, but any
patient coming from another mission must provide for
his own nursing care, if needed. This latter rule necessitated a guest house spacious enough to provide living
quarters for both patient and nurse and, very likely,
families as well.

We

wish to take this opportunity to thank all the
ladies of the Women's Missionary Council for their
generous gift of $500 for the furnishings of the home
and also to thank the ladies of the Eastern District for
the promised hospital bed. By these gifts you will make
possible a real guest home for those of God's servants
that need help and also relieve the strain on a tired
host and as a final result help keep the work on a very
busy station running smoothly and regularly.
787
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1946

i

suggestions: "I Love to
Tell the Story," "Jesus Saves," "Beneath the
Cross of Jesus."
"Fishers of Men," "Saved to Tell
Choruses
Others," "Let the Beauty of Jesus Be Seen in

—

\
I
I
I
\
"

I

Me."

PRAYER— Using
SPECIAL
Girls

PRAYER BOX

j

10:32

SONG SERVICE— Some

SCRIPTURE LESSON—Col.

oW Manika

RAINBOW COLOR— YELLOW

1:4

TOPIC— "WITNESSING: CHURCH, HOME,
SCHOOL,

Man>i^

i

3 (entire chapter).

Prayer Box Reminders.
"I'll Be a Sunbeam." (Junior

i

Pray for our boys and girls in the service of
our country.
Pray that we might have more love f»r our
Lord and for each other in our Sisterhood work.
Pray that the Lord will call many S. M. M. girls
into full-time service for Him.
Pray that Christ will always have first place in
our hearts and lives.

I
|
=
\
|
=

|

|

~liiliiliiliiliilii>:iliil!iliili!liiliiliil:iliiliiliiliiliiliiliillillillllllinililiiliiliiliilirlirliiliiliiiiii~

NUMBER—

might sing

this as a group.)

MISSIONARY STORY— (Senior) "A Day With
Me on the Field," by Mrs. Foster. (Junior) "Mary
Slessor of Calabar, Africa," by Claire Hamilton.

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC— "Witnessing,"

Girls, here is something good to work with in your
Devotional Topic. Or use it with your Scripture lesson
or before your prayer circle. Any place it suits the
best, but just be sure and use it
it's very good.

—

by Mrs. P.

C ONSECRATED

Simmons.

SISTERHOOD BENEDICTION— Psa.

H APPY (Psa.
R IGHTEOUS

145:1,2.

I

S

(Deut. 20:5)

128:2, 3)

(Josh. 24:15)

NTELLIGENT (2 Tim.
INCERE (Titus 2:7)

2:151

T EMPERATE (Titus 2:12)
I NDUSTRIOUS (Eccl. 9:10a)
A FFECTIONATE (Eph. 5:33)
N EAT (Prov. 31:27)
DO: You know that

it would be a very good, time for
your Candlelight service if you didn't use it at
your Christmas meeting? Start the year right.
DO: Work for new members. Just think of the blessings you receive from your S. M. M. Share them
with other girls.
DO: You use the rainbow color each month in your
meetings some way? Your hostess could decorate
the room or use the color in her refreshments or
You
in your program announcements. What!
don't send out program announcements or make
posters? Try it; it's lots of fun and you will have

H OSPITABLE
O BEDIENT

MANNERLY

(Heb. 13:2)
(Eph. 5:33)
(1

Pet. 3:4)

E NTHUSIASTIC
S

AVED

jba

and larger meetings.
DO: Read the letters sent in from time to time, this
time one from Conemaugh, Pa.
DON'T: Let the next few months slip by without writ-

(2

Tim.

1:6, 7)

(Acts 16:31)

ya

fCitauA

better

ing your General Secretary a letter concerning

your

S.

M. M.

TRUE OR FALSE
1.

2.

DON'T: Wait any longer

to roll bandages;

now

a

3.

good time since the holiday rush is all over.
Remember our missionaries are depending on
you to help supply their need.
DON'T: Forget your HONOR GOAL. $1.00 per member

4.

for Senior, 50c per

member

is

5.
6.

for Junior. Offer-

—

and one

is

Mrs. Robert Williams is a trained nurse.
Anne Kliever is supported by the National Junior
C. E.

ANSWERS

SPECIAL NOTICE
topics this time one for Juniors
Seniors. Please take note.

is

from California.

ing to be sent to Financial Secretary-Treasurer by January 31 (see goal no. 9).

Two

a medical missionary in Africa.
Mabel Hamilton has never been in Africa.
Marguerite Dunning was born in Chicago.
Ruth Snyder, one of our missionaries in Africa,

Mr. Jobson

anji

9

•anax

"S

anjx

£

for
•asiB^j -t
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A DAY WITH ME ON THE
Dear Sisterhood Girls:
We have been asked

This describes my usual five days a week and about
47 weeks out of the year. The remaining five weeks
may be vacations from station classes, and are usually
spent at the chapels or on the road giving forth the
Words of Eternal Life.

to write to you of the experiences of our days in Africa. We wonder which day to
write about since to you the ordinary day may not seem

very interesting.
To write about the "Usual
Day" might run somethinglike this: Rise at 4:30, wash,
dress, devotions about 5:30,
first class of the day is for
converts at 6 a. m. Then 7
a. m. we have our breakfast.
Just as soon thereafter as possible we run to the garden,
tell our garden boy how much
work we expect him to do that
day and bring back the vegrVlRS. JOSEPH
FOSTER
etables for the day's
u.
Then we do a little more rushing and tell the cook
what we expect for dinner, as well as other instructions
for the day's routine. Next we see that the
house is
put in order, everything dusted, flowers in the vases,
etc., etc. By this time there are several
natives coughing and sneezing outside in order to draw our atten-

;

Perhaps one "unusual day" would be a little more
This particular "unusual day" a boy afwith sleeping sickness came to our station at
Bouca. It was during our morning service that we first
noticed him. He was very noisy and was interrupting

interesting.
flicted

the services, so much so that our leaders tried to chase
him away, but he refused to go, and finally became so
noisy that they tried to force him to leave. He left
just long enough to hunt a handful of stones, some of
them as large as his fist. When he returned he threw
them with all his strength at the congregation. He hit
several but none was seriously injured. Finally they

men

tion.

They have come

for medicine or to

were able to get him away by force, which did not leave
a very good impression on him. Perhaps I should say
that a sleeping sickness patient in the last stages of
the disease usually becomes mentally unbalanced;
therefore they are not accountable for their actions.
Well, the next day he returned, but this time to the
house. We had some clothes hanging on the veranda,
and he seemed to have taken a special fancy to one of
my undergarments. Several times he tried to pull it
off the line and finally succeeded. Off he ran just
as fast as his legs could carry him. However some of
our folks saw the episode and followed him, bringing
back the garment dirty and bloody. He left, but in a
short time he returned with a bow and a holder full of
arrows. Mr. Foster was standing on the veranda, and
before we realized what was happening, the young
chap lifted his bow with an arrow in it and pointed it
directly at Mr. Foster's chest. Seconds seemed like
hours, but others had arrived on the scene, and my

have an ulcer

or wound tied up. Along with several other interruptions we are at last ready for the children's classes

which begin at

8 a. m, and continue until 11:30. During
these hours we try to get the A. B. C.'s and the 1, 2, 3's
into their little curly heads, along with Bible reading
and instruction in the Scriptures for the older pupils.
At 11:30 the classes are dismissed and we return to

the house for our noon meal and siesta hour.
During the afternoon we have either women's classes
or do village visitation. Along with this we translate 'or
care for the many other duties that confront us every
day. About 5 p. m. we usually have our evening meal.
About this time we realize that we have not been out
to see if the stock has been properly cared for. So off
we go to the goat pen; enroute we stop to see if all
the chickens are still alive. Very often we find that a
hen died, or that one was carried off by an eagle, or
that a snake has bitten one to death. Seldom a week
passes but some such calamity befalls either our chickens or goats or both. They are all the livestock that we
have, exept our pure white pet cat and plenty of rats.
Of course we do not harbor the rats, but they make
th.emselves at home without an invitation.

About 5:45

p.

m. we have a

class of Bible reading

FIELD

husband, who is always cool and calm, pointed his
finger at one of the men in the rear, which detracted
the boy's attention for a moment, but it was enough—
in that moment someone had gotten a hold on him,
thus saving my husband.
This is just one of many "unusual days" in Africa.
Why have we related it to you? Just to show you how
moment by moment we are kept by our all-loving
Savior from the many dangers that beset us. He always cares for His own, and never leaves nor forsakes
them. All we need to do is to trust Him.
Sincerely in His love,

and

R. A. Foster.

men who are looking forward to
full-time service in the Lord's harvest field. We read
until dark, which is about 6:30, then for another hour
explanation for our

we sit and discuss that which we read and expound
the Scriptures to them, or answer questions. At 7:30 or
8 p. m. we return to the house, either to read, write,
sew, or to care for the many duties that still remain
undone. Sometimes we lay off work and relax by playing games. We retire about 10, but not always to sleep;
more often to think over the day's blessings or disappointments, since there are many of both.

S. 911.
President

—

Elaine Polman,

—

9R.

Winona Lake,

0|5(;cia,5
Ind.

Vice President
Hazel Ringler, R. D. No. 4, Box 426, Johnstown, Pa.
General Secretary
Mary V. C. Fritz. 79 West First St.. Rittman, Ohio.
Financial Secretary-Treasurer
Margaret E. Sampson, 3303 ChoTerly At.
Chercrly, HyattSTille, Md.

—
—

Senior Patroness

Junior
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a

By MRS. ETHEL SIMMONS

WITNESSING''— Matt

LEADER'S INTRODUCTION

To

YELLOW. This
LIGHT and a golden

For January our rainbow color
color reminds us of a bright

CROWN.

is

Witnesses for Christ must ever keep their

lights shining brightly; their

10:32

reward

is

a crown which

the Lord will give.

GREAT NEED TO WITNESS
Many

years before Christ, the prophet Isaiah prophesied that Jesus would come and bring light to those
who sat in darkness (read Isa. 42:6, 7 with Matt. 4:14
and 16). Jesus did just that.

Today Christians speak of the darkness of Africa.
But there are thousands "sitting in darkness" here in
America right next to us in SCHOOL, at WORK, at
HOME, and even at CHURCH. This darkness is the

—

darkness of sin sin of unbelief in Jesus Christ, sin of
neglect in accepting Him as Savior, sin of godlessness,
disobedience, hate, etc.

shine, or witness, for Christ we must come to Him
regularly in prayer and in the reading of His Word,
and be filled with the Spirit who gives power and
wisdom for witnessing.

COMMAND TO WITNESS
The Lord commanded Paul, saying, "I have set thee
to be a light of the Gentiles, that thou shouldest be for
salvation unto the ends of the earth" Acts 13:47.
We, as Christian girls, have this same command from
the Lord. Read His command in Matt. 5:14 and 16.

—

REWARD FOR WITNESSING
Sometimes we do favors, work, or duties, and never
receive a word of thanks or a cent of pay. God is not
like that. He not only gives us untold blessings and
rewards here on earth, but will give rewards in heaven.
The crown of "rejoicing" is the soul-winners' crown.
Those brought

to Jesus by us will be our "crown of
rejoicing" at His coming. I Thess. 2:19,20, Phil. 4:1
(read these two passages).

TIME AND PLACE TO WITNESS
"Be ready always to give an answer to every man
that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you" (1
Peter 3:15), and "preach the word; be instant in season, out of season" (2 Tim. 4:2). In other words, the
and at all times.
time to witness is

By

NOW

—

IN SCHOOL We can witness by giving out the word
through tracts and the spoken word, and by inviting
(read John 1:46, 4:29).

AT
Luke

WORK—We
8:5,

11),

can witness by sowing the seed (read
by faithfully telling others of Christ

THE RAINBOW COLOR THIS MONTH

—

AT HOME We can witness by living a life above reproach (Matt. 5:16). This is perhaps the hardest place
bad,

Our own family sees us when we feel "good,
and indifferent" but a consistent Christian life
tell more than words ever would.

will

—

AT CHURCH—We can witness best by sincerely serving in every way possible, by accepting responsibilities,
by desiring to please God rather than man, by putting
Christ and others first. We can also witness with our
faithfulness in singing in the choir, in teaching, in
speaking to others, and in our testimonies.

THE WAY TO WITNESS
Have you ever seen a lamp with a chimney that is
smoked and unclean? What a difference in the Ught
given forth when the chimney is clean! The light was
there, and was just as bright, but it did not shine forth
so that anyone could see it until the chimney was
cleaned. It is the same with our lives. When we accept
Jesus, He comes into our lives and becomes our light.
But others cannot see His light in us unless the things
of the world are put out of our lives, for they hinder
others from seeing Him in us.
Lights must not only be clean, but filled regularly.

Simmons

from you as yet. Why not join the other Juniors in
writing to one another? Send in your name and address (to Mrs. Ethel Simmons, Listie, Pa.) if you want
a Junior Pen Pal.

(read Acts 1:8).

to witness.

Mrs. Ethel

"PEN PALS"— WHERE ARE YOU??
Some of you must be hiding, for we haven't heard

Our
use

it

this

color for January is YELLOW. Remember to
for your decorations, posters, invitations, etc.,

month.

MEYERSDALE, PA., WE WELCOME YOU!
A Hew Junior Sisterhood was organized in October
at Meyersdale, Pa., by Mrs.

Kenneth Ashman.

The

Senior Sisterhood gave an "A-1" model meeting to
show the Juniors how to conduct a Sisterhood meeting. A fine group of 11 Juniors became charter members with good prospects for more than twice that
number. Later, games and refreshments were enjoyed
by the Jimior and Senior girls. Table decorations consisted of colored streamers from the wall to rainbows
on the table—the effect was very pretty. Your Junior
Patroness had the privilege of being present at this
meeting. We are truly glad for this new group.

FROM LEON, IOWA
—we

received word that each Junior girl
Rainbow Booklet and very interested in

is

making a
Anyone

it.

like to have more information about the
Rainbow Booklet, please write a card to your Junior

who would
Patroness.
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MISSIONARY STORY FOR JUNIORS—

MARY

SLESSOR, OF CALABAR, AFRICA

By CLAIRE HAMILTON

to the mission hall quite early.

Nig^ht of Terror
It

was Saturday

home

night.

except for the

All

was dark

little lights

in the Slessor

burning in the living

room where Mary and her mother sat knitting. They
seemed to be waiting for something dreadful to happen.
One hour passed. Two hours passed. They listened.
They waited. They prayed. Suddenly, they heard footsteps.
"Oh, Mother, he's coming," cried Mary. "Be
brave, Mary," was the mother's reply.
Into the shabby house stormed the drunken father.
"Here's your supper. Father," said Mary meekly. The
father picked it up and threw it into the fire. "Now,
get out, get out," he said as he forced Mary out of the
house. Mary walked up and down the street sobbing
and sobbing as though her heart would break. After
what seemed to be a long, long time, Mother called
"Mary, Mary."

Eagerly Mary rushed to her
mother. "It's all right now, dear. Everything's quiet.
We can go to bed." The night of terror was over—it
was to be their last, for the next day Mr. Slessor died.
softly,

Taming the Roughs
Mary didn't forget the words

of her

mother,

""oe

she taught a class for boys and girls. Down one street
and up another, past the worst of houses where people

huddled together, Mary wended her way to the

mission.

She felt a little tired tonight. It had been a hard
day at the factory. All the days were hard daysworking from 6 in the morning until 6 at night. Anyway, even though it was hard work, she was glad she
could take care of the family now that her father had
died.

Her heart warmed as she

felt her Bible under her
a wonderful lesson she would be giving
the children— about Zacchaeus in the tree. Perhaps
tonight, as she had prayed, the rough gang of boys
would come to the meeting.
As she neared the mission someone shouted, "Here
she comes, fellows!" In a few split seconds a gang of
rough boys surrounded her. The boy who had cried,
"Here she comes," was carrying a leaden weight tied
to a piece of cord. He started to swing it. It came
closer and closer to Mary's head. Mary didn't move.
It shaved her brow and crashed to the ground. Mary
didn't make a sound. "Say, fellows," exclaimed one of
the roughest, "she's all right. She's game. What do you
say we all go into the meeting?"
Mary's eyes shone brightly as she told her mother
about the exciting evening. "And do you know. Mother,
when that leaden weight kept coming closer and closer
and all those rough boys were standing around me, it
seemed as though the Lord Jesus was standing there
with me and I wasn't afraid." "But the best part,"
continued Mary, "the boy who swung the leaden weight
accepted Jesus as his Saviour. And they're all going
to come every week!"
Later more trouble was brewing. One week Mary got

arm.

would happen?" she asked. He looked at her questioningly. "Why, I'd get this whip across
my back"
Mary turned her back. "I'll take it for you if you'll
go
in," she said. Surprised, the boy
replied, "Would you
really take that for me?" "Yes, and far
more—go on.
mean it," said Mary earnestly. The boy threw down
his whip and followed Mary into the
I

meeting.

was happier than Mary that night,
the whip became a Christian.

What

.

—

791

No one

for the boy with

African Jungles Ahead

One day a letter arrived telling of Mary's brother's
death. How sad they all felt. But Mary's mother
felt
the saddest. "I had so hoped he would be spared
to go
as a missionary to the needy people of Africa,"
she

would
ing.

brave," as she started out for the slum district where

lived

As she was arranging
chairs she noticed the children making a lot of
noise as
they came in. Outside the mission hall was a boy
with
a big whip. With it he was driving all the children into
the mission hall, but he wouldn't come in
himself.
Mary hurried out to him. "If we changed places what

say, "but God knows best." Mary began thinkMaybe she could take her brother's place! Per-

haps she could go to Africa!
Mary came home from the factory very excited one
evening. "Mother, Mother, what do you think?
I'm
going to Africa!" "How wonderful!" exclaimed
Mary's
mother, never happier. "I do hate to leave my children
down
the slums, but they can see the church spires
from where they live. They can go to church and
hear
about Jesus. Many in Africa have never even heard
the
name of Jesus!" exclaimed Mary.
When Mary got on the big steamer to go to Africa
she saw a large number of barrels of liquor on board.
"All that liquor," she said sadly, "and only one
mission-

m

ary!"
Scotland, her home, lay behind. Calabar, Africa, lay
ahead. A place of rivers, swamps, and forests where
savage negroes and wild beasts lived. Yes, Mary was
headed for excitement and for places in Calabar where
no white woman had ever been!—From CHILD EVANGELISM magazine. Used by permission.

REMEMBER?
Treuler for Africa

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
JUNIOR TOPIC—

a

WITNESSING"

s.

By MRS. ETHEL SIMMONS

YELLOW is our rainbow color for January. Ttiis color
reminds us of a bright LIGHT and a golden CROWN.
Jesus wants us to shine brightly, as a bright light in
this dark world of sin. He will give a crown to those

M. M. NEWS

The Senior Sisterhood of Conemaugh, Pa., had a very
impressive installation service in the form of a Candle-

who lead souls to Jesus,
(MATERIAL NEEDED: schoolhouse, church, and
home made out of black paper with windows cut in

light

A candle. A crown of yellow or gold paper.)
This is a SCHOOL. Did you ever see a black
schoolhouse? (Hold up the schoolhouse.) That is just
what this is! Black! It shows us that there are many,
many boys and girls who have black hearts that need
cleansing by the blood of Jesus. This candle (light it)
Christian.
is going to represent a boy or girl who is a
This girl, we will name her Betty, goes to this school
and tells others about Jesus. She invites them to church
and Sunday School, and some of them become Christians. That is how she lets her light shine for Jesus.
(Put the lighted candle behind the schoolhouse so
that the light shines through the windows.)
(Hold up the black home.) I
2. This is a HOME.
wouldn't like to live in a black house, would you? Bur
that is where a little girl named Anne lives. It isnt
has
really black outside, but everyone who lives inside

was the central theme. After a prelude, the president,
carrying a tall white candle which she set on the table
at the front of the church, walked down the aisle. Our

1.

shine.
lights

can shine through the windows.)

And here is a CHURCH. (Hold up the black
be
church.) You are wondering how a church could
of
black when that is the place where we go to learn
did you
Jesus, and where we go to worship Him. But
who go to
ever think that many of the boys and girls
3.

Sunday School and church, and even Sisterhood, may
shine
not know Jesus as their Savior? Yes, we must
many girls
for Jesus at church, too. This church had
her
attending it, but one girl named Ruth really let
summer and
light shine for Jesus. She went in the
tired
winter, good weather or bad, when she was sleepy,
—except when she was sick in bed! She always carried
take
her Bible with her. She stopped on her way to
loved
others along to church. She told them how she
Him as
Jesus and told them how they could have
hearts and
their Savior by letting Him come into their
Bible
cleanse them. She learned many verses from the
and would use them in talking to her friends. See how
she spread the light of Jesus in this church?
candle behind the church.)
4.

And

this is a

CROWN.

Isn't

it

(Hold

a beautiful crown?

give to those who bring
beautiful. Let us try to
shine
be good witnesses for Jesus, and let our lights
brightly for Him in this world of darkness.

But the crown that Jesus will
others to Him is much more

you are too busy

to pray,

you are too busy.

lighted entirely by

.

patroness, Mrs. Raymond Anthony, read Scripture
about God, the Father, and the choir sang "Gloria
Patria."
The vice president entered and set her candle on
the table. Mrs. Anthony read Scripture pertaining to
the work of the Lord Jesus the Son of God, and Mrs.
Jack Plunk sang "The Lord's Prayer." Then the secretary came down the aisle and placed her candle on
the table to form a triangle which represented the
Trinity. Appropriate Scripture was read and the choir
sang "Holy Spirit Faithful Guide."
After this the treasurer entered carrying a green
candle as a symbol of service and placed it on the
table.

Mrs. Gingrich then gave us a devotional talk on
"Separation From the World and Dedication of Life to
Service." The officers' names were read and they
knelt for the installation prayer by Mrs. Gingrich. The
Sisterhood girls then sang their new theme song, "Fix
Your Eyes Upon Jesus."
This impressive service closed with an invitation to
anyone who would like to have their lives shine for
Jesus, to light a candle from those on the table which
represented or symbolized the Trinity. Practically the
entire congregation responded to this call. Rev. Gingrich closed with prayer.
Yours because of Calvary,
Doris Gingrich, Secretary.

THE HUMAN AND DIVINE SIDE OF CHRIST
He who

is

the bread of

life

began his ministry hunger-

ing.

He
He
He
He
He
He

who is the water of life ended his
who was weary is our true rest.
who paid tribute is the King of

ministry thirsting.
Kings.

prayed yet hears our prayers.
wept but dries our tears.

was

sold for thirty pieces of silver, yet

redeemed

the world.
led as a lamb to the slaughter, but is the good
shepherd.
He died and gave His life, and by dying destroyed
death for all who believe. Unknown.

He was

—

If
If

The church was

A lighted candle was at the end of each pew,
which made a beautiful picture. The Trinity in symbol

each.

and
a black heart excepting Anne. She loves Jesus
and father
tries to live so that her brother and mother
wrong,
will want to accept Him. Even when things go
witness,
she remembers that Jesus will help her to be a
and she doesn't say cross words. She lets her light
(Hold the candle behind the house so that the

program.

candles.

you would

ground.

lift

others, you

must be on higher
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MY GOLDEN BOWL
was July

It

The early morning was
was saturated with challenging

in Michigan.

delightful, for the air

In the bowl, all thoughts, words, and deeds are there,
be they good or bad. The strength when faith was
strong, the weakness when faith was weak, the blasting negations of disbelief, each has a niche. Every emotion that swelled a heaving breast, in joy or in sorrow;
the faith that looked through and saw God, or died in
its doubt; the prayers that pierced the veil ascending
in their way to the Father God, or lost themselves in
their own unfitness, all are in place. Sorrows and joys

best to woo the heart of man unto that loftiness
once his in the garden of the long, long ago.

Early awakened, I was comfortably resting away
the night's languor that sometimes on an early morning seeks to discourage the renewed bodily energy.
But soon I forgot my languidness for I found myself
enjoying God's comforting glory, so immeasurably displayed by all His living, gleaming, vibrating creation.

—

My

today,

and experiences, my hopes, aspirations, assoand achievements. All these loomed
up out of an almost forgotten past. Then said I, "What
does it all mean to me now?" I endeavored to analyze
my thoughts, for soon they became as a flooding stream
bursting out of memory's repository. In that day it
was normal and natural. But now, in my approaching
sunset of life, it seems far away, strange, dreamy, yet
loaded with momentous opportunities and possibilities.
As I meditated, out of the fullness of my soul there
events,

—

came

a startling thought as a gleaming vision— that
in the early days of my youth there was given to me
an empty bowl. This bowl was clean, free from tarnish, great, deep and wide, made of pure gold, gar-

many kinds of flowers, richly adorned with
precious jewels gathered from the far-away corners
of the earth.
At the time of my early youth, into this great bowl I
began to place bits of my life. I did not think of It,
then, in that way. Yet, unconscious to myself, each
day, samples, particles of my life, slipped in, nevermore to be removed, neither by myself nor by another.
nished with

Thus,

moment by moment, day

in and day out, through
years, the record of my life, made by myself,
gathered by myself, of themselves dropped themselves
into the great golden bowl that is deep, wide, garnished with flowers, and gems gathered from the faraway corners of the earth.
This early July morning, in the evening of my
earthly pilgrimage, the golden bowl, I see, has been
filling, filling, filling!
Little space remains. Yet n
shall be filled. Filled? During all my terrestrial sojourn there has flowed into the bowl a full measure
of myself the self known only by God. When full to
the brim, eternity's Unseen Hand, gently, yet firmly,
shall close the bowl and seal the lid, that into destiny's
hand might be delivered my golden bowl, once clean
all

my

—

and

free

despair, hopes

and

God and man,

are found therein. Even

aspirations, love, all in all towards

what we could
have done for humanity and God, and failed to do,

of

ciations, failures,

EIKENBERRY

—

—

its

thoughts turned to things of yesterday, things of
and the prospect of tomorrow. In the course
my mental sweep of these, my mind drifted to the
scenes of my youth. I recalled a multitude of things,

D. F.

either in deliberations or impulse; forgetting that not
one jot or tittle of a lifetime even to the most minute
trifle
things done, said, or thought never fail to find
their own resting place in the golden bowl.

vigor bursting out of the vanishing night's repose. So
far as the world's big out-of-doors was concerned
there was nothing to be added. All nature was doing

—

By REV.

are there dressed in full uniforms, staring in reproachful pity tragedy.
The golden bowl contains the only true authoritative
record of my life. Even so, true it is of all, for each
has a bowl. No man can read the record, for no man
can understand. Only God is able to read its twisted,
cluttered, jumbled, messy mass. For only God can
understand why this and that went in, and this
other and that other stayed out. He alone knows
why the five talents multiply to ten talents, the two
talents become four talents, and the one talent withered, came to be worse than nothing. For to God
the bowl contains the residue of cause and effect.
Only my loving, understanding Redeemer, the Son
of Man, is able to pick up the threads of the little
bits that first fell in, and follow their winding, tangling
course. Other bits, other threads, without number,
that since have slipped there, He, also, follows to the
end. He reads the lines. He weighs the testimony. He
judges the evidence. He pronounces the verdict.
But thanks be to God, He loved me unto the end!
Praise His holy name! In the golden bowl, Jesus shall
find my faith in Him as my Lord and Saviour. He shall
find my yielding to Him, accepting Him as my personal
Redeemer and Lord. He shall find the confessions I
have made of my unworthiness, of my great needs, of
my helplessness. He shall find my prayers, my hunger
to become like Him. He shall find my testimony, my
deeds of service, my love for Him and for men. Then,
by one sweep of His brush of hyssop, dipped in His
blood and the water of His word. He shall cover the
unclean things, toss them into His ocean of forgetfulness. Then, once more, my golden bowl, garnished
with flowers from forests, fields, and gardens, adorned
with the gems of all the earth, shall become clean, free
from tarnish, with nothing remaining only that which
is pleasing to Him, spotless and holy.

from tarnish.

—

"By the grace

And

How thoughtless
How careless in the

are most of us with the records!
selection of the material! So often
heedlessly we trudge, shuffling on, on, on; being dullwitted to the eternal laws of eternity's records; being
dull-witted to the effects of the choices we make

God

of

I

am what

I

shall be what, I shall be.

"Jesus paid
All to

Him

it all.

I

owe;

Sin had left a crimson stain,
He washed it white as snow."
793
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RALLY DAY

YELLOW CREEK, PENNSYLVANIA
Greetings from Yellow Creek, Pa. "Bless the Lord, O
my soul, and all that is within me bless His Holy
Name!" We are happy to report some of the ways in
which God has blessed in the past months.
In June we organized and conducted a Community
Daily Vacation Bible School. We were granted the
privilege of using the public school building for this.
There was an enrollment of 124 (those who attended
one day or more), with an average attendance of 104,
This was an increase of about 40 over our last year's
average. In addition to this there was a fine group of
13 teachers and helpers. Three of the four teachers
and one of the helpers were from our church, while
the other nine were from the Church of the Brethren,
the Methodist, and the Reformed churches.
The children were enthusiastic and it was an inspiration to see them all gathered together in our assembly room. Then it was a challenge as we went to our
separate rooms for the departmental instruction. The
Scripture Press materials were used.
The school cost about $55.00, and this amount was
given through offerings.
The main highlights were Decision Day and the
closing program. On Decision Day 50 children signified
their acceptance of Christ as Savior. After 10 days of
school we had our closing program in the Church of
the Brethren.
In October the Lord richly blessed us in giving us a
two weeks' evangelistic meeting with Bro. Arthur
Malles as evangelist. The people enjoyed his fine messages. Mrs. Malles accompanied him and her presence
added to the blessing as they sang together and had
fellowship in the church and in various homes. Brother
Malles had the privilege of presenting Christ in message and song in our local school, one time to the
grade school and one time to the high school. The
combined student body of about 400 enjoyed this.
Bro. Robert E. Miller brought us a prophetic message on the Atomic Bomb one night during the meetings. Delegations from Martinsburg, McKee, Leamersville, and Mundy's Corner helped us in the meetings.
The Lord blessed our people, and there were three
definite decisions for Christ.— Fred Wm. Walter.

IN

HAGERSTOWN

By WALTER A. LEPP, Pastor
Rally Day was all we expected it to be and much
more, for it was also a Homecoming Day and the fifth
anniversary of our church. Our God Who is rich in
mercy and grace opened the windows of heaven on
October seventh and just loaded us with His benefits.
It was our good fortune and blessing to have as our
guest speaker at all services Rev. L. L. Grubb, and the
Lord blessed his ministry among us mightily. We had
the joy of seeing four souls accept Christ as their
personal Savior and seventeen were led by the Spirit
of

God

this

to renew their covenant with Christ. Truly,
was an answer to prayer and the most vital bless-

ing of Rally Day.

A number of new records were achieved which will
be of interest to readers of the Herald. Our previous
Bible school high was 224 en Easter Sunday of this
year. We saw this record changed with a new high of
256. The goal of $1,500.00 to reduce the indebtedness
was surpassed and we had the joy of seeing $1,627.00
in cash brought to God's storehouse. The debt on the
church entire, is rapidly diminishing and .we are looking forward to the day in the near future when a
mortgage-burning service will be announced. The total
attendance for the day was 1,200, which was another

new record in the history of the church.
The afternoon service was one of great

blessing and
and many friends witnessed the official release of the church from the Brethren Home Missions
Council. The pastor expressed appreciation in behalf
victory,

of the congregation to Rev.

Grubb, representing the

Council, for the splendid relationship that has existed
between the church and the Council, now making posRev.
sible another strong, self-supporting church.
Grubb spoke on behalf of the Council and assured the
church that the many members and friends of the
Corporation would be given the church's expression
of appreciation for their prayers and gifts. He also

expressed thanksgiving for the way the church has
prospered in every way and that it had an even
brighter future.
Following this brief service we were challenged with
a vital Home Missions message by Rev. Grubb on
"Winning the Lost in Post-War America." The challenge was a great one and the church sees a need of

(Continued on Page 796)

Smith School, where the
Yellow Creek, Pa., Daily Vacation Bible School Group, taken in front of the Robert
classes were conducted.
794
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Quiet Hour Verse— Psalm 119:105
Talking to Us.
ROOM-There should be a good supply of the

following articles

Invitations to the meeting should
bear the C. E.
insignia.
Song^ Service— "I

1.

Bibles.

2.
3.

Quiet Hour slips.
Helps and devices to encourage Bible
reading and
study, and tracts on the Word.

4.

Pencils.

3.
4.

5.

I.

important to be quiet and reverent when
the
is

Read the Word.
1. The Bible should
be read through once

a year
Christians do this? (Ask if any
have read it through once.
There are many books in the Bible that Christians know nothing about. All
Scripture is for

us— 2 Tim. 3:16.
Study the Word.
1.

2.

Topic— CHRISTIAN

a command— 2 Tim. 2:15.
necessary to know the Word to win souls
and witness to our friends and enemies— 1
Pet
It is

It is

Psalm 119:42.
Study takes time, but

Every Endeavor society should

brings results— Acts

Meditate upon the Word.
1.

2.
3.

IV.

Psalm 119:148; Psalm 119:97.
Read a small portion of the Word slowly.
Be quiet so God can speak to our hearts.

Hide the Word in our hearts.
1. Psalm
119:11.
Quote Scripture in times of
temptation and testing. Christ did and won
2.

the victory.
Start memorizing Scripture verses. Learn one
verse a day or a week. This can often be done
on street cars or while walking to school or to

work.
V.

—2 Tim.

3:15.

Have
1.

2.
3.

be—

CHRISTIAN
"And the disciples were called Christians first
in
Antioch"—Acts 11:26. The word Christian means
"Christ follower." If we are to be a follower
then we
must follow someone and that Someone is Christ
He
should be first in everything.
If we subtract Christ from the
word Christian

have

'

we

IAN
it

17:11.
III.

ENDEAVOR AND YOU.

This topic can be worked out on a
flannelgraph
may be substituted or words added

board. (Pictures
"•see below.)

3:15,
3.

all will

Offering and Announcements.
Special Music.

How many

II.

Every Day."

help you to use your

and for
the leaders of our Brethren National
Christian Endeavor Union.

read, as God is talking to us.
The Word of God is the believer's food and
without
It one dies spiritually.
Therefore, every child of
God who desires to grow must do the following
things (topics to be handed out)

2.

of

will

talents for Him.
Ask Him to bless your society so that
be done for His honor and glory.
Pray for the officers of your society

All Scripture is profitable.
It is

Jesus."

Moment

Prayer-Pray that the Lord

the young people that—
God speaks to us through His Word.
The Bible is God's "love letter" to us.

Bible

Need

"Every

LEADER— Remind
2.

!)itte^meclUate6.

JANUARY 20-CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR AND YOU

THEME— God

1.

and

^uitia^l
20,

Ond ca^ax

Lni:idtian

SefUa^dPROGRAM FOR JANUARY
YOUR

—

—

:
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faith in the Word.
Believe the Word for salvation— John 1:12.
Believe the Word for security John 10:27-29.
Beheve the Word for guidance and direction
in our lives— Prov. 3:5, 6; James 1:5, 6.

—

These three letters stand for the words "I AM
NOTHING." If I, as a Christian, am separated from
Christ,
"I am nothing." We as Christian Endeavorers
can do
absolutely nothing unless we put the Lord Jesus
Christ
first and stay close to Him. Then and
only then can
we say with Paul, "I can do all things through Christ
which strengtheneth me."
Let us think of the next word

ENDEAVOR
This word means to strive earnestly.
to do what or strive for what? The C.
"Trusting in the Lord Jesus Christ
promise Him that I will STRIVE to

would Hke to have me do."
What would He like to have
Pray
*Read His Word

CLOSING—Ask

the members to sign the Quiet Hour
slips and to take any helps available. If time
permits
have some give testimonies, telling what keeping the
Quiet Hour means to them. Close by quoting a
Scripture verse.—Ruth A. Ashman.
795

me

Strive earnestly
E. pledge reads,

for strength,

I

do whatever he

do?

Attend Church
Serve Him

you have accepted the Lord Jesus Christ as your
Savior and want to serve Him, Christian Endeavor is
the place for you to "go into action." There is plenty
to do. Our Brethren National C. E. Union has given
If

THE BRETHREN MISSIONARY HERALD
YOU

goals

and projects

to

work on

(see

The Brethren

Missionary Herald, October 27, 1945), the chores at
home may be done in such a way that others may see
Jesus in you, our churches have plenty of jobs to be
done IF you will show that you are willing to work.

What
Sing

does

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR mean

— "Step by

Step

to

r.K;
3
-1

YOU?

Follow Jesus."
Hazel Marquart.

I'll

—

to all the saints in this place,

and we are confident
that our church will make great strides in days to
come in the reaching of the lost for Christ. We regret
to say that there were those who were deeply under
conviction, but did not yield to the Spirit of God; won't
you pray with us that they will yet come and let the
Lord have His own way with them?
We take this occasion to thank our gracious Father
for His favor upon us in these days of refreshing. May
our Lord richly reward the Polmans and all who helped
to make these two weeks of meetings such a success.
To God belongs all the praise and the glory. The First
Brethren Church of Uniontown, Henry G. Rempel,

NEW FROM BRETHREN CHURCHES
(Continued from Page 794)
giving the greatest

Home

Missions

offering

in

its

history.

Our guest musicians

for the

day were Mr. Irvin H.

and the Bearinger Trio, of
Waynesboro, Pa. Mr. Miller is an accomplished pianist,
wholly dedicated to the Lord, and zealous in the service of the King. The Bearinger Trio presented several
Miller, of Cleveland, Ohio,

—

excellent messages in song at the great singspiration

during the afternoon service.
October seventh shall not soon be forgotten in this
church, for it was a Rally that shall go on and on
from victory to victory until the Lord Jesus shall call
us unto Himself. The day of fellowship was a foretaste of that day when we shall be in Christ's presence.
Following five wonderful services and several fellowship meals, we had to separate one from the other.
Such will not be the case when we shall enjoy the
Heavenly fellowship. Until that glad day we occupy
till He come.

Pastor.

isoseoeieeQCioooeoQcocieoQCieooeoQooQeoooeoos
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SPIRITUAL REFRESHING IN UNIONTOWN
We thank our Heavenly Father for His special blessings upon us in recent days when in His providence we
were led in revival meetings by Brother and Sister Leo
Polman. The Lord has been blessing this church abundantly in the past ten months, and now as a climaxing
blessing we experienced a real Spirit-filled revival. The
Polmans opened their work with us on Tuesday, November the 6th; they labored among us in real blessing from night to night. Their musical features and
vocal numbers were a blessing to all. The faithful
preaching of our brother was greatly used by the Holy
Spirit to bring conviction of sin. Our brother preached
the love of Christ for the sinner, but he also denounced
sin as it exists today in the church and in the world.
The visible results of the meeting are as follows:
There were 31 public confessions of Christ as Savior,
and 29 definite rededications on the part of Christians.
There never was a mass movement during the invitation. Decisions were made almost every night, which
indicates that the Spirit did the work, and people were
moved as the Spirit led. Many of the dedications resulted in definite confessions of sin. Some came confessing their indifferent living and their unfaithfulness to the Lord and the Church. Some came to give
up sinful and worldly habits. Several of the men of
the church came confessing that smoking had become

a sin in their

lives,

and

that, by the

Grace of God, they

let Him take this habit out of their lives. We
are glad to report that these men are giving God the
glory for deliverance from this besetting sin.
These victories have been a real source of refreshing

would
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NATIONAL BRETHREN RADIO

PROGRAM
IS

NOW ON THE

AIR ON THE

FOLLOWING STATIONS:

KGER—Long

Beach, Calif.— 1390 Kc.

Sundays— 12:30-1:00

p.

m.

WISH— Indianapolis,

Ind.— 1310 Kc.
Sundays—8:00-8:30 a. m.
WHOT—South Bend, Ind.— 1490 Kc.

Sundays—2:00-2:30

WMMN—Fairmont,

p.

W. Va.

m.

—920

Kc.

Sundays— 7:30-8:00 a. m.
WHKK— Akron, Ohio— 640 Kc.
Sundays— 7:30-8:00 a. m.
WJAC Johnstown, Pa.— 1400 Kc.
Sundays— 8:30-9:00 a. m.
WKEY— Covington, Va.— 1340 Kc.

—

Mondays—9:00-9:30

WINC—Winchester,

p.

m.

Va.

PLEASE PRAY AND GIVE IN ORDER TO KEEP
THE GOSPEL TRUTH ON THE AIR

ADDRESS
THE GOSPEL TRUTH, BOX 2, WINONA LAKE,

IND.

